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4759 

hsii 

N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. liu, v. u 
J. ku 
A. hu 

Sinking 
Upper. 

M" 
4760 

R'Vi 
C. huh 
H. hiuk 
F. oiik, hb'uk 
W. hsiu 
N. hsiioh 
P. hsii, hsii3 
M. hsiu 
Y. hsiuk 

Sz. hsiu 
K. uk 
J. kioku, &>/4« 

A. 

Entering 
Upper. 

—V »■ 3 

4761 
R. =EE. 

PP 
C. /4£« 
H. 
F. ^a, v. hia 
W. Aa 

N. /4a, v. hei 
P. ) 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. J 
K. he 
J. kio, ko 
A. hi, hia 

Rising Upper. 

hsii 

ftl to make warm. 

H a warm day. 

as mm to to stimulate na 

ture, — as does the warmth of 
spring. 

t0 mistake 
isolated acts of benevolence for 

“charity,” — in its widest 

sense. 

The dawn; the rising sun 

at sunrise, with 

the earliest dawn, 

lata the pleased appearance of 

a mean man who has gained 
his object. See 4730. 

pink, or rose-coloured,— 

as visiting-cards. 

To promise; to agree 

to; to allow; to grant; to 

give up to; to betroth. 

Excess; surplus; very. A 

final particle. Name of a 

State. 

m * or or ........ wft 
to promise; to assent to. 

WT T promised in marriage. 

ttTSJ it was a vow. 

to make a vow. 

to make an agreement 

with. 

mmmw to promise to the 

gods or to Buddha,—faithfully. 

say yes or no at once. 

If yt to accede to. 

do not allow him 

to come. 

mzmn you promised it 

to me. 

if AIS# 
^ promised that on reaching 

a secluded spot there should be 
an equal division,—of the spoil. 

^ Iff §£ it was merely a 

casual assent, — not a binding 
promise or agreement. 

^ 3 

P 
4761 

it must be allowed. 

ffcif fi ftr it must probably 

be so; there are most probably 
some; very likely there are; it 
may be that. 

If 0 A to name a day,—for 

a feast. 

jff ^ to put faith in. 

3E it 2 ¥ would your 

Majesty allow what he said? 

could you guaran 

tee a repetition?—of the achie¬ 
vements of past sages. 

—* iff Iff @1 be devoted him 

self all his life to his country. 

IH* ${1" to betroth a girl. 

1% If A not yet betrothed, 

—of a girl. 

If BEK® about to make a 

capital match,—of a girl. 

V0 Iff betrothed over a 

glass of wine. 

IfflfSS to betroth her. 

Ay a little. 

^ M Iff ’tis but a 
short distance off. 

smat 
tion I am suffering. 

how much afific- 

^ or very many, 

a very long time. 

in A If A bigger than life,— 

of a portrait. 

three thousand and 

odd. 

n -j-* |f£ ]|j| ^ a beautiful 

woman of somewhat more than 
twenty years of age. 

\fi 0 to If such were their 

features. 

0H k ^ Wt 
so liberal is his view, so sym¬ 
pathetic is his heart. 

— £ S Ifi fa If «>« 
griefs of this life are after all 
but for a short time. 

A1 don’t know 

where he comes from. 

^ fff brilliantly his 

posterity. 

If Wl a Department in Honan, 

—the site of an ancient feudal 
State. 

4761 

4762 

R. PH 
C. ~soii, tsou'- 
H.C2 
F. sou’- 
W. zi 
N .ji 
P. hsii 
M. yii 
Y. hsi? 
K. si 

shu, zo 
A .ji 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

m 
4763 

R- jnf 

M 
N .yii 
W. cii 

See 

Rising and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

4764 

4765 
R. Sfi. 

PO 
C. tsdii- 
H. csi 
F. sdii- 
W Sii 
A. if 

Rising 
Irregular. 

or tr §£or Hf §£ or A if 
WW most likely; probably. 

^ possibly; it may be that 

Read huz. A sound. 

"Bt >fff Iff the thud of the 
woodman’s axe. 

in front they call 

out a-hn,—when carrying loads, 
to warn people out of their 
way. [Huai-nan Tzu says it 
is a sing-song which stimulates 
burden-bearers to put forth their 
strength.] 

An island. 

M |I$| P|? J|| a solitary 

islet adorns the middle of the 
stream. 

Ku-lang-hsti,—Drum- 

wave-island, in the Amoy har¬ 
bour, so called from the drum 
like sound of the waves beating 
upon the shore. 

iffeijS! Ockseu island, off the 

mouth of the fi® Min river. 

Clear and nice, as well- 

strained wine. 

lit I1 have strained 

my wine until it is clear. 

Read yii.2 A fragrant 

plant; an edible root. 

Tangled; weedy growth. 

Same as 4763. 

The tench. 

it# ^ > /m 
bream and the tench. 

the fishes are the 

75 
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4 

/J'J 

4766 

R. 
PH 

See 

Rising Lower 

Irregular. 

To arrange-, to take in 

detail; to state; to narrate; 

to quote from; to converse; 

to chat. Used with 4771 

in the sense of “preface.” 

§x lr to discuss in detail. 

'toft to state in detail. 

T told his name and 

surname. 

SXSf to narrate. 

t0 coPy out in order. 

ft aj) <* it^H to state expli¬ 

citly. 

it# a meeting,—as of a com¬ 

pany. 

3? ?n # a critical 
' style, like that of the Tso Chuan 

—in which men and events are 
closely criticised. 

it* to discuss matters; ex¬ 

planatory notes. 

fll 111 ^ ft —1 nl oE * 
2|, ill * ft it * 
^ ^ the Lieh-kuo-chih re 

cords facts but does not discuss 
them,—is a simple narrative of 
events. 

IP it to quote in part,—a des¬ 

patch under acknowledgment. 

to quote the whole,—of 

a despatch, as is customary when 
answering important communi¬ 
cations. 

it or DC o, i? IS to 

converse; to chat. 

fH to discuss; to determine 

flit to have a pleasant chat 

to speak openly and without 
restraint. 

it*- to talk over old times. 

§* H; yn (°r Bt)to talk about 
cold and warm, — about the 
weather. 

^ the bve social relation 

ships. 

/Jl 
4768 

w 

4769 

s" j? 
Rising Lower 

I 
4767 

R 3E. pq 

See 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

Name of a stream in 

Hunan. 

vi£ m name of a District in 

Hunan. 

4770 

PH 

See 

K. so, cho 
. cho, djo 

A ./if, tri 

Even and 

Rising Lower 

Same as 4766. 

The east and west walls 

of an enclosure. 

4772 

R §£■ 
PH 
-soil 

W. -LA/i 

See 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

4771 
R 3S. 

PH 
C. I soil2- 
H. 
F. .tow 
W. 

N./* 

P* 1 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. ) 
K. « 
J. jAm, zc, dju 

A. /if3 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

A kind of sedge. 

¥ IS a sweet chestnut. 

hsii’ 

East and west; in order 

series; precedence. A pre 

face; see 4766. A school 

an asylum; see jsp. 4276. 

^ order; series; precedence. 

to sit down ac 

cording to precedence. 

the precedence of teeth,— 

sc. age; according to age. 

according to rank. 

ft ® m * old and young 

have their proper places. 

ft ft[ * s*. I » * if 
if there is no distinction between 
men and women, the laws will 
lose their proper application. 

J? *£® to arrange every 

thing properly. 

If iC »r # * a preface. 

Jalj- J^ Mr. T'ang’s preface. 

/J\ jijZ a “preface” at the end of 

a book. 

g J? author’s own preface. 

to ask a friend to write 

a preface. 

M ifor ® if portions of the 

Imperial palace, set apart under 

the Hsia dynasty for the 

reception of aged scholars. Also 
the two classes into which Buddh 
monks are divided, according 
to their duties, which are mun 
dane and spiritual, respectively 

Jiff )T whenever there 

was a festival. 

The end of a skein of 

thread; the clue; to connect. 

J||| the point at which to 

begin; the clue. 

!§L X Iff thrown into con' 
fusion; disarranged. 

to seek the clue to the 

matter. 

that the three 

labours (of husbandry,—plough¬ 
ing, sowing, harvesting) may 
proceed in due order. 

tl ffl, the matter is al¬ 

ready on the way (to be ac 
complished); the clue has been 
found. 

4 

nr 
4773 

R 
C. /suk 
H. sink 

F. suk 
W. ziio,jiio, 

yiio 
N. dzoh, djoh 

P. hsu? 

M. su 
Y. suk, hsiuk 

Sz. hsiu, su 

K. sok 
J. shoku, zoku 

A. tuk 

Entering 

Lower. 

via 
V&] 

to connect; to continue, 

surplus. 

XliKUHI 
the surplus (of Tao) is for 

governing the State,—after the 
best part has been used for self¬ 
culture. 

having no fixed inten 

tion or purpose. 

rn * « unquiet in mind 

M 'Ira depressed; down 

in the mouth. See 2187. 

^ ^ the throne; business; pro 

fession. 

£ ^ the achievement 

by which the descendant of 
T‘ang continued,—the achieve 
ments of his ancestors. 

^ l||L a feeling of melan 

choly arises. 

it m m ff & m 1 
the themes for laughter in other 
days have now become sources 
of tears. 

To continue; to join on 

to add to. 

Si| ^ ^ to continue (the 

traditions) of one’s ancestors. 

Wl to continue the ancestra 

worship. 

Iff %% (see 4483)or Hf ® or 

||f to marry again,—of 

widower. 

IP" Uf t0 men<^ with glue; to 
marry again, as above. 

Jjjpji to splice a rope. 

m Hit to splice. See 10,371. 
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4773 

4774 

R-faJ 
C. -s 'dii 
H. sP 
F. sou 
W. si? 
N. shP 
P. hsi? 
M. hsP, hsi'i 

Y. ) , .o 
Sz. I hsu 
K. si, chLe 
J. cho 
A. ni'P 

Sinking 
Upper 

Irregular. 

fa ^ ||| to have no heir, 

to adopt an heir, 

j to connect; to carry on. 

?E H H ^ m $£to §° °n 
with the work afterwards. 

^©14 0 to extend leave for 

a few days longer. 

JjH| a supplementary letter,— 

following a previous communi¬ 
cation. 

gf *ff- or gf ^ or gf to 

add to; supplementary. 

g| H| additionally agreed upon, 

—as added clauses. 

g| a supplementary agree¬ 

ment or convention, 

gf to make additional pur¬ 

chases. 

gf 'fit t0 renew,—as a certificate, 

licence, etc. 

if ft t# a continuation of 

the Hung-lou-tnSng. 

mm to add oil,—to a lamp. 

g| ^ continuously onward, 

gf or mm prosy; boring. 

m crowded together. 

Coarse, refuse silk or 

cotton; woolly; fleecy. A 

catkin. To stir up. Lo¬ 

quacious. 

mm refuse cotton. 

coarse clothes. 

^ the brighten¬ 

ing clouds look like cotton-wool, 

raw cotton. 

% W or M _tto line with 
cotton-wool; to quilt. 

a quilted coverlet. 

r? $rjj T ^oss sheets, for 
quilting. 

Iff )® ^ the caulk¬ 

ing (of the boat) gradually ceased 

to keep out the water. See 
5673- 

mm the catkins of the willow. 

iSj< ma catkin-poetry talents, 

—of a young lady who skilfully 
introduced “catkin” into a verse. 
See 3483. 

£Jni. 

4774 

4775 

Rji 
F. h'oii, v. 

Jiiing 
M. chsii 

See $J 

K. hu 
].ku 

A.hung 

Sinking 
Upper. 

JK 
4776 

4777 

R.« 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

4778 

PjP 
4779 

See^ 
A. twet, tret 

Entering 
Upper. 

m s,mm the north wind 

whirls around the catkins. 

do not stir up the 

soup. 

mm to chatter. 

* * 1mm (tao1 tao*) repeat¬ 

ing over and over again; prosy. 

tired or sick of anything. 

Drunk; tipsy. 

fl§j dead drunk. 

W ipj Wi $ drunk and dis¬ 

orderly. 

Same as 3061. 

To pile up earth. 

to make a mud 

wall. 

See 3061. 

To beguile; to lure, as 

by false stories. 

to lead astray. 

31 i® to introduce; to lure on. 

It it te B&«. 
ftats with poetry and 

wine let us beguile our old 
anxieties. 

^ ^ rumours of in¬ 
sufficient food spread rapidly. 

4780 

C. sun 
H. sen 

F. siong 
W. ziie 
N. djoh 
P. 
M. 
Y. swei 
Sz. hsuan 
K. son 
J. sen, zen 
A. trien, tuen 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

hsuan 

To turn round; to re¬ 

volve; to return. Follow¬ 

ing ; subsequently. See M 

2450, jj|| 2889. 

© °r #e fm or 0 #e to 
go round; to revolve. 

or M to g°home to 
one’s native place. 

tv $e & in the return home 

is at hand. 

fa H/aE when will it come 

round? 

the curling,—as of eddies, 

etc. 

4T = te£ having 3 concen¬ 

tric circles,-—marks on a coin. 

the embroidered return,— 

of a successful graduate. 

to go round about; to 

make a round, as when strolling. 

jfife jfc getting a thing 

one moment and losing it the 
next. 

£ m * «i (the driver on) 

the left wheels (the chariot, 
while the spearman on) the right 
brandishes (his weapon). 

$E (til 0 thereupon he 

came back. 

mm subsequently receiving,— 

a despatch in reply, etc. 

$Hi -k M just then it came 

on to rain heavily. 

m & A Sr M ”h'“ 
some persons interfered between 
us, and. 

Read hsuan4. To revolve. 

$E M, a whirlwind. See 4786. 

tea ± a heap of sand ac¬ 

cumulated by the wind. 

teas- the whirlwind feat, 

viz., of brandishing a weight in 
some way over the head. 

i giddy. 



4781 

N. \.j '6n 
P. hsiianD, 

v. Jisiian 

See $E 
Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

m 
4782 

* 
See 
A.tuen 

Even Lower. 

R 

4783 

RH 
See tjs£. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

4785 
R. 

See$E 
A. tiien 

Sinking 

Lower. 

4786 

See hvi. 
Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

Circling water. 

iJfe a it 
a swirl; an eddy. 

*/ffb yj&E a “race;” “chow-chow” 

water. 

tK tr vH ^the water is ed 
dying. 

A kind of jade called 

Used for 4813. 

JIM the Emperor’s birthday, 

an ornamented beam. 

rfe II a palindrome; .sw 

5U3- 

A rope for tethering 

cattle. 

4784 

s“ t& 
Even Lower. 

A kind of snail. 

m « a spiral univalve, with 

whorls. 

A pewter kettle used for 

warming spirits by standing 

it in boiling water. A 

pulley; a windlass. To cut 

things round in a lathe; usee 

with 4809. [Dist. from $$ 

11,847.] 

a small hand-basin. 

i&SkT- the part of a lathe 

which holds the knife or chise 

& ft IH y°u 
cannot hew a thing as round 
as you can turn it. 

A whirlwind; a tornado 

a typhoon. See 4780. 

4787 

ttm.1 

4788 

Even Lower 
and Upper. 

pit 1 

4789 

■% 
R 

See 

Even Upper. 

4790 

Rdfc 
C. yiin 
H. hen, now 

ngien 
W.yiie, now 

ngiie 

N. yiien 
P. I hsiian, 

M. i now yuan 
Y. now 

yiiei 

Sz. hsiian, 
nowy««« 

K. /yw* 

befn 
A. 

Even Lower. 

5^ 5038. 

Solitary; alone. Used for 

5050. 

#ft #ft solitaryam x>and 
full of distress. 

The larvae of mosquitoes, 

called 4|p| 4j| , found in wells 

and pools. An insect crawl 

ing. 

Black (= Gr. piXag); dark 

sombre; deep; mysterious 

profound. Of or belonging 

to Taoism; see 12,372 

13,744. Radical 95. [Being 

part of the personal name 

of the Emperor K‘ang Hsi 

it is now always written 

even in combination, as 

under 4791, 4792. Also 

written and read yuan 

for the same reason.] 

heaven is black 

earth is yellow. 

Heaven and Earth; to be 

sick (of horses). 

heaven; the sky; God; a 

name for the heart. 

M ft ft ± took flisht 
and went up to heaven, — of 
Wang Tzu-ch‘iao. See 13,617. 

S ^ Jt k PJt $} y°ur 
handmaid is ordered by Goc 
(Taoist),—to, etc. 

”3^* 7^ fhe profound void, — the 

sky. 

k ^or k k J: God 
phi paradise; heaven. 

the heavenly Jerusalem,— 

of the Taoists. 

explained as 

^ # ik the state before 

birth. Used in a general way 

for “Taoism.” See 3fi|j 7104 

4790 

4791 

4792 

ffl T1 ^ k come from Bud- 
dhist and Taoist sources. See \ 
12,372. 

the Mysterious Female, 

of the Tao-Te-Chitig, as to the| 
meaning of which no two autho¬ 
rities agree. She is identical| 

with the , and her ft) 

abode is the universe. 

kk a legendary female who is I 

said to have aided the Yellow | 
Emperor. 

black colour, 

black clothes, 

the swallow. See 12,721,1 

543L 

|8| heaven’s wine — water ;| 

Adam’s ale. 

-jr ^ dark and still; silent con¬ 

templation. 

or ^ j|jL abstruse; mys-l 

tic. 

mk to understand (Taoist) I 

mysteries. 

m-z to discuss mysteries; tol 

speculate. 

izVc incorporeal. 

kZXk the abstrusest of I 

the abstruse; the deepest of the| 
deep. 

an ingenious contrivance; | 

the black art; magic. 

M ^ k ft do not for8et| 
eternal principles, — when in f 
danger. 

the ninth moon. 

sulphate of soda; salts, 

carbonate of lime. 

k% a great-great-grandson. 

-k% a water-spirit. 

-fy (fi^l the snake-fish (Ofhioce■ 
PitS. 

phaltis argus). 

a sPec*es crane Grus 

monachus). 

Altered form of 4790.| 

See |f 52 17- 

Same as 4790. Thisformj 

is specially affected in mo¬ 

dern Taoist writings. 
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4793 

hsiian 

R. 

C. yiin 
H. ‘fen 
F. hi eng 
W. yiie 
N. yiien 

£!■ 
Y. swei3 
Sz. hsiian 
K. hyon 
}. ken, gen 

A. hiien 

Rising and 
Even Lower. 

w. 

4794 

H. hen 

See 0£ 
A. hiien 

Sinking 
Lower. 

w 

4795 

R. JS 

C. iyiin,yiin- 
H. ihen 
F. shing, 

i.hieng 
.ye^yue'- 

N .yiien 
P. hsiian3 
M. hsiian 
Y. sivei3 

Sz. hsiian 
K. 

J. 
A. -hiien 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

4796 

4797 

See 

A. 
Sinking 

Lower. 

To glisten; to sparkle. 

An expanse of water. Name 

of a river in Shansi. 

glittering; shining. 

m it it ± the dew glistens 

on the flowers. 

mm mm his tears fell in 

glittering drops. 

Read hsiian2. 

|T| '/£ a waste of waters. 

Blazing; bright; dazzling. 

brilliant; dazzling. 

'fife 'i'll t0 illumine; bright. 

SIKA to display before 

people. 

A ^ B to confuse the 

senses; to dazzle. 

m $$ ^ made splendid 
presents. 

Dizzy; giddy; confused; 

mistaken; deceived. Also 

read hsiian2. Used for 

4854- 

fk> ^ giddiness; vertigo. 

[^5; to fall down in a faint, 

from giddiness, etc. 

mm to make dizzy; to confuse. 

confused as to the 

nominal and the real,—unable 
to discriminate between them. 

DM fe (hsiian*) or (Jj|| dazed; 

blurred sight; confused, 

to be asphyxiated. 

the eyes swimming from 

giddiness. 

See 4483. 

To recommend; to praise; 

to boast of; to expose to 

view. 

a coquette, 

i m self-praise. 

t0 boast. 

4797 

4798 

See y£ 

Rising Lower. 

3 

4799 

R-$sfc 

See 

Rising Lower. 

R 

JL 
4800 

■** 

3E 5|c to exhibit jade in 

the hope of a purchaser,—to 
recommend oneself. 

to recommend oneself, 

an exhibition. 

boastful; bom- 

a m 
m% 

mum 
bastic. 

Fine clothes. 

Rings fixed on tripods, to 

serve as handles. 

See jj£ 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

Pjf 
4801 

R-7G&G 

Seeli 
Even Upper. 

m 

4802 

4803 

r1E 7C 
F. hiong 

See la M 
. ken, kun 

Rising and 
Even Upper. 

R 

4804 

See 

Even Lower. 

To revolve. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from 6011.] 

I it # to return to their 

northern abodes. 

The crying of children. 

Glorious; dignified. 

^ PM ^ how commanding 

and distinguished,—is the prince! 

Same as 4803. 

The light of the sun; to 

dry; to parch; to smoke. 

bright; brilliant. 

0 leUS. Z to dry in the sun. 

® & to smoke meat, 

jfcg to smoke fish. 

A badger. See ^f|| 5052. 

how do we see the badgers hang¬ 
ing up in your court-yard?—if 
you do not follow the chase. 

ii 

4805 

C. siin 
H. sen 
F. siong 
W. site 
N. son 

P- M. S hsiian 
Sz. 1 
Y. swei 

K. son 
J. sen 
A.then 

Even Upper. 

To proclaim; to display; 

to make known. To drain. 

Wide; comprehensive. 

lit AS 05 brightly display 

your righteous reputation. 

nmm said we were pro¬ 

claiming our insolence. 

P a to proclaim,—as a town 

crier. 

a to read,—as a parliament¬ 

ary bill. 

H* to read out an 

Imperial Edict. 

W * iff M Z It vf read 
out a copy of his manifesto. 

M. a 
t±» 
a 

or a ifi 
ortl 

or 

or1 

or 

or 

or §&or |/f °rl 
to proclaim; to declare; 

to publish; to promulgate. 

a sS or a H to Pr°claim the 
Imperial will. 

a ^ t0 sumrnon to Court. 

U- m % « secret and not to 

be disclosed. 

PH |fj£ to serve one’s 

country with counsel. 

a m "if t0 Preacb the gospel. 

to spread abroad the re¬ 

novating influences,—of Confu¬ 
cianism. Name of a Prefecture 
in Chihli. 

f lor 

th* 

a 1 

I ft Confucius. 

Hi J$ to extend one’s power or 

sovereignty. 

to let out; to disclose. 

IS ^ a to fluff 
out or “tease” cotton-wool, 

a# to call; to summon. 

the palace. 

Pf| jj|£ diffusing (their 

influence) to the four quarters. 

a t0 drain off stag¬ 

nant water. 

he preserves im- 

a 

m a 
partiality, and his plans are 
formed on mature deliberation. 
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pT 
4806 

|R 7t 
IF. hiong 

IIC. hwon 
|J. ken 

Even Upper. 

I See 

Even Upper. 

JL wbb penetrating 

wisdom thou didst play the man. 

jl n an examiner 

in the native Customs. 

"S. St ® nJ S if 
f^J titles given to chieftains of 

± HI native tribes on the 

south and west frontiers. 

S f§ 115 “d v.» 15titles 
bestowed upon officials of the 

class of a m , i.e. such as 

have gained admission into the 
public service, by examination, 

from among the ranks of ^ 

clerks in the Government 

Boards at Peking. 

% M. fl $3 truly an 
antique of the Hsuan Ho period, 
—a.d. 1119-1x26. 

the year-title of the reign¬ 

ing Emp. of China. 

Clamour; hubbub; up-| 

roar. 

Pi pf or Pi Uj; or Pi pj 

Pi pH or Pi noisy talk; 

clamour; hubbub. 

Pji II angry vociferation; brawl¬ 

ing; quarrelling. 

Ra % Wi filling heaven and 
shaking earth with their noise. 

Pi ^ to spread reports. 

To pull up. 

# t0 pul1 up thel 
sleeves and bare the hand,—for| 
work. 

he got up in a| 

rage. 

Read hsuan*. To cram;| 

to stuff. 

iftHS frt % IH to have cram¬ 

med oneself full. 

4809 

R-@ 
C. him 
H. hen 
F. hwong 

W. hue 
N. hsiien 

ft i hsuan 
M. ) 
Y. smei 
Sz. hsuan 

K. hwon 
J.yen, ken 
A. hiien 

Sinking 
Upper. 

A last for making a boot 

or shoe. To turn in a lathe;] 

used with 4785. 

I'a M or $i ^ a last; boot'| 
trees. 

fg Sjjjj to fit a shoe to the last. 

fa ID t0 turn; to cut round in 
a lathe. 

C. csiin, tsun 

H. tsun3 
F. soung 
W. 'fixing 
P. hsuan 

Y. chwei 

jj. sen 
A. tiien, toui 

Even Upper. 

See 4474. 

as 

diminished, 

taxes; toI 

or 

|j. keny kun 

Even Upper. 

An ornamental piece ofl 

jasper, six inches in circum-] 

ference, used in ancient! 

sacrificial rites. 

A kind of day-lily (He-\ 

merocallis graminea), car-1 

ried by women who wish] 

to bear sons; the plant ofl 

orgetfulness, see 4818. A| 

mother. 

!i£ must-ha've-a-son lily, 

—a name for the above. 

H* your mother. 

t'l1 (gf* ^ the support or | 

guidance of a mother. 

both parents in 

good health. See 2856. 

4808 

lK-7b 

|Seeflg 

Even Upper. 

3 MM- 
Even Upper. 

W. hsite, sue 

See ^ 

K. hwon 

Even and 
Rising Upper 

Genial; warm, 

g'g the sun shines warm. 

% & ffc Ha the cold valley| 

4813 
yJK 
7C m R 

See 

-Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

becomes warm. 

To bawl out; used with 

4806. Deceitful. To forget.] 

Used with 4818. 

m |fj^ to terrify by shouting at.| 

It bees hum< 

A kind of jade; used with 

4782. 

^ £$$ an astronomical instru¬ 

ment of some kind said to have 
been used by the legendary 
Emperor Shun; an armillary 
sphere. See 5455. 

^ 3^| the star Merach (3 in Ursa 

Major. 

C.yun 
| H. hen 
F. hi eng 

W. yiie 
N. yiieh 

P- 1 
M. [ hsuan 

Is*. ) 
\ Y. hsiiei, swei 

K. hyon 
|j. ken 

A. hiien 

Even Lower. 

Shrivelled; 

To collect, 

squeeze. 

m fi'J k * to scrape away I 

the people’s fat,—of extortion by 
officials. 

T K 0 fill M M M 
scraped the people daily and 
squeezed them month in and| 
month out. 

one hu (of corn)] 

exacted on every mou (of land).] 

To forget; to dislike. 

Used with 4818. 

ti ftf wise- 

Same as 4809. 

Deceitful; to impose on. 

To forget. 

=|r ^ crafty tricks; stratagems. 

$$ pf ^ never can he| 

be forgotten. 

9k $1 W. he swears he will | 

never forget. 

how sbab ^ get| 

the plant of forgetfulness?— 
4811. I 

^as a mark of my 
lasting esteem. 

To hang up; to suspend; 

to be hung up (see 1791).! 

Separated from; different! 

from. To be anxious. See\ 

H 4545- 

S 111- or M L >° hal,e UP' 

ffl, m. SI SN- dr H f& fe 
^ hang up this pair of scrolls. 

‘M? to han§ UP lamPs- 

f|| to hoist flags. 

^ ){^ to hang up a notice-board; | 

to exhibit a list. 
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jH hanging out (i.e. 

'R-Jlt 
I See 

it 
^ M t0 °^er a reward. 

advertising) a large reward. 

?a2\ Jfc to t‘e to a beam. 

J?c [t| ^ to commit suicide 

by hanging. 

IS fH ^ head bed to the beam 

—to keep himself from going to 
sleep over his book, according! 
to the story told of an enthusias¬ 
tic student. 

W bis words are 

like the downflow of a river, 

eloquent. Said of ^ Kuoir 

Hsiang by ^ Wang Yen. I c. sun 

hanging upside down; the If ‘.IZng 

state of souls waiting to be freed |W- sii‘_ 
by intercession from obstacles I p' s!*oni Sltm 
preventing their entrance among I hsiian 
the blest. |Sz 

^ $$ bke cutting down'Y- swn 
K. syiin 

one hanging by the heels,—alj. sen,san 

great relief. Used of death which | A. turn 

frees us from mortal annoyances. | Rising and 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

4^. 

Mm 

4545- 

IE # #] ^ ^ be was 

just at his wits’ end, when.. 

^ hanging in empty space, 

— without foundation; guess 
work; speculation. 

H? ^ j|L jjjjjjj the case is still | 

unsettled; pende7ite lite. 

separated as far| 

apart as heaven and earth. 

^ the sun and moon. 

Sinking 
Upper. 

T very unlike. 

WJfJ JJX, ^ 4PC Mi M the 
cost of pongee is very different I 
from that of satin. 

to be in suspense, 

to anxiously hope for. 

^ or to think anxi-1 
flii; >iln jcj' 1 

ously about. 

very doubtful; very | 

uncertain. 

fiS £ fiO guesses; opinionsl 

based upon probabilities. 

^ |?jf to leave one’s post; to| 

resign. 

f|| divination by suspension, 

—a form of planchette, in which I 
the pencil is suspended from a I 
bow. See 877. 

See 4469. 

4822 

A snare for birds and| 

small animals. 

To choose; to pick out. 

Choice; excellent. Ten 

thousand. Name of a coin. 

or or m ~F°r)S#t 

jrt pj? to select; to choose. 

chung4 chosen; selected. 

mm to appoint to a post; to 

depute. 

T "Hi-tit there is nothing 

which can be pointed out as 
wrong,—in my behaviour. 

to appoint certain men to 

discharge certain duties. 

jH /A or jHI ± to select,—as 
one from a list. 

to enbst picked men. 

)D| Jljl: to elect,—as a candidate. 

MT'Jtm his appointments 

do justice to his choice. 

I0f to choose a day. 

^ 3^ to wait to be chosen; 

expectant, as an official. 

chosen to fill a vacancy. 

to be the first on 

the list for employment. 

^ til would not go, 

fearing the enumeration,—of his 
shortcomings. 

£ m B) or £ M g 

f?J the Appointment and Trans¬ 

fer Department of the Board of 
Civil Office. 

gentle; kind. Also, timor¬ 

ous. 

If his dancing so| 

choice! 

7*1 like ten thousand 

cash, every one of which is 
good,—so are the compositions 

!?Ji Cbang Tsu of the 

T‘ang dynasty. 

4823 

RH 
Sinking 
Upper. 

4824 

;-§e 
?. hiong 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

4825 

4826 

~E ten times ten thousand. 

frj the name of a piece ofl 

silver, ornamented with a dragon [ 
and used as money under the I 
Former Han dynasty. 

or Rlj a short time;| 

a little while. 

mm & for generations! 

your toils have been approved.! 

Read hsuani. 

to select (an expectant) | 

for an appointment. 

Mum to be referred to the | 

(proper) Board for an appoint¬ 
ment,—instead of going back to | 
one’s province as an expectant. 

To strike. 

Read hungx. To wave 

off with the hand. 

Silk pouches worn at the 

girdle. Ornamental; stylish;) 

coloured; variegated. 

fj] ^ elegant; ornamental. 

1Z IbJ dfjj embroidered with 

coloured flowers. 

^ ^ $0 Sfy the plain | 

ground to receive the colours. 

tH] ^ fleet; swift of foot. 

4828 

See 4539. 

See 4528. 

Same as 4811. 

Same as 4830. 
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O 4 

4829 

'-■ % iff 

s“ ffl ik 
J. ken 

A. kiien, hiien 

Even and 
Sinking Upper 

and Lower. 

JT» 

4830 

An iron-grey horse. 

m fat and strong is 

his team of iron-greys 

A hollow cone of baked 

clay or porcelain, pierced 

with six holes: one at the 
r-7C 

C. hurt 
apex to blow through, three 

(in modern times, four) in 

K. hun^ hwiin front and two behind; the 
J. ken^gwan, Chinese ocarina, said to have 

A. hwen^ hiien been invented by ^ Fu 
Even Upper. 

Hsi, some 2700 years b.c. 

^ M like the flute 

responding to the ocarina,—so 
does God enlighten the people. 

ffi ft t! # ft * It 
the elder brother blows the 
ocarina, the younger blows the 
flute. 

4^ fraternal harmony. 

m 

4831 

r * 

To prune a tree. 

See J|| 

Even Upper. 

4832 An osier basket for wash- 

ing rice in. To bind the 

See [11] edges of sieves, baskets, etc. 

Even or 

Sinking. 

HSIJEH. 

#J See 4309. 

4833 

# See 4644. 

4834 

m See 4645. 

4835 

4836 

4837 
R 

C. ho 

F. k'wo 
H. hio 

W. hsii 
N. hsii, hiio 
p. ) 

M. 1 hsiie 
Sz. ) 
Y. hsiici, swei 
K. hzva 

J. kwa 
A. ton, hwe 

Even Upper. 

Same as 4645. 

Boots. [Introduced from 

the northern non-Chinese 

frontier tribes by 

Wu Ling Wang of 

Chao.l 

— it ® °r — M 

pair of boots. 

official boots,—of black 

satin, with white soles. 

tj^k square-toed boots,— 

as worn at Court. 

&§l satin boots- 

jjk iyf leather boots. 

M (and $k 

top (and half) boots. 

thin-soled, common boots. 

water-tight boots, for wet 

weather. 

’ffj rjtfk common boots with cloth 

uppers. 

^ boots put on a corpse. 

U1 Hk 41 77 pulled a 
dagger out of his boot 

$k SF HI ¥ the boot 
chafes the stocking,—the subor¬ 
dinate will always suffer. 

St ? * $ like f«>- 
ing for the sock in the boot,— 
there is no escape for the sock; 
you are sure to get it. 

t n m ta ? w m st 
»i your idea should be 

clear (in poetry) and not like 
scratching through a boot,—no 
pleasurable sensation. 

® St M poverty-stricken 

scholars. 

Ett StW an accomplice of the 

proprietor of a gaming-table; 
one who plays to lure others on. 

St* or mm? a case for 

holding cards or letters, carried 
in the leg of the boot. 

men object to boots, women to 
hats,—the former being subject 
to tender feet, the latter to tender 
heads. 

4838 

»** 

4839 
R. % 

C. ) 
hok 

H. 
F. houk,oh 
W. oh 
N. yiioh, oh 
P. ihsio,ihsiio, 

ihsiao, 
ihsiieh 

M. hsiio 
Y. hsiak, hsioa 
Sz. hsiio 
K. hah 
J .gaku, ko 
A. hok 

Entering 
Lower. 

Same as 4837. 

To learn; to teach (Cf. 

apprendre); to study. To 

imitate. 

to learn and 

from time to time practise,— 
what one has learnt. 

if men do 

not learn, they are not as good 
as brutes. 

ffb to teach young noble¬ 

men. 

£ a pupil; a learner. 

j|l a youthful pupil. 

A ^ or (see 3889) to 

enter upon one’s studies,-usually 
at seven years of age. See below. 

i^> to leave school. 

1^ to learn; learning. 

W ft ^ & Sm he makes 
no progress in his learning. 

unable to learn,— 

not clever enough, 

it^ learning. 

^ or mm of wide 

learning. 

SI or 'm* a school. See 

1302. 

If/] girls’ schools in China are not 

yet in a flourishing condition, 

or jjii^ a village school. 

XI& a free school. 

Il* a governmental Dis¬ 

trict school. 

/J\ X& the preparatory school 

under the Chou dynasty; the 
Lesser Learning. 

the school for advanced 

boys under the Chou dynasty; 
the Great Learning. See below. 

i&jl a head boy; a monitor. 

^ ^ or ?§ ^ or jgg ^ to 

play truant. 

or ^ ^ schoolfellows. 

hsiao*. See 1302. 

to encourage or 

advance education. 
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HSUEH 

iffT 

4839 

4' ft $ 

what is achieved in elementary 
learning is a foundation for more 
advanced studies. 

^ teachers’ fees; school ex¬ 

penses. 

to travel for education; 

an educational tour. 

Mb to study the military art. 

to learn a language. 

1^ ^ to learn and practise. 

^ to serve an apprenticeship, 

it*?* ^ an apprentice. 

the name given by one’s 

schoolmaster on beginning 

school life. 

^ or ^ to repeat what 

has been said. 

learning dyes a man deeper than 
paint. 

% ^ ^ PIa man’s 
natural gifts may be great, but 
it is application that brings him 
to success. 

is sml * n # # 

decorum demands that a 

pupil should come to learn, not 
that a master should go to teach. 

it is easy to study a thousand 
things, but hard to master one. 

^ h # 9$ ^ &some 
study shows the need of more. 

^ * * 4-'. IS % © % 
in learning there is no. account 
of age: he who succeeds stands 

first. 

rfii £ to know from 

having learnt. 

^ rfn ^ to study without 

tiring. 

Jf* ^ not to learn; unlearned. 

J&lL ^ scholarship; proficiency. 

tested 

his progress in scholarship. 

^ ^ Ik .IS £ 
learn as though you had not 
attained (to knowledge), and as 
though fearing to forget what 

you do know. 

^ ^ to learn trade. 

^ ^ 1 wil1 copy y0U- 

4839 

2=^ ^ imitating his 

voice. 

the science of numbers; 

mathematics. 

^ ^ or astronomy. 

^ an old professor. 

^ a charlatan; an im¬ 

postor. 

a Cantonese corruption 

of jjjg p|r the Hoklos, a tribe 

which came originally from Fuh- 

kien. 

:J|£ or ^ to have taken 

the degree of hsiu-ts‘ai 

or b.a. Often seen on visiting 
cards. See above. 

»§p^ Provincial Director of 

Education or Literary Chancel¬ 
lor. This official is appointed 
from Peking for a term of three 
years, his chief duties being 
to preside at the prefectural 
examinations, and to confer the 

degree of hsiu-tslai. See 

4675- 

^ official designation of the 

above. 

colloquial titles of the above. 

Literary Chancellorship. 

Registrar and sub-Registrar of 

the [|| Imperial Aca¬ 

demy. 

J&b or Director of 

Studies, attached to a ^J4 De¬ 

partment. Also, a Director of 
Studies in the Imperial Academy. 

the modern term for a 

degree. 

% Jp: A ^ \^L obtained the 

m.a. degree. See 8843 pi*. 

^ ^ the fixed number of gra- 

duateships in an administrative 
division. 

'g' a general name for pro¬ 

vincial officials who direct the 
studies of candidates for the 
preliminary degrees. 

sub-Chancellor of the 

Grand Secretariat. Also, a 
scholar; a student. 

± Grand Secretary,—of 

the j||] Inner Cabinet or 

Grand Secretariat. This is the 
highest distinction attainable by 

4839 

4839a 

9C 
4840 

rM 
C.yut 
H. het 
F. hiek 
W. yiic 
N. yueh 
P. hsue\ S/isiic 
M. 1 
P. I hsiieh 
Sz. ) 
K. hiol 
J. ketsz, gechi 
A. hiiet 

Entering 
Lower. 

Chinese officials, but the duties 
of the post are now purely no¬ 
minal. There are four Grand 
Secretaries, two of whom are 
Manchus and two Chinese. See 

4385- 

§8 ^ ± a Reader of the 

Grand Secretariat,—whose duty 
it is to compare the texts of 
State papers in Chinese and 
Manchu. See 9915. 

Stony ground. See j 330. 

stony roads. 

A cave; a pit; a den; a 

grotto; a finger-hole in a 

flute. Houses in the ground. 

A grave. A sinus in the 

body. Radical 116. 

fn* a hole; a cavity; a recess. 

^ a crack; a cranny. 

to dig a hole. 

^ to bore a hole. 

PjjJjjJ the kiln-like huts used by 

the tribe of Chou some thir¬ 

teen centuries before our era. 

to live in caves. 

tffl to make a hole in 

a tree and live in it. 

_J7 we must make a 

hole in the top. 

^ l|£ destr°yed their 

den,—of robbers. 

M'J when dead we 
shall share the same grave, 

jjjjjk or ^ a good site for 

a grave. 

fpf the surroundings of 

the grave are (geomantically) 
good. 

to select a good spot 

for a grave. 

the hole in which the 

coffin is laid; the vault. 

tke induences which affect 

the prosperity of any region; 
spots for acupuncture; a grave; 
a subterranean passage. 

5^C |ij wmds its way out,—as 

water finding its own level. 

76 
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4* 

4841 

R. 

See jjL St 
K. Ay*/ 

Entering- 

Upper. 

4842 

a* 

R. 

See jfiL 
Entering 

Upper. 

4843 

4844 

^3<* 

4845 
R. 

C. .fKZ 
H. set 
F. siok 

W. 
N. sheh 

P. lhsu.e, 
M. 
Y. hsiieh, 

hswik 

Sz. 

K. j*/ 
J. JZ/JZ 
A. /«£/ 

Entering 

Upper. 

A stream of water, 

yft j||£ void; space infinite. 

Read shu4*. 5^ 13,682. 

perverse and bad. 

To look at eagerly; to 

pry about. 

7 0A take a 
look around. 

Pi H HR it Bft ]& ffl loot- 
ing about with both eyes to see 
what there was,—to be stolen. 

lift S to take a look; to glance 

See 13,679. 

See 3029. 

Snow ; ice. To whiten ; 

to make clean; to wipe out, 

as an injury; to elucidate 

or make clear. 

to to snow. 

• -ft! the snow has melted. 

S lUt snow melted; disappear 

ance; vanishing. 

^ snow and frost; hoar-frost, 

^ a wayfarer; a traveller. 

=Ij a snow-covered landscape. 

^ ^ ^ ^ eternal 

snows. 

=U hsiieh4 [^-J white as snow. 

or 1||l Jr snow-flakes. 

® ^ X* 9J six p°ints to 
the snow-flakes, — i.e. snow in 
winter, a sign of abundance in 
the coming year. [The Chinese 
hold that the flakes of winter 
snow have six points while those 
of spring have only five.J 

t <° 
send fuel in snowy weather is 
the act of a superior man. See 

0$ 2o68- 

Xz ^ T H|l like snow at dawn, 

—i.e. tjfj daylight and white¬ 

ness = m g I understand. 

4845 

9 
X* 

4846 

R. 

J. 
A. tiiet, twat 

Entering 

Upper. 

^ ^ ^ ^ snow falls in 

large goose-feather flakes. 

PH M Ul S Ml® dis¬ 
tant hills in rain, and smoke in 
snow,—are easy things to look 
at in other people’s pictures but 
very difficult to put into one’s 
own. 

/J> and Small Snow 

and Great Snow, — two solar 
terms which occur about the 
22nd November and 7th De 
cember, respectively. 

nm ploughing stops with the 

Small Snow, navigation with the 
Great. 

* # m m T to bury a 
child in the snow,—it will come 
to light. 

mm to wash clean; to make 

white as snow. 

=jp ^ to whiten (i.e. to wash 

away) a grievance,—by revenge 
or by establishing one’s inno¬ 
cence, etc. 

!§p Jjit to wipe away a disgrace 

See 12,248. 

H I'll to 8et rid of en¬ 
mity and hatred,—as by a peace¬ 
ful settlement. 

SET# “Chuang Tzii Made 

Clear,”—the title of a book. 

*ip pi a very light violet colour. 

or jjp the ice-worm, 

—an insect found in the glaciers 
of Ssuch'uan. 

lb tke P*ed wagtail. See 897 

^ the eastern egret (Egretta 

modesta). 

fancy name for a 

cockatoo. 

To pare off; to shave off. 

3* 

in 
4847 

R. 

C. hiit 
H. het 

F. liaik 
W. hue, hsiie 
N. hsiieh 

P. chsie, hsiid 
M. I 

Y. I hsiieh 
Sz. J 
K. hidl 
J. ketsz, kechi 
A. hiiet 

Entering 

Upper. 

Blood ; consanguinity. 

The blood of every-day 

life, sc. money. Radical 

143. [Usually read hsieh% 

in Peking, to distinguish it 

from 4845.] See 7174. 

ttfc jfiL to spit blood. 

f<j{j jfa to restore blood,—to the 

system, as by taking nourishing 
food. 

*4 JfiL to pass blood. 

IP _£. M }ij jfiLto prick 
oneself on the body until the 
blood comes. 

blood flowed in 

torrents. 

ifilM blood and pulses,—con¬ 

sanguinity; relationship. 

JfiL M constitution; animal pas¬ 

sions; animal life. 

^ ^ }$, jfiL M ^ 
a young man like you, 

whose physical powers are not 
yet determined. Also, whose 
passions are not under control 

^ jfiL it. no ft T 
Buddhist priests will not eat 
anything that has animal life. 

JL ft jSt M % all who have 
blood and breath; all men. 

ihMZM brute force. 

It JfiL bones and blood,—sup 

posed to be received from the 
father and mother, respectively 
Used of close relationship. 

tra JsJ 'pj* jfiL affectionate as 

bones and blood,—brothers. 

JfiL ^ blood relatives of a differ 

ent surname. 

jfix it # after a bloody 
fight he got away. 

W" jfe. ^ the Chins will 

have no meat left to eat. 

$1 Mi Idl y°u wil1 have t0 
see blood, — it can’t be done 
without making you bleed. 

£ JfiL M ffi ffi ffl JR T 

fresh blood coming in 

contact with salt or vinegar will 
always coagulate. 

M H the blood-dropping 

test,—to discover the truth as to 
the alleged relationship between 
living children and dead parents. 
Blood from the living is caused 
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Jfe. 

4847 

J6P 
4848 

4849 

to drop upon the bones of the 
dead; and then— 

mufitA-f.# 

H'J® if really the offspring 

(of the deceased), the blood will 
sink into the bones: otherwise, 
it will not do so. 

stoppage of blood; ex 

travasation of blood. 

PH see 13,623. 

A# rough; violent; arbitrary. 

a man of rough 

temperament. 

Jfit ff W @ money earned by 

blood and sweat,—by hard toil. 

A18 delicate; weakly. 

ifit hsileh4 7j|)fc heated or impure 

blood. 

m A warm-hearted; affectio¬ 

nate. 

A# a letter or document writ¬ 

ten in blood, or figuratively, 
under stress of circumstances. 

A to weep tears of blood,— 

as at a parent’s death. 

if I cannot answer, then I will 
imbrue this blade with my blood. 

A a kind of borage with a 

red root, used as a medicine. 

A ^ dragon’s blood,—a resin 

yielded by the ^ ^ (Damon- 

orops draco), a sort of palm 
found in Sumatra. Used as an 
astringent, styptic, tonic, etc. 

jfitft money capital. 

Wl fW Jfl * Si when 
the heart is excited, there is a 
rush of blood to the heart. 

A tfc or A M intense sin¬ 
cerity or earnestness. 

A H or 4* A jjS Schi- 
zandra propinqua, Hk. f. & T., 
var. sinensis. 

Same as 4723. 

See 4371. 

m 
4850 

s* 

R 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

PjT 
4851 

s" jft St 
Entering 

Upper. 

To walk awry, as a lame 

man. 

1-fc tripping people 

up with charity,—as the sages 
do, instead of leaving people 
to their own natural charity of 
heart. 

4852 

R. 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

ip53 

See 

A. twe 

Sinking Upper 
and Lower. 

u.1 

7m 

4854 

Even Upper. 

To sip; to suck up. To 

whistle; to wheeze. 

To speak in a whisper. 

To sweep away; to 

destroy. 

Vapour; fog; smoke; to 

smoke; to suffocate. 

Ji| ^ steamy vapour. 

H to steam. 

jMSI lH or life HI to blacken by 
H 7T*T Trtl* 7TS% 

smoke. The first is also soot. 

I ft] to smoke meat. 

smoked meat,—sold here. 

a pork-smoking shop. 

H to smoke-dry; to dry over 

a fire. 

II t0 smoke out rats,—in the 

10th moon. See 10,072. 

to smoke out mos¬ 

quitoes. 

H Hf a i3razier with a frame 

over it, for drying clothes. 

see 1880. 

7TT» 

4854 

R 

4854« 

4855 

% 
C.fen 
H. hiun 
F. hung 
W. hsiung 
N. hsiling 
p. | 

y" I hsiin 

Sz. ) 
K. hun 

kun 
A. hwen 

Even Upper. 

H >0 H my heart is as 

though blackened by sorrow. 

Tf J|j^ southerly winds. 

ijC late in the evening. 

fit harmonious and happy- 

looking. 

m$e to be asphyxiated. 

i ̂
• open the window and you 

won’t be asphyxiated. 

HI an orange colour; the dark 

red or orange tints of sunset. 

fit flame (colour) and fiery 

(tints),—to overawe. 

SHJ# to force,—as flowers. 

Same as 4854. 

Merit; services rendered 

to the State; loyal or 

patriotic efforts. 

Wj IS a meritorious official. 

Wj ^ ^ his great services 

are known to all. 

|Hjf |jvj- rank conferred for merit. 

W) ^ reward for services; merit¬ 

orious services, 

pjj extraordinary services. 

’{,[ merit earned by services 

rendered. 

W ft - TiUO yj, £ 
Wj ^ou Proceed with 

united heart and strength: so 
shall our enterprise be crowned 
with success. 

ft W> ft the great work 

was not accomplished,—when 
he died. 

% $ m Wl completed his 

meritorious work. 

|§^ ^ ^ his great merit 

was known to all. 

life the merit of 

founding the dynasty,—a phrase 
used of any trusty followers of 
an Emperor who has succeeded 
in founding a dynasty. 

former merit. 

to bestow; decorated 

r i 

with. 
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4855 

If; 
4856 

E-ft 

Even Upper. 

I 
4857 

“•ft 

Even Upper. 

fit or |§^f well deservec 

happiness. 

]§£ ennobled for merit. 

v 

4858 

R-ft: 

Even Upper. 

R 
4859 

£ 

ift distinguished merit. 

mm the name of the Empero 

Yao. 

Dusk of evening; sunset 

[ jfC dusk; the 

gloaming. 

HU tbe slanting rays of the 
evening sun. 

Ui a 11 ift the hills enfold 

the setting sun. 

A tribe of Scythians 

called , who invadec 

the empire under the 

Hsia dynasty, and were 

subsequently known as 1*jJ 

See 4696. 

Dark red ; crimson. 

Even Upper. 

A fragrant labiate plant 

which puts forth a new 

flower every morning, and 

the smell of which 

thought to expel noxious 

influences. Fragrance; per¬ 

fume. Used for 4854. 

Wi fragrant plants,—burnt to 

keep away insects or to coun¬ 
teract malaria. 

to disinfect by burning 

herbs, etc. 

to put lavender or 

other strong-smelling plants 
among clothes. 

^ fragrant and foul-smelling, 

—of flowers. See 13,406. 

T^jj ?j|| ^ avarice and lust 

becloud the heart, — send the 
conscience to sleep. 

4860 

R ft 

Even Upper. 

4861 

4862 

R® 
C. ts^un 
H. sun 
F. sung 

W.jung^yung 
N -jing 
P. \ 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. ] 
K. sun 
J. shun, djun 
A. twin 

Even Lower 

hsiin 

4863 

R. ] 

See ^ 

& 

A. twin, t'-wen 

Even and 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Reeking with liquor 

drunk. 

gf j§|| hopelessly drunk. 

See 5234. 

To follow; to acquiesce 

in; to proceed in order. 

it m m a to follow rules 

and walk in the law. 

to follow the law. 

docile; good; model. 

mm according to; accordingly 

#3g according to principle; 

reasonable. 

xmmm divine principles 

move in a circle, — beginning 
again where they end. See 
12,465. 

ha m M dike going 

round in a circle and never 
coming to the end. 

iffc m Scthis is the 
fate which comes inevitably 
round,—as upon the wheel ol 
destiny. 

to have a fixed 

rule or guide. 

m lift followed the wall 

and got away. 

0 tlf to hinder by 
procrastination or by shilly¬ 
shallying. 

ft ¥ # # m # m a 
the Master, by orderly method, 
skilfully leads men on. 

<£ MS «i in ft dragging 
his feet as if something held them 
to the ground, — of Confucius 
carrying his prince’s sceptre. 

ft Jfi tractable; docile. 

To stroke; to encourage; 

to sympathise with. See 

3670. 

ft 
4864 

Y. listing, 

hsiiing 

See « 

Even Lower. 

4865 

w 
4866 

C. jun 

See 

Even Upper. 

w 
4867 

R. 

See 

A. stwin, 
twen'- 

Even 
Irregular. 

A period of ten days; 

see ^ 852. A period of 

ten years. A period of 

seven days. A set time. 

Wide-spreading; all around. 
See 2122. 

+ % K at the end of a 

hundred days he was not back. 

even as long as 

ten days, 

fu 0 ten days. 

# ft within ten days. 

-t and and 'ft] 

the three periods of ten days 
into which a moon is divided. 

« Yi| the first decade,-as above. 

'&] ^a year- 

-fj] sixty years. 

0 HI Z *1 - # & 0 
over forty years of age. 

~J\ 'j§f I am ten 

years older than you, sir. 

the seven periods of deep 

mourning,—as on the death of 

a parent. Each consists of 

seven days; see 1055. Also, 
seventy days; seventy years. 

the shade beneath 

it is wide-spreading. 

you have every¬ 

where diffused,—my orders. 

3L or ^ = Pdnt- 

chabhijdna. See 12,294 ad fin. 

Same as 4870. 

Ranges of hills; preci¬ 

pitous ; irregular. 

m ^ s* irregular and 

unusual,—as a peak of a pecu¬ 
liar shape. See 7170. 

Comprehensive; pervad¬ 

ing. To follow; to accord 

with. To protect. Used 

with or 4870 and 

4872. 

to comprehend fully, 

fill in accordance with. 
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* 
4867 

is' 
4868 

F. ''sung, isung 
V.Jistin, Shstin 

See =6l 

Even Upper. 

w 

4869 

See^j- 

Rising Upper. 

4870 

to act up to one’s duty, 

pj to be influenced by one’s 

feelings or by other considera¬ 
tions than the merits of the case; 
obsequious. 

mffi&M to connive at. 

f© % selfish; in one’s private 

interests; jobbery. 

the seeker after 

glory must have no scruples. 

fSJJt to protect. 

$ ^ fit) @ byhis loyaltyhe 
saved his country. 

|§ to conceal; to screen. 

Read ksiin*. 

mm quickly; speedily. 

quick of apprehension. 

R. 

sun 
H. ssun 

F-twng 
W -jung'-, 

Sjung 
N. sking* 
~. listin' 

M. ihsin, 

Shstin 
K. sun 

shun 
A. twen'- 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

To be sincere. To be 

reverently careful. 

WM* thoroughly trustworthy, 

cautiously reverent. 

'ty simple and sin 

cere,—as Confucius in his native 
village. 

mm g T humble; modest. 

See 12,876. 

The cross-beams of a bell 

or drum frame. Name of 

tree. 

To desire; to be greedy 

of; to be ready to die for. 

To bury along with the 

dead; to sacrifice. Used 

with 4867. 

^ Tty ^ ^ ^if y°u 
dare to set your hearts on wealth 
and women. 

ft# to seek after. 

^itft m>m±ft% 
the covetous man is bent on 
(or will die for) gain; the hero, 
on glory. 

Tty |g to die for one’s country. 

w 
4870 

4871 

R.tir 
sun, s.ts'-un 

H. ssun 
F. Qsung 
W. Sjung 
N. gshing 

P. ) 
[ Shstin 

Y.Shsting 
Sz. shstin 
K. sun 

shun, djun 

A. twin 

Even 

Irregular. 

m 

4872 

Iff a brave woman 

will defend her virtue to the 
death. 

£ % ¥ ifc B ft 

urged his beloved son to 

sacrifice himself,—in war. 

MM#}# to be within the 

influence of truth, — as when 
truth prevails on earth; “truth’ 
being Confucian doctrines. 

M»ftM to be a martyr to 

the cause of truth,—as when 
truth does not prevail. 

iSffl ft for the first time bury¬ 

ing alive was practised, — at 

the funeral of Duke Wen 

of * Sung, b.c. 588. 

•f* % It Tty Ch‘en Tzu- 
hang put an end to the practice 
of burying alive,—the wives and 
servants of nobles. 

Spy Tty ^ I request you to 

be buried alive, — with your 
brother. 

Tty J||t to die, as for one’s country; 

to commit suicide rather than 
fall into the hands of the enemy, 

ftmzm people who com¬ 

mit suicide to save themselves 
from greater calamities. 

ft ft to die with a mother,—as 

a daughter who commits suicide 
rather than survive. 

£ grave-clothes. 

ftW. to conceal; to connive at; 

to screen. 

Truly; really. A stipu- 

ation. To weep. 

it is indeed. 

RM truly elegant and 

'K Ira ^ you are full of I 

kindly affection. 

m really suitable. 

f m m f. * ft is 
shen1 alas for our stipulation! 

we cannot make it good, 

to shed tears. 

rare. 

Same as 4870. 

or 4867. 

Used 

4873 
R. 

See g| 

Even Upper. 

*A» 

4874 

4*75 

M. Shsin, 

Shstin 

See g 

Even Upper. 

W 
4876 

C. csun 
H. Ssun 
F. ^ung 

W. cshung, 

failing 
N. cshing 
P. Shstin, v. 

hsur? 
M. shstin 
Y. shstiing 
K. sun 

shun 
A. gtwen 

Even Upper. 
Irregular. 

A precious stone, callec 

St- 

Same as 10,438. 

A plant with a yellow 

flower and a red fruit, said 

to fatten those who eat it 

To take measures ; to 

consult; see 2643. To 

enquire about. 

1 if take measures 

against the country of your foes, 

^ gjjJ everywhere seek¬ 

ing information and suggestions, 

gfj) [§J to take counsel with. 

to enquire of; to inter 

4877 
R. 

Se« jg ft 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

rogate. 

to enquire about; to make 

enquiries. 

0® UH t0 examine by the light 
of or with the help of. 

^ to make full enquiries. 

gfj) to ascertain by enquiry. 

g^J 1^3- I have consulted 

you on all affairs and have 
examined your words,—said by 
the Emperor Yao to Shun. 

M ^ it) ^ H d°not 
follow undeliberated plans. 

to enquire about a 

person. 

00 nR to en<fuire about and re¬ 

quest,—that something may be 
done. 

To be the first to begin 

a quarrel. 

j! m # m friends should 

avoid beginning a quarrel. 
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W 
4878 

R. 

C. 
H. 
F. isung 
W. chsiung 
N. sh'ing 
P. Shsiin 
M. Shsin^ihsiin 

Sz. | Shs*n 
K. sun 
J. shun 
A. gtwen 

Even 
Irregular. 

m 
4879 

4880 

Seel|i| 
Even Lower. 

4881 

C .fen 
H. hiun 
F. houng 
W. hsiung 
N. hsiiing 

P- M. f 
Y. hsiing 
Sz. hsiin 
K. hun 
J. ktin 
A. hwen 

Sinking 
Upper. 

hsun 

Name of a small feudal 

State in Shensi. 

% J® your kitchen; your cook; 

your dinner,— from the hospi¬ 
tality of a Duke of that name 

charged with rain 

from far Shensi,—of a torrent. 

r.t.t4 

4881 

Same as 4869. 

Silk cords; to bind. 

Pi m x. * made a coloured 
plait. 

!&$l| fringe; a tassel. 

J# it m make TA0 y°ur 
rule of life. 

To teach; to admonish. 

To follow. To approve. 

01 or 0110 to teach- 
01 to teach the young. 

01 to tra^n one’s children. 

0/( unmannerly; ill-bred. 

;\vk to train; to drill. 

0fj ijt|' to warn and punish. 

flfS to teach and admonish 

0 01 =? 3E for the instruction 
of the king, 

virtue. 

73r ^ 01 this is not 

holding out a lesson to the people. 

M T* IP 01 ^ tk therefore 
I now lay my charge on you 
with special instructions. 

0| the great lessons,—of an¬ 

tiquity, as embodied in records 
of past ages. 

# 0JJ the lessons of antiquity. 

*bM female education. 

0/J JjttL moral maxims; wise saws. 

filti to explain; to comment on. 

r- tl m uninstructed in 

m 
4882 

R-m m 
C. ts'-un 
H. hiun, shun 
F. sung 
W. jung 
N.jing, v. 

hsing 
P. hsun 
M. hsun, shun 
Y. hsiing 
Sz. hsun, shun 
K. sun, hun 
J. shun, djun 
A. twen 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

I fn * n fn m 
Hsiao is explained as “desolate:” 
su is explained as “scattered.” 

npf 01 /T» t0 ask f°r instruct¬ 
ions,—also used conventionally 
among equals. 

0| ^|k a sub-Director of Studies, 

— attached to a District. See 
4839. 

0|| literary designation of the 

above, — a contraction for ^ 

0| IfjL» the office having 
been abolished and subsequently 
re-established. 

Hj 0|| epistolary designation of 

the above. 

% 01 ^ iS y°ur de- 
scendants will follow your exam¬ 
ple. 

H % 01 M Mi Alm'ghty 
God approved of their ways. 

Tame; docile; well- 

bred; polished. To attain 

gradually. 

||J|| tame; tractable. 

^ tame trained animals. 

4883 

4884 

H. sun, ts^un 

see 

Even Lower. 

a tame pheasant,—which 

appeared when the virtuous A 

Lu Kung was magistrate 

at in Honan. 

11 .©H polished; refined. 

|p| to reach gradually to. 

U the horned owl (Bubo 

maximus). 

Same as 4884. 

To go on a round of 

inspection; or as a police 

man, on a beat; to cruise. 

Forthwith;immediately. See 

3286. 

^ ^ see 10,013. 

mM or |^|] to make a round 

of inspection. 

m M or mMor mMor 
mm to go the rounds,—as 

a watchman or constable. 

mm a constable. 

4884 

4885 

mm m a police-station. 

delegates of the pro 

vincial authorities, to whom they 
entrust special duties. 

the police-station, 

Hongkong. 

mmm the Magistrate’s Court, 
Hongkong. 

I T =& or 11 ^ 
watchmen; police. 

night-watchmen. 

^ night guards; outposts. 

m. f° Patr°l the frontier. 

^ or jjjj^ to reconnoitre; 

to inspect. 

mm to patrol (or cruise) and 

seize. 

Lt! to reconnoitre; to go on 
a cruise of inspection. 

JjfJk a revenue cruiser. 

to cruise (or patrol) and 

guard. 

yjjjj? sub-District Deputy Ma¬ 

gistrate. 

|$[£ the Governor of a single 

province,—ranks with the Vice 
roy and exercises much the same 
functions. In Shantung, Shansi, 
and Honan, where there are no 
Viceroys, the Governor wields 
supreme power. See 3735. The 

term dates from the B Chin 

R. 

C. ts'-em 
H. ts'-im 
F. sing 
W. zang 
N.jing, zing 
P. hsun. hsin, 

hsing 
M. hsiin 
Y. chiing 
Sz. hsiin, hsin 
K. si in 
J. djin 
A. tem 

Even Lower. 

dynasty; its modern application 
from the Ming. 

Intendant of Circuit; 

Taot'ai. See 10,780. 

m jjijl 3l ^ Super¬ 
intendents of the five divisions 
of the Peking police. 

To search for; to seek; 

to investigate. To climb. 

Common; usual. A mea¬ 

sure = eight ft feet. Also 

read hsin1. To make money; 

to “clear.” Subsequently; 

in due course. 

to ask for; to entreat. 

or llji ^ to make en¬ 

quiries about. 

M or M or M % 
to search for. 

Mi to find,—by searching. 
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can- M ^ % j| 
not find it. 

P M * Jl the spirit then 
vanished. 

JE M ^ ^ ^ Hj ^ go 
and find that leather bag. 

mm ft is, to investigate tho¬ 
roughly. 

1|jl $i!p to investigate; to make 

researches into. 

—‘ ^ j|f t0 think of a plan. 

M ♦ to seek business,—where 

there need be none, as a busy¬ 
body. Simpler, to make mis¬ 
chief. 

M £ if ^ to worry; to make| 

trouble. 

j)§[ Ipjt to search widely. 

to look out for a match. 

to amuse oneself 

with flowers and trees. 

M 1* to seek a favour. 

^ ^ to find and produce,—a 

prisoner. 

Ifji to find out and arrest. 

mm to busy oneself! 

with the punctuation of a text.f 

M Vl to pick or seek a quarrel. 

jfC 2§ to look for a thing. 

i H If ^ ? 1 !ost| 
inch of gold may be sought (and 
found), but not lost time. 

4885 

became a merchant. 

4886 

R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

4887 

F. ghi-ing 

See J|ji 

Even Lower. 

a thousand fath-l 

oms high. I 

jgy length; measurement. I 4^93 

miSM S he subsequently| 1 m1 

4894 

A steep bank where theJR’' 

water is deep. lSee 
’ Sinking 

the Kiukiang Customs. I Upper. 

name of a small | 

stream near Kiukiang. 

iH 'M Wf r?n 0 the tide I 
(on the Yang-tsze) stops at Hsun-j 
yang = Kiukiang. 

M #1 iff a Prefecture in 
Kuangsi. 

A hairy sea-crab (.Pilum-\ 

mis), called 4^ from the 

greenish colour of its shell. 

Name of an ancient place 

f |p|$ in Shantung, now! *.4 

known as mm- Also,! 

name of an ancient place ipM 4895 

Pf? in Honan, now known I R‘. 

as wm- lsee?a 
Sinking 
Upper. 

A? & 0r # 
consider. 

m K % vS to make an at¬ 

tempt (more or less earnest) to I 
commit suicide; at all risks. 

fffii ^ he tried to | 

commit suicide. 

;ff ^ llx! ^ sapped by disease. 

IM. M fH the Tu_lu People! 
can climb poles,—their bodies) 
being imponderable. 

-=*-» pl/t 
wy. commonly; ordinarily. 

M '/fj 0 t? ^ ff daily rou-| 
tine work. 

eight feet make a hsun: two hsiin 

make a chlang,—hence .| 

to reflect; to 
F. sing, ching 

Even Lower. 

4890 

See Wj 
Even Upper. 

4892 

The sturgeon. 

I bI ^ tlie sturgeon. See| 

See 10,438. 

Fumes from sacrifices. 

M S' S fit grieving for the 

spirit that still hovers over,— ) 

explained by ^ ||Jj ^ 

S ± > 13* A 'Hi 

See 10,162. 

Same as 10,162. 

A military post in the 

charge of a $g sergeant. 

To guard; to protect. 

Quickly; with speed. [To 

be distinguished from 

3402.] 

H 01 cantonments and guard¬ 

houses. 

*L8r a military post; a guard¬ 

house. 

& 0{ the posts on each | 

bank,—of the river. 

* A stations on water-courses,] 

canals, etc. 

01 ® territorial police officials, 

stations of the territorial] 

police. 

the police. 

'/){ petty officials of the police. 

Am to guard a city. 

To enquire into judicial¬ 

ly; to interrogate. To an¬ 

nounce to ; to admonish. 

ffi] t0 examine; to interrogate. 

fi/l ^ or :§fc j0{ to hear a case; | 
to try. 

=rt 
01 nK %*£ to bear andl 

decide a case. 

m m»' m a to hear and 
deal with a case. 

to bring up for trial or] 

examination. 

t0 investigate thoroughly, 

—implying the use of the bam¬ 
boo, as below. I 

JfiJ to examine with the bam¬ 

boo,— applied to reticent or I 
lying witnesses. 

d|i’ iff, to hear in open court. 

mm evidence; depositions. 

Wi discovered on examina¬ 

tion. 

to extract evidence. 

m t0 admit on examination, 

to try; to examine. 
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Alt 6 

pa 
489s 

-jrf4 

TO, 
4896 

C. sun 

H. sin 

F. seing 
W. sang 

N. sing 
P. hsin, hsiin 
M. hsiin 

Y. hsing 
K. sin 
J. shin 

A. ten 

Sinking 

Upper. 

4 

4897 

N.ching 

See . 

Sinking 

Upper. 

p/V *H. to recover (stolen goods) 
by trial. 

according to his evid- 

you consult an 

ence,. 

asked about his 

dealings with him. 

Sft ^ A 
interpreter of dreams 

trmm the greeting of priests 

with folded hands; to salute on 
meeting. [In Peking, read ta3 
men4 hsin\\ 

m ± ® m m m j 
O benefactor, the poor priest 
salutes you. 

all his old friends and new 
acquaintances came to receive 
him. 

admonish him, 

but he will not regard me. 

you are unwilling 

to declare it. 

Quick ; swift. 

5^ quickly; with speed. 

§* vigorous; smart; zealous; 

brilliant, as a literary tour de force. 

jjj, quick as thunder. 

& ® 7' -R IS 34 swift as a 
clap of thunder which gives no 
time to stop the ears 

& M M the sale flut- 
ters my sleeves 

hasten your steps 

and follow on his traces, 

a fttsm to put in operation 

at once. 

Wl $0 H to promptly allow 
to be handed over, 

a in immediately, 

prompt. 

Lofty; precipitous. Used 

with 3289. 

or ^ ill® lofty- 

precipitous; dangerous. 

lofty ridges and 

deep ravines. 

of great wisdom 

and lofty virtue. 

tB o, gj fg i®. to 

resist stubbornly. 

4898 

4899 

See Yjfe m 
Sinking 

Upper. 

4900 

49°! 

4902 

jVl 

49°3 
R. 

k\ 
F. saung 
W. sii 
N. sing 

P. hsiin 
M. sen 
Y. hsiing 

Sz. sen 
K. 1 
j J son 

A. toun 

Sinking 

Upper. 

See 3280. 

A fabulous bird of the 

phoenix species. It is said 

to live in the sun, and to 

illumine the heavens when 

it flies. The ringed phea¬ 

sant; see 9153. 

HI military caps with 

feathers of the golden pheasant 
on them. 

See 10,441. 

Same as 4869. 

Same as 4903. 

To accord with; to be 

obedient; humble; to yield 

To withdraw; to lie hid. 

4i f If ik &when y°u 
hear words which accord with 
your own mind,—you consider 
if they may not be wrong. 

£ i)erform the Part 
of ministers to us with much 
obedience. 

op % m you do not ob 
serve the Five Relationships. 

■Sr fjjif 7464- 

in learning there 

should be a humble determin¬ 
ation. 

HI complaisant; yielding. 

P ffi x m using unparlia¬ 
mentary language. 

respectful; reverent. 

.ill ^ or mt0 yieldi to 
give up to others. 

mmmm the plum-flower 

yields to snow,—in whiteness. 

30® ft IS A M % £ 
H m 3* i Mthe 

last 4 lines have found many 
imitators who however have al¬ 
ways fallen short of the natural 
ness (of the original). 

4903 

p* "f 
venerable of our families have 
withdrawn to the wilds. 

HI ii to abdicate. 

'ti M 14 U begged leave 
to resign his post as Minister. 

if 
49°4 

Same as 3280. 

m 
49°S 

Same as 4855. 

4906 

See 0 

Even Lower. 

The knob on the guard 

of a sword; the blade of a 

sword. 

(fit ffi be hung his sword 
at his bedside. 

49°7 

R-H 

Seeii 
Even Lower. 

The snouted sturgeon, 

found in the Yang-tsze. 

See 4889. 

Ubi llil Ini lbe sturgeon brought 
to Peking from the Songari river. 

4908 

See 

Even Lower. 

A boiler; a caldron. 

a saucepan; a fish-kettle. 

See 

Even Lower. 

An affluent of the Yang- 

tsze in Anhui. Also read 

ch'ierP. [The original 

sound.] 

m (or wrong1y ) ti] H a 
District in Anhui. 

hterary name for Jgg 

Jfcj- in Anhui. 

HSUO. 

m 
4910 

See 4839. 



[ 6og ] 

4911 

r. m 

C. wu 
n.fu 
F. hu 
W. I 
N. [ * 
P. ) 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. J 
K. ho 
J .ho 
A. hou 

hu 

An interrogative particle. 

A particle expressive of 

doubt, or of surprise. An 

expletive. In; at; from ; 

than. See 1787. [To be dis 

tinguished from 93io.] 

will you not find 

that it is truly so? 

T # S& T is it not pleasant? 

[ I£=•] 
Even Lower, pj* can it be so ? 

j=r "pj* 3p how can this be 

accomplished ? 

can charity be so 

far from you? 

is it right or not ? 

do you know or 

not? 

^ P" Pi how will he justify 

the name?—of a superior man, 
if he does not act as such. 

Sp in what does excel¬ 

lence consist? 

mp unfortunately he lived 

in troublous times, which is pro¬ 
bably the reason why he wrote it. 

R ^p P~ alas! alas! 

wu1 P hux yjx oh! my 

son! 

fancy! 

how vast! 

%P nearly; about; almost. 

(ST* in which case 

it can be allowed. 

ff P If to act as becomes 

one of wealth and rank. 

to protect the people. 

^ M *!k P food and 
raiment thereupon became plen¬ 
tiful. 

the possible is possible, the 
impossible is impossible. 

# ^ J& frill be dutiful towards 

departed spirits. 

if m m p m 1 have c°n- 
cealed nothing from you. 

P 
4911 

Pf1 

4912 

S> 
F. hu 
W. hu,fu 
N. 

hu 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
IC. ho 
).fu 
A. hou 

Even Upper. 

fc agreeing with this. 

M^ftk differing from this. 

^iffc it does not consist 

in this; that is neither here nor 
there. 

it consists in, or be 

longs to, that. 

it does not depend upon the 
preservation or decay of towers. 

he whose rank is 

high. 

ijf aJa ^ there is nothing 

higher than heaven. 

r-m there is 

nothing worse than irreverence. 

To expire the breath. To 

call out to; to shout for; 

to bawl; to address. Used 

of aspirated characters; see 

4124. 

—■ ftp —* an expiration and 

an inspiration. 

1fM to breathe; a whiff. 

flp l^t to call to. 

ppm (like) calling a cat 

or a dog. 

EE (or lfi)nf a # when the 

three salutes (to the Emperor) 
were finished. 

to summon wind 

and call for rain,—as magicians 
do. 

^ m vp being very thirsty, 

he called for water. 

Pf Pi to shout at a door,—to be 

let in. 

PppJi to bawl. 

pf % to proclaim a grievance. 

See 13,729. 

~h pf pij. great bawling 

and little calling,—of confused 
sounds of merriment. 

pfi® to roar like a tiger. 

R!j.1? vp cicadas chirping 

and birds calling. 

Pp ® to give orders to. 

"LIST p|| my orders are not 

obeyed. 

pf * £ shouting to come 

and bawling to go,—to keep one 
running backwards and forwards. 

Pf1 
4912 

4913 

See p^. 

Even Upper. 

49T4 

See ftp 

Even Upper. 

Pp Pp I# P# calling and scold¬ 

ing,—not pleased with anything, 

|p| —• pf bared his arm and 

called out. See 5570. 

«S pf ® alack! alas! 

PpfP to name; to call. 

Pf ^ 1$ S called him a 
“divinely-inspired child.” 

pf n to take an oath of al¬ 

legiance to. 

Mvf it A to address as Ta 

jen (great man), — sometimes 
rendered by “your Excellency.” 

pp p# pp pi to howl,—as the 

wind. 

fypp p| to snore. 

pp tr to throb. 

Pp Pp a name for the _) , 

see 4483. Also, the fourth of 
eight large hot Buddhist hells. 
Sanskrit: raurava. 

Pp 10 flL 10 t^ie Hutukhtu or 
second order in the hierarchy 
of Lamaism. The three chief 
Hutukhtus reside at Urga, Kuku 
Khoto, and Peking, the latter 
representing Lamaism at the 
Court. In Tibet they wield tem¬ 
poral as well as spiritual power, 
the administration being entirely 
in their hands. The term is 
derived from a Mongolian word 

signifying ff * A “one who 

returns again,” an Avatar. 
They are popularly known as 

living Buddhas. 

pp Di| m the horned owl {Bubo 

maximus). 

[tl pf see 538. 

The roar of a tiger. Used 

for 4911. 

P.% Ejt alack! 

does not the Canon 

of History say so? 

To bawl; to howl at. 

6$ a to announce the dawn,— 

as a cock. 

P to hoot at. 

77 
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W 
4915 

Rili§ 

See 

Rising Lower. 

4916 

See p^ 

Even Upper. 

m 
49*7 

See P^ 

Even Upper. 

w 
49l8 

R@ 
F. hou 

See p^ 

Sinking 

Upper. 

£19 
See p^- 

Even Upper. 

iX 
4920 

C. 
H. \fH 
F. hu 
W .fu 

f| 
M. 1 hu 

Y- Sz. ] 
K. ho 
J. ko 
A. hou 
Rising Upper 

Graceful; beautiful. 

M 1A g°od- 

how 
difficult it is for beautiful and 
jealous women to live together! 

To breathe on. 

The bank of a stream. 

Name of a river, the'/^ 

, which rises in Shansi 

and flows into the Pei-ho 

above Tientsin. 

To call out-, to mourn; 

to invoke. Used for 

4923- 

^ ^ the gh°st wePi as 
though lamenting its fate. 

fp A A 1$ looking UP> he 
uttered a bitter cry. 

A tiger. Radical 141. 

The tiger, called Ppl 

I or Ul SR Z # king 0 

wild beasts, its brow being 

clearly marked with the 

character^^ruler. It is an 

emblem of bravery, fero¬ 

city, and cruelty, and plays 

a leading part in the science 

of geomancy, representing 

the yin principle as op¬ 

posed to f| 7479, and is 

associated with wind. See 

1001, ^2103, ^2302, 

^3192,1^10,130,^8724. 

% a liSer 1 a “ganger” or 

one who looks after workmen 
to see that they do not idle. 

4920 

MJft* t!gress- 

lttf£ ^ a Egress; a virago; a 

shrew. 

a ferocious tiger. 

% a tiger’s den- 
irt ^ ^ a tiger-like, wolfish 

disposition. 

)%S. t0 tread on a tiger’s 

tail,—dangerous. 

^ ^ M like treading on a 

tiger’s tail,—dangerous. 

IK $8 H J® a paper-head¬ 
ed tiger,—a braggart. 

J||j| ere he had begun to 

roar as a tiger,—i.e. had become 
Minister. 

(or if to seize a 

tiger’s whiskers,—brave; daring. 

J5x, Ipf •$£ t0 catch lice on a 

tiger’s head,—the same. 

)& H it M tiger s head» 
snake’s tail,—a great beginning 
to a very small ending. Cf. 
“desinat in piscem.” 

J® j|f soldiers with tiger 

masks,—to frighten the enemy. 

,J/ij $$ tiger-head shields. 

MM Magudge°n- 

makes one turn pale to talk of 
a tiger, how much more to see 
one in the flesh! 

M 6* if Jk M d» 
not rouse sleeping tigers,—let 
sleeping dogs lie. 

p( a tiger’s mouth; a magis- 

trate’syanufn; the space between 
the thumb and forefinger; a place 

or move on the |||| wei-ch‘i 

board surrounded on three sides 
out of four, and therefore dan¬ 
gerous ground. 

y& pj ^ ^ lit. surplus life 

from a tiger’s mouth,— a mar¬ 
vellous escape. 

'Hr )/t> 0 the sheep falls into 

the tiger’s mouth. 

j® J3 an important Customs’ 

station in Shansi, in the charge 
of a special Imperial Commis¬ 
sioner. 

^ tiger-like; of ferocious ap¬ 

pearance. 

)/L Jsjc tke majesty of the tiger; 

see 4956. 

4920 

)ns II Slaring like a 
tiger. 

a cruel government; see 

Taf 3937- 

jl^ Jpp ^ a hundred life- 

guardsmen. 

JrL £ tke °fficer *n command of 
the life-guards. 

a brave soldier. 

J4^ ‘Yi a tally used in war, like 

the -^r jjji; of old (see 6434). 

mn- 
Bocca Tigris,—at the en¬ 

trance to the Canton river. 

Jj^ a famous pass, men¬ 

tioned in the [|£] ^ History 

of the Three Kingdoms, in the 
province of Honan. 

^ a riddle written on a 

lamp and exposed at the street- 
door of a house, with an offer 
of reward to any one who will 
bring the solution. 

3£ J® a paper-weight. Either the 

railing to a well or some orna¬ 
mental part. 

a hollow iron ring filled 

with small pieces of metal, shaken 
by itinerant medicine vendors to 
attract the attention of customers. 

yjfiz even the tiger has its naps, 

—“quandoque bonus dormitat 
Homerus.” 

A Jit,, j® lii 
^JjJ man at death becomes 

like a savage tiger, a tiger be¬ 
comes like a lamb,—meaning 
that only the spirits of human 
beings are mischievous after 
death. 

%m a uj 
^ like a tiger going into 

a cave, looking ahead but not 
behind. 

tr j® T ^ it 1* 
to miss hitting the tiger and to 
get mauled by the tiger instead, 
—hoist with one’s own petard. 

to sit alone on a desolate hill 
and get tigers for one’s body¬ 
guard ! • 



492o 

fc % m «> # the tiger is 

terrible even when dead. 

{I5E the tiger dies 

without loss of dignity. 

!#*{! to paint a tiger 

from a cat as model,—to infer 
how to do one thing from an 
other similar one. 

may draw a tiger in so far as 
its skin, but ’tis difficult to draw 
its bones, — you may know a 
man’s face but not his heart. 

* {l 
paint a tiger more like a dog 
than a tiger,—to mismanage a 
matter. 

9H & lb 4T M.' M ISI fH 
lb hr if you know there are 

tigers on certain hills, don’t go 
to the hills where the tigers are. 

mgt=? pi to go to the door 

to meet a tiger,—to meet mis¬ 
fortune half way. 

A 
if you plant a wood for breeding 
tigers, when the tigers grow up 
they will injure you. 

2^ % /IV 3f & y°u 
will only be adding claws and 
teeth to a tiger,—making him 
more deadly. 

in A ffi M like adding wings 

to a tiger,—which would enor¬ 
mously increase his powers for 
evil. 

don’t give a 

tiger wings,—he is bad enough 
without. 

when a tiger has three whelps 
at a birth, one of them will be 
a leopard,—i.e. something extra¬ 
ordinary. 

nothing venture, nothing win. 

{i m T' n s® tigers and 
deer do not roam together. 

tit- Wt JjH tiger-backed and 

bear-loined,—stalwart; strapping. 

|i^ -5 ^ ^stone tiger and 

snake in cup,—imaginary. [One 
man fancied he drove an arrow 
into a stone tiger; another 6566]. 

the white tiger,—lucky. 

The negative subterraneous cur¬ 
rent in geomancy (and also its 
manifestations by rising ground), 
at the intersection of which with 

4920 

J/L 

4921 

in*. 
4922 

/“ 

r. , 

c. 
H. 
F. hu 

W. hu^fou 
N. 
P. 
M. [ hu 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ho 

. ko, ku 
A. hou 

Rising Upper. 

the jj|[ azure dragon, or po 

sitive current, a favourable site 
must be sought. 

mn tigers’ obeisances, — the 

interviews of ministers with their 
sovereign, i.e. knocking the heac 
on the ground like a tiger crouch¬ 
ing down. 

-1.1-3 

PJ/h 
49 *3 

R. 

SeeM 
Sometimes 
used with 

Pit 
Even Lower. 

A tiger’s shoulder,-—the rocks 

and boulders in a rapid, over 
which it is dangerous to pass 
Also, the right side of a grave 

the mountain finch 

(Fringilla montifrigilla). 

)Mj SM ^ the wood'sParrow< 

a kind of large eagle. 

SIT a chamber utensil. 

an amber ju i (see 

5668). 

See 4351. 

A piece of jade cut into 

the shape of atiger. Am 

her: see 9418. 

% X* ^ X* H ^ he Pre’ 
sented to Tzti Chia Tzu apiece 
of jade with two tigers carved 
on it. 

m (see 4920) amber, — be¬ 

lieved to be resin which has 
dropped from fir trees, and after 

1000 years becomes or 

China Root which in turn 
changes into amber. 

amber beads. 

amber picks up 

snips. 

To shout at; to intimi¬ 

date ; see Vf 3784. Used 

with 4351. Properly read 

hao\ 

to roar in anger at. 

iuM timidly. 

£1? X ^ lightened 
him three inches lower in height. 

1* 

4924 

R-Xf 

See i® 
Entering 
Upper. 

4925 

R M 
See M Jtfa 
Entering and 
Sinking Upper 

and Lower. 

4926 

*-n 
H. wut 
W. hwd% hue 
P. h^ 

Y. hweh, weh 

Seei® 
Entering 
Upper. 

1* 

4927 

C .fit 
W..fut 
F. hwok 
W. hue 
N. hwah^hweh 
P. J111 
M. hu 
Y. hweh 
Sz. hu 

K. hoi 
kotsz, koclii 

A. hout 

Entering 
Upper. 

Round; whole; complete; 

entire; in the gross. 

[Hj complete; whole. 

[§! [H (Kf HU a complete 
suit of clothes. 

II IS # T swallowed it 

whole. 

% rT HH §1 y°u must 
not learn it all at one go. 

To see obscurely. Early 

morning; dawn. Also read 

meii. 

^ §3 tbe secreti°n fr°m the 
eye; smegmatic pus. 

A tablet about three feet 

long, made of ivory, bam¬ 

boo, jade, etc., to be held 

before the breast at au¬ 

diences of the Emperor. 

ft# or IE to hold the 

tablet,—to be a statesman. 

there is no ivory 

tablet in this family,—we have 
never held office. 

an ivory tablet used by 

Taoists. 

Careless; indifferent. To 

destroy. Suddenly; abrupt¬ 

ly ; instantly. The unit of 

length, = 1/10 of the thread 

spun by a silkworm. The 

millionth part of a tael or 

ounce of silver. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from jg? 12,017.] 

See 7860. 

Jfv i® jit t0 be idIe and 
indifferent is the way to ruin 
your government. 

j® jut absent-minded. 

careless; forgetful of. 

j® to make light of; to slight. 

^ $£ 1§ # 1® respect¬ 
fully listen to these [commands] 
and do not neglect them. 

T ¥ & tb there must be no 

confusion. 
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ar 
4927 

ir 
4928 

R.J 

Entering 
Upper. 

ir 
4929 

R.^ 

C. v.y?/, 

H. v. fit 

SeeiS 
Entering 

Upper. 

ir 
493° 

See Sg 
Even Lower. 

^ ^ neglectful towards 

our people. 

>§: he abolished (its 

sacrifices), he utterly destroyed 
it,—of a State. 

.A. ^ suddenly some 

one came. 

M M or & M B0 suddenly; 
in a moment. 

!§- £ 13> regarded it with 

indifference. 

in no time a year 

had elapsed. See 4936. 

00 now appearing, 

now disappearing. 

& Z fff * 46 ^ & the 
unit of length is the //«. 

^ ^ Ptfl between the hun¬ 
dred thousandth and the mil¬ 
lionth,—in an instant. 

a merry-go-round. 

M M M M half-awake; 

dazed. 

® ff| $f Hormuz> in the 
Persian gulf. 

Obscure; abstruse. 

'bfc 'M EliS ffl indistinguish¬ 

able. 

To bale out; to clean 

up. To strike. 

t0 hale out water. 

a dust'Pan; a dirt-basket. 

An interrogative particle; 

How? Why? What? An 

interjection of admiration. 

Long-lived. Used for 

4936. A dewlap; a beard; 

hence, the bearded ones 

{Deveria); a general name 

for barbarians of the west 

(hence = foreign); has been 

applied to Mongols, Kash- 

garians, Afghans, and even 

4930 

i 

to Syrians, Hindus, and 

Persians. Tartars. A fox; 

see % 4956. 

40 ^ how can he get 
(his mind) settled? 

40 ^ §li why not return? 
40 ^ how is it you do 

not fear each other? 

40 ® ^ ijc # what does he 
in Chu-lin? 

40 % 4b lit how is this so? 

lit 40 ^ ^ what does this 
mean ? 

ffi 40 wh0 is that person? 

${£ 40 what end is there 

to this delay? 

% ® 40 if y°u don,t work> 
how can it be accomplished? 

40 M R5 % ifet she appears 
like a visitant from heaven. 

40 M ^ ± ^ °h. how I 
think of him! 
^ ^ jffi£ the comfort of the 

aged. 

40 # £ ft an omen indicat¬ 

ing long life. 

40 IHS eternal happiness. 

$t@:°rfS8taAi:or#j 
m ” ta w m » tss 

to talk nonsense. 

40 rubbish. 

40 l§L irregular; confused; at 

random. 

40 M IL it t0 frequent dis¬ 

reputable places; to go wrong. 

40 t0 knock things 
about. 

40 iL M random thoughts. 

40 tfe ‘/S random; reckless. 

40 Pk 'M H'f to exaggerate in 

the most outrageous way. 

careless; reckless. 

40 Bfi R.0} RM recklessly; heed¬ 

lessly. See 4936. 

40 lit) to hrawl; to make a row. 

■j^0 to humbug; to deceive. 

40 ^ 40 a “take-in;” a “do.” 

40 ‘/M a ioafrr; an idle fellow. 

*r 
4930 

40 ^ fipj j$\ to have extra¬ 

ordinary dreams. 

/fj| $$ ^ 40 the wolf treads on 

his dewlap,—which has grown 
large with age and impedes his 
movements. 

40 <1 # ^ H the Tartar 
horse has a partiality for the 
north wind,—for home. 

40 |l§. MP a name for the goat. 

40 Mongolia. 

Tartar tribes; Mongols. 

m A T Ht T « 
are not good at defending cities. 

"j^0 jf]!*- the Tartar languages; bar¬ 

barous tongues. 

40 an aPe* See I2>493- 

ji£ 40 eastern Hu, i.e. the Kor¬ 

eans and progenitors of the Man- 
chu races. [Hence “Tungusic,” 
from the Turkish word tutigus 
a pig, as applied by the Hsiung- 
nu to their pig-eating neigh¬ 
bours.] 

40 foreign hemp; flax. See 

4937- 

40 ft ¥ linseed- 
40 pepper. 

40 JR tke encumber. 

40^ a walnut. 

40 oniofis from Kashgar. 

"^0 ^ caraway seeds. See 4937. 

40 iff! a carrot (Daucus ca¬ 

ro/a, L.). 

40 Ml Seta sites jafioni- 

cus, Miq. 

40 a cosmetic of white lead. 

40 a P^ant> tke root °f which 
tastes like ginseng and is used 
as a tonic medicine. 

a bitter plant, like gentian, 

used as a sudorific. 

40 cakes with hemp-seeds in 

them. 

"^0 ^ a violin with four strings, 

between which the bow passes, 
making it difficult to play with¬ 
out touching the wrong string. 
The body is a small hollow 
cylinder covered at the upper 
end with snake-skin, the lower 
end being left open. 

40 a trident. 

40 Js| a street; used for . 



A lake ; a sheet of water. 

Used for J|| Hu-kuang;| 

see below. 

Jj the five great lakes of the 

empire:— 

fffl H7 P‘o-yang, in Kiangsi 

]||f Ch‘ing-ts‘ao, in Hu¬ 
nan. 

nm Tan-yang, in Kiangsu. 

'^|pj Jg Tung-t‘ing, in Hunan 

T‘ai-hu, in Kiangsu. 

i ll the Five Lakes j 

and the Four Seas,—the empire. 
Also used of five bowls and 
four dishes, as served at a small 
dinner. 

4932 
R. vulgar. 
Y. v. V-u 

I See-#3 

Even Lower. 

4933 

R. ‘ 

N. v. well, wah 

See^J 

Even Lower. 

B ffl the western lake, — of 

which there are two famous ones 

in the empire, viz. at 

Hang-chou in Chehkiang and at 

^ Hui-chou in Kuangtung 

mm to make a trip on a lake. 

^ yx mto traveL 
urn?# a great traveller. 

■/i. HM T a wandering mounte¬ 

bank; a vagrant. 

mm lakes and seas. 

mmz± a bumptious fel¬ 

low, who talks as if every lake 
and sea was his. 

7f[j north of the (Tung-t‘ing) 

lake,—the province of Hupeh. 

j5$j south of the (Tung-t‘ing) 

lake,—the province of Hunan. 

$] |if Hu-kuang,—the old name 

of a province now divided into 
Hupeh and Hunan, as above, 
but still used collectively of the 
two. 

m 5m tbe tw0 —a name for 

Hupeh and Hunan, as above. 

m P Hu-k‘ou,—a port of call 

on the Yang-tsze at the entrance 
to the P‘o-yang lake. Also, the | 
entrance to any lake. 

m Shanghai fine raw silk,- 

from yfjfj Hu-chou Fu. 

4934 

R. 

P. hu, v. chu 

See#J 
Even Lower. 

4935 

H .fu 
F. /;«, v. ku 
W. 1 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K .ho 

[J. ho 
A. hou 

Even Lower. 

wu 

hu 

To burn food in cooking; 

to singe; to blacken. 

m burnt; singed; smoked. 

T SHf«H 
cake is burnt and tastes bad. 

% JK l burnt to a cinder. 

^ $il IS the congee isl 
burnt to the bottom of the pan.| 

W: T burnt in cooking. 

An animal found in Yun¬ 

nan, called Iffjjrj, described 

as a monkey with a black I 

body and a band round the 

middle. 

a variety of the above. 

mm a kind of monkey. 

A sacrificial vessel. 

Ji m red coral,—used for official 

buttons of the first and second | 
ranks. 

-bRmm a seven-foot spray 

of coral. 

Same as 4941. 

Paste; to paste; to stick. 

Muddled; foolish; blurred.| 

Used for 4942. 

M $0 paste- 

f|t to paste on; to mount, as| 

pictures, scrolls, etc. 

^0 to paper a window. 

0^ to paper a wall. 

V&fm 14) the secretion in the | 

corners of the eyes. 

^ stupid; (of printing) blur-1 

red. 
J mmn a mass of confusion. 

$t0 JI 0^0 ^ stupidly;] 

without due care. 

f&0 ftf ^ t0 talk nonsense.] 

f&0 t0 stave off,—an affair. 

mm (■fao3) to make all sorts of j 
excuses. 

m ‘/lb conffised; blurred. 

4936 

4937 

^ m the Panting isl 

blurred,—as of a badly-printed) 
book. 

reckless; off-j 

hand. See 4930. 

all of a sud¬ 

den. 

0^0 Ri ^ ^ in nol 

time a year had passed. 4927. | 

H to concoct some rub-| 

bish. 

$0 Wt 3tL "h t0 bungle; bung-| 

ling. 

The bottle-gourd; the I 

calabash (.Lagenaria). See I 

4930. 

0f Ml a gourci- Also, a pigeon- 

whistle. 

SIStft the bottle-gourd. 

pft M to blow the gourd,— 

to talk in a loud vociferous way. 

#«*sis draw a gourd 

like a gourd,—stick closely to I 
the pattern given; to follow anf 
example; to do likewise. 

-if sis closed gourd; a) 

mystery; a money-box; a gourd-1 
shaped top, spun on a string) 
fastened to two small sticks,] 
known in Europe as “diabolo;”] 
see 6595. Also, a very silent] 
person. 

if si is *Mi 
it is hard to tell by feeling what] 
is inside a gourd. 

ft® fEf ji lM3f fr 
it is a perfect mystery.] 

^»Sf SMI at® 
fM lii not knowing what 

medicines he was going to sell] 
from his gourd,—what he was I 
going to do next. 

fj ^ garlic and leeks. 

01 mflax- 

f 4^ caraway seed. 

A butterfly. 

J ^ a butterfly. 

ffi IS W- 'Mi lSSM§ Chuang 

Tzti dreamt he was a butterfly. 

$ )§£ broad hinges, — the 

two leaves of which remind one] 
of a butterfly’s wings. 
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5 | If 2 

4938 

4939 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

JJtj' shops on each side; 

an arcade. 

lif £3 ^ it; has flown 
away as white butterflies,—of 
burnt paper-money. 

^ gone off like a but¬ 

terfly,—sold off quickly. 

the iris or fleur-de-lis 

it m the heartsease 

pansy. 

or 

4940 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

4941 

R. ^ 

See 

Even Lower. 

A smaller street or lane 

at right angles to the main 

street. 

\Wi ft a side-street. 

mm a street with no exit 

at one end; a blind alley; a 

cul-de-sac. 

The oily scum which 

floats on boiling butter; the 

essential oil of butter. 

HU ^ the holy virtue 

(of the Emperor) is the quint 
essence of richness. 

A quiver. 

a leathern quiver. 

m 
4942 

R. 

P. ihu, Jin 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

m 
4943 

N. m, v. ngo 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

Congee ; rice gruel; that 

which supports life. 

|$j thick gruel. 

P BJf to go in search oi 

a livelihood. 

$ M P nothing to live 

upon. 

\>X f$j p enough to live 

upon. 

The beard •, the mous 

tache. 

jy. the beard; a swashbuck 

ler. 

^ ^ jjf ^ among 

the company was a great beard 
ed man (= swashbuckler). 

jlH ;||| beard, whiskers, and mous 

tache. See 4717. 

m 
4943 

4944 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

iHf fif a full beard,—cover¬ 

ing a great part of the face. 

U if -¥* °r fit ^ if 
a very thin beard. 

whiskers with 

a shaven chin. 

to shave the beard. 

a comb for moustaches. 

(? lit3) J|| to stroke the 

beard. 

pki! •¥• to blow the mous¬ 

tache,—to talk excitedly. 

urn -e the Hung-hu-tzu, or 

red-bearded bandits of Manchu 

ria. 

4945 

The pelican, known as 

see 10,999. 

^ j5J| a bird like the mandarin 

duck, with almost human feet 
Also, a name for the pelican. 

A creel or basket-trap 

for catching fish. 

R. 

Seeyj£ 

m an osier creel. 

Entering 

Upper 
and Lower. 

4946 

'LIT 

4947 

nr 
4948 

C. Auk 
W.fuk 

F. hok, v. shu 
W. vu 

N. oh 
P. ih.11 

M. hu 
Y. huk 
K. hok^ kok 
J. koku 

A. honk 

Entering 
Lower. . 

im 
} | { like a fish which has got into 

a creel, unable to get out again 

See 5332. 

See 5320. 

A corn or liquid measure 

nominally holding ten 

see 11,427. It is shapec 

like a pyramid with the top 

half cut off, and is of differ¬ 

ent capacity in different 

parts of the empire, holding 

generally about five . 

The word is used to re¬ 

present the Sanskrit drona, 

a measure of 7 Ids. 11 oz 

4fl pecks and bushels; corn 

measures; a name for parasitic 

orchids. 

to test the accuracy of 

bushel measures. 

m 
4948 

& 

1* 

4949 

R. I 

See 

495° 

R. I 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

4951 

R. I 

See 

4952 

R. 

V 

4953 

>|- a bushel-hand,-one cleverI 

at giving bad measure, on the I 
“large thumb” principle of the | 
west. 

Entering 
Lower. 

1* 

Entering 
Lower. 

Seelx 
Entering 
Lower. 

a thousand gallons | 

(i.e. abundance) of good wine. 

A kind of small oak, the 

acorns of which are used| 

to make a black dye. 

Quercus aliena, Bl. 

A bushel measure, 

bin for holding grain. 

A 

A small orchidaceousl 

plant with six-petalled white 

flowers, the stalks of which j 

are used as a tonic. 

a plant (Dendrobium tiobile, I 

Ldl.) found growing on the I 
rocks in southern China, used I 

as a tonic. 

Wi or ffl orchids of| 
various kinds. 

Fine silk gauze. 

C .Auk 
H. kuk^ 

F. puk 
W. vu 
N. oh 
P. c/z«, ihu 

M. /zzd, 
Y. k-uk 

Sz. hu 
K. hok, kok 
J. koku,goku 

A.houk 
Entering 

Lower. 

Aft gauze-ribbed and cross-1 

ribbed, so as to look like grains I 

of sago. 

gauze and crape. 

55% Aft open or coarse-woven 

gauze. 

i water inl 
spring looks like ribbed gauze. 

A goblet. A quiver. 

The foot; a hoof. Mean;| 

poor; thin. 

^ ^ |jj» bis dress reached 

to his feet. 

emaciated; thin. 

poor; mean; insufficient. 

Read chicP*. To contend] 

with. 

lx 

Sx 

^ lx D the strong| 
and the weak are no match. 
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32 
4954 

C. u, wu 
H.fu 
F. hu 
W. wu 
N. wu 
p. ] 
M. 
y. 
Sz. ) 
K. ho 
].ko 
A. hou 

Even Lower, 

hu 

M’ 
4955 

R. 

See fl 

Even Lower. 

£s6 
W. WM, WU 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

Pots, of various kinds 

a vase; a cup. [To be 

distinguished from ^6551. 

a tea-pot. 

—* itt a Pot °f tea- 

IsE a wine'kettle. 

bring the kettle 

and pour out wine. 

SI# a hundred jars of 

clear wine. 

[jr ^ a spittoon. 

or ^ ^ achamber-pot 

3S Sh fck )S a jade cup as 

transparent as ice. 

iBl# pure as ice in 

a jade vase, 

ij ^ a quiver. 

^ an ancient game, consist¬ 

ing in pitching arrows into the 
three long necks of a vase de¬ 
signed for that purpose. 

kettles and cups 

in the fields,—to go out for a 
picnic. 

bring the [wine-]kettle 

bird,—a bird whose note in 
spring sounds like t‘i hu. 

A bow; a crescent; an 
arc; curved. 

SSIf- to hang out the bow,—as 

was formerly done to announce 
the birth of a son. 

SDS-^2fDJa^^T 
the advantage of the bow and 
arrow is to keep the empire in 
awe. 

a spheric triangle. 

SDS-£ the Bow and Arrow,—stars 

3 y\ x in Canis Major with some 
in Argo. 

The fox, believed by the 

^hinese to have the power 
of assuming human form, 

generally that of a young 

and beautiful girl, with a 

view to bewitch people. See 
2310. 

mm- f°x,— includes Vulpes 

vulgaris, L. and V. melanogaster, 
Ch. Bon. in the north; in the 
south = Canis houly, Sw. and 
Canis lineiventer, Sw. 

4956 

4957 

M or ^ m bewitch 
ing, as a fox. Also used of mere¬ 
tricious beauty. 

% M m M he is 
under the spell of a fox. 

umpm & a smart man 

a cunning fellow. 

Mm MM&2ZU 
with wolves on the road, why 
trouble about foxes? 

M ^ H m nothing red was 

seen but foxes. 

m Wi <* % M fox-skin robes. 

M m M rflj jfc to put to 
gether the “arm-pits” of foxes 
and make a robe; many a little 
makes a mickle. 

MU& grey fox-skin,—from 

Kansuh. 

un$i g. the fox pretend 

ing to the tiger’s majesty,—the 
ass in the lion’s skin. See Biog. 
Diet. 154. 

M M u m when the hare dies 

the fox grieves; see 6853 

etc., 12,777 i|■% etc., and 
12,779. 

% fellow-feeling; 

sympathy, as above. 

urn® fox bands and dog 

troops,—a bad lot; an evil so¬ 
ciety. 

h MUM 
M ig he is like a nine-tailed 

fox, an awkward one to provoke. 

f|lj a fairy fox. 

mmm his godship the fox, 

—a name under which the fox 
is prayed to or worshipped by 
people who fear its evil influence. 

mm artful; seducing. 

!Sf m W a Seneral name for 

any book of “marvels.” 

m or m ^ suspicious; 

distrustful. 

£b m °r & m=Mi3,669. 
m Canis corsac, Pall. 

i§?« Nyctereutes procyonoid.es, 

A. Gray. 

See 3964. 

mi 
4958 

R., 

hu 

C. u 
H.fu 
F. hu 
W.fu 
N. hu 
P. ] 
M, 
Y. 
Sz. J 
K. ho 
J. £0, hu 
A. hi, hou 

Rising Upper. 

P‘ 
4959 

R. > 

C. u 
H.fu 
F. hou^ hu 
W. hwu 
N. -wu 
p. \ 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. ] 
K. ho 
. ko, o 

A. hou 

Sinking 

Lower. 

hu 

The bank of a river. 

name of a famous ro 

mantic novel. 

Read ksiis. [By courtesy 

the first character in the 

following entry having been 

thus wrongly read by the 

Emperor ^ C h‘i e n 

Lung.] 

Hsii-shu Kuan,—the 

name of a place near Soochow 

A door; a family -, an 

individual. Radical 63. See 

5022, 12,456. 

^ a door; a family. Also, 

the branches or departments of 
an industry. 

PI P §i or # P 
doors opposite, — of equal 

social rank, as the families of a 
betrothed couple. 

iz^P a powerful family. 

ft a w'ncb>w. 

ft tbe entrance- 

HI Jf5 j[J| to pierce doors and 

windows. 

ft Jpj the leaves of an inner door. 

mm ft a decayed family. 

^ M ft ft In ii every fa¬ 

mily does the same. 

in ft |pj j|^ a numerous popu¬ 

lation. 

Jp a man who breaks the fa¬ 

mily line,—who has no children. 

ftm a road which leads to 

nowhere in particular. 

pm a strategic movement 

by which the enemy is beguiled 
into a dangerous position and 
then exterminated. 

ft ft the custodian of a granary. 

Mp a boatman; a seaman; 

people who live afloat. 

P «T Jg P a shop-keeper; 

a tradesman. 

fishermen. 

P D the population. See 922. 

M&poil an official 

deputed to take the Census. 
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4959 

lists or records of popu¬ 

lation. 

^3 ^ land records, — kept by 

private persons but under official 

control. 

the Board of Revenue 

(lit. of Population),—at Peking. 

[Known as down to a.d 

627, when the name was changed 
to avoid the personal name of] 

the second Emperor 

of the T‘ang dynasty.] See 9484 

^ the department in a.yam€n 

devoted to revenue and fiscal 

matters. 

n F a treasury-keeper; a fiscal 

officer. 

P Pic 01 P 8i to 
make widely known to the people. 

the dormant in¬ 

sects have broken through their 

coverings. 

P JHL beaters. 

A fine napkin. 

||| a lady’s handkerchief. 

A kind of quail. A name 

for hawfinches, bullfinches, 

etc. 

4964 
M. huJ 

K. ho 
J. ko, ku 

A. hou- 

Sinking and 

Rising Lower 
and Upper. 

ffl to raise water as| 

above for irrigating the fields, 

to bale out and float,—a I 

boat. 

4969 

R. 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

'CL 
4966 

See 

Rising Lower 

Irregular. 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

jps a bird resembling the Java| 

sparrow; a hawfinch. Sec 4965. 

To diffuse; to distribute. 

See 7812. 

To follow in the suite of; 

a retinue; a procession. 

Broad. Violent. 

t0 belong to the Imperial 

retinue. 

B. M if* tb°se wb° carry 

the insignia in an official pro¬ 

cession. 

j wide; extensive. 

£ jg to act violently; to behave 

rudely. 

^ a bird which feeds only 

on flesh. For it to feed on grain 
implies a severe struggle for ex¬ 
istence, due to misgovernment. 

To stake, for the purpose] 

of catching fish. 

^7 »flj| one of the branches of the 

Hr jrjjl Huang-p'u. 

vMfr> name for Shanghai, so 

called from the above stream. 

m the Hu-pao or Shanghai 

News. 

^ Shanghai Customs. 

Ho-bei,—the town which I 

is incorrectly known asTamsui,| 

in Formosa. 

C. U2- 
H./«- 
F. hou2- 

W. 

N. 
P. 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. ) 
K. ho 
J. ho, ku 
A. hou2- 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

ht? 

4970 

R. 

See 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

To depend on. To pre¬ 

sume on. 

what will our pa-1 

rents have to rely on? 

fatherless, what is I 

there to rely on? 

rRW'lf to lose father and I 

mother. 

through-1 

out our western regions all placed 
in him their reliance. 

l\t #iilS 0 devote oneself| 

to extravagant living and to obli¬ 

terate all sense of duty. 

to presume on one’s po¬ 

sition. 

jj^ ^ jjj£ ^fij those who offend-1 

ed presumptuously or repeatedly 

were to be punished with death. I 

^ ^ ^ to the last be did 

not amend. 

to intimidate andl 

oppress people. 

The favour of God;| 

blessing; prosperity. 

% £ j® t0 receive thel 
blessing of God. 

J# M ¥ iiHnS in order tol 
consolidate the prosperity ofj 

Chou. 

& M ^ sreat and manyl 
are his blessings. 

4967 

R. 

ffl tfg aggressive; violent. I ^ 

Fishing-stakes, or weirs 

to prevent fish going out| 

with the tide. 

4963 

4964 

H. SJ 
IF. hou3 

Same as 4964. 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

Wf 
4968 

To bale out water. 

*4 a bucket with a rope at I 

each side, the ends of which 
are held by two men who are 
thus enabled to dip the bucket 
into water, fill it, and shoot out| 

the contents as required. 

R., 

tft I See i 

Rising Lower 
Irregular 

4971 

R. 

See 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

A hill covered with trees. 

See 1071. 

U $ fob % I ascend that tree- 

clad hill,—and think of my father. 

Hence,— 

Jffi [Ifjlj' t0 have a longing for one’sl 

father. 

^ )PliIlookfor| 
my father but cannot see him, 

—he is dead. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A kind of red thorn,| 

suitable for making arrows. 

Fitting one into the other , I 

mutual; reciprocal; together; 

jointly. [ To be distinguish-j 

ed from 6011.] 

77 things which fit or dove¬ 

tail one into the other, 

sun synonymous; equivalent! 

in meaning. 

mutually; reciprocally. 

5 /© 'a fitting one into the 

other. 
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K 
4973 

r.: 

See Tf 

Sinking 
Lower. 

4974 

4975 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

to be fond of one 

another. 

mutually coming 

and going,—exchanging visits. 

IfM mutual assistance 

collusion. 

mutual compro 

mise. 

gets a sui- 

to brawl together, 

to compare one 

with the other. 

^ # 5 each 
table mate,—of marriages 

$ lit Hlfc each depends 
on the other. 

the former and the 

latter do not tally. 

5 

S 

Si 
Si 

si 

litigation, 

mutual guarantee, 

to meet in battle, 

to talk together, 

or to discuss. 

Tf yfj interchange of trade; com 

merce. 

^ to confront,—as persons 

who tell opposite stories. 

S IE see also expla¬ 

nation under chtng. 

Tl to exchange. 

sgft to tranship goods. 

Tj name of a place, the people 

of which were dissolute in morals, 

S to jointly examine, — as 

two presiding officials. 

Frozen-, congealed. 

E dark freezing W\ It ffi 
weather. 

HI i= ffi the rivers and 

pools froze hard. 

Same as 4973. 

Railings; a fence. 

r. if 

See Tf 

Sinking 
Lower. 

4977 

R. J 

See Tj 

Sinking 
Lower. 

4978 

4979 

R. 

C. OTW 
H./« 
F. hou 
W. j 
N, 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. J 
K. ho 

. £0 
A. 

hu 

Sinking 
Lower. 

[ 6i7 ] 

s 
4976 

A reel to wind silk, 

bamboo hook. 

A 

a kind of bamboo shoot 

found in Anhui. 

A plant, known as 

or ■gilL from the roots of I 

which a febrifuge medicine 

is obtained. 

See 5304. 

To protect; to guard; to 

aid. To act in the place of, 

See 5642. 

^ Wt to Protect- 

to send under escort. 

HI to send in safety; to escort. 

11 Ire or H a P^sport. 

a sword-hilt. 

W H or H ^ or 11 ^ 
to guard; to protect, 

fell to save from injury. 

in $ or to aid; to suc¬ 

cour. 

jf|| ^ t0 take care °f one’s own 

interests. 

sut to screen; to protect. 

m a harbour of refuge. 

charm for preserv¬ 

ing the body; used of rank, 
wealth, etc. Also, a pretext; a 
“straw man.” 

-Jgl a portfolio; a case for 

papers; a sealed letter. 

I if guard seal,—two char¬ 

acters written on the back of 
a Chinese envelope, and also on 
the pasted edges, to prevent its 
being opened. 

Ift to countenance Buddhism. 

8 0? Dharmapala, — the 

name of a Bodhisatva, defender 
of the faith. 

n usier (or ) a city moat. 

pi mm the city guard. 

as 
- 

4979 

4980 

4981 

m 
4982 

4983 

r-#i 

H./ui 
hsii, 

v. ccK'wa 
M. 

K. hul 

* ||St father and mother 

are the great protectors. 

jff§ the Emperor’s escort. 

5j(0 to screen,—generally from 

the results of wrong-doing, and 
by those in collusion. 

HI ^ to the massesi—cha 

ritable; philanthropic. Also, to 
be responsible for the rest, as 
a head servant or the foreman 
of a gang. 

/A~- an officer of the Imperia' 
R3C 

Body Guard 

H jp[ troops which cover the 

retreat of, or support, other 
troops, 

mm warden of the 

northern tribes. 

g|| j|f *j|£ the Guards’ Division, 

or Flank Division,—a corps of 
Bannermen, numbering from 
3,000 to 4,000 strong, the prin¬ 
cipal duty of which is to furnish 
guards for the Imperial palace. 

n nt °r h m "ti Cap 
tain-General of the Guards’ Di¬ 
vision. 

W fr i to temporarily 

look after the duties of another’s 
post; to act for any one. 

the officer recently 

in charge. 

% the low encircling wall 

at the upper part of a grave. 

to have charge of the fu¬ 

neral arrangements. 

^ the nut-cracker bird 

(Nucifraga coryocatacles, Linn.) 

See 6248. 

Same as 12,766. 

See 12,766. 

Sudden; abrupt; moving. 

To sniff. Also read efrua}. 

abruptly; quickly. 

m Wk a roaring noise; a 

whiz; a whir. 

shaking; quiver¬ 

ing. 

78 
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w 
4983 

. kutsz 
A.hout 

Entering 

Upper. 

jfcfc fjfc to sniff up. 

$k'X. the spirit of lightning,— 

in the thunder-god’s 

4984 

R. 

See piji 

K. ho, mu 
A.vou, hou 

Even Upper. 

in 
4985 

a devil 
retinue. 

4986 

See fif ^ 

Even and 

Rising Upper 
and Lower. 

m 
4987 

R. 

See jje 

Even Lower. 

To cover over. Arro¬ 

gant ; rude. 

do not be con¬ 

temptuous, — when playing at 

{see 4954), or you will 

probably fail. 

Same as 4932. 

Dried slices of meat. 

to offer dried meat in sa¬ 

crifice,—q. d. the bellies of fishes. 

Read rf. A rule ; a 

law. Large; numerous. 

A trowel. To plaster. 

Read hucA. A double- 

edged hoe. 

4988 

m 
4989 

See jpi 

A. hou,u 

Rising Lower, 

4990 

F. //«, v. pu 

See ^ 

A. hou 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

Same as 4987. 

Covetous, 

til greedy for bribes. 

A gourd; a calabash. 

Used with Si 4937- 

a gourd or calabash 

mm * frame for growing 

melons 

^ ^er teeth were like 

melon-seeds, — regular like the 
seeds in a section of melon, 

"oil fj^usedofthe one gourd which 

is useful out of many opened. 

II' 
^4p9* 

8ee jfn) 

Even Upper. 

A bird which scrapes for 

fish in marshy ground, also 

called ']fj| ^jj- scour-the-river. 

HF 
4992 

R-iiiii 
See Jpi 

Sinking and 
Rising Lower. 

4993 

4994 

P. chu, hu 

See Jpi 

Rising Lower, 

w 

*|| Pehcan; see 4944. 

Fox-glove {Rehmannia 

ghitinosa, Leb.), also known 

as and J&fjt. 

Same as 4915. 

4995 

R.i 

Name of a District in 

Shensi. 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

*r 
4996 

P. JlU 
M. hu 
J. koku 

A. houk 

Entering 
Lower 

and Upper. 

I* 

4997 

R M 
See# 

Entering 
Upper. 

4« 

m*7 
4998 

C. kwet3, wet- 

F. kauk„ houkx 
N. kwah, 
P. cku^ hu 

To kneel on both knees. 

sawn to kneel down. 

nwm to perform the cere¬ 

mony of kneeling. 

Flame; the blaze of fire 

3c Sf the flames 

shot up. 

To dig. To mix ; to stir 

To exert one’s strength. 

'fil* Vlj t0 make turbid. 

'f'l -til M with 8reat force- 

A migratory bird, callec 

fill' larger than but re¬ 

sembling the crested lark 

Also, a falcon. 

yj a hawk escaped from 

its cage. 

jit 

4998 
kweh^hweh 

K. hol^ kol 

kwatsz, 
getsz, kotsz 

A.kout 

Entering 
Upper 

and Lower. 

1* 

4999 

See ^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

1* 

5000 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

fb‘ 
5001 

s> 
F. hwa 
w.) 
N. \ 

hwo 

hwa 

P. 
M. 
V. 
Sz. 

K. hwa 
J. kwa 
A. hwa 

Sinking 

Upper. 

M Ht 'fI kite-head and 

hawk-eye,—savage; violent-tem- 
pered. 

f| % r?o ^ t0 SW0°P down 
like a hawk. 

3% & tl Just as when 
the hare rises the falcon swoops, 
—of promptitude. 

f$| UM f | the bamboo partridge 

(Bambusicola). 

a war-vessel used by the a 

people of Yiieh, which was 

very swift and not easily upset. 

The stone or kernel of 

fruit; a lump; a nodule 

Old form of 3964. 

#IISi apricot stones. 

Dirty water; confused. 

To drain off; exhausted. 

To change; to alter; to 

influence; to transform; to 

civilise; to melt; to die. 

&ft to diffuse transforming in¬ 

fluences. See 4574. 

his ministers have 

become like him,—their wickec 
sovereign. 

3& ft 7 ik il uninfluenced 

by your instructions. 

% Z -ft W the transform¬ 

ing and nourishing powers of 
Heaven and Earth. 

Nature; God; creative art 

See 5013. 

ft ill, @ M ff # n» 
ture also loves to turn out new 
combinations,—of scenery, etc 

T the operations 

of heaven and earth (se. of na¬ 
ture) in producing changes. 

ft it! a lifelike ornatura 

touch or description. 
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ib‘ 
5001 

ft{ .K t0 transform the people, 

—from bad to good. 

'flu t0 teach and transform, 

—to reform. 

'ft t0 influence °r touch the 

heart. 

t0 completely reform. 

fi)f ^ ft wherever he pass¬ 

ed, he purified,—said of Han 
Wen Kung. 

53 |j|| ft( it is difficult to 

alter the natural disposition,— 
from bad to good. 

|jj ^ to induce people 

to join the priesthood. 

JSI ft, nnstoms make 

people what they are. 

Jjji I 'flu not amenable to 
good influence,—requiring co¬ 
ercion. 

ft\' beyond the pale of civi¬ 

lisation. 

# IE <fi H £ # M-ft 
when China was half civilised. 

^ the changes in nature 

brought about by the interac¬ 
tion of the Yin and Yang. 

wit ftt to create and to transform, 

—the operations of nature; see 
11,624. 

ft §ood luck- 

ft ££ transformation birth,—as 

the transformation of the silk¬ 
worm into the moth. Also, a 
Buddhist term for birth without 
parents, whereby existence is re¬ 
ceived in an instant in its full 
maturity. Sanskrit: anupapa- 
daka. 

$1 ft or ft metempsy¬ 

chosis; death. [The second is 
applicable to priests only. See 
10,491]. 

# in« w a it ft *1 

$fffl 101 3E Buddha forthwith, 

by his divine power, changed 
her into a holy “king who turns 
the wheel.” See 2711. 

ft fp M Fti* caused to appear 
a hawk and a pigeon. 

ft Hr fci? changed himself 

into a Buddhist priest. 

ft ii' to change one’s body into 

some other shape,—a power pos¬ 
sessed by every Buddha. Sans¬ 
krit: nirmdnakdya. 

'ft a magician. 

5001 

ft 
5002 

R,1S 
C.fa 
H.fa 
F. hwa 
W. hwo 
N. hwo 
p. 1 

y’ hwa 

Sz. ] 

ft( chemistry. 

ft$fr'ffi{>2F to rescue from 
danger. 

ft, t0 meBi to fuse; to dis¬ 

solve. 

fyc fti ~J* the ice has melted. 

ft to thaw. 

fti to melt; to digest. 

ftt pp to melt; to digest; to 

thaw, as frozen meat. 

ffs m ft * ffi it % ft 
my food won’t digest. 

I§fr I can’t digest my food. 

■ft "J* gone; done with; finished. 

t ft, T transformed and 

gone,—dead. 

SB i£® % m ft * ,h' 
old priest was actually dead. 

'flu A ^ a Place for cremation. 

“and time into clay had resolved 
him again.” 

^ ft ^ 'E a11 (the bamboo- 
shoots) had become petrified. 

Hi 35 <Z, ® not >»*° 
foul earth, but into the pure 
essence of gold and gems, has 
(thy dear form) been changed. 

ft $$ or ft to beg for 

alms,—as a Buddhist priest. See 
234. 

ft 7C Sf or ft IK to burn 
paper-money,—for the use of the 
dead. 

ft ^ or RiJ- ft ^ a beggar. 

■ft ^ a compound of silver in 

current use at Tientsin. 

ft M a Department in Kuang- 

tung. 

Flowers, real and figu¬ 

rative. [Only found in liter¬ 

ature since the 5 th cent. 

a.d., as a substitute for 

5005]. Ornamental; ex¬ 

aggerated. Used figura¬ 

tively for beauty, vice, etc. 

Cotton. To spend money. 

A signature; a seal; see 

ft 

; 5002 
K. hwa 
J. kwa, ke 
A. hwa, hwe 

Even Upper. 

12,825, i3»:2g2- See M 

2579, Ip 5°°5i S I2’295* 

— & ft, or — S ft a 

flower. 

—“ M ft, a bunch of flowers. 

—* HI ^ft a tuft °f a flowers. 

ft a bud. 

the centre of a flower. 

ft M OT ft M tbe pistils and 
stamens of a flower. 

^ the petals of a flower. 

ft ML or ft Hk a flower-pot. 

ft, [M a garden¬ 

ia a florist’s grounds; a public 

garden. 

ft OE a gardener, 

pp to blossom. See below. 

AM A,#:■?!» ffl T 
on the 8th of the 8th moon 

the mosquito’s mouth puts forth 
flowers,—which prevent it from 
biting. 

a flower-stand. 

iij£ a summer-house. 

ft, or ft, Hit the fragrance 
of flowers. 

^ft $P} fa*r but frail. 

~ft £ $aj ^ the sweet smile of 

flowers. 

^ ft, tke ori°ies whistle 
and the flowers smile,—in spring. 

ft m or ft railings or 
trellis-work for supporting creep¬ 
ers. 

ft, a flower-vase. 

ft ^ # like a 

quince-tree in flower,—all show 
and nothing more; a handsome 
fool. 

ft ^ profits on crops; the 

tax on crops raised on foreshore 
land. 

~ft ^ a shell; fireworks and 

crackers. 

ftl ^ a flower-needle,—a thin 

needle for fixing flowers upon. 

fti flowered clothes; full uni¬ 

form. 

ft or ft Jp flowers; plants; 

the vegetable world. 
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ft 1 
5002 

ftt rare flowers. 

~ft a nickname; a list of 

names. 

'ft ^ flU- a register °f names. 

hao4 to be fond of flowers; 

to be extravagant. 

^ $t£ resembling flower- 

madness,—being mad on flowers. 

*1*0 'ft t0 be f°n(^ °ffl°wers>—in 
the sense of taking great care 
of them. 

^ 'ft to enj°y a good look at 

flowers. 

Mft — ^^ft-Y 0 
you tend flowers for a year to 
see them for ten days. 

A«.# A0« 

flowers are planted because 

of men: it is not men who are 
eminent because of flowers,— 
almost “Flowers are made for 
man, not man for flowers.” 

0 W ftt b*s daily f°od was 
flowers of various kinds,—with 
a view to become an Immortal. 

~ft the actor painted to resem¬ 

ble a young lady. 

jz ft }}& and — (and H) 

~ft BjjR are actors of male char¬ 

acters of various types. 

~ft JjjjR a ^dld wdd duck 
{Anas glocitans). 

fj* fti ]§J to paint the face. 

pfj ~fti £||| to make out a “flow¬ 

ery” bill,—to overcharge. 

~ft J3 flowery-mouthed,—elo¬ 

quent. 

ft jU exaggeration; figures of 

speech. 

ft 1r *5 Wi fair> sPecious 
words. 

ft ij>jt a brothel. 

Pg streets of ill fame. 

Bj£ ft W W leading a diss°- 
lute life. 

ft Wtt0 flatter- 

"ft j|(Q 'fff opium saloons in 

which there are women atten¬ 
dants. 

ft ft tM: ^ a dissolute age. 

ft M or ft £11 a Prostitute- 
See below. 

ft 

5002 

ft the goddess of small¬ 

pox. 

ft or ft & pretty-faced. 

ft ^ a seller of female 

head-ornaments. 

fti ^ a flower-boat. 

ft IE )|$ flower-drum plays,— 

so called because, contrary to 
custom, the female parts are 
played by women, and a drum 
is beaten at the entrance. ; 

~ft ^ a dissolute fellow; a 

rake. 

■ft BS suffering from one’s dissi¬ 

pation. 

ft pin-money. 

^ ^ ft ]§ti on moonligbt 
nights and fine mornings. 

^ heavenly flowers; the 

small pox. Also, snow. 

'ft f§L (HI dowers fell from 

heaven in numbers,—while a 
Buddhist priest was learnedly 
expounding the Law. 

& £ $ Hitdark 
fogs and fine rain nourish the 
flowers of heaven,—blue skies. 

T 7 % It o' ffl ft <* ffi 

ftt t0 bave the smallpox. 

See 4073. 

ftt S smallpox beans,—In¬ 

dian corn, from the similarity 
of its grains to pustules. 

ft S M ft flowers and 
thoughts come forth at their 
seasons. 

HE M H ft (her beauty> 
makes the moon hide and puts 
the flowers to shame. 

3^ to stick flowers in the hair. 

||jg 'g* ft to stick a palace 

feather in the cap, — to pass 
the examination for the 3rd or 
highest degree. See 6580. 

W* ft to dream that 
flowers grew from his pen,—as 

did $§* Chiang Yen, whose 

compositions improved from that 
hour. 

jjjjfJ "ft rust on a sword. 

'ftl ornamental note-paper. 

BE ft $8 SL sisht blurred and 
dim. 

lil ft t0 get dim-sighted. See 

13,129. 

ft 

5002 

fpt ^ BE ft head giddy and 

eyes dazed. 

H ft BE black flowers 611 
my eyes,—my eyes are weak. 1 

#, W Ai> A # * his 
ambition is very great. 

~ft ^|J to scribble. 

—‘ ftt a bale raw cotton> 
see 7883. 

~ft ^j fancy cotton cloth; figured 

calicoes. See 12,753. 

ft y^ eftj printed cottons; chint¬ 

zes. 

ISiSM fancy w°o1- 
lens. 

ftl 5V /|$ velvets; velveteens; 

fustian. 

'ft j|$j craPe lustres. 

ft M figured camlets, or 

Orleans brocades. 

ft $$ craPe Stings. 

ft ^ flower and caly' 
ces illumine one another, — 
brotherly concord. The name 
of a chamber in the palace of 

the Emperor Hsuan 

Tsung of the T‘ang dynasty, 
where he was wont to feast with 
his brother. 

ft Jjijg. the Flowery Banner,—the 

Stars and Stripes; the United 
States. 

ftt W$i fti American drills; 
domestics. 

ftt coloured lanterns. 

fti description; denomination. 

ft £ or ft £ ground¬ 

nuts; peanuts {Arachis hypo- 
gaa, L.) 

■ft ground-nut cake. 

fti scarlet; engraved red, as 

buttons of the second class. 

Also, the fruit of the 2101. 

4 Also, discount; a bonus; a 
reward, as for lost property; see 
5270. 

gj jjtj to offer a reward. 

X ft &E to Pay a reward 
offered. 

^ ft to Paya bonus- 
ftt & variegated colours. 

ft 51the redstart (Ruti' 

cilia aurorea). 
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ft 
5002 

fait, see 5270. 

ft ft chequered. 

ft M ft ^ (ft here and 
there; irregular; spotted, as 
clothes. 

ft ? a beggar. 

ftW a signature; .sw 12,825. 

ftm a District in Kuangtung. 

± a fresh-cut flower stuck in a 

donkey’s head,—a pretty woman 
married to an ugly man. 

it. Bfi M §8 ItHte 
the moon shining on the water 
or flowers in a mirror,—fleeting 

0 #,?E*W 
a u. man is not happy for a 

thousand days, nor do flowers 
bloom for a hundred. 

H Pi ft H ? when 
iron trees bear flowers, and when 
the “donkey” year comes in the 
cycle,—never. 

a It m iff 7 H # ‘he 
best embroidered flowers have 
no smell. 

easy to look at embroidery, but 
difficult to do it. 

ftm to spend money. 

ftm expenditure. 

m ft m expenditure on amuse¬ 

ments, odds and ends, etc. 

? ic ft It A ^ 1 don,t 
wish to put people to expense. 

KHk to spend extravagantly; 

to dissipate. 

H ft _t ^ H y°u 
will have to spend two dollars. 

it ® Si S It % 1 
can’t afford to spend so much. 

tT 1® ft i£ goes off with 

a flick of his tail,—like a fish. 

ftM a pattern; a term used in 

reference to the appointments 
of expectant officials. 

:fi ft m to purchase a position 

as expectant official, i.e. the right 
to receive the next vacant post. 

said of the highest 

sum paid to receive the next 
vacant post 

ft % among 

ft 
5002 

5003 

the very first on the list of ex¬ 
pectants. 

ftm an ornamented headdress 

ftm an ornamented frontlet. 

ft Si meat from the ribs or back 

of an animal. 

ft3^ a pagoda of several storeys. 

It It M dice. 

ItA- Cerambyx beetles. See 

8346. 

ftm flowers and butterflies,— 

public women and their admirers. 

ftm foreign dollars. 

ft M !nL or ft ? IEflower- 
seeds. Also, vaccine lymph. 

ftm a drawing-room; a recept¬ 

ion-room. 

ft\mmm one sort of Huang 

Chiu (yellow wine). 

ft jnL ?fpj ? flower-vaults,— 

Chinese greenhouses. 

it am? a florist’s establish¬ 

ment. 

It A carved wood. 

ftm carved bricks or tiles. 

ftm? a kind of thrush (Em- 

beriza rustica). 

ft W M a perch called the 

“mandarin” fish. 

ft trout- 

ft M ^ the red-tailed 

shrike (Lanins Bucephalus, etc.). 

Itmir the purple heron 

(Ardea purpurea), 

ftm the buzzard (Archibutes 

aquilinus). 

ft m °r ft nt ?the 
striped squirrel (Sciurus stria- 
lus). 

tt$f ¥ the white mouse (Mus 

musculus). 

ftM^ rosewood. 

cayenne pepper. 

ft&%k the cauliflower, 

the peony. 

mft*k Crotalaria ferruginea, 

Grah. 

Same as 5005. 

5004 

See ! 

Sinking and 
Even Lower. 

S°°S 
R. 

C. wa,fa 
H.fa 
F. hwa 
W. wa, o, hwa 
N. wo, hwo 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. hwa 
J. hwa, he 
A. hwa 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

hwa 

One of the Five 

Sacred Mountains, known 

1 or ® as 

The blooming of plants; 

flowers; flowery; variegated. 

China; Chinese. Name of 

a precious stone. Used with 

5002, of which it was the 

original form. See 2140. 

flowers like those 

of the peach or plum. 

1 'ff # in the marshes 

are lotus-flowers. 

^ H ^ the niiflet was in 
bloom. 

S ^ the peony. 

^ j|f flowers and fruit,—show 

and reality. 

flowers in spring, 

fruit in autumn. 

3? J?j| the variegated creature,— 

the emblematic pheasant embroi¬ 
dered on the upper robe of the 
Emperor. 

^ iff! ^ I have just re¬ 

ceived your flowery note, — a 
conventional phrase. 

p? your flowery residence,— 

your house. 

neither too gaudy 

nor too plain. 

or or 

variegated; beautiful. 

coloured lanterns. 

. a 
when the charm has passed, to 
pick up one’s skirts and be off. 

glory; grandeur; efful¬ 

gence. 

ms hoary-headed. 

growing old. 

^ j§?i£ a birthday. 

^ lH) a state umbrella,—as car¬ 

ried before the Emperor. Also, 
four stars between Cassiopeia 
and Camelopardus. Also, the 
covering of a bier. 

ft m m the stars (as 

above) have been unpropitious 
to him. 

/ 



5°°5 

5006 

|Rft 
(see ^ §£ 

ornamental pillars 

before a grave. 

brilliant; bright; splendid. 

S* the God of Fire, 

jll ^ the God of Sleep. 

ft ^ 'jif t0 seek tbe arms 
Morpheus. 

nmw bright moonlight. 

&E a Department in Shensi 

ffi |^r Hua-yang,—a likin station 

on the Yang-tsze. 

jfe flowery border,—a dollar 

m)& to quarter a melon. 

tp~ ch'-ung1 a name of the 

Emperor Shun. 

flowery and great, — the 

empire of China. 

p£l Sj!| China. 

3tjdl Chinese merchants. 

m a or IS Chinese sub 

jects. 

the Registrar 

General’s Office, Hongkong. 

Chinese living in foreign 

countries. 

Chinese characters. 

China and foreign lands. 

^ of Chinese stock or origin 

m# bright-coloured clothes 

^ M M Wl Wwel1 dressed 
the white flowering rush 

crowded, as a market¬ 

place. 

Clamour; noise; hubbub 

^ it Pa Plj! noisy talkin§ 
strictly prohibited, — a notice 
seen at yamen doors. 

r$t to wrangle. ffi or 
Even Upper ** ^ 

and Lower, p a sudden shout or noise 

of mingled voices. 

St to play guess-fingers. 

Read wa\ To change 

Hffi eggs not yet hatched. 

5°°7 

IS 
See jp 

Sinking and 

Even Lower. 

5°°8 

[ 622 ] 

A kind of birch found 

in Manchuria and Mongolia. 

5°°9 

R. 

See 3p; 

Even Lower. 

|rjp: ^ birch 

various ways. 

bark, — used in 

EE3 

5oi3 
A. hwa, hwa.lt 

Sinking and 
Entering 

Lower. 

5010 

R. 

Even Lower. 

5011 

R. 

C. wa 
F. hwa 
W. wo 
N. cwo 
P. 

hwa M. 
Y. 

Sz. 
J. kwa, ge 
A. hwa 
Even Lower. 

5012 

Same as 5006. 

A spade; a shovel. 

5OI3 

R-#|® 
C. wa, w«£ 
H. wa, 1vah, 

heik 
F. wa, wa//, 

heik 
W. wa, wa, va, 

hwa 
N. wa/*, wo 
P. /wa1 
M. ^wa3, ^wa, 
Y. iw«, liwak, 

huk 
Sz. Awa 
K. hwae, hwek 
J. kwa,kwaku, 

kaku 

A chestnut horse. 

BH5S 
^ jjl Ch'i-chi and Hua-liu 

could travel a thousand /*' in 
one day. These were two of the 

eight famous steeds of 
Mu Wang. 

To pole a boat; a punt 

a dingey. A bill-hook. A 

catch; a latch. 

-£|J ^ a punt; a sampan. 

gm ^ m ± 1#the 
dingey and go ashore. 

£|J a lorcha. 

See 488. 

To delimit fields, do 

draw; to paint; a scrol 

picture, used pictorially as 

an emblem of culture; to 

divide by lines; to mark 

off. To sign; see 1791. 

See 4287, 9602, 4920, 

11,170, 12,183, 3627,2468, 

2167, 6029, 4404. 

# he (theGreat Ya) 
mapped out the Nine Divisions, 
—of the empire, 

ii: ^ to paint pictures. 

to draw or paint flowers. 

^ to paint a portrait, 

a picture. 

@ a drawing or painting. 

J^ j||- ff: [gj some one painted 

his portrait,—in a certain dress. 

Vtt jH oil Paintings. 

iff** landscape painting. 

H ^ °r H frii °r # 
^ an artist. 

lH collected together 

or 

MM 
a number of artists. 

# A S®*T the most diffi¬ 

cult part of the human figure to 
draw is the hand. 

|y ^ the most diffi¬ 

cult part of a bird to draw is 
its head. 

iV AN -j=f ■ -fj|[ Hsii was anxious 

to get higher prices for hispict 
ures. 

yjT ~p or j|£ ^ a painter or 

house-decorator. The first is 
also, imitative art; see 5001. 

^ Jf; X ^ bade an artist 
paint a portrait of him. 

T § ^ fo S detailed 
drawing is like the clerkly style 
of writing. 

like a person in 

a picture,—beautiful. 

ft& to scrawl. 

ancient pictures were all sketchy, 

only when we come to () Wei 
Hsieh do we get detail. 

$ H tU S'he be^an his 
career in the Imperial Picture 
Gallery. 

pictures with a boundary, 

—i.e. painted within a fixed area 
and not on an endless scroll. 

\h the view is like a 

picture. 

II it ^ & t0 draw a snak£ 
and add feet,— exaggeration. 

mm to hang up pictures; to 

wear fine clothes. 
drawing cakes 

won’t appease hunger. Cf. “Or 
cloy the hungry edge of appetite 
by bare imagination of a feast. 

ft 1$ to become a Painted 
cake,—to come to nothing. 
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5OI3 

»#& to draw a plan or de¬ 

sign. 

# draw me a plan, or a I 

pattern. 

ft A f $ |ft his paintings must | 

be classified as “inspired.” 

every 

A ^ PP 
his pictures were of the “pleas-1 
ing” order, his best efforts being! 
“inspirations." 

IIA he was an inspired] 

painter,—of Wang Wei. 

to paint a replica. 

iff # r5 n II #. K M 

^ this picture is clever in I 

point of style, but wanting in | 
originality and piquancy. 

ft m a, w m # a 
I can paint, and will teach you| 
how, if you like. 

« M M ft he devoted his I 
energies to painting. 

if a man is not a connoisseur,! 
it is difficult to discuss pictures] 
with him. 

■f* ft ^ ft qfp unfortunately | 

I am not a connoisseur of pict¬ 
ures. 

II A there are six I 

“canons” in painting-laid down 

hy Wi Wf Hsieh Ho of the 5th j 
cent. 

i m a studio. 

m. ft t0 criticise paintings; see I 
io,398. 

•ft style in painting. 

ifr ft ft ^ ^ ft ^ the! 
painters of old painted (the idea) 
the spirit and not the form. See] 

(ft 2 f 8 * 18 fi tHk, 
what the age means by “pict¬ 
ures” is “resemblances.’ 

^ ft JJ& II ft a calligra-| 

phist can always draw, — and I 
vice versa. 

ft to 
-S. 0 conceive; to imagine. 

W M # Jt |SJ H ft- he | 
had a picture of the Four Modes 
of transport by Chan Tzu-ch‘ien. 
See 11,485. 

B #U* ft sun-shadow pictures, 

—photographs. 

5013 5oi3 

5OI4 

m s « * & 
sentence like a picture. 

P to explain with the 

tongue and describe with the 
hand. 

to define the 

frontier. 

4 Aft (huo**) now you are 

setting a limit to yourself,— in- . 
stead of going on and trusting]R- 
to get as far as you can. |f. v. wa 

to make a circle!See -j 

on the ground for a prison,— jp. c/rwa,‘kwa, 

which simple act was sufficient] hwce 
to restrain prisoners under the|M-chwa^hwe?. 
Golden Age. 

to make a rule for 

oneself. 

ft ^ ft to fix the bound¬ 

aries of; to determine a site, 

ft# to define; to mark off. 

J£l ft —1 fflt Mi to treat a 

matter in a manner uniform with 
other matters of the kind 

ft; —* not uniform; not in 

accordance with precedent 

ft- ifciS 

'j|f of a uniform pattern. 

flf ft —' fixed prices, — a 
shop sign. See 5014. 

—* ft a stroke of the pencil in 

writing. 

^ A? ill ft how many strokes| 

If® to rule lines. 

! ft H* ians%)\ 

pawning at the coloured door, 
i.e. at the pawnbroker’s,—name| 
of a clever conjuror’s trick. 

Irwa 
| Y. huk 

Entering 
Upper 

and Lower. 

3* y 

are there?—in that character, 

ft m to pencil the eyebrows. 

ft J| painted eyebrows, — the] 

gray thrush (Leucodiopteroti si-1 
nense). See 5002. 

a whistle forimi-] 

tating the song of birds. 

6 Hi M a species of Garrulax. 

ft to make a plan,—as for| 

a battle or an attack. 

if * at # it !li ± good! 
pictures are pasted on the south 
wall,—which is the place of I 
honour. There is here a play 

upon , and the phrase is 

used in derision of one who is| 
too “cocksure.” 

a halberd. 

Entering 

Lower. 

.4* 

m 

ft painted rafters. 

ft Jfc painted beams,—rich fa-1 
milies. 

ft to prepare a rough draft. I 

To rive; to split open; 

scratch ; to mark. Often 

wrongly used for ft 5013.) 

|J /f||' to wound; to deface. 

j§Jj to sPi;t open; to open out. 

flj # to divide; to distinguish] 

between. 

jjKJ to cut open; to scratch. 

•$i fp ®J T —* ~F made a| 
mark with the finger-nail. 

g|J to sharpen a reed, — to I 

write with. 

®J —' ^ III fixed Prices- See] 

5°i3- 

#1 ms ^ 7 3S made a mark I 
on the ground (with his spear)] 
and broke off the friendship,— | 

as ft Yo Fei did with his I 

pupils when he found that they] 
had taken to evil courses. 

Uttc to transfer a debt to a 

third person. 

Hi] to deface. 

5016 

R- |® 

See -ft- 

Sinking and 

Entering 
Upper. 

to rent part of a property. 

mm to define or mark off,— | 

as boundaries. 

to delimit a frontier. See | 

5013. 

The noise of tearing silk. | 
To tear. 

iJjjH ^ ^ a zvhssh,—as of| 

rent silk. 

lfj|f§ "J* cut his mouth. 

tore it by | 

running against a nail. 

Obstinate; perverse. 

$|| disobedient; perverse. 

$11 $0 the strings to fasten gags] 

in soldiers’ mouths; see 4506. 

Also, perverse; obstructive. 

$! hua? % $$ ffn tyi 

crash! like tiles breaking and ice I 
melting,—the foe collapsed. For 
a commoner form of this phrase, 

see % 12,420. 
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~»,-w* i 

S0I7 

Ril> 
c. j 
H. J wa 
F. } 

W. wo 

N. ivo 

P. hwa,\.chwa 
M. ) 

Y. j hwa 
Sz. ) 

K. hwa 
J. wa, kwai 

A. hwa, hwai 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Talk (see 10,164); speech-, 

discourse. See 5163, 1244, 

5324- 

—‘ 'fo] jfifF a sentence; a phrase. 
See below. 

to talk. See 9918, 10,164 

the story goes that,—an 

opening phrase in a novel. 

^ 's a long story to 

tell. 

nm good words; kind advice. 

IS# intonation; sound or tim¬ 

bre of voice. 

a hint; also, “the way 

he said it.” 

^ talkative; impertinent. 

A strong or threatening lan¬ 

guage; see *38*5- Also, bump 

tious or braggart talk; tall talk; 
lies. 

If P , jf& A §£ like one 

praising the sea, he talks big. 

empty talk; idle words. 

mem to make unsupported 

statements; to tell lies. 

A ® H fKi m windy rhe 
toric. 

that which is well known; 

“ancient history.” 

±m local dialect; patois. 

common language, as op¬ 

posed to , see 12,633; col- 

loquial; vernacular; a proverbial 
expression. 

j|jl£ gE- conversation. 

m fPJ WJor m M W Pwsy- 

■'F* fH J&h not to understand what 

is said. 

ittMUm but we anticipate. 

7# 1ST it is not worth 

talking about; we need not go 
into that question. 

m m * tsi m ® ist 
that matter is not worth dis- 

cussion. 

to speak out plainly, 

—without circumlocution or con¬ 
cealment. 

to talk in a secret 

language,—as thieves and Free¬ 
masons do. See 3899. 

PS 
5OI7 

—V-w*- 4 
speech does not 

come to this,—it is not so bad 
as all that. 

to talk in one’s sleep. 

3§ M, M "tk ^ H l^itwas 
not advisable to talk even gossip. 

^ to talk nonsense; to 

lie. 

it makes no sense,- 

ungrammatical, or as when a 
sentence stops short of com¬ 
pletion. 

* mm it doesn’t seem to 

make sense,—as when a phrase 
has apparently no meaning. 
Also, improper or unparliament¬ 
ary language. 

mm to bid adieu. 

there is something 

more in what he says,—some¬ 
thing which is kept back. 

to talk over old times. 

to utter; to speak. 

•^r* written phrases. 

HH a phrase; an expression; 

a theme or subject; “what I 
was going to say.” 

throughout the 

conversation. 

to make jokes. 

A to ridicule people, 

malicious or deceitful talk. 

huas A to overpraise 

people ironically. 

mm or mm a handle for 

people’s talk. 

in m to give a handie 
for talk. 

Tmm to give cause for 

people’s talk. 

talk which is not to the point, 
half a sentence is too much. 

tismr'M to utter words not 

in accordance, e.g. with deeds. 

% tt % m not to know 

English. 

mm a slang term for opium. 

Also, the male organ. 

m ^ h ^ m °ne 
kindly sentence will warm you 
for the three winter months,— 

alluding to the story of M fPj 

^ of 

PI 
5OI7 

5018 

H. Po’ 

F. Skwai, ciwai 
N. tK-wo, Potf 
P. sJiwai 
M. chwai, 

ciwai 
Y. v.<_ku-ckwae 

K. kwa, hwa 
J. kwa, ge 

A. hhw((‘ 
Rising Upper 

Irregular. 

5019 

C. fa? 
\\.fa\ifa 
F. hwok, ■wa'-- 
P. hwo> 

See |ij| 

K. hwak, 
hwtk, hwa 

Entering and 
Sinking Lower 

and Upper. 

5020 

R. 

See 

K. hwa 
J. kwa, ke 

A. hou 
SinkingLower. 

who warmed his guests by the 
“fire from his mouth.” 

$35 

say out what you have to say, 
and do not beat about the bush 

T'StS SS sPeak out! 

talk is unreliable: what is written 
down is definite,—litera scripta 
manet,verbum irrevocabile volat. 

See 8979. 

)|| by remembering what 

you have already said, you will 
escape abuse until the day of 
your death. 

m a « m. = » m «« 
people only three-tenths,—of the 
truth. 

intimate talks 

leave us few friends,-we find out 
how few are in sympathy with us. 

The ankle. Also read 

hit at\ 

JjDjJ the ankle-bone. 

^ the heel. 

Wfc ft ff to hurry on- 

A trap; a snare; a pit- 

fall. 

mn a snare for birds. 

S « Pi » Z 4 I* 
into the pit. 

Read huo**. To seize 

with the hand. 

A kind of shad, having 

cirri on the mouth and a 

white protuberant belly. 



5°21 

wat 

2* 

5022 

c. 
H. 
F. hwak, v. 

kouk 

W. wo 
N. wo/z 
P. i/iwii 
M. hiua 
Y. toai 
Sz. hwa 
K. kol, hwal 
J. kotsz^ kuchi, 

kachi 

A. tod/, AwoV 

Entering 
Lower. 

5^ 2627. 

Smooth; slippery; pol¬ 

ished ; glassy. Cunning; 

knavish; artful. 

the road is slippery. 

ii A to run after a man 

on a slippery road. 

fg ?# or f# ifc slippery- 

M Mmuddy> 
slushy. 

Jfj*'/ip or fll $t (**»**) sliP- 
pery; smooth. 

£ ffl it unable to keep 

one’s footing. [/*« pa hua also 
= unreliable.] 

if T — Wor it #1to slii> 
down. 

^ it SR A W dangerous 
and inaccessible to man. 

fjf bright; shining; glossy. 

it ®t erca,y- 

#it very slippery. 

Jja 5^] fpj* Srind h sm°oth. 

ft A a name for the cockroach. 

it f 1]«'« it ” r? it ™ 

=H y*pj* artful; cunning; tricky. 

it ®»'it# or 

a slippery stick; a sharper. 

it P or Pj| it or it # 
slippery-mouthed; plausible. 

k w m m n ffi 
afraid that the child’s mouth 
would be slippery, — that he 
would tell. 

!«• til W it # or ft 

oily-tongued; plausible 

M 'tft fit the restless eye of 
a thief. 

it (vulg.) ip to play at guess 

fingers. See 5006. 

^jjj“ involuntary emissions. 

fit soaP‘stonej see 5024- 

it& soapstone powder,—used 

for firing tea. 

fit a District in Honan 

it±m turn the catch or latch. 

2* 

5022 

5°23 
R. 

s"it 
K. hwal 
J. katsz, kachi 

Entering 
Lower. 

m 
5024 

R.j 

See 

J. kwatsz, 
guchi 

Entering 
Lower. 

iml 

5°25 
R. 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

5026 

pfl 
5027 

ft** a pulley; a block. 

a wooden catch or latch. 

Read ku%*. Confused. 

H slippery-tongued; plausi¬ 

ble; a wag. Also, a syphon. 
Read hua% chieh1 = chopped 
straw. 

ig 2 it H IT lit 
Yung’s humour was all of this 
kind. 

fit to confuse 
one’s (spiritual) aspirations by 
mundane thoughts. 

An animal which is sup¬ 

posed to get inside tigers 

and destroy them. Trouble¬ 

some; treacherous; cunning. 

Used for 5022. 

Sits the southern sa¬ 

vages are disturbing the empire. 

treacherous; disloyal. 

mm cunning; artful; deceitful. 

It unscrupulous clerks. 

Soapstone. 

A winged snake. 

Same as 5010. 

Same as 5017. 

5028 

See1Si 
A. hwai, hwe 

Even Lower, 

5029 

R 

Even Lower. 

5°30 

5031 

R# 
C. wai 
H.fai 
F. hwai 
W. wa 
N. roe, v. kwe 
p. ) 
M. ) hwai 
Sz. ) 
Y. hwae 
K. hwe, kwe 
J. kai, ye 
A. hwai 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A large tree (Sophora 

japonica, L.) common in the 

north, the blossoms of which 

are used in making yellow 

dye, and the seeds as a 

cure for haemorrhoids. 

_ ^ H ^ +fc when 
the huai flowers fade, the stu¬ 
dents are busy,—preparing for 
the autumnal examination. 

It* dried hops. 

a tree, the wood of which 

was used for producing fire by 
friction. 

Sophora flavescens, Ait., 

the roots of which are used in 

dysentery. Also called ^ . 

^ the fourth moon. 

To carry in the sleeve 

or bosom; to enwrap; to 

conceal. 

Same as 5029. 

Ruined; spoilt; useless ; 

vicious; bad, as opposed 

to 3889. See 5380. 

ruined; broken; shattered. 

^ rotten. 

broken; useless. 

worn out; destroyed. 

B± m bowels out of order; 

diarrhoea. 

ff evil deeds; an evil course, 

^ evil thoughts. 

to learn evil; to become 

corrupted. 

m ta n ^ i m i* 
led me astray. 

^ bad repute; to ruin one’s 

own or another’s reputation, 

a spoilt child. 

79 



626 

T>v 

m 
5°3i 

t-*2 

5°32 

C. wai 
H.fai 
F. hwai 

W. wai 
N. we, v. gw a 
P. 
M. 

Y. hwae 
Sz. hwai 

K. hwe 
J. hwai, ye 

A. hwai 

hwai 

Even Lower. 

^ a brat. 

iHC ® to destroy things; a 

“bad lot.” 

j|jt bad points. 

T S§ f- °r S T 'C- 
he is a scoundrel. 

rascally; scoundrelly, 

is it broken? 

Hf spoilt,—as bad fruit, 

a decayed tree, 

a wreck. 

to spoil; to put out of 

order. 

fftiST 1' ipe J 4K H'J ^ y°u have 
spoilt my business,—interfered 
with my plans. 

& # & %& ft must ul¬ 
timately come to ruin,—of the 
universe. 

t0 &et ^nt0 bad habits; to 
become vicious. 

do not “build your fame on ruins 
of another’s name.” See 5196. 

T^lciiT 
don’t frighten an old person,— 
as by speaking roughly to them 

tfi iB ^ 7 Bk ffi 1 
made my eyes bad from drinking 
wine. 

To embrace; to enfold; 

to contain; to carry in the 

bosom ; to cherish; to dwell 

on ; to think about; to lono- 

for. 

ismm nothing which it 

does not embrace, or contain. 

tg m 7J carrying on his 

person a sharp knife. 

It lo “ ® ^ to be pregnant 

See below. 

to have an evil scheme 

in one’s heart. 

m to gather blessings to 

oneself. 

ft to carry in the arms. 

It & M to fold to the 

bosom; to cherish. 

1# ;£ S Rn ?|5. pf 
II ^ can he be called 

5°32 

charitable who keeps his jewel 
in his bosom and leaves his 
country to confusion? 

^ ffo 18 ^ t0 ro11 UP and Put 
in the bosom. 

St ft A® threw herself into 

his arms. 

M-iiTIii 
% Hk only Liu Hsia-hui (could 

let a lady) sit on his lap without 
disturbance. 

S'T* ^18 you took me to 
your bosom. 

at three, it can leave its parents’ 
arms. 

pjl in the bosom. 

^ cherishing in one’s heart 

(see 2700); to guess; to conjec¬ 
ture; to stick in the breast of 
one’s coat, etc. 

& to doubt; to hesitate. 

or cherishing in 

the heart; feelings; affections. 

l\j) 18 cherishing evil 

designs. 

H iK or 1m IE to cherish 
hatred. 

| yjs£ to keep one’s own interests 

in view. 

i=f; 1^8 d°es she not long 

for it all the same? 

Hf ^ to cherish virtue. 

#18 li to have no one to 

tell one’s griefs to. 

±or 18 $ to dwell upon; 

to bear in mind; to cherish 
thoughts of. 

M- 18 1© watching the wind 
and anxiously longing for,—your 
return. 

^ to remember one. 

■ft a m ii he is not worth 

thinking about. 

# in #1 Is please think no 

more of,—my rudeness. 

to relax the mind; to forget 

care. 

® to put aside care 

and be merry with wine. 

will cheer him 

with good words. 

5032 

5°33 

R.^ 

S"1fi 
Even Lower. 

5°34 

R fit 
S"1S 
Even Lower. 

m 
5035 

Tv 

5036 

ir 
5037 

J. wai, ye 
A. Hwai 

Sinking 

Upper. 

to be wounded in one’s 

affections. 

| pjj chimg* it fairly 

meets my wishes. 

|| fp| an end-piece,-of anything. 

(Southern.) See 12,045. 

An umbelliferous plant, 

called 'HI ^ , including both 

dill and fennel. 

Name of a large river 

known as min Honan 

and Anhui. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from 2849.] 

we came seeking 

the tribes on the Huai. 

^ fS #W tfc we have as much 

wine as there is water in the 
Huai. 

the region between the 

Yellow River and the Yang-tszc 
in Kiangsu and Anhui. 

<$= M or #1 3® a species 
of Clematis. 

mmm a river in the Dist. 

of Shang-yuan, Kiangsu, 

said to have been cut, for geo- 

mantic reasons, under 

the “First Emperor;” hence 

the name. 

See 5304. 

See 5018. 

A large room. 

■fla fig and grand, — as a 

large hall. 



5038 

% 
C. iwan, fiiin 
F. Jiiong, 

kiong 
W. csue 
N. hwaah 
P. Jiwan, 

ihsiian 
K. hion 

. ken 
A. ihwon, 

ihwan 

Even 
Irregular. 

5°39 

R-;fcf!] 

See HI m 
Even Lower. 

R. 

4-M2 
%, 
5040 

m 

See iH m 
A. hwan 

Even Lower. 

S°4i 

R.flj 

Even Lower. 

HTJ-AJNT. 

Active; nimble; expert; 

clever. 

bowed to me and said that I 
was active,—in hunting. 

naturally quick at; sharp, 

fit $f| lively; inclined to skylark. 

Bfia £ IIif Z as a 
warning against practical joking 

Read hsiian*. The name 

of a State. 

To turn round. To sur¬ 

round. To look alarmed. 

| jjjfjji to revolve round a centre 

I a prison for convicts. 

I Jflji t0 §aze in alarm- 

Readjyuan*. Round. Same 

as 13.734- 

pPj ^ a name for copper coinage, 

said to have been invented by 
T‘ai Kung, nth cent, b.c.; appa 
rently = round coins. 

An enclosing wall. Used 

with 5043. 

5042 

H. if an 
N. ingwaah 
P. fiwan, 

kwan 
Y. ihwaa 
K. kwan71, 

hwan 
kwan 

A. hwani 

Sinking Lower 

Irregular, 

r 
5042^ 

*-M 

Even Lower. 

|nt 2 

An enclosing wall, espe 
cially that round the Im 

perial palace; a domain 

An old form of ^ 4545 

walls broken down, affording no 
protection from wind and sun,— 
of a house inhabited by T‘ao 
Y iian-ming. 

^ t||; the palace; the Imperial 

domain. 

jp? within the Imperia 

domain. [Read hsien*.] 

sK, ^ the piace vvas 
not of man’s domain,-but super¬ 
natural. 

4^ the world. 

$11, IMJ a maP °f China sur 

rounded by the ocean, — the 
world. 

iil A M the Prettiest gir 
in the world. [Also read waif 

M an old name of ft §L 

a village in Shansi. 

5°43 

R. 

C. wan 
H. wan. fan 

F. k'wang 
W. wa 
N.gwaan, 

ngwaah, 

v. gwaan 

P< i M. i 
Y. hwaa 
Sz. hwan 
K. hwan 
J. kwan 
A. hwan, hiv'dn 

Even Lower. 

hwan 

To put on; to don. 

fjr |=j3 to prepare one’s 

weapons and put on one’s ar¬ 
mour. 

Read hsiian}. To strip. 

sf ^ ^ W to strip 
off one’s clothes and expose 
one’s arms and legs. 

To bubble; to eddy. 

Name of a river in Hupeh. 

Vl>E ill fl°wing back,—as a “race” 

or chowchow water. 

A ring; a bracelet; a 

circlet used as a stop in 
punctuation. To surround 

The hilt of a sword. See 

5040, 5048, 4862. 

mm a finger-ring. 

Ff j|| or Jg| HI earrings. 

mm a lady’s girdle or chate¬ 

laine. 

mw imm round as a ring 

polished; well-turned. 

^ m to m ^ ffihis deter- 

See 

See 

mination is like a ring, without 
a break in it. 

m the puzzle of the “nine 

joined rings.” Also, ornaments 
in a woman’s headdress. 
7109. 

to run ^nt0 noose5 to 
hang oneself. See 5044. 

to rev°ive- 

to form a cordon. 

ill $Jo to surround. 

th * £1 ft surrounded by 

hills and streams. 

to look around. 

throughout the world. 

fH 'Mj to write in the shape of 

a ring or circle. 

j|| to recall from banishment 

# m « 7] m the autumn 
moon plays on the sword-hilts 

a District in Kansuh. 

5°44 

AS' 
Sinking and 
Rising Lower 
and Upper. 

5°45 

See 

A. ihwan, 
ihwon 

Even Upper. 

k 
5°45^ 

R-^b 

SeefJ| 

Even Upper. 

-pH 1 

5046 

K-mm 
H. wan 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Fine silk. 

Read hsiian3. To bind; 

to tie round. 

®m li to get into a noose 

and commit suicide. See 5043. 

% lit the rainbow girds 

the sky. 

Hasty; quick; jerky. The 

short flight of a small bird. 

Clever; intelligent. 

Read hsiian4'. Talkative 

R-: 

^J59L 2 

5°47 

W % 
C. wan 
H. han1fan 
F. hwang, v. 

teng^ heng 
W. wa 
N. waan, v. 

wa 
P. j hwan, 
M. 1 Aar 
Y. hwaa 

Sz. hwan, Aar, 
ha 

K. hwan 
J. kwan 

A. hwan, A won 

Even Lower 

The punishment of pull¬ 

ing a criminal to pieces by 

chariots drawing him a 

sunder. 

To go or come back; to 

return (see 6115); to give 

back; to repay. Also reac 

hsiian-. Still; further; even 

now; since. In the adverbia 

phrases, this character is 

also read hat1. See 6174 

@ m to go or come back. 

^ to come back. 

ii ^ or ii Mto g°home- 
EE 0 hsuan ^ the king 

said, “Let us go home!” 

S ^ Jl % ^ his own 
story was that he had been to 
heaven and back again. 

to go back to the light,— 

of the upper world. 

^ t0 recover con 

sciousness; to come round. 

5S 

m 



HXJ-AJNT [ 628 ] 

5°47 

j|| to go back to lay life,— 

from the priesthood. 

M ii rfli A. ® ik 
if on your return you entered 
my house, my heart would be 
relieved. 

jjg ^e return of the spirit to 

the earth after death. 

iS 5^ ^ “resurrection” tea. 

See 12,099. 

j|| and /J-v jjg the sun reach¬ 

es iK IEand—the 
summer and winter solstices. 

to recall; to ponder over. 

mn to return a visit. 

M to give a return dinner. 

j|| -2^. to return blow for blow. 

*1 M to redeem a vow. 

J|| fllljj to make a thank-offering 

to the gods. 

il % see 3947- 

Ita iS or Hit iS to compensate; 
to make good, 

itfc *1 to receive back. 

jg to pay in full. 

& to restore in full. 

J|| to restore what one has 

lost. 

# Hi il you ought togive 
it back. 

to reply to; to answer. 

1 to make an 
vnq /gj* ^Pq /PBj m m 01 is iM 

offer for goods,—as against the 
price asked by the seller. 

#§ il ^ 10 H tilthe 
woman offered 2 cash for 3 
handfuls,—instead of etc 

- m k n »- 
if he asks 2 taels, offer him one. 

to 
iS or il X or is 

vpq 
iS 
>PQ 

iS 

pay debts. 

to repay money. 

to pay money (for things 

bought); to return money lent 

(the seller) asking a price as high 
as the sky, (the buyer) offering 
a price as low as the earth. 

M* to get back to the starting- 

point or original condition; to 
be restored to health. 

5047 

Mm 2 

5048 

Even Lower. 

5°49 

KfU 

A. hwan 

Even Lower. 

5°5° 

SteM 
Even Lower. 

si M without reflection 

or fear. 

fjjj i§ since the Ch'in 

and Han dynasties. 

Jg there is still,—some left. 

il are there any 

more ? 

j|| ^ three more are 

wanted. 

still here; extant. 

iS ^ not come yet- 

M i£ Hfhas he not come 
yet? 

is this way the better, or is 

that way the better? 

«> m s ^ 
diseases of the heart can be 
cured only by medicine for the 
heart. 

iS ^ T Passable; sufficient 

Used as an exclamation of relief 
when a thing is found to be 
better than reported. 

jiff 3? hopes however that.... 

j|| ^ still alive; preserved. 

j|[ ^ luckily. 

J|| J|L it is early yet; a long time 

yet before. 

A metal ring. Used with 

5°43- 

^ a metal ring on a door, 

used to pull the door to. 

ji same as t^ie a-i)0ve> s0 
called because the knob is in 
the shape of some animal’s head. 

a gold finger-ring. 

A wall around a market¬ 

place; the gate leading to it 

a ! ^ trough all the 

entrances and thoroughfares of 
the market. 

To dress the hair in a 

knot on the top of the head, 

as was customary until the 

rise of the present dynasty, 

and as is still the fashion 

in Japan, and in the Taoist 

505° 

50s1 
R. 

C .fun 
H.fon, k'-on 
F. hwang 
W. hsiie 
N. houit 
P. 1 
M. | hwan 
Sz. ) 
Y. hou 
K. hwan 
J. kan 
A. hwan 

Even Upper. 

priesthood. Ha.\r-,see 3375- 

ify a lady’s ^a^r done up. 

ft# an ornamental coiffure. 

Y jpk a slave-girl. 

to let down the hair. 

±* to do up the hair, 

ft* to hang the head. 

a smoke like coiffure,— 

sometimes used for a cloud-like 
hair arrangement, sometimes for 
black hair. 

Jjjjl. a headdress adorned with 

kingfisher feathers. 

To rejoice; to be glad. 

rejoicing in heart; glad, 

a joyful face. 

Jcfcor m or or 

1 or or or 

to rejoice; to be merry; 

to be pleased. 

n^i was overjoyed. 

no bounds to his 

joy. 

Iff 
him. 

til do not like 

lovers who have 

quarrelled. 

ik m rejoicing together,—the 

name of a tree which when 
planted in the court-yard keeps 
away discord. Also, a kind of 
bamboo with a double stalk; 
name of a palace. 

mm few occasions for rejoi¬ 

cing; seldom glad. 

separated coldly, 

—as when no satisfactory settle¬ 
ment is reached. 

lift IL WL Iffa JumPing for 
joy. 

*mmi the horse ran frisk 

ing about. See 5055, 9523. 

T0 S »-fft. & * * * 
wine is the Prince of Joy, banish¬ 
ing sorrow and bringing pleasure 

m M their joy waS 
turned to anger, 

sensuality. 

it# a pleasant meeting; also, 

in a bad sense, of the sexes. 



m 
S°52 

See 

Even Upper. 

5053 

See 

Even Upper. 

The badger. 

the common badger. 

mm = the jackal. The two are 

clearly figured in vol. 1035 of 
the Tlu shu. See 12,989. 

'/$ m tbe heaver. 

ft the Indian badger {Miles 

collaris), which will rise on its 
two hind legs to fight. See tfoo. 

To bawl; to vociferate; 

to stimulate by cheering 

words; joyful tidings. 

to make a noise; hubbub; 

clamour. 

§1 a cry of joy. 

D M. £ acclamations at 

the road-side,—as when a popu¬ 
lar official passes by. 

IS IS no*se shouting. 

H ^ ^ W’ W Hi 
after three years’ silence (in 
mourning), speech breaks joy¬ 
fully forth. 

s|| HI ^ the sound °f dis" 

putation. 

Same as 5052. 

5054 

m 
A gentle, tractable horse; 

a horse frisking. 
s»55 

|p| t0 frisk,—as a horse. 

Even Upper. 

US HI *1 S a happy> Peace- 
able people. 

t||| an unworthy minister of 

the Emperor Yao. See |JtJ [)([ 
4689. 

UK lEl like sPortive 

dragons,—of riotous children. 

. 5062 

See 6365. Mi ¥ 

5056 
C. un 
H.yen 

7ti See 12,457. 

F. ngwang 
W. wa 
N. wouh,oun 
P. hwan 
M. khwan^ wun 5°S7 

it**-3 
be 

Y. ou 
J. kwan 
A. hwan 

5°S8 
A-fck To smile; to look pleased. 

Rising Lower. 

R.yf 

vtj 

Rising Lower. 5063 

5059 
R 

See 7C 
Even Lower. 

m 
5060 

>0,3 

in 

5061 

C.«;/, wun 
H. yen? 

F. ngwang 
W. wa 
N. woun 
P. hwan 
M. khwan 
Y. on’ 
K. wan^ hwan 
J. kwan 
A. hwan, kan 

Rising Lower. 

To rub; to polish gems. 

To strike. 

Same as 5062. [To 

be distinguished from 

12,459-] 

To wash; to bathe. A 

period of ten days. 

Vtx} (f-H t0 wash; to cleanse. 

yE to bathe. 

yE ^ ^ bathing-money,— 

the pay of the Court officials 
under the T‘ang dynasty was 
so called. It was distributed 
three times a month; hence the 

character yE came to stand for 

a period of ten days. 

the middle decade of a 

month. 

yE to cleanse; to purify, 

to wash clothes. 

‘K'&lfi cloth which can be 

cleansed by fire,—asbestos cloth, 
said to be made from the hair 
of a white rat. 

yE # —- W 1 washed my 
hands once and again in rose¬ 
water,—while reading your let¬ 
ter; a conventional phrase of 
respect. 

yE a washerwoman. 

yE 3k a dver *n Chehkiang. 

Bright; luminous. 

Read htiar^. The an 

cient name of J|| jfvf An- 

chfing Fu, the capital of 

Anhui; Anhui. 

IE ^ and IE A\j the Potions 
of Anhui lying south and north 
of the Yang-tsze, respectively. 

See 6375. 

5064 

R 

See ijipL 

SinkingLower. 

> 

5065 

R-Vf 
C. wan 

See 

A. hwan, houn 

Rising Lower. 

% 
5066 

5067 

C.yiin 
H. yen 
F. wong 
W. yue, wang, 

wa 
N. swoun 

M. i Wan 
Y. ou 
Sz. wan 
K. hwan 
J. kwan 
A. hwan 

Even Lower. 

5068 

See fa 

Even Lower. 

i 

5069 

7C 
C. Sun 
H .yen 
F. gwong 

W .yue 
N. yiien 

P‘ ) M. > yuan 
Sz. ) 

Y. yiiei 

K. won 
J. yen 

A. vien 

Even Lower. 

The knee-joint. 

A species of tench, with 

dark green fins (Leuciscus 

idella). 

£ the black tench {Leuciscus 

piceus),—has no cirri, and the 
lateral line is white. 

^ |gji the red-fin tench {Leu¬ 

ciscus curriculus),—has jagged 
fins, a tapering head, and a green 
body. 

See 12,490. 

White; lustrous; white 

silk. Also read wan1. 

silk fans. 

$1 ^ 3$ wearers of silken 
breeches, — scions of wealthy 
families; mashers. 

Jfcl/L silk of smooth close tex¬ 

ture. 

A kind of sedge, called 

KM. from the leaves of 

which mats are made. 

The noise of rushing 

water. Also read yuan'2. 

Up. rushing water; tears flow¬ 

ing. See 8860. 

^ M vflbeside 
the stream I drop tears into the 
flowing waves. 
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R 

5070 

M 

Even Lower. 

S°7I 

**¥ 
C. un'- 
H. >«, fort 
F. hwang- 
W. ‘-yiie 

N. woun 

M. | hwan 
Y. 011 
Sz. hwan 

K. wan 
J. kwan 
A.hwdn, hwan 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Lo wer. 

Same as 5048. An an¬ 

cient weight of 6a/3 taels, 

considered by some autho¬ 

rities as equal to the 

6819. 

% to ransom oneself from 

punishment. 

Slow (of fire, see 5653) 

as opposed to 892; re 

miss; late; to delay; to post¬ 

pone ; to neglect. Slack; 

loose. See 3651. 

iil ti si°w- 

^ ilk s^ow and ^ast’ at ease 
and in difficulties; in trouble. 

each sharing the 

joys and sorrows of the other 

if any one 

in trouble asked his assistance. 

m i; pf 'It # M irn M 
for relying upon in times 

of trouble, there are none like 
the people of one’s own district 

Wi ^ slow cannot aid 
quick,—things which take time 
to get or to prepare are of no 
use when immediate help is 
required; time presses. 

KfiISS 
A3* > 

% M ® Mto seek God in 
the blue sky is to be too ener 
getic, and to forget His existence 
in the heart is to be too remiss. 

§ Ttf to &° slowly 

§ ^ NT) 'TT wa^ed slowly 
along. 

t J§ ffiitt made his horse go 

slowly. 

(1 to slow down, — as a 

steamer. See Ijfjfg 7476. 

jl $§1 ^ate' behincdmnd- 

delay would have 

spoilt the matter. 

: negligent; procrastinating, 

indulgent; easy-going. 

H or mm to extend a 

limit of time; to allow time, as 
to a debtor. 

to delay 

Sf 

Wt 
5°7r 

it admits of no delay. 

^ postpone it for a day. 

m. t0 delay taldng action. 

mm to reprieve. 

m^z tt the trick of delay¬ 

ing the approach of (the enemy’s) 
troops,—to gain time. 

^ $§ did tke ta-lking f°r 

her,—made excuses for her. 

he has recovered 

consciousness. 

^ ^ H B m ™y clothes 
and girdle daily become looser, 
—of thinness from grief. 

5072 

Ujf 
5°73 

R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

5°74 

R. 

SeeJU 

Even I.ower. 

S 

5°7S 

C. tin 
ii. fan 
F. hwang 
W. yiie 
N. wouh 
P. hwan 
M. wan, hwan 

Y. oil 
K. hwan 
J. hwan 
A. hwan 

Even Lower. 

Same as 5065. 

The appearance of a 

small hill overtopping a high 

hill. 

A kind of celery, the root 

and leaves of which are usee 

for making a detergent. 

A tree having leaves like 

the willow and a white 

bark-, Sap Indus mukorossi, 

Gaertn., also known as^c 

11. * ,& and * 

Pillars or stone tablets be¬ 

fore a grave. Posts for 

lowering a coffin. Martial 

valorous. 

^ two pillars erected at the 

entrance to yamens under the 
Han dynasty. 

jjip ^ the supports for a coffin 

at a grave. 

IS it I the martial Wu 

Wang. 

H to exercise a powerfu 

sway. 

g to stroll about; to spenc 

a holiday; to loiter; a kind of 
chignon. 

^ Is 1 wanted to 
go home, but still lingered,— 

S°75 could not tear myself away. 

tU ^ Duke Huan,—of the 

Ch‘i State, the most celebrated 

of the five chieftains who 

engrossed the power of the Chi¬ 
nese Empire during the seventh 
century b.c. Otherwise known 

as (or SI )• 

w 
A kind of rush, used for 

making mats; see 6721. 
5076 Name of a place famous 

C.y«», wttn 
for robbers; see 3675. 

H. wan 

N. woun m a m « # 2 if 
P. hwan plundered people about the 

marsh of Huan-p‘u. M. wan 
Y. ou 
K. hwan BfH-ore 
J. kwan 
A. hwan 

Even Lower. 

to be dreaded than Huan-p‘u. 

^ M. Huan-p'u (i.e. rob- 

S°77 

5078 

R-$fr 
C.fun\ tini 

See 0^5. 

Sinking 
Upper. 

5°79 

R'!& 
C .fun 
H.fon 

F. hwang 
W. hue 
N. hwouh 
P. 
M. 

Y. hoii 
Sz. hwan 
K. hwan 
J. kwan 

A. hwan 

Sinking 
Upper. 

hwan 

bers) have been exterminated,— 
a phrase seen among the com 
plimentary tablets offered to 
energetic judges. 

Same as 5061. 

Lively; gay; elegant. 

H full of spirits 

you ramble. 

H ® ^ M how beautiful! 

how charming! 

f»s & SI'S elegant and spaci¬ 

ous,—of a house. 

Iff} i^L gay; brilliant. 

To call out; to summon; 

to order; to designate; to 

name. 

or to call out; to 

order. 

ii the pigeon calls for 

rain,—when cooing. 

^jjj to call a dog. 

^ ^ call him here. 

d ^ -i* # 511 caU hi™' 
but he doesn’t come. 

H& it ft tell him to stop, 

i to summon; to call to. 



HTJ-AJNT 

S°79 

5080 

C. wun 
H. won, fon 
F. wang 
W.yiie, wa 
N. wouh 
P. 

IM. hwan 
Sz. 

IY. hou 
IK. hwan 
IJ. kan, yeti 
1 A. hwan3 

Sinking 
Lower. 

[pa. to order tea. 

!${. jp| a barber’s call,—a kind of I 

long steel fork which he causes I 
to vibrate, to let people know| 
he is coming. 

BjS. ^ call out the beautiful I 

lady,—the pedlar’s call, a small! 
hand-drum with rattles, which | 
sounds on being twirled round. 

to employ,—as servants. 

See 9896. 

j||l| j){£ ^ to awaken (to a I 

sense of their danger) those who | 
are straying from the true path. 

% m = m her name was I 

San-t‘ao. 

y|E name of a bird which sings I 

at dawn (? lark) = ^ , 

To remove; to change;| 
to exchange. 

ij^l to transpose; to change! 

over. 

^ M to change,—as the way of I 

making anything, 

tft*® to change the clothes. 

change your| 

clothes. 

$1 M ^ change] 
the plates. 

ffiTtftli* change hands, | 
—use the other. 

Ijl T M i ta^e ^ away and 
change it. 

# 1ft 7 # 
change it for a better one. 

m tia°i m °r Wkto ex-l 
change. 

fftf to take a purchase back 

and change it. 

Hi PI ^ M or ^ ^ . 
once left the premises, cannot be 
changed,—of goods at shops. 

'S m guarantee to change,—if 

not satisfactory. 

*#tft cannot be changed,— 
for another. 

% ^ to change the seasons,— 

to change the official hat and 
dress, as is done on certain days 
in spring and autumn fixed by 
the chief local authorities. 

% P^ ^ to change one’s pro¬ 
fession. 

508° 

[ 631 ] 

4 Mr *Pt* to c^ange one’s bones,— 

of a radical change in character. 

J0L Ml to tranship. 

to exchange, i.e. to ratify, 

a Treaty. 

to exchange. 

to exchange cards (giving 

date and hour of birth, etc.),- 
to become sworn brothers. 

1ft *1 to exchange as above, with! 

a view to matrimonial alliance, 

g" by turns; alternately. 

5081 

R. 

See 

SinkingUpper, 

V 

XI 
5082 

R. 

C. un- 

See 

to ride by turns, 

to exchange; to barter 

to exchange goods; to 

barter. 

It 1ft % II 015 10 he who 
got that thing of mine in ex¬ 
change, . 

& m # m & 

J0L money changed here, — a 

shop sign. 

^ to change money,—silver 

into copper coin. 

to change bank-notes. 

^ . -f- Zl the exchange 

is 22 oz. of silver,—for 1 oz. of 
gold. 

1ft®ig« to exchange for 

cash,—as a drawback. 

to exchange fora 

new certificate. 

Mil to issue in exchange for. 

1ft il ^ 7 may you soon 
change your button! i.e. be soon 
promoted, — a complimentary 
wish. 

M to renew; to exchange for 
new. 

1ft & ^6 to change the coat,— 

as animals. Used of persons in 
a bad sense. 

M A to change one’s servants. 

tft t0 change periodically. 

tft@E to relieve guard. 

M -h #r change it for a 
new one. 

to remedy. 

M Platycarya sirobilacea, 

S. & Z., the cones of which are! 
used for dyeing. 

Sinking 
Upper. 

5083 
R. 

C. unl 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

5084 

R-¥ 
C. wun- 
H.fon3 
W. wa- 
N. hwout? 

P. hwan3, v. 
hwo 

J. tan 
A. hwan1 

Rising 
Irregular. 

5085 

C. wan 
Yl.fon 
F. hwang 
W. ngwa 

N. ngwaah 

M'_ J hwan 

Y. hwaa 

Sz. hwan 
K. hwan 

J. hwan 
A. hwan 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Elegant; variegated. 

l yi| coloured; variegated. 

Wide; broad; to be scat¬ 

tered ; to expand. The 59th 

Diagram. 

broad; swelling,-as rivers 

|§§ >fj|f ^l] the continuation 

of (my father’s) plans is irregu¬ 
lar,— not in one undeviating 
straight line. 

W- & Sf the soldiers began 

to lose heart. 

^ flF ^ A Mto sPread the 
great command,—hence '/fir yOl 
= an Imperial Edict. 

Flaming; bright; brilliant. 

RfJ brilliant; lustrous. 

‘)jk |jjj agreeable to the eye. 

'M ^ ^ in what 
elegant style it is! 

brand-new. 

Sick; ill. 

|f numbness; paralysis. 

A government servant; 

an official. See 12,106. [To 

be distinguished from gf 

6341-] 

I*? officials. 

6 ^ or ^ ^ or II g or 

u ^ eunuchs. See 8346. 

ffl gf the gentry; retired offi¬ 

cials. 

is m 7- id the scion of an 
official family. 
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5°85 

5086 

5°^7 

ST'ifc official purse (f.<? 

salary) insufficient, 

ft S frU good accommo¬ 

dation for travelling officials,— 
an inn-keeper’s sign. 

I*? travelling officials,—who 

have left home to go to their 
posts. 

IgB^l had been long in 

official life. 

official income. 

the official sea (arena) is full of 
uncertainty, and it is hard to 
say if one will sink or swim. 

U & M. B St & ‘he 
stink of an official career is 
already well-known to me. 

R. gtf 

C. ckun, ut- 
F. Ckwang 
W. ckue 
N. wouh'- 
P. chwan, 

hwan3 
Y. hold 

K. hwan 
J. kwan, gwan 
A. hwanD, 

kwan 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

£T 
5°88 

C. wan 
H .Jam 
F. hwang 

W. wa 
N. ngwaah 

P. ) 
M. 
Y. hwaa 

Sz. hwan 
K. hwan 
J. kwan 
A. hwan, huen 

Sinking 
Lower. 

hwan 

Same as 5085. 

To flee5 to escape-, to 

avoid. 

to run away. 

FT you cannot elude 

the law. 

i§j ifs ^ i*r wh*n we 
occasion calamities ourselves, it 
is impossible to escape from 
them. 

Artifice; deception 

sleight of hand; magic; il¬ 

lusion. See f|| 2494. 

unreal; without substance 

illusory. 

magical arts. 

£] it conjuring. 

visions; apparitions, 

shadowy; unreal. 

nUt magical changes; meta¬ 

morphoses. 

at -It # n the affairs of this 

world are changing and illusory 

sleight of hand; magic 

remnants; vanishing traces, 

£) ffi visions have their 

origin in those who see them,—- 
are subjective. 

h 
5089 

R.j 

hwan 

C. wan 
H.fam 
F. hwang-, 

hwang" 
W. wa-, wri’ 

N. ngwaah 

P. | 
M. 
Y. hwaa 

Sz. hwan 
K. hwan 
J. kwan 

A. hwan 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To 

.r 
5°9° 

R-iif'j 
C. wan 
H.fam 
F. hwang 
W. wa 
N. ngwaah, 

waah 

M. i hwan 
Y. hwaa 

Sz. hwan 
K. Invan 
J. kwan,gen 
A. htvan 

Sinking 
Lower. 

feed animals with 

grain. To support; to be¬ 

friend. To allure. 

i“st 
as the flesh of grass-fed and 
grain-fed animals is pleasing to 
my palate. 

r the people fed on 

butcher’s meat. 

^ to nourish; to support. 

it is but feeding 

up the State of Wu,—for the 
shambles. Alluding to a distri¬ 
bution of presents by a rival. 
Cf. “Timeo Danaos.” 

to give presents to our neigh¬ 
bours is but to feed those neigh¬ 
bours,—against ourselves. 

11 z 0 ?u — 0 m •» 
allure by hope of gain is spoken 
of as huan. 

Evil; calamity; misfor¬ 

tune. To suffer. To grieve 

China’s Sorrow,—the 

I? misfortune 

4 «=. m 
Yellow River 

i® S or j§ 
calamity; injury. 

II 4* in the midst of 
troubles, 

® ffi* to nourish a dSer 
to be a source of trouble,—in 
the future; like “nourishing a 
viper in the bosom.” 

to avoid trouble,-by flight 

as when escaping from revolu¬ 
tion, anarchy, etc. 

t0 Prevent evil conse¬ 

quences. 

§ IB IP and thus the 
blemish of thinness was removed 

to be ill; to suffer from 

disease. 

$ whenever the mad 
fit is on him. 

sick of a conta 

gious disease. 

fN pj to suffer from bac 

breath. 

M hard to get> and 
hard to lose,—as money 

Aj> S £ grieving in heart for 

any one. 

fr & Z % what cause is 

there for grief? 

*I2F> 
5°9° 

R. 

See 

5°9I 

Sinking 

Lower. 

5092 

7/J 
_5°93 

R 7C 

SeeM 
Even Lower. 

R. 

mj 
5°94 

c ,'ra 
See iSl 

Even Lower. 

H 
509s 

R. 

fang 

* E IS ft * # * d°"'‘ 
fear that we shall not get this 
priest of T‘ang,—for we shall. 

not concerned that men do not 
know me. 

,®. % *n A *1 am con 

C. 
H. 
F. hwong 
W. hoa 

N. hwong 
p. \ 

M. , 
Y_ hwang 

Sz. ) 
K. hwang 
J. kwo, wo 

A. hwang 

Even Upper. 

cerned that I do not know men, 

A species of soap-berry 

or Sapindus, the black seeds 

of which are used as charms 

to drive away demons, and 

their pulpy skin as a deter 

gent. See 5075. 

ijjli Sapindus 

Gaertn. 

tnukorossi 

Same as 5048. 

A kind of porcupine 

called f$ , believed to 

be hermaphrodite. Also 

written under the Han 

dynasty. 

fS M, a District in Kansuh 

[Written ^ under the 

t|(j M n- Wei dynasty-] 

A year-old colt. 

HUAJ>JGr. 

The region between the 

heart and the diaphragm; 

the vitals. See 5936. 

A # W the disease has 

entered the vitals,—has become 

incurable. See 3363. 



jfoL 
5096 

SeeHE 
Even Upper. 

Tifi 

5°97 
R. 

SeeHE 
Even Upper. 

w 
5098 

R. 

See aM 
Even Upper. 

Blood. 

‘jgj*’ yjjj^ the blood-pool,—a sup¬ 

posed reservoir of blood in the 
body. 

An expanse of water 

To reach ; to arrive at. 

Uncultivated; wild; to 

be desolate, to go to deso¬ 

lation, as land from drought, 

floods, earthquakes, etc.; 

to neglect; to ruin; to go 

to wild excess. To be large; 

to cover (see 6069); to cul¬ 

tivate. 

m 

)tE if or )lE 5$ a wilderness; 
a desert. 

)]£ Rif wild tribes. 

HE or HE jungle; under¬ 

growth. 

HE B0 or HE HL barren land; 
common. 

HE# an out-of-the-way village. 

Hetcropogon hirtus, Pers. 

or “spear-grass;” used for tha¬ 
tching, etc. 

%*¥■ a year of dearth. 

^ dearth; deficiency. 

ihe famine; dearth; over head 

and ears in debt. 

nm to purchase on credit; 

to contract debts. 

to quarrel. 

(or fcl) HE £ iM:an age 
of Deluge and Desert,—as in 
primeval times. 

-P^. all is in peril and 

going to ruin. 

'Mt HE t yielding to the 

current, striving against it, wild 
(in pursuit of the chase), and 
lost (in love of wine). 

t or fallen into 

desuetude; forgotten; obsolete. 

m& empty; desolate: ruined. 

HE 

5°98 

R. 

See di* 
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t\JLX 

WL 
S°99 

Even Upper. 

5100 

SeeHE 
Even Upper. 

^ to neglect; to become 

careless. 

# -T* i HE k is not 
that I am abandoning my virtue 

V^n- lH to set aside; to discard; 
Jill 7R 

to neglect. 

%Jg wild; incoherent; untrust¬ 

worthy; frivolous; light; idle. 

'Ht: profligate; dissipated. 

)]£ gp reckless. 

HEAL in disorder. 

yjjfj given over to drink. 

v|£tanl ypj y°u are be 
sotted by drink. 

he neglected his 

business for pleasure. 

% “F HE 1ft l!l the EmPeror 
was given up to lust, 

ft# 6m nothing but lust 

within doors. 

nothing but hunt¬ 

ing without. 

yfc HE truly great. See |g| 6254. 

^ Hll jfC extending to the 

extreme east. 

God made the lofty hill and King 
T‘ai brought it under cultiva¬ 
tion. 

* HE ft PurPorG the gist; 
a plan or general idea of some¬ 
thing to be made. 

*m space; the empyrean; the 

parts beyond the boundaries of 
the known world. 

ram the four points of the 

compass; the uttermost limits of 

space. So A HE- 

Grain which has failed to 

ripen. 

W tP "Hf ad the fruits have 

come to nothing,—have failed 
to grow and ripen. 

Tangled silk. 

mi 
5101 

>v 
i*1 

5102 

also 

R. 5 

C. 
H. 

F. 
W. 
N. 
P. 

See ^ 

Rising Upper 

m 
5T°3 

R.: 

SeeHE 
Rising Upper, 

5I04 

pjE 
5105 

R. 

) 
.Jong 

c. 
H. 
F. Jiuwtig 

W. ’■hoa 

N. hwong 
P. 

Same as 5105. 

Agitated; hurried; flus¬ 

tered ; nervous; timid. Used 

as an intensive; see 666 

Same as 5136 (q.v. for 

further entries). 

hurriedly; with 

all speed. 

ft ft [ft in a state of 

bustle and fluster, 

gg ^ 1^ he runs very fast. 

don’t get excited, 

to be flustered or excited. 

fused; agitated. 

I was delirious yesterday. 

•HiL in confusion; confusedly. 

nut alarmed; startled. 

to shrink with 

fear. 

BB to wake in a fright. 

«e n -t fni ± - a 
T at which the 7 fairies fell 

on their knees from fright. 

Dry and hot; scorching. 

hwang 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 

K. hwang 
J. t’5, 0 

A. hwang 

Irregular 
Upper. 

Same as 5099. 

Falsehood; lying; exag¬ 

geration. 

$1 —‘ IHI ^ t0 come with 
a lie in one’s mouth. 

\ 

0lfOr 01 Irf ^eS> 
falsehoods. 

WLor IS to tel1 lies- 
1& IHfi H what a 

liar fears is to be confronted 
with witnesses, — for the other 
side. 

false; fabulous. 

80 
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a-«-3 

5105 

Siq6 

pr# 
IC. wong 
\H.fong, v. 

wong 
IF. hwong 
IW. oa 

IN. wong 
|p. ) 
IM. I . 

Y. hwang 

Isz. ) 
IK. hwang 
IJ. kwo^ wo 

1 A. hwatig 

Even Lower. 

-T* a lying machine, 

—a term of abuse. 

ly^g; deceitful. 

m an exorbitant price; an I 

overcharge. 

^ t0 ask t0° much > t0 over‘ 
charge. 

Almighty; great; august. 

The ruler; the sovereignl 

(see 9552). Imperial. Ad¬ 
mirable; good. Bright. Tol 

put to rights. A yellow 

horse with white spots. 

Name of a valley. Used! 

for 3JI 5119. [Made up ofl 

||j beginning and 7JT ruler;! 

see % under Rad. 5.]) 

J| (see 13,573) or M M 

Almighty God. 

tT TM?:)B«i I announ-| 

ce to great Heaven and sovereign | 
Earth. 

1, ± “ M ft “ M I “I 

BP Q or ^ 1^1 the Emperor. 

[The last is the Japanese Tenno, 
the Mikado.] 

S'# M # iiTS *n 

to be attached to the I 

Imperial household is like sleep¬ 
ing alongside a tiger. 

M Ifc # ^ K IS even| 
the Emperor has grass-shoe (*.<?. | 
poor) relatives. 

ie the Empress. 

H. ic Jtdr the Empress Dowager. 

Mic -7* the Heir Apparent. 

ic± £3} the Emperor’s father, 

—who has himself been Emperor. | 

HI |1 f l| our Imperial an¬ 

cestor taught that. 

(=3 a deceased father. The I 

more modern term is ||| 4523. 

mm a deceased mother. 

m ip? Imperial. 

j^j Imperial Purveyor. 

j|jt ^ the Imperial city. 

Jl isor M M the Imperial] 

kinsmen. 

M g& <* M Ml “Ml 
Peking. 

jyf or j|l the Imperial| 

palace. 

1^1 g Japan. 

^ jjpj the ruling dynasty,—ofl 

China. 

M it Manchu dynasty. 

J|| f|j|t the Imperial tombs. 

lyl the coffin (and body) of a| 

deceased Emperor, 

lb or I|I Imperial kind¬ 

ness. 

l|! T capital officers. 

jjf! <&• S fiE m @ ft M 
the object of Chou Kung in 
marching to the east was to put 
the four States to rights. 

M ^ ^ yellow and red 
horses, spotted with white. 

M M the sturgeon. See 1|3 
4889. 

1||| j||| ||| J|| of reverent virtue 

and admirable character. 

f-t ta brilliant are the 

flowers. 

^ jft y^. when the 

Holy Spirit (=God) had come 
down in all its glory. 

Agitated; in consterna¬ 

tion. 

[<y m in A the whole country 

in a state of agitation. 

The female phoenix; see| 

1 356o. 

5IIC 

Same as 5121. 

Name of a concubine | 

j(|| of the Emperor Yao.l 

A mother. 

Doubtful; irresolute; va-| 

cillating. 

Wit mi | tfc ’n doubt, as I 

having no home,—not knowing | 
where to go. 

"fit S°mg backwards and for-1 

wards; irresolute. 

Even Lower. 

5"3 

Rl§ 
C. wong 
U.fong 

F. hwong 
jW .oa 
N. wong 
P. 

hwang 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. 
K. hwang 

| J. kwo, wo 
A. hwang 

Even Lower. 

To be afraid; nervous;| 

doubtful; hesitating. 

or fff, to fear; to| 

dread. 

to be in fear and doubt. I 

!=L in a terrible state of alarm. | 

Name of a river in | 

Kansuh; also, of a branch 

of the North River ini 

Kuangtung. 

V a torrent. 

* 
, ■ 5U5 

the|R^ 
phoenix will alight only wherel ^ 
jewels are,—meaning the Jewels|I‘c 
of virtue and good government.! ' ‘l 8 

>£ a * <0 try to get S" 3=. 

married but without success. 

Sounds of sobbing; jingl 

ling of bells. I 

']iL Ri P]| weePing and sob- See J| 

ding* I Even Lower. 

m & pi pi sounds of bells [ 

and drums. 

Blazing; bright; lumin-j 

ous. See 7199- 

? ti a 
the streets,- 
tion. 

a great blaze in | 

-as at an illumina- 

Bamboo sprouts too old 

for eating. A hard, white¬ 

skinned bamboo. 

ia l a thick grove of bamboos.! 

the pine and thel 

bamboo uniting to form a green | 
shade. 
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5rl7 

SeeM 
Even Lower. 

5118 

Rlf 
s« H 

Even Lower. 

5120 

s" Jt? 

Even I.ower. 

SI2I 

See 6 
35. 

Even Lower. 

5^ 
5“9 

R-^ 
P. Jtwang, 

i/twang 

See l|L 

Even Lower. 

A fast-sailing boat; a 

ferry-boat. 

The locust. See^y 586 

jJl ifel ^1$ locusts have be- 
come a plague,—by destroying 
the crops. 

||ij 4|l ^ t0 have a plague of 

locusts. 

^jjj |Jy=| to catch locusts. 

(kf m the migratory locust. 

j{*|=| [ji^ tj^l the god who drives 

away the locust-pest, 

fr ijy=| arrows like a flight 

of locusts. 

Leisure. To be idle; 

careless. 

no leisure to eat 

or sleep. 

too busy to eat. 

not daring to take 

a little rest. 

3J5 *|llfiL ^ ^ what leisure have 

I to care for what comes after 
me ? 

^ ||ji ^ had not leisure 

to kneel or sit,—to take any rest. 

no leisure for 

anything else. 

he dared not show 

himself indolent. 

Clanging; jingling, as 

bells, etc. Used with 5 109. 

A halberd. 

M It ii halberds were 

carried before the chariot. 

The moat outside a city 

wall; a dry ditch. 

SS«TPI a rampart with a 

moat round it. 

mm the city wall and moat,— 

the tutelar deity of every Chi¬ 
nese city, as worshipped at the 

S5ISH- 

i 
5122 

RH 
See ]§| 

Even Lower. 

5123 

R-» 

See H 

Even Lower. 

/twang 

Pastry; cakes of flour 

and sugar. 

The sturgeon, found in 

the Yang-tsze, and also 

taken frozen to Peking from 

the Amoor as tribute or tax. 

L the sturgeon; see 

5I24 

C. 1 
H. j wong 
F. ) 
W. oa 
N. wong, v. 

wouh 
P. 1 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. J 
K. /twang 
J. kwo, o, wo 
A. /twang, 

hwing 

Even Lower. 

frt as 

4889. 

The colour of the earth; 

see 4790, and 12,099. 

Yellow, the Imperial colour 

since a.d. 581. Radical 201. 

See 4699, 5128, 12,394. 

yellow. 

H to become or turn yellow, 

yellow earth; clay; loess. 

apricot yellow,—the stand¬ 

ard shade. 

ivory yellow. 

ft rfn M sallow. 

Jj^f sallow and thin. 

a & ij If m 2. R »»r 
yellow Asiatic race,—as opp. to 

the of Europe. 

MM & a light drab. 

the Yellow Emperor,—a 

legendary monarch whose date 
is fixed at B.c. 2698. 

ft s“ 6783- 

mmm his face became 

yellow,—from fear. 

MT a small boy,—so called 

from the yellow clothes much 

worn by boys. See ^ 7544. 

ft Off-?- a child under four 

years old; a suckling. Used as 
a term of abuse. 

of old, when a country was at¬ 
tacked, the young children were 
not slain. 

Hr ?£ Ma virgin- 

Mft 115 the dandelion. 

5I24 

Mtttt a kind of fish which 

occurs in the north during the 
4th moon, and which is not 
supposed to be eaten by the 
people until it has appeared on 
the Imperial table. 

Hemerocallis Jlava, L. 

icKtfiKi Senecio scandens, 

Ham. 

Hr S the art of alchemy. 

the Peking Gazette. 

Jlf the yolk of an egg; see 

5135- 
yellow hair,—of old age; 

hoary-headed. 

jgj1 -|^ dusk; twilight. 

jj§f the yellow flag,—of quar¬ 

antine. Also, the Danish flag. 

K the Chinese national 

flag. 

I* the yellow springs, - 

Hades; the next world. 

the yellow pit,—the grave. 

a wasp, 

t m hh- a wasp’s sting; a 

scoundrel. 

bees’-wax. 

butter. 

the yellow metal,—gold, 

yellow copper,—brass. 

HI HI? brassware. 

brass sheathing. 

g Hf ^ ^ green and yellow 

not connecting,—as when corn 
does not ripen; used of a bad 
harvest. 

fra If T the matter has 

miscarried, — referring to the 
yellow colour of dying leaves. 

yellow paper-money, 

—used at the New Year. 

r|} the yellow cap, — of a 

Taoist priest. 

jif rfl ^ the Yellow-Turban 

rebels, — whose rebellion (a.d. 
184) led to the downfall of the 
Han dynasty and the division of 
the empire into the Three King¬ 
doms. 

Hf Hi brown sugar. 

flf _B yellow beans; yellow peas. 

Celastrus articulatus, 

Thbg. 
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5124 

jit the yellow umbrella, — 

used at marriages, etc. 

the yellow millet 

dream, — a simile of rapidity. 
See 7023. 

jjaf yellow tobacco,—a native- 

grown kind. 

(or^ M) jaundice. 

j/C lil dynamite. 

jS^f the yellow pine; best 

quality of deal. 

5t[ H§l yellow cakes. 

^ T ^ 52, X to kave turn" 
ed yellow; dried up. 

coarse rice. 

^p]* the Yellow River,—so 

called from the colour of its 
water, due to the speed of the 
current. It is popularly sup¬ 
posed to have been made tur¬ 
bid by a wicked woman, named 

[1| — T‘ien San-sao, who 

drowned herself therein. See 

Ao* 4S62- 

j|f ^ /It w^en the Yellow River 

is clear.—never. 

it 0 
the Yellow River is sometimes 

m# m m a * it y°° 
may jump into the Yellow River, 
yet you will not be washed clean, 
—all the water of the Yellow 
River will not clear you of this 
charge. 

If ffi H M X* the 
Yellow River is like a prodigal 
son,—in its destructiveness. 

jir |Ji|‘ the Yellow Riding 

Jacket,—a reward for military 
services, supposed to be worn 
only when in personal attend¬ 
ance upon the Emperor in the 
field, or upon journeys. 

jfj1 'rJT Yellow Girdle, — a 

distinctive badge worn by the 

^ ^ Imperial Clansmen or 

direct issue of the Emperors of 
the present dynasty in the male 
line for ever, dating from the 

Manchu chieftain ^ ^ a.d. 

1616. See 5270. 

j|f Registry office of the 

Imperial Clan Court. 

Lamaism,—from the yel¬ 

low robes of the priests. 

^4 

1^1 ^ the Imperial treasury; 

name of a Nimrod of old. 

itfcH T) * W % # * 

ny ± m st He 0 
jif P^l this c°llecti°n 

embraces Memorials addressed 
to the Throne while he was a 
Supervising Censor, hence the 
name “Yellow Gate.” 

fix Hf eunuchs. 

saw a httle 

eunuch. 

^ ^ members of the 

Imperial clan. 

BA Jf t0 cover with yellow paper 

any passages in Imperial decrees, 
etc. where alterations are requi¬ 
red to be made; to put up a 
notice that one has taken one’s 
degree. 

Tp^f $i1j fJl the yell°w wadded 

jacket,—the sun. 

Slf the ecliptic. See yfa 1967. 

lit B a lochy day,-for doing 

anything. 

Jjj' jilt pp (medicine) of a 

most efficacious kind; a sover¬ 
eign remedy. 

JJJj- the census or return of 

names taken once in three years 
under the T‘ang dynasty. 

rhubarb. 

jptf rhizomes of Coptis teeta, 

Wall. 

■jj^ Picrorrhiza kurroa, 

Royle. 

jir ^j|| Corydalis incisa, Pers. 

a medicinal plant used as 

a febrifuge; Rehman7iia glutin- 
osa, Leb. See 4992. 

a mole-cricket; an earth¬ 

worm. 

the yellow-skin or wham- 

pee (Clausena wampi, Oliv.),— 
a fruit of the Canton province. 

jjaT orpiment. 

iron pyrites,—supposed to 

be vomited by snakes. 

^{j1 the cucumber. 

jj* Ci'epis japonica, Benth. 

jjj1 yellow lead. 

j|f yellow sandalwood. 

2 

M 
5I24 

Hr turmeric. -ESl 
yellow hall,— a name given 

to Prefects, because a ^ 
in Kiangsu, whose yamdn had 
several times been destroyed by 
fire, had the walls smeared over 
with ochre. 

i-flt yeH0W reach,—Wham¬ 

poa, the port of Canton. 

the Huang-p‘u or Whang- 

poo, the river upon which stands 
the town and the foreign settle¬ 
ment of Shanghai. 

$l] Scrbcris IVallicAiana, 

D.C. 

ipL the yellow goat or goitred 

antelope {Antilope gutturosa). 

rPA ^ 52, a li*n(l °f flycat¬ 
cher {Erythrosterna albicilla). 

ip^f 52. the siskin (Chryso/ni- 

tris spinus). 

jj^ ^ like siskins play¬ 

ing chess,—absurd. 

l£l=j a kind of wild duck 

{Casarca rutila). 

IfJj the eastern little grebe 

{Podiceps philippensis). 

Jjyy the teal {Querquedula 

crecca). 

Sill the eastern ortolan (Eus- 
piza aureola). 

Ja kind of thrush 

{Emberiza elegans). 

if fiLor ^ St H or ^ 

Itor If M M a kind of 
sheat fish {Pseudobagrus fulvi- 
draeo). 

jf a snake {Elaphis 

dione?), — the commonest near 
Peking. 

H & °r^ilorif <6 ^ 
the oriole {Oriolus sinensis). 

Hi tke goshawk {Astur pa- 

lumbarius). 

jf the sea eagle {HaliaS- 

tos albicilla). 

Sf X*tke ^esser tern 
(Sternula minuta). 

Jfx the female of the 

Chinese crossbill {Loxia albiveti- 
tris). 

if iSor If Por ^ M the 
mud eel {Monopicrus javanensis) 

Apterigia var.). 
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SI25 

*■»* 
c. j 
H. j wong 

F. J 
W. oa 
N. wong 
P. hwang, heng 
M. hwang, hun 
K. hwang 
J. kwo 
A. hwang, 

hwing 

Even Lower. 

5126 

R.| 

C. wong, wang 
H. wong, wang 

See 

N. wong, wing 
P. hwang, 

hung 
M. hwang, 

See 

K. hwang 
. o, kwo, kd, kid 

A. hwang, 
hwing 

Even Lower. 

S 
5127 

*•1# 

See 

Even Lower. 

5128 

F. hwong, 
wong 

See 

A. hwang 

Even Lower. 

A lake; a pool; clear 

water. 

t^ie MiIky Way. 

^j| a cluster of eight stars 

near Auriga; the Milky Way; 
the Imp. family; a generation. 

m the Sira-muren River, or 

River Liao, a large stream that 
drains the eastern slope of the 
mountains north of Chihli, flow¬ 
ing into the Gulf of Pechili at 
Newchwang. 

Read huang4. To dye 
paper. 

i^f a vast expanse of water. 

zjk? jflt to dye paper; to deck; 

to ornament. 

Read heng2. 

m ft (iou1) a backwater—as on 

the Thames. 

An ancient jade orna¬ 

ment, of a semi-circular 

shape, which was hung up 

and tinkled when struck by 

pendants. 

Jaundice. 

or jaundice. See 

5I24> 

Sulphur; brimstone; see 

fig 7245- 

or sulphur springs, 

—of which there are some fa¬ 
mous ones near the port of 
Tamsui, in Formosa. 

^ PM t0 buy UP salt¬ 
petre and sulphur. 

7K sulphuric acid. 

^ £1$ fit M staggering 
about. 

M 
5I29 

R-P 

See 

A. hwing 

Even Lower. 

The metal tongue in the 

pipes of the organ. See 

12,997, and 1411. 

A catch in a lock. 

'fip ^ a reed-organ. 

^ holding his reed-organ 

tr 
5r3° 

See 4' 

Sinking 
Lower. 

fig* 
5131 

R. * 

See Jl' 

Even Lower. 

5X32 

See 

Even Lower. 

5133 

5134 
R.: 

See ^ 

A. k^wang 

Rising Lower. 

in his left hand. 

yjfc rfe we s't together 

and play on our organs, 

ek ® it * the organ is 

blown until its tongues are all 
moving 

4tr 3& to sPread reports; to make 
mischief; to set tongues wagging, 

^ir pi plausible or cun- W PO 
ning talk, 

^ the catch in a Chinese 

padlock. 

hair-spring of a watch. 

A rope; a halliard. 

A green beetle which 

makes a noise with its 
wings. 

the leech. 

*1 #r ft 8the 
leech fastens itself to the egret’s 
feet,—with a view to “rise in 
the world.” 

To exert oneself; to 

bustle about. 

jHj§ a fine appearance; a grand 

display. 

Same as 5123. 

Something to keep off the 

wind; a screen. A passage; 

a porch; a verandah. A 

strip. To join things. To 

reel silk from the cocoon. 

Used for ijl^L 5138. 

w 

5135 

See 

Even Lower. 

V 
5r36 

W. hoa, v. hwa 

SeeH 
A. hwang, 

kwang 

Rising Upper. 

The yolk of an egg. See 

5124. 

3 Wild; mad; flustered. 

Same as 5102 {q.v. for 

further entries). 

7E delirious; raving. 

Jfe taken aback; irresolute. 

X 
5137 

R. 71 

Seet^i 
p. ) ^hwang. 
M. ( hwang 
A. hwang. 

kwang 

Rising Upper, 

5138 

R.: 

See Iht 
A. hwang, 

kSwang 

Rising Upper. 

Also, an exclamation = “Dear 
me !” “So it is 1” etc. 

‘bt itfSl conblsed; dim; blurred. 

0i 7 1 heard indis" 
tinctly. 

somewhat as if. 

Bright; dazzling. 

)H| brilliant. 

shining; dazzling. 

II 1 bright and fra¬ 

grant,—as a flower-garden. 

B * % HR the sun dazzles 

my eyes. 

jfc ^ |J{j the weather has 

become bright again. 

M? ^ Si shimmering, 

—as light on water. See 12,916. 

^ gfc —* jPfc a bright flash of 

lightning. 

— ^ W 1 jfe in a mo¬ 
ment ; very quickly. 

—* as soon as the 

sun shines out. 

, a curtain; A screen; 

shop-sign. 

a sun-shade, 

curtains. 

7 shop-signs. 

1^ a money-changer’s sign,— 

a carved wooden string of cash. 

W Hi ^ 7* tbe s'8n at a 
druggist’s shop, — squares of 
wood, each with one black ball 
on a white ground. 

tt 9r to make a show 

of being able to do anything; to 
be an impostor; to put on airs 
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5 x39 
R. 

See Rfo 
A. hwang, 

Hwang 

Rising Upper 

m 
5!4° 

R. 

See 

Uncertain-, doubtful. 

tbe min(i unsettled. 

Read huang4. 

tati uncertain; occasionally. 

[Pronounced huang4 

« SI to roll the head, 

to jolt; to shake. 

\% JUS H Wi 

n(l taking; rocking. 

MHt to shake; to jog. 

A screen. 

A. Hwang 

Rising Lower 

V 

5141 
R. 1 

See 

Entering 

Lower. 

5M2 

See% 

Rising Upper. 

3 

R.: 

5*43 

See^ 

Rising Upper. 

3L 
5X44 

tl 
5X4S 

Blazing. Used with 5137 

Correctly read yek**. 

blazing; bright. 

mm to dazzle the eyes. 

The jingle of bells. 

5M6 
r. 'A 

(?k 

See ft, 

Sinking 
Upper. 

A sign denoting a tavern, 

which in former times was 

a flag or banner. A shop- 

sign; used with 5138. 

See 6412. 

Same as 5102, 5x36. 

To increase. To com¬ 

pare. Agitated; anxious 

To bestow. An initial par 

tide. Interchanged with 

6412. 

a 'A m m disorder grows 

and dismemberments ensue. 

Ft 
5x46 

w 
5x47 

R. '£ m 

See #1 IE 
Sinking 
Upper. 

m 
5x48 

C. cfong 
W. <hsiioa 
P. hwang3 
Y. Hwang3 

See iJi 
Sinking 
Upper 

Irregular. 

M y£ the test (as to the 

fatness of the pigs) was always 
made in the parts least likely 
to be fat. 

tbi&Mi&i to compare with 

other things. 

Z Iff language of simile; 
figurative language. 

g y£ representation; archetype; 

likeness. 

fE % J# § j)L t0 com¬ 
pare oneself with the Milky Way. 

^ ^'/A it is Tzu-mei’s 

alter ego,—or some one or some 
thing typical of him. 

g f# S E £ ® his mo¬ 
tion in using the simile of a 
sojourner. 

Vjt ^ the carriage- 

officers appeared full of cares. 

yfc & tK Wi they only heave 

long sighs. 

f||£ '/£ the name of a lute. 

To look at. 

to examine. 

To confer upon, 

with E 6412. 

Used 

* as m z with all my heart 

I bestow one on him. 

IE Ml or IE to bestow- 

% IE ^ God has 8iven 
him virtue. 

a present. 

am much indebt 

ed for your valuable present. 

ic & M M IE ik the 
girl presents her basket, but there 
is no gift in it,—the omen is 
inauspicious. 

^ IE Jiff a festival on the 6th 

of the 6th moon, to commemo 
rate the arrival of some book 
from heaven. Cf. the day of 
Pentecost. 

5X49 

C.fai 
H .fui 

F. hwi 
W. hii 
N. 
P. 
M. ) hwei 

Y. 
Sz. 
K. hwi 
].ki 
A. hui 

Even Upper. 

To move; to shake; to 

direct; to scatter; to wipe 

away. 

to move; to explain ex¬ 

haustively. 

H8S® « to enlarge vigor¬ 

ously upon a theme, 

3% til 7 1 sp°ke to 
him straight. 

* & w m T' # ft 
Ch‘ao-fu3 shakes his head and 
will not stop. 

^ to wave the hand; to direct 

to flourish; to twang; to 

thrum. 

^ f*l && #«) playing on the 
guitar. 

plied their oars 

and returned. 

$|L jpf *f| to wave to the 

troops to advance. 

mm to direct; the title of a 

petty military official. 

® aj title of a chieftain 

of the ± ^1 native tribes on 

the south and south-west fron 
tiers. 

U- Mto write- 

UW or ^ ^ to wave a pen, 

—to begin to write or sketch. 

-fc ^ ^ one stroke of your 

fine pen. 

urn to write inscriptions for 

the New Year. 

^S[ to scatter; to disperse. 

mm to scatter; to spend freely. 

Also, to write fast and much,— 
as a scribbler. 

U & ± to scatter money 

like dirt. 

mm to throw away; to reject 

U- fitto sciuander- 

M ifISZitffhe 
man of reckless courage. 

m m o’ n is % $ *° 
wipe away tears. 

pp to wipe off sweat. 

musm fj|>; to scatter hush 

money. 
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nr 
SiS° 

R. ' 

See 

Even Upper. 

'M 

*r 
5151 

7C 

Even Upper. 

Bright; luminous. See | 

5152, 5i54- 

[jj H|l bright sunlight. 

0|* (3l|l the slanting rays of the 

sun. 

M a ray of light. 

far separated from I 

5154 

your Excellency’s brightness,— 1 
from the light of your counte-l 5 55 
nance. \^-M> IO- 

C.fui 
H.foi 

A clothes-peg; a clothes-1 
horse. |n. hwei 

p. I 

5r52 

mi* 
See ^ 

Even Upper. 

M. 
Read hurrorkurP. Thelv. 

ISz. 

hwei 

will be brightened,—by 
presence. 

stars and moon 

brightly shining. 

£ & # u gold and gems| 

flashing. 

Ashes; cinders; dust; 

lime; mortar. Drab; grey; 

grey-blue. 

•km ashes; cinders. 

^ M. ashes of coal or char¬ 

coal. 

Wl m 

5155 

5153 

ft 
See J|p[ 

Even Upper. 

curved handle of a plough.\^hwe 
J. kioai, kai 
A. houi, Moui 

Bright; luminous. See I Even Upper- 

5150, 5I54- 

or i}|| brilliant; lu-| 

minous; splendid. 

distinguished virtue. 

5154 

ft 
See 

Even Upper. 

Read hsiin\ To deafen | 

by dinning into. 

* SR # If destroyed her| 

sight and hearing,—of the atro¬ 

cities perpetrated by 8 B Lii 

Hou on her late husband’s con-| 
cubine. Also read yiin1. 

Variegated; a pheasant;| 

to fly. 

fag like a pheasant] 

on the wing. 

g $$£ the Tartar pheasant. 

g g clapped their | 

wings and flew away. 

3fL* ^ ^ handsomely built, 

—of houses. 

Bright; glorious; shining.) 

See 5150, 5152. 

brilliant; bright. Also=| 

7^ Jfl" scenery; circumstances.! 

||l glorious. 

? M to brighten up; to be| 
cheerful. 

my humble home| 

»r & m m 
ced to ashes. 

MM dead ashes,—from which] 

the vivifying element of fire has 
departed. Used for a sta 
fear. 

& © *r ® fa m ¥ 
can the mind be reduced as it I 
were to dead ashes? — i.e. be I 
brought into such a state, by [ 
contemplation or otherwise, that] 
it ceases to exercise its functions.! 

MM1MB dead ashes may) 

come to life again,—said by Han [ 
An-kuo. 

or M T to to despair) 

of; to give up the idea of. 

4* jfiu & ft $c M 
my eyes run blood and my heart | 
is ashes,—with despair. 

to grind the bones) 

and scatter the ashes,—of a dead] 
enemy. ! 

$)M the ashes that remain after 

a raid, — the desolation caused] 
by brigandage, rebellion, etc. 

M dh or M dust; dirt. 

^5 M stone lime. 

$lM quicklime. 

MM a sort of bitumen. 

MU a marking-line. 

a box for keeping a) 

marking-line. 

M ^ a bricklayer’s hod. 

MJ® to plaster a wall. 

@ BM kaolin or quartz pow-| 

der used in glass-making. 

ffiMM the lime eaten with) 
betel-nut. 

M tffifl M t0 lay on mortar, | 
filling it into the cracks. 

& 
5156 

Mil> cement; concrete. 

^ the plastered area in 

Chinese theatre between the pit 
and the passage under the boxes. 

JtM a white powder made by] 

calcining paddy chaff, used for 
sharpening knives and as a denti¬ 
frice. 

3fM& a light drab. 

M & ash-colour; drab. 

&Mm Buddleia sp. nova. 

Mkt. Chenopodium album,L. 

M^iI the blue magpie (Cya-1 

nopolius cyaneus). 

MM the blue harrier hawk| 

(Circus cyaneus). 

the night-heron (Nyc- 

tiardea nycticorax). 

MU the crane (Grus cinerea). 

M% the grey finch. 

MM, the squirrel (Sciurusdavi-\ 

diafius A. M.-Edw. in the north, 
elsewhere Sc. vulgaris, L. and 
other animals). 

See 6481. 

Ash-coloured. 

To split; to rend. Un¬ 

assuming; modest. To wave. 

£11 -jf§ rude; bumptious; dicta¬ 

torial. 

M ^iiig less unassuming 
than before. 

IK @ ifi} 0 closed his 

eyes and waved it, saying. 

Read wei*. To aid. 

To destroy; to overthrow. 

or 'SHE ruined; des¬ 

troyed; brought to naught; 
obsolete. 

>*rt ttse jjg. |joncjs jaw 
ni«j gi m 

and order are broken. 

- ft m SB W ft W IS 
he who bungles one matter, will 
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5159 

AU/L1 

n. 
5160 

R-« 
W. hwai 

See 

Even Upper. 

5101 

R-i 
W. hwai 

See 

K. hwi 

Even Upper. 

be suspected in all. Give a dog 
a bad name, etc. 

7 ft SS m * to do nothing 

one is ashamed of. 

IT^i have given up 

the idea in despair. See 5155. 

disheartened. 

si m n to break off] 

friendly relations. 

|||| insolently. 

Excellent; good; admir¬ 

able. The stops on a lute. 

A flag; a pennant. 

^ admirably gentle. 

qjy excellent words,-of advice 

Jfe to set forth the 

beauties of the five cardinal 
duties,—as Shun did. 

|fjt ^ t*ie s°ver' 
eign has good ways,—so will the 
people. 

an excellent reputation. 

=[=| excellent; admirable. 

$Jf ffltkk; full speed. 

$5 ^ 'n bonds. 

% 7^ an honorary title,—such 

as those given to the late Em¬ 
press Dowager. 

® H ink from '4k ffl iff in 

the province of & '4k Anhui 
See 44. 

$£ tke “Anllui school” of 

theatrical singing, which was 
originally to the accompaniment 
of two flutes, now superseded 

by the ^ ; see 2109. 

A signal flag; a standard. 

To make signals; to wave; 

to motion. 

Eg a signal-flag. 

— ® to direct with a flag. 

I T beneath the banner,— 

under the orders of; used when 
speaking to a general. 

motioned him off. 

I n 5k ® motioned away 

the messenger. 

in 
5161 

nr 
5162 

R tk 
Sec j^j 

Even Lower. 

m1 
3163 

R-ic[^ 
C. «z‘, wui 
H .fui 
F. hui 
W. wai 
N. wei 
p. ) 

y' j hwei^hui 

Sz. ) 
K. hwe 
J. kai,ye 
A.houi 

Even Lower. 

IHr ^ J^t motioned to him 

with his arm. 

to wave the hand. 

T* Assistant Marshal 

Imperial Equipage Department. 

An enclosure. Used for 

^8031; also for^ 10,307, 

to show that something is 

purposely left out, or to de¬ 

note lacunae in old texts, 

etc. An old form of jf§ 6609. 

Radical 31. Often used to 

distinguish surnames and 

names of dynasties, thus: 

iMl 111 Chou and Ming 

dynasties. ^5887. More 

correctly read wet1. 

To come or go back to 

the starting-point; to return; 

to answer; to send back; to 

revolve. The Semitic khwei 

— brother, constantly used 

by Mohammedans and con 

sequently adopted by the 

Chinese as a name for 

them. See 5952, 11,905. 

*0 coming and going back; 

there and back. 

5k08S contradictory talk. 

0?R to come back; by and by. 

See below. 

ft 0 5k ftf tfc he has got 
back quickly. 

ft ft 0 * he will soon be 

back. 

JR7 0 5k can’t get it back. 

0* to go back; (of plants) 

“over;" finished blooming. 

0 or 0 i?to return- 
0 t0 return to one’s home. 

0Hf to return to (your) home. 

0 jf§ to return to one’s country. 

0 M| to sail back. 

0 E?§ to go back to the west, 

— to die, chiefly of Buddhist 
priests. 

0ft to return to one’s post. 

m 
5i63 

0 ^ curly hair. 

0 1^ the return of warm 

weather. 

0 tl »r 0 .S, or ft 0 or 
0 5® to reflect; to consider; 

to recall. 

110® the wind has gone 

round to the south. 

0 to sen<^ back with com 

pliments. 

» 0 to decline to receive; to 

return. 

0 ?¥ to make a return visit. 

See 2144. 

0 itor 0 to make a bow 

or a salute in return; a return 
present. 

13* ^ 0 |H to invite to a 

banquet in return for hospitality 
received. 

0tf£ a return dinner. 

0PEi the first visit of a bride 

to her parents. 

0 to cause to come back; to 

fetch back. 

-#-0 looking back at 

every step. See below. 

f|J; |SE 0 touch and move, 

—as at chess. See 5178. 

0 to look back; to repent. 

0 to turn the head; in a 

moment; by and by. 

7 0 pt. ft (i 2* 
a prodigal’s repentance is a 
priceless jewel. 

0 ^ turn your head 

and there is the shore,—repent, 
and salvation is at hand. 

0 jp. there is yet time. 

0 stale food. 

0 IjJ) Cyperus rotundus, L. 

you cannot get 

out of it,—as an engagement, 

ft# ^ 0 the vessels return¬ 

ed empty. 

&0 Utr to send back,—as 

a bad banknote. 

0 7 a despatch in reply. See 

5 *73- 

0f or 0 to answer; to 

reply. See 8393. J 
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m 
5i63 

or 

[pj EH. a reply to a superior,— 

answering questions asked. 

0 fU to one know; to bring 

back word. 

m % % Jf ft 0 IS 
unable to wait until the groom 
brought back news,-—how things 
were going. 

01§ or 0® or 0 ^ 

0#°r0^ a letter in 

reply. 

0# an answer; a reply. 

0 iWi or 0 Jr ¥ a card in 

acknowledgement. 

0 t0 come back to the be¬ 

ginning; to return; to reply to; 
to send an answer. 

0=tftA if your Ex. pleases, 

—used by servants reporting on 
errands. 

0 3k M Mr1 be§to in- 
form your Honour,—used by 
servants. 

0# to relate what one has 

done in business. 

0 W to state to,—a superior 

0 * # we will talk of 

that by and by. 

— 0 ^Eor — 0 a time; 
a period. 

£5 —' 0 or itb 0 this time; 

this once. 

±-0 the previous time; on 

the previous occasion. 

— [n| chapter I. 

H@I ft again and again; 

repeatedly. 

[pj to draw in the breath. 

[pj ^ looking back, I see 

that. 

0W to throw a backward (some 

times “upward”) glance. See 

7343- 

0 ^ t0 give a blow in return 

0# to turn the head. 

0 ® fjtj to subniit a draft 

to a chief, — for signature or 
approval. 

0 to discharge; to let go. 

0 ft SUB the thrown-back 

bright rays (of the setting sun); 
the last flicker, as of a candle 
or of a dying man. 

m 
5i63 

® 
5i64 

ffl 0 0 a how many li 

is it there and back? 

0 % If; i H A j\to pro 
pitiate God (as by righteous 
living, prayer, etc.), and to do 
one’s best as a man. 

0 ^ or 0 Vk -S 
Jjj to think of the former fla 

vour,-—to profit by experience 

— 0 ^ as soon 
as she saw the point,—of the 
remark. 

« m * 0 his virtue was 

without flaw. 

0Bit## turned from anger 

to joy. 

0 I# s to change one’s 

views; to see things in a differ 
ent light from before. 

0 A h % # i/r U 
for changing men’s hearts there 
is nothing like the reception of 
plain truths. 

jyB [pj his honour anc 

confidence are given to the vil¬ 
lainous and bad. 

ilS0Tft brightly revolving 

in the sky,—of the Milky Way. 

0 to averse the engines of 

a steamer; to go astern. 

51^0 metempsychosis. 

See 10,780. 

H H 0 j| his plans are 

crooked and bad. 

00 or Mohammedans 

00® a variety of onion. 

0 $L or 0 f | or M 0 
Ouigours or Wigurs. [From the 
time of the Sung dynasty, the 
first came to mean Mussulmans.] 

0*4 the Ouigours of the 

T‘ang dynasty are the Moham¬ 
medans of to-day. 

0 H Turkestan. 

0 pq" Turkish,-of Eastern Tur¬ 

kestan. 

0 ^ Mohammedan wool,—fus¬ 

tian. 

0 ^od Fire,—a name 

given by fi Tzu Ch‘an, 6th 

century b.c. 

Same as 5163. 

m 
5165 

5166 

C. ui 
n.fui 
F. hui 
W. wai 
N. we, wei 
p. j 

M. I hwei, 
Y. j hwai 
Sz. J 
K. hwe 
J. hwai,ye 
A. hoici 

Even Lower. 

V., 
5i67 

M 
See ]gj 

Even Lower. 

Same as 5 163. 

R 

To pace to and fro; irre 

solute. 

backwards and forwards 

hesitating; irresolute. 

5168 

R. vulgar. 

See|aJ 

Even Lower. 

5169 

See [gj 

Even Lower. 

Blurred; indistinct; doubt 

ful; irresolute. 

13 
50° 

ISJ 
5r7r 

C. wui, ui 
H .fid 

F. hui, v. fhui 
W. wai 

N. wei 
p. j 

y’ j hwei 

Sz. ] 
K. hwe, v. p'-i 

kwai,ye 
A. houi 

Even Lower. 

A large tree found in 

Yunnan. Its fruit grows in 

clusters at the end of the 

branches and is red. 

An eddy; a race ; “chow- 

chow” water. Name of a 

lake in Honan. 

'M H °r f® water recoil¬ 
ing; a ba^^t-gj.. an g^y. 

mm&z I go up the stream 

in quest of him. 

Same as 5 172. 

Fennel (Fceniculum vul¬ 

gar e, Gaert). 

/Jn a fragrant seed like 

dill (Fceniculum dulce). 

^ or A star- 
aniseed, Illicium verum, Hook, f. 

81 



5>72 

R-& 

See 

Even Lower. 

M m 
5173 

See^ 

Even Lower. 

The tapeworm; also usee 

for the common intestina 

worms. 

it ft U ¥ # ift 4® 
jgfi who is your tapeworm, pray? 

—I am not dependent on you. 

to vomit worms. 

To go back; to return; 

to bend. Used with 5163. 

[To be distinguished from 

2380.] 

* an eddy; a backwater, 

!f| to surround; to enclose. 

^ 5! W # continually re 
volving. 

£1 a kind of ode which 

may be read backwards as wel 
as forwards, and sometimes side 
ways; a palindrome. 

a verandah. 

5174 
R. vulgar. 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

Jfl M Si jfc Wi #J ^ turn 
back a tide (or flow of water) 
that has already burst forth. 

m the turning round of the 

wheel,—human existence as sub¬ 
ject to transmigration. Sanskrit 
sansara. See 5163. 

to recall; to remember. 

95 to surround; to encircle. 

'M ft or to embrace. 

Jaf to withdraw from the pre 

sence of a superior; to stand 
back; to avoid meeting. Spe¬ 
cially, of a junior relative re 
tiring from office in a province 
to which a senior relative has 
been appointed. 

jUJ jBJ Jjjfc to withdraw from, 

i.e. not to serve in, one’s native 
district. 

a notice that one can 

not receive visitors. 

j$i ^ ^ M $1 he never 
shirked responsibility. 

A fish belonging to the 

salmon tribe, found in the 

Yang-tsze, about three feet 

long and resembling a small 

sturgeon in its snout, trans- 

JP 
5174 

2 

m 
5175 

5176 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

w 
5*77 

R. 

See »| 

Sinking 
Upper. 

iH 

5178 

R. 

H. 1 ff 
F. zhui, hwoui 

W. '•hwai^fai3 
N. 
P. 
M. ) Qhwei 

Y. 
Sz. 

K. hwe 
. kwaiy ke 

A. houi 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

verse mouth, and four short 

barbels below it. 

ttf?, lii* 
the bamboo is sprouting, cook 
the sturgeon,—and eat them to¬ 
gether. 

Same as 51 73. See 3986 

A barren hill. 

To repent. A name for 

the 4 ft three upper lines 

of any one of the Diagrams 

See J=| 607. Used with 

5178. 

To repent; to regret 

Used with 5177. See 

3390. it 13>4!3- 

*|g or * ratf to repent. 

ra * * ra don’t you repent 
now? 

•|g # to rePent former 

misdeeds. 

>|g or rap to repent of 

one’s sins, 

ra* to repent; to reform; to 

mend one’s ways. 

tR or *|g or *|g Tfe 
to repent; to regret; to be vexed 
with oneself. 

it#tk >|g but afterwards she 

repented. 

regret; compunction. 

>Jg to bitterly regret. 

ara^x to repent when too 

late. 

IS =6 II '[g vvhen 
misfortune is upon you, it is too 
late for repentance. 

re * ra to die without 

regret. 

5178 

5179 
R. 

H. \fui 

F. h-woui, v. 
pwoui 

W. hwai 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. hwe 
J. kwai, ku 
A. houi 

Sinking 
Upper. 

hwei 

)% >|g to regret; to go back on 

one’s word. 

‘|g jjlfj to repudiate. 

HC ‘|g 1 ought not thus 

to be the object of their anger 

it & & ra his virtue left 

nothing to be dissatisfied with. 

ill. JJL '|g Hie made him 
draw up a “guarantee not to 
repent deed,”—as at the sale of 
a child. 

if I don’t let him have his moves 
back, he gets angry. See 5163 

m ran though we repent, 

we cannot overtake the past,— 
so as to cancel it. 

‘1^ ^ ^ ^ repentance is of 
no avail. 

mm to revert to one’s evil ways. 

The last day of the moon; 

dark; obscure. Unlucky; 
unpropitious. 

nm the last day of the moon, 

dusk; dark; obscure. 

wind or rain, dark 

ness or light,-e.g. always at work, 

fig JpL dark; thick, of weather. 

PH 0$ ^ obscured by wind 

and rain. 

0g light and darkness. 

it is by the alternating growth 
of light and darkness that day 
and night are formed. 

B$ the time is dark, — un¬ 

propitious. 

straitas* in order to 

hide all traces,—of the fact that 
he had been an artist. 

b§ it or il Bg bad luck. 

IE # Bg M M E Jt iust 
at the very climax of misfortune. 

Bg 3ift M fifr born under an 

unlucky star. 

hf flg ^ "J* how truly unlucky! 

nmM to make trouble; to 

pick a quarrel. 

&& wraM to seek to vic¬ 

timise me. 

& ^ Bg the gentle man 

has an unlucky look,—from a 
fortune-teller’s point of view. 
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5179 

5180 

SinkiDg 
Upper. 

5181 

;ss 
5182 

\r M M 
IC. Jtii, Qwai, 

ckwai 
IF. Jiwi, cwi 

■ i.k'-ui 
IW. hwai, hi?, 

Via 

\S“M 
IK. hwei, hive 
IJ. hi, hwai, he 
I A. hui 

Even and 
[Rising Upper. 

5183 

\SeeM 
IK. hwe 
|J. kwai, ke 
I A. houi 

Even Upper. 

ftfj ftf very unlucky. 

ir ^ stupid; muddle-headed 

from age. See 9362. 

f-snnm to treat one’s pa¬ 

rents as “old stupids.” 

To teach; to admonish; 
to advise. 

or 0l| pB to teachl to 
train. 

fj ^ pf$ please do not 

withhold your advice. 

f@ A 7-f® to teach without 
tiring. 

jfif: Hf fffi constantly teach-1 
ing you. 

;ji$J 0$$ to °ffer advice or remon¬ 

strance. 

^ If to adorn the face I 

so as to induce to wantonness, I 
—as a harlot. See 7631. 

Same as 5172. 

A venomous snake (Tri-\ 
gonocephalus Bloomhoffii, 
Strauch.). 

#1 Zi. 
cobras and serpents are the au-| 
spicious intimation (in dreams) 

of daughters. See 4700. 

^ jjljj a viper. 

j&mzn treachery; ingra¬ 

titude. 

kind of boa found in 

Yunnan. 

* M a sea-serpent. 

± M it a venomous snake, 

found in Kiangsu, and said to 
have no eyes. 

M [H worn-out; tired; diseased. 

J^i thunder keeps 
muttering. 

The grunting sound ofl 

pigs rooting. 

m.rn altercation; wrangling. 

5i84 

R. 

hwei 

C. ui 
H.fui, woi 
F. hwoui 
W. wai 
N. wei 
p. ) 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. J 
K. hwe, hwe 
]• ye, kai 
A. houi 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To meet together; to 

collect; to unite; to co¬ 

operate; a guild; a society. 

To understand ; mental pos-| 

sibility (see 6078, fi 

8184). To be able, ini 

reference to acquired know¬ 

ledge or skill; see 8184. 

[Cf. the use of savoir as 

opp. topouvoir\ A moment 

of time; just at that time. 

5i84 

or W or 1 
to assemble. 

^ the morning of the meet¬ 

ing. 

or §p|to meet for de-l 

liberation. 

the Govern-1 

ment Council. 

or to consult to-1 

gether. 

tg" Jiff a guild; a meeting-house;| 

a club. 

||! a Parliament; see 2542. 

to assemble troops. 

||]| a band of robbers. 

Rlgf slH ^§3" t0 beat gongs and 

bring people together. 

^ a literary club. 

^ a dme appointed for meet-1 

ing. 

fft- ^ a convocation ofBuddhistl 

priests. 

. the Triad Society,—al 

famous secret society, the name! 
of which signifies the union ofl 
Heaven, Earth, and Man, assym-| 

bolised in the character a| 

ruler. Dates from the reign Yungl 
Cheng, a.d. 1723—36. 

Mb another name for the! 

above. 

A # or Pp (see below) to | 
join a secret society. 

^ ^ an affiliated member of a| 

secret society. 

# ± or # or 

the head of a guild; the presi-| 
dent of a club, etc. 

PP a priest,—in the Protest¬ 

ant church. 

a deacon,—ditto. 

pg to start a society. 

to close or wind up a so¬ 

ciety. 

the account-books of a| 

society. 

f|fi jfj pp an exhibition, — usu-l 

ally of the goods of a single] 
country. See 9544. 

J§ HU pp the Haguetri-| 

bunal. 

Si to give an enter-! 

tainment. 

pip ypj a drinking-party. 

;H~{ to have a procession,—in 

honour of some religious festival. 

il0f> religious festival, I 
held on the 15th of the 7 th moon, I 
for feeding the ghosts of de¬ 
ceased ancesters for seven gene¬ 
rations. It was introduced into] 

China about a.d. 733 by 

Amogha, the Singhalese Buddhist I 
who gave such an impetus tof 
his religion under the T‘ang dy¬ 
nasty. 

^3* T? it they unite in say¬ 

ing that he is near. 

gathered together his relatives] 
and gave them all his treasures. 

pp (pp. to receive visitors. 

pp to visit; to call upon. See\ 

above. 

to look up old | 

acquaintances. 

T'M ifij# to meet without 

previous arrangement. 

trust we shall| 

meet again. 

# & or # ® to visit; to | 
meet. 

who knows J 
when we shall meet again? 

pp au revoir! 

M fl -tk -§• # $ 
I think you have met before. 

# ® (or ^ ) I have 
met him once. 

^ JlJ conjointly; in co-operation. 

# 1st ^ or # to1 
jointly examine. 

^g* 1*^1 |& Imperial Despatch 

office,—superintending transmis¬ 
sion of correspondence from the 
provinces. 
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5184 

^ ^ Itoffice of the 
residence for tributary envoys. 

^3 =§F or Hr 3oint investi" 
gation. 

t^'e Mixed Court, 

at Shanghai. 

t0 unite titles, — as when 

several officials make a joint re¬ 
presentation. 

^ (of civil officials) to co¬ 

operate with the territorial mi¬ 
litary authorities. 

^s; to jointly memorialise. 

to unite in pursuing. 

^ S^L a joint petition or report. 

to manage conjointly. 

7^ joint instructions. 

to help to catch. 

IjpjJ joint examination. 

joint inspection. 

to join with one’s subor¬ 

dinates in....; joint supervision. 

to make a joint commu¬ 

nication (to equals). 

to communicate by des¬ 

patch, as between high officials 

of equal rank. See |J^ 474. 

to notify; to inform. 

a competitive ex¬ 

amination. 

the triennial examination, 

held at Peking, for the degree 

of —{- chin shih. 

first on the list at the 

above. 

^ t'ie next seventeen ditto. 

J|jj a provincial capital. 

^ & to understand; to take 

a hint. Also, “suggestive com¬ 
pounds,” or characters supposed 
to have been formed upon an 
analysis of the meaning intended 
to be conveyed. Thus, the du¬ 

plication of man makes jl 

to follow, and the same trebled 

makes JJfc many, ^ fire dou¬ 

bled makes flaming, and 

when trebled awful. 

Stilfii1 saw 
what he meant. 

5i84 

^ ^ pp to act on an under¬ 

standing. 

^ to imagine; to conceive. 

R hTS tiffi 
one can feel what it means, but 
not be able to express it in words. 

see 1064. 

^ |Jj can>t make out,—what 

you are driving at. 

^ jM. to understand thoroughly. 

3^ ^ to mind; to pay attention; 

to note. 

^ pp able to do. 

^ can you do it or 

not? 

"pj* fit can you do them 

all?—(e.g.) these tricks. 

^ to learn how to do any¬ 

thing. 

to be able to swim. 

# 
it is not difficult to those who 
can do it: if it is difficult it is 
because they cannot do it. 

^ aMe t0 cause sickness; 

liable to make one ill. 

^ "jv j)pj it won’t rain. 

an interval; a time. 

— & hui' a mo¬ 

ment; an instant. 

in no great while; 

presently. 

^ ^ at any time; when¬ 

ever (it may be, etc.). 

;J^H a chance; an opportunity. 

See 787. 

at that juncture, the Prime 
Minister happened to be on bad 
terms with the Prince. 

fxlt now it happened 

that the winter was a severe one. 

Jill the Institutes of the Em¬ 

pire,—containing details of the 
whole scheme of government 
administration. 

j]j|Jj '[[Ij the festival of All 

Spirits (19th of 1st moon). 

1ii' t0 meet relatives. 

^ to advance money for. 

^ ^ to collect money. 

|3 bill of exchange. ^5190. 

5184 

5185 

R-*» 
C. fui, '’Hui 
U. fuil,fu? 
F. hwouil 
W. kwai 
N. weil 

P- ) 
Y ’ | hwei 

Sz. J 
K. hwe 
J. kwai, ye 
A. houii. 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

5186 

Mi 
5187 

sr 
5188 

R HI 10. 
C. fui 
H.fu? 
F. cwi 
W. c/nvai 
N. hwe? 
P. hwe? 
M. ) 
Y. ! chwei 
Sz. j 
K. hwe 
J. kwai 
A. houi 

Rising Upper 
Irregular. 

5189 

5J9° 

KIi 
C. ui'- 
Vi.fu'P- 
F. hwoui1 
W. wai2- 
N. wei 
P. 

y‘ hwe? 

Sz. 

Read kueiTo calculate. 

It "flj Collectorate of rents 

of Banner property. 

jjl|| a District in Chehkiang. 

To draw, to sketch; to 

make an outline. Also read 

kuei*. See 6511. 

Mfa Hll to draw a maP- 

-fit or to ^raw and 

paint. 

^ ^ to draw portraits. 

^ ^ ^ the business of 

laying on the colours follows the 
preparation of the plain ground. 

4 ft M M Z IK the 

first sentence sketches the shape 
of the new moon. 

See 6339. 

Same as 5172. 

Property; money; bribes. 

jy n 41 *, ja k Bfi 1 

come with your carriage, and I 
will remove my goods,—of a 
woman eloping. 

M % or US Hbribes- 

ft M or 'fr M t0 bribe 

to send bribes. 

5^ HI t0 rece‘ve ljr*bes- 

PM HI or HI It t0 causetodo 
anything by means of bribes. 

fl| /fil to bribe to hush up or 

withdraw a charge. 

^ ^ to suborn. 

Same as 5190. 

Whirling, turbulent waters. 

A bank draft. 

% g eastward 

still, and whirling on, it formed 
the marsh of P‘eng-li,—of the 

Han river. 

yj|| 7^ a source; a spring, 

jjtj ^ ^ the Four Books, 

with the various Commentaries' 
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Vl 
, 519° 
IK. hwe 
|j. kwai, ye 
I A. houi 

Rising Lower 

Irregular. 

hivei 

R m 
IC. wai 
IH. ftti 
IF. oui, hie 
IW. wai 
IN. wei 

|p. I 
IM. 
Iy. 
I Sz. ] 
|K. hwe, v. ye 

J- * 
I A. k'-we 

ISinkingl.ower 

i|92 
IC. wai 
IH. woi 

IF. woi, out 
1W. hsii 
In. 

a bill of ex-1 in W: °r m 
change. 

ns @ °r m j, °r tii it 
the loss by exchange. 

*n4ffi3»IT the advice has 

now been received,—the money 
can be paid. 

to remit by bill 

of exchange to the provincial 
capital. 

ft |6| % ill - 
-^r* I will draw on you for one 

thousand taels. 

bought a bill on Shanghai for 
Tls. 1000. See 9T18. 

‘}ffl ifll bank drafts. 

I® to draw on; to give a 

draft on. 

m # Payto. 

P to draw on,—e.g. London 

P remittances; drafts. 

m m ft or m % m 
exchange office. 

the Hongkongand 

Shanghai Banking Corporation. 

Intelligent; quick; clever. 

C. wai 
U.fui 
F. hie, v. hwoi 
W.yii 
N. wei 
P. ) 
M. 

[y. 
|Sz. J 
K. hie 
J. kei, ye 
A. hwe 

Sinking 
Lower. 

hwei 

5T96 
or 

tjfj intelligent; sagacious; 

quick-witted; wise. 

3=1^ one who has the nature of 

wisdom. Sanskrit: pradjnakara. 
Popularly used in the sense of 
“smart, clever.” 

jUI skill; cleverness; aptitude.IR- m 
rfij i£ beautiful and clever. ISee 

Bp i§ H 9ft °Pened wide his|Rising Upper 
spiritual eyes,—i.e. eyes gifted 
with a range beyond that of 
mortals. 

5197 

■ see 1784. 

R. 

5194 
<§»5* 

5198 

See 

an Sinking 
Upper. 

Fine; minute. Used with| 

5192. 
5199 

Rage; anger. 

*|ft to hate and detest; bitter! /lio 
resentment. 

1 hwei 

|P. 
|m. 
Iy. 
I Sz. 
IK. hie 
| J. kei, ke 
I A. niie 

Sinking 
Upper. 

in a towering passion. 

he beat the bed 

in his anger. 

Tiny. Sparkling. Chirp- 

ing. Jingling. Whistling. 

It Wi 'b smad are those 

starlets,—a concubine (>M) 

speaking of herself and compa 
nions. 

4r»S3tffi the stars sparkle 

bright. 

£|I i| “chirp, chirp 

sing the cicadas. 

If si? flit tjf the jingling of 

bells,—on horses. 

Ul| *||* ^ shrilly sound the 

flutes. 

5196 

|R-*K 
C. wai 
H. k'-wui 

IF. hwi 
W. hii 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 

1 Sz. 

K. hwei 

J- ki 
A. htd 

Rising Upper. 

hwei 

To slander; to vilify, 

nil to slander; to backbite. 

|ij &$} fH. A slandering 
and abusing people without re¬ 
straint. 

To break; to injure; to 

destroy. To shed, as teeth. 

1 o slander; used with 5195. 

mm to pull down,—as a build¬ 

ing. 

^ Wlf to wound. 

^ M or *1 or §g to I 

destroy. 

^ pj|: to destroy and cast away 

§ ^ t° exterminate utterly. 

to suffer injury; a loss. 

^ Jujl to knock down; to demo 

lish. 

§5 Lf ^ the holy words (of 

Confucius) can never perish. 

u m worn-out; failing in 

strength. 

pulled down by grief. 

«t*!3 Amgt&tk 
the rule of society is not to de 

C. wai 
H .fui 
F. hie 

I W.yii 
N. wei 
P. 1 
M. 
Y. 

I Sz. I 
K. hie 

Ij. kei, ye 
1 A. hwe 

Sinking 
Lower. 

hwei 

stroy another in order to secure 
one’s own success. See 5031. 

^ ^ Wtthere arel 
cases in which men seeking to be I 
perfect have received reproach.! 

A blazing fire; bright; 

splendid. 

a furious fire. 

nm the palace was as 

though ablaze. 

^ or ^ to burn down;| 

to consume. 

destroyed by fire. 

Same as 5195. 

Kind; gracious ; forbear¬ 

ing; humane. To accordl 

with; to obey; to be docile. 

A kind of three-cornered) 

halberd. 

► indebted for kindness. 

jUf JljC i|i indebted for con¬ 

siderable favour shown. 

in ^ MM’r-mss M, 
if you kindly grant me this 
favour, I shall be everlastingly I 
grateful. y 

j|| to receive kind-1 
ness. 

Wt "f1 it* s to exercise a I 

protecting kindness towards thef 
masses. 

aft or JP, jSp grace; favour.| 

g ^ benevolence. 

I AS kind-hearted; humane. 

^ ^ M. ^ y°u have been 

very kind to me. 

^ great kindness. 

^ empty kindness,-the show] 

without the reality. 

If real kindness,—substan-1 

tial aid. 

to show kindness. 

JH. y°ur note. 

kind attentions. 

^ to kindly bestow. 

or ^ gracious utter-1 

ances. 



5200 

Sinking 

Lower. 

R. 
m 

H. sui 

See 

Sinking 

Lower. 

I See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

See 
<Gl> 

Sinking 
Lower. 

*t 
5204 

Sinking 
Lower. 

[ 646 ] 

5205 

R. 

P. Ivwei 
M. ttwei 

See 

Sinking 

Lower. 

your “valued favour.” 

^ a gracious step or measure; 

-of government. 

to honour with a visit. 

M# * kindly he seems 

willing to come 

^ he conformed to 

the example of his ancestors, 

® 3E strivinS to be 
in accord with our Wen Wang O 

—^ holding three-cornerec 

halberds 

a District near Swa-1W.cwai, waii. 

See IJj| 

M 
Y ’ i hwei 

K. hwe, v. kwe 
J. kwei, ye 
A. houi 

Sinking 
Lower. 

5206 

R. 

Compliant; obedient 

Used for 5199. 

would not submit 

to just coercion. 

A fragant species of mar¬ 

shy orchid, called 1| jj 

having many flowers on one 
stalk. 

|fj I|C Tjfif the success of two 

brothers at the public examin¬ 
ations. 

U Lft the snow-orchid of Yun- 

nan. 

An insect, called £4 

which lives but six months. 

ifeJl 44 % £0 M ^ the hui 
ku knows not spring and autumn, 
—if it knows one it cannot know 
the other. 

Quick; sagacious. Obe¬ 

dient. 

To open or break, as a 

sore. 

5j§| the boil has broken. 

mm his whole body 

has broken out in sores. 

1 o rush, as a stream ; to 

flee; to be dispersed; de 

feated; destroyed. 

(St llf *he dashing of waves. 

& « it a to run away in 

the face of the enemy. 

completely routed 

^ ^ JjSj the soldiers of 

Wang Mang were utterly routec 

SL *n disorder. 

mmmmi#? 1# 
although opening an abscess is 
painful, ’tis better than letting 
the poison work. 

jjH destroyed; spoilt. 

M broken up,—as a 

friendship. 

II ^ i it a11 is going to 
confusion. 

it soaked; drenched;flooded 

Kzmmmm 
^ the burning down of 

a hundred-foot (sc. large) man 
sion must begin with a tiny 
smoke-rift. 

to look angry. 

the grass does not 

attain to luxuriance. 

H ffl ^ T fit k wil1 
never come to completion. 

A woman, named ^ 

from whose womb six sons 

were removed by a surgical 

operation. 

Read knai4. Name of a 

king of the Hsiung-nu. 

The dull, dim sight of 

old people. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from 12,449.] 

blind. m 
dim-sighted. 

(dl 3|[ 0j=( both deaf (as a 

post) and blind (as a bat),—of 
incapable officials. See 12,449. 

5208 

R. 

C. c#«», kwai5 
H. k^wei 
F. hwotti 

N. gwei, kwei 
W. kwai 
P. kwei 
M. kkwei 
Y. kwei 

See ijj^ 

K. hwe, v. kwe 
J. kwai, ye 
A. houi 

SinkingLower. 

5209 

R. 

F. hwoui* 
N. hwei* 

See >|$| 

Sinking 
Upper. 

5210 

R. 

M 

5211 

R.. 

C. wai 
F. woui 
N. hwei 

j swei, 
M. j hwei 
K. hwae 

. kwai, ke 
A. we 

Sinking 
Upper. 

~.m 

5212 

The gate 

See 5049. 
of a market 

m ® ut 1 
a bustling and noisy mart, fu 
of foreign hongs and inns,—saic 
in the Peking Gazette of Shang¬ 
hai. 

C. wai 
H. woi 
F. woui 
W.'tt 

P. (•§ j yui 
M.(| lyiie* 
K. hwae, 61 
J. kwai, ke, 

yetsz 
A. hwc, we 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Upper. 

To wash the face. 

I ^ til ®f( * the prince 

then washed his hands and face 

they washed 

his face with water,—to sober 
him. 

Descriptive of the sounc 

of horses’ bells in a cha 

riot; see U|| 5192. To be 

spacious; wide and deep 

The song of birds. 

deep and wide are 

its recesses,—of a room. 

Read yuek'* To belch; 

to vomit. 

ft ® Sg Hi to retch without 

vomiting and feel sick. 

got very drunk 

and vomited. 

The noise of birds’ wings. 

M HI ^ $1 (the pboenix) 
clapped its wings. 

Same as 5210. 
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hwe? 

52I3 

5214 

IC. ~wai 
h ./#*° 

IF. cwi 
1 W. hi? 
IN. chwei 
P. | 
M, 

lY. 
iSz. ! 
IK. hwei 

J ki 
1 A. chui 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

5215 

lR^C 
IC. lou 
IH. lui 
IF. lout 
1 W. lu'- 
IN. wei 
IP. hwei 
IM. wei^ hwei, 

lei 
IY. hwei 
ISz. wei^ hwei\ 

lei 
IK. wit hwi 

J » 
I A. vi 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Same as 5214. 

Plants; herbs; vegetation. 

ft ft the vegetable kingdom 

S ft 1* « every plant is 

striving for spring,—i.e. hurry¬ 
ing into bloom. 

ttft flowering plants. 

Kftrn pictures of flowers, 

ft ft plants and trees. 

An animal with quills; 
see 12,578. A class; a| 
series; a category. 

Rr ^ a kind of hedgehog. 

^ |j|l similar kinds; of the samel 

class. 

H to collect. 

5217 

ir 
IC. l*wai,faP 

H. zwei 
F. hwouP 

1 W. hi?, hsi? 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. hwi 

J -ki 
A. hut 

hwei 

5216 

|R'lt 
IC. -Tvai 
|N. j 
|P. > hwei 
Im. j 
IK. hwei 
Ij. kai, he 

I A. hwe, niie 

Sinking 
Upper. 

^ ^ to examine collectively. 

ft| to make a collective report. | 

^ ^ to forward collectively, 

jfi §7 t° arrange; to classify. 

^ ^ a dictionary published) 

under the Ming dynasty, in which 
the number of radicals was first I 
fixed at 214. 

A beak; a bill; a snout; 
a mouth. To pant. [Tol 

be distinguished from 

2400.] 

even though you| 

have a hundred mouths. 

M no means of get-| 

ting a word in. 

® Save him several) 

tens of blows on the mouth. 

^ outside rumours may thus 

be put a stop to. 

Jl> t0 breathe; to pant. 

panting,—as a dog from) 

fatigue. 

startled and pant-) 

ing,—the wild tribes fled. 

Sinking 
Upper. 

To conceal. To shun; 
[to avoid the use of, as 

applied to personal names, 

especially those of Em¬ 

perors of the present dy¬ 

nasty (see 13,088), of Con¬ 

fucius and of Mencius; the 

“taboo” of the South Sea 

islanders; euphemism. See 

6853- 

RJf 0ig to conceal. 

® §i3 gig confess all and 

conceal nothing. 

*rs&«afc.fr#nf 
if you have anything to say, speak 
out: why conceal it ? 

I * it to conceal the 
errors of relatives. 

gig to avoid mentioning a de 

licate or unpleasant subject, 
especially the use of the personal 
name. This is effected in writing, 
by the omission or addition of 
certain strokes; in speaking, by 
giving to the character in question 
some other sound than its own 

See J£i* 2310- 

the avoidance of I 

names began under the Chou 
dynasty. 

’ ti* gig what is your per 

sonal name?—i.e. the 

which appears upon visitingcards 
and is legally one’s distinguish 
ing name, though not for pub¬ 
lic use. 

ilL gig ^ the Emperor’s 

personal name was Kou. 

gig you, Sir,—in address. 

^ ^ d 
using a man’s personal name 
but not his surname. ^4599 

§1 £ A to avoid 
the word death, it is called “the 
great journey.” 

"T* 0$ told his son 
not to use it,—a phrase. 

gig they hushed it up. 

>§* gig prohibited; forbidden; ta¬ 
boo. 

violate the taboo; to 

use prohibited names. 

A n R9 t% when going into 
a family, enquire what are its 
tabooed words etc.,—so as to be 
able to avoid them. 

a=fe 
RW 

ptft 
5217 

he | * IT ft — A w. m 
never offended any one’s pri¬ 
vate feelings or prejudices. 

jft A j|t gjg what was your 

late father’s name? 

0ig that which is not tabooed 

as being common to all men 
death. 

-|Jjj if anything should happen 

to you, have no anxiety about 
your family. , 

7$ fS n% fearing that the 

Empress would die. 

Zl iM gig in the case of| 

two personal names, both are 
not tabooed. 

g$ ^ i# (the people of) 

Chou) did not use the name 
which they bore in serving the 
spirits of the dead. 

DU gig or ^ jfjg the personal 

name of an Emperor. The fol 
lowing is the list of those of the 
present dynasty:— 

Shun Chih: m |gjj was left un¬ 

altered. 

K‘ang Hsi: was altered 

to )j|| or ^§|. 

Yung Cheng: JSLH was altered 

to #L fii.or ft 
Ch'ien Lung: was altered 

to (His Majesty objected 

to this form) j^f or % 

Chia Ch'ing: |jp| was altered 

to flpl f x • [ (HI was ori' I 

ginally ft’ which was al¬ 

tered by Ch‘ien Lung in) 

1795- See 6923.] 

1 ao Kuang: ^ ^ was altered | 

•° 3. f ® • 

Hsien Feng: ^ was alter¬ 

ed to ^ 

1 ‘ung Chih: ^ 7^. was altered 

t0 ® ^ • 

Kuang Hsu: f|| jt[^ was altered 

to # vM • 

Hsiian T‘ung: has been 

altered to 
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w 
5218 

See j||| 

A. sui 

Even Upper. 

5219 

See 

K. hwe, we 
J. kwai^ye 

A. houi 

Rising Lower, 

5220 

See [pj 

Sinking and 
Even Upper 
and Lower. 

5221 

5222 

r,7C 
C .fen 
H.fun^fwen 

F. hwong 
W. hsiie, hue 
N. hweng, v. 

houh 
P. ) hurt, 
M. ( hwen 
Y. ) hun% 
Sz. i hweng 
K. hon 
J. kon 
A.houn 

Even Upper. 

Ugly. 

mm ugly ; ill-favoured. 

Knobs or excrescences on 

trees. 

lit old trees become 

gnarled, or covered with knobs 

To swell; to bulge out 

JJfflHJlJt a knob; a bossia Pro 
tuberance. 

Same as 5209. 

Dusk; twilight, as opp. 

to ijpj 478; dark; obscure. 

Confused; dull; stupid; fud 

died; insensible, from drink 

or otherwise (see 3740). 

Used with 5223. 

« m i£§ # to distinguish 

dawn from dusk, 

jpj' dusk; the gloaming. Also, 

the light of early dawn. 

M M M If ^had 
said it should be sent after dark. 

HI « 
night-jar has ceased to cry, and 
the dim light of dawn appears. 

jpl or dark. 

the sky is over¬ 

cast and the ground frozen,—in 
Tartary. 

a£ # or # $ “‘Sht- 
morning and eve¬ 

ning go and enquire after your 
parents’ health. 

5222 

J5223 

R7C 

See ■ 

Even Upper. 

ffi old; decrepit; in the eve¬ 

ning of life. 

dark; obscure; unintelli¬ 

gible. 

speech that is not clear is like 
a dull mirror,—nothing can be 
seen in it. 

confused; muddled; stupid. 

or addle-headed. 

PI stupid; foolish,—a term 

of abuse. 

a rouL 

^ w U U thick; misty. 

avarice blinds the 

judgment. 

avarice and lust 

have blinded his heart. 

do not over-exert 

yourself. 

-ff; ag %}h sleeping soundly. 

B ^ ^ Addled all day 

long,—as with drink or opium 

tjk 1M 1ft Mbhe fel1 in¬ 
sensible on the ground. 

^ specks flitting before the 

eyes; muscce volitantes. 

to become confused in 

mind; to wander, as a dying 
man. 

ill iir or -fl 
IzT dizziness. 

'(p‘ to faint. 

^ unconscious; wandering, 

—as in illness. 

To marry a wife; see 

1141. A bridegroom. 

men take wives, 

women follow husbands; marry¬ 
ing and giving in marriage. 

to marry a wife, 

to marry. 

bride and bridegroom ; 

marriage. See 13,216. 

the ceremonial of 

marriage. 

advise people to 

betake themselves to matrimony. 

A fill 
of the three thousand great Rites, 
marriage is the most important. 

5223 

5224 

A. 
PI 

$C or % t0 consum¬ 
mate a marriage. 

Pi Wi @E the two be¬ 
come man and wife. 

In 01 or ^ 
to arrange a marriage. 

to dissolve a marriage. 

the horoscopes of a be¬ 

trothed couple, which are ex 
changed when the marriage is 
finally agreed upon. 

to submit the horoscopes 

of a proposed couple to an expert 
to see if the marriage is a desi 
rable one. 

§C to marry a widow. 

nm to hand over a sum of 

money for one’s bride. 

M Jl an EmPeror’s 

marriage. 

ft m Z A £ a high official 

who arranges the marriages of 
the Imperial family. 

it m ® m to betroth before 

birth. 

lit if ^ S he was 
now married and in an official 
position. 

the bridegroom’s family. 

relatives by marriage,— 

the wife’s family. 

to marry; to mate, or ar¬ 

range marriages among, slaves. 

H « W BE. A S 
ch'ung1 horses will not mate 

a second time, but men will re¬ 
marry. 

Same as 5229. 

_5225 

R- TC 

See 

Even Upper. 

5226 

R-7C 
See ^ 

Even Upper. 

The dimness of death; 

to die by swallowing poison. 

Unstable; unsettled; 

muddy. 
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5227 

R-7t 

See 

Even Upper. 

ft 

5228 

R-7C 

See 

Even Upper. 

_5229 

r-7C 

See 

Even Upper. 

5230 

M$7C 

See 

Dulness of vision. 

nmnwm to be blindly 

devoted to power and wealth. 

An entrance; a door¬ 

keeper. 

f||J jH|] to knock at a gate; to 

appeal to the Emperor. 

m a a doorkeeper,—in ancient 

times, deprived of feet. 

$k ^ ^ H wished 
his son to be a doorkeeper. 

jUjj or ^ ^ doorkeepers 

at the palace,—who are always 
eunuchs. 

Confused in mind; dull; 

stupid. 

tf confused; oblivious. 

in an abject state 

of mental confusion. 

Read hurt*. 

If € dulness of wit induced by 

old age. 

dull; stupid. 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

I 
_523r 

R 7t 
F. ‘hung 

VI. jut, lytic, 
wang*, 
■wangr 

N. wing, v. ein 

See'M 

Even Lower. 

A term of address to a 

woman. 

|[ my wife; my good woman. 

Confused; chaotic; dis¬ 

ordered ; turbid; muddy. 

Whole; complete; the en¬ 

tire mass; the Absolute. 

Used with 5239. 

yife or chaos; con- 
fusion. 

^ * z -t m >tfe 
Chaos was the ruler of the cen¬ 
tral zone. 

^ T Z R II £ M m 
all the people in the empire call¬ 
ed him Chaos,—said of a wicked 
descendant of the Yellow Em¬ 
peror. 

52 31 

^232 

R-7C 
See yj|| 

Even Lower. 

M Zfr * * # I 12. 
if things have relativities 

they cannot be regarded as the 
Absolute. 

® 7C M the pdnciple of 

life, which is co-existent with 
matter. 

hun}^^ mixed; miscellaneous, 

y’tjf hun3 confused; mixed; 

muddy. 

y^j| the muddy river,—a name 

for the /H a£ Yung-ting river 

near Peking. 

muddy water. 

yffi muddy; turbid; foul. 

mu a foetus of one month; 

formless; indistinguishable. 

& gold ore. 

yffi a stupid fellow; a lout. 

hun3 Jj|f ^ honest; liberal; 

lenient. 

jlfi ^ said t0 his wife. 

m<t a total change or dis¬ 

organisation. 

mm to embody. 

yffi the whole body. 

mm to jumble together; to 

mix up. 

^ t mnot °ne 
character which has not its own 
indispensable place. 

m m °r m^ emire;in 
the gross. 

AT- the empire under 

one sway. 

m a a celestial globe. 

yt|f ^ 3^ the all-embracing 

laws of God. 

M —‘ everything new,— 

as when making a fresh start. 

mm Akhun,—a priest of the 

Mohammedan religion. 

iipt T '(Elor M P9a name 
for the pli f>‘a\ see 9061. 

A precious stone. 

green serpentine. 

a town in Kirin; the name 

is also applied to Wladiwostock. 

I 
5233 

R$ 

See ii 

Sinking 
Lower. 

5234 

fen 

hun 

C. 
H. 

F. hung 
W. hue 
N. hweng 

P‘ i M. ! 
Y. hweng 
Sz. hun 
K. hun 
J. hun 
A. hwen 

Even Upper. 

Meat which may not be 

eaten on fast-days. Used 

with 5234. 

Food which is forbidden 

to the Buddhist priesthood, 

and generally to people 

fasting; see ^ 10,348. Be¬ 

sides meat, this term in 

eludes garlic, onions, leeks, 

etc. Licentious ; immoral; 

see 4098. 

Lh jfj|j prohibition against 

the use of flesh food,—in the 1st, 
5th, and 9th moons, by order of 

of the T‘ang dynasty, in 

obedience to the Buddhist belief 
that in those months Indra casts 

about his A 9 §l>to scru 

tinise the actions of mankind. 

five kinds of flesh for¬ 

bidden as above. These are the 
flesh of the horse, dog, bullock, 
goose, and pigeon. 

P ±,#. 7bT 
P $ A better feast and 

pray than fast and swear. 

a meat diet; ordinary food. 

E BP garlic and meat. ,5^2055. 

j&mm to abstain from garlic 

and meat. 

mmMA no meat or wine 

may enter here,—a notice seen 
outside Buddhist temples. 

til jS. Wj ftii ffS^ .IjE took a 
cup and begged him to break his 
pledge against meat and wine. 

he did not ven¬ 

ture to eat any forbidden food, 
—being a Buddhist. 

a restaurant; an eating- 

house. 

SB * % % % 5? M »hat 
cat won’t eat meat? 

mm (jyu4*) or the Huns. 

Said to have been founded by 

W- <6 Ch‘un-wei, who fled 

northwards after the defeat of 

his father, ^ ^ Chieh Kuei, 

in B.c. 1766. 

82 
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X*'- 
5235 

R. 

See ^ 

gon 
A.-ngoun 

Sinking 
Lower. 

5236 

See M 
K. 

J- 
A. ven 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To jest; to joke, 

to joke. 

|t|j ^ garments of black or white, 

bearing indecent inscriptions in 
white or black, respectively, be¬ 

stowed by the Emperor M 

m' 
J5237 

R 7C 
See 

Even Lower 
and Upper. 

a* 
5238 

R.“ 

SeeM 
Rising Upper. 

Mu Tsung of the T'ang dynasty 
on his concubines. 

=tjB =3“ jests; broad jokes. 

^ pip the jokes of the low 

comedy man. 

a nickname. See 5239. 

Flat round cakes of pork, 

called which are 

fried in fat and then rolled 

in flour and steamed. 

ftiMi It InL shoPs where the 
above are made and sold. 

-w£«s 
+ m 

® * having eaten ninety- 

nine out of a hundred fritters, 
not to know whether they con¬ 
tain garlic, meat, or simple (i.e. 
unprohibited) ingredients. 

A marmot (Arctomys 

marmottd). See ^ 10,072. 

The same; similar. To 

inlay, as ivory. To root up. 

5239 

C. wen'- 
H.fwen2- 
F. houng 
W. wang 
N. weng 
p. \ 
M. I hurt‘s 
Y. ( hwet*’ 

Sz. ) 
K. hon 
J. kon^gon 

A.houn 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

mm connected,—as rooms 

suite. 

e n 

Confused ; turbid ; ill 

assorted. To receive. To 

pass the time; to loaf. To 

work. To unite. Used with 

i® 5231. See 2033, 5231 

muddy water. 

mm to brawl; to make an 

uproar. 

mfo confused; chaotic; unin 

telligible. 

the man of Chaos,— 

-It?* 

5239 

P‘an-ku, who construct¬ 

ed the universe. 

M in utter confusion 

and disorder. 

^ ® a stuPid oaf. 

to ta^at rand°m. 

M to run helter-skelter. 

SftS to be exorbitant. 

’/M jjn or M Arc. to make false 
accusations. 

M $1 men and women 

indiscriminately mixed. 

•H AR] M fi& t0 make wild con¬ 
fessions from fear of torture. 

|p? *M or to deceive; to 

delude. 

&m vague; unintelligible. 

/M W! reckless. 

mm. to blunder up against. 

Ml to abuse; to curse, 

yjjj. pi& to use foul language. 

’/M IL *n Sreat confusion. 

to whirl; to brandish. 

atm to play the fool. 

a public bath-house, 

where all bathe in the same 
water. See 6341, 8850. 

m^ a nickname. See 5235. 

"i" t0 8° recklessly into 

anything; to go without being 
invited. 

a disordered genera¬ 

tion. 

m ftfcA a ne’er-do-well. 

& lit It I the trouble-man 

kind devil-king,-nickname given 

to Ch‘eng Yao-chin 

who assisted Li Shih- 

min in establishing the T‘ang 
dynasty. 

M mi% don’t make fun of me 

mm -y* °r m ^ -7-; 
loafer; a rowdy. 

m /h M a young blackguard. 

yH Bit W rffi you scoundrel! 

# ii 
has been loafing here for a year 
and more,—not paying his way. 

4 

5239 

i 

5240 

See m 
Rising Lower 

Alt 
m 

5241 

>1 f£’ 
5242 

K- TC 

See 

Even Lower. 

1! 
5243 

5244 

R 7C 
F. hung 
N. weng, v. 

wahx 

See 

Even Lower. 

dragged out a couple of years 
on a junk. 

%m Ht hme to be put in; time 

to be spent. 

m 51] m come to the end of 

one’s tether. 

—’ ^ m ^ t0 work together. 

m us t° fight against drow¬ 

siness. 

m%\ to jumble up; to mix 

together. 

m- to unite into one; uni¬ 

versal empire. 

g % w m - % t 
having received a clear com¬ 
mand from above to unite all 
the empire under one rule,—of 
the 1 st Sung Emperor. See 
3088. 

mum north and south were 

united in one. 

before the death of Liu Pei, the 
Wei Kingdom was not united 
under one rule. 

Fire; flames. 

Ait AH blazing. 

!K 'AS AS rift -h the flames 
curled upwards. 

Same as 5236. 

Melancholy; dull. 

!'£ VSil BM stuPidly hi differ 
ent. 

Same as 5242. 

The soul; that part of 

the soul (as opp. to ty 

9420) which at death goes 

to heaven and is able to 

leave the body, carrying with 

it an appearance of phy¬ 

sical form; the sublimina 



5244 

self, expl. as ^ | ||f 

The mind; wits; faculties. 

or 
5244 

_ the soul,— 

which is supposed to be in two l 
distinct parts, half Yin and half I 
Yang, as below. 

S 3® the soul,-used by Catholics 

and Protestants. 

the hun (anima) goes up to I 
heaven, the plo (umbra) goes I 
down into earth. 

—- the three souls,—of the | 

Taoists, one of which goes to 
heaven, another into the earth, 
while the third remains -by the 
corpse. Otherwise explained as 

(0 ^2 5^ the principle of life, 

common to man, animals, and 

plants; (2) zjh the senses, 

common to man and animals; 

and (3) Jj| 2^1 the power of 

distinguishing between right and 
wrong. The two former perish 
at death; the latter constitutes 
man’s immortal soul. 

the three hun and 

the seven p‘o,—another popular 
division of the soul. 

5® to summon the spirits,— 

as of one who has been drowned 
or who has died at a distance. 

3® to guide the spirit,—of a 

dead man to the grave, at a 
funeral. 

31 3® ig a small 

banner carried at funerals for the 
above purpose. 

mm soul and body 

parted. 

3® {JJ his spirit ap¬ 

peared. 

3® fjfr to hook up a soul 

and bring its destiny,—as is done 
before the judge in Purgatory, 
to decide upon the punishments 
to be inflicted. 

S j| 3® Z he al¬ 

ready sees the devil sent to fetch 
his soul,—to Purgatory; he is 
near death. 

®T 3® to Also (poet.) to be 

melancholy. 

Jjc 3® to come back to life,—as 

after being in a trance, during L 
which the soul is believed to|R- 
quit the body. I , ^ 

M l& wandering ghosts, —of I 

those who have not received | Lowerf 

5245 

proper burial. Used in the sense 
of social parasites. 

^ 3® a soul at the 
bottom of (an empty) cooking- 
pot,—dying of starvation. 

ait orphan ghosts,—who have 

none to attend to their spiritual 
comforts after death. 

5E W M,. ^ it T wk°f 

those who die an unjust death, 
the injured spirits will not depart, 
—half to heaven and half to 
earth, as usual, but hang about 
until revenge has been taken. 

Sll! 3® HI an injured ghost 

clings round the legs,—of its 
murderer, thus ultimately bring¬ 
ing him to justice. 

3® to lose one’s wits. 

HI not §ot bis wits ab°ut 
him; wanting in sense. 

^3® to lose consciousness. 

Sf W T 5® 51 frightened 
him out of his wits. 

ft*1# 

■ll' no wits left,—as from fright. 

5® ^ to lose one’s presence 

of mind. 

•5® ^ (or ^() scared 

out of one’s wits; struck dumb| 
{e.g. by love). 

I® (>M m bewitched; fasci-| 

nated. 

id 16 to melt the soul; to swoon,! 

from grief or excitement; see\ 
4297. 

^ 5® ^ a bridge near Ch'ang-1 

an of old, where coming friends I 
were welcomed and parting 
friends sped on their way,—the 
Bridge of Swoons. 

> a * 10 m 1® £ A 
truly exciting scene!—said of I 
the Shanghai race-course. 

3® M M ^ Z therel 
is no place to which the mind[ 
cannot reach. 

M $1 Z I® 5® the variety in j 
nature. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

5248 

R J§ 7C 
See 

To disturb; to disobey. 

To disgrace. To mortify;[ 

shame; grief. 

jqi; to incommode. 

not to dare to | 

disobey orders. 

mm to dishonour one’s sover-l 

eign. 

what is customary may 

not be regarded as disgraceful. | 

§|* the host must not | 

mortify his guest. 

^ ^ I cannot get ridj 

of my grief. 

Same as 5246. 

To touch with the hand ; 

to pick up, as with pincers. | 

Also read ku4*. 

Entering and 

Even Lower. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A pig-sty; a privy. 
\RM 
| See y|j[. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Turbid; in confusion; 

dirty. Used with 5239. 

See 13,308. 

tS ‘/HI '/H the times are in con¬ 

fusion. 

the super-1 

ior man does not eat the flesh! 
of dogs and pigs. 

'EM )f!^| to disturb; to make muddy. | 

Iffc ‘(Jl| dull; stupid. 

$lj t® ;tif W don t be Putting] 
your word in,—unasked, 

to use bad language. 

JUI a privy. 

mmziz a flower on a dung¬ 

hill. 

To finish. 

m MUIti 
WE were wrong in thus putting 
Our uncle to shame. 



[ 652 ] 

KETJUXTCSk 

Noise; clamour. To 

trick; to cheat. 
5251 

r a* Pft ^ ^ ^ every one 

C. chung, burst out laughing. 
hung3 

H. -kiung, or Pft PH to intimidate; 
ckiung to browbeat. 

F. chung 
W. chung Iftf; |^J to make an uproar. 
N. ckung 
P. \ (fit f^Jfj a hurly-burly; to prevai 
M. c. 
Y. hunS 

Sz. * 

on; to delude into, 

tttt 1^ to sow dissension. 
K. hong 
J.gu, ho tJit to beguile. 
A.houng 

Sinking and 
|Jit to humbug; to make a 

Even Upper fool of. 
Irregular. 

Itifc ^ humbug him into 

coming. 

or liP^to cheat; t0 
swindle. 

W 
5252 

R3iC 

See^r 

Even Lower. 

mm? to play tricks on a 

child. 

pft H$k ® to trick 
him out of his things. 

H igt, 0 S, X ? 9$ 
if I give three pips down, I must 
outwit him : if I give four, I must 
fool him: if I give five, he knows 
nothing about the game, — of 

mm wei-ch'i. 

Read hitngx. 

Wife* to rouse up. 

A flood; overflowing. 

Vast; immense; very 

Bounding, as a strong pulse. 

an inundation which took 

place during the reign of the 
legendary Emperor Yao, B.c. 

2357—2258. 

$5# shang1 shang1 fail 

destructive in their overflow 

are the waters of the inundation. 

the inundation 

spread far and wide. 

7K V® the water the 
flood rose to heaven. 

jjj[j the Great Plan. See 3429. 

mk very great. 

mm great happiness. 

w 
5252 

i 
1 

5253 
R. 

C. ihung 
H. k'-ong^ 
F. hung, v. 

hong 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. hong 
J. ho, ku 
A. ihoung 

Even Upper. 

hung 

% 
5254 

*•#£ 

See ^ 

A. houngD 

Sinking 
Lower. 

a vast waste. See 5098 

m with a voice like 

a large bell 

MM.m iffi ylithe ring 
of new bronze is muffled and dull 

18 ^ y°u were very 
lawless, 

generously kind to 

the people 

m I greatly think,—as usee 

by the Emp., the “greatly” re 
ferring to his important functions 

having exercised 

great tyranny. 

'Mm ML very generousand 
liberal-minded. 

^ Hung Wu,—the first Em 

peror of the Ming dynasty. 

^4 a name for the Triad So 

ciety, the object of which is to 
restore the Ming dynasty. See 
5i84- 

mm a branch of the river ^ 

Huai, which it joins in Honan 

mm a bounding pulse. 

A flame; fire. To dry; 

to roast. 

burn (the mul¬ 

berry branches) in a small fur¬ 
nace. 

ms? to warm the room. 

mm a portable stove. 

m jm? °r m to r°ast >to 
heat before a fire. 

m tf ^t0 dry baggage be- 
fore a fire. 

to dry by the fire. 

m warped by fire. 

^ jjj^to convey an idea by im¬ 

plication; an inference. 

the whole assem¬ 

bly exploded,—with laughter. 

A road through a village; 

a lane. 

mi ^ M ?¥ iz #bows to 
his mother-in-law in lane and 
hall,—i.e. everywhere. Of people 
who are officiously polite. 

X ? m k ? 
five sons who followed his exam- 

R-2 

C. hung2 
H. p'-ung~ 
F.chung 
W. j 
N. j U”Z' 
P. ] 

M. I hung1 
Y. j Jiung 
Sz. ) 
K.hong 
J. ho, gd 
A. houng3 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

5258 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

5259 

pie lost their homes,—i.e. their 
kingdoms. 

5254 |^J ^ a “sandwich”,—coar¬ 

sely expressed by the ideogram 
/.my. 
w- 

m Same as 5254. Also usee 

5255 
for 4293. 

Same as 5263. 

5256 

Bfc j 
The din of battle; to 

fight. 
5257 

5260 

ish between the Tsou and Lu 
States. 

fj p3) to quarrel and fight; to 

brawl. 

uproar; clamour. 

to do battle; to fight. 

U Q the day of the 

battle. 

S to spread mischievous ru 

mours. 

Read hung1. To shout 

To push. 

!L HU H|] a confused din. 

HU to cause to fall back,—as 

a crowd. 

—‘ HU ffij at a word> they ab 
dispersed. 

HI) pjj ^ drive them out. 

HU [It] $tj drive away the dog 

Flourishing, as a plant; 

budding; sprouting. 
.« « —• ♦ * 

^ name of a winter vege 

table. 

a kind of honeysuckle. 

Same as 5258. 

See 3915. 



C. hung 
H.fung 
F. wong, 

huoang, 
V. 

W. ««£• 
N. 

K. hwcng 
J. to, gid 
A. hwaing, 

hwing 

Even Lower. 

PI1 
Ss63 

r3( 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

ii 
5264 

sex1 
5265 

C. hung, v. 
tong* 

\\. fung, v. 
filing 

F. hung, v. 
fioung'- 

W. «»£•, v. 
half 

N. ;/«§-, v. 
hoi? 

P. hung, v. 
kang\ 
chiang* 

M. hung, v. 
hang* 

Y. j hung, v. 
Sz. | tang* 
K. hong 

r. ts, 
A. houng 

Even Lower 
and Irregular. 

See 3126. 

To learn. 

g ^ name of a large college 

built by j||j| *^j* Shun Ti of the 

Han dynasty, a.d. 126—145, for 
the advancement of learning. 

gg* a college or gymnasium 

= dyS ; a Confucian temple. 

a graduate of the 

first degree; a hsiu-ts'ai. 

The bawling and din of 

a market-place. 

Same as 5253. 

The rainbow, at which 

it is considered unlucky to 

point; see ft 1 791 and ^ 

10,970. Also read hungz, 

hung*, ckiang4, hung*, and 

kang*. Used for |X 5267. 

% fen or &£ H (see 5434) or 

or fcC ^ the rainbow. 

—‘ jUj ifcb a ra'nt>ow which 
completely spans the sky. 

H to: an inverted rainbow,—the 

reflection of a bridge in water, 

tii 7 in; there is a rainbow. 

^ H fa to: how can you have 

a rainbow without a clearing 
sky?—great joy must be pre¬ 
ceded by sadness. 

to to: H his mind is all- 

embracing (i.e. large, liberal) as 
the rainbow. 

35 tot hung' '/|pj heaven and 

earth joined together. See 5268. 

to: a dragon. 

H to: -y* it will only weary 

you, my son,—to look for horns 

$r 
5z65 

5266 

C. hung- 
F. ‘hung 
W. 
P. hung* 
M. ‘Pung 

hung1 
hong 

to, tu 
houng* 

Y. 
K. 

J- 
A 
Rising Lower 

Irregular. 

ft 
5267 

R. « 

on a young ram, i.e. to expect 
the impossible. 

house of the lunar rain 

bow,—from one seen at the house 

of the artist, Chu Yu of 

the Yuan dynasty. 

Quicksilver. 

to smelt cinnabar 

and extract the quicksilver, 

calomel. 

See H &r 
Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

5268 

R.- 

See 

Rising and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

Vf* z 

m 
5269 

Even Lower. 

To weary; to confuse; to 

make mischief; to slander. 

Sift n devouring insects, 

who weary and confuse men’s 
minds,—such are our rulers. 

tl- la ft ir opposition with¬ 

out, dissension within. 

Ir IL in confusion; rebellious; 

seditious. 

sXM. a ruinous defeat. 

ttm witchery; sorcery. 

Vast; infinite. 

mm broad and deep,—as the 

ocean. 

^ jxp chaos. 

that which is 

joined (to something else) cannot 

be picked up. See *i 5265- 

A wild swan (see 6906); 

a wild goose. Vast; pro¬ 

found ; used in reference to 

Taoist ideas and things. 

Altogether. See 5098. 

^ a bird with white plum¬ 

age, resembling a widgeon, 

fcla the stork. 

or the wild goose. 

a wild goose car¬ 

ries a letter. The association 
of a goose with letters seems 

5269 

r 
5270 

R. 

C.hung 
ti.fung 

ung, ong 
W. ong 
N. ung 
P. j 

| hung 

Sz. ) 
K. hong 

to, tu 
A.houng 

Even Lower. 

to date from the time when the 

Chinese envoy to the 

Hsiung-nu told their ^ ^ 

chief that a goose had brought 

the Emperor news that M $ 

Su Wu was in captivity amongst 
them, 2nd century b.c. 

HI IS an occasion for sending a 

letter. 

*SI the crested goose. 

^ fpf a term used by Chuang 

Tzii to personify the [§J ^ 

7C it Vital Principle which 

existed in nature before cosmo- 
gonical developments began. 

Taoist emblems; see 3366, 

8720. 

jjf|| maY y°u have great joy! 
great favour; mercy, 

great talents. 

‘£!| great kindness. 

a distressed population. 

fj| £ ^ soaring ambition. 

Red,—the official colour 

under the ^ Chou dynasty. 

It is used for ordinary visit¬ 

ing cards, official sealst 

bride’s dress, bridal chair, 

etc., and is generally em¬ 

blematic of good luck, 

joy, and merry-making. See 

7343, 8731, 2742, 7576. 

red; vermilion. 

ft red as red can be. 

ft peach-flower red,—pink. 

scarlet; a reward. See 

5002. See below. 

A ft or -fa £X deep red. 

fj|£ jft bright red; fresh andruddy. 

£&ft a light vermilion, 

ft S plum-coloured, 

ft crimson, 

ft aniline red. 

red all over; bright red. 

i|l reddish. 

U % 7 Kt s K « 
in undress, (Confucius) wore no 
red nor purple. 
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£* 
5270 

$X to make red-hot. 

jjjX jj|| T indamed>—°f Parts of 

the body. 

fee M 7 she blushed 
deeply. 

® M feehis face became 
quite red with blushing. 

JjX fresh; rosy-cheeked; pretty. 

jjjX 'rjf? 7* red distinct¬ 

ive badge worn by members of 
the collateral branches of the 
present Imperial family for ever, 
dating from the Manchu chief¬ 

tain known as "jjjj , A.D. l6l6. 
fet Jqr a visiting-card. 

j^X 7t$ a girl dressed in red, 

—red trousers being worn only 
by unmarried girls. 

feC ste 35*9- 

S S red (*•*• y°uns) 
girls and white-headed matrons, 

[rj Zl. if* red and white 

affairs,—marriages and funerals, 
from the distinguishing colours 
used at each ceremony. 

jjX Tf| a red button;see II>2b5- 

^ jewels such as the ruby, 

carbuncle, etc. Also, red dyec 
stuffs. 

&X B the morning sun; a lucky 

day. 

fee B Hr tbe red sun is in 
the sky,—used with reference 
to the Emperor. 

fex 7 7his eyes got red> 
—with anger. 

^jf &L 7 0^bebassetbisbeart 
on having it,'—of anything one 
greatly covets. 

{fa &xt0 add red to b*ood> 
—unnecessary. 

H^C 7C fet tbe name °f a b*nd 
wine. 

'/fit ft or 'M &E menstrual dis¬ 

charge. 

^X the maidenhead. 

St Ml ^criticised him severely, 

—referring to the red lines with 
which weak passages in essays 
are scored by tutors. 

iff St to be in luck s way' 
See 3^ 13,817 and 2742. 

^J- ^X to Place one’s stake on tbe 
number which turns out to be 

%x 
5270 

“opposite to the red,” i.e. to be 
successful. The phrase is taken 
from a gambling game called 

S? 

you two hit off the red,— 

hold the same opinions, suit one 
another, etc. 

fe[ III red dust,—the world. 

St is earthly happiness. 

£x tbe bull’s-eye of a target. 

£X X" red ba*r>—a term or'gm" 
ally applied to the Dutch; in 
later times, to all foreigners. 

){^J the name for the 

“Grand Chop” or “port clear- 
rance,” so called from the large 
red seal upon it. 

IjX Mtbe modern name for “port 

clearance,” as issued by the Cus¬ 
toms to show that all duties have 
been paid. 

actors who act military 

parts. 

St m M copper plates. 

SC XlE a magistrate’s attendants 

dressed in red clothes. 

^X the “Red Silk Ban¬ 

quet” given by the Emperor to 
newly-elected Han-lins. 

£x jwfcsecond quality birds’-nests. 

jSt tbe red g°wn worn bytbe 
bride for the first three days 
after marriage. 

Si SS tbe red sdken thread,— 
marriage. 

£x a larger sort of gmgal) 
mounted on a tripod. 

JjJ ^X to issue a public no¬ 

tice,—so called because usually 
written on red paper. 

£x Xd dlibiscus rosa-sinensis, L., 

distinguished as ^ $X • 

Also, safflower (Carthamus tinc- 
torius, L.). Also, the saffron 
(1Crocus sativa), distinguished as 
below. Also, porcelain with red 
designs. 

fee H safflower- 
M. fee ?£saffron- 
^X Euscaphis staphyleoides, 

S.&Z. 

feC ^ black tea- 
&X brown sugar- 

£x jf| red dates. 

5270 

tn 
5271 

RM 
See ^X 
Even Lower. 

5272 

R it & 
See pit 

Rising and 
SinkingUpper 

m1 
5273 

RJt 
See^ 

A. hwang 
Even Lower. 

5274 

^C ffl millet. 

fe[ 7k red-wood, 

fel ^ H beetroot. 

^X ^ -fj|j carrots; radishes. 

jX |^jjj first quality,—of American 1 
ginseng. 

&X -Jfy red lead- 
fet arsenic. 

111 ^X Crataegus pinnatiftda, 1 
Bge. 

£X the male crossbill (Lo-\ 

xia albiventris). 

&X ^ a a name siven t0 
the oriole by Ming Huang. 

jfcx j# ¥4 ^the mallard duck 
(Anas boschas). 

^X Hil. ^ tbe red-shank (Th/a-l 
tins calidris). 

^1 Wi the g°lden eagle| 
(Aquila chrysaetos). 

jjX ^ ^ the Paradise flycatcher! 

(Tchitrea Incei). 

Read kungx. Work. 

&E women’s work; sewing. 

A marshy plant with 

reddish leaves and flowers.! 

Polygonum orientale, L. 

To sing. 

^ a theatre. 

The sound of bells. 

P|!* Pfc the clang of bells; the! 

clamour of a market-place. 

See 5848. 
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5275 

hung 

5277 
R. 

See^ 

A. hwang 

Even Lower. 

2 

R. 

5278 

See2fcr 
Even Lower. 

5279 

RJt 

A. hwaing 

Even Lower. 

C. weng 
H. fen 

F. heing 
W. / 
N. I 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. hweng, v. 

kweng 
J. wo, kwo 
A. hwang, 

hwaing 

Even Lower. 

^\jt2 

5276 

RJft 

s ' A 
A. hwang 

Even Lower. 

An echo in a large hall. 

Vast; ample; spacious. Usee 

for 5282; see 5217. 

reverberating; echoing, 

iff) DU lil maythere be a 
wide extension!—of this busi¬ 
ness. A phrase seen in shops. 

an extensive business. 

jH. widely extended; long 

standing. 

[jl of great capacity, — for 

drinking. 

exhibiting very 

great abilities. 

T; ® great kindness. 

fpjfc sPaclous- 

A vast hall; a mansion. 

To estimate. 

it at ig. m a ® ns 
jgjj ^ y°u must make the 

spokes so thick that, although 
under a heavy burden, the wheel 
will not break. 

The cord which passes 

under the chin and keeps 

the official hat in place. A 

string on which musical 

stones are hung; to con¬ 

nect; to fasten. The rope 

which springs a snare for 

birds. 

U| hat-string and tassel. 

/\ $£, the eight quarters indi¬ 

cated on the compass. 

1 o fly around; to swarm. 

Rttt the mosquitoes 

came buzzing in swarms. 

w: 
5280 

R. 

See^ 

A. hwaing 
Even Lower. 

5281 

R. 

C. weng 
H.fen 
F. heing 
W. oung 
N. ung 
P. ] 
M. , 
Y. hunS 

Sz. ) 
K. hweng, 

kweng 
J. wo, kwo 
A. hwang, 

hwaing 
Even Lower. 

34’ 
5282 

R. ' 

C. weng 
H .fen 
F. heing 
W.) 
N. ! unS 
P. \ 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. ) 
K. hweng 

. o, ko 
A. hwang 

Even Lower. 

hung 

c 
5283 

See 

. o 
A. ihwang 
Even Upper. 

A rumbling sound, as o 

distant thunder. To speak 

loud into a deaf person’s 

ear. 

A gate; a barrier. Vast; 

wide; open; unoccupied. 

Ilf j/b fUl] to 6se to the [nine 

gates,—of Paradise. 

5k HJ very Sreat- 
f^j infinite; vast; great and 

void. 

^ Jf[$ vast wastes; prairies; 
steppes. 

store up 

knowledge within, to be ready 
for emergencies from without. 

s® extensive schemes. 

Vast; to enlarge; to ex 

pand; liberal. See 5217. 

&A very great. 

he magnifies his 

office. 

& & iK vast and glorious, 

—as the heavens. 

^ ^ very numerous. 

± T W K if & mthe 
scholar may not be without 
breadth of mind and vigorous 
endurance. 

Affi&ff.JtlE&A 
man may glorify the truth, but 
the truth cannot glorify man. 

enlarge (your mind) to 

the (comprehension of) heavenly 
(principles). 

73r Jjjl fj£ »*/> J it is your 

business to extend the royal 
influence. 

I AZ && the magnan¬ 

imity of the sage. 

the year-title (a.d. 399— 

414) adopted by Yao Hsing of 
the unrecognised Ch‘in dynasty. 

The lowing of an ox. 

See P|| 12,668. 

5284 

R. 

W. Jewae, Jtae 

M. 1 hunS 

See ifb 

K. hweng, 

hong 

Even Upper, 

5285 

IK’ 
5286 

K. kweng 
J. ko 
A. ihwang 

Even Upper. 

5287 

R. 

F. ing 
W. ) 
N. j W 
P.jung, hung 

yung 
M. yung 
K. hwang, 

yong 
. ko, kid 

A. ving 

Even Lower. 

141 

5288 

R. 

See 

Even and 
Rising Upper. 

5289 

R. 

C. kweng 
H. iwang, 

fl'wun 
F. eing 
W. hwae, v. 

fae 
N.hung 
P. ] 
M. z 
Y. hunS 

Sz. ) 

A clear, deep pool of 

water. 

fH '/{/A tbe cascade 
falls into the deep pool. 

ff{ '/{/A tbe name of two streams 

in Shensi. 

Read wang1. 

| I #R — ‘$4 her 
beautiful eyes were like a clear 
pool in autumn. 

Same as 5278. 

The board in front of 

a carriage, on which a 

oerson leans. 

mm a leaning-board bound 

with leather. 

Lofty; imposing. See 747. 

Uj # # lllfjl the appearance 

of the mountains is lofty and 
imposing. 

m m mm a grand palatial 

edifice. 

t Jfl # |I)^ dignified; ma¬ 

jestic. 

The last syllable in Om 

mani padme humsee 49. 

Read yin1 and hou%. The 

owing of an ox. 

The clatter of carts; the 

rumbling of thunder; the 

roaring of cannon. To 

blast; to blow up. 

H§ id tbe rumbling of thunder. 

Jfi: J|| |^J loud roaring; m 
angry. 

It AT to make a noise 

in the world; to be heard of. 
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5289 
K. hwetig, 

kweng 
J. kwo 
A. hwaing 

Even Upper. 

5290 

R. 

C. kweng 
\\. fun, kwen 
F. eittg 
W.hung 
N. hweng 
P. hung 

M. hun, hwen 
Y. 
Sz. 

hung 

K. hweng, 
hung 

J.id 

A. hwang 

Even Upper. 

sf 
529r 

R. 

C. kweng 
F. eing, being 
W. mgiang 
N. chung 

M. | <-hunS 

Y. sying 
K. hweng, 

kweng 
J. &ZW0 

A. waing 

Even 
Irregular. 

IP*. 
5292 

R 

See wj 
Even 

Irregular. 

Si I «£ the city wall fel 

with a crash. 

mm to peal; to crash, as 

thunder; to bombard. 

to destroy with 

artillery. 

mm to destroy by explosion 

m$t to explode, 

ft to blow up. 

s* to blast rocks. 

an blown to ruins,—as by an 

explosion. 

If ft ^ the 
torpedoes blew up a French 
man-of-war. 

a mz#i explosive mater¬ 

ials. 

exploded 

with anger. 

The death of a prince; to 

die. Swarming; numerous. 

to die. 

^ pll they threw (the 

earth) with shouts into the 
frames,—for building walls. 

# m m, £g m ^ 
winged locusts, how sound your 
wings in flight! — alluding, in 
connection with the context, to 
a numerous progeny. 

MtHim with a noise like 

the crash of thunder. See 5289. 

A hubbub. A crashing 

noise. 

I M 1 1 ^ f 1there 
was a mighty shock, like that 
caused by thunder. 

the drum-like sound of 

rolling waves. 

The roar of water; the 

sound of a cataract. 

t^e splashing cataract. 

PJ 
5293 

R 

See 

Even 

Irregular. 

5294 

s- $r y$ 
Even Lower. 

5295 

>'4C 

Even Lower. 

A crash; a stunning noise. 

noise of stones dashing 

together. 

The crash of falling rocks; 

the noise of a land-slip. 

®k' 
5296 

R. 

See£l 

Even Lower. 

fo 
5297 

3gr‘ nit. 
5298 

RSfcfi 

See 
Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

‘4® 

5299 
R.i 

A. kok, k'- 'dk 

Entering 
Upper. 

r 

A whizzing sound in the 

head, as with approaching 

fever. 

Name of a mountain, 

(Ji Tsung-hung, in Yiin- 

nan, which furnishes copper 

See 3945. 

Vessels with spouts, like 

teapots, for preparing food. 

To mix and season dishes, 

as a cook. 

5300 

R. 

P. Jtwo 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

To measure; to estimate. 

k. ^ s & a foot-rule is for 

measuring. 

To split; to rend; to rip. 

lint-? to rip up the belly. 

|!j or j§lj ^ a hare lip. 

See 5315. 

PIT a breach in a wall; a slang 

name for a person with a hare-lip. 

r 
5300 

5301 

RHpg 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

5302 

R' 

See £?| f ijfc 

Entering and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

4-- 

||J P an indentation on the 

body; a gap; an opening at the 
end of a seam. 

Read ho1*. 

iUHfe to dig up the ground. 

PIT a kind of plough. 

||J ^ ^ throw it away as 

useless. 

fPJ >if R at any bsk. 

11 It! * 7 to abandon; to 
have nothing more to do with; 
cut it out. Also, to be in straits, 
or in a tight corner. 

iUttt & * 7 risked his life. 

||J even if I have to.; at 

the sacrifice of. 

To bawl out. 

P|£ Bgf loud-talking; loquacious, 

5303 

RfSI2i 
H. wok^fit 

F. heik, hwok 

See IIH 
K. hwak, hit 

Entering and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

A kind of birch-tree, 

called used for ma¬ 

king cups, etc. Used for 

5306. 

Water pouring down; the 

dashing of water. To boil; 

see ^|J 5531. 

^ j||| the dashing of waves. See 

5206. 

yip an old name for |^r 

mm Yang-ch‘eng Hsien in 

Shansi. 

Read hu^. To diffuse. 

name and influ¬ 

ence diffused on all sides. 

jfj| name of the music of 

^ T‘ang the Completer, b.c. 

1766. 

St ^ when he saw 
the dancers of the Shao-hu. 
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53°4 

C.wok 
H.fet 
F. hoik, froth 

W. wa 
N. oh 
P. hwo 
M. hwo, hiva 

Y. huk 
Sz. hwo 
K. hwek, hwak 
J. kaku, koku 

A. 
Entering 

Lower. 

To hit, in the chase; to 

catch; to seize; to arrest; 

to get; to obtain. A run 

away slave-girl or a girl 

who marries a slave; see 

11,582. Also read hu* and 

huai2. 

& $ M H he lets fly his 

arrow and hits. 

^ to catch i to arrest. 

att t caught; arrested. 

mamz caught by a dog. 

mu to arrest a criminal. 

m m °r i ^ °r ?i 1to 
catch thieves, brigands, etc. 

HI |j!j| to capture a number of 

prisoners; a captive crowd. 

^ ^ or jjfe to take in cus¬ 

tody to. 

^ to bring before a court, 

g 5^ to bring to justice, 

g to seize and detain. 

mm to gain a victory. 

g had the pleasure of an 

interview. 

SD not to take leave 

in person. 

^ g —* ns1 managed to set 
a look at it. 

m m to secure gain; to make 

profit. 

g iHS to secure a benefit, 

to obtain favour. 

* ft ffr ® he has obtained a 

great deal. 

s m ft a * just suits my 

frame of mind. 

^ w m t n n d°not 
oppress the poor and lowly. 

g jfjL to obtain punishment,— 

to commit a crime. To offend 
a man. 

unable to leave 

off,—work. 

T'M a cannot help it. 

^ ig evei7 smile and on 
word as they should be. 

mm&m the tribes of the 

Huai will be won over. 

see 6879. 

5305 
R-f8S 
F. hwok 
N. «- 
P. hwo*, huk 
M. /iw,, hit. 

Entering 
Lower. 

5306 
R|g*§ 
F. hwok 
N. uoh~ 

See - 
FCst 

K. hwak 
J. kaku, waku 

Entering 
Lower. 

A measure; a marking 

line. 

a marking-line. 

a carpenter’s square; (?' 

compasses and line. 

3® 
5307 

F. 
P. hwo* 
M. hwo , hi? 

See dm 

1! 'x. 
Entering and 

Sinking Lower 
and Upper. 

5308 
R. 

wok 
C. 
H. 
F. hwok 
W .0 

N. oh 
P. hwo3 

M. hwo 
Y. huk 
Sz. hwo 
K. hwak 
J. kwaku,waku 
A. hwak 

Entering 
Lower. 

To cut 

Used with 5302 

gram; to reap. 

7 it w m to reap where one 

has not ploughed. 

^ij mto reap- 

A caterpillar. 

R m Z JB « # # -tfc 
the drawing-up of the caterpil¬ 
lar’s body is only done with a 
view to further stretching it out. 
Used in the sense of “reculer 
pour mieux sauter.” 

^ to nieasure; to span with 

the fingers. 

$j| a wriggling worm. 

HIM: *1 7m $1a butt for the 
world’s folly. 

A caldron; an iron pan; 

the boiler of an engine. 

To bore; to engrave. See 

11,268. 

®@§ a caldron; a boiler. 

Qi an iron pan. 

iiti the punishment of 

boiling to death. 

ill IS ilt HI (as b^ac^) as the 
bottom of a kettle. 

jfo H* fH ff§ you can hooP a 
boiler, — you are very smart. 
Used ironically. 

^ |j|| to cook a dinner 

in the big pan,—to have a great 
row. 

jjf. ^ ||| to turn a somersault. 

.4* 

5309 
R. | 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

*4* 

5310 
R-|P 

See r _ tjc 
Entering 
Lower 

and Upper. 

n 
v 5311 

J. waku 

Entering 

Upper. 

Red paint. 

S312 

r. M 

N. ohr 

See |H 

Entering 
Upper. 

m 
5313 

C. wo'*- 
n.fo*- 
F. hwo*- 
W. -rt/rz 
N. c-ou 

P. 1 
hwo* 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. 1 
K. Aowz 

. 
A. hwa'- 

Rising Lower 

Irregular. 

Insipid; tasteless. 

r re Z' 11 fat, but not with¬ 

out flavour. 

A water-fowl, which can 

bring rain by its cry. 

A four-sided reel for 

winding silk. 

Calamity; misfortune, as 

opposed to jjjg 3707; curses; 

judgments from heaven. 

f® % or H JR or H 5 or 

jjj^ calamity; evil; misfor¬ 

tune. 

misfortunes never 

come singly. See 2880 and 3707. 

a source of misfortune. 

^ I® pT # 1? an un- 
speakable calamity! 

jjji^ to avoid calamity, — by 

flight. 

^ jjj$ to bring calamity on one¬ 

self. 

*8 ®9 S fir . J£l 
failure is the foundation 

of success, and the means by 
which it is achieved. 

mi ft fle M * fli 
misfortune and happiness lurk 
herein. 

83 
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m 
5313 

IWJ 
53J4 

injury; damage. 

Pis /sj lit 1$ who brought this 
calamity upon us? 

fSTA to maliciously 

bring trouble on others. 

ins H IS to bless the vir_ 
tuous and bring misfortune on 
the vicious. 

SSA a causer of evil to others. 

A ^ I® mis- 
fortune never comes unless some 
one is the moving cause. 

■||T the source, or cause, of 

53i5 
R 4 
C. k'-ut0 
H. wat 
F. kwak 
W. hwa 
N. hwah 
P. ihwa, hwo, 

ho* 
M. li rvo, ilwo 

Y. houh, hweh 
Sz. hwo 
K. hwal 
J. kwatsz, 

kwachi 

A. hwat 

Entering 

Upper. 

J 
the trouble; the ringleader 

(chi'4 or chih4) do 

not punish nor reprove us. 

I® M —1 wicked 

people have long lives. See 
10,019. 

m a calamity-womb; a sour¬ 

ce of evil,—used of bad sons, 
who are regarded as judgments 
for evil. 

the source of misfortune, 

—wine. 

SB to malice; malicious designs 

See 12,688. 

Open; clear; to under 

stand (see 10,125); intelli 

gent; liberal-minded; gener¬ 

ous. Sound of crashing. 

2 the three 

doors of the Precious Hall stand 
open. 

jr\ ^ empty; vacant; clear. 

m & n& to clear the eye of the 

heart,—to improve the intelli¬ 
gence. See 4562. 

IS A Z P to stir the feel¬ 

ings,—as grand scenery. 

intebigent; clear-headed 

'M A M (Krthis man 
is very intelligent. 

suddenly 

the meaning flashed upon me. 

^|| to remit the land 

tax. 

rT 
5315 

■T 
5316 

Ri 
C. wak 
W.fet 
F. hok 
W. wa 
N. oh 
P. hwo* 

M. hive 
Y. huk 
Sz. hwe, hwo 

K. hok 
J. waku, koku 
A. hwak 

Entering 
Lower. 

hua} (vulg.) to play at 

guess-fingers. See 5022, 7720, 
5006. 

hua4 with a crash. 

fSPif-efc!® like a hare¬ 

lipped person blowing out a lamp, 

—all one hears is ### 

fei,fei,fei, wrong, wrong, wrong. 
Used of a perpetual fault-finder. 
See 2870. 

Some; some one; some¬ 

thing; sometimes. Or; 

either; see 3304. If; sup¬ 

posing that; perhaps; doubt¬ 
ful ; uncertain. 

$ tfc T some are drink 

ing at the pool. 

I i il some are lying 
down, some are moving about. 

* A a certain person. 

some one asked. 

|j5£ gj| or & 0 some one said; 

it has been said; they say; on 
dit; another authority says. 

J$L M 1$ sometimes he woulc 

get very drunk. 

the fish lies in the deep, anc 
sometimes by the islet. 

either this or that; 

either one way or the other. 

it $ sb either large or 

small. 

Jj£ Jp- Jjfc whether early or 

late. 

$ ^ either coming or 

going; to and fro; unsteady. 

^ whether it is 

so or not. 

it should be necessary. 

^ if it could be that.... 

sScKJtiS if we give them 

wine. 

dare any °f y°u 

despise me? 

M % W ^ maythere al- 
ways be those who shall succeec 
to you,—may you have a never- 
ending posterity! 

A perhaps there may be 

some one. 

perhaps there are 

some amongst them. 

IT 
5316 

5317 
R. 

See sfc 
Entering 

Lower. 

5318 
R. 

See 

A. vik^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

jo 

m 
5319 

R'^ 

See ylflL 
A. hik, twit 

Entering 
Upper. 

w 
5320 

R-Jt 

See 
Entering 

Lower. 

it may perhaps not 

be difficult. 

not daring to take 

a little rest. 

SE ^ or |§ Perhaps; it 
may be that. 

possibly.... not.... 

probably. 

B|i * in lit perhaps it is thus. 

1* Bn •■•4 it may have been 

.. ..; is perhaps.... 

Deluded; beguiled. Used 

with 5320. 

The spirit or ghost of a 

child. 

a tornado. 

place or means to dupe 

people. 

A kind of lizard, which 

frequents the bamboo. 

Doubt; suspicion ; un¬ 

belief. To cause to doubt; 

to deceive; to lead into 

error. 

4' A.AiS Stt 
lesser doubts change man’s rule 
of life: greater doubts change 
his nature. 

using that of which we do 

not doubt to dispel the doubt 
we have, and thus returning to 
a condition without doubt. 

® + tfS at forty, I had 

no doubts,—said by Confucius 
of himself. 

forty years of age. 

to suspect; suspicious. 
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JU4^ 

S320 

a* 

P 
S32i 

R. 

See 
Entering 
Lower. 

fT 
5322 

r-4 
H. kwat^fat 
P. k"wo‘ 

See ft 
Entering 
Upper. 

a* 

5323 

to beguile; to befool, 

befooled; led astray, 

deceived by devils. 

to be caused to doubt; to 

be influenced in a wrong di 
rection. 

R. 

£ 
Entering 
Upper. 

5324 

C. wut 
H. fat 
F. wak 
W. wo 
N. wah 

~*. zp ^ T^c the two Emperors 

were taken in. 

fg W S* flying rumours lead 

astray the people. 

If A© to instil poison¬ 

ous suspicions into men’s minds. 

^ M t deceived by his 

wife’s arguments. 

M M U % the a«e has 
gone mad over disputations,— 
on questions which can never 
be decided. 

# @ ^ |§the wrong 

can never drive the right into 
doubt. 

A curtain; a screen. 

noise of flapping. 

To meet with. To unite; 

to co-operate. Also read 

kLuo**. 

ft ^ ft when will he come 

back to me? 

tSfS with united strength; all 

together. 

To scoop up water in a 

bucket and pour it on 

fields; to scrape up. 

Mobile ; lively; active. 

Alive, as opposed to 

10,280; living; to live; a 

livelihood. 

movable; active; versa¬ 

tile; flourishing. 

fiT 
5324 

P. Shwo 
M. hwo 
Y. houh, hwoli 
Sz. hwo 
K. hwal 
J. katsz 
A. hwat, kwot 

Entering 

Lower. 

B *n 4» % W) J 
already saw that in his heart he 
was beginning to yield. 

ft tK running water; spring 

water. 

fti n IE a running knot. 

or ft M movable type 

See below. 

ft z ft a movable beam 

on board ship; a swinging-boom 

y|| yjff quite loose or movable 

HU ft perfect; complete; com¬ 

prehensive. 

Blffiitt:* to arrange this 
matter. 

iS® able to adapt oneself; ac¬ 

commodating; versatile, 

joyous; merry. 

^ lively, as a fish; bustling; 

active; naive. See 9428. 

slippery talk. 

live words,—a term used 

to distinguish characters when 
playing the part of verbs in a 
sentence, as opposed to the func¬ 
tions of nouns, which are called 

^ ^ dead characters. The 

same character may be either 
one or the other, according to 
the requirements of the text. 
See 4711. 

iS A a living man. 

ft ft alive and well. See 

10,791. 

iSTJ£4r is he alive or not? 

T T he will not live. 

he will not live long. 

^ ft lc ft ^4 1 don,t care 
to live. 

H? ftor rS 0 to revive; to 

come to life again. 

yjZy he told me he could bring 

him to life again. 

ft A ^like a 
man who though really living 
appears to be dead. 

ft f# the living God,—a Pro¬ 

testant term. 

ft # the living Buddha. See 

4912. 

iSST of general application; 

iF 
5324 

something (e.g. a phrase) that 
will do in one place as well as 
in another. 

to take prisoner, 

iff!? punishment other than ca¬ 

pital. 

animal food. 

iSSS a thoroughfare. 

ft IE ^ lifelike; vivid 

realistic. 

iS* vividly described. 

S # ft 1 # ft iS 
he describes (her) with much art, 
and yet makes it all very natural 

to seem to appear 

on the page before one,—as on 
Livy’s “picture page 

If f 11^ 7 he ?uts 
Tzu-fang as it were alive before 
us,—by the skill of his pen 

ft M &a trance- 

pj the evidence of the sur¬ 

vivors. 

alive; while still 

alive. 

ft P jU what is said inde¬ 

finitely or vaguely, as opposed 

to absolute certainty. See 
10,280. 

ft aPPearing as though alive, 

—of an apparition, or of persons 
seen in a vision. 

ft f| ft §§ the apparition of 

a live dragon. 

8ft# rSM to describe vivid¬ 

ly; to make people as it were 
see the things described. 

lit ft £§, sPeakinS 
thus logically and to the point 

* * m mm what a shame 
that is! 

a striking resemblance; 

lifelike. 

is flats language which is not 

too definite; guarded talk. 

M ft not to know life 
from death, — i.e. right from 
wrong. Used as an expression 
of abuse = you fool! See 10,280. 

BJJ ® £ fi 5E iS 
to-morrow it shall be for life or 
death between us. 

ft ft 3% Sive 
water to revive me. 

me some 
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*r 
5324 

5325 

X 
5326 

£> . 

F. hoa^ hwi 
W ./« 
N. hou 

P‘ ) M. > hwo, ho 

Sz. ) 
Y. hou 
K. hwa 
J. ka 
A. hwa 

Rising Upper. 

% A I give life and old 

age to mankind,— a doctor’s 
advertisement. 

£ 'Wi 7 or 7 Ihave 
lived in vain. 

7 it 3 SB ¥ A 
not to work oneself, but to live 
on other people. 

i&ffi time to live, 

yjjj deeds for property not 

alienable. 

r?r tf a plan for a living; em¬ 

ployment; to work. Also, the 
nicknacks worn at the girdle, 
such as watch-guard, purse, etc. 

to live; to support life. 

^ yfi nothing to live on; 

unable to support life. 

Tfigim to weave cloth for 

a living. 

IfT heavy work. 

3H* H needlework. 

yjj^ ironwork,—the iron part 

(e.g.) of a bridle. 

to do work. 

See 11,761. 

he is doing work for me. 

WAS irregular work; odd jobs. 

^ ~Y yjly wait until the work 

is done. 

— lH fh a j°b- 

yjfy jf^ served you right! 

yjfy Peueedanum decursivum, 

Max.; also Angelica sp. 

Same as 5326. 

Fire; flame; to burn; to 

cook. 5"^ 4624. The 

fire of speed, anger, lust, 

etc. Radical 86. See 5061, 

12,100,1575, 10,780,3269, 

4250. 

% 

or 

X or S X or W X 
^llCorf X or # 

or Jji j/C below) to 

light a fire; to strike a light. 

H 0 ^ ^ X once every 
three days not to eat cooked food. 

X 
5326 

the flame of a fire. 

01'^C ^ flames; bright¬ 

ness of fire. 

K% the power of fire; the force 

of fire. 

Km or K& the strength of' 

fire,—as for cooking. See '{jj 
4021. 

went to 

the stove to see how the fire 
was getting on. 

>cK and MK a slow and a 

quick fire, respectively. 

X fiery. 

Kit or X. J|l a spark. The 

latter is also the planet Mars, 

-b Mi&K in the seventh 

moon the Fire Star (Cor Hydros) 
passes the meridian. 

K M “ K H a poker. 

K f$ "r K fit ~f~ tonss- 
KM tongs shaped like scissors. 

X a chafing-dish. 

# Xor Iti ^ X01X ^ 
lucifer matches. 

Km touch-paper. 

jCM or K i')\ tinder- 
mKZ A an incendiary. 

H; X or Xch:ircoal 
X *11* tinder, flint, and steel. 

X IS a steeL 

X flint 

X^U chalk; lime. 

KM refining by fire; training; 

practice. 

Kmm meltage. 

Km.\H a volcano. 

X a small stick for stirring 

hot soups. 

jiciip the God of Fire. 

XU the red fox. 

X to burn; to destroy by fire; 

blast you ! Also, a kind of bun. 

jkti# red clouds. 

X Vft kerosene oil. 

x*& a cannon. 

X it or X W? fire arnis- 

^ X munition of war. 

X 
5326 

X lil gunpowder. 

X ^ ^ a powder magazine. 

k m ® % m 7»sw 
charged with gunpowder. 

X ^ fire-balls used in midnight 

processions. Also, stink-pots. 

Km fire-darts; lighted arrows. 

X )K3f Are-ships,—with which to 

burn an enemy’s fleet. 

a steamer. 

tR. fra a steam-launch. 

X fra a railway-train. 

originally a fire-cart used 

in sieges for setting fire to city 
gates (see 10,990); a steam- 
engine; a train. 

K if = H m R ¥ ‘he 
train starts at 3 o’clock, 

millet rice. 

X Xor X ^7or ff* X (** 
below) a fireman. 

M K to bank the fires. 

X tfir sealing-wax. 

X a burning-glass. 

Km a stove; a catamite. 

X to burn Jto destroy by fire. 

ft H'i X Z they burn their 

dead. 

X X tbe calamity °fi fire- 
Mi*i® K there is a fire in 

the city. 

X X t0 catcb fire accidentally. 

tfk Xt0 rescue from fire; to put 

out the flames. 

it * It 7 T £ K 
distant water won’t put out a 
near fire. 

Jl or M jJC t0 extinSuish 
a fire. See 9428. 

X books for pulling down 

houses at a fire. 

K it °r X to c°nsume 
by fire,—used of cremating the 
bodies of Buddhist priests. 

X ^$0. corpse-burners. 

BJJ X see 7946- 
provisions; eatables; stores. 

•K & & 4- what are your r ^ 'y 
table expenses? 
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X |j|. a provision cart. 

* jf^5r a Provisi°n boat. 

^ Ip: X not to keep a mess,— 

to get one’s food elsewhere than 
at home. 

»«5 T 
up cooked food. 

X a messmate. 

—* X a mess of ten soldiers. 

X ]p| or X X a cook. •Sfif 
above. 

X the galley on a ship. 

X AM a ham. 

-- X a flamei a tongue °f 

fire. 

^ X a will-o’-the-wisp. 

a jSl z % m a tk 
human blood causes will-o’-the- 
wisps. 

aij" 5? X t0 get onese^f into 
trouble. 

X tSa torch- 
ff ;|E X tS to light torches. 

#R X $l\ like a blazing fire- 

$\\ X ^ like a blazingfire 
and dry wood,—like pouring oil 
on the flames. 

1$ Hi5f X constantly guard 

against fire. 

M M X H fa Mchaoi 
)jUl ^ how did that fire 

begin ? 

* M jK 4-. A # A 
£. h'»» 
guarantee to go through fire and 
water, if necessary. 

X a turkey- 

X ^ a firefly; a glow-worm. 

X emanations of light from 

the blood of men slain in battle. 
See 7174. 

tgf X to make a flash of 

light on a theatrical stage at the 
entrance of any supernatural 
being. 

X tobacco. 

X witb tbe sPeed of fire. 

X J3i a despatch of great impor¬ 

tance, forwarded express speed 
by the Board of War. 

X 

5326 

X $C § an urgent dis¬ 

patch. 

X a warrant,—as opposed to 

■^tj. |p| a summons. 

X hot-tempered; fiery. 

$$ X 3HLhe has no life 
in him. 

X ^ heat; anger. 

X ^ he is furious. 

jfi ^ il X M don t get 
angry. 

& X or & M W X 
his temper is up; he is furious. 

S=g A ste H A >Sis 
in a towering passion. 

X evb humours. 

f]i -f" M II ^ Xthere is 
fire in his belly,—he is bilious 
and feverish. 

H; X -t he is suffering 
from bilious fever. 

X to get out of sorts, bilious 

etc.; to get red in the face; to 
get excited or angry. 

X desire began to make 

itself felt. 

M A ^ W) X one 
could not help feeling a little 
amorous. 

— &Z ‘K it M kM 

jjj a single spark may burn 

(the produce) of ten thousand 
acres. 

^hlfcX' #^^he 
who commits murder and arson 
will enjoy long life. (Ironical.) 

^ X tbose nearest the 

fire are first warmed. 

g°od 
men have three feet of fire over 
their heads, — which protects 
them from evil influences. 

till fj. A# 

46,, 7 ^ it -tk *i>e 
fuel is consumed, but the fire 
may be transmitted, and we 
know not that it comes to an end. 

X t0 attack with fire; to 

maintain a fire. 

X ijsf a kind of Christmas tree, 

covered with 50,000 lamps, exhi¬ 

bited by the Emperor ijgf. ^ 

of the T‘ang dynasty at the 
Feast of Lanterns. 

X 

5326 

VC 
5327 

See X 

J. hiyo 

Rising Upper. 

5328 

C.fo 
H. £‘0°, v. ifo 
F. hwo, v. hwi 
W. ’■hujid 
N. hou 

P‘ } M. j hwo 
Sz. j 
V. hou 
K. /;r, hwa, 

v. hwa 
J. hwa, wa 
A. /w<z 
Rising Upper. 

X ^ the rice granaries near the 

Forbidden City, in Peking. 

X % (c^an&3) a commander of 

ten men. 

X 0 ]|£ Eclipta alba, Hassk. 

X ^fj[| jpf Sedum sarmentosum, 

Bge. 

X A- Scdiim drymarioides, 

Hance. 

Household gear; furni¬ 

ture. Used with 5326, 5328. 

tools; gear; furniture. 

^ food; provisions. 

fA (chang3) the mate of a 

ship. 

p}-l fA. t0 take a snack o° a 
journey. 

Numerous. A band; a 

company. A colleague; a 

partner. 

^ "pf1 -Hr ^ tbe bw cases are 

very numerous. 

^3 kow many men are 

there ? 

a band; a gang. See below. 

% ^ or f|ia band of rob¬ 

bers. 

^ a society; a clique; a 

cabal. 

—“ ^ A a comPany of 
guests. 

^ jg to combine to defraud. 

% % 11 t0 combine to 

defraud and to share the pro¬ 
ceeds. 

to form into a company. 

a* ^ jnL a11 together; the 
whole lot. 

$3 to dissolve partnership. 

^ ^ a partner in business. See 

8603. 

$3 ffli to 8° sbarcs,—in a trans¬ 
action. 

^ to start a business in 

partnership. 

^ 5^ to join as assistant,—in a 

business. See 10,485. 

/J\ ^ a young fellow of 18 

or 19. 



5328 

5329 

C.fo 
H.fo 

F. hwo 
W .fu 

N. hou 
P. hwo 
M. ho 
Y. hou 
Sz. hwo 

K. hwa 
J. kwa 
A. hwa 

Sinking 
Upper. 

m * » to act as assistant,— 

as in a shop. 

Epj? 1H* a shop-assistant; a paid 

clerk; a mate; comrade ! 

^ and — % chief and 

second mate. 

mm stated in evidence 

who his accomplices were. 

Goods; wares; mer¬ 

chandise. 

goods; merchandise; traf¬ 

fic; commerce. 

/jp| goods and chattels. 

IS a description of goods. 

6 M « a goods of every 

description. 

^ to dispose of goods,—as 

to customers. 

%% wholesale goods. 

H #1# retail goods. 

the value of goods. 

^ fj£. fff jjf genuine goods at 

a fair price. 

7 p§£ © to know nothing about 

goods,—of an inexperienced tra 

der. 

^ to accompany goods. 

to monopolise goods, by 

buying up all the stock. 

^ © % those who hold 

goods in the hope of a rise in 

price. 

1^© this is rare mer 

chandise which should be held, 
—until the market rises. 

phrase first used by S 7 P- 

Lii Pu-wei when he discoverer 

the young prince of Ch‘in, 

^ I-jen, who subsequently 

became nominal father to the 
First Emperor. 

the best goods 

come from behind, — are pro¬ 
duced last by the shopkeeper. 

■jpl first-class goods. 

© fi ttl first class 
goods mean high prices, 

inferior goods. 

py| ^ worthless goods,—a term 

of abuse. 

utm bills for goods. 

5329 

5330 
R.| 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

[ 662 j 

to 

a st the material or stuff of a 

fabric. 

^ money for goods supplied. 

§& PP3 ■$£ cash Payment on 
delivery. 

© a shop. 

m © °r $1 ©to “dear” °r 
take delivery of goods. 

± 1* or % or $ 
to unload goods; to discharge 
cargo. 

lit a Customs’ “appli 

cation to land.” 

F « » SI ft 
load cargo. 

§ © ifL a shiPPinS order- 

If T«man “application to 

ship.” 

4^1 '/f W-a s^*p's man^est 
an invoice. 

an invoice. 

^ ^ the owner of goods; the 

vendor. 

a merchant vessel; a cargo 

boat. 

jUl t'ie ^°'d a s^*p 

samples of goods. 

- * « goods all of one 

quality 

|p[ © the P*ck of anything 
the best. 

^ ^ the second-best, — 

those remaining when the best 
have been taken. 

0©££; to exchange goods 

for goods,—to barter. 

so we have got rid of this rubbish 

©115 a pedlar of women’s wares 

US to bribe. 

« * * £ he bribed right 

and left. 

a name for the ancient 

“trouser” coinage 

To beckon to. To urge. 

^ to wave the hand. 

FjJ to drive back with a whip 

—as a crowd, 

or 

of; to humbug. 

t0 compare 

See 

r.v FF* t0 make a f00 

■ *- 

533i 

Entering 
Upper. 

‘iv- 

5332 

R. 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

.4* 

5333 

* m 
See 

Entering 
Lower. 

4* 

, t# 

Cholera, known as :)|| 

IL 

5334 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

A coarse vegetable; 

greens; leaves of pulse or 

beans; a species of mint. 

^ Si 3t <let the colt) feed 
on the bean-sprouts of my vege¬ 
table garden. 

© lit ^ t*ie Poor ^eed 0n 
the huo. 

^ betony or bishopwort 

(Lophautus rugosus, F. A. Mey.). 

seeing the li huo (= 6945), 

they at once knew that the coun¬ 
try (they had reached) was China. 

^ ^ the spinous-leaved 

aspen (Populus spinosa), founc 
in Shantung; also Epimedium 
sagittatum, Baker. 

^ Pulse; beans. 

5335 

R-P0 

Seeir 
J. kwaku 

Entering 
Lower. 

To bawl after; to shout. 

The roaring noise of 

water. 

Read fruo**. Name of a 

small stream in Shantung, 

formerly the boundary ol 

the State of Ch‘u. 

The dashing of waves. 

>UJ the roar of breakers. m 
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vf 
5336 

Same as 5338. Also 

read hsi4 to moan. 

He; she; it, etc. This; 

that. A particle. Used for 

5338. 

pm he or she. 

MM# A the man I mean 

how shall a man not seek to have 
his friends?—when even birds 
mate. 

does he (God) hate 

any one? 

P We. :zr fa what does that 

man say? 

pmz m whose fault is it? 

tmp-n who are they? 

^ zk P fa what is the result 

of all this? 

mp ha how can they be 

strangers ? 

P iE Wang, the 

Blesser. 

pm those people. 

P% that year. 

%PMltf on friendly terms 

with him. 

not far, but only 

a little way,—did he accompany 
me. See 3355. 

ftp® ? not for that occas 

ion only. 

PP1 Yin,—the famous min¬ 

ister of ffc ^T’ang the Com¬ 

pleter, B.C. 1766. 

P ^ Ili, a province of Chinese 

Turkestan. 

PM&g the sow-bug had 

got into our houses. 

P 'If or P M the Upa- 

sakas. See 13,382. 

the sweet-flag. 

PJZ Sanskrit eni, a hind. 

Pft S $ '(//fl Ityukta or //- 

tivnttika,—one of the 12 divi¬ 
sions of the Buddhist Scriptures. 
See 9783. 

nr 
5338 

R-i 

See 

Even Upper. 

Sounds of various kinds 

m «ss sounds of laughter; a 

creaking sound. 

the clucking of fowls. 

his hum never 

stops,—he is always studying. 

Name of a river, w m 

a branch of the river \ 

Lo, which it joins in Honan 

5340 

See ffi 

Even Upper. 

4* 

5341 

RJC 
C -yuta 
H. yet 
F. eik 

W. yai 
N. yih 
P. cyi 
M.yi 
Y. yik 
Sz. yi 
K. il 

. itsz, ochi 
A. it 

Entering 
Upper. 

The sow-bug (Oniscus) 

See 5337- 

A black bird; see 6605, 

13,158. The second of the 

^ Ten Stems; see Ta¬ 

bles V?. Used in the sense 

of “second;” also, of “So 

and-so,” when two persons 

are mentioned; see ¥ 1167 

A fish’s guts. Bent; curved; 

to mark with a hook; a caret 

or hook to insert omitted 

words. Used for 5342. 

Radical 5. 

Zj a swallow. 

0 ® Zj *1 H some¬ 
what to aid the study to which 
the second watch is consecrated 
= as an aid to study. See 12,970. 

it is not yet de¬ 

cided who is first and who is 
second. 

Zj §® ff? 0 So-and-so (No. 2) 

said to So-and-so (No. 1). 

# chung' Zj fa Pass¬ 
ed second at the Palace exami¬ 
nation. 

m M Zj ^calledone 
of the serving-boys. 

Zi 
5341 

1« 

5342 

„ s 
C. yet, v. a 
U.yit 
F. eik, sioh- 
W .yai 
N. yih 

cyiy syi,:yi 
M. yi 
Y. yik 
Sz. yi 

il 
■tsz, ichi 
ny'it 

Entering 
Upper. 

of fishes, the guts must 

be thrown away. 

a successfu 

man is like the tiger with its ~Zmt 

i.e. its majesty, which is supposec 
to be in the shape of this cha 
racter and concealed under the 
skin of its ribs. Any one who 
gets it and wears it as an official 
will be a terror to evil-doers, 
while as a private individual he 
will have no enemies. See 7276 

AL tbe Great Monad,—acos- 

mogonical term alluding to the 
condition of all things as one, 
before the evolution of the Yin 
and the Yang, the interaction of 
which gave birth to the pheno 
mena of nature; God (^5106) 

Also, a name for the 

111; see 8128. 

Zj Zj. wiggling! twisted; awry 

Zj to mark the place 

where one leaves off reading,— 
first used in reference to a Me¬ 

morial by the famous 

JjjfJ Tung-fang So, which took 

'rfr the Emperor Wu of the 

Han dynasty three months to 
read. 

yfc’ ~Zj to erase. 

One ; units; the first. A 

or an ; the. All; through¬ 

out; to unite; to be one 

with; to cause to be alike, 

or doing the same thing; 

uniform; in a row. Radi¬ 
cal 1. 

-mtm tohavenotasingle 

one, or nothing at all. 

— 'flu one. 

^[5 na> —- j|gj that one; (na3) 

which one? 

—■ ro units> 
tens, hundreds. See 10,075. 

1$ —■ US the first* 

ii£;@ M —* bracketed first. 

H* J# itfc —■‘ this must 
be regarded as the best of its 
kind. 

—* one hundred. 
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5342 

—* ^ one or two; a few; a trifle; 

all. 

^ % — Zl ^ learnt a 

little “mandarin.” 

—■ —■ each; one and all; one 

by one. 

—• —• JJJ to tell the details; 

to give the whole story from 
beginning to end. 

-J- ^ —* one-tenth. 

— ^ —• one-third. 

= R = fl-H& + Z 

—* 3-33 feet and a fraction. 

—• a little; a few. 

— ^ ZL % if you 

don’t succeed the first time, try 
again. 

m 3t m * - 
plete one thing, postpone a se¬ 
cond,—do one thing at a time. 

—* Jljl: ppj fg= to km two birds 

with one stone. 

—1 lit g° straight ahead. 

—• tji very early. 

—1 °f one kind; all the same. 

—* —4 'Rj a sentence is 

a sentence,—what is said must 
be adhered to. 

I, the one man,—the 

Emperor. 

—* “et cetera.” See 9456. 

—• in order to be uni¬ 

form. 

dg: —. all dressed alike. 

— &H5 

Hsilan-tzu had a bracelet, the 

fellow of which was in the pos¬ 
session of a merchant of Cheng. 

—* jfe ^ his one idea was study. 

lljjl —• singleness of purpose; spe¬ 

cially devoted to. 

— 3l — + £ ifc 7 he 
told the whole story. 

^ —• borrow one, pay 

back one,-an arithmetical phrase. 

not one kind only- 

—* nil m ^ ke repiiecias so°n 
as he heard. 

— *.— 45.™— JW 

—* |||J ... in the first place 

.in the second place. 

i* 

5342 

_. jj|j —• jgj.on the one 

hand.on the other hand...; 
partly.partly ...; (to do some- 
thing) and at the same time. 

— M Oft — W M drinking 

and thinking by turns. 

—* m ^ to have met on^ 
once. 

go and take a look. 

to walk; to take a stroll. 

Hi ^ — iit0 take ai°ur- 
ney in vain. 

pf i let us g0 
and rescue him. 

—- ^ in the long run. 

—• pj! once and again. 

—» the whole matter must wait 

until. 

—‘ W °nce is enough!— 

do not let it happen again. 

—* J^t iHi- ^ obeyed the in¬ 

structions in every detail. 

—* —‘ # %success or 
failure is from God. 

*»-fl8.xs.-at 
the sun shines out a little, and 
then the wind begins to blow 
again. 

very good for once. 

ft — ft — 1 doi,’t 
know if it is one incident or two, 
—to which allusion was made. 

zi ^of the two 
(horns of the dilemma), you must 
rest upon one. 

#§ A # — rfii a woman 
should have but one husband. 

—• without exception; unin¬ 

terrupted. 

—• ^ quite illiterate. 

—■ ^ tfl- |f[J formed in line, 

—of a body ot men. 

ffl s. m * ^ % 

Hi i % ffi # p'aced 
the five jars of silver in a row 
before himself. 

crea- 
tion and I are ONE. 

ffif —■ ^ one and two 

make three. 

—* fjl as soon as- 

1* 

5342 

—■ ~)j £ II a haPPiness to the 

whole neighbourhood. 

—■ @ T he saw it; at a 
glance. 

—1 If fffl t0 understand at 

one look,—used of tabular or 
synoptical arrangements. 

— .in.°r—* $.in 
.as soon as.then. 

—‘ dlt tU ill as soon as any 
one is discovered (doing an ille¬ 

gal act as before-mentioned) 
then. 

— fjlj in ^ Pi It once be¬ 

gin and you will not be able to 

stop. 

—• {JE^p at the same time; all at 

once; sometimes; accidentally. 

—* yf* JzJ once bxe(i not to 
be changed; unalterable. 

—• with one’s whole strength; 

by one effort. 

—4 with all one’s heart; in 

the same spirit. 

—• another name is.; also 

called. 

—• j|| an item. 

—* in the neighbourhood of, 

—some place mentioned. 

—* [ID a circ^e °f Pe°p'e- 

—• it all together. 

—• ^ the whole family. 

—* 5ft °r —1 ^ °r —’ @ 

once; one occasion. 

— a tax I>aid once 
for all; a single payment of tax 
covering several charges. 

—• ^5 —■ j^|J capital together 

with interest. 

—. of the same taste; in the 

same style. 

—* ^ a case; a closing formula 

after stating the title or heading 
of a case. May often be render¬ 
ed “He" such-and-such a case. 

—• Jlp or —• ytjjjjj one matter; a 

point; a detail. 

— f| or — 01 — $ 

or — or —4 or — 

or —4 ^ or —4 $|§ alli 

equally; uniformly,—referring to 

a previous enumeration. 

— A 7 i® — A ^tw0 

heads are better than one. 
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5342 

—• \ ^ a Mi °ne man 
should not go into a temple,— 
lest the priests should make away 

with him. See 2151. 

— A M Hone 
man, one horse, one gun,—as 
soldier who finds himself alone 
when fleeing before the enemy 

—■ A ^ ^ 4to focus 
men’s ears and eyes on one point 

— —. the Three Teach 

ings (Confucianism, Buddhism 
and Taoism) have one common 
object,-the inculcation of virtue 

—* to preserve one’: 

natural integrity and to keep 
one’s original purity,—alluding 
to the perfect nature with which 
all men are supposed to come 
into the world. 

/f jit —■ J# JC ~Z. my doc 
trine is that of an all-pervading 
unity,—said by Confucius. 

lit —* . ittl —•.the one 

.the other. 

—• Ms one s own individ¬ 

ual or personal views. 

—• see 11,913. 

0 

talked continuously for three 
days and three nights,—ofCh'un 
yti K‘un. 

—* adjoining; connected. 

—* jll Jit uninterruptedly. 

—* Jit *n codusion; in 

agreement. 

—* unmixed love for. 

—* to talk il all over. 

—• U with perfect truth. 

that’s a different 

thing. 

— ^ is so. 

—• a whole lifetime. 

—• the special matter or sub¬ 

ject of.... 

—’ ^ 'H, her whole face 

like an autumn flower. 

—* one boy and half 

a girl,—used in the sense of few 
in family. 

—* :=|i -^|| the least atom. 

—* £§l |§j!j (of rain) spitting. 

—‘ fij —■ hag and baggage. 

l* 

5342 

5343 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

—‘ 0 the fancy of 

moment. 

—* ^ ^ the eleventh moon,— 

when “TzU is set up, 

that is, when the handle of the 

Northern Bushel points 

to TzU. See 3363. 

—* yf J|f£ ||jr it’s a long story 

—* Jfil, IdJ ill to extend the 

same charity to all. 

—• Ip; rfn §& H 'fill by °ne 
measure to gain several benefits 

—‘ Wj P0 Wi on the smal 
lest provocation. 

—‘ ^ altogether; simply anc 

solely; from first to last. 

—* ^ as soon as ever there is 

—■ without any word to the 

contrary effect. 

—• pj ^ a single person. 

—• ify entirely like. 

—• 0 one authority says.... 

—^ JlR W HR if one thing goes 

well, all goes well. 

—* Wj W when °ne 
branch moves, all do. 

—* jl|j| as soon as it happens 

that. 

—* fflf- |Kf °f the same sort. 

A fellow passen 

gers; “all in the same boat.” 

—' hopping 

along; by fits and starts. 

—* turned red and 

then white. 

—‘ f$i —’11$ one limP» one 
nod,—of the gait of a lame man. 

— K te»'-t * — m 
ft Paris polyphylla, Sm. 

A sharpened stake or 

stick. To shoot with bow 

and arrow. To seize; to 
arrest. A perch for fowls. 

Black. Radical 56. [To 

be distinguished from ^ 

6061.] 

to shoot wild 

ducks and geese. 

to catch; to arrest,—as 

thieves. 

AT 
5343 

5344 

j£ 
5345 

5346 

R. 

See?! 

Sinking 
Upper. 

■4*1 

5347 
R. 

C. 1 
H. i ‘ 
F. ye 

See ^ 

K. e 
yei 

A. e 

Sinking 
Upper. 

% 
5348 

R. 
<35* 
7pS- 

w. 
N. 

M. 

ye 

Bf #-£?* sometimes (a bird) I 

is hit and caught,—and so per¬ 
chance my words may strike 
home. 

(Confucius) shot, 

a"but not at birds sitting. 

it was not that our small coun¬ 
try dared to aim at the appoint¬ 
ment of Yin. 

to seize; to take, 

flj to extort. 

$$ he was dressed in 

thick black silk,—of the economy 

of the Emperor of the 

Han dynasty (b.c. 179—156). 

Same as 5342. See Ta¬ 

bles Via. 

Same as 5342. See Ta¬ 

bles Via. To stop up ; to 

block. 

Dust in the air; dark; 

murky. 

Sz. 

The sun hidden by 

clouds ; dark ; obscure. 

c JJfc* dark and gloomy. be. 

^ ||*g the night is dark. 

M. -EL flit the winter wind 

is blowing and the sky is dark. 

fsl W Bit 0 the wind- 
borne clouds obscure the sun’s 
rays. 

To kill; to exterminate. 

A file of ten soldiers. 

?! lit ~k 52, killed is that great 

one-horned buffalo. 

^ 5{g ?! smitten 

front and rear, they were all 
cut to pieces. 

.>1# BJYS-& and then he may| 

be utterly destroyed. 

84 
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9 
;db1 

/ ->£* 
5348 

K. ye 

}-ye* 
A. e 

SinkingUpper, 

K 
R. 

iS 
5349 

Seefll 
SinkingUpper, 

535° 

AM to exterminate the 

Yin dynasty,—was the mission 
of Wen Wang. 

If M M knots of 
fugitives covered the space of 
a hundred li round about. 

Lean •, cadaverous. 

Mouldy, sour; spoilt, as 
food. 

R. 

See?H 

A. e, i 

Sinking 
Upper. 

53 51 

SinkingUpper. 

5352 

R® 

H. | 
F. heP, ci 

W. si, iye 
N .P 

P. 
M. 

V. 
Sz. 

K. ii 

J 
i. I 

Sinking 

Upper. 

5353 

R-i 
C.i 
H. ngi, li 
F. ngi, v. ngie 

W. », i 
N. ngi, i 

foul-smelling; rancid. 

|j|| spoilt,—as food by being 

kept too long. 

g to let out a secret. Also, 

to be dilatory, 

i to vent one’s hatred. 

The fishing cormorant 

(Phalacrocorax car do). 

Admirable; suitable; ex¬ 
cellent. 

as admirable the lass —.virtue» 
nature which fulfils the various 
laws of its constitution. 

admirable may be 

a wise woman,—but she is no 
better than an owl. 

ft j|^ the girls take their 

suitable baskets, 

jg admirably humble. 

g the commands of an Em¬ 

press. 

love relatives; your 

honourable relative, 

jg^ a splendid example,—to 

follow. 

To be right; fit; proper; 

beseeming; reasonable. To 

order aright. To dis¬ 

charge one’s duty to. See 

9187, 12,372. 

It 18 •¥• # [t is riSht that 
your posterity. 

s 
5353 

P. i 
M. i, li 

Y. * 
Sz. i 

K. » 

J -gi 
A. ngi 

Even Lower. 

7-fi it is not right that.... 

* fi # (husband and 

wife) should not let angry feelings 
rise. 

M w M. <1 may y°u enl°y 
the happiness and wealth you 
deserve! 

^ IS enjoying the last¬ 

ing happiness which is his due, 

to order well one’s 

house and home. 

Hf. ^ ^ iii (the day) is a 

lucky one for that affair; the 
day befits the deed. 

It® the advantage of fixing. 

H If # M y°u ought to 
reverence him. 

Tli '|'f each one getting 

his proper,—place, or share, etc. 

A 10 tt the right man in 

the right place. 

fi unsuitable; unbefit¬ 

ting. 

'O ® or tt suitable; fit; 

proper; just right. 

sfi n 'll not in accordance 

with the times. 

S fi M it very suitable to 
this. 

am special costume or dress 

JC ^ fitfor Prison- 

suitable for handles 

to umbrellas. 

tA the title of wives of offi 

cials of the 5th grade. 

# W fi A flowers and willow 

trees delight people. 

may it always be spring¬ 

time !—a phrase seen over doors. 

5i£ ^ iust on the 
point of cutting out the characters 
i ch'un,—an auspicious way of 
beginning to cut out a coat. 

ought it? Also an initial 

phrase equivalent to it'6 no 

wonder that, surely, etc. 

fi T' fi ought it to be so 

or not? 

wonder that tail-in-mud-draggers 
(turtles, sc. bawds) are not only 
not ashamed of being such, but 
even rejoice in it. 

JL 
5353 

MIL 
5354 

R® 
C .H 
H. ngi 
F. ngie 
W Aw 
N. ngi 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ii 

J- g‘ 
A. ngi 

Sinking 

Lower. 

5355 

R-*K 
c. 
H. 
F. i, ai 
W. i 
N. i, v. e 
P. 
M. 

surely the prince will come to 
visit me. 

5=£ ^ ^ fi! ^ surely 
then its mysteries will be reached, 

dt 5iE products of the soil. 

5?¥fi® I will dress them 

fitly for you,—of birds killed in 
the chase. 

£ i the port ofIchang on the 

upper Yang-tsze. 

Right; suitable; used 

with 5353- Related; con¬ 
nected. See 2870. 

§j| to act justly and rightly. 

It year-connections, — gra¬ 

duates of the same year; a phrase 
used of one’s father, grandfather, 
etc., and their contemporaries. 

ffiit generation-connections,— 

friends of the family for gener¬ 
ations. 

it although his fami¬ 

ly and ours have been friendly 
for generations. 

^ M £ itthe b°nds of 
friendship. 

fi fit the courlesies of friend¬ 

ship. See 12,807. 

W % fi it with inJury to the 
entente cordiale. 

it n ^ £ their friendly 

relationship is that of hand and 
foot,—of brothers. 

» It * * # » in y°ur 
fidelity and devotion, the cold 
of winter (adversity) works no 
change. 

it or M It a wife’s rela- 
tives. 

& m z it * m m nt 
we have not had time to talk 
all about the old home. 

it tbe intercourse of friends, 

fra it a fav°ur; a kindness. 

To lean upon; to rely 

upon; to trust to; to lean 

towards; to favour. Used 

for 5359. [The Shuo wen 
makes 5355 and 5387 

identical in meaning.] 

to lean against ba¬ 

lusters. See 3912. 
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m 
5355 

SY; i ' 
K. it 
K 
A. i 

Rising Upper. 

or 

PJ 

5356 

F. cPiey i 

See Q 

A.» 

Rising Upper. 

5357 

j . 
H. j 1 

ye 
W. j, y jf 

N. i,yii 

{ft M 0 

# or # or # frf 
to rely upon; to trust to 

fit PI leaning against a doorpost. 

to trust to one’s wealth. 

pj '|^ to rely on influence, 

pj =||| to be supported by. 

fpj’ jp| JJL standing up and 

leaning against each other 
shoulder to shoulder. 

SK ti # no leaning to one 

side or the other; impartial 

standing in 

the middle without leaning,— 
impartial; unprejudiced, 

ffjf to rely upon and request, 

—to get some one to assist in 
any matter. 

fif M ffij t0 sing ^ the 

accompaniment ofa-sv? (JW9599). 

#.B| W# with all speed,— 

alluding to an official document 

hastily written by Yuan 

Hung while on the march, using 
his horse’s side for a table 

fii fuf ii. T pr°p[t i,p 
firmly. 

tf ® (tou) to carefully estimate. 

To drag; to lead by a 

string attached to the hind 

leg. To draw forth. Also 

read chi*. 

-tfe * fit £ the tree-fellers 
haul on to the tree from the 
top,—so that it may fall in a 
given direction. 

§ see 5359- 

tf\ ‘/4* to stir up slime 
and carry it along. 

not to set a trap 

in vain. 

(or ) hamper their 

right (or rear). 

a tree, 

to be 

The name of 

said in the jg 

identical with the {^2303. 

A chair; a seat. See 10,502. 

Catalpa Keempferi., S. & Z. 

TO 
5357 

p. j 
M. . 
Y. 1 

Sz. ) 
k. a 

J .*• 
A. i 

Rising Upper. 

from the fung and the i, the 
fruit hangs down. 

-mm f- a chair. 

the back of a chair. 

-^r* a cushion to sit on. 

^ ffli a cover for the seat of a 

chair. 

^ tlF or trf $£ a chair-back; 
a piece of red cloth hung over 
a chair. 

^ ^ or 

chair. 

HI HU a chair with curved 

arms and back. 

a rocking-chair. 

an arm- 

5358 

PJ 
5359 

R.£ 

F.cMe,'i 

See 

Even Upper. 

PJ 

5360 

RIK| 

Rising Upper. 

5361 

H. SkH 

See 4: J# 
Rising Lower. 

a lounging chair. 

\U a high-backed chair. 

.!|X If a camp-stool; a fold¬ 

ing chair. 

ic frli a chair of ceremony. 

^ a chair covered with 

a tiger-skin and carried like a 
sedan chair. 

If pliant,—of wood. 

Same as 5366. 

A bullock. Used for 

5356. 

mi1 to lead by the leg and 

take by the horn; see 2215. 

disposition of sol 

Aft* 

m 
5361 

m1 
5362 

Even Upper. 

5363 

See 

Rising Upper, 

R 

diers so as to cut off both retreat 
and advance of an enemy. 

hemmed in, be¬ 

hind and before. 

The sides of a war- 

chariot ; sockets to hold 

the spears of the soldiers. 

A pot or pan, with feet. 

A chisel. A stand for bows. 

ifi m 7k III (she boils it) in 
tripods and pans. 

H stands for spears and bows, 

respectively. 

|Pj 

5364 
•i 

Even Upper. 

5365 

E-i 

Even Upper. 

Pj 

5366 
•iiR 

See MS 

(1|mJ- gtij- the appearance of being 

ill at ease. 

Read chi*. 

x&atf and we splintered 

our chisels. 

To project. 

Inj [!jli a projecting cliff; a steep 

headland. 

Fragrant; sweet-smelling. 

A waving movement ; 

graceful mien. 

Jl H S the flaSs fllltter to 
the breeze. 

The ripples on water 
See 7469. 

if S M M rippIingand surg 
ing as it flows on. 

A fierce dog. An inter- 

ection. A final particle. 

R 

Even and 
Rising Upper. 

I^f tff doling1 there he 

is in his chariot with its two 
high sides! 

/>f ^ H ^ alas for him, so 

handsome and accomplished! 

If % M % how admirable! 

how complete! 

isr * 1JL S m the river 

waters flow clear and even. 

vigorously grows 

the vegetation. 

bjzm a District in Shansi. 

Read i*. To pull on one 

side; used for 5356. To 
adjoin. 

ppj H* ^ ^ the two outside 

horses inclined not to either 
side. 
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gpj 

5366 

- ± 

5367 

S: | 
F. «, i 
W. \ 
N. 1 
P. f . 
M. * 
Y. 1 
Sz. ] 
K. n 

11' 
Sinking 
Upper. 

Ill IE inclining to one 

side, and not straight. 

^ ^ lS] (the sldP) beeled 
right over to port. 

IS ff *5 H ft t* 2 
whenever he saw a leaning 
branch, he would prop it up 
with a bamboo. 

Read wo1. To incline to 

one side. Pliant. Luxuri¬ 

ant, as vegetation. 

soft and pliant 

are its branches. 

A thought (see 5520); an 

idea; an opinion ; a senti¬ 

ment ; an intention; mean¬ 

ing ; wish ; will; # motive ; 

purpose. To guess. 

|P ^ the leading idea; the cor¬ 

rect meaning. See 2889. 

>t ji=£*tS X-lfcitisa 
hard job to create ideas,—to be 
original. See 2770. 

^ ^ digressions; side issues. 

to think. 

to entertain a thought. 

E or E & thoushti ideai 
intention; meaning. 

^ E not nice<vis-a- 
vis some one else, in the sense 
of something it is not nice to do, 
or a condition it is not nice to 
be in ; ashamed; in an awkward 
position. 

M ft E 4E k is very nice>or 
“fetching;” full of point. 

ft - m fT ji « WA 
he is a man of ideas,—of origin¬ 
ality. 

Hr J§ E what is the idea? 
what is all this about? 

nip IIP M undecided; irreso- j\yi\ *LIi' 1 
lute. 

pjf Ei what is the meaning? 

% #3 ^ E not t0 under' 
stand the true meaning, or real 
inwardness, of it. 

g 3JT E without plan; un¬ 

decided; irresolute. See 2526. 

^ A E ^ il Mt0 cause 
one to feel uneasy. See 10,000. 

4, 
w 

5367 

4Al^lito cause 
one to vacillate. 

^|P [h] intention; object. 

idea; opinion; view. 

^ holding different 

opinions. 

ft M Mj don,t be self' 
opinionated. 

j? pj |gj ^=p unanimity of 

opinion. 

~jt ^=p -fjjj" ppl what is his idea? 

'ffij' ffif E what’s the idea? 

what is he driving at? 

^j=P Jj3. ideas pass away 

with years. 

Tt iiP watch his demean- 

our. 

E & ® (°f Yt,an Chan> 
after having seen a bogy) a look 
of horror came over his face. 

^ to borrow the sense,— 

metaphor. 

Ji ^ ^ ^=p there is a spirit 

of mutiny among the troops. 

"a* ^ ^ but you have not 

thought of this. 

#1] $£ E H Kil has no 
meaning beyond. 

S -S ^ t0 disagree; to 

hold different views. 

jj|P the general idea; the 

scope; ideas on too grand a 
scale; braggadocio; bombastic. 
Also, careless. 

M E see 44°4> 

jj=P HU t0 intend; to plan. 

@ E obstinate; wilful; opinion¬ 

ated. 

# E or Me E purposely. 

E jE & sincere in Pur‘ 
pose and upright in heart. 

^ ^ to engage in trade. 

^=p jp( a wish; a desire. 

^j|p to wish; to intend. 

•^p spirit; manner; bearing; 

feelings; sense of duty. 

E M H ?$! bearing them¬ 

selves proudly, they fill the street. 

E M A ^a man’s bear' 
ing may spoil his career. See 
2196. 

IUi\ 

5367 

once a 
spirited youth. 

E M §£ es£rit de cor£s- 

E M M M'J V) ^asenseof 
duty outweighs a desire for fame. 

^ ^ to be inspired with a 

sense of duty. 

E ^ viewi attention. 

^ ~E in mind; an idea. 

tIP of like views or habits. 
As* n 

^ 5^ captive,—of the senses. 

E ??? ^eebngs close,—affection¬ 

ate. 

^ ^ to give special care; 

. most carefully. 

El E and induenced in 
addition by what he felt to be 
right. 

# E or E # s“ 5l84- 

E tbe “motive” (of the poem) 

is slender. 

^ g|j . 7Jr tbe view being 

that.; however; with the idea 
that. 

Et E £he made il froni 
an idea of his own; he invent¬ 
ed it. 

^ Pf El E cannot fath¬ 

om his designs. 

[U ^ the tone of voice and turn 

of expression, from which the 
temper of the speaker may be 
inferred. 

E ® 41 chun^ H 

^ what good is got by monkey- 

mind (suspicion) and horse-idea 
(timidity)? 

'(IS falsely; pretending. 

air® 
;?J$ I pretendingly went and re¬ 

ceived several volumes, — pre¬ 
tending I wished to read them. 

fp E t0 mabe UP °ne’S mindi 
to make a determination,— 
generally in opposition. 

upon which she set to work and 
refused food for several days,— 
with a view to gain her object. 

AL E decided t0 give 
up opium-smoking. 
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Hli* 

5367 

as 

we 

seeing the valua¬ 

bles gives the idea,—of stealing 
them. 

may all things 

happen according to your wish¬ 

es ! See fa 5668. 

from this time 

forth, I have no further object 
in life. 

^ ^[* outside the thoughts,— 

unexpected; unforeseen. 

unforeseen dan¬ 

gers. 

Wl Hi Ifc M that w 
unexpected. 

tk RiJ It & M fl*this 
are prepared for. 

not in one’s mind; 

unintentional; unforeseen. 

p|j chung4 to suit; to like. 

'/l [j '{yb Yf ^ to bring out the 

full meaning,—of a theory or 
proposition, as 
illustration. 

HI St ^ M 
unawares. 

n & m ^ j 
taken aback,—by a question. 

to convey messages 

to,—as when sending kind re¬ 
membrances etc. 

cannot get over 

the idea,—a phrase expressive of 
an uncomfortable state of mind 
resulting from injury inflicted 
on another or from benefits re¬ 
ceived by oneself. 

® ^ 1 a phrase used 

very much as the above. Also, 
not at all pleased; not at all 
satisfied. 

to be displeased; to fail 

to attain one’s object. 

^ to get one’s wish; to attain 

one’s object; to be gratified. See 

^ 10,000. 

by wealth of 

catching him 

\ Wei-tu was 

sum gratification 

at success lessens the pain of 
parting. 

^ % m t m 8$not to be 
satisfied with one’s success in 
public life,—as an official. 

+ ## t thoroughly jolly; 

in first-rate spirits. 

.a 

5367 

•4? 

5368 

R. 

C. yik 
H.yP 
F. «° 
W. c», i3 
N. ih 
P. 
M. 
K. ok 
J. yoku, okti 
A. ik 

Entering 
Upper. 

*very nice; very de¬ 

lightful. 

3R£ # 8 JM doesn,t u 
please you ? 

SIA to please people. 

#8* W# having 
attained one’s object, it is not 
desirable to go further. 

-7 ^ 8 or ^ 

paid no attention; thought 

nothing about it. 

m % 1 ii Z j® ■>' 
play at guessing (the number of 
a heap of) cash,—at fan-tan. 

% U. S Z # acts perform¬ 

ed without deliberation. 

-If- ^ j§? did not bestow 

a thought on it. 

none suited him. & M 

Hi 8 S? all had a 
liking for Pao-ch‘ai. 

itt it 8 # ^ & this §irl 
has set her heart on you. 

Kl R M the 0rder 
of Isabella the Catholic. 

Ten see 12,486; a 

hundred thousand. Quiet; 

repose. To calculate; to 

plan. 

fa our stacks are 

counted by hundreds of thou¬ 
sands. 

SST'i in number more 

than hundreds of thousands. 

7* 1% 7 ft thousands of hun¬ 

dreds of thousands of descen¬ 
dants. 

if ills 100,000,000,000. 

i-lls Z%. the masses of the 

people. 

numberless. 

e when the mind is 

at peace, that is happiness. 

% m & ft could not satisfy 

him. 

1M jlc (*4*) to estimate; to cal¬ 

culate. 

If Sij A Ira to read men’s 
minds; to read character. 

5369 

H.»° 

K. hti 
Even Upper. 

m4* 
WUJ* 

5370 

R-Jt 
C. yik 
H.ytfyi3 
F. ei3 
W.*3 
N. ih 
P. *3 
M. j'?,, v. z3 
K. 
J. yokti) oku 
A. z£ 

Entering 
Upper. 

To sigh; to moan; to 

belch. An interjection. 

AtStli ib3t=g©a 
the breath of the universe is 
called wind. 

, „ P'flf to belch. 
JuJk ii 

To think; to reflect; to 

call to mind; to remember. 

||^fi 

S37i 

C .yik 
F. «3 
W. H 
N. ih 

M. j *° 
K. 
J. yoku^ i 

A. z£ 

Entering and 
Rising Upper, 

pa dear me! alack ! alas! 

ft & or jg H* to reflect on; 

to bear in mind. 

to recall to mind. 

& a bird calls to 

mind flights high in the sky,— 
and objects to captivity. 

ft :gf to remember old times. 

ft IE t0 recollect. 

to bear in mind; to cherish. 

7 til ftunable to reco1- 
lect. 

* " iri. ft @ ™y thoughts went 

back to our own country. 

jjg to reflect; to recall the 

past. 

ft 1'H to cherish ill-will. 

thinking of each 

other. 

ft M cha°l 7 1 have 
thought of it. 

ft trlr to try to recall some 

passage in a book one has for¬ 
merly read. 

keep it as a sou¬ 

venir. 

The breast; the heart; 

the feelings; thoughts; 

opinions; judgment. 

tears wet his breast. wv 

]J|| feelings; thoughts; desires 

Mfl or M opinion; notion. 

$ I 5Sitwas not con- 
cocted by me,—of a story. 

M 18 IE the mind filled 
with anxious feelings. 

to decide; the mind made 

up; prejudice. 
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I 

3^ 

M. 
371 

4* 

5372 

R.fl 

See 

SinkingUpper, 

5373 

Even Upper. 

5373^ 
R. 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

z3k 
5374 

R. 

S'.! 
F. eP 
W. 

N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. j 
K .ye 

J-y** 
A. e 

Sinking 
Upper. 

* 7' g ^ ^ Bfl Bn 
^ ^ is si,ai1 a 

man decide about things he has 
neither seen nor heard of? 

I ^ an original com 

position,—the entire invention 
of the writer, and not based on 
any existing theme or subject. 

nR tan §f requested him to 

state his opinions. 

j]||^ (A>*4) to speculate; to guess. 

& # M K #*8 Jltii 
I fear this is also a mere guess, 
and not something which has 
actually been witnessed. 

a feeling of tightness or *1 
oppression in the chest. 

Read z3. To mix spirits 

for drinking. 

Read ii. Used for 5367 

The seeds of a small kind 

of water-lily. 

seeds of Coix lachry 

ma, L. (Job’s tears); sometimes 
used of sago or pearl-barley. 

An interjection ; used 

with 5369. To dislike. 

a kind of night-hawk. 

A thick liquid. 

the sap of fruit. 

A retired spot. To sacri¬ 

fice to. To bury, especi¬ 

ally of animals. 

Pfc to sacrifice to the dead, 

and bury the sacrificial parapher¬ 
nalia afterwards,—as was cus¬ 
tomary of old. 

both buried alive 

together. 

3S to bury jade>—as a sacri- 

fice to earth. Also, a dead friend. 

^ sent an official to 

collect and bury, — the bodies 
of the horses which had died 
during the retreat. 

* 4 

5375 

R.fi 

See 

A. e, i 

SinkingUpper, 

to 
5376 

SinkingUpper 

5377 
R. 

Even Upper. 

R. 

5378 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

5379 
>-fi» 

R. 

See .8 
A. iy e 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

rux 

538o 

C. 
H. 

F. 
W. 

N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ii 

J- 
A. 
Even Upper 

A quiver. Used for 5380. 

Compliant; yielding. 

ffli M J# % to regard 
obedience as a virtue, — as a 
woman should. 

Dirt; dust. 

A film in the eye; a 

cataract. 

*j§j* a film; a cataract. 

4 I? — @ the Em 
press had a cataract in one eye, 

An interj'ection. A dark 

colour. A case for a spear’s 

head. 

you have a mother left: alas! 
I have not. 

a baby’s bib. 

To heal; to cure. A 

doctor; a physician. See 

5691. 

to cure disease. 

3 7n or 
to heal; to cure. 

2 Jtp| to treat a patient improp¬ 

erly, so as to injure or kill him. 

2 the treatment is 

not successful. 

me<iical aid has 

been of no avail. 

^ ^ 8 tbere *s 110 med>cine 
to cure him,—used of a man 
who is a bad character. 

or 

w 
5380 

f ^ ^ not t0 be cured; in¬ 
curable. 

Ift the art of medicine. 

the business of healing. 

the study or science of 

medicine. 

8 system of medicines. Also, 

degree of medical attainments; 
medical science; medical prac¬ 
tice. 

ft * *ds at W M. to follow 
the local methods in medicine 

^ methods of treatment. 

successful treatment re 

suiting from one’s having an 
affinity with the doctor. 

|!j! skill in healing or treat¬ 

ing. 

ff w to practise as a doctor. 

sg to pay a doctor, 

ff a doctor’s fee; jo? ^7576. 

^ ^ t0 guarantee to cure. 

! ^ ^ Mif 1 don,t 
get the right treatment for my 
complaint, what’s the use?—of 
the treatment. 

if 8 « A * m 7J a 
quack will kill a man without 
a knife. 

^ -^r* a female doctor,—a 

“wise woman” who cures by 
charms, etc. 

8 or 8 P^ tbe med*cld 
profession. 

14 or ^ a doctor. 

41 or lift 1 a veterinary 
surgeon. See 7576. 

»«|i H a wonderfully skilful doc 

tor. 

1 a fashionable doctor. 

1ft ■ a doctor whose ancestors 

have all been doctors. 

liK"®#1 hospital. 

the Imperial College 

of Medicine at Peking. The 
name dates from the Ming dy 
nasty, though the institution it 
self goes back to the Chou dy 
nasty. 

ffg or 1 U an Imperial 

physician. 

of the sons of clever doctors, 
many die from disease. 
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5381 

R. 

Sz. 

A. ^ 

_. ZftTZmA 
there are many sick people at 
a clever doctor’s door,—waiting 
to be cured. 

^ S 

Even Upper. 

a good doctor 

does not treat himself. 

A ® ^ M*J H S when 
men are ill, they have a great 
respect for doctors. 

one doctor doesn’t 

discuss another. 

to take no 

medicine is as good as a mid 
dling doctor. 

_ ^ if ^ mthe 
unlucky doctor gets the beginning 
of a disease. 

B# # A, 
lucky doctor gets the end of a 
disease. 

the doctor who rides in a chair 
doesn’t get to the homes of the 
poor. 

I4tl 
||| when a doctor has made a 

name, every one wants him. 

g & ■ fa ft ft 

a doctor may kill his patient, 

but he will not have to pay life 
for life. 

=« g # ' =£ a fa¬ 

mous doctor need not be a great 
scholar. 

can save a man’s life with three 
fingers (on his pulse), may not 
be a good statesman, but he is 
a good doctor. 

-^r ]|£ Euphorbia humi- 

fusa, W. 

The widgeon. A name 

for the phoenix. 

*M tbe wild-ducks 

and widgeons are on the sands. 

~3£ tiUiltSg gf^Inde 
on a phcenix drawn by a team 
of four divine dragons. 

333 
S382 

eg* R. 

C. ai 
H. i 
F .ye 
W. 
N. 

P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K .ye 
J.yei 
A. e 

Sinking 
Upper. 

R. 

5383 

SinkingUpper. 

1 

5384 
R. 

See 

A. yet 

SinkingUpper. 

JC 
5385 

£1' 
F.«, ei 
W. 

N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 

A feather screen or fan, 

of which the long feathers 

used by dancers are a sur 

vival. To screen ; to shade. 

A film. Trees fallen down. 

Name of a huge bird. See 
7712. 

|f|[ m to screen off. 

® ||| t0 bide; to conceal. 

^ eyelashes. 

to vanish. 

|| l^e Povver °f render¬ 

ing oneself invisible. 

H HU £ £3 an °Ptical i1- 
lusion. 

—• ||| -^* a film over the 

eyes. See 5378. 

H !H dimly; obscurely. [=|j^ 

if] 

^ a P^ace °f concealment for 

sportsmen. Also, a decoy-bird. 

gfl the dead trunks 

and the fallen trees. 

HIor n- Wione w^°can 
control the weather; a medicine 
man. See 13,623. 

Read yehf*. 

£ fUf a dense shade. 

Name of a plant. 

« ■©• luxuriant vegetation. 

The solitary wasp or 

sphex, known as 'iflf. 

Clothes, especially for 

the upper part of the body, 

as opposed to ^ 9734; 

covering ; husk ; coating. 

See Q 8699; jj$r 12,636. 

Radical 145. 

5k or 5k or 5k ^ 
clothes; clothing. 

tt 
5385 

K. it 

J.i,ye 
A. i 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

^ outer and inner garments, 

—clothing. 

n a suit of clothes. See 4142. 

—‘ 'ff* 5k^a sing^e garment. 

* 4 * « or 2 £ 

#3k to put on clothes; to 

dress. 

*5k or ft S underclothing. 

-If} women’s clothing. 

® 5k or ft' 3k sleeping- 

clothes. 

5k JIH clothes and shoes,—style 

of dress. 

3kift clothing and other effects. 

5k if clothes and provisions. 

5k m materials for dresses, etc., 

not made up. 

i^i?5kik a chih is a cover 

for books. 

4 3k to grow clothes,—to be¬ 

come covered as with a coat of 
rust or film. See 11,156. 

AS^43k though long 

buried, it will not become coat¬ 
ed (rusty)—of gold. 

&5k old clothes. 

& 3k coloured clothes. 

ft 3k white clothes,-commoners 

who have not taken a degree. 

"pf 5k black clothes,-lictors, con¬ 

stables, etc., so called from the 
formerly distinctive colour of 
their dress. Also, maid-servants. 

^ 5k cotton clothes,-the masses. 

M5k uniform,—as of soldiers. 

4k 3k a tailor’s shop. 

3k SI a clothier’s shop. 

*3k^ no clothes or food; 

beggared. See ^ 539. 

s«3kft to work for another. 

3k^ft4 a coat should not 

be an inch too long. 

3k^S a clothes-horse. 

5k a clothes-box. 

5k |||[ a wardrobe. 

5k 7& or 2k #1 coat and cap, 

—full dress; clothes. 

&3k!S without hatsandrobes, 

—without ceremony; in undress. 
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5385 

# M Jit ffl the dress (of 
the Japanese) is the style of the 
T‘ang dynasty. 

# tS ^ A persons of the 

clothes-and-cap class,—respect¬ 
ably dressed. 

m T* fbyoung men of 
position. 

^ jtj' Wta dressed'uP beast, 

—a term of abuse. 

fci £8 $ frlike walking 
about at night in embroidered 
robes,—who will know the differ¬ 

ence ? Said by Hsiang 

Yu in reference to a prolonged 
absence from home after the 
attainment of wealth and power. 

ij^fe ^ ^ the festival of Burning 

Winter Clothes,—celebrated in 
the north on the 1st oftheioth 
moon, when clothes are burnt 
to keep the spirits warm in the 
world below. Elsewhere cele¬ 
brated on the 15th of the 7th 
moon. 

beg§ed me to put 
on some extra clothes. 

% W 5® clothes of a 
hundred patches and ragged as| 
a quail’s tail. 

# ^ ^ M ft within the| 
gala period,—as of an Imperial I 
birthday fete, when the officials| 
all wear their full robes. 

@ ^1 child’s bib- 

Aft 
Buddha wears gold, man wears I 
clothes, — but these are mere| 
externals. 

rough rugs to keep cows 

from feeling the cold. 

^TftA.5E 7 m 
when worn out, my clothing may 
really be said to be my cloth¬ 
ing: when dead, my wife may 
really be said to be my wife,— 
since in neither case can they 
become the property of any one 
else. 

Wk T Awhen 
you have changed the clothes, 
you have not changed the man. 

he who has| 

clothes often feels the cold. 

^^he who has no I 

clothes feels the cold less often, 
—i.e. he feels it once and for all. 

A ft H St 
man is judged by his clothes, a 
horse by its saddle. 

5385 

5387 

broad, a man is judged by his I 
clothes: at home, by what he is.| 

% f§ M # M #first f00d’ 
then clothes. 

$ If ^ |E & Itis n°‘| 
the silken stuff that makes the | 
excellence of clothes. 

| Wl ± arealmU-l 

lionaire does not trouble about] 
his clothes. 

£ JR & m % % 4"VH 
your clothes are ragged, your I 
visitors will be few. 

cards showing current I 

rates of exchange,—so called be-1 
cause hung up in clothes-shops. 

fine woollens- 

^ ^ a dressing-room mirror. 

^ ginned cotton. &<?5oo2.| 

Read z'4. To put on 

clothes; to dress; to wear. 

5387 

& clothing people is I 

they are cold. See \ 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

A A® 
for when 
9971 ssu4. 

3k*1 §& §£ over niy em‘ 
broidered upper robe, 1 have put| 
on a (plain) single garment. 

(( M (boys) wil1 bel 
clothed in robes. 

Mt ^ (girls) wil1 bel 
clothed in wrappers. 

2X £ took off his| 

coat and put it on him. 

^ M. t0 be a reciPient 
of Imperial favour. 

The contracted form ofl 

5385, as seen on the left 

of characters; eg. fit* 

etc. [To be distinguished 

from ^ 9952. 

To rely on; to trust to; 

to depend on. To act 

according to; to obey, as 

opposed to j|| 12,539. To 

regard with favour. To be 

luxuriant. See 5355* 

m H °r m #or ifc 
to rely upon; to depend upon.] 

% ft f/rik that which the! 

general trusts to,—the war-horses| 
of his chariot. 

m ft e # no one can be| 

trusted like a mother. 

I f I lnoone t0 relil 
upon. 

gfc ^ 7b f^they got on to (the I 

mats) and leaned upon (the| 

stools). 

(wives) keep close I 

to their husbands. 

proof; evidence. 

M m no evidence togoby;| 

nothing to rely upon. 

ik Js T it grows under] 

trees. 

-ft A PI T dependent on 

others. 

4k A It » dependent on I 

others for a living. 

4k 4k clinging to; un¬ 

willing to part from. 

It 2 7' St R‘J A ft #1 
if a counsel be bad, they are all| 
found according with it. 

21 ikor m $* or m ft 
to obey; to act according to;| 

to comply with. 

I do not agree with I 

you. 

ik B or ifc ffi or m ^ 
as before; as previously. 

ik m -Aft ft I am precisely thej 

same as of old. 

mm agreeable; consenting. 

^ ^ to allow the handing over 

of a person or thing to .... 

fit to cbnS w*tb affection to. I 

mm politely used for “to eat] 

heartily.” 

7# displeased with; dissatis¬ 

fied. 

± 'rji‘ n m God regarded her j 

with favour. 

% w m mthe wiu°ws were| 
fresh and green. 

^ ^ 2p ^ dense is that forest I 

on the plain. 

^ M he remainedl 
quietly at the capital. 

If or P accordiug l°| 
what is said. 
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5387 

5388 

S389 

rM 

].i,ye 

Rising Upper. 

5390 

R. 

See 

Rising Upper. 

'f/ft j|t according to eternal prin¬ 

ciples. 

mm according to law. 

according to the time. 

mm within a prescribed limit 

of time. 

ik It rfij fx to act in accor- 
dance with propriety. 

^ |*|f to f°N°w> to acquiesce in. 

ikW as of old. See 11,508. 

m ff or tk according to 

rank or seniority; in order. 

mm few; trifling; uncertain; 

dim; resembling. 

JH ^ ik M A ^ /^fwhen 
a windy drizzle comes on and 
people shout for the boat,—at 
a ferry. 

mmzm in the uncertain 

state,—as of the weather. 

ik M IB # to have a vasue 
recollection of. 

he relies on virtue 

alone. 

ikm “Let it be as recom¬ 

mended!”—a phrase conveying 
the Imperial sanction to any 
course suggested. 

Read z3. To remain 

quiet; to rest. 

Same as 5392. 

A silken screen, used in 

the audience chamber of 

the Emperor, and called 

^ JPI* from being orna¬ 

mented with hatchets. 

SBSI facing the south 

and back to the screen. 

To hide •, to screen. 

I to shelter from view. 

5391 
R. 

See 

Rising Upper 

5392 

R-H 
C. you 
H. ‘yi 
F.yo 
W. P 

N. H 
P. 
M. 

Y- I Sz. J 
K .ye 
J. yet, ye 
A.jwe 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

7i 
5393 

R. W 

See 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

o10 

5394 

R. 

C -yep 
FI. yip 
F. eik 
W. yai 
N. ill 
P.yP 
M. yi 
Y .yik 
Sz. yi 
K .ip 

A. ep 

Entering 
Upper. 

To sob; to wail; to 

lament loudly. 

to weep but not to 

howl,—is fitting at the death of 
a parent. 

The lower edge of a robe. 

A border; a frontier. De¬ 

scendants ; posterity. 

the four borders 

of the empire. 

^ IqJ ''w taken prisoner by 

barbarians. 

^ iff or & posterity; de¬ 

scendants. 

1 I | ^ his virtue was 
transmitted to his posterity. 

in order to trans¬ 

mit it to posterity. 

descendants cut off; family 

extinct. 

:2s la his descendants 

are numerous. 

M ill til fishes darting about. 

it it a athe sound and 
appearance of nature in spring. 

^ a loud and long- 

drawn-out sound. 

mm a descendant of purity,— 

a young Brahman; an ascetic. 
Sanskrit: Brahmatchdri. 

The surface of water 

roughened by wind. 

mm surging, as billows; also, 

as a mob. 

To salute; to bow to; 

see 5038. 

ts°l to make a salute by 

bending the body until the hands 
touch a little below the knees, 
and then rising and raising the 
hands to the level of the eye¬ 
brows. Used of men only; see 

ft S6i3- 

mm to salute by raising the 

folded hands. 

Xff to return a salute. 

ft n * n to make a low 

bow, but without kneeling. 

r 
5394 

5395 

R-PS 
W.yai, v. a 

See^ 

A .jiek^jik 

Entering 
Lower. 

to bow low to the 

ground. 

if you bow at 

all, bow low. 

making his three 

salutations, he went in. 

he bowed modest¬ 

ly as he went up,—to compete 
at archery. 

you can’t put 

out fire by bowing! 

he bowed to those 

with whom he stood. 

r- si Pi m # ts ther 
might not pass from their ranks 
to bow to one another. 

is j§. i«] # — ^ took 
the wine-cup and bowed to him. 

^ n a AH». « m m 
pm not to be careful in 

choosing servants is the same as 
opening your door and bowing 
in thieves. 

the Ephthalites, or Indo- 

Scythians of the Panjab. 

Read chH4"*. The cluster- 

insf of insects. 

how you cluster 

together!—of locusts. 

Originally a picture of 

the arm-pits. Also; how¬ 

ever ; then; in that case; 

and ; moreover ; even ; in¬ 

deed. An expletive particle. 

H is also. 
Sp. jl'J' it is also this. 

f? such are also 
his words. 

# % j© in lit it will also be 

much about the same. 

M PT even if there are 

none, that will do. 

# IE H Jt there is sufficient 

fa there is no help 

for it. 

M ^ ^ those 
who strive, may succeed in like 
manner. 

jf- & ra. % sst 1 
you need not ask, for I dare 
not tell. 

85 
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2T 
5395 

5396 

R|® 

See 
Entering 
Lower. 

La 2 

5397 

R-i 
C. 
H. 
F. 
W. 
N. 
Y. 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. 
K. 

J- 
A.ji 

Even Lower. 

*&.& it.* stunt 
let me have seen him, let me 
have met him. 

***¥ is not that plea¬ 

sant ? 

* * JL % I, indeed, have 

brothers. 

quite...; perfectly. 

*=®T by no means few. 

**? also good. 

also in accordance with, 

moreover. 

* shall be illustrious 

from age to age. 

tti * it rfn §i 5E » 
or will he stand by and see them 
die? 

^•J PF M Tff ^ veri‘y is 
there no one to do this? 

Grand; great; abundant. 

Unsettled. Used for 

I3U76- 

very grand is the 

ancestral temple. 

•jil ^ the various dances 

are grandly performed. See 
12,486. 

PJ 2^5 the four-horse 

(chariots) in a long line, 

g ;\^ ^ their sorrowful 

hearts are all unsettled. 

To squat on the heels. 

Ordinary. To feel at ease; 

to be peaceful; pleased; 

just; level; to kill; to exter¬ 

minate ; to get rid of. Bar¬ 

barous tribes, especially 

those on the east; not ori¬ 

ginally a term of contempt. 

Used with 5398. 

P| JEj| (or ^ ) to remain squat¬ 

ting on one’s heels,—to lead a 
worthless life. 

JM '(fe Yuan Jang wait¬ 

ed, squatting on his heels, — 
until Confucius came up. 

mmm A vast numbers of 

ordinary men,—i.e. of no special 
ability. 

■|ff* |jj| p| nobles and ple¬ 

beians of all grades. See 2511. 

5397 

the people begin to 

feel at ease. 

a a$ mij n my heart will 

then be at peace. 

Ill £ PI he took it quietly, 

—as a danger. 

adorned with such great dignity, 
it is very natural that he should 
be blessed. 

we have admirable visitors who 
are pleased and delighted. 

5- * m he asked “who 

would not be pleased?” 

# -T tin M if the superior 
man acts justly. 

nazn there were level 

roads leading thither. 

M hls scenery (in a 
picture) has no levels and risings, 
—is monotonous. 

making the dan¬ 

gerous available for use. 

pC jIl "Hr PI Great Way 
is very smooth,—yet the people 
prefer the byways. 

M =-Mi,ee “i*4s. 

to exterminate the 

whole race. 

P| going to ruin; falling into 

decay. 

3E r§a lit P| the royal house is 

decaying. 

P| ||£? a name for ^ Ichang. 

p| the name of the 36th 

Diagram. 

p| the southern barbarians. 

jljF 3E ||| p| <<t0 reverence 

the king.and to break the 
heathen.” 

PI Pi It see 5495- 

P| an old name for Korea. 

PI ~k the Spirit of Wind. 

PI PC tUl Ip t^e wind is blow¬ 

ing up. 

mnnzmmicin 
P‘ing I got it (g; ), and rules 
streams. 

P| flying squirrels, flying 

foxes, etc. 

X 

A class; a category. A 

5398 
corpse. 

R s /f||j YU the literary class. 

See p| 5^ a shroud placed over a 

Even Lower. corpse before it is put into the 
coffin. 

A wife’s sister; a mother’s 

sister. 
5399 

ffl £ Wl sister-in-law of 

See p| the marquis of Hsing. 

Even Lower. ^ hJ) it)][the sisters of a mother’s 

father. Also, a wife’s married 
sisters. Also, a respectful term 
for a concubine. Also, a jocular 
name for an assistant Magistrate, 

based upon the “father 

and mother” title of his chief. 

Mis: is: same as the above, in 

the first three senses. 

^ jUf a wife’s term for her 

husband’s maternal great aunts, 
as above. 

^ a wife’s term for her hus¬ 

band’s maternal aunts, as below. 

or MM a man’s mother’s 

married sisters. 

$}$} or an unmarried 

maternal aunt; a wife’s un¬ 
married sister. 

a mother’s sister. Also, a 

term used in speaking of a 
father’s concubine. 

^or izor hus- 
bands of maternal aunts. The 
last two are also respectively a 
husband’s and a wife’s mode of 
styling the wife’s sister’s hus 
band. 

husbands of wife’s sisters. 

^ a term for a concu¬ 

bine. 

Pc or Pc ¥and 4* 
or a wife’s elder 

and younger sisters, respectively. 

male maternal first cousins. 

M W Ifa or ik ifa 
female maternal first cousins. 

girls who are first 

cousins through their mothers. 

#, w ps m a b his tot 
cousin on his mother’s side. 
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% 
5399 

* m f ± » * pi 
younger sister should not live 
at her brother-in-law’s house,— 
for propriety. 

i fH li a Soochow girl 

with large feet,—especially of 
one in the service of a prostitute 

maternal first cousins once 

5400 

Ri 
See 

Even Lower. 

i. 

5401 

Ri 
See ^ 

Even Lower. 

5402 

R. 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

5403 

R-i 

See 

Even Lower. 

removed, i.e. mother’s father's 
brothers' children. 

Name of a place, |j|j| 

or l1^ probably in 

Korea, chosen by the Em¬ 

peror Yao as his eastern 

astronomical station. 

Pleased; gratified. See 

5397- 

iM tH my heart is now 

satisfied. 

Name of a kind of beech- 

tree found in Shansi. 

5404 
R 

See 

Even Lower. 

5405 

Even Lower. 

Snivel; mucus from the 
nose. 

ft* to sob and snivel,—as 

from deep grief. 

name of a marshy lake in 

Shansi. 

Read tf*. 

^6 * not to venture to 

spit or blow one’s nose,—out of 
respect. 

A wound; a bruise; a 

sore. See 2773. 

s* his sores are not 

yet healed. 

The fat over the stomach; 

the omentum or caul. Soap. 

or mm soap,—made 

from the hog’s caul. 

a soap-chandler’s shop. 

the lather of soap. 

5406 

R.£ 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

ift 
5407 

H. Zyi, cyi 

See 

Even Lower. 

01 ft 
5408 

R£® 

Even and 
Sinking Lower 

and Upper. 

sA* 
UP 

5409 

•il 
II. cyi 

See 

Even Lower. 

To squat on the heels 

M 5397- 

The concord of friends; 

harmony. Pleased; grati 

fied; complaisant. 

1rift pleasant harmony,—as of 

friends or brothers, 

fntft to be pleased; to rejoice. 

T M 13 6 to repress the 

feelings and appear pleased. 

te @ ^ happyand §rati- 
fied. 

In In ill tfc a satisfied express 

ion, — as if relieved of some 
great anxiety. 

to his brothers, a 

man should be complaisant, 

to ^9? healthy; well nourished. 

W 1ft .H ik #. Z 
J||[ to indulge one’s mind with 

the beauty of flowers, birds, in¬ 
sects, and fishes. 

To gaze fixedly at. Also 

read ch>ih*. 

to gaze without 

taking the eyes off. 

To send; to bring; to 

bequeath. To deceive. To 

ridicule. Used with 5410 

pT lo ftE rfij Vt he 
could not ask any one else to 
go as his proxy. 

Jl. I'w from a thousand 

miles away to send greeting. 

Ipi |j^ to send a present of food. 

§ So ffi P-fl- he has bought on 
us this separation. 

BO "1$ to transmit; to bequeath. 

# W Wt > so % if max 
our prince maintain his good- 54x3 
ness, and transmit it to his de- „ _jl. 
scendants! * X 

to bequeath plans See 

to one’s descendants. Even Lower. 

OO 

sAl 
MIT 

5409 

A2 

5410 

R £ 
H. 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

R 

OO 

4A* 
fhs 

54T1 

H. cyi 

See 

Even Lower. 

iA 
OO you only give me 

pain. 

f it* 10§ to confer on thee 
many blessings. 

M ^ Bo HI to cause no 
sorrow to one’s parents. 

To hand down; to leave 

behind; to give to. Usee 

with 5409. 

J(p ^ to leave behind one; to 

bequeath. 

Iu }|§ to leave as a legacy; to 

make a parting present. 

Ho '[^ ^ to mislead poster¬ 

ity. 

9&¥t.izji to give an expert 

cause for laughter,—as by bac 
work; to become a general 
laughing-stock. 

lu ^0 Q t° send as a pres 

ent to a friend. 

Jf| to involve; to implicate. 

Jt& w to cause injury. 

to write to; to send a 

letter to. 

Sweet cakes; sugarplums; 

lollipops. 

fit or "M* to sugarplums; 
sweetmeats. 

the age 

of giving lollipops and playing 
with grandchildren,—old age. 

Wi W fa |/l| agreeable words 

and pleasant counsels. 

ft the bitter and the sweet; 

sorrows and joys. 

^ /|r^ wild honey. 

fa Hi rock saR- 

ft "ft* P ft? a11 willingly 
admitted their guilt, as though 
it had been a pleasure. 

3E VA fa ^ Wang 
K‘ai had his pots cleansed with 
syrup. See Biog. Diet. 

A wooden bar to a door. 

M burnt 

the bar of the door to cook the 
hen,—in the days of our poverty. 
Said by the wife of the famous 

U Jl H Po-li Hsi. 



cy 
5413 

R-i 

See 

K. *, se, ch'-e 
J. «», ja/ 

Even Lower. 

3sS 
5414 

St1 
Swsx 

5415 

Ri 
c. 
H. 
F. 

W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 

K. 

J- . 
A. e 

Even Upper. 

r 
5416 

r-£ 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

5417 

S: I 
W. 

N. 

P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 

K. 

J. 
A.ji 

Even Lower. 

A fruit-tree, known as 

& or A (Aronia 
asiatica). 

a variety of the aspen or 

poplar. 

Same as 5417. 

Black; shining; a kinc 

of ebony. 

nm a District in Anhui, famous 

for its ink. 

A side door. 

[Si a side door and a 
winding passage. 

To remove; to shift; to 

change; to influence. To 

send; to transmit; to con¬ 

vey. 

& m & m o' is «t- or 

or 

to remove; to change 

residence; to “flit.” The first 
is also used of the banishment 
of an Imperial clansman. 

# lifjor # $£ °r # i 
^ A or W to remove; 
to put away. 

to move near. 

^ it ^ it is difficult to 

get an inch or a pace away,— 
so busy am I. 

^ m fit A to transfer trouble 

to other people’s shoulders. 

0 4 R5 & when the sun 

reaches the meridian, it changes 
its course,—and begins to sink. 
See 5452. 

S4i7 
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MX to move a man to a 

crab is not equal to moving the 
crab to the man,—of a present 

to vary; to depart from,— 

as a principle. 

(jo**) for improving manners anc 
customs, nothing is better than 
music. 

^ to change. 

5f> it JS & it cannot be al¬ 

tered. 

^ not to alter a word. 

to be affected by 

outside influences. 

—‘ Mi in one £limPse (of 
her) stirs the feelings. 

||i> to send a letter. 

a despatch to an equal. 

ff to communicate to. 

jfpl to request in a despatch, 

to inform by despatch, 

to communicate with. 

to reply to. 

to explain. 

m to summon for the re 

covery of,—e.g. a debt. 

to summon before one for 

trial. 

I to send to,—as for trial, 

to request that orders be 

given. 

to inform in a despatch. 

to forward to the magi¬ 

strate. 

or ^ or ^ to 
forward; to transmit; to hand 
over. 

A to remove a flower 

and receive a stick (instead),—to 
substitute one thing for another. 

to graft flowers, 

to communicate infection. 

IIT JiM 
I trust 

you will move your jade (foot¬ 
steps, i.e. pay a visit) to my house. 

^ fa to borrow. 

P to transfer a corpse,—to 

another man’s door, in order to 
get him into trouble. 

r 
5417 

% 
5418 

t£’ 
5419 

r-s 

See gig 

Even Lower. 

m 
5420 

5421 

r-£ 
H. hi 
F.*, hi 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

lfi*» 
5422 

not to notify the death 

of relatives to those who have 
left the clan. 

do not neglect 

matters. 

in a moment; in 

s" EH 
Even Lower. 

a jiffy. 

after the lapse of a ffijp ( 

i.e. two hours; after some time 
Also, at the time of emigration 

to drag anchor. 

y’Q to shift one’s anchorage. 

See 5328. 

The chin. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from U 648 and 

Ia 3003-] 

Same as 5405. 

The chin ; the jaws, 

gig to join chins,—to kiss. 

|jj$ |t! A l® with her dain‘ 
ty hand she supported her chin 

to droop the jaw; to 

munch; the appearance of one 
eating. 

mmift a he merely moved 

his jaws,—but could not speak, 

.flj] gig a hundred years old; a 

centenarian; second childhood, 
when one is dependent on others. 

to direct with the 

mouth as with the finger and so 
to accomplish what one wants. 

Said of ^ Chia I of the 

Han dynasty. 

m xm to unloose people’s 

jaws, — to make them laugh. 

Said of |lE K‘uang Heng 

of the Han dynasty. 

if [^ to make a joke. 

The fresh-water porpoise, 

known as $gj f[J and 0. 
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5423 

«-* 

See Jt 

Even Lower. 

Suspicion ; doubt; mis 

trust. jj§| 834, 3252, 

447 L JiL l67i- 

or fl suspicious. 

LSffi when in doubt, anxi¬ 

ous to ask,—such is the superior 
man. 

i M A not kn°wing 
whether it was a man or a ghost. 

to have no mis¬ 

givings about one’s own powers, 
—self-confident. 

to suspect; to mistrust. 

suspicion 

rests on him. 

^ Hk Z. ^ a doubtful and 

difficult matter to decide. 

jgp not the least 

ground for suspicion. See M 

5454- 

m nt mm in consequence of 

this, suspicions were aroused. 

his anxious doubts 

are not allayed. 

^| ^ his suspicions were 

somewhat allayed. 

to entertain suspicions. 

tH or J*L doubts and 

fears; misgivings. 

J^J Z w^de still in a 

state of perplexity. 

the disease of doubt,— 

indecision. 

suspicious as a fox. 

to settle doubts,—by re¬ 

sorting to omens, etc. 

in doubt and un¬ 

able to decide. 

ms to be distrustful of one’s 

own powers; see 3743. 

it A $- southerners are 

very suspicious. 

m doubtful; unsettled. 

mz 
be. 

may or may not 

. AlfflJAl 
if you suspect a man, do not 
employ him : if you employ him, 
do not suspect him. 

fragments of Shih 

Tzu, gathered from various sour¬ 
ces but of doubtful authenticity. 

5423 

5424 

R *R U 

s. m 
Even and 

Rising Lower. 

m 
5425 

C. yik, i 
H. ngi 
F. ngik, ngi 
N. nyih 
P. i 
M./i 
K. ok, it 

J .geki,gi°ku, 

g‘ 
A. nglk, ngi 

Entering and 
Even Lower. 

0 M » H 0 Honce 
a thief, always suspected,—give 
a dog a bad name, etc. 

dubitative particles, as 

To compare; to assort. 

Read hai4. Stupid, 

silly, foolish-looking. a 

Name of a range of 

mountains, the %■ IS Ue 

in Hunan, so called be¬ 

cause they cannot be distin¬ 

guished from one another, 

as though |j|. 

Read 74*. 

3£ itt % IS he looked ma¬ 
jestic and intelligent, — when 

only a baby. 
Hou Chi. 

5426 

R 
C.i 
H. j . 
F. i "** 

W.n 
ngi 

P. /, ni 
M.», li 

Y. 
Sz. 
K. it 

. g* 
A. ngi 
Rising Lower. 

Said of ^ 
LOU V_.H1. 

^ M H h‘S VirtUe iS 
mountain peaks,—eminent. 

& m r- 4-' a he proudly 
refused to make any concession 
(by humbling himself). 

" fig* remained still 

without moving,—when others 
fled. 

To resemble; to imitate. 

To compare. To propose; 

to determine; to decide. 

Also read nP. 

resembling; alike. 

like an Imperial 

park. 

s to imitate the style of; 

to copy. 

■jjj^ in imitation of (the 

style of) ancient poetry. 

^ S M Z Li T<ai-P° imita¬ 
ted it,—of a poem. 

^ t0 conipare. 

to estimate, 

or ^ to decide. 

5426 

5427 

R Sst 

s« fi w. 
Even Lower. 

5428 

m R. 

A. ngi, ngai 

Sinking and 
Rising Lower 

tit' 
5429 

R. 

C. ngai 
H. yi, nyi 
F. ngae 

mfemm to propose a fixed 

mode of procedure, 

to propose. 

jfjg to suggest that. 

IE an<^$H jjp to propose as 

principal and as assistant, res¬ 
pectively. 

to propose for delibera¬ 

tion; (especially of the Boards) 
to submit a decision for Im¬ 
perial approval. 

to arrange to settle; pro 

posed settlement. Also, to sen¬ 
tence to... 

0 Him# 
I propose to call on 

you at your office to-morrow at 
3 o’clock. 

to fix punishment; to sen¬ 

tence to... 

^ to sentence to trans¬ 

portation and service with the 
army. 

to try and sentence to... 

V91C 

g to finally pronounce sen¬ 

tence. 

to settle a case and report 

to the Throne. 

A who is to be pro¬ 

moted to the place? 

t such was my ori¬ 

ginal intention,—implying that 
it has since been modified. 

Luxuriant growth of 

plants. 

growing luxuriantly. 

the millets look 

luxuriant. 

To consult; to deliberate. 

To delude. 

To glance at. To dis¬ 

criminate. Young; small; 

a beginning. Also read ni2. 

to cast sidelong glances. 

See 8986. 
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54 & 
W. ngi 

N. nyi 
P. ni 
M. li 
Y. j . 
Sz. | m 
K.ye 

J -gei 
A. nge 

Even Lower. 

5430 

See 

Even Lower. 

sl: 
R. 

C. ngai, tigai 
h. a 
F.cngae, ngaei 

W ‘//gif 
N. Lngi 

&.!•■ 
Y. nP 
Sz. 7, ni 
K. ^ 

J-^« 
A. nge 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

in 

/fc ^ ^ to glance right and 

left. 

the horses learn 

to cast vicious looks. 

$ M SB U 'b A how is the 

great to be distinguished from 
the small? 

fc-gnu he sent back the 

decrepit and the young,—from 
among the prisoners. 

% Ife God. 

%0 £ \eX % embraced 

the obliterating unity of God,— 
where all conditions of existence 
become ONE. 

? ills # S cannot 
get any clue to him,—to God. 

J^J &S # ^ $2 without 
obtaining the slightest clue to 
his whereabouts. 

mmi&u an investigation 

without any definite results. 

M WSfS without thread,— 

i.e. line of connection from de 
finite starting-point to definite 
goal. Incomprehensible, as some 
wonderful feat, or as an incon¬ 
sequent essay. 

A fabulous beast, the 

which eats tigers 

and can go five hundred li 

at a bound. Also read nP. 

To glance at; to look 

askance. Also 

See 8986. 

read 711 

0 jia«# the sun’s beams 

stream through the trees. 

MU to look at angrily. 

holding the jewel, 

he looked aside at the pillar,- 

said of ffl Ml 1m Lin Hsiang- 

ju who carried a jewel to give 

to the prince of Ch'in in 

exchange for territory; but de¬ 
tecting foul play, he stood in the 
presence with the jewel in his 
hand, gazing at a side pillar in¬ 
stead of at the prince, and curs¬ 
ing right and left without fear 
of death. 

(ft $1 # & Proud and self- 
satisfied. 

5433 

R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

A small greenish-black 

insect. Used for 5434. 

fi ijijijf an insect that lodges in 

the ears of deer. 

The cross-bar at the end 

of a carriage-pole. 

if a waggon have 

no cross-bar,—how can it be 
made to go? 

Coloured clouds; a rain¬ 

bow ; variegated. Also 

read ni*. 

to- JII tke rainbow. 

M Iiwit when the rainbow 

appears, the rain stops. 

ft IS ft £ H like looking 
for clouds and rainbow,—to get 
rain; i.e. anxious for the first, 
and when the first has come, 
anxious lest the second should 
follow and stop the rain. 

- *1* ZtlSfttk 
like longing for clouds and rain¬ 
bow in a time of drought,—very 
anxious. See above. 

J’lJ coloured; variegated. 

jH* a loud clap of thunder, 

jf|£ tke rainbow skirts 

and feather jackets,—of young 

ladies seen in the moon by ^ 

sum or the Emperor Hsiian 

Tsung of the T‘ang dynasty. 

Now the name of a song 

which his Majesty is said to have 
heard in the palace of the moon 
and to have brought back to 
earth. 

A hairy marine animal, 

which is said to climb 

trees, and bears some re¬ 

semblance to the human 

form. Also read ni*. 

a huge fish which swallows 

smaller ones,-an oppressor. Also 
used in the sense of decapitation. 

small fry. 

i5P 543 

R. 

See $j» 

Even Lower. 

5438 

C.Pi 
H. ngi 
F.», ki 
W. j . 
N. j 
P. 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ?*, kii 

)-bi,gi 
A. ngi 

Even Lower. 

i,chH 

ih 
5443^ 

C. wai 
H. wei 
F. mi, t/iei 
W.yii 
N .yi, wei 
P. ] 
M. . 
Y. *’wn 
Sz. J 
K.yu 

J.i, yui 
A.jijuy 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

A fawn. Also read ni1 

% deer-skin robes. 

To cut teeth. Also read 
•o ni\ 

% [gj to cut teeth when 

the hair is yellow,—in old age. 

Name of a river in Shan¬ 

tung, which gives its name 

to jfr m Ifrf the Prefecture 

of I-chou. 

Dr Att in a small boat 

I cross the Great River. 

*tfr m not to fight against 

the current,—as the warships of 

refused to do. 

Read yin2. 

t it 3 i F K SIS Dr 
Chang Liang received the book 

at P‘ei-yin. See Biog. Diet. 

See 12,838. 

To bequeath; to leave 
behind; see 1505- To 

lose; to neglect; to forget. 

[To be distinguished from 

jfjj; 1746.] 5^7386,4288. 

or or IS <35 
or the dying commands, 

as of a parent; a nuncupative 
will in a limited sense. Sec 
below. 

ji[ a will,—referring generally 

only to minor details, and never 
allowed to vary the normal de¬ 
volution of property unless ac¬ 
quiesced in by the interested 
survivors. 

jt[ "Ji left behind; bequeathed. 

IT--? left one son be-l 

hind him. 

Itt? a posthumous son. 

I itH tbe body bequeathed to 

me,—by my parents. 
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;?J&2 

5440 

inherited; traditional. 

4|| traditional; a “survival. 

^ the modern feather fan is 

a survival of it,—see 5382. 

4| or M ^ ]nl a souve¬ 
nir; a remembrance. 

$3 or ^ a valedictory 
memorial,—as often written by 
high officials at the point of 
death. 

mm historical monuments. 

^ to leave behind one’s hair¬ 

pins,—from rough treatment. 

4| ^ to come down; to be 

handed down; to leave behind 
at death. 

handed down to 

the present day. 

MMM* to leave a foul 

reputation for all time. 

1(^11 a custom (or an 

influence) which has descended 
to us from remote antiquity. 

a balance; a surplus. 

jfj to spare no efforts, 

(in that case), 

7 

there would not have been one 
of us left to tell the tale. 

“f* M you have cast me 

off like an abandoned thing. 

Wk jfi see 7386. 

or *IL ^ lost; gone; riot 

to be found. 

4J —* I have lost a bag. 

to make a mistake,— as 

in writing. 

to leave out; to omit, 

to abandon; to discard, 

involuntary emissions. 

H to urinate involuntarily. 

/J> 4ll urine. 

If the priest got up to 

urinate. 

*fi a£ forgotten; neglected. 

^ M Z I&i forgot 
where he had put it. 

KUrTM (or sut1) you are 

unwilling to discountenance 
them. 

tortuous; winding. 

'XE 

5440 

5441 

Sec 4[f 

Even Lower. 

5442 

.2 

¥ 
5443 

R-jfe 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

5444 

R i W, 

See 

Even Lower. 

'a the Emperor went 

out in disguise. See |jjj£ 12,586 

Read wet*. To send a 

present. Used for 

11,730. 

£ M — /E gave him two 
pieces of silk. 

$ # — if i 3$ all the 

affairs of government devolve 
more and more on me. 

To send presents. 

J38 £ Ml l£ friends send pre 

sents to each other. 

See 3316. 

A cup used in the ances¬ 

tral temple. The normal 

nature of man. A rule; a 

law. Constant; regular; to 

be addicted to. Used for 

5397* 

^ the temple cup. 

1 do 
not know how the proper virtues 
in their various relations should 
be brought forth in due order. 

Rzmm the people hold 

fast to their natural dispositions. 

^ @ ^ S S * S il 
the laws of our nature given by 
God will be thrown into great 
disorder. 

ftSft sW.StfiHl# 
let this be your rule and guide, 
and your virtue will increase 
without bounds. 

be not addicted to 

wine. 

A washing-basin with a 

tubular handle to let the 

water run off. Also, a jug, 

with handle and sometimes 

with cover, shaped like a 

bedroom jug. [Dist. from 

0J 11,460.] 

5444 

PI 

5445 

R-i 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

5446 

F. ye, ei 

See 

Even and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

R. 

w 
5447 

IK 
F.i,ye 

See ^ 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

R 

5448 

HI to hand the washing- 

basin,—as a concubine. 

a large washing-basin. 

Jeffi. a kind of urn, used for 

heating wine by plunging the 
wine-kettles into the hot water 
contained therein. 

Arrogant; overbearing; 

contemptuous. 

ftk fife © self-sufficient; 

overbearing. 

itti ililtlfi 
a tone and air of perfect self- 
satisfaction. 

Read tan*. 

tH nlfe contemptuous; arrogant. 

Steps ; grades ; strata. 

To reward ; to promote. 

ftyJ to distribute the 

things according to rank, 

to increase gradually. 

-It a grade; a layer; a stra¬ 

tum. 

to bestow upon. 

ennobled his an¬ 

cestors for three generations. 

To walk out of the 

straight path. Connected. 

Tfc flE he wished them 

not to march obliquely. 

their fields adjoin¬ 

ed. 

Sweet wine. Rice boiled 

to gruel. 

See 1^2, 

Even Lower. 

R 

JL_*2 

5449 

4m~r 

cakes made from bean 

flour and fried. 

See' 

Even Lower. 

A tribe of savages o 
Kuangtung. 

in 
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5450 
R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

To walk crookedly. To 

extend towards. Used for 

5447- 

^ 5^ tortuous; winding. [Here 

the ^ ^ reads fo*.] 

stare# following a tor-j 

tuous path. 

St ft on the south side; towardsl 

the south; name of a Circuit in 
Yunnan. 

to the west of the j 

settlement,—of Shanghai. 

5451 

see$& 
Even Lower. 

545 2 

e-£ 

See til 
Even Lower. 

A mountain ridge. 

5453 

R-i 
F. i,yt 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

m 
5454 

R® 
N. 2, ngi 

seeit 
A. ngai, 

Sinking 
Lower. 

The sun’s course after it 

has passed the meridian. 

See 5417- 

0 fr PH PHthe sun is declb 
ning. 

A clothes-horse. 

U A 1^1 tM men and 
women must not use the same 
clothes-horse. 

That which it is right to 

do, as opposed to %\\ 6885, 

that which is profitable 

duty towards one’s neigh¬ 

bour (see 5627); loyal 

patriotic; heroic; faithful. 

Common; free; open to 

all. Meaning; purport. See 

2526. 

ft rTB fit Z • Z11 \ 
act in accordance with what is 
right, that is 1. 

A pifaman 

does not learn, he will not know 
his duty to his neighbour. 

R m ft |j|| and moreover 

think a great deal of duty to 
one’s neighbour. 

to 

m 
5454 

to 
see what is right and not to do 
it, is want of courage. 

A £ ift fl M woman’s 
mission is marriage, 

fe ^ or Jj|| *]^| heroism; pa¬ 

triotism; chivalry. 

I it M $] loyaltyis 
stronger than ties of blood. 

& hao4 H| right-minded; public- 

spirited. 

■mm-km. inspired by the 

highest feelings. 

4> m k m to appeal to a 

man’s sense of right. 

||| ^ good men. 

% BTK** WKt 
you might get it from 

me by fair means, but not by 
foul. 

m S ik his rectitude is 

firm as a mountain. 

40 
of the rights and wrongs of the 
present case, there can be no 
doubt. 

§H ^ ^ f§^ the rights (or 

necessities) of the case admit 
of no excuse,—e.g. I have no 
alternative but to go; in duty 
bound not to refuse. 

nm & Bt to be devoted to 

duty and to distribute wealth in 
charitable undertakings. 

0 m m pr°fit is to be 
found in uprightness. 

Hi .1^ wdd 8eese>—because of 

their fidelity. 

^ A a man of high principles; 

a widower who does not marry 
again. 

m m x w 1121 ■ 
desire for gain is not the spirit 
which should animate a leader | 
of men. 

£ Z ♦ # ii &a sub I 
ject’s allegiance to his sovereign] 
is duty. 

j|| right rule of conduct ;| 

etiquette. 

H| the intentional perform¬ 

ance of one’s duty,—as opposed! 
to the spontaneous doing of what I 
is right. 

||g Jr a knight-errant; one who| 

goes about to enforce rights. 

jjjjj ||| ^ the robbers were sol 

overcome by his chivalrous be-| 
haviour, that. 

tft$C chivalrous. 

|jt£ to fight in a good cause. 

j| ^ a virtuous wife. 

|| A a faithful dog. 

fe a faithful servant. 

|| an adopted son (same as 

JriL > see 58o9)- 

A an adopted daughter; aj 

slave-girl. 

1 % & m # JL M 
was a “sworn brother” to my| 
father. 

duty and harmony. 

(or m ) the Boxers. 

ft BlU or fft M or Ife : 
troops raised and supported by I 
public subscription. 

to move troops; to rebel] 

against misgovernment. 

I§| A a public well. 

|t| a granary filled by public! 

donations of grain to be distri-| 
buted to the poor in times of| 
need. 

U %or ift je£ or ift to a| 
free burial-ground,—where the 
bodies of strangers may be de¬ 
posited until removed by their 
relatives. 

||| a free school. 

|i| ^ a free ferry. 

ift iff 15 land tilled for j 
the benefit of the poor. 

||| I4I; undertakings for the public] 

welfare. 

fia false hair. 

jji$ # Z. iftthe meaning of| 
the great and the autumnal] 
sacrifices. 

=T fltj fft ^ tbe language (of 
a book) is terse, but its purport] 
far-reaching. 

Hi the meaning is wanting,— 

is not known. 

m » lit m forcibly emphasi¬ 

ses this idea. 

H| jj|| the sense; the scope; the| 

tenor. 
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5454 

5455 
r.£ 

H. ngi 
F. ngi 
M.i 

See 
Even Lower. 

jgg in studying the works of 

the ancients, one should try to 
seize the general tenor of their 
remarks. 

*1*14 & the meaning (of a 

phrase) has not been discovered. 

^ /ftif what is his mean¬ 

ing? See P[1 6175. 

M M i #1 *0 H u is 
not necessary to make text and 
meaning correspond exactly,— 
the general drift is the thing. 

41 IB §4 ft B £*7 
|gjj the genius of the Chinese 

language is not the same as that 
of your language. 

TCi1 an introductory essay or 

chapter. 

tH Wi y°ur face- 

u m an essay at the public 

examinations. 

Usages ; observances ; 

deportment; manners. 

[Original 

limit.] 

meaning, a 

H| -jpl men who married women 

of the Imperial or princely fami¬ 
lies, not being princesses, were 
so called under the Mings. 

^ with the presentation 

of offerings, there are many 
ceremonial usages. 

ft Y A >\n . If B % % 
if the observances are not equal 
to the articles, it must be said 
that there is no offering,—that 
the offering is made without 
sincerity and therefore worthless. 

^ rules of ceremony 

are three hundred in number. 

the ceremonies 

having thus been completed. 

HI rules of deportment (three 

thousand in number); majestic 
manners. 

& M # U. my deportment 

has been dignified and good. 

H| the ceremonial gate,—the 

middle gate of a Chineseyamen, 
between the entrance gate and 
the door which admits to the 
inner apartments. 

^ "HI or demeanour; 

deportment. 

5455 

'HI ^ JHH a refined and 

pleasing manner. 

'H| or 'HI outward cere¬ 

monial; manners; style; arrange¬ 
ment; decoration. 

Hr HHil itwhat form of 
ceremonial is used? — e.g. pro¬ 
stration, kneeling, bowing, etc. 

M HI li (oi ) 
rules to govern the meeting of 
military and civil officials. 

^ m ordinary etiquette. 

iH flff ceremonial rules or usages. 

'H| insignia carried before the 

Emperor. 

HI articles used, as in a school, 

to illustrate teaching. 

W ^ HI In? ^ ^ 
^ unless materials 

are provided for making experi¬ 
ments, the students will not 
easily understand. 

H| or ff '(H a present to a 

person going on a journey. 

iH 4% or HI gifts; presents. 

H| § a list °f presents. 

m m or w m or ^ m 
presents sent to assist friends in 
celebrating funeral rites. 

pjxj ^ the Yin and the Yang. 

See 12,883, 13,224. 

mm the symbol of the Yin 

or negative principle, consisting 
of a broken line, thus-, 
corresponding to darkness, etc. 

'H| the symbol of the Yang 

or positive principle, consisting 
of a single line, thus -, 
corresponding to light, etc. 

— -HI the three Powers,-heaven, 

earth, and man. 

HI t^e ^ve orfters nobility. 

See 6568. 

U ^ HI he was my mate- 

M W M M (it is the part of a 

daughter) to do neither evil nor 
good,—she should mind nothing 
beyond her house affairs. 

t#»l£3E take your pattern 

from Wen Wang. 

HI lH £ when I think of 

the matter,. 

fff| HI an armiHary sphere. 

See 4813, 7205. 

5455 

5456 

See 'p|* 

Even Lower. 

5457 

5458 
Rltt 

See 

Rising Lower 

RR HI a sextant. 

H| astronomical instruments, 

etc. 

HI ^ sufte an Empress 
or Empress Dowager. 

the suite of a 1st or 2nd 

class concubine. See 11,508. 

Steep and irregular 

mountain peaks. 

5459 

RIK 
C. ngai 
H. -//, v. ngiea 
F. ngie'- 
W.«, v. nga 
N. nyi 
p. ) 
M. . 
Y. ‘ 
Sz. ) 
k. a 

J -gi 
A. ngi- 

Rising Lower. 

Same as 5458. 

To moor a boat to the 

bank; to run a boat ashore. 

Ants. Used convention¬ 

ally for “I” and “we,” by 

petitioners. See 1736. 

&lj &Jt ants>in general. ^7586. 

|±J rj>J| white ants {Termites). 

a small red ant. 

flying ants- 

fsM -t ants walking on a 

millstone,-they go the same way 
as the stone though they may 
walk in the opposite direction. 
See 7974. 

slitt yC or /C or ^ ] 
ij>^| an ant-hill. 

the ants close their 

hill,—as when rain threatens 

[SJe [=J % /C the C0HaPse 
of the embankment begins from 
the ant-hill. 

rt^ ants in line of march. 

|l ^ Sfe B5 Ml F#there 
are none but swim with the 
stream or follow like ants in a line 

ij^ Jp? ^ as numerous as 

ants,— said disparagingly by || 

/EL Chu-ko Liang of the 

troops of Yiian Shao 

implying that they were not to 
be relied upon. 

or 

86 
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i 
5459 

m 
5460 

C. H 

H. bigi^ngi 

seeti 
Sinking 
Lower. 

ft] mutton does not long for 

ants: it is the ants which long 
for the mutton. 

imilike ants swarming 

on what is frowsy,—an object 
of general attraction. 

[!*|| [jpi ant-visions,—dreams; re¬ 

ferring to the story of te -J- 

Ch'un-yii Fen who dreamt 

that he was introduced into a 
colony of ants and married an 
ant-princess. 

leave wisdom to 

ants. 

lift JfL &Jt ^ a hemPen caP 
and an ant-coloured robe 

rj;J| scum on wine. 

* A il 
to drink up the wine with me. 

4§| ^ or R we, your peti¬ 

tioners. 

4j| O tweeds. 

maftifi dyed cottons. 

To discourse with; to de 

liberate upon ; to discuss; 

to criticise; to blame. See 

$ 12,777. 

not fit to be 

discoursed with. 

j® A % m the people do 

not discuss,—politics, when the 
State is well governed. 

I on]ythe 
Emperor may arrange ceremo 
nies. 

ill1 have no one 

to discuss. 

sfi* g|| public discussion; to meet 

and debate. 

=|!| to meet for discussion; to 

negotiate a settlement. Espe¬ 
cially, the deliberations of the 
Central Government. 

to propose a motion. 

^1 to second a motion. 

it IS # °r HI par 
liament. 

a member of parlia¬ 

ment. 

the French 

Chamber of Deputies. 

a Prince Regent. 

tWC 
5460 

m is ^ the Executive 

Council, Hongkong. 

g|| pjflj to discuss and criticise; to 

deal with the rights and wrongs 
of a case. 

A ft 

within the limits of an external 
world they (the Eight Predica¬ 
bles) are recognised but are not 
assigned. 

jfj| HH a Place °f debate; a 

Senate; a ministry. 

m * m # m a e 
the Chancellor of the (German) 
Empire. 

m !§»• “W" a deliberative assem¬ 

bly. 

jf|| ^ to deliberate upon 

the selection of the best men. 

IK Ml HI not yet arrived at 
a settlement. 

^ HI j|| (eh‘u3) let the in¬ 

dividual’s name be handed over 
to the proper Board to consult 
and decide upon a penalty. See 

5387- 

See 4279. 

HI t0 propose to; to intend to. 

=H| to agree to purchase. 

to counsel peace; peaceful 

counsels; a peaceful policy; to 
discuss peace. 

HI 'fa Pf*i to negotiate a 
loan. 

HI HI t0 deliberate and report. 

^ to deliberate and memori¬ 

alise the Throne,—of the Boards 
in Peking. 

fH opt to agree to request. 

HI to settie> t0 ciose a case. 

fH We t0 agree to sanction. 

HI to make arrangements. 

H| to decide on a punishment. 

l|| to consider a judicial de¬ 

cision. 

^ HI Mto acciuih 

^ to plan. 

It # til #.'I M IB A T 
mm when the rat gets along¬ 

side the tiger, cat and dog will 
not venture to go for it. 

H| fJJJ to agree upon. 

rjM 

rti 
5460 

)UjJ 

5461 

See 

Even Lower. 

5462 

c. 
H. 

F. 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 

K. 

J- 
A .ji 

Rising Lower. 

pj to regulate; to decide 

upon. 

to come to an under¬ 

standing; to decide. 

or ij§ $J a written agree¬ 

ment. 

to decide upon rewarding. 

pjfl street gossip. 

to call in question; to 

criticise unfavourably; to refute. 

H| ^ those who maintain that.... 

Si# i SMIL# g®, 
sentences here, crimes there,— 
new crimes committed as fast as 
old ones are disposed of. Said 
of a misgoverned district. 

iS ft ft SI wine and food (i.e. 

household matters) are the only 
business,—of women. 

aiAii always criticising 

others. 

* T m SRStKIBF f=» 

(for which) I cannot 

help blaming Kuo Tzu-hsiian. 

A HI the eight grounds of dis¬ 

tinction or privilege. These are 

Imperial connection, 

long service, meritorious 

service, ^ wisdom and virtue, 

j||j ability, f^jfj zeal on behalf 

of the State, high official 

rank, descent from privileged 

ancestors. 

A small species of 
pheasant; a crow-pheasant. 

See 4899. 

To take; to adopt as; 

to use; to cause; because 

of; so as to; in order to. 

[In connexion with see 

also 12,521; as contrasted 

with ffij, see 10,569.] 

VX % T $1 A t0 take the 
empire and give it to man,— 
to give the empire to man. 

mnmm to take the false j 
and mix with the genuine,—to 
mix falsehood with truth. Also, 
to adulterate. 
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$ Ap to take much and 

declare little,—to make a false 
declaration of quantity. 

VA S 35 f^r to take a wife 
and put her in the place of a 
concubine,—to treat a wife as 
a concubine. 

$ lit $J t0 make this a 
rule,—for the future. 

VX Hi $ ^ S t0 consider 

affairs of State as more weigh¬ 
ty,—than anything else. 

J£l PHIS M ^to make 
four months the limit. 

07® «i ^ ft 
to take non-liability to pay tran¬ 
sit dues to be his argument,— 
to argue that transit dues are 
not payable. 

to reproduce on a 

larger scale. 

to tell the facts 

as they are. 

J# —* W ft S to take 
one hundred parts to be the 
calculation,—to divide into one 
hundred parts or shares. 

he takes charity 

and cherishes it in his heart. 

m & m tit to sentence, 
taking cangue and bamboo,—as 
the punishment to be inflicted. 

w&mn enlighten me by 
teaching. 

mmu&ni difficult to bring 

about. 

fit to be adopted 

as the method. 

t^'is to teach, taking 

Chinese books,—to teach Chinese 
literature. 

1m 0 ji Ejr to add, taking 

strict guard,—as something to 
be added to other precautions. 

\X ^ Z I have nothing 

to take and give him,—I have 
nothing to give him. 

^ Wl tf sK. we skaiinot 

dare, taking (your orders) to tell 
them to any one,—we shall not 
dare to tell any one. 

# A J£l it to divide among 

meni taking the money,— 
to divide the money among the 
men. 

RmWiK to give you wealth. 

jjHf he did not take 
us back. 

tX 
5462 

fa0 taking what? wherefore? 

whereby? how! 

fa ^ taking what is 

your birth-cause (raison d'etre)? 
of what good are you ? 

fa-0'Oka how he pities me! 

can take it,—it can be 

done; that will do, etc. 

can take and use 

it,—it can be used; that will do. 

&0 wherefore taking,—for this 

reason; therefore. 

PJtm whence; wherefore. See 

10,211. 

m * pjf 0 observe that 

which he takes,—as his rule or 
guide; mark what he does. 

W m 0 asked him what 

was the matter. 

ro m * « and asked the 
cause. 

there must be a 

reason. 

for which reason; where¬ 

fore. 

before he ascend¬ 

ed the throne. 

^ afterwards. 

@ *0* from ancient times 

until now. 

^ flip )}A ^ ever since he 

ascended the throne. 

five feet and 

upwards in length. See 6679. 

- + 0 * from the age of 

twenty onwards. 

mmm m * captured 
certain criminals. [I lai gives 
the idea of the production of 
the captives.] 

41 (or ) A J£l Jtabove 
the common run of men. 

0£*H in order to tran- 

quillise law-abiding people. 

VAM so as to exhibit, or give 

proof of; in token of. 

0Jin order to make 

manifest justice,-in the interests 
of justice. 

VA ^ % Iff in order to get at 
the truth. 

ua a & & and so brought 

things to this pass. 

IX 
5462 

0 % m m 0 m a 
7$?d it was your hinder¬ 

ing which prevented me from| 
doing it. 

in order to clear 

off indebtedness. 

jas a warning forj 

the future. 

m in order to mark I 

the distinction. 

^A yt itt ^ in order to finish | 

this case. 

JPA ;U§; (ts'en1 tz‘Ul) in| 

order to avoid confusion. 

at a“°'m si m 0 & m 
# you jeopardise your parents! 

by your love of brawling. 

VAJk as well as. 

A so as to extend it I 

to others,—of a benefit. 

JBJiRfTA in order to light j 
wayfarers. 

J\/A —* so as to be uni-| 

form. 

vxz to make (him).; to 

use (him or it) as. 

VA Z ^ t0 adopt as the | 
standard. 

0fficfJr*c as an equivalent 
for the debt. 

VA*K so as to show to I 

the public. 

0SEfl as being (or\ 
because he was) the descendant f 
of a loyal officer. 

0##^J because of one’s! 

power and position. 

place of tilling| 

the fields. 

01S7E to enable one to | 

guard against the unforeseen. 

J£l ^ see 12,521. 

VA & OH ^ to approve of jus¬ 

tice. 

mm nasi to argue logically. 

0#Hf * until some future | 

time. 

so as to make use I 

of his experience. 

0 *135 T in the interests ofl 

the whole empire of.. 

VA 0 an Imam. 
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n 
5463 

See J# 

Rising Lower. 

E‘ 
54S4 

r-IK 
C. ’ 
H. 
F. 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. 
K. 

J- 
A .ji 

Rising Lower, 

t 

Name of a plant, 

the plantago. 

the seeds of Coix lachry- 

ma, L., deprived of their hard 
integument. 

To cease; to come to an 

end; done; finished; already, 

as opposed to ^ 12,606. 

To have done with ; to 

dismiss. Very; excessively; 

an intensive final particle 

[To be distinguished from 

^ 921, and fg 10,284 

i*a how can it cease ? 

—of sorrow. 

1 & m a l .s ¥ i>°» 
can I ever cease to think of 
them ? 

# a ■j(t§ iHt and now it is aP 
over. 

# B i a ^ it is all over 

yes, it is all over. 

%% P,!| a the cock crows 
without ceasing. 

Bit without end 

M a without end. Also, ere 

long; soon. 

m z 7 a they kept on 

pouring it down his throat 
(until.). 

a ^ already gone. 

^ Q or g, or g, 

already. 

a /js^ X already finis^ed 

BJ£ already fixed. 

a ^ jH M already paid ful1 
duty. 

R ^ already full, as a vessel 

already expired, as a period. 

Fg ^ already reached the ex 

treme point; utmost. 

to have reached 

the bank,—of a finished scholar 

a & ij & ffl has 
been already settled by the loca. 
officials. 

B ft «S j) W In 
^ the local-authorities having 

issued a ship’s certificate. 

5464 

a # ft M 1# had 
bought goods in the interior. 

from the Em¬ 

peror downwards. 

@ ± B ± from the lesser 

officials upwards. 

[g — ^ after the lapse of a 

year. 

a Past dl time, 

a subsequently; afterwards. 

BA of long standing. 

a® mz A as much as 

two years having elapsed. 

two years having 

elapsed. 

B 
more than ten years having 
elapsed. 

gfcB*>ft.ftlHUj>ri 
since the matter is already thus, 
let us go by what we said. 

a j© ^ the adair is already 

over,—you are too late. 

Ff ^ already considerable; very 

much; too much; excessive. 

^3 a -Hr there Is too much 

of that; it is over-done. 

^ a @ dlnessis vefy 
severe. 

Bf B tfc the disease is 

curable. 

7# P, not to be able to finish 

•or to have done with,—beyonc 
one’s own control; there’s no 
help for it. 

lit :x#a the matter looks 

as if it would never be settled 

7 n b ,h? m m 
forced to cut away the masts, 

^ X* # a t0 accePt the 
inevitable. 

m a or a ^ merely; simply 

only. 

a only these two. 

a s°jt is 
and there is an end of it. 

BtS7^S®itis” 
but one knows not how it comes 
to be so. 

= a^l'Mthrice he 
retired from office, and mani 
fested no displeasure. 

m 7 m s a m tn >he 

B 
5464 

iE‘ 
5465 

R-i 
P.i3 

See 

Even Lower. 

tB4 

Bt 
5466 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

g 
5467 

5468 

5469 
R-5|c@ 
P. ) 
M. . 
Y. * 
Sz. ) 
K. ii 

J 
A. ngi 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

fi. 
5470 

matter is not within my personal 
control. 

M'j Mwu' &T a grow¬ 
ing, how can they be repressed ? 

Pj* f | a can in¬ 
deed be said to love learning. 

A bridge; an embank 

ment. [To be distinguish¬ 

ed from 9085.] Also 

read P. 

tE Hrjli three times 
going down for the shoe at the 

I bridge,—as Ej§ Chang 

Liang did for the old man who 
presented him with the military 
treatise from which the former 
gained all his success. 

A S 1* 0 *a the 
people of Ch‘u called a bridge i. 

An interjection. To stop 

To raise. 

it possible? 

well, indeed! 

W ^ a well> try 
him and that will do. 

Same as 5462. 

Same as 5463. 

The appearance of frost 

and snow. 

||4 H 'i'jk */a the hoar-frost 
and snow are white and glittering. 

Same as 5469. 



« 
)I*3 

iE 
5471 

r|K 

See 

K. **' 

J-**' . . 
A. to*, *<?* 
Rising Lower. 

5472 

RJf 
p. 1 
M. I . 
Sz. 
Y. ) 
k. a 
]-gi,g‘,gai 
A. to/', ngi 

Rising Lower, 

5473 

3 

5474 

R-, 

, V. ,/ 

C. 
H. 
F. tc 
W. \ 

N. I 
P. . 
M. / ' 
Y. I 
Sz. J 
K. M 
J-*- 
A. /ii 

Rising Lower. 

A large-winged black 

ant. 

^ name of a kind of wine. 

A decorous manner; 

respectful. Pleased. 

See 12,601. 

Originally from ^ as 

radical with 2 as phonetic; 

q.d. the arrow gone, ended, 

etc. A particle denoting 

finality, and generally itself 

final. 

flU MU M ^ such is the eti' 
quette. 

Rn B £ and there’s an end 

of it. 

extreme; exhaust¬ 

ed,—the uttermost; neplus ultra. 

&& on the contrary. 

^ ® ^ ^ he is a very iolly 
fellow. 

mz\ ^ ^ pf u< & 
the breadth of the Han river 
cannot be dived across. 

the man has already gone: what 
is the use of quarrelling about it? 

B & zm 
ft iff M M she has 
already been sent into the palace: 
go there and get her yourself. 

ft £ a # admirable art 

thou, O great Father! 

iiia ^ life that rugged Mt. 
Ch‘i. 

5475 

R.ig 
See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

685 

5476 
RSI 
C. y/z/, syt 
H.y/', set 
F. yo, toZ 

hsieh 
N. yi! 
P. yr, chwai, 

hsie1 
M. /, 
Y. Z/j/V, hsiek 
Sz.yr, hsie 
K. ye^yol 

J. y«, etsz 
A.jue, tiet 

Sinking Lower 
Entering 

Upper. 

5477 

5478 

R. p 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To trail; to drag; to pull; 

to lead away. See 5476. 

an to trail the tail; to wag 

the tail. See i2,6or. 

tea to trail after one,—as a 

lady’s train. 

to drag along. 

sum to pull open a door, 

to drag forward. 

{SI t0 drag the heels in walk¬ 

ing; to shuffle along. 

#1 EP ^ M ftri they 
throw away their coats of mail, 
trail their arms behind them, 
and run. 

^ to shake about. 

yao and i as applied to sound 
mean “interrupted” and “con¬ 
tinuous,” i.e. “staccato” and 
“legato,” respectively. 

& to leave a page blank 

(inadvertently) in writing an 
essay. 

you have suits of robes, but you 
will not wear them. 

Same as 5475, for which 

it is used more especially 

in those senses where the 

hand is employed. Also 
read chtiai1 to throw; to 

ye Id or sling; and chuaii 
to drag; to pull. 

raft# to take big steps. 

chuai1 to fling mud at. 

& ^ {chuai* chuai*) 

pulling and hauling, 

tt chuai4 to pull up the root 

of a tree; to drag out a con¬ 
fession from a person. Read 
jveh* ken1) a strap to pull on 
shoes with. 

See 4383. 

An old term for rice. 

5479 

R. p 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

P 
5480 

C=J 4* 

e 
5481 

R. 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

Trailing; streaming, as a 

pennon. 

mm streaming or fluttering in 

the wind. 

Same as 5481, being the 

form in which the latter 

appears, on the right-hand 

side, as the radical of a 

large group of characters. 

A city or town; a capital 

city; a hamlet; a ^ Dis¬ 

trict. To catch the breath ; 

shortness of breath. Radi¬ 

cal 163. Used for 5482. 

m # n a four ching (.see 

2151) make a town. 

- ft «5 J?r B $ & 
if the Emperor Shun remained 
anywhere for two years, the place 
became a town. 

(Wen Wang) fixed 

his capital at Feng. 

ei M Hsia with its western 

capital. 

eL or eL ^ or eL ^ or 
a ± a District Magistrate. 

[The second title was in use 

under the m Chou dynasty.] 

W eL the chief District in a 

province, — in which lies the 
provincial capital. 

[S. Jpf a village bully. 

a A citizens. 

PI of the same District. 

Mft a capitals and large 

towns. 

my humble District. 

your flourishing District. 

jjsj" to appoint to a fief,—as 

in the feudal times. 

& it & + W 
how can we wait many 

hundred years in this state of 
uncertainty ? 

city of mothers,—a Bud¬ 

dhist phrase denoting the female 
sex. Sanskrit: matrigrama. 
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E3 
54«i 

Entering 

Upper. 

Entering 
Upper. 

7(3 
54»4 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

melancholy; sad. 

W £ *T ® ^ §L to recite 
his praises would put one out of 
breath,—so many are they. 

« A ^ & to make one 

choke with sad sympathy, 

anxious. 

« ** 

Disquiet; anxiety. 

T «• & t§ what is troub¬ 

ling you in your mind? 

'tg grieved. 

unsafe to die early from 

overwhelming anxieties. 

-tea the Ephthalites. See 5394. 

To bale out; to transfer 

liquids ; to decant. To 

repress; to put aside. See 

10,043. 

^ pf J# M y°u can- 
not use it to ladle out wine,— 

of a constellation in Sagit¬ 

tarius, supposed to resemble a 
ladle. See 11,427. 

Jfia ^ draw it into one 

vessel and let it flow into another. 

to supply (the require¬ 

ments of one province) by draw¬ 
ing on (those of another). Also, 
leakage; deficit; see 12,342. 

« nBA to p0ur out wine. 

4& til A 15t0 
I poured out (and pledged) the 
hermit, saying to him,. 

KM? * S his mind was 

always bent on shrinking,—full 
of modesty. 

Damp ; moist; soaked. 

gj shining with moisture, 

vdamp; soaked. 

wet lay the dew 

on the path. 

m W VB J||| the morning 

rain has laid the dust. 

rfini 
5485 

C. yik 
W.yit 
F. eik^yah 
W. yai 
N. ih 
V.yi\iyi 
M. yi 
Y. yik 
Sz .yi 
K. ik 
J. yeki, yaku 
A. ik 

Entering 
Upper. 

To pour in more ; to 

increase ; to benefit; ad¬ 

vantage, as opposed to 

^ 10,440; progress. The 

42nd Diagram. 

to increase,-the amount of. 

3^. to add. 

jj to increase,-in importance. 

& M £ # P tfe* y°ur 
letter fully corroborates my view 

JjL fully; enough. 

% or ^ ^ rm. 
or 's h 4rrC rm. 

more and more; increasingly. 

^ JqJ -g* the fewer 

there were, the more valuable 
they became. 

.mi. ^ to increase in speed; with 

increased velocity. [An inten 
sive.] 

4s & & most just and 

loyal. 

i to increase and multiply. 

& 

rm. 

/A v>rl rm. m ro rm. the further 

there is disadvan- 

distant (in relationship), the more 
distantly,—people are treated. 

Gmm4* 
tage and no advantage. 

m31 £ 'ft what is the g°od 
of doing that? 

^2* jjfjl advantage; benefit. 

& ^ ® if ^ fMthere is 
no advantage to be got. 

f!$t ^2^ humility is advanta 

geous. 

rm. 
to conduce to real 

advantage; to be truly of benefit, 

to make progress, as in 
IS 
learning (see 4839); to benefit. 

^2^ to make for progress. 

Im to ask further advice or tjpj .rm. 
information. 

4ttC 

asked the other’s advice. 
m lit ^ 4r m * each 

I am much obli- 
rm. nm# 

ged for your advice 

^>J»J the capital of Ssuch'uan 

under the Five Dynasties. The 

modern 15 if- 

S 

rm. 
a name for the 

lung-an. Also, the bitter-seedec 
cardamon. 

nr 
5486 

R-Sf 
C.yet-, 

H.yie, 
F. eik^ ik~ 
W. yai^ 

N. yih- 
r.yi’ 
M .yi 
Y. yik 
Sz. yi 
K. il 
J. itsz, ichi 
A.je/r 

Entering 

Irregular. 

5487 
rR^ 
C. 
H. ai\yi/} 
F.yz3 
W. j0, yaio 

M.yt, 
k. a 
J. i,yei 
A. ‘ o«, e3 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Upper 

Irregular. 

nr 
5488 

see&i 
Entering 
Lower. 

To overflow; to spread. 

Full; abundant. A single 

handful; the 24th part of 

a see 9879, 2692. 

M % TJX h overflowed and 

formed the Jung (marsh). 

'fit M t0 overflow. 

M ffi to exceed in quantity; to 

be in excess. 

M U m nothinsover- 

m ika surPius- 

the sound spread 

on all sides, 

ftgt ^ full; abundant. 

— ^ f I £ M a sing’e 
handful is called i. 

M @ to dazzle the eyes. 

jr to find vent in 
i&t ik a 

words. 

Read shi/i*. 

^ how adniirab]yhe 
overflows us!—with kindness. 

To hang; to strangle. 

§H to strangle. 

^ to die by hanging. 

#1 Jl i! t0 han8 oneself 
from a tree. 

PI m f'l @ 8S “ strangle 
oneself by hanging sideways 
from the ring-handle of a door. 

to tie up an ox. 

a small black insect with 

a red head, which suspends itself 
when weaving its cocoon. See 

4542. 

The bow of a junk, call-1 

ed M ffl ■ See 5490- 
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& 

54»9 
„ J#r 
R- u 

C.yit- 
H .yit, 
F.eih, 
W. yai, 

N .yih 
?.yi 
M .yi 
Y. yit 
Sz. yi 
K-.il 
J. *7», ichi 
K. jity 

Entering 
Irregular. 

M* 

549° 

Seeft§ 

cfM 
Entering 
Lower. 

& 

5491 
R-|® 

See 
Entering 
Lower. 

5492 
R|® 
Vi.yai,yie 

See£ 

Entering 
Lower. 

5493 

1 ** 

5494 

R-ffi 

s"S 

Entering 
Lower. 

A piece of gold weigh 

ing twenty taels. 

great wealth. 

A fabulous bird painted 

on the prows of junks, in 

order to repress the -fo jjiljl 

water spirits. A fish-hawk; 

see 13,196. 

f I -ft J® Hr a dragon-boat 

with a bird at the prow. 

walked out (from 

the cabin) to the bow of the boat. 

Name of a hill in Shan¬ 

tung, and of another in 

Kiangsu. 

To rejoice-, to be pleased; 

happy. 

Ill $$ joyfully. 

IIP pleased; rejoicing. 

displeased; out of sorts; 

sick. 

See 12,094. 

To unravel silk; to get 

the clue. To unfold; to 

explain. Continuous; un¬ 

ceasing. Used with 5495, 

5496. See 2485. 

to unwind a 

cocoon; hence, to explain. 

ft RB m * m. -S M SI 
as gradually I seized the mean- 
ing, I saw how profound were 
the thoughts. 

5494 

z3l |4i 

5495 

*-|® 
C. yik 
H.yit 
F. ik 
W. yai 
N. yih 
P. yP 
M.yz’ 
Y .yik 

Sz. yi 
K .yok 
J. yeki, yaku 
A.jik 

Entering 

Lower. 

m=r 
5496 

R- PS 
F. ik, v. yah 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

n&mz give men positions 

(of responsibility) and so unfold 
their talents. 

Im tt [«J »J when there is 

a general agreement, then consi¬ 
der it. 

^ cl each man stated 

his own intention. 

mmT |f||j in a continuous 

line without break. 

like the crowd at 

an audience 

* 
$ 

ever thinking of. 

t continuous; uninterrupted. 

To explain; to interpret; 

to translate. See 3388. 

g? to interpret orally. 

an officii interpreter. 

s urn* translated it into 

Chinese,-—of a document. 

0 # H |i! interpreted 
the Chinese words,-—orally, 

pp to examine through an 

interpreter. 

jJEJ |||j the modern name of 

an institution for the study of 
various languages, founded by 
the Emperor Yung Lo in 1407 

under the title of JJfJ ^ ^. 
fpf chlung‘ repeated inter¬ 

pretations,—such as are neces¬ 
sary when communicating with 
far-off peoples. Hence, the term 
has come to be used in the sense 
of remote tribes. 

j||j ch'wig1 gjjj! interpreters 

who speak nine languages. [The 
first and last characters together 
often stand for “foreign na¬ 
tions.”]. 

The government postal 

service for transmission of 

despatches. 

|e post-horses, lit. “courier- 

service horses,” but used for 
“destiny” in speaking of a man's 

fortune, e.g. W] . 

^ "o or Post'kouses. 

See gf|] 13,426. 

|e the postal service. 

0 Iff also cont:rolkr of 

provincial postal service. 

8,' 
5497 

v-mm 
C. i, yih 
H. z, yit 
F. ik 
W. z, yai 
N. yi, yih 
P. z,yz° 
M. /, yi 
Y. z, yik 
Sz. z', yi 
K. z', y ok 
J. i, yaku,ycki 
A.jijik 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Lower. 

4* 

5496 

a post-master, 

or Jpp j|j| to send by 

courier. 

Iff ,§§ ^ like a post-horse,— 

always on the move; fidgetty. 

6 M ifa born under 
the post-horse star,—never at 
rest; always on the move 

in unbroken lines 

rises,—the grain. 

Easy, as opposed to Jj|| 

8135 (q.v.). To be at ease. 

To deal lightly with; to 

attend to. 

^ 7 the favour of God 

is not easily preserved. See 634. 

what is difficult to one man is 
easy to another. 

^ easy. 

ffc S £ far from easy. 

smooth; plain sailing; no 

obstacle. 

J; ifl easy of belief; credulous, 

to easily understand. 

S'i«' S SiJ 30 
easily distinguishable. 

easily calculated. 

£ J* « m Z « 
damaged goods. 

£ 1ft H £) able to change 

from something to nothing and 
from nothing to something. 

^ easy to break; break¬ 

able. 

it is not easy to 

be a king. 

7 £ f Ti not easily 

moved to tears. 

easy to be done. 

tending to brevity. 

S T Jg # E ft tn? «« 
superior man is quiet and calm, 
awaiting the will of God. 

.8. 3t IK E B it S *» 
think of their hardships in order 
to secure their ease. 

AT'S'i not that the man 

despised the thing, but. 

or ]|jS Mj to treat lightly; li 
to disregard. 
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5497 

in 

| ^ i f do not sPeak 
lightly. 

^ he sneered at,—his stake, 

as trifling. 

z mn £ ^ & <tn s 
^ you must not regard it as 

easy because restricted to a few 

words,— of 3l ^ 'PfJ • 
•Src 3213. 

^ * * thinking he could 

easily beat him because of his 

small size, 

jjyft carelessly. 

It wX the grain is well 

cultivated all over the acres. 

I H 3t 
mourning, it is better that there 
be deep sorrow than a minute 
attention to observances. 

Read i* (in the book- 

language and in southern 

mandarin). To change; thej 

Canon of Changes. 

4 "f & ^ &1 have| 
now announced to you my un¬ 
changeable purpose. 

b# m w wt 
if there be no variation in the 
seasons, all kinds of grain come 

to maturity. 

able to make 

a superior man change his plans, 
—so clever is he at words. 

I will not let them perpetuate! 
their seed in this new city. 

nWM 1 am not a being| 

which changes its shape,—like 

a fox. 

% $1 the changes of winter,— 

which result in the renovation 

of nature in spring. 

0 M $ ^ days and months 

slipped by. 

many years have 

passed,—since we met. 

to exchange commodities; 

to barter. 

^ t0 tra(de- 

Z ‘It + H 3 ifc 
tm not to grudge 10,000I 

cash wherewith to buy some 
Yli-hang (near Hang-chou) wine. 

to change,—as a bank¬ 

note for cash. 

5498 

Sec 

Entering 
Lower. 

5499 

R. 

See 

Sinking 

Lower. 

J# lit % tft exchange th'S f0r| 
that. 

lit 0 3 M to substitute! 

months for days,—as when the! 
36 days of mourning werechan-| 

ged into 3 years. 

Jsubstitu‘ 
ted one of her husband’s slip-1 

pers in its place. 

5 Mil W\ it M chanse y°ur| 
point of view and the result will I 

be the same. 

6 M. S t0 change the| 
manners and customs of a place,! 

—for the better. 

to change; to transform. 

imzn unable to move| 

in a new groove. 

^ the Canon of Changes,— 

one of the Five Classics, contain-! 
ing a fanciful system of philo-1 
sophy deduced from the combi¬ 

nations of the Diagrams; see 

6311. 

fg H $5 (Con [ 
fucius) studied the Canon of I 
Changes (so persistently that) thel 
leather strap round the bamboo | 

slips broke thrice. 

3$h the Diagrams. 

the science of divination! 

according to the Diagrams, 

k to divine by the aid ofl 

the Diagrams. 

A boundary-, a limit; a| 

border; a dyke. 

ffl the boundary of a field. 

the frontier; boundary 

between States, or between fields.| 

to appoint to a fief. 

Entering 
Lower. 

W 
5501 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A kind of small chame¬ 

leon. See 4047. 

4" 

55°2 

Entering 
Lower. 

(4« 

J. yoku 
A.jik 

Entering 
Lower. 

To change, 

lightly. 

U W IB to be changeable; IR- j 

vacillating. IF’tk's,k 
I See V 

MtM 4 ^filledvarious posts) a ^ 

at the capital and in the pro¬ 

vinces. 

A .juk 
Entering 

Lower. 

to act rudely towards. 

Name of a famous archer, 

Jg; Hou I, of legendary 

times. 

:|j , l|l Chung' ^ he who! 

should wander in front of Hou 
I’s target, if he got in front of 
the bull’s-eye, would be in the 
place most likely to be hit. 

— 31#2 
if a bird falls in with Hou I, 
Hou I will infallibly get it. 

^ ^ ^ {jl* everybody in 

the world would be a Hou I, 
—if there were no difficulty in 

archery. 

Bright; dawn. 

^^10 wait until t0’ 

morrow. 

M3 jjrtj to-morrow morning. 

The appearance of flying. 

To assist, as wings do. See 

3586- 

jjjjjj an assistant; to help. 

* m n n Pfr & “ winp 
flap in unison, so do their opin¬ 

ions agree. 

Bright; glorious; spark¬ 

ling. See i3,3°3- 

the glow-worm. 

bM W tTthe fitful light of 
the glow-worm. See 4296. 

the oriole is flying about: now 
here, now there, are its wings. 
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S5°5 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Different, as opposed 

to 1^ 12,269. Foreign; 

strange; rare. Heterodox. 

H of a different kind. 

jjfe of a different surname. 

it If If M ^suddenly. 
his body and head were in dif¬ 
ferent places,—he had been de¬ 
capitated. 

j? belonging to a different 

village. 

a sister by a differ¬ 

ent mother. 

j? p —• |jjj different people 

told the same story, 

another day. 

iz B /J' M in a great degree 

alike, in a small degree unlike, 
—differing only in minor points. 

B M Z && the conversion 

of the like and the unlike,—a 
sophism of the schoolmen, by 
which like and unlike were 
shown to be identical. 

A not to seek to 

be different from other people. 
See £3,515, 13,522. 

he is not at 

all what the superintendent of 
the ruler’s carriages should be. 

mrntfcM grief and joy very 

different,—from what they ought 
to be (i.e. unequal). 

fa J# =f what is the 

difference between them? 

P$ fit J| % & thisisthe 

only difference between them. 

to cherish a different 

heart,—to be alienated from a 
person. 

^ ^ though my duties 

are different from yours. See 
below. 

MM objections raised. 

pjij or J!|. =y different lan¬ 

guage, — from that previously 
used; misunderstanding; discre¬ 
pancy. 

HjH a different agreement,— 

from a previous one; disagree¬ 
ment. 

fa B ZW^y 
say differently from what you 
said yesterday? 

or Mn foreign States. 

■ > 

55°5 

^ strangers; foreigners; ma¬ 

gicians or people possessed of 
extraordinary powers. 

M PM A how can they be 

strangers ? 

lit # M Athis is no 
foreigner! 

M A fa ffl Z what 
place is there where there are 
no wonderful people? 

M $1 ¥ M A stran§e 
things should be given to strange 
people (sweets to the sweet). 

^ J?. strange facts about men 

or women. 

hao4 there should 

not be the love of what is extra¬ 
ordinary. 

it M $j: M to value 
strange things and despise useful 
things. 

M fa iic % ® M $Jhow 
could I guess that you would 
die first? 

strange; wonderful. 

p|| strange or unusual news. 

j? tyi strange plants. 

3^ J!^. strange valuables; rarities. 

iS monstrous, — as a lusus 

naturce. 

a strange matter. See above. 

JJL J!| ^ ?mJ t0 make strange¬ 
ness the criterion of value, 

out of the common. 

jjg J|J unusually strict,— 

of the authorities, 

gji unusual ability. 

me a novelist. 

5 strange or heterodox writ¬ 

ings. 

a e k m i m ** 
rid of heterodoxy in order to 
glorify the only true doctrine,— 
that of Confucius. See 12,138 

for further examples, and 
10,569. 

heterodox teachings,—i.e. y Sr 
any other than Confucianism. 

$A M whenever 

did people who think differently 
live in harmony? 

SS°6 
R. Vulgar. 

See 

Sinkiug 
Lower. 

ir 

55°7 

R 
F. v. sik 
N. y.yah 

See y 

Entering 
Lower. 

The duration of a reign 
or a dynasty. 

[gq j|jf0L the reign of a sovereign. 

mm great and lasting,—as a 

dynasty. 
Ifi5 -ffi- P I wish your 

Majesty a long reign! 

The wings of a bird. To 

shelter; to assist. One of 

the zodiacal constellations; 

see Tables, Vb. 

itt g (the pelican) will 

not wet its wings,—make any 
effort to catch fish. Used of the 
apathy of worthless officials. 

J- k S M, one pair of wings to 

two birds. 

changz ^ g his feathers 

and wings are all grown,—he is 
fledged and no longer a child. 

g or J]j| g a bat,—from 

its folding the wings during the 
day. 

spread its wings 

and flew slowly. 

^ g or ^ g or ^ g to 

clap the wings,—as when about 
to fly. 

M M ± A R® without wings 

can you fly to heaven? 

tfr* a wing is broken,—used 

of the death of a brother. 

jjtj g four wings, q.d. two birds, 

—used in lists of presents, 

g or mu wings; aids; 

assistants. 

jE ft # m T M S this 
is positively to clip your Majes¬ 
ty’s wings. 

HI i £ Bespread 

out his arms in front of his 
brother. 

g to aid; to support. 

HI ]|| a bird screened 

him ( J0 ^ Hou Chi) with its 

wings. 

g a gaol in a yameti. 

HI ^ a side-room. 

g Q the next day. 

i. M ^ 'H Com 
mandants of the left and right 
wings of the vanguard division 
of the Manchu army. 

* 
« 

87 
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4* 

55°7 

5S°8 

5509 
*■1® 
C. yet, yik 
V.ye\yP 
M. yi, yP 

See^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

|| a Brigadier General in the 

Manchu army. 

55TO 

-fe Lieutenant General of 

the Gendarmerie. 

lp| Jj^j* Deputy Provost,—of the 

city of Peking. 

“I-* the Ten Wings,—or com¬ 

mentaries upon the Canon of 
Changes, ascribed to Confucius. 
See 5497. 

to arrange it as a 

side-dish. 

H tfefc R S the four steeds 

move regularly, like wings. 

S the boundaries ■ tg n 
are nicely adjusted, 

yj'* fp| very careful and 

respectful. 

#* old and reverent people 

^ 2 zodiacal constel¬ 

lation. 

helps to (the study of) 

Lao Tzti,—title of a book 

See 12,972. 

Fluid secretions; juices; 

to melt. See 1346. 

rain. 

rich juices,—applied to 

rain and dew; sweat and blood. 

to fertilise the 

fields with his sweat and blood, 
—of a patriot. 

the sweat of the clouds,— 

A kind of wine; talc. 

3k '$t dew; the elixir of life, 

humid; moist, 

to melt metal,—for casting, 

a long drawn out musical 

sound, resembling a sigh. 

mm a name for Peking. 

name of a pool within 

the palace at Peking. [Temp, 

T‘ang dynasty # mm® 

it was to the north of the 

Chien-chang palace at (?) Lo- 
yang.] 

See 12,973. 

4* 

55” 

■m 

See^ 
Entering 

Lower. 

R 

m 
55!2 

R. 

See 

55 r3 

«r 
5514 

Sinking 
Lower. 

5515 

R- TfrS. 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

35i6 

R. ft 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

ngi 

The part of the dress 

under the arms. 

H the seam on the side of 

the dress. 

Read chih}*. A sleeve. 

Same as 5517. 

Same as 5517. Used 

with 9991. 

The rubbing together of 

branches in a wind. 

The sleeves of a robe. 

Same as 5517. Specially 

used in the sense of sowing 

and planting. See 5668. 

ifli ^fc fH fl? we cannot 
plant our millet. 

cunning ; handi Skill ; 

craft; trade; profession; art; 

technique. To plant; see 

5516. To discriminate. A 

limit; a boundary 

it lib or j||j 1|£ skill; ability; 

talent. 

hand-skill; handicraft. See 

1104 

good workmanship; 

very skilful. 

fib 1|| to ply one’s trade. 

££ a trade; a profession. 

ifr® what is your profess¬ 

ion? 

5517 

R 

See 

55I8 
<§I3» 

Sinking 

Lower. 

!§> to learn a trade. 

If S ^ — g an 

the trades are not equal to one 
well learnt. 

si % m z m m >°<& 
cuss the vast scope of the Nine 

Schools,—of philosophy. See 
7248. 0 

lib literary pursuits. 

^ literary productions; an 

apprentice’s indentures. 

1|£ modern art,-essay-writing 

MM an essay at the public 

examinations. 

the eighteen 

kinds of military skill,—such as 
broadsword, dagger exercise, etc. 

1|£ mechanical skill or know 

ledge. 

lib ^ skill and forethought. 

11b the Six Arts, or depart¬ 

ments of knowledge,— jjj|| cere¬ 

monial observances, ^ music, 

^ archery, charioteering, 

Hi> writing, ^ mathematics. 

^ A It if a man’s 
skill is great his courage is high. 

fiff ^ art does not recog¬ 

nise ancient and modern,—it is 
for all time. 

*r g B5 t- m M>j ft m 
® AS * AS ft ^ 
if you have genius without tech¬ 
nique, although conceptions may 
take shape in the mind they 
will not take shape beneath the 
hand. 

to assign to each (of the 

feudal princes) the tribute to 
be presented by him to the 
Emperor. 

|l| ^ l]^ avarice and lust 

without limit. 

H W. M pulse and 
millet come to maturity in due 
season. 

To mutter; to talk in 

one’s sleep. 



691 

5gm< 

55 x9 
R. ^ 

See 

To talk in one’s sleep; 

to whisper. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

5S20 

F. i£, v. yah 
W.yiie 
N. yuoh 
M .yii 
Y. yiiih 
Sz. yi,yu 

See^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

^ir to mutter in sleep,— 

chiefly applied to children. 

To serve; a servant, as 

opposed to :jr 2526. To 

employ as a servant. 

in order to be of 

service to our western land. 

not to be a slave 

to the senses of sight and hearing. 

am the servant 

of God. 

W to make the will subser¬ 

vient. 

"J* ^ not to give 

the will in bondage when making 
offerings,—reduces the offerings 
to an empty and worthless cere¬ 
mony. 

# ? ® my husband is 

away on service. 

i® ^ ^ A one fit for miIitai7 
service. 

ft® to go to the wars. 

the weak serve the 

strong. 

^ ^ in composition, 

the thought is the essential, the 
style is subordinate. 

A ® ffij ® to be a 

servant and to be ashamed of 
being a servant,—is absurd. 

A or fr»T yam^n under¬ 
lings,—in general. 

lictors; runners. 

fflHS constables. 

FI# underlings employed at 

the gates of yamens. 

yamin underlings whose 

duty it is to see to the supply 
of tea for guests and others. 

ox-headed lictors,—in 

the courts of Purgatory. 

A# a servant. 

or T # menials; the 

lowest of official underlings. 

ttfc« official servants whose 

5520 

R 

.4* 

5521 

•PS 
H. y*7, v. mut 

W.yiie 
N. yuoh 
M .yii 
Y. yiieh, yiiih 
Sz • yi,yu 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

w 
5S22 

RA 
W. ngi 

K. it 
Sinking 
Lower. 

m: 
55*3 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

fathers and grandfathers have 
occupied the same position. 

^ ^ function; duty. 

personal service, 

to employ,—as a servant, 

treated her mother 

as a servant. 

«IS & re # £ to make 
all things subservient to his will, 
—as man. 

® he could exert 
over supernatural authority 

beings. 

it « « re 7 3t 
Jjfc to toil all one’s life in 

one thing and another, and not 
to see achievement,—in any. 

fUl to stoP work- 

An epidemic; a pestil¬ 

ence. 

an epidemic. 

^ the disease is 

infectious. 

iSI to expel the demon 

of pestilence,—by religious rites, 
incantations, etc. 

a specific against in¬ 

fection. 

Bold ; resolute ; firm. 

combined |M ffn ix docility 

with boldness. 

^ M ^ i* march for 
ward with determined boldness, 

'/an. Mi gende and brave. 

^ resolutely; with deter¬ 

mination. 

||j ^ hard and brave,-unflinch¬ 

ing; unyielding. 

^ J§ courageous. 

a ± 7 W « 7 & 
scholar cannot succeed without 
great resolution. 

^ untiring effort. 

A kind of pepper tree 

(.Xanthoxylon), the seeds of 

which are used in cooking. 

5S26 

*11 
H. yi3 
F .yp 
W. sie, sP 

See Ip 

S524 
r, 

See 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w 
5525 

R. 

See : 4S 
Entering and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Entering and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

PI 
5527 

R 

See 

5528 
€© 

Sinking 
Lower. 

w 
S529 

R-^ m 

See 'Y 
Sinking 
Lower. 

Talkative ; loquacious ; 

chattering. 

A long oar; a sweep. 

Read hsieh**. A stand 

for bending a bow. See 

2203. 

To be dispersed. Name 

of a tributary of the 'j* 

Huai. 

Sli that the sorrow of 

the people may be dispelled. 

# % ® m the mulberry- 

planters stand idlv about. 

lazily moving its 

wings. 

M ^ 1$: do not be so 
leisurely in your movements, 

jfyff trifling; neglect of duty. 

he felt about with 

his foot. 

Read hsieh**. Used for 

4383. See 8514. 

Same as 5524. 

A paper saddle, to be 

burnt for the use of the 

dead. 

Read hsieh**. 

saddle-flaps. 

Leather 

Labour; toil; affliction. 

you do not know 

what my sufferings are. 

.i7#f& the horse could 

not stand the strain,—and boltec 
{polo). 
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AT 
'554° 

R. 

C. ngai 

H. ngi, ngai 
F. ngie 
W. ngi 
N. «_y/, «£ / 
p. ) 
Y. I . 
M. * 

Sz. ) 
K .ye 

]-g^gai 
A. ngai, tt^« 

Sinking 

Lower. 

ar 
R. 

See ^ 

A. ngai 

Sinking 

Lower. 

5532 

R. 

C. yik 
H. yit 

F. eik 

W. yai 
N. ih 
P .yP 
M. yi 
Y. yik 

Sz. yi 
YL.dk 
J. yoku, oki 

A. 'ik 

Entering 
Upper. 

4fi 

in 

To regulate; to bring 

into order. To aid. Men 

of eminence. Used as a 

contraction for f|| 5454. 

[To be distinguished from 

% 13,,428 and X l86-] 

nm&x is there a capable 

man who can correct this (evil)? 

71} x then the government 

will be well ordered. 

m X £ 1® m ft X <i 
times of trouble) God raises a 
man of intelligence to put things 
to rights. 

liT'^^X^wliynot 
aid and co-operate with us? 

to preserve; to protect 

men of a thousand 

and men of a hundred (i.e. men 
of eminence) will hold office 

&X or mx peaceful; pros¬ 

perous. 

m % T X& the empire 

was then at peace. 

To cut grass; to mow. 

& an m I cut it and I 

boiled it. 

XlJ it ^ I would cut down 

the thorns. [ "S' an initial part 
icle.] 

mm to cut down and reap. 

To restrain; to repress; 

to curb. Elegant; hand¬ 

some. An initial particle. 

Either; or. A final inter¬ 

rogative. 

@ # to attain to repression 

of self,—to be humble. 

to curb the violent 

and assist the weak. 

$1 »fHj °r $1 or $1 W) t0 
restrain; to control; to coerce, 

to injure; to oppress. 

talents repressed 

—by poverty, want of oppor¬ 
tunity, etc. 

their deportment 

is most proper,—before they get 
drunk. 

w 
5532 

5533 

R.e 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

in a state of disquiet or 

anxiety. 

if M in a delightful 

cadence. See If? 12,876. 

what elegance in 

his high forehead! 

this Huang-fu. 

or «il furthermore. 

Vv.Vv. . either.or. 

Vv $ °r else. 
VV 1$L % W can it be that 

there are none? 

Vv & fruit or perhaps thus. 

Vv lift or whether. 

Vvjvvfg: possibly it may 

be so. 

y*\ VV Myil3 ^ 
fi yiP shall we strive for it or 

give it? 

how (in such case) 

can there be grievances? 

it* 4 ± «! 4 ^ 

k- n m vv is there then 

any difference in the production 
of things in ancient and modern 
times? 

To err; to fail. Ease; 

idleness. Used for 5536 

ffcfj to err in the application 

of punishment. 

tyj & Sfr t$iVido not fail to 
arrest them all. 

this horse is 

about to break down, — from 
exhaustion. 

lu A 3fet0 Putanend 
to the glory of one’s ancestors, 
—by evil conduct. 

£ SSlf ft the whole work 

(book) entirely lost. 

M nfn % he did not 
complain when passed over, 

vicious indulgence. 

to take pleasure in 

idly roaming. 

to run away. 

Read tieW*. To alter¬ 

nate ; successively; sudden¬ 

ly. Used for ^ 11,116. 

ft" 
5534 

r-M 
Y .yueh^yik 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

m. 
5535 

5536 

C. yet 
H .yit 
Y.ik 
W. yai 
N. yik 

p -yi\ 
M.y/ 
Y. yik 
Sz. yi 
YL.il 
J. z7rz, ichi 
A. jet 

Entering 
Lower. 

A row of dancers em¬ 

ployed at ancestral sacrifi¬ 

ces under the Chou dyn¬ 

asty. They waved pheasant- 

feathers and danced to 

music,—eight rows of eight 

for the Emperor, six rows of 

six for princes, and so on 

AtSfl the eight rows 

of dancers perform in the hall. 

•SMI Z A iff ffclil 
tfitjfn when the Emp. sang it, 

the eight rows of dancers all 
bowed their heads and joined in. 

1fttfa thereupon (the duke) 

for the first time exhibited only 
six feather-wavers, and used six 
rows. 

a dancer. Also, a candi¬ 

date for the degree of ^ 

hsiu-ts‘ai, who has failed, not 
from incompetence but from 
want of sufficient vacancies for 
all those deserving of success 
He is allowed to present himself 
for the final exam, next time 
without undergoing the two pre 
lim. exams before the Magist 
and Prefect. His functions as 

are to attend to the dan¬ 

ces in the Conf. Temple. He 

is popularly known 

A- 

See 8227. 

To exceed; to go to 

excess; extravagance; ease; 

idleness; see 5533- To retire 

from the world. To let 

go; to lose. [In practice, 

this character is generally 

written as below.] See 5013. 

do not find your 

enjoyment in indulgent ease. 

to indulge oneselfl 

in festivity. 

# ^ ft £ * & the su- 

perior man will have no luxuri¬ 
ous ease. 

^ carried his luxurious 

indolence to excess. 
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J§ % it It the horses 
dashed on, unable to stop, 

peaceful leisure. 

idleness and lust. 

fa idleness ar*d pleasure- 

^ the easy-going habit,—of 

a man who is not ambitious. 

±■3? 31 God leads men to 

tranquil security,—but they will 
not always follow. 

U %fa lively; sprightly. 

5537 
gei 

A. nge 

Sinking 
Lower. 

_ ^ p extravagant or 

talk. 

4^ fresh and tired; confident 

and dispirited,—as the different 
conditions of troops. 

K % 7 & the people are 

all enjoying themselves. 

j^£,in retirement; out of office. 

a retired scholar. 

*(fa ^ decently and in order. 

ffi ft &tm & Z5&& 
how do you manage to lead such 
a quiet life? 

^ ^ to let loose; to give rein to 

^ ^ the ®oat'ng sound 

of a Ch‘in harpsichord. 

Ml 
half of it (a book) 

had already been lost. 

RJ to release prisoners. 

^ ^ [lj a bear got out,—of 

its cage. 

an escaped tiger,—from 

its cage. 

swift of foot. 

To go to; to reach. 

!Ht0 g0 in person- 

^ =j| to await the arrival of 

any one. 

31 b|| your arrival. 

b|| to g° to visit. See 8106 

B0 to visit and talk over. 

sfc. 
SB — to visit a shrine 

mi 
5539 

IT 
^5 40 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

bB t0 go t0 an<^ exam'ne. 

§B IP) to g0 to t^ie Custom-house. 

wit bB t0 make progress in 

learning. 

§B a name f°r tiie m°ie' 
cricket. 

See 9793- 

Hi5 

554i 

r-R 
C. z-, -ngai 

H. ngi- 
F. ngie2- 
W. ‘-ngi. 

N. ' 
P. 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ii 

]■ ki,gi 
A. -A', ti'- 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w 
5542 

K-i 

See 

K. it 

A. vi 

Even Upper. 

See 13,626. 

To practise. Fresh 

shoots of trees, etc. Toil; 

distress; see 5409. [To 

be distinguished from j|j| 

10,300.] 

^ to practise. 

^ ^ to learn a profession or 

trade. 

mmn carried on his studies 

at; was educated at. 

accorded a prac¬ 

tical submission, 

a £ m &1 cut down the 

branches and twigs. 

To cut off the nose,— 

one of the five punishments 

of the Chou and Han dyn¬ 

asties; see 3338, 4621. 

HlJ |flj J| §2, committing crue 

tortures in the cities of Hsia 

See 13,244. 

I] M § 1 he maimed or 
killed every man. 

Excellent; rare. To ad 

mire. [To be distinguishec 

from^f 12,538.] 

fi. ipt his father and 
grandfather were men of gooc 
position. 

5543 

Sinking 
Upper. 

5544 

ifc> 

The “—er—er” of a| 

hesitating speaker. 

See 

Same as 5353. 

A small tributary of the| 

j|| Han river. 

Read shi/i4". Name of a| 

town. 

M a District in Hupeh under! 

the Chin dynasty. 

An insect. 

jjjjj§ a garden snail or slug. 

Read xyzA A reptile,! 

the jig , resembling the 

iguana. 

5547 

See ! 

Rising Upper. 

5549 

R- Jrfk 

An ejaculation of assent. 

Same as 5541. 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

555° 

See Ib 
Sinking 
Lower. 

To talk in one’s sleep, 

talking in sleep. 

A law; a method. 

ft x « ® * T 
Jg -f- £ § and never j 
theless you come to worry me I 
about government of the empire.! 
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JAN. 

V 2 

55 51 

C.yn 
H. yen 

F.yong 
W. tie 
N .jon 
P. 

jan 

To be in accordance with •, 

to be right-, to hold to be 

right; thus; so. However; 

on the other hand; but. 

To burn ; see 5552. 

M. 
Sz. 
Y. yei 
K .in 
J. zz», nen 

A. nyen 

Even Lower. 

-7^ although such 

may be the case. 

* ^ m not necessarily so; un¬ 

certain; no “must” about it. 

§ see 12,365. 

pfe see 8922. 

see 6627. 

£ although, 

also thus. 

yet also; nevertheless. 

not so; on the contrary; 

had it not been that. See 

9389- 

S?8«ISI 
if there is no other way. 

g a mm.i;.^ 
M Ss tb T > H 
but as he said in explanation 
“I should have changed it, had 
it not been that”. 

A H5 $?. 1% ^ $$others 
are so, but I am not. 

fa why should this 

be an exception to the rule? 

lit H S fa $swhatthen 
is the fitness of a fine night like 
this ? — without a sympathetic 
friend. 

fJfHim how a thing is as it is 

m utterly; to the 

last degree. 

God causes this 

to be as it is. 

^ pfe natural; see 11,208. 

a natural, or self- 

existent, or “eternal” principle, 

it VX% M to regard as right. 

IP J# % Ang agreed to this. 

<>r an m 

m don’t pay any attention to 

him. 

v 2 

ftfx 
Jib 
5S5i 

is 

® $$ ^ t0 reSard either 
as a fact or not, as right or 
wrong, etc. 

^ -5J2. is it so or not? 

* 8 1 * fi f i 
this so? 

ff 
rfii $s IP is it so because he 

was constantly taking life and 
injuring animals? 

m b* he answered “yes.” 

£.mZ the young man as¬ 

sented. 

^ ^ fa % Mi why 
should not (the principle) hold 
good equally as regards flavours ? 

tomzasm things receive 

names and are what they are. 

they have a natural affinity for 
what they are, and a natural 
antagonism to what they are not. 

already done; fait accom¬ 

pli. 

not yet done or consum 

mated. 

P& r?0 however. 

3JH but; still. 

ftk or havins done 
thus; ultimately; finally. 

pfi suddenly. 

£ exclusively; solely. 

^ in every respect; wholly 

$L fflor Perhaps. 

m% afterwards. 

# % II ffc 1 never said h 
was so. 

WBT' it is going to snow. 

^ $$ ffil not expecting 

it to be so and it was so; quite 
unlooked-for. 

7 t M ffi «sft 
did it without knowing how,— 
of painting. 

M B # * he has kindly con 

sented to come. 

V. 2 

m 
5551 

m 
5552 

See^ 
Even Lower. 

/bv 

5553 

R % 
SeeM 
Even’Lower. 

mm an exclamation of admira¬ 

tion. 

m&tfr to burn the bamboos 

of the Ch‘u hill,—for a fire. 

M A *0 ^ rflj Pfo two bits 
of wood rubbed together will 
catch fire. 

To light a fire; to burn. 

See 6945. 

ijjj$ »J||j£ to burn; to be on fire. 

M £ as ur8ent as when 
the fire has already got close 
enough to singe the eyebrows, 
—in utmost need. 

^ A to Hght a fire. 

to light a candle. 

A kind of monkey. See 

663°* and 6627. 

n 
5554 

st'm 

Even Lower. 

ft 
5555 

ft 

5556 

C.ym 
H.nyam 
F.yeng 
W. zie'- 
N. zien 
P .jan 
Vi.jan^yuan 
Sz .jan 
K.yoni 

J. sen, nen 
A.nyem 

Rising Lower. 

Red silk, 

threads. 

Tangled silk 

Same as 5556. 

Tender; weak. 

ftft gradually; alternating. 

* It ft ft light and shade 
alternated,—time wore on; years 
passed, etc. See 5557. 

% ft ft * m $ ^oi<1 
age is gradually coming on. 

ft^o' ft 10 4-a disciple 
of Confucius who died before 
the Master. He was “daring in 
word and upright in conduct.” 
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w 
5557 

R 
H. 

cngiam 

See 

Rising Lower, 

5558 
R.~ 

See 

Even Lower. 

nr 
5559 

R. 

See^lJ. 

Even Lower. 

5560 

See 

Even Lower. 

w 
5561 

H. -ngiam 
F. -yettg 

See pj 

Even Lower. 

✓ft 
5562 

C.ym 
H. ngiam3 
F. 7iieng 
W. «g-2(r 

N. zien, ngien 

M. \j'an 

Y.yei 
Sz. /<?» 

J. zz«, »«» 

A. hyiem 

Rising Lower. 

Luxuriant herbage. 

the grass is fresh¬ 

looking. 

^ ^ light and shade 

alternate,—time flies. See 5556. 

A large serpent; a boa 

constrictor. 

a tribe of savages. 

A woman’s every-day 

dress. The broad hem on 

a robe. A knee-pad. 

Whiskers. 

,1 6 f?n ffi a dark complex¬ 

ion and a large beard. 

The whiskers; the beard. 

U a l°ng beard, 

ifif. a scanty beard. 

n & & % whiskers like 

spears,—bearded like the pard. 

Jlf. '0^ ha*r and beard 

streaked,—with white. 

flf. Lord of the Handsome 

Whiskers,—a name for the God 
of War. See 6368. 

an old man. 

To dye; to paint. To 

imbue with; see 3828. To 

vitiate ; to infect. Soft; see 

& 5619. 

■ffj to dye cloth. 

9k BE a dyer. 
9k to dye. 

lit It E Jfc & this silk dyes 
well. 

fe 7 the colour will 

not stain the hands. 

'VTZ 

5562 

5563 

R. 

See |fj- 

Even Lower. 

to dye; (figuratively) to 

be steeped or implicated in. 

M M PJf 9kdid not 
“squeeze” a cash. 

a dye-shop. 

^j| an indigo-blue dye- 

shop. 

to dye the beard 

and hair,—first mentioned under 
the reign of Wang Mang, a.d. 

6—23. 

to dye the finger; to dip 

the finger in; to discolour the 
fingers by receiving bribes. 

there were vast heaps of jewels, 
but he did not appropriate the 
smallest fraction. 

tjjp to dye by spattering,—as 

furs. 

jfe a $ m \ ? became a 

convert to Taoist beliefs. 

^ to become imbued with. 

7 ¥k untainted with, as bad 

habits, cares or troubles; un¬ 
affected by. 

to be infected with; to 

have caught; to suffer from. 

^ to infect; to carry infec¬ 

tion. 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. 

J. 

to catch smallpox. 

to be ill in bed. 

m m fr % is on improper 

terms with him,—as an adulter¬ 
ous woman. 

yk harmony,—of sound or of 

people. 

Rife to bring out; to illustrate; 

to cause to stand forth; to deli¬ 
neate; to give form to. 

(or dyed in the 

Yellow Springs,—dead. 

Read jan4. 

n to pollute; to be soiled. 

A caterpillar, called 

which causes inflam¬ 

mation if allowed to crawl 

over the skin. 

fjg’ 

Even Lower. 

S 

5565 

F. giong 

Even Lower. 

3 

5566 
R. Vulgar. 
C. not used 
H. yong3 
W.j 
N. ziaiig 
P. 

not used 

\jang 

not used 

A. nyong 

Rising Lower, 

5567 

C. yong'- 
H. csiong 
F. cyong 
W. ziae1- 
N. -ziaiig 

Rising Lower, 

J--AJNTC3-. 

An old form of 

13,215. Also, weak; ex¬ 

hausted; see 12,494. 

Urgent. 

H|j in haste; hurried. 

IK/ t0 suPPort oneself by 

means of,—e.g. a trade. 

To make a clamour; to 

brawl. 

^|J P||. don’t bawl so; don’t make 

a noise. 

up ms SI what are you 

bawling about? 

p|j| pi] to quarrel. 

ih m&w a great clamour 

and bawling. 

5§l or to hawl out; 
to shout. 

P§| t0 scold. 

pj| p|j| to clatter; to talk too 

loudly; to jangle. [Read jangx 
jangx in Peking.] 

Earth; soil; mould; dirt. 

Rich, as soil. 

like heaven and earth, 

—wide apart. 

i|j| the cover and the ground, 

■—heaven and earth. See 5597. 

j|j| '/fit c^ods and drops,—which 

make up the land and sea. 

— the three qualities of soil, 

—according to which fields were 
classified by the Great Yu. 

you must 

not grieve for my rotten clod,— 
after death. 

P ft Z the dust-bin 

in the house. 

j|j| manure. 

^ fp| a rich soil. 

||^| a fat, well-fed child; the 

favourite child. 
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5567 

Tv*-'3 

5568 

See g|j!| 

Rising Lower. 

*A 

5569 
R% 
F. csiong 

Even Lower. 

to throw sticks at 

a stick in the ground (an an¬ 
cient game) and sing,—as in a 
time of plenty. 

Ik -BS an ant-hill. 

Jisj j||| of the same district; fellow 

countrymen. 

J|| or J|| neighbouring 

adjacent; adjoining. 

in the third year 

I had a good harvest, 

m±mm that soil is very 

rich. 

$4 ft tt H we venture to 

bring the productions of our 
territories. 

j^j| and the parts of 

the sun which have emergec 
from, and are entering into, the 
shade of an eclipse, respectively 

j|j| j|j| multitudes of people; see 

6885. 

A bent bow. 

R. 

C. lying 
H. yong' 

F. ‘yong 
W. ziae- 

N. -ziahg 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

Covered with dew. Water 

flowing. Name of a river 

in Ssuch‘uan. Name of a 

Department in Kuangsi 

under the T‘ang dynasty 

'if' H Ifl heavily covered 

with dew. 

Read jangs. 

•/H M & water flowed in a 

constant stream. 

To take; to steal. To 

thin out. To lay bare. 

To reject; to expel. 

g§ robbing and stealing, 

to carry off; to rob. 

m to stea^to pi^er< 

if the father steals a sheep, his 
son will bear witness against him, 
—a state of morality condemned 
by Confucius. 

-5-*- Z 

557° 

C. nong 
F. noting 
N. ngiang 
p. \ 
M. . 
Y. \Ja"S 

Sz. ) 
K.yang 
J. nio, djo 
A. nying 

Even Lower. 

5572 

R. 

C.lying 
F. yong- 
W. Qsiae, ziae 
N. iziatig 
P. ijang, jang1 
M. ljang 

Even Lower. 

|H —• ||j| to steal a fowl a 

month,—instead of one a day 
sc. improvement. 

Bfilf ^ifil 
it had already been taken pos¬ 
session of by some overbearing 
person of influence. 

#fT* he bared his arms 

(to fight) and jumped down from 
the chariot. 

mm to reject; to discard. 

|H 5£ to drive away evil,—as by 

incantations. 

to expel. 

|p| a place for winnowing 

grain. 

Read jang’. To em¬ 

broil ; to cause confusion 

^ tmm the empire was 

thrown into confusion. 

Read jang*. To take 

m g * * he takes from 

right and left. 

The pulp ; the pith; the 

core; the kernel. Mem¬ 

brane ; cartilage. 

jJkm the pulp of a melon. 

MMl JR a melon from which 

all the pulp has been taken,— 
exhausted; finished. 

®«8S the eatable part of a 

walnut. 

fs m the pellicle inside the 

bamboo. 

the inside; the core; the 

pulp; a letter, as opposed to its 
envelope. 

To pray •, to supplicate. 

or j|=|s Sfl to seek to avert 

calamity by prayer. 

# i s * to pray for the 

cessation of a pestilence. 

to pray to one’s 

natal star and worship the Dip¬ 
per. See 11,427. 

USSXftll 
if you, sire, have done no wrong, 
why pray? 

to exorcise. 

5573 
R. 

C. lying 
F. cyong 

N. iziatig 
P. ijang 

Y. JanSt 
Jisiang 

Even Lower. 

5574 

Even Lower. 

5^ 
rM 
C.ying 
H.yong 
F. yong, niong 
W. ziae, yae, 

ngiae 
N. ziarig, 

ngiang, v. 

yang1 
P. 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K.yang 

J. djo 
A. nying 

Sinking 
Lower. 

jang 

The stalk of grain 

Luxuriant; abundant. Ten 

billions. Used for 5571. 

iFSE millet-stalks. 

ins m fl abundant bless¬ 
ings are sent down. 

fH abundant; prosperous. 

* ^ the old name of ^ jjj 

in Honan. 

i do not ^1 Jit# * @ 
use mulberry-wood for the lining 
—of a coffin. 

Name of a plant. 

| Lilium giganteum, Wall. 

To yield; to give way; 

to resign; to be humble. 

See ^ 11,659. 

HI 0 t0 yield in order 

to obtain,—do ut des. 

g|| capable of yielding,— 

complaisant. 

iifi Shun yielded to 

virtue,—Shun wished to yield 
the throne in favour of some 
more virtuous man than himself. 

% M % T ^ §£ A Yao 
wanted to resign the throne to 
Hsu Yu. 

the various nobles 

make a point of giving place 
to one another. 

HI ffls push f°nvard 
worthy and give place to the 
able. 

g|| ^ ^ to resign to a successor. 

^ to resent; to demand satis¬ 

faction; to lack modesty. 

'ffij =|| had no false modesty. 

^ to £et an official 

post and show no humility. 

^ m jg z &humiiity is 
the basis of virtue. 

Hit 111 retiring; modest; humble. 

§ 

if one family is courteous, the 
whole State becomes courteous, 
—such is the force of example. 



5576 

5577 

F. zsiong 

See sSS 

°r ^0 mto yield; to 
decline in favour of another; 
concessions. 

g. ||§ to vacate,—as premises. 

|H 4^ to invite to take a seat. 

to decline the seat of hon¬ 

our. Also, to abdicate. 

Ig ^ be§an t0 eat 
without inviting him to join. 

HI H3. to cede to. 

Ijj to produce and hand over. 

g|| ^ or HI ^ t0 recluest one 
to go,—as a host, by raising his 
tea-cup to his lips. 

|H fpj to invite to take wine. 

BM st * beg him to come 

in. 

R. 

See iff? 

A. wyrVw 

Even Lower. 

^ ^ let me pass. 

how much will you 

take off the price? 

by fighting you never get enough, 
by yielding you get more than 
you want. 

HI stand aside! 

HI (°r $§ or ££ ) to yield 

the path. 

if you yield the path all your life, 
you won’t lose a hundred steps. 

in walking he will not yield the 
path, nor in sitting the mat. 

111 
life, it is noble to yield a step. 

to yield does not mean 

that I am weak, but that I am 
under self-restraint and leave 
blustering to others. 

See 8244. 

Unkempt hair. 

-m 

Even Lower. 

the hair in disorder. 

5578 

Uc 

5579 

R. 

Graceful; fascinating. 

slender; graceful; refined. 

nau,ym 
H. ngiau 
F. nau, ngieu 
W. no a 
N. zioa, do a, 

noa 

P. ) . 
M_ j Jau1 nau 

Y. noa 
Sz .jau, nau 
K. nio,yo 

do, nid, djo 

A. nau 

Even Lower. 

558- 

R, 

C. yiu 
H.cngiau 
F. cnau 
W. zioe, v. 

ngioe'- 
N. ngioa 

P. | . 
u.\Jatl 
Y.joa 
Sz .jau 
K.yo 
J. zio, nid 
A. nyicu 

Rising Lower 
and usually 
Sinking too. 

Read niao%. To make a 

disturbance; to play tricks 

with. 

% ft % ^ ^ the §host 
of a murdered man haunts,—the 
murderer. 

Bent wood. An oar; a 

paddle. Unjust. Defeated. 

To scatter. Weak; soft. 

it* to row a boat. 

Hlj |J1 a pleasant row. 

|J| unjust; prejudiced. 

P& Wl defeated,—as troops. 

for scattering things there is 
nothing so violent as wind. 

ill *Pt* He a delicate frame 

of body. 

To wind round; to sur 

round. To make a detour; 

to pursue a curved route. 

To be entangled in. [In 

the first seven entries, read 

jao%.\ 

U|| to bind; to encircle. 

/(i_ —• ^ bind it once round. 

H-tt I make it fast. 

It®* wind it up. 

ill !f$ M III hilIs and the sea 
surround it. 

[ft\| to surround; to environ. 

it &, X th'sn> 
tax of this passage is very much 
involved. 

H ff or li *£ or iM or 
>||j jjjr to make a detour. 

to avoid,—as a rock at sea 

to evade, as the law 

to make a detour: to go 

170 

'I'yo 

170 
circuitous. 

170 i'd, 
round a corner. 

mmu round the north of I 

the sea. 

to run round and I 

round the “shadow wall,”—to I 
play hide and seek; to play fasti 
and loose. 

to wind round,—as a road. 

jg* to cheat in weighing; to I 

558i 

R. 

C. in 
H. ngiau 
F. ngieu 
W. zioe 
N. zioa 
P. nau, jau 
M. tail, jau 

Y. noa 
Sz. nau, jau 
K.yo 
J. zio, nid 
A. ngieu 

Even Lower. 

'1170 

“squeeze;” to try to reach, or to I 
make to understand, by round-1 
about ways. 

|H pj ^ a jingle, difficult to I 

repeat, as “Peter Piper picked! 
a peck, etc.” The following is I 
a specimen, to be read horizont-l 
ally, from left to right:— 

1J4 
Ill # 10 HI ft 
— A ib if * tt 
7 i: ft « Hi Jlil 
#} Jfi tt. m S IFil tt 
«fill ilia- 

Grass; stubble; fuel. 

See 2643. 

A kindling. 

r faSg°tsi fuel 

Wikstrcemia sp. 

5582 

R. 

A. ngieu, iiieu 

Even Lower. 

Worms in the bowels,| 

called 4^ 

5583 

Even Lower. 

5584 

The cloth cover of a| 

scabbard. See 3619. 

Same as 5580. 

88 
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m 
_J585 

F. ngieu, nieu 
Y.joa, no a 

See^ 
Even Lower. 

1 
5586 

\vs\ 

C. yiu 
H. yau 

F. yeu 
W. zi'de 
N. zioa 

P. 
M. 

jau 

Plenty ; abundance ; sur- \ 
plus. To be liberal; in¬ 

dulgent. To be merciful; 

to spare; to pardon. 

5586 
Y.joa 
Sz.j'au 

HI |f or ^ if: or |f 
Iv. yo ) 

. zio, nid 

plentiful; abundant. 

a Pitiful year. 

^ fH the soil yields 

A. nyicti 

Rising Lower, j 

abundant harvests. 

^ ^ bis family was 

ancient and wealthy, 

a surplus. 

||f to take trouble in vain. 

—' jljti) to give an extra play 

at the end of an evening’s per¬ 
formance. 

|rf to give pieces to 

opponents in chess, etc. 

||f to be lenient. 

jf ^ to pardon errors, 

jf ^ to indulge one’s tongue; to 

wrangle; to blab; to complain. 

0 M ^ Mthe Slln and @5 
moon do not spare me,—time 

co LT 
m

 

flies. r m 
if ^ to spare life. See 7962. 

See 

gij- |tf or ^ If to beg for Rising Lower. 

mercy. 

$4 # % l‘t H 1 wil1 inter' flft 

cede for you. 

jf ^ ^ has been let off 5588 

several times. 

|f jtfl ^ spare him! pardon 

him! 

-&H Awhen- 
ever you can spare a man do so. 5589 

m a w ^ that 1 pard°n 
is not that I am weak. 

tw ^ M ^ M A a f°o1 
never knows how to spare a 559° 

person’s feelings. R-l11 
||f fS' ’•bat case I will See 

let you off a beating. A. niok 

Sinking 

Docility; see 5522. To 

train to obedience. To give 

Lower. 

trouble; to annoy; noisy 

disputation (see 4806). 

W 
131 % Js* t0 tradl *'be masses to 5591 

obedience. 

1M 1b si t0 train draSons- 
PM ^j* obedient to God 

ym *Ci> 
5592 

m 

m 

I A IE they were the first 

to throw into disorder the regu¬ 
lations of heaven,—by want of 
attention to the calendar. 

Kit M t0 8ive trouble to; to 

bother. See 1375. 

or PM SLor it PMor 

or PM % to disturb; 

to throw into confusion. 

I have given you 

a lot of trouble,—a conventional 
phrase to a host. 

1 0 mm many thanks for 

your hospitality the other day. 

jf )$. I really ought not 

to put you to all this trouble. 

: Mfi under the 

R. 

See 

A 
influence of some supernatural 
being,—generally of the female 
sex. 

A PM t^ie s*x domestic animals, 

—the horse, ox, sheep, pig, dog, 
and fowl. 

A well-trained ox. Com- 

See 5650. 

See 5644. 

An interjectional char 

acter. 

what a big cart 

{8 A UJ > A A vast 
indeed are the rivers and hills 
vast indeed is the sky! 

fff UA a great many 

people. 

See 3358. 

See 5645. 

5593 

>1» 

5594 

Entering 

Lower. 

P 
5595 

5596 

See 5649. 

To burn; to heat. 

S II S i ^ they burnt 
down the house of Hsi Fu-chi. 

h J# A ® divine by 
burning it (the tortoise-shell) at 
a bright fire. 

IS UJ # J# toset 
fire to forests in order to drive 
out the wolves. 

to heat tea a second time 

5597 

C. yen 
H. cnyun 
W. zang 

N .jing 
P.jen 
M. <’jensjetf‘ 

Y. I .. 
Sz. (leH 

K. in 
J. djin, nin 
A. Inyen 

Sinking 

Lower. 

See 5642. 

See 5700. 

JEN. 

The edge of a blade; a 

blade; a knife; a sword 

To kill. See 4622. 

7nn the edge of a knife or 

sword. 

ft SI. ft ft 7i 7J ± _ ml 

spending money on a sword, put 
it into the blade. 

ill the edges of their 

weapons were not imbrued in 
blood,—they did not fight. 

splitting open as it 

meets the blade,—easy enough 
when a good beginning has been 
made; referring to a saying of 

Tu Yu, 3rd century a.d., 

comparing the successful open¬ 
ing of a campaign with the 
splitting of two or three joints 
of a bamboo. 

& in 14 1® tfe you may 
trample naked blades under foot, 
—but you cannot attain to the 
Golden Mean. 

ja 186 
in m if you lay a plaint 

against me, I will certainly meet 
you with a naked blade. 

% ±in holding spears 

with up-turned blades. 
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jr 
5597 

\‘J 
5598 

Y. cjin 
Sinking 
Lower. 

U 
5599 

W 
5600 

Y. '■jin 

See 7f\ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

>1 
71 
5601 

C. yen 

H. nyurt 

F- iing, eing' 
W. zang 
N.jing 

M. j 

Y. Suing, jin* 
K. nin 

. • djin, nin 
A. nyin 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

3 & sharp spears and 

swords. 

-jTj weapons. 

^ to die of disease and by 

the sword are as far apart (as 
different) as heaven and earth. 

3 % * 4^ wounded the 

leader. 

killed her son 

with her own hand. 

34- to kill an ox. 

A measure of eight feet. 

To measure. To fill. 

m±=f-w the cliff rose to 

the height of a thousand jen. 

S5 ffl high; lofty. 

measured the depth 

of the moats and ditches. 

%W3t4» filled it full of it. 

Same as 5607. 

To stuff; to fill. 

* It It m a purse full of 
money. 

crammed full. 

how full of fishes 

leaping about! 

To thread, as a needle; 

to string; to join together. 

See 10,871. 

fy/J to thread a needle. 

fiR string the 
autumn orchids for a girdle. 

mu to bear about one, as an 

amulet; to fully appreciate. 

mm to make floss silk into 

threads. 

mm to mend; to sew on or 

together. 

mm grateful thanks. 

»•* m m (such action) is 

truly deserving of the utmost 
thanks. 

to bear in remembrance. 

jr 
5602 

R.' 

See TfJ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

w 

56o3 

Y. cjen 

See 

A. nyen3- 

Sinking 
Lower. 

5604 

Y. 'jin 

See 7JJ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

56o5 

C .yin, ngin 
H. ngiun 
F. noung 
W. nung 
N. nying 
K. in 
J. djin, nin 
A. nyen 

Sinking 
Lower. 

it: 

m 
5606 

5607 

R. ^ 

C. yin, '’yen 
H. nyun 

Tough ; strong; hard. 

$kw flexible and tough. 

mm as tough as iron. 

mfe tough leather. 

tough sinews and 

powerful bones. 

m Aj> $H hard of heart. 

To speak with difficulty; 

to be slow of speech. 

m m to speak with hesitation; 

to stammer. 

Sf j& f# the man 

of perfect virtue is cautious and 
slow in his speech. 

To put a skid or a chain 

on a wheel; to hitch; to 

block; to stop. Used for 

5598. 

to release, as a hitched 

wheel; to let go a catch; to 
make a start. 

J# ^ PI fffl he block¬ 
ed the wheel of the chariot with 
his head,—done by the faithful 

<¥ m III Shen T‘u-kang to 

prevent the Emperor of 

the Han from leaving home. 

he dug a well 

seventy-two feet deep. 

Soft but tough, 

read ning*. 
Also 

strong and tough. 

fffi* % & ft he is of an 
obstinate disposition. 

Same as 5605. 

To endure; to bear; to 

forbear; to repress. 

iSBt to endure; to put up with. 

R —* ~F hear it awhile. 

j 

5607 
F. iing, nung 
W. zang, 

ngiang 

X. jing, nying 

P- ) 
V \Jen 

l.) 
K. in 
J. nin, djin 
A. nyen 

Rising Lower 

unable to endure. 

how can they 

endure that I should be thus? 

beyond endurance. 

i 
I cannot bear this pain. 

you 

must have patience, and you will 
be successful!. 

Stt a patient disposition. 

to put up with the shame. 

jjj. to bear things, — to be 

patient. 

M ^ 7 3$ 7t0 srin 
and bear it. 

& Ip fjl to put up with an 

insult at the moment in order 
to avenge it at a future date. 

4 i»T M tb. ft ^ rT M 
tk if he can bear to do this, 

what may he not bear to do? 

'b % & MU iL ;A: H want 
of forbearance in small matters 
confounds great plans. 

Efe ^ resoiute endurance. 

0j forbearance is a noble 

word. 

he wrote “forbear¬ 

ance” a great many times,— 

said of Chang Kung-i, 

of the 7th cent. 

^ & A when you can 

forbear, forbear. 

forbearance 

is a family jewel. 

S02I to repress a 

moment’s anger may save you 
a hundred days of sorrow. 

^ to repress anger 

and refrain from speaking. 

^ '|p| to repress one’s emotions. 

' to repress laughter. 

^ M t0 restrain,—as the feel¬ 

ings. . 

II4' to give way to one’s feel¬ 

ings; to give oneself licence,— 
to do wrong. 

$l there is a hard¬ 

hearted man. 
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# grandly and 

fully, — of the performance of 
5610 ceremonies. 

fa li ^ *5 

what occasion to fear any 

one of fair words, insinuating 
appearance, and great artful¬ 
ness?—if only wise and kind 
oneself. 

r 
5611 

Pregnant, — of women 

only. 

*• m ft ^ #£ or HI #£ to be with 
C. -yem child. 
H. inyim 
F. ring'- ££ HI W.an iniury causing 
W. zang± 
P 1 a miscarriage. 

M. } SJ‘n in 7* & beingwith 
See Q child, she could not be executed. 

A. inyim ^ ^ 4T t^)c as though in the 
Sinking and 
Even Lower 

family way. 

Irregular. 

m 
Same as 5614. 

5612 

The breast of a coat, 

buttoned under the right 

arm. A mat. Fastenings 

for a coffin. See 226. 

56i3 

U 
5^07 

mi' 
5608 

R. & 
See 7/j 

K. in 

Sinking and 
Rising Lower 

5609 
R. 

C.ying,yen 
H. nyin^ ngin 

F. neing, ning 
W. ngiang 
N'j'ing, nying 
p. ) 

Y. Uen 
Sz. ] 

IC. in 
J. djin^ nin 
A. tiyen 

Sinking 

Lower. 

3t S. St ■Jas) 
he allowed himself to be carried 
away too much by his feelings. 

A truly a man of no 

feeling. 

M ft cruel; unscrupulous. 

Name of a District under 

the Han dynasty, called 

/IS JPi» in SsuclTuan; now 

known as ^ ^ Liang- 

shan Hsien. Also read pin*. 

To know; to recognise : 

to consent to; to acknow¬ 

ledge ; to confess. See 8711, 

8809. 

HU Hit to know; to be acquainted 

with. 

|i& M t0 ^cognise. 

IU * do not know him; 

I do not know it, as a character 
of the written language. 

IS^tU* cannot recognise 

it, as a character; cannot say 
e.g. to whom it belongs. 

fjiS to pretend to be acquaint¬ 

ed with 

M rfll ^ 1$ t0 recognise and 

not to recognise,—as when cut 
ting a person in the street. 

H M ft 7 1 have rec°s- 
nised him,—for what he is. 

$0 l$or!$ £ 7 to mistaken¬ 

ly recognise. See belmu, 

&£ 18* name of a kind of 

wine. 

# M Mthe old man mis- 
took her for his daughter-in-law 

HU ijy! to know characters; to be 

able to read. 

fM t0 take action in 

good earnest, zealously, or ener¬ 
getically. 

% ^ dfr M Pi but itnced 
not be taken literally. 

M 7^ ’Sror IS 7* Mcannot 
make out for certain. 

t0 admit that one deserves 

punishment. 

mm to acknowledge; to let it 

be clearly understood. 

syj* 

5609 

& 
5610 

R. 

W. ngiang 
N. nying 

See 
Even Lower. 

M ^ t° recognise or 

acknowledge as one’s own. 

IS $8. t0 mistake coarse 

for fine. 

M ^ Iit t0 guarantee that 

there will be no mistake. 

•Ill to act as surety for. 

IS f[p)$c?M to farm a tax — 
i.e. to pay a given sum for the 
privilege of collecting a tax. 

IS or IS to be sanguine 

or confident. 

IS At: M I® lE M t0 have 
confidence in this plan. 

IS he is shy- See 
9865. 

IS Mk to agree to pay over,—a 

fixed sum. 

IS 'fit 10 receive_on recog¬ 

nising. 

IS# to consent to act as. 

IS to acknowledge an account 

or debt. 

IS to acknowledge indebted¬ 

ness; to be responsible for the 
payment of. 

IS® to accept the loss. 

US ^ to recognise or ac¬ 

knowledge one’s adverse luck, 
—to see that fate is against one. 

ISP to confess a crime. 

IS $0 (see above) or IS 7 H 
to acknowledge one’s faults. 

fS IS P m to acknowledge 

the truth of depositions,—as an 
accused criminal is supposed 
to do when his guilt has been 
established. 

a is % if to make an open 

and full confession. 

^ to consider or suppose it 

to be. 

The ninth of the ^ ^ 

Ten Stems; see 5814 and 

Tables Ve. Great. Artful. 

[To be distinguished from 

3: 11,282.] 

77 the nineteenth year of a 

cycle,—e.g. b.c. 39, a.d. 1882. 

a book on lucky days. 

m 

See 

A .jem 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

the various wild] 

tribes, with their coats buttoning j 
under the left arm. 

& ® ML S1 tespectfully 

salute you,—said by a woman. 
This salutation, made by bring-l 
ing the sleeves together in frontj 
of the body, the right hand grasp- J 
ing the left sleeve, accompanied 
by a bow, corresponds to the 

nn of a man. Lien jin how¬ 

ever is also used of men. 

^ not one of them 

but did him homage. 

M the peacefulness 
of a comfortable bed. 

§IKK«i2-t 
he placed his people (as it were) 
upon a comfortable bed,—such 
peace did hejgive them. 

PJgfrffiZ PS WM 
^ a corpse already in 

its coffin could govern the em¬ 
pire,—if it had Tao. 
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& 
5614 

*•* 

See|T 

Rising Lower. 

f£‘ 

5615 

R 
C. yim 
H.nyirn 
F. ting*, ling 
W. tang2-, 

ingiang 

N. ling 
P. 
M. .. 
Y. jm 
Sz. 
K. im 
J. djin, nin 

A. 
Sinking and 

Even Lower. 

To cook food. 

^ (Confucius) would 

not eat over-cooked food. 

JU ^ well cooked. 

JI3: souPs and meats,—a ^an' 

quet. 

To employ; to put in 

office (see 3435) 5 to be equal 

to one’s office; to bear; to 

tolerate; to sustain; to be 

responsible for. See 3455, 

9876. 

Jff t0 employ. 

IT: Iff J|£ in y°ur employ- 

ment of men of worth, let none 
come between you and them. 

H Hj f(£ let the officers 

whom you employ be men of 
worth and ability. 

tffc W ^ feu is that you are 
not equal to your duty, 

fff |T: an important office; a 

serious trust. 

fe or _t fe t0 Proceed t0 
one’s official post. 

tkfe t&Wk an appointment; 

a commission; credentials. 

fe to deprive of rank 

but retain at his post,—to give 
the offender a chance of wiping 
out his previous errors. 

fe to ta^e over charge °fan 

official post. 

|T: ^ to perform the duties of a 

post. 

|T: within the jurisdiction; 

within the term of office. 

|T wiien the term °i office 

has expired. 

IJjl |T: the present incumbent or 

post; the then incumbent. 

|T: a new incumbent. 

|T: the previous incumbent; 

a former incumbent; the post 
previously occupied by an offi¬ 
cial. 

|§* fe the post recently occupied, 

—as by an official transferred or 
deceased. 

fe taients are not 

equal to the post. 

^ |T: to dismiss from office. 

& 
56i5 

|T: ^ a pleasant term of office. 

gfr |T; jjjsJ I also congratulate 

you on your appointment. 

|T: a statement of 

services; a list of appointments 
previously held. 

%J) it a first appointment. 

|T; a second appointment,— 

to the same post. 

^ ffk |fl 1 can hardly hope 
for another appointment. 

|T; -jof where are you 

stationed ? 

If M 9$ fe (under such cir¬ 

cumstances), it would be difficult 
for me to take up my appoint¬ 
ment. 

VX ^ Q fe he regards 

charity as his proper burden. 

fl A -f *1 ft %better 
trust in God than in man. 

|jg fi to trust to; to confide in. 

|T: ^ the responsibility 

is very great. 

tc T S ift m fe myres- 
ponsibility will be at an end. 

|T: to take upon oneself. 

|T: J^ to manage other 

people’s business. 

|5j£ |T: to go security for. 

|T: to be responsible for the 

payment. 

= W & a a * 
three hundred taels, I will be 
good for half. 

|T: l|£ ^ he does not admit 

that he is to blame. 

|T: ^ ^ ^ leaving him to 

come home of his own accord. 

|T; according to one’s wishes; 

arbitrarily. 

fe M S ft* fr may[t a11 
turn out as you wish! 

|T: Q ij|f to indulge oneself; to 

be selfish. 

|T; fjg fe at one’s own 

sweet will. 

|T: ^ ^ to act *n an arbit¬ 

rary and reckless manner. 

fe M ^ t0 act iust as the 
fit takes one, without regard to 
consequences. 

& 
56iS 

fe ifc™ fe Ifc % as y°u 
please. 

|T; Ytii let him! let him be! let 

him do as he likes! , 

fe M or fe Mto al,ow; to 
leave at liberty to; as much as 
one likes; however much. 
See 10,227. 

|T; UK in spite of what is urged. 

|T; to do the pleasure of,—as 

a servant. 

iff! it ^ ^ S ^et every ha>r 
of my head be white,—so long as. 

Ii ^ H gf (but) let them 

flutter in the wind,—instead of 
fastening them. 

|T: at the option of. 

|T; ^ ^ at the option of 

the British merchant to. 

|T; Hj at liberty; at one’s own 

convenience; freely. 

{p! IxM at ones own 
discretion and convenience. 

fi f* m ii. T'm ik # 
I don’t care who you are, I 
cannot consent. 

/p H ^ packed up his 

baggage and went to Pien. 

|T: fijf official residence. 

felt ® nothing would 

do (but). 

fe nai JriJt anywhere at all. 

Read jew?. To carry 

on the shoulders. Artful. 

Trustful. 

*1: fei ^ carried on shoul¬ 

ders and on backs. 

^ ^ fe is difficnlt to 
stand against the anger of a 
crowd, — against public indig¬ 
nation. 

M fe M DU, grateful in the 

extreme. 

|T: ^ people artful of speech. 

|f|l ^ |T: lovingly confiding 

was the lady Chung. 

M fe 1®1 dare not 
match myself against him. 

fe 'lit kind; sympathising. 

|T: ^{5 a name for Korea. 
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m 
5616 

5617 

C. cyim 
H.nyim 
F. ting 
N. ngia~ 

p. ) 

Y. \Jtn 
Sz. ) 
K. iif/i nim 
J. djin, nin 

A. nyimi 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

5618 

R- ik 

F. cing, eing1 

See ££ 

Even and 
SinkingLower 

5619 

RJI 
H. cnyim 
W. zang 

See/fi 
Rising Lower 

5620 

v 
5621 

R- ^ B 
See 

Even and 
SinkingLower. 

Same as 5611. 

To think-, to reflect upon 

Thus; so. [To be distin¬ 

guished from ji 8322] 

tS or A£ ^Gr («<»’or 

nen3) thus; in this way. 

Wc M Oftsince k is so- 

fifj 4 iffi. ISof course 

4! w * & 5E a i j» 
isn’t this enough to kill me? 

To lay the warp of a 

web; to weave. 

the warp, 

to weave. 

A large kind of bean. 

Soft; pliant. 

mzftM he planted large 
hpo n e 

mz 
trees of soft wood, easily worked, 
are planted by wise men. 

ftg he was stern¬ 

looking, but had a soft heart. 

H IS ^ HI possessing all the 

virtues, he was soft-hearted 
though stern. 

time in its flight 

has brought us to to-day. See 

5557- 

nn an oily seed eaten by 

ducks. 

^ a name for the ^ fljjj 

tree; see 12,707. 

Same as 5613. 

A head-dress of feathers, 

made from the plumes of a 

bird of this name. 

71' 

5622 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

A 
5623 

A' 
5624 

C. yen 
H. nyin 
F. ing, nong 
W. zang, nang, 

ngiang 

N -jingi nying 
p. ) 
M. ., 

Y. \jen 
Sz. ) 

K. in 
J. nin, djin 
A. nyon, nyen 

Even Lower. 

Radical 10. The form in 

which 5624 appears when 

used as a radical and placed 

beneath the phonetic; eg. 

TUi yCr 

The form in which 5624 

appears when used as a 

radical and placed to the 

left of the phonetic; eg. 

Mankind; a man; a 

woman; others, as opposed 

to self. Artificial, as op¬ 

posed to ^ 11,208. Ra¬ 

dical 9. 

A *Sl A heaven, earth, and 

man. 

A Aor Jl A all men; man¬ 

kind. 

A see 12,777. 

am men and smoke,—popu¬ 

lation. 

A people; somebody; others. 

See 1139. 

ftA sscift it belongs to some 

one. 

Alt known to all. 

JE WS A just the thing to 

frighten one. 

tt«A not afraid of any 

one. 

WU* A what you have to 

fear is the people. 

Am among men; in the world 

Tft A ABB you are not 
long, sir, for this world. 

A 4 the groove from the sep 

turn of the nose to the upper lip 

A P men and women. 

KB A P to traffick in hu¬ 

man flesh. 

A man> —as opposed to 

brutes. 

AI7* persons of all 

sorts. 

§|| A HJ no matter whether 

men or animals,. 

K 
5624 

A one man (or woman); 
a man. 

^AorAT a man j a male 
adult. 

a woman, 

ft A my wife. 

—- ^ ^ a crowd of people. 

the masses; the majority. 

A*fe*B it the right man in 

the right place,—as a popular 
territorial official. 

A A see 10,470. 

/J-» ^ a small man; a servant; 

the small or mean man, as op¬ 

posed to 3269. 

I ^ A Hbe not a 
scholar after the pattern of the 
mean man. 

^ to become a man. 

1^:1 A grown up and 

become a man. 

# -y* A Z the super 
ior man seeks to perfect the 
good qualities of others,—anc 
not their bad qualities. 

J# % Jfc A ^he canbe 
reckoned a perfect man. 

Aor^^ Af't0 
be good for nothing. 

AW- the son of a man; a man; 

used for the Son of Man, Christ. 

± A a superior; a Buddhist 

priest. 

*FA an ordinary man. 

soul knows of it; absolutely 
secret. 

^ ^ human form. 

A human experience. 

Aifi: mortals. 

A* human affairs. 

A^T'iti' to be unconscious. 

^ officers and others. 

AfS a family; stock. 

A ^ a life; human life. 

A a tent shaped like 

^; a bell-tent. 

A P}p man at rest>—when all 

was still. 
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A' 
5624 

A ^ ^ $1 when a11 the 
world was at rest. 

& Ai£0A.T PT#* 
perhaps our determination may 
conquer fate: who knows? 

A it ^ ^ man and money 
both gone,—e.g. thief and his 
booty. 

A A servants. 

A human enquiry; human 

knowledge. 

A A labour and sub¬ 

sistence,—of workmen. 

A 3^ ffi generally popular, 

—as a measure. 

S ts A Ao* pointing only to 

man’s heart,—as the source and 
seat of true religion. Said of 

the teaching of Bodhid- 

harma. See 11,976. 

Alk&ftl when a man is 
poor, he is wanting in enterprise. 

Aft* 
|/r as t0 men we want those 

of old family, of things we do 
not want old but new ones. 

new clothes and old friends are 
the best. 

A Jfp a man’s body. 

A tt talentJ mon of talent. 

A t5p a man’s moral and intel¬ 

lectual level. 

A sentiment; opinion; con¬ 

viction. 

A ‘Ira human passions; emoti¬ 

ons; feelings; the presents and 
acknowledgements which express 
good will. 

'f® A jra t0 aPPeal t0 a 
person on behalf of another. 

^ in all matters keep back 

your feelings a little (i.e. don’t 
break utterly with your adver¬ 
sary), so that future meetings 
may not be awkward. 

tf iilAliitis 
right in principle, but repugnant 
to the'feelings. 

Bii-1@ A 'IH he 
will be sure to make an allow¬ 
ance in your favour,—grant the 
request. 

A’ 
5624 

^ A ‘Ira eccentric- 
A human nature. 

A human strength. 

A "fjflf rnan’s relationships. See 

7464. 

A §uests! visitors. 

A criminals. 

T A artisans. 

ji| A agriculturists. 

A £ A > A # A God 
gives man birth and God finds 
him food. 

A A make men of their 

men,—a phrase used by Han 
Wen-kung when suggesting the 
suppression of monasteries and 
the due employment of priests 
in ordinary life. 

A ^ £ 11 man is 
the divinest of all things. 

A4-I.«ifefi 
in a hundred men, there are men 
of all sorts. 

A£ —t— 
man lives but for a generation, 
as plants for a season. 

A QL iip» man’s life is but 

a dream. 

A to be a man {see 12,521); 

(zm4) to be altruistic; 12,680. 

M A it ^ as a son, 
he was filial. 

^ A 3c. it as a 
father, he was kind. 

M A ^ AIIto 
be a man is easy, to act as one 
is difficult. 

I it ^ A how can he be 
reckoned as a man? See 12,521. 

Z % A ■ W t?5 
you can imagine what sort of a 
man So-and-so is,—from what I 
have said. 

Atfe 
he is simply a man who in his 
eager pursuit of knowledge for¬ 
gets his food. 

11& HE A *s impotent. 

M M A Us t0 make no 
distinction between others and 
self; to make common interest 
with. 

M m It A what is most 
powerful is the being the man. 

X 
5624 

m If[ "tR Anot only thus d*d 
he show what he was. 

—- A there is a beauti¬ 

ful lady! 

A Wfwkat can ke do to 
you? 

^ A be has affinity with 

people,—he is welcomed wher¬ 
ever he goes. 

1 A perfect polite¬ 

ness is not artificial. 

A & 
all men have faces (sense of 
shame), as all trees have bark. 

A % —■ A man is 
the universe in miniature. 

when no man seeks favours from 
any other, then all men are 
equal. 

fi H Ahe wKo 
carries the chair is also a man,— 
as much as he who rides in it. 

a ft itt *§■ £ % a m 
man is like the stump of a tree, 
he cannot get along without 
clothes. 

clothes make the man, the saddle 
makes the horse. 

A 
-|jjj when a man dies, he 

becomes like a fierce tiger, when 
a tiger dies, it becomes mild 
as a lamb. [The ghosts of ani¬ 
mals are not supposed to haunt 
people.] 

A T F. fTPS A ft ™ 
earth there are only two busy 

men,—Messrs, y^jj Gain and 

Glory, the ever present motives 
of human effort. 

A image of man,—ginseng. 

A plant {Aralia quinquefolia, 
Planch. & Decne.) found in 
Manchuria, Korea, America, and 
elsewhere, the root of which is 
supposed to resemble a human 
body in shape. It is much valued 
by the Chinese as a strengthening 
medicine. 

A a sweetmeat made 

with ginseng. 

A 0 man’s day,—a name for 

the 7th day of the first moon, 
mentioned as being the most 

||g spiritual, man having been 

created on that day. [It is 



A’ 
5624 

fA5 
5625 

Km 

See 

Even Lower. 

5626 

R. 

related by * -)} m Tung- 

fang So that during the eight 
days of creation things appeared 
in the following order:—Fowls, 
dogs, pigs, sheep, oxen, horses, 
man, grain.] 

The rafters on which 

tiles are laid. 

See 

(in its regular 
forms) 

Even Lower. 

t: 
5627 

R. frf 
C. yen 
H. nyin 
F. ing, ning 
W. zang 

N .j'ing, nying 
p. j 

Y. \J‘n 
Sz. ' 
K. in 
J. n in 
A. nyoti 

Even Lower. 

A fabulous creature, half 

man half fish. A merman. 

An inward and spiritual 

love for all mankind, of 

which fjH 5454 is the out 

ward and visible manifes 

tation, best rendered by 

“charity,” in its theologica 

sense. Goodness; humani 

ty ; kindness; mercy. Sen 

sitive, as to the touch. A 

kernel; the “pad” of an ani 

mal’s foot. Used for 5624 

I®:® the four cardinal 

virtues. 

is ft zmt universal love 

is called jen. See 5615. 

i= % S Vi # W1.of 
charity and duty to one’s neigh 
bour. 

S IPerfect charity 
has no partialities. 

t= w :© &. si w is & 
charity can be put into practice 
duty to one’s neighbour can 
be wrongly directed,—in which 
senses, from a Taoist point of 
view, they are defective. 

see 11,972. 

IS ¥ » St 
goodness 

far off? If I desire goodness 
lo! here it is [where there’s a 
will etc.]. 

% & Z 121 S°oa 

t: 
5627 

people call it goodness, shrewd 
people call it shrewdness,—all 
depends upon the point of view. 

A.» 
to treat people with kindness and 
get unkindness in return. 

ft" & »r B °r 
-tfi benevolence; kindness; 

mercy. 

famous for benevolence. 

a humane administration. 

pH jfj humanity. 

t=:a a well disposed neigh¬ 

bourhood. 

£ ^ old age as the reward of 

a benevolent life. 

m a fabulous beneficent 

animal. 

p~*. filial affection, 

bi compassion. 

kind-hearted; benevolent 

be devoted to 

your parents and you will be 
humane to the people. 

pH K fin S b\ be humane to 

the people and you will be con 
siderate to brutes. 

pH 3?, °r pH o kind sir! my 
good sir! 

tl a just official. Also, aeon 

ventional phrase used in petitions 
and referring to the authorities 
petitioned. 

the very opposite 

of charitable or kind. 

^ fr hands and feet 

devoid of all sensation. 6^8985 

a kernel. See 4637 

p~" the kernels of stone fruit 

pH /jpi betel-nut. 

the seeds of flowers. 

pH ^ shelled shrimps. 

Bit: the pupil of the eye. 

an adopted father. 

m t= m » one capable of 

benevolence, living as a hermit 
—Shakyamuni Buddha. 

•Jc*S jit 1= the soft fleshy part 

or “pad” of a fox’s paw. 

sa tit t the pad of a sable, 

from which small pieces of fur 
are taken. 

JEN 

Hi 
5628 

See 5636. 

5629 

See 13,846. 

m 
5630 

See 8314. 

w 
5631 

See 625. 

5632 

See 9843. 

tfc* 
5633 

A kind of date, callec 

R-SS 

s" ® 
A. /item, tiietig 

Rising Lower. 

5634 

C. nem 
H. Vf»/, Zens' 
F. c»»^, ‘sing, 

ngieng- 
W. sang,ngie 

zaiy 

N. -zing, sing‘s 
ngie- 

Y.jen, 
wen 

Y. sen 
Sz. shcri, jen 
YL.im 
J. /»»'«, f//Vw 
A. nyem, nem 

Rising Lower 

^ or ^ ^ the carambola 

or polygonal Canton “goose¬ 
berry." 

Read s/iens. A kind of 

tree, resembling or identi¬ 

cal with the Pride of India 

[Melia Azederach, L.). 

34 Ripe grain; a harvest; a 

season. To store; to accu¬ 

mulate. Practised in; fami¬ 

liar with. Also read shen%, 

and sometimes written |§£. 

[In entries 3, 4, and 10, 

jen is obligatory.] 

flStt Wi 8rain ear> harvest. 

f&agoodharvest 
^ # 51 in less than five 

harvests,—sc. years. 

W ^ — fl&! scarcely a yearl 

ago. 

fie! 7$ abundant and ripe, as a 

harvest; familiar with. 

fjji| a term for sorghum which j 
has the mildew. 

f'H fl^t to hoard up; to store. 

Bf fie! It ± a man wh0 has 
secret hoards of wealth. 

^ £ much spoken of; 
famous. 
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3.4 

|M> 
5634 

H §§ wicked. 

— WHS thoroughly versed 

m. 

HJ ASH always in and out. 

well acquainted 

with the condition of things. 

ki>v 

5635 

R-)S 
C. -nhn 
H. item, clem 

F .ing 

cf. 

K. int 
J. djin, nin 
k.jern 
Rising Lower 

563<S 

R.|£ 
TTVv 

C.ying 
H. yin 
F. jng 
W. zing 
N. dzing 
V. jeng 
VI. jen 
Y. | .. 

&.}'*** 
K. a 
J.rf/w 

A. ny'ing 

Even Lower. 

To gormandise. Ripe ; 

well cooked. 

jeisto. 

Forthwith. Usual. Still; 

again; yet. 

forthwith he seiz¬ 

ed a crowd of captives. 

in ji the usual or ordinary 

bench. 

'iftJ ^ as °^j again. 

4-in I have reverted to the 

old reading. 

minxw and so we con¬ 

tinued to do it. 

m M or m # as before. 

again treading in 

the old ruts,—at his old practices. 

in m m ^ it is after all as 

he said. 

inn again. 

& ]it011ft 
the same thing over again. 

interne to go again to that 

place. 

to be again remiss 

or neglectful. 

in it to & 0 -£ remain, 
and be not in a hurry to return 
to the provincial capital. 

^ % ti. m znot 
knowing which view to adopt, 
I leave the point open. 

imn disappointed. 

in % a descendant of the 

seventh generation below one¬ 
self. 

m 
5637 

R. 

C. v. giving 
H. v. wang3 

F. Jing 
N. dzing, v. ang 

P- J‘nSi cJ‘ne 
J. sho,yd, sei, 

cho, djo 

A. ny'ing 

Even and 
Sinking 

Doubtful. 

M 
5638 

R.; 

N. dzing 
?.jeng 
\l.jen,yiin 
F. djo, nio 
\. ny'ing 

Even Lower. 

n 
5639 

R. 

N. v. na 

See ffij 

Even Lower. 

5640 

S64i 
R. 

See1ft 
Even Lower. 

0 
4* 

5642 

r-M 
C. yet, v. met 
H. ngyit3 
F. nik 

W. zai, ne 
N.jeh, nyih, 

v. mik 
V.jf 
U.j'i 
Y.jek 

To drag along; to drive; 

to push. 

Read jengXA. To throw. 

in ^6 to throw stones. 

in & T he threw it aside. 

mm&T-in&zn 
reject that plan and think 

of some other. 

in 7 throw it away. 

#s§ to throw away as useless. 

liH to dismiss from one’s 

thoughts. 

Happiness. To approach. 

pray God to 

send you all blessings! 

Old r oots; stumps of 

plants. 

roots will sprout again in summer. 

See i%6o. Vulgarly used 

for 5637. 

All; a crowd. 

S fjffi in crowds. See 2318. 

The sun. A day. Oblong. 

Radical 72. 5^1791,6316, 

12i5°9i 372 U 476U 7622- 

0 Bj| the sun. 

0 5B th 5k when the sun rises. 

0 sM W pH jnLthe sun just 
appearing above the horizon. 

0 ± the sun’s rays; sunlight. 

0 
4* 

5642 
Sz .ji 
K. it, v. nal 
J. djitsz, nichi 

A. ny'it 

Entering 
Lower. 

0 Z jj 4 the sun at the 

meridian. 

0 the disc the sun- 

JjJ sunshine. 

0 £ sunlight. 

0®or02pHora^ 
or •jj|!j the sun setting; sunset. 

m H 0 fft A «s "«■ 
where the sun goes into the 
earth,—at sunset. 

0 Hi LI to before sunrise, 

0A«B»«10 
eclipse of the sun. 

0ft2 the sun was eclips¬ 

ed,—on 29 Aug., b.c, 775, the 
earliest verified record. 

0 «±* a halo round the 

an 

sun means rain. 

0 r- m m * 
IEBJ floating clouds may ob¬ 

scure the sun but cannot detract 
from his real brightness. 

0 the sun rose in the 

east. 

ja T X'M 0 on ping 

and ting days one is sure to see 
the sun. 

0 ip. °r 0 m the sun shining 

on; a parasol; a sun-shade. 

0 not exposed to the 

sun,—of a sick room. 

£J ;||L a sun-dial. 

fjj 3^ the dev a of the sun. Sans¬ 

krit: sitrya. 

35 it 0 a sky without a 

sun,—Hamlet without the Prince 
of Denmark; also said of one 
who has been wronged. See 
below. 

0.RHSI-3E 
there are not two suns in the 
sky, nor (can there be) two rulers 
of the people. 

0 #. m n * when the sun 

goes, the moon comes. 

0 # M * days went and 

months came,—time passed. 

0^1111 the sun> 
moon, and stars shine on no one 
in particular. 

0 M whh the sun and 

moon as witnesses,—to the con¬ 
tract. 

89 
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ET 
5642 

Q ^ jjft- times are bad. 

0 Jffl fans ornamented with 

figures of the sun and moon. 

Q daily improvement. 

0 M Ink daily and monthly 

increasing. 

h 
each day’s new (appointments) 
and every month’s alterations 
accurately noted,—the motto on 
the Red Book (2073). 

0 &£ M hy dai,y progress 
and monthly advance,—I shall 
learn. 

0 %M'n tB @ M 
O sun ! 0 moon! which come 

forth from the east. [The first 
four, and the second and fourth, 
characters are used in the sense 
of days and months, lapse of 
time. See 2987 chi1.] 

0 the source of the sun; the 

east; Japan. 

Spain. 

0 ^ Spaniards. 

0 day and night. 

—* 0 one day; a day. 

0 0 or 5I 0 dai]y- 

0 daylight. 

0 ^ in the daytime. 

0 ^ within three days. 

\ 0 see 5624. 

^ Q to-day. 

ftf: 0 °r 0 ftf: yesterday. 

^ 0 to-morrow. 

5^ 0 see 6679. 

0 ^ lately; constantly. 

0 in past days I 

suffered much. 

0 all day long. 

jig 0 the day before yesterday. 

0 j|jjf formerly; on a previous 

occasion. 

fXp 0 |=J jjjtjf. ^ after a few 

days he resigned and went home. 

^ 0 the day after to-morrow. 

0 # or 0 or M 0 or 

0" 
5642 

^ 0 another day; at some 

future date. 

0 lately; recently. 

0 0 ^ more intimate day 

by day. 

0 or ^ 0 formerly; in 

days gone by. 

—' 0 H , H 0 for days 
and days. 

—* 0 0 % one day 

became three, three days became 
nine,—time slipped away. 

— 0 or if] — 0 every 
other day. 

M ~‘ 0 M — 0 water (the 
flowers) every other day. 

0 H|i aggravated daily. 

0 1^1 daily becoming worse. 

0 ! - 0 or 0 i - 
0 more and more (or worse 

and worse) every day. 

— 0 & M “‘ 0 il gets 
colder every day. 

jnf 0 when can I forget 

them?—sc. never. 

0 IH* ^ a day is worth a 

thousand taels. 

0 °r 0 shortly; ere 

long; in a day or two. [The 
first is also sunless; see above.] 

^ 0 fljg ere a day elapses, 

it is cloudy again. 

^ 0 ^ not for days nor 

for months, — not within any 
given time; indefinitely. 

^ Pj* I^J 0 tfij prf not to be 
mentioned in the same day. 

0 ^0 to waste the days 

and months. 

^ 0 we shall meet 

again. 

0 an ecliptic day, — a 

lucky day. 

0 ^ fortune-tellers who deter¬ 

mine lucky days. 

0 ffior 0 or 0 It daily 
expenditure. 

0 ^ the necessary ser¬ 

vices of every-day life. 

0 a daily task. 

0 the protuberance on the 

heads of Buddhist saints. 

ET 
5642 

0 ^ constantly; always. 

0 the course of the sun. 

0 i~T daily routine; 
daily business. 

0 tf M »n daily and 
general use. 

^ M 0 ff M before many 
days he had reached. 

0 near the end of the year. 

0 the days are sh°rt. 

0 ? jt m m a * the 
day is longer than the leaves of 
the trees,—you need not hurry. 

0 SS a calendar. 

1^1 0 ^ not a day but 

what I think of it. 

— 0 ^ JtL “ yEf one 
day without seeing you is like 
three months. 

M. 0 #jF seeing that the 
day was fine. 

^ 0 a lucky day. 

0 an unlucky day. 

0 an ordinary day. 

^ 0 New Year’s Eve. 

0 a day; a date. 

0 for a long time. 

0 IB M (or M) a iog-book; 
a diary. 

0 H£ daily prospering. 

BBXM or gjijt 
^ daily losing ground or going 

to decay. 

0 ~|\ beneath the sun; the 

Emperor; these past few days. 
Also used for Peking. 

0 9? five'c°ioured 

clouds beneath the sun. 

0 this very day. 

^ 0 to serve with loyal 

heart. 

EJ ^ the character jih; oblong. 

0 ^ -%? the knight’s move at 

chess. See 2697 /s‘ai’. 

Read mi**. 

0 Chin Mi-ti,—a states 

man under the Han dynasty. 
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Every-day clothes. 

Read ni**. A woman’s 

underclothes. 

j|JJ each of them wore an arti¬ 

cle of her underclothing, with 
which they made game with one 
another at Court,—alluding to 
Duke Ling of Ch‘en and two 
of his ministers who all had an 
intrigue with a beautiful widow. 

14?? 

5643 

R-« 

Entering 
Lower. 

R. 

5644 

C.ytik 

IW 
Vt.ja 
N. ziah 
P •>’ 
M .jo 
Y.jak 
Si. jo 
K.jyak 
J. djaku, niaku 
A. hiok% niok 

Entering 
Lower. 

To be as; as; as if; if; 

as to. To conform to; to 

follow; to be like. In the 

case of; with regard to. To 

approve. To be in sympa¬ 

thy with. Also = you. 

Who? (rare). In Peking 

colloquial, read yao*. See 

'fgf 3941. [To be distin¬ 

guished from ^ 62 58.] 

IS 

fr#* having as though one 

had not. 

C the character £ 

is read as . 

t|c 5* ste 7999- 

^ lit such 1 
the luxuriance of the willows, 

if he comes. 

3? M fib if real'y- 
%r or %r 2% other- 

wise, — as when suggesting an 
alternative. 

if; supposing that, 

if. See 5668. 

see 3941. 

yffj ^ if it is to be; in case of. 

if there is delay 

it will be too late. 

see 8113. 

4* ¥ # M 2#, ip& 7' 
*J§^T had I not been I 

a connoisseur, I should not have 
come to hear the lute. 

3a 3H tffl if il is to be 1 
question of principle. 

not good, don’t buy it. 

if you do not want it. 

I should have come before, but 
that. 

8. 
such things as flowers, 

the moon, and wine, are enough 
to inspire one. 

just like the sea. 

% Mi)cf its leaves are I 
glossy-like. 

# # %■ » « Z *>*y 
often do it like this. 

^ itfc f >J ^ ^ ^ there are 
the two following methods of 
doing it. 

K ffl 3a ^ the Pe°Ple 
have still not enough. 

the disease is not I 

mortal. 

(the above) is not so 

saddening as to hear it when 
passing the night alone. 

If if a man’s finger! 

is not like that of another man, 
—he is dissatisfied, but not so 
as regards his mind. 

f A or f I A the said 
man. 

the said gentleman. 

*tfn ft the said woman. 

# # ft having caught thisj 

fish. 

as to these, who| 

have committed no crime. 

tffc g <4 £ tit 
either this way or that way 
will do. 

& it * 4* both old and | 

young. 

as to the people 

they were pleased. 

& a m * with regard to 

(filial) love,. 

££ 3a" t^iere nothing like... 

it will be best to... 

JK if seasonably cold. 

\ m & the wish of the 

distant descendant is gratified. 

or 

in full accord J 

with the Son of Heaven. 

S* just so; as before; self-1 
possessed. See g1 2,365- 

so much; a certain quan-l 

tity or amount. 

so long; so many. 

M- ik T M of you, being I 
such as you are, I am full ofl 
admiration! 

^ S ft % & withl 
regard to those whom I approve I 
and those whom I disapprove,! 
let there be none who does not| 
respect my will. 

fis H #3?.# lilt ffl 
in the States, the princes,! 

be they good or bad, are clearly I 
distinguished by Chung Shan-fu. 

who is the heroj 

(forthcoming)? 

jjvf'. Pollia japonica, Hornst. 

? an Alpinia. 

a fabulous tree with red I 

leaves which are luminous at| 
night. One such tree is asso¬ 
ciated with the place of sunset, | 
another with that of sunrise. 

Read jo*. Frequently 

used in the transliteration | 

of Sanskrit words. 

wisdom, — the last and! 

highest of the six pdra-1 
miia, or means of passing into I 
Nirvana. Sanskrit:prajna. 
8591. 

« # « m m % * thei 
sutra of the intelligence which | 
reaches the other shore, — Nir¬ 
vana. Sanskrit: prajna pdra-1 
mita. 

itfc ^ W 3& HUthis wil1 en I 
able you to attain to divine! 

wisdom,—said by T‘an| 

Ho pointing to his staff, 

gj ^ see 6721. 

__ To provoke; to rouse;| 

* ^ to induce ; to attract to one¬ 

self. [To be distinguished! 

from jg 10,851.] 

a 

5645 

RJg 
C. ye 
H. ngia, lngia 
F. nia 
W. 2/, zi~ 
N./*, zo 
P. I .. 
M. 

ita* to provoke. 

I dare not provoke him. 
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. 5645 
IY. yei 
ISz .je 

IK. ya 
Ij: sha, nia 
I A. nia 

I Rising Lower. 

5647 
R. 

IF. v. 7iioh 

IW. ngia 
IN. niah 

See ft 
Entering 
Lower. 

R.; 

See 

5648 

Entering 

Lower. 

5646 

Entering 
Lower. 

*4? 

#1$ 'I® A ^ ^ #he is a 
man you had better not provoke, 

& or 3S II or ^ 0 to 
excite anger; to irritate. 

^ t0 Prov°be dislike. 

^ ifi© to bring misfortune on 

oneself. 

Mikm# to stir up fire and 

burn oneself. 

# # or 5gr || ^ ^ to 

make mischief. 

tSit to stimulate; to excite. 

iA^ to cause people to 

laugh. 

^ to incite; to urge; to 

tempt. 

flowers attract butter¬ 

flies. 

^ 3k if & roused my Pas 
sion; inspired me with amorous 
feelings. 

%£ IL ^ or M M tS Ji t0 
get oneself into trouble. 

A fabulous tree; see 5 644. | 

A kind of fruit. 

iffl a species of plum. Also,| 

the pomegranate. 

The cuticle of the bam-| 

boo. A broad-leaved varie¬ 

ty of bamboo. 

Jrfc ^ sails made of bamboo-1 

leaves woven between splints. 

bamboo-leaf hat I 

and rush shoes,—retired fromf 
official life. 

^ ||{5f boats used by a gipsy I 

class in Kiangsu. 

A small feudal State, | 

situated S.E. of ^j|f ^ i| 

in Hupeh. Under the Han| 

dynasty, a District. 

tp 

RM 
C. yt 

H. ngiet 
F. yek 
W. ngie 
N.jeh, ngih 
P. jP 

M .je 
Y. yeh 

Sz .je, ye 
K .yol 
J. neisz 
A. nyiet 

Entering 
Lower. 

Hot, as opposed to ^ 

6869 or ^ 7025 ; to heat 

With intent; purposely. See 

8533. [To be distinguish 

ed from ft 10,051.] 

7m ^ or ^ ^0 warm 
tepid. 

very hot. 

or -&S hot; scorching 444* 
burning. 

^ or hot and muggy 

rnmm a hot damp air 

enough to steam one. 

h *s nice and hot tut 
—as tea. 

lefe a hot day. 

A H % 3E the weather 
is very hot. 

i5Sn 4S as hot as if sitting 

on a boiler. 

^ft: 7k hot water. *u\ '4 
35 £ ift ft * a hot spring 

hot wine. 

Tiiv a restaurant whic 

supplies hot food. 

Jift; hot food. 

^ not distinguishing 

hot and cold; no matter whether 
hot or cold; regardless of cir 
cumstances. 

^ ^ SI A though 
hot, do not sit down under 
poisonous tree. See 6126. 

m ifli f^ftj who can take up 

a hot thing? 

PPi A tr # A the two 
men belaboured each other hotly 

Aa) I am very anxious 

in mind. 

as »»<©]§ 

warm-hearted; affectionate; zea¬ 
lous; earnest. 

7& 4b ^ very eager in 

learning his business. 

to put forth heat,—to be 

feverish. 

in his later life 

he became bad-tempered or irri 
table. 

k fever. 

ft: heat spots or boils. 

,» 

5650 

R. 

H. ngiok 

F. yok-,-,v • yok> 
N. zia/if. v. 

hsiah. 

See ft 
Entering 
Lower. 

St temperature,-of the atmo. 

sphere and of human beings 

- punishment 
meted out ere the matter has 
had time to cool,—e.g. the de¬ 
capitation of a parricide. 

St PJ busy; bustling; noisy. 

S* ^J" hot river,—Jehol, a sum¬ 

mer residence of the Emperors 
of China lying about 100 miles 
north of Peking, beyond the 
Great Wall. 

Weak, as opposed to ijlp 

1292. To treat as weak. 
To weaken. 

jpj jlf weak m fibre; thin in 

substance. 

tfciS weak; weakly. 

^ jjj^ thin and weak. 

UM worn out; decrepit. 

soft and weak; pliable. 

a sickly person. 

a little brother. 

Jp9 t0 help tbe weak. 

1|fn JjD want*ng m energy; im¬ 
becile. 

the weak cannotl 

withstand the strong,—so says 
Mencius. 

1$ £ 0 !/$ the weak over‘ 
comes the strong,—so says Lao I 
Tztt. 

too weak to bear! 

the weight of clothes. 

in 1* @ ® do not struggle! 

strong-weak, — to see who is 
master. 

dls Sit $} mfirm of purpose. 

M 4* M ^ ^ $d0 
not be astonished that on the! 
campaign my studies grew slack. | 

a young man of twenty. 

See 6373. 

MU&M sIim and graceful. 

when the spring 

is cold, the flowers are stunted. 

Pi* the Weak Water,—Ocea- 

nus of the Greeks. 
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565° 

56s1 

H. ngiok3 
W. ngia 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

5652 

See ^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

5653 

C. yau 
H. yiu 
F. iu 
W.) . 
N. i zm 
P .jou 
Vi.jujou 
Y.jeo 
St. jou 
K. yu 
J. dju^ niu 
A. niu 

Even Lower. 

| Wi M 'ft d° not treat as 
weak the orphan and the young, 
—but employ each according to 
his capacity. 

. .33 ik * Z * fthe 
plotted to weaken the feudal 
chiefs of Shantung. 

A kind of water-plant or 

rush (Typhd). 

pj edible shoots of the above. 

Wl ijE a conical ^at °f ^ar^ 
green rushes. 

Obedient. United. 

& M a wonderful tree, found 

Fu-sang, see 3613, in 

said to be the Mexican aloe. 

JOU. 

Soft, as opposed to |^|J 

5895. Yielding; pliant. 

Tender, of language. 

soft; yielding; meek. 

ffc or Ik HI yielding; ac¬ 

commodating. 

soft; velvety. 

S1§ weak; nerveless. 

ill B tempering severity 

with mercy. 

^ j| benign and mild. 

^ W fi# he has attracted 

and given rest to all spiritual 
beings. 

i IX * 4 B by virtue to 

subdue the people of the Middle 
Kingdom. 

I a soft, lascivious 

manner. 

1 attractive; beautiful. 

% W M. M Ikthe willow 
wind (of spring) is very balmy 

iaA be kind to men from 

afar. 

Ik fq- soft speech. 

$E ® Ik H how sweet! how 

tender!—of a passage in a poem. 

5653 

ITS * 

5654 
Rit ^ft 
C. '«■« 
F. Siu, *iu 

See^ 

(usually Even) 
A. c»/m, 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

ijl ^ |jjjj|j the soft overcomes 

the hard. 

* M 3S Z, M M ftt Z 
the soft is devoured, the hard is 
spat out. 

^ ^0 sheep’s wool. 

slow,—as a fire. 

Ik # Johore. 

the Geougen; see 5711. 

To bend, as with fire; to 

twist; to subdue. 

to crumple *n ^e hand; 

to bully. 

to twist to pieces. 

^ 5^ to roll metal balls in the 

hand, in order to keep the fingers 
supple. 

to subdue all these 

countries. 

to rub; to shampoo. 

6 —• lip! there was a sudden 

I 

|7fC 

5655 

" 4)' 

s“ £6 
Rising Lower, 

& 
5656 

5657 
R Jt 4f 

See 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

56S8 

R-^ 

See^ 

Even Lower. 

whirr. 

squeezed 

some tears out of his eyes. 

To bend wood by fire or 

steam. 

!i yfc ^ % to bend wood 

into a plough-handle. 

Same as 5655. 

Mixed. 

rails gems and com¬ 

mon stones all mixed together. 

Fat; juicy; rich; abun¬ 

dant. 

5659 

R, 

C. ciu 

See^ 

(elsewhere 
Even) 

Even and 
Rising Lower, 

5660 

R. " 

See 

Rising Lower 

3 

R 

5661 

See^ 

Even Lower. 

ffl 
5662 

M 
5663 

To tread out grain; to 

trample under foot. 

5|c -iir fit IKto tread the grain 
from the husk. 

tile 5^1 to tramP^e un(ier foot. 

!p| the trampling of animals, 

as in a stampede; the devas¬ 
tation caused by troops, or by 
oppressive taxation. 

The felloe of a wheel. 

ft in * IK for mountain 

travelling, use hard-wood felloes. 

See 8161. 

The form in which Ra¬ 

dical 130 usually appears, 

chiefly at the left-hand side 

of the phonetic; see 5665. 

To be distinguished from 

M 13,768.] 

R 

„ > . 2-3-4 
1*1 

5664 

•*r 
C. Qyau 

F. Qniu. ciu 
V.joud 
M. you 
J. dju, nio 
A. niu 

Rising 
Obsolete and 

doubtful. 

w 
5665 

C.yuk 

H.nyuk 
F. nguk 

W./«, ngiu 
N. ng'uo 

P .jott 
M .jou 

Soft, as well-dressed 

eather or kid. 

A step; the track of an 

animal; to track. Radical 

114. 

Flesh; meat, especially 

pork ; fleshy ; substantial. 

The pulp of fruit. Radical 

130. See 5254. 

i^l tr a collop of pork. 

41 lAj beef. 

mutton. 
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«TTT 

u -566s Isz.ju 

\Y./oui,joS 
I K. yuk 

IJ. shiku, niku 
1 A.nyuk 

Entering 
Lower. 

#, Si fish. 

f|!| ft chicken. 

ftS Si poultry; game. 

Si % or sun meat balls. 

Sl'M^- mince dumplings. 

Si# meat in slices. 

Slffl or a butcher’sj 

shop. 

a butcher’s block. 

Si rfr a meat market. 

change Si or to lay I 
on flesh. 

m Si thin; wasted, 

a. a Si the wind is cutting. 

BE S) rotten meat; sloughing| 

flesh. 

Z A Si not in accordance! 

with requirements. 

Si* the flesh creeps. 

trSi to sell meat. 

Mtr Si you’ll get a whipping. 

#Sl bones and flesh; flesh and! 

blood, as brothers, parent and] 
child. Also, the structure of a I 
written character from a calli-1 
graphical point of view. 

*Pt* ft one’s own flesh and! 

blood,—of brothers or parents. 

jIIl ft bones and the I 

flesh (of written characters) well] 
proportioned,—not too thin norj 
too thick. 

—* ifP ft ^ati corpulent, 

ft# this mortal body. 

Si S if tr your flesh itches 

to get a beating,—you want me 
to thrash you. 

i'P ^ rl& ft to treat as cooked 

meat,—to gobble up; to prey| 
upon, as greedy officials. , 

si m z regarded him as a 

piece of meat, — as something! 
good to eat, sc. as some one to f 
squeeze money from. 

#P fa M ftlike a walking I 
corpse or a moving lump ofl 
flesh,—of a dull, heavy-wittedj 
person. 

Si 6 to put flesh on white I 

bones,—to bring a dead person 
to life. 

► 4* 
Si Sfc flesh-eyed, with¬ 

out pupils,—stupid; dull of ap-| 
prehension. 

Si hr zm%m can’t tell 

a hero when he sees one. 

si a m sk. * m m m 
the flesh-eaters are poor crea¬ 
tures, and cannot form any far- 
reaching plans. 

H ft ^ to cut off flesh and 

burn incense,—as when one’s 
parents are sick. 

*J Si '§■ & to cut off a piece 

of one’s flesh to (mix with medi¬ 
cine and) cure one’s parents. 

ft J# t0 cut off 
one’s flesh to fill one’s belly- 
robbing Peter to pay Paul. 

$£* ft meat that has not had 

water blown into it to increase 
the weight. 

Sim flesh-punishment, — muti¬ 
lation. 

ft gj the sound of flogging, 

ft# an ulcer. 

ft a wen- 

ft proud flesh. 

± ft a kind of Medusa or sea- 

anemone, 

ft # a sort of joss-stick without 

the bamboo centre. 

SHF- the blade of a knife. 

Si tt cinnamon. 

ftlcSl nutmegs, 

ft clarified sharks’-fins. 

—jm m Si i§ m m 
piece of foul meat will make the 
whole pot stink. Cf. one black 
sheep, etc. 

m Si*!® priests who take 

both wine and meat, — which 
they should not do. See 2260. 

M M M M H ft thouSh 
we are the closest friends, you 
sell me your meat dear!—i.e. 
you cheat an old friend. 

Read jou% (and vulg. and 

unauthorisedly shou4). The! 

shape of cash. 

ft ® ft m (,hao*) reverse,! 

obverse, shape and hole, of a| 
cash. 

5666 

|r. 3E. pq 
See 
Rising Lower 

5667 
R. HE. 

pq 

See 

Rising Lower, 

5668 

*•« 
C.yii 
H.yi 
F.yii 
W. ziijii 
N ./* 
P .ju 

M. yu 
Y. lu 
Sz./k, yii 

K .ye 
J. djo, nio 
A. nyi 

Even Lower. 

You; your. & ^ 3354 

and i£pe 84i9. Nameo 

two tributaries of the river 

Huai. 

^ # ft 9$ ife it is not 
one of the things you understand 

do you try to| 
govern them for me. 

repeat what 
say to your master. 

along those raised) 

banks of the Ju river. 

Cakes made of rice-flour 

and honey. 

To follow; to go to (see 

10,296). If; as. Like; ditto. 

Normal; usual. You. See 
P'i* 9016, || 9025. 

M ft to jump into the 
sea. 

tf y°u must sa> 
I have gone to Chin (Shansi). 
See 56x5. 

@ «es to m$> 
the Emperor Yang went fronii 
Ch‘ang-an to Lo-yang. 

[Sun] Ch'iian was! 

about to proceed into Wu. 

an interrogative phrase,; 

asking for an independent! 
opinion. 

but if one j 

has not had enough to eat, howj 
then ?—i.e. what’s to be done ? 

fa fa M how ^ fu\ 
“bald” written? 

® S in fa what is your I 

opinion, sir? 

Onfall#? what is best to be’ 

done? 

^ 0 #P fa 
the Emperor said, “Yes, I have! 
heard of him. What sort of a| 
man is he?” 
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m' 
5668 

#R 'fof l|£ how goes the 

night ? 

^ "fpl how is it he will 

not believe? 

I^lf 1 Juft 
I don’t know what his scholar¬ 
ship amounts to. 

#R Pi -fiE the manner in 
which duties are to be levied,. 

Mi^Pnk 01 Mmtn 
'jhj* without resource; nonpluss¬ 

ed. 

fir) M #r Pibut did not 
dare to take any steps in the 
matter. 

^ #R @ Pi what fhen will 
become of the Stale,—if that is 
tolerated. 

^ #r Pi w*iat can d°to 
me? 

#R £ Pi 1 am tortured for 

her, but what avails it? 

^ #R £ Pf there is no helP 
for it; not concerned with. 

#R £ Pf tyJ M how can 1 not 
think of him ? 

|& M #R £ Pi how do we 
proceed in planting hemp? 

/fhjf $R an interrogative phrase, 

asking for an opinion upon a 
suggestion of the speaker. Also 

= ^ ; see below. Also used 

as an exclamation = How now ? 

# VX ^ Pi #R what do you 

think, sir, of that? 

4^ Pf #R what do you think 

of her now, sir?—that you see 
her, implying, “Is she not as I 
said she was?” 

Pi #r H W ^is not this 
like the days of Yao and Shun? 
—the Golden Age. 

*6®-Win 
■|jjj how beautifully clear must 

the night have been! 

#5|c£H£E>f0J‘#R£^ 
but I do not know how death 
is as compared with life,—better 
or worse. 

S£*«il@.-|6r4n 

^ ^ if is better to 

give warning beforehand than 
to inflict heavy penalties after¬ 
wards. 

5668 

H 5t If Pi #r re,a- 
tives and friends congratulate me 
and ask me how I like it,—e.g. 
my promotion. 

J£l S M Pi #r A what sort 
of a man will he take me for? 
—if I act thus. 

alas! unfortunately. 

alas! my home is ten thousand 
li away. 

#tJ pi whose charity is like 

unto his? 

if there is; if he has. 

#R whenever; if ever. 

$R^°^RMor^R^ifiif 
indeed. 

$R if perchance. 

#R S IS ifif k is true- 
jjfJJ if it shall be necessary. 

^ $R or ^ not equal to; 

not to be compared with. ^ 
used as an initial phrase = 

the best plan would be as fol¬ 

lows. See ^ 2081 and 
13.522. 

^ #R i better not g°- 
#R H If VX otherwise 

it would be insufficient to. 

n 
^ as compared 

with repenting at the end, there 
is nothing like being cautious 
at the beginning. 

#R Hf #R If} 5675- 

.—• ||jj with regard to. 

X #R ifo Hz # asain’ 
with regard to repetition of 
Buddha’s name. 

$R (the thief cleaned the 

place out) as empty as possible. 

55 4* #R illhis slass was 
quite empty. 

Hr #R evenly adjusted; nicely 

dressed. 

^R ifei free from care. 

10,646. 

^ #R ife* apparently quite 

empty. 

#R bke. 

^R jf^ in accordance with the 

report. 

*»* 
5668 

#R in accordance with the 

amount; in full. 

$R as a precious stone; very 

dear. 

■fif] —• much the same. See below. 

flP —• as at the present time. 

M ^ &§ better not 
have it than have it. 

PJr IS ^ #r #r trwhat he 
gained was not equal to what 
he lost. 

#R lit or #R lit it $£or #R 
^ like this; thus. 

#R such is the purport; 

shall have as much. 

X m W- • % to iffc 
whoever commits a breach of 
military discipline shall be served 

like this,—said by JfZfc ;j|| Sun 

Ch'uan, as he smashed a table 
to atoms. See below. 

telling him all the details as 
aforesaid, — a phrase used to 
avoid repetition of what is al¬ 
ready know to the reader. Also, 
“so on and so on,” as when 
details are purposely left un¬ 
expressed, or are reserved. 

Eg ]J£ how did it come 

to this pass? 

there were girls 

as numerous as clouds. 

#R =k Aor #R £1 Aor 
^R as your wife,—your con¬ 

cubine. 

^ as you wish; in accord¬ 

ance with your heart’s desire. 
The name of a kind of short 
sword, with sword-guard, origin¬ 
ally made of iron, and used by 
the ancients for self-defence and 
also for purposes of gesticulation. 
It is now often given as a present 
among the Chinese, signifying 
good wishes for the prosperity 
of the recipient. It is seen in 
the hands of idols, and is the 

setting of J|| ^ Mani, the 

round pearl (one of the ^ ^ 
sapta ratna) which is said to 
keep always clean and bright 
and to shed a brilliant light on 
all surrounding objects. Hence, 
it is the symbol of Buddha 
and his doctrines. Used for the 
Sanskrit riddhi and riddhi-pada, 
in the sense of magical powers. 
Also, the year-title of a.d. 692. 
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JXJ 

fa 
5668 

but W- trefoil; clover. 

ffl 4$ fa M exactly as one| 
wishes. 

T\bu * AiLofl 

things that do not accord with f 
one’s wishes, there are eight or| 
nine,—in every ten. 

Z1 if ^ fa g both the | 

sons were dissatisfied. 

fa gH as-you-wish-stockings | 

sold here,—a shop-sign. 

^ $§ !® fa g holding I 
in his hands a censer and a ju i. j 

He my ideal is a maiden | 

seventeen years of age. 

MtWrbn to give free play 

to one’s inclinations; to do as| 
one feels inclined. 

nn g#n able to do what| 

he liked. 

fa US t0 m witb one’s wishes. | 

VA fa the six likes,— ip 

fa fa r& fa & fa 
^ fa ^ i’ke a dream, like! 

a vision, like a bubble, like a I 
shadow, like dew, like lightning, [ 
—such is life. 

him the nine likes,— bu fij 

bu % bn m bu m bu 

ill bu M bu B bn f 

Ul Z IS bu # f 6 Z. 

like high hills, like mountain! 

masses, like topmost ridges, like 
huge bulk of rock, like streams, 
like the moon, like the sun, like 
the age of the southern hills, 
like the luxuriance of fir and 
cypress,—so may be thy increase! 
and descendants to come 1 

ffr bu ffi not in accordance! 

with one’s anticipations. 

older than I am. 

bu 4 (= B5 4 see below) | 

now; at the present day, 

buM the second moon. 

fatiC as of old; as before. 

bu Z the like; such as this. 

%tyibnZ don’t do it again ] 

~(K 3£. + FM fa £five in | 
ches in height, and ditto inf 
breadth. 

fa' 
5668 

—• fa —1 once times one is one. 

=. fa 
six. 

fa 
5668 

m z^i = bu 
—* take equal parts of beef, 

mutton, and pork. 

bu the highest of all the 

epithets given to every Buddha, 
signifying that his coming and 
going is in accordance with that 
of his predecessors. Sa 
Tathagata. 

H fa W fUj ika g°0d 
question indeed! 

^ % g fa tranquil and 
happy. 

M M ^ M m fa ^ 
sheng, mo, sha, and yen, are all 
to be read here as usual,— 
without any change of sound or 
tone. 

Rft tfc W fa ^jr hsiung is 
also written neng (in this pas¬ 
sage) with its normal sound 

B # Biff m fa 
tip. chu2* is (here) read chu4 

Yen Shih-ku keeps the normal 
reading. 

the old sound of la was t‘ai, but 
it has now the normal sound,— 
of la. 

MX t,% Z MU bn 
judging from the context, 

wu ought to stand,—as opp. to 

the emendation . 

fa to as agreed upon; according 

to Treaty. 

bupjfm as suggested. 

$ fa M fa as many as were 

burnt, died. 

bu M bu & like the rage of 

shaking thunder. 

T'faM unpunctual. 

when the \bu*\ 
Four Books have been learnt, 
we come to the Six Classics. 

he suddenly camel 

in. 

% bu 5k bu coming at uncer¬ 

tain times. 

the common form for be¬ 

ginning an oath. See ^ 1369. | 

W 
5669 

s 
See#W 

Even Lower. 

5670 

R M » 
F. u, dii 

See^fO 

Even and 

Sinking 
Lower. 

5672 

Sinking 
Lower. 

'ft fa so help me God! 

fa M M ju is used with rh\ 

(334S)>—and so comes to mean 
you, your. 

may your time (forJ 

death) be far off. 

@ S l M bu ® 
if you like graybeards, you had 
better follow them. 

The binding at the end 

of a bow. A large napkin. 

A banner. 

Moist; damp; marshy. 

1 m m an fa a heavy| 
mist the clothes become soaked. 

$fL '/$I1 low and cozy,—as a marsh. 

y$D jfrij" old name of a river in 

Hupeh. 

The thin outside skin of 

the bamboo, used for caulk¬ 

ing and other purposes. 

To receive. To reckon; 

to deliberate. To eat; see 

5653. Putrid. Madder. 

[Read ju4 in the book- 

language, except the last 

entry.] 

iSTK®1 
my mind is not a mirror: it 
cannot receive,—all impressions 
equally. 

T W K m I cannot guess 

what it is. 

5k^ ?kconsult about and 

consider,—the rules which have 
been given to you. 

wm mm badly reckoned 

the Hsien-yun. 

tpf to eat herbs. 

Si g $ © K. 
his fist and said nothing. 

sucked 
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ttr 
5672 

713 
JU 

5673 

iii 
K. nie 

Even Lower. 

I?* 
/fior 

5674 

kM 

S" ill 
Even Lower. 

if 
5675 

C.yii 
H.i 
F. u 

W .ju 

N .ji 

P Ju 
M.yii 
Y. lu 

Sz. ju 

K .yu 

. »*«, <//« 
A. zya, 

Even Lower. 

P±$l to spit out and to swallow. 

—the hard and soft parts, respec¬ 
tively. 

% ^ ^ #r at ^has 
God, too, certain things He must 
put up with? 

t0 gobble up. 

not to eat forbidden 

food,—as priests. See 5234. 

^^a great appetite. 

A to eat lenten fare 
;iL»v 

and repeat the suiras. 

% ifc jfiLt0 eat the skin 
and drink the blood,—as savages 
do. 

bke taking stink¬ 

ing fish to drive away flies,—it 
only makes them come the more. 

to pull up plants, 

roots and all; to attract or call 
together the scholars of a coun¬ 
try; to advance worthy men. 

^ 2$ a fragrant plant (Elsholt- 

zia cristata, Willd.), allied to ver¬ 
vain. See 5680. 

the madder (Rubia 

cot-difolia, L.) is on the bank. 

Rags; old clothes. 

M 4774- 

See 

f for caulking, rags 

are used. 

frtT fit the caulking gra¬ 

dually let the water in,—being 
worn out by age. 

A kind of quail, said to 

be produced by transform¬ 

ation from a mole. 

A scholar •, a man of 

learning. A Confucianist. 

iK >* Hi # ft H be a 
scholar after the style of the 
superior man. 

i ^ ''J' A § be not a 
scholar after the style of the 
mean man. 

%ZM. the principles of 

the learned. 

they naturally 

turn to orthodoxy. 

if 
5675 

5676 

R. 

C. csou, iyii 

H. c« 
F. ( .. 
W. ( 
N. iji 

P. iju 

M. iyii 

See ■ 

Even Lower. 

5677 
R. 

See 

Rising Lower. 

5678 

R. 

F. iii, c«, dux 

N .jix 

See 

A. nyu 

Even Lower. 

Or ^ Confucianism, 

-f~ or f§£ the literati, 

a poor scholar. 

££ m a simple scholar, without 

knowledge of the world, 

yj'i the schoolmen. 

jUfj a rotten scholar,-a pedant, 

'flu ^ a learned physician, 

n m refined; accomplished. 

|p a Director of Studies,—of 

whom there are generally two 

in every District. 

'|H of wide learning. 

settled down; satis¬ 

factory; ship-shape, — a phrase 
used in the north and said to 
refer to the change of head- 
gear and dress enforced by the 

Manchus. Also written 

in a}- 

Chattering; hum of con¬ 

versation. See 8270. 

To stain; to dye. To 

raise the hands; to rub the 

hands. 

A suckling; a child ; to 

be childlike. 

%ft little boy or my lad! 

7 m m ¥ ** 
duke will do no good to the boy. 

P ft a young child. 

See 5124. 

happy and child¬ 

like. 

18^^ my longing af¬ 
fection. 

5678 

5679 

C. csdu, iyii 

LI. CJ2, si 
F. csii 

N. cshi 

P. iju 

M. iyii 

Y. lu 

Sz .ju 

K .yu 

J. dju^ niu 

A. c^«, cniu 

Even Lower. 

5680 

KJ® 

Even Lower. 

l 

5681 

Even Lower. 

IA title of wives of officials 

of the seventh grade. Used on 
tombstones for a “deceased wife.” 

if A your husband took it in 

and gave it to you. 

the goodwife 

is fond of entertaining guests. 

To moisten; damp; to 

be wet; glossy. 

^ ^ M $1 the full ford 

will not wet the axle of my 
carriage. 

as though wet,—shining; 

glossy. 

a ill or m jff to dip; to 

immerse; soaked. 

iW t0 ^ip a fr*wb *n kot water> 
to make the feathers come off 
easily. 

||t to wet; to soak. 

lUj to dye. 

a ifc ears soaked and 

eyes dyed,—with learning. 

to be patient; to endure. 

M W & £ Ao* having n° 
patience; unable to put up with. 

ti-fr (f Sfiftfc how dilatory 
, and lingering! 

Wi W ^ ^ i& 
ephemeral enjoyment like that 
of lice on a pig’s back. 

ff M name of a river in Chihli, 

and of another in Kuangsi. 

A plant (.Elsholtzia cris¬ 

tata, Willd.), called # W’ 

a decoction of which is used 

as a cooling drink. See 

5672. 

A short coat; a jacket. 

1 a single jacket,—i.e. un¬ 

wadded and without lining. 

ft an undershirt; a sweater. 

■ a belt worn round the 

loins. 

jacket and trousers. 

90 
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5682 

R. 

Even and 

Rising Lower 

5683 

SeefL 
Rising Lower, 

9' 
5684 

H. I >'<"* 

F. iik 
W.ju 
N. zoh^joh 
P. cju,j*> 

M .ju,jou 
Y.juk 

Sz. ju 
K. yuk 
J. djoku, niku 
A. nyuk 

Entering 

Lower. 

Strong, as wine. 

iBH« his sweet spirits 

are strong. 

Shoes. 

Disgrace, as opposed to 

5740. To be disgrace¬ 

ful. To insult; to put to 

shame; to disgrace; to de¬ 

file. See ^ 4658. 

whence 

then can disgrace come upon 
you ? 

S to put up with insult. See 

3354- 

^ # ffj £ to swallow the 

shame and save one’s life by 
flight. 

Jfp to disgrace oneself, 

ifp to disgrace one’s parents, 

to disgrace; to violate. 

^ 0jJj iff [|§ the army destroy 

ed and the country dishonoured 

^ ^ not to dishonour 

the commands of one’s sovereign. 

# J® fl ^ 1 disgracingly re 
ceive highly favouring com¬ 
mands,—you have condescended 
to favour me by commanding 

you have no 

commands to honour me with 

I am too stupid and ignorant to 
be worthy of your question. 

a phrase used by host to 

guest,—I have to apologise for 
my shortcomings, etc. 

1 disgrace you in 

bringing you to my humble home, 
—you honour me by coming. 

have been 

honoured by your invitation. 

^ I have kept you too long 

% 
5684 

w 
5685 

r-& 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

>,1 V 

5686 

R-ik 
See 

Entering 

Lower. 

5687 

r-^ 

Entering and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

employed in the humble work 
of brick-laying,—not knowing 
what your talents were. 

s&im put him to utter 

shame. 

*F —* was 
subjected to a bout of insult. 

To pity. Name of a 

Turkic tribe under the Han 

dynasty. 

P|l pityingly. 

Damp ; muggy. Rich ; 

greasy. Name of a river 

where ^ Mu Wang 

drank. 

# ss ^ the woods are 
always damp. 

or muggy and hot. 

tH Mi J!l§ the muggy vapour 
rises. 

r-m not rich; plain; simple. 

fk M ^ if do not eat or 

drink rich things. 

Ornamented ; adorned ; 

gay; elegant. To reckon 
with. 

R 

& 

5688 

H. yuk 

See Jfp 

Entering 
Lower. 

gaily variegated, — as a 

robe. 

^ °* many hues and 
adorned with gems. 

$51 8“; downy. 

mn excessive formalities and 

ceremonial. 

Suckers; shoots; sprouts. 

Rushes. A silkworm frame 

Name of an ancient petty 

State. 

nm a fungus growing on the 

bamboo. 

MW the Spirit of the Sit 

first month of spring. 

a mat for a carriage. 

to take meals in bed. 

near her confinement, 

to be born. 

4* 

tJF 
5689 

r-£c 
H. yuk 
N. nyiioh 

See Jip 

J. djoku, toku 

Entering 

Lower. 

K 
569° 

R. 

C .yip 
H. ngyip 

F. v. ctie 
W. zai 
N .jeh 
P .ju3 
M. ju. yii 
Y. Iwih 
Sz. ju 

YL.ip 
J. djii, tiiti 
A. hyep 

Entering 
Lower. 

A mattress; a mat¬ 
bedding. 

¥or n mor 
mattress, 

fH ^ a. bed-bag,—for travelling. 

a wadded quilt. 

|H coverlet and mattress. 

a saddle-cloth. 

mm the cushion of a chair. 

To go in, as opposed to 

tH 2620; to make to enter; 

to put in; to import. Radi¬ 

cal 11. [To be distinguish¬ 

ed from \ 5624 and /\ 

8504.] 

a ft m 0 figures showing 

income and outgoing,—receipts 
and disbursements; debit and 
credit; a balanced account. 

SAjy® Hi estimate your 

income in order to arrange your 
expenditure. 

A Bfc tfl l& to encounter a 

danger and escape unhurt. 

A or A RSor A @ w 
A® receipts. 

A to receive. 

A .<iL no interest accruing; 
no profit from. 

^ ^ to enter among the num¬ 

ber; to put in the account. 

A P S imports. 

^AAifi to order 

that importation of grain should 
be rewarded by conferment of 
rank. 

AW to enter official life; to be 

confiscated. 

f At study antiquity 

in order to enter upon your 
official duties. 

At the goods are con¬ 

fiscated. 

fpi to enter China; to invade 

China. 

A ill to enter Ssuch'uan. 

A ft to go into the interior. 

A^ to enter a door; to make 

a beginning; introductory. 
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A 
569° 

4* 
ft A& 

unless on 

business, do not 
m 

(important) 
enter my door,—a phrase seen 
at yamens. 

A or A # to go up to 
the public examinations. 

y^ to marry and live with the 

wife’s family. 

A* to begin one’s studies, as 

a boy; to take the first degree. 

An to take the first degree. 

A* to fly in beneath the 

screen, as birds do in houses; 
to act as secretary. 

A T^SS t0 *nva<^e>—rebels. 

A jll t0 be placed upon the 

selected list. 

A# nightfall. 

A* R.U.E., in theatricals. 

A not suited one to the 

other. See 5716. 

tt A AP to maliciously get 

people into trouble. 

AM reasonable. 

A^ credible. 

Aft to enter into the contem¬ 

plative state, — as a Buddhist 
priest. 

A ^ to be tbe orthodox faith. 

Ait marvellously, 

A t0 Put *nt0 the coffin. 

Am to go into the palace. 

A^- to begin; elementary. 

It t II A f - begin with 
the official regulations. 

A HR. well-looking; pretty. 

A-t to enter the bone; to bite, 

as cold; to be very influential 
or powerful with. 

A UU to go to the hills,—to retire 

from the world. 

Aft to be entered on a register. 

A 'tT t0 bring to the notice of 

his Majesty. 

A Hi t0 enter a petition. 

A to present a Memorial to 

the Throne. 

<• % a m to present a 

Memorial on behalf of some 
third person. 

Attfc to be born. 

A' 
569° 

C 
5691 

C.yii 
H. yui 
F. « 
W. z« 
N.y* 
P.ju 
M .yii 
Y./« 
Sz ,ju,yii 
K.yu 
].dju, nin 
A. ngiu 

Rising Lower. 

A^H to be naturalised as a 
British subject. 

A *. to seat oneself with others 
at the table. 

A ^ £ W Pleasant> agree¬ 
able words. 

the six organs of sense,-the 

eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and 
mind. Sanskrit: chaddyatana. 

BRAfi colour enters by the 
eye. 

mm Am by way of intro¬ 
duction. 

jfe iffi A Z got up and let 
him in. 

Tl*# A without admoni¬ 
tion, he went on in the path of 
goodness. 

SASH! when I come from 
abroad,. 

3B* All he who is without 
fear finds himself in fear,—be 
not over-confident. 

ch'ang1 officers in constant 

attendance upon the Emperor. 

A tbe enter>ng tone. See 

9883. 

g'ltr AS cha is pronoun¬ 
ced chan in the entering tone. 

T A A# a class of Imperial 
nobility. 

Read ju%. To place; to 
put. 

^ A to put things in their 

wrong places. 

Milk; to suckle; the 

breasts; a nipple; a teat; 

hence, the white grape. See 
12,826. 

2L ft* or 21 M milk- 

the udder. 

21^ a teat. 

21 # or ^ flg or ^ jfc or 

a wet-nurse. 

2LB a mid-wife. 

||ff 2t to wean. 

21 Pf t0 suckle. 

21 ■¥* a suckling child. 

itfc % It T a this small 
child smelling of milk, — this 
unweaned brat. 

?L’ 
569r 

-ff 
5692 

w 
5693 

R. 

C.ye'-,ya\ a'- 
H. ngiam- 
F. ikj-, 

nieky, niengZ 
W. wg-A- 
N. ngieh, ngi 
P. WJZW5 
M. /iV#3 
Y. niei 
Sz. men 
K. ip 
J. dju^ niu 
A. nyepy 

Sinking and 
Entering 

Lower. 

SIT at the breast; unweaned; 

young. 

^ ^ ^ the kid kneels to 

suck. 

the pet name given three 

days after birth. 

—* 2L ^ three boys at a 

birth. 

^ M 2L stone-bell teats, — 

stalactites. 

i® ^ K # SI T ">* fly 
deposits its eggs in the body of 
the caterpillar. 

-rsit# a kind of cheese curd. 

ft 21 H to take poison. 

SI & liquid gold, — used in 

painting. 

H* 2L tabasheer, — a siliceous 

concretion found inside the 
joints of the bamboo and used 
as a medicine. 

,ist mare’s milk. Also, the 

Isabella, i.e. the long white grape. 

H2i m koumiss. See 10,314. 

| 2L ify°u 
wish to pile up a dishful of 
grapes. 

M % ^ M 2Lon the vine- 
frame are masses of grapes. 

gum olibanum or frankin¬ 

cense,— so called because the 
drops resemble nipples. 

ft m a mortar, as used by 
apothecaries. 

^2LM the stars a. u in Ser¬ 
pens. 

Same as 5693. 

Twenty. Also read men*, 

the twenty-four dyn¬ 

astic histories of China. 

give him twenty blows 

n g. A twenty and more 

persons. 

ty) E* Au — never 

mind that three sevens make 
twenty-one!—go on in your own 
stupid way. 
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M 
5694 

S695 

5696 

R'£ 
Even Lower. 

5697 

R#t 

See jft 

Rising Lower. 

fjT 
5698 

See jft 

Even Lower. 

5699 

R. ‘ 

See i 1 
Sinking 
Lower. 

?N» 
5700 

See 

Even Lower. 

m 
5701 

■“ikas 
Rising and 

Even Lower. 

See 5663. 

See 5665. 

JUA.. 

A form of 10,391, usee 

for the Peking colloquia 

jtia. Rumpled; creased. 

mm&mj the paper is 

all creased. 

arxj-AJNT. 

Soft; weak; pliable; 

elastic. 

flffc ^ f| being of a -3*: > 
very weakly constitution. 

he produced a port 

able or rope ladder. 

The vacant space inside 

a city wall. 

I Jfi vacant spaces between 

enclosing walls. 

Timid; nervous. 

fearful; apprehensive. 

mm timid and weak. 

mm wanting in energy. 

To dip; to soak. To 

push. Also read/04. Used 

with 5715. 

dip it in the sauce. 

A name for Diospyros 

lohts, L., which looks black 

when dried for use. 

Read erJi". 

3347- 

Use d for 

5702 

m 
5703 

M 
5704 

R-&fe 
See ft 

Rising Lower 

5705 

s“ iffj it; 
A.noun 

Even and 
Rising Lower 

W 
57°6 

R:5fc 
See ft 

Even Lower. 

m 
5707 

5708 

r. We 

Same as 5704. 

Same as 5698. 

An opaque whitish quartz, 

with pieces of cornelian in 

it, used for ornaments. 

% ^ to make a vase 

out of quartz. 

A disease of the foot 

See 5712. 

See ft 
Sinking 

Lower. 

ill 

5709 

n 
5710 

im 
57ir 

R- 

See ■tS 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

Seam ; border ; binding ; 

selvedge. 

Same as 5712. 

Soft, ductile silver. 

the touch of the 

silver is nine parts,—out of ten 
pure; i.e. ten per cent of alloy, 

Same as 5698. 

Same as 5704. 

To wriggle, as a worm. 

!§(/ or j]|| wriggling. 

lit Wv (a'so rea4 ju Ju) the name 
of a nomadic power of Central 
Asia, 4th—6th centuries a.d., 
destroyed by the Turks; Gib¬ 
bon’s Geougen. [The name was 
given by the Emp. T‘ai Wu Ti 
of the Wei dynasty, a.d. 424— 
451, in contemptuous compar¬ 
ison with crawling insects.] 

L .3 

5712 

C. yun 
H. ngiie 

F. niong, 
nwong 

W. ngiie 
N. ngueh 
V.jwan 
M.jwan^yuan^ 

jang 
Y. jou 

Si. j wan 
K. yon 
J. zr», nen 
A. niien 

Rising Lower. 

Soft, as opposed to 

13,341 (see 6174); yielding; 

pliable; weak. 

soft and hard. In music, 

the former applies to the sound 
of stringed instruments; the 
latter, to that of flutes, etc. 

tfc IfGJI to impose on the 

weak and beware of the strong. 

jft or ifl#: to soften by 

soaking. 

fine and soft. 

Ml # ft W ^5 that y°u had 
lately contracted the “soft foot” 
disease. See 5705. 

n Mj 7 & ft 7when 
she saw him, her heart was 
softened. 

ffi W ^ {ft $t; his hand¬ 

writing is soft,—wanting in bold¬ 
ness of stroke. 

'fljl ft to stretch oneself. 

& % °r ss a- p #; «■ 
cate; weakly. 

ft soft words; kind words, 

light blue. 

3Ir an egg with a soft .rfrr 

jt 
shell. 

a man with bent fiSf 
ankles. 

ft % pin soft; woman¬ 

ish. 

partly detached pieces 

of finger-nails, 

jft nervous; timid. 

jft ^ tender shoots. 

^ft soft; yielding; meek, 

ft |$ weak; weakly. 

jft jfjSfj to show signs of weak¬ 

ness. 

tfcpfa accommodating; concilia¬ 

tory; comfortable; easy; soft 
and warm. 

be more gentle, 

a poetical name for wine. 

ifc-S or IfclrT one who is 
too soft; a noodle. The latter 
also means materials that can 
be folded without spoiling them; 
e.g. silk crapes. 

^ ft to soft ears and lively 

mind,—credulous and excitable; 
ready to believe anything. 



5713 

R.^C 13- 

C. yun 
H. nion 
F. ngwang, 

wong 
W. ngo 
N. nyiien, ngii 
P.jwan 
M.yuan 
Y.j'ou 
K. won 
}. gin, gun 

A. ngiien 

Rising Lower. 

ird. 
5714 

[ 7i7 ] 

/ 
ST12 

n 
5715 

R;5fc 

See ]j^ 

Even Lower. 

«r 
5716 

See jgj 

Sinking 
Lower. 

5717 
R. | 

See 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

>)4jL coal-dust and clay mixed 

into cakes for burning. 

^ places where catamites 

are obtainable, generally kept 
by barbers. 

Name of a mountain. 

Name of a small feudal 

State. 

3t- |^j name of a pass in 

Kansuh. 

/MR the younger Yuan,— 

nephew of Yuan Chi (j« Biog. 
Diet. 2548); hence, a nephew. 

mu to play the guitar. 

H U skilled in Playins 
on the guitar. See 4498. 

See 6374. 

To rub between the 

hands; to rumple. Used 

with 5700. 

strength for 
scrubbing vigorously. 

Read no1. To rub. 

mw to rub in the hands. 

JTJI. 

The handle of a tool. 

[To be distinguished from 

9298.] 

MI7A the handle and 

the hole do not fit, — used of 
two persons of unsympathetic 
dispositions. See 11,572. 

luckily they fitted 

her. 

The place of junction of 

two streams. A bay ; a 

bight. Name of a branch 

of the river in Kansuh. 

iHw a sandy shore. 

57i8 

C.yoii3 
H. ilui 
F .yo 
W. zai 
N. zei 
P. ‘jwei 
M. /«° 
Y. cnwei 
K .ye 
J. zei, ne 
A. nue' 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

5719 

w 
5720 

P. ljwei 
M .jwei* 

See $j£) 

Sinking 
Lower. 

5721 

R-i 
C.£you 
H. hui 
W. zii’-Jii'-, 

zaii 

p./w«y/w« 
Y. St'-wei 
K.yu 

J. ni, 2«i 
A. c«/«» 

Even 
Irregular. 

5722 

ilSD 
5723 

R-*K 
C. £yi>« 
H.'/«/, Am° 

F. Iwi 
W. i/«, 
N. 

P .jwei 
M.ju, yii 

Same as 5718. 

Small plants budding. 

The thongs of a shield. 

Name of a State. Name 

of a river. 

A mosquito; a gnat, 

venomous snake. 

mosquitoes; gnats, 

flies and gnats. 

A 

5723 
Y. lui 
Sz.jwei, yui 

K .ye 
. dzui, ni 

A. nyui 

Rising Lower, 

Hi kv a sPecdes buttercup 
(.Ranunculus Sceleratus, L.). 

flourishing vegetation. 

Drooping leaves; a 

fringe. Soft; delicate. Used 

with 5723. 

nr 
5724 

R-*K 

See,^ 
Rising Lower, 

(or the rhizome of 

Polygonatuvi officinale, All. 

W.HM a flag hung amongst 

flowers on the 3rd day of the 
3rd moon, to encourage them 
to open. 

nm luxuriant vegetation; the 

fourth longest of the twelve 

tubes, corresponding with the 
5th moon and the nth hour = 
F sharp. 

^ the (black) cloth 

cap of the people has no tassel. 

Same as 5723. 

The stamen or pistil of 

a flower; buds; unopened 

flowers. Sap; juice. 

^ Aj) stamens and pistil, 

stamens or pistils. 

the bud of a flower, 

to put forth buds. 

A* 14ji Jtato 

5725 

R 

See,s& 
Rising Lower, 

J7*6 
R. 

C. shoii, sou 
H. shut 
F. tout 
W. zii 
N. zei 
P. jwei 
M. I 
y 1 swei 

K. su, v. se 
J. tut, zui 
A. wai, t'-ui 

Sinking 
Lower. 

H. *$ « M m 
the tender buds are hardly open 
ere the go-between bee comes 
to call,—as the go-between of 
real life, with a view to arrange 
a match. 

It'HO__ . 
it is impossible to describe her 
budding charms. 

lichen; moss. 

IS the wick of a candle. 

m >: 

H Jr the juice of the poppy, 

the viscid juices of plants. 

The stamen or pistil of a 

flower. Used with 5723. 

Passiflora earn lea, L. 

Hanging down like 

fringe. 

A jade tablet, given as a 

token of investiture to the 

various feudal princes, and 

varying according to the 

rank of each. Auspicious; 

lucky. A keepsake. 

3l he called in the five 

tokens,—he summoned the prin 
ces to audience. 

auspicious influences,—as 

of the Emperor. 

m * lucky ; auspicious. 

m B an auspicious day; plea¬ 

sant weather. 

m\Gem of a Prosper 

ous Age,—a name given by Han 

Wen-kung to 35n Li Ho of 

the T'ang dynasty. 

mm seasonable snow. 

mm wonderful animals. 

a lovely colour. 

1* « jS Wcor 3g H 
Sweden. 
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5727 

IC. yoit'- 

| H. cyui 

IY. cnwei, /wri1 
See ^ 

I A. »««- 

Sinking 
Lower. 

5728 

IC. you 

I H.ytei 
If. 

IN. zei 

IP. 1 . . 
|m. i 
IY. Am, /j£/« 

I Si. jwei 
\K.y, 

\j. yti 
I A. nue^jiie 

Sinking 
Lower. 

wei 

A sharp-pointed weapon 

piercing ; acute ; shrewd 

zealous; valiant; resolute. 

Small; trifling; insignifi¬ 

cant. 

-AjEi# one man in 

great officer’s cap, and holding 
a sharp-pointed weapon. 

&w pointed and sharp. 

pointed; sarcastic. 

to have the point blunted 

to be crestfallen. 

p ft sharp of tongue; pert. 

valour > ardour to fight. 

Sft M m iSdo not let 
your ardour abate. 

^jf skilled in; sharp at. 

^ or 010 °r ^ wel 
drilled troops. 

^ keen; acute; smart. 

>fc he was very keen 
on buying up,—old pictures. 

to rush forward 

to save another. 

to undertake responsibi! 

3tst ft#. StSSi 
who advances with precipitation 
will retire with speed. 

^ ^ bis appetite decreased 

To be perspicacious 

wise; shrewd. 

0 ^ (fhe outcome of) 

thought is called perspicacity. 

BP perspicacity manifestsl 

itself in wisdom, 

ifjfl intuitive wisdom. 

^ Jti *i?»* our Humane 
Ancestor, the Divinely-wise 
Emperor, — the posthumous or 
“temple” title of the Emperor 

^ Jg| Chia Ch'ing. 

^ TjV temple name of Kublai 

Khan’s father. 

Same as 5728. 

% 
5730 

573i 

R. ' 

j yun 

noting 
W. yung 

N -jing^yuing 
V .jun 
M. yun 
Y. twin 

yim 
K. yun 
J. djun 
A. nyuen 

Sinking 
Lower. 

5729 

5732 

yun 

. dung, v. 
noung3 

ircnxr. 
13,844. 

Intercalary; extra. 

!I] an intercalary moon, 

thirteenth moon inserted seven 
times in nineteen years, in order 
to make up the annual deficiency 
of the lunar year as compared 
with the solar year. This moon 
is now inserted in such a manner 
that the winter solstice will 
always fall in the nth moon, 
the summer solstice in the 5th, 
the vernal equinox in the 2nd, 
and the autumnal equinox in the 
8th. Also, that it shall cover a 
period in which the sun does 
not pass from one sign of the 
zodiac to another, and that the 
1st, 2nd and 12th moons shall 
never be reduplicated. 

by 

of an intercalary moon, fix the 
four seasons,—so said the Em¬ 
peror Yao. 

'Ll fail —‘ il? seven inter¬ 

calations make a Metonic cycle] 
of nineteen years. 

no reduction for| 

an intercalary moon. 

I i§£ 41 ± M * the) 
poor man reaching a year with] 
an intercalary moon,—worse off 
than ever, inasmuch as he will] 
have more days for which to] 
find the necessaries of life. 

1® P SI the wu 

(1 2,707) knows when there is an [ 
intercalary month,—and grows] 
an extra leaf in consequence. 

[II] fH a birthday in an inter¬ 

calary moon. 

0 a term for the 29th Febru-] 

ary. 

to add a little extra. 

II] jj]| a term applied to dynastic] 

Houses which were neither in] 
the direct line of succession, nor] 
yet usurpers of the same. 
1676, 12,316. 

To soak ; to moisten ; 

to enrich; to increase; to| 

adorn. Glossy ; shining ; 

sleek. To follow; to imi 
tate. 

£ Pj (iff slander that soaks, I 

. 5732 
VN.jung^yung 

K-jtog, nguing 
V. jun 
M. yun 
Y. twin 

I Sz. jun, yun 
IK.yun 
J. djun, nin 

] A. nyuen 

Sinking 
Lower. 

—into the mind and gradual 
gains credence. 

Tfc 0 Pj the nature of 
water is to soak down. 

PI a moistening rain. 

m ® ^ ffi pj the nourish¬ 

ing influence of the rain and dew 

m m to exert an en 

riching influence upon the 
people. ~ 

^ ^ Pj Jip as t0 the soft 
ening and moistening,—t.e, the 
modifying and adapting. 

mm river fertilisation, — used 

of the influence of good men 
upon those they come in contact 
with. 

jfy pj to soak; to steep. 

i pj the vapour of the 

earth makes hot and muggy 
weather. 

fill'! Pj If riches 
adorn the house, virtue adorns 
the man. 

gave it the proper 

elegance and finish,—of a com 
position. 

^ Pj fftj ^ begged 
him “touch up” his biography 
a little. 

iffl m hr to comfort the 

heart and please the eye,—as 
with good cheer. 

^ Hit 'M. pj a sleek shining 
face. 

# H 3E iSI round as a pear! 

and smooth as jade. 

PI fl* slippery. 

to share the spoils. 

to divide the pro¬ 

fits according to the shares. 

mm to moisten the pencil,— 

to give fees for assistance with 
the pen. 

pfl pj a present to an intermed¬ 

iary,—short of a bribe. 

% g iS A put the money 

into their own pockets,—of pe¬ 
culation. 

Pj # ^ ]nL Sv t0 proceed 
with caution. 

Pj an old name for Chin- 

kiang in Kiangsu. 
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5733 

R.' 

Even Lower. 

m 
5734 

R-$k 

Rising Lower, 

m 
5735 

R.' 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

-f r:2 

34* 
5736 

H.I>“"S 

F. ting 
W. zung 
N. dzung 

P -j*ng 
M.run°,jung 
Y.jung 
Sz. jung, lung 
K.yong 
. slid 

A. nyung 

Even Lower. 

The eyes twitching. 

Read shun*. To wink 

to blink. 

To wriggle, as a worm. 

Wi to move as a snake; to 

wriggle. 

a red snake found in the 

southern sea. 

A wingless insect or grub, 

called jjpj ^, so called from 

the name of a place where, 

under the Han dynasty, 

these insects abounded. See 

5608. 

J-TJISIGr. 

Luxuriant growth of 

slants; soft; downy. Young 

shoots; horns. To repair. 

[To be distinguished from 

iif: 1092.] 

J|L J4I thick undergrowth. 

pjf? if. (orjung3) growing thickly, 

as plants. 

(or 3ft > our fox- 
furs are frayed and worn. 

^ when drunk, 

he pulls off his red (fox) fur robe. 

^ if the young 
sweetflag shows its rosy shoots. 

mn the soft core of the young 

antlers of the deer. 

m n m Monochasma Sava- 
tieri, Franch. 

ip hartshorn jelly or glue. 

Ip )y" horn shavings. 

^ ^ the base of the antler. 

il 3f Z 4 among the 
lower orders. 

nm a name for ^ jfj 

Sung-chiang Fu in Kiangsu. 

5737 

R.^r m 

See 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

5738 

R.^ 

See 

Even Lower. 

To push; to beat; to 

pound; to stuff. 

5739 

R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

Q)t* * 
tr 

5740 

R. 

C. wing 
H. yin 

F. ing, v. ting 
Vf.yung 
Vi. y ung, y ing 

jung, y ung 
M. yung 

Y. ying 
Sz. ytin 
K.yong 

J.yei,y9 
A. ving 

The aroma of growing 

grain; fragrant. 

mwm a tree resembling 

the locust (Sophora), found in 
Honan, bearing small white 
flowers and a green fruit. 

Lank, unkempt hair. 

Honour; glory, as op¬ 

posed to Jp 5684; used 

conventionally for “your.” 

Flourishing; prosperous, as 

opposed to 6256. Beau¬ 

tiful. Blood. 

M or M or it 
splendid; noble; glorious. 

^ ^ splendour, riches, 

and honours. 

[j|| or to return with 

glory,—to retire from public life. 

^ If or ^ ^ y°ur noble 
journey, — used conventionally. 

a fa in where is your 
noble post? 

^ may your happiness in¬ 

crease ! 

your promotion. 

.g. may you have brilliant 

happiness!—a common form of 
congratulation. 

& H or ^ your appoint¬ 

ment; appointed. 

to be honoured by the 

charge of.. 

prosperous. 

graciously honour¬ 

ed with the ninth grade,—e.g. as 
bestowed upon aged men at an 
Emperor’s accession or marriage. 

5740 

iPlU 1 

5741 

R. 

See# 

A. hwing 

Even Lower. 

5742 

K'Jt 

M. j yixg.yung 

See 4 

A kind of pebble, used 

to make ear-plugs. Bright; 

shining; lustrous. Also 

read ying2. 

A. ving, waing 

Even Lower. 

5743 

C. ying 

See 

A. waing 

Even Lower. 

ms 
Ik 
5744 

c .ying 
H. yin 
F. ing 

W. yung 
N. ying 

TjV fym Mi. t0 do honour to 
one’s ancestors. 

®jj^ flourishing; blooming, as 

plants. 

—* one in foliage, 

the other dead. 

when the blood and the vital 
aura do not circulate, the five 
viscera cease to discharge their 
functions. 

menstruation. 

Streams of water; brooks. 

Name of a river. 

rivulets, 

and 
7j< v%j /wn — /■ 

Districts in Honan. 

two 

g or 3g| polished stones 

used as ear-stoppers. 

^ brilliant; lustrous. 

^ ^ pure; clear. 

^ bright and glossy; lustrous. 

££ clear-headed. 

To wind round ; to reel; 

to coil. See ^ 6069. 

^ $H to hin(f round; to encom¬ 

pass. 

10 to go round and round. 

^ jJl entwined around one’s 

heart. 

H^p never free, even 

in dreams,-from certain thoughts 
or anxieties. 

tfr it ^ ^ shame and grief 

alternating within me. 

Lights shining; bright; 

glittering; twinkling. Also 

read ying2,. 

ft brightly, 

g a volcano. 

the planet Mars. 
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'/fty 
Ik 
5744 

p- yingi yung 
M. yin, yung 
Y.ying 
Sz. yiin 
K. hying 
J. kci, gio 

A. wing, waing 

Even Lower. 

'ii. 
5745 

2k 
A. wing, 

hwing 

Even and 

Rising Lower. 

>.2 

5746 

R. 

C.yung 

H. jung 
F. ling 

Vf.jung, zung 
N. djttng 
P. 
M. jung, 
Y. yung 

Sz. 
K. yung 
J. <//S, 
A.nyung 

Even Lower. 

&&!)C the fitful light of 

the will-o’-the-wisp. 

points upon which the Yellow 
Emperor doubted,-—should Con¬ 
fucius be able to decide? 

The appearance of water 

as scanty; also in eddies. 

the water in the 

pool is low. 

Weapons of war; war; 

warlike; to make war; mili¬ 

tary; soldiers. You; your. 

Great. To help. Wild 

tribes of the west. See |§U 

3705, ^ 5736, 12,010. 

[Distinguish from 4735, 

A 12,792, 13»778» 
10,083.] 

weapons. 

3L% the five weapons,— , 

;p. and 

jy # n * in order to get 

ready the munitions of war. 

did put on his armour and the 
empire was tranq’uillised,—of the 

victory of it I Wu Wang 

over Chou Hsin. See 

1671. 

5Str warfare; the army. 

weapons and machines of 

war; see 12,486. 

war has done its 

work, but he withdraws not, 
from evil courses. 

ft ft to be prepared for 

warlike action, 

ifejft or HiJft to make war; 

to begin hostilities. 

35c r§j yt attack 
Shang must succeed. 

3*f& or j|f ^ the army; the 

ranks. 

on 

A.S 

5746 

3ft$ a war-chariot. 

7C 35c a general; a leader. 

#jft to follow a military career; 

to join the army. 

3ft§Str# in military dress, 

jft^TKir you have a good 

support. 

jatejftW in order to aid 

your sovereign. 

military organisation. 

WJH »3ft they will be cap¬ 

able of going to war,—after seven 
years’ training in the duties of 
citizenship. 

H ^ # thoush he 
could not prevent great cala¬ 
mities. 

± & 3ft thinking of this 

great service. 

n ©3*, ^ you do not 

fear the great evils. 

# # K SB. * 3ft 
when friends, however good they 
may be, will not afford help,— 
then will a brother come to the 
rescue. 

^3ft or fflsft wild tribes of 

the west; Tibetans. 

m One of the six of the 

5747 ^ wild tribes of the 

r3C west, described as having 

See 5ft 

Even Lower. 

three horns on the head. 

«' 

5748 To help. To push; to 

RJfC 

See 3ft 

Even Lower. 

oppose. 

Fine soft hair or fur; 

down. Especially used of 
5749 

rM 
camel’s hair. Felt. 

See ^ 
felt shoes. 

Even Lower. ^ felt russ* 

^ l|j| felt caps. 

•» 2 

575° 
R. 

s“3ft 
Even Lower. 

Hi 

5751 
R. 

H. i yung 
F. ting 
W. zung.Jung 

N.nyung 

P•jung 
M.yung 
Y. I . 
Sz. \yung 

K. yung 
J. dju, niu 

A. nyung 

Even Lower. 

5752 

R1C 

See^ 
Even Lower. 

m 
5753 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

A large ape, found in 

Ssuch'uan, with long yel¬ 

lowish-red hair. Violent; 

fierce. 

Silk floss ; nap ; down; 

pubescence; wool; woollen. 

]0| a floss or rough surface. 

^ silk embroidered flowers, 

M Ms woollen yarn. 

MIS woollen goods. 

Mi ^ ^ woollen and cotton 

mixtures. 

M % wooL 
Mi ^ 'ffj woollen piece-goods. 

0T-M velvet; velveteen. 

Mt twiHed cloth; kerseymere 

yjx flannel; Spanish stripes. 

i^Mor Vj&M b^dcloth. 

# Mvelvet- 
Mi narrow native flannel. 

heavy woollen cloth 

to make artificial flowers 

of velvet. 

characters made of velvet 

tr it B to work chain em¬ 

broidery. 

K Mtinder- 
M the silk tree (Acacia 

julibrissin, Durazz.). 

a species of Centaurea 

GMi asbestos. 

A malvaceous plant re 

sembling Hibiscus. 

a kind of pulse. 

SI thick; abundant. 

A stallion eight feet high 

M D 6S very powerful 

full of martial ardour. 
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5754 

H. I yung 
F. mg 

w.jw 

p. ] 
M. Ijmg, 
Y. if mg 

Sz. I 
K.yong 
J.yo 
A.jmg 
Even Lower. 

To admit; to contain. 

To bear; to endure; to 

forgive. To wait for; to 

attend upon. To depend 

upon. Appearance ; air ; 

manner ; demeanour ; the 

countenance. Also read 

jyung. See 5783, 8177. 

A 7* # A the Place 
where he entered would not 
admit a man. 

as if not big enough 

to admit him,—of a gate. 

# it M M admit the 
light and it must necessarily 
illuminate. 

to contain; to tolerate; 

to behave kindly to. 

m -+* tfc ^ caPable 
of holding about ten ounces of 
wine. 

not large enough to 

hold it; can’t put up with; can’t 
stand. 

*Kt @ ® nowhere to hide 

himself,—from shame. 

p m % m the crime 
would certainly meet with capi¬ 
tal punishment. 

P m M the crime 
could not be contained in death, 
—death is not enough for the 
crime. 

0 'b m W a room iust big 
enough to get into. 

#r 7* # $£y°u won,t 
be more confortable than you 
are in a place which will “con¬ 
tain your knees,”—sc. than here. 

just big enough to 

hold me. See iji^ 9308. 

^ PI was loud in her 

praises. 

^ ijgjt difficult to put up with; 

unendurable. 

Jtt^m^fitted to exer- 
cise forbearance. 

A If ^ # among 
men who is there whom I will 
not bear with? 

# to endure; to tolerate; 

patient; forbearing. 

^ t0 forgive. 

to pardon; to allow. 

5754 

^ to overlook the 

faults of others. 

EL a man wpl die 

for his friends, a woman will 
suffer anything for her lover. 

^ H| to be yielding; complai¬ 

sant. 

to allow to remain. 

m tY1 to be allowed to petition; 

to allow one to petition. 

^ M ^give me a few 
days’ grace. 

^ as soon as_; when. 

^ patient; forbearing; affa¬ 

ble. 

to be tolerant; liberal- 

minded; see 4595. 

VL® an easy forbearing manner; 

leisurely. See 12,028. 

PM- to put tbe matter 
through quietly, — without fuss 
or precipitation. 

it £ mtaking [t easy 
like this. 

^ ^ 7 & I* leisurely 
put on his clothes. 

&&&=. ARB [^w<i 
Yen occupied the happy mean 
between the other two,—pain¬ 
ters. 

W -EL # ^ ifil therefore 
let us take things easy and amuse 
ourselves. 

^ 0 ^ ^ I’ll come again 

another day! 

igjt l|J. capable; having good 

business capacity. 

mm features and complexion 

3fcp£ a pretty face. 

mm the brightness of a face. 

m m br with the gi°ry °f 
spring full before my eyes. 

m %&°T m the appearance» 
looks, demeanour, etc., of a per 
son. 

or m 1h carriage; de 
meanour; manner. 

tgji a smiling face. 

^ mt0 put a Pleasant 
face on,—when annoyed. 

^ or ^ to compose the 

features. 

fr 
5754 

to disturb the features; to 

give facial expression to. 

i® to put the appearance in 

order,—as at a barber’s. Used 
as a barber’s sign. 

f k## he taught her 

deportment. 

JS % M Z ma beauty 
that made fishes dive down and 
wild geese alight,—for shame. 

m ^ ^ ^bow eas^and 
conceited is his manner! 

n ^ # w m ■& ®i 
looking at her face can make 
one forget hunger. 

their demeanour 

unvaryingly,—correct, 

looks; face. 

^ /!! 7f m t?Lin offering 
presents (as ambassador), he 
wore a placid appearance. 

he did not show 

his feelings. 

Ai m to ^ose selpPossess^on j to 
blush. 

ijgjt to get favour. 

pffj ^ ^ to curry favour 

by always assenting, 

a portrait. 

Bt? portrait of the Emperor. 

to introduce a person; to 

speak on behalf of. 

begged him 
to speak first to his wife. 

s 3tm%n° °net° 
speak in my behalf,—until my 
arrival or until the truth comes 
out. 

^ easy. See 5497. 

m m & precious easy, 

wasn’t it?—meaning that it was 
not easy. 

iff m^j rfn.is similarly 
used, giving a sense of ironica' 
opposition to what has gone 
before. 

m & pj§ ftii was ai 
very well to tell him to stop,— 
he wouldn’t. 

0 1) 
^ were half a day trying to 

make him stop (crying) before 
they succeeded. 

m> HH to connive. 

91 



5755 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

5756 
R. ^ 

F. ting, v. sting 

See 

Even Lower. 

** 
5757 

M 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

nr 
5758 

R.^» 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

ifc* 

5759 
R.^Sr 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

Uneasy; not at rest. 

^ the disease is very 

severe. 

H well skilled in 

warlike accomplishments. 

The bastard banyan 

(Ficus retusa, L.), known as 

^ ^ the deathless, anc 

worshipped for long life. 

m the Banyan City,— Foo 

chow, so called from the number 
of banyans growing there. 

fife the Foochow dialect. 

^ tat Hithe pendent 
rootlets of the banyan. 

Water flowing full anc 

gently within its banks. 

^ abundant; full. 

^ the moon shining M&i 
brightly 

Gems or ornaments hang 

ing from the girdle. 

t*ie inkling of ornaments, 

as above. 

5760 

R. ^ 

F. ting, v. yong 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

Hibiscus vmtabilis, L., 

called see 3617. 

To fuse metal. A mould; 

a die. To influence. 

VC or to melt- 

g| to melt and pour into a 

mould; to cast. 

to melt and weigh,—as 

silver, to ascertain its fineness 
or “touch.” 

> a 

5760 

Ij 

576i 

R. 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

±. 38 & Z ffi & <h. 
way that the upper classes in¬ 
fluence the lower, and the lower 
imitate the upper, is like the 
casting of metal,—which flows 
as directed and takes the form 
of the mould. 

5762 

R 

C. | 
H. \ ynng 

F. ting 
W. yung 
N. yung,ytiong 
p. \ 
M. jung, 

Y. i yung 
Sz. ] 
K.yung 
}.yu,yo 
IS. jung 

Even Lower. 

melted metal takes 

the form of the mould. 

Indolent; easy-going; 

careless. 

and 

one s ease 

'Ilf or ‘in ffl careless 
lazy. 

if m m slovenly and dirty. 

'If ‘l§ if to take 
in indolence. 

to dishevelled hair. 

^ not troubling to ask,—for 

favours. 

Steam or vapour issuing 

forth. Intelligent; clear ; 

bright. Used with 5760. 

See 2908. 

may your bright 

intelligence become perfect! 

j|jll ^ to blend with; mutual con 

sideration; to understand fully 

brought together 

and thoroughly understood, — 
from the connection thereby 
established. 

to make an ar¬ 

rangement by which each party 
abates somewhat of its claims; 
a compromise; an exceptional 
arrangement which must not be 
regarded as a precedent. 

to combine; to condense 

into. 

■ft. ft % ®fc water and milk 

mixed,—completely blended. 

mild weather. 

Wi. long and great. 

^ Hi i°yis over- 
flowing. 

mik to dissipate; to scatter, 

to melt; to destroy. 

wait until the snow 

melts. 

7L 
5763 

R. 

C. yung 
H. yung1 

F. noung, ting 
W. ‘yung 
N. dzung 
V. jung 
M. Jung, 

Jung 
Y. lung 
K.yong 
J. djo, niu 
A. niung 

Rising 
Irregular. 

% 
5764 

5765 
R. 

C. ‘-yung 
F. ^noting. 

Sting 
N. dzung 

V.jung 
M. yung 
K.yong 
J. djo, niu 
A. niung 

Rising 
Irregular. 

5766 

R.^%. 

See 

Even Lower. 

Business; duty; affairs. 

Extra. Mixed; scattered' 

public business. 

% your official duties. 

to put aside business,—as 

to visit a friend. 

% is % ii «r is- * 
%% much taken up with 

business,—having no leisure 

% t » % M unemployed 
officials; supernumeraries. 

% ft 2 M officers holding 
sinecures. 

^ extra troops. 

^ Pf ^ f ‘ extra ex¬ 
penditure must be reduced. 

% m miscellaneous; mixed; 

confused; numerous, 

a great retinue. 

'M % M, & tramPs; vaga 
bonds. 

Same as 5763. 

Fine hair; down; nap. 

Used with 5749. 

5767 

-used 

m down, 

i a fledgling. 

^ Si tke down ofstorks, 
to staunch blood. 

^ soft fur. 

€ * g 

! ffl Kf its feathers are not 

enough to keep itself warm, while u x -7 
forced to spread its wings and 
keep calling out on all sides,— 
as a hen with a lot of chickens. 

Thick, substantial clothes. 

jif ^J| well dressed. 

fa$l®£ why this get-up? 

See 3678. 
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5768 

$ 

5768a 

* 
S769 

5769a 

KA. 

R-i 
P. v. Jta, cta, 

ika 

See 

K.giak 

Entering 
Upper. 

Noise of chirping birds, 

laughter, etc. Also read 

chia4*. [To be distinguish¬ 

ed from pj 9645.] 

Cfl 6x1 ^ou<^ *aughter. 

tm&mm« a 
got ready several kinds of food 
to give him for the journey. 

(Manchu gabsihiyan) 

the vanguard; also, of a funeral 
procession. 

mmm crisp and crackling, 

as biscuits, etc.; prompt; quick, 

sound of clatter or crash. 

1® Eft toasted crackling. 

® E an active, 

limber young fellow. 

0C $(£ a cross-grained man. 

01 IP eccentric; queer. 

Read k‘a%* or ch'ia?*. 

an ng E »' ng ft 5i 
angle; a fork of a tree. 

® E ^ with le8s wide 
apart; straddling. 

m a m a Peking dog with 

legs like a dachshund. 

01E ft the fork of the trou¬ 

sers; the generative organs, of 
either sex. 

tr # T # ® 
neatly dressed. 

very 

Used to express the 

foreign sound ka. 

See 1188. 

To ask for; used with 
5788. To give. 

-9 m * r to distribute 
among the poor. 

577° 

577i 

See 1$ 
Even Upper. 

m 
5772 

Seen% 
Even Upper. 

m 
5773 

SeelS 
Even Upper. 

5774 

See 

Even Upper. 

Same as 5 777. 

A boundary, a limit. A 

step; a ledge. A hundred 

million; see Tables VIb. 

RH a a frontier. 

^ all the limits,—the wide 

world. 

mm a step; a degree. 

m& in the crowd or press. 

ffl # m & hemmed in by the 

foe. 

m t name of a place in 

Kiangsu, scene of a victory 

gained by Liu Pang, the 

founder of the Han dynasty. 

A barren hill. 

nTM name of a place among 

the Jjffi Turkic tribes under 

the T‘ang dynasty. 

Bright light overspread 

ing the world. All ; the 

whole; thoroughly. 

^ to meditate well upon. 

B£ all complete; thorough. 

The great toe; the hair 

on the toe. 

name of a book on military 

regulations. 

Read kai%. The cheek 

the cheeks. 

3T 

5775 

See 

Even Upper. 

5776 

S'. I “ 
F. kai 
W. j 

N. 
P. 
M. 
Sz. j 
Y. kae 
K. kai, v. hai 

A. 1 kai 
Even Upper. 

ke 

kai 

creation. 

Roots of plants. 

^ ^ r00ts *n 8enera^- 

% If perverse roots,—evil prin¬ 

ciples. 

floating plants. 

To include; to connect; 

to belong to; all; the whole. 

To owe. Ought; right; 

proper. 

#I including all 

all creation. 

WMmE’ftvnx 
4 spring may be held to 

include summer, and autumn 
to include winter,—thus “spring 
and autumn” means a year. 

to cover the whole ground; 

to excel in all departments alike. 

to owe. 

ff$ or f|^ to owc money; 

to be in debt. 

how much do 

you owe him? 

where do 

you find prisons for debtors?— 
nowhere (in China). 

jf$ $£ t0 be on duty. 

to be the turn of. 

or °r W. 
ought to; bound to; to be fit, 
just, or proper. 

it was no more 

than my duty,—to do what you 
are thanking me for. 

or served 

you right!—used also in a gooc 
sense. 

he deserves to be 

killed. 

n ought to die; good-for- 

nothing. 

you scound 

rel! 

* m im it it ought not to 

be so. 
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5776 

5777 

R.^C 

SeeM 
Even Upper. 

5778 

R# 

See 1$ 
Even Upper. 

47 
5779 

7B© m any case it is incum¬ 

bent. 

ought to control,—under 

the control of; belonging to the 
functions of; my, his, or your, 
business. 

W tke cffic'al whose 

business it is. 

$J^C©ifthis 
thing ought not (by fate) to go 
to him, then. 

1nr^m1 am sorry: I ought 

not to have,—said or done so 

the said high official, 

•—as used by the Emperor. 

sM the said Tao-t‘ai,—as used 

by his superior officer. 

mu the said criminal. 

the place in question. 

HI let the ProPer 5783 
r> HZ' Board consult and report,—the 

formula of an Imperial Rescript. RM 

iPc fulness and decay; flourish¬ H. i koi 
ing and decaying. F. ka /, kwi 

this isa N.' j ie 

matter which was pre-ordained. 
M ( kai iVl. J 

Y. kae 
Sz. kai 

To give. Uncommon ; IC. ke 

rare. A. i kai 

jj^ fj|{ to be contained in; writ- 
Rising Upper 

ten down in. 

^ to be provided for. 

« to include; to be included 

in. 

| ^ ^ 1| a wonderful 

achievement. 

extraordinary. 
wT 

j$ 4%a rar,t> - 

an unusual affair. 

A step; a ledge. 

— if = Wi an altar raised on 

three steps or terraces. 

m ¥ Afuz ±™oid 
that I were up in heaven! 

SFjE name of one of the lost 

Odes. 

Same as 5788. 

m 
5780 

* 
5781 

5782 

See M ft 
nearly always 
read Rising. 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

See 36. 

See 1434. 

To sharpen a knife. To 

influence. Fully, carefully. 

[To be distinguished from 

5795-] 

m m r & to move the hearts 

of the people. 

smsmtfc let it be clearly 

known to all. 

To change; to alter; to 

correct. See 13,744. 

or afe afc 3 afc « 
afe # » M afc or afe ft 

6305) to change; to put 
another in place of. 

^ ^ to change the 

position of a door,—i.e. to block 
up one and open another. 

to change the 

family occupation, — as from 
military to civil. 

2^ to disguise oneself. 

the place has 

quite changed. 

7'Oktk 0 not changed from 

what it had been in old days 

to change one’s name. 

aScfe to change colour,—as in 

blushing, 

afc# to change one’s appear 

ance, — as from sickness. See 

5754- 
^ to change one’s appear¬ 

ance,—as when bettering one’s 
circumstances. 

^ to marry a second husband 

while the first is still alive. 

95 X & M ait M 
besides, her husband was abroad, 
so she married. 

to alter the feng-shui, 

—of a house, grave, etc., with 
a view to improve one’s luck. 

^ ^ change of year; the new 

year. 

5783 

afc^ another day. 

0 W Mi1 wdl see you 
again another day! 

to shift the berth,—of a 

vessel in harbour. 

afe-g or to re-pack,— 

goods for re-export. 

M to adopt a dis¬ 

guise. 

afc SI 8U u«I to change 
the destination of goods to 
another market. 

afcSt to rebuild; to change to 

another fashion. 

H % 7she has 
changed the style,—of her cos¬ 
tume. 

&& to mend one’s faults. 

•Safe## earnestly amend 

the former error of your ways. 

ait It to reform; see 2667. 

aStfii] to alter; to amend,—as a 

mistake in writing. 

]E afe IE kind,y cor 
rect,—my composition. 

aitteJSM to change an ori 

ginal entry in the books. 

^ T ^ to alter into 

4- 

m to change,—as a character 

used in an Imperial name. See 

52I7* 

ait® to alter into. 

i f X ® ^ when 
worn out, we will make other 
(clothes) for you. 

ifaitffi altered them all 

from what they had been before 
—so that they looked quite dif¬ 
ferent. 

jjfl to alter into accordance 

with. 

2^7 to change the date. 

to change the rut,—i.e. a 

habit or way of life, 

aitfg to come to appreciate 

aSr® to be changed from the 

normal. 

to change its course,—as 

a river. 

ait tit = Kaiirap, Kaiser. 



JjtiL 
5784 

R 
C. koi, k'-oi 

H. koi 
F. kai, v. 

k'aing' 
ke, v. hang" 
ke, v. kein 

kai 

Sz. 
Y. to 
K. to 
J. to 
A. to’ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

To cover; to hide. To 

build; to roof. To put a 

seal on; to seal. An um¬ 

brella; see 2196, 9563. A 

particle. For; the above 

is; such is. 

i M A £ M to cover the 
faults of one’s father,—by one’s 
own good conduct. 

J|[ ^ the friendless and 

the widow not covered over,— 
put out of sight; disregarded. 

H? _t or (see below) to or ||£ 

cover over. 

cover up the meat, 

put the cover on. 

IE it # he put the cover 

exactly over it. 

it zf* T M the shame 
cannot be covered up. 

ft M 7*j 

— 'M'BWon prisins up 
the flagstone, he found that it 
covered a stone-built hole. 

'jjj it.or Jg it tbe ro°f a 
house. 

M the cover of a tea-cup. 

it or jfe a covered tea¬ 

cup, i.e. a cup provided with 
a cover, as commonly used for 
making tea. 

a covering; a bride’s head¬ 

dress. Also, to cover the head, 

to store up; to hide. 

roof and floor,—heaven 

and earth. 

t JnL tbe knee-pan,— 

from its movable structure. Also 

written pro 

nounced in Peking po1-la-ka’rh*. 

j® itor itto cover ; to 
screen; to hide. 

it t0 Pub UP tbe bed- 
clothes. 

M it M to cover the face. 

the sky is like a 

round cover. 

my old cover,—my 

husband. 

M t\tzjr talents which 

cover the age,-overtop all others 

his merit makes 

him first man of the day. 

W .ml* 
5784 

it his achievements 

are unequalled in the world, 

it t0 build; to construct. 

it (°r ^G it) •¥*to 
build a house. 

Jji| £j& ^ to build temples 

and raise pagodas. 

=||j ^ jJ| to cover the top of 

a pagoda,—to subscribe towards 
finishing it off. 

MTltft to put a roof on. 

is it built? 

to lay tiles. 

it a Srass thatch; clothing 

of rush or reed. 

||t £[} and §j$ to a^x a seab 
See 2939, 13,282. 

to affix a seal,— 

the oblong seal of certain offi¬ 
cials. See 6368. 

[tfj it an unlbi"ella with a bent 

handle. 

if hot, he did not 

put up a sunshade,—of Po-li Hsi. 

gt earth’s umbrellas,—mush¬ 

rooms. 

chux ^ the head or cover of 

a chariot. 

we may say of the heavens that 
they are high, but I dare not 
but stoop under them. 

ho1 ff XX 

when our expedition 

was accomplished, we knew that 
we should return home. 

4 should there possibly be any 

such case, I have not seen it. 

W. A ^ Z # 4,he 
above is (or such is) the filial 
piety of ministers of State. 

M. 0 now what's sa4d is that...; 

now the meaning is that.. 

W. # R $ £ for (»“> 
the desire which you have), you 
must likewise turn back to the 
radical course,—to succeed, 

+ & eight or nine 

out of every ten. 

^5$ T to break up with the 

harrow. 

Read ka*. 

35? fifr Ka Hsiin. See Biog. Diet. 

5387 

See 

A. kai 

Sinking 
Upper. 

W 
5783 

C. k'-oi 
H. koi 
F. kai 
\V. ke, M 
N. ke 

M. | *ai 
Y. kae 
Sz. kai 
K. kae 

kai 

5785 

jn£ 
5786 

i-l 
Sinking 
Upper. 

5789 

579° 
R. 

C. k'-oi 
H. kai, k'-oi 
F. k'-oi 
W. | 
N. i ke 

Outer garments to pro¬ 

tect the dress. 

Same as 5784. 

Same as 5784. 

P. kai 
M. k'-oi 

Y .kae 
Sz. kai 

K. kae 
J. kai 
A. k'-oi 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To beg for alms; to 

supplicate. See 4771. [To 

be distinguished from fEj 

7893-] 

P^^porT^^-or-gT^u 

beggar. See ft 5002. 

•5 m «• 55 & ± $ 
(Peking) the head of the beg¬ 
gars,—over a given area. He 
manages the affairs of the frater 
nity, receives the subscriptions 
by which shopkeepers guarantee 
themselves against the begging 
nuisance, etc. etc. 

to beg for food. 

ek* 55 A to play the flute 

for his daily food,—as did fG. 

Wu Tzu-hsii when in 

exile. 

EJ ^ iH to be§ to be al 
lowed to return on account of 
illness. 

Same as 5792. 

To level; to adjust. A 

wooden bar with a knob 

in the middle to hold it by, 

used for smoothing off sur¬ 

plus grain from peck anc 

bushel measures. Collective 

ly; all; see m 5994- 

UK a P*ece °f wood for level 

ling grain in a measure, so as 
to make it exactly full. 

i” !£ M A Wi Z when 
measures are full, man levels 
them. 
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579° 

5791 

»Ar- i 

5792 

H. k'-oi 

W. £l<? 

See$S 
SinkingUpper. 

A i® M‘J A M t, when 
man is full (i.e. proud), God 
levels him. 

taking all things together, they 
each had a certain knowledge 
of it,—viz. of TAO. 

® * x 3^ the discussion 

refers to none of these; all these 
are beside the question. 

— /|§X altogether; collectively. 

considering them 

all collectively, 

is p? all alike; all the same. 

®M it is apparent throughout 

that. 

pfi Ff altogether prohib¬ 

ited. 

a general pardon 

tT U all (the above- 

mentioned articles) will be ex¬ 
empted from duty. 

&IS altogether without 

guile. 

MHA altogether about 

a hundred men. 

-X® generally speaking; a gen¬ 

eral plan or outline; a memo¬ 
randum. 

m.® dark; obscure. 

n m fa m is is $ h°» 
could I help being affected?— 
by her death. 

E ® X ® T1 1 am 
not a persona grata to your 
Majesty. 

sm^rais of manly and 

chivalrous bearing. 

W #r % 0 £ Wl the deter 
mination which will not yielc 
though a hundred times defeated 

H fflior M Wi energy;reso 
lution; a pompous manner 
Powerful, in painting. The for¬ 
mer is also “a somebody.” 

Same as 5790- 

Water flowing; to irrigate; 

to flood. To scour. Name 

of a river in Manchuria. 

5793 

See jg 

Even Upper. 

Ifl'i water gently flowing, 

to irrigate, 

to scour and scrub. 

k'-oi 

Name of an ancient tune, 

played to warn guests 

against drinking too much 

5794 

C. hoi 
H. k'-oi 
F. k'-oi, k'ivi 

£!* 
p. 
M. 
Sz. 
Y. k'-ae 

K. ke 
J. kai 
A. k'-oi 

Even Upper. 

wine. 

To open, as opposed to 

3947> M 6368. 

8990, and ^ 9541; to open 

out; to bloom; to explain. 

To begin; to found, as a 

dynasty (see 10,767); pro¬ 

tasis, as opposed to ^ 

6059. 

trw to open. See 10,494. 

|pj to open the door. 

MM PI Pi ^ Pithat tloor 
does not open,—as a sham door. 

iTO Pi Pi ^ T the front door 
is not opened,-except on specia 
occasions. 

||{j ||^ to open. Also to wind up 

a watch (Nanking) 

mm m to practise benevo¬ 

lence. 

{ft) jrl to leave (a door, etc. 

slightly open. 

m is pi & m m 
I can’t open this door,— being 
either locked or jammed. 

pj to open the mouth. 

PIP o Al!t is difficult 
to ask a favour. 

pg p 
open the mouth (to speak) is not 
so good as to keep it tight shut 

pj pjlj Campylandra sp. nova, 

used in mouth and throat dis 
eases. 

EL nJt 3H Pi open your mouth 
wide. 

33“ to begin to speak 

-^jjj to open a shop. 

T to pay wages. 

UJ^ to open the eyes; to gain 

experience 

ja m bs w mopen your 
eyes wide,—and you will see it. 

w 
5794 

to open and shut; to openl 

the gates of a city; to open a I 
Custom House. 

Ik or HHJ to re-open the| 

seals,—after the New Year. 

to open an umbrella. 

mm to unlock; to release. 

h # to open the market. 

fffj j|& t0 we*gh anchor; to get I 
under way. 

|lfj tr (k‘ai hsinsx) °r pr 
to start; to sail. 

Pi *7 (k'ai hang*) to start a firm. 

PUJS8 to open hatches; to break! 

bulk. 

bulk. 

mw. a permit to break I 

to open and examine,—as I 

packages at the Customs. 

that port was opened this year 

to open the heart; to be 

merry. 

m & & if you °pen my 
heart, you will see my sincerity, 

^ m he amuses 
himself by chaffing me. Also, 
he vents his wrath on me,— 
instead of on the person who 
has made him angry. 

m 4 to draw a bow. 

[J(j to bloom; see 5002. 

Hi to bloom early 
and fade late. 

mm to explain; to console 

Pi HI to begin one’s subject, as 

in a book; to begin the explan¬ 
ation, as of a text. 

Pi to resolve difficulties; to 

release. 

to open out; to extend; 

to develop. 

Pi Hi A Wl the opening of the 

heavens and the hewing into 
shape of the earth,—the creation. 

Pi5& to make a new road; to 

clear a passage. 
New Year’s day, 

to light up the eyes,—of 

an idol, by painting the pupils, 
when finally ready for worship. 
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r 
5794 

pP 3j|L to lead the way; to be a 

guide. 

■'tl ~f" pp —* *n seventy-first 
year. 

■^r [j[j get away! stand off! 

^ PP 1 cannot §et awax. 
—having business to attend to. 

H JE it > fi H ^ 
PP hearing this, they moved 

away to a distance. 

|jfj to ^et &°> to re^ease> as 
detained goods. 

|Jp $C A to fire big guns. 
See 1263. 

HP to open the hand; to begin. 

PP ^ to Put in operation,—as a 

new system. 

PP to establish; to keep, as a 

shop. 

pp J^. to prepare; to draw up, 

as a document. 

jj] pp to the following effect,— 

as when quoting, 

pp ^ to be stated; to appear 

as an entry, or as on a map. 

PP ^ to record. 

pp PP to state clearly. 

pp jpf, to make out a bill or a list. 

pp ^|J ^ are enumerated as 

follows. 

PP ^iJ fit H.to make up a 
balance-sheet; to draw out a list 
of subscribers, etc. 

pp ^ to write a prescription, 

pp ^ to disperse; to distribute. 

$fi pp ^3. tbe best course is 

to break off the friendship, 

pp ^jc ^ not to have done 

with a person,—used as a threat, 

pp jfc. boiling water. 

§$)) PP T tke Pot is boiling. 

pp to begin the examinations 

for the second or third degrees, 

pp to put aside; to discard. 

M PP exhort men to 
keep away from trouble. See 
5234- ^ 

PP t° enter upon the yang 

half of the year, which begins 
with the winter solstice. 

PP yj to use knives; to kill. 

Wl 
5794 

PP IJjgi t0 sbave and dress the 

hair, as a married woman. 

PP ^ boast. 

PP t0 exPendl to dispose of. 

pp to set to with fists. 

PP to release from the cangue. 

PP a slit at the front and 

back of a long Chinese coat or 
robe, giving greater freedom to 
the legs. 

PP 1^ halliards and sheets. 

PP yjSj to mix with wine, — as 

sulphur by beggars in the north 
to keep them warm. 

PP ¥1 or PP to clear out; 

to dredge; to excavate, 

pp j^fj to diffuse. 

pp to send particulars, — of 

cost, etc. 

PP m t0 cut a bl°ck and publish. 

pp to start a ferry. 

pp ^ to present particulars,— 

in a document. 

pp ijjjj to give rise to trouble; to 

begin a system. 

PP to open accounts; to begin 

a new account, as after the New 
Year. 

PP to draw up a despatch or 

statement. 

Pp to open the soil; to begin 

the cultivation of; exploiter. 

PP |Jj to bring under cultivation; 

to open a temple on the hills. 

PP !||l to bring under cultivation. 

PP Jrj^ to reclaim waste land. 

PP iM. t0 thaw; to relax; to give 

way. 

pp HI to extend one’s territories. 

pp to march; to operate, as 

a military force. 

PP t0 °Pen the city-gate 

at night. [The ^ at Peking 

is opened about 2 a.m., to allow 
the entrance of those who have 
to go to Court.] 

pp J]]j| t° stretch the legs; at full 

speed. 

PP to begin battle. 

pp ^ to open, as a gambling- 

w 
5794 

sir 
5795 

rM 

Rising Upper. 

*6* 
5796 

See |t 
Rising Upper 

house; to open negotiations or 
explanations. 

PP to state in writing. 

PP jp| to make a beginning. 

PP A at ^rst» *n hrst place. 

PP to do away with; to cancel. 

iP ff PP £ lit *§ then this 
item can be got rid of,—no 
longer charged. 

PP to subtract; to deduct. 

PP 'ffc the Liberal, or Reform 

party. 

PP | I K to reinstate a 
cashiered or degraded official. 

PP iKt to firei to °Pen hre on. 

PP HP to °Pen a temple to public 

worship; to be open, as the 
temple fairs. 

PP ^ to commit a fault; to 

dispense with the infliction of 
punishment. 

PP P A to offend PeoPle- 

PP ^f* ifif the capital of Honan. 
It was the capital of China under 
the Five Dynasties, and again 
under the Sung Dynasty; and 
was once the centre of a large 
Jewish population. 

PP name of a military 

station in Chihli, where there 
are coal-mines. 

pp Jjfij1 name of a Prefecture 

in Yunnan. 

PP JjVf a small official title. 

A victory; an army 

triumphing. Gentle; sooth¬ 

ing; balmy. [To be distin¬ 

guished from Jr|| 5782 and 

Wt io,544-] 

Ijl to reP°rt a victory to the 

Throne. 

|)L to returh in triumph. 

A IJl i§ amid sonSs of 
victory they returned. 

A raised site for a house. 

it M £ a pleasant 
residence near the Kan-ch'iian 
mountain. 
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5797 

RJi 
C. A (77 
H. 

F. £‘0/ 
W. 

N. 
P. 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. £l07‘ 
K. kae 
J. kai 
A. k'-ai 

Rising Upper. 

k-c3 

k'ai 

R. 

See l 

579s 

m. 

Rising Upper. 

Joyful; contented. Good-, 

kind. 

ft W'J generous; ft W 
benevolent 

a kind and court¬ 

eous gentleman. 

A *lf the eight descendants ofj 

the Emperor Chuan Hsu 

(b.c. 25 T3) who, with the A 7G 
(see 13,744) aided Shun in the 
government of the empire 

Armour; mail. [To be 

distinguished from 679. 

a coat of mail, 

fpl armour. 

having on a suit 

of heavy armour, 

fS» 

5799 

W. h&V 

See 

Rising Upper 

a helmet, 

the sur M> *4? 
^z ^z 

plice of the priest is the armour 
which enables him to bear insult 

JWr.3 
1.5L 

5800 

R»i 

See ^ 

Rising Upper. 

To open; to loosen. An 

archer’s thumb-ring. Usee 

with 5797. 

4 t H 1 1 A 1Inow 
wish to open the great barriers 
between us and the Hans. 

iSHd1* I fully understand 

the matter. 

IS yf iS gracious favour 

extending on all sides,—as of 
the Emperor. 

H|j the star £ or Mizar in the 

tail of the Great Bear. 

Balmy; genial, as the 

wind. 

5801 

5802 

See 

Even L 

See 6100. 

Many; numerous. 

58o3 
R. 

C. klt>i, v. hi* 

See *** 

Sinking 
Upper. 

R. 

See 

5804 

it 
Sinking 
Upper. 

58o5 

58°6 

58o7 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

SV 
5808 

See ]jt^ 

To sigh after; to regret. 

p|)£ ^ mournfully. 

*:F»gf & every one regrets 

it. 

"guH to bewail. 

"gtgn^ sighed regretfully. 

Generous; noble-minded; 

loyal. Used with 5803. 

'K# or tjt ‘If# noblei chival" 

rous. 

‘fait to readily consent. 

3? m 1$ a discomfited 

hero. 

it Stef full of high hope 

and without fear. 

‘1$; Wt or ‘If# mournful 
melancholy; sad. 

1pTI4 ’tis very sad. 

M *lf# H Z worried 
anxious. 

itkteUf this 
(poem) is a regret for the affairs 
of Ma Wei (see 12,571) and of 
the western exile (of the Emperor 
Ming Huang). 

n ® m$&in>in i fa 
every sentence is said of the 
swallows while really referring 
to his own woes. 

See 4150. 

See 1203. 

The top of the skull 

Also read to1*. Same as 

6114. 

ill iijitbe f°ntanebe- 

Dawn. 

0 the rays of the 
sun beginning to shine. 

58o9 

C. kon, k'-in 
H. koti, k'-in 
F. hang, kieng 
W. kite, ko, 

djie 
N. lain, djien 

kan, 
„ , ch'-ien 
Sz. ) 
Y. kaa, ch'-iei 
K.kan, kon 

J. kan, ken 
A. Skan, kien 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

Dry ; as opposed to yj|[ 

9938. Clean; dried, as 

opposed to 4467. Ex¬ 

hausted; finished. See 

13,096. 

it i dryland- 
to show one an 

other that their wine-cups are 
dry,—as after drinking a toast 

to work for nothing 

-—without payment. 

dry presents,—money. 

or ^t to fed dry- 

T iSSSW <h'" 
was nothing to eat or drink when 
I got there. 

t JnL a dry son’—a son by 
a process of informal adoption, 
without any consequences in¬ 
volved, much as a “godchild” 
in the west, the boy remaining 
all the time at his own home. 
Parents of a delicate child often 

invite friends to become its ^ 

and fyt n , so that the 

former may share in their j[j 
and thrive. 

%t and iji£ dry papa and 

dry mamma,—are the titles by 
which a child adopted as above 

addresses such parents. Seejif$ 

7579- 
sworn brothers. 

%t ffl- or |J| clean; bright; 

dry. 

^ ^ very clean; clean 

handed. [In Peking = dirty.] 

^ W- 7 a11 sold out> 
— 7J— 

with a single slash to each one 
he killed the whole lot. 

$tto dryat a fire- 

M.%t~S thoroi,ghlydry- 
ijf£ fcyk d”edi Parchedi fever‘sh- 

dried apricots. See 9497- 

lit dried fish- 

%t diaed flowers- 

dried up; withered, 

shrivelled; shrunk, 

dry food, —rice without 

gravy. 



58°9 

^ dry ashes,—lime, etc. 

%£ M hay< 

tjx£ IpL dried fruit. 

^ rf£ ^ dried refreshments>— 
dried fruit, biscuits, etc. 

% if ftdry biscuits- 
^ ~T or cracbed fr°m 

dryness. 

jjf£ ^ ft t0 prance> as a horse. 

together; simPty- 

%t 0 flour- 
% ^ the name of a wine. 

t0 be sbort wbb>to “sbut 
up” a man. 

f’ff gratuities given at monthly 

intervals to friends or relatives. 

#} ^ sb M % i£he be®an 
by peculating as a petty official. 
See 80x6. 

ijf£ [U to rePort falsely. 

W % & ^ rfn f J when he 
had finished speaking, he saluted 
and left. 

8 if ® Mosla chinensis, Max. 

^ ^ Polygonum cuspidatum, 

S. & Z., the root of which is 
used for dyeing yellow. 

jj|| the eastern magpie {Pica 

media'). 

%t m ™ & ise p a the 
kingdom of Gandhara,—in the 
north of the Punjab, once a 
famous centre of Buddhism. 

Read cfrier?. Heaven. 

Male. The first of the 

Eight Diagrams. A sove 

reign •, a father. Continu¬ 

ous ; lasting; stable; dili 

gent; superior. The north 

west. 

7C heaven. 

the “way” of heaven. 

il}l heaven and earth; male 

and female. 

0 jj*£ respectfully atten¬ 

tive all day long. 

"is ^Ci to act *n accordance with, 

or to embody in oneself, divine 
principles. 

5809 

58i° 
R. 

C-I 1 
H. I 

kon 

F. kang, v. 
ckwang 

W. kite 
N. kein^ kaah 
p. 1 
M. j kan 
Sz. 1 
Y. kaa 
K. 1 

> kan 

A. | 

Sinking 
Upper. 

?£# flit, urn**# 
for the horoscope of the man, 
accompanied by presents, the 
horoscope of the woman is given 
in exchange,—when arranging 
the formal betrothal of a pair. 

Ch'ien Lung {or Kien 

Long) the fourth Emperor of the 
present dynasty, 1736—1796. 

deign to issue de¬ 

finite orders,—of the Emperor. 

The trunk of a tree; the 

body (see 3090). To man¬ 

age ; to transact; to ad¬ 

minister. Capable; skilled; 

efficient. Used with 5811. 

SH£ trunk and branches. 

K ?c n i§ fit ® # >“k n 
a piece of Tien-t‘ai cane as the 
stick, — to match a knob or 
handle. 

Ti 
5811 

See 

Rising Upper. 

R. 

See 

ip. to manage matters; to 

attend to business. Also, to have 
sexual intercourse. 

yffi. to transact; to administer. 

he is not capable 

of putting this matter through. 

ifc ^ ^ #if you won,t 
do the business, I will. 

to follow up a matter 

vigorously. 

Hll M ^ to request 

the Consul to pursue the matter 
vigorously. 

% % Z ft #E did his 
very best to make things right 
for him. 

pf A ^ capable 

of managing weighty affairs. 

#« % A# to commit 

outrageous acts. 

^ public business. 

M fa M # what may be your 

business? 

a#® m to seek promotion 

by toadying and otherwise in 
gradating oneself. 

h! # or t 
ability; talent. 

m *#7 to choose men of 

ability. 

]jj^ jl| a capable official. 

• (or ) a trusty officia1 
servant. 

R. 

or 

5810 

5812 

Sinking 
Upper. 

w 
58i3 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

capable; skilful; trained. 

»p|* jjf^ the “stuff a man is made 

of,”—his mettle. 

]j*^ to manage. 

ft II A a manaSer- 
not strong or durable. 

To stretch out with the 

hand; to open out, as a 

scroll. 

A slender variety of the 

bamboo. 

ts 

t1 
58i4 

R. 

C. I z pj | kon 

F. kang 
W. kite 

N. kein 

P- I M. J kan 

Sz. ) 
Y. kaa 
K. \ 
J. > kan 
A. ) 

Even Upper. 

the shaft of an arrow, 

ge* a kind of pearl-barley. 

a hill near Shanghai. 

The trunk of a tree. 

Planks for building frames; 

see 608. A support. Name 

of a tree from which bows 

were made. Sugar-cane. 

branches and trunk. 

K % # A ^ branches 
cannot be bigger than trunk. 

a stiff trunk and 

weak branches. 

7'm be a support 

against those princes who do not 
come to Court. 

the railing round 

the top of a well. 

A shield; a buckler; see 

763. The bank of a 

river. The stem of a tree; 

a staff; used with ^ 5818 

To seek for; to expose 

oneself to; to concern; to 

involve.; to offend against 

To arrange. Radical 51 

[To be distinguished from 

1725 and 13,537-] 

shields and spears; wea¬ 

pons; troops. 

-p ^ to begin hostilities. 

92 



T1 
5814 

-i1 * two shield-and-spear- 

men. 

m t * % m m ^ 
shield-and-spearman (who goes 
forth to attack others) examine 
himself. 

I Hsing-yao 

(the Chinese Satan, in his fight 
with God) had no buckler nor 
battle-axe. [The famous poet, 
T‘ao Yiian-ming, misread the 
last two characters and wrote 

in a poem, A M ^ B 

Satan has not 1,000 years,—of 
life.] 

-f* Z it the arbitrament 
of war. 

MZ fcI2f he places 

(what he hews) on the river bank. 

on reaching the bank 

of the river. 

% "f or + "f the Ten 
Heavenly Stems,—ten characters 
which are used in combination 

with the Twelve Branches 

(see 1873) to give names to the 
sixty years of the Chinese cycle. 
See Tables Vd and Ve. 

i" * the system of the stems 

and branches, as above. 

-t-m the staff and pennon of a 

great officer, displayed from his 
chariot. 

a long narrow shield, used 

in the ancient dance. Also, 
an acrobat’s pole; a quarterstaff. 
In a peaceful way; pacifically. 

‘ ^ in his Pursuit of 
official emolument, he was easy 
and self-possessed. 

5Jt ^ Tzu-chang 

was learning with a view to 
official emolument. 

T# to entreat; to beg. 

VX % 3: £ rendering 

themselves liable to the death 
appointed by the former kings. 

0 & T T- IE not one 

found to offend against the reg¬ 
ulations of my government. 

TIE to offend against. 

T^ to render oneself liable to 

punishment; to be guilty. 

T& or to break the law 

^ ^ it is an offence 

against the law. 

-p S3 to meddle with or in. 

5814 

>ir 
5815 

R. 

or f # or to 

implicate; to involve; conse¬ 
quences. 

See ~j~* 

Even Upper. 

have nothing to 

do with it. See 9784. 

TT#a°r#T* 

does not involve me; it is no 
concern of mine. 

mmnms. »f# 
for that, our district will be res¬ 
ponsible. 

TfiT without consequences; 

no matter. 

t m involved in; compromised. 

fa tfc ii M M how 
should I venture to do this great 
crime? 

on 

matters which don’t concern you, 
don’t open your mouth. 

TT a ■" 
matters that don’t concern you, 
avoid coming to the front. 

ito meddle. 

entreat him. Also, 

scold him. 

“p J!|' to toady the rich 

and powerful. 

to settle; to arrange; to 

patch up. 

m t A those people; that 

party. 

iflXi-TA <i*y 
are quite a different sort of folk. 

Tsi testimony; evidence. 

all the parties to 

a case, — both witnesses and 
principals. 

a certain amount; a given 

number; so many. See 5644 

a sword, named after its 

maker. See ||| 7996. 

To concern. 

33 ^ it does not con¬ 

cern me; it gives me no anxiety 

SStTn## having no concern 

with the affairs of the day. 

5816 

R 
C. hon,-hon 
H. hon,-kon, 

ckon 
F. chang 
W. yi'ie 
N. tin 
p. \ 
M. > han 
Sz. ) 
Y. kaa 
K. han 
J. kan 
A. han 

Sinking 

Lower. 

ur 
5817 

R 
F. ~hang 

Seepf 

Sinking 
Lower. 

w 
5818 

R. 

See ~p 

Even and 
Rising Upper. 

To ward off; to guard- 

to hinder. Also read han4 

and (=5811) kan*. 

to ward off. 

to protect; to guard. 

Pf §£ strongly guarded. 

fa" fpjj to guard a pass. 

Pf ^ to obstruct; to impede. 

obstructed; un¬ 

able to enter. Used in the sense 
of the difficulty of cancelling a 
permission once granted, etc. 

Pf" to prohibit. 

Evening; sunset; dusk. 

0 iff though late in the 

day, he did not summon them. 

0 BT % -y- aS # the Em 
peror forgot his evening meal,— 
so hard was he working. 

M ^ tired of 
eating at sunset and wearing 
clothes at night,—as when over¬ 
worked. 

Z% the toil of wearing 

clothes at night and eating at 
sunset. See 4296. 

nr nr abundant; prosperous. 

The shaft of a spear; a 

pole; a staff. The neck 

of a fiddle. Numerative 

of guns, spears, steelyards, 

pencils, pipes, etc. 

the mast of a ship, 

a flagstaff. 

— ^ a spear; a gun. 

-ff# a steelyard. 

the beam of a steelyard 

the shaft of an arrow. 

If ft headmen of the 

beggars in Peking, supposed to 
exercise a certain amount of 
control over them. 

tf KT to make felt. 

a walking-stick. 

the wooden cross-spar 

from which a Chinese flag floats 
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5823 

S’ to hurry on to the post- 
house,—as when travelling. 

iS Tfj t0 S° to market. 

jjT to act as beaters. 

to knead or roll dough. 

)jT a screw driver. 

... (followed by a clause 

of action, etc.) to catch one 
(when, etc.). 

ff4 The shin-bone; bones 
5824 

generally. 

See iff iH§ bops on tbe le?- 

Sinking 
Upper. 

5825 The magpie, called H 

R-H t|. See 1388. 

See 

Even Upper. 

w 
5826 Dark spots or streaks 

upon the face. 
See ^ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Same as 5818. 

5827 

The stalk of grain •, straw. 

5828 ^ a straw man. 

r¥ fq- a straw broom; a besom. 

See ^ ^ fip straw. 
Rising Upper. 

stubble. 

—* a sheaf of straw. 

m Same as 5823. 
5829 

The stem of the bamboo; 

a cane; a thin rod. 
5830 

R-IS ^ a pole. 

See 
•ff ^ bamboo canes or poles. 

Even Upper. 
—’ ^ f’f* a bambo° cane. 

ff 

58iS 

ff 
5819 

«■* 

See “f1 

Even Upper. 

n 
5820 

& 

5821 

r-^ 

See ]jf 

Sinking 
Upper. 

r 
5822 

See "jp" 

Even Upper. 

^ Mj Jj&t0 Set UP a P°le 

and see a shadow,—used of im¬ 
mediate results. 

Bjj # h - aX # 

settled on a pole-and-foot (= an 
area) of 2 tnou and a fraction. 

An inferior kind of gem. 

See 6765. 

Same as 5828. 

To spread out and smooth 

clothes. 

The liver. 

^ fulness of Jff# 
the liver causes anger. 

an attack of the spleen. 

Jff*& plenty of liver-fire,— 

apt to get angry. 

f[\ ia”g* J|f he is as my 

heart and liver,—as myself. 

iHi Au' Jff disposition 

is not good. 

iff ^ ± z «> iff you 
would give him your life. 

^m^^ my sweetheart,— 

by a woman to a man. 

liver and bowels 

chopped into inches, — greatly 
afflicted. 

jffjn^ii liver and brains 

exhausted,—as in the service of 
his country. 

pig’s-liver colour,—a 

dark red-brown. 

mm liver and gall; intimate. 

Hf ^ ^ Jff $8 he has plenty 
of courage. 

$f j$lj |J^ i the liver, 

which is associated with wood, 
reduces the stomach, which is 
associated with earth,—therefore 
I have no appetite. 

5823 

r-¥ 
c. 
H. 
F. kartg 
W. kite 
N. keih 
P. 

kon 

M. 
Sz. 
Y. kaa 

kan 

ban 
jK'l 
A. kart, Men 
Rising Upper 

To pursue; to fol 

after; to drive away ; to 

eject. 

jjj£ to pursue a thief. 

& i to go in pursuit. 

fetch him back! 

See below. 

I can’t catch him! 

not able to be ready 

in time. 

ft* I m to be unable to 

reach the city,—before the gates 
are locked. 

& & PI U I shall catch you 

up! 

esiit when we reached 

home. 

ft pi m b# when that 

time arrives.; by that time. 

a s * ss driven into a 

corner; without resources, 

fit when it happens that. 

towards sunset. 

a$ a carter. 

aww a donkey-boy. 

get up very early. 

*tE T ff ^ make 
haste and fling down your bag¬ 
gage! 

to hurry on; to travel fast. 

fi 0 ^ to hurry back. See 

above. 

to hurry on with a work 

or other matter. 

IE S? or ® 'ft or ^E ft 
quickly; without delay. 

tf tfc M in a hurry; with 

despatch. 

quickly bring 

it out. 

a£e m °r ® m to drive out; 
to expel. 

a is* to avail oneself of a 

fair tide. 

to hurry to; to repair to. 

a# to go to examination. 

/ff SSL to hurry on with 

work, — as when guaranteed 
within a certain time. 
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5830 

5831 

it1 
5832 

C. kom 

H. kam 
F. hang 
W. kd 

N. kein 

P. 1 1 
M. i kan 

Y. kaa 
Sz. kan 
K. ham 

J. kan 
A. kam 

Even Upper. 

a fishing-rod. 

a pencil. 

to stick in a pole. 

JJL Mi see 5818. 

¥JS slips of bamboo tied 

together to form “books.” 

0 $r = ^ the red sun is 

three poles high,—it is between 
8 and 9 a.m 

the pole and bar used by 

acrobats. Hence,— 

necessary articles 

carried about, as writing mate¬ 
rials, etc. 

Same as 5830. 

Sweet; agreeable to the 

taste ; agreeable to the 

feelings 5 willingly ; volun 

tarily. Radical 99. See ^ 

10,554. Used for 5833. 

tf Sit sweet. 

tfefc a sweet taste. 

it has not a nice 

flavour. Also, I have no appe 
tite for food. 

jlj delicacies. 

n-m delicious. 

PH or 'fr Wi sweet (u 
seasonable) rain. 

sweet dew; the favour of 

a patron. 

]|§f liquorice-root. 

-y- ^ t^ie pear'tree 

legacy of love,—alluding to the 
wise and benevolent administra 

tion of Shao Kung of 

old. He is said to have dispensed 

justice under a pear- 

tree, which was ever afterwards 
preserved in memory of his good 
ness. 

"M" W ^ tip' honeyed words. 00 

It it one who says sweet things; 

a flatterer. 

sweet and bitter; pros¬ 

perity and adversity, 

if* fresh water. 

or willingly; vol¬ 

untarily. 

w 
5832 

w 
5833 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

5834 

F. v. cang 

See-^ 

Even Upper. 

ik # Aj> (in that case), 

I should be willing even to die. 

it is not that I 

am unwilling,—but. 

I shall not be satisfied unless I 
kill him. 

AjRFIftt had an old grudge 

against him. 

n-«» voluntary engagement; 

a bond; frank-pledge. 

ifP willing to be punished. 

i* P ta willing to take 

punishment as though it were 
something nice. 

-frfPM I readily admit my 

guilt. [Willingly to take punish 
ment without shrinking.] 

JFiJ f!£ & 'ti ^ 1 win 
willingly suffer death, only please 
don’t. 

g if« m happy in my 

poverty and low estate. 

■wm the province of Kansuh. 

Its name is derived from the first 

characters of ifJHfa Kan- 

chou Fu and j|j! Su Chou 

■tf* H + — % ¥ Kan 
Lo was Prime Minister at twelve. 

■w a summer palace in 

Shensi, n.w. ofCh‘ang-an, dating 
from the time of the First Em 
peror. 

if S orange-coloured. 

The loose-jacket or 

mandarin orange (Citrus 

nobilis, Lour.), known as 

ttlfe orange-peel. 

& H (4 half an orange is 

as sweet as a whole one. 

Wltfg a form of gambling 

on the number of pips in an 

orange. 

Slops-, dirty water. To 

boil thick, as gruel. 

*}#* water in which rice 

has been scoured. Used for 

washing sores. 

Read han*. Full. 

overflowing; full. 

■r 
583s 

See -J-J- 

Even Upper. 

A disease of children. 
Ulcers; sores. 

fr 
5836 

R-tt 
C. kom 
F. zhang 

N. kein 

P. > h 
M. \ ka,‘ 
Y. kaa 
Sz. kan 
K. kam 
J. kan 
A. ham 

SinkingUpper, 

w 
5837 

r. w 

See-^ 

Even Upper. 

w 
5838 

Rt«> 

See 

SinkingUpper 

tejA1 

5839 

R. 

See-^ 

Even Upper. 

5840 

See-^ 

Even Upper. 

m 
5841 

rj 

s"if 
Rising Upper. 

rickets; atrophy, 

venereal ulcers. 

fjEf a gum-boil. 

£ cancer in the 

mouth. 

^ poisonous matter; virus. 

A deep purple. 

# F * ja ffl) the 

superior man (Confucius) did 
not use a deep purple, nor a 
puce colour, in the ornaments 
of his dress,—these being more 
suitable to women. 

Liquorice, — freely used 

by the Chinese as a medi¬ 

cine in all sorts of com¬ 

plaints. See 5832. 

To keep one’s mouth 

shut; to restrain oneself. 

Hoar-frost; dew. 

tf H moisten 

the dew and rain, 
kindness. 

A bait. A sweet cake or 

dumpling. 

To dare; to venture. 

Presumptuous. 

3 jboldly venturing to. 

(or ^ ) not afraid 

to act; ready to take responsi¬ 
bility; having plenty of courage. 
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00 

S84i 

5842 

R-M 

See 

Rising Upper. 

$ ± a daring soldier. 

a “forlorn hope.” 

I venture to ask. 

I do not dare or how should I 
dare?—accept the position or the 
honours you thrust upon me. 
A phrase of conventional hu¬ 

mility. 

® T® could I dare not 

to respectfully obey? See 13,376. 

I have ventured 

thus to state my case. 

^ r?n H ^ (the 

superior man) hates those who 
are presumptuous and at the 
same time of narrow wit. 

I venture to ask 

you, sir, to come. 

who will venture 

not to yield? 

are perfectly wil¬ 

ling to guarantee. 

n ® to argue; to resist; to 

oppose. 

ftfc M'J or § or Wi 'Ir 
or fj^j[ Iffj of course; truly; really. 

M f=\ 7 why> that 
will be- capital! 

3% H 7 sreat 
Scot, I’m dead! 

I dare say; I shouldn’t 

wonder if; I guess. 

^ M he must be a 

robber. 

ftfii ^ be probably 

does not know about it. 

he seems like in 

feature, but I can’t say,—if it 
is he. 

The Chinese olive, known 

as fl&fjiN the fruit of cer¬ 

tain species of Canarium, 

viz. A 11 Canarium pi- 

mela, Konig, and Q f|| 

C. album, Rausch. 

a sauce of pickled 

olives. 

5843 

See 

Rising Upper 

5844 
r-ji2?- 

See 

J. kan, X’o/z 
Rising Upper. 

Insipid. To wash. 

to wash the hands 

and feet. 

^ 7$ Kan-p‘u, — the port of 

Hang-chou Fu in Chehkiang. 
The “Canfu” of Marco Polo. 

To touch; to feel; to 

suffer from. To work upon 

the feelings; to influence ; 

to rouse; to excite. 

I ifeSfc ^ don’t touch 

the handkerchief,—at my waist; 
hands off! 

fi t m m (good govern¬ 

ment) appeals to the wisdom of 
the gods,-z>. enlists their favour. 

M H H'l #.J8igMig 
if (a child) is exposed to good 
influences he will be good, if to 
evil influences he will be evil. 

Jg -ft A to influence and 

convert people’s hearts. 

Mm to influence; to rouse; to 

excite. 

fA«l causing people to 

feel excited,—by lust. 

M & to conceive a child by 

supernatural interposition. 

Jg« to feel melancholy; to sigh. 

M (see 9742) or 

or yPjj to be deeply 

affected. 

Jg£ 4jp| to express one’s deep 

sense of. 

t0 move; to disturb. 

M 7® is exPlained as j§ g 

» Z f 0 = 
emotions aroused by seeing some¬ 
thing. 

£ to feel emotions. 

Sit a hundred (many) 

emotions arise. 

J§ grieved. 

5 M to mutually influence, or 

act upon. -> 

to affect favourably towards 

one,—as the gods by good deeds, 
repentance, etc. 

H Ji he said he was 
suffering from vertigo. 

or 

5844 

»T»»jSw 

5845 

rM 

See M 
Rising Upper. 

toy. 

5846 

rM 

see ji 
Rising Upper. 

fa M #1' M internal com¬ 
plaints and those which come 
from outside sources. 

ji p? .SI 1^*to catcb cold- 

S % M Wto catch a 
slight cold. 

I i ui i he suffers 
from blood-spitting. 

g SB M the Evoke-response- 

treatise, or the so-called Book 
of Rewards and Punishments,— 
a kind of “Commination” be¬ 
longing to modern Taoism. 

Ji & or Ji M gmteful. 

Ji S to be grateful for kindness. 

Ji 1M very gmteful for your 

goodness. 

IeJc lit ftf# touched by his sin- 

cerity. 

ji w ^ m (°r % n) °r 
ji M H very grateful. 

A$, w 
words fail to express my gratitude. 

§ Jtfc ft S $ he fell ill from 

mortification and died. 

lift (your kindness) is 

graven on my five viscera,—on 
my heart. 

M Hi many thanks,—from the 

Amoy pronunciation of which 
comes the word cumshaw. 

Ji M to return a favour. 

A fish about three feet 

long, found in the Yang- 

tsze. It has a large mouth, 

yellow gills, and a greenish 

back. 

A fish. Used with 5845 

or a kind of shad 

Pimelodus gutiatus, found at 
Canton in the spring months. 

5847 

Same as 5850. 
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§&4 
m 

5848 

*•& e 

See 

Rising and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

5849 

See M 
but used also 

as fer q.v. 

Rising Upper 

585° 

H. ong 

See~#M 
K. kam, hong 
J. kan, kd 

Sinking 
Upper. 

5851 
R. ' 

C. kem 
F. hang 

P. 
M. 

Y. kaa 
K. kam 
J. kan, kon 
A. kem, S-ham 

Sinking 
Upper. 

kan 

5852 
R. 

C. hon 
H. k'-on 

F. k'-ang 

A region south of the 

Poyang lake, called jp; ^ 

Chang-kung under the Han 

dynasty, and altered to 1|t 

^1 Kan-chou under the 

Sung dynasty. 

** JfJ a Prefecture in 

Kiangsi. 

wired to the high authorities of 
Kiangsi to investigate the matter. 

Read kung4. To present; 

to offer tribute. 

Read hung4. Foolish. 

A travelling-trunk made 

of bamboo-splints; a lid; 

to cover. 

shut down the lid 

and keep it securely. 

Read kung1. A cup. 

The central river of 

Kiangsi. 

Water leaking into a 

boat. Mud. To sink 

Very; extremely. Name of 

a small stream in Kiangsi 

Used for 5850. 

To look at; to see; to 

examine. 

|f —♦ ;|f to take a look. See 

kla?il. 

i7JL cannot see. 

5852 
W. m 
N. k’-ein, k'-aan 

P- ) 
M. 1 k'-on 
Sz. \ 
Y. k'-aa 

K. kan 
J. kan 
A. k'-on 

Sinking and 

Even Upper. 

^ ^ one must not regard 

or pay attention to; unfit to 
be seen; disgusting; obscene; 
can’t bear to look at. 

it la fit # 7 % ‘Us 
bowl is horridly coarse ware. 

do not be deceived by his out¬ 
ward docility. 

# ^ cannot see far. 

^ or ^E judging 

from appearances; in this sense; 
thus. 

0 #5 # * in my humble 

opinion,.... 

'ft' ^5 to despise. 

cannot overlook it. 

t B Ik # 7 i® he himself j 
had no opinion,—of the young 
man. 

p£| (chung4) to be pleased 

with; to prefer. See 2875. 

# 7 -h (or A) HB « % 

7* it. not to think any¬ 

thing of; not to fancy. 

iA EL ^jf Jt T had lons 
thought highly of him. 

#7 ffl # cannot make it 

out,-as a thing seen at a distance, 
bad writing, etc. 

S 7 tH Of J cannot tell 

good from bad. 

S7iit«“‘S7i 
cannot make out distinctly,- 
as by the sense of sight. 

cannot make out 

clearly,—as of something one 
does not understand. 

shall never have time 

to see them all. 

lost in admiration. 

if# or ^ nice to look at; 

pretty; handsome. 

;|f ugly; offensive; pitiable. 

;|f to read. 

fllf he had not heart 

to read,—the memorials. 

## to be a physiognomist. 

Iff- ;|f to esteem; to have regard 

for. 

^ ^ to treat lightly; to hold 

of no account. 

5852 

or it 
as far as one can judge; under 
the circumstances. 

or Set to see through, 

—as a trick, as the vanity of all 
things, etc. 

to see through the 

mockery of this life. 

if >7* can’t see through,— 

whether it is what it seems. 

|f ^ reader! gentle reader! 

|f ;|f in a short time; “let’s see.” 

11- a m looks as if he 

would be done to death. 

§jf 3^ to visit; to see; to interview, 

to see the illuminations. 

to get food ready. 

% ^ bring tea! 

to find a seat, 

g- TpC to behave to. 

|f to have a look at first. 

|f ^ to pay attention to; to 

regard. 

if ftl,to seelt0 v*sh; to regard as. 

to watch. 

;^|jf to visit. 

Hi to be a geomancer. 

|r to watch a play; to go to 

the theatre. 

t Jti or # Vd 
case of sickness. 

to attend to a 

The first is 
also to make a diagnosis; to 
practise as a doctor. 

;|f JjJj£ to feel the pulse. 

— RB pf flr ask him 
and you will find out. 

to be regarded as 

the character for man. 

way of looking at or treat¬ 

ing; interpretation. 

the same manner 

of treating them,—treating all 

alike. 

another and a deeper interpre¬ 

tation,—of the passage. 

read it and let me 

hear. 

m » m act according to 

circumstances. 
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5852 

||- to know tbe points of a 

horse; to know a good horse 
from a bad one. See k‘an'. 

ft %f <§^4 f°r my sa^e- 

III AIiforray 
sake (do so); for your sake (I will 

do so). 

Hr Wl "fH 1* ^or sa^e 
of our old friendship. 

ft Ml t0 watch an °PPor' 
tunity. 

S' [$] iKl lookers-on; by¬ 

standers. 

t * # * to act as the 

circumstances require, 

to examine. 

S jp| a thing to look at; some¬ 

thing worth seeing, 

t® for fear he should 

not come. 

Read k'anx. To watch 

over; to guard; to beware 

(4288). 

f JJ| to take care of horses,— 

as a groom. See Pan*. 

|jf ^ to look after children. 

S fl\J a gate-keeper. 

HI t0 guard; to tJ* °r 

watch. 

^ to look after; to attend to. 

© k«p 
him on board to look after the 
boat. 

^ -tt —* 'S look after it 

for me. See k‘an* 

fa # to watch or look after 

each other. 

'S t° look after (or guard) a 

house. 

the attendants at 

a theatre. 

mm to behave towards; to treat. 

# to look after the night 

watch. 

mm to be alone in looking after. 

mmu a miser; a niggard, 

watchers. 

ft tu S- tr take care you 

don’t get hit. 

rtf 
5853 

See^ 
A. 

Even Upper. 

5854 

See^A 

Even Upper. 

s 

^855 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

An earthen vessel holding 

five pints. 

HI M. M or m faa mal- 
leable stone or clay from Borneo 

To bear; to sustain; to 

be capable; fit. Used in 

Buddhist books for 5866. 

^ ^ §|| J|| to suffer misery 

hard to bear. 

others could 

not have endured this distress,— 
and yet he, etc. 

^ @ ^ ^ It unequal 

to the many troubles of the State. 

TBS*® a vile, unbearable 

wretch. 

mwmm fit to be deputed. 

capable of exer¬ 

cising the most important funct¬ 
ions. 

adequate to. 

Ill fa J£( y°ur kindness 

overpowers me. 

ma to resist or last for a long 

time. 

is fit for; is suitable for. 

able to sustain. 

mwmw fit to have the post, 

worthy of. 

U r|i to be marriageable. Also, 

a Buddhist shrine. 

^ involving great trouble or 

anxiety. 

fraught with danger. 

ftlf- that which covers and 

that which supports, sc. heaven 

and earth; geomancy. See 

3554- 

as the abbot of a Lama 

monastery in Tibet. 

i^l| the elk. Manchu kan- 

dahan. 

Rugged. 

rugged; uneven. 

Read k!'an%. A cliff. 

f mountain ridges. 

^856 

See^A 

Even Upper. 

self-mortification. 

1$ a£ M fully established 

. v 
5857 

R. 

See^ 

Rising Upper. 

5858 
r. 28. 

See^ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

5859 
R. ‘ 

C. hone‘s v. 

QkLan 
H. ftiam, 

hand 

To subdue; to stab; to 

kill. Used for 5854. 

a fs at w *h'chief ot 
the West having subdued Li. 

m iL to suppress a rebellion or 

riot. 

to win and lose. 

their achievements. 

To eat and not be satis¬ 

fied ; dissatisfied. 

To investigate; to per¬ 

sonally examine into. To 

collate. 

— w* to make an examination 

of; to hold an investigation. 

or ^ to examine into; 

to enquire into. 

to examine into and decide. 

upon rehearing of 

the case, the same results were 
shown. 

to investigate searchingly. 

mm or to go into and 

deal with a case, 

to estimate. 

5t or to measure; 

to survey, as land. 

i[i' to measure,—as a ship. 

jiflq [0 Pfff to make a personal 

examination of the boundaries, 
—under dispute. 

or to compare; 

to collate. 

a tally given to Govern¬ 

ment couriers, enabling them to 
requisition horses. 

A cliff; a bank; a ledge; 

a step. 

Ul ^ jj/3 the cliff is g°ing 
to fall. 

the edge of a cliff. 
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5859 
F. frang 
W. '■fra 
N. freiii 

.! 'fran 

bund. 

to build a sea-wall or 

the brink of a well, 

a door-sill. 

Y. fraa3 
Sz.cfran 
K. kam 
J. kan 
A. fram 
Sinking Upper 

Irregular. 

^5 7* a stone door-sill. 

5860 

5861 

C. '/ton 
H. fran 
F. frang 
W. 'fro 
N. fraan 

P. ) fran, 
M. i fran 
Y. pirW 
K. ) 

J. 
A. 

Even Upper. 

kan 

TU 
5862 

«f 
5863 

R ¥ 

Same as 5859. 

To cut; to carve ; to 
engrave. 

7JA to hew wood. 

TiJ M or nm to engrave 

to cut on blocks for printing. 

3HJ3= to cut characters. 

fl\ JJL 7} t0 engrave and 

put up a stone tablet. 

to cut (the characters and 

print as) a book. 

7HJ til to print. 

to publish; to issue. 

AH® to engrave and print. 

^ 7 s c/i'ung2 7U with 

washed hands (out of respect) I 
re-edit this work. 

a book not to be 

altered,—as a divine revelation, 
a canonical work, etc. 

7 7 fl\ £ a sent1' 
ment for all time,—one that will 
not bear alteration. 

Correct form of 5861. 

C. honchon 

H. ‘hen 
F. cfrang, 

frang' 
W. cfro 

N. fraan 

K'l 
A. fran 

Rising and 

SinkingUpper. 

kan 

To be joyful. To please. 

his noble 

guests feast with him, delighted. 

M if he rose up joyfully. 

Iff » M il to please our 

meritorious ancestors. 

5864 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

hm 

5865 

To make notches on 

trees. To cut on blocks 

for printing. 

ISUi^S* to notch the trees 

across the mountain,—so as to 
know the way. 

R.. 

See 

Rising Upper. 

Name of a bird, called 

H|, which is said to 

sing night and day. 

5866 

W. ho 

N. heih 

See^ 

Even Upper. 

5867 

w 
5868 

RJ§ 

See^ 

Rising Upper. 

we 
5869 

rj§ 
C. horn 
H. fram 

F. frang 
W. fro 
N. fraan 

To contain. A niche for 

an idol; a shrine; a box. 

*3^ to contain; to receive,— 

as a niche or shrine. 

HA a niche or shrine for 

an idol. 

fUt ^ in the silhouette 

of Buddha seems to linger in 
the shrine. 

jjjip the hall of meditation (see 
348); the mausoleum in which 
the ashes of priests, to the number 
of 5,008, are buried. 

a priest in a box 

—ready for cremation, 

an incense box. 

See 2825. 

To strike; to run against 

To throw at. 

•j-ft (iijjj to knock against; to collide 

with. 

& porcelain cannot 

come to blows with delf. 

to smash up; 

to break. 

throw a stone 

at the dog. 

To cut; to chop; to fell. 

77 to cut with a sword or knife. 

%k — 77 gave him a cut 

with a knife. 

& T — T gave a cut orchop. 

Hff t0 cut and hack’ 

m 
5869 

p. 

M. I fran 
Sz. j 
Y. fraa 
K. kam 
J. kan 
A. fram 

Rising Upper. 

5870 

K Ji 

Rising Upper. 

tit to cut open; to split, 

to wound by cutting. 

to decapitate. 

to cut down and kill. 

If able to cut it. 

IA to fell trees. 

rffc. HU 0r ^ t0 cut 
down or off. 

# T M % to cut off a head 

a waistcoat. 

Mfk a mortar for mixing lime. 

large mortar,-for hulling 

rice, etc. 

Tfk prompt; decided. 

A pit; a hole; a ditch; 

a snare; a danger. The 

second of the Eight Dia 

grams. A bridge on t 

stringed musical instrument. 

A vase. An embrasure 

Used with 5869. 

a hole or break in a road 

tkft or a hole; a pit; 

a cave. 

Mikto diS a PiR 

ifi J K ^encroach¬ 

ed on the boundary of my field, 

the pit of the stomach. 

[5g to make a pitfall for any 

one. 

to speak in veiled 

terms. 

-fc + = m m tk % 
seventy-three is a climacteric. 

It was the age at which Con 
fucius died, and is thought to 
be a difficult age to pass. So 
also eighty-four, the age at which 

Mencius died. 

j.-pf uneven; troublesome; used 

of a man whose luck is bad. 

how you beat your 

earthen vessel! 

& ik H ^ chop! chop! 

go his blows on the sandal-trees. 

ifcifcSsm I make the drums 

beat, do I. 

the north. 
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S87! 

5872 

«r 
5873 

rM 
C. om 
F. 
W. >W 
P. /t‘a« 
K. kam 
J. kan 
A. /am 

Rising Upper 

IDE 

5874 

w 
587s 

r¥ 
C. /*<>» 
H.hong 
F. hkang 
W. k'-d 

N. k'-aaii 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ) 
J. I 
A. 

k'-an 

ian 

Rising Upper. 

5876 

m 

5877 

5878 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Same as 5868. 

Same as 5870. 

Dissatisfied with oneself; 

humble. 

^ t0 look on oneself 

without being elated. 

See 4510. 

Straightforward ; bold. 

tail til free and straight¬ 

forward. 

tatarfim to speak in an 

assertive tone. 

5879 

Same as 5878. 

See 3806. 

To spy; to watch. 

?L ^ Z tf & he 
watched when Confucius was out. 

S * ^ @s. am eg w. 
Pp from a thousand and more 

ornamented chariots, they gazed 
down upon the city. 

~F ^fHH '/fpj Jh looks down 
upon the Tung-t‘ing lake. 

open-eyed, like a fish. 

See 3831. 

5880 

-jj 3 

I? 
5881 

R-ji 

See^ 

Rising Upper 

IT 
5882 

R'MW) 
See^ 

J. ken, kon, 
kart 

Rising and 
SinkingUpper. 

tus 
5883 

"el 
F. v. kwang'- 

See^ 

Rising Upper. 

5884 

/L 

588s 

it 
5886 

R yx 
C. Jtkong 
H. /ong, v. 

kon/ 
F. /oung, 

S-khoung 
W. /oa 
N. kong 
P. 
M. /ang, 
Y. ikkang 
Sz. 
K. kang 
].ko 
A. kang, giang 

Even Upper, 

Same as 5881. 

Hindered; unable to get 

on ; unlucky. 

see jvf, 5870. 

To contain ; a vessel. 

Radical 17. 

To take in the hand. 

Same as 5852. 

See 5917. 

To carry with a pole on 

the shoulders of two men. 

To carry on the shoulders, 

as one man. To lift. To 

manage. Read k'ang3 in 

Peking. See 9986. 

m <£ tr alongside were 

displayed two carrying-poles,— 
in a picture. 

to carry on a pole, 

to carry a sedan-chair. 

lH to carry off and throw 

away. 

strong enough to 

lift a tripod, 

triatt coolies who carry 

loads on boards on their shoulders 
with head bent forward. 

tc 
5886 

5887 

R-yr 
C. ) , 
H. ! 
F. /oung 
W. W 
N. kong 
P. ) 
M. z 
Sz. kang 

Y. ) 
K.kang 
J. kd 

A. giang 

Even 
Irregular. 

5888 

R- yx 
See ||J|J 
K. hang 
J. ko,go 
A. giang, koung 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

unable to carry it. 

equal to this matter. 

the strength 

of his pen is enough to lift,—a 
hundred-bushel tripod. Said by 

Han Wen-kung of j!)| Chang 
Chi. 

-Jjf£ ^ brushes used in preparing 

cotton yarn and treating it with 
starch, one being drawn above 
and one below the stretched yarn. 

A cross-piece of wood; 

a. cross-bar; yards on a 
mast ; the cross-spar on 

which a Chinese flag is 

flown; the poles of a bier. 

Used with 5893. 

and single and 

double vertical lines placed at 
the right-hand side of characters 
which denote persons and places, 
respectively. See 5162. 

a shop for funeral para¬ 

phernalia. 

*x # §§ Mallotus repandus, 

Marg. 

H ;|X ^ °r jUtS t|X 
an illegal mode of torture in 
which the prisoner is made to 
kneel, while a carrying-pole is 
laid across the legs behind the 
knees and another placed under 
the arms which are tied together 
and forced backward for the 
purpose. One lictor then stands 
on each end of the lower pole 
and lifts the upper one. 

Read kang1 or chiang1. 

+1 It 9k or tfc +X a foot¬ 
bridge. 

An earthen jar or vat. 

a water-kong,—used to 

store water. 

— O fit a jar to hold 

gold-fish. 

or tfh ML a receptacle 

for night-soil. 

-b ^ a vat to hold seven 

piculs. 

|^i| UM Ml fat sciuat iars» 
reminding one of the doubled 

up legs of sitting idols. See 
2032. 

Ml H to raise or float anything. 

93 
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r 
5889 

lRfc 

|See tL 
| A .giang, 

koung 

Even Upper. 

5890 

5891 

5892 

iRfti 

Is" yx 
| A. giang 

Even Upper. 

5893 
R. 

I See ^ 

I P. kang3 
IF. kaung3 

Sinking 
Upper. 

The large intestine. 

Jttn the rectum. 

mu protruded intestine; blind 
piles. 

mu fat; bloated. 

See 5265. 

See 1207. 

The tire of a whee 
The barb of an arrow. A 

hanging bowl, to hold a 
lamp or gold-fish. 

mu o trim a lamp. 

4r«x n ornamental lamp. 

it bowl for gold-fish 
See 5888. 

A trunk; a box. 

bier. A ream of paper 

containing 100 quires of 20 

sheets each. Used with 

5887. 

^ a leather trunk. 

a case for eatables, 

a clothes-box. 

A t#1 bier- 

kM* to carry a corpse on a 
stretcher; to wrangle. 

i Ats in to hire men to 
carry away the body. 

t& ti ^ Pf quarrelling like 
coffin-bearers, — who are noted 
for their habit of wrangling. 

a carrying-pole with 

hooks, used by itinerant pork 
sellers. 

larse cases fitted with 
poles for carrying; chests; cases 
in general; logs of hard wood 
which have been excavated to 
hold ingots of silver. 

S* ttings; furniture. 

horizontal bar; a pole 

a club. See 8742. 

trig? attack with clubs 
Used of highway robbery. 

5894 

R. 

See pj||j 

A. kong, kang 

Even Upper. 

5895 

H. ( k°ng 

F. koung, v. 
k'ang 

W .koa 
N. kong 
P. 1 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. J 

K. kang 
kd 

A. kang 

Even Upper. 

kang 

The ridge of a hill; a 

mound ; high and level 

ground. Also written 

and iljjgj. [To be distin¬ 

guished from 12,512.] 

'f&J 1^1 ascending that 
lofty ridge. 

P*1 fH like the hills, like 

the mountains, — so will your 
friendship endure. 

# (SJ a dirt-heap. 

# & m 2, ft t® all 
the policemen on their beats. 

it Is! weals from a beating. 

|5ij the whydah. 

pj‘ p&J Quercus mongolica, or the 

silkworm oak. 

Hard; unyielding, as op¬ 

posed to 5653. Con¬ 

stant; enduring. Just now; 

recently. See ^ 2032.1 

Used for jj? 5906, and for] 

5899- 

Ml] 5^ hard; unyielding. 

Ml] '(4 obstinate; pig-headed. 

Mil or Mil or Mi] ?,J 
violent; overbearing. 

Ml] lE or Ml] ® inflexible;| 
upright. 

Mi] M or Mi] js: brave; resolute. 

Ml] ^ or Ml] resolute; | 
determined. 

Ml] B granite- 

^ Mi] B t^ie ^'amond- 

Ml] 0 and 0 the odd and I 
even days of a moon, respect¬ 
ively. The former were con¬ 
sidered appropriate for outside,, 
the latter for inside or domestic! 
matters. 

Ml] robust; hardy; unyielding. 

Ml] —* as soon as ever he I 
comes. 

Mlj.JL, as soon as., im¬ 
mediately . 

Ml] HI see 1 r!5°3- 

Ml] 3?!| iust arrived. 

mu m. i just passed by. 

5896 

5897 

R. vl 

See , 

A. Jtang 

SinkingUpper. 

5899 

Same as 5888. 

Same as 5886. 

To temper steel; a well- 

tempered blade. 

A red bull; a sacrificial 
ox. 

5900 

R. 

See fjflj 

Even Upper. 

The large rope of a net, 

by which it is drawn to¬ 

gether ; that which regu¬ 

lates; laws; a bond; a tie. 

The subject, as opposed to I 
the predicate. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from 12,515. 

IM when the net is 
on the rope,—the result is order. 

$9 IE El# giving laws to the I 
four quarters,—of the realm. 

1^1 # ^ Hi the whole empire 
takes you as its pattern. 

IM *1 |E regulatingall, and 

determining each point. 

mmt laws; fundamental prin-j 

ciples; to act for. 

M IE A public morality I 
was greatly corrupted. 

§L ^ IE lM throwing the laws 

into confusion. 

tic & ik IE ffl ¥ whose 
retainer are you? 

$£ |M the goveming or connect¬ 

ing principle. 

— ||^ the Three Bonds,-between 

sovereign and subject, father and 
son, and husband and wife. 

|]jjjj bonds (as above) and 

virtues (see 440), — moral obli¬ 
gations. 

^ m Itthe rule of this 
temple was that. 
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S900 

S901 

fjei 
S9°2 

R. 

See ^|j 

Even Upper. 

to bring out the leading 

idea; to illustrate the theme, 

Hi ^ a bond; a connecting line 

the idea or principle which runs 
through and connects all parts 

AS subject and predicate; text 

and commentary; a summary 
a general survey; the leading 
features. 

A9 $2 ’ 0 #the **** 
is as it were a canonical text 
and the mu is commentary. 

$0 W to ransack. 

Same as 5888. 

A trailing plant, like the 

^ IpL Vitis Labrrisca, 

Linn., which bears white 

flowers and small white gra 

pes said to cure stupidity 

Steel. Hard; tough. 

S9°3 

r. r* 

Jong, konj 
hong 
kaung3 
, Joa 
kotig 

Jang 

Sz. ) 
K. hang 

. kd 
A. Jang 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

71 
5904 

5905 

the steel beam,—a sword, 

a steel awl. 

T/SItfc,*®it# 
Z, ^ though the steel knife 

is sharp, it does not behead the 
innocent man. 

a man without energy is blunt 
iron without steel (temper). 

IR ^ JM Ifli] angry because 
their iron does not become steel, 

because their dull sons do not 
become eminent men. 

'j^l Ilf?: an eye in a steel plate for 

drawing out iron wire. 

»] SR « « (k * ^ ^ 

one who has been drawn through 
a steel eye,—close; stingy. 

M),) lusty; vigorous. 

Same as 1212. 

See 1212. 

pet) 1 

IE 
59°6 

R. 

See p||j 

A. kong, hang 

Even Upper. 

The name of certain 

stars. See 5895. 

7^ IE f°ur stars which form the 

bowl of the if- constellation; 

see 11,427. 

iff , m # 4 treading the katig 

and stepping the tou,—a parti¬ 
cular way of walking arounc 
when performing magical rites, 
incantations, etc. 

111: 
59°7 

5908 

R. 

C. hong 
H. k'-ong 
F. k'-oung 
W. k-oa 
N. k'-ohg 
p. ) 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. I 
K.kang 

kd 
A. k'-ang, k'-ong 

Even Upper. 

iT a kind of mesmerism, anc 

kinesi-therapy, practised as a 
means of extorting money. 

-,1/' a popular name for 

the Four Heavenly 

Kings, as guardians at the en 
trance to a Buddhist temple. See 

lE I2>493- 

a high wind. 

Same as 5886. 

k'-ang 

‘ASNCjc. 

Peace; repose. Health; 

strength. A point where 

five roads meet. See jg_ 
6870. [To be distinguish¬ 

ed from 6001.] 

M a ^ nc let us not enjoy 

ourselves to excess. 

JpL repose; tranquillity. 

|f $ to live in peaceful retire¬ 

ment. 

£ ^ M itb 
we may consider that the mil- 
lenium will have come. 

yj\ well-to-do. 

in good health. 

hale; hearty; 

lusty of body. 

fit or Hfc a great 
highway. 

Eib K'ang Hsi (or Kang Hi), 

—the name of the reign of the 
second Emperor of the present 
dynasty, a.d. 1662—1723. 

J lit. stronged, i.e. “plough¬ 

ed” at an examination. From 
the story of a student named 

or 

vigorous. 

5908 

ril 

m 

59°9 
R. * 

See 

Even Upper. 

£>] 

59^ 

C.ck'-ongJhong 
H.ck'-ong 
F. '’k'-oung 
W. k'oa3 
N. k'-ohg 
P. ck'-ang, 

k'-ang 
M.'k'-ang 

Sz. | k‘ang 
K.kang 

kd 

A. k'-ang 

Even and 
Rising Upper. 

wm Liu Mien, who was so 

superstitious that he would not 

allow the words to be 

used in his presence, the last 
character having the same sounc 

as to fail, but changed the 

phrase into . When the 

list of succesful candidates came 
out, he was not in it; and his 
servant coming back to tell him 

so, avoiding the odious "J* , 

announced his failure by using 

7- 

f Sogdiana. 

Empty; unoccupied. 

| -. , a | 
ummn silent and desert¬ 

ed,—as a ruin. 

Generous; magnanimous; 

noble. See 5804. 

5911 

R-1JMr 

See 

A. k'-ang 

Even Upper. 

M iS to sins in a 
mournful key. 

^1 who 

heard it were much affected. 

Read k'ang"'. 

‘||| FH EX 'ti we should meet 

(misfortunes) bravely. 

grain ; Chaff; husks of 

bran. Petty; poor. 

Remiss; negligent. See 

^945- 

wheat bran. 

or ifc 

z 
sawdust. 

W W >0 -^r ^ the 
wife of the grains and bran days 
must not go down from the hall, 
—she who was the sharer of 
poverty must not be put aside 

in prosperity. Said by ^ 

Sung Hung of the Han dynasty. 

H ^ -S. ^ wife and 

children without enough bran 
and beans,—without enough to 
eat. 
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5911 

5912 

5913 

R. 

See 

A. Wang 

Even Upper. 

H 
5914 

Uv 

5915 

m 
5916 

/L 
5917 

the heads of fungus 

millet (Setaria), used as a diu 
retie. 

s m t * this pear is un 

sound. 

Same as 5911. 

Tall; long. See 6772 

R. 

F. cWoung 
bating 

See ft ft 

Even and 
Sinking Lower 

and Upper, 

See 5886. 

Same as 5886. 

Same as 5886. 

Violent ; overbearing ; 

strong. To oppose; to 

attack. An error; a mis 

take. Very; excessive. The 

second of the 28 zodiacal 

constellations; see Tables, 

Vb. Used with 3849. 

a violent or domineering 

disposition. 

T' J& ^ % neither obse¬ 

quious nor arrogant. 

lb ft a bully; a braggart. 

j||i ^ unable to protect 

his family. 

J?L ^ 01 Jb hot and dl'y 
weather. 

% four small stars near 

Arcturus. 

)b a name for the 2nd 

constellation, which is supposed 
to bring drought. 

1/1 
59*8 

R. 

See i, 

Sinking 

Upper. 

5919 
R. 

See i. 

Sinking 
Upper. . 

ft1 
5920 

R 

See 

Even and 
Rising Upper, 

vt 
5921 

r-'M 
C. hong-,Wong* 
H. Wong 
F. Waung 
W. Woa 
N. Wong 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. hang, v. 

hang 
. ho 

A. Wang 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Wang 

To compare; to match ; 

a pair. To oppose; to dis¬ 

like. High. Sincere. Usee 

with 5921. 

ft M a pair; husband and wife 

IslMWM a devoted couple 

Darby and Joan. 

mm. the ceremonies between 

equals. 

^ 'll H Hr % £ ft 
he treated all his servants 

and stableboys on terms of 
equality. • * 

mm to compete with; to oppose 

4s PI ft the gate of the 

enclosure stood high. 

The divan or couch at 

the head of a guest- 

chamber, to seat two. 

KiL the low 

table placed on the divan between 
host and guest. 

Excited; annoyed. 

mm in high spirits. 

ft Jl, he sighed with 

disappointment. 

To set up ; see 4006 

To oppose; to resist; to 

To screen to protest, 

protect. To carry on the 

shoulder. 

ift Je| to oppose the Imperial will. 

to oppose the officials 

ft to oppose. 

ft fB to resist; to protest 

against. 

loudly pro¬ 

testing, got up from his seat and 
said... 

ft Sir ^ ft to set at nought 

a judgment. 

I ft to disobey; to rebel. 

H « fit W to contend for 

mastery with him. 

592i 

5922 

tt 
5923 

R 

C. hong, Wong 
H. Wong 
F. Waung, 

Woung 
W .Woa 
N. Won 

Wang 

Sz. 
K.hang 

. ho 
Wang 

Sinking 
Upper. 

it JSMAf1 £*6 4-.h<* 
who can rival (such men) are 
few in number. 

ft^or ft to refuse to 

give up what by right belongs 
to another. 

ft to refuse to obey a sum¬ 

mons. 

to refuse to pay a debt. 

tali to refuse to pay,—as a tax. 

la IS to refuse to pay the land- 
tax. 

H ft I ftp to follow the Im¬ 

perial example. 

ft # or ft ^1 £ A can¬ 
tankerous; fond of opposing; 
obstinate. 

^ ^ ^ ^ II ft n 
not one but treated him with 
consideration,-said of the feudal 

princes in reference to itf 
Tzti Kung. See 5918. 

Read k'-angl. Used with 

5886. 

faJS to raise up. 

ft fi to keep up the market 

price. 

la D ^ to carry bags; a coolie. 

Jtl ill US P ^ft^i 
carry this bag over your shoulder, 

unable to stand or 

manage it. 

See 3850. 

To dry. A brick bed 

warmed by a fire. 

iJtfi -ftJ to dry cloth. 

%to warm a bed; a stove- 

bed; a Wang. 

— IS) ft 01 $1 a stove- 
bed; a Wang. 

^ die mat on die klang. 

ft the top of the Wang. 

ft the edge of a Wang. 

a small table for a Wang. 

ft !$f| the fire-place for 

heating the Wang; a portable 
stove for baking cakes. 
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Jjk* 

S923 

m 
5924 

R. 'A m 

See \j\i 
Sinking 
Upper. 

Tj-t*4 
f/l 

%£25 
Seei^ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

5926 

R. V OK 

See^ 

SinkingUpper. 

rvj 
5927 

C. kou 
H. kau 
F. koa, v. 

ikeing 
W. koe 
N. koa 
P. 
M. 
Sz. 
Y. koa 
K. ko 
J.ko 
A. kau 

Even Upper. 

^ jp[ a valance in front of a 

Wang. 

jj^ y[jj] the fire-place in a Wang. 

M tbe tW° side °Penings 
of the Wang for management of 

the draught. 

A fierce dog. A hedge¬ 

hog. 

M a kind of small ape, found 

in Siam, said to be employed 

in hunting. 

The sound of stones 

striking together. 

Read tang', 

m the crash of thunder. 

Lofty and large, [$ , 

as the gateway of a palace. 

kau 

High; tall ; lofty, as 

opposed to 13 and ^ 

10,899. Eminent; exalted. 

High in price ; good in 

quality ; loud in tone. Rad¬ 

ical 189. 

I^J A high; lofty, 

jfq J|L height and depth. 

not to distinguish 

between high and low,—between 
superiors and inferiors, good and 
bad, etc. 

rHj ^ tall and short 

mixed together; some tall, some 
short. 

g i& to go up high, 

you must begin from low down 

See 10,85s. 

1^1 ft 01 jfd ^ to rise high 5 
to be promoted. 

5^ how many e/ianghigl: 

is it? 

741 

5927 

xm ^ high-lying land; uplands, 

a tall man; an eminent 

man. 

,jp jBj tall of stature. 

fid! stilts. or fid 

pd W a portable notice- 

board, consisting of a notice- 
board at the top of a long handle. 

to hang up high. 

fid a great name; what is 

your name? 

^ ^ what is your surname? 

jpj what is your age?—more 

especially used to elderly people. 

& S ^ H five years 

older than I am. 

I^J /ifi great-great-grandfather. 

The title has been posthumously 
bestowed upon several Emperors 
who were the founders of their 
dynasties. 

pure and lofty,—as one of 

disinterested and noble aims. 

fid M. Ip of lofty spirit and 

great force of character. 

^ pij iTt the prince was 

much struck by their chivalry. 

^ i M 1$ ^ t®*4) great 

abilities excite the hatred of the 
gods. 

who excels others is sure to be 
an object of calumny. 

^ ^ m if) his best efforts 
border on genius,—of an artist, 

[ft is understood after jjjjjj.] 

pA tfd its flavour beats 

anything in the whole range of 
food. 

Mj ft ^ UJ % 10 in exPe' 
rience far superior to him. 

fid tUJHR it rose beyond the 

limits of the paper,—of a tree 
in a picture. 

0j ^ M of great ability 

and wide reading, 

fid ft eminently worthy, 

jffj a b'gb station. 

higher (than something 

else); up,—as the sun. 

^ your footsteps; your arri¬ 

val. 

ornamental lanterns car- 

fid 

fid 

5927 

fid a 

ried on poles in marriage cere¬ 

monies. 

distinguished kindness, 

to rise to high honours, 

great pleasure; enjoyment, 

your honoured relatives. 

m 

fid 

fid 

jSj g valuable; rare; precious. 

ijjjjJ first-rate,—as a plan. 

^ ■l5! see 7701' 

l&l thicksoled,—of boots. 

#C conical. 

Jl VX % fa what is 
your opinion, sir? 

* ** 01 of great determina- /Vii' : 
tion; very resolute. 

111 was ambitious in his 

youth. 

H I have the honour of his fid 
acquaintance. 

Ip ^d ^ jrf, to cling to the 

high branch,—to associate with 
and esteem only those on a 
higher level, with a view to 
advancement. 

fid ^ raised in spirits; merry; 

exhilarated. 

fid ^ to assess at a high value. 

fi ^ or tT high in Price 
jflj rising high,—as prices. 

fid ® in a loud voice. 

"jSj called out loudly. 

fid )Ja: JjlE a troupe or company 

singing in falsetto. 

^ a high hand,—one who is 

clever or skilled at anything 

fid r^J >l!i> A Pardon 
me; let me off this time 

^ to talk big; to brag; to 

declaim. 

jSj dj*’ father and mother 

both alive. 

used for upon; also 

for ^ ^ at; during. Also (in 

Shantung) — good weight or 
extra weight. 

^ fid 15V giving yourself 

such airs! 

1^1 T* up and down; relative 

height or value. 

T S ^ he makes his. 

influence much felt 

fid 

fid 
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-tr1 

ms 
S927 

TmI 
5928 

5929 

R 
N. k'-oa, £00 

See^ 

Rising Upper. 

#91 IT to try which i 

the better man. 

IT4 see 7023. 

is 

Pi ^ the tall grain,—millet, 

raised; elevated. 

tm m the dream at Kao 

t‘ang,—in which Hsiang 

Wang of the Ch‘u State 

became enamoured of the / 

'MZit. nymph of Wu-shan 

(see 12,735). Used as a euphem¬ 
ism for sexual intercourse. 

^ a district round about 

Turfan. 

jSj /pjj )j|j| name of an ancient 

kingdom from which the modern 
Korea is derived. 

a 
iMj 

Korea. See 478. 

593° 

R6& 
F. v.skoa 

See 
Rising Upper, 

5931 

R-^l 

See iSSrit 
Rising and 

Sinking Upper 
and Lower. 

Same as 5931. 

Dry ; rotten •, withered. 

can the body be brought to the 
condition of dry wood ?—by the 
suppression of mental activities. 

yfcfa )i a rotten worthless 

fellow. 

very much emaci_ 
ated. 

fjj (or 3j|) 2}£ Ligusticum si 

nense, Oliver. 

A scabby itching disease. 

eczema. 

m -m M to shut 
the door and sell medicine for 
eczema,—to trade privately. 

Clear; pure; white. Used 

with 3892. 

naked and bare- 

footed. 

mm&t a snow-white head 

of hair. 

n 
S932 

R 

See ^?j 

A. kau^ kieu 

Rising Upper. 

IN* 
5933 

5934 
R. 

See rm 
Even Upper. 

.1 8WT 

5935 

R&$H 

e 
Rising Upper 

5936 

R-mWt 
cPP '.U, /fc*. 
bee m 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

The stalk of grain; straw 

A draft or rough copy; a 
proof. 

rice-straw. 

a mattress of rice-straw, 

a rough copy; a draft. & 
See 11,634 

a draft or copy of a des¬ 

patch. 

f|j or fy or j]ft to 

make a rough draft; to draft 

ffimiE keep the draft 

together with the original. 

jE official papers. 

fit) M ^ M let the 
documents in the case remain 
in the record office. 

a clerk of the records. 

7^ a draft already drawn out 

in one’s mind; impromptu 

J]± tr to draft a 
document in one’s mind, i.e. to 
think it out 

[ a theme for composition, 

—as given among friends. 

Same as 5932. 

A bamboo pole; to pole 

to pole; to punt. 

* m bamboo poles for poling 

junks. 

scaffold-poles. 

Plain white silk. 

1I1 in thin white silk 

and a grey head-dress, 

a white silk cap. 

M ^ M ^ in comPlete 
mourning. 

P'at; grease; to grease; 

to fatten ; rich ; sleek. A 

part of the body, imme¬ 

diately below the heart and 

inaccessible to acupuncture. 

See 9300. 

Iard- wor w yfflor 

fat; greasy. 

smear it with grease. 

H* 

5936 

5937 

Si 
3 

n 
imfhj 
5938 

R. 

See 
Rising Lower. 

5939 

R'^L 
See 

A. kau, kieu 

Rising Upper. 

lit ■§> ^ U jfii #f % this 
is all made from the fat and 
blood of the people, — of the 

|{j tower built by Yang 

Kuang and destroyed by the 
first Emp. of the T‘ang dynasty. 

^ fc money for candles; allow¬ 

ance for lighting. 

H&r cosmetics; rouge, etc. 

# H BJJ g fat burns by 
its own combustibility, — men 
incur misfortune by the posses¬ 
sion of talent. 

HI- fertilising dew. 

beneficial rain; favour; 

grace. 

fat meat and fine millet; 

rich; wealthy. 

pampered youths; 

scions of rich families. 

rich favours; enriching 

grace. 

*j§^ a plaster,—for a wound 

or sore. 

opium. 

cakes of green dye, from 

Chehkiang. 

W lit die tikin tax on prepared 

opium, known as the boiling 
tax or the kao-li tax. 

Read kao4. To fertilise. 

It M *||? £ much rain has 

fertilised it. 

Same as 3870. 

The large crayfish or 

Palinurus. 

Straw; a straw mat. 

Used for 5929, 5932. 

^ >1^1 straw. 

a straw mat. 

Ep J^ ^ the villagers 

buried him in a mat,—i.e. with¬ 
out a coffin. 

^ at* H lA fergetfe! of her 

husband. See 622. 
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5940 

See ~flh 
Even Upper. 

5941 
R. 

See 0j 

Even Upper. 

5942 

5943 

R. 

See 0J 

Even Upper. 

A lamb ; a kid. [To 

be distinguished from 

12,846.] Also used of the 

young of hares, and turtles. 

a lamb; a kid. 

fln M ifc unborn lamb-skin. 

# M astrakhan. 

kg ^ ^ black lamb-skin. 

^ M j! i@ a kid and good 

wine,—a feast. 

Cakes; baked or steamed 

dumplings. 

Mfifcfruit cakes- 

leavened cakes of rice- 
liTn 

flour. 

glutinous rice cakes for 

the New Year. 

sponge cakes. 

jf/j cakes and pastry. 

^ a pudding of glutinous 

rice-flour. 

a pudding of ordinary rice- 4*U 

flour. 

cakes offered by the Em¬ 

peror in worship to the sun on 
the 2nd of the 2nd moon. 

rice-flour. 

Same as 5941. 

A marsh; the banks of 

a marsh; a pool in a marsh. 

To praise; to bless. High; 

eminent. A place where 

the gods manifest themsel¬ 

ves. To utter articulately. 

Ai ^ the crane 
cries in the ninth (i.e. middle) 
pool of the marsh. 

7X a river-bank. 

I^| the bank of the Han,— 

Hankow. 

gate of the enceinte of a 

palace. 

M the fifth moon. 

tj di 

£3 

^ & insolent. 

^ i^|\ (/<z*) a tiger’s skin. 

5943 

5944 

5945 
R. 

5948 

R. 

See 0] 

Even Upper. 

5949 
R. 

®ee 01 
Even Upper. 

rr 
5946 

m 
5947 

Wb?h a parr0t- 

a mainah. 

J|L [^ Kao Yao, Minister of 

Crime to the Emperor Shun. 

f|}l ^ j|| [§1 haunt of the gods; 

mysterious place. 

tbe testicles. 

Same as 5943. 

Name of a tree. A spar 

on a ship. 

a well-sweep. See 1467. 

See 2292. 

See 01 
Even Upper. 

595° 

R 

See 0j 

Rising Upper, 

Same as 5945. 

A chariot drum, used in 

war; also, a large drum, 

beaten to stimulate work¬ 

men to activity. 

the roll of the 

great drum did not overpower, 
—the noise made by the builders, 
so active were they. 

A quiver; a case for bow 

and arrows. See 1600. 

5! fill; 4uiver and bow-case. 

Ira il U ffn A beg§ed to be 
allowed to enter (the city) with 
their quivers slung upside down, 
—as a guarantee that no attack 
was intended. 

fj^ '8P Py ^ he has returned to 

their cases the bows and arrows. 

The sun shining brightly; 

see 7868. 

Hit 0 Hi brightly the sun 

shines forth, — and disappoints 
us of rain. 

JP: ^ ^ gloriously 

it rises in the sky. 

tt £ the bright sun 

rising in the void of aether. 

R 

5951 

5952 

C. kou 
H. kau 
F. koa 
W. koe 
N. koa 
p. ) 
M. ! kau 

Sz. ) 
Y. koa 
K. ko 

. ko 
A. kail 

Sinking 
Upper. 

See 3887. 

A piece of wood placed 

across the horns of a butting 

ox, in order to warn people. 

To inform one’s superiors, 

as opposed to 5953. To 

tell; to announce to; to 

appeal to; to lay a plaint; 

to indict. Also read kuz* 

and kti4 (see 1158). See p|(| 

4691. 

ST to inform a superior by 

petition. 

^|1 to inform; to notify. 

/tv 
» 

to tell to. 

A~ f~J a nodce>—as °f l°st Pro' 
perty. 

j-{-j A— to issue an official 

Proclamation. 

A~- 1110. to in^orm one’s ancestors, 

-by prayer. 

3H 
fct 

to warn; to enjoin on. 

to ask for leave of absence. 

/t. 
tt 

to ask for sick-leave. 

O' # or tf *!. t0 res’Sn> 
an appointment. 

* to apply to resign on 

account of old age. 

§* to apply to be allowed 

to resign in order to take care 
of aged parents. 

to apologise; 

/U 
II 

o' f? or a 
to ask to be pardoned. 

tf %\ t0 thank- 

^ to beg to be excused. 

#91) 
or gSY or 

to take leave; to bid farewell, 

[pj to take leave of a person 

and return,—after escorting him 
a part of the way. 

^ ^ -^jf after some time 

he took his leave. 

o' ill or tf M IH to ask 
leave to retire for a few minutes. 

At. 
tl or or 

to notify the completion of any 
work. 
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K A *1 Hr $ rffi » * 
a @ ^ by the time that the 

(marriage) ceremonies were com¬ 
pleted, his purse was found to 
be empty. 

/H 
fc» or Hr# to borrow 

/t-. 
O 7 

money; to open a government 
loan. 

^ ^ I have nowhere 

to go to borrow money. 

those who have no one 

to appeal to,—the helpless. 

"o' A t0 teb a Person; ^5794. 

Also, to accuse a person. 

^ tf "7* 75* ^ 1 have filed 
a plaint against you. 

7n ttT or fcf §& to brinS a 
charge against; to indict. 

a plaint; an indictment; 

to prosecute. See 2756. 

'tT to prosecute successfully, 

jjj* prosecutor. 

M ft a prosecutor 

wins three-tenths of his case, 
i.e. starts with three-tenths of 
the case gained, from his mere 
appearance as prosecutor. 

^ accused. 

PPI "tT tbe two parties,—prose¬ 

cutor and accused. 

to sue for debt. 

to appeal to a higher court 

to present a petition on 

behalf of another. Women and 
old men are obliged to sue by 
proxy, being themselves exempt 
by statute from examination 
under the bamboo. 

to lay information before 

a crime, has become generally 
known; to be the first informant. 

^ to issue a notification that 

he is ready to hear and decide 
cases,—as is done by a newly- 
arrived magistrate. 

trrn T M&BM e- 
quired the dates on which plaints 
were allowed to be filed. 

o'Bf when the 

magistrate had finished receiving 
the plaints. 

an information. 

w 
5952 

tm 

O5953 

H. klau3 
See ^ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Ae. 
t=t 

/t- 
a 

SB* 
5954 

R. 

See -ffy- 
tJ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

[ 744 

^m to give notice of a charge 

etc., to a magistrate. 

'jjj- to bring a case before an 

official. 

& to make a complaint. 

To announce to an in 

ferior; to order. To grant, 

as a title of honour. 

^ to confer a title of honour 

upon an official,-of the Emperor. 

frf m to bestow the same upon 

a wife, living parents, etc. 

^ ^ to bestow titles of 

honour on three generations. 

the pavilion erected 

for the Imperial Decrees relating 
to a deceased person. 

nrf to bestow a title as a 

posthumous distinction. 

jfl '/pf qff conferred under 

the Imperial Ch'ing dynasty,- 
a phrase seen on tombstones. 

the patents by which the 

above titles are conferred, from 
the rst to the 5th ranks, inclusive. 

if fm A A the wife of an 

official who has received a title. 

& ?£ it the patent given to 

an official’s wife. 

an Imperial patent for a 

title of honour. 

ir the inscriptions of titles 

etc., placed outside the front gate 
of a high official. 

to solemnly enjoin. 

Hjjj1 Imperial orders. 

j|| ^ to hand in one’s 

resignation. 

I $1 £ ift §£ # «5 
his commission as magistrate 

was also gone. 

Name of the fief in Shan¬ 

tung bestowed upon the 

eldest son of ^ 4^ Wen 

Wang. 

5955 

R 

See 

A. hau- 

RisiDg Upper 

To let go. To divide. 

Read hao\ The sky. 

$ 
5956 

{£ 

If57 

ah 

See M M 

# 
Even 

Rising and 
Entering 

Upper. 

5958 
Ri£ 
C. hou3 
H. -k'-au 
F. k'-oa3 
W. '■kde 
N. k'-oa3 
P. k'-au3 
M. k'-au3 ^katt 
K. ko, v. ho 
. ko 

A. k'au3 
Sinking 
Upper 

Irregular. 

See 1389. 

To dry at the fire; to 

toast; to roast. Also read 

hu 1* 

warm it over a tk A M 
gentle fire. 

!® ftI to roast meat. See 5969. 

Read hsiaoh Used with 

4654- 

^ to dry before a fire. 

MM burning hot. 

Read fcao* or hao4. 

^ M M (troubles) wil1 
multiply like flames. 

To feast victorious sol¬ 

diers on their return ; tol 

entertain; to grant rewards; 

to give presents. 

5959 

T to feast workmen. 

^ to have a feast after 

the completion of some work. 

M to give rewards. 

a prize; a reward. 

to make grants of money 

in aid of agriculture. 

A ==■ W-a great largess to 
the army. 

to reward with money. 

il iA' ^ ^ ^ t0 select girIs 
as presents to the frontier tribes. 

Same as 5957. 
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j£ 

596° 

5961 

C. hau 
H. kau 
F. Poa 
W. -djiau 

N. Poa 

P. ) 
M. 
Y. ehieo 
Sz. Pau 
K. ko 
J. ko 
A. k'-au 

Even Upper. 

k'-au 

S962 

n 
5963 

See 
Sinking and 

Entering 
Upper. 

S964 

R. 

C. 
H. k'-au 
F. k'-oa, i.k'-oa 
W. Poe 
N. k'-oa 
P. ) 
M. ! Pail 
Sz. ) 
Y. k'-oa 
K. ko 
J .ko 
A. Pan 

Sinking 
Upper. 

See 5939* 

The end of the spine 

the buttocks; the rump. 

It the os coxendicis. 

Bt IK to regard death 

as the rump end,—of life. 

2IKIit 
(death) will resolve my buttocks 
into wheels. 

!p3 ^ black rump,—the heron 

Same as 5961. 

Hot air; a dry, burning 

atmosphere. Also read 

fcu1*. 

To lean upon; to rely 

upon. 

fpj ^ to lean against; to rely 

upon. 

mt to lean on a pillow. 

to keep near to the fire,— 

for warmth. 

Hi J||| a support,—as the back 

of a chair. 

^ ^ a chair or 

with a high back. 

something to fall back 

upon; resources. 

Hi |Jj to lean against a hill,—as 

a house, grave, etc., built against 
a hill. 

n 111 "5? Oi ■ ft * * 
if you live near the hills, you 
must get your living from the 
hills: if near water, from water, 
—you must adapt yourself to 
circumstances. 

ih #1, % M M Wc 
whatever I do or try goes wrong. 

M tk ^1 ^ ll4 £ % de¬ 

pended on you as on Mt. T‘ai. 

5964 

$ 
5965 

5966 

C. hau 
H. Pau 
F. Poa 
W. Piie 
N. Poa 

M. i kiau 
Y. Poa 
Sz. Pau 
K. ko 
J .ko 
A. Pau 

Rising Upper. 

to trust to Provi¬ 

dence for one’s daily food. 

dependent on this 

for a living. 

a support for life, 

—as a husband is to a wife. 

t0 rely upon. 

cannot be relied upon, 

trustworthy: reliable. 

Same as 5966. 

To have long life; aged. 

A father; a deceased father. 

To strike. To complete. 

To examine; to question. 

[To be distinguished from 

# 6783] 

^ ^ may long life and 

an endless name be his! 

to give comfort 

to the aged. 

M ttr?the old live their 
allotted span,—when a wise ruler 
is on the throne. 

let the people of 

Yin enjoy protracted prosperity! 

ft# my late father. 

ini. # grandfather and father; 

ancestors. 

# m deceased father and 

mother. 

# m = % three years’ 

mourning for parents. 

# to strike a bell. 

^ ^ ^ in the honoured 

apartment we complete, — our 
carousal. 

143 £# roused himself (to 

emulate) the achievements of 
Shao Kung. 

% ify -y* 13* having com¬ 

pleted the shrine for Chung Tzu. 

#$ to verify completion,—as 

when a superior fixes a limit 

of time J|jj within which a 

matter is to be settled, #$ 

being used of the settlement 
between the superior and his 
subordinate. 

5966 

«K# although there is 

no authority for it,.... 

llt^ % # there is no record 

of any kind concerning this 

matter. 

^ ^ we must await further 

investigation, — on a disputed 

point. 

#§§?-# ffl # & 
to investigate. 

# m to examine; to make 

trial of. 

# if® « HU to explore a 

country. 

# or % f£ to compare. 

^ to hold a competition 

in essay-writing. 

# to discover. 

fist to see^ ^or Pr°ofs or 
examples of. 

the character or de¬ 

scription given of officials at the 

triennial scrutiny. 

to examine at the great 

public competitions. 

# -A to go up for the 

examination of hsiu-is‘ai,—the 
first degree. 

4^" pj} chung4 ”j” he has passed, 

-—for the and or 3rd degrees. 

See j|| 2075. 

#Hr examining officials. 

the examination finished, 

-—of one who dies in prison 
before trial. 

# *J§ ov # i£ti or # ti the 
examination-hall. 

to enter as a candidate. 

M! or -t. candidates for 

the 1st degree. 

II# to kick up a row at an 

examination. 

or ta# to present one¬ 

self for examination. 

H ^ to enter an examination 

under false pretences. 

}n # to be excluded from an 

examination for malpractices. 

to fail 3 times to 

present oneself for examination, 

ft# the examination for the 

2nd degree. 

94 



w 
59 66a 

59 

C. hau 
H. ckkau, k'-aur 
F. ckLoa 

W. k-oe’ 
N. k'-oa 
P. ckiau, kkari 

See^ 

Rising Upper 

Irregular. 

or # rtf phrases de 

noting the attraction of a public 
examination to petty traders and 
others. 

or or s? % o, % 

ilfpj' ^ to enter for the examin 

ation in another district than 
one’s own; to present oneself) 
for examination at more than 
one centre. 

^ to examine and take out; 

to pass (candidates) for exami¬ 
nation; to examine for. 

^ ^ the examination name,—a 

candidate sometimes adopting a 

different & name from his pre¬ 

vious school name. 

'h# a general name for the 

triple examinations before the 
District Magistrate, the Prefect, 
and the Literary Chancellor. 
Also the examination at which 

students pass for their 

A first degree. 

sir to come out first at the 

preliminary examination, held 
by the District Magistrate and 
Prefect. 

# h to enquire by divination 

an examining Board 

for the selection of officers to 
fill posts. 

# ^ '/f Department 

of Scrutiny, to control the rewards 
and penalties of officials,—under 
the Board of Civil Office. 

Manacles. [Not in I\‘ang 

Hsi, but now in common! 

use.] 

To beat: to floo\ ' o 

tr to beat; to flog. 

sJ to beat a drum, 

ttusma to beat on the ankles. 

5968 

|See ^ 
Rising Upper 

5969 

See ^ 

Rising Upper. 

Platycarya strobilacea, 

S. & Z., known as 

See 5080. 

foreign mangrove bark. 

See 1559. 

pongee dyed brown with 

mangrove bark. 

ft ft an osier bucket. 

. 5973 
R. vulgar 
P. v. -ken in 

tori^ skin 

Even Lower. 

5969a 

To warm ; to toast; to 
bake. 

to warm the hands, 

yfc t0 bend wood by heat, 

toasted bread. 

to bake a cake 

roast (i.e. baked) beef. 

^ to burn in baking. 

Vi Vi 0 IM in the d°g- 
days, the sun is roasting hot. 

*tiIT over-roasted; burnt in 

cooking, 

A basket. 6^615, 6788. 

_5974 

R 7C 
C. ken 
II. ken 

F. koung, kiing 
W. kiing, ko 
N. keng 
P. 

M. ken 
Sz. 
V. keng 
K. kin 
|j. kon 
A. kan 

Even Upper. 

W 
597° 

M 
5971 

5972 

See 927. 

R. 

C. ken 
H. ken 
F.kaung 
W. ko 

N. keng 
P. 
M. 
Y. keng 
Sz. ken 
K. kan 

—- ^ {it after the third 
' ■A. ken 

See 6099. 

HJ or to interrogate! 

with beating,—i.e. to administer! 
so many blows of the bamboo 
whenever the witness either lies! 
or refuses to answer. 

ken 

bambooing, he signed the de¬ 
position. 

Sinking 
Upper. 

The seventh of the /\ 

^ Eight Diagrams. A| 

limit; to stop. Hard ; per¬ 

verse ; obstinate. Radical! 

138. [To be distinguished] 

from ^ 7017.] 

Mil the Diagram ken | 

resembles an inverted cup. 

a kind of hard stone; stony. | 

cross-grained. 

Noise of people wrano-. 
ling. 

Ujj ^ to joke; to chaff. See 5974 

A root; a base; founda¬ 
tion ; origin; cause. Nu- 

meiative of poles, masts 

chains, lamp-wicks, hairs 0 
the head, etc. See 10,902 

3336. 

71 7^ or 71 tfi root and 

branches; beginning and end 

frfgfr in full detail. 

71 $ or 71 & or H or 

71 Jg; root; foundation;origin: 
cause; trick of. 

7 » SR m L JR Ik 64 
71 he did not know the 

trick of closing and opening the 
fan. 

origin; (Buddhistic) sym¬ 

pathy. 

|jE at first; from the first. 

without fixed roots or 

base. 

{& ^ 71 $fl ^ make a 

foothold or base of operations 
of it. 

■& « 54 without root, — of 

• doubtful origin, as people; of 
doubtful authority, as a literary 
expression. 

ft m m of a good stock or 

family. 

—’ 71 a root; a single root; 

an only son. 

& tpf a plant without a 

root,—a rolling stone; a ne’er- 
do-well. 

to pull up the root; to 

eradicate. 

5^ 7 the root or parent 

stock cut off, so as to prevent 
further growth; exterminated. 

m m & « to utterly extir¬ 

pate. 

T'm 4 IB ift it is not 

rooted,—it can be moved. 

kli % £ ® IS Z % rar,h 
produces no plant without a 
root,—no man without means of 
subsistence. 
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^ root and stem,—regular 

arrangement. 

$1 $8 ^ @ the root is deeP 
and the stalk is tough. 

idle, baseless talk. 

® Ml or shoots from 

old roots. 

Ml one’s antecedents; past 

history. 

to examine to the bottom. 

|jl *11 t0 trace UP t0 die orig*n- 

Ml to thoroughly examine or 

question. 

iflh I'M t0 g° back to roob— 
to the original condition; to the 
original question; to first prin¬ 
ciples, etc. etc. 

^ Ml % to search and sift 

to the very bottom. 

Ml ¥ «I hard of root,—an 

awkward person to meddle with. 

;jtj| ^ Bryophyllum calycinum, 

Salisb., used to adulterate tea. 

mm the name of a hill. 

yH’ (or S>« IB the brass 
rings, or handles, on a door. 
Also, the name of a tree. 

the Five Roots,—of moral 

strength, viz.: ;|\j| faith, 

HI Ml enei'gy> ^ Ml 
memory, ecstatic medi¬ 

tation, and m & wisdom. 

Sanskrit: Pantcha Indrydni. 

^ the Six Roots,—of sen- 
1 f"tr~\n Qo mo no fl^a .—I—• Same as the -Jc ; sation. 

see 5690. 

Ml his organs of sense 

are all purified, — by fasting, 
prayer, putting away earthly 
things, etc. 

1M PM* a netzki or netsuke, — a 

small carved ivory figure, used 
as a kind of ornamental button. 

A Ifi counterfoil,—of a bill of 

exchange or other document. 

^m advice,—sent to drawee. 

Read kenn“. Comic; 

funny. See 5973. 

mm to joke; to chaff. 

unpleasant; disagree¬ 
able. 

5975 

See jj*. 

SinkingUpper. 

—3 

m 
5976 

R. 

See 

A. kin, tight 

SinkingUpper, 

_5977 
r-7C 

See . 

Even Upper. 

^ ^ is Ranuncttlus 

acris, L. 

To speak with difficulty. 

To wrangle. To act per¬ 

versely. 

The heel. To follow at 

the heel; to imitate. See 

2566. 

or the lieel- 

or mm to follow. 

mr^ ± unable to keep up 

with. 

^ or to follow on 

the track of. 

to trace out and hand over. 

^ to g° int0 whh others; 

to follow up, as an opportunity. 

in front of; in the pre¬ 

sence of; see 8545. 

A AH I in your Excel¬ 

lency’s presence. 

3M if M li 'v' 115 how 
many sons have you? 

liM $£ or MT a servant. 

A or A retinue; 
suite. 

servants who ride behind 

a cart or chair. 

the attendant’s cart. 

^ g° whh me. 

with whom did 

you learn this? 

j5p to follow bad examples. 

SR t M A together with the 

rest, or with the crowd. 

afterwards it 

rained again. 

^ itiL $tdid not dare 
to speak of it to him. 

t0 f°-P head over heels; 

to eat humble pie. See 2025. 

5978 

,t I-A3 

& 
5979 

R-M 
C. king, hang 
H. k'-en, hen 
F. hieing, k'-ing 
W. k'Sang 
N. k’-ing 
P. k'-en, k'-ing 
M'. k'-en 
Y. k'-ing 
Sz. kSin, k'-ing 
K. king 
J. kd 
A. k'-ing 

Rising Upper. 

Bf 

5980 

Rlt 

See lltit 

Entering 

Upper. 

Same as 2019. 

‘HSUNT- 

The articulation of bones; 

see ^ 1113. To be willing: 

to assent. 

^ ^ kindly he seems 

to be willing to come to me. 

"3* f|[, no one is willing 

to think of the prevailing dis¬ 
order. 

it % Z A. 7 a it m 
the people of this country are 
not willing to treat me well. 

yj* ■pj" or "p^ to assent. 

Pf not willing to; unmanage¬ 

able; cross,—of children. 

ftft 'pf ^ do you agree or 

not ? 

7 m m JLt 

F4 ^ # never 

mind whether he will or not,— 
make him. 

JLfc. 

(4 

If ^ A 0 M jO willingto 
point to the sun in the sky and 
swear by it. 

p|=V chung1 -pj- to hit off the wishes 

or fancy. 

"pf 'gfT willing to roof and 

willing to build,—to carry out 
the plans or wishes of a father. 
See next entry. 

4 ^-Hi it Ht. «l it 
||i| if his son be unwilling to 

raise up the hall, how much less 
will he be willing to complete 
the roof? 

if T 1& — ffi it 
I have got the word k'en out of 
him,—his consent. 

To bite; to gnaw. See 

5985. Correctly read shiR*. 

4i is A '‘it -? ■* >s 
only the boot which wears out 
the sock, never the sock which 
wears out the boot. 
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5981 

R. unauthor¬ 
ised 

C. K-inf 
F. fraing0 
N. cfring 

P.cfren, fret? 
M. fret? 

A. cfreng 

Sinking 
Upper. 

To oppress; to extort 

from; to take by force. 

5982 

R.j 

See 

Even and 
Sinking Lower 

and Upper. 

4 

to extort money; to 

squeeze. 

to take by force. 

to prevent from redeem¬ 

ing,—as a mortgage. 

||} fpf to grab all,— 

without sharing. 

m p Hiff to speak indis 

tinctly. 

a delay; a want of smart¬ 

ness in doing anything. 

what a dawdler! 

mm. to obstruct. 

to levy blackmail, 

to detain against one’s will 

It# to monopolise. 

—* tj=f a bundle of things 

which it takes both hands to span 

Veined jade. 

Read yin“. A stone like 

jade. 

5983 

R-'^f m 

See 1$ m 
A. ngen 

Rising and 
Sinking Lower 

and Upper 

5984 
R. vulgar 

P. fret? 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

5985 
fit 

C. v. Jun 
F. v.*frae 

N. inying, 
Cfreng 

A stone with a flaw in 

it. Noise of rolling things 

along. 

mmzm the rumbling noise 

of things being rolled along. 

00 a name for rock crystal. 

A seam in a garment. 

IS # or to sew a seam. 

* m a small seam. 

To gnaw; to bite. To 

bark, as a tree; to clean 

off. See 5980. 

»p|* to gnaw a bone, 

gnashing of teeth. 

5985 
P. Syin, cfren 
M. j 

Y. ) Syin,cfren 
Sz. ) 
K. in, kiin 
J. gin, kon 
A. ngen, fren 

Even and 
Rising Lower 
and Upper. 

m 
598^ 

RSkU 

See tty m 
Even and 

Rising Upper, 

5987 

R. 

See 

Rising Upper 

5988 
R. 

C. hen 
H. fren 
F. froung 
W. frang, v. 

frang* 

N. freng 

U j /^en 
M. ( 
Y. 
Sz. fren 
K. kan 
J. kon 
A. fren 

Rising Upper, 

determinedly, 

to clean an apricot 

stone. 

Read yin1. The gums ; 

see 13,256. 

To dig. To gnaw. 

To break new soil. To 

reclaim land. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from 5988. 

f/fj m ffl Mbto bringiand 
under cultivation. 

mm to plough up new land. 

m. ^It to pl°l,gb and sow. 

iii taxes on reclaimed 

land. 

m $ wRb ad one’s might. 

^ jfj to exert all one’s 

strength to plough up and break, 
—the soil. 

® -teit m to plough into the 

limits of a grave. 

lfj| pioneer farmers. 

To beg; to implore. [To 

be distinguished from |j 

5987.] 

m If or m ^ or m ;fror 

to beg; to entreat. 

mm to beg for favour. 

I beg you to be iLL.\ 
lieve me. 

mm to urgently entreat. 

m m is m1 most earnestly 

entreat you. 

m<. to draw UP a written 

appeal,—for assistance. 

to make an application 

to creditors for a composition. 

^ j^|J perfect sincerity; good 

faith. 

5989 

599° 
R. 

C. king, karig 
H. ken, kang 
F. Jeing, 

kaing, v. 
Jiang, 
Jieng 

W. kae 
N. king, katig 
P. king, eking 
M. kin, chin 

Sz. i **”* 
K. keng, kyong 
).kd 

A. kaing 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

Same as 5997. 

To change; to alter; to 

substitute. To attend to, 

in addition to one’s own 

duties. A night watch, in 

which sense it is also read 

chingl. 

Safe to change; to alter. 

M IE to correct; to reform, 

g to exchange; to substitute. 

to effect a change. 

to change one’s clothes. 

Used euphemistically by women 
for going to the w.c. See 10,011. 

M^ to change one’s name. 

Mlm to change and make ad¬ 

ditions. See keng*. 

^jj to move, or transfer, offi¬ 

cials. 

ttj* t0 amend,—as rules. 

K/£ to change. See below. 

to revise a Treaty, 

If what I say, 

I do not depart from. 

j}(£ g ^ late (q.d. loath) to 

return. 

iK % M — ^Ca virtuous 

woman will not marry two hus¬ 
bands. 

J|? many times; repeatedly. 

ty] g ^ don’t come again. 

g t0 aiternate- 
K b# JSft the four seasons 

come and go. 

g jj|§ to change- 

Ip shao1 g ^ he is too 

young to act in matters. 

y the five night-watches, 

of two hours each, from 7 p.nn 
to 5 a.m. In each watch, the 

watchman makes s. if H 

rounds, beating his wooden rattle 
to warn off thieves, in each case 
with as many strokes as denote 

the number of the watch. 
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^ Mor $£ Mor & Mto 
set the watch,—at 7 p.m. 

to keep watch. 

$j|i j|T to relieve the watch. 

tr S S-i °r H 4cor M 
a watchman. 

jli D a clepsydra or water-clock, 

—an arrangement by which the 
regulated leakage of water from 
a large jar is shown upon a 
bamboo index inside. By the 
time the water has fallen to a 
certain point, the first watch is 
at an end, and so on. See 7360. 

|jf Q Js. t^ie water-clock 

(of life) has run dry. 

J|f a watch-tower,—a place 

where a clepsydra is kept and 
where the watches are publicly 
announced by beating a drum 
or bell. 

one-fifth of a watch,—24 

minutes. 

J|f sticks of incense which 

are prepared so as to burn for 
a given time, and are used in 
private houses to mark the night- 
watches. 

mm late at night. 

mm ass waiting until the 

watch was deep,—until late into 
the night. 

JH ^ a quarter-master. 

JS#i® waiting for the 

clock to show the fifth watch,— 
viz. 3 a.m., at which hour the 
Emperor gives audience. 

Jg ^ the interval between two 

watches, i.e. two hours. See 
king4. 

Read keng*. More; 

further. See 9839. 

iff better. 

Jft jj\\ to add on more. See keng1. 

|f? still more. 

^ still more necessary. 

still less; much less. 

in addition; besides; 

moreover. 

there is still one 

more point. 

sdh more inferior; very 

second-rate. See keng'. 

5991 

MI 
H.bang 

F. keing, v. 
kang 

See 

A. ngaing2- 

Rising Upper. 

Choking from grief or 

rage. 

gf the throat choked, — so 

that one cannot speak, 

g i« utterance choked with 

sobs. 

5992 

H. kerf 

See ^ 

A. kaing 

Rising Upper. 

n 
5993 

r-@ 

See 

A. ngaing2- 

Rising Upper. 

5994 

R.^ 23. 

H. ngang", 
Qkwang, cken 

See J| 

A. ngaing2 
kaing3 

Rising Upper. 

A ditch or channel for 

irrigating purposes. 

To stir up. To sound. 

get a bamboo and 

feel for it, — as for something 
which has dropped into the water. 

A spinous tree, Hemip- 

telea Davidi, Planch. {Zel- 

kora Davidi, Hem si.). 

Thorny; to prick. Strong; 

stubborn. Straight. The 

stem of a flower. Scope; 

bearing. Distress; sickness. 

See 8901. 

t±mn 
all I have learnt is mere under¬ 
growth,—rubbish. [Kuo Hsiang 

quotes ±A clay images as 

the expl. of ±«0 

fl obstinate; perverse. 

^ violent; overbearing. 

m tt an obstinate disposi¬ 

tion. 

M It upright; straightforward; 

honest. See 6009. 

the stalk of a flower. 

the neck. 

on the whole; generally 

speaking; a general idea of; an 
outline. 

ai*« to submit a rough 

outline. 

5994 

5995 

R# 

see j[t 

A. ngaing 

Rising Upper. 

5996 

5997 

R. 

C. keng, kang 
F. keing, kang 
N. king, kang 

P. keng, eking 
M. ken 

Sz. ! kinS 

K. ko 
J .ko 

A. kaing 

Even Upper. 

5998 

MI 

See jjl 

A. ngaing2- 

Rising Upper. 

% iiai- 

mnow that you have the 

general idea, it only remains to 
practise. 

it £ IS 1®. M 4 « 
who is responsible for the evils 
which have led to the present 
distress ? 

could travel back¬ 

wards and forwards without hin¬ 
drance. 

w m m all communi¬ 

cation was now cut off. 

Disease: sickness. 

Same as 5997. 

Rice which is not 

glutinous. 

M ft or^ fiI|or# ft 
rice which is not glutinous. 

upland rice,—as 

distinguished from ft 

ft water-grown rice. 

A rope; a well-rope. 

m m % % w « n n 
if your rope is short, it cannot 
draw from a great depth, — a 

saying of ; see 2650. 

fflt ifr 10 to reach int° 
antiquity, you must have a long 
rope,—meaning plenty of energy, 
hard work, etc. 

» H her tears fell like 

a rope,—so fast. 

51 H th £ let a rope down 

and got him out (of the ravine) 
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5999 

MI 
|C. king, v. 

kkeng 
| H. v. ngang- 
j F. being 
IW. kae 
J N. king, v. 

gang 
IP. king 
I M. ken 
Y. \ 

I Sz. 
IJ. kd, /t'ZO 
I A. ngaiug- 

I Rising Upper. 

ken? 

IC. 
IH.hang 
1F. being 
W. kae 

IN. keng, kang 
IP.king 
IM. ken 

Sz. ( kh,S 

IK. kyong 
IJ. ko 

| A. kaing 

Even Upper. 

Used with 5994. 

^ ji|| the bone won’ 

go down,—I can’t swallow a 
that. 

/J'* flU a trifling cause of enmi 

a grudge. 

'll QlL blunt; brusque; obstint 

straightforward; trustworthy. 

H* fl ^ £ outspoken, 
corrupt officials. 

IS Aff 
he is an outspoken man, v 
is not afraid of the powei 
and great. 

Same as 5999. 

The seventh of the ^ 

F Ten Stems (see 5814) 

used in the sense of “age. 

To change; to restore. T< 

reward. Reason ; cause. P 

path; an orbit. North-east 

fc 1-Z the revolution of 

keng tzti,—the Boxer outb 
of 1900. 

# M A ¥ the eight cha 

racters which express the year, 
moon, day, and hour, of a 
son’s birth. 

)% te °r M ^ l668‘ 

ytf' J^ or M what | 

is your honourable age? 

mgt of the same age. 

in the west is 

day-prolonger, — Hesperus, the 
evening star. 

"f M to call out “keng kuei," I 

—food and water, k£ng referring 
to west and grain, kuei to north 
and water. These words were 
originally used with a view to 
conceal from an enemy want of 
provisions in the camp. 

^ the west. 

s J#1 
1- TvC To continue, as a songf. 
. 6002 

to carry on or continue 

C. king a song, using the same rhyme. 

H.kang 
t F. keing 

J1) 1|| ^ |EJ thereupon he 

W. kae continued the song, saying. 
N. keng 
P. king 

jjff if|| ^ proclaimed his 

M. kin merits. 
’ Y. ( 

Sz. J ken* fp ^ J^- ^ all the officials 

K. keng presented poems,—on the Em- 
:; J. ko 

A. kaing 
peror’s accession. 

Even Upper. 

1- 

If One of the names of the 
6003 mango-bird or oriole, called 

° r-ir II see 11,591. 

SeeM 
Even Upper. 

jgf See 4629. 

6004 

gf See 2126. 
* 6005 

i 18# Same as 6007. 

-j 6006 

iff1 
To plough; to till. 

6007 fflt *1 or fflr BJ or ffli t0 

<■ C. kang 

plough land. 

?jji$ to plough and sow. 

PI. kang 
F. keing fflt ^ or fflr t0 tin;tocub 

- W. kae tivate. 
N. keng, kang 

’ P. king, eking ^ an ox trained to the plough. 

M. kin 

Sz. j ktn* 
K.kyong 

iUJ- ^ a ploughman. 

^ f 18 |f attend to your J 

J.ko ploughing. 
A. kaing 

Even Upper. I?§ 1$ to begin Ploughing. ^ 

0 to plough with the eyes,— 

to read. 

^ to plough with the pen,— 

to write. 

T?f to plough with the tongue, 

—to teach. 

1# 111 % hy Pioughing (*>• 

toiling) after TAO, you will 

attain to TAO. 

a bird resembling a jay, 

with dark body, white beak, 
white eyes and white tail. Said 
to ward off pestilence. R 

6008 

C. king 
H.kang 
F. keing 
W. kae 
N. king, bang 
P. king 

M. ken 

Sz. I MnS 

K. keng 
J .ko 
A. kaing 

Even Upper. 

iK 
6009 

■m 
■ king 
. kwcn 
. keing 

kae 
. king 
king 

n 

king 

mg 
. ko, kid 

or 

6010 

Soup. 

^0 gj| soup with vegetable ad¬ 

juncts; a minister of State. 

% \t ft, m -if m ^ 
as in making good soup, do you 
be to me as the salt and the 
prunes,—which give the flavour. 

'M p M like the bubbling! 

of boiling soup,-is the discontent 
of the people. 

IsHefc jg he who is burnt I 

by the soup will blow on the 
leek. A burnt child, etc. 

mm± m dusty soup and I 

earthy food,—said of the intel¬ 
lectual fare provided by a pre¬ 
tentious pedant. 

fPi or 
soup-ladle; a spoon. 

ft ® ^ ^ S0UP ancl wall’s 

admiration, i.e. * M M ft 

ft sitting, to see Yao on the 

wall opposite, eating, to see Shun 
in the soup = admiration for the 
Sages of old. 

Bright. Upright; honest, 

-t £ 1£JC the br'ght 
ordinances of God. 

BE £ IJc the brisht 
glory of Wen Wang. 

Jfcfc ® upright; honest; unyield¬ 

ing. See 5994. 

JJiJ^ -^earnest; resolute; straight 

forward. 

Aj> Jit ®C rigiflly loyal. 

t T U disturbed and 

sleepless. 

The stalks of the ^ 

taro, Colocasia antiquoruvi, 

Schott. 

the young stalks of the 
CnlioK 
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kL 
6011 

C. king 
H. ckvien 
F. 'kriii" 

W. ko 
N. king 
P. king 
M. kin 
Y.king 
Sz. kin 
K. king 
J. ko 
A.hang 

Sinking 
Upper 

Irregular. 

M 
6012 

6013 

See 71 

K. kin? 
J.kd 
A.than" 

SinkingUpper, 

6014 

See 7^ 

SinkingUpper. 

iji 
6015 

c. 
H hang 

F. k'ang 
W. k'ac 

N. k'eng, k'ang 

M. 
Y. kenS 

Sz. j 
K.keng 
'■ Ho, ko 
A. k'aing 

Even Upper. 

An extreme limit. To 

fill; to reach everywhere 

universal. Relics. The 

crescent moon. [To be dis 

tinguished from |( 4800 

and 4972.] 

from of old unti 

now. 

S ■£ — A the one man from 

all antiquity,— ffl 'rjj* the God 

of War; also applied to Con¬ 
fucius. 

,!,f, SI4 M extending for 
many thousand li. 

amounting to 

many myriads,—of trees. 

Same as 5990. 

The path or avenue 

eading up to a grave. 

To violently thrum the 

strings of a lute. 

A pit; a hole; a ravine; 
a gully; a pool or small 

lake. To put into a pit; 
to entrap; to involve. 

1$ tfb or tT tfh t0 dig a pit 
or grave. 

1ror±jL &orj& fgfapit; 
a hole. 

a puddle, 

a sewer. 

'Xtti a fiery pit, — a state of 

misery. 

IA tfc a pit into which the 

bodies of executed criminals are 
thrown. 

m 
6015 

6016 

6017 

irfc 
6018 

UliA a gully; a ravine. 

® IS, in a cup-shaped hollow 

R. 

See 

cf. Wr? for 

which 
anciently used. 

Even Upper. 

or ravine, 

ft# a valley. 

in, a paddy-fields. 

fcti; M ± any dirt 
will do to fill a pit,—any stick 
will do to beat a dog. 

•t/i A to put people into pits, i., 

to do them mischief. 

if tH a11 of these 
he buried alive (or simply put 
to death) at Hsien-yang,—of the 
four hundred and fifty literati 
who disobeyed the commands 
of the First Emperor. 

^ f I a famous pool in 

Kueichou, from which the Emp. 
Hung Wu of the Ming dyn. is 
said to have obtained a wonder¬ 
ful horse. 

to maliciously injure. 

to entrap; to cheat. 

^ he destroyed the 

soldiers who surrendered, — of 

mm Hsiang Yu, when the 

armies of Ch‘in, to the 

number of 200,000, surrendered 
to him. 

he ruined his people. 

m A ¥ SI in % a I 
may God strike me dead! 

the eastern sea. 

Si '& manure-cake; poudrette. 

Same as 6015. 

See 2196. 

To thump; to rap; to 

butt against. 

6019 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

The tinkling of gems. 

W,\ 4 A they are 
obstinate little men. 

ms 
6020 

R. 

C.king 
H. ken 
F. Jiang., 

fiang, v. 

Jriiang 
ik'iang 

ckriiang 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. keng 
J. ko, kid 
A. k'aing 

Even Upper. 

Irieng 

6021 

R. ' 

See 
as 

Even Upper. 

6022 

Rf 
6023 

Pit* 
B 

6024 

6025 

iV 
At 
6026 

The jingling of metal. 

To strike. The sound of a 

ringing blow. See ||| 1591. 

|JK the jingling of bells, metal 

ornaments, etc. 
S± 3§E a- pausing upon 

his harpsichord while it was yet 
twanging. 

a* sS3£ Aq: the ding-dong sound 

of a bell. 

to strike a bell. 

r. m 

P. ko1 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

The shank bone of an 

ox. 

Same as 6019. 

See 5979. 

See 5980. 

See 5981. 

Each; of each kind; 

every one; all; the various. 

Alternately. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from 7940.] 

Read ko%; see 12,365. 

#A each man; every one. 

#A# M, every man to his 
taste. 



f?" 
ft-A one man to each. 

® ^ ± m m ft - ft 
he pawned one woman’s jacket 
and one woman’s long coat. 

3£ ^ —* (gave) a jade 

symbol to each man. 

_t II2 —' the Emp 

drained a goblet with each of 
them. 

ft ft AJrM each one has his 

strong point. 

ftft-$ or #flt- 

each has his own story, 

one and all. 

ftftfl each one; singly. 

^ ^ —1 each to look after 

a separate item,—as in division 
of labour. 

& *§£ ^ ji§| let aU tremble and 

obey! 

according to the evid¬ 

ence of all of them, 

to live apart. 

W S S # ^ ^ a wife 
and a concubine occupied sep 
arate establishments. 

JH| aU his subordinates, 

all; both. 

# ^ # ^oneself; 

by oneself; of oneself. 

# g efc ft peculiar; unlike 

others. 

# il SI ■£* fg every 

man for himself; sauve quipeut. 

ftft-%-%® eccentric 

# # ^ hobbling 

along. 

ft # or # & or # 

#« various kinds of; all 

descriptions of. 

ftmmft ” 

4^ to keep all kinds in stock. 

ft&H all kinds or qualities 

of goods. 

# it01 # *tli or # 
everywhere. 

IS ^ W t*ie Consuls 

of the various Treaty Powers. 

ftM the various merchants. 

& ^ A # the individuals 

connected with the several funct¬ 

or 

6026 

Bg- 
6027 

6028 

R-P0 

See 4^- 

Entering 

Upper. 

F. kciik^ kah 
W. /-a 

N. Az/z, v. ^-zz^ 
P. i/tl 
M. ke 
Y. /v/z 
Sz. ke 
K. kick) hck, 

kak 
J. kakii) kiaku 
A. Zvz£ 

Entering 
Upper. 

ions of; those who are charged 
with the duties of. 

the various communi¬ 

cations under acknowledgment; 
the various details or arguments 
contained in a despatch. See 
10,877. 

ftmm all the said Custom¬ 

houses. 

ftm^mft each adapted 

to the use for which it is intended. 

ft M W;1 eross- 

the chief departments 

of State, Peking. 

See 7319. 

To strike; to box. To 

parry. 

t#H to brawl; to fight. 

ip lp| to box. 

t'S’ S the art self-defence 

to parry a blow. 

To come or go to; to 

reach. To correct. To 

attack. Intelligent; wise. 

A rule; a limit; a pattern. 

See 8979, 10.869, i°,3'3 

•fit B ik n the Emperor 

said, “Come, you Shun!” 

ft SH& the prince of Miao 

came to make his submission. 

extending from 

earth to heaven. 

Ipt ^ so that he became 

equal to Almighty God. 

7^ A fjjj t0 reach the know¬ 

ledge of the will of God. 

fty the sPirits quietly 
come. 

the approaches of spiritual beings 
cannot be calculated beforehand. 

IS ^ tfo you may herein 

receive a most important charge. 

1i % ft I the king must 

first be corrected. 

IS* T S God sent 
down correction on Hsia. 

& 

6029 

tf ^ t0 correct his 
vicious heart. 

ffi. H 1k his loyalty and A«i* 

sense of duty appeal (even) to 
brute beasts. ; 

I'tf $ti t0 attack a tiger. 

M to be moved; to be in¬ 

fluenced. 

4# A men of the highest wisdom. 

$$ jf maxims; precepts. 

$3 >\M to enquire into the nature 

of things. 

5$ '#• the per¬ 

fecting of knowledge depends 
upon the investigation of things 

m & t tg- there was nothing 

he did not investigate. 

i£ 4% to be a connoisseur,— 

of tea, wine, etc. 

researches,—especially of 

natural science. 

-t S’ to move or favour¬ 

ably influence God above,—as 
by prayer, good deeds, etc. 

^ seniority; rank. See 12.342. 

-trf or ^ ^ not t0 
adhere to seniority, — in pro¬ 
motions. 

$J the rule of promotion by 

seniority,—introduced under the 
l'‘ang dynasty. 

to kill a person resisting 

lawful authority; to kill in self- 
defence. 

jj^f those who resist 

shall not be pardoned. 

^ M resisted the rob¬ 

bers. 

^ S* ,ook at the i)ones 
of his face,-—to determine their 
physiognomical value. 

temperament; habit; cha¬ 

racter; artistic value. 

% F*r ^ ^ n°means 
of fixing his place as an artist. 

t# ^ the qualityis in_ 
ferior to that of,—of a painting. 

mAt®.MM ff- m,y 
this style be preserved, — of 
poetry. 

g ft ® all these (pictures) 

were in good style. 

if? A die st^^e die an 
cients,—in painting. 



6029 

* A*£ to have no style,—of 

pictures. 

^ ® ^ his plane °r 
standard (in art) is not very high 

fgiK; a pattern; a ruled form, 

lines, etc., to put under the paper 
on which one is writing. 

forms for official 

correspondence. 

Ft) 4= & a copy-slip; see 9984. 

to copy-slip which is placed 

under the paper and traced over, 
as by beginners. 

not so very far 

out; not too far out. 

m up to muster. 

blanks left in documents 

to be filled up. 

PtfJ ¥a or t0 skip a line; 

on alternate lines. 

^ fa M t0 raise four 
places,—above the top of the 
page. See 10,580. 

to leave a blank space,— 

above a name in writing. 

¥<i SI- over and above; extra; 

extraordinary. 

m ® to grant a special 

favour. 

correct; according to 

rule. 

not fulfilling the 

requirements of ceremonial. 

’AT 1)3 ffr * 14 
# ^ fli ift once get 

into this style (of composition), 
and you won’t be able to get 
out of it. 

-K 
there is no difficulty about it. 

^ ^Jr. p|j the window being 

half open. 

pigeon-holed 

the matter. See ff 4624. 

jjg % JfL certified state¬ 

ments of injuries, to be made 
after an inquest. 

I?? ^ ^ wild birds chir¬ 

ruped (see 6138). 

||fj to ^§kt without arms. 

Read ho4*. 

wm (to'1*) name of a star. 

6030 

6031 

HI® R. 

N. v. kah 
P. cko, Qke, v. 

Qka 

See ^ £ 

Entering 
Upper. 

6033 

*-PB 
See 

Entering 
Upper. 

4fr 

6034 

R. 

See i®# 
Entering 

Lower and 
Upper. 

% 
6035 

See ;jig 

K. 

Entering 
Upper. 

6036 

R|® 

Entering 
Upper. 

See 7322. 

The arm; the side. 

>2* 

6032 

r. i® n 
See ig. 

Entering 
Upper. 

2* 

X* 

J&W or Jjiij the fore-arm; 

the arm. 

J38 ■j|^ the upper arm. 

M SI tlr T. ft # * IS 
if your arm is broken, keep it 
in your sleeve,—wash your dirty 
linen at home. 

jss lit f?«' »& sfns the 
armpit. See 6067. 

A a rank-smelling man. 

Ip, jjjl a blemish; a flaw. 

Allium victoriale, L., 

known as ^ and [1| 

W', and classified as 

(see 5234) by the Buddhist 

priesthood. 

A species of beetle. 

a name for the millipede 

(lulus). 

the mole-cricket or Gryllo- 

talpa. 

A short-sleeved jacket 

for warm weather is called 

Read lou’. A child’s bib. 

Horns; antlers. 

deer’s horns, — used as 

hooks to hang things on. 

The skeletons of men 

and animals; dry bones. 

Used with 6031. 

2* 

6037 

R. 

P ,‘ko 

Entering 
Upper. 

A screen. A vestibule ; 

a hall; a council-chamber. 

Women’s apartments. A 

pavilion; see 8932, 3560. 

A shelf; a book-case. Used 

with f^f 6059. Read kao\ 

see 7205. 

n* cabinet elder,—a Secre¬ 

tary of State under the Ming 
dynasty. Written Colao by the 
Jesuit Fathers of that time. 

ft® the Grand Secretariat or 

Inner Cabinet,—under the Ming 
dynasty the Supreme Council of 
the empire, but now superseded 
in importance by the Grand 

Council; see j|f 3276. 

ft ± sub-Chancellor of 

the Grand Secretariat, 

j^j literary designation of a 

sub-Chancellor of the 

Grand Secretariat. 

a m to become a Cabinet 

Minister. 

]|l pgj and UK ^ names of 

halls over which two of the four 
Grand Secretaries are nominally 
appointed to preside. 

to entertain guests,-— 

from the name of the hall in 

which ^ Kung-sun 

Hung used to entertain the 
scholars he gathered round him. 

isr® a pavilion with 4 pillars 

or columns. 

if you, sir,—a term of address 

which admits of very wide appli¬ 
cation, and is one of the safest 
and most convenient for general 
colloquial purposes. [Originally 

used to an 

see 9964.] 

p|] a canopy in the ^ ^ 

great hall of a yamen, beneath 
which are arranged the table and 
chair of the presiding mandarin. 

4* HI the seclusion of a girl 

before marriage. 

tU pffj t0 marry. See 6059. Also 

of a boy leaving the women’s 
apartments at the age of puberty. 

M. M T- HI ffl when the 
Emperor’s eldest son left the 
women’s apartments. 

HI] 1?§c JE a summer-house 
over water. 

95 
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6°37 

u* 

6038 

R.; 

j kok 

IF. kauk 
W. ko 

IN. koh 
IP. cko 
IM. ko 
IY. kak 
I Sz. ko 
IK. kak 

Ij. kaku 
1 A. kak 

Entering 
Upper. 

&m± he is upstairs. 

W M ^ temporarily place 

on a high shelf—for the moment 
dismiss from your mind [e.g. any 
preconceived opinions). 

M tifc A 

W JIl JP7 |^j those who 

familiarise themselves with this 
(style) may stow away their 
classical writers upon a high 
shelf—they will not want them. 

£ HI Hj they bound the 

frames for the earth exactly over 
one another,—of building. 

the stars S s 0 v 0 7r m 

Cassiopeia. 

an oblong jaw,— 

a physiognomist’s term. 

6038 

R. dm 

Wt $£] %| never| 
niind that for the present. 

tig] a shelf. 

m *1 a low cabinet on which I 

the bedding is laid during the|F.’siw 
day. It stands across the head|N.c^< 
of the k‘ang. lSee ^ -pi- 

i 7k the wooden plate above a L. ” Upp£ 

door or window. 

W 
6039 

To put; to place; to lay 

down. To delay; to hinder. 

To run aground, as a ship 

!rM 
C.o 
H. <?, k'-o 

F. kio, k'-o 
W. ?<, klu 
N. kou 
P .ko 
M. k'-o 
Y. keo 
Sz. ko, k'-o 
K .ka 
J.ka 
A. k'a 

Even Upper. 

W 
6043 

H £ M 
it? 

where am I to put 

H & AH' IS lay it to heart. 

Ij —* to put aside. 

H fOth —* put it aside. 

^jij ^p* to lay flat. 

\W[ ^ or HI to remove; 

to put aside. The first is also 
to defer. 

tfi its * m put it away. 

fiT to put down: to abandon; 

to leave off. 

M -7 if 7 > M IS T 
there is no room to put it in 
the cupboard. 

fjg] ^7 ft unahle to leave off; 

can’t be kept for long, as food. 

it won’t keep many days. 

f|g] to lay down one’s pen,— 

and think. 

}% -jfgj or fH] t0 delay; to 
hinder. 

t0 dday a long 

time. 

i 11 or ffl tP to go ashore; 

to run aground,—as a ship. 

WE a gambling-hell. 

!| ^ if I had been there,.. 

20. 

| See pj* 

Rising and 
Even Upper. 

•»4-W 

6044 

R. 

ar 
6040 

R. 

n] 
6041 

A. k'-a 

Rising Upper. 

An axe-handle. An 

agent, specially'as.applied to| 
matrimony; a goTtetween. 
Read tox in Peking. 

^ ^pj an axe-handle. 

ft ¥1 tin m how does one 

cut an axe-handle?—through the! 
medium of another as pattern. 
The Ode in which these words 
occur goes on to say that a wife] 
must similarly be taken through 
the agency of a go-between. 
Hence the term “to cut an 
axe-handle” has come to mean 
a go-between. 

IlffliSftfl See -fjjj" 

7^ these few things are I ^ven Upper. 

meant as a present to the go- 
between. I 

to take an axe-1 

handle (as a pattern) to cut an| 
axe-handle,—to employ an agent. I 

ft to act as marriage I 
go-between. 

—‘ 'fPl one head of greens;I 

one stalk or root, as of celery.[ 

fpj tfc Cochi or Cochin, on the I 

Malabar coast. 

A post or stake to which | 

a boat may be made fast. 

A rope; a boat’s painter. See I 

11,586. [Originally written 

“ft or Ipt» which proves 

that it must have something 

to do with a sharpened 

stake or post, such being 

the meaning of -^.] 

The shaft of an arrow;| 

stalk. 

tty £ TTf (kao3) arrow- 

shafts from Fen-hu,—a Turkic| 
country. 

A large boat; a barge 

M Ha travelling-barge; a house 
boat. 

a is # t§ w fled »ilh 

a single vessel to Yangchow. 

To be able to. Excellent. 
To commend. 

Mf % A the rich may 

possibly be able, —to survive 
these calamities. 

W ^ bli T? wel1 is 4 for the 
words that can be spoken! 

Name of an ancient 

marsh which was drained 

by the Great Yii. 

t a District in Shantung. 

An elder brother. See 1 

or if if 01 
elder brother. 

Hf an elder brother’s wife. 

an 

if !nL IP1! brothers. 

if brother and sister. 

if jrj* how many brothers 

have you ? 

if ti M brothers,—used in a 

satirical sense = Arcades ambo. 

^ -gj- an elder cousin on the 

mother’s side. 

pjir ig-p old brother,—sir. 

I^lf the sons and grandsons of 

the Emperor are so called. See 1, 
and add. 

iH "if a spiritualist; a 
medium. 

a white-nosed brother, 

—an actor; a rascal. 

Ko-lao Hui,—name 

of a famous secret society. 

A If the mynah (Acridotheres 

cristatellus). See 8504. 



Ftj 

6046 

R.f( 5- 

W. ku, to 

See^ 

Even Upper. 

mj 

6°47 

Hj.fvo 
6048 

R. 

seeSE 

A. ska, fgia 

Even Upper. 

[ 755 ] 

To sing; a song. 

^ to sing. 

EV rttj to sing songs. 

to chant. 

to sing and dance, 

a song-book. 

Ilfp°etry 
expresses thought, and singing 
prolongs its utterance. 

the singing was 

loud and clear. 

a 
trailing his staff and singing as 
he went with clear voice,—lit. 
as though coming from metal 
or stone. 

mm^s ps much singing 

makes the throat hoarse. See 161. 

the song of the rice- 

planters. 

Hg ^ songs in patois-, local 

ditties. 

^ Pp) songs; verses of songs. 

^ a verse or doggerel rhyme, 

to laugh and sing; to be 

merry. 

singing-girls. 

she can respond 

to you in songs. 

=|g to lampoon in verse. 

9L&.U 1 playand sins- 

mmnm therefore I make 

this song. 

-km to sing in a low tone; to 

hum. 

Same as 6046. 

A goose; a parrot. 

tr 
6049 

N. ngwah 
?.kP 
M. ke 
K. hit 
J. kitsz, kochi 
A. nget 

Entering 
Irregular. 

6050 

R#J 
N. keh, kah 
P. ike, pe 
K. it, v. hit 
]. gitsz, gochi 
A. ngel~ 

Entering 
Lower. 

flfc 
6051 

4* 

6052 
R. vulgar. 
P. k? 
M. ke 
Y. keh 

Entering 
Upper. 

X* 

6°53 
R. vulgar. 

P. pe, ike 

Entering 
Irregular. 

6054 

r 
6oS5 

R 41 
H. } kot° 
F. kak 

W. cue 
N. kah 
P .Po 

Discontented. To dislike. 

t£ ‘If to be angry; aggrieved. 

A pimple; a boil; a sore. 

^ a pimple; a knot; a string 

button. 

chang* have got 

a boil. 

JS-is If a rash; pimples. 

JJljl ^ an irritable dis¬ 

position. 

£ ^ 1§£ §f a troublesome 

business. 

Same as 6031. 

Used for 6033. 

^ a flea- 

To jolt. A hindrance. 

to go jolting along, 

—in a cart. 

Same as 6031. 

To cut; to gash; to in¬ 

jure; to destroy. To sever; 

to divide; to filch. To cede; 

to renounce. 

to reap grain, 

ip] ^ to cut grass. 

'll 
1* 

6055 
M. ko 
Y. keoh 
Sz. ko 
K. kal, v. hat 
I. katsz.kachi 

A. kat 

Entering 
Upper. 

tm ZJfBSLf'lL 
|cut the reeds down with a 

sickle. 

’>J ftj to cut meat. 

(lj "||" to decapitate. 

-gf ||ij to behead at 

a single blow. 

W'J II ^ 4^ 7J whytake 
a pole-axe to kill a chicken ? 

|jpj —• ^ cut off a piece. 

mm* to cut off the queue. 

m n± mm to cut to the heart, 

—as bad news. 

W«J the cut off and cooked,— 

fare; food. 

mm to injure. 

W'J ffl] t0 cut °Pen- 

jlpj to castrate. 

flj jjj|| the rite of circumcision. 

HpJ Jftjf to sever; to divide, 

fpj to sever friendship. 

mm to cut the mat,-to separate 

from an unworthy friend, as 

Kuan Ning did from 

Hua Hsin, because the 

latter was too fond of filthy lucre. 

S'l x & to cut a servant’s 

wages. 

W'J Wt to r£duce the amount,— 

as of a sum to be paid. 

|fp] j|| to reduce the price. 

f']» a flaw,—in a gem or in 

wood. 

|jpj the love (which extends 

to) cutting off (a piece of one’s 
flesh), e.g. as medicine for a sick 
parent,—self-sacrificing love. 

it m #j & it is hard to part 

with a beloved object. 

m pjf * to carry off or filch 

what a person is attached to. 
See 9336. 

W1] W IS. the covenant of 

cutting the arm,—between jJj; 

ft the eldest Lady Jen and 

4^ Duke Chuang; sc. eternal 

friendship. 

^ fl] * ^ ^ God 

sends down calamities upon my 
house. 



ri* 

■See p| 
[Entering 

Upper. 

Ic- kopQ 
IH. kap 
IF.kak 
W. ko 

IN. kah 
P. Sko 

IM. ko 
IY. keoh 
I Sz. ko 
IK. kap 
Ij. ko 
I A. hap~ 

Entering 
Upper. 

6°59 

®J * T could not bear to 
part with,—her son. 

P K St £n it 88. to rfi 
S'] 1& ^ T »lth»“6h he rit„in 
spoke thus, m his heart he did I Upper 
not renounce,—his plan. 

Wl) fl3 to cede to. 

wm to cut off territory. 

*'J * m to cede their terri¬ 

tory and own allegiance to the 
Ch‘ins. See 1618. 

a* 

it 

6o 59 

W. ko 

IN. koh 

P. Sko 
Y. kak 

K. hap 

See 394 7- 

C. 700, kzvo 
H. klo 
F. kkzvo 
W. ku 

ko, kwo 

C. kopQ 
H. kepc 

To bring together, as a|F' k]ka\y' 

company of friends. Iw.^- 
J 1N. kah 

P. cko 
M. ko 
Y. keoh 
Sz. ko 

A frog; a lizard. Bival-I^J^ 

ves of various kinds. |JA.L/r 

E0 or ifeo the edible frog.j EUpper.S 

a red spotted lizard 

a gecko. 

Ill a large yellow reptile found 

in rocks, which lives on air and 
drinks the dew. 

ribbed shells. 

O Kt'J a species of clam (Venus) 

with a thick shell. ■ 

boards halved at the I 

edges for rabbeting. | 6061 

>1}^ oysters. 

oyster-shells 

a clam. 

|^t| c^ams without shells.jp- 

*=g coblet shells. 

[|}A powder made from oyster |Sz- kwo 
w . |K. kwa 
shells and used as a medicine. 

A® to go into the side hall,— | 

where, according to the insti-. 
tutes of the T‘ang dynasty, the 
Emperor gave audience on the 
1st and 15th of each moon, I 
when his Majesty was too full 
of solemn thoughts to be able 
to go through the usual Court 
ceremonial. 

[^J ^ the bow of a vessel; the| 

forecastle. 

SI eL a name for ^ /fj 
Teng-chou Fu in Shantung. 

A dove; a pigeon. 

2267, 9364. 

pit or |rj p!| domestic pi¬ 
geons. 

a humming-top. 

sf«| wood-pigeons. 

pfcj p|| carrier pigeons. 

whistles tied on to pigeons. 

See 9747. 

ik & to let go the white 

pigeon,—to gamble on a system 
known as the “white pigeon,” 
said to have been so called! 
because gamblers outside the I 
city of Canton at night used to I 
send off carrier pigeons to their I 
homes inside with news of their| 
operations. 

6 SI UR to look down upon. 

^ pljf name for a plant of the | 

melon family. 

A flat-headed chi (2p 

a®) see 928; a weapon 

for striking and hooking. 

6061 

Entering 
Upper. 

.2- 

Entering 
Upper. 

6065 

A lance; a 
62. 

2* 

(ka'- ku4) severe; harsh. 

A small side door. Used I 

with 6037. The apodosis| 

of a sentence; see 5794. 

J. kwa, ka 

A. kioa 

Even Upper. 

^ ^ the women’s apartments.) 

>£ 0 it 111 IS as niy| 
daughter is shortly to be married. 

spear. 

will prepare my 

lance and spear,—for war. 

mm=?3c he has called ini 

the shields and spears,—for peace. I 

shields and spears J 
on all sides,—as in civil war. 

to fly to arms. 

t£ * # 0. they lay downl 

with their arms awaiting the day. I 

. fa turned their spears I 

against their own side,—of be-1 
trayal. 

(orj)^;) you must know! 

that Hsiang Chi’s sword was not 
as powerful as the spear of Yqntr 

of Lu,—which made the sun go 
back in the sky. See Biog. Diet 

3C ff (or Pf ) the Imperial 

Body guard (from the Manchu 
goaka)- petty military retainers 
of a high mandarin, who wear 
provincially-granted white but¬ 
tons. Also, the servant of a pettv 
military officer. y 

3c it B W Grand Chamber- 
lain. 

the desert of Gobi. 

See 6894. 

The cackle of a fowl. 

To vomit. To gag. 

to vomit. 

Pjyj Pg to choke. 

The yoke of harness. A 

screen. A shelf; see 6067. 

tffll gauze screen. 

Jpj a shutter; a screen. 

^ fffl a cabinet for curios. 

—‘ t/tfl ^ a shelf. 

See 4002. 

The diaphragm ; the 

midriff; any membrane or 

pellicle which separates 

,bodies; to screen. A bell- 

frame. Used with 6067. 

Jlffl )$t ^ie diaphragm; anything 

which separates. Also, behind 
the times; slow. 

Jjl jg pfl do not keep in 

your mind. 

% ~F M or M & inable to 
digest food. 

trjwa or *rmma 
hiccough. 

tW It10 tickle- 

Rf 2 m “"Mential 

gossip. 



757 

% 1 
6o6^ 

R.pa 

2* 

kak C. 
H. . 
F. kaik, kah, 

v. 

W. 
N. kah 
P. iko, Ike, v. 

ichieh 

M. ke 
Y. 
Sz. ke 
K.kyok 
J. kaku, &'«/&« 

A. 
Entering 
Upper. 

A partition 13,059) 

to divide; separated. A 

shelf. A bar in music. To 

strain; to filter. 

PlU fi§ (chieh4 /z'3 in Peking) a 

partition; next door, as neigh 
hours. 

if^ iH ^ a movable screen. 

||j|| a screen; a movable 

partition. 

to separate; to put apart. 

— -fczm separated by the 

ocean. 

1 separated by a 

stream of water. 

Pl^l —* separated by a 

street. 

by fits and starts. 

mm to sunder; to break off, 

as friendship. 

P|Sjj| to shut off; to block up, 

as the way. 

P_B.Fi to hinder; to embarrass. 

% *H far aPart- 

Pi)©# ^ to scratch an itch 

with a wall in between. .Sir 4837. 

% m ffi IS as far apart as sky 

and sea. 

IS 91 ^ if- separated for 

many years. 

Pi |_L| separated by mountains; 

step-brothers and sisters. 

night intervening; from 

overnight. 

Pi 0 come on alternate 

days. 

pssfr j? walls have ears. 

UtR panelling on a wall. 

Pi ife a roof-gutter of split 

bamboo; one of the insignia 
carried at funerals. 

fr m Pi m what grudge is 

there ? 

— Pi a book-case with three 

shelves. See 6064. 

a bar of music. 

a filtering dish. 

fg 
to cover a jar with something 
in order to strain off sediment. 

M8* 

6067 

I 
ei1* 

m 
6068 

r 
W. ka 

See ^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

M 
6069 

R. 

C. kota 
H. kot 
F. kak 
W. cue 
N. kah, keh 
P. iko 
M. ko 
Y. keoh 
Sz. ko 
K. kal 
J. katsz, kachi 
A. kak 

Entering 
Upper. 

tePite to tickle (Manchu 

gecihesembi). 

I ^ W Ilex, sp.; also Sym- 

plocos, sp. 

The appearance of spears 

and chariots in martial 

array. 

Sjjp. jjj|g an array of men under 

arms; hubbub; confusion. See 
1348. 

A creeping, edible bean 

(Pueraria Thundergia na, 

Benth.), from the fibres of 

which a cloth is made. Con¬ 

nection ; relationship. See 

1346. 

M Z M ^ how the Pueraria 

spreads itself out! 

s ft a coarse yellow cloth of 

Pueraria fibre; grass-cloth. 

^ a fine grass-cloth. 

or jj|f ^ the crape 

coats worn by officials in summer, 

a s covered by the 

Pueraria creepers, — used in 
reference to a numerous family. 

MM connection; relationship; 

involved; implicated,—alluding 
to the intertwining of creeping 
plants. 

ft m a what connection 

is there between them? 

the love of rela¬ 

tives. 

8p jj?j| Pueraria Thunbergiana, 

Bth.; tendrils; creepers; com¬ 
plications; used of “implications” 
which are apt to spread far and 
wide from the centre of great 
criminal cases. 

to immediately 

stop all further implications, as 
above. 

or 4=^ Pachyrhizus 

angulatus, Rich., a long shuttle¬ 
shaped tuber used for food. 

a kind of arrowroot made 

from the root of the above. 

if St) 01 /!'' a HD Qu'lon 

(Kollam) the great mediaeval 
trading port on the Malabar 
coast. 

m 

6070 

4? 

R. 

See m 
A. hiet- 

Entering 
Upper. 

1<*I 

6o7r 

6072 

>2* 

6073 

H. ket 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

To grate; to scrape. 

Same as 6068. 

See 36. 

Raw hides without the 

hair on; see 12,527. To 

moult; to change. To flay ; 

to remove; to deprive of. 

The ends of reins. Radical 

177. See 7576. 

ivory and hides,—given 

as tribute. 

^ lambskins and 

sheepskins. 

birds and beasts 

have their feathers and hair 
thin,—in summer. 

like a bird which 

has changed its feathers. 

^ government must 

be varied according to prevailing 
customs. 

iffc kf m # this usage was 

then changed. 

¥ M ^ Yin superseded 

the appointment of Hsia. 

A rfS {5} Jfc the 
universe changes and the four 
seasons are duly arranged. 

arms. M- 

a war-chariot. 

R ? when the disease 

abated a little,. 

to leave off old 

habits and reform. 

to alter; to change. 

to get rid of; to deduct. 

t0 give up strong drink. 

¥ ffi iffe to flay the face 

and wash the heart,—to reform. 

A to turn over a new 

leaf. 



6073 

6074 

R. jj|=| 21. 

C. ko 
H. ko, kai 
F. koa 
W. kai, ku 
N. kou, v. gott 
P. ko 
M. kivo, ko 
Y. keo 
Sz. ko 
K. ka 

. ka, ko 
A. ka 

Sinking 
Upper 

Irregular. 

^ or jtpL Jjgjf to take away 

an official’s rank,—the offender 
being sometimes left in office 
to give him a chance of re 
covering it. 

deprived him of 

his button. 

a b.a. who has been de 

graded. 

to dismiss from employ 

ment. 

a notice of dismissal, 

to discharge a yameti 

runner. 

to punish and dismiss. 

3j!l [Jj to expel; to dismiss. 

to erase a name,—from a 

list. 

1 to exchange. 

¥ 0 rfijff to go next morn 

ing. 

'fy the ends of their 

reins hanging down. 

name of a modern reform 

society. 

Read chi%*. 

to be very sick. 

A numerative of almost 

universal application. This; 

this one. See 6075. 

Ijqj this one,—of things, men, 

animals, etc. 

ffl 'fig ^at one. 

one. 

there is not 

a single one. 

—' M —■ M (ft £to s°one 
after the other. 

Hi 'fig the second. 

+ M A A -t* ten times 

eight are eighty. 

ftMIB how many are there ? 

he is a good 

man. . 

% 'fig or 'fig 'fig each one; 

every one. 

10 m u % each one has 

some. Also, there are some of 
every kind. 

6074 

tt 
6075 

6076 

+ 
6077 

all are like this. 

S ^ ng tr in that 
case, I will kill every one of you 

10#H0 to exchange one for 

one,—as an apple for a pear. 

very large-sized. 

not good enough 

no match for. 

this young fellow. 

I MU US on no 
account let any one know. [The 
two last characters have a force 
“that’s the thing required”.] 

J|lj "flU it only remains 

for me to apologise,—for leaving 
you. 

W 

take the opportunity of all 

being absent to have a look. 

% |ji yti 'fig pr° 

ceed conscientiously in accord 
ance with truth. 

Original form of 6074. 

Cashmere. 

See 5784. 

/fc. 

w 
6078 

C./10 
H. k’-o 
F. k'-oa 
W. k'-o 
N. k'-ou 
P .k'-o 
M. k'-o 
Y. k'-eo 
Sz. k'-o 
K. ka 
. ka 

A. kla 

Rising Upper 

Same as 6074. 

To be practicable; to 

give occasion for ; may ; 

might ; can ; could ; pos 

sibly; moral possibility (see 

5184, 8184); about. Also 

used as the word of Im¬ 

perial command = the mo¬ 

dern ^ 2394. [In many 

instances colloquially read 

k‘o\] 

(£‘o3 i when alone, is used 

consentingly) it can be so; that 
will do. 

pf \>X klo P ^ it may be 

done; it is allowable. 

w 
6078 

3\pT J^M, cannot stand the 
wind. 

T Bf not practicable. 

M fa T fa how is it not 

practicable? where’s the diffi¬ 
culty? why not? 

fafa1 fa. Tfa^Tfa 
the possible is possible, the 
impossible is impossible. 

fafa fa may it be done? 

his family 

thought it was all up with him, 
—but he did not die. 

pf whether or not it may be 

possible to. 

pt the suggestion is plau¬ 

sible. 

fa % s m o' w jg can 

it be that it is not so?—why of 
course it is so. 

PTISII can this be 

Pao-yii ? 

pT ^ H 9 3£ why.it>s 
Pao-yu! 

fa H of course! 

IjJ" mind you....! 

prX but yet; but yet again. 

prm to permit. 

faA pleasing; a competent 

man. 

TfJ" ^ to suit one’s fancy. 

pTS# A to suit people’s 

fancy; very taking. 

pf AS acceptable to people. 

pf when as luck would have 

it....; as it so happened.... 

what is to bedone? 

fa A fa 4- able to become of 

any size. 

fa % to do; to serve as (or for); 

to suffice. 

Bf® # A he may become 

(or be considered) a good man. 

"pj* j||l really....; indeed. 

il ^ pf M J§ 13 this realIy 
true? 

ifc pf If* have y0“ 
enquired? 

W # it ^ is he <or it} 
here ? 



[ 759 ] 

t*T 
6078 ft do it just 

pf *1 i M are you going 

again ? 

pf If it J8 
like this. 

all that is there 

/j> mi [j;j * a small matter. 

0 1^ PT not as if it were 

a small matter; not a matter of 
indifference. 

M pT M % pf I have no 
course for which I am predeter¬ 
mined, and no course against 
which I am predetermined. 

n°i 
needful; may be dispensed with. 

pf ^ ^ £ H what 
there was to be eaten, all eaten 
up. 

pf m m k one may hope for 

a gradual rise. 

nwtm T it is now too late 

however. 

pT ^ si ^ ^p- may not 
this be called a great cause for 
sorrow? 

pT -tfc this will do,—a final phrase 

in letters following wishes ex¬ 
pressed, a course of action point¬ 
ed out, etc. 

%w it s M pT & °f which 
I beg you to take note accord¬ 
ingly. 

itf pf* pretty good. 

tt W- ttt ¥ 3t if tb f 
also belongs to the category of 
the possible,—and the plan is 
feasible enough. [To be dist¬ 
inguished from the preceding 
usage.] 

35 T M 86 % W “ 
one on earth could possibly stand 
it. 

"T ^ S? £ ■ it T 
IE 2 associate with those who 

can advantage you: put away 
those who cannot do so. 

able to be seen; 

visible. 

pTfr may be done; allowable. 

PT^ it is evident that; from 

which one may see. 

Wit what a pity! 

Pf shameful. 

PTB (zr/w4) hateful. 

6078 

PT H or Bpg strange; how 

strange! 

or W 12 

6079 

F. k'oci 

W. Jc'-u 

See pj* 

Rising and 

SinkingUpper. 

PT ^ lovable. 

"pj* ^ laughable. 

pf i;ior pf M 
terrible; alarming 

W* Jt there is no fear of it. 

pf suspicious; doubtful, 

Pf ft comparable; connected 

with. 

pf irritating, 

pitiable. 

W % pitiable; have pity! — a 

beggar’s cry. 

W p palatable; nice. 

W®L attractive. 

igjl admissible. 

WSg worthy of respect. 

W»Wift ^ aren’t you cold? 

1$ W IS T >,ou wil1 be late! 

SWT the disease has left 

him; he is convalescent. 

|JlE "pf '\% did nothing that 

he had need to regret, 

if # --p about 20 years old. 

WATS about eighty li. 

w m 0 t m ft there 
may be some four thousand or 
more priests. 

W1# the hoopoe (Upupa epops, 

Linn.). 

Read kioi. 

pPfr (han1) a transliteration of 

the word kagan or khan. The 
term first appears in Chinese 
literature in a.d. 312. 

W ff- * 2 M T -& ti>e 
kagan was anciently known as 
the shan yii. See 10,600. 

^ pfd1 the Emperor of China. 

Pf ^rKhakatoun, 

the wife of a Khan. 

Uneven ; rugged. Un¬ 

lucky. See 5870. 

"tf ^ ipf Poured out his 

grievances. 

m 1 

oT 
6080 

R-^C 

See |jp[ 

Even Upper. 

wc 
6081 

S“®I w 
Rising and 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Jf 
6082 

C. 0 
W. fru 

See pj* 

Even Upper. 

6083 

6084 

6085 

C.o 
H. klo, o 

W. Pit 

See 

Even Upper. 

If 
6086 

SeeB^Pl 

A. k'-u 
Even Upper. 

A range of hills in Shansi, 

known as yap , from which 

comes the Department of 

that name. 

To thump; to beat. 

Colloquially read k‘ol. 

to knock out the 

bugs,—from a quilt, 

fij HtfMM to knock out the 

ashes,—from a pipe. 

T knocked il 
clean,—as rapping a box to get 
out the dirt. 

sold them all in 

a lump. 

An inferior kind of jade. 

A sea-shell. Name of a 

metal. 

M m m small shells used for 

ornamenting bridles, etc. 

ma bird with a striped body 

and red legs, which is said to 
dislike other birds and to be 
fond of foxes. 

U Ip[ ancient name for ^ ; 

see 7576. 

See 8439. 

See 3937. 

A pair of wheels upon an 

axle-tree. [Being the of 

Mencius, this character is 

taboo, and is read ^ 

mou3. See 2310.] 

^ tjipj difficult; hampered. See 

5870. 

To gnaw; to bite. Also 

read o*. 

jjj| arranged like teeth; ser¬ 

rated. 
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w 
6087 

Rising. 20. 

6088 

F. v. 

ik'-oa 
P. v.cko 

See “pj" 

SinkingUpper 

6089 

*■¥ 
C.fo 
n.k'-o 
F. £l7E/0 

W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. &‘o 

K. kwa 
J. kwa 
A. klwa 

Even Upper. 

k'-o 

See 6043. 

To run aground. See 
6038. 

fill to S° ashore; to run 

aground. 

if £ iff _t. ran upon a stake 

; a series; the A class 

classification of graduates of 

the second degree; a course 

of study. A hole. Used o 

the “business” of the stage 

people’s strength 

is not equal. 

%}£ of the rank of Jljf; 

chii jen. 

or ®M the classes of 

graduates of the second and third 
degrees. 

m ffi m st <»■ m s ai 
•jfp to enter official life through 

the public competitive exam 
inations. 

T'M® »* to 

choose officials by competitive 
examinations. 

ft® m» the year 

of your degree. 

what year did you take your 
degree, sir? 

ft $js: oP older standing 

as a graduate,—than some one 
else. 

ft :^the examination-hall. 

ft rules for the 
literary examinations 

ft a fee on stamping 

documents, which goes to the 
expenses of examinations. 

urn to open the examination 

for the second degree. 

® @1 the basket of necessaries 

carried in by candidates at the 
examinations. 

= ® three consecutive attempts 

as candidate for the third degree, 
— which confers the right to 

appear before a Corn¬ 

er 1 

6089 

mission of Selection, and, if 
all is satisfactory, to receive 
an appointment without further 
trouble. 

m or m% the preliminary 

examinations of students, helc 
by the provincial Literary Chan 
cellor, qualifying them for en 
trance at the triennial provincial 
examinations. 

honours or successes at 

examinations. 

m m to succeed at the ex 

mination for graduate. 

to succeed at the small 

examination,—to get married. 

A ft f t a preparatory 

course of study. 

wm mm having finished 

the preparatory course. 

±m compulsory subjects,—in 

an educational course. 

m ft optional subjects, — as 

above. 

m pi f\ a special course in 

education; see 13,659 

mm to give lessons. 

® the Six Boards. Arc 9484 

The 6 degrees of literary rank 
under the T‘ang dynasty. 

mm the various offices in a 

yamen, among which the work 
is distributed, on the lines of 
the Six Boards. Also, the general 
office of any petty yamen 

+=m the thirteen cir¬ 

cuits of the Censors,—referring 
to the thirteen provinces of the 
Ming dynasty. 

foft and ft ft inward and 

outward treatment, respectively, 
•—the two great subdivisions of 
Chinese medical science; patho¬ 
logy and surgery. 

® ft a doctor for infantile 

diseases. See 3435. 

m & ft the name of a book 

of charms, etc., for curing various 
diseases. 

to offend against the law. 

m m to decide according to 

statute. 

7A p 40 # > I^J — 

two crimes of the same class 
should receive the same punish¬ 
ment. 

ta fa mat how a crime is to 

be dealt with. See 11,910. 

6089 

41 

6090 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

6091 

x-g? 

A. -Iwa 

Rising and 
SinkingUpper. 

®U to fix or assess a tax- 

taxation. 

m w a rate or classification. 

mm extra duty; to levy a tax. 

to finish; to wind up. 

mm. to order without authority, 

—e.g. payment of taxes. 

ft ]p| the hair done up in a 

knot; bareheaded; at leisure. 

nothing to do but 

wash,-—referring to the one day 
in every ten, set apart under the 
T‘ang dynasty for bathing, etc. 

mw®mmm& 
beyond baring the head (foreign¬ 
ers) have no other ceremonial. 

the so-called “tadpole” 

characters, as seen (e.g.) on the 
Tablet of Yu. They are sup¬ 
posed to resemble tadpoles. See 
6090. [The name was given 
under the Han dynasty to the 

and ^ characters 

which had become obsolete and 
were no longer understood.] 

M ft M # il fiIls up 
every hole, and then advances, 
—of a spring of water. 

M ft ^ ff (water) wil1 
not proceed until it has filled 
all the hollows,—in its way. 

m m m ft makes as though 

unmooring a boat, — of stage 
“business.” 

the Khorch‘in tribe of 

the Cherim League of Mongols. 

mm Kobdo in Mongolia 

The tadpole, known as 

See 6089. 

Clouds of dust. 

% ffil $$ Jg t0 stir up 
clouds of sand in order to stop 
the dust, — pouring on oil to 
quench flames. 



6092 

R- p]A Pi 

,i 
Irregular. 

See 7§Pl 

Irregular 
Upper. 

6093 

C.fo 
H. wo, k0 
F. wo, kwo 
W. ku, u 
N. kou 

«>• 
Y. kou 
Sz. ko 
K. kwa 
J. kwa 
A. kwa 

Even Upper. 

w 
6094 

C. fo 
H. ko 

F. kwo 
W. ku 
N. kou 

Grain ready for grinding, 

a name for oats. 

A hole; a burrow; a 

nest; a groove; an indent¬ 

ation ; to carve. The face 

of a seal which bears the 

inscription. 

Jit 1^ % like a bird and a 
rat living in the same hole,— 
on friendly terms. The allusion 
is to an actual association of a 
bird and a rat, whence the name 
of a mountain mentioned in the 
Canon of History. 

like a snake and a scorpion in 
one hole, very much to be feared, 
-meaning that one reptile would 
have been enough. 

jdjjr ^4 a wasps’-nest. 

not venturing to tread in the 
tracks of the ancients. 

*& w m * at first he 

devoted himself wholly to wood¬ 
carving. 

a gold seal with 

a silver inscription plate. 

to divide up an inscription 

plate or seal so that each column 
of characters, many or few, 
occupies a similar space. 

not to equalise (the columns of 
characters) by means of the “seal” 
character, as above,—but to put 
(e.g.) s chars, in one column and 
4 in the other, leaving a vacant 
space. 

An example; an exercise; 

a task; lessons. Taxes; 

revenue. To counsel; to 

exhort. To examine. 

31 a job; a task; see 10,888. 

0 a daily task. 

SB4 

6094 
p. 
M. 
Sz. 
Y. kou 

K. 

J. 
A. kwa 

Sinking 
Upper. 

ko 

kwa 

^ the monthly examination 

»<I4 students and ^ 

graduates of the first degree, 
instituted as a means of keeping 
up their scholarship. 

<?■* §® to teach. or 

& devote any spare time from 

teaching to private study or 
research. 

±m to set to work. 

to stop work,—as rebellious 

students. 

1? to st°p work in P4» 
token of sorrow,—for a death. 

f? it - ^ « ft it & 
to stop work for one day, in 
order to show that we have not 
forgotten,—him. 

2f£ educational works. 

$ 3e£ ± as a study>or 

text-book, for military students. 

the day for the examin¬ 

ation. 

^ a private literary club or 

association of students who meet 
for purposes of mutual improve¬ 
ment. 

M or I# an essay or 
poem for private circulation 
only, as opposed to regularly 
published works. 

m literature, as a profession. 

H/ to exhort. 

tu M. to take counsel before 

the battle,—and not when all 
is over and too late. See 8742. 

to try; to experiment. 

Wt 1ft Customs’ duties. 

a revenue office, 

revenue from taxes, 

the salt tax. 

to divine; to tell fortunes. 

|^J a fortune-teller. 

fa!j a tube used fortune- 

telling. 

Wk name °f a book on 

fortune-telling. 

6095 

K-Jf 3? 

See 

P. ko3 
A. kwa, Iwa 

Rising Upper. 

6096 

C.fo 
H. ko3 
F.ckwo, ctio 
W. ku3 
N. ckou 
P. cko 
M. cko, cko 
Y. ckou 
Sz. cko, lko 
K. 

J- 
A. kwa3, Iwa 

Irregular 
Lower. 

kwa 

6097 

R. ¥ 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

6098 

N. kou 
K. hwa 
J. kwa 
A. kwa3 
Rising Upper. 

6099 

R. 

C. hak 
H .ket 
F. kaik, v. 

kiak 
W. ke 
N. kah 

P. ke3, kei, 
ike 

A grease-pot for carts. 

Bullion; mock money. 

“shoes” of about 10 oz. of 

silver. See 13,744. 

^ an ingot of silver. 

iflfo r to 
burn paper ingots in worship. 

|jjl a small ingot with a 

coil on its top. 

A numerative of small 

round and other things. 

—' $1 ^ a Pearl- 

— H a tree* 

vast quantities of 

bright pearls. 

H *jp| how many are there? 

m.% a single grain,—as of corn. 

not a grain have 

we harvested. 

Female of horses, mules, 

etc. 

iB§ a mare. 

J|||| a she-mule; a jenny. 

Rib-bones; the socket of 

the hip-joint. 

H ^ the knee-cap. 

Read fcua*. 

m s*mum%t 
^ conscious of his 

unfitness he undertook no charge, 
and laughed at the world for 
holding virtue in esteem. 

To cut into; to carve, 

especially of wood ; see 

1649 and 8312. To be 

close or stingy. To bite; 

see 6116 k'o^. 

M or 3HJ ^lj to carve; to 

engrave. 

5^|] to engrave characters. 

96 



762 

xC 
6099 

IM. fc 
IY. keh 
I Sz. k'c 
jK. kek 

Ij. koku 
1 A. kak 

Entering 
Upper. 

MU to cut blocks,-for printing | 

from. Hence, certain; fixed. 

St ch'ung* 5£|J to cut again,—£ 

new edition. See jg|J 3390. 

%\\ to cut on stone; inscribed 

stones. 

^lj (@ to cut a seal. 

5^lJ BJJ to engrave legibly. 

|£lj ff to inlay. 

3£|J “fC incised; let in. See below. 

it* 03 engraved on my 

bones and heart,—of an act 
kindness. 

5£lJ to do ornamental carving. 

5£l] J; carved and painted; cut, 

as lines with a knife; laboured 
artificial, as style. 

^lj ]§fp r I to write as well 

as the Wangs,—viz. £ 

Wang Hsi-chih and T ^ 

^Vang Hsien-chih, 4th century 
A.D. 

IS «' glj # set to work in good I 

earnest,—as if engraving, which 
demands close attention. 

3^lJ ^ silk woven into a gauze 

ground. 

MitX-Wi unable to digest; 

cannot endure it. 

^ 5^|J to reduce; to cut off. 

%%ij stinginess towards one 

self is frugality, frugality towards 
others is stinginess. 

5^|J (or b‘o*) to treat badly 

severe; mean; miserly; to ridi 
cule. 

*ij if « it ^ It 
money made by meanness is 
never long enjoyed. 

ft m m T' ft a ft 
exacting and unable to take a f.task. 
broad view,—of petty officials. 

or i£ll f£|| or 

—V 

or M # or M f ij °r M it 
5^lJ ^ to oppress; to ill-use. 

^ to suffer hardships; to be 

indefatigable. 

*U A oppressive; tyrannical. 

ftiFSiJff you don’t feel its 

hardships. 

^|J to be exact; to be parti¬ 

cular. 

ji 
kaoh^ 
kaong- 

W. kd 
N. kali 

P. sJke 
M. ke, 
Y. kih 
Sz. ke3 
K. ke, he 
_. hat, gai 
A. kai 

Nominally 
Even Upper 

Irregular 
in China. 

Read klo^. To dwell 

upon; to devote oneself to. 

A quarter of a Jg, i.e. 

half an hour; also (fori 

foreign time), a quarter of| 

an hour ; originally the 

1 ooth part of a day. 

3^1J to dwell upon in thought. I 

M M S& £ determined to | 

imitate her. 

5^|J time; from time to time; 

incessantly. 

MM to fix a date. 

mm a fixed time. 

^lj 0 a fixed day; at an early I 

date. 

6101 

6102 

rM Hfj 

A> or T or 

Even and 
Rising Very 

Irregular. 

C. ket 
H. ket^ ckem 

ttm now. See above. 

m T%M the present state | 

of affairs. 

& M or — M ^ x A 
in a little while. 

41 if ,61SJ without any inter-1 
val,—between the feasts. 

M A #0 for the moment,! 

I do not know; I have not yet| 
been informed. 

^|J have already. 

it iff M B Hi m *H 
Government has already decided 
that. 

5^1J 'H a water-clock. Arc 5990. 

^lj JclJ ^ ^ very particular,] 

and not forgetting anything. 

To cough. 

R3-J to cough. 

M W ^ to be startled by] 

a cough,—as a light sleeper. 

JU, a dry cough. 

to cough up phlegm. 

in the time of a cough,- 

in a moment. 

my| 

cough is better. 

Read haix or haii. 

ff£if sl? die exclamation “Hai!” 

sfnftSfc® fil? the Buddhist | 

priest cried out “Hai!” 

hoi„ 

Same as 6100. 

6104 

JU 

Entering 
Upper. 

6105 

The chin. 

^ & M restinS the chin upon 

the hand. 

the chin. 

I the fur on the neck of an 

animal. 

8S if 3. (PI T E 
itl R -p watching one's 

children eating,—unable to eat 
oneself because of toothless gums 

The husk or shell 0 

fruits; the shell of eggs 

the exuviae of snakes, in¬ 

sects, etc.; the shells o 

molluscs; a spoon; a scale 

[see 10,878). 
j * f - 

an empty shell; a husk,— 

a quack; a charlatan. 

0 A A take a hen’s egg 

and remove the shell. 

B> die shell of a tortoise,— 

used in divination. 

A lime made from burnt 

shells. 

^ jlj st a laugh-face-shell,—a 

mask. 

m »=£ the skeleton of a hat or 

cap. 

^ A a souP-ladle. 

A Aa ladle to dip out water 

—generally half a gourd. 

The dried skin of Citrus 

fusca, used as a bitter 

medicine and known as 

Same as 6103. 
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-=w* 

6106 

R. 

See ■ 

Entering 
Upper. 

6107 

W 
6108 

«■£ 
„ pm 
See ft 

A. hapr 
Entering 

Upper. 

Jill 
6109 

R 
K’ PI 
P. cA‘rt 
Y. A‘M 

See# 
A. Art/, hat 

Entering 
Upper. 

.1* £9 

pm 
6no 

R 
O 

P. < A‘o 
Y. k'eoh 

See HiH 

K.Art/, hap 
A. hap, Art/ 

Entering 
Lower. 

. 2" 

AJDL 
6111 

See 

A.Art/,hat 

Entering 
Upper. 

yffe" 
i-im 
6112 

r-& 

M.A‘rt, Ac 
Y. k'-eoh 

See IS 

Enterin 
Uppe 

, l.l" 

An egg-shell. See 6103. 

JtJ tke chick has 

conie out of the shell. 

See 3068. 

A cave in 

To store. 

a hill-side. 

To strike, 

the hand. 

To take in 

to smash to pieces. 

4tMto flatten- 

Read ox*. To cover. A 

dung-barrow. 

A wooden cup or bowl; 

see 3960. A creeper. 

allowed a cup of 

wine to be presented through an 
ambassador. 

see 4954. 

To comply with. To die. 

to die. 

Suddenly. To strike, as 

a boat touching the bank; 
see 6114. To die; used 
with 6111. 

^ suddenly. 

ipL ^ ^ better die at once. 

« ^ & m 1 suddenly heard 

that he (some statesman) was 
dead. 

. 2* 

6113 
R.-A. 

C. v. hep3 

P. v. iA‘rt,iAlrt, 
AV 

Y. k'-eoh 

See 

A. Aa/,hat 

Entering 
Irregular. 

6114 

R 
C. Art/?, v. Jc-0 
H. k'ap- 

F. kkauk-p 
k'-ouk- 

W. k% 
N. kah 
P. JPo 
M. klo 
Y. k'o . kf-eoh 
Sz. k\ 
K. kap 
J. Art 
A. Art/,hat 

Entering 
Irregular. 

4t* 

6115 

EW 

See i&J 
Entering 

Upper. 

Sleepy; worn out. 

mm sleepy-eyed; tired. 

g| to get sleepy,—as when 

fatigued. 

mm±x he began to get 

sleepy. 

0jj| jjS| insects which fly into 

the face and cause drowsiness. 

To strike 

bump. 

to knock; to 

(jijfj to bump against; to strike. 

to salute by bumping the 

head on the ground (see P|J 

6175); to kotow. Often used in 
the sense of “Thank you!” 

M ^ jqL a kotow-bug,—a 
sort of insect which nods its 
head when crawling. 

JSj "fy to knock the ashes out 

of a pipe. See 608 x. 

7or 7 H 7 to 
have knocked, or knocked out 
the basket,—to be at daggers 
drawn. Also, to be sold out. 

itr to knock out; to clean 

by knocking, as a box. 

to break,—as an egg. 

JA 7* to crack and eat melon- 

seeds. 

$m. there are obstacles 

in the way. 

^ G» Et stammering. 

fjfH $n t0 turn (*t a11) over (to 
someone). 

To be able to; compe¬ 

tent; adequate. To attack; 

to prevail against; to sub¬ 

due (see 2829). Lines cros¬ 

sing, as on the scorched 

tortoise-shell used in divin¬ 

ation. 

® a 3£ H115 W to enable 
me to return to Lu-chou. 

sincerely court¬ 

eous and capable of great com¬ 
plaisance. 

3T 
6115 

he was able to 

make the capable and virtuous 
distinguished. 

Jfti Pit J^t he has been able 

by his filial piety to live in 
harmony with them, — of the 
filial Shun, his father and step¬ 
mother. 

'S* 0$ ^ it: was only the 
Emperor (Yao) who could attain 
to this. 

fMW am unequal to 

the difficulties of my position. 

Wj 71 ^ —* harmony in 
attaining to the One,—such is 
the invariable characteristic of 

^ moral goodness. 

m ?£ ^ fi they attained to 

divine virtue. 

m T Jfc % T ts1 &11 
short in virtue. 

full of vigour were 

his plans. 

I am not able to 

get away,—from business. 

without an axe it 

cannot be done. 

# * # 7* % % it $ 
tfc only a Sung edition could 

have these characteristics. 

H* or ^ ^ adequate to; 

capable of; fit for. 

*Jfj ^ not fit for the post. 

very diligent and 

thrifty. 

% to be able to enjoy; in 

good health. 

5EH1 keeping up the family,— 

reputation. 

^ $i iB. able to walk in 
his ancestors’ footsteps. 

if the determina¬ 

tion is fixed,—nothing can with¬ 
stand it. 

% K two years 

after the conquest of the Shang 
dynasty. 

they have subdued 

the tribes of the Huai. 

and * strong and 

mild measures in government, 
respectively. 

im as if it could not 

overcome me. 
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yc 
6115 

' Hr 

6116 

IK. kik 

Entering 
Upper. 

tklt to break through the 

enemy’s lines. 

to make an unsuc¬ 

cessful attack upon a city. 

3t0 recover,—as a captured 

city. 

^ m % % inscrutable and I 

invincible. 

^ M ^ % neither to love I 
nor to hate. 

to restrain all lusts| 

of the flesh. 

though drinking 

wine, to be gentle and master 
of oneself. 

5£E to control oneself. 

to control one’s passions. 

If an extortionate set| 

in office. 

a dole; bounty. 

^k. consort or concubine 

of a Khan; a lady; the Czarina 
of Russia. 

h Krupp,—the famousl 

gun-maker. 

To overcome; to destroy 
Used for 6099 and 6115. 

m m w 
demons. 

M*l to dominate; to prevai 

against; to restrain 

M t0 reconquer,—as lost ter¬ 

ritory. 

i >10 M mutually pro 

ducing and mutually destroying 
each other,—of the Five Ele 
ments, as seen in the the follow 
ing table:— 

A metal destroys wood. 

A „ wood „ earth. 

± ■■ * earth „ water. 

* » X water „ fire. 

X . & fire „ metal. 

metal produces water, 

water „ wood. 

* „ A wood „ fire. 

A „ Jb fire » earth. 

± .. & earth „ metal. 

JJ5( ^ M to get its antidote, 

—as {e.g.) water to put out fire. 

*r 

61x6 

6118 

4*= 

to expel evil 

6119 

C. teok 
H. lok 
F. teauk 
W. teo 
N. c'-iah 
P. cteit?., cteiid 
M. cteito 
Y. cteiak 
Sz. chiio 
K. kak 

kaku 

A. teak 

Entering 
Upper. 

6120 

*■1® 

See P|jf 

Entering 
Upper. 

,4» 

6121 

hak 
H. hak 

teaik, v. 
teak 

W .tea 

Si I have an enemy. 

JFF 0£ M 0$the liver (whic 
is classified under wood) over¬ 
comes the spleen (which is classi¬ 
fied under earth). 

Mic# to get the better ofl 

father and mother,—by having 
a better horoscope and longer 
span of life. 

M ffl re ^ to come at the 

appointed time. 

M 0 within a certain time. 

§ M5EJ8 fixed the date ofl 

his own death. 

M to deduct; discount. 

Read fro1. To bite. 

MrSt# to bite one’s nails. 

Same as 6116. 

See 7319. 

Reverent; respectful. 
Also read ch‘uo*. 

gH »(^ reverent; respectful. 

^ to be reverent in 

the management of matters. 

tS M E #i£ to resPectfully 
attend to one’s own duties. 

to reverently 
abide by rules of conduct. 

to respectfully or scrupu¬ 

lously obey or conform to. 

^ the enfeoffment (by Wu 

Wang) of descendants of past 
dynasties. 

To be smeared with 

blood; to vomit blood. 

if jfo.it ft he vomited sever-1 

al pints of blood. 

A guest; a visitor; a 

customer; a stranger. Last, 

as applied to years and 

seasons. 

^ A or A ^or 1 
guest; a visitor. The first 
also a travelling merchant. 

6121 
N. teak, tech 
P. te? 
M. tee 
Y. teeh 
Sz. tee 
K. kek 
J. kaku, kiaku 
A. teak 

Entering 
Upper. 

igp mi a reception-room. 

j§l a guest-chamber. 

3E an<^ guest; shop¬ 

keeper and customer. 

or jpE an honoured 

guest or customer. The first is 
also specially applied to a pro¬ 
posed son-in-law. 

'M £ treated him as an 

uninvited guest. 

to pay calls. 

^ to invite guests; to enter¬ 

tain. 

a list of guests. 

jH a meal for a visitor. 

in¬ 

is 

^ or lady guests, 

if % M IS A ^when ■ 
viting guests, don’t invite lady 
guests,—they will want to bring 
their babies. 

—’ ^ Zl A one guest 

does not involve two hosts,— 
one is enough. 

better be rude to a guest than 
starve him. 

when you 

entertain guests don’t keep them 
too long. 

show no preferen¬ 

ces among your guests. 

Ufa H ^ when a guest, 

do not keep in the background. 

if g 7 m m ja 
if when you invite 

guests, you do not repeat the 
invitation, you will rather offend 
them than otherwise,—Chinese 
custom demanding that every 
invitation should be repeated on 
several occasions. 

% % g S & « •» 
receive a guest on a cold night 
with tea instead of wine,—the 
latter being an indispensable of 
true Chinese hospitality. 

he treats his guests 

with wine,—he is really glad to 
see them. 

ISMM like a bug 

at an inn, he feeds on the visi¬ 
tors,—leaves his guests to pay. 

f ft 
a guest if you shall kill a chicken 
for him,—he will feel bound to 

say no. 
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«* 

6l2I 

# ® Bf # ^ ^'when 
your clothes are ragged your 
visitors are few. 

guest-trammel, — conven¬ 

tional; ceremonious. 

all these 
XLL IIP At 

are conventional phrases. 

S ceremoniousness; form¬ 

ality. 

ifc & ifn itb ^§* ^ don t 
stand on all this ceremony. 

§p y°u are treating 

me too ceremoniously,—a polite 
phrase used in acknowledgment 
of a courteous reception. 

customers. Also, the 

Hakkas, a race said to have 
migrated from the north of 
China (Kiangsu or Shantung) 
to the Kuangtung province at 
the time of the Yuan dynasty, 
a.d. 1206—1368. 

H t0 customers>— 
seen on shop-signs. 

agents for the supply of 

emigrants. 

passenger-tickets. 

to stay temporarily at. 

an alien. 

^ j?j or W a travellins 
merchant; a commercial trav¬ 
eller. 

the teamen who bring tea 

from the interior for sale at the 
Treaty Ports. 

ikg a tea-man (see 4283). 

goods from another part; 

merchandise bought on account 
for others. 

& g & 
jjl* an inn; a lodging-house. 

%-m or a traveller; a 

lodger. 

to be at a distance 

from home; to be abroad. 

^ ^ to see a travel- 
ler when oneself a traveller, 

highwaymen; burglars. 

or 

mercenary troops. 

a courtesan. 

a retainer; a kind of com¬ 

panion or private secretary; a 
guest who is invited for the pur¬ 
pose of discussing such subjects 
as the fine arts, chess, etc. 

.4* 

6121 

3* 

6122 

*-|® 
C. hc'-ek, kak0 

v. c//a, Jc'-a 
H. k'at~, kak- 
F. talk 
W. ka 
N. kah 
P. v. "ka, cke, 

Cckia 
K. kek 
J. kaku, kiaku 
A. kak 

Entering 
Upper. 

a retainer; a parasite. 

one with the gift of talk,— 

specially applied to officials sent 
in ancient times from one State 
to another to arrange treaties, 
etc. 

6126 

C. ) 

fill ^ a fairy; one of the Genii; 

a name for the white crane (see 
3888). 

the peacock; see 6605. 

the parrot; see 13,327. 

the silver pheasant; see 

4495- 

^ ^ the egret; see 7370. [The 

above 5 names = were 

given to his own birds by Li 
Fang of the Sung dynasty.] 

twelve choice flowers, 

last year; the past year. 

H. 
F. kak 
W. kite, c'-i'ie 
N. kah 
P. cke, (ko 
M. ko 
Y. keoh 
Sz. ko 
K. kal^ kol 

. katsz 
A. kat 

Entering 
Upper. 

Used to represent the 

sound kla or fro. 

p£ $'J A M the Kara-usu. 

Hvb the common cuckoo. 

Read ch‘ia%* or £‘#s*. 

To cough. See 6100. To 

strain, as in vomiting. 

fif? ^ p|j| cough it up. 

*§* M p& ft T a bone has 
stuck in his throat. 

6123 

R.|® 
C.Qka 

H. kak-- Jc'-a 
N. kah 
P. skia 
Y. lka 
K. kek 
J. kaku, ka, ke 

. kak 

Entering 
Upper. 

To seize. Also read 

chHax*. 

6124 

6125 

j~fj drag him away. 

«» to beat violently. 

Same as 6645. 

See 6645. 

** 

hotn 

6127 

u 
6128 

/ /+~\ 
6129 

ft 
6130 

6131 

Thirsty; parched. 

P ^ thirsty. 

pi®Ptk to bury hurriedly, 

—before the proper time. 

to slake thirst. 

# ft 0 ^ neither hungry 

nor thirsty. 

% if* « a thirsty man 

finds all water sweet. 

(°r gg ) $£ it ® to talk 

of sour plums and stop thirst,— 
by making the mouth water. 
Said to have been actually done 

by the famous ijijjjn Ts'ao 

Ts‘ao(or on an occasion 

when his troops were in great 
want of water. 

to be as ardent 

after righteousness as a thirsty 
man after water. 

pf ik though 

thirsty, do not drink polluted 
See 5649. 

longing for. 

water. 

i» 

m /IL> or m Mor m if*to 
think upon longingly. 

mmnm. delighted to see 

you! 

water dried up. Also, 

water flowing backwards. Here 
read chieh4*. 

M ® PI the capital was 

suffering from want of rain. 

See 6651. 

Same as 6649. 

See 6648. 

See 3262. 

Correct form of 6103. 
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6132 

R-f 
C. kwo 
F. k'“wo 
W. ku 
N. Ic'ou 

K. kwa 

J. ku 
A. kwa 

Even Upper 

^133 
R PS 
p. <.m 
M. kle 

See $ 

Entering 
Upper. 

6134 
R"n- 
N. 

J. ko 
A. ^0/ 

Entering 
Upper. 

?T 
6135 

C. 
H. keu 
F. keu, v. 

ckau, ckeu 
W. kau 

N. kou 
P. j 
M. J kou 
Sz. ) 
V. keo 
K. ku 
J. led, ku 

A. keu 

Even Upper. 

Plants 5 vegetation, 

indifferent look. 

An 

AZm that great man 

with such an air of indifference 

To form the woof in a 

loom. 

cloth having figures woven 

in with the woof. 

A cave; a hole in a hill¬ 

side. 

a name for the locally 

bom children of Chinese emi 
grants. 

To mark off; to punct¬ 

uate. To hook; to in¬ 

veigle ; to connect ; to 

arrest. Used with 6137, 

6138. [To be distinguished 

from 'foj (its original form) 

2947 and 9767 and 

13,821.] 

43 & to mark off for execution, 

—as the Emperor does, with a 
O alongside the name of the 
condemned man. Those who 
escape twice have their sentences 
reduced. 

cancelled it with 

a stroke of his pen. 

to mark off for rejection. 

a n t * i I have struck 

it out,—as a passage in writing. 

mnmasked him to pay up 
his promised subscription. 

just gave a fillip 

and a thrum,—to the guitar, by 
way of prelude. 

6135 

brought back the 

old complaint. 

43 4 ^ to fish for custom. 

43 tfe to plaster. 

to bewitch. 

kou* '[H* affairs; job; business. 

See 9685. 

A lit fI « 43 *»• W P 
«■ « £ * ® «> heaven 
and earth have no other function 
than that of attending to the 
production of things. 

Ift »f® $H<j 43 *»• f 
who knows what you are up to? 

you have hit on the very thing 
I was thinking about. 

lit; # ns ff t m 43 n, 
~Y after this, you will never be 

able to see her again. 

43 & to entangle; to implicate. 

^ A +£ _t 7 the two 
formed an illicit connection,— 
as two men for gambling, or as 
a man and a woman. 

* 43 if SR © f 
directed her illicit attentions to 
the apprentice. 

'faj JJgj to get entangled with 

women. 

or ^ to lead away; 

to inveigle. 

S Mj already 

saw the demon who had come 
to summon him,—to the next 
world; i.e. was already at his 
last gasp. 

®if hl>db«" 
summoned by Yen,—the judge 
in Chinese Purgatory. 

43 ® messengers sent to sum¬ 

mon souls to Hades. 

m M 43 m where I had to 

serve a summons. 

Jqi to draw out (so as to cut 

off) an enemy. 

43 m to bring in,—as prisoners 

to a court. 

m (or HI]) originally the 

railings or balustrade to a bridge 
built over the Yellow River by 

the fli: j'fj? To-yu-hun (see 

12,100); hence the prostitutes’ 

quarter under the ^ Yuan 

dynasty; a brothel. See 6137. 

w 
6135 

6136 

R- it 
See 

Even Upper. 

6137 
R. vulgar 

See 

Even Upper. 

6138 

C. v. ngau 
F. v. kau 
N. v. goii 

See 

Even Upper. 

nmwmm the balustrade 
was very imposing. 

A 43 s to become a prostitute. 

43 Ira intrigue; liaison. 

13 $ <* 13 it connected 
together; in collusion. 

^3 iS ^§§t 
entered into a conspiracy with 
a scoundrel, named Wang 

43 as® the shorter, middle- 

sized side, and base of a right- 
angled triangle. 

A sickle; a bill-hook. 

* m a sickle; a curved blade 

for cutting grass. 

Vulgar form of 2948. 
To collect; to bring to¬ 

gether ; to hook; to seize. 
Used with 6135, 6138. 

ftil to connect; to rabbet, as 

pieces of wood. 

to check an account; to 

audit. 

ft# or ft to seize. 

ft T it* bring him here; 

entice him here. 

to drag along. 

ft® to keep; to detain, 

ft* to restrain; to coerce. 

ft* or to be in collu¬ 

sion with. 

•ft fi a brothel. See 6135. 

A hook (see 10,990); a 
barb; a bill-hook; a sickle. 

To connect; to influence; 

to entice. To search into. 

£ij ¥ or Ml a hook. 

"In' t0 h°°k or pnk together. 

0jj 'f'M* ill ^fl muc^ ni‘xed UP 
with; intimately connected, 

a fish-hook. 

ftttf* fish it out; hook it out. 

m 0J a hook for curtains. 

m ft 7 hooked; held fast; 

hanging on. 
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6138 

m 
6139 

See 

Even and 
Rising Upper. 

W 
6140 

See 

Rising Upper. 

Jz fB £4/ or #J H £*J a 
barbed hook. 

|H a beard which curls 

up, forming little hooks, 

ijf! £4) double hooks used by fuel- 

gatherers; also by the Fire Bri¬ 
gades, for pulling down houses. 

or 0J the small feet 

of Chinese women. See 7115. 

£ij lh or |ij ^ to hold fast; 

to detain. 

ft £4/ I communication 

between inside and outside; 
collusion; treachery. 

£4/ ^ t0 h°°h one’s girdle. 

£4/ t0 endce> to lure; to in¬ 

veigle. 

m se ft the art of inducing to 

tell the truth. 

£ij ^ ^ to investigate the 

principles of. 

£4/ to 8° int0 abstruse 
investigations. 

£4/ fit ^ the cryof the 
Wk red partridge, —noise; 

jargon. See 538. 

mm or 0jj jH* to sketch or 

draw,—as a map. 

to engrave,—as a map for 

printing. 

IfiJj drawing in outline; also 

used of writing; see 2724. 

Gelsemium clegans, Benth., 

—a deadly poison. 

£4/ tbe game °f the “hidden 

hook”,—Chinese form of “Up 
Jenkins.” 

A hill in Hunan, known 

as jiffy |ljJ| jlj, where the 

famous Tablet of Yu is 

said to have been found. 

A kind of aspen, found 

in Ssuch‘uan. 

a spinous shrub, 

holly; Ilex cornuta, Ldl. 

Lycium chinense, Mill, 

or SEgle sepiaria, 

D.C. 

w 
6140 

6141 

Rff 

See 

Rising Upper. 

(jA« 
Ti 

[tpj a large acid orange, pro¬ 

bably a variety of Citrus medica, 

L. 

Read chid. Hovenia dul- 

cis, Thbg. 

A dog. Used in various 

contemptuous and offensive 

senses. See ^ 3192, and 

2526, 2643, 3754, 8510, 

11,045. 

— or — $)adog. 

faW or fa "A the dog barks. 

HJ you keep a dog 

for the purpose of barking,—why 
punish a Censor for speaking? 

faf% the dog vomits. 

if 1© $J ^ # P£ A this 
dog doesn’t bite. 

?m lion dog, — the pug- 

nosed Peking lap-dog. 

g m tiny dogs, small 

enough to be carried in the 
sleeve, and commonly known as 
“sleeve-dogs.” 

a greyhound. 

Mfa a mad dog. 

yf $l) a “dog,”—male. 

a gelded dog. &<? 9675. 

yij a bitch. 

TMff to have pups. 

* dog-tooth pattern. 

11:#0 ]?iLto draw a 
zigzag line. 

* Cynodon dactylon, Pers. 

;§ an abusive term for any 

one in the employ of another, 
especially of an enemy. 

fii i§ stealing as dogs 

and rats do,—on the sly. 

#0 Ma sUthief- 

#>) ^ a flea. 

a nickname foryamen 

runners. 

# PI °r^ a door¬ 
keeper. 

$06 dog’s lights—villainous. 

the firefly; worms in 

children. 

ffl 

6141 

^ ticks in dogs. 

$$ % a hole in a door for 

a dog to go in and out. 

it ft ti si mz fa* 
distressed as a lost dog. 

ffi ^ ± » it,s n° 
use helping a mangy cur on to 
a wall. 

when 
a dog bites Fan Tan (a poor 
scholar), no one enquires after 
him. See 4362. 

fa te i£. M when 
dogs bite one another, they easily 
make friends again. 

ffiZ".ft dogs show no 

aversion to poor families. 

m ft M M 2 & the dog 
has the kindness to wet the grass, 
—alluding to an animal which, 
seeing that the grass near his 
master’s house was on fire, jumped 
into some water and then rolled 
himself about upon it, thus pre¬ 
venting further mischief. 

fl fa ft jfc ft the foolish dog 

chases flying birds. 

AM'S 

men honour the rich, dogs 

bite the ragged. 

fa Sift#)# dogs love 

their own pups. 

mm± ah a lean dog 

shames his master. 

]f m - 0 M — P 
chase a dog down a straight 
lane and he will turn and bite 
you. 

A tt 1m. W ^ men 
love gentleness, dogs love food, 

<£:fai£38 to set on a dog 

to bite a pig,—to get up a quarrel, 

mm ±# spoilt dogs jump 

on to the cook-stove,—to steal 
food. 

m ^ s ^the d°g-iike 
theft of the white fox-skin,- 
alluding to the clever theft, by 

one of the followers of 

Meng Ch‘ang-chiin, dressed 

in a dog-skin, of a robe which 
his master had given to the 
Prince, but wanted to recover 
in order to give it to the Princess. 

m m trash; nonsense; balder¬ 

dash. 
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6l42 

|':-7c 

I See 

Even Upper. 

6143 
|r.^ 

I W. v. Sgi>e-Cn 

See 

I Rising Upper. 

6144 

|K 
I See faJ 

[Rising Upper, 

ft i|l the stars >J/ and % in 

Sagittarius. 

4ft g the stars u a. (3 y ini 

Sagittarius. 

a star in Argo. 

ft >^§ Tpf Setariaglauca, Beauv. 

and S. viridis, Beauv. 

ft Mallotus chinensis, 

Juss. 

ft MM #g a vulture (Fu//urj 
monachus). 

* ft a climbing animal re¬ 

sembling the racoon. 

ft the black bear (Ursus 

tibetanus). 

mm a badger (Melcs lenco- 

Icemus). 

mm a name for a kind of seal. 

«t$4ft the beaver. 

A bank; a dyke. 

A basket trap for catch¬ 

ing fish, set at the openings 

of a dam. 

do not move my I 

trap. 

^ worn out is the 
basket at the dam. 

6 a small craft, known I 

as “shrimp-boat,” used at Canton. 

The wizened face of age; 

old. [Commonly written as 

below.] 

Jj|f is) grey hair and wrinkled 

face. 

^ elders. 

M y°u are older 
than I am. 

^ to nourish the aged. 

fltt ^ let him not slight 

the aged and experienced. 

% *§) Wi ^ the benefits 
of our age and experience will 
not descend upon the people. 

or very old; infirm. 

If; if indeed; if only 

Readily. To be of little 

importance. Wrongly 

foolishly; bad; paltry. 

0 m. 0 a mifyou 
can renovate yourself one day, do 
so every day,—said to have been 
an inscription upon the bath-tub 

of ^ T‘ang. 

'Mj ^ ^ if the will be 

set upon charity. 

'M] l{ only he be kept 
from hunger and thirst! 

^ if it were not that.... 

unless there be. 

if it is not so. 

lit if it can be so. 

ft is do not readily 

believe them. 

do not say, This 

is of little importance. 

^ completion, as by the 

collection of wealth. 

£ Ht a scheme of com 

pleteness in anything. 

0^ the excellence of anything 

well carried out. 

« ftr f? B5 B £ that there 
should be nothing incorrect,— 
in his words, is the aim of the 
superior man. 

^ a coming together; a be 

ginning; illicit intercourse. 

if one could succeed in.. 

to get unfairly. 

$C ^ Hi # {& 1 win not 
therefore seek to possess it (life) 
by improper means. 

as 
the incorrupt 

will not obtain improperly, the 
righteous will not come together 
improperly. 

>5 ^ he did not 
wish to do a disorderly going 
away,—i.e. to leave without some R 

i 
6146 

6147 

6148 

« 
6149 

cause. 

SL ! w M % ro ® 
he did not sacrifice the 

thorough exposition of his theme 
to mere literary elegance. 

to waste time; to delay, 

careless; foolish; improper, 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

V] Hi!: low; Sordid; base. 

insignifi-| 
cant and not worthy of attention 

SHE to recklessly offend against. 

to manage things 
properly. 

Jfl m T S7 he handled his| 
brush well. 

ss m * s? do not desert | 
in the hour of danger. 

were forced to have recourse 

to fraud in order to escape the 
consequences. 

SJ n m « to conspire toj 
force conformity with custom. 

SJ* to be over-exacting; to I 

find fault with; to find a pretext 
for a quarrel. 

bad govern¬ 

ment is more cruel than a tiger. 

pf ltfc this paltry life 
of mine. 

z for some trifle | 

dismissed him. 

a rock in a stream; an 

obstacle. 

Same as 6166. 

See 2952. 

The correct form of 6138. 

The crowing of a pheas¬ 

ant. 

^ the Pheasant 

crows in the morning. 

pjf£ the name of a D*strict 
in Chihli under the Han dynasty. 

pjf£ P|| ^ the curlew (Numenius 

tahitiensis). 

fttSI the mynah; see 8504. 



6i5° 

R.;f 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

6151 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

6152 

M 
See ■ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Ui 

6i53 

*•(«) 
vulgar. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Enough. See 6167. 

is it enough? 

not enough for use. 

not enough to make 

up the original outlay,—as when 
selling at a loss. 

unable to. 

a dangerous man; one 

not to be trifled with. 

not high enough for, 

—used of rank. 

% 1& 5 fill e 
to suffer,—as punishment. 

enough for him 

6i53 

R. 

A picture of mutually 

handing over. Ten billions; 

used with 6155. An inner 

chamber. [Under Rad. .] 

* 12 w t w l: th 
the story of the inner chamber 
cannot be told. 

-ai1 See 
cases involving the names of 
respectable women,. 

A second marriage; to 

wed. Favour; grace. See 

1297. 

•§: M in accordance 

with our ancient alliances by 
marriage. 

those creatures do not respond 
to the favour they enjoy. 

a go-between. 

To pull ; to drag ; to 

incur ; to implicate ; to 

reach. 

to move troops; to be at 

war. 

2® to incur odium. /O' 

p| j|ji^ to bring calamity upon 

oneself. 

connection; sequence. 

a mT- m mixed together 

and unable to be separated. 

each is a complete 

(essay) in itself. See 2219. 

^jf IPI it is therefore 

reckoned a finished piece,—of 
composition. 

biS4 

Sinking 
Upper. 

6i55 
R-^C 
F. v. kau 

See 

Even Upper. 

to rack one’s brains,—as 

when in the throes of com¬ 
position. 

@ M, flf in connection 

with the wind they racked their 
brains,—and invented a flying 
car (see 6583). 

whenever he was 

composing,. 

T'M unable to reach. 

‘ ^ Wi 

i|j| ^ see if you can reach 

the basket on the tree. 

|p! j|£V to carry on litigation. , 

$ as if all along in¬ 

tended to be so,—of a drawing 
made out of a smudge. 

Broussonetia papyrifera, 

Vent. To roof with wood ; 

to unite; to copulate. Used 

with 6153. See 5979. 

to roof with boughs, 

the sky. 

tfe to take fire. 

$$ B Iff I®1 raeet evefy day 
with misfortune. 

^ pt the matter is now 

finished. 

inm® A mz 
do not listen to the mischief¬ 
making remarks of outsiders. 

sexual intercourse. 

9 the gum of a tree, used 

as size. 

*n s n #t as if it had been 

ready overnight,—of an essay 
or poem written off currcnte 

calamo. 

not at all prepared 

beforehand,-but impromptu (see 

7165). 

t'W ^4 Hi to set us two at 
variance. 

A water-course; a ditch; 

a drain. Ten billions; used 

with 6151. See 1845. 

- m m °r - m t 
or a ditch; a 

drain; a gutter. 

[Jj jp| a field drain. 

or 

6i55 

X 

6156 

See 

Even Upper. 

6157 

See 

Even Upper. 

6158 

R. 

See 

t| and |j||r ^ covered and 

open drains, respectively. 

m* ditch water. 

m ipjl Wt a11 the water" 
courses full. 

mm the palace moat. 

flFS sweat ditches,—a name 

for the hollows on a horse. 

5E T fj|X. to die in the 

gutter. 

to die of starvation 

in the gutter. 

or ^ the Black 

Stream,—a name for the ocean 
current along the Formosan and 
Japanese coasts. 

A bamboo frame for 

drying clothes. 

£ a f*amhoo drying-frame, 

used by washermen. 

a lamp-shade. 

jrmnm was just about to 

put the shade over the lamp. 

M X Mi1I#I they 
take a lantern and dried pro¬ 
visions before they enter,-a mine. 

Single garments with 

narrow sleeves; pleats in 

a dress. 

Wm a sort of gauntlet or cuff 

drawn over a sleeve. 

To meet with; unforeseen. 

To see. 

Sinking 
Upper. 

to meet with. 

¥1 rarely met with. 

I see you whose 

match is seldom to be seen. 

do not say, This place is not 
public, no one can see me here 

to see the business 

finished. 

fjPji easily taken,—as malaria! 

fever. 

97 



6i59 
R 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

6160 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

$ 
6161 

R-Ac 

See 

Even Upper. 

m 
6162 

R 

6163 

C. cfaa 
H. keu 
F. kaiu3, v. 

kau 
W. Aazd, v. 

kau 
N. 

j | kou1 

Y. 

To buy; to hire. To 

bring upon oneself. See 
7704, 8724. 

^ to buy. 

to buy for one’s own use 

)J]! to buy and forward,—as 

merchandise. 

to buy up, — usually of 

wholesale purchases. 

to buy a clue,—towards 

the discovery of a crime, etc. 

SJ- to buy stock or material 

or H|| -§i| to induce 

people to capture. 

El ifi to bring odium 
upon oneself. 

■ffj —p ^ (Liu Pang) offered 

1000 taels for (Chi) Pu. 

To meet with; to chance 
upon. 

dt >44? >trf 

x or jgj to accidentally 

come upon; to meet. 

I ^ to light upon evil 

times; to be unfortunate. See 
12,883. 

to fall ill. 

may he meet 

with no evil! 

A cuff; a sleeve. The 

armlet or glove of a fal¬ 

coner. See ^ 3142. 

^ an archer’s leather arm- 

guard. 

7T M ^ ^ °ne °f 
the [falcons] left the glove and 
was about to rise. 

Same as 6161. 

Dirt; filth. Immorality; 

disgrace. 

1^2 or JH ii/n dirtj fihh. 

dirty; foul. 

S(j t/a to scrape off the dirt. 

i&Va to wash off the dirt; to 

reform. 

to bear or put up with 

shame. 

6163 
Sz. kou3 
K. ku 
J. ko, ku 
A. kail 

Rising 
Irregular. 

See 'pjj 

Rising Upper, 

V 
6x66 

R#3f 
C. ckau 
H. keu3 
F. kaiu 
W. kau’ 
N. koii 
p. ) 
M. J kau3 
Sz. ) 
K. ku, hti 
J. ko, ku 
A. keu3 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

^x 
6167 

R. 

C. kau 
H. keu 
F. kaiu, kau 
W. kau 
N. kail 

P- i 
M. 1 kou 
Y. keo 
Sz. kou 
K. ku 

. ko, ku 

A. keu 

SinkingUpper. 

jf Va t0 get dirty; to lose one’s 

good name. 

free from dirt,—Paradise 

(Sanskrit: virajas); pleasure- 
gardens. 

urn free from stains,—a round 

pearl, one of the Sapta Ratna, 
which is said always to keep clean 
and bright, and is a symbol of 

Buddha. Sanskrit: mani if & 

m 
To pair; to copulate. 

Name of the 44th Diagram. 
6164 

R-W 

See ^jlQr 

[To be distinguished from 

12,083.] 

Sinking 
^ sexual intercourse. 

Upper. 
to become friends 

again, as at first. 

6165 

A medicinal plant, known 

as m Jgy , the seeds of which 

are used to cure inflamed 

eyes. Perhaps Trapa sp. 

To feel shame; to put to 

shame; to abuse. 

shame; mortification. 

Un M 1W feelings of shame 

and gratitude. 

^ Un 1 cannot 
stand his abuse of me 

or , gjg i^jr or gjfj to rail at; to 

revile. 

* m to abuse one another, 

fg to speak angrily to. 

PI rfij Kb ^ shut the door 
and railed at him. 

To draw a bow to the 

full; to shoot. Full; 

enough; see 6150. 

& m n m (a bow) should be 

drawn to the full. 

the rule of drawing a bow 

to its full. 

I; f + S Aa hundred 
thousand archers. 

t: wui il Hi ^ 19: 4* 
nothing escapes him,— of birds 
shot at. 

sx 
6167 

6168 

Rit 
See ^ 

Even Lower. 

6169 

R it 
in" 3S 

bee Isa pies 
Even Upper. 

At£ t0 enter a trap. Also, 
suitable; fitting; agreeable to! 

Also, to become a -L 
graduate. -** 

% ig A ^ an 
earth’s heroes in my grasp,_ 
said by the Emperor T‘ai Tsung 
of the T‘ang dynasty, in reference 
to the men of letters at his Court 

31 A A * to lead people 
into the snare, — of opium¬ 
smoking. 

unable to do it. 

to have enough; to be 

satisfied. 

r-m not enough. 

not what a friend 

should be. 

* m m a short of the 
number. 

insatiable. 

cnao1 [>* won’t reach 

won’t go far enough. 

& ̂ ~Y quite enough; plenty. 

what is that enough 

for ? — implying that it is not 
enough. 

L%yt fM 01 how high it is! 

^ 7 (or p<§ 7) 10 Wt to 
have eaten (or drunk) enough. 

(ftorf& enough 
to bear; bad enough for once. 

^ 7you have 
sat down long enough. 

The cord binding on a 

sword-handle. 

mm a sword-handle wrapped 

with grass. 

a place in modern Honan, 

the birthplace of & 7* S- 

K.OU. 

To pick out with a knife, 

to cut out; to dig out. 

f 



6170 

R-^C 
See p 

cf-4I 
Even Upper. 

05 
6171 

R-^I 
C. Pan 
H. fteu, v. kH 
F. i'-eu, chleu 

W. au 
N. Hou 
P. i'-ou 
M. ou, i^ou 

K. iu 
J. id, t'K 
A. t'‘», Aotz 

Even Upper. 

M 
6172 

R^C 

Seefg 

Even Upper. 

6173 

R-^C 

See p 

Even Upper. 

0 
6174 

R*r 
C. hau 

H. £l«/, hen 

F. ileu, i'-ou 
W. k'-au 
N. kloii 
P. j 

M. ! klou 
Sz. j 

Y. k-eo 

The horn or nock at the 

end of a bow, to which 

or in which the string is 

fastened. 

ffi ill tbe thumb-ring used by 

archers. 

Ha ^ a game biding 

things, played by children; .sw 
6138. Also, an ancient game 
played by men and women, the 
details of which are not clear. 

To raise. To feel for. 

To store up. To scrape. 

lifted his skirts 

and ascended to the hall. 

St unable to get hold 

of it. 

^ the early ripening,—as of 

a harvest. 

^ to sponge upon people 

j/j? to work a hole with a 

nail. 

IS scraping and chisel] ing,- 

persistently. 

5EHRJSZ, persistently; ex¬ 

acting. 

A deep sunken eye. 

deep-set, sunken eyes. 

M JnL HR Hlfi# monkeys’ 

eyes are very deep-set. See 11,439. 

The stalk of an onion 5 

hollow. 

It us an “onion-stalk” or hollow 

pulse, being one of the varieties 
distinguished by Chinese doctors. 

The mouth; a mouth; _ 

port; a pass; used for almost 

any kind of “opening/ 

Speech ; utterance ; talk 

The edge of a knife or 

sword (= Greek crop, a), 

Numerative of bags, cof- 

fins, boxes, swords, people 
bells, cash, etc. etc. Radi 

cal 30. See # 2527, flf 

P 
6174 

K. in 
id, iu 

A. k-eu 

Rising Upper. 

6078, g 9983, 10,175, 

I 11,905, M 3572, M 
6654. 

pj to open the mouth. See 

below. 

JU or pi ^ food; rations. 

P the tongue, 

pj Pj|| ]J| the roof of the mouth. 

P# a ration. 

At? p ek 7 H @ ± 
no dog or horse dishes to be 
served to the Emperor (6th cent. 
A.D.). 

P *1 w hard-mouthed,—of a 

horse. So soft. 

P 6 3f red mouth and 

white teeth, — always ready to 
eat at other people’s expense. 

^ 1^. /j5* 9$ p JHcould not 

find the way to his mouth,— 
with his food. 

to pay court to 

one’s palate and stomach, — as 
an epicure does. 

R It I the trouble of| 

feeding one. 

pT P or Bf ft P pleasant 

to the taste. 

P ^ a bag; a sack. 

pi a door-way. 

jj'fi* pi the mouth of a jar. 

pj a sea-port; Hoihow. 

WtM P to talk big; to brag, 

pj a small port,—an inland 

Customs’ barrier. See below. 

P |f 1 port. 

pi a port on an arm of the sea. 

U P a port on the Yangtsze. 

[^jj] pf a lock; a weir, 

pj within the port. 

R b[ beyond the pass, so. Mon¬ 

golia; outside the port, 

p 31 S pilotage charges 

P it north of the passes, 

Mongolia. 

P skins from beyond the 

Great Wall. 

pj j|S mushrooms from beyonc 

the Great Wall. 

O’ 
6174 

JteT R the mouth of 

the wound has closed. 

SIBPf 0 tear a hole; to 

cause a blank. 

P nt or pi ;|p| to declare. 

pi a square mouth, — con¬ 

sidered a beauty. 

p it a well-shaped mouth. 

pj a sore in the mouth; a 

gumboil. 

p m * w impracticable; 

stubborn. 

P people’s words; talk; 

gossip. 

pj one’s own words. 

P ijjfc saliva. 

P ^ the mouth tightly closed 

R ek taste; one’s taste. 

P * speechless,—as with fear. 

P oral or verbal expression. 

IP M P ^ Hhis bodyhas 
perished, but not his words,-they 
are immortal. 

P mouth and nose,-features. 

P ijtji the gift of the gab. 

p see 10,760. 

a man of words and not of deeds, 

p ^ IS to not to have the 

courage of one’s opinions. 

P a verbal message. 

P -jilt depositions. 

UP jfpj took down the 

evidence. 

P ^ to address the Emperor 

by word of mouth. 

P or P wrangling 

altercation. 

||| p qJp to be talked about 

notorious. 

gave cause for a lot of gossip. 

B ife P M in consequence of 

which a quarrel arose. 

Hi eK. by hearing a sentiment, 

one can tell who utters it,—as 
of personages in a novel who 
can be identified by the character 
of their remarks. 
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P 
6174 

P ^ grammatical par-1 
tides. 

pfj| ^ P no one dared to 

interfere. 

P eloquence. 

P ]Hf jt? k*e sPeaks well, 

if P to retort. 

M P sharp-tongued. 

n s ft' # lips assenting, 

heart dissenting,—pretending to | 
agree with any one. 

—1 P ppij ^ to tell a different 

story; to go back on one’s word. 

# P or ijjsg pj to allege as a I 

pretext. 

MHz P M If y°umust| 
not allege troublesomeness as a I 
pretext,-and neglect accordingly. 

1IA2P,?1 
Atft a good debater but I 
not a good persuader. 

« H j* 2 p, *8 * 
'fpj regarded it as mere rumour I 

and did not believe it. 

«?Ajy Pifr.-itt#* 
)^ those who meet men with 

smartness of speech, for the most) 
part procure themselves hatred. 

P style of language. 

P H conversation; talk; flavour; 

taste. 

P H ^ '(Bl Aj> H your I 
words are not the same as yourj 
thoughts. 

P 2|I ffjjf common-place say-| 

ings; conventional expressions. 

P mz & a mere acquaint-1 

anceship, confined to formalities,! 
i.e. not a deep friendship. 

I& 0$ 3$ P H )Jk. to I 
mistakenly regard it as mere! 
idle talk about the partition (ofl 
China). 1 

P ^ the tablets of the mouth,! 

i.e. of public opinion, as opposed! 
to the ordinary stone tablets fori 
commemorating the virtues ofl 
worthy people. 

J^ P people,-the character J3 

generally standing for women 

and children. See T 11,253. 

P 
6174 

A R if Jp ft man’s mouth! 

cannot be stopped up,—as a jar’s! 
with a bung. 

AR + P grown-up persons! 
and children. 

P -f* an individual. Also, a 

wound. See below. 

)& Pi P -y to get married. 

^l-Por|P? 

or/J* IPI husband and | 
wife. 

-^15 — 1® Jfil P 
to make a promise and stick 
to it. 

P several people. 

AP^^a family of eight] 

persons. 

‘/i Ijf P Iff implored] 
him with tears to adopt the| 
general view. 

P P population. 

P ^ a poll-tax. 

I4P+-A bestowed | 
upon him twelve slaves. 

& P animals. See 6177. 

^ PPj P jj® t0 smoke two| 

pipes,—especially of opium. 

— PA a mouthful of water. 

1 P |jj|| a dose of medicine. 

^ P the part of a box which 

is cut away to let the cover fit on. 

IF. P exactly fitting,— 

as a lid on a box. 

IS A P K to leave people] 

something to talk about,—as by I 
some egregious blunder, etc. 

P an old horse,—with] 

its teeth half gone. 

A* A P a six-year-old horse.) 

dn© a white-mouth colt,- 

a yearling. 

P P3 young,—of horses. 

I7PT he has thrown up I 

the sponge,—the phrase is taken! 
from cricket-fighting. 

P p!} {chan*) to improvise; an 

impromptu poem; to dictate. 

Pi to mimic. 

P Hu a Password. 

trpm to give the password. 

6174 

P 13 accent, as in speaking $ 
language. 

H P to open the mouth; to 

begin to speak; to sharpen /a 
knife); to flesh a virgin sword 
as is often done by executioners 
for military mandarins 

IS) A IS p to ask a favour 

of a person,—usually a loan of 
money. 

P 

M fgj better drink hot water 

and be merry, than wine and 
be sad. Cf. Better is a dinner 
of herbs, etc. 

7J ijsE Effj P the knife has not 
been sharpened. 

fffij T P y the river has 
burst its banks. 

B 4 P lili 
opened his golden mouth and 
uttered the following jade words, 
—of the Emperor. 

fflj P , f'lj ^ speak 

carefully and be slow to speak. 

RfJ R m -T-. P £ an 

open mouth for a lion, and a 
closed mouth for an elephant, 
— a rule in drawing; applied 
figuratively to talkative and silent 
persons. 

$1 P ^ tlU p it is 
not so safe to open the mouth 
as to keep it tightly shut. 

WT PIT the discussion 
is taking the turn required,— 
there is a chance of a settlement. 

P ^ breath; tone of speech; 

sentiment. [See 1064 for 2 entries.] 

Ss to — P M M # rm 
not dead yet! 

^ T P M she sighed- 

R *t T'M the tone of this is 

not good. 

# P it not at all 
the style to be adopted to a prince 

noticing that the magistrate’s 
tone boded no good. 

StUlPl*' 
motive is revenge (or spite, acc. 
to context). 

r m to deserve my 

praise; to give me pleasure. 

& P ^ tM fearing that a 

verbal arrangement will not be 
a sufficient guarantee,-a formula 
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P 
6174 

pp* 

617s 

R. 

See ft 

Sinking 
Upper. 

placed at the end of all agree¬ 
ments — “In witness whereof.....” 

See 8979- 

no m& pm* 
meaningless words fall from the 
Emperor’s mouth,—the jests of 
the rich are ever successful. 

red mouths (quarrelsome people) 
may go to heaven, but white 
tongues (slanderers) will go to 
hell. 

To knock; to bump; to 

salute by prostration and 

knocking the head ; to 

kotow. To implore; to 

ask; to enquire. See 1988. 

P[1 FI to knock at a door. See 

6176. 

~h PP ^ A ^ ffiout 
of ten raps at the wooden door, 
nine failed to get it open,— 
persevere and succeed. 

\>X pp it JIM hit him on 

the shank with his staff. 

PP to whip a horse. 

* pp m * ma slight rap 
produces only a slight ring,— 
be earnest in seeking. 

nnur or Pp to knock the 

head on the ground; to per¬ 
form the kotow. See 6114. [The 
second was used at beginning 
and end of a letter by Liu Hsin 
of the Han dynasty.] 

= gg % up the three kneel¬ 

ings and nine knockings,—of the 
prostrations performed before 
the Emperor, etc. 

f@-t & Wt Til n|J 2 
tried to floor him with several 
passages from the Classics. 

tr pp to salute by bending the 

knee. 

PP £=1 to humbly petition. 

PH 5ft “ P|J or pp §g to 

implore. 

n pp * ps m ns *g s 
I discuss the subject from one 
end to the other in the fullest 
manner. 

PPJ1 to visit a superior. 

PP l§^ to ta^e one’s leave of a 
superior. 

PP t0 Pay one’s respects. 

PP* 
6i75 

ft* 

6176 

C. k'-au 
H. k'-eu 
F. Haiti, v. ft a 
W. k'-au 
n. km 

M. I k‘°U 
Y. kllo 
Sz. Hou 
K. ku 
J. kd, ku 
A. k'-eu 

Sinking 
Upper. 

PP m to thank with much 

earnestness. 

PP jjL to wish one joy with a 

kotow. 

PP IS to bes to be 
mercifully allowed to escape,— 
punishment. 

PPFJ to enquire. 

PP*«^ asked his name. 

PP ft m ask what he requires. 

PP* to engage boats. 

To strike; to rap. To 

buckle; to fasten. To 

hinder. To deduct; to 

discount. To cover over. 

Numerative of skeins of 

silk, of documents, etc. 

ft PI or ft M t0 raP at a 
door. 

ft iU to knock at the frontier 

gate,—to invade. 

]>X p ft ^ ^ spanked him 

with a slipper, 

ft^ to fasten a girdle, 

ft to fasten a button. 

InT a button. See 6x79. 

ft to tie; to make fast. 

r£ft % a slip-knot; a running 

noose. 

tr T 10 ft % tied a knot. 

—‘ ft a skcin of silk. 

—* ft -J-* a memorandum; 

a memorial. 

ft ± to fit on. See 1617. 

- put U & ± ft 
two bowls one on the other, 
mouth to mouth. 

hi © °r In T to detain; to 

seize and keep. 

ft captured it; covered it. 

ft rfn 1$ he stopped his 

horse and remonstrated, 

ft to catch by the head with 

a lasso. Also, discount. 

ft tljor ft^ or ft |j 

ft ft or ft ft* or ft 
to deduct. 

or 

ft* 4 

6176 

R 

ft* 

6177 

Tf 
See p 

Rising Upper. 

|P‘ 
6178 

R. vulgai’. 

See |U 

SinkingUpper. 

JJW 

6179 

rTT 

s“ III 
(always 

Sinking in 
China). 

Rising Upper 
Irregular. 

J-— 

7& 
6180 

R. 

See ft 

Sinking 
Upper. 

ft A PE deduct eight taels. 

ft IE to keep back wages,— 

as when fining an employe. 

ft ft the amount deducted. 

ft ft or In fle discount, 

ft a discount for ready 

money. 

% 31 ft or —• Jl :£ ft 

jp| five per cent discount. 

A % ft half per cent dis¬ 

count. 

in mm. # to allow for in 

calculating, 

ft ft T-cloths. 

ftl _t to cover over, 

ft Jft. covered tea-cups. 

In H close-fitting,—as clothes. 

Cattle; animals for 

draught or sacrifice. 

animals, as above. 

A round knob or button 

made of plaited cords. To 

fasten. 

To engrave; to chase 
A button; a clasp. Used 
with 6176. 

in ftl openwork or filigree style, 

—of embroidery, 

ft or ^3; ft buttons. See 

IO>554- 

ft jZJ a button-hole. 

ft PI a button-loop or button 

hole. 

ft brass clasps. 

p |H noise of shouting and 

beating,—gongs. 

To rob. Tyrannical 

cruel. [To be distinguished 

from ^ 6373, and gener¬ 

ally written as below.] 

robbers and murderers. 



~nk 

6180 

6181 

lR' 
IH. heu 

| See 

I SinkingUpper, 

m 
6182 

|R. 

I See 

I K. ku, v. hu 

Sinking 
Upper. 

X& ff| to rob and steal. 

the Minister of Crime in 

ancient days. 

to repress robbers 

and oppressors. 

that the people are unsettled is 
owing to the robbers that prey 
on them. 

M pirates. 

^ ^ to take to the 

jungle as a bandit. 

% an enemy. 

7§; ^ teeming with brigands. 

Ttl H iH do not pursue an 

enemy at the end of his resour¬ 
ces. 

jfe %|| sand-grouse (Syrrhaptes 

sp). 

The healds of a loom 

called made by the 

Chinese of bamboo-splints 

Cardamom-seeds, 

nutmeg. 

E jT ^ ^ mace or flower of 

nutmeg. 

^ Amomum car da mo 

mum, L., found in Kuangtung. 

M- 7tl or JA Amo,mini 

gtobosum, Lour., found in Kuang 
tung. 

AL H & 3E the cardamom- 
bud,—a blooming girl. 

ITT 
6183 

B 
6184 

n 
6185 

Same as 6172. 

Same as 6177. 

R. 

See %J 
SinkingUpper. 

Simple; stupid. 

6186 

x 

6187 

R. 

A. &;«, k'eu 

SinkingUpper. 

6188 

H. | 
F. ku, v. kbu 
W. 

Same as 6176. 

Young birds; fledglings 

the chirp of young birds. 

M, JJn Pi wombed in the 

wind and born in the rain,—as 
young birds. 

Se* 

ku 

N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ko 

ko 
A. kou 

Rising Upper 

Ancient; old. 

6190, Jg 6330. 

if ^ (see 2027) ancient anc 

modern times. 

H| S ^ ^ explaining the 

past and discussing the present 

to praise the past 

and condemn the present; to be 
a laudator temporis acti. 

h ^ or ft* ancient times 

antiquity. 

A "jj| extreme or remote anti 

quity. 

if A the ancients; the men of 

old; old friends. 

* A AS & the men ofj 

old are my masters,—meaning 
that they are superior in every 
way to the men of the present 
generation. 

p| ^ B ft ifr A how 
could I know that he was already 
an ancient?—i.e. dead. 

if if or #if gathered to the 

ancients,—dead. 

*^r* who of us but wil 

some day be an ancient? 

fa S why necessarily 

stick to the ways of the ancients 
in such matters? 

if or ^ or S in 
ancient times; in years gone by 

m a # -t* s ^ ^there 
were prophets and perfect men 
of old. 

& *0 * from of old until 

now. 

if jjjH an old custom. 

if an old saying. 

if |E Ir) old sayings; old 
stories. 

-£‘ 
6188 

S -ft ^e ancient classical source 
to which some literary allusion 
may be traced. See 11,177. 

"if ^ ancient characters, 

alluding to the various anti 
quated forms of writing formerly 
in vogue. “ 

1if 3csee 12,633. 

A ^ ^ if man’s heart is not 
what it was of old. 

ms from antiquity downwards, 

l*f feff ancient remains, as of 

buildings; vestiges of former 
events, as a footstep of Buddha • 
places of historic interest. 

if fjror if antiques; curios 

if UflJ a bronze antique. 

if ifii an old picture. 

if ^ old porcelain. 

if ifilj ancient or historical insti 
tutions. 

if ^ an old furnace,—the old 

pottery or china which was 
baked in it. 

if Jg extraordinary; strange 

marvellous. Also, a toy musical 
instrument of bamboo and reed 

*» quaint. 

if primitive and simple 

sterling. 

S f II ^ s the lessons of 

antiquity are his pattern. 

if A M Hthe crows 
collect in the evening on the ole 
trees. 

if or if j|[ one’s old home 

The former is sometimes usee 
for the grave, and the second 
is also Calicut on the Malabar 
coast. 

— if the three ages of anti 

quity,—the age of 1Fu 

Hsi, b.c. 2953; the age of If 

Wen Wang, b.c. 1150; and the 
age of Confucius, b.c. 551. 

*ft£ the ancient Teacher, 

—Buddha, 

if Cuba. 

if fa Mithe K°ran- 

if ijijjn a Ku-ts'ab or licensed 

agent of Tibetan chiefs, 

if ^ a common mistake for 

^ ; see 909. Tfc 
PI 
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w 
6189 

pft1 
6189a 

See 

tx 
6190 

R@ 
F. kou\ v. cku 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To estimate; to reckon; 

to set a price on; to guess; 

to consider. 

is# to estimate. 

IS (I or ft® to estimate the 

value of. 

B# -ft fS d the market value 

of anything. 

ff estimates; estimated cost, 

ran an estimate in writing, 

flil ft fl ad valorem. 

te % tti A ^ y°u can>t 
appraise people. 

tent to reckon; to conjecture. 

-jjjf t0 rec^on up; to give 

attention to. 

tern to ask a lump sum for 

several articles taken together. 

chung4 y you have 

guessed right. 

to conjecture; to imagine. 

ffite traders. 

IS* merchant vessels. 

mte burial clothes. 

Read ku*. 

ft 3cS§ an old clothes shop. 

te&m* old-clothes stalls. 

An unauthorised charac¬ 
ter. 

Pi to mutter. 

pSb# to coo; to crow. 

t'S I'A I^P PPP tf-i whispering. 

"A* a (ku* tu1 ’rh) a bud; 

the ball on the top of a pole, one 
of the insignia of office. See 621%. 

Read ku3. 

bubbling; gurgling; throb¬ 

bing. 

A cause; a reason; a 

pretext; therefore. Old ; 

ancient; formerly. To die; 

see 12,777. Used with 6188. 

a cause; a reason, 

for what reason? why? 

tx 
6190 

tie. litor S teor te 1st 
teiS wherefore; therefore. 

teJ«2n2 and that is how 

f knew. 

M without 

cause. 

# If ik te it is simply on 

your account. 

H A fw the three men 
asked how it was to be brought 
about. 

? a te* because 
of the insufficiency of their re¬ 
cords and their wise men. 

& 7T 3t te there must be a 

reason for this. 

S ft * te fearing that some¬ 

thing would happen,—of a pre¬ 
sentiment of evil. 

ft up to the ways of 

the world. 

^ ftfc trifling matters. 

HC ^ purposely; intentionally. 

Me J\L or ^ to wilfully 
offend against. 

to kill another with malice 

aforethought. 

ft- ik it #C ife y°u did 
it by accident, not on purpose, 

te SB # © to continue to 

walk in the old ways,—of wicked¬ 
ness. 

te# an old affair; a legend. 

$E T ♦ or It J® & 
Ipf. to do it as a mere form. 

Si] $ te # M S # <!<■ 
not regard fables as true. 

tic rffi 9$ |/f to keep up 

one’s old knowledge while ac¬ 
quiring new. 

**te* old acquaintance¬ 

ship should not be suddenly 
broken off. 

te old- 

te& customary. 

^ an old family; my home, 

waste paper; null and 

void. 

te^s old tricks or intrigues. 

jUffiC ^ °f old standing; well tried; 

an old friend. 

te W M * te AD m 

6r9Q 

6191 

R.. 

c£«, cku 

cku 
c 
H. cku 
F. cku 

W. '■ku 
N. ku 
p. j 

Y" j Q^“ 
Sz. 1 
K. ko 
J. koy ku 

A. cku 

Even and 
Rising Upper, 

* without some great cause, 

he does not dismiss from their 
offices the members of old fa¬ 
milies. 

because of your 

forefathers,—we do so. 

HP one’s old village. See 6188. 

0 0 tutfc daily the same as 

before. 

mwitoik went on fanning 

as before. 

# H W again and 
again made the same remark. 

— tic they became at 

once like old friends. 

^Sigte® built a tope which 

is still there. 

4teSfE it is still in exist¬ 

ence,—of a building. 

M £ ^ M & nisht 
went and morning came, and 
so my beauty passed. 

tfu&l old things; relics. 

$(. M ^ thinSs §et o!d 
but may still be of use. 

#) teorft teorte 7 died- 

^ ijwhenever I grieve over 

death, I rejoice that I am still 
alive. 

& died of disease. 

*te the death of a parent or 

of the Emperor. 

■if* iH iitfc ffl^gs have taken 

a bad turn,—as of a death in 
the family, breaking out of re¬ 
bellion, etc. 

my late husband. 

the late Minister 

Chang. 

To buy; to sell. 

mm to buy wine. 

to buy a false repu¬ 

tation, — by pretending to be 
what one is not. 

^te to buy or sell by retail, 

in small quantities, etc. 

te 15to sed- 

te$i inferior, low-class articles. 

-h-ta Taku,—at the mouth of 

the Peiho. 



fir 
6192 

See^ 

Rising Upper. 

6193 

6194 

R., 

C. ku 
H. cku, '.k'-u 
F. 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Sz. 
Y. 
K. ko 
J. ko, ku 
A. ku 

Rising Upper. 

ku 

ku 

6195 

Wr 
I!; 
6196 

A male-, a bull. 

a bull water-buffalo. 

^ a bull. 

^ §Ijt ^ to play a lute 

to a bull,—pearls before swine 

Same as 6206. 

A net to catch birds or 

fish; to snare; to implicate 

-|I1 fishing-nets. 

-jtj- fishing-smacks. 

—• -jij- ~Jj& at one haul of the net 

HittH I fear the net for 

crime. 

the net for crime 

is not taken up,—the severity 
of the penal laws is never re¬ 
laxed. [The phrase seems to 
mean that the net is never 
gathered in and consequently the 
evil-doers are never punished; 
hence “there is no peace.” See 
Legge’s Odes, p. 560.] 

^ J&p -jij- God lets down the 

net for crime. 

Same as 6226. 

Same as 6227. 

6197 

Seelfr 

Even Upper. 

wF 
6198 

H. } c. 
F. i ku 

See ^ 
A. ckou, hou-* 

Rising and 
SinkingUpper. 

The mole-cricket, known 

as £fg and 44 . 

To expound; to explain. 

jpL 'pfj §4 01 to exPound each 
chapter and sentence. 

§4 "til ku means to 
examine evidence of, to verify. 

I 

6igg 

R. 

See ■jjjj 

A. froii 

Even Upper. 

6200 

H.fslf 
Seelfr 
Even Upper. 

6201 

R. 

ku 

cku 
H. 

F. 

See y£ 

Even Upper. 

A wheel; to revolve. 

14 H a heavy wooden wheel. 

A fault; a crime; guilt. 

See 9632. 

-k'bfbWi ® w 
yjlj '{$£ ijl- tlie ruin of States, 

small and great, may be also 
traced invariably to their crime 
in the use of spirits. 

Is* ^ Ij& the innocent 
people. 

^ Jf| the innocent 

becoming involved. 

without crime or 

offence of any kind. 

ikm to pay the penalty for 

crimes. 

ft ^ what is my offence 

against God? 

what crime is 

chargeable on us now? 

St? $ it is no crime to 

kill (a robber) at night. 

Jit ft * $ ft P ^ 
guilty are punished to protect 
the innocent. 

he 
still thought that death left a 
margin of unexpiated guilt. 

(£■ to be ungrateful for; to 

misuse; to abuse; to waste, 

jg. to divert trade from others 

for one’s own benefit. Also 
generally speaking. 

g. ^ to cleanse,-as the ^ 

is supposed to do. See 12,883. 

g. a name for the eleventh 

moon. 

To deal in spirits. To 

buy wine. 

§4 'f I have no spirits, 

I buy some, do I. 

H/fc fpf @4 die ckar spirits 
are in our vessels. 

s si m to prohibit the 

manufacture of spirits. 

4^1 @4 ^ an eating-house. 

Iff 
6202 

R "ir 
Rising and 

Even Upper. 

m 
6203 

R. )if^ 

See^ 

Even Upper. 

nr 

A warming apparatus. 

6204 

R.: 

ku 
C. 
H. 
F. kou, ku 
W.j 
N. 
P. 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. ] 
K. ku 
J .ko 
A. kou 

ku 

ku 

Sinking 
Upper. 

A partridge, known as 

II (-Perdrix cinerea). 

See 6138. Also, a wild 

swan. 

Strong; firm; impervious; 

secure. Assuredly; decid¬ 

edly. Obstinate; pertina¬ 

cious. Constant; chronic. 

Mean; niggardly. 5^4973. 

Ig [Sj or -T* [5] strong; firm; 

lasting; well-made. 

to overthrow the 

perishing and strengthen what 
is being preserved. 

@ /j?a to strengthen; to inspirit. 

IS H T hi Ik 16 2 lit 
a country is not made strong by 
the dangers (to invaders) of its 
mountains and rivers,—but by 
the virtue of its ruler. 

fg| HI, to strengthen misrule. 

mm the defences or outworks 

of a city. 

*50 tip pyt [3j the appointment 

he received (from God) was made 
secure. 

Oil UK on]y lay y°ur 
plans securely. 

WL @ £he «ave 
her a golden hairpin as a pledge, 
—of love. 

m m to shut up closely; to 

conceal. 

[tVj to guard carefully. 

JlJ % @ in that case his 

learning will not be solid. 

I H nxi m £t0 choose 
what is good and hold fast to it. 

3 obstinate and un¬ 

reasonable. 

Oil $1$ certamlyj assuredly. 

mm if heisnot 
truly quick of apprehension. 
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6204 

205 
R.j| 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

G9 ^ ^ ^ he is certainly 

being led astray by.... 

the superior man 

firmly endures want. 

ii # e® z i; * is 
certainly the rule for those who 
lead the blind. 

itt m - ^ T'a z its 
this is an absolutely fixed and 
unalterable postulate. 

@ IS must > positively. 

® M M he stoutly denied 

it. 

@ very many, 

can surely. 

man fait it certainly is so. 

it most decidedly ought 

to be. 

BJUg® to be fraught with 

danger. 

(Confucius) had no ob¬ 

stinacy,—in his character. Also, 
be not pertinacious. 

OH tii I hate obstinacy, — 

said Confucius. 

fcfc _t p$ ^ 09 IE traces of 
weeping were still upon her pillow, 

ft M 0 parsimony leads to 

meanness. 

better be mean than insubor- 

dinate. [^ = $|]. 

P§| 111 (read kn-sai or ku-se) a 

Manchu designation (= Banner) 
given to the Manchus, Mongols, 

and Chinese, as separately ranged 
under each of the Eight Banners. 

Bib JUT an Imperial Prince 

of the 4th order. 

Imperial princess 

of the 1 st rank, i.e. daughter of 
an Empress Consort. From the 

gll State. Manchu gurun 

Hard frozen. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from '/HI 3893.] 

ISlift T (the 
river) is frozen hard right down 
to the bottom. 

6206 

r.; 

See |gj 

Sinking 
Upper. 

6207 

R« 

See I 

Sinking 
Upper. 

w 
6208 

RJ 

See |£] 

Sinking 
Upper. 

w 6209 

See^“ 

Even Upper. 

A chronic disease. 

his disease became 

incurable. 

To pour metal into 

cracks; to caulk; to stop. 

To keep men out of office; 

to close a refuge or asylum 

to a fugitive. Wrongly 

used for 6205. 

$1 to stop; to restrain; to 

keep back. 

^ §{§ ^ ordered him to 

be detained in imprisonment. 

mm kept him out of 

office all his life. 

The guts of a fish. 

name of a long narrow 

freshwater fish, with small scales 
and white belly. It yields a 
yellow oil, used for lamps. 

A paternal aunt; a term 
for women, variously used 

in combination. To toler¬ 

ate ; to be lenient. To 

act under pressure of cir¬ 

cumstances. Meanwhile. 

a maiden; a term of 

respect for a young girl; Miss. 

a title given to a 

of the family after her 

marriage. 

ttjs: * a further title given 

to the same lady when advanced 
in years. Also, a paternal mar¬ 
ried aunt. 

a husband’s father and 

mother. 

m # £ m it % m 
between two mothers-in-law it 
is difficult to be a wife,— used 
of a position where there are 
two masters. 

or sb U a husband’s 

elder and younger sisters. 

urn sisters-in-law,—as a hus 

band’s sister and his wife. 

w 
6209 

or or 3C 
father’s sister’s husband. 

a father’s elder sister. 

# or #£ a father’s 
sisters; paternal aunts. 

urn the sisters of a husband’s 

father. 

u Wi %and ^ yt 
% a father’s sister’s daughters 

and sons; the term for first cousins 
when the father of one and the 
mother of the other are brother 
and sister. 

or M first cousins, 

as above. 

marriage between 

the children of a brother and 
sister. The first two characters 
refer from the children to the 
brother and sister, respectively. 

urn a son-in-law; a bride¬ 

groom; a title given to a man 
by servants or younger members 
of wife’s family. 

mnmu I would ask after 

my aunts,—my parents being no 
longer alive. 

village girls. 

the three kinds of ku, as 

follows:— 

Buddhist nuns. 

Taoist nuns, 

female soothsayers. 

to become a nun. 

W f? or W f!S, <° be lenient. 

no leniency will 

be shown. 

U M to foster evil 

propensities by being over-lenient. 

& 1JJ 4\L takin§into con- 
sideration that it is his first 
offence. 

.a if if go gently; take 

it easy. See 1555. 

make the best of 

it, and swallow it,—of ill-cooked 
food. 

M % if 1 make allow' 
ances and pardon you. 

#1 £ Jk ^ rfli iX Jl 
put aside what you have learnt 
and follow me. 

let us drop the subject. 

98 



w 
6209 

6210 

seeiJr 
Even Upper. 

go, sir. 

him. 

-, - —- 
be worth. 

^ ^ til w 
into the question. 

morrow. 

Fu in Anhui. 

A kind of tuber. 

itb 
taria sagittifolia, L., cultii 
for its tubers. See 12,385. 

If or ± Mor 
mushrooms. 

A M (or JJ) 

(-») Polysa 

called 

or 4-* 

6211 

R. JEjfr 

See 
Rising Upper, 

er 
M 
62x2 

R.Jg 

See-4f 
Rising Upper. 

3 

R. 

edulis, Baker; also 
bulbodiscoides, Franch. 

6218. 

and vegetables. 

an earthen pot. 

a copper saucepan. 

_ltlL 
6213 

See ^ 

Rising Upper. 

sladkly performed. Nan 

of a salt pond in Shansi 

3E ^ fit H the king’s affairs 

must not be slackly discharged 

The ditch through which 

salt water is led to the 

pans where it is evaporated. 

0 IE See 12,436. ®r 
d 62I4 6221 

' w 
r 6215 A corner; an angle; 

R. J5|| angular; triangular. 

SeeT*f 
y Even Upper. 

° JR 
6216 A kind of trumpet; a 

R whistle. 

e See« 

It 
g IU« 

Even Upper. 

E1 
A large drag-net for 6222 

6217 
fishing. 

Mli '/H# splash went the 

R« 

s“# 
Even Upper. 

See net into the water. 
M 

r Even Upper. 4 jHH at one haul we got 
the lot. 

m Corpulent; pot-bellied. 
6218 

U ^ very stout and big-bellied. 

i See -jjjj' 
Also, a bud; a ball; see 4199, 
6189, 6210, and 11,321. 

s Even Upper. 

6219 

1 he name of an aquatic 

grain, from the seeds of 

which a spirit was distilled. 

See rt Zizania aquatica L. (see 
M 

Even Upper. 
6224), the roots of which are 
eaten with fish. 

m Same as 6197. 

6220 

m: 
A goblet, with a broad 

ip, long narrow stem, and 
6221 

See 

Even Upper. 

square base slightly wider. 

A corner; an angle; an¬ 

gular. A wooden tablet 
'or writing upon. A rule; 
a law. 

jfySi a goblet without 

corners,—the name without the 
reality. In very early times, 

\ 
\ 

goblets were made with corners; 
but in the age of Confucius, the 
form was changed while the name 
was kept. 

\ 

M 4 3t M ffi ^ g * 
naturally rectangular, yet not 
uncompromisingly hard, —Were 
the pure men of old. 

a sword-hilt. 

to grasp the tablet,—and 
write. 

a rule; a law; a method 

mmz a a man full 0f 
cunning and corners (r<r. origin¬ 
ality),—the sort of man wanted 
in warfare. 

a name for Peking. 

A boy whose father is 

11 an 

Used as an Im- 

vVE.” 

St JE ? % M f a boy 
whose father is dead is a ku tzu. 

K "7* 7TC an orphan going 
back to his ancestors,—as when 
a widow re-marries and the son 
of her first husband returns to 
the husband’s family. 

to spare (from the 14© 
executioner) an only son to 
support (his parents). 

or friendless. 

any one. 

fit 

to be trusted with a six-cubit 
orphan,—explained as a prince 
of fifteen years old. 

having been left an orphan in 
childhood. 

lonely. 

a lonely grave. 

or M or M 

solitary; alone; friendless. 

—a name given to Sudatta, one 
of the disciples of Buddha. 
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6222 

6223 

6224 

R. 

See i 

Even Upper. 

6225 

M the souls of those who die 

away from home. 

friendless; destitute. 

with only a lamp for 

a companion,—used of a man 
without a wife or a wife without 
a husband. 

M^A a lonely and miserable 

man. 

a solitary boat. 

aut a solitary rock; Orphan 

Rock. 

an? scattered build 

ings. 

JJR thinking over-highly of 

oneself. 

mm eccentric; peculiar. 

M ^ H Rl| a single Palm 
(hand) cannot make a noise. 

1^1 7 # one tree 
doesn’t cannot make a grove. 

—* J)JL Tit t0 stake one’s 

whole existence on a single throw, 

MS completely isolated,—of a 

place. 

mm urn a low fellow of 

no education. 

M ^ or JJ& IE b the Emperor, 
—explained as the man apart 
from others. 

to be saluted as Emperor 

M 1$ iP |§ iftwho, then, 
is the Emperor? 

—- the Junior Tutor, the 

Junior Assistant, and the Junior 
Guardian, — under the Chou 
dynasty. 

Same as 62 33- 

A name for see 1218. 

Also, Zizania aquatica, L.; 

see 6219. 

ancient name of a grain the 
identity of which is uncertain. 

Same as 12,436. 

6226 

R., 

See# 

Rising Upper 

A ram; a sheep of a 

black and white colour. 

^ a ram. 

HJ J|i ^54 we will make you 

produce a ram without horns,— 
which is an impossibility. Sup 
posed to have been used as a 
threat to drunkards. 

at fa** a minister worth 

five rams’ skins,-a paltry amount 
offered as ransom for the famous 

II ^ Po-li Hsi, by ^ 

Duke Mu of |jpv Ch‘in, when he 

fell into the hands of the men 

of Ch‘u. The amount was 

6227 

R. 

s«# 
Rising Upper, 

purposely put at a low figure, 
lest the captors should suspect 
the real value of the man. 

The thighs ; the haunch¬ 

es; the rump. A division; 

a share. A band ; a gang. 

Numerative of stretches of 

road, of puffs of wind, etc. 

See %J 6135. 

M M JJ£ Our legs and arms, 

—said by the Emperor of his 
chief Ministers, his right-hand 
men. 

M Aj> 0- the legs, arms, 

mind, and spine,—as applied to 
the parts which make up a power¬ 
ful administration. 

M reflecting on 

the glorious deeds of his Minis¬ 
ters. 

JSS&rfiHI legs shaking from 
fear. 

to move its legs,—as an 

insect. 

Jjfr ^ M at prayer, they 

cross the legs (tailor-fashion),— 
of the Persians. 

their red covers 

on their knees. 

J$! 5S strong. 

A IS eight legs,—as specially 

applied to the modern style of 
essay-writing, now abolished, in 
which the theme was treated 
upon eight legs (under eight 
heads), fully exhausting all sides 
of the question. 

an old pedant. 

— ^ $11 a three-strand cord. 

m1 
6227 

R. 

See 

6228 

Entering 
Upper. 

amt1* 

6229 

R. g 

See^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

Mfr (fin*) a share,—as in a 

company. 

M M or M ft M a share 
certificate; scrip; a bond of a 
loan. 

to allot shares. 

30 

mm to take shares. 

mA or MM a shareholder, 

mm to get people to take shares. 

M% a. partner. 

&M to share the assets. 

to give each one his 

share of a gratuity. 

Mt a subdivision of a ^ 

department in ayamin at Peking. 

M A tangled; compli 

cated. 

a blast of hot air. 

one strong pull all 

together. 

si: 0. — M a g°ld hairpin. 

— A M M IIa large band 
of robbers or rebels. 

Broussonetia papyrifera, 

Vent., or paper mulberry- 

tree ; see 2649. White 

bark. 

beneath them is 

the paper mulberry-tree. 

m do not collect on 

my paper-mulberries. 

Grain; cereals. Salary. 

Real; substantial. Good ; 

lucky; happy. Alive. 

£ the five grains,—hemp, 

millet, rice, wheat, pulse, 

the awn of grain. 

a granary. 

' to levy (or pay) a tax in 

grain. 

^ spiked millet (Setaria 

itahca, Kunth.). Synonym of . 

MWi to harvest. 

W ^ croPs in general. 

mm rice or oat straw. 

Srain for public purposes. 



ysn<r- 
^X 
6229 

m 
6230 

6231 

see# 

Entering 

Upper. 

*r 
6232 

P. cl•«, c£« 

See^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

grain filling out; ripening 

crops. 

rice with the husk still on. 

^ rice steeped until it buds. 

US! *be alimentary canal. 

p[§ “grain rain,”—one of the 

twenty-four solar terms. See 
Tables Va. 

7^ ^ to have emoluments. Also, 

to maintain one’s goodness, 

salary; pay. 

Up good; excellent. 

H a lucky day. 

to bring up; to nourish, 

the not-good = I; see 9710. % 
Also used for 
pi.4 

'; see 9016 

Jin order to 

bless with abundance my men 
and their wives. 

the people are all 

happy. 

m SW^^.^EJW 
though living apart, we shall 
share the same grave. 

^ Eriocaulon heteran 

thum, Benth., and E. australe, 
R. Br., used in eye diseases. 

Same as 6229. 

The instep. The hind 

feet of cattle. Plain; of 

one colour. 

A cylinder, outside which 

the spokes of a wheel were 

fixed, and inside which ran 

the axle-tree. The nave or 

hub of a wheel; a carriage 

See 2818, 3710, 5277. 

¥rb He °r wt. mthe wheel of 
a cart (see 3818). 

jjjffi j|jj| H| the horned owl. 

fy is © n to r°n °r turn 
over 

went off to 

sleep like a top. 

lx 
6232 

6233 

kLu 

R.> 

C.' 
H. 
F. 
W. c'-iau 
N. cliu 
P. 

ku 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
YL.ko 
J. kOy kU 

A. ku 

Even Upper. 

R 

3“ 

6234 

n 
C. kwet 
H. kwttl 

F.kauk 
W. /■«<•, cue 
N. kweh 
P. sku 
M. ku 
Y. kweh 

Sz. ku 
K. kol 
J. kotsz, hue hi 

A. kout 
Entering 
Upper. 

[ 780 ] 

t0 Pusb on the wheel,— 

to help any one to get on. 

the Huns 

rising up under your Majesty’s 
chariot-wheels. 

under the chariot- 

wheel,—at Court. 

T form of address to an 

envoy or commissioner. 

screens used for the war- 

chariots of high officers. 

A hoop; a belt; a fillet. 

To surround. See 3634. 

trffi to hoop; to put on a hoop, 

as a cooper does. 

^ to hoop a barrel. 

K t0 heat a hoop down to 

its place. 

s m m m if e •» 
call a cooper to build a house, 
—to employ wrong means. 

—* fit a bundle of firewood. 

the Diamond Fillet,- 

a head-band worn by Taoist 
priests. 

a wreath of flowers. 

pH a muzzle put on animals 

to prevent their eating. 

^ :*|ji J]^| the snake coiled round 

his leg. 

A bone (used for “bump” 

in the phrenological sense). 

Anything hard enclosed in 

a soft covering. The radii 

of a folding fan; the ribs 

of an umbrella; a stalk; 

framework upon which 

something is constructed. 

See Jfy) 6851. Radical 188. 

See 4249. 

■ti a bone; bone. 

JH the giant sea-eagle. 

I.Iii^iborn 
bones and grow up flesh,—it 
can’t be helped. 

you dirty bone!—a 

term of abuse. 

It ^ * >jj|* only left bare 

bones,—with nothing on them. 

3- 

6234 

your honourable self. 

||jj articulations of the bones; 

joints. 

It* |^J bone and flesh; blood 

relationship. 

fflT bone and blood; one’s 

children, the father being sup¬ 
posed to contribute the bones 
the mother the blood. 

—the bones in a man being 
reckoned at 365, the number 

of the ^ degrees through which 

the sun passes in a year. 

H* or *p|* Jr* a corpse. 

*jj|* a skull. 

the bump of rebellion,— 

the prominent bone behind the 
ear. 

2X H* at the back 

of his head is the bump of 
rebellion. 

iAf Hig his hatred goes 

into his very marrow. 

to examine and arrange 

bones, said to be those of a 
man who has been murdered 
or who has committed suicide. 

ft If- to subject the bones to 

various processes with a view 
to establishing a case of murder 
or suicide. 

j® ft E a bone-setter; a 

surgeon. 

the bones of a 

man are white. 

$§ A *§* $1 the bones of a 

woman are black. 

£*§* white bones, — generally 

used of uncared-for bones, scat¬ 
tered round old tombs, etc. 

a huge pile of old 

bones. 

[fj *pj* a receptacle for un¬ 

claimed bones, as above. 

the large frame,—of 

a big-made man. 

-SlIH-1# a set of bones,— 

as arranged and ticketed at in¬ 
quests, not necessarily the whole 

365. See above. 

M H H* a copper skin and 

iron bones,—a very Samson. 

*j’|* jjl stiff,—of stuffs. 
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3* 

6234 

ft W. enervated; weak. 

thin as an aster| 6235 
stalk. |r.^ 

n a- »' ft # >° s»th“ "pLe«. 
„ 1 d Vv/mdc  onH intpr them I 1 old bones,— and inter them I 
decently, is considered a very| Entering 
meritorious act. Upper. 

R. M 
N. kwali 
P. cku 
M . ku 
K. , kol 

the bones of a man who I 

has been killed in battle. 

»p|* no backbone,—want 

ing in vigour of character. 

— jfi Wl’W clear right downlp'c^ 

to the bones,—i.e. to the bottom, JM- *« 
as wine. 

•frif drunk to the bones, 

dead drunk. 

tl¥ unborn lamb-skin, 

dominoes. 

6236 

'if 
6237 

Entering 
Upper. 

6239 

kuk 

to play 

dominoes. 

ill @ # the rocks show 

(through the soil) on the hills. 

I ms# he drew the veri¬ 

table anatomy of the hills. 

he did not first 

sketch the outline in black,—as 
usual in painting. 

a firm vigorous 

handwriting. 

the two outside pieces 

of a folding fan. 
. m . I F. kouk 

jn* bones outside,—sc. scaly I vv. ku 

animals, such as tortoises, etc. I f ^ 
IP. ku 

that which is “bred in the IM- 
F* ^ IY. kuk 
bone;” hereditary instinct. |sz.ku 

(although I ^koku 

poor), he still retained a share! 
(three-tenths) of his old breeding. " 

Tl ftfc M H *i* not a soft 
bone in his body,—not a spark 
of refinement in his composition. 

IllJfc he lay in bed a 

skeleton. 

H R8 # *i* hc has a 
proud bone in his loins,—which 
prevents him from bending. 

ftt 1- *¥ m it 6 SR 
a proud bone will in the end 
cause people to ignore you. See 
8556. 

*p|* the coot (Fulica atra) 

a< 

Entering 
Upper. 

Perturbed; distressed. 

See 6238. 

jgtf ^ H JTF anxietyof 
mind injures the liver. 

J. kotsz, kuchi 
A. kout 

Entering 
Upper. 

Name of a fine-grained 

white wood used for arrows 

*§ +‘tuthe st°vefui1 
of blazing logs. 

See 5022. 

A kind of silk. Tangled; 

knotted. See 6235. 

& ££ &S the heart much 
perturbed. 

A valley; a ravine; 

ollow; the bed of 

torrent. Difficult; imprac¬ 

ticable. Radical 150. [To be 

distinguished from ch>io 

P ±W; see 2223a.] 

extending to the 

middle of the valley. 

IK t 
(the bird) comes out of the dark 
valley, and removes to the lofty 
tree,—used of rising in the world 

|1| ^ a ravine, 

f Ra gorge. 

^ ^ the SPirit of the 
valley never dies,—a sentence 

from the sits® , which has 

been variously explained, 

flt S#iS whistle and the 

valley will echo it. 

f:#0# spring has come 

back to the millet valley,— 

referring to a place in the 

Yen State where the crops wou 

6239 

R. 

not sprout until Tsouj 

Yen had played upon the ^ 

pitch-pipes. Used at the New| 
Year. 

the hollow behind thel 

ankle. Also, same as next entry. I 

valley; a cellar; a house! 

dug out of the hill side, as in | 
Shantung. 

completely hem-j 

med in. 

St®*# to go forwards or I 

backwards is alike impracticable. 

St S * # Z ffi ta *' 
moment of difficulty, 

the east wind. 

the Chinese Neptune.I 

a tree from the bark of 

which paper is made. 

Read lu*. 

the name of a Hsiung-nu 

prince. 

Read yii**. See 12,100. 

6240 

Entering 
Upper. 

6241 

m 

s"- 
Rising Upper, 

The cry of a pheasant. 

A drum. To drum; to] 

beat; to play on; see ^ 

8850. To rouse; to excite.] 

To bulge ; to swell; see I 

12,099. A measure fori 

grain; a weight of 480 lb\ 

Radical 207. See 9365. 

a hoop-drum, which stands! 

on a tripod, and is used ini 
theatres as leader of the orchestra.! 

a ring of wood with skin! 

stretched over both sides, used| 
by priests at funeral services. 

Ait® an octagonal tam¬ 

bourine, used by singing girls. 

the war drum, used by] 

soldiers. 

fttt book name of the j 

rattle-drum. 

1 



or 

0 SSL or i® drums used in 
the Confucian temple. 

a drum-stand. 

Ht t£°r 8J? St SS; 
to beat a drum. 

g£ Hi instrumental music in 

general. 

—* M(J i£ #§ a band- 

g£ or gj? a drummer. 

3L -f* ^ over 

fifty drummers and pipers. 

I am just in want 

of a drummer. 

S M 118 * to beat the drum 

and weigh anchor. 

—* j|£ W can be broken by 
a single blow. 

—• M ffo ik he can 
thus be seized right away,—at 
the first beat of the drum 

M Mfc MM M accord 
ing to military regulations, the 
drum beats for the advance of 
the troops. See 695. 

^ g£ gong and drum re 

sound. See 695. 

fI tf H IP il (a horse) 
could march in time with a drum 

H ® i£or A2? WloiM 
gif a tambourine. 

a side-drum. 

g£ you sit in a drum 

you from — which prevents 
hearing the news. 

g . @ tr it to d° 
one’s own paddling and drum¬ 
ming,—to be independent. 

tr H @* to beat the night 

watches. 

gj? a drum-tower,—where the 

night watches are beaten 

HE M if! a carriage fitted 

with a drum for recording, by 
the aid of mechanism, like a 
taxicab, the distance traversed 
First mentioned in the History 

of the Chin dynasty. 

Kit) jt£or & ska metal drum> 
—a small brass gong used in 
processions. 

gj£ earthenware seats shaped 

like drums. 

6241 

the stone drums 

the Chou dynasty,—ten irreg¬ 
ular-shaped blocks of stone dis- 6241 
covered early in the seventh 
century and now in the Con¬ 
fucian Temple at Peking, where 
they were placed at the begin¬ 
ning of the fourteenth century. 
Each bears an inscription in the 
Greater Seal character, on hunt¬ 
ing, fishing, etc. 

g£ ^ to clap the hands. 

why not daily | 

play your lute? 

jU ^ to play on the organ; to 

humbug. 

to strike a bell. 

$P m !£» — iM: ^ he 
whose footsteps sound like a 
drum will be poor all his life 

Sks sk-t^jg 
like beating a drum when chasing 
a fugitive,—making it less likely 
to catch him. ; 

Same as 6241. 

£ 

s£ M musical instruments; an 

orchestra. R. , 
to encourage. See _j- 

to rouse; to stimulate. Rising Upper. 

to excite to activity,—as 

the growth of things. 

to excite; to rouse; to 

exert oneself. 

to stir up men’s 

minds. 

^ to excite uncertainty or 

alarm. See 6251. 

^ drums and horns (military 

music). 

A to blow up a fire. 

to melt, as metal for 

casting; also used of the prep 
aration of salt by fire. 

round bellies, — as in a 

time of plenty 

bulged up. See 

10,512. 

@*1*1*18 ere the corpse is 

cold. 

gj? a kind of water-tick. 

mwt the stars ct (3 y in Aquila. 

measures for grain. See Rising Upper. 

579°- 

a ku of iron. 

Same as 6241. 

Blind. Blind musicians. 

bt 0 m (blindness), I 
with the pupils of the eyes still 

remaining, is called ku. See 
7651. ® 

to speak without observing 

the countenance (of the listener) 
is called ku. 

f to blind and lead astray. 

an asylum for the I 

blind. 

? 0 ti^Si method fori 
teaching the blind to read. 

two blind men I 

helping each other along. 

there are many! 

blind musicians,—at the Court 
of Chou. 

BUS Ku-sou, — the name ofl 

Shun’s father, referring to his 
mental blindness. 

this foolish talk won’t con¬ 

duce to the happiness of the 
district. 

6245 
R. vulgar. 

See llylt 

i£ gfc % t0 beat on tbe 
edge of the drum,—to say some¬ 
thing to an angry person which 
will increase his anger. 

Dropsical; swollen; 

bloated; bulging. 

m m flatulent; the bowels I 

distended from wind. mm swollen out, — as from I 

dropsy. 

fcm ascites. 

mmm bloated; swollen out. 

mm (or T ) the coot (Fulicd I 

atra). 



w 
6246 

R-lA 

H. i kuk 
F. kouk 

W. iu 
N. koh 
P .‘ku 

M. ku 
Y. kuk 
Sz. ku 
K. kok 
J. koku 
A.kouk 

Entering 
Upper. 

6247 

R-Ik 

See $ 

Entering 
Upper. 

3* 

6248 

RlA 
W. 

See ^ 

A. kouky 

Entering 
Upper 

Irregular. 

Manacles; gyves 5 fetters; 

to fetter; to be fettered, 

especially of the mind. See 

1824. 

ii Tftt fallen into the 

meshes of the law,—as a man 
in a cangue. 

A shed or pen for cattle 

4 It we 

must let the horses and oxen go 
free from their pens. 

Jg- ^ keep the calf 

carefully in the pen,—train up 
a child, etc. 

The heron (Ardea alba). 
Hoary; white-haired. A 

target, so called because 

to hit a heron is a test of 
good shooting. 

$1 % 0 */& rffj the heron 
is white without washing daily. 

— jy g # SI «f- 

$ his whole mind running on 

a heron which is approaching. 

St * % ft ^ & 
what can a swallow know of the 
aims of a heron? 

ft,| IlL or ft| M t0 stand on 
the look-out, like a heron,—used 
of sentinels. 

M ft! IS to carve a heron 
and turn out only a duck. 

* m a paddy-bird (Mutiia 

minima). 

fill Ait j|]|j the Immortals 

ride on herons. 

Sft heron face and 

vegetable colour,—pale, sallow. 
“Vegetable” is explained as re¬ 
ferring to a low diet. 

ft! W gaunt; haggard. 

H HH white hair with a 

youthful face. 

to set up a target. 

the target. 

he did not miss 

3=- 

6249 

C. mik, kivct 
F. mik, kauk 
W. mi, kite 
N. kwah, »z//z 
P. mV, ku 
M. otz, ku 

Y. wiVfc, 
Sz. mi 
K. m idle, kol 
J. beki, miaku, 

kotsz, kechi 
A. mik, kouk 

Entering 
Lower 

and Upper. 

Wf3 

6250 

R-,lf H 
s«*lS 
Rising Upper. 

To throw into disorder. 

To float. Noise of waves. 

y|3 :& 3l threw int0 
disorder the arrangement of the 
five elements. 

'/R Et to confuse positive 

and negative, right and wrong, 
etc. 

70 floating and sinking, — 

used of a man of genius who 
cannot find his way to the front. 

iH & — §8 # one morning 
frees himself from all trammels, 
—and asserts himself. 

iB # » Z 7 X -tfe 
rushing on as though never at¬ 
taining. 

yR y£J yff yff the noise and 

rushing of a torrent. 

* * vH ill the water came 

rushing in. 

Read mi**. The name 

of a river, mm Mi-lo, in 

which jg? Ch'ii Yiian 

drowned himself, 4th cen¬ 

tury B.C. 

A resident merchant, as 

opposed to \% (9738) a 

trader. To traffic. See 

10,079. 

HT| 
Vi 
HI} 

Vi 

to buy. 

to sell. 

^ fjj a market; a bazaar. 

^ a wholesale dealer. 

^|jf the mercantile classes. 

ta 

as if in the three times cent per 
cent of traffic, a superior man 
should have any knowledge of 
it! 

a pedlar’s wares 

which do not sell,—of virtues. 

iSS a local tax levied on 

shops. 

Read chiaA The price 

of anything; see 1182. A 

surname. 

JTEL 

6251 

See# 
Rising Upper. 

6252 

R. 

See |§| 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Worms in the belly. A 

virulent poison, prepared 

by putting all kinds of 

poisonous insects and rep¬ 

tiles together in a box and 

letting them eat each other 

until only one remains. 

Insanity. The 18th Dia¬ 

gram. See 5810. 

chung4 Bag those who 

have been poisoned by ku,— 
their bodies turn black and their 
bellies swell. 

* 38 l§. Ja m UJ. fi 
^ a woman inveigling a 

man, wind throwing down moun¬ 
tain (trees), are ku. 

Wi Z ^ ^ H Srain 
which (moulders and) flies away 
is ku. 

£1 M Jug® H look at 
the character: insects and a dish 
make ku. 

to look after (a father’s) 

maggots,—to hide his faults. 

^ H ^ and behold 

there was a certain man before 
him who had the dropsy (?). See 
Delegates' Version. 

lik fife to excite doubts; to im- 

pose upon; to seduce. ^6241. 

I! insanity,—from 

excessive sensual indulgence. 

To hire. 

^jH to hire labourers. 

to hire workmen. 

to hire a cart. 

g to hire a boat. 

S )$P t0 Hre coolies,—for 
carrying. 

§ jE to enSa§e services of. 

I At k‘an to engage a 

care-taker. 

g[ to engage; to charter, as 

a vessel. 

f £ to arrange for employ¬ 

ment of. 

H? an employer; a charterer. 

|H to rent a house. 

Iff 31 t0 be engaged as 

labourer. 
£ 
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y- .“'t 

6252 

I 
6253 

6254 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

A to be hired. 

to enSaSe>—as soldiers, 

unable to hire,- 

as coolies, etc. 

/pf :j^ to take passage by. 

Same as 6252. 

To look at; to attend to ; 

to regard; to care for; to 

reward. To visit. Some¬ 

times = $£ therefore. Only; 

however; on the contrary. 

Then. A transitional and 

disjunctive conjunction. 

m to stare about. 

m M to m mor mmor m v 
look at; to look after. 

to look at what is coming 

afterwards,—to take precautions 
with regard to the future. 

||jj to think upon; to consider. 

jgj| not to see; to be careless 

of; to pay no attention to; to 
have no scruples (see 4867). See 

1334- 

^ ^ 3k re^ard 
less of the size of heaven, of the 
age of earth,—not caring for God 
or man. 

***#!S ^ if you pay 

no attention to original cost, 
you will lose money,—in trade. 

landlord of the inn paid no 
attention to him. 

Si * T M S * 1i he 
pays no attention to this sort of 
thing. 

thought no more 

about weeping; stopped weeping, 

to take thought for. 

to care for,—as parents of 

children. 

fj| to pity; to have regard for. 

H pi] to think of; to raise the 

question. 

g pjj an official adviser. 

6254 

Q to shun: to fear. 

to regard one’s shadow,— 

to admire oneself; to be well 
aware of one’s own good looks. 

with a view to a 

satisfactory arrangement of the 
whole matter. 

no leisure to look 

after oneself. 

if Us ft S S? when yo" 
can’t take care of yourself, why 
try to assist me? 

& brazen-faced; careless 

of public opinion. 

*1A he who cares for his 

belly and not for his back will 
be put to the necessity of appear¬ 
ing in rags before his friends, 

to have no care 

for family reputation. 

not to care to return. 

m k it to to reward with 

presents. 

mm or :jr |g to patronise; 

to deal regularly with. 

-^jjr in Peking) a 

regular customer, 

a customer. 

— |g ^ thrice he visited 

his thatched cottage. 

fa}4 0 
I did not expect you to visit me 
to-day. 

n m I have been honoured 

by your custom, or by your visit. 

to attend to 

the head but not to the tail, 
careless as to the upshot. 

Hr m beginning and end 

correspond, 

in harmony. 

neither looking out 

for the other,—used in the sense 
of “sauve qui peut.” 

f IEI head hanging 

down,—instead of up. 

remember I have 

words and deeds 

6254 

no wine. 

¥ 6255 

C. nget 
W. iva, wo 
P. cku 
M. k'-u 

Y. heh 
K. kol, hil 
J. kat, gat 
A. nget^ kout 

Entering 
Lower. 

raesot green hills on all 
sides. 

regardless of 
the stink. 

miFnwUt,® HI... 
never stopped to ask how she 
was, but enquired about. 

mt&mz there was not one 

deserving of regard. 

m ^ t0 accept a decision,—as 
being a fair one. 

m m embroidery, — so called 

from |g| a noted embroiderer 

at Soochow. 

means of living. 

in his carriage 

(Confucius) did not look behind 
him. 

m ffil and yet. 

M.m rfnhow.that 

you must go and....? Why instead 
of.must you...? 

m ^ ^ is it then indeed 

so? 

i — 0 ^ ^ only one day’s 

absence,—is like separation by 
one thousand li. 

ffij m 111# ••••> but on 
the contrary obscure your na 
tural disposition. 

m # ifc Z M and yet 
you only teach him games, eh? 
—instead of useful accomplish¬ 
ments. 

m filE therefore don’t.; so 

don’t.... 

m au> z mhave you then 
forgotten it? 

To rub; to clean. 

^ ^ gave a cracking 

sound. 

Read hsiz. Sprightly, 

capering about; gleeful. 
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w 
6256 

R-m 
C.fu 
II. ku 
F. ku 
W. 

K.‘U. 

Rotten ; decayed ; with¬ 

ered ; dried up, as opp. to 

5740. See ^ 12,116. 

ku 

It'll 

N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 

Is- | ku. ko 

A. toil 

Even Upper. 

w: 

6257 

R. , 

See^- 

Rising Upper 

^ decayed; exhausted. 

14# decayed bones. 

JA ® or +A A a dead tree- 

y|-A kk a dry StUmp- 
'iff iff +A gradually dried up 

and withered away. 

#n ti 4A $5 (as casy) as 
pushing down a rotten stump. 

$HA Mi when the sea 
is dried up you can see the 
bottom; see 4562a. 

^A ^ to §row thin- 

14 M lean; shrivelled. 

A trap for catching fish. 

A kind of bamboo. 

6258 

C./u 
H. 
F. 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ko 
J. ko, ku 
A. 

Rising Upper. 

k-u 

Bitter, one of the five 

flavours. Grievous ; dis¬ 

tressing ; afflicted; in bad 

circumstances. The sow¬ 

thistle. See 4S64 and 

^■948. 

#u± a bitter taste. 

nmftP good medicine is 

bitter to the taste. 

# o m ft bitter to the 

taste but good for the disease. 

#i&1f* when the bitter 

is finished, then comes the sweet, 
—as the reward of toil. 

* 9. # 4 #. m% « 

±m he who has not suffered 

the bitterest of the bitter can 
never appreciate the sweetest of 
the sweet. 

ft H M ^ H ^thirty per 
cent bitterer than gentian,—very 
poor. 

n 
6258 

like a dumb man eating 

gentian, the bitterness is inside, 
—he keeps his troubles to him¬ 

self. 

#Jj® the gall-bladder; courage. 

-fl| A ft the Poison (of niy 
lot) is too bitter. 

#ft toil; laborious effort. 

ftm hard service. 

ft® to distress; to molest. 

hard labour, 

to do manual labour. 

^ trouble. 

#© to press one urgently to 

stop. 

kutule, a Manchu term 

for a soldier’s servant. 

ft$ift$L 0*h') t0 do one’s 

utmost for. 

#tr a sound thrashing. 

ft 4: the injured party or person. 

¥7*7 it was hard on me. 

^ 7^ poor man’s incense,—the 

incense burned at the temples 
at the western hills near Peking 
is so called. 

ftM* feeling of mental pain; 

with great earnestness; strenu¬ 

ously. 

!#*« took the very 

greatest pains. 

ftm or ft Ej3 distress; calam¬ 

ity. 

OR a wretched lot in life, 

or *m* a poor 

wretch. 

bitterness; misery; sorrow. 

# )& » # » # ft “ 
hardship. 

# M severe punishment; tor¬ 

ture. 

^ j^ places suffering from mis¬ 

fortunes. 

#M unhappiness. 

ftR misery. 

#±1)11# sorrow added to 

sorrow. 

6258 

or ft ft or ^ ® or ^ 

ftm extremely poor; abject 

poverty. 

misery and hap¬ 

piness unequally apportioned. 

M ft # IP 1 have been 
through all these troubles. 

ft unsPeakable dis' 
tress. 

\ft\i ft unable t0 bear p°verty- 

ft the desperate resolution,— 

of a man determined to succeed. 

ftrt to die of want, in mis¬ 

fortune, etc. 

* # % altogether too dis¬ 

tressing. 

##B to suffer from boat-trav¬ 

elling; to be sea-sick. 

to be sick from riding in 

a cart. 

fa + U ft! fthe drank ten 
cups without discomfort. 

% M M flf ft usually in 
good health, without any ailments 

^ ^ pH in autumn, if there 

are no unseasonable rains 

bitter rain and 

biting wind. 

#aus m unfortunately, the 

wind was adverse. 

ftm to lecture; to scold. 

^ ^ urgent; badly; seriously. 

##*# to urgently im 

plore. 

fttt intense earnestness. 

» ft *. ft # m.*■» 
no business of yours: why inter 
fere? 

ft'#* what’s the use? is it 

worth while? 

fa ft ii& wby take il seri" 

ously ? 

ft#*#BB43tilt 
why was I fool enough to aim 
at high office and so bring my¬ 
self to this pass? 

fa ft ft 31 # P M why 
do what it would be such a pity 
to do? 

ft * 
Champ. 

Lactuca brevirostris, 

99 



w 
6259 

See 

Even Upper. 

6260 

R. 

!•! 

C.fu 
F. ku 
W 
N, 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ko 
J. ko, ku 
A. k'ou 

Even Upper. 

k'-u 

k'-u 

it 
6261 

Sinking 
Upper. 

ptl & 

6263 

C. huk 
H. k'-uk 
F. k'-ouk 

W. k'-u 
N. k'-oh 

k'-u 
M. k'-u 
Y. k'-uk 

Sz. k'-u 
K. kok 

Sonchus arvensis, L. 

and 5. oleraccus, L. 

=5? 35 ^ Prunus japonica, 

Ihbg. 

Prunus Ssiori, F. & S. 

Read hu4. Name of 
place. 

the place where Lao Tzu 

is said to have been born. 

% f- m m =g m a tii 
Lao Tzu was born in the District 
of Hu, in the State of Ch‘u 
(modern Hupeh). 

To crouch down; to 

squat. 

A skeleton ; bones ; the 

shoulder-blade; the collar¬ 

bone. 

M a skeleton. 

•at* an exposed or unbur 

ied skeleton,—one that causes 
people to sigh. 

See 6205. 

The stalk and flower of 

the onion or garlic. 

To cry; to weep; to wail 
See 9921. 

to weep. 

- S5 95 iik Hi * 7 
aloud the whole way. 

m ¥ % S 55 ffi aU but 
wept aloud. 

to weep and snivel,—the 

latter being regarded as the test 
of true grief. 

pp 

pu ** 

6263 
J. koku 
A. k'-ouk 

Entering 

Upper. 

6264 

X* 

£ # m, 
when his mother died, he wept 
but without snivelling,—his sorrow 
was feigned. 

R M 
C. nget 
F. k'-ouk3 
W. ngd 

N. ngwah 
k'-u 

YL.kol,kul 

. ka/sz, kachi 
A. ngef kwet 

Entering 
Lower. 

PP 
jz to weep with excess 

of noise,—not fitting at the death 
of a parent. See 5391. 

35 its*! began to cry. 

"M? MU wbat are you crying 
about ? 

Jlfc fa ^ ® why do 

you come back crying? 

flJf *-° tell a story of wrong 

^ ^ to mourn and sacrifice,— 

at the ancestral tombs. 

^ to cry out in pain 

Ifo M ^ ^ t0 weep with 
loud lamentation 

'Jill ^ ^ ill# those 
who weep to order, though they 
wail, do not grieve. 

iPf ^ to weep like 

[Shen] Pao-hsu,—for help. See 
Biog. Diet. 

M 35» *95 ”35 3c35 
Ml! to weep bitterly. 

^ ^ W) wePt bitterly for him 

-—at his death. 

|fpj to weep and scold; to 

make a scene, as a shrew. 

^ false weeping,-crocodile’s 

tears. 

^ ^ to wail for the dead,—as 

women, often hired for the pur 
pose, do at funerals, etc. 

cry about it 

^ flljl the weePing and 

it is of no use to 

gibbering of ghosts. 

JH %to ca 
God,—for aid. 

||| ^ to call upon Almighty 

To toil; to fag at. Used 

for P& 1949, to stammer. 

*? 0 it it toiling and moil¬ 

ing the whole day long. 

kb ft 31 toil away the 

whole year round. 

to scratch out,— 

as ink with a knife. 

^Sr1* 
ids, 

6265 

R-M 
See 

A. k'-oul 
Entering 

Upper. 

in 
6266 

6267 

R-£c 
C. huk- 
H. kuk, k'uk^ 

k'-uk- 
F.kouk 
VV. k'-u 
N. k'-oh 
P.pku 
M. k'-u 
Y. k'-uk 
Sz. k'-u 
K. kok^ v. hok 
J. koku 

, kouk 

Entering 
Upper 

Irregular. 

1* 

Ft 

6268 

R. 

C. 
H. 

| kuk 

F. kouk 
W k'-u 
N. k'-oh 
P. c£‘«, 'ku 
M. ku 
Y. k'-uk 
K. kok 
r. koku 

A. kouk 

Entering 
Upper. 

To work in the fields. 

^ 1 j] to exert one’s utmost 
power. 

Same as 6268. 

Cruel ; tyrannical ; op¬ 

pressive. Very; extremely. 

cruel laws. 

® crueb tyrannical. 

IrU'iSm rapacious officials 
and cruel underlings. 

esssnA the air is most 
oppressive. 

l®i IP* greatly mortified 

and angry,—as by the loss of 
anything. 

^ very hot 

(Aao') or i*. # 01 gft 

j||l fond of; devoted to. 

itf ?£ very fond °f 
planting flowers. 

Brt(3t M very like his uncle. 

6269 

R-Hb it 
C.fu 
H. kkiua, k'-u 

To inform quickly; an 

urgent communication. 

*j^j‘ ^ the Emperor K‘u, father 

of the great Yao, b.c. 2435. 

F. ku 
W. k'-o 

N. k'-u 

To cut open ; to rip up; 

to cut out. 

Zp. to rip up a preg¬ 

nant woman. 

* # G to scoop out a 

block of wood for a mortar. 
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‘XT 

k'-u 

6269 
p. \ 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. J 
K./to 
J. ko, tu, X'5 

A. 
Even Upper. 

rr 
6270 

6271 

6272 
Sr 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

rU 
3- 

6273 

R.J 

See ^ 

Rising Upper. 

6274 

See fli % 
Entering 

Upper 
and Lower. 

M 
6275 

6276 

c. wit3,fU3, 
fit-, twit-. 
V. A‘w 

H.y?/ 
E. k'-auk, v. k’-u 
W. #0, 
N. k'-weh 

P. c*‘« 
M. k'-u 
Y. k'-weh 
Sz. U u 
K. kul 

J. kotsz,kuclii 
A. kwet- 

Entering 
Upper. 

fl A to slice off the skin. 

3lj AS to clear the heart of 

impurities,-explained as-^* Tfc 

&jy A^t®- 

Same as 6280. 

Same as 6280. 

To peep out of a hole; 

a hole. 

M t±$ fflj jg the rat peeped 
out and did not draw back. 

name of the son of Jgf 

Hou Chi. 

The buttocks. [To be 

distinguished from 3502.] 

A cave; the hole of an 

insect or small animal. 

tj® Yc cave dwellings. 

1X¥T*I the soldiers 

were hidden in caves. 

Same as 6273. 

A cave; a dwelling; a 

hole in the ground. 

Ml] H f| % in winter. 
(the ancients) dwelt in caves. 

® U ^ SB $ tfc ® he 
made an underground chamber 
where he drank wine at night. 

dt hut of a poor 

scholar. 

Mi a rat-hole. 

to make a hole,—as in a 

wall, for burglarious purposes, 

a hole. 

► 1* 

6276 

►1* 

6277 

R M 
See & 

Entering 
Upper. 

(IV 

6278 

R.^ 

See ^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

6279 

''iS 
H. k'-u 

See 

Sinking 
Upper-. 

a small hole,—as made 

by a drill, etc. 

lift % H Zfc ^ he is ful1 
of trickiness. Also, he is every¬ 
where in debt. 

a % 1® ii ««f 
are you giving me a bridge with 
a hole in it to walk upon?—are 
you trying to deceive me? 

E0 Hi j® M A II n 
of the tiger’s den into the dragon’s 
pool,—out of the frying-pan into 
the fire. 

jj|| ^ the frog abode,—the moon. 

See 441. 

the cassia-tree abode,— 

the moon. The cassia is sup¬ 
posed to be the “drug of im¬ 
mortality.” See 441. 

jjjifi ^ the cloisters of a 

Buddhist monastery, used for 
peripatetic meditation. Sanskrit: 
tchangkramana. 

A .1 % Hi M ft ft «■= 
celestial horse came from the 
land of the Yiieh-chih (Eph- 
thalites). See 7576. 

M j? §1 m 0 W Kt one 

hundred dragon-born horses from 
Yiieh-chih. 

Hilly; mountainous. 

e upt» low range of hills. 

Deep water; a deep pool. 

M viH rtrj Mithere was 
no pool where the spring gushed 
forth. 

A storehouse; a treasury 

a granary; an armoury 

See 10,291. 

the national exchequer, 

a treasury. 

money in the Treasury 

Also, deferred pay given in 
winter to Bannermen. 

(the ounce of) silver 

according to the Treasury scale 

6279 

6280 

R. 

C.fu 
U.fu 
F. k-OH 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M 

k'-u 

• I, 
Y. K 
Sz. ) 
K. ko 
J. ko 
A. k'-ou 

Sinking 
Upper. 

J¥ A® the Treasury keeper 

of a provincial yamen. 

colloquial designation of 

the above official. 

Treasury bill or draft. 

Jiff ^ stores in the Treasury. 

Jiff ^ articles from the Palace 

stores. 

W*® satin from the Palace 

stores. 

\ a counting-house; an 

accountancy. 

a government granary. 

an arsenal, 

stores in an arsenal or 

depot. 

±m a cellar. 

Jiff to burn a paper house full 

of mock money for the use of 
the dead. 

K'urun or Urga, — the 

administrative centre of the 
northern and eastern Khalka 
tribes. 

Trousers; drawers; 

breeches. 

•7* or — ■?* a Pail 
of trousers. 

the legs of trousers. 

the string to fasten 

trousers round the waist. 

the strings to 

fasten trousers round the ankles 

Jj|j| a waist-belt. 

^ ^ leggings drawn over the 

trousers. 

IS ± W- S «. m ± T 
^ * like a man with his 

leggings over his head, he can 
show his face,—for shame, 

jj] ipjf drawers. 

4-3t« short breeches worn 

by labourers. 

ft ^ hid it in his 

trousers. 

S ft A. ^ 
two men in one pair of trousers 
—firm friends. 

short riding-breeches. 
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6280 

JR 

mm 
y* ^ if a poor man chums 

with a rich man, the poor one 
will have no breeches to wear, 
—all his money will go in mere 
ordinary expenses. 

tattered trousers. 

6281 

R-Jtt 

see jU 

Even Upper. 

A generic term for such 
fruits and vegetables as 

gourds, melons, cucumbers, 

brinjal, etc. Numerative o 
bales of cotton. Radical 97. 

See Jgs 3039, ^ 6069, anc 

8750. 

JR3H gourds in general, 

ffi* vegetables and fruits. 

-b ft A JR in the seventh 

moon, the people eat melons. 

mm, the water-melon,—said to 

have been introduced into China 
(1) by the Chin Tartars from 
the west; (2) by the Kitan 
Tartars after their annihilation 
of the Ouigours; and (3) by the 
Ouigours themselves in the 10th 
cent. [This is the Greek triicvet, 
which Liddell and Scott say is 
“perhaps the melon.”] 

© JR # M there were no 

water-melons in ancient times. 

RH g§ JR w* to act as a mar 

riage go-between. 

mm or # JR the melon. 

/fc JR Carte a papaya, L.; also, 

the quince, Pyrus cathayensis, 
Hem si. 

4& ^4 J4J /fc JR 1 had apapaj 

given to me. 

1£JR the bitter gourd (.Manor- 

dica cliarantia, L.). 

ft ^ fR ft there were the 

bitter gourds hanging. 

4£4£JR Trichosanthes multi¬ 

loba, Miq. and T. Kirilowii, Max. 

if^JR same as the last. Also, 

Cucumis trigonus, Roxb. 

^ # JR Thladiantha nudi- 

flora, Hemsl. 

# JR a small yellow kind of 

pumpkin; a name for the papaya, 

hjr or ®ffi the cucumber. 

m 

JR 
6281 

ijr Thladiantha dubia, Bge. 

Crepisjaponic a,Berth 

and Lampsana apogonoidcs, Max. 

& ffi young cucumbers. 

^ffi a large coarse pumpkin 

(Benincasa ccrifera, Savi). 

^ JR )\k a pumpkin-shaped 

face,—i.c. too round, 

feffi Luff a cylindrica, Roem 

and Z. acutangula, Roxb. Also 
Trichosanthes anguina, L. 

ff JBW vegetable marrow. 

JR gourd (Cucurbita maxima, 

Duch.) and pumpkin (C. pepo, 
L.). 

f£jR the crook-necked squash 

— said to have been brought 

from ^ Japan. 

^JR the cucumber guard,—the 

grubs which eat its leaves. 

^JRa pickle made of cucum 

bers. 

ffi a gilt bludgeon, with a 

head shaped like a melon, carried 
in processions. 

ffi-T water-melon seeds. 

purslane (Portulaca 

oleracea, L.). 

JR -7* JJil a melon-seed face,- 

i.c. of a delicate oval. 

ftlRM they arc connected,- 

either by marriage, as debtor 
and creditor, etc. 

JR M M M the spreading of 

melons and pumpkins,—increase 
of family. 

WURty a marriageable age,— 

of girls. 

itfe JR ft to divide up 
territory like a water-melon,— 
used of political partitions of 
territory. 

startling news concerning the 
partition of China. 

* = % e J§ 0 it JR 
the three Manchurian pro¬ 

vinces have already been annex¬ 
ed by Japan and Russia. 

@ ffi JR Jl 7 S m if 
melons and other fruits are 
picked too soon, they will not 
be very sweet. 

a its when the melon 

is ripe, it falls of itself. 

r 
6281 

0 
6282 

R. 

See JJl 

JRB$rfij#,0 ^JRrfij 

^ it was the season of melons 

when they left. He said, When 
the melons are in season again 
(i.c. next year), I will relieve you 

ffi R one official relieving 

another. 

ffiR^Js troops relieving 
others; reliefs. 

ffitffl the term of an acting 

appointment; term of service. 

JR B ^ soldiers 
who have served their time, 

ffi i'i Java,—a corrupted form 

of 

fft±jRp£ li^fggoto 

hell! 

® JR JR M the 
melon-seller says his melons are 
sweet,-he does not cry “stinking 
fish.” 

JR 11J ^ % W. do not P"11 
up your shoe in a melon-field,— 
avoid suspicion. 

JR Z M there are 
melon and plum suspicions,— 
suspicious circumstances, as 
above, and under 6884. 

To cut; to slice. 

Even Upper. 

m See 12,436. 

6283 

U1 
6284 

To grab; to seize. Used 

with ^ 2685. 

to take up a handful. 

See JR ifR yf* 7^ he could not grab it. 

Even Upper. 4$ JtL t0 let a year old baby 
grab,—something from among 
several things placed in front 
of him, to indicate his future 
tastes. See 9987. 

4% ^ |Kf a clerk; a quill-driver. 

4$ 4T I'M1 a figure of a man’the 
mouth of which can be made 

to open and shut. 

iiji fill — 4S 4$ (ckua')like 
the grip of a god,—is the effect 

of this medicine. 



5& 
6285 

-Mi 

H 
6286 

?r 
6287 

«-se 

[j' ( kmatQ 

F. kwak, A7?//’ 

W. /’wo 

N. 
P. ckwa 
M. kwa 
V. hvaah 
Sz. kwa 
K. kwal 
J. katsz^ kaclii 

A. kwat 

Entering 
Upper. 

Same as 12,436. 

Same as 6293. 

To scrape; to pare-, to 

shave off; to brush away. 

To collide. 
I 

ffll ftil to scrape; to pare off; to 

oppress by extortion. 

?»lj iVlJ fli §1 t0 make a rc(luc' 
tion in the price. 

SiJV to level down; to raze. 

SiJ 4= to scratch out a word in 

writing. 

SiJ ifff * to scrape off one’s 

face-glory, — to sacrifice one’s 
reputation. 

to scrape off skin 

and hair. 

Si] PS to scrape off the dirt. 

Si] m ” SiJ Iff to scrape off; 
to rub off. 

M )Jyy to shave. 

m 7] -f-a razor- 

S iJ ^ to plane wood. 

m & Wl to brush clothes. 

± 8i] = 0. 'Si SiJ 0 # 
(or '{rf ) when scholars have 

been separated for three days, 
they should rub their eyes and 
look at each other,—expecting 
to see something different by 
the progress each has made. 

A* 

6288 

R-4I 
C. k'-ut 
II. kwat 
F. kwak 
W. kwo 
N. kwak 
I’, k'wo3 

Y. kouh 
K. kwal 
J. kwatsz, 

kwachi 

A. kwat 

Entering 
Upper. 

or ili M M M borrow 
sponging right and left. 

PH 1® ^ -f* a couPle of 
boxes on the ear. 

mm to stiffen by starch. 

SiJ 4 a striker, used by millers. 

SiJHM to strike legs,—as two 

horsemen colliding. 

Mor m 7 
into one another! — a carter’s 
cry. 

S&Slllg yellow and thin. 

ie 

6289 

R- % 

See ^|J 

Entering 
Upper. 

The nock of an arrow. 

To come to. To enclose; 

to embrace ; to include. 

Also read k'‘iiox*. 

ft &m =? m proceeds to 
note that the nock is properly 
adjusted. 

the cows and 

goats come down home,—in the 
evening. 

to contain; to include. 

See 8699. 

m m m m his bag holds the 

four seas,—he knows everything. 

packed up some clothes,— 

for travelling. 

to bind the hair with a 

coarse hemp cloth, as done by 
men in mourning. 

mm ingenious mechanism. 

\ fi to bale out water. 

Read hud1*. To meet 

with. 

(I longed) for one 

of such virtuous fame to come 
and be with me. 

See^J 

Entering 
Upper. 

w 
6292 

R 
P. ckwa, kwo3 
M. kwa 

See 

A measuring frame used 
tf/B 
m 13»2 7 7- by builders. See 

US' 
6290 

R# 
See^lJ 

Entering 
Upper. 

mm the roots of bryony (Tri- 

chosanthes Kirilowii, Max.),— 
said to be so called from a fan¬ 

cied resemblance to the ij® 
mole-cricket. 

Read kuaix. Also writ¬ 

ten ^ and identical with 

6470. Juniperus chi¬ 

li ensis, L. 

Read tienx. A pipe to 

blow up the fire in a 

cookinor-rancre. O o 

To look at angrily. 

A to glare at a man. 

H?f to notice- 

W 
6291 

R.. 

Entering 
Upper. 

6293 

See £ |J 
Entering 
Upper. 

*r 
6294 

R. .* 

See @ 

Entering 
Upper. 

wr 
6295 

R. * 

The nock of an arrow. 

M =jj£ like the string 

of the bow and the nock of the 
arrow,—are their meetings and 
partings. 

Noise of talking; clam¬ 

our ; hubbub. 

A. M ''M. ifS % A,hree 
Hakkas and three Swatow men 
will talk enough to stun you. 

jp Mi J|- too much talk 

stuns one. 

to make a din. 

MM noise; din. 

*6 K£ it # the frogs croak 

the livelong night. 

A bitter plant, called 

Y& H: or JJX Hf:. used f°r 

coughs. 

The spawn of frogs. 

id the garden slug. 

the mole-cricket. See 6igy 

and 6289. 

C. k'-ut0 

II. kwat 
F. kwak 
W. kwo 
N. kwah 
P. kwa3, k'lvo 
Y. kouh 
K. kwal 
J. kwatsz, kaclii 
A. kwat 

Entering 
Upper. 

1* 

To hasten quickly, 

to hurry on. 

6296 

c. j 

j not used 

W. ] 
N. kwah 

To blow, as the wind 

Jjj^ the wind blows; there is 

wind. 

S«£ M M. 7 {t has beSun 
to blow. 

11 tan m i T wind 
blew the door open. 
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6296 
P. ckwa 
M. kwa 
Y. kwa ah 
Sz. kwa 
J. kotsz, kuchi 
A. kwat 

Entering 
Upper. 

4* 

6297 

See ^|J 

Entering 
Upper. 

Si 
1* 

J&8#*88* there is not 
enough wind to blow away the 
clouds. 

what wind blows you here? 

# iift % fi^ (the dust)was 
blown sky high. 

H ® T 
I had already got wind of it. 

there is a whirlwind 

m sa 7 sunk by the wind,— 

foundered. 

The hair let down and 

in disorder, as when in 

mourning. See 2823. 

i A § f IS tlie chief 
mourner wears his hair twisted 
up in a knot and has his clothes 
all unbuttoned. 

6298 

R$1 $£ 
P. ckwa 
Y. kwaah 

Seeg 

Entering 
Upper. 

yj 
6299 

R J§ 

Rising Upper. 

6300 

See 

Even Upper. 

A species of wader, allied 

to the crane 

of a rook. 

The “ caw” 

or the black crane 

(cf. annosa cornix) the 

crow (Corvus sinensis)-, the east 
Asian rook (Frugilcgus pas tin a- 

tor). See 12,721, ^12,808. 

it rooks cawing. 

*g*s a bird like an owl, the 

appearance of which denotes 
that the district will see many 
good men put to death. 

To cut, as flesh from 

bones. [To be distinguished 

from 7240.] 

A crooked mouth. 

Pj 

6301 

C. wa 
H. 
F. 

I 

kwa 

kwo 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. 
K. ) 

J 
A. wa, kwa 

Rising Upper. 

kwa 

kwa 

PJ 
6302 

R ffi J® 
C. | 
I I. > wo 

F- \ 
W. wit, o 
N. ou 
P. kwa, wa 
M. wa 
K. wae, kwae, 

kwa 
J. kivai, kwa, 

ke 
A. wa 

Even Upper. 

(Pj 

6303 

r- ,ii 
C. lkwa, v. cwo 

See $|j 

Rising Upper. 

6304 

m 
C. wa, wo 
H. wo 
F. wo 
W. 0, wo 
P. kwa 
K. kivai, wai, 

kwa, wa 
J. kwa 
A. wa 

Even Upper. 

To cut up; to hack to 

pieces. 

55 ®i] if to c°ndemn to 
death by cutting to pieces. See 

7J| 7228. 

®ij to hack to death. 

BUffi & * cut him to pieces 

7-7J Mm chopped up into 

small pieces. 

& Hi iSllJ 7Jlust is a knife 
which cuts into the bones. 

51 
if you hack my face to pie¬ 

ces, I shall still think (or be, or 
do) the same. 

The sister and successor 

of Ut H Fu Hsi, known as 

A m, which is also read 

Nii Wa. She is said, among 

other things, to have melted 

stones wherewith to repair 

the heavens. Her name 

was adopted by the Jews 

as an equivalent for Noah. 

A bamboo tray; a spool 

for winding silk. 

shallow splint trays for 

drying tea-leaves. 

A snail. 

iJ^Jl the common snail. 

or my snail-shell 

of a house,—my humble abode. 

a m m ft a kingdom on 

each of a snail’s horns,—alluding 
to an allegorical story by Chuang 
Tzii, based upon the mere rela¬ 
tivity of the small and the great. 

ik It ^5the fable of the 
snail’s horns,—as above. 

where snails write 

characters (on the walls) and 
swallows make their nests,—of 
a deserted house. 

w ini 

6305 

"S'® 
P. kwa 
M. wa 

See 

K. kwae, wae, 
kwa 

J. kwa, ke 
A. wa, kwa 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

6306 

r Ji 
c. 
H. kwa 
F. 
W.) 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. ] 
K. kwa 
J. kwa, ke 
A. kwa 

Rising Upper. 

kwo 

kwa 

A pale yellow horse with 

a black muzzle. 

* »JH5- 0 sa g tj m 
$ ft 1it the Emp. Ming Ti 

of the Sung dynasty, because 
the part at the side caused it to 
resemble “misfortune,” changed 

the character to ift- 

Few; little; rare. Alone; 

friendless. A term of 

humility applied to princes 

;by themselves and others 

(see 13,436). 

m 0^1 do not say, The 

people are few,—and neglect 
them accordingly. 

1? M Jt- ff MMto sive 
few occasions for blame in one’s 
words and to have few occasions 
for repentance in one’s conduct. 

J£l ^ 55 Mt0 eiKiuire 
from those who know less than 
oneself,— to do which no true 
scholar is ashamed. 

£ 2 * JiMt 2 :& % 
let the producers be many and 
the consumers few,—and wealth 
will result. 

^ the few cannot 

oppose the many. 

3C" 

^ of few words. 

f ^ of small knowledge or 

experience. 

how many? 

is •¥* Z M H5 is y°m 
stipend a small one, sir? 

Vj few desires. 

“M ftp tbe rare,y-equalled decree. 
^ ^ to join in society but rarely. 

M- hav>nS few friends; not 

very sociable, 

in scant kindness. 

“M AS tbe w*d°wed heron,—a 

lonely woman. 

M # or M #§ or % a 
widow. 

SJg to live in widowhood. 

it ic # fr M he had a 
daughter, named Wen Chun, who 
had recently become a widow. 
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y3 
6306 

6307 

/f: 
6308 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

** 4 

6309 

R. ^ 

See j|K 

Sinking 
Upper. 

FtE 
6310 

R. £|, 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

6311 

R> 10. 
c. 
H. 
F. 
W. 
N, 

% ^ P& M the widow 
does not remain one over a 
month. 

widowers and widows. 

\widow ere yet a wife. 

J|[ to respect the weak, 

my unworthy brother. 

% Aor % #1 of little worth, 

—I, the sovereign. 

^ the wife of a sovereign; 

a wife such as few have. 

m T % ^ his example in¬ 

fluenced his wife. 

3|l ills t0 Be always••••> to do 
nothing but.... 

Same as 6312. 

The coarse silk from 

refuse cocoons. To tie up; 
to fasten. 

the mind 

full of anxiety from which one 
is unable to get free. 

If Vt k bi he was caught 

(when falling) by a large tree. 

An impediment •, a hin¬ 

drance. To fall into a 
snare. To dwell upon; to 
be anxious about. 

to hinder; to impede, 

to fall into a snare. 

S to think anxi- ± or | 

kwa 

| kwo 

ously about. 

To impose uponf to 

deceive; to disturb. 

^ to mislead; to deceive; 

to implicate. 

gj: §§L t0 distract; to confuse. 

To divine. A Diagram; 

607, 5177. 

# % £ a fortune-teller. 

^ # or |> ^ or or 

to cast nativities; to tell 

fortunes. 

w 
6311 

kwa 

P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. kwai 
J. ka, ke, kwai 
A. kwai 

Sinking 
Upper. 

4 

6312 

R. 

F. kwa, v. kkwa 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

tT ^1' die teeth chatter¬ 

ing. 

^1' ifaL a lottery-box. 

ft ST a tray for throwing 

lots. 

a divination Diagram. 

^1' SM ^ t^ie divination has 

turned out correctly. 

&S& change of luck, or of mind. 

if i/j M H the Diagrams il¬ 

lustrate the River Plan. See 3936. 

\ the symbols of the 

twelve moons of the year, viz.: 

Ms- 

fig- 
Ail Dhe Eight Diagrams,-eight 

combinations or arrangements of 
a line and a divided line, either 
one or other of which is repeated 
twice, and in two cases three 
times, in the same combination. 
Thus there may be three lines, 
or three divided lines, a divided 
line above or below two lines, 
a divided line between two lines, 
and so on, eight in all; e.g. 

—, —, etc. These Diagrams 

are said to have been invented 
two thousand years and more 
b.c. by the legendary monarch 

ikm Fu Hsi who copied them 

from the back of a tortoise. 
Wen Wang subsequently in¬ 
creased the above simple com¬ 
binations to sixty-four double 
ones, on the permutations of 
which are based the philosophi¬ 
cal speculations of the Canon of 
Changes. Each Diagram repre¬ 
sents some power in nature, 
either active or passive, such as 
fire, water, thunder, earth, etc. 

A # ffl.a tactical disposition 

of troops round a centre, after 
the manner of the pa kua. 

To hang up; to put on. 

To be in suspense; anxious. 

Numerative of necklaces, 

bridles, strings of cash, etc. 

#1'Jtor#|‘7&5fc to hang up. 

*1 # ± hang up the 
curtains. 

ta a mm ? s » & 
hang up this pair of scrolls. 

w 
6312 

Sis 10 tr 3M'. # ft 
that nail is too small to hang 
it on. 

^jr|. to hang upon a wall. 

fi:|' t0 han8 UP lanterns> a 
lantern. 

Jjfe|. to hang up pictures. 

ligAMIffl'TTi”1''' 
four quarters of the earth there 
is not room to hang it up,—of 

—* (one). 

to put on gay clothes, 

to put on mourning. 

fill some in red 

and some in green,—a crowd. 

^ see 4157. 

^jr|» ;j$|£ to live as a Buddhist 

priest. See 10,487. 

mm to put up for a single 

night,—as all travelling Buddhist 
priests have a right to do at any 
Buddhist temple. 

to become a Buddhist 

priest. 

to hang up the official 

cap,—to retire from public life. 

mm m a hang-up-flag- 

look-out-terrace,-a signal-station. 

m m a pulley; a block. 

|J?|V $88 long strips of dough, used 

as macaroni. 

^|> to advertise a lost 

banknote. 

mm to hang out a sign board. 

m m to suspend a tablet,—as 

doctors do. 

^ to register,—as the name 

of any one enrolling himself; as 
the entry of a despatch received 
or sent, etc. etc. 

to register one’s name; 

to enroll oneself. 

#1® & to note in a register 

the subject of a document. 

m m<*mw to be appointed 

Commander-in-chief. 

m tP $®i 4% a Brigade General 

entrusted with a Commander-in 
Chief’s seal,—in provinces where 
there is no Commander-in-Chief. 

^•|« |$^ to get a company, as a 

military official; to take an ad¬ 
vance on wages. 



w 
6312 

63^ 

R # 

See r||* 

Sinking 
Upper. 

not worth hanging 

on the teeth,—not worth men¬ 
tioning; of no consequence. 

#|' or \]l or #! or 

#1' it. or #|' M or IE #|'t0 
be anxious; to be in suspense. 

m m m n± very anxious. 

A #1' happy go 

lucky. 

to anxiously hope for. 

til' ^ to he in suspense; anxious 

thoughts. 

iR -f- HE fti )£* what other 

difficult matter is worrying you, 
madam ? 

#1'A to hang up one’s score, 

—as for things bought but not 
paid for. 

-mmm a string of cash 

used for ceremonious presents. 

Zl #|> two bridles. 

■01] ^|* a name for the goatsucker 

or nightjar, which is said to cry 
until the blood comes, when 
from sheer exhaustion it hangs 
head downwards on the tree. 
See 6423. 

ii|' $f.j Hf whh numerous 

omissions. 

»m Z « ^ hT % i|: 
cannot escape blame for what 
I have omitted. 

■fclil' r<-‘d and green papers, with 

embossed characters, hung over 
doors at the New Year. 

m m to implicate; to embarrass 

An outer coat. 

the I* is the long outer 

coat, buttoned down the middle, 
about half a foot shorter than 

the robe beneath. 

?<f|‘ l°nS under robe 

and shorter outer coat,-correctly 

dressed. 

the long single robe but¬ 

toned on the right. 

a short riding-jacket. See 

5I24- 

# # H fit the victory riding- 

jacket,—a short coat worn by 

soldiers. 

[ 792 ] 

w 

Vji |^|> a jacket similar to the 

above. 1V 

6 3'3 
a long sleeveless cloak 

6320 

worn in the house by women. R-JK 
See 

m 
Same as 6289. 

Even Upper. 

6314 

flf 

1 r 
6315 

K.jgT 

6321 

R-iiS 
To cut away the proud 8ee |f 

rfnfcl 

See fJ|J 
flesh from an ulcer. Sinking 

Upper. 

Entering 
Upper. 

K.‘UA. 

& 
6316 

To brag; to talk big. 

[=| to boast oneself. 

R 0 "either brag nor 

Seelf 
Even Upper. 

flatter. 6322 

^ Si n. m % ft 1) 

like K‘ua Fu pursuing the sun 
(to see where it set), power 
incommensurate with the under- 
taking. See 13,556. 6323 

R-M 
C. ) 

w 

H. ) k’-iua 
F. ) 
W. Pwo, k'-o 

6317 

R-jft 
Presumptuous; boastful. 

N. k'-wo 

P< 1 M. f , 
See |f 

y / k wa 

Sz. ] 
Even Upper. R‘ | kma 

A. klwa 

Even Upper. 

w 

Pretty ; fascinating. 

A7 
6318 ^f elegant; stylish. 

kM &f fljl refined; fastidious. 

See If ¥4 A chansx /fi & M 
Even Upper. let lovely girls sing and dance 

with measured steps,—at the 
funeral rites. 

Read hit4. Seductive. 

-Jjlfctyf lewd; wanton. 

w 
Leggings to protect the 

6319 trousers when riding. 

R- ,(§ 
|jlf ^ a vest; an undershirt. 

See If 
Rising Upper. 

K.‘UA 

Self-satisfied; complacent. 

AH' 4* ||j self-satisfied. 

Read hit}. Afraid; timor¬ 

ous. 

The legs; the thighs. 

Hf fill between the legs. 

‘yC If "T* subjected to 

the disgrace of crawling between 

the legs,—as ^ was by a 

youth of his village, as a test of 
true courage. 

J]f A one who crawls between 

the legs,—a coward. 

large fat thighs. 

Same as 6280. 

To praise; to boast; to 

brag. Ample; wide. 

If or If Mur If 31to 
praise; to extol. 

If jH y°u Praise me 

and I exalt you,—mutual com¬ 
pliments. 

© gf to praise oneself; to boast. 

If P or If Pit boastful- 

if flli to boast of one’s ability; 

to brag. 

If S to boast °f one’s wealth. 

# ffl. VA If A he often car‘ 
ried (the boy) about, in order 
to show him off. 

|f or |f ^ to boast. 

If ^ P) t0 exaggerate, 

gf $J: P to talk big; to brag. 

A ffn ^ If sreat bllt not 
boastful. 

If If earnestlyi special. Also, 

to praise or encourage children. 

If iffr ample; spreading out wide. 

Read k'ua?. 

! |f Jy* a brogue; a patois. 



6324 

R. 

F. v. fiia, 
i/ria 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

j£&8 

W 
632S 

RJ§ 

To straddle; to stretch 

the legs apart; to bestride. 
To pass over; to encroach 

upon; to surpass; to excel. 

to sit astride. 

^ to ride cross-saddle; to 

ride. 

to ride side-saddle. 

Seeg* 

Rising Upper. 

lltfe 
6326 

R& 
N. kwe 

See l| 

Even Upper. 

scattered; sparse. 

sg # to go up for examination 

in two separate Districts,—so as 
to have two chances of success, 
a trick which is severely punished. 

to sit on the shaft of 

a cart. 

to cross the sea 

and attack Korea. 

® to cross over. 

to pass over; to excel. 

|gf to bestride the kitchen 

stove,—on which there are 

pots. This last character has 

the same sound as ^ a father; 

hence, to pass over or excel a 
father. Also, an excellent horse. 

{£*£ ^ a long narrow travelling- 

boat, used on the upper Yang- 
tsze; a ferry-boat (Peking). 

sf a set of rooms, with 

small court-yard, at the side of 
the main building. 

to wear a sword, 

s# u a cross-beam. 

Jj-^ ^ £$* loose; not firmly fixed. 

Read k'n*. 

JtH not to encroach 

upon his territory. 

The bones of the pelvis. 

Used with 6321. 

Crafty; cunning. Per¬ 

verse ; obstinate; contrary; 

spoilt. Unconventional. 

cunning; tricky. 

3|E P glib-tongued; plausible. 

6326 

6327 

R. ^ 

C.ckwai 
H. ikai 
W. kwa, 
N. kwe 

M. I Ckwai 
Y.ckwae 
Sz. kwai 
K. kbwe 
J. kai 
A. k'-wai 
SinkingUpper. 

Wi 
6328 

R. 

C. ) 
H. ) kwai 
F. 
W. kwa 

ingenious; clever. 

the “too clever by half” 

man of ordinary life, 

odd; eccentric. 

precocious. 

or 3|E or ^ or 

# W perverse; malignant; 

unreasonable. 

3^1$ El ^ to insist that one 

is right,—when really wrong. 

far and near are 

opposites. 

mistaken; in error, 

gjg errors; mistakes; see 5600. 

contrary to what is right; 

confounded. 

sfc * ^ does great vio¬ 

lence to his heaven-implanted 
nature,—of brutal cruelty. 

3^ unseasonable. 

the road to fortune 

obstructed,—unable to get on in 
life. 

W 3fB to grab the best,—like a 

spoilt child. 

IKf a spoilt child; an 

eiifant terrible. [ Vitale says “an 
obedient child.”] 

3}E a kiss. 

3^ 3pS keep quiet!—to child¬ 

ren. 

M ^ 3fc afe to act unjustifi¬ 

ably,—as an official. 

To fork ; bifurcation. 

Certain; settled. The 54th 

Diagram. [To be disting¬ 

uished from 12,860.] 

Read chitch1*. 

with the fingers. 

3225. 

A sign 

See i# 

To decoy; to kidnap. To 

turn. Used for 6329. 

tyl H to decoy away. 

vm? to kidnap a child, 

or to kidnap. 

6328 
N. kwe, kwa 

M. i kwai 
Y. kwae 
Sz. kwai 
K. kwae 
J. kai 
A. kwai 

Rising Upper. 

6329 

R. 

See ^ 

Rising Upper. 

Jl> 
ai 

6330 

r# 
c. 

kwai 

H. kwai 
F. 
W. kwa 
N. kwe, kwa 
P. ) 
M. 
Y. kwae 
Sz. kwai 
K. kwe 
J. kwai, ke 
A. kwai 

Sinking 
Upper. 

to kidnap and sell. 

^ jpj to steal. 

a kidnapper. 

J ff t0 kidnap coolies, 

—as formerly for Peru and Cuba. 

HI Hi $ ^ g°round fo1- 
lowing the wall. 

turn round to 

the west, — i.e. going round a 

corner. 

|f| to turn a corner; a corner. 

winding 

about, as a road. 

p m ^ @ 
I cannot adapt my accent,—e.g. 
to the requirements of another 

dialect. 

^ IfhJ to knock over,—as a 

bowl, with one’s sleeve. 

An old man’s staff. 

an *8# <* «5 Igor *8# 

old man’s staff. 

the teacher with 

the iron staff,—one of the Eight 
Immortals, represented as an old 
beggar, in whose body the soul 
of the Immortal took refuge, 
when, on returning from an 
excursion in space, its own 
body was found to be no longer 
available. 

M Hovenia duleis, Thbg. 

Strange; supernatural. 

To blame; to take excep¬ 

tion to. Very; unusually. 

W J|I or II tH or * H 
strange; marvellous. 

^ l!j il eccentric ap¬ 

pearance. 

II rffi eccentric. 

IIor IIM supernatural; 

uncanny. 

II $9 or1I ^ a strange thing; 

an apparition; a bogy; a mon¬ 
strosity. 

if you see an uncanny thing and 
do not regard it as uncanny, 
its uncanniness will fail to have 
effect,-ghosts exist only for those 
who believe in them. 

100 



6330 

the Master (Con¬ 

fucius) never discussed the super¬ 
natural. 

fr II to practise the super¬ 

natural,—sorcery, alchemy, etc. 

W ^ 'll the magis¬ 
trate, because it trenched upon 
the supernatural, —declined to 
take up the case. 

M 7 '11 ffl % # 0R when 
you see a bogy, you must not 
shut your eyes,—or you will be 
hurt. 

ft 11 to be strange. See 2230. 

^ what strange talk! 

strange talk; weird tales. 

1 

1 
tei strange to say! no wonder 

that. Also, a wrong path, 
i.e. any TAO other than that of 
Confucianism. 

'II M, 'K ^ fi m no 
wonder that fire could not hurt 
him,—a god. 

'II 5l£ bow very odd! 
lift a strange impracticable 

disposition 

'gift or 'II fM a strange affair; 

a supernatural manifestation. 

0 S ffl 5E Ift SR J8’g 
because he died under such 
strange circumstances 

'II ^ or 'II & no wonder 
that.; that accounts for...; 
why, of course! 

'II ^ # M M b£ no 
wonder he says so. 

gilt you must not 

blame me. 

PJf 'IIthe less 
one has seen, the more there 
will be to wonder at. 

'II Hij eccentric; unlrke others, 

'II hideously ugiy- 

you devil!—in chaff! 

or anger, 

'II 1^ weird and dangerous,—of 

roads. 

’IS till# absurd manner or 

appearance. 

curious; pretty. 

$|J 'IIor MIIor ^ M 'II 
or H J|I do not take 

umbrage,—at something one is 
going to say or do. 

1(0 

6330 

6331 

‘ft 
6332 

#r 
6333 

^ Ail'1 people to cause 

to feel annoyed. 

K 'II % on the contrary 

blames you,—instead of himself 
or some one else. 

'II A how can 1 blame 
any one? except myself. 

^ to blame. H 

^ A 'II lOI t0 bo blamed. 

11 $h 'II ifo T 1 was wron§ 
in blaming you. 

'H '{jjfl. ^ very rough or astrin¬ 

gent to the taste. 

12 i: (ft scalding hot. 

very much to be 

pitied. 

II Hjj£ very hard. 

'll ft}1 intolerable. 

$$ )$ ffl, 'II t0 Hght a rhin0‘ 
ceros-horn to show up the strange 
things,—in the river, as done by 

fn. m w^n ( 
Chin dynasty. He is said to 
have seen many strange shapes, 
riding in chariots or on horse 
back and dressed in red clothes, 
but this was resented by the 
denizens of the deep, and within 
a very short time he died. 

^ the horned owl. 

See 5031. 

R. ; 

See 

Sinking Upper 
Irregular. 

6334 

R ^ 
P. '-k'-wai 
J. kwai, ke 
A. S-hivai 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

Same as 6330. 

Name of a small feudal 

State in Honan. 

[tf §1$ J# "7* see 647°- 

UAI. 

To scratch; to rub. To 

carry on the arm. 

fill ||| m to scratch an itching 

to scratch a person’s 

face; to cut the acquaintance of. 

mi mm scratched 

five marks,—on her face. 

6334 

§]’ 
6335 

R# 
C. 'kwai 
H. k'-wai 
F.ck'-wai 
W. k'-wa" 
P. 'k'-wai, 

k'-wai" 
M. 'k'-wai 
Y. k'-wae 
K. kwe 
J. kwai, ke 
A. k'-wai" 

Sinking Upper 
Irregular. 

IV 

S to carry a basket on 
the arm. 

to bale out water. 

A rush gij (Scirpus 

eriophorzivi, Michx.) of 

which various things are 

made. 

6336 

R. 
C.fai 
PI. k'-wai fai 
F. k'-wai, k'ae 
W. k'-wa 
N. k'we, k'-wa 
P. 1 
M. j k'-wai 
Sz. ) 
Y. k'-wae 
K. k'-wae 
J. kai 
A. k'-wai 

Sinking 
Upper. 

jj rush sandals,—as worn by 

mourners. 

rush mats. 

pj rush ropes. 

_ 
though you have silk and hemp, 
do not throw away your grass 
and rushes. 

If 

To feel pleasure; cheer¬ 

ful; in good health. Quick; 

fast; speedy ; prompt, as 

opp. to {|| 7631. Sharp; 

keen. See 770. 

'faf JI;& ^ § bow should I 

find pleasure in these things? 

— 0 0| bad three days’ 

enjoyment. 

A'l&'Fli greatly comforted 

in mind. 

% or '|& % or 'I& | 
happy; glad; pleased. 

^ the people of 

P‘u[ning] were pleased, — with 
my action. 

tfcvS or^jj^ cheerful; lively; 

in good health. 

- 0 
jolly for one day is better than 
1,000 years,—a short life and a 
merry one. 

Jfn t0 be delighted to learn 

that. 

J§p '[^indisposed; out of 

sorts. 

If ^ ft M H bad had a 

difference with Lo. 

— Z 'ft a moment of com¬ 

fort; a temporary relief. 

'J'u| fast and slow,—relative 

speed. 

^ the wind fast and 

the clouds slow. 

jH, J[^ quick as the wind. 
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& 
6336 

m quick-firing guns. 

Jft a breech-loading 

gun. 

iji|* a light sedan-chair. 

a good son-in-law. 

ftftft come quickly! 

ft ft ft ft go and make haste 

back! 

jj^ ^ ft [t SalloPs fast- 

it will soon be finished 

Wf PrornPU quick. 

ft$* quick time,—in music. 

Inf §lib- 
^ P$i ft W fix! t0° readyto 

talk; one who is always letting 
things out. 

tfe* to be on the point of..; 

just going to. 

ft ft chopsticks, — the small 

bamboo or ivory sticks which 
take the place of knives and 
forks. Literally, “hasteners,” a 
term said to have been sub¬ 

stituted for 2563, which latter 

has the same sound and tone as 

“to remain”, and is accord¬ 

ingly an inauspicious word for 
travellers and others who would 
rather “hasten” home. See 6336a. 

ftfttt a case for chopsticks. 

ft Si a fast boat used at Canton. 

ft* a fast cruiser. 

ft a fleet horse. 

ft .i m 7] lively and incisive, 
—of style. 

« ft or ft m policemen; 

thief-catchers. See 8595. 

7X ft or ^ river police. 

Jft head of a police gang. 

ft*) sharp; cutting. 

^ to grind sharp. 

ft 77 a sharp knife. 

ft A a sharp man. 

ft 31 ilk a the air bites 
shrewdly. 

ftfc 
6336a 

» 

not used 

k'-we, v. 
k'waan 

| k'-wai 

k'-wae 
k'-wai 

> not used 

Sinking 
Upper. 

jwjjA 

6337 

P M SI' 
S"ft ft 
K. kiol, k'-wae 
J. ketsz, kwai 
A. kiiet 

Entering and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

n 

k'-wai3 

6338 

Ril' 
C.ck-ui 
F. kwouP 
W. k'a?, k'-wae1 
N.ck'-we 
P. 
M. 
Y.ck'-wae 
K. k’-wae 
J. kwai, ke 
A. k'-wai3 

Sinking 
Upper. 

FI 
6339 

R. • 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

6340 

Rl#$t 
C.fai 
H. k'-wai, fai 
F. k'-wai, v. 

toai 
W. k'-wai 
N. k’-we 
P. k'-wai 
M.ck'-wai 

Chopsticks. An altered 

form of 6336 (^.zk), used 

only in this sense. 

—. jtfji a pair of chopsticks, 

ivory chopsticks, 

ebony chopsticks. 

Swift, as a fleet colt. 

Used with 6336. Also read 

chueh1*. 

ipi J§ a swift horse. 

'ffii Yf flowing as 
swiftly as an arrow flies. 

To gulp down; greedy. 

Cheerful. 

■ r„ 4t- jE pleasant is the 

exposure of the chamber to the 
light. 

« a m i>t his face was 
bloated and rough, — as when 
poverty-stricken. 

The fastening1 of a girdle o o 

or collar. A collar; a loose 

girdle. 

A clod; a lump. A piece 

of; a fraction. The numer- 

ative of a great variety of 

things. Also written . 

to break clods. 

ta gps my breast is as 

though piled up with clods,— 
weighed down by cares. 

*r 
6340 

Y. k'-wae 
Sz. k'-wai 
K. k'-we 
J. ke, kwai 
A. k'-otii 

Sinking 
Upper. 

& 

6341 

R. __ 

C. kun 
H. kon 
F. kwang 
W. kite 
N. kouii 
P. 
M. kwan 
Sz. 
Y. kou 
K. J 
J. J kwan 
A. } 

Even Upper. 

ffil ■> 
> > 

When 

gave him a clod. 

Tp Ch'ung Erh, son 

of the prince of q|p Chin, was 

a fugitive, he begged something 
to eat of a peasant, who offered 
him a clod of earth. At this 
Ch'ung Erh would have got 
angry, but it was remarked that 
the clod was a symbol of his lost 
territory which he would one 
day recover. 

^ nature; Tao. 

ft ft is m a ta ®tao 
has given me this mortal coil. 

M doltish and igno¬ 

rant. 

a blockhead. 

» «! « ffl alone, without a 

wife. 

MM left alone like 

a stock. 

—* in one piece; altogether; 

in a lump; a dollar. 

— it Ift a piece of meat. 

— MM a piece of land, 

dollar. 

Qr 

—* Wfc a carpet. 

Of or belonging to the 

administration of govern¬ 

ment ; official; an official; 

a mandarin ; to appoint to 

a post. Used as a term 

of respect, and also of 

excellence. Public; civic. 

[To be distinguished from 

■gf 5085]. See 11,382. 

be an official. See below. 

W « ” ® or ^ or g 

official rank. 

^ or 1^1 °f high official 
rank. 

subordinate officials, 

ftltf civil officials. 

military officials. 
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& 
6341 

W M or ® iffor 1? W or 
^ ^ or ^ c^ansz °r 
^ officials; government 

servants. 

W ^ high officials; the autho¬ 

rities. 

^ district officers; the State. 

JUJ llT 2iB Jl:and thus my 
official reputation will be noised 
far and wide. 

^ the official arena. 

^ ifj(] ’■he new style of official 

administration on the European 
model. 

^ ||j£ the official language or 

“Mandarin,”— the language of 
the district in which the Court 
is situated; in former times, that 
of Nanking; in modern times, 
that of Peking. 

HF1? or tT H? iHrto talk 
“Mandarin;” to speak formally 
or precisely. [The latter is speci¬ 
ally used of interpretation from 
a local dialect.] 

[|fj| ^ unable to speak 

“Mandarin.” 

a government office. 

^ Jfp a man in official 

employ. 

w n ® m 931 z •>« 
Shansi officials all knew it. 

^ f f S the Emperor 

wished to appoint (Li) Po to an 
official post. 

St ordered 
that he should be sent to the 
Board of Civil Office and be 
provided with a post. 

^ ^ ^ [the Emperor] 

appointed his son to be. 

officials of distinct 

departments corresponding in 
rank. 

^ 3736. 
^ fellow-officials. 

^ to draw an official salary. 

1§I jjt|c or ^ official salary. 

^ ^ for official use. 

^ ^ an official appointment; 

official position. 

0 # W H ft M ik 
looking back, I see that official 
life is mere mud, sc. worthless. 

If 
6341 

i|i| ^ to ruin one’s official career; 

to be cashiered. 

^ ^^1 officials and gentry. 

1=1 or 1=T official moneys. 

^ government land. 

j|E government troops. 

'jgf government rice. 

^ an official appointment; 

official messengers, attendants 
etc. 

^ to hold an execution 

of criminals. 

ll* ^ ^2* °fhc>al seats, — the 

boxes at a Chinese theatre. 

'jeJ ij^|[ an official chair. 

^ |j]|| an official hat. 

^ ^ official dress; full dress, 

official decorum. 

If? I§J an official formality; 

the strict form. 

^ the notes of a government 

bank. 

^ an official gateway. 

^ {hang1) a government 

hong; a State establishment. 

^ ^ free medical establish¬ 

ments where patients obtain ad¬ 
vice gratis. 

^ slaves of the State. 

^ ^ an official underling; a 

term of respect for a husband; 
sir; an epithet for prostitutes. 

SfgAain 
surely then you, sir, are the 
man,—in question. 

the fuM title of an official. 

Wt #1 M an officially recog¬ 

nised bank. 

^ ^ an official printing 

office, — for the diffusion of 
knowledge. 

^ /j|| or^ ‘j||f official dignity; 

in good taste or form; becoming. 

& ^ 7 ® US feeing loss of 

official dignity. 

^ ^ dismissal from 

office is a small matter,—com¬ 
pared with etc. 

*0* dismissed but 

allowed to retain his rank. 

^ he declined office 

and did not proceed to the post. 

ir 
6341 

]it EL this term of office 

(three years) is already at an 
end. 

# Ift ® t 
I have plenty of money, but no 
official rank. 

^ ^ to purchase official rank. 

K 1ft If tis not 

the official but the officious one 
has to fear. 

_L $lt Hr applied to be 

allowed to resign. See ^ 8537. 

@ 'M j/C ^ was dismissed 

the service because of a fire in 
the public granary. 

^ ^ or ^ 'jgf to be confis¬ 

cated. 

^ f?J to go to law. 

ipjjij ^ l|J to lose a lawsuit. 

U ^ ® U ® 3§ Uu and 

Li notified the authorities of 
their grievances. 

t ss m w w m »»" 
agreement to settle out of court, 

pp ^ °f what grade are you ? 

^ ig see 7940. 

^ an old name for the 

^ Six Boards, known as ^ 
«s m I 

referring to the Boards of Civil 
Office, Revenue, Ceremonies, 
War, Punishments, and Works, 
respectively. 

^ an open kiosque. 

jjL ^ the five officials of the 

body,—the five senses, or ears, 
eyes, mouth, nose, and heart 

(mind). Also, in the f§tJ, 
% ^ 3L ^ the five Planets. 

^ my five senses are 

much enfeebled. 

^ ^ official boards,—a term 

used of books printed from 
blocks cut at government ex¬ 

pense. 

1=? co’n tke realm>— 
as opposed to ^5/, illegal coin. 

— IB I haven’t a farthing. 

^ the official price. 

^ ^ Saxon green- 



g 
6341 

ft ft* a mandarin’s wife. 

@ t w = * offic|is 
should be three things,— 

||j|| clean-handed, cautious, 

and diligent. 

Itftf 71h' 
not even be able to take up his 
appointment. 

^ ft ft M =7 ^before he 
comes into office he finds fault 
with a thousand things. 

M 7 ft :H — when in 
office, he is all the same,—as 
the rest. 

f I«tKS*h« 
who takes office a thousand /z 
from home does so to earn his 
living. 

A*'©®! ■'£&*> It 
man’s heart is like iron, and the 
law like a smelting-pot. 

an incorrupt 

magistrate cannot get on. 

Ht {& high official rank 

carries danger with it. 

want peace, first square the 
officials. 

wa your official star is in 

the ascendant, — as said by a 
fortune-teller casting a nativity, 
meaning that his client will be¬ 
come an official. 

— ^ three Taoist divinities of 

ft , itl! - and ;jC • 
ft ft m a® may the heavenly 

official (who is supposed to look 
after rewards and punishments) 
send you blessings! 

a title given to visitors 

at brothels. 

ft Mr. Su,—here used as a 

term of respect. [The qua in such 
names as How-qua and others 
has been traced to this usage; 

also to the sound of ^ as 

written by the Portuguese.] 

iZjjt a term used under previous 

dynasties for the Emperor; offi 
cial. 

^ the honourable stranger,— 

a polite form of address, 

male guests. 

your subordinate,—I. 

'jjj the “gentle reader.” 

6341 

^ yjSj high-class wines; vinsfins. 

WHS the best kind of birds’- 

nests. 

a superior glossy crape. 

W-t a public bath-house where 

the bathers have separate rooms. 

See 'M 5239, and ^ 8850. 

ft' 
6342 

Scs ft 
Even Upper. 

W zj?n guarantee<i by the author¬ 

ities ; to possess a certificate 
of character issued by a public 

office. 

sew* 
the civil official makes 

one stroke with his pen and 
the military official is reduced 
to abject submission,—so much 
more powerful is the rule of right 
than the rule of might. 

-HttSW.-b tit 
for one generation an official, 
for seven generations (in future 
lives) a beggar,—said of an in¬ 
iquitous mandarin. See 2707. 

fit ft HHTr^M^ even 
an incorrupt official can hardly 
settle family disputes. 

official reports. 8731. 

cattle,—because except on 

special occasions, they are not 
allowed to be slaughtered. 

^ 7^. the family of an official, 

ft# the red official umbrella. 

a despatch-holder 

or portfolio. 

public fire-pumps. 

ft5& a public highway, 

a public matter, 

a public reservoir of water, 

ft $) a public article. 

a public stream, 

ft ‘I’M Pl*blic foreshore, 

ft ^|j see 6885. 

A groom. The Emperor’s 

charioteer. 

ttflt A he ordered his 

groom. 

p#1 
u 

6343 To coo to each other, 

RfJ as doves do. 
Sec H 

A. ihwatt 

Even Upper. 

w Sorrowing; sad. 
6344 

I ff I lf friendless; destitute. j 

See ’pf sa<^ thoughts. 

Rising and 
SinkingUpper. 

Iff Same as 6344. 

6345 

ft* 
To take up; to lift. Also 

6346 read wal* and wanz. 

r-4I 
K. al 

to take away. 

J. atsz 
A. hats Read ksia~*. To scrape. 

Entering 
Upper. 

An inner coffin; a coffin. 
1 FT 

6347 
||Lthe inner and outer coffins. 

R-H f|l ft Hi "ta ft *n middle 

See ft antiquity, the inner coffin was 
seven inches thick. 

Even Upper. 

Iff It or Iff ft a coffin- 

lif ltt§ coffin-stuffing, sc. a 

dead body. Used as a term of 
abuse. 

tt # m a coffin-borer; one I 

who rifles the dead; a scoundrel. 

tit U # ffl ^ his hand! 

comes out of his coffin,-grasping 
to the last. 

0 3L ft $1 |t a coffin 

with a bottom 4 in., sides 5 in., 
and lid 6 inches thick. 

a crockery coffin, 

—a hard-hearted man. 

PJI P |§ ft (or It) tw° 
coffins. 

jijE Ilf t0 transport a coffin,— 

back to the native place of the 
deceased. 

{fit® or tltl to give coffins 

in charity. 

tlf. a canopy of coloured cloth, 

used over a coffin. 



tr 
6347 

6348 

*•¥ 
C. kun 
H. ion 
F. iwang, v. 

kwong 
W. kite 
N.koun 

P‘ ) M. > kwati 
Sz. ) 
Y. kou 
K. j 
J. > kwan 
A. ) 

Rising Upper. 

or a coffin with 

a corpse in it. 

—* ^ ^ it hfe a f°rm 
7 ft. in height, in death a coffinful 

of earth. [ ^ jf|5 on . 

-fi 
in one (room of the temple) 
they allowed people to deposit 
coffins. 

m ft i6 ® only when the 

coffin-lid is down can a man’s 
reputation be fixed. 

tt kuan4 to encoffin. 

A reed; a tube; a flute 

of wood fitted with a reed, 

and having 7 finger-holes 

on the upper side and either 

1 or 2 underneath. A duct. 

A key. Numerative of tu¬ 

bular things. To manage; 

to control; to regulate; to 

govern. See 6341. 

the pan-pipes anc 

flute begin at the same time. 

^ lj!|* stringed and wind in¬ 

struments. See 10,259. 

g* a flute or pipe used like 

the bugle in military life (|J^ 

Ji! J? ±)- Also de¬ 

scribed as = the ^pj 1148. 

j|* ijlj* the bamboo tube of 

Chinese brush or pen; pens. 

— a pen; a pencil. 

I* or m & to look at 

through a tube,—so that only 
a small field is visible. Used 
of views limited by want of ex¬ 
perience, etc. 

M to submit one’s 

limited views,—a conventional 
phrase of self-depreciation. 

W •!$ the Pen- 

^ the five ducts,—of the five 

viscera (see 11,584). Also, a 
group of five Departments south 
of the Mei-ling range. 

stuck between the gullet and 

the windpipe. 

¥ II ^ # # happily 

it only injured the gullet. 

w 
6348 

TUgj to have the general 

control of; a manager; a heac 
eunuch. 

or to manage. 

® ML — S $, 

"fM when Hsi Shih left 

(jj^j Yiieh), the beauty of spring 

lost its chief charm. 

^ ^ they are without 

sages to guide them. 

S2* $ the lowdah of a boat. 

the first mate of 

a vessel. 

^ ^ ^ the commander of a 

Chinese gunboat. 

^ to teach; to look after; 

to correct; to manage; to “boss, 
i./- J m x 

to keep; to garrison, 

to look after one. 

to guarantee. 

m U ^ bet he 

doesn’t know! 

a steward; a butler, 

a manager. 

tjlj* ||£ ^ former name for a 

Consul. 

||^. it won’t hold; it won’t 

do. 

ie m one’s rightful business or 

duty. 

to mind other people’s 

business. 

Jgt ^ to restrain; to keep in 

order. 

jin M fttj ^ won’t Stand 

being managed by him. 

WT under the jurisdiction of. 

*5^ ^ funder his jurisdic¬ 

tion. 

to take into custody. 

^ to keep in custody. 

m ^ a treasurer; an ac¬ 

countant. 

ill an engineer of a steamer. 

^ flftA ^ 'fg' a college of marine 

engineering. 

^ ^ won’t hold, keep, or 

fix it,— of mechanical means. 

6348 

H 

K 

K 

6349 

R¥ 
See 

Rising Upper, 

6350 

r¥ 

See 

Rising Upper. 

ar 
6351 

R4 

See1f 
Rising Upper. 

1ft ft ¥ 1ft # If ^ 

you do not know how to 

manage your son. 

what do you 

keep on crying for? —to a cat. 

|&(orit) let him talk; 

talk on! 

j* just do it! —never 

mind anything else. 

^ m 1ft lEL W.no matter 
what you do or think. 

r-mm never mind him. 

I don’t care; I shan’t 

bother about it. 

m ^ °r ift m ift 

j|j£ mind your own business! 

» Sis 18 ift by all means! 

A tube of stone. A 

sight-tube, as for a theo¬ 

dolite. 

lifj the jade tube which holds 

the peacock’s feather on an 
official hat. 

Worn out; ill. 

mm %% the four horses 

were worn out. 

dangerously ill. 

A duct in the body. The 

core of a boil. 

jfojt the blood-vessels. 

the urethra. 

mm the windpipe. 

w m the pylorus; also, the 

cardiac orifice, 

fistula. 

R 

6352 

¥ 

See ^ 

Rising Upper. 

US; jJIt % a pu1 which is in' 
serted to cure fistula. 

The iron band on the 

hub of a wheel, to prevent 

it from splitting. 

like a water-wheel, 

—for irrigation. 
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6353 

R.Jfi 
See 10 
Rising Upper, 

A residence; a lodging- 

house. Used in combination 

with a variety of words 

and with a corresponding 

variety in meaning. See 

ii,375- 

^ £ It we wiu §° 
to your Court,—alluding to the 
residence at the capital assigned 
to a feudal prince. 

TsBftrlt having settled in 

temporary lodging-houses in Pin. 

Z wished to give him 

a residence, or take him into his 
house. 

j||j the private residence of 

the Chang family,-—as seen on 
a small wooden tablet outside a 
house, the equivalent of a door¬ 
plate. 

a lodging-house. 

^ an eating-house; an inn. 

a tea-house; a restaurant. 

|!iT an establishment at which 

travelling officials put up; an 
official’s private residence; an 
office; a public hall. 

'4( (Tfl an in”- 

a wine-shop; a restaurant. 

§ or a c°llegei a 

school. 

a gambling-house. 

mm a custom-house. 

Hf ftfjf a hospital. 

JKit a thieves’ resort. 

a guild-house,—the head¬ 

quarters of a union of merchants 
or traders in any particular branch 
of commerce. 

ft It the quarters in a yamcn 

assigned to the various under¬ 
lings on duty. See 8595. 

to collect 

together all the men of worth 
and ability in the empire. 

^ ^ ^ ilf a Han-lin who 

successfully competes in the third 
year after his election, and is 
kept upon the roll of the Aca¬ 

demy, as opposed to ^ j||f 

those who are drafted out for 
employment as District Magi¬ 
strates, etc. 

6354 

6355 

R. 

See 
H 

SinkingUpper. 

6356 

K-Sir 
Q,. fun 
H. k'-on^fon 
W. hue 

See 

Even and 
SinkingUpper, 

6357 

6358 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Same as 6353. 

A species of stork; see 

6365. A small cup. 

Mctaplexis Stauntoni, Roem. and 
Sch. 

Grieved ; melancholy ; 

forlorn. Used for 5051. 

m .a. m when peaceful in 

mind, reflect on (past) sorrows. 

See 3190. 

Growing thickly; bushy. 

Assembled together. To 

pour on, or down, or into; 

to force to drink; to force 

down or into. 

m =? m * collecting (of 

birds) on the thickly-growing 

trees. See t$J 7084. 

Jpt t0 assemble together. 

to water, as flowers; to 

blow water into meat, to make 
it weigh heavier. 

to water flowers. 

fU to irrigate fields. 

jjhj: to pour out. 

Hii 
do not flood the rats out of a 
shrine, nor smoke mice out of 
a house,—lest the remedy should 
be worse than the disease. 

Hj^jr to pour liquid mortar into 

interstices; to fill, as an ear of 
grain or a small-pox pustule. 

H lit 'fit loaded cartridges. 

li Tff to baptise according to 

Buddhist rites. 

H to stuff into,—of a bag, 

pipe or bladder. 

jj| to stuff sausages; sausages. 

71 

6358 

6359 

R. i 

See B 

SinkingUpper 

6360 

R. 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

6361 

R-&r 
W. ‘hue, hue* 

See W 

Sinking 
Upper. 

6362 

H ffij ft # from the 
moment the libation has been 
poured out,-at the great sacrifice. 

imwmn 
your great fame has long thun¬ 
dered in my ears. 

^i|§ |jp| to force medicine down a 

person’s throat. 

^| ^ to save life by adminis¬ 

tering medicines. 

to make a person drunk. 

^ yp| to press to drink wine. 

% #ij M don,t 
force him to drink. 

^ ^ to kill, either by pouring 

water into the mouth or by hold¬ 
ing the nose and mouth under 
water. 

entirely sincere; a bird 

like the dove; a fox with nine 
tails. 

To set fire to; to light 

a fire. 

jfcfl to worsbip the discoverer 

of fire. 

A kind of jade or pre¬ 

cious stone from which 

goblets were made. 

A jar; a pot. 

a water-jar; a pitcher. 

jlH a tea-canister. 

a honey-pot. 

-{^ J|l j||| a name for the foreign 

cruet-stand. 

St A. "t the pitcher 

goes once too often to the well, 
—and gets broken. 

a small cup for cup 

or 

ping 

Same as 6361. 
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6363 

E-s® 

' Vf 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

To gaze at; to view; to 

inspect. 

to look at. 

Ill || ^ jjr)| I asked Chang to 

let me have a look,—at his 
paintings. 

IgijJ to gaze; to look on (and 

do nothing). 

^ I! il £ to maintain 

an attitude of looking on,—i.e. 
of caution, or of a masterly in¬ 
activity, with a view to shirk 
doing something. 

iJe* Ipj^ ^ on no account be 

mere lookers-on,—but make haste 
to avail yourselves of the above 
advantages. A phrase used in 
advertisements. 

® =t4n*ir lookers-on like a 

wall,—in a dense mass all round. 

J^J || ^ co-witnesses,—as to a 

signature. 

|S a looker-on; a disinterested 

party. 

to watch a case; to act 

as assessor. 

H# to look at flowers; to 

garden. 

very well worth 

seeing. 

||jjj to view; to see, as a race, 

etc. 

II to enjoy; to be amused by. 

jU to peruse; to examine. 

iiat looking at it from 

this point of view; hence it 
appears. 

$tfe II to look at a 
question from the opposite point 
of view, — to that previously 
adopted. 

||*0 to practise physiognomy. 

to see your brightness, i.e. 

to meet you, as when accepting 
an invitation; to test one’s 
brightness (i.e. abilities) at the 
examinations; to travel for plea¬ 
sure. 

jjjl i§l or mu* to practise 

astronomy. 

I J|| ^ an observatory. 

t# a belvidere overlook¬ 

ing the sea. See kuanx, below. 

[$]j| to inspect troops. 

r 
6363 

to witness or fiSr 

theatricals. 

|p! to go to see the illumina¬ 

tions,—at the Feast of Lanterns. 

mm to stroll about sight-seeing. 

M "T m. nothing worth 
seeing. 

a beautiful view. 

oj 

great loss of 

1 or II or A H 
a strange or wonderful sight. 

H JH, t0 examine into the cus¬ 

toms, as of another State; to 
compete at an examination, in 

order to see whose ^ is 
the best. 

|p! deportment. 

Jjjg ^ Ht0 Practise deport¬ 

ment. 

* 
prestige. 

m£ II P9 ~}j (God) surveyed 
the four quarters of the empire. 

ill the prince of 

Yiieh looks after the “bore,”— 
at Hangchow, alluding to the 
embankment built to guard 
against the damage caused by 
this great tidal wave. 

J! the epistolary designation 

of a Tao-t‘ai or Intendant of 
Circuit. Under the T'ang dyn.= 
Governor. 

^m °r .uta:# 
the hear-prayer Bodhisatva or 
the hearer of the prayers of the 
world,—the Goddess of Mercy. 
Generally represented in white 
clothes with a child in her arms, 
and worshipped by those who 
desire offspring. Corresponds to 
the Avalokites'vara of Buddhism, 
and in some respects to the 
Lucina of the Romans. Down 
to the early part of the 12th 
century, Kuan Yin was repre¬ 

sented as a man. [See the 

m IE # - M A 0, 
where Kuan Yin speaks of him¬ 

self as ^ ^ See 

12,365. 

& * m # & m 
when young she is a goddess: 
when old, a monkey,-of woman. 

ms* 

Jjjl do not long for beauty, 

but that your husband-star may 
appear,—in the casting of your 
nativity; meaning that destiny 

6363 

R. 

kwan 

secures husbands more surely 
than beauty. 

M H # or 81 H ^3 a dark 

beauty; a brunette. 

H ^3 ^ t0 sit in Kuan 
Yin’s hall,—uxorious. 

H ^ rte. Kuan Yin sits the 

reverse way to every one else 
—facing the north instead of 
the south. She is said to do so 

B £ 7' @ IB because 

mortals will not turn their heads, 
sc. repent. 

a carpet-knight; a 

lady’s man. 

the yew; the tamarisk. 

I fa" ^ (or ) Lysichitum 

Kamtschatense, Schott. 

%% Peristrophe iinctoria, 

Nees, and Dicliptera crinita, 
Nees. 

Read kuan*. A Taoist 
monastery or nunnery, 
occasionally occupied by 

Buddhist priests, having 
passed into their hands by 
sale or by expulsion of the 
Taoists. The 20th Diagram. 

wp H Buddhist and Taoist 

monasteries, respectively. 

^*orlUl II a Taoist temple, 

an upper storey. The kuan4 

H 

6364 

See d||i 

Sinking 
Upper. 

sr 
6365 

R 
C. hurt1 
H. kon 
F. kwang3 
W. kiu 
N. koufi 
P. kwan, v. 

kwa 
M. ' 
Sz. 
Y. kou 
K. 1 
J. > kwan 
A. ) 

SinkingUpper. 

refers to the building and not 
to the look-out. 

A jar. Used with 6361. 

m $|| a bucket made of willow- 

twigs. 

A crane (Grits japoncn- 

sis) ; the common stork 

(Ciconia alba or boyctana) 

HURT® the white crane 

screams on the ant-hill,—show¬ 
ing that it is about to rain. 

[fij the common stork. 

fH| the black stork (Ciconia 

nigra). 



r 
6366 

Hf 
Sinking 
Upper. 

*#■ 

6367 

»■« 

s“IS 
Even Upper. 

6368 

*-m 
kwan C. 

H. 
F. kwang, v. 

kwong 
W. 
N. kwaan 
p. ) 
M. [ kwan 
Sz. ) 
Y. kwaa 
K. 1 
J. [ kwan 
A. j 
Even Upper. 

The two tufts of hair on 

a child’s head. 

gathered into 

horns like the character ijji — 

is the hair on a child’s head. 

To run the threads 

through the web in weaving. 

A frontier gate; a pass. 

A Custom-house; of or be¬ 

longing to the Customs. To 

shut; to fasten, as opposed 

to || 5794- To connect; 

to involve; to implicate; to 

be actuated by (see 7886). 

UH to go beyond the frontier, 

—usually the Great Wall. 

tUR£ to act officiously. 

SP WiZfa within the border- 

gates. 

il rtf il rffi ^ U at the 
passes and in the markets, there 
was examination but no levying 
of taxes,—in the olden days. 

tJ1 || to guard a pass. 

|| 9C a PassPort- 

m HI ~$C. to exchange a 

passport for a new one carrying 
the holder further on his journey, 

or (||>>o for ijipL) simply to get a 

passport vised. 

j 11 mi pass at the end of 

the Great Wall, upon the Gulf 
of Pechili. 

as is m spring is late 

at Yti-kuan,—in Outer Kansuh. 

HK the region lying east of 

the above pass,—Manchuria. 

|| a name for Shensi, ex¬ 

plained as the area between the 

four passes,—(e) jgjj ^ ||, 

(s) *|§ H > (w) ||. (N) 

Hf || • &e 2093- 

|| Fpl from the Han-ku pass 

6368 

westwards is known as Kuan 

Chung. 

the country at the borders 

of Shensi and Kansuh. 

P a pass; a Custom-house. 

or 115$ a Customs’ 
or m 

barrier. 

|| «>• # iithe native Cus‘ 
toms, as distinguished from the 
foreign collectorate of Chinese 

Customs’ dues. 

the new ff IIor fr M ff 
Customs,—a term in use since 
1853-1855, when the collection 
of the Chinese Customs’ revenue 
at Shanghai was placed under 
foreign superintendence. 

the maritime Customs. 

mm&’W a Superintendent 

of Customs. 

H M or II ® Custom-house 

officers. 

ill 9c® an examiner in the 

native Customs. 

[J|!j a tide-waiter; a watcher. 

m a revenue cruiser. 

the epistolary designation 

of the Hoppo at Canton, 

bonded warehouses. 

Customs’ regulations. 

j| Customs’ fees. 

| dpi Customs’ bonds. 

Ti silver as per Customs’ 

scale; Hai-kuan taels. 

!| M, or M If) M, Customs’ 

Tao-t‘ai,—a Tao-t‘ai deputed to 
act as superintendent of Customs. 

? to come to an understand¬ 

ing; to give notice; to guard 
or watch; attention; a sailing- 
letter for junks. 

W fM % i! without 

any previous notice,— of your 
intentions. 

mm ftS a registered junk. 

|| Jlfif a registered cargo- 

boat. 

|| ^ the standard picul-weight, 

—as kept in the Imperial Trea¬ 
sury. 

H£l a guard-station. 

guard-houses at fords, 

the Tientsin Customs. 

6368 

hk the oblong official seal, as 

opposed to the square seal. 

K || W “* Pan oblong 

wooden seal. 

||W W t0 take precau- 
tions with great secrecy. 

fl PIor ill ±. PIt0 shut a 
door. 

it ^ PI ^ ±this door 
won’t shut. 

M 10 P1H ^ ftthat door 
won’t keep shut. 

is m pi shut the door 

after you. 

ffi PI IS #1 shut the door 

tight. 

|| ^ locked; bolted. 

tv; 
| to affect; to be prejudicial 

to; hindrance. 

—* If] ill a leading idea; an 

important factor. 

A H if) En§land 
holds this important strategic 
position. 

% # # If) t§ is the con' 
necting link between the first 
half and the last. 

IS H or || to involve; to 

concern; consequences; results. 

a magi¬ 

strate who makes the people’s 
welfare his care. 

to concern. 

MS*# IS is really 

a matter which does a deal of 
mischief. 

T' || J|>. it is none of my 

business. 

|| does not affect; does 

not involve. 

^ It f | 'Iw y°ur kindness 
and sympathy. 

to be interested in, as a 

friend; to trouble the mind. 

|| fjfl to l°ok after any¬ 

thing carefully. 

U T IS you do not pay 

attention. 

» IS 'Cl' # none of these 

(affairs) troubles me. 

|| to look after; to have a 

care for. 

101 



6368 

a m iik m involving or af¬ 
fecting the national revenue. 

HI t*$l |fj to see through a 
device. 

H # or H Iff collusion; 
subornation. 

^ ii |p fjf was caught 
out suborning (the examiner). 

to use unfair means; 
to suborn. 

to have an under¬ 
standing with. 

st A IDto ask some one 
to use his influence, or make 
representations to a third person 

B$ all the arrange 
ments had been made. 

I fj I# *£c fL orders 
were sent to all the neighbour¬ 
ing Departmental and District 
Magistrates. 

you have been 

kind enough to act in my behalf. 

^ ^ H H there are 
three frontier passes of learning, 
— the eye, the ear, and the 
mouth, all of which must be 
carefully guarded. 

C a crisis; a climacteric. 

H a bond; a juncture. Also 
outside the city gate. 

£ ft z m a moment 
between life and death,—e.g. just 
before execution. 

13°r 1 A to send 
a summons to a person beyond 
one’s own jurisdiction, with a 
despatch to the proper official. 

salary; the receipt of pay 

ID |)p) to receive, pay,—of Ban 
nermen. 

to receive,—as donations 

of rice from the Emperor. 

! if or ill the cryof the 
chii (2981),—marriage; virtuous 
courtship and happy union. 

|j *^r* a name for paper money 

under 0j ^ of the Sung dyn 

asty, 1127—1162. 

w obliging. 

to confine. 

to communicate direct, 

the suburbs. 

m 

6368 

6369 

ZffllT 

6370 

*-m 

seeir< 
Even Upper. 

a Buddhist priest 

who sits in a cage, sometimes 
studded with nails, as a means 
of extracting alms. 

Kl IS ak a powder which opens 

the barrier,—a sneezing-powder. 

H ^or if) or H 
or HH or §f] the 

Bayard of China, known to for¬ 
eigners as the God of War. 
Originally a seller of bean-curd, 

named ||] Kuan Yu, who 

in a.d. 184 espoused the cause 

°f ^lj |jj| Liu Pei and became 

one of the most famous heroes 
of the wars of the Three King¬ 
doms. Was canonised in the 
12th century, and made a god 
in x594 by the Emperor Wan 
Li of the Ming dynasty. Is 
the tutelary deity of the present 
dynasty. 

if] IE (or *rjj‘) JS the temple 
of the above god. 

mm the middle pulse. See 

8011. 

If] a position at ivei-ch‘i, viz. 

two pips with one vacant place 
between them. 

ff] the above position doub¬ 

led. Also, a phrase a double 
entente. 

Read wan1. To draw, as 

a bow. 

% 5Lm^ rfij M £ my 
brother is bending his bow to 
shoot him. 

Same as 6368. 

To distress. To make 

void; to render useless. 

the pain distresses 

you. 

^ ^ the wise in obscur¬ 

ity, the vicious in office. 

f It- S I ^ thus> the 
offices will be made of no effect, 
—if men are chosen by bribery. 

^ to neglect official duties. 

637i 

j kwan 

F. kwang 
W. kwa 
N. kwaan 
P. ) 

kwan 
M. 

Y. kwaa 
Sz. kwan 
K. 

J- 
A. kwan 

Even Upper. 

kwan 

R. 

See 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

A huge fish, found in 

the Yellow River, which is 

said not to be able to 

close its eyes. A widower; 

alone; solitary. An un¬ 

married man. 

0 IB IS (fi) wide 

open and unable to sleep. 

or M ^ a widower; a 

bachelor. 

to live as a widower; to 

live alone. 

M- $$ the widower, the 

widow, the orphan, and the 
childless. 

% t0 P'ty the lonely. 

a lonely fellow,— 

without kith or kin. 

there is an unmarried man 
among the lower people, called 
Shun of Yu. 

See 7472. 

A conical cap, as worn 

by the ancient Chinese and 

by Taoist priests in modern 

times; a cap or hat (see 

6884). The comb or crest 

of a bird. [To be distin¬ 

guished from 6180.] 

^ ^ the ancient flat-topped 

caps of the Chinese. 

im M to cap a young man at 

the age of twenty, in token 
of his attainment to manhood. 
Used in the Shin Pao for “to 
crown,”—the Czar. 

1m Jl M t0 Put a caP on 
a cap; best of the best, said by 
Ch‘en Chen to Chao Yang. 

^ ^j|| the ceremony of capping. 

DU ^ Li with Chang’s 

hat on,—the wrong man; per¬ 
sonation. 

j^ caPs and umbrellas,—high 

officials. 

tE m °r *£ m cap andr°besi 
garb; dress. 

£ 5385- 
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% r|i °r M ¥ a head-dress- 
to dress a lady’s hair. A? I 

kuan4. 

to put on the cap; to dress| 

up smart. 

jg* ;g| IHj ^ so angry that his 

hair raised up his cap. 

let us take off our hats, I 

— a conventional phrase used 
between host and guest, e.g. in 
hot weather. 

He the mourning-cap 

is without tassels. 

^ ^ the strings of a cap; a 

tassel for a cap. 

^ a tall cap,—as worn by 

the women of mm the 

San-ho District in Chihli. 

7t£ t0 ta^e *be —*n 
order to klo-fou to a superior. 

B hat and tassel all 7t± 
gone,—deprived of official rank. 

a ti§er in an offi- 
cialcap,—a cruel official. 

^ it a Taoist priest’s cap; 

a small square hat. 

k M a witch; a sorceress. 

the white cap 

01 

6373 

m 7ct or 
of a mourner. 

# M a cap assumed in the I 

thirteenth month of mourning, 

the ordinary black cap,— 

which Confucius would not wear 
when paying a visit of condo¬ 
lence. 

a Pris°ner.—from a 

passage in the Tso Chian. 

B k a cap with a sable-tail 

in front, introduced by 

Wu Ling Wang of 

Chao. 

JK (or $'] ) *£ the “bent- 

over cap” introduced by a prince 

of 3^ Ch‘i. 

7&see 245- 

f§^| a cock’s comb. 

T* the wattles or pieces of 

red flesh that hang below a 
cock’s beak. 

Read kuan*. To cap a 

youth; to be married. To 

cap; to excel. 

to be capped; to reach I 

the age of twenty. 

$ 5efc not yet capped; a youth. 

^ H M when he 
went away he was still a young 
man. 

Q kuan' ^ %£ already 

capped (i.e. of age) but not yet 
married. 

he best. See kuan'. 

$1 to excel. 

o come out first of the 

graduates of the first 

degree. 

#|J ¥ 7& ifl a “civil” com‘ 
mander-in-chief. 

_£hl 

6376 

R¥^ 
C. fun 
H. W 
F.ck'-wang 
W. 
N. 
P S kwan,kwan 
M.ck'-ivan 

Y. koi? 
Sz. kwan 
K. 
J. kwan? 
A. 

Rising and 
SinkingUpper. 

—' $§ ^ ® this| 7CJ 

^ — r§f the bravest of 
K ■P? —- 
the brave in the whole army. 

the best man in the field; 

cock of the walk 

H X& W highest in rank at 

the Board of Punishments, 

7j“ ^ %L — H# the foremost 

man of the day. 

# *£ M it (whose name) 1 f;:L 
reverently place at the head of 
my page, 

6377 

C. wata 
N. 
P. m3, 

See also 

Y. 

A. Awe/ 

Entering 
Upper. 

m* 
r?xu 

6374 

R¥ 

See ^ 

Rising Upper. 

A flute; same as 6348. 

Wf (ch'iang ch'iang') 

the sonorous stones and the 
flutes blend their notes. 

^ ££ pt the en 
joyment of music and hunting. 

7Cfc a District in Shantung. 

or ^ the sheldrake. 

6375 

R- Va M 
C. wan, fun, 

kun 
H. kon 
F. wang, 

ngwang, 
kwang 

W. wa, kiie 
N. wouii, kouh 
P. I k-wan, 
M. | kwan 
K. hwan,kwan 
J. kwan 
A. kwan 

Rising Upper. 

& 
7C 

Name of a District, 

Tung-kuan Hsien, 

in Kuangtung. Also an old 

name of m * m I-shui| 

Hsien in Shantung. 

Read huan%. Marshy 

plants; sedge. To smile. 

± below is the rush 

6378 

F. kwang, v. 
kwong 

W. kiie, kwa 

See^ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

mat, 
mat. 

/> 
n 

smiling. 

interpreting business amused me I 
very much. 

* * m as j® ® ^ 
I waked up smiling with pleasure. 

To wash, especially ofj 

the hands. See 12,587. 

]£L or H to wash* 
^ to wash and comb oneself. I 

LH M a bath-tub. 

^ to wash the hands. 

JiL t0 wasb one’s hands and I 

read,—a letter. A conventional! 
phrase of respect for the writer. 

To open out; to expound. 

ifetE to arran8e matters for. 

Read wa** or wo1*. AI 

handle; a wheel by which 

to turn a machine; a 

striker to even off grain. | 

To revolve; to circulate. 

^ to revolve,-as the seasons. 

#m»» 
the products of all countries! 
circulate as a wheel revolves. 

£ SIRussia- 

J|| ^pj" the river Onon. 

A string of 1,000 cash, 

equal under the Sung I 

dynasty to one tael ofl 

silver; see 7924. To run al 

thread through; to string; 

to connect; to pierce; to 

penetrate. See 5342. 

— jIT a string of 1,000 cash. 

jT a hundred tiao. 

S n M his strinS (mea | 
sure) of wickedness is full. 

pj£ ^ ^ vast wealth. 

^ to Pass through,—as a| 

string through a number of cash. 
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jr 

6378 

;li 
6379 

C. kwan 
H. kwan 
F. kwang, 

kaing 

it It very difficult to 

follow the thread,-of the Mirror 
of History. 

to string cash. 

Jt| to thread on a string; to 

connect together; relevant. 

-7 J!T $ disconnected or 

incoherent talk. 

Jf ^!l #5 51 where 
does tt govern to? 

(the force of this 

character) extends right through 
to the end. 

to see clearly 

through any matter. 

(your fame) has 

gone through my ears like thunder, 

J4 to pass through. 

JIT Ffj to go through the bull’s 

eye. 

#1 M'J It ^ sure to send his 

arrows right through. 

nM going through all; the 

whole together. Also, Woodwar- 
dia radio arts, Sm. 

MIRrSilt they put it on 

over the head,—as a skirt. 

^ ^ ^ 1 was as though 

strung upon the same string with 
you,—in full sympathy. 

0 his pure loyalty 

reaches the sun,-the ears of God 

c (/«’) three years 

have we had to do with you. 

'f J;jj- or ^|j| j|| a man’s ante¬ 

cedents,— including birthplace, 
parentage, etc., required from 
all candidates for the public 
examinations. 

your birthplace. 

J!f to wrestle. 

% W # Onoclea orientalis, 

Hook. 

Viola Patrinii, D.C 

V. variegata, Fisch., and V. 

canina, L. 

Accustomed to; exper- 

ienced in; addicted to. 

Lenient. Used with 6378. 

H If thatwhich 
one is accustomed to do becomes 
a natural act,—habit is a second 

tr 
kwan 

63 79 
W. kwa, ka 
N. kwaan 
P. 
M. ( 
Y. kwaa 
Sz. kwan 
IC. kwan 
J. kwan, kan 
A. kwan 

Sinking 
Upper. 

6380 
R. Vulgar. 
C. v. kwan3 
F. v. kwang2- 
N. v.gwaan 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

6381 

R. 

Y. c/tV« 

See^ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

nature; practice makes perfect 
etc. 

St If I accustomed to do 

experienced in doing. 

7 :A1f # M(fthe is 
not an old hand at thieving. 

if® accustomed to war,—a 

veteran. 

If fully acquainted with; 

thoroughly versed in. 

If W or If # practised in; 

in the habit of. 

lH}" accustomed to gambling. 

7 H7 M do not 
let yourself be always giving way 
to temper. 

If J§ 1 If 3^ he who 
is accustomed to ride will be 
accustomed to fall. 

if im he’ll get into the habit 

of it. 

If® accustomed to the use of. 

If tt a lenient disposition. 

7 m j'U' do not be too 

easy-going. 

If 7or If 7 spoilt> 
—as a child. 

fo- 
give me for having been behind¬ 
hand with my letter of congrat 
ulation. 

To be familiar with. To 

take. To throw down. 

mm&m to treat the gods 

irreverently, 

tf # to throw the two 

kidney-shaped pieces of wood 
used in fortune-telling. See 1304. 

to throw down on the 

ground. 

To pour out libations. 

to pour out a or 

libation of wine 

6382 

C .fun 
H. k'-onfon 
F. klwang 
W. k<-a 
N. k'-otiti 
P. 
M. klwan 
Sz. 
Y. k'-ou 
K. kwan 
J. kan, kwan 
A. k^wan 

Even Upper. 

Broad, as opposed to -0| 

450; wide; ample. For 

giving ; lenient; gentle. To 

extend. 

broad and long; breadth 

and length; area. 

^ broad and narrow; rela¬ 

tive breadth. 

^ one foot broad, 

i'P ]=[ —‘ make it a little 

broader. 

J=[ J|L breadth and thickness; 

generous. 

I$ M & £ to gain a 
name for liberality. 

"Ms or m JH or m or 

yfeg°i jfj] wide; ample; 

broad; extensive. 

the size or capa 

city,— as of a ship. 

[Hj a Pr°fuse outlay 

S@*I a spacious house 

a loose-tight (elastic) 

belt. 

hr^ a wide view, as from 

a height; an enlarged view, as 
gained by travel, etc. 

j|[ $$. wealthy; well off. 

^ ^ h°w magna¬ 

nimous is he and gentle! 

gentle; slow; lenient. 

jiH ^ speak gently 

to her. 

mu to extend favour to. 

magnanimous; liberal- 

minded. 

m ^ °r m *tiieas^ m‘n(^ 

ItSSI having a wide 

circle of acquaintances. 

® explicit; clear. 

to take off one’s upper 

coat. 

m to remitito ^et °^' 

as*"*#* 
m -W or m ^ to forgive; 

to pardon. 

% 

K&or 
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6382 

H! to tolerate; to make allow¬ 

ances for. 

^ liberal; generous, 

to console; to cheer, 

if lg§i to speak gently to; to coax, 

i? ^ to release as an act of 

indulgence. 

to show forbear¬ 

ance and gentleness in teaching 

others. 

Il H'J # by his senerosity 
he won all hearts. 

IRK# to soothe the I 

people by clemency; to hold out 
a hope of leniency to the people. 

Il $n gentleness tem¬ 

pered by severity. 

^ to be easy-going. 

%■ 1'w jit the matter is easy of 
accomplishment. 

^ abundant. 

^ Sjj to extend a period of time, 

—beyond the date agreed upon. 

to be liberal in | 

granting leave of absence. 

The hind-quarters of an 

ox. 

see 
tbe ffl’gk'bone; the thigh. 

Even Upper. 

Correct form of 6385. 

6384 

m1 
6385 

r# 
H. hon 
W .K-o 

A desire; a wish. Sin¬ 

cere. To knock at. To 

arrive at. To carve; to 

engrave ; an inscription, 

strictly speaking in intaglio. 

Empty. Slowly. To 
Rising Upper. detain. An item; a kind; 

a sort; an amount o 

money; an article of 

Treaty. [To be distinguish¬ 

ed from 9.] See 8262, 

11,095. 

according to one’s desire. 

^ ^ loyal and sincere. 

or to knock at a I 

gate. 

; [U] friendly terms; cordial. 

^ S3. \ ft not to be on | 

friendly terms with people. 

S m 'h X % $ i 
(chih*) the tripod was a small I 
one and bore an inscription. 

the k'-uan means I 

female characters,—cut in intag-1 

lio; see 9928 chih.4 

# 6 ffii tQinold| 
bronzes the kluati is outside and | 

in rilievo. 

porcelain with a| 

Ming dynasty inscription, 

ll to write an inscription,— | 

as on a fan, scrolls, etc. 

^ ^ an inscription, as above,I 

giving the name of the writer. 

W an inscription, as above,! 

giving both the name of the! 
writer and that of person forj 
whom it is written. 

zm. people of I 

small understanding. See 6386.) 

an even slow gait. 

WWL gentle; quiet,—as a horse. I 

to drive a quiet | 

horse. 

how are things| 

getting on? 

ifc ^ Hfc ig M SI thingsl 
have been rather dull of late,- 
as of depression in trade. 

$f[| to move slowly, — as a| 

small-footed woman. 

o pour out wine with! 

becoming slowness. 

^ flying slowly. 

kteft to take off clothes. 

^ ^ to detain,—as a visitor. 

easy to invite guests but hard! 
to entertain them. 

o treat cor-| 

dially; to entertain. 

if not fighting with them we are I 
treating them cordially, andz^Vcl 
versa. 

ourteous. 

pattern; a sample; mode;! 

style; design. 

^ aA kinds; every sort. 

$ 31 or 0 items; asum;| 

expenditure. 

# ff m W-the H 
amount has been deposited in 
the magistrate’s treasury. 

weiK for the sake of I 

economy,— therefore etc. 

M M * & it 5'1 H 
appointed date no money had| 

been paid in. 

- % rfo i the same| 
item entered twice,—in an ac-| 
count. 

J}£\ ||| we must consider 

ways and means. 

to contract a foreign! 

loan. 

Hi to rePay a l°an- 

M ft @ JR ft & -®| 
straightway seize upon some 
material guarantee. 

a reserve fund; a nest-egg. 

Also funds improperly annexed. 

not of modern shape; 

not fashionable. 

—* an affair. 

a pompous, stuck-up | 

manner. 

% hung* no goodj 

at all; not acc. to pattern. 

$ a small root used as a tonic. 

coltsfoot (Tussilago I 

far far a, L.). 

Read at3 or aos. Wrongly 

used for 9. 

~J*J (ai3 at3 or ao3 ai3 (1) the I 

chant of a boatman keeping time! 
with his oar; (2) the sounds! 
uttered by a fisherman flinging! 
his nets. 

H oil ow (see 12,659);] 

empty ; ignorant. [Com¬ 

monly written as below.] 

Ik® empty; ignorant, 

an empty hole, 

a vacuum. 

my heart is like! 

an empty cupboard,—I am in-| 
different. 
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6386 

6387 

R. 

See# 
Sinking 
Upper. 

6388 

r¥ 

See^fc 
Rising Upper, 

ft 
»6389 

C. kwong 
H. kong 
F. kwong 
W. koa 
N. kwong 
p.' \ 

Y ‘ j kwang 

Sz. ) 
K. kwang 
J. ko 
A. kwang 

Even Upper. 

-TT-* 

the point on which a 

question hinges; the “rub;” the 
crux. 

chung4 to strike the 

hole; to hit the nail on the head. 

Read frung1. 

9^ t0 ^in<^ tke j°*nts or weak 
places. 

A branding-iron. To 

solder. [Commonly written 

as below.] 

j£lj to brand or burn in; to 

seal a letter. 

to seal a seam. 

A small four-legged 

wooden stand used in sacri¬ 

fices {see 11,832). Fuel cut 

up in faggots. 

Read huan~. A tree with 

edible seeds. 

Read huan4. A tree like 

Terminalia chebula. 

Light; brightness •, glory; 

honour. Mental light. 

To illumine. Bare; naked; 

alone. Used adverbially 

= only, etc. See ^ 3336- 

0 % the rays of the sun; day¬ 

light. 

f I 0 rivalling 
in glory the sun and moon,— 
said by Huai-nan Tzii of the 
Li Sao. 

a ray or beam of light. 

± « 3fe H 
bright; clear; splendid; glorious. 

9$/ brilliant; splendid. 

7^ bright and fresh; smart. 

1 ft P)glossy; shining, 

shining; glittering. 

it H o, * ft or * H 

j^ gay; splendid. 

or 

ft 

6389 

to illumine, 

illustrious. 

ft ^ M M. to make one’s 
ancestors illustrious. 

Pfj t0 dabtke sPeck °f “light” 
on to an idol’s eye,—a final 
ceremony of dedication by which 
an idol is supposed to be spiri¬ 
tually quickened. See 2525. 

Mft the flickering of a lamp. 

the dying flicker 

that lights up a man’s mind 
before death. 

at early dawn. 

^ -ft 0 in broad daylight; 

before all the world. 

light and shadow,—time, 

See 11,494. 

time flies like an 

arrow. 

ft & It M ft it &an 
inch of gold cannot buy an inch 
of time,—alluding to a sundial. 

to make the most 

of one’s time. 

g ift it it % a % 
henceforth my time will be my 
own. 

to borrow brightness, 

a conventional phrase used for 
“allow me to pass,” “by your 
leave,” “kindly inform me,” etc. 

brightness approaching, 

used of the visit of an esteemed 
guest. 

to await the brightness,— 

of a coming guest. 

nft to bestow brightness,- 

to “give the pleasure of your 
company.” 

- ± m * i 
I hope you two gentlemen will 
favour me with your company. 

* * literary distinction or 

eminence. 

flE eminent distinction. 

y^ yourself; your person. 

the brightness on 

the water joined on to the sky, 
—as of the moon shining on 
the sea. 

§H1 or tkft to emit bright¬ 

ness. 

A a glow-worm. 

ft 
6389 

* to emit a brightness, 

—as did the famous well in 
which was found the Imperial 
seal during the wars of the Three 
Kingdoms. 

I must trouble your bright¬ 

ness,— e.g. for an advance on 
the sum you have offered me. 

^ yt the aure°le or nimbus 
round a saint’s head. 

M 01H the halo round 

the moon; a medium, especially 
one who pretends to discover a 
thief or other evil-doer by a 
process of magical incantations, 
etc. 

7^ a Pearl- 

ft jflf scenery; state of affairs; 

circumstances; probably. 

# yt ^ judging from appear¬ 

ances; under the circumstances. 

M + MM A ft ^there 
are some ten and more men. 

m * ± « m a m« 
the light that is in you to revert 
to your natural clearness of sight. 

those whose minds are in a pro¬ 
per state of repose show forth 
the divinely intellectual light 
that is within. 

& % v£ — $$ yt1 have 
made nothing by it. 

ytm brightly polished. 

ft bald-headed. 

a one-storeyed pagoda. 

ytm a smooth egg,—a good 

for-nothing fellow. 

a bare pole,—a swindler; 

a scoundrel. 

*11 a bachelor. 

^ al1 eate" “P- 

*Eff *§* all spoilt. 

m ft 7 completely burnt 

down. 

M bare feet. 

with the naked hand. 

shipped t0 tke 

waist. 

^0 stark naked. 

3fe 3- 3R to come' without 

bringing anything,—as a present 
or otherwise. 

bare-headed. 
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6390 

R. 

C. kwong, v. 
ciwong 

H. ckong 

See7fc 
A. kwang1 

Even and 
SinkingUpper 

m 
6391 

See ^ 

Even Upper 

without breeches. 

3fe —10 A only y°u- 
nobody else. 

a light balmy breeze. 

flfj, he does noth' 

ing but find fault. 

3fc ffc Wl ^ ® y°ur 
word alone is not sufficient proof. 

3^; ^ the ecliptic. 

3£ 0 Kuang Hsii,—the style of 

the late Emperor’s reign. 

Tulipa edulis, Baker, and 

Ccelogyne bulbodiscoides, Franch. 

Dipamkara Buddha; 

see 10,864. 

3^. he who swallowed the sun 

and moon,—Kasyapa Buddha. 

A cut-water. 

W& t^e ^eam of a loom. 

Read kuangx. 

Caryota ochlandra, Hance 

which supplies the coir used in 
South China. 

Sparkling water. Name 

of a river in Shantung. 

Bold; martial-looking. 

4? ifc ft i« cavalierly and 

angrily you treat me. 

Vjfc ')jt gfandly martial 

looked the troops. 

6392 

R H 

s"5te 
W. hoa 

Even Upper. 

6393 
N.kung 
P. kweng, kung 
M. kwen, kung 

hwang 
Sz. kweng 
K. kweng 

. ko 
A. kwang 

Even Upper. 

6393 

C. kweng 
H. kwen 
F. keng 

W. kwae, kae 

The bladder, called 

ft- 

A drinking-vessel made 

of buffalo horn, shaped like 

a tube, with an animal’s 

head at one end. 

to raise the CUP 
of buffalo horn,—to pledge. 

6394 
R. 

See 

Rising Lower. 

6395 

m 
6396 

C. kwang', 
kkwang' 

H. k'zvang' 
F. ikwoung, 

kwoung* 

J not used. 

P. j 

Y' kwang1 
Sz. ) 
K. kwang 

. kid, ko 
A. kwong 

Rising and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

6397 
R.: OK 

See 3^ 

4Fj —. ^ to make a person 

drink off a large goblet as a M 

^ |$1| to increase a fixed number. 

Also, a broad forehead. 

forfeit. 6397 
It ^ t0 widely n°hfy by 

Wit fflt resolute; determined. proclamation. 

a large fierce ram. S to tryto procure ^nfor_ 
mation in all directions. 

if 0$ a w^de sa^e‘ 

|| the wide and cold,—the 

world. 

|| TP *£?* the palace of the moon. 

A bright expanse of H ^ to store up larselyi to 

water. keep a good supply of. 

if tjj Treasury of the Privy 

Purse. 

If M to 'ncrease one’s stock 

of information. 

See 6411. J3jj| JM- sPac^ous mansions. 

j|| liberal-minded; magnan- 

imous. 

To stroll; to ramble. JH ^ what is the area ? 

^ breadth and length; area; 

or fUj to stroll about for 
superficies. Also, ample and 
enduring. 

amusement. 

to stroll about the streets, 
jpf an area 

of 3600 ch'ing. See 2195. 
looking at the shops, etc. 

^ dF* It wdl not 
Jjtjjj to visit temples on fete- such a course incur for you the 

days, when a kind of fair is held. imputation of want of breadth? 

!$£ t0 8° out t0 see t^ie *dumi- jj§| ^ literary designation of the 

nations at the Feast of Lanterns. Director of Studies 
to visit brothels. 

attached to a Prefecture. 

& it s js !i& m a <th« ilf US an °^d name for 
place) has nothing which makes Yang-chou in Kiangsu. 
it worth visiting. 

Hf t0 disaPPear > t0 

perish, — from the fall of the 

Wide; broad; length and 1^1 Wei State which began at 

breadth ; area. Liberal- Kuang-ling. 

minded. See ^ 9461, ^ ppj ^ the two Kuang,— ]|| ^ 

12,185. 

wide; extensive.' 

Kuangtungand Jg| pt| Kuangsi. 

a departmental grain- 

collector at Canton. 

JH| a large circle of friends. 

Mi W?, ^ ^ limited exper¬ 

ience. 

M W iftP Canton. 

^ 3^ Canton goods. 

HI Canton glassware. 

Jp| to widely diffuse. ^ 01 round buttons from Can- 

)§ ’ffj % "f*to circulate widely 

throughout the empire, 

lit tj? to sPread far and wide,— 

ton. 

Hi $i} Canton crape. 

as news. .. p. 

It W ifei far-reaching m 
Same as 6393. 

words indeed! 6398 
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6399 

R. 

See3fe 
Even Upper. 

6400 

R. 

F. k'-woung, v. 
k-woung'- 

See ^j| 

Even Upper. 

m 
6401 

Brave; valorous. 

Jf)fc Wl IEa brave generab 

See 

Even Upper. 

6402 To deliver; to relieve. 

To correct; to be correct. R-% 

To assist. The body of a See 

barrel-shaped drum. Even Upper. 

[£ ^ [g|| to deliver the 

royal kingdom. 

pjf ~J> |£ the minister who 
6403 

p 1®- 
does not try to correct, — the 
vices of his prince. 

ft may1 
still rely on your correcting and 
preserving virtue,—to aid me? 

Etfe to correct; to reconstruct; 

to reconstitute. 

Wc IM $$ y°u have been 
correct and faithful. 

^ ^ H J# & theycan 
not help each other to preserve 
their lives. 

E3t**»jyg* 

to help where there is a 

deficiency,—in conduct. 

HIE to reform; to put in order. 

£ ^ ~Jv to put the empire i 

order. 

in 

to aid; to support. 

mu square; squarely placed,— 

not awry. 

|£ an old name for 3 

iff Yunnan Fu. 

I A ^ f ^ what 

harm can the people of K'uang 
do to me?—so long as the cause 
of truth is uninjured. Said by 
Confucius when his life was in 

danger. 

E/llha lofty mountain in 

the Kiukiang Prefecture. 

Read wangx. 

si mu very lame. 

Zealous-, prompt, 

quick; urgent. 

H. ck'-iong, v. 
ik'-iong 

See 'pxf 

Even Upper. 

6404 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

6405 

C. hong^ v. 
k'-wang 

See 

Even Upper. 

6406 

R. 

C. hong' 
k'zvang 

H. k'-iong 
F. k'-woung 
W. c'-iioa 
N. k'-ohg 
p. j 

y' k'-wang 

Sz. ) 
K. kwang 
J. kid' kd 
A. k'-woung 

Even Upper. 

To fear; timid. 

SR* tits no one was afraid, 

‘in 'in timid. 

The end of a coffin where 

it can be opened. A frame; 

frame-work ; the skeleton of 

a lantern. 

E|p ;jv‘g^ the frame of a window or 

door. 

One of the head waters 

of the river Hsiang in 

Hunan. 

The socket of the eye 

S % 9J M ft his eyes 
started out of their sockets. 

jf|j high sockets,-sunken eyes. 

UR Hi* proud; supercilious; 

scornful of details. 

iH tears bbed ber eyes. 

A basket without a cover. 

A case or box. Used with 

6403. 

n* °r m ma iar§e °pen 
basket; baskets in general. 

^ baskets made (chiefly) of 

peeled mulberry-twigs. 

—* a basket of tbread- 

|gj iM /{Ato sleep *n the same 
bed. 

tbe ^ranie a lantern- 

knives (for eras¬ 

ing), pens, and cases (to contain 
written slips of bamboo). 

6406 

mx 

6407 

£ A ft ffi 4 to * Rf 
111 ^ EF. HI tk the con- 

tents of family chests should 
not be displayed in the hall of 
a Prince,—incongruous. 

m 
C. Jiong' ‘fong 
H. ft-long 
F. k'-woung 

N.‘ | v- C,lu"S 
P. Ji'wang 

M. hwang 

Sz. I k‘Wang 
K. kwang 
J. kd' kid 
A. k'-woung, 

kwong 

Sinking and 
Even Upper 

Irregular. 

6408 

See |H 

Even Upper. 

To mislead; to cheat. 

MU Pft t0 cheat. 

m Hi t0 deceive. 

j||E *1^ I bave faded (to keep my 

appointment) with you, — used 
when obliged to leave a guest. 

The frame of a door or 

window fixed in a wall. 

It*] tbe frame °f a door or 

window. 

a wall which surrounds an 

opening for a door or window 

|gj a park or garden wall. 

6409 

*• » 
C. k'-wong 
H. k'-ong 
F. kwoung 
W. djiioa 
N. gwohg 
P. j 
M. ,, 
Y k'-wang 

Sz. 
K. kwang 
J. kid'go 
A. kwong 

Even Lower. 

m 

Mad ; wild ; eccentric 

ambitious; ardent; violent 

outrageous; cruel. See 

1 i,i93- 

G* a mad dog. 

Ilf wild words; incoherent 

talk. 

GS madness; frenzy. 

HSG£ he became serf 

ously ill and died. 

G£ a mad fit. 

$1 eccentric; cracked. 

EEto g° °ne’s bead- 

mad on books; a biblio¬ 

maniac. 

VS £E easily affected by wine 

noisy in one’s cups. 

G# a violent disposition. 

B± or El a pedant, 

foolish; cracked. 
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6409 

6410 

g£ arrogant; overbearing. 

Proudi supercilious. 

n MttM. but I see this mad 

fellow. 

41 §L Z 4i & y°u 
foolish, foolish fellow! 

££ outrageous; violent. 

jpf, 'J|| a severe flood; inundation. 

GH very much exhilarated. 

4i # outrageous abuse. 

SEES a violent gale and 

a heavy sea. 

G M. ^ G a furious gale of 

wind. 

41 ^ 5i # the ardent will 

advance and lay hold of,—truth 
“the violent take it by force.” 

a sulky guest; a “wet 

blanket.” 

fit a profligate, 

dissolute. fil 

G Pi ambitious and hasty. 

41 ffn ^ Bitardent and yet not 

upright. 

i: 41 ^ the hish- 
mindedness of antiquity showec 
itself in a disregard of small 
things. 

4* £ 41 ife* 01 the hi§h- 
mindedness of the present day 
shows itself in wild licence. 

Abrupt; quick, 

far off. 

To go 

went 

J. iid, ko 
Rising Lower. 

6411 

C. ’fong 
H. ‘k’ong, 

-kwang 
F. ’wong, 

wongf 
kwong- 

W. ’Aoa 
N. kwong’ 
P. fwang, 

Sk’wang 
K. kwang 
J. ktd, ko 
A. kwoung 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

ft iff fn iff) gf ffi 
abruptly off to carry on opera 
tions in the south. 

Lies; falsehood. To 

deceive. 

or extravagant 
nJJ- U 

talk; lies, 

|0 ^ do not mislead me 

18 ffi to deceive; to make a 

fool of; used in the sense of 
“contempt of court.” 

& jjjS, U Iff y°uns 
children are not given to deceiv 
ing,—they speak out the truth 

J® 4® lift M theX fooled each 

other 

6411 

6412 

OK 

C. fong 
H. fong 
F. kwong 
W. hsiioa 
N. kwong i k’wang 

K. kwang 
ko, kid 

A. kwoung 

Sinking 
Upper. 

you don’t fool me; 

that dodge won’t go down. 

Iff ^ 1 have been de' 
ceived by him. 

§0 $j§ to visit brothels under false 

pretences,—without money. 

Moreover ; in addition. 

How much more? or how 

much less? according to the 

sense; a fortiori. A time; 

a period; a juncture. To 

grow ; to reach. Used with 

5146. [Commonly written 

as below.] 

_EL or 

6413 

H. ’■fong 
'. ’k’woung 

See BJ| 

Sinking 
Upper. 

or 
.or »: 

MX or moreover; be 

sides. 

2a # T # would not do 

it for any one else), still less for 

you. 

to in or ffn M how much 

more ? how much less? a fortiori. 

% ffi g % m. to m n 
if you can’t do it, still less can I 

a* %m&:&M.to 
my own wife and 

family are now in a state of 
destitution, how can I help you ? 

= TiB*7»,iS 
«,S.SS if you are not in 

time at 3 o’clock, how much 
less at 5 o’clock? 

M Vt 1m 1ft how are things 

going with you? See 2143 

it looked remarkably like the 
Great Bell Temple. 

recent affairs. 

&E -SI matters remain as 

before. 

the pre 
sent outlook is not very rosy 

m tp g ®c h it in he 
passed several days of mental 
discomfort. 

S * it ffi 5k ffi M 
was thinking of his answer, not 
knowing exactly how to frame it, 

^ flavour; character; quality 

'‘ $L % ^ T as a 8ift 
from the Great Monad (God) 
the celestial horse came down. 

See; 

Rising 
Irregular. 

6415 

R- 'M. 
C. k’wong, 

fong 
H. k’ong 
F. k’woung3, 

ck’woung 
W. k’oa 
N. k’wong 

M ) 
y" j k’wang 

Sz. ) 
K. kwang 

. ko 
A. k’wang 

Sinking 
Upper. 

A brick grave; a vault; 

a tomb. 

Plj ^ to dig a grave. 

]Jj ip to remove a coffin; to 

change the place of burial. 

to follow a coffin | 

to the grave. 

•H Jtp to put into a tomb; to| 

inter. 

ip glji a wild covered with graves. I 

an open space; a vacant! 

spot. 

^ wild; desert. 

To hate; to abhor. 

Read kungs. Violent. 

If- scorrdld- 

Desolate; waste; empty; 

unmarried. Distant ; see\ 

7058. 

Bp a wilderness. 

Bj|r JFCF ^ let not the officials I 

be mere idlers. 

tfpr 0 to waste the day; to take| 

time. 

Ijp to neglect duty. 

H|pf ^ or Bp -Q" to neglect the | 

duties of one’s office. 

|jf] Bj§f to reclaim waste lands. 

Bp empty; vacant; desolate.I 

@f ^ H gradually 

I was astonished to find that! 
my ears and eyes became lessl 
receptive. 

Bp peaceful solitude. 

^ rfo % t0 leave| 
the tranquil home empty and I 
not dwell in it,—misled by am-| 
bition, etc. 

M no unmarried men I 

about. 

Bjt M far extending,] 

without limit. 

S tit ^ no one in the 

wide world to be found,-to do it. | 

I 111 or 0M far aPart‘ 

S for from one’s home. 

102 



m: 

6415 

)§| far-sighted; penetrating. 

BJJ| Jfll to issue an important 

edict,—as the Emperor. 

i^pr ‘51^ to swagger- 

See 6587. 

6415a 

Fine floss silk. 

6416 JlPt llE m the baskets were 

r-'M 
filled with fine silken fabrics and 
fine floss silk. 

C.f°ng, 
Pwong, unpicked cotton. 
Pwang, 
Pweng ^ IH refuse silk left after 

H. Pong3 
F. Pivoting3 spooling; silk generally. 

See H % ^ 3ft M the Man 

Sinking 
Upper. 

barbarians have no silk stuffs. 

— % m the soldiers had 

quilted garments. 

Pj-I t° draw a twist 

out of a mass of floss silk,—order 
from chaos. 

Ilf§ m t0 die,—d°ss being 

held to the mouth and nose of 
very sick persons to test their 
breathing. 

]li§ in waat until your 

mother is dead. 

fflt Same as 6416. 

6417 

PM K.UBI. 

6418 

A river (or possibly two 

C. kwai,fai rivers) in Shansi, known as 
F. hwi 
W. cii 
N. kwei 

^ . Crafty; artful. 

F,' \ kwei 
M. ( 

^>J»| an old name for 

K. kyu 

J. ki 
A. vi 

^>J*J Yen-ch‘ing Chou in Chihli. 

Even Upper. 

6419 

MI4 

Originally, the marriage 

of a woman. To return-, 

to revert; to go back. To 

send back; to restore. To 

belong to; to unite ; to ar¬ 

range. To present; to give; 

to transfer. To divide, as 

C. kwai 
H. kwei 

F. kwi 
W. kwai, kai 

N. kwei, cii 

kwei 

6419 
p. \ 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. ) 
K. kwi 
].ki 
A. kwi 

Even Upper. 

in arithmetic, by a single 

figure; short division ; see 

s 2638, and 13,349. 

^ ^ t0 g° back. 

[gif ^ to return home; to die. 

tilr 0 to return home; to recover 

(something). 

^ to return to the path; the 

way back or home. 

[H; the day of return; voir- 

TlfZOV VfJCtp. 

*6 * If SS cut off their 

retreat. 

M IE or HI 7C to return to 

the right way; to recover health. 
The second is also to restore 
the head of a decapitated official 
to his family. 

-=p; to return to the stock,- 

of cognates; to be re-admitted 
into the family. 

II ta fsW to regard death 

as a return home. 

{HI fit.t0 return to one’s regiment. 

3ft #r M or US M no place 
to go to; destitute; without a 
home. 

never went home 

sober. 

j||£ S{J the date of one’s return; 

the date of one’s marriage; in 
the end; ultimately. 

!?§ or H (°r %or I 
or Tf&Z.) in the end; finally; sooner 

or later. 

when leaves fall ■>fK 'm Win 
and return to the root,—finally; 
the end. 

H * or Hi or fi m 

{see 3187) or ik to die. 

M&M to go back to the 

beautiful city,—to die. 

± to go back to earth, 

—to die. 

to return to nothing,—to 

die. 

jm to die,—of a Buddhist 

priest. 

IS A a dead man. 

^ ^ to go to heaven; to die 

used of an Emperor. 

JJJ to return to one’s fields; 

to retire from office. 

6419 

it m # t to retire from 

public life. 

H? ^ t0 retire from public life 

on account of old age. 

f§! burry home!—a name for 

the goatsucker. 

^ jUr t0 return for good; the 

return home of a divorced wife. 

Hj t0 g° back to one’s seat, 

—a phrase often used impera¬ 
tively by schoolmasters. 

HI a bride’s visit to her 

parents, three days after marriage. 
Cf. t7ri<TT(o0ix in modern Greece 

m m pointing to what one 

should go to; aim (of teaching); 
see 1791. 

who will go west¬ 

ward? 

jjH; to return to one’s trade; to 

restore property (to the owners) 

let the property 

revert to its original owner. 

j|j| to return a thing to Chao, 

—to its proper place. 

STSO the hearts of the 

people turned towards him. 

JlH to be amalgamated. 

mw&m to revert to the 

joint management of. 

gift ME to be classified as 

most suitable. See 1845. 

jjHf "^7 §j| to become the subject 

of special negotiation. 

Jill ^ to be confiscated. 

Hi # I A ttobecome 
liable to confiscation by the 
Chinese Government. 

M A or M ft to enter into; 

to come within the category of. 

jg|t to bring into the case; 

to be committed for trial. 

j|»j- to press for payment. 

to collect debts. 

a\f> to take one’s proper seat 

to belong to. 

to fall under the control of. 

jjvjfc to revert to; to be one of. 

& Z % W * % S6 
fli? thinking that I 

shall never see you again and 
that there is no one left to me 

M 

jilt) 



6419 

At to make a total. 
y > 

a ?|§ 'n a lumP sum; collectively. 

i l§ 'M PI M to strike 
an average; on the average. 

H to repay the principal of 

a sum. 

W t0 ke classified or arranged. 

# m # m each arranged 

under its proper head or class. 

hi '(S put ^ ad *nt0 tke 

old lot or parcel. 

1 mM to buy in one lot. 

I*A to belong to such and 

such a person. 

J£j[ 111 Jfti —* *n order to bring 

into uniformity. 

fjp or to put one’s 

trust in (e.g. Buddha). The first 
is also to tender submission. 

Ill )lfl or fjfji J&p t0 submit to; 

to yield; to return to allegiance. 

m ® t n to throw the 

blame on me. 

jj|| to repay; to compensate. 

M M to send back; to repay 

to send a present to be 

put in the mouth of a corpse. 
See 3818. 

to make up an amount,— 

by instalments. 

§§ -^jjj to wind up; to finish off; 

a general settlement, as of liabil 
ities. 

to analyse into 

original elements. 

Mel* at the expiration of 

three years. 

to bring home a wife. 

ifBf IS a girl marry¬ 

ing is called yii kuei. 

m this young lady is 

going to her future home, 

g WMM from the pasture 

lands she gave me a shoot of 
white grass. 

MII Jil fa R belonging to 

Ying-ch‘uan, nee Ho, i.e. Mrs 

Ch'en, nie Ho,—a formula 

inscribed by women on their 
visiting-cards, who being for 
bidden by etiquette to use their 
husband’s name substitute that 

6419 

of the district attached to the 
family surname. See 3273. 

i to direct one’s anger 
tJ >U> 

against. 

If to transfer or hand over 

the government or Throne. 

fait® # s®#* 
* put these books back in 

their places. 

# M If U M Put the 
books in order. 

£ !!§ itr ifo111 give you a 
hiding. 

-Sr to divide. 

6420 

N. kwei 
K. kiu 
].ki 
A. k'-ui 

Even Upper 

6421 

W .cii 
N. kwei, cii 

See jgjS 

Even Upper, 

tfih 

the rules or system of 

division,—-by any number up to 
9 inclusive. 

division and subtraction ; 

division by any number above 10. 

E* ^ see 6429- 

“ ^ |I5J t0 divide by 34- 

to divide by 

333- 
jjtj ^ ^ to multiply by 4 

and divide by three,—as when 
turning catties into lb. av. 

Read kuei4. 

!§ lr # he sent to Con 
fucius a pig, as a present. 

A the people of] 

Ch‘i sent some female musicians, 
as a present. 

A group of small hills. 

Grand; imposing. 

Read kttei*. Alone; 

solitary. 

H TO ^ alone in the 
midst of his abundance. 

The tortoise, used pic 

torially as an emblem o 

old age; one of the four 

“spiritual” creatures (see \ 

7222), supposed not to 

beget its own offspring anc 

therefore used as a term o 

abuse, but only since the 

6421 

1 Yuan dynasty. Often 

painted on walls, meaning 

that whoever commits a 

nuisance is no better than 

a tortoise. See * 2875 

Radical 213. 

HIj ^ to consult the tortoise,— 

i.e. the markings on its shell 
upon which a regular system of 
divination was constructed. 

JC tke great tortoise,—especi 

ally good for divination and 
proper for Imperial use. 

he then divined 

according to the three prognos¬ 
tics given by the tortoise 

^ |> divination by the shell of 

a tortoise. 

our tortoises are 
3U2* R/L /«A 

wearied out,—and will tell us 
no more. 

^ I®, to singe the tortoise-shell 

—as was done before divining 

the tortoise-shell 

decided,—the site. 

II* ^ tortoise-shell. See 7749. 

arched like the back of a 

tortoise. 

St tortoise boards,—the shell 

of the tortoise, 

long life. 

aua, rtaj J^l may y°ur springs 

be as many as those of the 
tortoise and crane. 

j|j shell merchandise,—valu¬ 

able goods, 

tortoise, 

yu 

{pi the penis. 

like a spiritual 

very wise. 

£11 # Wi fa Hilike a worried 
tortoise,—not daring to show 
its head. 

H-& or fa a cuckold. 

H ¥or H %or sb fa i 
terms of abuse used in the sense 
of misbegotten. 

a procurer; a bawd. 

ss ^ m m & b. z 
a divine tortoise can inter¬ 

pret the prince of Yuan’s dream, 
yet it cannot escape Yii Ch'ieh’s 
(a fisherman) net! 
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6421 

6422 

rM 

SeeS 
A. ngien 

Rising Lower. 

6423 

C. k'wai 
H. kwei 
F. kie 
W. cii, kwai 

N. 
P. 
M. 
y. 
Sz. 
K. kiu 
J.ki 
A. kwi 
Even Upper. 

kwei 

a, fe ® ® like a tortoise 

and a snake entwined,—such is 
the form of the God of Courage; 
see 10,629, and 12,744. 

fll, a mag'c mirror; see 1644. 

^ HI a small species of Etnys, 

much used in divination. A 
mark of distinction of the second 

class, substituted by M © the 

Empress Wu for the & fi; 
see 13,510. 

* i^|i the sea-turtle. 

tbe Ch‘in (i.e. Shansi) 

tortoise,—the land tortoise. 

^ fll the green-haired terra¬ 

pin from Ssuch'uan, on which 
a species of conferva grows. 

tortoise urine,—used for 

deafness. 

a sea-anemone. 

Read chh,t1 or ch^iul. 

§, ^ a country of Central Asia; 

Kuchah. 

Read ckiin1. 

jj| chapped hands,-f.^. hands 

marked like a tortoise-shell. 

A graceful woman with 

a small waist. Also read 

hsien%. 

A pair of compasses. A 

circle; the circle within 

which is right conduct; a 

rule; a regulation; a custom; 

a usage; hence, a fee. The 

disc of the sun or moon. 

To plan. 

the compasses and square; 

a rule; a custom. See 2830, 

3009. 

=f 7KGJt,.;fc;&7 
things which are (natur¬ 

ally) round require no compasses, 
things which are rectangular 
require no squares,—to make 

them so. 

_ & 
he came in and went out as 
per square and compasses,—with 

great decorum. 

6423 

7 m m 7 # 
|HJ without compasses and the 

square, you cannot make squares 
and circles. 

mmm fees, etc.; see below. 

A a properly-behaved 

man. 

m 3iC © y°u un- 
mannerly fellow! 

mfcm six (curved 

knives) put together form a 
circle. 

a stupid Conservative. 

SUE to adjust. 

mm to mark out; to draw up, 

as a scheme. 

m ffll or m Hi!] regulations; by¬ 

laws. 

m m regulations, — specially 

applied to the documents sent 
periodically by a Guild to each 
of its members. 

mm a pattern; a plan; a rule. 

m m HU on a vast scale,— 

as a building. 

he would at. 

not follow the regular rules,— 
of the art. 

3l. m^ tbe bve rules °f Ssu-ma 

Kuang were: 

^ attend to business, »|^ 

don’t waste time, gjjji 

look well ahead, gH be 

faithful in small things, and 

tell the truth. 

mm. to correct one’s faults. 

mm to give advice and teach¬ 

ing. 

m 31 to lead by advice. 

MM to design; to fit to a 

design. 

mm to settle upon rules; to 

arrange; to decide; established 
rules; it is certain that. 

mm or mm fees; commis¬ 

sion ; gratuities chargeable by 
custom rather than by regulation, 

m2^ °r m $&°r m 7t 
see 9310. 

. m the customary presents, 

given at “quarter-day” (see 1477) 
by subordinates to their super¬ 

iors, etc, 

/yi 

6423 

m 
6424 

6425 

r-£ 

See^| 

Even Upper. 

6426 

SeeiE 
Even Upper. 

sy 

6427 

R. 

See$l 

Even Upper. 

6428 

R-i 

See m 
Even Upper. 

6429 

W. kwai 

See 

Even Upper. 

a fixed fee. 

tr bang1 jfjH trade custom; re¬ 

cognised fees, payable in the 
course of business operations. 

® m bribesi irregular fees. 

J^ a monthly fee. 

^ ^ the half-full moon, 

g m ia m circular in shape. 

=?m a name for the goatsucker 

or nightjar. See 6312, 6428, 
11,918, 12,317. 

mm to scheme to get out of 

an official appointment. 

m m disconcerted. 

Same as 6422. 

To cut cloth for clothes. 

Name of a tree, called 

^ from the bark of 

which is made an indelible 

ink. 

The fresh-water porpoise 

found in the Yang-tsze 

See 6441. 

The robin magpie. Used 

with 6423 for “nightjar.1 

To follow; to conform 
to. Used by the Buddhists 

for 6419. 

— ^ the three refuges of the 

Buddhist, as below. Sanskrit 

Trisarana. 
Wl ik #1 take my refuge in 

Buddha. 
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6429 

C. kwai 
H. kwei 
F. kwi 
W. cii 
N. kwei, cu 

P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. kwi 
.ki 

A. kwi 

Rising Upper 

kwei 

&1 take my refuge H 
the Law,—of Buddha. 

AM ffc fli1 take my refuge in 

the Priesthood. 

Spirits; spiritual beings. 

The spirits of the dead.I 

A ghost; a goblin-, a bogy; 

devils, popularly depicted 

as skeletons in all but the I 

features, which are hideous 

and repulsive. They may 

be either clothed or un¬ 

clothed; their bodies throw 

no shadow, and they are 

fond of dark corners. There 

are said to be both good 

and bad kuei, but it is 

around the latter that most 

popular superstitions havel 

gathered. One of the zo-| 

diacal constellations; see\ 

Tables, Vb. Radical 194. | 

See 7140. 

9L devils and gods; good and I 

evil spirits; “religion;” the soul. 

the spirits signi-j 

fied their consent. 

* & tJ5 it .>**«• Z 

respect spiritual beings but keep I 
them at a distance. 

Uj Jll flip the spirits of hill | 

and stream. 

lip M ^the sPirits do| 
not always accept the sacrifices | 
offered. 

mm wiEnz&m] 
even the mostl 

enlightened and perfect spirit! 
would not venture to arrogate | 
to itself the merit of God. 

'f* hI ^ 9L jp# 1 am incap | 
able of serving the gods. 

^ ^ never tried t0| 
conciliate the spirits, — of an | 
infidel. 

flip it ££ h is difficult to | 

deceive the gods. 

^ ]>X 9L fip 35 § payingl 
no regard to religion. 

6430 

^ & W ^ i#a family imp 
injuring a family god,—-one of a 
lower generation behaving badly 
to one of a higher generation, 

in the same family. 

% W IJ # & Si 
telling infernal lies. 

& ftp M effected by super¬ 

natural means. 

it|i hi li 7v ig>like the 
gods going out, like devils coming 
in,—of mysterious movements. 

n m m # © at 

&mz & ss 
when the spirit leaves the 

body, each reverts to its pure 
{i.e. elementary) state: it is there¬ 

fore called kuei, which is the 

kuei1 to revolt. same as 

while you cannot serve men, 
how can you serve spirits? 

for a man to sacrifice to a spirit 
which does not belong to him, 
is flattery. 

i #1 a demon; a bogy 

iir the demon regions, — a 

name for the Hun country under 

the Shang dynasty. 

^ the king of the demons, 

attendants upon the above 

&¥'J a judge in Purgatory 

A & n 11 to enter the gate 

of spirits,—to die. 

half of them have 

died. 

A l«l MU . ^ 
nil w\ H &the sick man 
honours the physician: he who 
is in trouble fears evil spirits, 
as the causes of his misfortunes 

a ghost; a spirit. 

% \£ & —* he looked 
just like a (Chinese) ghost,—so 
emaciated was he. 

4l!,A or to be possessed 

with a devil. 

an injure<i gbost,—as that 

of a murdered man whose mur 
derer has not been brought to 

justice. 

H ^ P ghosts of the 

cannon’s mouth,-killed in battle.I 
Used in the sense of “food for| 

powder.” 

^ % ‘U 33"7- 

tAi demons who devour| 

men,—the j|j| ^|J or ^ ^ 

Rakchasa or Rakchas ofl 

Buddhism. Also applied to the| 

aborigines of Ceylon. 

trM. to drive out devils; to| 

exorcise. 

m Jr &a besotted opium- 

smoker. 

£ °r H &t0 talk or| 
mutter to oneself. 

& m a devil-womb, — which I 

though pregnant does not bring I 
forth; an abortion; a malicious| 
plot or scheme. 

Wsecret- 

^4 a secret and dishonest | 

understanding. 

jg- consulting together I 

privately; to have a secret un-l 
derstanding with another to the| 
detriment of some enterprise. 

II a whirlwind; a tor-1 
nado. 

MjL ^ the Carolus dollar,- 

so called from the king’s head I 
on the obverse; foreign coins| 
in general. 

fin ttk to tj#j hiding and I 
7\b. sus. n 

peeping. 

devil-headed | 

and frog-eyed,—hideous. 

<*#&•?•<>'7$ & 

devils or foreign devils,—a I 

favourite term of abuse applied | 
to foreigners. 

a devil catching a I 

devil,—a thief to catch a thief. 

£j 0 %. a thief- 

^ will-o’-the-wisp. 

L devil disease, — used ofl 

the commission of various sly I 
acts of dishonesty, squeezing, etc. I 

^ devil’s pranks. 

Ve & to play the devil, — to| 

indulge in illicit practices. 

^ to P^y devils’ pranks, as I 

when appearing to and frighten-1 

ing people. 

&& to play tricks. 
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6430 

6431 

It 
6432 

64 33 

R.^C 

j^L '/Jli to fool; to delude. 

j& 0 see 3675- 
\ja 

kwaP ,Jtwai 
Jewel 
kouP 
.kwaP, 

k'-wai 

Jewel, 
kweP 

Sz. 
K. 

. kai, kill, ku 

A. kwP, i-houi 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

9L Pi looked at 

close, it seemed to be super 
natural work. 

^ pf] the “slips” on a Chinese 

stage. 

P^ the catch on the bar of 

a door. 

& ft/ the 23rd constellation,— 

the stars y 2 *19 in Cancer. 

A ^ 9# ' JmL 7' « ft) i- 
scrutable; mysterious. 

A ^ H ^ W & men are 
T38 afraid of devils. 

9L 4T -b +6 Adevilsare 
X8 afraid of men. 

^ , ul T BR when 
horse sees a bogy, it stares with 
terror. Donkeys are exempt from 
this fear. Cf. Balaam’s ass. 

JpL a goatsucker (Caprimulgus 

stictomus). 

j£[L Jljl the festival of the deac 

on the 15th of the 7th moon 
when sacrifices are offered to the 
spirits supposed to be roaming 
about uncared for or unburied 

the white-necked or “par¬ 

son” crow. 

|£j Podophyllum versipelle, 

Hance. 

Same as 6498. 

See 6498. 

A kind of jasper. See 

7721. 

Ijg P^cious jasper 

and gems for his girdle pendant. 

noble ideas and 

worthy deeds. 

extraordinary; pre¬ 

eminent. 

Read ktiei*. 

£I ?£ the rose. 

6434 
R. 

W. cu 
N. kwei 

See j|fj 

Even Upper. 

Izh 

6435 
R. f| 

See B 

Sinking 
Upper. 

A gem-token conferrec 

by the Emperor upon a 

feudal prince, as a symbo 

of dignity and authority. 

See 8278. 

ftS -rjr the token conferred upon 

a ^ Duke. 

"fpl the token conferred upon 

a 0^ Marquis. 

the token conferred upon 

an Earl. 

-rfr a sundial. 

3% :4s: Yu presented a 

dark-coloured gem-stone,—upon 
the completion of his labours. 

^Jf; ;Ejr to grasp the token,—to 

be in office. 

having the angles of 

the kuei,—correct; proper. 

a flaw in a white gem-token may 
be ground away,—but for a flaw 
in speech there is nothing to be 
done. 

Ilf iffe iff I give you a large 

libation-cup of jade. 

—• "JJ a pinch of anything. 

jjjlr a tally used in war, like 

the 3687. 

The cassia or cinnamon 

tree (Cinnamomum cassia, 

Bl.). [Stands pictorially for 

Jl| 6461 having rank; see 

tfe 342-] 

« ft m ^ m k %the 
cassia blooms all the year round. 
See 8090. 

cassia buds, immature fruit 

of the above. 

^ j|fj blooming sons and 

grandsons. 

14 « cassia twigs. 

cassia lignea. 

# ft O' ig # Osmanthus 

fragrans, Lour. 

14 ^ vttor 14 HI vftor 14 
^ yffj cassia oil. 

spotted stuffs. 

6435 

6436 

± 

R. 

6437 

See ^ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

-JXl 

Hi 

6438 

S.e^ 

Even Upper. 

iir 
6439 

R 

See |||j 

Even Upper. 

14 the cassia moon, —. the 
eighth moon. 

a variety of Osmanthus 

fragrans, Lour. 

immature flowers of 

cinnamon, dried as a drug. 

3S # or |^J ^ cinnamon, 

made from the bark of old trees 

rice like pearls 

and fuel like cinnamon, — so 
scarce and dear. 

14 l>fc jftf Cassia-Grove City or 

Kuei-lin Fu, — the capital of 
Kuangsi. 

f=£ 8 H: A 14 iflhad made 
an unauthorised raid into the 
Kuei-lin Prefecture. 

14 ft the Cassia River, — in 

Kuangsi. 

to grasp the red 

cassia,—to be appointed to the 
Han-lin. 

14 H dried lungans. 

f4B! IS) stoned lungans. 

a sweet soup made of 

the dried lungan fruit. 

14# silk ribbons. 

» # a m 4 chop up cassia 

and put it in wine,—recipe for 
cassia wine. 

Same as 6434. 

A fine kind of bamboo 

growing in Kuangtung and 
Chehkiang. 

a*- « 
41 3 a fine-woven bamboo- 

nil. 

splint basket. 

itt m bamboo opium-pipes. 

The upper part of a 

woman’s dress. 

^4 ^ ^ ^ her jacket and 

skirt were bright and new. 

i&i JH W) *4 a d8ht breeze 
moved her jacket. 

Name of two Districts 

under the Han dynasty, 

in Kansuh and “[C 4(5 
in Shensi. 
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6440 

C. kwai 
H. kwei 
F. kit 
W. cu 

N'| . 
j kwei 

Sz. 1 
K. kill 

. kei, ke 
A. kwe 

Even Upper. 

The women’s apartments; 

the private quarters in an 

official or family residence. 

or 

1^1 or the women’; 

apartments. See 6459. 

A/' if h's y°uth he 
had been too fond of women. 

cA‘uz k a virgin of| 

the inner apartments. 

III |l) fihal P^etjr *s ^earnt 

at home. 

H|j j|gj a lady’s apartment; a 

boudoir. 

|yj k or Pi ^ a yonng 
unmarried lady. 

%mk a term for the youngest | 

sister in a family. Also, for an 

old maid. 

i*?ii an unmarried | 

daughter is of no use in sup¬ 
porting her mother,—it takes a 
son to do that. 

the quiet retire¬ 

ment of a young lady. 

M H fl t0 be inscribed 
upon the roll of officials. 

#1A M |^j to know men’s] 

secret doings. 

A name for the fresh¬ 

water porpoise. Also reac 

Rising Upper 

6444 

A. kwe 

Entering 
Upper. 

hsP 

J. ai, kei 
A. kwe 

Even Upper. 

jljji hst1 an old name for 

flesh and vegetable diet. See 
6427. 

Read wa1. A Taoist god, 

represented as a 

child two feet high holding 

a sword. See 7498. 

Shadow; that whic 

marks shadow; the gnomon 

of a sun-dial; hence, time. 

0 # a sun-dial. 

Rising Upper. 0 the sun has thrown I 

a shadow across the bright dial. 

a movement of the shadow! 

on the dial,—awhile. 

6446 

See 
Even Upper 
and Lower. 

Rising Upper. 

without a moment’s intermission. 

>|gfi ^ ||| fat and oil to 

lengthen the day,—an allusion 
by Han Wen-kung to candles 

and lamps. 

^ 2&L the flying shadow on the 

dial,—time flies. 

Of' 
^ th 

6449 h( 

R- IK [q 

SeefL ^ 

4. kwi, kwe 

Rising Upper. ^ 

^ i||. the weather is cold 

and the days are short. 

Dried up; exhausted. 

^ J|1L the spring is dried up. 

fC < 

6450 

See. 

Rising Upper. 

See 3204. 

B 

A kind of perch, with 

broad belly, large mouth, 

small scales, and black 

stripes. Also read chiieh1*. 

f^j 5±3 — 10 M ^ out 
darted a female perch. 

Worn out; exhausted. 

6« 1 p 

MR . 
C. kwai y 
H. kwei v 
F. kwi 
W. cu - 
N. kwei ' 
P. j 

Y' | kwei 

Sz. ) ^ 
K. kwe, kwi 

J. ki 
A. kwi 

Rising Upper. - 

&& ^ an exhausted 

people. 

^ M ffn the way is 
long and my feet are weary. 

- 

To sacrifice at the five 

mountains. 

A strap to hold a cap 

on the head. 

^ ^ those with theii 

leather caps fastened on,—at a 
feast. 

er. 

A traitor; explained by I 

2266.] 

ors, respectively. 

ft % to.form int0.a| 
traitorous cabal within. 

A spring issuing from the 

issuing in all directions from! 
the spring, — do not soak the 
firewood I have cut! Alluding 
to official extortions. [This is I 

the correct form of ^ ^ 
2263, 3187.] 

The axle of a wheel. The 

SHTfifi the full ford j 

will not wet the axle. 

empire axle-trees are of the same| 
breadth. See 12,633. 

§ k it ^ wh°| 
can go outside of the written | 
language or of the cart-rut? 

fftf are the ruts at the gate of| 
I 

a city made by a single two-horse | 
chariot?—it is a matter of time.| 

an orbit; a railroad. 

8#i rails; a railway. 

j| ^ the line or route j 

of a railway. 

^ the “racers,” of artillery;I 

a raijroad. 

$$1 or iiQ the law of the I 

rut,—of following in the beaten] 
track; hence, a rule; a guide. 

not following in the rut; | 

irregular; eccentric. 

to accuse a person I 

of being a suspicious character. 

7$r Afi ^accordingly began! 

to plan a coup d'Etat. 



6451 

6452 

E*R 

See 

Rising Upper 

ckwei 

6453 

R*ft 
C. kwaP 
H. kweP 
F. kouP, v. 

WOUp 
W. Ccii 
N. 
P. 
M. kweP 

Y. ckwei 
K. kyu, v. kie 

J. ki 
A. kwP 
Rising Upper 

Irregular. 

6454 

6455 

RIK 

See 

Rising Upper, 

there is but 

one road to the grave. 

#1 lift craftily concealed. 

M t0 Plot- 

A small box •, a casket. 

Because like devil in 

sound, changed under the 

T'ang dynasty to •] 

6457 

r4k U 
W .cii 

See|fe 
Rising Upper 

6456 

R-lft 

Seeit 
Rising Upper. 

One of the Ten 

Stems-, see 5814 and Tables 

Ve. See also 6001. 

^ ^ at fourteen, 

menstruation comes on. 

-fo 'b % ^ £6 at forty-nine 
menstruation stops. [ ^ ^ 

is also used of men, anc 

seems to refer rather to sexual 

power.] 

see 6001. 

See 6491. 

A round or (?) square vase 

for holding cooked grain at 

sacrifices and feasts. See 

*639- 

assigned to us at every meal 
four vases of grain. 

vases and bowls. 

nine large courses,— 

as at an entertainment. 

<S±£ to eat from delf dishes, 

—as Yao and Shun did. 

'jgg' *j||^ round and square vessels 

used at sacrifices. 

To deceive ; to pretend ; 

used for 6459. A post; 

a pillar; a support. 

ft ^ W\ to argue over 
paradoxes. 

Jh 

Dilapidated; in ruins. 
kweP 

6458 

R-IR 

SeeH 
Rising Upper. 

9 
64S9 

R-*K 

See f$l 

Rising Upper 

5 To change; to alter; to 

De shifty 

fill t0 trimi t0 be a turncoat. 

it n strange; marvellous, as 

when able to change one’s shape. 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. kwe 

. ki 
A. kwi'-, -kwi 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

To deceive; to cheat 

cunning. To oppose; to 

offend. 

M M M let us give no 
indulgence to the wily anc 
obsequious. 

do not listen to 

artful tongues. 

or It 1 pJG. p 

treacherous. 

It It ^ iffil ful1 of cunning 
tricks. 

!b£ treacherous. 

to alter with intent to 

deceive. 

6460 

K4R 
C. kiuai- 
H. ck'”wei 
F. koui-, ck'-wi 
W. gwai'-, kg it 

k-dju 

N. gwei, dju 

g]j| treacherous schemes. 

sjj| & iyi'ig words. 

^ ^ It this is called 
a paradox. 

to falsify names. 

have I offended in aught against 

the laws of God? 

-|— (I drove) for him so as to 

cunningly intercept (the birds) 
and in one morning he got ten 

to defame; to slander. 

To kneel. The legs o 

a crab, so called because 

they are bent as though 

kneeling. See 4140. 

#g or to kneel down 

* n to kneel and make 

obeisance. 

C.4 

6460 

m —* 
6461 

R-^ 
C. kwai 
H. kwei 
F. koui, kwi 
W. cii 
N. kwei, cii 

P'l kwei 

Sz. 
K. kwi 
J. ki 
A. kwi, v. kw'di 

Sinking 
Upper. 

mm to kneel and thank. 

m& to receive kneeling. 

:=jr. Hjn *-° kneel on one knee,- 

introd. under the Mongols. 

m kneeling on chains,—an I 
illegal punishment, which has| 
been used to extort evidence. 

m to bid good-bye on one’sl 

knees,—out of respect. 

^ to kneel with a stick of| 

incense in one’s hand, as is done | 
penitentially; also, a punishment! 
inflicted upon schoolboys. 

m t0 memorialise the Em¬ 

peror on one’s knees,— rever-| 
ently. 

Jj^[i Opf to respectfully petition. 

ffi 'k Sfi )W (»r ®) <he| 

kneeling before the Court. 

-IF m ® kids have] 

the grace to suck kneeling. 

m "ij the kneeling punishment,! 

—as inflicted by shrews upon| 
weak husbands. 

«S&iS*S.}£5!£; 
afraid of his wife, with a lamp I 
on his head, he will kneel until! 
the fifth night-watch,—of a hen-| 
pecked husband. 

Honourable, with special 

reference to official rank;! 
esteemed ; prized ; high-] 

class, as opposed to J 

1589 ; conventionally ap¬ 
plied to the belongings ofl 
others. Dear; expensive. 

[ #| is an early form of this] 

character.] 

j# it- M H chan^ (the| 
precedence of children is regu-l 
lated) by honourable birth not! 
by age,—the children of the! 
wife rank before those of thej 

concubine. 

W 7' ft W tfc no| 
one knew he was a high official,] 
—so badly was he dressed. 

^ wealthy and having official] 

rank. 

-|t|- a man of position; an| 

official of high rank. 

*;&*§*.! 
^ the high-placed, although j 

himself high-placed, he regarded | 

as of no account. See 15 89. 



[ 8i 7 

^ newly-made graduates of 

the 2nd or 3rd degrees. 

-g|- what is your honourable 

name? 

-g- IHl y°ur honourable nation. 

-gf vour honourable disease. 
1=4 <15* 3 

your servant. 

-Hf- ‘/p y°ur jurisdiction. 

-|§j- your rank. 

I" iff: your post. 

tan what rank have you? 

|- ||| your home. 

3" $[x your valuable journal. 

3* ^ your lodging,—to travel 

lers. 

your honourable age? 

|j- ^ your honourable occupa¬ 

tion. 

7ft ft ft 1ft what is y°ur 
honourable business with me? 

^ raiSe higH y°Ur 
noble hand,—and let me slip 
under it and escape. 

-p- ^ an honoured guest; worthy 

clients or patrons, as of a trades 

See Ifp; 

K. kwe 
J. kwai, ke 
A. hold 

Sinking 
Lower. 

man. 

to esteem; to 

honour; to prize. 

to honour the 

virtuous. 

“s' Iff 'fit a rare article. 

* £ M 4Mi 4 «Jilr 
7^ things become valuable be 

cause of their rarity, and cheap 
because of their abundance. 

ft# a physiognomy indicating 

success in official life. 

ft*B an Imperial concubine of 

the 3rd rank. 

■p* J^ an Imperial concubine of 

the 4th rank; a dignitary. See 
above. 

^ -p- a darling; a pet. 

not to set store 

by this. 

X * M to not to value 

extraordinary things. 

"p* valuable things,-children 

"p" /ft 'jg in government 

make consistency of first im 
portance. 

6463 

6464 

R# 
C. kiuai 
H. k’-wei 
F. koid 
W. dju 
N. gwci, v. djii 
P. ) 
M. , . 
y j kwn 

Sz. J 
K. kwe 
]. ki 
A. kwi 

Sinking 
Lower. 

$ ft jg to' in all matters, 

have regard for the intention, 

-jjj- Xk ^f; to regard alliance 

with Ch‘in as most important, 

-p- a high price. 

(If the price is too| 

high. 

-p the province of Kueichou. 

tfi* -P4 Yunnan and Kueichou. 

#l^a District in Kuangsi. 

mbs. xmnx 
in correspondence with Viceroys 

and Governors, (the Provincial 

Assemblies) will use tic pu t'ang 
and fu pu yuan, respectively, 

and will not insert the word 

“honourable.” 

Troubled; anxious. See 

^ 11,208. 

ift HL*n a state menta^con" 
fusion. 

'|Jt dazed; stupified. 

M H tit B5 It M was 
stunned by a fall from his horse 

but came round again. 

Same as 6464, 6465. 

A counter in a shop; a 

press; a wardrobe; a box 

J,® or im 1^| a counter in a 

shop. 

^ I® the manager of a 

shop. 

t'lfi ¥l die drawer °f a counter 

a till. 

t‘K 7P7 a counting-house. 

^4 4^3 the S00<;ls or stock 

in-trade of our firm, 

j.® a cupboard; a wardrobe 

rjb a book-cupboard. 

^ reservoirs of water, kept 

as a precaution against fire; 
ship’s water-tanks. 

fy I® a machine for boltin 

flour. 

Will a deposit; earnest-money 

6464 

Sinking 
Lower. 

6466 

6467 

k’-wai 

Xfe ^ I® a metal-bound coffer ;j 

a safe for storing documents. 

A# the eight headings under I 

which accounts are kept at some 

yaniens. See 9880. 

Same as 6464. Alsol 

read fcueP. To absorb. 

Exhausted; failing; defici-| 

ent. See 10,254. 

it ill III 1§5 * ® flf fl 
the frowzy smell of the bronze 
is absorbed by quicksilver,— | 

spread over it. 

for such filial piety without ceas-1 
ing, there will ever be conferred 

blessing on you. 

B |p ^ St the daily allow-1 
ance not deficient. 

See 5184. 

A broker; a middleman. 

d give a hint; to tip a 

wink. Also read fcuai*. 

C. ckdd 
H. k'-wai 
F. kwoui 
W. kiuai 
N. kwei 

P. j 
M. ! 
K. kwe 

kwai, ku 
A. klwai 

Sinking Upper 
Irregular, 

6468 

R. - 

it) ft or 5f ft a broker; used I 
contemptuously of one whopur-| 
chases official rank. 

iti ft IS £ it ffi « 
a purchaser of rank is not fit| 
to be an official. 

it to to communicate by anod| 

or sign. 

C. k’-ui 
H. k'-wai 
F. kwoui 
W. k’-wai 

N. 1 
P. 
M. > kwei 

Y‘ 1 Sz. 1 
K. kwe 
J. kwai, ke 
A. k'-wai 

SinkingUpper. 

To cut; to amputate; to| 

(break off. 

or an execu¬ 

tioner. 

103 



6469 

R. 

See “S 
K. kwe 

SinkingUpper. 

An outhouse; a barn. 

names of 

R. 

C. <klui 
H. k'-wai 
F. kwoui 
W. kwai 
N. kwei 
P. kwei, hwei 
M. hwei 
K. hwe 
J. kwai, ye 
A.koui 

Sinking Upper 
Irregular. 

% iff and 
groups of stars. 

Chinese juniper, Junipe- 

rus chinensis, L. also known 

as f|j ^ and ^. Ori¬ 

ginal form of 6333. 

R ; # 
C. ^k'-ui 
H. k'-wai* 
F. kwoui* 
W. kwai* 
N. kwei* 
P. kwai* 
M. k'-wai* 
K. k’wae, kwe, 

v. hwe 
J. kwae, ke 
A. k’-wai* 

SinkingUpper. 

sr 
6472 

R. 

C. cklui 
F. kwoui*, v. 

kwai* 
W. kwai* 
N. kwei* 
P. kwai*, kwei 
M. k'-wai* 
Y. kwei* 
K. k-wae, kwe, 

v. hwe 
J. kwai, ke 
A. k'-wai* 

SinkingUpper. 

C. v. kui*- 
F. kwoui 
N. kwei 
J. kwai, ke 
A. k'-wai 

SinkingUpper, 

ornaments on a coffin. 

ft ft ft oars of juniper 

and boats of pine. 

SitHT from the Odes of 

Kuei onwards, — he made no 
remark. Hence, insignificant; 
unworthy of notice. 

Water flowing; a drain; 

a water-tank. 

a brook; a rivulet. 

the ditches (for 

irrigation are all full. 

the northern branch of 

the river m Huai. 

an old name of mm 
I-ch‘eng Hsien in Shansi. 

7a 

Crafty; mischievous. 

cunning; wily; treach 

erous. 

Dangerously ill; dis 

eased. 

Read wet1. To shout out 

6474 

R. 

See 

K. hwe 

SinkingUpper 

in 
6475 

C. ck‘ui 
H. k’-wai* 
F. kwoui* 
W. kwai* 

s-l 
K. kwe, v. hwe 
J. kwai, ke 
A. k'-wai 

Sinking 
Upper. 

To pray; to invoke the 

aid of the gods. 

Minced meat. [Often 
used of the famous carp of 
Kiangnan, which can only 

be eaten on the spot.] Also 
read k^uai^. 

kwei* 

km 
647 

6477 

R-^ 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

m 
6478 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

T3 
6479 

See ^ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

^ Chinese whitebait 

(Leucosoma argentea). 

it m roast turtle and 

minced carp, 

lit ^ A U to tickle people’s 

palates,—used of literary com 
positions. 

A ^ J3# ^ £ il was vefy 
widely appreciated. 

Same as 6475. 

A flag to signal with. 

H 1 i i when I wave 

my flag, beat the drums, — for 
advance. 

t n # their banners 

were like a forest,—in number 

A pain in the loins. 

HI lumbago. 

Same as 6478. 

To cut; to wound; to 

injure. 

mm 
JfJ you wait until you have cut 

yourself before you avoid hand¬ 
ling a knife. 

7 m\ ft * not to violate 

one’s sense of duty. 

be strict (in doing 

one’s duty) but without injuring 

others. 

«r 
6481 

M 
. k’wai 
k’-wai 

Seejk 

Great; liberal. Very. 

Also read hui*. See 12,515. 

Av ful1 of a resolute 
energy. 

•R with great effort 

to re-capture a city. 

Ere.'« * #to impr°v' "p**• 
ancestral legacy,-by still further 
exertions. 

k’-wai 

M1 
nrr, 
6482 

C. k’-wai 
H. k’wei 
F. k’-wi 
W. k’-wai 

N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. kwe, v. hwe 
J. kwai, ke 
A. kioui 

Even Upper. 

tfc 
6483 

W. kwai,k'-wai 

N. k’-wai, hwei 
P. k’-wai 

See ^ 

K. kwe, v. hwe 

Even Upper. 

6484 

C. k'-wai 
H. k'-wai 
F. k’ie, k’-wi, 

v. k’-ieng 
W. k'-wai, c'-ii 
N. k’wei, c’-ii 
P. j 

Y ’ | k’-wai 

Sz. 1 
K. kiu, v. hiu 

J -ki 
A. k'-tii 

Even Upper. 

A helmet; used pictori- 

ally for ^ 6499, first (at 

examinations). A basin. A 

block on which caps are 

made. 

rfry helmet and coat of mail. 

M jjfc a cap or hat block. mi 

mu: fresh from the block, 

sc. new. Also, a new style (of 
hat). 

£ $ W t0 be terribly 
fatigued or exhausted, 

To jest; to joke; to chaff. 

Also read hui1. See 13,382 

to make game of. 

iffi, jplj t0 P^y with. 

to chaff; to indulge in 

repartee. 

^ fff M he exercised 

his wit without any restraint. 

To wane; to be wanting 

to fail; to be deficient (see 

6510); to go bankrupt 

Owing to; in consequence 

of; happily; luckily. 

Mffi Ml] )$S the moon reaches 

the full and then wanes. 

7 M if Jw never waning, 

never failing, — long may you 

reign! 

to owe more than one can 

pay; to be in arrears. 

i Ik £5 he incurred very 
large debts,—as by gambling, 

or jt£ to lose money 



6484 

to cause loss to. 

an underpayment. 

to underpay him. 

jj^ short, —as in money or 

delivery of goods, 

jjg ^ a deficit; a failure to meet 

liabilities. 

to run into debt. 

Bt % ft M & © S 
because the deficit in the trea¬ 

sury was so large. 

deficiency. 

jgjj ^ to involve in losses. 

mVr to be short; to suffer loss. 

^ ;j|| to injure; to fail; to be 

deficient. 

^ to make up a deficiency-l 
jjgj to lose capital; to fail in 

business. 

Q ^ ^ 0 ^ three or 
four families have already become 
bankrupt. 

P2is or ^ to suffer loss, 

—a term of general application. 

^t0 be his victim- 

jjg ^ to be ungrateful or unjust 

to; to abandon. 

$ % ^ ^ 1 won,t treat 
you unfairly. 

an ungrateful man 

a discreditable affair. 

9 M ^ nothing on one’s 

conscience. 

* m @ ’k he who has 

nothing on his conscience is 
naturally at peace. 

tt # S6 % ® he has 
somewhat of a bad conscience. 

Ji5 3% W wk owins to what 1 
said. 

it is owing 

to you that my eyes were healed, 

jjgj luckily; happily. 

fiSSfBilt, 
happily, my son, you are already 
in office. 

f&Jifc I have troubled you, 

—thank you! thanks to you! 

Agitation of mind; an¬ 

xiety. 

See 

Even Lower. 

See 

Even Lower. 

6487 

C. -k'-wai 
H. s.k'-wei 
F. i.k'-ui 
W. -dju, Ccil 
N .gwei 

M. I sM 
Y. ikweijk'-wei 

K. kiu 
).H 
A. kwi- 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

6490 

R. 

I See 

I but both often 
read Lower. 

Even Upper. 

A lance. 

one man in a I 

great officer’s cap and holding] 

a lance. 

6488 

C. -k'-wai 
F. JeHe, cklwi 
W. -gu, idju, 

idju 

See 

A. ckLwe 

Even Lower. 

To consider; to calculate. 

t0 cup*vate learn*ng 

and moral duties. 

5120 0 he determined the 

aspect (of the palace) by the 
sun,—so that it should face the 

south. 

to4 to estimate; to consider. 

^ fjk considering 

all things, — i.e. the principles 
which govern all cases and the 
circumstances which modify a 

special case. 

was appointed to 

be General Regulator,—of affairs 
of State, i.e. to be Prime Minister. 

it m - 4 their principles 

are found to be the same. 

the master-mind; the best 

hand. 

In opposition; separated; 

distant. 

0 % long separated. 

m sn - n separated for a I 

month. 

|i|^j separated; apart; isolation; 

estrangement; obstruction of free | 

intercourse. 

ft ^ separated {or\ 

estranged) for a while and then 

reunited. 

6491 

r ~k 
C. k'-wai 
H. k'-wei 
F. ki 
W. git, dju 
N. gwei 

P. 1 
M 
Y. 
Sz. ) 
K. kiu 

J. ki,gi 
| A. kwi 

Even Lower. 

Deaf; hard of hearing. 

stone deaf. 

k'-wei 

6489 

R. 

ISeefl^ 

Even Lower. 

To squint; to stare at. 

Strange; extraordinary. 

| @ a crowd of people | 

staring. 

Malva verticillata, L.,| 

the mallow. Used for 6487. 

• in the seventh 
-t n s.. 

moon they cook the mallow,- 
the seeds of which are boiled] 

and eaten. 

; the sun- 
|S1 0 0 

flower (Helianthus annuus, L.),| 
—supposed by the Chinese “to 
turn on her god when he sets,] 

etc.” 

the sunflower! 4E IS) 0 
faces the sun. 

^ or ^ the hollyhock | 

(.Althea rosea, Cav.). 

£ edible mallows. 

Hibiscus abelmoschus, L. 

!gj ^ Hibiscus manihot, \ 

Lour, and H. esculentus, L. 

|lr the yellow tint of the sun-j 

flower. 

Malva verticillata, L. 

^ m * seeds of Abutilon\ 

indicum, G. Don. 

I^j palm-leaf fans. 

|| palm-leaf thatching. 

|fea letter,—from the ancient| 

use of the palm-leaf as paper. 

Ji iffc £ & the sun l 
flower, though only a flower, is! 
able to protect its roots, — by I 
hanging over and shading them] 

from the sun. Alluding to 4 _ 

ff f- Pao Chuang-tzii, who! 

had his feet cut off. 

]&&&& to lean towards! 

more markedly than the sun-| 
flower,—leans towards the sun. 
A phrase used in letters, ex-j 
pressive of longing affection;] 
also of respect, from the bowed 
head of the sunflower. 

the Son of Heaven] 

scans their,—merits. 

we dare not exam-| 

ine into,—the causes of trouble. 



6491 

6492 

See 

Even Lower. 

6493 

r.£ 

H. kwei 
F. Vie 
W. cHi 

See 

A. Vui, kwi 

Even Upper. 

6494 

R 
£ 

S“ll 
A. k'-oui, 

kwi 

Even Upper. 

I § 20 

a kind of mallow ^ .m. <1 R.H1U ui uiuiiuw ; a lliaglC 

plant, the leaves of which could 
ward off evil demons. Said to 
be the origin of the legend of 
Chung K‘uei (see 6506); also 
described as a hammer. 

The appearance of fine 

horses. 

mttwA Gjl|| the four steeds, 

eager and strong. 

a curly-maned (horse). 

To peep ; to spy; to 

watch. Used with 6494. 

See 4711. 

m or 

mm to peep at; to take a sly 

glance. 

m ¥&to pfyinto- 

mm to listen stealthily. 

mm to espy and gauge,-—to 

make observations 

6li* 
to secretly observe. 

mu* to encroach on. 

^ m> to 1°°^ through a tube,- 

to take a narrow view. See 6348. 

m Ip! to waylay- 

||j. to watch events,—so as 

to seize an opportunity. 

0 m SI eye not seeing the 
garden, — used of people who 
have as it were blinded them¬ 

selves by study. 

To peep; to spy; to look 

at. Used with 6493. 

to peep at; to spy out. 

I# m £ to go secretly and 

spy upon. 

to peep at. 

_t iH pf A to gaze up at the 
blue sky. 

^Htherewas 
no branch of learning to which 
he did not give some attention. 

0 

6495 

R*ftK 
C.fdi, Vwdi 
F. lkwi, v. 

c,k'-wo, jdu 
W. k'-wdi 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. kwe 
J. kwai, ke 
A. k'-oui 

Rising Upper 

k'-wei 

6496 

iW 

6497 

RH 
C. ~klwai 
H. k'-wei 
F. k'-oui 
W. ku\ ci? 
N. gwei, kwei 
P. ) 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. J 
K. kwe 

J- ki 
A. kwi 

Sinking 
Lower. 

k'-wei3 

Great; gigantic. Extra¬ 
ordinary ; monstrous. A 

wooden puppet. 

A Jl- i/i a 8reat extraor¬ 

dinary calamity,—as an eclipse, 
etc. 

flt A a giant. 

a powerfully-built 

man. 

JJL he st°od alone, 

without an equal. 

I £ £ Ira ^ t0 one 
who can penetrate the mystery 
of life, all things are revealed. 

{hm puppets which perform 

like Punch and Judy. Their 
origin is traced to a strategical 
trick by which the city where 
the first Emperor of the Han 
dynasty was besieged was made 
to appear full of inhabitants 
while the garrison was secretly 
escaping. 

n a urn it <m e ™ 
not be your puppet! 

C % # #1 
honour and glory are but the 
properties of a marionette stage. 

@ ft Yia (*«' *' ■” Peking) 

a Punch-and-Judy man 

See 6340. 

Ashamed ; bashful; con- 
science-stricken. 

m <°r § 8 °r 

ashamed that I 

am without ability. 

HH I feel that I have 

nothing to be ashamed of. See 
6484. 

looking up, 

to have no occasion of shame 
before God. See 11,743. 

I5i, Hi shame and anSer 
filled his breast. 

^ to have cause f°r shame. 

nothing to be ashamed 

of. 

@ felt very much 

ashamed of himself. 

JH 3#would be 110 dis- 
credit to the Odes,—of a poem. 

JfcttL modest; bashful. 

6498 

6499 

RA 
C. Jui 
H. ik'-wei 
F. fl-wi 
W. fl-wai 
N. ck'-wei 
P. ik'-wei 
M. ck'-wei 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. kwe 
J. kwai, 
A f-oui 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

ik'-wei 

Same as 6497. 

First; chief; best; 

eminent; great; monstrous. 

The 4 stars which form the 

body of the Dipper (Ursa 

major). 

Hf or 7C Wa first; chief; 
best; the first on the list of 
successful candidates for the 
2nd or master’s degree. 

^ or k‘uaix fit ^peerless; 

without an equal. 

5^1 or 3l M the second to 

the sixth, inclusive, of the can¬ 

didates on the ^ supple 

mentary list at the examination 
for the 2nd degree. See 11,320. 

brst on tbe bst °f can(h 
dates for the 2nd degree; a 

chu jen. 

Jjjt M secon(f 011 the bst: as above. 

the star ho k'uei 

is in fang,—it’s an unlucky day. 

^ a||. Wen-ch‘ang and 

K‘uei-hsing,—two constellations 
worshipped as tutelary gods of 
literature. See 427. 

^rj; J|l K'uei-hsing kick 

ing the Dipper (Ursa major),— 
as he appears in Chinese star- 
maps. 

Jj^j; the best tobacco. 

rj- Ja£ hishlytalented 
people. 

^J; f]||] a leader; a general. 

best man; head; chief; 

foreman; champion. 

m (see 6495) or ^ ^ 

gigantic in stature; stalwart. 

the head of an heret¬ 

ical sect. 

the chief offender. 

M M he killed their 
leaders. 

^ first at the examination 

for the 3rd degree,—held trien 
nially at Peking in the 3rd moon 



‘TJEJI 
821 

K.‘UEI 

6499 
6504 

6500 

k'-wei 

I See /['[I 

Sinking 
Lower. 

I r. : 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

ik'-wei 

6502 

\c.Jui 
IH. ik'-wei 
IF.^/V 
I W. ck'-wai 
IN. 'k'"wci 
|p. 1 
Im. 
|y. 
iSz. ) 
I K. kiu 
IJ. £r», ke 
I A. Qk’we 

Even 
Irregular. 

6S°3 

|R|R 
IC. ik'-wai 
I H. cwa 
I F. ckie, c£hY, 

v. k'-ic'- 
IW. <cu,s-dju,io 
IN. '-kwei 
IP. ck'-wai 
IM. * k'-wei, 

ik'-wei 
IY. cw3t ik'-wei 
IK. kiu 

|j.« 
1 A. cwa, 'kwe 

Rising Very 
Irregular. 

^ £j£j. the plum flower,— 

because it appears at the time| 
of the metropolitan examination, 

as above. 

^ fj£j. first at the examination! 

for the 2nd degree,—held trien-| 

nially in the 8th moon. 

Food; a present of food; 

to give a present; to offerj 

in sacrifice. Used with 6514. 

1)1 Prov^si°ns g‘ven 1 

person starting on a journey. 

iiyr rfo ^ S the kins| 
offered him gold but he declined | 

it. 

run the valuable pre-| 

sents were doubled. 

To cut open and clean, 

as a fish. To stab; to kill;| 

to sacrifice. 

mm to cut a piece off one’s! 

thigh,—as medicine or nourish¬ 
ment for a sick parent. 

A man’s stride. 

|£ 5|l the 15th zodiacal con-| d5°7 
stellation; see Tables, VB. Itlx'J>C 
has sixteen stars which are|W.#» 
supposed to resemble a person I gee 

striding. 1 

lij a hall for worshipping! 

the God of Literature. 

It tM t0 stro11 UP and| 

down. 

Even Lower. 

Even Lower. 

Same as 6502. [To be| 

distinguished from 

10,384.] . 

Cross-roads; a thorough¬ 

fare. 

lU gc the cloud thoroughfares,- 

the sky. 

Mi =? 4 M placed where | 

many roads meet,—of snares. 

The cheek-bones; the| 

cheeks. High. 

g j^ an imaginary being, de¬ 

picted as an old man in ragged I 
clothes, attended by a bat, the I 
symbol of happiness. He is able I 
to exorcise demons. See 64914 

up Chung K‘uei at the front door, | 
—to keep away evil spirits. 

species of mushroom. 

A one-legged creature; a 

walrus. Grave; reverential.| 

# 11 a 0 ^ ja — £ 
S4- ftl Yf the walrus said! 

to the centipede, “I hop about 

leg.” 

one of the varieties ofl 

Sinking 
Lower. 

6511 

A basket. 

® til fSL — J , 
to raise a mound nine fathoms I 
high and to fall short of com-1 
pletion by one basket (of earth), 
—to sink a ship for a ha’p’orth 

of tar. 

% $ — (ft It t0 st°P when 
only one basketful is wanting to| 

completion. 

Red threads used for 

hats. To sketch; used with] 

5i85- 

^ to draw and paint | 

with various colours. 

^.§| carving and painting;] 

ornate, as composition. 

A straw basket. A plant, j 

Amarantus sp. 

straw basket 

on one leg.” 
6513 

the dragon 

awe-struck. 

[ looking grave and 

A stride equal to half a 

pace; to step. 5^8787. 

I am unable j 
to take a step,-—I am so busy. 

that which is but I 

a step from you is not neces-| 
sarily near,—distance is relative. 

Read hsieh**. 

exhausted. 

jjb]; utterly worn out. 

m 
6508 

^ M Jfif a Prefecture 011 t'ie 
Yang-tsze in Ssiich'uan. 

Same as 6510. 

JLL ^ ' 
(aspirated) 

I See 

(It will be seen 
that the theo 

retical pronun¬ 
ciations of 

this class are 
ignored 

in practice.) 

SinkingUpper 

to carry a 

on the shoulder. 

^ & at % % * ih 

I know that he will not make! 
them as big as baskets,—of san¬ 
dals made without measurement. 

The loop for fastening a 

coat or robe. 

A small knotty tree, 

called 

Sinking 
Lower. 

IN. gwei 

r I -. 
IM. | h’-wei 

Iy. 1 

I See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Provisions; food offered] 

to a superior; to make a 

present. Used with 6500. 

See 1053. 

fl| /V I have arranged! 

my viands, with eight vases ofj 
grain. 

food; victuals; to make! 

a present of food; to offer food. 



822 

Ht 5^* to make a farewell present; 

to give provisions to a person 
starting on a journey. 

tw /Til t0 make presents. 

to hand medicine to. 

it + * A he had no wife. 

^ a steward. 

Read Pm2. A dumpling 
of rice and honey. 

A ribbon for tying the | 

hair in a knot. 

6520 
N. kweng 

M. ! kun 
Y. kweng 
Sz. kun 
K. kon 

J. kon, gon 
A.koun 

Sinking 
Upper. 

6516 

|"K i|. 
I C. C7uaz 

I H. cwei 
IF. out- 
I W. k'-waP 
IN. hwei3 

M. j *W 
Iy. weP 

I Sz. k'-weP 
I K. kwi, wi 
I f. ki 
| A. vP 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

^ a band for the hair. 

To breathe heavily. 

■bar to heave a deep I 

sigh. 

^ ^ Pff is it not | 

enough to make one sigh ? 

H nT'Wtk it is very sad. 

6517 

65i9 

|r-7C 

| See 

Even and 
I Rising Upper. 

XS.XJKT. 

See 6536. 

See 6537. 

Confused; disturbed. 

fyl f§L if* you disturb my| 

thoughts; you put me out. 

6521 

R-7C 

See 

Even Upper. 

6520 

R. 

IC. kwen 
H. kwun 

I F. koung 
W. kwang 

A stick; a staff; a quar¬ 
ter-staff. I 6522 

mi a stick; a staff. 

^a club. 

tK 'K ® the bamboo staves 

used by yarnSn runners. 

SeeM ' 

Rising Upper. 

mm an acrobat’s pole. 

a quarter-staff. 

trrtffi to play quarter-staff 

or single-stick. 

s.izm the staff used to smash 

the clay ox at.the spring festival 

>j^an iron bar; a fighting-iron 

joss-sticks. 

it m °r m e °r m 
mm rowdies; bullies; swell 

mobsmen, etc. 

±m% a bachelor; an 

married man. 

local rowdies. 

|tf) rowdies who force their 

way into establishments and 
demand money or other indul¬ 
gences. 

one who privately works 

up lawsuits, advises suitors on 
the course to pursue, etc. 

ms to cheat; to defraud. 

natural; spontaneous. 

^ +M ffc by practice, a 

thing becomes natural,—habit is 
a second nature. 

stick leaning on stick, 

—the mutual reliance of those 
who have nothing, like the sticks 
in an oilman’s shop-sign. 

gj] to punish by beating. 

j|f ^ blows given to a soldier 

on his pants, instead of on the 
bare flesh,—a soldier’s privilege 

M iff J5J jfL severely 

punished him with 400 “military” 
blows. 

^ the spokes of a wheel 

A precious stone, resemb- 

tng a pearl. 

An embroidered sash. 
To sew; to stitch. 

an embroidered sash. 

YS l¥) bound with 

_6S24 

R-7C 

See 

Even Upper, 

_^525 

r7C 

See 

Even Upper. 

klxjist 

To turn round ; to re 
volve. 

6523 

Rb: I& ^ £ $1 the rapid revo 

Seem 
lution of a wheel. 

Rising Upper lit IIJf a rotatory motion. 

6528 

strings to their bamboo frames, R^ 
of bows, thus bound when! 

to keep them from | ee -5T 
Rising Upper. 

unstrung, 
warping. 

^ ’f' a stone roller, used to roll 

in seed. 

A kind of red steel 

called f| fg from g, 

the name of an ancient 

principality where the ore 

was found. 

The young of fishes. A 

sea-monster; a leviathan. 

till when fishing, 

don’t take the little ones. 

U #Jtsma11 fry- 

i 

mtk I know not how many 

thousand liin size is the leviathan. 

‘Jl YC ffij ^ |1| the leviathan 

changes into a rukh. 

A jungle fowl with a 

ilaintive cry. 

Drawers; loose trousers 

breeches; drawers. 

calf-nose drawers,— 

the short loose drawers worn by 
labourers in the south. 

■fljl shirt and trousers in one; 

a “combination.” 

To pass through. Vert¬ 

ical. Radical 2. 



6529 

R.gTC 

seeift 
Rising Upper 

[ 823 
ZKL/TJlNr 

x 

6530 

SeeM 
Rising Upper, 

tip*** 

M 
6531 

S“M 
Rising Upper, 

% 
6532 

6S33 

RIE 
C. kwen 
H. kun 
F. kung 
W.) 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. kweng 
Sz. kun 
K. kon 
J. kon 
A. koun 

Rising Upper 

kweng 

kun 

The Imperial robes as 

used under the Chou 

dynasty, embroidered with 

two dragons, one ascending 

and the other descending. 

Also, the robes of feudal 

princes with differences ac¬ 

cording to rank. See 3252. 

I^cll with his grand' 
ducal robe and embroidered skirt. 

JiL r°be and state caP’— 
dress. 

an Imperial robe. 

To splash; to make 

muddy. 

to splash and dirty 

the clothes. 

To bank up the roots of 

plants. To whiten roots 

by banking them high with 

earth. 

Same as 6529. 

Water rushing along; to 

roll. To seethe; to boil. 

ill to come rowing along. 

'iH Wl: t0 rod about- 

iH H or M H begone 
be off with you!,—abusive. 

M iH 3ii '/fit rolling along east 
wards,—as the rivers of China 

# 'M M M tear'dr0Ps rolled 
down his cheeks. 

It i® M M may the sPring of 
wealth bubble continually up!— 
a phrase seen in shops. 

every word comes from his in 
most self,—is sincere. 

mM to stir up and make muddy 

Mil to disarrange; to turn 

topsy-turvy. 

M T •% to jump hastily offj 

a horse. 

6533 

6534 

■\fc 

See M 
Rising Upper 

pH 

6535 

R. 

tr —* ^to rod> as an animaii 
to turn a somersault. 

ill t0 bod> be °^' 

to boil or bubble up. 

iH foiling water. See 11,448. 

boiling hot. 
iii' 

ig ^ burning hot,—as in fever. 

iH yffi M & boiling oil scald* 
ing the heart,—of great mental 
pain. 

^ to whirl the wood,—to 

resort to force. 

ill A jfj t0 rob down tree' 
trunks and stones,-on the enemy, 

ill |0 perfeeUy round. 

lous or indifferent person. 

iH a puffed border,—in dress. 

a current account. 

See 9467. 

ITiSto carry 

over (as a balance) to next 
account. 

A large fish. Name of 

the father of the Great Yii 

See 4594. 

^ ^ there is Kun,-who 
might do the work required. 

To play a trick upon; 

to hoax. 

jr 
Is37 
TV 

See 

Even Upper. 

See tJ| 

SinkingUpper 

P 
_6S36 

R' TV 
C. kwen 
H. kkwen 
F. k^oung 
W. kwang 
N. kweng 

P- \ M. ( 
Y. k'-weng 
Sz. klun 
K. kon 
J. £<w, kun 
A. koun 

Even Upper. 

kkun 

XS-^TJlNr. 

Toofether. Afterwards 

futurity. An elder brother 

Used for 6537. 

^ M posterity; future ages. 

he afterwards 
M ^ tv i 

(i.e. after having made up his 
mind) has recourse to divination 

m & # m to transmit 

grand example to posterity. 

II #1 A M I call a stranger 

“elder brother.” 

6536 

r 
6538 

R- TV 

See 

Even Upper. 

JL Ifror M #or M ^ elder 
and younger brothers. 

ifc H M # how many 
brothers have you? 

IT % M ^ became sworn 
brothers. 

tstingK M a cousin. 

M A insects in general. See 

6538. 

Name of a famous 

mountain, known as Md§H 

in Tibet. Also applied to 

the range of Koulkun Mts.,1 
lying between the desert ofl 

Gobi and Tibet. 

jade comes fromj 

K‘un-kang. 

% % m Pulo Condore orl 

Condor Island, in the China] 

H jg, & as black as K‘un-| 

lun. 

Jsf name of a class of tunes.I 

Insects. 

insects,—including aj 

variety of other creatures, such| 
as crabs, lizards, newts, etc. 

6539 

6540 

R- TV 
F. kkoung 

See&® 
Even Upper. 

Same as 6538. 

Subordinate ; inferior ; 

Earth, as opposed to 

Heaven (see 5809 

ch'ierr); . female ; feminine. 

The 8th Diagram. 

ii# ® %t 01 may your agel 

exceed that of Heaven and| 
Earth! 

fa what is your I 

business? 

mother Earth; a mother.] 

irtfj the action of the earthly] 

principle; of or belonging to| 
women; female. 

women’s. 

a girl’s horoscope, 

j# M a woman’s shoe. 
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6541 

Same as 6540. 

6542 

R. 

Wwin 
C. 
H. 
F. Waung 
W. Wincing 

IN. Wiving 
P. 

Wwin 
M. 
Y. 

I Sr. 
j K. kon 
Ij. kon, kun 
1 A. Woun 

Sinking 
Upper. 

6542 

*■ sleepy; tired. See 6546. 

in great poverty. 

6543 

do not neglect the 

Distress; to be in dis¬ 

tress ; difficulty; anxiety; 

poverty. To put in straits; 

to corner a person. To be 

overcome by; surrounded 

by; enslaved by; wrapped 

up in. The 47th Diagram 

[To be distinguished from 

HI 3307 and [g| 13,215.] Rising Upper. 

® H! in the end there 
will be distress. 

^)S 
poor and distressed. 

M gtj ^ do not, O duke, 

occasion me this difficulty. 

he was thus 

unable to corner him. 

4j> Z \k ffl anxieties of mind 

ffl ft ffi ft if.. B5 
after being distressed 

in mind and perplexed in thought 
men arise to vigorous reformation 

OS ffl or 03or HI tJ4sur 
rounded; hemmed in; besieged 

m m m m fighting like pent 

up beasts. 

B ftW.7} to be reduced to 

tapping with his (butcher’s) knife 

—to straits, as g Lii Wang 

was when Wen Wang advancec 

him to office. 

to have no success 

at the public examinations 

Pil ft t0 surround> t0 restrain, 

if or ^ ^ at extremities. 

7Sii not to be a slave 

to wine. 

many 

heroes have been enslaved by 

wine and women. 

is mm a city in distress,— 

a mind full of anxieties. 

Hit or B 2. wearied; ex¬ 

hausted. 

without any bag¬ 

gage. 

gjj fill £ to be stuPid and 

yet manage to learn 

6345 

R. 

See 

Rising Upper. 

6546 
R. vulgar. 

C .fen 
H .fun 
F. Waung 
W. Wivang, v. 

Wue 

N. Wining 

M. I 
Y. Wwing 
Sz. Wun 
K. kon 
J. kon, kun 
A. Woun 

SinkingUpper 

¥■ tu a£ M'J % ® if affairs 
be previously determined, there 
will be no difficulty with them. 

Sincere ; loyal; simple ; 

genuine. 

'pg sincere and earnest. 

ti W simple; unaffected; | 

genuine. 

mn vc ts to respectfully I 

state one’s sincere feelings. 

allow me to ex-| 

press my sincere thanks. 

tata St St# h & ¥ 
shall I steadily pursue the path 
of truth and loyalty? 

To plait; to bind; to tie 

up. Used with 6548. 

fa j|j| to bind shoes. 

fffi ±°rjffl4l!!#ortffl^ 

to tie up; to bind. 

tffl t0 Put under restra'nt- 

Jg, a limit. 

Iffl ft to chain; to pinion. 

A movable door-sill. 

ffl z # affairs beyond the 

threshold, — matters which do 
not concern one. See 6550. 

^jjj finished; completed. 

R-# 
C. Wittin 
F. Wung 
W. idjung 

M J Wwin 

K. kiiin 
1. kon, kun 
A. Woun 

Rising Upper. 

6548 

C. Wiuin 
H. Wun 
F. Wung 
W.. Wwang 
N. Wiving 
P. 
M. 
Y. Wwing 
Sz. Wun 
K. kon 

. kon, kun 
A. Woun 

Rising Upper. 

Wun 

6549 

To bind, as a sheaf or 

faggot. 

B5 m ftP rfO [fiff to return home 

laden with bundles,—of grain 
etc. Used figuratively of making 
a fortune. 

To edge; to bind; to 

plait; to tie up; to cord; 

used with 6544. A coil; 

a bale; a bundle. 

|! &IP t0 Put on an edg‘ng; to 

bind. 

IB Int,0 weave- 
la DP Of $B±°' SB&Jfc 

to tie up; to bind round; to 
cord. 

mm* the man who binds 

prisoners. 

to throw down and bind. 

ft — tie them aU Up 
together. 

to strap or fasten on 

to the body. 

&IP Ms t0 b'nd w‘dl rattans>—as 
a tea-chest. 

— |H » coil of rope. 

—a bale of foreign j 
piece-goods. 

A border or hem of a 

garment. 

;|f] a tightly buttoned jacket, 

much worn by Bannermen. 

Rising Upper. 

To nod; to doze; to take 

a nap. 

11® T sleepy- 

(IB # I fast asleep. 

- 4. BIS if I he is half I 

asleep. 

4® Hlfl —• to take a short nap. 

R. 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

A threshold. A door 

leading to the women s| 

apartments. 

Pffl] #[' and ^ outside and 

inside the gate of the women’s 
apartments, respectively. [The 
first is principally used in the 
sense of to lead the army.] 

# # % A IS men m*y 
not discuss women’s affairs. 

ft W ^ W 0 
may not discuss men’s affairs. 
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6ss° 

3 

6551 

See 

I Rising Upper, 

do not discuss the #1 H 
ladies. 

^ PfflJ your wife. 

|g] a pattern to women. 

^ I® & 4 heaven’s gate is I 

open. 

A corridor in a palace-, 

a passage. [To be distin-1 

guished from 4954-] 

^ ^ ^ ^ the passages of a | 

palace. 

|y] ^ the women’s apartments;! 

women. See 6550. 

\ 

To shave the head, a| 

punishment anciently sub¬ 

stituted in the palace fori 

castration. Leafless-, bare. 

6553 

|r-3C 
IF. v. kong 

I See ^ 

Even Upper. 

to pull the hair out. 

*£ % t0 be in d0Ver; 
to have a good time. See Biog.| 

Diet. 513. 

Work ; skilled labour ; 

art (see 5324); a job; ser-l 

vice-, duty. A workman;! 

an officer of government. 

Radical 48. See 5001,| 

5QI3- 

X or gf§ X to beSin work-| 

X to stop work,—as at night. 

X or ^ X to finish a job. 

T the work is completed. 

X regular employment,—as I 

by the month, for an indefinite] 
period. A permanent employe. 

Iorf X°r£$ X°dd| 

jobs, or work by the day. 

^ 2C to contract for a job; to] 

undertake to do a given job for] 
a given sum; work done by the] 
job; piece-work. 

is X to pay according to whatj 

is done; piece-work. 

0 X or W? T work done] 

by the day. 

T itjj civil engineering. 

X £1 or x 3S or X {I 

wages.. % 

x °r XT an artisan; a| 

mechanic. 

x A or x fik a labourer; a 

workman. 

X an employe. 

X a skilled workman. 

X the time allowed for a job. I 

X ^ labour and materials. 

X ^ commission (money) and| 

expenses of labour. 

X 'pp employes in a shop. 

X workmanship (ofbuilders, 

etc.); labour. See 13,294. 

X# to work; work done. 

X U work; labour. See 6094.1 

X A time;leisure. Also,work; 

labour. 

T A (Ki x Ain a short| 

time. 

# ^ £ X ^ to leave a| 

little leisure. 

I have no leisure, 

— to do anything proposed. 

4 0 T # X A I have no | 

leisure for it to-day. 

JjjjS 212 A t0 dawdle over work. I 

& E A tl x Athe slow| 
work of shoemakers. 

Hi ±1A do what we would; 

in spite of our efforts. 

i±j n x Ato take troub^e 

vain. 

X (see 1D863) or ^ X 

rough or ill-executed work. 

V) Ior^XorX |§fine| 

work; skilled labour. 

A X skilled labour,—of masons. 

AXT a master mason. 

X fijf to be a skilful poet. 

X skilful at. 

iSff a practised or skilled 

beauty. 

X ^ well done; well executed. 

A'5 ^ ^ I man’s skill I 

beats the work of God,— art| 

beats nature. 

X#T5T#f Hfetheartisan| 
is one who is skilful in what he] 
does,—his is not mere manual | 

labour. 

with hard labour, 

-a Shanghai municipal term, 

g- X all kinds of skilled labour! 

or artisan work. Also used for| 
“the various officers of State.” 

Xf a workshop. 

^ X f S to start relief| 

works. 

X jnP the Board of Works,—at | 

Peking. See 9484. 

X IbP ^1) the Municipal Coun-j 

cil,—at Shanghai. 

X a maker of paper flowers.! 

A x woman’s work,—needle-1 
work, generally written 

i X ^ S W iust ,hen 
there was no vessel available for | 

duty. 

^ ~T honoured officers; distin- 
>j > t 

guished scholars; heads of clans; 
masters of music. 

Ifcxlll the development! 

and nourishment of living things,] 

—as seen in nature. 

X ^ labour and maintenance;] 

rations for labourers. 

X wages to be paid] 

by the landlord, food to be sup-| 
plied by the contractor,—a clause] 
seen in contracts for repairs. 

X the tailor-bird. 

14= 7 tU Sb K ffi 1 
—• p the word labour, without] 

putting its head out (i.e. [1] be-] 

coming ± earth, which feeds] 

mankind, [2] leaving home), can] 

feed a man. 

X 4* Mx the hall of services for] 

the dead. 

1 $#* *•***! 
stag the workman who would ] 

do his work well, must first| 
sharpen his tools. 

the four X greatl 

clothes,—a name for the Carolus] 

dollar, the four X’s beinS 1111 

for IV. 

104 
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6554 

R-^C 
See 

Even Upper. 

W ork done; achieve¬ 

ments ; meritorious servi¬ 

ces ; merit; good results; 
the virtue of a drug. [To 

be distinguished from 

6555-] See 1671. 

§ VX ^ made k his own 
work. 

~X)j spirits are not 

employed upon the work,—of 
building temples, but men. 

^ tasks; school-work; see 

6094. 

'Jlfil to labour compas¬ 

sionately for the people. 

2|£ ~X)] deeds of guilt. 

jfjfl ~l)} to take part as an active 

accessory in a crime. 

the Nine Services,—to be 

rendered by the government to 
the people. These consist in the 
management of water, fire, metal, 
wood, earth, and grain, in the 
diffusion of virtue, of the con¬ 
veniences of life, and of food. 

military exercises; military 

services or merit. 

or |l|^ merit; meritor¬ 

ious services. 

■jjfj enterprising; dashing; 

vigorous in action. 

H* JjfJc we have not 
succeeded in accomplishing our 
task. 

~X)j toil without re¬ 

ward. 

a meritorious official. 

^ he gave all the credit 

to Wang. 

~Xjj the virtue of merit; desert; 

merit. Also, excellencies; gooc 
qualities. Sanskrit: guna. 

ffij ^ ® t0 have merit 
and not make it a virtue. 

|jia 0^ ^ his virtuous works 

are completed,—his period of 
probation is over. 

ft Sior # 3(1 * <° 
make merit,—to say Buddhist 
prayers, repeat liturgies, etc. 

-jof ^ what merit have 

I?—for all I have done. 

m m & ft 3d » “ bee 
priests and demons (in Hades) 

2T 
6554 

to perform on his behalf meri¬ 
torious works by which he would 
profit. 

or sjj* merit; a success¬ 

ful achievement. j 
UC tf 111 y°ur Practice 

of good works is completed,— 
your period of probation is over. 

j||| ^ his stored-up merit is 

great. 

^ f$: fHf ^!l j$H whose is the 

credit ? 
to boast one’s merit. : 
a badge of merit given to 

soldiers. 

■jfj jy^ to bestow on account of 

merit. 

t0 record the merit of 

an official,—such entries being 
allowed as a set-off against sub¬ 
sequent delinquencies. 

7% |H| =^p to redeem errors 

by subsequent merit. 

^ his merit is not 

enough to redeem his offence. 

■^j[} ability; learning. 

^ 8reat and exalted. 

^ activity; power in action. 

the functions of anything. 

~S)] the longer period of mour¬ 

ning,—for nine months, 

yjx ~S)j the shorter period of mour¬ 

ning,—for five months. 

4? «!l y°u have as ^ 
were restored me to life. 

'Xj) j||| the administration 

was just then very strict. 

H 7)j the medicine is 

very efficacious. 

gjj| ^ 'f* ft do not take 
into consideration the reward for 
doing right. 

^ honour; official reputa¬ 

tion; rank; reward. 

$ u # ^ ^0 ?!fame 
and life are closely associated,— 
in the pursuit of the former 
people often sacrifice the latter. 

j|j£ ^ this was clearly 

proved by their works. 

researches to find the elixir 

of life. 

IX 
*6555 

R. iff 

See ^ 
Even Upper. 

To attack, as opposed 

to ^ 10,012; to assault; 

to besiege. To treat, as a 

disease. To work at; to ap¬ 

ply oneself to. [To be distin¬ 

guished from 'jjjj 6554.] 

tr °r ik Wor ?k ^ ^ 
attack. 

M ffij T&.Z beat the dr«m 
and proceed to attack. 

]p£r ^ to assault a town. 

^ yfe t0 carry a town 
by assault. 

capturing the city is of secon¬ 
dary importance, capturing the 
hearts (of the people so as to 
make them submit readily) is 
of primary importance. 

yfc. Aj) ^ _t =11" the important 

point is to win the heart. 

rk or ?k or t0 
carry by storm; to capture by 
assault. 

^ attack is the secret of 

defence, defence is that which 
enables you to attack. 

the besieged have an easy time, 
the besiegers a hard one. 

t0 caPture; to occupy. 

yfc. |F|* t0 ma^e an attack on; to 

bring a charge against. 

^ to besiege; to surround. 

Jifc to seize upon; to take. 

^ ^|J to rout,—as rebels. 

to attack one’s own faults, and 
not to attack those of others,— 
is the proper course. 

;p£r ^ jZ to attack the 

faults of others. 

tgt A ^ ^he 
who loves to find fault with 
others, is not a superior man. 

— Z % $8.the assail- 
ants of the heart, which is only 
one, are many,—viz. the various 

passions. 

Jjg^ to expel bad humours,— 

by drugs. 

|ij3| to treat an ulcer 

by means of medicines. 
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K 
6557 

6558 

& 

|See 
Even Lower. 

R. 

m s # 2 # a m 
was treated by a physician, but 

without success. See ^ 9964. 

0 
the people set to work on it, I 
and in no time completed it. 

to study heretical j 
doctrines. 

to apply oneself to books ;| 

to study. 

fa % ?k # #r ^ besin by I 
tackling something that is easy. I 

it may be used to I 

polish jade. j 

our chariots were I 

strong. 

Prolapsus of the rectum. 

Jjf£ ££ bleeding piles, 

the anus. 

See 5270. 

To fly to; to reach. 

to reach the gates of! 

heaven. 

fit* to receive submissively. 

A name for several large | 

species of skate. 

I See ^ 

Even Upper. 

R*1 

kun? 

hung 

To present as tribute; 

articles of tribute. Hence, 

superior; best. To levy a| 

tax; revenue. To advance.! 

j|| or |jpj to bring tri¬ 

bute,—in recognition ofChina’s| 
suzerainty. 

% A $t n like the English! 

bringing tribute,— 

come for nothing; alluding to I 
the failure of Lord Amherst’s! 
embassy. 

M Z offered it as tribute. 

^ articles of tribute. 

M 0! the envoy in charge of I 

the tribute. 

ft± to offer to a superior. 

5C t0 bestow; to present. 

&|h tribute silk,—fine silk. 

^ tribute tea,—choice tea. . ^ 

^ tribute lions,—from Siam.| Rising Upper. 

jfejj best quality candles. 

40- holders of the first and| 

m 

second degrees; the manning of| 
the public service. 

taxeS; revenue- 

| IS 3l + ffii M 
under the Hsia dynasty, each I 
man received 50 mou of land] 
and paid the produce of 5 mou | 
as tax to the State. 

^ Mb M ^ ^ m there| 
is no land system which is not 
better than the tax system,—as 
above. 

to pay taxes. 

fp to assess the land-tax. | Rising Upper, 

the Prov'nc‘a^ examina 

tion-hall. 

^ a Senior Licentiate,—an 

honorary position accorded to 

meritorious m a hsiu-/s‘ai 

who fail to obtain the second 
degree. 

f^J- ^ an accessory Senior 

Licentiate. 

a m £ Senior Licentiates 

appointed by a special act of 
grace. 

A a position reached by I Rising Upper 

%A hsiu-ts'ai successful at 

an examination held once every 
twelve years. It gives the right 
to compete at the capital for 
the 3rd degree, missing over the 
second. 

i!j a title given to hsiu 

ts‘ai who are unsuccessful at the 
provincial exam, but who arej 6566 
mentioned on the secondary list. 

ftl an honorary grade 
—*-* , . IC. kung 

given to hsiu-ts'ai for simple |h. kiung 

seniority. | F. hung 

|| |a grade conferred 

once in six years upon deserving|p. 

^ graduates who are suc¬ 

cessful at the preliminary exami-| 
nation for the 3rd degree. Also,! 
a title bestowed on yamtn clerks | 
and others for long services. 

g§ Saigon. 

To wriggle. To work 

through or into. See 6575. 

iftJtTL to go into a hole,—as a I 
snake. 

dodging in and I 

out,—as when passing through | 

a crowd. 

the hog routs up the I 

ground. 

See 5848. 

6565 

I H. Piling 
J W. chiioa, 

Piling 
IM. Pung, kung 

See M 

To embrace; to carry 

in the arms. To push; to| 

press. 

Same as 6563. 

To strengthen; to guard. 

there is nothing! 

which (God) cannot strengthen. | 

[§) to guard; to make secure. 

to dry at a fire. 

^ (Hi a District in Honan. 

hsiu-tslai. 

see 13,744- 

, kung 

^ ^ Jflf a Pfefecture in Kan- 

suh. 

H ^ ^Z PP tbe coat ma^ °*"| 
Chueh-kung,—worn by 

Wu Wang when he destroyed] 
the Shang dynasty. 

A bow (in archery and 

music); see 8513, 9749, 

6170. Curved; crescent. 

A land measure of five feet. 

A dhanu or 4000th parti 

of a £§J $[£ yojana. Rad-| 

ical 57. 

^ ^ or bow and arrows; I 

archery. 



6566 
IK.kung 
IJ. kio, ku 
| A. hung 

Even Upper. 

as opp. to the £7 the bow, 

string. 

£7 the back of a bow; an 

arch. 

if to go round,— | 

when going between two points. 

£7 the bow-string; a chord. 

;£ 4 & a to go straight | 

across; to go direct. 

3 ± <£ to put a string on 

bow. 

>Sl ^7 to draw the bow¬ 

string in vain,—to miss one’s 
mark; to fail. 

laZ *7 fl^ when the birds 

are all killed, to shelve the bow, 
—ingratitude. 

£7 "J] bow, sword, and stone, 

—the three things with which 
soldiers exercise. 

3l yfj £7 a five-strength bow,— 

having a pull equal to 50 Chi¬ 
nese pounds. 

{JJ £7 [able to string] a bow 

beyond the regulation [12 Tf 
li strength]. ^ 

j) Zl ^ [Kao Hsing 

could draw a 2-picul bow. See 
9964. 

m n m «. don’t use another 

man’s bow,—see 7576. 

tfc 3 or pg 3 or gg 3 

n 4 to draw a bow. 

to draw a bow to the 

full. 

^ 7 $ if t0 draw the 
bow but not discharge the arrow, 
—empty threats; brutum fultnen. 

{J[j ^ to draw a stiff bow, 

to be an awkward customer; to 
be a hard nut to crack, etc. 

% Z % * m 3 E 
TAO of God is like the drawing 
of a bow,—which brings down 
the high (end) and exalts the 
low (end). 

S ^ a “burnt child” 
etc. 

3 rfij ® M when 
the reflection of the bow (in the 
wine-cup) was removed, he was 
cured of his fancied disease,— 
viz. that he had swallowed a 
snake. 

^ the bow in the 
cup had the appearance of a 

or 

6567 

R. 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

snake,—another allusion to the 
above story. 

S7 ^ a bow-maker. 

R ^ Z T M 0: Hi 1 
I (ti 2 f !if f 

the son of a good bow-maker 

must learn to make sieves, and 
the son of a good founder 
must learn to make fur clothes, 
—so as to acquire deftness in 
their hereditary callings. [The 

chars. dT. and are used 

together for trades in general; 
see 855, 2325.] 

£7 or an archer. The 

latter also means the underlings 
in a Magistrate’s yamen who 
measure land; also, the runners 

in the office of a 

(ftp a cross-bow. 

a bow for flocking 

cotton. 

£7 archery and horsemanship. 

E7 or a wooden fork 

measuring 5 Chinese feet between 
the two prongs, used for mea 
suring land. 

eJ a kind of small yEolian 

harp, fixed upon kites to make 
them sound in the air. 

8m a springe to catch tigers 

and other animals. 

a rest for an archer’s arm 

or eJ jjjjj bow-feet, — 

cramped feet of Chinese women 

eJ JjjjJj a woman’s shoe. 

The body; oneself (see 

8560); personally. 

m m my person is | 

rejected by you. 

S W Ik I bemoan myself. I 

jJQ the sacred person,—of the 

Emperor. 

fjj] to bend the body. 

m»T& to bend the body I 

and make obeisance. 

mm1 the Emperor; We. 

J J|^ the royal person. 

*1*1 to attend to thej 

matter personally. 

% not with personal | 

or selfish aims. 

Mm g ffl urn and ask your-| 

self,—ask your own conscience. 

to do a thing personally, 

ijp to go personally. 

tore. 

forth the through-a-tube (narrow) 
views of my humble self. 

mm ]H| to reform oneself,! 

and so bring one’s subordinates 
to reform. 

Public; common to all, 

as opposed to 7^ 10,308 

hence, just; equitable. 

[“Justice is essentially pu¬ 

blic.” Sir F. Pollock] The 

highest order of nobility; 

“duke.” A gentleman 

sir; Mr.; “esquire.” Male, 

as opposed to # 8067; see I 

8346. 

or ♦ or £ or & % 

^ ]j*^ public business; public 

affairs. 

to reverently per¬ 

form such duties as may be laic 
upon them,—by the Emperor. 

^ Jpf public expenditure. 

or public moneys 

Ztbi things for public 

or general use. 

a public office; a yamen. 

an office; a bureau; a 

Board. 

to hold a general consult 

ation; to debate upon. 

1^" a public meeting; a general 

assembly. 

^ jjQ to join in drawing up,— 

as a general protest. 

■& P? conjointly; all together; 

impartial. 

£ carried nem. con. 

AM official messengers. 

official clothing. 

^ Aa* public spirit. 

publicly; openly; justly. 
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he openly refused] 

to stand back. 

■&& a public office; a place] 

of temporary residence for offi-| 
cials, as when arriving to take 
up a post; a term for the private 
houses of officials and others. 

s>m a public place; an office. 

St^ a public servant; a term] 

formerly applied to Envoys from I 
foreign States but now officially! 
abandoned. [Kuo Sung-tao ap-l 
plied it to himself. Journal, | 

_L p- 2-] 

St *1, (or ik) £ 01* in the| 
intervals of public duties. 

jto use one’s offi-| 

cial power to repay private,— I 
favours or grudges. 

J# St M % let y°ur public| 
spirit extinguish your selfish in-j 

stincts. 

% Wi St S& % M did not| 
venture to publicly regard him I 
as a thief,—he was too respect-1 
able-looking. 

St 'tg* the public hall in ayamen ] 

where all cases are supposed to I 
be tried. 

St A or <&■ 3E A an arbitra-j 

tor,—formally appointed to decide I 
a question. He is responsible to | 
both parties for the due fulfilment I 
of his award. Also, an official | 
servant. 

the friends and relatives] 

of two litigants, who come for-1 
ward as mediators. 

Affl public land. 

Stm to give judgment. 

St public papers. 

or stm public docu-] 

ments; State papers. 

Stik the bench; the Magistrate’s] 

seat. 

St |[| see 46. 

Stfe public property,—as of a| 

society. 

Stt one’s post; public office.] 

St& the laws of a nation. &| 

3366 and 6609. 

St $§ public roads. An old term 

for Director of royal carriages. 

Stm a general petition. 

stm a meeting-hall; a court. 

6568 

St Wt common proprietor. 

^=|a collective invitation. 

to go or be absent on 

public business. 

to have returned from an 

absence on official business. 

S± the entente cordiale. 

St general indignation. 

chung4, Z' "4 
it is better to arrange 

the matter on any terms. 

St public discussion; the full 

ventilation of any question, in 
the sense of hearing both sides. 

mstm to bring out the 

rights and wrongs of a case by 
public discussion. 

f! 1% St If myunbiased 
opinion is that. 

W & ^ St il is clear 
that there is something to be 
said on both sides. 

S# Bf 
I think that the various 

nations would have something 
to say on both sides,—of the 
question at issue between us 

A-fll a company. Formerly 

the Company,—the East India 
Company. 

St a Municipal Council 

a mail steamer. 

4T I® St 8J a limited com 

pany. [A specimen of dog-Chi 

nese.] 

Steffi (or ^) the East India 

Company. 

& m East India Company’s 

opium,—now’ used in the sense 
of “first-class opium.” Also 
Patna opium. 

St # °r St # I! or St ± 
or SttM ± Patna opium. 

St ^ an assay office. Also, to 

appraise. 

St a is a silver appraiser’ 

shop. 

St T# cloves. 

St just and upright; impartial 

St ^ or St % or St T 
just; equitable. 

A St fit perfectly just 

6568 

St HJJ just and intelligent. 

St just and expedient. 

St Tf to act equitably. 

St to manage justly. 

St m for general or public 

benefit or use. 

St m a fund formed by general 

contribution; a reserve fund. 

to transact business with 

justice. 

—. ||T St most equitably. 

disreputable. 

4PH the five ranks 

of hereditary nobles, generally 
rendered by duke, marquis, earl, 
viscount, and baron. 

St tf^f a duke- 

^ St M or St ^ my lord 
duke; your Grace. 

^ St the dukes of the ancestral 

temple. 

St Imperial duke of the 

1 st and 3rd degrees, 

jjj §§j St Imperial duke of the 

2nd and 4th degrees. 

£ St the feudal princes. 

St ^ high nobility; a prince; 

a ruler. 

St ^ ^ ]\t may y°ur rank 
endure for endless generations! 

St^ the son of a prince; an 

officer; a gentleman. 

St ^ or St the Srandson 
of a prince. 

St jjfe the kindred of a prince. 

St the person who, at sacri¬ 

fices to the dead, impersonated 
the corpse, so that the spirit 
might find a resting-place and 
present a visible image to the 
worshippers. 

stm the State; the government. 

St ^ £ Ik government 

needs. 

& St ^ Ilia supplied by 

the government. 

St i the daughter of an 

Emperor; an Imperial princess. 
So called because the Emperor 

could not ij: conduct the mar¬ 

riage of a princess, but was 

obliged to do so through a St 
feudal lord of the same surname. 
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®-4§ H ±. T «! £ 

to get a princess in 

marriage, or to raise a palace 
where none stood before,—both 
are fraught with danger. 

a Minister of State; since 

the 1 oth cent, a young gentleman; 
the “young master” of a house¬ 
hold; a catamite. 

St l?|$ a young gentleman; your 

son. 

mst feudal princes; all 

gentlemen; the gentlemen. 

MSt Mr. So-and-so. 

m st Mr. Lo, — used when 

speaking of people. 

WSt your Honour. 

because 

at that time, your Honour had 
not entered upon the duties of 
your office. 

St # II captains in the 

Manchu army, of a class in which 
the appointment is not herec 
itary. 

H St the three chief Ministers 

of State under the m dynasty 

the Grand Tutor, Assistant, and 
Guardian, respectively. For Han 
dyn. see 10,250. 

stn male and female; cock and 

hen; father and mother; husband 
and wife. 

& # m a married 

[Vulg. ku1 mu /fa3.] 

St husband’s father and 

mother. 

St St or mst a husband’s 

father. The former is used as 
a term of respect; e.g. by a priest 
to an abbot. 

St a mother’s father. 

or Mr. So-and-So, your maternal 
grandfather (y. d. the speaker) 
will be after you,—used insult 
ingly. 

% *1 ■& * T your (mater¬ 

nal) grandfather has come. 

in St ancestor; grandfather; 

(°r it in St) a term of| 

respect used to a stranger. Also, 
see Biog. Diet. 1862. 

^t an informer. 

6568 

6569 

RSt 
See 

Even Upper. 

R. 9k* 
C. kung 
H. kung 
F. kiidng, 

kiidng, kung, 
v. ck'ung 

VV. djiioa, ciioa 
N.gung, kung 
p. j 

M' j kung 

K.kong 
J. kid, ku 
A.kong, kung 

Sinking and 
Even Lower 
and Upper. 

stm% the white oval grape. 

St (or /X) £ Cantonese cor¬ 

ruption of “Consul.” 

An insect. 

a centipede. 

Read sung'. A grass¬ 

hopper. 

jfit the Truxalis or green 

grasshopper. 

Same as 6559. 

All ; all together; co 

lectively. To share. 

or it 
/ \ 

all; reckoning up all; making 
total of. 

or it or — dt 

couple. 

M- 1° aU > all together. 

counting themj 

up, he had as near as possible 
one thousand in all. 

^ 7§i( altogether; the total being. 

^ pf did not wish 

to drink it all up at once,—as 
a valuable wine. 

it to study together, 

cordially united. 

it % accomplices; companions, 

it |3| all know. 

neighbours, — those who I 

in feudal times worked on the 

same central plot of ground! 

for the sovereign. 

to sleep at the same place. 

S'sea.#-I?# 
both sides will do for front, 
and both for back,—of Chinese 
trousers, which can be worn 
either way round. 

it —• not to live in the 

same house. 

Zy* ^ not to live under 

the same sky,-with the murderer 
of a parent, sc. to kill him. 

^7* ^ ‘$8 i)h a hatred so 

deep that the parties cannot live I 
under the same sky. 

?A J£| ^ who will be his | 

companion ? 

^ ^ j(k 1 will drink with I 

you. 

|SJ vCj> dt ]|f in entire sympathy | 

and accord. 

not to have transacted 

business together. 

-pk ^ we have had nol 

business transactions; I do not| 
know him. 

—1 "B® two heads and I 

one body, — of a two-headed I 
child. 

fi H ^ Z 1 will gladly I 
share it with you. 

w am I, the Emperor, to share] 

this with the common people?! 
—of a cooling breeze. 

to share in the govern-! 

ment. 

Read kung'. To con-1 
tribute to; to discharge! 

one’s duties. Used with! 

6572, 6575. 

quietly fulfil the J 
duties of your offices. 

[ffi it they do not dis-1 

charge their duties. 

& $£ A when 1 think of| 
those in office. 

it a legendary being who! 

spent his life in rebelling on a! 
grand scale against all constituted I 
authority, until he was finally) 

slain by in Nu Kua. Also,! 

the title of the Minister of Works| 
under the Emperor Yao. 

Read kungz. To hold | 

fast. Used with 6575. 

?l& m m to hold fast byj 

wise laws. 

it keeps its place, and all other I 
stars do homage to it,—of the] 
pole-star. 
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*• ^ 'M 
F. kung, kiting 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

To present to; to con¬ 
tribute; to supply. To state 

in evidence ; to make a 
deposition. See 9036. 

only the proper 

contribution, — no illegal ex¬ 
actions. 

do not dare not to 

be supplied,—with requisites, 

fit P not enough to eat. 

fit iffi S it to feed a tutor on 

a mean scale. 

fit i JS St to furnish; to 

supply. 

$ ’& K * JM (« Si ifth« 
supply is greater than the demand, 
prices will be low. See 6622. 

ft# to furnish feudal service. 

fit&ffr the commissariat and 

supply department of the Grand 
Examiner during his incarcer¬ 
ation in the examination-hall. 

% ft In (^'3) can 1 dare 
not to furnish you? 

ifift In Ihaveno 
decent bed to offer you. 

fit * to resume one’s official 

duties. 

fdfc official servants; petty 

officials. 

H n - 9<i fit M »" 
Monday I will return to duty at 
the yamen. 

the regular con¬ 

tribution of grain sent to the 
Imperial granaries. 

fit ^ or ft ® t0 offer uPit0 
present to. 

fit ^ to make presents to super¬ 

iors or to temples; to nourish, 
as one’s parents in old age. See 
kung4. 

ft js? to wait upon the 

Dowager Empress. 

Pft a verbal deposition; viva 

voce evidence. 

mm depositions; the evidence 

in a case; to depose, 

ft m states in his evidence 

that. 

fit admitted in his evidence 

that. 

*ft to sign one’s deposition,— 

usually by dipping the thumb 
in ink and making an impress¬ 
ion of it on the paper. 

ft 

6572 

£ft to go back on one’s evi¬ 

dence; to retract statements, 

it to interpret evidence,— 

from the local dialect into 
“Mandarin.” 

# A a ft to draw upon a 
man’s own evidence, — as a 
means of convicting him. 

RttB^fit to come out with 

the truth,—as a recalcitrant wit¬ 
ness after the application of the 
bamboo. 

**fit* come, tell me the 

truth! 

m th « A to implicate others 

by one’s evidence. 

mm to implicate by one’s 

evidence. 

fit to indicate in evidence; 

to incriminate. 

18 ft to acknowledge the truth 

of the various depositions,—as 
is necessary before a prisoner 
can be legally punished. 

mm to send the evidence. 

mr$ to state in evidence. 

fit IS the particulars of the 

evidence, 

fjfc fj|| evidence,— oral and docu¬ 

mentary. 

mm to retract one’s evidence 

fit ^ name of a famous monkey. 

Read kung*. To offer in 

worship to gods or spirits; 

offerings. 

#J H ft t0 arran8e the 
offerings before the god. 

fjt -p^. implements of worship 

fit to offer up. 

fit |§ or fit to offer up 

food; to offer a sacrifice. 

IS ft )S 95! 7ate up a11 
the sacrificial offerings. 

mm to set out the offerings 

fit {yang') to offer in sacrifice 

—to spirits or gods. See kung1 

to set out wine. 

fit )|j|Jj to worship the gods, 

fit jjffl to worship one’s ancestors 

fit to present to a guest or 

stranger. 

R. 

See$t 

Rising Upper. 

m1 
6574 

R.i^r 

C. kung 
H. kiting 
F. kung, v. 

ckung 
W. chiioa,kung 
N. 

6572 

ft 

6573 

kilns M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. kong 

kid, ku 
A.kung 

Even Upper. 

fit I*i. the table on which is set 

out the food offered to gods or 
spirits. 

ft ft to offer up to Buddha, 

fit JEf % to make offerings to 

the moon. 

fit iff writers in certain yamens 

in the capital, having a low- 
grade button. Also a title of 
(foreign) clerks in the Customs’ 
indoor staff. 

To be afraid; alarmed. 

«> ti! rfn % Ik my heart is 

alarmed and unquiet. 

Respectful; reverent. See 

2620. 

tT It see 5394* 

# M %1 resPectful and 
polite. 

^ ^ to respect; to venerate; 

reverential. 

from of old, respect has never 
been as good as obedience. 

mm complaisant; submissive 

to respectfully pray,—as 

in a petition. 

to respectfully request. 

to respectfully copy out,— 

as the orders of a superior. 

to respectfully memorial¬ 

ise. 

# HI or m ^ t0 Pay one’s 

respects. 

m HI a respectful reply. 

^ ^ to reverently present. 

m ifk t0 reverently receive. 

mm to respectfully thank. 

m s °r # m 1 besto c°n 
gratulate you. See 4073. 

m Mr & where do you 

live? where is your post? 

m mE °r m m to resPectfuiiy 
congratulate. 

^ to respectfully await,—as 

orders froma superior, the arrival 
of a guest, etc. 
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or mm to welcome; to 

await (a guest). 

to respectfully meet,—used 

of the occurrence of an Imperial 
birthday. 

to respectfully prepare. 

6575 
R. 

C.hung 
H. kiung 
F. hung 
W. cliiioa, v. 

kung 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. hong 
J. kid, ku 
A.hung 

Rising Upper 

^ title of the wife of an 

official of the 4th grade, 

a commode. 

hung 

To fold the hands on the 

breast, as when making a 

bow; to bow; to salute. 

To encircle-, to span [see 

8514); an arch. To rout, 

as a pig with its snout. 

:jdt to raise the joined hands, 

concealed in sleeves, to the fore¬ 
head, mouth, or chin, according 
to the degree of respect to be 
shown,—as a salute. 

to salute and take leave 

m± to stand with the hands 

folded. 

m m m hr may the star of] 

happiness shine on you ! 

urn mm to look north and 

salute the pole-star,—as the vari¬ 
ous constellations are supposed 
to do. Applied figuratively to 
the Emperor. 

5k ^ he then invited the 

party to the same spot where 
they had previously taken wine 

mm a large badge (see 8958),— 

which took two hands to span it 

;jdfc to surround. 

]MM % the trees 
at your grave would take two 
hands to span them,—you ought 
to have died long ago. 

“yfriends 
and comrades are dead. 

5. -f* h m ma bridge with 
fifty-three arches,—at Soochow 

curved tiles. 

mm a dome. 

with one rout ofj 

its snout. 

m pf & M 5 « «h its 
snout it raised the stone slab. 

6576 To put wooden handcuffs 

on a prisoner. 

See 

Rising Upper. 

m 

6577 

R.)Ji 

See^fc 

Rising Upper. 

6578 

R.JJI 

See^t 

Rising Upper 

6579 
R. 

F. chiing and 
surname 
ckiing 

See# 
Even Upper. 

K 
6580 

See jcj 

Even Upper. 

A post ; a pillar; the 

short posts in a roof which 

connect the beams. See 

3442, 2533. 

A precious stone. A jade 

token or badge of office. 

Jit H see 6575. 

lp^ a District in Ssuch'uan. 

To give-, to present to. 

Decorous; reverential. An 

old name for the south-east 

part of the province o 

Kuangsi. 

s* m @ % this is respect 

fully to inform you. 

J|^| Kung Sui and Huang Pa 

Ad-d- Biog. Diet. 

A palace. A dwelling 

A Taoist temple, only since 

a.d. 988. A college. The 

ancient name for the first 

note on the gamut; tonic 

M &or B01 U the 
Imperial palace. 

wm a hall; a palace. 

M Ifor ® itior H1 A 
® m <>' ® # a 
ladies of the palace; maids-of- 
honour; concubines. 

TCfi?#® B 
^ ^ the Emperor Yuan Ti’s 

concubines were so numerous 
that he could not often see them. 

or JE® the Empress 

The first phrase also means the 
source of the first note on the 

gamut, sc. the chest. 

or 

6580 

)|C If s^e w^° east *n 
palace,—the Empress. Also, the 
Heir Apparent. 

^ |f when the Em¬ 

peror Su Tsung was Heir Appa¬ 
rent. 

B she who is west in the 

palace,—the Imperial concubine 
who stands next to the Empress. 

^ the private apartments of 

the Emperor. 

ifm the Empress’ apartments; 

the Imperial Household. 

strike a bell in the Palace and 
the sound is heard outside,—the 
doings of the Court are known 
to the public. 

[|U the gate of the palace. 

If PI# the Court Circular, 

If $Jrj) palace silks, — a special 

quality of silk piece goods. 

z*f $i| palace (plain) silks. 

sria Court robes,—used only 

on the stage. 

Guardian of the Heir 

Apparent. 

your Excellency the 

Guardian. 

ir jt the literary designation of 

a Chief Supervisor of Instruc 
tion,—of the Heir Apparent. 

®'l!t a deputy Supervisor, as 

above. 

If vC Secretary of the Super 

visorate of Instruction, as above, 

^ Assistant Secretary, as 

above. 

^ a title bestowed by Ch‘ien 

Lung. 

If £ a house; a dwelling; a 

mansion. 

# % and names for 

the UJ] (see 10,760) in the 

earliest ages and under the Yei 
low Emperor, respectively. 

^ the ancestral 

temples of feudal princes. 

% & •s the temple of the 

Queen of Heaven. See 4027. 

the palace of the moon 

a girdle. 

flowers in the hair. 
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^ f[) light-red handker¬ 

chiefs. 

•sm the Imperial Palace; a 

name for Peking, 

swat a sea-monster. Sans¬ 

krit: kumbhila. 

or 'g* the punish¬ 

ment of castration. 

to be castrated. 

a eunuch. 

a §■ to make oneself a eunuch, 

'g* or ^ ‘g* a college. 

temporary palace or 

pavilion at which the Emperor 
stops when on a journey; the 
Mongol ordo. Also applied to 
the stopping-places of “gods’ 
when on their rounds. 

an Imperial country-house. 

m m s# ® 
under the Han dynasty there 

were 36 palaces. 

to banish to the 

cold palace,—a kind of “arrest” 
to which the Empress is sub¬ 
jected when she has displeased 
the Emperor. 

^ *5^1* the vagina; the palace of 

the Heir Apparent. 

^ t*? the wom8. 

an old name for the Board 

of Rites, under which are the 

m± graduates of the 3rd | 

degree. 

I^J tit ^ H* passed high as a| 

star. 

civil and military 

members of the Inner Council. 

Hj* the first and second musi¬ 

cal notes; harmony; music. 

when the wind moved (the 
leaves), they gave forth a musical 
sound. 

If K ^^the music sounded 

again and again. 

Same as 6567. 

6583 

C. kweng 
II.ckwen 
F. being 
W. kwae, kae 
N. kwang 

j ckuttg, 
M. j ihung 

J hung 

K. kweng 
[. kd, kid 
A. kivang 

Even Upper. 

Same as 6583. 

The upper part of the 

arm. 

as legs and arms make the man, 
so do good ministers make a 

wise king. 

HfDSSII0" 
ministers are Our legs and arms 
and ears and eyes. 

jjftf ^ he waves his arm. 

^ the arm. 

a one-armed and ^ chi' 
three-eyed nation of hermaphro¬ 
dites, said to have invented a 
flying car, b.c. 1766. 

C. Awing 
H. ckwen 

F. Jing, Jiing 
W. Cciung, 

pung 
N. rc Hung 

Aung, 
'■chiung 

M. lchun^hsun 
Y. sling 
K. kiong 

. kei^ kid 
A. Jewing 

Even Upper 
and Rising 
Irregular. 

to close; see 3919- 
read chitcng1,s. [Dis 

Wl 9730.] 

P^ to bar a door. 

the pole- 

Hi ft M he said t( 
himself that the priest had for 
gotten to bolt the door. 

doors. 

^ M the doors 
always closed. 

PfJ M ichiunS') t0 knock at 

the gate of Paradise. 

6585 
n R. pj 
F. Jeing, Jiing 
P. Jung 
M.ckun, chsiin 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

horse. 

the stallions. 

m Same as 2377. 

6586 

3pl? Fierce; rude; uncivilised.! 

6587 ^.ead k'uang* in Peking and! 

Central China. j 

C. k-wong3 

See typT ^ 
K. kweng 
J. kd, kid 
A. -kaing, 

|/A i|Jjl fierce; ferocious. j 

HI H he is a dangerous 

man to approach. » 

kwang3 
Rising 

^governments have 

Irregular. altered their savage customs, j 

M 

The ore of metals. AI 

mine. Read k'uang4 ini 
6588 3eking. [ 

Mil 
C. kwong3, SEl ^ iron ore. 

cU-wang 
H. ckwang 
F. :kwoung, v. ^ an iron mine- 5 

k'-woung2- 
W. k'-oa $§ Hi] copper ore. \ 
N. k'-wang 
P. ckung 
M. ckung, 

§fp] a copper mine. ; 

k'-wang3 
Y. k'-wang3 (or ) metallic ores. 

Sz. ckung, 
k'-wang3 Mlime- I 

I<. kweng 
!. ko^ kid 
A. k'-wang 

^ a coal mine. 

Rising 
Irregular. jjtfc ^ to work a mine. [ 

t° open a mine. 

^ J3* or ^ T miners- : 

8l|j a mining engineer. 

^ the shaft of a mine. 

$6 SI if ^ the lodes of the 
mine are exhausted. 1 

t 

^ red kino made from the! 

sap of Butca frondosa. 

^ lthe mineral kingdom.! 

See 1849, 12,256. 

m The awn of grain in the! 

6589 ear, of grasses, etc. 

R-#l 
e . 

See 
a kind of wheat with al 

long awn. 1 
Rising 

Irregular. 

n Same as 6588. 'i 

6590 
— 1 

105 
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Ml 

659x 
R. 

C. king 

F. king, keing 
W. ciang 
N. cing 

P. kung, ching 
M. chin 
Y.ching 
K. kiong 
J. kei, kid 
A. kwing 

Rising Upper, 

6592 

ft 

6593 

R. 

See 

Rising Upper 

6594 

C. king, kweng 
F. keing 
W. kae 
N. king 
K. kiong 
J. kei, kid 
A. wing 

Rising Upper. 

M?1 

6595 

R-3C ii 
C. hung 
H. k'-ung 
F. k'-ung, k'-ong, 
k'oung, k-aong 

W. k'-ung 
N. k'-ung 
Pj 

Y.’ 

Sz. ) 
K.kong 
J. ko, 
A. k'-oung 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

To rouse; to stir up; to 

awaken to a sense of right 

Also read ching*, and in 

Peking keng*. 

tH to rouse one’s senses; to 

perceive; to appreciate. 

Read chHung*. Afar. 

tit ^ those far-off bar¬ 

barians of the Huai river. 

See 2142. 

The hands folded in 

salutation. Radical 55. 

The blaze of fire. 

at & w £. jc ai f * 
do not think of all your anxieties: 
you will not emerge from im¬ 
perfect views. [The last half 
has also been interpreted “you 
will not come forth into light.”' 

Empty; void; vacuous 

See 110, 7606. 

* the great void; the ether; 

the sky; a state of nothingness 
after death. 

^ ^ banners darkened 

the sky. 

'/ft dffi c^ear as the empyrean. 

& space. 

the intervening years. 

aS ip time and space. 

in emptiness; space; the 

sky; a humming-top. 

A? # jijfe j||j castles in the air. 

4 £ hollow in the middle,— 

—as rushes or reeds. 

Ytfi* ^ T —■ 'flu ^he struck 
the empty,—missed his blow. 

M?1 

659S 

aS M T an empty room. 

vacant,—as a house. 

AS an empty bottle. 

vacant ground. 

^ IIS' an empty ship; a vessel 

in ballast 

d£k ^ empty; void; in a state 

of abstraction; cleaned out, 

waste; void. 

dS t0 come to nothing. 

to discuss abstract 

questions. 

SBS unoccupied; at leisure. 

to clutch the air, 

—as a delirious patient. 

seizing the void; in the air. 

See 11,016. 

yjk empty-handed; poor, 

to return empty-handed. 

Ah W Htf ’•he riderless 

saddle pierced by a couple of 
arrows. 

nothing about the person; 

to stand to “attention.” 

to stand to attention. 

P empty-mouthed,—without 

having any proof of what one 
says. 

ZA yf mere words, — without 

proof. 

^ IS or a? Wi emPtytalk 

a? iti to vainly wish for. 

his estate profits him 

nothing, there being no heir to 
carry it on. 

Ah (or klwigK) defalcations. 

ypt gj| j’^ an empty civility. 

as* it is all humbug. 

the gate of mental indif¬ 

ference through which Nirvana 
is reached; Buddhism. 

xA AS t0 become a Buddhist 

priest. 

jtpt Buddha. 

[[£££ —■ PJ to regard every¬ 

thing as nothingness,— i.e. all 
phenomena as unreal. 

tl: 

6S95 

>£? be careful not 

to regard as real that which is 
unreal, but rather to do the 
opposite. 

— It ££ the whole heart 

in a state of complete vacuity 
—alluding to the state of mind 
aimed at by the Buddhist, in 
which all phenomena become 
unreal. 

Aj> nothing in the mind; 

vacuous; hollow, as a tube- 
empty, as a cartridge. 

& ;Cj> ^ characters written in 

outline, for purposes of ornament, 

etc. See i&fc 10,118. 

^ ^ ^ a pretentious 

humbug. 

a deserted valley. 

§4 empty; useless; worth- A^t 
less. 

5M £ ^ drew their empty 

magazine-crossbows,-and rushed 
on the enemy in despair. 

A? ^ an empty-fist; poor. 

/jX -fT without baggage. 

vain. 

—* Wi everything gone; all 

lost. 

^ to make trouble 

out of nothing. 

•fit ^ made a clean 

sweep of the property,-as thieves. 

J2& every one of them 

bolted. 

A? IS ordinary fare; pot-luck 

||L to rejoice without found¬ 

ation. 

clever,—referring to the 

“holes” in a wise man’s heart. 
See 4562. 

a hollow frame,—a 

humbug; a hollow pretence; a 
mere remnant of former great¬ 
ness. 

mk * have toiled in 

abstraction and seclusion. 

^ ^ ^ gone back t0 

nothingness. 

(to fold the hands) 

and bow until the head touched 
the ground,—as is done at the 
third of the nine prostrations 

££ a Minister of Works. 
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6596 

I See 

Sinking 
Even and 

I Rising Upper. 

^ or ^ ^ a top which 

spins in the air by playing a 
cord held in each hand. Arc 4937. 

Read k^ung^. Leisure; 

time. To leave a space;] 

to leave blank. 

£ T occasion; opportunity 

given. Also, a blank space in 
a book. 

leisure- 

* £ ft to avail oneself of 

leisure,—to do anything. 

i£^£ft I have no leisure. 

^j|j ^ t0 find bme for,—as 

when busy. 

ISSSStfW*" 
did you manage to get it done ? 
— i.e. in what interval of leisure. 

||£j ^ leave a space and then 

write. 

^ wanting; deficient, 

blank; not filled up. 

ses# blank forms. 

m £D & s biank forms 
previously stamped,—as in anti¬ 
cipation of the New Year, when 
the seals are put away for a 
month. 

^ It & gift il is not riSht 

that he should reduce us all to 
such misery. 

—‘ (or k‘ung') i an 

empty house. 

M ^ iftthe house is 
vacant. 

unoccupied; vacant. 

jjg ^ deficit; bankruptcy; de¬ 

fault. 

Rude; clownish. Urgent.] 

f-55? tiff] ignorant; loutish. 

| m niy affairs are I 

6598 6601 

k'-ung 

Ignorant; simple; guile- 

ess. 

=jj^ simple and trustworthy. 

# rflj % simPle and 
yet not sincere. 

Jgflg depressed, as by want of 

success. 

A kind of lute, called I 

^, used at ancient! 

religious ceremonies. 

^ M t0 play the lute‘ 

A bridle; reins; to rein| 

in a horse. 

6599 

See£ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

6S97 

Rm 
hee^ 

Even Upper. 

pressing. 

. m 
A mountain, named l!|^j 

||n], in Kansuh. 'R- 
See 

To clutch; to grab. To 

draw a bow. To rein in 

horse; to control. To 

accuse. To beat. 

to draw the bow 

and take arrows from the quiver 

n & 0 + m st f»ur hun 
dred thousand mounted archers. 

if ho fU] he reined in his 
horse and asked. 

H ^ ^ ^ y°u cannot 
control wind and shadow. 

o refer a case to 

the leading State,—as in feudal 
times. 

* s-«'1® m ” S 
charge; to accuse. 

_t or ^ t0 aPPeait0 tiie 
court above. 

^ ^ to skip over (the inter¬ 

mediate courts) and appeal,— 
direct to the Board, etc. 

•fjil ^ t0 trumP UP a charge; to 

accuse falsely. 

'jEj to inform the authorities, 

fif) a Plaint; a charge. 

to proceed against for the 

recovery of. 

^ /j| to importunately demanc 

justice. 

A mineral, called ^ 

found in Chehkiang 

used as a medicine. 

See pg 

SinkingUpper. 

XHS 
ilifv 
6603 

. hung 
H. /Citing, 

k'-ung, ik'-ong 
F. k'-ung, hung 
W. c'-uoa 
N. c'-uohg, 

k'-ung 

k'ung 

Sz. ) 
K. hong 
[. hiu, ku 
A. k'-ung 

Rising Upper. 

IP 
JEi* 
6604 

IV 
6605 

C.hung 
H. 

k'-ung 

N. v. k'-oh 
K. hong 

ho 
A. k'-oung 

Rising Upper. 

Even Upper. 

$8 ^ he seized the 
bridle and held the horse tightly | 

in. 

To fear; to be afraid. 

ft or f|| or ^ ft to I 

fear; to be afraid. 

^ 1 fear he wil1 
not come,—i.e. I fancy he will 
not come. 

I fear that (myj 

request) is not in order. 

^ frightened; alarmed. 

- do not imagine that.... 

Same as 6603. 

To go through. A hole; 

the touch-hole of a cannon ;| 

the finger-hole of a flute. 

Great; very. Thesurnamel 

of Confucius. [Analysed as I 

the bird that brings children; 

see 5341.] 

A? 31 or ^ a hole; a hollow; I 

a cave. 

M: 31 Pf Si not a hole to | 

escape into. 

?LI openings; pores; ducts. 

%31 the pores of the skin. 

a thoroughfare; a drain. 

^(j square hole,—the common I 

copper cash is so called. 

without a hole in it, I 

—of non-perforated coins. 

S 71 ^ without holes forj 

stringing them,—as above. 

SR 71 a hole,—e.g. in a sieve. 
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IV 
6605 

6606 

m 
6607 

a serious crisis. 

facial expression; the face 

See 7886. 

m @ 7L to put on a facial 

expression,—to order. 

“hole chop” lead, 

great artfulness. 

Ha W admirable words 

forcibly displayed. 

your parents are 

very near. Also expl. as, (Wen 
Wang) was very much the parent 
(of his people); hence the modern 
meaning, Thou art a good official. 

JtifcTlI* brothers greatly 

sympathise with each other, 

or very urgent; 

pressing. 

7L S a clerk of the Han-lin 

Academy. 

n m the peacock; the Malayan 

peacock (Pavo muticus). 

the peacock feather, 

a decoration granted for merit 
in the public service, and also 
to be obtained by purchase. 
These feathers have either three 
two, or a single “eye,” according 
to the grade conferred, the last 
being the lowest 

nmm peacock-feather fans. 

7L IS a peacock-feather 

screen. 

K'ung the 

Master,—latinised by the Jesuits 
into Confucius. 

A Confucius the holy 

man or Prophet, 

ft PI Confucianism. 

am a Confucian temple. 

the tomb of Confucius. 

See 6061. 

Same as 6608. 

tr 
6608 

R-PS 
C. kwik 
H .fet- 
F. kaik 
W. kwa 
N. kwah 
P. ikwo 
M. wo 

\.yuik,yueh 
K. kwek 
J. kwaku, 

kiaktt 
A. kwak, kivak 

Entering 
Upper. 

1« 

6609 

R., 

C. kwoka 
H. kwet, kok 
F. kwok 
W. kwai 
N. koh 
P. ikwo 
M. kwe 
Y.kouk 
Sz. kwe 
K. kuk 
J. koku 
A. kwouk, kwek 

Entering 
Upper. 

To cut off the left ears 

of prisoners or of the slain. 

«;ii£3r the left ears (of| 

the slain) were leisurely cut off. 

t0 Present left ears of 

the slain,—in token of victory. 
Hence, to tender allegiance to. 

Liu Jen-kung tendered allegiance 
to Chu Ch‘iian-chung,-first Emp. 
of the Liang dynasty. 

tr ^ he killed and cut 

off the ears of a vast number. 

JX 01 M o' Presenting the 

living and the ears of the slain, 
—at the religious ceremony after 
victory. 

05 to behead. 

A nation; a kingdom; a 

State; a country; the capital 

of a country; a dynasty; a 

house or line. 

|H ^ the reigning dynasty; the 

State. 

m relations between 

governments. 

B * 0 B 0 ± the 

State chooses its officers by 
competition. 

the king never dies. 

mm the capital; the metropolis. 

B«f or HU the admini¬ 

stration of government. 

S »~t" politics. See 940. 

HU i|JJ the dynasty. 

laws of the country. 

the name of a ruling House 

or dynasty. 

11 PH? i tto shut 
one’s door and take a name for 
one’s dynasty,—of extravagant 
pretensions. 

|| jjj^ the customs of a country; 

name of the first section of the 
Odes, translated as “Lessons from 
the States.” 

H the national revenue. 

0 fUf the national debt, 

the national flag. 

|U a communication from one 

State to another; credentials. 

Vn± 

IgL 

6609 

HU the public exchequer. 

HU pjf the national expenditure. 

HU iff J5L Sufficient reve¬ 

nue. 

[p| government debentures. 

J§U )J|| the national fortunes. 

01 §! the prestige of a country. 

H if! great loss of na¬ 

tional prestige. 

£ ® B if S B ® this 
interferes seriously with our na¬ 

tional prestige. • See iH "-eas- 

how can it be a 

nation?—when anarchy prevails. 

IU *!§ ^ a rich and power¬ 

ful State. 

4- or HU the lord or 

prince of a State,—owning alle¬ 
giance to China, understood. 

gave orders that the title of 
Emperor should be dropped and 
Kuo chu adopted,—of Li Ching, 
d. a.d. 961. 

si outside nations,—a dis¬ 

respectful term applied by Chi¬ 
nese to all foreign nations. 

n m & & International 

Law, — the title under which 
Wheaton’s work has been trans¬ 
lated into Chinese. 

4k £ Ha civiHsed 
State. 

HU friendly States. 

I B S I 2 t 
entente cordiale existing between 
nations. 

_t. [H sovereign State, — 

among the ?ijb , sc. the House 

of Chou; the metropolis. 

modern term for an empire, 

a revolution. 

mm to found a State. 

[pi the old country; the father 

land. 

^5 [i|U my country. 

"H* HU y°ur country, 

fjjj} ^ [H let us make our 

country strong. 

Uj IB a hilly country. 

i HI a flat country. 
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i* _ jgj ||| ^ the whole nation j 
entered into competition. 

|j a national assembly; a| 

Parliament. 

1# mother of the State,—the I 

Empress. 

| 2jS the Heir Apparent. 

g ^ the Heir Apparent of a ^ 

prince. 

® or @ ^ the Inv 
perial Academy of Learning. 

a a «t the State Historio-| 

grapher’s Office,—at Peking. 

ft HI ^orii HI an Im | 
perial duke; hereditary nobles 
of the 5 th, 6th, 7th and 8th ranks. 

El a wine said to have 

been first made by an Imperial 
duke in Peking. 

^ |gg the divine dynasty, a term I 

adopted by the T‘ai-p‘ing| 

rebels; also used by missionaries 
for the “kingdom of heaven.” 

||| the Manchu dynasty;] 

China. 

7C ^ HI M the close of the] 

Yuan and the beginning of the[ 
present (then the Ming) dynasty.! 

^ the Three States,— 

Shu, ^ Wei, and & Wu,| 

which divided the empire for 
some forty years after the fall 
of the Han dynasty, a.d. 221. 

the 8’x States, — which I 

combined to resist the Ch‘in 

State, b.c. 240. These were 

jot Yen, Chao, Han,| 

Wei, Ch'iand Ch‘u. 

-j- [gjj] the Sixteen States = | 

* <##). 

anm. m 

(&). m 
ft®). H- 

H ^ a vessel of the State,—a 

worthy subject; a term applied 

by ^ # S- Kao Hsiao-chi 

t0 M 3% (Ip Fang Hsiian-ling| 

of the Sui dynasty. 

II #4 Pflf (or 4^) Koxinga. See 

3767. 

Entering 
Upper. 

11* 

Entering 
Upper. 

6612 

g jy. the sons of , of !». 

and of the three classes of ^ 

^ under the Chou dynasty. 

In -y* Hi ^ having no children jSee 

his line (or dynasty) came to an 

end. 
Entering 
Upper. 

6616 

To chatter. 

pj!| pjgj p|| her tongue is always 

clacking. 

Read ku*. 1 66l? 

p|| a name for certain rebels. IR. 

IW. £0 
IP. Jiwo^ ckwo 

A cap worn by women; I See 

feminine. 

rfi <m 2 9 the disgrace of I 

the kerchief and cap,—referring! 
to the woman’s headdress sent! 
by Chu-ko Liang to Ssu-ma I 
when the latter constantly re¬ 
fused battle. Used of eunuchs. 

|j]gj HI insurgents who wore red| 

turbans. 

To slap; to strike. 

i-ffi to hit a slap. 

§| to rouse with a slap. 

Entering 
Upper. 

Entering 
Upper. 

6613 

Entering 
Upper. 

6614 

H. kwet, kok 
P. JiWO 

M. Jiwo, kwo3 

K. kwek 
J. kwaku, 

kiaku 
A. kwak 

Entering 
Upper. 

The hollow under thel^*^ 

knee; the calf of the leg.lw.ko, k'-o 
■ N. koh 
. P. Jiwo 

the calf of the leg. 

A small green frog, called 

6619 

with short greenish-black wings.|See , 

Even Upper. 

A mountain in Shansi,! 

which gives its name to 

l!)|; l||the District of Kuo. 

Same as 6618. 

An outer wall of fortifi-l 

cation; an edge; a rim. I 

Suburbs. 

an inner wall of three li, and] 
an outer wall of seven /*, in | 
circumference. 

beyond the outer wall,- 

the open country outside a city. I 

l_|_| Egg build the wall sol 

that its ends lean on the moun-l 
tains,—which thus form one side| 

of the city. 

^[5 the eastern suburbs. 

the felloe of a wheel; the| 

rim of a cash, of spectacles, etc. 

servants to military! 

officials,—a Manchu word. 

J5 ^ the cuckoo (Cuculus ca-1 

norus). 

the Golocks. 

An outer coffin; a brick| 

vault. See 6347. 

a stone sarcophagus. 

Iff MIT ft the kuo encloses! 

the kuan. 

t t ft #f -t a MW’) I 
the Emperor had seven coffins, 
one inside the other. 

A crucible. 

& m a crucible for melting! 

silver. 

Read /V. A spot; a| 

patch. 

— £ Mfe a sma11 Plot of| 

ground. 
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w 
6620 

RP1 
C. wo 

H. v. wok~ 

F. kwo, wo 

W. ku 

N. ou, kou 

P. kwo 

M. kivo 

Y. kou 

Sz. kwo 

K. kwa 

J. kwa 

A. wa, kwa 

Even Upper. 

Same as 6635. 

A pot; a saucepan. See 

7291. 

iron pans. 

* T I smashed the 

kettle,—to have destroyed one’s 
means of livelihood. 

6|p| !nL the metaH’c ring °fa 

stove, used to decrease the open¬ 
ing on which the kettle rests; 
the ring of hair left unshaven 
on a child’s head. 

ijp) a Pot "’iff1 hot water> in 

which wine-kettles are placed to 
heat the wine. 

the cover of a pot. 

the handle of a pot. 

^ ~1 or ini the fur or 
crust on a pot. 

m the brick-work Pi ^ or itjpj 

into which a large cooking-pan 
is fixed. [The former is a kitchen- 
range.] 

M '& §& to carry the earthen 

pot,—to be a beggar. 

^ ^jjj the boiler,—of an engine. 

fit) 4® fKi1 tinter- 
tfrsaK I 

from a cold kettle,—used of any 
sudden and unexpected change 
of attitude in a person’s beha 
viour, etc. 

hot steam 

To pass; to go by; past; 

done; finished; to pass 
through; to experience; to 

endure; to pass over; to 

excel; to surpass; to exceed; 

to go into excess; to commit 
a fault; to transgress; to 

find fault; to blame (see 

12,057). See 5852> 

12,633 wen* 4562. 

to pass; to go past; to 

exceed; to make to pass across. 

% ft Past and 
future. 

i® not to be passed; you 

cannot pass. 

M ® ^ £ uncomfort- 
able in one’s mind. 

£2 

6622 

T' » IS * ^ ffi.il 
3^ ^ did not know how 

to flatter .her so as to pass over, 
—could not make enough of her. 

a it ® * * 
I cannot pass over this year,— 
1 have not enough money to 
pay my debts before the New 
Year. 

i® 4s he will not 

live long; (the matter) will soon 
be finished. 

ifcr ^the 

river is too deep to pass through 
on foot. 

he has gone again. 

to have been and come 

back. 

^ not to like; to feel 

uncomfortable. 

to be under an 

obligation; in direct address, 
I am very much obliged to you 
Also, I am sorry that it happened. 

llt'T'IIAinhis 
other (pictures), he does not 
surpass ordinary people. 

JE HI 10 m m ^ pass 
this water through the filter. 

}E M m M air the 
clothes. 

mm 0 to glance over. 

m - m - m s 
choose a package and examine it. 

m #tep m it m y°u 
will have to pass through Peking 
on your way. 

m 10 m t ®s i§ $ 
that money all passed 

through my hands. 

«, m m ft & «1st & 
he has passed through a great 
many dangers. 

he is too busy to come. 

3^ || or ^ -|t t0 Pass a 

Customs’ station. 

m °r m 1^ to pass the 
limit of time. 

mi the time has past; 

it is past the time. 

to pass by; to pass along, 

jjffi ^rp- to pass from the old year 

into the new. 

mi after the event 

6622 

^ fjj t0 Pass a festival; to spend 

the time of a festival; to over¬ 
step the bounds of decorum. 

££ Staff to spend the 

festival at home. 

IBf to pass the days,—to 

have enough to live upon. See 
below. 

1 0 1* not many 

days afterwards. 

m 4* @ 0 ~1 t0 g° by 
the Chinese calendar. 

m -EL t0 live thought¬ 

lessly, for the present only; to 
shirk. 

^ to pass the night. 

J|| hard to tide over. 

*®i®* don’t go gossiping 

about. 

jj8j ^ ~ fif, when the wine had 

been three times round. 

Hni® to pass in opposite 

directions,—as steamers, etc. 

mu or mm to cross a river. 

SMI* to cross a bridge. 

[th to pass the world,—to die 

3]j?) y they are dead,—e.g. my 

parents. 

mai to pass to the Immortals, 

—to die. 

m pi to be married,—of girls 

i®«W to send the betrothal 

presents. 

Tjfp to get one’s living. 

0 H T?f ^ i© because 

he is unable to support, — his 
parents. 

he could not stand 

the punishment,—and confessed. 

X « 3E * * ^ ii 
and besides, he could not help 
acceding to Mr. Wang’s request 

S£Hi® ffi I have never met 

him. 

j© t0 have tried. 

i®g a passing stranger. 

mp a transferee. 

3^ yp to pass the scales; to weigh 

3^ ^ to tranship. 

iSSM to tranship into 

a steamer. 



6622 

'MfffiZMW- a permit t0| 
tranship. 

® ff. ^ not to pass into I 

(or through) the hands of any I 
one,— for fear of theft, etc. 

® ^ not worth looking I 

at; not to be seen,—by some! 
one else, for fear of certain J 
consequences. 

I too have experienced this. 

m, 10 M 1® this isl 
better than that. 

it is merely.; was I 

only.; the only thing is| 

that. 

nothing more than | 

this; merely thus. 

ffi 'M H 10 not more thanl 

three. 

g to. recognise one's I 

own error; to regard as being| 

in excess. 

®IT>S to exceed is the I 

same as not to come up,—to | 
the point required. 

free from excess I 

or deficiency. 

® ||g to be very pressing. 

too secret; too| 

retiring. 

w & ns s® y a & 
there is no one who thinks less | 

of it (M gain) than I do. 

$ M 1ft in probity I 

and unselfishness superior to the | 
elder brother. 

^ M -t 'g* finer than | 

in the palace of the Emperor. 

M i® M H not better thanl 

this. 

>i< M (I Bif the| 
demand exceeds the supply, I 
prices will be high. See 6572.1 

ok St one who has hadj 

and lost a fortune, 

j® to have put to a great | 

deal of trouble. 

m ^ afterwards. 

® ^§j* to be too fond of. 

® to cross the border. 

to be or keep in company I 

with. 

to ® -f- or ® if or 5®U 
be adopted,—of agnates. 

mm to pass money; to be paid. 

■:& m to “chaff.” 

® f||] to interfere; to take any 

part in a question. 

to take a glance at; to 

have “second sight.” 

m ft something which passes 

between two persons; a “con¬ 

sideration.” 

%iei^ M 'M. ]^there must 

be a tip given. 

a * i - 10 ® ft 
examined him very closely all 

over. 

® j|j| unnecessary delay. 

® —. ijfo ^ in a minute. 

® I® sending the presents,—a 

preliminary to a wedding. 

® ill /H black-mail. 

M or M 'M or M Ip t0° 
much; beyond measure. 

® to make the mis¬ 

take of going too far. See 842. 

j® ^ too many; too much. 

m# (fen*) beyond one’s duty; 

officious; too much; excessive, 

j® 'jgj exceeding what is proper. 

$8 too numerous. 

6622 

6623 

m 
See )|® 

Even Upper. 

j® 7^ accidentally killed,— j 
as by a shot intended for a bird. 

® ^ a dissertation on bla¬ 

ming the Ch'in State. 

Read kuox. Name of a| 

State. 

S ||K a village in Shantung. 

The prattle of children. 

$Ss& to keep up a constant| 

chatter, as children do. 

6625 

** 

See 6292. 

Same as 6612. 

3® too long, 

j® too lenient. 

® j# too anxious. 

ffif A® ^ d° n0t Pun‘sh 
excessively. 

ft SB $ if you have faults, 

you must reform. 

I or ® $ °r j® gg 
fault; an error. 

a crime; also, crimes (such 

as theft) and insubordination (as 
refusal to pay taxes). 

ft Si til 
neither self nor family have 
suffered for any great crime, or 
are in mourning, or have com¬ 
mitted any lesser crime or act 
of insubordination. [Oath of 
candidate for m.a.] 

* m and * m great and 

small faults; the 28th and 62nd 
Diagrams, respectively. 

6626 

m 
C. kwik 
H. ngut, met 
F. kaik 
W. kwa 
N. kwah 
P. Jiwo, sJnuo 
M. a/5, kwo 
Y. kweh 
K. kwek 

kwaku 
A. kwat, kwak 

Entering 
Upper. 

6627 

C. kwo 
H. ko 
F. kwo, kwi 
W. ku 
N. kou 
P. kwo 
M. ko, kwo 
Y. kou 
Sz. kwo 
K. kwa 
J. kwa, ka 
A. kwa 

Rising Upper 

Name of an ancient feudal] 

State in Honan. 

M it an old name for m w 

Jflj- in Honan. 

|g| -jja the title given to 

one of Yang Kuei-fei’s sisters. 

Fruit, especially tree-fruit; 

see 6644. Used with 6633 

(q.v. for further entries). 

Really, truly, indeed; act¬ 

ually. Effects; consequences. 

fruits of various kinds. 

S* all kinds of fruit, 

refreshments. 

A “ tat'fnlit tree- 
an orchard. 

to form fruit, as a fruit-1 

tree after flowering. Also, to I 
enjoy or suffer the results of I 
past conduct. 

£ jg; ^ ^ to put an end toj 

his life,—to kill him. 



6627 

m&* to turn out 

badly. 

10 M to cultivate fruit,—to act 

now with a view to future good 
results. 

i§^ 3^ tbe Pleasant fruit, — the 

Madhaka or Bassia latifolia. 

yg fresh Chinese olives (Cana 

rium). See 5842. 

# » ¥ St rye linos Ignatii 

Bergius,—St. Ignatius’ beans. 

J|| a kernel. 

then this old rascal has 

really got supernatural power! 

3^ 0r 34 really; in 

reality. 

3^ or ^ jfv if indeediif 
really. 

*ff 2 * is it really so? 

*»3iji * if it be really so 

-f|| actually; truly; so it has 

turned out. A black monkey 
with a white face; see 6630. 

B itb if has actually 

turned out so,—as foretold. 

i his stomach much 

as it was before. 

M^B sure enough! 

* ft lit ft in the event of 

this being done. 

^ 4^* whether really or not.... 

**7* the matter did not 

come about as expected, or did 
not eventuate. 

and so it never 

came about; and so I never did it. 

MM daring; courageous. See 

6629. 

jp ||Jf decisive. 

HP JP ^ to flirt; to make 

advances,—referring to 

P‘an Yo, who was so good- 
looking that when he went out 
all the ladies used to throw fruit 
at him and fill his carriage. 

0* cause and effect,—conduct 

in a previous life inevitably pro¬ 
ducing corresponding results in 
this life. 

the consequences 

of your acts will not be hidden,— 
a judgment will come upon you. 

6627 

6628 

s"tl * 
Rising Upper. 

3 
6629 

S"* 
Rising Upper. 

* ffi the result of actions 

{karma) in a previous state 
operating upon the present. 

Jfl $|x tbe consequences of act 

ions in a previous state. 

a secret or hidden conse 

quence, — something, either as 
reward or punishment, which 
comes to a man in consequence 
of good or bad deeds, without 
his being able to connect the 
effect with the cause. 

IE the fit and proper con 

6630 

See7^ 

Rising Upper. 

sequence of this life, sc. spiritual 
beatitude in a future state. 

#7 IE * or $ jg£ (o, 
^) IE 3v to atta'n f° fhe 
state of a good angel; to obtain 
salvation. 

MikiEM to get back into 

the proper condition, — to ex 
change hell for heaven. Usee 
in the sense of reforming one’s 
life and conduct. 

SBis IE* 
the devil said, I am willing to 
go back to my proper condition 
-to become a good angel instead 
of an evil demon. 

JP a Buddhist term, signifying 

a thing in itself; an object of 
purely intellectual intuition; 
noumenon. See 3336. 

*7-35! the racoon dog (Cants 

procyonides). 

Mean; sordid; ignoble. 

Hff base; ignoble. 

Courageous; brave. 

lx iff” be courageously 

put himself in the front. 

|*jj£ or M brave J daring. 

The long-nosed or pro¬ 

boscis monkey (Semnopi- 

thecus larvatus), found in 

Annam. See 6627. 

mm a term of contempt applied 

by the Chinese to certain tribes 

of Miao-tzii. 

6631 

R. 

See 

Rising Upper. 

6632 

s"* 

Rising Upper. 

Rice boiled or steamed 

for making cakes. 

rice-cakes sweetened with 

sugar. 

6633 

See Jp. 

Rising Upper. 

To bind; to bandage. 

m n to bind the feet,—as 

Chinese women do. See 6638. 

Fruit; see 6644. [Now 

regarded as an unauthorised 

form of * 6627, q.v. for 

further entries.] See 12,958. 

M ¥ fruit- 

vague or general 

talk which offends nobody. 

harmless medicine, of 

no efficacy, administered by in¬ 
experienced doctors who fear to 
make a mistake. 

dried fruit. 

JpE. fresh fruit. 

El H: InL eg§s (Peking). 

to bear fruit; unripe or 

uncooked fruit. 

he mi e an °rcbard- 
a fruit-stall. 

I jfj)L fresh Chinese olives. See 

5842 and 6737. 

p. imitation fruit,—as seen 

on the altar of a temple, 

fruits in season, 

preserved or sugared fruits. 

the five fruits, — peach, 

apricot, plum, chestnut, and 
Chinese date (jujube), 

p? ijS Jp the fruit of good and 

evil, — the “Adam’s apple” in 
the throat. See 6737. 

Ip yjjjjj or p refreshments. 

p. meals in which dried and 

fresh fruits and cold meats form 
the principal part. 

jp M apple-green. 
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6634 

R. ® nr 
Y. k'-ou 

See^ 

Rising Upper 

6635 

See 

A. -toa 

Rising Lower. 

6636 

See^; 

Rising Upper 

6637 

6638 

*•# 
F. to>0. 

to, too 

See-^ 

A. too, /too 

Rising Upper. 

The solitary wasp or 

Sphex. 

ijljjl m the wasp (Pelopatis) which 

imprisons caterpillars in its cell, 

for feeding its young. 

the caterpillar has young ones, 
and the wasp carries them off, 
_as above, which has given 
rise to the belief that caterpillars 
are changed into wasps. 

- ^##.'1 ig.SnSKIi 
the two philo¬ 

sophers at his side looked like 
two wasps trying to convert a 

caterpillar. 

A grease-pot, hung at 

the axles of carts. 

^ grease-pot,—a nick-name 

given to jg. ft Ch‘un-yQ 

K‘un of the ^ Ch‘i State, in 

reference to his oily tongue. 

6638 

1 
14* 

R. 

C.fok0 

F.’ j m°k 
W. c‘to, c'-ia 
N. ciioh, hiioh 
P. ch’-io’, ch'- 'ue 
M. ch'-uo, ts'-o 
Y. hwak 
Sz. ch'-io 
K. hwak, kwak 

kaku, kiakii 
A. kok 

Entering 
Upper. 

H to insert with the object 

of the thing so inserted escaping 

notice. 

H HjE boatmen’s gaiters. 

lj|| provisions for travelling. 

a deco>" 
pigeon. 

To seize, as a bird of 

prey or wild beast. Also 

read huct* and chHieh4,*. 

ijH ^ to seize; to grasp, 

a# to seize and carry off. 

H -fit Mi t^ie ^a^con seizes lbe 
hare. 

Cakes-, pastry; biscuits, 

a restaurant. 

SIS cakes sent after betrothal. 

Same as 6636. 

To wrap up; to bind; to 

bandage. [To be distin¬ 

guished from 6881.] 

M or M % to bind the I 

feet, — as Chinese women do. 
See 6632. 

foot-bound and 

unable to advance. 

jff ^ one and all 

kept away in a body. 

'ill '}'< or ^t0 wrap up 

]>X ,% ^ M F t0 wraPa 
corpse in straw, — a soldier’s 
burial. 

Hftt a band worn round the 

loins. 

to dress and wrap up,— 

as a corpse. 

I Bn X fi to roll up and 

bind tight. 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

A hoe; a chopper; a 

billhook. To cut down. 

P* Iff carrying a hoe over 

his shoulder. 

§£ §1 JlSljJ M In? ^climbing- 

irons for scaling city walls. 

C .futa 
H .fat^fat? 
F .k-o 
W. k'-wak 
N. k'-wak 
P. kf-wri* 
M. k-wo 
Y. k-ouh 
Sz. k'-wo 
K. kwal, hwal 
J. kwatsz, 

kwachi 
kwat 

Entering 
Upper. 

w 
664 3<z 

Original form of 6288. 

|H to imply; to include by 

implication. 

m 
66 44 

See 7333. 

K.‘UO, 

w Broad; wide. Liberal; 

indulgent; rich; well off. 
6645 Distant; separated. See 

in To draw a bow. 

6641 

R-ii 
See 

Entering 
Upper. 

& 

6642 

R-ii 
See Bll 

.^pj the night body-guard of 

the Emperor, under the T‘ang 

dynasty. 

usia.stf * 
riding on the dust, swift as the 
wind, and rivalling the lightning 
in brightness. 

The beading or rim of 

the ear. 

A. k'-wak 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Upper. 

R 

6643 

I 

s"St) IS 
Entering 
Upper. 

To stop up the mouth. 

1053, ch'iehx. 

pj length and breadth,—of| 

land measurement. 

m m the width across; the | 

breadth. 

Hj -fc or p| broad; ample;| 

spacious. 

-ill to talk high and 

discuss broad,—to bean eloquent| 

talker. 

to make a long I 

story short. 

m fi| magnanimous; liberal-1 
minded. 

jit pj wide; spacious; liberal;| 

generous. 

Pj ^ or Pj ^ very well| 

off. 

Pj /Jp (shaox) rich young fellows. 

@ pi p a » m % ± 
a well-to-do family. 

ftH ^ 1® Pi ^ he also1 
belongs to a rich family, 

pj a great swell. 

FJfflsa; to remit taxes. 

or ^ parted; sepa-| 

rated, as friends. 

|gj long separated. 

had not been I 

there for a long time. 

*£ pj foolish; muddled. 

P’lff M±?M H 
wrote the character yjjj inside 

the gate (of a palace he 

was building), meaning that he I 
thought the gate too large,—a 
play upon words attributed to 

Ts‘ao Ts‘ao. 

large-minded; reasonable. 

106 



6646 

r a* 

6647 

R. 3 

See 

Entering and 
Rising Upper. 

6648 

r. m 

C.fok 01 kwoka 

H. kong 

F. kwoh 

W. k'wo 

N. koh 

P. 
M. kwo 

Y. kwak, 

kwang 

Sz. kwo 

K. kwak, v. 
hwak 

J. kwahu 

A. kwak 

Entering and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

Same as 6645. 

To cut off; to trim. To 

unfold; to explain. Also 

read kuang8. 

To stretch; to expand. 

JC to extend; to enlarge; to 

increase. Also read kuang*. 

to develop and 

complete. 

to further extend 

a principle. 

fflt br fit to enlarge one’s ex¬ 

perience. 

J# H tS Wi it M 
so as to provide for future extens¬ 
ion of the manufacture according 
to pattern,—of such articles. 

fr 
6649 

R. 3 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

tU 4* 

m 
6650 

R.S^ 

See 

A. /kwak 

Entering 
Upper. 

;r 
6651 

R-li 
C. kwokQ, 

kwokQ,fokc 

W .ko 

N. koh 

P. kwo°, kwo* 

Leather. 

^ $ffi red leather, — anciently 

used for chariots. 

titmzm the hides of tigers 

and leopards, — with the hair 
taken off. 

A ravine; a gorge. 

j|* misty; vague; indistinct. 

To cut off; to trim. 

Great; to enlarge; see 9984. 

See 7063. 

¥ =& tfe. B Z I') 

tearing off a skin: if you tear 

6651 
M. kwo, k'wo 

Y. kwak 

See 

A. kwak, kwak 

Entering 
Upper. 

m 
6652 

R.: 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

large, the piece will be large- 
it’s the trick of tearing it. 

ft ^ S Jfft hating all the great 
(States). 

I]) ^ unsupported and V-m y 

alone. 

M fflUz & open and above 

board; perfectly fair 

fffj jft5 t0 enlarge. 

'f^ ^ '^K M of lar§e views; 
liberal-minded. 

gold-rimmed,—of 

spectacles. 

n the Gurkhas. 

The clouds dispersing 

snow melting. 

flf it m f the rain has 

stopped and the clouds have 
dispersed. 

*l£ ^ ||[ H TA0 began 
with the great void,—before the 
existence of matter. 

LA. 

6653 

r-^ 
P .c/a 

Entering 
Lower. 

3* 

6654 

R^ 
C. v. la 

To cut; to slash. [To 

be distinguished from $! 

12,412.] Used with 6654. 

*1 T«IJf to cut off. 

mm to cut open. 

M 1S1 to cut meat. 

to cut one’s hand. 

n ta jz mm fy ® 
I have cut my thumb. 

MU to mutilate a corpse. 

cross-grained; peevish. 

filM bad; wicked. 

P -T* to make an offer; to 

offer bribes. See 3572. 

To chatter. A final 

particle. 

|*lj [l^lj la1 la* T'l* chattering 

without ceasing. 

6654 
H. v. -la, Qla 

F. v. 5.1a 

P.cla 

M. la,, Va 

See M 

Entering 
Lower. 

Bf'J to boast; to brag. 

Pl'J A a military brass horn or 

trumpet, with one or two sliding 
tubes by which the length is 
reduced when not in use. Blown 
to sound the finale in a Chinese 
theatre; see 2825, 12,050. From 
the Manchu laba. 

g^lj A. white stramony (Da¬ 

tura alba, Nees.). 

^ pH Pk Pi 'J A to blow a 

trumpet with one’s mouth aslant, 

—i.e. ^ J|jj|, Said of an 

irritable man. 

s$|=p 6x1 y°u have just found out 

that a trumpet is made of brass, 
—that I am in earnest. 

CM Lama,—a priest of the 

Tibetan form of Buddhism. The 
word is said to mean “the higher,” 
“the superior” (Tibetan blama). 

ar 
66S5 

P. v. Ja 

M .la. 

See 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Lower. 

To clutch; to pull; to 

rub; to scrape. See 9365 

mm# pull it over here. 

tfel* to pull off,—as a finger 

ring. 

’ jo 

6656 

R 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

jlj to turn over; to sift, as a 

dust-bin. 

ij an opportunity given; a 

slip; an opening; (read la1 tzit) 

a glass bottle. 

Read l’ai*. To tear. 

To rub to powder; to 

grind, as paint. 
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»& 

Entering 
Lower. 

6658 

|R ^ 

| See 

Entering 
Lower. 

6659 

Poisonous; severe; dan¬ 

gerous. Used for ^ 6701. 

I ^jj painful, — externally or 

internally, as a poison. 

^rom s^*n'disease> 

Minister of State is bald, while 
the fool boasts a fine head of| 

hair. 

A squint; a cast in the 

leye. 

6661 

6662 

C. c/«*‘, Ja 

H. Jai^ lap- 

F. c/a, lakr 
W.c4z 
N. /a/i-j, la 

la 

P. 
M. 
Y. 

|Sz. ) 
IK. nap 

|J. ro 

I A. lap 

Entering 
Irregular. 

Hot; biting; acrid; 

[pungent; see e* 12,607. 

[Correctly written j^.] 

lat I have gone I =» m # m 
through many bitters and hots,| 
—troubles. 

mm experienced and severe. 

^ ^ or ^ dangerous;| 

cruel. 

bitterly cold. 

R.J 

C. 
1h. 

F. lak 
W./a 

IN. lah 
P. la3 
M./a 

I Y. laah 
I Sz. la 
IK. nal I . ,, . 
If. natsz, nachi gift 
1 A. lat . _ 

Entering ~j Evodia ruteecarpa, Benth. 

Lou ei. jjfc fat jy. a p00r fenow< 

¥ m * a poisonous cater-1 

pillar. 

I# $|t Evodia Danielli, 

Hemsl. 

^ pepper; the chilli (Capsi-1 
<■«;« annuum, L., or C. frutescens, I 
Willd.). 

* tfi horseradish (Cochlcaria I 

Armoracia, L.). 

general name for /Wy- 

gonum. 

pi** Polygonum chinense, | 

L. 

Polygonum orienlale, I 

L. 

* Pit -^pa species of grey finch,! 

which eats Cayenne pepper. 

Same as 6655. 

.1* 

6660 

6971. 

To pull; to drag; to in-l 

volve; to lead; to draw aj 

bow. 

to draw a cart, 

to haul the tow-line; to| 

tow. 

}E fiti* M * puU him over| 
here. 

tU * 7 implb| 
cated him,— as in a crime. 

flu {E ^ T hold il fast 

|§(f cannot move it,—as| 

an overloaded cart. 

jjL ||fj to pull apart or open. 

H pull open the 

drawer. 

>1 tl El « fit 7 1 
I can’t draw this bow. 

ifE ^ ^ pull up 

the matting. 

to drag. 

& fE ^ lead him away. 

to seize the hand; to shake 

hands. 

^ 1W an affair ofl 
mutual benefit. 

$\L ^ to draw out silk,-—to dilly¬ 

dally. 

*LL Jfl to stool. See 9900, 4058. 

to give oneself out as 

a connection of an influential 
person. 

JBt t0 sit upon with 
a jump. 

fit m t to drag down; to 

involve in ruin. 

tE A & ± * to pul1 a 
person up; to implicate a person. 

to ply for hire,—as 

carts. 

to ply for short fares. 

IL to pull about. 

to pull the strings,— 

of a peep-show. 

to spoil by pulling about. 

± M to attract customers. 

6662 

^ Jfp ^ to find or get hold I 

of a substitute,—as the drowned] 
are supposed to try to do. 

urn (la*) to spill; to drop. 

to pull; to drag into; tol 

implicate; to bring influence to 
bear; dealings; business relations. 

#L ; *lt ** pulling 

and pushing,—of a struggle to 

get first. 

Mm 
nagging talk. 

{E H* ^ he is able to get| 
assistance from friends. 

^ iS to work a two-handed I 

saw. 

#L i@ ^ the account isl 
squared off. 

T the matter is at an I 

end; there is nothing more to 
be said. 

if& i$\to saythe last wordd 
to throw up a situation, 

jjdjf to work coal. 

fit« an imitation of the English 

“last,” a measure of capacity. 

^ or 0% % to run into| 

debt. 

m 
6663 

jTTA^ 

6664 

See W 
Entering 
Lower. 

6665 

C. /a/0, lapr 
N. lah 

P. /a, /a3 

Entering 
Lower. 

Same as 6669. 

The sound of pattering 

rain. 

To take hold of. To| 

break. 

to grasp; to maintain. 

M ^to break- 

"fill n°ise °f branches breaking! 

in the wind. 

^ mixed; odds and ends. 

tilt ^ tbe Pootun§ bend in 

the Shanghai river. 

^ to omit; to leave behind,! 

as in a race. [Used with ^ 

7329-] 

^to omit to pay | 
him $ 2. 



6666 

I See Jy 

Entering 
Lower. 

6667 

I See 

Entering 
Lower. 

Chapped skin; cracked;) 

coarse; impolite. 

$ my hands are ¥ -t WI 
chapped. 

II Gi rough;| 
spreed, as the skin. 

6667 

6668 

The winter sacrifice, held 

three days after the solstice; 

a year. Dried and salted 

meats. 

P UK, festival of the winter sacri¬ 

fice; used by the Buddhists for all 
their festivals. Also, the course | 
of a year in duration. 

IK M the sacrificial moon,—the I 

12th moon. 

3l IK as follows:— 
IK a Taoist sacrifice to | 

Heaven at the New Year. 

a Taoist sacrifice to Earth | 

on the 5th of the 5th moon. 

5lt Wi JUt 7'h of 7th moon. 

si® 12th of 10th moon. 

3E ^ IK the day of the winter j 
sacrifice. 

besides sending in a card at 

the summer and winter festivals, 
—I do nothing. 

M it Mfl. to sacrifice to ances¬ 

tors. 

f$l it IQ IK on'y that his 
mother’s winter sacrifices were 

—in number, sc. that she 
was very old. 

fit- IK or IK the seniority 

of Buddhist priests. 

fft’ IK 3l he had been 

priest for fifty years, 

an old priest. 

JC IK die Buddhist period of 

retreat in summer. Also, the 
age of a priest. 

M It ^ || in summer, 

we should eat dried and pre¬ 
served foods. 

IK P$J salt meat. 

BK dried salt ducks 

... 

the 8th of the 12th moon. 

See f 

Entering 
Lower. 

6669 

to eat congee on 

H. lap, 

F. lak. 

See Mj 

Entering 
Lower. 

IK the end of the 12th moon. 

I PC IK §9 Cambodia. See 589. 

IK a two-edged sword. 

Wax. A candle. 

or m or jf.. 
bees’-wax. 

| fit or lli, the wax 

tree (Liguslruni lucidum, Ait.). 

Fraxitius' ehinensis, 

Roxb. 

lijK insect wax^deposited by 

the Coccus pe-la on the'above 
trees. 

a!** Coccus pe-la. 

ashen sticks used 

for spears. 

m m Photinia serrulata 

Lindl. 

M. or llK ^ glazed paper 

yellow quartz. 

IS] smoked meat. 

® a candle. 

6670 

I H. lap0 

IP. s/a 

Seei^K 
A. lap, Hep 

Entering 
Lower. 

6671 
R. Vulgar. 

[ P. Id 

See^K 
Entering 
Lower. 

6672 

11 0f $it a tal1 cand‘ 
lestick,—as seen on altars, etc. | 

j)^ a candlestick. 

the dripping of a candle. | 

it ^ snuffers. 

H to light a candle. 

^ a wax taper in a flat coil. 

as tasteless as wax 

It If insipid language. 

=- messages wrapped in wax 

capsules and swallowed by the 
bearer. 

^ the wax-bill (Eophona 

personata). 

# * jjjlg Coccothraustes 

melanura of Canton. 

i fS tE Chimonanthus fra 

grans, Lindl. 

it M the sturgeon- 

Old or badly-fitting 

clothes. 

*K*I| dowdy; slovenly. 

6673 

RJ§ 

See^ 

A. la 

Rising Upper, 

w 
6674 

See 4* 

Entering 
Lower. 

I1* 

66 75 
R. Vulgar. 

See;l:K 
Entering 
Lower. 

To exceed; to pass by.) 

jjt mixed; in confusion. 

?fi *1 or % W *! | 

dirty; slovenly. See 10,521. 

Hard and white tin. 

^ IK wfiife copper; pewter. 

IK see 3791 and 4157. 

See 7329. 

Uneven; rocky. 

fig useless; worthless. 

Hi M. not worked smooth,—as I 

clay should be when used for| 
making bricks. 
*» , , 

^ m & m the roughenedI =6G 

waves scatter the duckweed. 

Dissatisfied. 

HA unsatisfied,—as when still] 

hungry. 

Stony. 

{Jj| the sound of things! 

breaking. 

6677 

Same as 6667. 

Same as 6667. See 4108. 

Same as 177 and 6668. 
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6679 

c. loiy v. ilai 
H. loi 
F. /«/, v. ill 
W. /<?, v. /»' 
N. A, v.«« 
P. 
M. /«* 
Sz. 
V. lae 
K.«, ne 
J. rai 
A. /<w 

Even and 
Sinking 

both Lower. 

LAI. 

To come, as opposed to 

^ 3068, and ^ 12,500. 

In the future-, coming. Used 

as a complement to verbs; 

see especially 1070 and 

|Jj 2620. Used with ^ 

to give an imperfect or 

pluperfect, sometimes 

a perfect, tense-value to 

the leading verb; see 2394. 

A sheaf of corn; wheat; 

see 8044. 

^ or to 8° and 
come; backwards and forwards. 

■it ^ ^ having ridden 

there and back. 

ft # PassinS t0 
and fro. 

—• 3f£ —* ^coming and going; 

to have intercourse. 

3% if11 i£ # we are 
not on visiting terms. 

3^ ^ ^ ^ a current account. 

* RS 7 # it iltfe 
come and not go, is a breach 
of etiquette,—it is a breach of 
etiquette not to return a call. 

to come towards. 

ilia fpf etiquette demands 

a return of visits received. 

3|S H ^ oh yes, many 

come,— but. 

^ cannot arrive in time; 

Cannot bring myself to do. 

^ ^ (Kft0 such base 
methods I cannot condescend. 

5?l] "j” arrived. 

3^ ^ Jp- arrived early. 

to come to the provincial 

capital. 

# *" 1737- 

-J-* itu come forward, my son. 

0 $ <* W $ or jg ^ to 
come back. 

ftfito give in one’s allegiance. 

6679 

^ ^ despatches received; an 

incoming despatch. 

"fpf letters received; an in¬ 

coming letter. 

^ § or ^ ® y°ur letter. 

9$ ^ ^ ^knew 
that they had come to kick up 
a row. 

H ^ or 2)S ^ in the begin¬ 

ning; at the origin; going back 
to the source. 

IM M lit Jlthere has 
never been such a principle. 

m * m m ® 
now this was a place he had 
been to before. 

^^or^Aor^^*a 
messenger. 

^ ^ ^ hand h to the 

bearer. 

— ^ and H ^ and = ^ 
firstly, secondly, and thirdly. 

)1[ j|f — ^ this being the 

case,. 

* ^common; second-rate. 

3f$ ^ at every chance; 
on all occasions; at the slightest 
provocation. 

the source of; the base of 

supply. 

ins # itrifles- 
3j<£ jj5§ place of origin; imported. 

Jp| a sign; an indication (of 

what will be); a symptom (ofan 
illness). 

(see 13,407) or ^ 0 
cause; source; origin. 

55 ^ ^ asked how it all 

began. 

=j|j) ^ to trace back to 

the origin,—of any incident. 

antecedents; basis; origin; 

foundation. 

BJJ antecedents not 

clear,—as a man of whom one 
knows nothing. 

SIS 7 it S ISSR&ffl 
3j<£ having heard all this 

talk for which there was no foun¬ 
dation. 

3$v a grandson’s grandson. 

3{£ next year, 

jj 3$£ lately; constantly. 

6679 

3j^ Q in days to come; to-mor¬ 

row. 

4B7^if57r*B 
if I don’t study to-day, there are 
other days to come. 

3j£ Q Jjft there will be much 

trouble in the days to come. 

3j^ ^ ^ to-morrow at 

dawn. 

3^ EjL ^ and proceed to¬ 

morrow morning. 

3j£ Zjr or 3|jf in the world 

to come. 

no ancients in the past, no poster¬ 
ity to come. 

& about as big as 

a bushel-measure,—if anything, 
bigger. 

^§r A “h ^ ten or a dozen 
visitors. 

", -|- 3j$ J|| twenty and odd 

years old. 

*, ^ 3|^ 200 years and 

upwards. 

*, ^ 4^ 3^ for the past 200 

years. See 9746 shaox. 

J£l ^ see 5462. 

Ufa ^ cannot do it, as a 

piece of work; it is not to be 
done; it is impossible. 

$5$ ^ 3fv cannot manage it,— 

of a business transaction. 

tij ^ ^ t0 get ill- 

^5 ^ ^ 3|^ I cannot wait. 

ftHi iS ^ T' ^ he wiu not 
undertake it. 

I 16 $4 # he asked 
me to,—that is why I am 
doing so. 

HL 4- ± M * S'he has 
been to Shanghai,—and is now 
back again. 

^ A It /|f wko kas been 
here to-day? 

% H # ® ^ # what 
have you been doing? 

k rained 
in the night. 

it ft it fill * * M 
whose pen is this? 

^ 10 Jfc % M u must 
be the character Aw3 “old,”— 

and not ^. 
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written in such j 
and such a year. 

6686 
Read lai' or li". ToIr.* 

encourage. L 

summoned to ser-| Even Lower, 

vice without reward. 

6680 

|See^ 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

To come; see 6684. To 

encourage; to induce to| 
come. 

6687 

6688 

6681 

6682 

|Rtt M 
See® 

| A. lai, le 

Even Lower. 

6683 

|RM 

[See ^ 

Even Lower. 

m 
6684 

w 
6685 

\RM 

|See 
Even Lower. 

the celes¬ 

tial horse (see 7576) came from I 
the extreme west. IR.' 

to invite the I See 

people,—e.g. to emigrate. \K.ne 

Wi M to be laughed at; to I Sinking 

be a butt. 1 Lowen 

wt it ^ a poor scholar. 

Same as 6684. Read 

chHJA 1943. See 1010. 

A river in Shantung, 

tributary to the Yellow 

River. Also a small river! 6692 

in Chihli which gives its| 

name to W )§f Lai-shui| See 
Hsien. K. nwe 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A sound in singing. 

§! the refrain of a song. 

6689 

\rM 
|see 

Even Lower. 

Same as 6701. 

The pupil of the eyel 

turned to one side; to look[ 

about. 

IPf to look sidelong at. 

0JJ ^ 0^ dear and sha 

of eye. 

0^“ 0^i to gaze fondly at. 

^ if Bfr 0£ I am greatly | 

indebted to you for favou 
received. 

To give; to bestow; to 

reward. [To be distinguish-1 

ed from ^ 823.] 

■f* X A H tk 1 wil1 greatly | 
reward you. 

W* ^ ^ “F* ^ 1 dreamtl 
that God gave me a good assis¬ 
tant. 

A 'S $0 there is granted I 

to us the realisation of ourl 
thoughts. 

w Name of an ancient city 
6693 in the J|$ Ch6ng State. 

rM 

See If5 ^1] a peak in Sstich'uan. 

Even Lower. 

A mare seven feet in 
height. 

66 94 

rM ?E H; ^ ,f§3jc in the matter of 

See 
dimensions it was a Lai,—a huge 
horse. 

Even Lower. three thousand 

An old name for wheat. 

6690 
IR. Vulgar. 
IF. i.lai 

A peak in the provincelsee 3^ 

of Ssuch‘ Uan. I Even Lower. 

m 
66 91 

A variety of bamboo. 

6695 

iRjk 

[See jfe 

Even Lower. 

fine mares. 

^ l|^a breed of horses brought I 

from Ferghana under theT‘ang| 
dynasty. See 12,465 yuan'. 

A kind of eel. 

The old form of 6679;l .. 

used with 6681; now gen-| ^ 
See ^ 

Even Lower. 

erally written as 6680. 

A tree (Cornus macro-l 

phylla, Wall.) found in 

Gangsi, bearing a plum¬ 

shaped fruit called ^ 

1 winter green fruit, with 

Drickly bark, and leaves! 

like those of the persimmon. 

Goosefoot (Chenopodium |R- 

album, L.). |c- 

-F. ) 

it M in the north there!w-la 

is the goosefoot. Ip' la 

eb ^ n w. °ur fields are aly /L 
waste of weeds. I Sz. lai 

, ,. .. x IK. nwe 

1BJ 2^ southernwood andlj- rai 

goosefoot obliterate the path A' ia‘ 

lai 

lai 

11. ~ §■ 
m m Raphanus salivas, L. 

a Prefecture in the I 

Shantung Promontory, said to I 

be named after the ^ ^ 
aborigines. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To rely upon ; to trust to. 

To throw the burden upon; 

to accuse. To repudiate. 

To take wrongful posses¬ 

sion of. See 9523. 

^ M.or fp M or M. itto 
rely upon; to trust to. 

i M it I have this to 

depend on. 

* mi mm nothing to depend 

on, — e.g. as a means of sub 
sistence. 

vagabond; a loafer; a rowdy. 

91 A to throw the blame 

upon another. 

M to recklessly accuse 

f. 

me j 



I 
6696 

6697 

rJM 
See jtjj 

6699 

6700 

R.|5j 

F. lai 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

Fj7/<*= 

6698 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

to rely upon one’s 

power and repudiate a debt. 

^ ft % H A Ira rePu- 
diation of a debt is not so safe as 
repudiation of favours conferred. 

M Ik & be§an t0 
entertain the idea of repudiating, 
—the debt. 

then you mean to repudiate lia¬ 
bility to me! 

can’t get out of it. 

she then began 

to prevaricate, saying.... 

^ pp) prevarication; lying. 

to show temper; to get 

into a tantrum, as a child. 

Jef an intimate friend. 

££l«iT* to make off 

with (some one’s property) un¬ 
resisted. 

ij^ ^ thanks to, or in conse¬ 

quence of. 

ITli thanks to you, sir. 

To destroy, 

ijfi to curse. 

Read /an3. Remiss in 

sacrificing. 

A small fish (Trypauchen 

vagina), called found 

at Macao. 

Same as 6696. 

Water flowing over 
stones; a shallow brook 
Name of a branch of the 

Cassia River. 

E M a large stream. 

^ y|| to throw gold into a 

brook,—as was done by 

'fij Wu Tzu-hsii, to repay the 

mysterious maid who gave him 
food. 

6701 

R. 3 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

6702 

F. ^ 

See 

[ 847 

Skin-disease; itch; im¬ 

petigo, and other varieties. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

% *e itch. 

£ (or ^ to get the itch; 

to become leprous. 

HKf to give the itch to 

another. 

jjj| lit sores arising from skin- 

disease. 

I® ringworm, 

jig scabby-headed. 

4tl a mangy hound. 

&& (or $g) ^ or jgf jig) 

or A ^ the toad (Buf° 
vulgaris). See 13,322. 

fill a scabby fellow, 

jijjg rough-skinned. 

^ dirty. 

A musical instrument 

consisting of three reeds; 

music. 

Hj Sc ft @ ^ 
gj| ^ all things that pro¬ 

duce sounds from holes are in¬ 
cluded in the term lai. 

A II it ft H B the 

music of man consists of pipes 
and flutes. 

Mb i M M S ft a th' 
music of earth consists of holes, 
—as in trees, etc., which sound 
when the wind blows. 

StBS 3c I may I ask what 

is the music of heaven? 

% II M ^ r?n the music 
of heaven is produced without 
the medium of form, — i.e. by 
nothing out of nothing, as the 
harmony of the universe. Cf. 
the music of the spheres. 

all sounds are 

hushed. 

ft II the creaking of bamboos 

beneath the wind. 

6703 

R. ; 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A fragrant labiate plant, 
burnt in worship. 

or 

6704 

6705 

R. % 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

6706 

C. Jai 
H. Jai, laP 
A. nai 

Even Upper. 

jHj Anaphalis 

margaritacea, Benth. & Hk. 

E* M 01 =■ ^ 0r H it or 

^^ capoor cutchery,—a root 

found in Fuhkien and Ssiich'uan, 
and powdered for making plas¬ 
ters. The Indian name means 
“root of camphor.” 

^ shady; umbrageous. 

See 6971. 

Insects and small reptiles 

with stings. 

K 1*21 
that wisdom of yours is more 
hurtful than a hornet’s tail. 

The young child of an 

old man. Also read nai“. 

6707 

R ilft 

See ^ 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

5L 
6708 

See 

Rising Lower, 

sr 
6709 

R-if ^ 
C. /a«, loii 
F. loui 
W. Am 
P. lei 
M. lai 
K. nwe 
J. rai 
A. Iwai 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Fat; stout; gross. 

overgrown; unwieldy. 

Read lei3. A pimple. 

To tie a cord to a hook; 

to fish. 

To pour out a libation 

To sprinkle. 

mu or to pour out 

libations. 

to water flowers. 

mm to sprinkle. 



848 

JL.-AJXT. 

A door-screen ; to cut 

off; won, as a game o 

wei-ch'i. Late. Decayed 

exhausted; finished. Few 

little. Reckless; abrupt. 

^ rivers and 

mountains intercept the way 

||] late in the year. 

the year is drawing 

to a close. 

)the waning moon. 

0 i ± PH U ± J1 
a halo round the sun means rain, 
a halo round the moon means 
wind. 

M iR $ 11 when the night is 

far spent. 

fjSj |f|] half the drinkers gone anc 

half remaining. 

Vpl m A when the w*ne is 
finished and the guests dispersed 

had before the fun is over 

JUt A ^ H when scul 

lions cease to chatter,—late in 
the night. 

m a to enter unauthorisedly,— 

without a pass. 

& A lift H H® tfae 
French had not worked off their 
superabundant energy. 

m -f- the socket of the eye 

railings of a balcony; by ext. = 
horizontal. See 6715. 

4 4 ffl F the Northern 

Bushel lies athwart (the sky). 

J|f] the mouth of the large 

intestine. 

H] ill. exhausted; tired. 

6712 

Confused talk. 

Pf pip ^ gibberish. 

P||jJ loy-lang,—an auction; a 

term in use at Swatow. 

Same as 6722. 

m 
6714 

Even Lower, 

6715 

v. Jan 

R. % 

C. r 
H. J 

v. lah 
N. v. lah 

See j|j|j 

Even Lower. 

To hinder; to obstruct 

to cut off. 

! i£to H P-fi-or II ft °r 
obstruct; to stop. 

HH to stop a mandarin’s chair 

—to present a petition. 

HU to stop the passage of 

street. 

HD ^ to cut off; to intercept. 

ffU |jrj to keep apart; to separate 

fjH Hj' to commit highway rob 

bery. 

! SS It to obstruct the 

thoroughfare for purposes of rob 
bery. 

® If] fiU nothing to obstruct 

no impediment. 

I Ifif t0 divide off; to separate 

1 f[g] to prevent from passing 

ID to fiar the road 

Hj to obstruct, or stand in 

the way of, a scheme. 

! |f|f to remonstrate with. 

Ilf the counter of a shop. 

I tL & the bar at the mouth 

of a river. See 9624. 

I t0 seize a person rounc 

the waist from behind. 

PI Si a collector of taxes 

Parti-coloured. 

striped; brindled. 

A railing; a pen for 

animals. 

HI 'Cj> HI the parapet of a wall. 

m a railing to a balcony, 

etc.; the socket of the eye; silk 
ribbon. See 6710. 

# no railing 

to hold on to,—of a bridge. 

Iff ip. panelling. 

mtfffi* a strip of flowered 

edging sewn on a hem. 

$$ HI H a priest’s robe 
with an embroidered hem. 

6715 

6716 

HU to lean against railings. 

ffU ^ chevaux-de-frise of wood 

used to bar entrances. 

'^1 Hi an enclosure for horses 

Ti fees to servants. 

H Hi fsH a tree found in Japan 

(Trochodendron aralioides), so 
called from the whorls of leaves 
growing like a balustrade. 

Swelling water; waves 

which do not break; bil 

lows. (@ Q 

9336). 

see 

6717 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

m || great waves; billows; (of| 

style) spirited; lively. 

IS JB % ife ifc i| y°u 
should not re-open a question 
which has been settled. 

)[p] overflowing; an inunda¬ 

tion. 

HU to check the waves,—as I 

by damming. 

Bright; glittering. Soft; 

rotten. Broken; smashed; 

torn; faded. 

M bright; brilliant. 

)1J|| the bright stars I 

are glittering. 

*! PI » *1 ft M PI » 
doorway illuminated, as for the 
reception of a bride. 

^ the phosphorescence of 

fishes. 

)IJ|] to boil very soft. 

ft| meat cooked very soft. 

^ M spoilt sesamum, 

rotten; useless. 

^ thoroughly softened. 

waste paper. 

F*T the fruit is rotten. 

«!*!£ & he reduced hisj 

people to a pulp,-—by oppression. 

$1 _t *1 ^ ^ the road 
is insufferably muddy. 

trm to beat to a jelly. 

j!|^ dead drunk. 

HR j|| blear-eyed. 
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ir 
6717 

6718 

M 
See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

6719 

R.. 

Even Lower. 

!£}4 
i?| 

6720 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

6721 

lan 

r.: 

C. 
H. 
F. long 
W./o 
N. /aarc 
P. i 
M. I lan 
Y. /aa 
Sz. /arc 
K. rcarc 
J. ran 
A. /arc 

Even Lower. 

retired,—as a hermit. 

... S i‘t to be lax in giving 

credit and severe in recovering 
payment. 

'Hfl an evb *"ate> a barc* ^ot'n 

life. 

i 'B M broken stones- 

f/f *1 or WL t0 tear- 

WL $ 'H *1 in rags and tatters. 

!& M worm-eaten- 

or < W P may your 

mouth be blistered!—if you speak 

ill of me. 

| after a while its 

colour faded,—of a flower. 

^ very many. 

The lustre of a gem. 

A quiver; a bow-case. 

grasp your bow 

and put your quiver on your back. 

Thick rice-gruel. 

A general term for orchi¬ 

daceous plants. Used fig¬ 

uratively in the sense of 

scented, elegant, refined, 

feminine, numerous (as 

progeny), etc. 

MK Cymbidium ensifolium, Sw. 

K dried flowers of Aglaia 

odorata, Lour. 

Tjt HU or 3jj!r jUj Aglaia 

odorata, Lour. 

-II Aster indicus, L. 

6721 

or * or 

Chloranthus incoti- 

spicuus, Sw. 

{ft nand HU terms used 

in drawing, and referring to the 
position and appearance of the 
depicted flower. 

EpT HU Magnolia conspicua, Salisb. 

Liriopc graminifolia, 

Baker. 

KM orI KII Metaplexis 

Stauntoni, Roem. & Sch. 

the scent of the 

epidendrum,—a phrase used of 
the sweets of friendship. 

A?12t like going 

into a room full of epidendrums, 
—is acquaintance with good men. 
See 8706. 

11- % I ^ #the 
epidendrum should be the per¬ 
fume for a king,—and here I 
find it in a wild valley among 
common flowers. Said by Con¬ 
fucius in reference to his own 
ill success among the princes of 
his day. 

& an epidendrum 

without, a thorn within,—of a 
hypocrite. 

I AS a refined nature. 

^ an odorous unguent. 

fasci- a delicious aroma, 

nations, as of beauty. 

^ HU her hreath is 

sweeter than the epidendrum. 

HU fH] the w°men’s apartments; 

women; girls. 

'/AL 'M ^ H I® tears 
rolled in all directions,— like a 
creeping plant. 

HU fit AS beautiful in body 

and mind. 

i« the seventh moon. 

MR a sworn brother, 

a sworn sister. 

&S# the Gold-and-Orchid 

Society, — a secret society of 
women, who bind themselves 
not to marry. 

to join the Gold- 

and-Orchid Society; to swear 
eternal friendship. 

^ HS a bosom friend. 

672r 

r 
6724 

numerous grandchildren. 

H JJH the sPringing Per¬ 

fumes of orchid and cassia,— 
sons and grandsons rising in the 

world. 

H-d'2 W.&ltSU® 
words from sympathetic hearts 
smell sweet as the epidendrum. 

See 2032. 

HU ^ the Censorate; the left 

nostril. 

HI & ^ a subordinate in 

the Censorate of the Han dyn¬ 
asty, and also in the office of 
Historiography. 

•a name for Peking. 

rs 

6722 

Even Lower. 

pm 
6723 

See HU 

Even Lower. 

m m Chang-yeh Hsien in 

Kansuh. 

mm the lark. 

mmm the crested lark 

(Alauda cristata, Linn.). 

A graduate’s gown, call¬ 

ed 5H1 

(Jo3) a place for medi¬ 

tation; a hermit’s cell. [Sanskrit: 
lay ana repose; place of rest.] 

Also, elliptical for m 

orchid and cassia, acc. to 

comm., but probably = “orchid” 
only. 

an old name for 

C. v. Jan 

See HU 

Even Lower. 

To accuse falsely. 

to bring a false charge. 

m»B 
MK he falsely declared that 

he had been slandered by his fel¬ 
low-prisoners who feared death. 

To step over; to pass. 

SU 3iito Pass over- 

creeping plants. 

|| ^jj to run over the ground,— 

as melons, etc. 

107 
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6725 

Sinking 
Lower. 

'It1 
6726 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

6727 

6728 

ir® m 

Sinking 
Lower. 

LAN 

The lustre of burnishec 
metal. 

^ brilliant. 

Greedy; covetous. 

greedy; grasping. 

Same as 6736. 

To overflow. To go to 

excess; to commit an error 

. 1 Morit {H ^ to overflow 

ft * fe a rush of water 

overflowing the banks. 

no partiality (in 

rewarding), no excess (in punish 
mg). 

ft JRJ excessive punishment,— 

as giving more than the pres 
cribed number of blows, etc. 

lin: yfr- t0 take t0° much. 

ft ^ ^ use extravagantly, or 

to excess. 

ft -It or ft extravagant 

expenditure. 

ft lal reckless waste of money 

ft Pi Cfc 0 to put down a 

larger number than actually sup¬ 
plied. 

to go security recklessly; 

to improperly recommend, 

ft to recklessly memorialise 

the Throne. 

i KfS to lay a false claim 

to rewards for military services 

ft debauchery. 

ft inexact 

ft ^ fond of transferring, — 

one’s duties to others. 

f§ If % y^ said all of 

them were idle and inclined to 
shirk. 

6728 

Aim. 
6729 

R. 

See 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

6730 

See 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

6731 

See 

Even Lower. 

6731 

6732 

|R. 

Even Lower. 

ft M t0 write at random; to 

scribble. 

ft to make friends at random 

—without regard to their desira 
bility as such. 

& % & & in order to avoid 

vainly straying from the path 

fM ch‘u* dr ft the scholar 

who pretended to play on the^zz 
(I3)S44)>—alluding to a scholar 
who joined the band of a prince 

of the ^ Ch‘i State, his ina 

bility to play escaping notice, 
until the prince’s son, who only. 

cared for solos, came to thelc 4£§ 
throne, when the scholar preci- ee 
pitately fled. 

ft ^ ^ to enter at the 

public examination without being 
properly qualified. 

to act as a stop 

gap,—from the above. 

O' ^ ft M ^ 1 sha11 also 
be among the party, 
undeserving. 

^ $ ft why have you 

wrongly brought,—A. instead of 
B.? 1 

To heat; to scorch; to| 

singe. 

!/!||| |elfc to heat,—over a fire. 

'|m ^ 41 ^ to singe off the | 

down. 

■ though! 

Irregular ; full of holes. 

M 8 H the seat of the| 
passions is a deep cave. 

A square basket, with| 

cover. 

t ^ baskets of all kinds. 

KB caskets made of artificial 

flowers threaded upon wire. 

^ Ife a picnic basket,— | 

divided into trays. 

°r uA the basket usedl 
sm. y/j jul 

to take in to the great compet-f 
itive examinations. 

jit a basket suspended from 

a bamboo carried by 2 coolies 
used as a “palky.” ’ 

IS lp| the cage-top to a beacon. 

§£ the middle of a cage or 

basket. 

child’s cradle. 

Indigo. Blue. Name ol 

a bird like a quail, and o 

a mountain. To test. 

It IS: or M mdigo. See 
below. 

the 

indigo plant {In digofer a tinctoria, 
L. and 7. anil, L.); dark blue’ 

all the morning] 

I gather the indigo plant, 

lit fomign indigo. 

jit or fj it -&rassica cam- 
pestris, L. 

/J> ]|t or m m Polygonum \ 

tinctorium, Lour.; light blue. 

Indigofera Bun-1 
geatia, Walp., and /. tinctoria, L. 

—• AI jit Moricandia sonchi- 

folia, Hook. f. 

j|t blue colour. 

Hi it Pa^e blue; the name of a 

kind of bird like a quail. 

{§£ |kj- the azure of sea and sky. 

* j|t blue-black; invisible blue. 

l§| it i'&ht blue, 

dark blue. 

— jg* or__ jii£ shades of blue. 

|H indigo blue. 

tU f g ffi m TI 
azure springs from blue, but is 

bluer still. See £zj<. 9277. 

'till ittke greenish blue produced 

by locust {Sophora) flowers. 

Tic jti& kingfisher blue. 

j|t pff the Blue Plume,—a Crow 

Feather conferred as a reward 
for services upon officials below 
the 6th degree of rank. 

It fM # ffir a subaltern of the I 
Imperial Guard, wearing the 
plain blue feather. 

a blue light. 
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6732 

6733 

H. v. 

See |||J 

Even Lower. 

the rendez-vous 

flag (Marryat’s Code). 

i It coarse Kiukiang china- 

ware. 

& itS AA broad beans. 

blue figured hand¬ 

kerchiefs. 

i # blue shirt, — a 

/r‘a*. 

i m % nhai( 
green half blue,—blue green. 

H* or cloisonne 

enamel ware. 

^ the sapphire. 

ID H |l marriage 

from gems sown in the indigo 
field, — referring to a traveller 
who in return for a draught gave 
some stones, which when sown 
would produce a crop of gems, 
enabling their owner (Yang 
Yung-po) to procure a wife. 

mb 0 m her size daily in¬ 

creased,—of pregnancy. 

jlyf pf| t|^ a District in Shensi. 

a book taken as model 

for one’s own style. 

j|£ to excel one’s model. 

ItDKi he certainly ex¬ 

celled his model. 

ft #n M a Buddhist monastery 

Sanskrit: samghd- or nunnery. 
rant a. 

mi jf/l the re<i-spot blue 

throat (Cyanecula carulecula). 

iff&& Cyanoptila cyano 

meleena. 

Ep the personal rations of the 

M# fir , allowed to a Ban- 

nerman, apart from what his 
family is entitled to. 

Mean or ragged clothes. 

shabby; dowdy. [Some 

times written .] 

g 

6734 

R. I 

See 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

3|3 
6735 

RJ§ 
H. lam3 

See |H 

Rising Lower. 

Long, unkempt hair. 

g|s slovenly; unkempt; care¬ 

less. 

To look at; to inspect. 

“I to look at; to 

6736 

RJi 
c. 
H. 
F. long 
W. la 
N. laan 
P. 
M. 
Y. laa 
Sz. Ian 
K. nam 
J. ran 
A. lam 

Rising Lower 

lam 

lan 

witness. 

Wii to view modern 

times and antiquity,—used of 
wide reading. 

*18 a w^e v’ew>—litera¬ 

ture; used of a great scholar. 

—‘ 18 j|jr ^91 to understand the 

whole at a glance. 

j8 to l°°h at an<^ become 

acquainted with,—as the details 
of a letter. 

# 3=1 W W t0 reverently sub¬ 
mit for the inspection of the 
Emperor,—as a Memorial. 

jpi for your Excellency’s 

inspection, —a phrase used at 
the end of petitions, etc. 

j|U ^ to make a round of 

inspection. 

To grasp; to seize; to 

monopolise. 

6737 

R-1| 

Rising Lower. 

or 5R or 
grasp; to grab. 

If? to undertake. 

to 

Hg t0 arrange or contract for 

the entire management; to mon 
opolise; to farm, as a tax. 

|Hjj 'jpjf to buy up merchandise; 

to engross. 

to stipulate for the pur¬ 

chase of; to purchase, as by 
signing in an order book. 

—• El? an armful. 

^ Ug possessed himself 

of both the beauties. 

"PI able to P'ck UP ^n> or 
surround with, the arms, 

to reap grain. 

* ® # m the little boat 

keeps close to the wind. 

6736 

^ a cargo receipt, given by 

the junk owner to the shipper 
and ensuring him against loss. 

T to check or wipe away 

tears. 

The Chinese olive, 

brought by ^ *5^ of the 

Han dynasty, 2nd cent, b.c., 

from Cochin China. 

Wi fil iP the olive- 

|^J m the large olive {Canarium 

album, Rausch.). See 6627. 

jf[fy m the sweet olive (Canarium 

pi?nela, Koenig.). 

salted olives. 

a resinous exudation from 

the olive tree. 

“Adam’s apple.” See6633. 

a carved olive-stone. 

fir olive seeds. 

6738 

Same as 6729. 

A rope; a cable; a 
hawser. 

6739 

* m 
W. Hang 

Sinking 
Lower. 

6740 

R . jif 

See 

Even Lower. 

6741 

r. i=r 

See 

Even Lower. 

~k IIa hawser- 
AA- -OR 

a bamboo cable. 

|f wire r0Pe* 

ffl If to let go. 

HI If to s'ach Off; also, to let go. 

H! to run a line out. 

If ^ cordage; rigging. 

If JUj to ma-he a boat fast. 

If a tow-path. 

Greedy. 

Greedy; covetous. 

Read lit?. Cold. 

I# ‘t^ chilly. 
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Covetous; avaricious. 

il {see 10,689) or jjjj^ ^ 

greedy; grasping. 

^ fi? t0 S(lueeze money out of 

the people. 

To pickle fruits. To 

divine by dropping water 

through a tortoiseshell. 

67Sr 

R¥ 

S.I 
F. Ian? 
W .la 
N. laau 
P. 
M. _ 
Y. laa 
Sz. lan 
K. nan 
J. ran 
A. lai 

Rising Lower 

lan 

lan 

[Now used for 

A # j'li 
very lazy. 

6746 

Rain falling. 

the rain poured | 
incessantly. 

See 7456. 

Lazy; wanting in energy; 

disinclined or reluctant to.| /1|H 

67S5 
R.^ 

constitutionally I 
'See 

to feel lazy or languid. 1 Even Lower' 

i tit or w in lazy; idle. 

n>C or in ^ careless; 
remiss. 

in Wj to° lazy to move 

•I , * fingCr- I 6756 

haoi ^i® it* ^ ^ r.^ % 

ready to eat but not Ic- v- c{onS 

to work, the good-for-nothing I . "l. 
fellow! , |See^^ 

fi 

Sinking and 
Even Lower. 

6757 

IF. laung 

lSeeU$ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

See 745 7. 

Same as 7461. 

See 7461. 6752 

tJLt & 

Mi 
6749 

IW. /a, Id 

Even Lower. 

Vapour; mist. Name ofl A. lem 

a mountain in Shansi. IRising Lower- 

111 mountain mist. I i 

mist; vapour.l 6753 

JK ^ name of a District in IR- 

Shansi, so called from the I See 

river, a tributary of the 

A. lem 

Rising Lower. 

To stride; to step across. 

I \m in °r %% in °r nfhaoi 11 
°r w into idie- 

j§P m *f=h a mass °f idle I 
bones,—hopelessly idle. 

[a ^in a lazy glutton, 

leisurely. 

without appetite 

to eat or drink. 

I#1*® to stretch one’s limbs, 

-as on waking. 

once among 

the flowers (of dissipation) one I 6758 
is disinclined to leave them. |r. 

tn ifc disinclined to walk. L 
|SeeRtf ^ 

Even and 

Disappointed; repulsed. I:Rising Lower‘ 

^ to fail; to miss one’s aim. 

+ 6759 
you have not gone through overly 
twenty years of misfortune. 

|See Itf 
Even Lower. 

Over-cooked. [Correctly 

read erh?; wrongly used! 

for *|j 6717.] 

^ because his cook had not 

done some bears’ paws thorough-1 
ly, he put him to death. b 

LANG. 

The inarticulate crying 

of infants. Also read lang- 

and Hang*. 

A wild ; waste land, 

a desert; a steppe. 

The framework of a| 

house. 

Read lang*m*. Empty, asl 

a deserted house. See 5909.f 

Name of a hill, the 1^ 

ll|j|, behind which the sun 

goes down at the winterj 

solstice. 

To toast; to roast, 

r to brown. 

to toast black; to burn. |R 

m 
6760 

Mto toast crisp- SeeItf 
[Rising Lower. 

To expose to the air to 

dry. Clear; bright. 

1 6761 
A spring net for fishing. |R ||l 

■SeeItf 
Even Lower. 

A species of palm, the 

pith of which furnishes a 

sago flour. 

ivt fg Caryota ochlandra, fiance, 

—a palm which furnishes the I 
coir of south China. See 7522. 
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6761 

6762 

k-M Wf 
F. lating 

See ^|5 

Sinking 
Lower. 

*r 
6763 

See ||5 

Rising Lower 

2 

6764 

Ri§ 

Seelji 
Even Lower. 

a tree found in Kuang- 

tung. 

fl|l ^ a ratde used t0 drive fish 

into nets. 

;kj| the dragon-fly. 

Waves 5 billows. Un¬ 

restrained ; extravagant. 

itftSII or waves; break¬ 

ers. 

£E m Wc $\when the wild 
wave has once broken,—it can 
never be restored to its former 
shape; irretrievable. 

4b Oj m waves like top¬ 

pling mountains. 

corn waves,—the undula¬ 

tions of growing grain caused 
by the wind. 

M M. ^ no wind> no 
waves,—no smoke without a fire. 

{f-i 'ifk M jumPing about in 
the waves,—as girls bathing. 

Ilf a wave; the crest of a wave. 

flowing along. 

jfc ^ unrestrained; dissipated; 

profligate. 

ms wasteful expenditure; ex¬ 

travagant. 

to use extravagantly. 

ilL a spendthrift. 

rude; unmannerly. 

Fire; blaze •, light. 

The wolf. Fierce; cruel; 

poisonous. See ^ 265 and 

$1 8796. 

the wolf springs 

forward on his dewlap,—of futile 
efforts to escape. 

it Jjf It* it . k‘an1 % 
if you rear a wolf to take 

the place of the dog, you will 
hardly get your house guarded 

II. A 69 It 
a white-eyed wolf, a scoundrel 
who sets pitfalls for others. 

6764 

6766 

R. 

W 
6765 

Rf 

See M15 
Even Lower. 

See 

Even Lower. 

just out of the wolf’s den when 
into the tiger’s mouth,—out of 
the frying-pan into the fire. 

tme'i.sntR 
while you keep a tiger from the 
front door, a wolf runs in at the 
back. 

1\$ or rjgE cruel; trucu¬ 

lent; merciless. 

|<j| J|| to be savagely angry. 

IIA to swindle a person. 

i m m a venomous snake 

found in Kuangtung. 

the weasel. 

or : profusion; 

disorder; the appearance of a 
table after a meal. See 1537 
chi’1*. 

jjyJL ^grain in profusion. 

mum# went reluctantly a 

few paces. 

All Sirius. 

m wolf-smoke,—from wolf- 

dung burnt in the beacons scat¬ 
tered all over China, and used 
to give warning of any popular 
rising, etc. 

A kind of white corne¬ 

lian. 

impendent ornaments; jingles 

which are hung up to swing 
and tinkle in the wind. 

some kind of precious 

stone like jade; red jade. 

a tree of red jade, 

said to grow on the K‘un-lun 
peak, sc. in fairy-land. 

|JJ5 the old name of the 

eastern part of Shantung, now 

Ch‘ing-chou Fu. 

the Formosa coast. 

The rumbling of stones ; 

the roll of a drum. 

the crashing of 

rocks. 

■fbSr ^ the rob °fi drums. 

6769 

R. 

irs 

6767 

**S& 

See 

Even Lower. 

a*:2 

6768 

» 
See |$ 

Even Lower. 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

Grass; weeds; panic 

grass. 

W M % 
if you do not root out the weeds, 
they will injure the good grain, 
—used of bad characters. 

7 7 # no grass, no 

weeds,—to injure the growing 
corn. 

I§ ti % 'M a horse’s 

reward is but grass and weeds, 
—worthless. 

M overflowing the 

bushy grass,—as a stream. 

Young bamboos. A bas¬ 

ket. A screen for carri¬ 

ages. 

green bamboo-shoots. 

Ui a range of mountains 

in Sshch'uan. 

A species of reed or 

marsh grass. A kind of 

dye-stuff. 

^ a plant used as fodder for 

cattle. 

a dye-stuff, the “false gam 

bier” of Annam, made from the 
juice of a plant and used at 
Canton to dye silk brown. 

Read lang4. 

henbane (Hyoscyamus 

niger, L.). See 10,742. 

6770 

SeeMjj 
Rising Lower. 

To quibble; to play upon 

words. 

6771 

6772 

See 1|5 

Even Lower. 

See 7020. 

Tall. 

of coarse and heavy build 
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6773 

'R-lf 

is« j$ 
Even Lower. 

6774 

|MHi! 
I F. lounge laun± 

I See Jjfl 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

A gem; an ornament. 

a golden tinkler. See 

6765. 

A high door. Vacant 

desert. 

|Kj BH a lofty portal. 

±BB a desert; a wild. 

BH BH boundless wastes. 

m n a park, generally with a 

collection of wild animals; 
name for Peking; “fairy-land 

Bf $L ?]r very wonderful 

talents,—said of a Han-lin. 

BU M ffij ^ to tether 
one’s horse on Lang-feng,— 
peak in the K‘un-lun range; to 
travel far and wide. 

BH name of a District in 

Ssuch'uan. 

se ^ s eg ./o 
man has for himself a spacious 
domain: his mind may roam to 
heaven. 

Clear, as light or sound 

bright. 

bright; clear; luminous, 

hfjf clear; transparent; limpid 

nm bright moonlight. 

JS to beg a person 

to shed his light upon one,—a 
phrase used in letters. 

|clear; perspicuous. 

mm [Jjq a beautifully fine 

day; perfectly clear weather. 

m ^ a c^ear l°ud voice. 

m p|§ —* )|§ read it out in a 

clear voice. 

m m n M:to redte the 
liturgy in a clear voice. 

SJ3H a conventional phrase for 

the clear intelligence of a super¬ 
ior or friend. 

6776 
R. Vulgar. 
C. -long 

See ^|5 

Rising Lower 

R. 

6777 

long 
H. 
F. loung 
W. loa 
N. long 
P. 

long 

Sz. 
K. Jiang 
J. rd 
A. lang 

Even Lower. 

A raised bank or mud 

wall. 

6779 

A term of respect; a 

gentleman. [Used only to 

young men: # d' ik $ 

ISO 

iB ^ °r ?eib a husband. 

R-m 
C. I . 
H. ( lonS 
F. loung 
W. loa 
N. long 

M.l, 
Y. ( lanS 

Sz. ) 
K. nang 
J. rd 
A. lang 

Even Lower. 

rB y°ur son. 

younger 

6778 

See f$ 

Even Lower. 

V' 

* IB my husband’s 

brother or uncle, 

fr IB a bridegroom. 

0 S Sf IP m make way for 

the new graduates! 

IB a gentleman. 

IB -f* a young gentleman. 

M lit IB % there is none 

equal to this gentleman. 

IB a beggar. 

1 hale; vigorous. 

IB!* senior secretary to one 

of the Six Boards. [First used 

under the ||s; Ch‘ins.] Also 

(since the Sung dynasty) a doctor, 
Vulgar term for the penis. 

IE IB literary designation of the 

above 

M IB second-class secretary 

to a Board. 

Mil ^Bor!H' IBliterary designa 

tion of the above. 

^ IB secretary to a Board 

under the T‘ang dynasty. 

H IB a kind of bulbul 

(Pycnonotus occipitalis) 

IB iB ^ear bead, dear 

feet,—to a corpse. 

A verandah; a corridor. 

M Tor i§ or i§ Sber- 
andahs; corridors; passages. 

Bo Mi a covered way. 

Jgjj an open verandah. 

^ J|j| passages; corridors, 

gf? ISH the palace; the Court. 

6780 

See 

Even Lower. 

6782 

ig 
6783 

C. Ion 
H. lau 
F. loa, lau*- 
W. toe 

loa 

lau 

The name of various 

species of trees, among 

others UImus parvifolia, 
Jacq. 

tit fl^ betel-nut,—an imitation of 

the Malay pinang. 

Pale catechu or gam- 

bier,—so called because gener¬ 
ally eaten with betel-nut. 

B »(ft the island of Penang. I 

H $$ and &mw two kinds I 

of trees, found in Honan, which 
produce great numbers of flies 
from galls. 

Same as 6765. 

A dung-beetle; see ^ 

1267. A mantis; see 

10,762. 

mm* the dragon-fly sips | 

up the water. 

Same as 6756. 

M P|rJ the report of 

cannon. 

ro 
A. lau 

Rising Lower. 

Aged; old, of things and 

of people. For a long time. 

Accustomed to; skilled in. 

Very. Radical 125. See 

4363, 5017- 

(s/iao*) or old and I 

young. 

|p| an old man; the old man 

of the house. 

^ IITor -Jk A ^ ox3fc 
an old person. 

venerable sir,-a polite I 

form of address, 

a it a forlorn old man. 

■3t iS T old; a8ed' 

middle-aged. 

IS or a- 3k t0 ask t0 be 
allowed to resign on account of 

old age. 



LAO [ 855 ] LAO 

6783 

J=|^ -=|r to look old; to age. 

ip 3k to ward off old ase>—by 
drugs. 

3k # ifii # #r H 30 as t0 
have a support in old age. 

^ the old home. 

the e^ders °*"a famdy- 

^ "7" tbe sparrow. 

^ village elders. 

— a title of village elders 

appointed for their virtues by 
the founder of the Han dynasty 
to act as unpaid justices of the 

peace. 

3k 3i l> me- 

-tPi °'d and w°rtbiess>—a seif- 

depreciatory phrase. 

# T 
you are silly from old age,—an 
old fool. 

% 3k an albino- 

lifa eunucb- 

yj>X ^ an old man; a husband. 

Also, the Chinese carrion crow. 

'/k mi.tbe dde giyen to a 
Prefect by those under his con¬ 
trol. 

~%k 3k to bebave to the as 

the old should be behaved to; 
a maternal grandmother (see 
7040). Also, a midwife. 

M 3k 3kold Mrs- Liu; Goody 
Liu. 

^ 3k. 3k ^ a§ the more y°u 
fear old age, the more it presses 
on you. 

^l?0^d gentleman,——an official 

title, as of the District Magistrate, 
in use since the Yuan dynasty. 
Also, the master of a house; a 
father; see 4334. Also, a maternal 
grandfather. [The yeh1 is here 
enclitic; read lao3 yeh.\ 

inf saii t «« 
master has gone out. 

3kM !?lthe sun- 

7k tfjf Jjlj a temple to KuanTi. 

See 6368. 

3k 3c ^jtGod- 

(lao3 tzti) a father. See 

below, and 8241. 

3k 51 or 3k (ft 5t one’s 
parents. 

6783 

■^k $1§ an ^ woman; a nurse. 

^ ^ a mother; an old lady; 

a midwife. 

~/k ^ °^d ^ad^es bi generab 

Also, midwives. 

^jr ^ an old woman; a wife. 

yj>, ^ a concubine. Also, a 

female scandal-monger. 

3k or 3s a term of 
respect used to a friend’s father 
or to a father’s friend. 

yk an old woman; an old 

lady (Nanking). 

J/k it a term resPect 
applied to old ladies. When 
used to friends = your mother. 

^ijjr 0 the “old woman” in thea¬ 

tricals. 

:/k }Wj an °^d m£dd> tbe 
youngest daughter. 

ijr the youngest son; to 

have a son in one’s old age. 

3k the old should 
avoid anxieties. 

T # 3k Z s(f £ he <m 
not know that old age was at 
hand,—of Confucius. 

3k §fj? &E worn out and 

inaccurate,—as an old weighing- 
machine. 

an old hand; experienced. 

yk ~)jk accustomed to 

travelling. 

you people are old in years 

but not in experience. 

yk yX *$$] an °ld traveller,—a 

man of wide experience. 

3fk yff hang2 chang3 an old 

customer. 

practised in; skilled in. 

^ very early. 

^ H verjr 'onS- 

^ Mj >$|.bave not seen him 

for a long time. 

{& 3k ^ ®§ he won’t hear me. 

8 3s a! ^ H for a lon§ 
time I would not have it. 

fifL he seems t0 be 
never coming. 

% 3k ^ H Mhave y°u 
always been fond of fish? 

6783 

~/k M °r (intensively) ^ 
^ ^ genuine; honest; (satiri¬ 

cally) stupid; (of animals) good- 
tempered. 

K # T SMit 10 * 
so he was obliged to sink 

the truth and bring out a big lie. 

% m m m m m *s 
honesty is another name for 
incapacity. 

^k or ^k 5^1 bonesti respect¬ 

able. 

S1® if several 
respectable women. 

^ ^ ^ although he 

had been well-behaved as a young 
man. 

3k a dser- 
3k % 44^ Rhododendron(Azalea) 

sinense, Sw. 

3k %% 01 3k a crow 1 a rook, 

•^r the common brown rat. 

3k pH JO holly (/to 
Lindh). Also, Itea ilicifolia, 

Oliver. 

deep in colour, 

ip sodomites. 

men of rank and virtue,— 

in olden times. 

^k 33 °r 3k 3r Vao *zUi} see 
above) the philosopher known as 
Lao Tzu, who is said to have 
flourished in the 6th cent. B.C., 

and on whom has been fathered 

the authorship of the 

Tao-Tc-Ching. His identity 

as an historical personage is, 
however, by no means certain. 
See 1340, 10,780. 

hao4 yfc fond of (reading) 

Lao Tzu and the Canon of 
Changes. 

3k web read Gao 
and Chuang Tzu. 

[|{|- (the system of) the Yellow 

Emperor and of Lao Tzu; Taoism. 
[Wang Ch‘ung, who died a.d. 97, 

says 

^ 3k 3r t!l •] 
3k Ml a "haoist temple. 

yj£- p| my dear Mr. Minister! 

yj*r ^ a lowdah or skipper; my 

dear old fellow! Also, ever so 
big. 



6783 

6784 

C. v. llou 
H. v. c/a« 
F. v. lau'-, lai 
N. ilioa 
J. rid 
A. lieu 

Even Lower. 

6785 

see^ 

Rising Lower, 

6786 

W 
6787 

R 

See^ 

Rising Lower 

a family 

that has an old person in it 
has a jewel. 

® it #■& old trees are 
half empty. 

a %# * a old men see 
all things clearly. 

what shall 1 

take to cure old age? 

ilk Z M 1&K W 
the older ginger and cinnamon 
are, the more pungent they are 

7E Chief of the f§) 
Grand Secretaries. 

£ ^ the horned owl. 

%§ M the kite (Mib,us 
govinda). 

Sambucus racemosa, L 

Kaugton,—in Burmah 

Large; great. Used at 

Canton in the sense of “a 

person.” 

^ a foreign devil. 

|}|J M ftia barber- 

A sound; a noise. 

6788 

R-6£ 

See^: 

Rising Lower. 

Same as 8068. Also 

used with 6783 and 7040 

Confused; disturbed, 

perturbed in mind. 

A basket; a hamper. 

See 5968 and 5969a;. 

6789 

R-6& 

See^- 

Rising Lower. 

6790 

R' 

See^- 

Rising Lower. 

The name of certain 

savage tribes, known as 

Laos, still found in Kuei 

chou. 

6791 

6792 

C. v. Jau 
H. v. Jeu 
F. ileu, v. Jeu 
W. ilau 

See j* 

J. hai^ bai 
A. ~lau 

Even and 
Rising Lower 

Irregular. 

The itch. 

to have the itch. 

Same as 6788. 

R. 

See 

6793 
cT PtL 

"T- 
Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

The sirih {Piper betle, 

L.) leaf, eaten with betel- 

nut. Used for j2& 10,244 

To toil; to labour. To 

give trouble to (see 2162). 

^ 6554, Jg 3727 

ftp to weary oneself; to wear 

out one’s energy. 

severe toil; toil and 

misery; fatigue. 

03 or jFj Z. worn out 
wearied. 

^ J] or ^ bodily labour; 

fatigue 

^ wearied; fatigued. 

,V' anxious f °r m i 
harassed. 

aTl'56 g to overwork one¬ 

self. 

^ Aj> ^ '/p A those who 
work with the brain govern 
others. 

^ 7p ^ Athosewho 
work with the hands are governed 
by others. Cf. Those who think 
must govern those who toil. 

BJJ £ M of illustrious 

virtue and hard-working, 

■Ilf * 

6793 

gjc not 

services 

T « ® if FT 
without some slight 
worthy of record. 

A. ffij # fjc work first 
and reward afterwards. 

—* ^ t0 make °ne effort 
and be for ever at ease. 

W # tl iffi T # % *h*t 
we like doing, does not weary us, 

HP ^ very diligent. 

labour in vain. 

wages; recom¬ 

pense; fee. 

^ there is no rest 

for those who toil. 

I have gained 

some hand-skin trouble,—I have 
only had my trouble for my pains. 

unequal division 

of labour. 

# M I have troubled your 

chariot,—I have put you to the 
trouble of coming to see me, 
or of going somewhere on my 
behalf, etc., etc. 

flWo'W 

^ many thanks for your trouble! 

W 1ft W B i@t,- 

jfjE I’ll trouble you to go to¬ 

morrow and tell him. 

% 1ft ns °r ^ Wj ift i ami 
troubling you on my behalf. 

Z_ T or ^ T much 
obliged for the trouble you have 
taken. 

f # Z Zi to waste one s 

words. 

I" to trouble one to.. 

Read /ao4. To reward; 

to encourage. 

'H? Ijjpi to reward for services. 

reward the 

diligent toiler. 

^ Z ^ lai* ^ encourage 

them ! lead them on! 

& Ji (or jp] ) to reward soldiers. 

# if w n when the king 

praised him, he made obeisance. 

if let the prince be 

the first to respect and encourage 
the people. 



L-AO 

9 
6794 

See 2^ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

10 
6795 

C. v. /«'« 
H. c/a« 
F. /oa 
W. /a'f, v. Jau 
N. c/ao 

p. ) 
M. [ Jau^sJau 

Sz. ) 
Y. iloa 
K. ro 
J.ro 
A. lau 

Even 
Irregular. 

6796 

Rj 

See . 

Sinking 
Lower. 

w 
6797 

See 2£ 

Even Lower. 

To be sorry for; to regret. 

To fish up; to drag out 

of water. 

jf & O'*T 1$ * # or If 

to pull out of water. 

trlf-£• T he has gone to 

pull him out,—of the water, 

to salve. 

jp| to recover a corpse from 

water. 

IH to recover>—as drowned 

bodies. 

If to get back; to recover. 

^ ^ to feel about in water; 

to drag. 

to sc°°p up —as with 
a landing-net. 

(°r 4*) M to fish 

the moon out of the water,— 
used of any vain attempt. 

fish up a needle 

from the bottom of the sea,—to 
look for a needle in a bundle 
of hay. 

jjp the itches of the 

heart are difficult to scratch. 
4$ 

A torrent; a flood; waves 

See 6803. 

Wasting away from toil 

or anxiety. Injurious 

; con 

sumption; phthisis. 

to injure oneself by over 

exertion. 

%KZ /Jfy injurious things,- 

. such as wine, women, etc. 

6798 

gr P,L 
w. WU 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

R. 

See 

n 
_6799 

See 2j2 

Even Lower. 

6800 

R.J 

See 2j5 

Sinking 
Lower. 

% 
6801 

R. 

See ^ 

A. /a«, jgiau 

Even Lower. 

H. 
6802 

*• m * 

See^; 'M. 

Rising and 
Even Lower. 

6803 

C. -/<?«, loii’- 
H. Sliau 
F. c-loa 
W. ‘-lot 
N. ilioa 
P. tail 
M. clau 
Y. loa 
Sz. Ian 

To weed. 

Read lao2. Name of a 

plant. 

$ AA Rhynchosia volubilis, Lour. 

A univalve shell-fish. 

(JdjjL (}i^ a small whitish cicada. 

a spotted spider. 

To dote on; lustful; 

lecherous. 

H love-sick. 

ItQ a Paramour- 

P the supposed eunuch who 

was the paramour of the mother 
of the first Emperor, and by 
whom she had two children. 

The lees of wine or spirits; 

wine. 

^ floating lees, — as when 

wine is shaken, 

iffia m? Ip? generous wine. 

^ HP fragrant wine; wine with 

a bouquet. See 9497. 

l|j ^ thick (not clear) wine. 

Short rafters, as of a 

verandah. 

H. ..v,. short rafters. 

Hi # to have one’s 

firewood carved before burning 
it,—of extravagant luxury. 

A flood; to overflow; to 

sink in water. 

drought and flood, 

flood; inundation. 

yk Wt Pu(ldles; pools. 

Pi tn those pools left 

by the floods. 

mmi ruined by an inunda 

tion. 

6803 

K. ro, no 
rS 

A. -lau 

Rising and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

6804 

6805 

Vi - 

6806 

R. K 
C. Ion 
H. lau 
F. loa 
W. loe 
N. loa 
P. ) 
M. [ lau 
Sz. 5 
Y. loa 
K. ro 
J. ro 
A. lau 

Even Lower. 

'$5 5E T drowned' 

unlucky in life; 

never getting a chance. 

the Lu envoy was already 

drunk, and the military man 
half-seas over. 

m # M to fail at the 
examination. 

Read liao2. Negligent. 

Name of a river in Honan. 

l=y[ "J" j|J. to transact busi¬ 

ness in a careless manner. 

mm |gj the lake is very 

broad. Used for 7058. 

See 7049. 

See 70s 7. 

A pen for oxen and 

horses; a permanent fold 

(see 2527). A gaol. Firm; 

secure; sacrificial animals. 

when the sheep 

has gone, to mend the fold,- 
to shut the stable-door, etc. 

[Some add fj^ ^ ^ M is 

still not too late; i.e. ’tis never 
too late to mend.] 

^ ^ he took a pig out 

of the sty. 

gt 42 or g* Sp O' Sg f| 

prison. 

1A^ to enthrall men’s 

minds. 

5p* a turnkey. 

^ II 4\L a long-sentence man, 

or one who has been long in 
prison. 

^ 2jS quarters in the Board of 

Punishments for official prisoners 

dfe to be in prison. 

to rescue prisoners. 

2^ [5] strong; secure. 

2pi 1I]~ ^ strong and not to 

be broken into; not to be got 
rid of, as a bad habit; inex 
pugnable; unassailable. 

108 



85S 

jjuj 

6806 

6807 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

«T 
6808 

R. ,385 
C. loka 

H. lok3 
N. loh, loa- 
P. /o3, 

See ,8$ 

Entering 
Irregular. 

6809 

MR 
6810 

6811 

W 
6812 

R. 

to make a thing strong. 

jf j* to have a strong recollec¬ 

tion. 

^ ^ ^ 31 most brm; most 

trustworthy. 

$jf 5fc ^ the rope had not 

been made fast. 

pT^c (the knife stuck) 

so firmly that it could not be 
pulled out. 

a sheep. 

5^ an ox, — sacrificed to 

Confucius. 

^ as on the day of 

the great sacrificial worship. 

To talk incoherently. 

pffJ/J to chatter; to repeat one¬ 

self. 

P'4' the twittering of 

swallows. 

To burn; to brand; to 

iron. 

It 7 red'hot- 
^ Mlor ^ M M01 

T burnt; dried up. 

: a kind of thick hard pan¬ 

cake. 

% FP or fT Jj& FIJto brand; 
to burn a mark. 

a branding iron. 

ill an 'ron• 

% Wi to iron clothes. 

See 7323. 

See 7324. 

See 7329. 

fc 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

A great noise. 

a hubbub; a din. 

73 
6813 

rR 
C. lik, lek 

F. leik 

N. lah 

K. riik 

J. roku 

A. lak 

Entering 
Lower. 

Si 
6814 

4* 

6815 

R. I 

6816 

6817 

C .lek 

II. lit 

F. leik 

W .It 

N. lah 

P. fe 

M.le 

Y. leh 

Sz. It 

K. ryok, 
J. zvA’** 
A. /a A 

Entering 
Lower. 

Thorny; prickly. 

|| Ocimum basilicum, L. 

sweet basil. 

* , 3 a grass (Spinifex 

squarrosus, L.), the prickly heads 
of which are used to stuff rat- 
holes. Also applied to Argemone 
mexicana, L., and to Acanthus 
ilicifolius, L. 

Read chi4*. Name of 

a spinous tree found in 

Annam. 

See 7316. 

To split, as rocks. To 

clarify. To indite; to write. 

£ M m H5 -M rocks some¬ 

times split asunder. 

the cleavage of rocks. 

y|JJ|j to inform by letter. 

yPjj U to write in reply. 

I write this in 

reply. 

yJJJfj my name is separately 

written,-on a card enclosed with 
a letter. 

^ yPJd as you know my 

name, excuse my writing it,— 
as where secrecy is desirable. 

m respectfully in¬ 

dited by Wang Yang. 

^ M jk fil M M 
I have received many and great 
kindnesses from you, which I 
shall ever remember as quite 
unparalleled. 

See 7328. 

See 7331. 

Rift' 
6818 

r-7I 
C. v. lut3 

. rotsz 

A. 

Entering 
Upper. 

6819 

RfS 

See tvf 

Entering 
Lower. 

6820 

C. loti 

H. Itti 

F. VW, loui’- 

W. lai 

N. /«, v. li 

P. » 
M, 
Y. /«/, Iwei 

Sz. lei 

K.jyu, nu 

J. rui, ri 

A. lui 

Even, Rising 
and Sinking 

Lower. 

A sound; a note on a 

musical instrument. 

An ancient weight; see 

i 5070. 

lei 

To tie together; to bind; 

to accumulate. See 11,375. 

fpj- to tie together; to unite. 

Q for days together. 

|pI that very evening 

he reached the province. 

TJ months and years 

go by. 

^ ^ or ^ often; repeat 

edly. 

to accumulate goodness,— 

by virtuous acts. 

^ be advanced in his 

official career to the rank of 

Read lei4. To involve; 

to implicate in; to embar¬ 

rass ; to trouble. 

^ % °r $i % °r 
involve; to implicate. 

|j| to be involved; to suffer 

hardships. 

ISA to implicate others. 

f§ & jft 2£ fearing to be im 

plicated. 

Hiftlfe 1 because of this 

he had got into trouble. 

% A #1 something that hind¬ 

ers one,—a wife and family; a 
“hostage to fortune.” 

fi ^ JPH7 fearing the en 

cumbrance of a family. 

|j| pf 7F ^ much obli&ed t0 

you. 

to 



859 

> I 

6820 

6821 

See % 
Rising Lower. 

jj|| harassing; worrying. 

no anxieties; nothing 

to keep one back from any 
course of action. 

in? HT ® in embarrassed cir- 

cumstances. 

® ^ troublesome matters. 

(or lei1) troublesome; 

embarrassing; tiresome; a nui¬ 
sance. 

l°ss and trouble,—int0 the 

bargain. 

% & troublesome. 

hard-worked. 

flj’ fllE vefy embarrassing or 

fatiguing. 

ft ^ M # 'I® was feel‘ 
ing very tired. 

X ^rom over-fatigue 

|J| to put to the trouble of 

accompanying one. 

I must trouble you to call again 
to morrow. 

% *§. ^ 1 have troubled 

you to come to a great distance 
on my behalf. 

A box with partitions, 

for fruits, etc. Iron-spiked 

shoes for mountain work. 

111 ^ to climb mountains 

with iron-spiked shoes,—one of 

the JJCJ JUj four modes of trans¬ 

port. See 574, 2446, 2874. 

lei 

N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. nine 

rei, re 

A. lout 

Even Lower. 

$ l/!> 

6822 

6823 

R-i 
See 

Even Lower. 

6824 

C. 

H. lui 

F. /<;«;, v. lai 

W. /« 

Same as 6841. 

To bind with ropes. See 

6843. [Read/fez3 in Peking. 

^ 4* in bonds;bound 
as a prisoner. 

Thunder. [Often to be 
translated by “lightning.” 
See 2563. 

see 11,636. 

|j ^ or H| jjjljl the God of 

Thunder, — who is believed to 

6824 

strike wicked people with his 
bolts. He is accompanied by 
a Goddess, who by means of a 
mirror flashes light on to the 
intended victims. 

H| jpj|j .the Thunder-God’s whip, 

—a streak of lightning. 

H| ^ thunder and lightning. 

i f ^ f ^ Peals of 
thunder and flashes of lightning. 

Ml neither did it 

thunder. See 11,201. 

tr Hit*or ff Hi to thunder. 

IT ^ If HP PH /J'* 
great thunder and little rain,— 
great cry and little wool. 

& fits tf 7 10 II If sud- 
denly there was a loud clap of 
thunder. See 9027. 

m m tr ^ m thunder with¬ 

out clouds, — anger without a 
cause; much ado about nothing, 
etc. 

[| a clap of thunder. 

Ii or If J\L or if 
Hj to be struck by light¬ 

ning. 

^ 9 tr % may thunder 

strike you! 

& If tT ft ifc blast you! 

If tr f# what lightning 

destroys, God makes good 

If fT HIT t0 be struck 
by lightning is an immediate 
retribution,—instead of the usual 
one after death. 

IE J|'$ If fT the 11 p 
right heart does not fear the 
thunderbolt. 

Ili U§i terrible as thunder, 

fH or 

— |f once it 

thunders, all danger of a typhoon 
is over. 

|| name of the sixth Diagram 

ft ^*519:5fcfS. H 
+ A 0 life ^ thunder 

before the “beginning of spring' 
means forty-nine days of bad 
weather. 

J0J as like as one clap of 

thunder to another; to re-echo 
(figuratively); to plagiarise; to 
copy. Also, tautology. 

6824 

{JJ: Hi Pf don t be a mere clap 

of thunder,—a mere imitator. 

it n if a to follow in the 

beaten track of one’s predeces¬ 
sors,—in literature, etc. 

Iljil 11 made 
himself the other’s echo,—agreed 
with all he said. 

VX % M If Pf there is 
thus no sense of tautology,— 
although the same character was 
used 3 times, so skilfully was it 
introduced. 

#T M W % ran 
9 S ifn W the i,crrect 
man sees the blue sky above 
him, and fears: he hears the roll 
of the thunder, but is not afraid. 

If M If H £ M pray 
abate your great wrath. 

If ^7 the clap 
came so quickly there was no 
time to stop one’s ears 

a clap of 

thunder from a clear sky,—a 
sudden surprise. 

S2T41 
thunder is heard on the 15th of 
the 8th moon, every one in the 
empire will turn thief (or rebel) 

> 0 

if 

thunder domain,—a name 

applied to a District Magistrate 
because he ruled over about the 
same area (100 li) as that over 
which the noise of thunder can 
be heard. 

tf to beat a drum; see 

6825; (read lei1) a drum with 
eight sides. 

If a torpedo. 
#c4c9 to fire torpedoes. 

|f f (fitted with) 

six tubes for torpedoes. 

If P ^ TH If blocking 

up the river is not so good as 
laying mines. 

|| lei3 or lei1 to roll down 

stones on an enemy; (read lei1 
a stinkpot, or jar charged wit 
combustibles, used for setting 
fire to vessels. 

t % a kind of truffle (Mylitta 

lapidescens, Horan.) found in 
western China. 

£ It fa 0 M fin JS ‘ 
the rushing together of the Yin 
and the Yang produces thunder 



6824 

EH 
6825 

C. lou 

H. lui 

F. /<>»>, laui 

W. lai 

N. 
P. 
M. \ lei 

Y. 
Sz. 

K. nioe 

J. rai, re 

A. loui 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

6826 

HI j© ft '/& —it is 

not permitted to put one foot 
over Lei-ch‘ih,—i.e. over this 
boundary; from an allusion to 
the lake in Anhui. 

a Prefecture in Kuang- 

tung. 

To rub; to pound. Usee 
with 6834. 

to rub Chinese ink on the 

slab. 

UK 7^ to grind paints. 

j|f5 a pestle. 

R ■M 

See g|j 

Even Lower. 

R 

6827 

m 
See 

Rising Lower. 

iifT 
m 
6828 

Read lei \ To roll down 

stones. Used with 6826 
6837. 

gjjr to beat a drum. 

tT -fjlj ^ to arrange for a boxing- 

match. 

Name of a tree. 

Read lei*. To roll down 

stones on an enemy. See 

6825. 

Pimples; small blisters, 

prickly heat; nettle rash 

R 

See g 

A. loui 

Rising Lower. 

6829 
R. Vulgar. 
C. lou 

Even Lower. 

6830 

M 
See ^ 

Even Lower. 

The bud of a flower. 

An edible salt-water 

clam. 

A pot or jar. Small 

copper coins. 

a bronze jar of the Han 

dynasty. 

a pumelo. 

m2 

wm 

6831 

r-M 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

m3 

Fields divided by dykes 

lei 

6832 

R-« 
C. lui 

F. Iwiy loui, 
v. lit 

W. lai 

N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. trwi, nwe 

J. rai\ re 

A. lui 

Rising Lower. 

Ill 3 
pSh 

6833 

See ^ 

Rising Lower 

To injure; to destroy 

5^ 6495. 

M ffflH t0 be routed. 

s ? if a the two armies fell 

upon one another. 

§ isM ^ % he injured himself. 

A wall; a rampart, 

pile up. Vigorous. 

To 

111 
an entrenchment. 

in 
ft ^ a deep ditch anc 

a high rampart. 

m Myii opposing ramparts; to have 

a battle; to play at wei-chli. 

mg £ jf£j tbe Per'l °f pded 
eggs, — used of any imminent 
danger. 

gfa ^j| to pile up shoulders,— 

crowded together. 

—* a beaP °f stones. 

Byn jjj artificial rockwork. 

B*yn lyl multiplex characters, 

such as ^ ^ . 

JyQ Jg Jg a wide vista of 
rM 

old graves. 
See ^ 

j*£ jUl to “soab one’s clay.” Rising Lower. 

^ ^ i a brave soldier; a 

hero. 
Sb? 

113. ^ Bya belong to the same 6840 

class; are equal to him. R 

Byfi life a collection of stars 
w. ilai 

See ^ 
including parts of Capricornus, 
Aquarius, and Pisces. 

Read lii*. See 12,114. 

Rising Lower. 

R, 

6834 

■MB 
F. Sloui, slut) 

loui 

s"ti 
Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

m 

6835 

6836 

mu 
6837 

See **fa ‘ occ vu: Till 

K. nwe 

A. loui 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

HL 2 

S 
6838 

R-^c 
F. loui 

See 

K. 
A. loui 

Even Lower. 

To beat a drum. 

Read lei2. To 

Used with 6825. 
rub. 

SB’ 
6839 

Same as 6838. 

Same as 6841. 

To roll stones down a 

hill; stones piled up. Used 

with 6825 and 6826. 

Read lei3. 

a boulder. 

A vase; a jar; an orna¬ 

mental drinking-cup, made 

of wood and carved to 

represent clouds. 

«# 2 H &. ® £ Wt 
when the pitcher is exhausted, 
it is the shame of the jar,—from 
which latter the former is kept 
supplied. Used of the relation 
between a son and his parents 

To swell; to bulge. 

W ^ M on its back are 
protuberances,—of a turtle. 

A creeper; a species of 

Cissus (Ampelidce). 

0 or 0 Vitisflexu- 

osa, Thunbg. 

iHi |fp! with tbe v'ne 

creepers clinging to them. 

*=§[ a wdd bramble, probably 

Rubus Lambertianus, Ser. 
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01 

6841 

R ;£ 

See || 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

6842 

ffl 2 

6843 

Ru 
See S 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

} Hi 4 
| ib a 

I7N 
6844 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

6845 

See 

A. lui^ Iwa 

Rising Lower. 

6846 

£ 
F. lui 

See @ 

K. nwe 

J. rui 

A. lui 

Even Lower. 

A general term for flying 

squirrels, flying foxes, etc. 

Same as 6840. 

To bind; to join. A 
large rope. Distressed in 
appearance; without an aim. 
Name of a god. Used 

with 6823. 

102A a man in prison. 

01Eli to take me 
his prisoner, and smear his 
drums,—with my blood. 

itSR 2 the sweet gourds 

cling to them. 

J£l M 
he cut through the rope. 

$ % like a string of 

pearls. See 3428. 

is % » m se 2 w 
poseless, like a dog which has 
lost its home. 

Lazy ; wearied ; sickly. 

^ weakly; delicate. 

A bramble. A basket for 

carrying earth. 

iSSffi went home and 

came back with their baskets 
and shovels. 

Lean; thin. 

jp. thin; emaciated. 

^ flU °U and thin. 

p. ^ the wasting disease; con¬ 

sumption. 

i * ft bound round the 

horns; caught by the horns, and 
unable to move backwards or 
forwards. 

to upset a bottle. 

6847 

u loi 

lei 

R.l 

C. 
H. 
F. lain 

W .le 

N. lei 

P. 
M. 
Sz. 
Y.««/, nwei 

K. nwe 

A. loui, Iwai 

Sinking 
Lower. 

6848 

R-*K 
C. loP- 

H. loi 

F. Iwi 

W. lai 

N. lei 

P. ) 
M. lei 

Sz. 1 
Y.««/, nwei 

K. nwe 

J. rui 

A. loui.t lui 

Rising Lower. 

6849 

H. loi 

F. clwi 

See ^ 

K. nwi 

J. rai, re 

A. loui 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

6850 

A plough. Name of one 

of the headwaters of the 

river vig Hsiang. Radical 

127. 

^ carrying their plough- 

handles and shares on their 
backs. 

To pronounce a eulogy 

over the dead; to deliver a 

funeral oration. To confer 

a posthumous honorary 

title. 

?L 6. & m z 0 
when Confucius died, the duke 
delivered his funeral oration, as 
follows:— 

' IfiH ifej that the lowly shall 

not eulogise the great, nor the 
young eulogise the old, is the 
rule,—of funeral orations. 

3c eulogies on the dead, 

burnt at the grave. 

to enumerate a man’s 

merits. 

j/j£ to write a biography. 

the Book of Prayers (for 

the dead) says,. 

A heap of stones. 

% 
general run. 

:BB Yrfi 

superior to the 

eminent; superior; 

(?) toiling and moiling. 

H M ^ of markedly su¬ 

perior talents. 

Y® TO a stuPid man. 

J# M ^ % M in order t0 
vent his spleen,—as by a lam¬ 
poon on an examiner who has 
rejected an essay of the writer’s. 

See 5215. 

jr 
6851 

C. lek 

H. let 

F. leik, lok 

W .le 

N. lah 

P. lei3 
M. le 

Y. leh 

Sz. le 

K. riik 

J. roku 

A. lak 

Entering 
Lower. 

6852 

it 
6853 

R, 

F. loui 

W. /«, leu 

See ^ 

K.yu 

J. rui 

A. Iwai 

Sinking 
Lower. 

The ribs. Also read le**. 

# Vi °r Wthc ribs- 

* £ »#. % 1- # + 

fa. 4§ A «• + 0 <s$ 
of ribs on the right and left 
sides, men have twelve, eight 
long and four short: women 
have fourteen. 

jjj the floating ribs. 

£e J# the short ribs; the false 

ribs. 

jtyj °r fy) the side. 

Read chin1. 

ffi) 2025. 

S00 7316. 

Used with 

A class; a kind ; a sort; 

a race; a category; things; 

objective existences. To 

offer a special sacrifice. A 

kind of wild cat, the flesh 

of which is believed to be 

a cure for jealousy. See 

4956, 10,877. 

jtj ^ —• Hj| forms a class, or 

is in a category or section, by 
itself. 

JilJ of the same class or spe¬ 

cies. See 4956. 

1*1 or Wk M resembling; 

like in general characteristics. 

not of the same spe¬ 

cies. 

§4.IE ten precisely the 

same kind as. 

X %like what 
is called a yakcha (demon). 

each follows its 

own species. 

$ M M to classify by 

assembling groups; to classify 
according to affinity,—birds of 
a feather flock together. 

human beings. 

A ^ i M A ^ (in that 
case) the race of man would 
have become extinct long ago 



6853 

4317 5S to have a son un¬ 

like the ordinary, q.d. a mons¬ 
trosity. 

SS not alike in their 

notions of dignity and ceremon¬ 
ial. 

g mftm to make oneself 

unworthy. 

ft a covetous and 

mean. 

good people, 

fflf M brutes- 

Iflf and similar kinds, — to 

those before enumerated. 

^ h not to be classified 

together; not to be compared 
one with the other. 

itfc ^ ||| in form like the 

egret. 

A # tIJc A B ginseng 
is in appearance like a man. 

^ ^ A ^ not like a 
murderer. See 4288. 

be one of us,-—as the soli 

tary wasp says to the caterpillar 
it takes for its young. See 6634. 

^ -y- m m the suPer 
ior man avoids injuring his own 
species; see 12,779. 

to reason by analogy, 

in this manner; thus. 

janalogously; by 

parity of reasoning. 

3j||| books of reference arrang¬ 

ed by division of the subjects 

under tJ||| categories, such as ^ 

),\eaven for astronomy, earth 

for geography, Jg| year for the 

seasons, etc., etc. 

he himself arran¬ 

ged his writings under various 
headings. 

the son of a deceased feu¬ 

dal prince appearing at Court 
to take the oath of allegiance 
as his father’s successor. Also 
used in the sense of familiar, as 
something one has often seen. 

to strike against 

objective existences as before,— 
to be back in the world of reality 
after absence as in a dream. 

Tift1 have offered a 

special sacrifice to God. 

Same as 6853. m 

6854 
6857 

A knot; a flaw; imper¬ 

fect. @1 

685S 68S8 
jQ; |llE Jfjj quarrelsome and 

F. loui,v. Joui perverse beyond measure. ■fit-' 

See 
WAZvkftmmw 6859 

K. nwe 
J. rat, re 
A. loui, huai 

Sinking 

the bright-as-the-moon Pearl 
(name of a famous gem) is not R*ft 

without defects,—there are spots 
on the sun. 

See ^ 

Lower. 

fi fi ^ to put an end to 
Rising Lower. 

the evils of bad government and 
pacify disturbances. 

•>>—-4; 4 

M 

68S6 

RH 
F. loui 
N. lei, v. li 

Tears; drops. See 11,485, 
and 5497. 6860 

HR Wl or M # tears. R-^ 

a hr m " it m <* t m 
SeelHtH 
Even Lower. 

See jg °r 'M a °r Mto weep- 

K. yui, yu 
J. rui 
A. lui 

i£ 'H t0 weep bitterly. 

to stop crying; to dry 6861 
Sinking 
Lower. 

one’s tears. 

& to restrain one’s tears. 
m 

'M or tit M or & M to 6862 

wipe away tears. 
r-3K 

Wk r?fl ^lj they brushed away 

their tears and parted. 

HR M bathed her 
face with tears. 

^0 HI T tears fall and mix 

See J^t 
Even Lower. 

w 
6863 

with the ink (I write with). 

—* Sf* —* every word (of 

this letter) cost me a tear. 
P. letigy leng* 
J. no 

')M. PH ber tears came like See f^t 
rain. Even Lower. 

1 '/-|| her tears flowed 

like a fountain. 

VA fears soaked his coat. 

Cf. Suxfvtytv itficir’ eQvpov. 

Wk traces of tears. 

^ j@Jl tears stream down his 

cheeks. 

the drip of a candle. 

3s s as it a m m th‘ 
candle has guttered away in the 

wind. 

Read li4. Water flowing 

rapidly. ! 
7j|*~ bleak; cold. 

Same as 6856. 

See 6709. 

A weight equal to 10 

millet seeds. See^fc 10,038. 

LE3NTG. 

Tired ; fatigued. Used 

with 6864. 

worn °ut; exhausted. 

See 7228. 

Hilly; uneven country. 

|l|j5? illmountainous. 

|1||? a lofty peak. 

Rafters ; square beams. 

An edge. Used with 6866. 

$ (or jjj|&) the peaks on a 

Chinese roof. 

Ml) Wi unyielding; resolute; ob¬ 

stinate. 

edge and corner; a pro¬ 

jection. 

well considered; to be 

resolute; determined. See 6866. 

j*} $1 r°ugh; un¬ 

polished. 

(of written charac¬ 

ters) boldly formed, 

if to vacillate; to halt 

between two opinions; to take 
either side indiscriminately. 

ambiguous language. 
PP 

thoughtless; stupid. 



863 LE3NTG 

6864 

See 

Even Lower. 

m 
6865 

R-; 

See 

cf. H|£ and 

A. lang 

Even Upper. 

% 
6866 

R. 

C.ling^s.leng1- 

W. //»£•, /«»»■ 
_ 

M. lin, 

J. 

See 

Even Lower. 

Exhausted; dying. Used 

with 6860. 

^ exhausted by sickness. 

To look straight ahead, 

—vacantly. Also, brusque; 

bluff. See 5242. 

or 0|j 0^ t0 stare at- 

to give a start,—in 
trs 

fear. 

01 # m gazing vacantly. 

$iJ 0H ^ don t stand 
staring there! 

0i H *Jl Jli (ft lift IE with 
staring eyes and a blundering 
head,—like a blundering oaf. 

0|aS IE an oa^’ a kut. 

An edge-, a corner; used 

with 6863. A numerative 

of fields. 

both his eyes 

were red at the edges. 

— ]|af a three-cornered sedge 

(Cyperns), used for making rain- 
cloaks. 

the tentacles (of the bdche de mer) 
produced at other places have 
only four corners, — whereas 
those of Chefoo have five. 

mm bumpy; lumpy; protu 

berant. 

# m% eccentric; peculiar. 

See 6863. 

6867 

R. ; 

See 

Even Lower. 

M a kind of rice, 

dignified and determined. 

The old name for spinach 

M ^ sa‘d to have 

been introduced from Ne 

paul by a priest under the 

T‘ang dynasty. 

6868 

R. 

H. Hand 

J. rd 

Even Lower. 

ft 
6869 

MM 
C. lang 

H. lang, clang 

F. Icing 

W. lae 

N. I eng, lang 

P. long 

M. len 

Y. neng 

Sz. ling 

K. reng 

J. rei, rio 

A. laing 

Rising Lower 

Formerly the same as 

6863. Now chiefly used in 

Buddhist phraseology. See 

3970. 

~Y don’t vacil- m m 
late. 

jjjlf Langka,—a mountain in 

Ceylon; Ceylon. 

Utliflfl @ •!>« 
Lang-kavatara Sutra. 

»jm name of a famous 

sutra, translated a.d. 1312, and 
generally regarded by the literati 
as a masterpiece. It argues the 
unreality of objective existences. 

Cold, in a lesser degree 

than 3825 {q.vT). See 

6580. 

^ ft the weather is cold. 

ft feK fcK ffy cold as ice. 

|*i| ^ to be cold; to feel cold, 

as with ague. 

so as to avoid 

feeling cold. 

—• hot and cold by 

turns. 

^ Hr chilblains. 

ffr if a cold sweat. 

to smile sardonically, 

malicious. 

a cold eye,—one which 

sees for the first time; a fresh 
or unprejudiced eye, e.g. likely 
to detect an error. Also, to 
take a furtive glance. 

m fiS affected indiffer 

ence; disinterested motives. 

Aj> iff iff ft This enthu- 
siasm has gradually cooled. 

Ml & tL ft the hoPe 

of meeting had already died 
away. 

HI £ M M ftin conse- 
quence of which he had given 
up all hope,—of a son. 

T'g&T don’t let the 

place get cold,—strike while the 
iron is hot. 

-y* sleet. 

ftg a rare book. 

ft 
6869 

^4= words rarely met with; 

unfamiliar characters. 

toft? to avail of an oppor¬ 

tunity; to seize a favourable 
moment; all of a sudden. 

without a word of 

warning. 

In M — Mft ^ W gave 
him one he did not expect,—of 
a blow. 

suddenly; unex¬ 

pectedly; by chance. 

ftm an arrow shot from an 

ambush. See 1617. 

ft M or ft M quiet>lone' 
some. 

ft ft fit '/ft quiet; deserted; 

still. 

ta s m T ^ bt h“ 
left me out in the cold for a 
long time past. 

)ik. (°f friends) cool; distant; 

(of trade) dull. 

^ unsaleable goods; see 

10,011. 

ft W ft In' rude> unmanner)y 
language,—as when “talking at” 
people. 

the cold river,—the head¬ 

waters of the Yellow River. 

ft ffc S& ffr * ffi 
condensing-machine. 

A ffi & i! men’s feelings are 

cold and warm,—variable. 

m & m ft + the cold in 

spring will freeze an ox. 

# * iff A ^ If 
people have always been most 
able to bear cold. 

rpT bpj shivering with 

cold. 

ftm sulkiness; moroseness. 

^ paralysis. 

a piece of cold meat 

ftM cold meat dishes. 

a nickname given to the 

Vice Presidents of the 

Imperial Clan Court, because 
they have nothing to do. 

officials who hold posts at 

which there is nothing to do. 



6870 

C. lei 

W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. | . 

J- I” 
A. /*° 

Rising Lower, 

li 

A place of residence; a 

neighbourhood; a village o 

(1) twenty-five or (2) fifty 

families; a “ hundred ;* some 

times the group above ^ 

a tithing (1167), and some¬ 

times synonymous with it 

a street in a town with a 

gate at each end. A mea 

sure of length, reckoned at 

360 paces or 1800 R 

feet =1894.12 ft. English 

To be sorrowful. Radica 

166. 

a neighbour 
hood. 

MM a street or village inhabited 

by members of the same clan. 

to live in a village,—in 

retirement. 

m f& a m distant far is my 

village. 

M M or # M one’s home 
native place. 

to return to the old 

home. 

ait a village elder; a head 

borough. 

M 4 or MjE the beadle or 

ti-pao. 

a hundred families 

make a li. 

a small side-street 

people,—the masses, 

a a a country bumpkins. 

a« uneducated; vulgar. 

A I ^ A a Sreat 
truths cannot penetrate rustic 
ears. 

a jjtta village altar, 

a tomb. 
fBJ 

TJtM a brothel. 

W 
in ancient times 100 

paces made one mou, 300 mou 
made a li. 

- a % one li distant. See 

6881. 

6870 

m: 
6871 

Kffi 
H. sli, cli 

F. v. ila 

See Ep 

Rising Lower, 

6872 

6873 

See 

Sinking and 
Rising Lower 

6874 

R Ift 

See Eft 

Rising Lower. 

jfjjy distance. 

$$ M n + 3S. % 
with a speed of 25 knots 

an hour. 

M.f a thousand-# horse,— 

one that will travel 1,000 li in 
a single day; a courier. 

« siic^faA 
. to fill a great position it is ne 

cessary to have great abilities. 

^Mla a thousand-# mirror 

—a telescope. 

^ M HR thousand-# eyes,— 

said of a long-sighted man, 

named ^ Yang I. Used 

in the north for a telescope, but 
not in the south, as being the 

name of one of jfijfc jjjg^ Ma Tsu’ 

two generals, 41 MUR and 

JfJSUF , mentioned in the 

n m be as in attendance 

upon 

Senecio scandens, Ham 

A- tin a why am I plunged 

in this great sorrow? 

Rude; unpolished; vulgar 

m fM or fM vulgar; rude 
rustic. 

fj| ^ vulgar expressions. 

fM Iffc rustic ditties. 

M #r fl nothing to depend 

upon; without resources; desti 
tute. 

Same as 6939. 

A final particle. 

A brother’s wife; a sister- 

in-law. 

the wives of brothers. See 

2464. 

6875 

R*K 

See Ep 

Rising Lower, 

m: 
6876 

R 

Seefjfc 

Even Lower. 

6877 

See 

Even Lower. 

6878 

R-£ 
F. li 

S=e|f| 

Even Lower. 

A mat sail. 

1 (a to crack on all sail. 

To pity. Afflicted; sad 

Read fcuei1. To ridicule; 
to jest. 

6879 

R*K 

See Ep 

Rising Lower. 

A basket for carrying 

earth; a shovel. See 6845. 

The wild cat. A general 
name for the various small 
species of felidtz. 

Mf M a wild cat>—the Siberian 

wild cat (Felis mantel) of the 
north; the Asiatic wild cat 
(F. viverrind) of the south. 

mm a fox. See 4956. 

A M the silver fox. 

& the house-fox,—the cat 

FS7S*«f 
you never seen a wild cat, sir? 

M or HI M the cbet cat. 

a spotted wild cat, found 

in Kiangsi. 

n n* loris (?). 

jL -ff a kind of badger. 

Abstract right (see '|pj 

2187); the eternal fitness 

of things; principle; ratio¬ 

nale; rule. To arrange; 

to attend to; to settle up; 

to heed; to manage, in 

which senses also read lu%. 

Streaks; veins, as in min¬ 

erals; the grain of wood; 

the lines of the hand. See 

M 762- 

S T £ 317 * 
there is not a single thing in 
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a* 

6879 

the world which is without its 
Ht—its essential principle which 
makes it what it is. 

M M 2® & unfitting;irre- 
gular; wrong. 

M 'O or M B or MH'in 
accordance with right; in duty 

bound. 

3S "o' ISM * have t^ere^ore 

the honour to indite this des¬ 
patch. 

0 % « Z # B barf'd 

it as quite in accordance with 
right. 

m ft * # * & M % 
not in accordance with the 
eternal fitness of things. 

M ff[ H* % what is fitting t0 
be done. 

3lS £ $T contrary to all 

principle; unreasonable. 

3§f ^ $l) *e principle in¬ 

volved is necessarily different. 

-ffc this is the rule,—as opp. to 

the exception. 

A JIA that 
man is distinct from beasts, is 
the rule,—but there are except¬ 
ions. 

a principle may exist without 
there being necessarily a fact,— 
in illustration of it. 

;E§L, 'ff 3® y°u are ri§ht> 

you are right! 

itt "tfei this too is reason¬ 

able. 

g how can this be 

right? most unreasonable! 

J§I would not listen 

to reason. 

!lC natural; reasonable. 

H A ^ Mthree 
men cannot walk off with ab¬ 
stract right, — nothing can be 
said or done to interfere with the 
operation of the abstract prin¬ 
ciple which determines a right. 

1/M f§? 3|p to override all 

argument by sheer violence, 

cosmogonical evolution. 

3® lit M mycause is good 
and my determination is firm. 

|p| to argue the rights anc 

wrongs of a case. 

a* 
6879 

ft a theory. 

3§f see 10,780. 

A ill M “God” means 
abstract right. 

^ jj|[I eternal principles; divine 

justice; natural sense of justice. 

H|. ^ to violate eternal prin¬ 

ciples,—the worst form of wrong¬ 

doing. 

A 3H Jg divine retribution; 

Nemesis. 

3® everyday principles; aver¬ 

age ideas. 

3|| ^ philosophy; metaphysics. 

A Ml\i 3H astronomy and 

geography. 

^ 3^ t0 inspect sites,—as 

a geomancer. 

11 (ft M(°r 11 ori^) 
he is in the wrong. 

H 3t£ it (°r IE) 1 am in 
the right. 

3® §ffl) t0 ^iscuss' 

jj[f argument; value of an 

argument. 

4: means of living; acalling; 

a trade. 

IH ^ to manage; to arrange. 

^ to hear of a matter 

but to take no steps. 

ffi H fig] A ^ Mthe three 
men did not heed,—what was 
said. 

Jfi ‘I'jffl. ^ 3|| without pity or 

consideration for. 

M Jp, °r M ijs to see to a 

wrong. 

_t 3® ^ Presented a 

memorial rehabilitating (Wang) 
Kung. 

_t ^ 0 presented a me¬ 

morial in his own defence. 

j|g J§| or 3|| to arrange for 

the payment of. 

to settle up in full. 

to settle with (some one) 

and receive what is due. 

^ out of the course of 

nature; supernatural. 

;£§| order and anarchy. 

to reason with; to arrange 

with. 

6879 

M Mior 3H or M or 
3l ^ (^*«») or fj- ^ to 

arrange; to settle. 

3® something worth no¬ 

ticing; of some account. 

Law Secretary. 

^ a title used by an inde¬ 

pendent Sub-Prefect. 

^ to manage a family. 

jjjl j|^. to transact business; to 

manage an affair. Adopted by 
the Chinese government as the 
title of Chinese Consuls, instead 

of if* as used by all foreign 

nations. 

^g| ^ |^| the civil commis¬ 

sary of a Manchu garrison. 

pjpj: 3|[| to transact. See 8610. 

3|j| t0 mend. 

^ to dress the hair. 

jj£§I to attend to; to notice. 

Ob M # M ft y°u 
should note this expression. 

iiit7* he 
no attention whatever,—to any¬ 
thing I may say. 

A ^ ^ 1ft P 1 by n0 means 
depend upon the mouths of men, 
—to speak well of me. 

3H tbe streaks in stone, grain 

in wood (see 8077), etc. 

3k M ffil ^ 3H Jade is bard 

and streaked (or veined). 

3)§1 to go over what one has 

learnt. 

a harbour-master. 

3i| t0 act ^or>—a junior 

for a senior, for not more than 
3 months. 

J§| same as above, but for a 

longer period; also, of officials 
of equal rank. 

3(( 3il to act f°r>—one obicial 
combining another’s functions 
with his own. 

fig 3gl = («) ^ f=| acting as 

a 
(*) MlJ % n ,, 

(c) ^ ^ » » 
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[ 866 

688o 

6881 

R-IR 
C. lei 
H. 
F. 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 

li 

K. I . 

J- I" 
A. IP 

Rising Lower 

6882 

si; 

6883 

R-|K 

See tj? 

Rising Lower. 

Same as 6881. 

Inside, as opposed to ^ 

9114 and *[>12 ,442 ; lining; 

within-, inner; the “near 

side in driving. See 6906. 

[To be distinguished from 

M 6638-] 

■^r* lining. 

Hffor M inside; within 

The latter refers in Peking to 
the Palace. 

^1] jp| to send into the 

Palace,—as a present. 

& <t!j Z 
7 PI the qualities of all things, 

external or internal, subtle or 
coarse, will all be apprehended. 

lilfc opposition within 

and without. 

collusion between 

inside and outside,—treachery. 

jl the inner nine,—gates of 

the Tartar city, Peking, 

he is at home. 

one li abroad is not equal to 
being at home,—a play on the 
sound li. 

T £ * g, % li 
if not in mind, it is in my 
thoughts,—I can’t help thinking 
about it. 

ft * Hi m to steal a little 

leisure from the rush of business 

S before; formerly. 

Same as 6878. 

The carp (Carpio vul¬ 

garis■, Cyprinus obesus, C. 

chinensis). 

]fi!g ^ the carp; the “messenger 

fish,” from the legend of a man 
who found a letter from a friend 
in the belly of a carp. Hence 
letters came to be folded in 
ancient times to resemble a carp. 

6883 

6884 

R*ft 
C. lei 
H. 
F. 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ngi 

J-n 
A. li 

Rising Lower, 

li 

Iff |lg> he sent me two carp 

in which was a foot-long piece 
of silk, q.d. a letter. 

or » « a f i 

the yellow carp. 

$j|l the red carp (Cyprinus 

flammans). 

the green carp (Cyprinus 

viridi-violaceus) 

i mil the pond carP (Cyprinus 

rubro-fuscus), 

the clog carp (Cyprinus 

sculponeatus) 

M ]Sj|! the black carp (Cyprinus 

atrovirens). 

the wooden carp,—a hol¬ 

low piece of wood used as 
night-rattle in Buddhist monas¬ 
teries. It is shaped like a fish, 
and is typical of wakefulness, 
because a fish never closes its 
eyes. 

ffl-ffcl 

the carp has changed into 

a dragon, or the carp has jumped 
the dragon gate,—used of suc¬ 
cess at the public examinations; 
referring to the belief that the 
carp of the Yellow River make 
an ascent of the stream in the 
third moon of each year, and 
that those which succeed in pass¬ 

ing the rapids of ^ Lung- 

men in Honan become changed 
into dragons 

the name of Confucius’ 

son. 

The plum (.Primus com¬ 

munis, Huds.). See ijrj| 416, 

M 6373> and 10,807. 

[To be distinguished from 

^ 944-) 

a plum-tree. 

^5 plum-blossoms. 

gg plums. 

Prunus japonica, Thbg. 

Rhamnus davuricus, Pall 

Si 35® to bore into the stones 

of plums,—as Wang Jung did, 
to prevent others from growing 
a rare variety he possessed; q.d. 
selfishness. 

the peach and the 

plum struggle over their spring, 

6884 

n 
6885 

RH 
C. lei, v. lai 
H .li 
F. lei, v. leP 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ni, ngi 
J. ri 
A. liii, li 

Sinking 
Lower. 

li 

—each strives to be first out with 
its blossoms. 

J@ ± ^ to recom¬ 

mend a man is like recommend¬ 
ing a peach or a plum, —yOU 
cannot say how they will turn 
out. 

^ §$! ^$1 the loveliness of 

the plum-blossom and the grace 
of the peach. 

35 ¥ m T * M A 
many graves are found beneath 
plum-trees,—many people die of 
eating too many plums. 

do not 

straighten your hat under a plum- 
tree,—avoid suspicion. See 3039. 

ff ^ luggage; baggage. [Occurs 

in the ^ ^ . Said to have 

referred originally to plums con¬ 
veyed as presents. Also said to 

be a corruption of 

ifj ^ (for f|J j|gl) judicial 

officers. 

Sharp ; cutting; clever; 

witty. Profit; advantage; 

gain; interest on money. 

Ijif ^lj to grind sharp. 

^lj or ^|] sharp. 

edged tools; knives; cut¬ 

lery. 

arms of precision. 

* m m & sharp enough to 

cut metal. 

- A 
if two men are of the same 
mind, their sharpness can divide 
metal, — they can accomplish 
anything. 

a sharp snout. 

*1 B sharp mouth, — quick at 

repartee. 

^l) ft 3F Plalisible of 

speech. 

pointed or witty 

of speech. 

m m injurious; dangerous; 

severe. 

SR IB A*)S#!Rheis 
a very dangerous man. 

n m w* is terribly cold. 

man dies for gain as a bird for 

its food. 



m 
6885 

blinded by greed. 

T 1$ « IT :£» *1 * 
of the crowds of people who 
come, all are for gain. 

.mwsmn 
of the myriads who go, all are 
for gain. 

means of making money. 

% M & fame and wealth 

are reached by different paths. 

m # m anxious both for 

profit and a good reputation 

A A Jmthe mean 
man will die for gain. 

th“e 
is no end to those who fight 
for gain. 

m W <* k M & <° 
press onwards,—from the phrase 

m ■& jz jii in the Canon of 

Changes. 

to avail oneself of favour¬ 

able wind and tide to cross over 
the river Hsiang by night. 

advantageous; profitable. 

M M the profit is small. 

m m m m to make a profit 

out of it. 

# ft m 2. and what pro¬ 

fit is there in that?—referring 
to what has just been stated. 

m m # no profit to be 

made out of it. 

an unsuccessful battle 

not for the advant 

age of the people 

m % is m everything pros¬ 

pers. 

% 1] B # for the benefit of 

passers to and fro,—as a bridge 
or a free ferry. 

^ A M Mdon,t take a 
mean advantage. 

Ira ft Z Mthe facili 
ties offered by steamers and rail 
ways. 

mm excelling in the use of 

suited to a place or people, 

ft m £ m the old woman 

was attracted by the reward 

R5 % 1) s & and appropriated 

the rest (of the money) to him 
self. 

n 
6885 

convenient; handy; tidy. 

m *0 ^ m rfn 0 
those whose bond is interest part 
when their interests cease. 

fUTfr see 4689, 9905. 

^1] m 01 m is °r m 

R. 

See ^|J 

to lend money at 

or 

interest. 

Me m fi 
interest. 

Mcmm&m to lend money 

at heavy interest. 

^ij ± m m compound in¬ 

terest. 

/J> ^lj small capital and 

slender profits or interest. 

i a m m interest and prin¬ 

cipal together, 

m m t 2k i the interest 

paid has exceeded the capital. 

i$i m °r m m mto pay 
interest. 

£ $ H ft ^1] interest 

at the rate of two per cent per 
month. 

nniw-m ten per cent 

per month. 

tm a guaranteed or fixed 

minimum rate of interest. 

ft (or #) Sf g m - » 
interest at one per cent per 
month, the year being reckoned 
at ten months, = ten per cent 
per annum 

*j|£ •ff' —' ^ 7plJ to do business 

at ten per cent (per month). 

^lj extra interest,—payable if 

the business is prosperous; a 
bonus. 

m m a as long as the 

interest is paid there is no in¬ 
debtedness. 

to fail; to be defeated in 

battle; to make no money on a 
transaction. 

S® 
when his troops had been de 
feated.... 

* m water facilities; water 

supply; a sub-Prefect 

who looks after the freedom of 
waterways. 

a m timber supply. 

R. 

See 

A. /», le, Hi 

Sinking 
Lower. 

M.' 

6888 

W3c 

**1 on one occasion 

6886 

Sinking 
Lower. 

6887 

R. 

lei 
F. /«, lai 

See|| 

ri 
A. le 

Even Lower. 

Clever 5 sharp. 

clever; quick; active. 

See 7200. 

* # ffr M very cleverly 

drawn. 

f|ij fi tidfi handy; easy in 

movement, etc. 

A jfC ® ^ #>J ilhe can’1 
take hold of things very firmly. 

IS K if ffl ffl he d0'”’' 
speak very plainly. 

^ M, ^ fPJ Mhe doesn,t 
walk very easily. 

Sound; noise. A final 

particle. 

The Chinese pear (Pyrus 

sinensis, Ldl.), the wood of 

which is used for cutting 

book-blocks (see 11,623, 

12,356). See 6941a. 

M: 01 M ■¥■ Pears- 

a pear-tree. 

SffKE in original) 

M do not straighten your cap 

under a pear-tree,—lest people 
suspect you of stealing pears. 
See 3039. 

pear-blossoms. 

knimBM j"ns “ 
four years old was able to leave 
the largest pears,—for his elder 
brothers. 

m ifj §H f°ur years °^d 

I am merely a spoiler of pear 
and date wood,—of which print¬ 
ing-blocks are made; a deprecia 
tory phrase used of themselves 
by authors. 

ft # z: a & Si. t $n 
i|f. this book was block-cut 

in the year I-ch‘ou and finishec 
in the year Ting-mao. 

& If ffltoprinta 

book for self-glorification. 

mm a frost-bitten pear. Used 

of an old man’s face; ratatine. 



a-?* youths of the pear- 

garden,—actors; so called from 
that portion of the palace of the 

Emperor known as j|[Ming 

Huang of the T'ang dynasty, set 
apart for theatrical performances. 

j^L ^ or ^ a russet 
pear. 

the small white pear ofj 

Peking. 

mm a rough-skinned juicy pear 

ip m (at Canton) Pyrus com¬ 

munis, L.; (in the north) Pyrus 
sinensis, Ldl. 

a small coarse pear (Pyrus 

betulcefolia, Bge.). 

the fruit of Hovenia 

dulcis, Thunbg. 

a small species of dragon 

fly. 

Jr pear-jam dried in 

slices. 

mm rattans from Bangar,—in 

the Straits of Malacca. *S?^io,888 

Chinese rosewood,— 

from a tree not yet determined 

A plough ; to plough. 

See 6941A 

I °r — 5H. 
a plough. 

m m. m j» ro m m s 
the ploughshare hit him 

or 

on the breast and went right 
through him. 

jjj Viola Patrinii, D.C., 

V, variegata, Fisch., & V. canina, 
L. 

77 or a ploughshare. 

or mm the handle of 

a plough. 

^ or ^ ^ or ^ gg to 

plough. 

mm a plough worked by men 

instead of oxen. 

A a ploughman. 

^ PH wkh t^ie ^rst 
ploughing come the spring rains. 

m% he has cast away 

the time-worn sires. 

the calf of a 

brindled cow,—the worthy son 
of a bad father. See 8346. 

6889 

R. 

See 

6890 

M 
m 

Sinking 
Lower. 

M4 

HI 
6891 

R-£S 

See M ^lj 
A. tri, li 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

6892 

E M i 
F. Hi 

See ^|| 

A. li 

Sinking 
Lower. 

4* 

6893 

R-HSt 

See %\) ‘|^ 
A. li 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Lower. 

r 

PH 
6894 

•IM 

4? 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

R 

6895 

£ 
s«gjj 
Even Lower. 

The white jasmine 

(Jasminum Sambac, Ait.). 

See 8006. 

JH W ^6 t0 PlouSh UP 

court-yards and sweep away 
buildings,—to raze to the ground. 

1 Ijijjll a name for Ta-ch‘in. 

H the dusk before dawn. 

Catarrh of the bowels. 

Er} $0 or }!} 'M diarrhoea, 

ft #jor j6l ^0 dysentery. 

m 
6896 

See$g 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

A species of clam ( Venus 

a thick white 

shell and reddish edges, 

pickled for food. 

Driving wind and rain. 

A large iron caldron. 

Radical 193. 

Read ko4*. 

pot. 

An earthen 

A bogy; uncanny. 

Bright; elegant. To scat¬ 

ter ; to oppose. 

‘J 
6897 

r-£ 

See 
Even Lower. 

6898 

£ 
See g}ft 
Even Lower. 

li 

68 99 

r-;£^ 
C. li, lai 
H .li 
F. lie, lae 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ngi 
J. ri 
A. li 

Even Lower. 

li' 
6900 

R.^ 

See^| 

Even Lower. 

To Stretch; to spread; 
to display. 

4$} Ip to wield a pen. 

^ 3j|i his compo¬ 

sitions are as flowery as the 
spring. 

Wild pears (Pyrus sinen¬ 

sis, Ldl.), as opposed to ^ 

6888. 

Water dripping. 

>i!j dripping,—as rain. 

his pen seems to 

drip,—so rapidly does he com¬ 
pose. 

'M Vm P-i verbose; prosy. 

A vitreous translucent 

substance. See 7244 

and 9333. 

6901 

R‘? 
See 
Even Lower. 

Good omens; lucky 

auspices. 

A ladle or scoop used 

by cooks. 

an open wire or bamboo 

scoop; the muzzle put on a mule. 



6902 

Even Lower. 

m 
6903 

m* 
nm 
6904 

r-:£ 

Seeg$ 

Even Lower. 

r*r 2 

6905 

r.£ 

Seei£ 
Even Lower. 

6906 

C. lei 
H. li 
F. lie1, site 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ni 

}■ ri 
A. li 

Even Lower. 

A bride’s sash. 

I ^ &} their mothei;s 
have tied their sashes,—for their 
weddings. 

already married 

for more than a year. 

Read chlix. Sharp ; cut¬ 

ting, as cold wind. 

Same as 6902. 

To jest; to chaff. 

§ to make fun of; to ridicule. 

Poor wine; dregs. 

To separate, as opposed 

to £ 3947 and Jp* 3061 

(q.v.); to be dispersed ; to 

leave. To meet with; to 

fall into. Drooping. The 

3rd Diagram. Used for 

6940. See i|I 878, pjfif 

3690, '/jft 7248, and % 

9044. 

gj|£ ^ partings and meetings. 

the sorrow of parting; see 

3062. 

mitt 7 & not far from here. 

(HI not near 

and not far,-about; more or less, 

gj^l (|n to separate; to put apart; 

to go farther off. 

m m n m §§ - m 
them a little apart, 

g}# RR Mr to leave one’s seat 

« Rftitiiti 
he wants to separate from his 
father and mother. 

gj$ ^ m never out of one’s 

hand. 

6906 

7m7- never taking away the 

hand,—continually. 

H# ^|J to separate; to part. 

& B M t H 0 #iJli refers 
to short distances, pieh to long 
ones. 

£ H W TE M d is at 
any rate better to be separated 
in life than divided by death. 

to keep out the wet,—as 

a rain-coat. 

SUft dispersed; scattered. 

|L g^| disorder and dispersion. 

it a!> it divided in heart 
and divided in practice, — as 
ministers who do not work to¬ 
gether; irreconcilable. 

jfi it the horse not 

separated from the saddle,—as 
cavalry prepared for emergen¬ 
cies, etc. 

gj|p ^ a deed of separation 

between husband and wife. 

th it lira M to escape from 

the circle of re-births,—as do 
those who lead eminently vir¬ 
tuous lives. 

it M 1? i banishing you far 

from your country, 

it# to leave one’s post. 

it P^ it ^ar fr°m bouse 

and home. 

\U M far aPart- 
the bond of love between 

absent persons. 

wayward; froward. 

^ it it (or M) not 30 
far off; near the mark; not bad. 
See 6029. 

incorrect; improper. 

it I'll the grief-less heaven,- 

one of the thirty-three Buddhist 
heavens. 

g}^! ^ an absent husband; a 

“Ulysses.” See 10,271. 

it ^ to ieave borne. 

^ to leave one’s home. 

it ^ °r it S t0 leave the 
table,—as after a meal. 

mm m chien4 g-J- to sow dis 

sensions. 

sons of a sister’s sons, 

to spread out. 

6906 

R, 

6907 

s~Rf 

Even Lower. 

6908 

l:± 
Se«|| 

Even Lower. 

I did I not dwell 

in the womb of my mother? 
See 7679. 

it was a fish-net that was set, 
and a wild swan has fallen into 
it. Used in the sense of rogues 
escaping while good men get 
implicated. 

#igg ft bence these mis¬ 

fortunes. 

it in see 95Sl- 
^ g}^| I have passed 

through heat and cold, 

it it wbbout effort; unconsci¬ 

ously. 

Hf it it their fruit bangs 

down unconsciously (as it were). 

it ^ it sitting and send¬ 

ing in pairs. 

warped; twisted. 

Read ling*1. 

its Ling-chih (place-name). 

A kind of white hat, the 

^ j§|£, adorned with egret 

feathers. 

a 
a wrapper or yashmak, 

worn in ancient times by ladies 
of the palace when going abroad. 

A bamboo or wattle 

fence. 

there is no fence which won’t let 
the wind through,—walls have 
ears. 

m ^ m 7 a if the fence 

is strong, the dogs can’t enter, 

f AIT to sit under 

another man’s fence, — to be 
dependent. 

m Yf bamboos suitable for 

fences. 1 

jlj|i palings and fences. 

H *t it m villages and farm¬ 

steads. 

a trellis for peas to climb AA I 

up 

a name for the 

China aster 

j 



6909 

6910 

r.;£ 

Even Lower. 

Same as 6907. 

Grass; weeds. 

JZUM 

6911 

r-±ii 
C. lei, lai 

SeeM 
K- "ghyt-, rye, 

ri, rei, rat 
A. le 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

wearing a coat 

of grass. 

Read /<?2. 

*rii a fragrant plant, used in 

the Li Sao to signify minor 
officials. 

oil -ir jfi dismissed 

you hum the Chianglo,—mean¬ 
ing the Li Sao, written by Ch'ii 
P‘ing after dismissal. 

Beautiful; elegant. To 
pass into. Number. To 

depend on; to be connectec 

with. Used for lu a deer 

IA a beauty. 

mm beautiful. 

ornamental 

^m elegant,—as a fine com 

position. 

mm elegant phraseology. 

mwm beautiful according to 

rule,—as artificial poetry. See 
13.246. 

HI1 dressed up; got up,—of a 

lady’s appearance. 

Mm well dressed. 

iS Si magnificent; beautiful. 

M grand; imposing, — as 

buildings. 

fastidious in food 

and dress. 

? JHH extravagance and display 

MMTm the fish pass into 

the basket. 

*171 in number more 

than hundreds of thousands,— 
were the descendants of the 
Shangs. 

would not promote the means 
of the people’s support. 

j|j| the circumstances of 

penal cases. 

im to be exposed to punish¬ 

ment. 

1 mutual assistance of 

friends. 

6911 

6912 

R. 

SeeDi 
Sinking 
Lower. 

6913 

«•:£ 

s"S® 

Even Lower. 

It M joined; attached; ap 

pended. 

Mfrjff a Prefecture in Yun 

nan. 

! or mj m Korea 
See 478. 

Pd 

A pair; a couple. 

ilh a married couple. See 

5918. 

mm to lose one’s wife. 

f ^ H ^ a ro11 of silk 

and a couple of skins,—ancient 
betrothal presents. 

0: 
6914 

C. v. lai2- 

SeeH 
. shi 

A. ti, li 

Rising Upper. 

if 
69U 

Even Lower. 

Name of a daughter 

of a chieftain of the 

western barbarians 

who was captured by ^4- 

Duke Hsien of Chin 

b.c. 672, and became the 

mother of several ill-fatec 
pretenders to the father’s 
throne. 

To stare at; to glare at 

R 

>mr2 

6916 

C. <sdi, csz 
H. csai, IP 
F. ilaepsupsae 

See fljf |Jg 
K. ftgi, sa 
. ri, shi 

A. le, ti 

Even and 
Rising Lower 
and Upper. 

Grain growing in rows. 

m m * #mi m 
beautiful grain in the green fields 
spreads out in many a row. 

To bind; a rope. Also 

read hsP. See 8310. 

M It Z fastened by a 

rope,—as a boat. 

7t$ lit the strings of a cap. 

Read shi A*. Long; 

dangling. 

#mjt danSling and flapping. 

See 3385. 

sVm3 

6917 

See|£ 
Rising Lower. 

IK" 
6918 

s-ii 
often read 

Even and 
Entering 
Lower. 

R.£ 

s“ m m 
Even Lower. 

To walk along in crowds 

111% 
6920 

r. ; 

See ft m 

Even Lower. 

/Win 
6921 

r. ; 

Even Lower. 

mr 
6922 

Entering 
Lower. 

Name of a place in the 

| Lu State. A marqui 

sate, under the Han dyn¬ 

asty, in Honan. 

A black horse. 

P9 11 her four black 
horses are beautiful. 

mE the name of one of IJT 

Mu Wang’s eight famous horses, 

a gallant steed. 

il® a pair of horses. 

a* mz g|g rejoiced to find his 

dragon (wife) asleep,—to catch 
her napping. 

||jj|| jjfe an old name for jfi? 

jfrp Fu-ning Fu in Chihli. 

Read chlihl. 

II¥f a District in Kansuh, 

under the Han dynasty. 

The fresh-water eel, 

called if ill- 

JJJyi Eclipta alba, Hassk., the 

expressed juice of which is used 
to dye the hair black. 

The oriole, known as 

^6°°3 

Rare; seldom met with. 



3L.I 

* 

The original form of 

6923 6924, altered to avoid the 

R-Hf use of the personal name 
H. let, lak of the Emperor ^ 
See Ch‘ien Lung. 

Entering 
Lower. 

4* 

6924 

H. A7, let., 

See j/j 

J. r/«£* 

A. /«£ 
Entering 

Lower. 

To calculate. Of or 
belonging to the calendar; 

see 4547- To pass through; 
to hold, as a post; in order; 
successive. [Was Ch'ien 
Lung’s pers. name, altered 

to J|S, now written J§|; see 

5217. The Emp. wished 

^ to be substituted for ^ 

in all characters where it 
appears.] See 6923, 1538. 

mm BMK to calcu¬ 

late and delineate the move 
ments, etc., of the sun, moon, 
and stars 

to enumerate; the calen- 

daric calculations; destiny, 

?c z m wl & & m 
divinely-ordered succession (to 
the throne) is vested in you. 

m ^| the calendar, inclusive 

of the extra half day of each 

lunation, as opposed to Ji^ 

computation, from which the 
half day is excluded 

an almanac. 

T : the Imperial or official 

almanac,-issued annually by the 
Imperial astronomers in Peking 

astronomy. 

M the foreign calendar, 

astronomers. 

mlor mlto pass t^r°ug^1 
to experience. 

have (or have been) sue 

cessively. 

|||| to have experienced al 

kinds or conditions. 

I have been 

through all kinds of miseries. 

M — M ^ he had twice 
held the post of Dist. Magistrate 
and five times that of Prefect 

& not 
to change places to speak to one 
another,—a rule at Court. 

JtaA 

6925 

R. | 

See 

R. I 

See 

& 

^ ^ harbourers of criminals. 

Sit to pass through the world. 

mm to drink in turn 

and depart. 

^ ^ experienced; to train. 

has hitherto been 

uniformly satisfactory. 

4T long-standing prohibition. 

year after year; for years 

past. 

Mmm^MM what year 

is it according to your national 
calendar ? 

I4¥3l for many years 

past up till now. 

mi1 for a long time past. 

Jfflc jj| successive days; a diary. 

i|JJ ch'ao1 or ^ ^ success¬ 

ive dynasties. 

mx hitherto. 

%m antecedents. See 6679. 

to inform as to 

one’s antecedents. 

m m m # each detail is 

capable of verification. 

Ipl to set forth details in order. 

to narrate in order. 

!^j progressive steps. 

§ J[jf according to rule, 

g in confusion. 

g |_L| name of a hill in Shansi, 

where Shun ploughed, 

i* to submit (something) to 

the inspection of. 

[| ^ see 1135, 7957. 

To cut open, as an 

animal. 

ilk 

6927 

H. lit 

See 

R-a 

C. lik,, lek5- 

Entering 
Lower. 

Entering 
Lower. 

6926 

Entering 
Lower. 

Noise of splitting, crack 

ing, crashing, etc. 

Entering 
Lower. 

hk 

6928 

6929 

C. lik, lek 
H. lak 
F. lik, leik 

Entering 
Lower. 

/JiA 

6930 

R. jj 

See 

A species of oak. A| 

stable. 

£ 
a stable. 

the old horse is in the stable,! 
but in spirit he is still the horse 
of 1,000 li a day. 

..an instrument forsqueez-| 

ing the fingers to extort evidence, 
—not allowed under the present j 

dynasty. 

frames on which silkworms I 

spin cocoons. 

A drop ; to drip ; to j 

strain. Used with 6924. 

fe (111 t0 drink to the| 

last drop. 

(HI ]fiL t0 ^bp blood. 

Pf If? Ms had you not beenl 

the close friend you are, I would 
not have told you of this disgrace. I 

m m m t tears trickled | 

down. 

nm bamboo sap. 

^ gum, resin, etc. 

ij'jfe PS) I earnestly im-l 

plore. 

^ t0 earnestly importune. 

tM iMito p°ur ^ort^ one's sor l 
rows. 

H Ml °r nt ^ to rePresent| 
in detail. 

Lumps; swellings. 

4 % it the mosquito-1 

bite has swelled into a lump. 

$H a swebing of the glands. 

Entering 
Lower. 

A black goat. 



6931 

R-3 

See 

A plant like mustard. 

See 11,281. 

Entering 
Lower. 

6934 

r.£ 

Seegg 

Even Lower. 

|-V*2 

693s 

R'? 
See^ 

Even Lower. 

The track or rut of a 
TiUH 
6932 

wheel. To crush under a 

wheel. 

See^ % A ME « « « in 
Entering 
Lower. 

confound this man of Wu, for 
humbugging me like this. 

isi* 
6933 A clap of thunder. 

v,.% 
N. v. 8 ^ t^le splitting noise of 

See thunder. 

Entering 
Lower. 

To split; to rive 

crack; to chap. 
to 

6936 

See || 

Even Lower. 

6937 

R'? 
See 

Even Lower. 

A widow. 

& 5®? a wid°w. 

*|JHL ptf to relieve the widowed. 

she is a widow, 

what harm is there?—in her 
surname not being different from 
that of her intended husband. 

Hr ^ ‘llfiL jit the widow 

does not pay attention to her 
woof,—but is anxious only about 
herself. 

A tuft of hair; a tail. 

a fly-brush or whisk, made 

from the tail of the yak. 

^ Hff a carpet made of hair. 

Spittle; mucus; the slime 

on fishes. 

6938 

r-:£# 

See|f£ 

Even Lower. 

6939 

R^ 
See$$ 

P. i//, cs/ii\ c/isi 
M. £//, Jisi 

cf-®i 
Even Lower 
and Upper. 

The “grunting ox” or yak 

of Tibet (Bos grunniens). 

Happiness. To regulate. 

To give. The third place 

after the decimal point; the 

thousandth part of a 

tael (see 3873); a cash-, 

small; minute. 

Mi (#’ or ksi') great happi¬ 

ness. 

mu or to regulate; to 

arrange. 

It *f w T to regulate the 

various officers. 

7H ~jg he sent down his 

two daughters,—to be the wives 
of Shun. 

ift m & « * M sis 
ordered the duke of Pi to pro¬ 
tect and regulate the eastern 
frontier. 

Iiic± there is given to 

you an heroic wife. See 6434, 

I Hf l'le k*nS ^as given 
you perfect rules. 

minute; scanty; few. 

between a cash 

and a candareen,—trifling. 

mlmZ' not a ten thou 

sandth nor a thousandth wrong. 

an error of a li2 means an error 
of 1000 IP. (Si paulum summo, 
etc.). 

to pay t° the last cash, 

ffi ^ ^ not the least use. 

fUf to exterminate. 

or ijyj likin or lekin, 

—a tax, originally of one cash 
per tael on all sales, voluntarily 
imposed upon themselves by the 
people, with a view of making 
up the deficiency in the land- 
tax of China caused by the T‘ai- 
p‘ing rebellion, etc. Often called 
the “war tax.” 

^ likin and ordinary duties. 

m m m % - A§ m m 
^orf il^a central 
office for the collection of likin. 

Ml 
6939 

6940 

R.^ 

F. tit 

Even Lower. 

6941 

R-^£ 

See 

Even Lower. 

6941a 

69411$ 

6942 

R.^ 

H. lai^ li 

See 

Even Lower, 

Mi -ff| a Hkin branch office. 

“4y a likin barrier. 

H ^ a likin certificate. 

tfh fif physical geography, 

twins. 

Sorrow ; troubles. To 

fall into ; to incur; used 

with 6906. See 9565. 

iiitbW 'ill we are meeting 
with all these evils. 

5c # lo IS t0 cause 
sorrow to their parents. 

^$5 "T1 fH only 1 am ful1 of 
misery. 

to be a victim of 

his malice. 

§ *RI S ^ t0 incur severe 
punishment. 

A dark sallow colour. 

jjj1 the oriole (Oriolus chinen- 

sis). 

Correct form of 6888. 

Correct form of 6889. 

Black; black-haired. 

Light, as soil. 

or or 

the black-haired people, — the 
Chinese. 

Wr A or W # the aborigines 

of Hainan. 

aborigines hold the middle, Chi¬ 
nese occupy the sea-coast,—of 
Hainan. 

r m fr m there were no 

black-haired men left among the 
people,—only grey-headed men. 

fsthe black-haired 

worthies of the various States, 
—i.e. all the wise men of the 
black-haired race. 

3^1 II/] early dawn; day-break. 
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6942 

6943 

r.£ 

See ^!1 

Even Lower. 

6944 

694s 

R.^ 

C. lai 
H. li 
F. lae 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. I" 
Y. I 
Sz. I 
IC. yd, ye 
J. rei, rai 
A. le 

Even Lower. 

g£ H. a small black bean, found 

in Kiangnan, a decoction of 
which is drunk to remove night- 
sweats. 

m ± it m the soil was 

greenish and light. 

a District in Shansi. 

a Prefecture in Kuei- 

chou. 

$ m a the black drongo 

(Dicrurus cathcecus). 

To split; to rive. 

Same as 6899. 

A weed common in N. 
China (Chenopodium album, 
L.). A kind of bramble. A 
vegetable; 4^ 5 3 3 2. Name 
of a kind of jade. 

hellebore (Veratrum ni¬ 

grum, L., and V. album, L.). 

WW: an old man’s staff. 

picture of lighting the 

staff,—alluding to the story of 

^jfj [fjj Liu Hsiang, who, when 

engaged upon a recension of the 
Classics, was visited at night 
by an old man, calling himself 

, and received from him, 

by the light of his lighted staff, 
the whole of the work required, 
together with a copy of the Great 
Plan. 

SE W- PI Ml seParatinS in a11 
directions,—as a mountain tor¬ 
rent. 

W± ^ in the Liang State 

there was a precious kind of jade. 

6946 

m3 
SL 

6947 

See /II 
Rising Lower, 

Same as 6949. 

A vessel used in sacri¬ 

ficing. 

«.3 
mL 
6948 

Sec/pl 
Rising Lower. 

V51 

6949 

R# 
C. lai 
H .li 
F. lae 
W .li 
N. 
P. 
M. ) li 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ye 
J. ret, rai 
A. le 

Rising Lower. 

Name of an independent 

Department, and also of a 

river in Hunan, one of the 

affluents of the Tung-t‘ing 

lake. 

Ceremony (see 2260) ; 

etiquette; politeness. Pre¬ 

sents ; offerings. Worship. 

See 8284, 13,781. 

/II 

/II 

£ ffr j# 'Ira ceremony 
is the outward expression of 
inward feeling. 

^11 to be wanting in ceremony 

or politeness. 

a breach of eti¬ 

quette betrays mental confusion. 
See 6679. 

ft % fuj H intimate friends 

do not stand on ceremony. 

;||| don’t stand on 

ceremony. 

M jjjfi there is nothing 

like politeness,-for gaining ends. 

H % "ST H Jv th 
can’t handle soldiers by cere¬ 
mony. 

If fjJ or H 1£ ("* 6o89) eti¬ 
quette; a ceremony; a formality. 

pT li IP t0 comPiie a hand¬ 
book of ceremonial observances. 

H ilc always commit¬ 

ting breaches of ceremonial <?r 
etiquette. 

^ jjj|| with every mark of cere¬ 

mony. 

civilisation. II 
|I !BL ordinary courtesy or good 

feeling. 

H# to follow 

the usages suited to a (given) 
position, and practise the cus¬ 
toms of the country visited. 

M II % M brutal ignorance 

boorishness. 

H M H do not be rude 
again. 

;|f to be wanting in 

courtesy. 

a courteous feeling. 

II £ courteous,-in demeanour 

li fH ceremonial. 

6949 

*8 IS K iR politeness, deco¬ 

rum, integrity, and sense of 
shame,—the four principles of 
morals. 

H $all the ceremonies 

according to regulation. 

||S politeness. 

:£ -f-it. *8 » 
for the father to sit and the son 
to stand is the proper etiquette. 

Hi II ¥ does he know 
how to behave? 

HI rules of society; etiquette. 

flj|| ^ the master of the ceremon¬ 

ies at the worship of Confucius. 

H2 ^mpractis- 

ing rules of propriety, a natural 
ease is to be prized. 

^ fllE ^ no ceremony in 

private life. 

yfi ^1] wanting in politeness. 

y0»* (the Canons of) Rites 

and Music; ceremonial music, 
as at a wedding; the observances 
of civilisation. 

complaisant; yielding, 

the Board of Rites at 

mm 

Peking, which directs ceremon 
ial observances, literary dis¬ 
tinctions, etc. 

^jS| the department 

provincial yamin which deals 
with such matters as are dealt 
with, on a larger scale, by the 
Board of Rites. 

H IE the Book °f X‘/es—°ne 
of the canonical books of Con 
fucianism, containing a number 
of rules for the performance 
of ceremonies and the guidance 
of individual conduct under 
great variety of conditions and 
circumstances 

A the six classes of Rites,— 

^ capping, -g: marriage, || 

mourning, ^ sacrificial wor 

ship, Ijgi banquets, and JJ, 

meetings or visits. 

|! ^ yfi i|'j£ no one is offended 

by too much politeness. 

H ^ A M ifca man who is 
over-polite is treacherous. 

m ns # a 15 
politeness gains the confidence 
of princes. 



^ it ^ S 3c T with pj 

liteness, one can travel to the | 
ends of the earth. 

fH Tf" ^ Hd without I 

politeness, it is difficult to go a 
step. 

fj /fa to perform ceremonial - to I 

salute, as when introduced to a| 
stranger, etc. 

# lit ff itfc ft follow I 
the ceremonial of the rank to | 
which you belong. 

fa t0 return a salute. 

»at m pg n m n >“l 
apologise. 

fa fl Propriety; decorum. 

^ fa t0 commit a breach of| 

etiquette. 

fa tyi W withoutpoliteness, 

do not speak. 

jIe fa t0 send presents. 

^ ^ tT ^ f§ officials| 

do not bamboo present-bearers. [ 

fa Presents. 

as to ceremonial presents from 
far and near, he altogether) 
abolished them,—of the Emp.[ 
Yuan Ti, a.d. 318. 

fa or fa to an inventory I 
of presents sent; the second isl 
also an acknowledgment of I 
wedding presents. 

fa a fee; a present for work! 

done. 

J£l $0 ^ M f| to give (Ch‘ao) | 

Ts‘o as a sop to his enemies. 

water presents, — fruit; | 

eatables. 

jj}|| dry presents,—bullion. 

j[j!| £ash used for presents to | 

priests, etc. 
ra -ith w zu 
f# /fill is. ilia ’ ^ 

though a present is returned for 
the present received, one is still I 
not satisfied,—there is the good! 
intention of the original sender! 
which remains unrequited. 

nil M Ail the present is] 

trifling but the intention is good. 

ill fH tbe contributions of I 

a District Magistrate and a! 

Prefect to a passing ^ 

Literary Chancellor, are so called. 

8| documents sent by the! 

parties arranging a marriage on 

tbe “sending of proof,” 

silks”" thC ^ ^ “Sending°f 

flf ff or Z flor 
betrothal presents, 

fl marriage candles. 

/H ifj betrothal money. 

^ A! ffll f§ about a 

month afterwards, he was mar¬ 
ried to.... 

mm to worship; to make 

obeisance,—a native term, first 
used of Buddhist worship, and 
adopted by foreigners. 

ftlfcn M&WSK1 worshipped] 

the icy countenance,—of a jade, 
Buddha. 

m m EP m m m i. 
thereupon all the monkeys did 
homage to him. 

ff m 0 Sunday. 

fa m EEl Wednesday. 

mmit a church; a chapel; 

a cathedral. 

fa m wp a mosque. 

fa Sit the Buddhist Scriptures. 

fft a District in Kansuh. 

A non-alcoholic or very 

slightly alcoholic drink, not 

clarified (see 2260); wine 

made overnight; sweet wine. 

JLKSSMS along with a cup] 

of non-alcoholic wine. 

ftSj |f|i alcoholic and non-alco¬ 

holic wines. 

not to set out non¬ 

alcoholic wine,—to treat guests 

negligently, as be¬ 

haved to the learned «£• 

sweet wine. 

UH ^ pure fountain-water, — a 

name for good wine. 

-yJe M a District in Shensi. 

A mullet with seven 

spots on its body, from 

which it has been called 

the'fcMf- 

the snake-fish (Ophioce- 

phalus argns). See 6953. 

A shoe. To tread; to 

walk. Ceremonies (=^®) 

because ceremonies are per¬ 

formed by footsteps. Also 

read lii%. See 6281. 

or shoes. 

lie nJZ M Ml shoes crossing,- 
a hurrying to and fro. 

If*, 'ff Jj|| straw sandals worn in 

mourning. 

Rising Lower. j|fjn to make sandals. 

9t » £ fBJ £ ^ B,, 

AH dressed in uniform with 

carpet-slippers on. 

1 )& the sole of a shoe. 

SIS ®i§ Jt ‘to cut off 

one’s toes to make one’s shoes 
fit. 

m m ± Jjt$ to go into the 

palace with sword and shoes on, 
—cont. to etiquette. 

AH UnL ft shoes filled his door, 

—crowds of people came. 

_t IA1 on going up 

the steps (of the shrine), I took 
off my shoes. 

m m z m uj is m k 
AH footprints are made by 

shoes: they are not the shoes 
themselves. 

three thou¬ 

sand retainers with pearl-em¬ 

broidered shoes,—had ^ 

Ch‘un Shen in the feudal times. 

let not the! 

cattle and sheep trample them. 

I«llli ® I 
I would not venture to trouble 
you to come. 

S pedigree; ancestry. 

particulars of age] 

and antecedents,—of an official, 

to enter on one’s post. 

j to take up a new appoint¬ 

ment. 

a name for the first day! 

in the year,—from the following 

sentence in the : — 

I iffii M besin with up- 
rightness. 

1^11^= she treads in my I 

footsteps and hastens away. 
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6952 

&& 

69S3 

r£^ 

See^M 
K. ngi, nye 
A. /«, lai 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

JL 
69S4 

v- 

R'^ 
C. lap 
H. lip 
F. lik 
W. li 
N. lih 
P. IP 
M .li 
Y .lik 
Sz. li 

imMMW- (be cautious), as 

though treading on thin ice. 

vfwm !|[| one can walk on 

the hoar-frost. 

# m m b to walk with 

difficulty. 

to follow in the 

(right) track, without trans¬ 
gression. 

Mff to walk; to proceed. 

jj|| to walk in the path of 

virtue. 

m MUZ may she repose in 

her happiness and dignity! 

A wood-boring insect. 

^ iHt an °ld name for the 

[^- P‘o-yang lake in Kiangsi. 

illi ^ the snake-fish (Ophioce- 

phalus argus). 

Read /**. A gourd; a 

calabash. 

1a m s'l m to measure out 

the sea with a ladle,—of an im¬ 
possible task. [In this instance, 
the word is said to refer to the 
large scallop-shell often used as 
a water-ladle]. 

iHi iHc *n rowsi appearance 

of plots of vegetable gardens 
viewed from a height. 

Read IP. To cut off; to 
partition. 

^ lUi t0 divide,—an old term 

used in the Ch‘u State. 

Read lo°~. A shell-fish •, 
a mussel. 

i 0$ ffl p the mussel and 

the oyster close their doors,—so 
the wise man will retire within 
himself. 

To stand up (see 10,343); 

to make to stand; to set 

up; to fix; to establish; to 

draw up; to execute, as a 

deed. Immediately; on the 

spot; forthwith. Radical 

117. 

JL ttf* to stand in the 

middle of the road. 

JL 
69S4 

K. rip, ngip 
J. riu, ritsz 
A. lep 

Entering 
Lower. 

II standing at the side. 

JJL t'O a wardrobe. 

jfc It. to stand naked,—to be in 

great distress. 

— -j- ,V at thirty, I stood 

firm,—said by Confucius. 

rfij jl thirty years of age,—taken 

from the above. 

rffj JLL now 30 years of 

age. 

M: M 36 JL principle and 

passion cannot stand together. 

m±m svi alone and un¬ 

aided. 

JL ji. fUj 5ll iumPed up 
and asked, saying. 

[=1 jjL see I2»36S- 

g % JJL M -F # felt he 
could not stand up. 

iV to fix the feet firmly. 

JLL KE to fix a limit. 

jjL the beginning of spring,— 

one of the 24 solar terms. [ j|jr 

is similarly used with summer 
autumn, and winter.] 

JL or JL Aj> or JL M to 
fix one’s resolution; to make up 
one’s mind. 

JL 
69S4 

ifi 

iV [g|| to found a kingdom. 
AL M ™ AL?ti orJL EP or 

jjL established truths; dicta. AL or JL 0 or JL 

jjL ^ to establish a family. or jj. or jl ffnor JL tf 

jjL j|jj!| to found a patrimony; 
immediately; instantly; forthwith. 

to establish an institution or JL ilP he immediately 

method. got down from his horse. 

jjl $§[ to set up an altar. JL tT JJL directly he was 

jjL to establish one’s reputa¬ beaten, he died. 

tion. 

~iV to establish one’s merit,— if. 

as by some great action. 
6955 Hilly; mountainous. 

^ 0 jl if y°u do 
not learn the rules of propriety, 0_- I-* JE mountainous. 
you cannot have your character See JLL 
established. Entering 

jjl ^ to take a concubine. Lower. 

~iV or jjl to adopt an 
5ft* 

heir. A mineral used as an 

jjl to marry a wife. 6956 
v> p antidote to poisons. The 

JL tip or JJL yA* jfpl to be a 
Rm sound of stones crashing 

respectable member of society, Seeit together. 
—as opposed to a rake, spend¬ Entering 
thrift, etc. Lower. 

3F 
6957 

R. 

C. lip 
H. lit 
F. lik- 

to start a UL or JJL ,- 
business. 

E to institute proceedings; 

to begin a case; to record a case, 
that it may serve as a precedent. 

L to conclude a Treaty. 

to make a contract; 

to execute an agreement. 

JJL M or JJL M to draw 
up a document in witness of any 
transaction. 

jjL $j|i ^ to execute a marriage 

contract. 

to draw up this 

special rule. 

JLL ^ t0 draw up rules or 

by-laws. 

jjL t0 execute,—as an agree¬ 

ment. 

JLL t0 mahe a law; a legal 

institution or measure. 

AL ^ a political constitution; 

see 9345. 

to make a cemetery. 

A wide conical hat of 
bamboo-splints, chiefly worn 
by agricultural labourers 
to protect them from sun 
and rain (see 5651). A bas 

ket. See 2270, 10,200. 



3F 
6957 

W. //_ 
N. ///y 
P. /i° 
M. li 

Y. lik 
Sz. /» 
k. 
J. riu 

A. Hep 

Entering 
Lower 

Irregular. 

6958 

R. 

C. tiep^ 

H. Up, 
F. /a/y 
VV. /iy 
N. lik 
P. IP 
M. li 
Y. lik 
Sz. li 
K. ngip, yip 
J. riu 
A. lapr, lipr 

Entering 
Lower. 

6959 

C. lep3 
H. lap, 
F. /*'£ 
W. li 
N. lih 
P. IP 
U.li 
Y. //<& 
Sz. li 
K. 
. riu 

Ai lep 

Entering 
Upper. 

— Tl g or - jf if. g 

wide splint hat. 

— £ — IM 

5^; Ip. ^ a hat and a gourd 

(sc. food and shelter) make up 
the sum total of man’s wants. 

3|C tyk ^ JPI (Ml Portrait of 
[Su Tung-p'oJ in labourer’s hat 
and clogs. 

IpT a coarse conical straw hat. 

Jl£ ^ to be a servant. 

^ ^ one basket of charcoal 

baskets for carrying rice 

shoots when transplanting. 

A single grain ; a kernel 

Numerative of beads, but¬ 

tons, etc. See 6096. 

—‘ '^4 HI a Srain- 

—‘ '$L la a bean. 

—“ ^jf a grain of rice. 

grains of cooked 

rice. 

% *4 it not a morsel to eat. 

See 9971. 

^ to be without food; to 

leave off food,—as when pract 
ising the Taoist system, with a 
view to immortal life. 

mRTin. all the people had 

grain to eat. 

6960 

A basket for carrying 

pigs; a pig-sty. 

a pig-basket. 

^ it is already in the 

sty. 

Bletia hyacinthina, R.Br. 

See 9529. 

6961 

R. 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

w 
6962 

A. lit le 

See ^|J 

Sinking 
Lower. 

R. 

Iff 
6963 

R. 

6964 

6965 

m 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

69 66 
T, 

R' 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

876 

4? 

A small species of king¬ 

fisher (AIcedo bengalensis), 

known as $| ^, with a red 

bill and a white breast. 

To manage; to transact; 

to exercise functions. 

to rule; to govern. 

if* ^^your management 

of affairs will be full of trouble 

KiSW* to transact busi 

ness of all kinds. 

when Fang Shu came to take 
the command, his chariots were 
three thousand. 

°r to c°nie int° 

office. 

in: R to govern the people. 

Vl 111 T 'M rushing noisily 

down,—as a torrent. 

Same as 6962. 

Same as 6962. 

A dangerous disease; 

swellings and sores from 

varnish-poisoning. To kill 

XrM ulcers; sores. 

^ ^ a plague of boils. 

^ St do not kil1 fledg- 
lings. 

A whetstone; see 6970. 

Severe ; dangerous. Op¬ 

pressive ; cruel. Disorder. 

grievous illness, 

r be is suffering 
'4JE iet 

from a severe and dangerous 
sickness. 

^F* 1^ JM ^ A1 wil1 on 110 
account with oppression put men 

to death. 

the government of the present 
time, how oppressive it is! 

6966 

6967 

/» 

r> ^>2* 
R-^ 
C. lai 
H .li 
F. lae 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. yz, rye 
J. rei, rai 
A. lei 

Sinking 
Lower. 

LIS* 

6968 

R.fg 

See 

A. lak 
Sinking and 

Entering 
Lower. 

^ W n 
6969 

R-H 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

r?Ms 

*1 

PK ft. IW who is responsible 
for the present evils? 

(God) sends down 

these great calamities, 

severe; strict. 

to oppress the people. 

ffil Wt0sPeakinabarsh 
tone of voice. 

)l|r stringent interdict. 

|j§^ ^ to become grave. 

ig an altar to the spirits of 

the dead, who are supposed to 
be malevolent and have to be 
appeased three times a year. 

)j§| a malicious spirit. 

R1 a violent wind; a cruel 

custom. 

|H to sharpen weapons; brave 

troops. 

^ if the water is deep, 

I will cross in my clothes. 

their girdles hang¬ 

ing elegantly down. 

To encourage; to incite. 

it Hior ffl f$jor Hit0 
encourage; to rouse to effort. 

IS to encourage the people. 

M & or MU to strengthen 
one’s determination. 

f^j US $3 t0 do one’s utraost 
to govern well. 

IJj # II t0 exert one‘ 
self to help the country. 

To fear. 

Read la4*. Vicious; bad. 

$ fR wicked; cruel. 

To cross a stream on 

stepping-stones. 
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$ 
6970 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

6971 
R ®3fe 
R-w 
P. li, v. c/a 
M. //, v. lat 

Sinking 
Lower. 

6972 
R 

• w 
F. lae, v. tie 

SeeM 
Sinking 
Lower. 

‘4* 

6973 

R-ff 
C. /«/ 
H. /»/, 

F. /«£, v. Aty 
W.« 
N. lih 
P. /*° 
M. ) ;. 
Sz. 
Y. 

A whetstone; to grind. 

A kind of sandstone. 

ffi to grind; to sharpen; to 

polish. 

2 tfl « M applying the 

grindstone to each other,—of the 
mutual admonitions of friends. 

® ill o?sr a whetstone hill 

and a girdle river,—words used 
in the oath of allegiance admin¬ 
istered by the Emperor Kao 
Tsu of the Han dynasty to de¬ 
serving subjects whom he enno¬ 
bled:—“Until the Yellow River 
diminishes to the size of a girdle, 
and Mt. T‘ai to that of a whet¬ 
stone (sc. for ever).” 

% M tK Jf 5! rubbed 
smooth by the sea-water, 

sandstone. 

n msis s bi°cksrf 
sandstone formed the outside 
wall. 

ft* carbonate of lime; chalk- 

stone; mussel-rock. 

Coarse grain. 

;j|j| bad grain; hence, coarse; 

of poor quality. 

)jij| fine and coarse. 

^ coarse food. 

Rock oysters, as distin¬ 

guished from the agglomer¬ 

ated kind. 

male oysters,—rock oys¬ 

ters, believed to be all males. 

^ oyster-shells. 

jj»£ dried oysters. 

oysters in their shells. 

The chestnut-tree; a 
chestnut. Used for 6976, 
and with 6974. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from 10,340. 

See 2526. 

rib 
^ T*or Wl it!01 m or 

Castanea vulgaris, Lam. 

The first is also, a chestnut. 

^ tbe chestnut-trees 

at the east gate. 

.6973 
J. ritsz 
A. lit 

Entering 
Lower. 

6974 

R-Jf 

Seef|E 

Entering 
Lower. 

4* 

6975 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

]|pL chestnuts. 

J^jl the fruit of Trapa. 

or djb fg £ chestnut 

colour,—used of horses, and also 
of the colour of visiting-cards 
when in mourning. 

%\ Am jjjb. the man of Chou 

(Wen Wang) used the chestnut- 
tree,—to plant round the altars 
to the spirits of the land. 

H (as though ) 

to cause the people to be afraid. 

Aleurites triloba, Forst., 

and Quercus cornea, Lour. 

9^ 0l|5 the horse-chestnut 

(zEscuius chinensis, Bge.), called 

zmm by the Japanese. 

55. Castanopsis sinensis, ife|E 
Hance. 

tjifj" they cut down the 

chestnut trees along the route, 
—which appear to have been 
used as finger-posts. 

0 /R teak wood. 

m £ 0 lj! M in the days of 

the second moon, the air is cold. 

Iff 101 Iff it hung down, 

every grain complete. 

M 3^ (the leaves) are 

set up solidly. 

ji=L ffi) ^ sentle and yet digni¬ 

fied. 

mn on the back of the ances¬ 

tral tablet. 

Ancestral tablets, made 

of chestnut-wood on ac¬ 

count of its durability. 

Cold; chilly, 

cold; chilly. 

its, ^ ^ the north wind 

pierces me through. 

now hot, now 

cold. 

6976 

RM 
F. leik, 

See 
Entering 
Lower. 

m 

6977 

R-ff 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

6979 

R-M 

See ‘|y K 

Entering 
Lower. 

ts 
6980 

R. 

C. lik 
H. lit 
F. lik 
W. li 
N. lih 
P. IP 
M. li 
Y. lik 
Sz. li 
K. yok 
J. riki, rioku 
A. lik 

Entering 
Lower. 

6978 

r-K 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

.4? 

Afraid; terrified. 

j]|j^ quaking with fear. See 

6973- 

afraid; terrified at. 

«|'|H I am fearful and 

trembling. 

‘|^ <|‘^ awe-struck; terror-stricken. 

^ * tffi H shivering but not 

from cold. 

To smooth by drawing 

through the hands. 

;j jjjh ^jjj to smooth a skein of 

thread. 

A small stream in 

Kiangsu. 

m tK m and vi 1# m two 
Districts in Kiangsu. 

yffi an island in the Yang-tsze, 

near Wuhu. 

Bamboos used for spears, 

punt-poles, etc. A kind of 

horn or pipe (see 9013) 

used to call horses together. 

Physical effort; strength; 

power; force; energy. 

Used as a measure of the 

strength of bows, one J} 

being equal to 10 catties. 

See 6566. Radical 19. [To 

be distinguished from 

10,783.] 

j] M or j] M or % ft 
(fetP) physical strength; vigour. 

th U <* m li to put forth 

strength; to exert oneself. 

to labour with the strength, 

•—the sweat of the brow. 

to live by manual labour 

he kept himself] 

by manual labour, 

jfl ffil ff estimate your 

strength before acting. 



^ ^ fi % a wrong estimate 

of one’s strength, — as when 

^ K‘ua Fu chased the sun. 

* & $ & ;h i 
things are often accomplished 
by persevering efforts. 

^ |‘j ji]p to make a 

great effort and yet not succeed. 

Ji % # or & ^ ^ 

% % m strength not 

equal to the will, —the spirit 
willing, but the flesh weak. 

H M ni* very labour- 
saving. 

not up to his work. 

to assist,—as one person 

another. 

to be effectual. 

~}j tbus onlx can 

[something] be effectual. 

the whole strength (of 

the verse) lies in the four words 
“yet to-day naught remains.” 

% £ J3 ^ — M -V 
strength is sufficient to lift three 
thousand catties and yet not suf¬ 
ficient to raise a single feather,— 
the allusion being, in the first 
case, to physical, in the second 
to moral force 

W Jf #•/*• Z ft 
# tk ioo lb is a weight within 

your strength,—for carrying, etc. 

H W M M rich and 
poor gave according to their 
means. 

Rj ha°x 

%\] M % & whatever 

you want, you can get if you 
have the power (se. money). 

the potentialities of things, 

—what they are good for, what 
can be got out of them. 

to be ignorant of 

the potentialities of things, — 
how far they will go, etc. 

£ rS Jfl 2 tr 
jg SW '-to P J@ if 
things produced in due season 
are used without limit, their 
potentialities will be contracted. 

B -ft or power of eye; 

eyesight 

■n 
6980 

llgr or with all one’s 

might. 

ife Ao* tfll % <1do il with 
your whole heart. 

^ personal service. 

|p| 0 ^ to exert strength 

a whole day. 

* 'M M ® union is strength; 

united we stand. See ijgJf; 9991 

1\ tit M ® 
robust; strong. 

^ tired; worn out. 

strengtb exhausted; worn 

out. 

^ deficient in strength; weak. 

to learn assiduously. 

to argue strenuously. 

it is not in my 

power to bring him (or it) back 

If J# H1 could hardly 
vanquish him. 

to set earnestly to 

work; to bestir oneself vigor 
ously; to see to it. 

to do it in spite of illness 

to labour to observe; to 

confine oneself strictly to. 

lit * a 3S »!»1 ™ 
doing my utmost for you in this 
matter. 

J|p: to strive to advance,—a 

person. 

HU to earnestly strive. 

^J j||j to earnestly regard. 

to do manual work; to 

do earnestly. 

1) ff to practise earnestly. 

to earnestly strive or pray 

t0 demand energetically 

1\ ffl to till the fields; to farm 

ipE vigour of handwriting, 

money given to the actual 

bearers of presents. 

the power of wealth. 

fy) — ff £ j\ t0 lend 

helping hand, 

lit 3 mnn how strong is 

this bow? 

tl 
6980 

4P 

w 
6981 

m 
See 

Entering 
Lower. 

77 
6982 

M 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

m 
6983 

R. 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

6984 

6985 

R. 

the resolution of forces,_ 

in mechanics. 

the composition of forces. 

3l the five powers,—of faith, 

energy, memory, meditation, 
and wisdom, which are nega¬ 
tive moral agents preventing the 
growth of evil. Sanskrit: bala 
or panchabcilani. 

ti ^ ^ to be siack in 
efforts to arrest robbers. 

A high range of moun¬ 

tains. 

A small coarse variety 

of bamboo. Thorns. 

bramble-bushes, 

thorny bamboos. 

Water dripping. 

li 

C. lai 
H. -/a/, Jai 
F. lie1, v. site 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ye, ngi 
J. ri 
A. le 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Same as 6982. 

The lichee (Nephehum 

litchi, Camb.). [Correctly 

written ^.] 

H Jffe the lichee,—of which there 

are many varieties. 

the false lichee (Staun- 

tonia chinensis, D.C.). 

Hr the foreiSn l'chee,— 

the custard-apple (Anona squa¬ 

mosa, L.). 

lichee kernels,—used 

as medicine. 

^ & the C0l0Ur °f 
lichee stones,—a rich brown. 

m a 2" a: 1« #er' 
any one knew it, the lichees had 

arrived. See 3482. 
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69B5 

6986 

6987 

R-ff 

C. /<>» 
H. lui 
F. lae 
W. lai 
N .li 
P. It, lei 
M. ) 
Y. H 
Sz. ) 
K. ye, rye 

Sinking 
Lower. 

6988 
r> '3T31 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

jj«p j# Perkaps foveolata, 

Wall. 8960. 

girdled with ivy. 

Same as 6985. 

Tribulations ; calamity ; 

miseries. To transgress. 

To do violence. To come 

to; to stop; to settle. Per¬ 

verse ; wicked; rebellious. 

^ M two ^ , back to 

back,-make up the symbol 
see 3702. 

% li M T ffr God is 
sending down calamities upon 
Chou. 

P# lit A M sending down 

these great miseries. 

* M M T ± T 
I know not but that I shall 
offend the powers above and 
below. 

the stupidity of the wise man is 
from his doing violence to his 
natural character. 

SSSiffl-M there is no dist¬ 

ance from which (people) will 
not come to you,—if you govern 
well. 

1 i I ^ soaring to the 

heavens. 

BfftMlk there is no means 

of settling,—the troubles, 

f SI<S they have not 

stilled their minds. 

vicious; cruel; savage. 

5fB ^ perverse; insubordinate. 

MM sin; crime. 

PM a punishable offence. 

M. M \>X ^ Z to dfyin the 
open air. 

The cry of a heron, wild 

goose, etc. 

to call out in the sky,— 

as a passing crane. 

a n a m % * f & 
the whistling of the wind, the 
cry of a crane, trees and plants 

m‘ 
6988 

>v 

R. 

6989 
as* 

See^ 
Sinking 
Lower. 

6990 

R-»Jf 
F. lae'-, v. iloui 

See M M 
K.yol, ry'ol 
J. ret, rat, retsz 
A. le 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Lower. 

6991 

6992 

i$v 

6993 
r» 6^ R-70 
See |j^ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

6994 

all are soldiers,—to the nervous. 
Cf. Each bush an officer. 

# ^ ft. 
nervous attitude of priests at 
the various temples,—as to what 
is going to happen to them. See 

Sad; distressed. 

liH: IS sorrowful; melancholy. 

A plectrum for playing 

on stringed instruments. To 

strike, as the strings of a 

guitar. See 6991. 

i t0 play the guitar. 

See 4483. 

drew (a knife) 

across,—as if to cut. 

Read lieli4*. To snap; 
to tear. Obstinate. To 
guide. To whirl around. 

1*^ 

R -3 

See 

to steer. 

^mm he jerked his hand 

round and upset the soup. 

Used with 6990. 

i IS or m some kind of 

mechanism. 

I tM T Jit # he put 
a mechanism into the belly,- 
of a wooden bird. 

r> efS‘ 

See 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Same as 6856. 

A dark dull green. 

ffj a Plant found in 

Shantung, which furnishes 
green dye. 

A kind of stiff grass, the 

spike of which turns red 

and the leaves of which are 

used for making sandals 

Used for 6993. 

6995 
o 
K-7M 

Sinking 
Lower. 

at 

6996 

Entering 
Lower. 

6997 

C. lik3 

Entering 
Lower. 

A water-spout, believed 

to be a black dragon- 

snake, and called ^ 

and P# ■ 

H M M & $3 the black 
dragon-snake sports over the deep 
abyss. 

To strike. To choose. 

To allow. To exclude. 

Chestnut-leaved oaks 
(Quercus serrata, Thunbg. 
and Q. c/miensis, Bge.). 

Jiff 
he saw a scrub oak, big enough 
to hide an ox behind it, which 
had become the earth-god 

[ jn± = ± II; ^ 9803-] 

$s\ or frj J& ^ Quercus 

aliena, Bl. 

a * & mm Quercus fabri, 

Hance. 

^ or J|L ^ ^ the “chest¬ 

nut oak” [Quercus chinensis, Bge.), 
the acorn-cups of which are used 
for dyeing. 

Read yiiek4*. 

a District in Shensi under 

theT'ang dynasty; now a market 
town. 

6998 

See^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

m 
6999 

w 
7000 

R-0 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

The lustre of pearls. 

}i'J brightness; brilliancy, as 

of jewels. 

bright; shining. 

Same as 6998. 

Small stones ; gravel 

shingle. 

nm an ore of quicksilver like 

cinnabar. 

potsherds; broken tiles 

rubble. 



| C. lik^, lokQ 

I See : 

Entering 
Lower. 

IR.S 

I See 

Entering 
Lower. 

S3* 

r=f 
7°°3 

|R- jlCL 

f. m 

See ^)J 

IK. ngi 
J. ri 

I A. /if, li 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7004 

R. jlL 

A step; a pace. To| 

advance. 

wit — st 
even Bucephalus himself (seeI 
1041) cannot go a thousand paces! 
at one bound,—ceremonies must I 
be taken in order and not be| 
disposed of per saltum. 

Read lol*. Surpassing; 

eminent. 

yp jjf. a man of extra¬ 

ordinary talents. 

The rut of a wheel. See\ 

7234- 

the furious char¬ 

iots rushed over the course, 

iji^ i|^ to trample down; to dis¬ 

honour. 

To revile; to curse. 

A ft ft ft the 
people murmur against you and 

revile you. 

|H ^ ^ when backs are] 

turned, they are good at reviling, 
—of hypocrites. 

@ to curse. 
11 rnv 

A iS |4‘ though aogT. he| 

did not curse. 

sf-p^aifk 
the superior man, when breaking 
off a friendship, utters no word 

of abuse. 

Hi to revile; to abuse. 
i j 

l1- - to slander. 
t=t om 

A government servant; 

an official. A gaol. 

ffit lit % T % 35 ^ 

tfe (the sovereign) who has no 

enemy is the minister of God. 

if the sovereign exceeds his duty, I 
the consequences are fiercer than 

raging fire. 

mn an oppressive minister. 

thel 
Emperor appointed, an officer tol 

administer the State. 

?l -ptS f§ S6 £ Con- 
fucius was once keeper of stores. 

7004 

7005 

R-w 
C. 
H. rii 
F. lae 
W. /*, //r 
N. di 

P- 1 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. ] 
K.yf 

I J. ret, 
A. U 

Sinking 

Lower. 

li 

5 ^ the Board of Civil Office, 

—which manages the civil ser¬ 
vice of the empire. 

'p to be an official. 

j£ ;j£* a clerk. 

|l an active official. 

£ M ♦ ^ li however 
he did not let it interfere with 
his official duties,—of a hobby 

lift % at the expiration of his 

term of office. 

officials who have gained 

admission into the public service, 
by examination, from among the 
ranks of clerks in the Govern¬ 
ment Boards, Peking. 

head constable and keeper 

of the gaol. 

it is it ft a ^ '»»• 
dies have difficulty in escaping 
the grip of the sharp constable. 

£j& administrative rules 

details. 

TSS© being thrown into 

gaol, he committed suicide. 

To be attached to, as| 

subordinates ; minor offici¬ 

als ; menials. To be under| 

the control of. See 431. 

Commonly written ^.] 

I ^ servants; retainers. 

or lictors; official | 

servants. See 431. 

^ a criminal; a convict. 

# ^ @E f^each (general) had I 

subordinates responsible to him, I 
_who in turn had subordinates! 
responsible to them. Alluding! 
to the military arrangements oil 

Jjl Feng I of the Hanf 

dynasty. 

# it If not under his| 

jurisdiction. 

ift 0 “ 's46- 

(6| gt a » jg t m 
served hitherto under General A. I 

^ the official writing,-a style 

introduced by j§lji Ch eng I 

Mo about B.C. 200 to replace! 
the cumbrous Lesser Seal, and I 
itself replaced about a.d. 4001 
by the modern “clerkly” style | 

now in use. 

7006 

R-f§ 
C. lai 
H. li 
F. lie 
W. lies, li-, 
N. I 

1 li 

^ ]|£ a modification of the li shu, 

introduced by ^ fifij So Ching. 

fit M W he wrote the li 
script beautifully. 

A law; see 7548. A 

by-law ; a rule; a custom ; 

a usage; a precedent. 

to make a new law; to 

establish a precedent. 

mm to have become law, or 

custom; an established precedent 

I^J administrative rules; laws 

mm to transgress the law; 

contrary to law. 

$jj according to law. 

$jj ^ forbidden by law. 

not to be made 

into a precedent. 

iKISi to make into a 

precedent. 

7 W M W lit j™ 
cannot make that the precedent 

for this. 

m % recorded decisions; prece 

dents. 

PlJ j^|] rules; regulations. 

not in accordance 

with usage. 

s m °r th n established 

custom; fixed usage. 

not in accordance 

with regulation. 

a an annual custom 

\® BscWZti m' 
chandise subject to duty. 

# ^ fab n not in tune. 

Hj \%) or H Hi directions to 

the reader, printed at the be¬ 
ginning of a book, generall) 
containing explanation of the 
system adopted, definitions of 

terms used, etc., etc. 

mn a register of officials 

showing their seniority, etc 

Same as 6969. 

7007 



yoo8 

_ >2*5* 
R.^ 

See^; 
K. ye, rye 

. rei, rat 
A. * 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Violent; outrageous. A 

green dye; see 6993. 

an unreasonable man. 

an audacious villain. 

7009 

M 
7010 

C. clong 
H. Hong, cliong 
F. Hong 
W. hie, liae 
N. Hang 
P. ) 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. ) 
K. riang 
J. rid 
A. long 
Rising Lower. 

Hang 

See 7011. 

Two; both; a couple; a 

pair (see 864). An ounce, 

sixteen of which go to the 

pound (see 2019); a tael or 

ounce of silver; the unit 

of money values. A body 

of 25 soldiers. 

two; both 

PH A or PHI® A two men; 
both men. 

PH A the two great things,— 

Heaven and Earth. 

PHfl one’s parents. 

PH P ¥ husband and wife 

both sides bright; 

both parties coming off credit¬ 
ably. 

both. 

m * # m the two take no 

notice of each other. 

H Jr ffii PH Z & A the 
Three Forces taken two together 
make six. 

ph pt ambiguous; alternative; 

optional. 

i«ft BB in between two 

possibilities; having two courses 
open. 

PH wit the parties to a case; prose¬ 

cutor and accused; plaintiff and 
defendant 

PH double-eared,—as cereals 

the appearance of which is 
regarded as auspicious. See 1105 

advantageous to 

7010 

as 1 so as to avoid 

proceeding in different direct¬ 
ions,—instead of both keeping 
to the same course. 

=f- pH a11 history Pr0‘ 
vides no match,—to this essay. 

PH M & two different 
modes of procedure. 

PH Hi botb k!nds> different- 
PH ^ PH 77 a sword for each 

hand,—as the Japanese swords¬ 
men. 

pp| “p 3|| on both sides; in both 

points. 

PH mutually. 

PH & complete or suitable in 

both respects. 

m&z doubly advantage¬ 

ous. 

J# ^ PH £ 50 as to gain both 

ends. 

PH & a double advantage; 

doubly advantageous. 

^ ^ the matter is bene¬ 

ficial to both. 

PH ill H iet us dr0P ceremony 
m * mm both of them 

young and innocent, 

ppj dissimilar; not analogous. 

PH % 7 save us both the 

necessity; less trouble to us both. 

PH M both parties are 
willing to complete the transfer 

pH no names mentioned on 
either side,—put at the end of 
letters where it is not desired 
to give either the name of the 
writer or that of the addressee. 

PH the Governor General and 

the Governor. 

—* PH an ounce; a tael of silver 

pH badr an ounceJ tke name 
of an ancient coin, round with 
a square hole, probably of later 

date than the |||j issue 

which is round with a rounc 
hole. 

ff 3l. m ilin B-c-118 the 
pan Hang was abolished and the 
wu shu put into circulation. 

A PS # jf • - *like 
eight ounces and half a pound 
six of one and half-a-dozen of 
the other. 

7010 

7011 

P.v. lia 

See pj^ 

Rising Lower, 

7012 

See ppj 

Rising Lower, 

+ APS.T 
—* Jfj* sixteen ounces of filial 

piety towards parents will be 
repaid by a pound of the same 
from sons and grandsons. 

ra m 
a half-pound-and-four-ounces 
state of down-in-the-mouthness, 
— dissatisfied with either eight 
ounces or four, sc. with every¬ 
thing. 

+ A PH 3l (ft M M six- 
teen ounces and a half of luck, 
— i.e. more even than the full 
pound. 

* -J-> pp| twenty-five oun¬ 

ces, — equal to half a 

packet of bullion, sc. ^ 
half cracked. 

-f* PH -f"ten taels- 

Skill; cleverness. 

^ fa & M what are you 
skilled in? how clever he is! 
See 861. 

Read lia%. Two, of per¬ 

sons. See 12,977. 

ni ffl M we two- 
two for three big 

cash 1 

A pair of shoes ; a string 

for tying shoes. 

7013 

R. v lA<. 

See £j? 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Two wheels. Numera- 

tive of chairs, carts, wheel¬ 

barrows, etc. 

three carts. 

7014 

See pH 

Rising Lower. 

A sprite; a spirit. See 

12,518. 

Ill 
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_MV 

& 

7015 

m 
See ^ 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

R 

To measure-, to calcu-| 

late the capacity of. To I 

consider. * 7015 

to consider; to estimate.| 

j|j to measure land. 

5^ Tjl t0 measure the area of. 

m Ik a certificate ofl 
measurement for a ship. 

Ip- ^ to measure grain. 

Jj|- to consult; to deliberate) 

together. 

[p- jjjjj to consider about adding,! 

—as new clauses to an agree-) 
ment. 

-jp- to consider about dimin-| 

ishing,—as a tax. 

m.ff to consider as to doing. 

Hi Mj t0 measure; found on) vj/f t 2 

measurement to be. 

“ to partly pardon,—refer-i yOIg 

ring to the transfer of a banished | R< 

official to a post nearer the 

capital. 

Read liang*. A measure 

of capacity; a limit. See 

>$} 12,777, 12,807 

^ ifl ^ "tfe* it is not the name I 

of a measure of capacity,—but j 
of weight. 

Imade uni- 
form the tubes (see 7548), the I 
measures of length and of capa¬ 
city, and the steelyards. 

j#he sub 
stituted his private (large) mea-| 
sure for the official (small) mea-j 

sure, —of 5J jfc T‘ienj 
Ch‘eng-tzii. 

Jj§* weights and measures. 

@1 :ni 
wine, he laid down no limit, 
but he did not allow himself to 
be confused by it,—of Confucius. | 

ygg jg* capacity for drinking wine, 

—without getting drunk. 

^ jj| B Hf my rat’s (i.e. small) I 

capacity is exhausted, — I can 

drink no more. 

MHZ'1® do not| 
drink more wine than you can) 

carry. 

^2 M ft % R& to drink as| 
much as one can possibly stand. 

|See 

Even Lower. 

g one’s moral capacity,—as) 

for enduring affronts without | 
resenting them, etc. 

A ft liberal-minded; magnan-| 

imous. 

JljJ ~)j of commanding) 

presence and abilities. 

|$J| jjV how long is the! 

limit allowed? 

J=J ^ a month to be the | 

limit. 

hel 

only shows that he does not| 
know his own capacity. 

^ ||j -j|r each one should) 

calculate his own powers. 

-j||- to calculate; to guess; to| 

reckon. 

7016 

food; rations. 

Grain ; taxes in kind 

See 13,215. 

1 Int 

chief! 

B 01 If B ISor 
ft Grain Intendant, 

comptroller of the provincial 
revenue from the grain-tax, 
whether collected in money or 
in kind. 

iiiJS an abundant sup¬ 

ply of grain. 

^s|! or mm taxes in money 

and grain; popular names for 

M 01 IS $$ the land-tax 

proper. 

±m to pay taxes in grain, 

See 9729. 

j|j| 5JI! to transport grain, — to 

Peking, for Imperial use. 

*!# to examine gra'n,— 

as at ^ T‘ung Chou, to 

see if it is of proper quality and 
weight. 

IBIS'a soldier. 

buckshot; small 

victuals. 

to forage. 

rice. 

7017 

See $» 

Even Lower. 

shot. 

fr§1$ 

soldier. 

to shoot with shot. 

[§ to draw pay, as a I 

H to pay the | (0* ^t)m 
land-tax. 

to eat grain; to be a I 

soldier, alluding to the monthly | 

rations of rice. 

| gmin; food; provisions. 

+rB:ft to harvest. 

4 # tr T 0- J? 
how much grain have you got 
in this year? 

^ if you have three 

hundred-weight of corn at home 
do not be a ruler of boys,—an 
usher. 

he who travels a thousand li 
from home, must have provisions 
for three months. 

If government rations. 

lift a grain-junk. 

I)® -||pij (shang*) commissariat sup 

plies; taxes, both in kind and 
in money 

P 

m 
a 

?j|j| bread or cake; grains 

grilles; provisions for a journey 

grain and fuel; fodder. 

mm the land-tax registers in 

the District Magistracy. 

Good, as opposed to 

13,433 and 10,541; vir¬ 

tuous ; excellent ; docile; 

freeborn. Very; in a high 

degree. See 5873. 

zm good and bad 

mixed up together. 

of respectable family 

not a wizard, doctor, trader, 
or artisan, by extraction. 

^ good; virtuous. 

Ao* a goocl moral disposition. 

& IT R he has no con¬ 

science; he is ungrateful, etc. etc. 

Z % or m 1 Z 
to harbour evil designs. 

H. ingratitude. 

law-abiding, loyal people. 

tfl fertde lan(i. 

R& a good method; a capital 

way of doing anything. 

H a quiet horse. 

an excellent prescription 
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7011 

l H # P *U T S effi-| 
cacious medicine is bitter to I 
the taste, but it is good for the | 
disease. 

^ wholesome advice. 

2b JC see 12>02g- 

M good friend. 

% 0$ or M an auspicious 

hour. 

C fln an interyiew wkh you, or 

some honoured person. 

^ virtues,—as of law, pract 

ice, etc. 

^ J2 a good workman; a master 

of his craft. 

^ or ^ ^ a beautiful 

night. The first is also “late at 
night.” 

^ my goodman,—of a hus¬ 

band. 

he suddenly con¬ 

ceived evil designs. 

^ ^ one’s natural goodness of 

disposition which is the birth¬ 
right of all Confucianists. 

^ his natural good-1R' 

ness asserted itself. I See 115 fc 
& RS % — + A his I Even Lower, 

freemen and villeins did not 
amount to thirty in all. 

H M strong points; points in 

which one excels. 

StifilllXft 
I myself will die and not survive 
until the occurrence,— of the 
calamity. IR. 

(chiang4) a good general. IC. long 
H. ) 
F ( hong 

W. liae 

•ffy not to learn and yet to beiN. Hang 

able to do things, is innately 
ability. ly. 1 hans 

MtOI intuitive knowledge. |Sz 
0 IK. nyang 

or LI as galangal,— |j,r*5 
A. long 

ginger from ^ JN (formerly! Even Lower. 

^ Jl) JfiF Kao-chou Fu in 

Kuangtung. 

for a long time. 

very many. 

very deeply; very much. 

JUS may well cause. 

n^nz very much so; he did 

so,—in answer to a query, 

for a very goodj 

reason. 

ilrAiiSi’Sfl 
KHfe, that the ancients took I 

a light when out at night was| 
for a very good reason. 

I H & tf and accordingly | 
went and told. 

or consequence! 

of; owing to. 

J| J# ^ ^ because! 

he was not good. 

^ yjSj wine made in Liang- 

hsiang Hsien in the province of| 

Chihli. 

Same as 7016. 

Same as 6781. 

To jump. 

jj§£ to h°P and skip about. 

Read lang2. 

% jj-f hurriedly. 

j® jsi Hr SHrolling from sidei 
to side, as a drunken man. 

A level bridge (said to 

have been originally a dike 

or bank left by water drying! 

up; see 1398. First men-| 

tioned in Odes'). A handle | 

to a kettle, etc.; see 12,970. 

A beam; a ridge. Name) 

of a dynasty. A name 

or Honan (see 9205). See| 

11,003. 

| bridges. 

^ to make a bridge | 

of boats. 

II the bridge of the nose. 

jj)£ robbers; burglars. 

]f( jgKi, iumping right and! 

left, from bough to bough,—of| 
a wild cat. 

yj\ jjv)k the elusive move¬ 

ments of banditti. 

& 
7022 

i|£ jpj a cross-beam; a ridge-pole; | 

a thwart. 

the ridge-pole of a house. 

%£ % timber; beams. 

m 1;@5 beams and cross-beams, 

beams and pillars. 

% % # If H ^ passing I 

the time in gazing at the ceiling, | 
—instead of setting to work. 

gentlemen of thej 

beam,—burglars, so called from! 
their skill in utilising the open| 
beam-work of Chinese houses. 

gg tSv t0 de one’s bead to I 
a beam,—by the hair, as was| 

done by Sun Ching of I 

the ^ Chin dynasty, to keep! 

himself from falling asleep when | 
studying at night. 

^ carved beams,—used to I 

indicate the wealth of a family.! 

^ the projecting leather seam I 

on the top of Chinese shoes. 

S no prohibitions| 

respecting the ponds and weirs. | 

^ i|*l a dam put up to stop fish. 

to set the world! 

at defiance; to behave in a law-| 

less and aggressive way. See n 
10,280. 

the prolonged vibration j 

of sound. 

i|* ene of the Nine Provinces | 

into which the empire was] 
divided by the Great Yu. 

the Liang dynasty, a.d. 

502—556, the capital of which! 
was Nanking. 

_t Ik it If may gfeat j°y| 
come on raising the beam !— I 
a phrase written on red paper! 
and stuck on the main beam of| 
a new house, previous to raising] 
it into position, in connection] 
with which certain religious cere¬ 
monies are usually performed. 

(niang%) the back. 

||jj 2||L the Liang dynasty I 

in the morning, the Chin dynasty | 
in the evening,—revolutionary.] 

Same as 7021. 



7023 

‘'M 

Jfjf 

Even Lower. 

R 

7025 

R. 

W» 

7024 

S“@SSt 
Sinking 
Lower. 

w 

C. 
H. Hong 
F. Hong 
W. 
N. Hang 
p. ) 

y Uiang 

Sz. ) 
K. ryang, 

nyang 

J. rid 
A. long 

Even Lower. 

The common spiked mil¬ 

let or canary-seed (Setaria 

italica, Kunth.). 

lUj Barbadoes millet [Sor¬ 

ghum vulgare, Pers.). 

jiK; $1 crabs found in millet- 

fields. 

jflj yj|j spirit distilled from 

millet. 

0j ]p| the eastern starling 

[Slurnus cineraceus). 

II ‘T'or II 7jt millet-seed 

^ a body of grease 

and grain,—a glutton. 

j|t ^ a kind of useless grass, 

resembling millet. 

H the Yellow Millet 

Dream and the Awakening,— 
alluding to the famous dream of 

g mm Lii Tung-pin who 

went to sleep as a pot of millet 
was put on the fire, dreamt 
that he became Emperor, lived 
out his life as such, and waked 
to find that the millet was still 
uncooked. Lii Tung-pin then 
went into retirement, and became 
one of the Eight Immortals. See 

m 4449. This story is also told 

of Lu Sheng; see Biog. Diet. 

Distant. 

Read chiang4 and ching4. 

Wrangling; quarrelsome. 

* m it of one mind, 

without dissension. 

Cool; cold, as opposed 

to S64Q. To assist. To 

pretend; hypocritical. 

a cool breeze. 

a * « cold blows the 

north wind. 

cold water. 

cold wine. 

W. ft or ^ H cool,-Of 

weather. 

^ chao1 to catch cold. 

autumnal chill. See 349. 

JH ^ M t0 c°o1 oneselfin 
a place where there is some air. 

7025 

«£* 
7026 

See 
Even Lower. 

m 
7027 

^ — ^ to cool,—as hot tea. 

to feel or become cold, 

cold as ice. 

^ vf a cold sweat. 

^ tf an awning. 

1} ft# ^ if the niind 
is quiet, one is naturally cool. 

ife W.or ^ W.or fS W. to 
avail oneself of coolness; to make 
for coolness; to enjoy coolness. 

^ fearing the heat, 

we make for coolness. 

w, # # # to treat coldly 

and with scant respect. 

^ fil a Poor sh°w virtue. 

C. long 

^ devastated; laid waste; 

desert. 

^ a sunshade; a parasol. 

the awning of a cart,— 

it extends over the mule’s back. 

ft m & n the behaviour ofj 

the world is hot and cold,— 
according to circumstances. 

W. '$L EE assisting Wu 

Wang. 

S 2 0 fi. tt St * fif 
the unlimited disorder of the 
people is owing to those hypo 
crites, skilful to prevaricate. 

Ij^p name of a Prefecture 

in Kansuh, once famous for 
grape-wine. See 9372. 

n jh m n m k i 
Liang-chou was known under 
the Han dynasty as the Ytieh 
chih country. See 13,768. 

— w. jn % wf $*not a 
drop of Liang-chou (wine) to be 

had on credit. 

To grieve. 

j|>|? j|j*r a melancholy and 

sad state of affairs. 

ts what are you 
grieving about? 

See 7566. 

/J> 

7028 

H. Hong, long 
F. Hong 
W. loa 
N. long 

! Hang 

Sz. ) 
K. ryang, 

nyang 
ryo 

A. long 

Sinking 
Lower. 

I 

fe 
7029 

m 
7030 

See^j 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To dry in the wind. 

^ ^ Jig the butterfly 

suns its wings on the flowery 
spray. 

* T M £ m J® - J& 
to take off wet clothes and dry 
them. 

JJjjjt to spread out to air. 

Jtt£ to dry thoroughly. 

[jjjh JJjjji to dry in the shade. 

t|l^ jjjjf to dry in the sun. 

Hg t0 COGl- 

Same as 6685. 

v\ 

7031 

See )% 

Even Lower. 

Same as 7025. 

The strings for fastening 

an official cap. 

Sincere; faithful. To 

trust; to believe; to con¬ 

sider. To excuse. 

Eg to be friends with the 

sincere. 

E 4§ Z % Ig & the fidel 
ity of a common woman,—who 
will commit suicide at the slight¬ 
est provocation. 

© T- A Bn 7 IS the 
superior man is firm but not 

obstinate. 

',hal dearth i! 
there of true and loyal men? 

^ ig A K whywil1 y°u not 
trust me? 

X' S ‘11 tras'you win 
not think me rude. 

if indeed you do 

not understand me. 

Eg t0 cons‘der or bear 'n 
mind the circumstances. 

7^3 Eg t0 cons*derl to esh^late• 

It ‘3 4n lit1 ,hink il rausl 
necessarily be thus. 
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f# ^ M ^ I feel sure that.; 

I presume it must. 

H lit M surely there is no 

such principle. 

fi# 01 fi I# t0 niake allow¬ 

ances for; to excuse. 

pray you excuse 
me. 

Gfrfg# %mZlbes 
you gentlemen to make allow¬ 

ances. 

HU 3k i# £1 hope my readers 
will excuse it. 

^ f# to assist. 

gj % f# not t0 make a 
right estimate of one’s own value 
or powers. 

P# °r l# IMI period of 
mourning. 

7033 

% 
See 
Even Lower. 

A carriage •, a hearse. 

^nn. comfortable lined car- 

iages. Also, hearses, closed and 
open. 

7°34 
R. 

A cold north wind. 

See'/% 
Even Lower. 

7035 

R-it 
C. long 
H. Hang 
F. Hong 
W. liae 
N. ling, niatig 

£|r 
Y. hanS 

Sz. ) 
K. ryang, 

nyang 
J. rid 
A. long 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Clear •, bright; trans¬ 

parent, as opposed to Hq 

57 ; see 1341. Enlightened. 

^ vjJj dawn; daylight. 

^ broad daylight 

JIT ^ when he saw day 

light,—as of a person in a dark 
ened room. 

moonlight. 

bright; luminous. 

sbir>ing bright. 

^ t0 shine; to look lustrous 

very bright, 

— 5t to air; to put in the 

sun. 

wj\Z morning bells. 

transparent blue, — of 

buttons. 

*jh £ transparent white, — of 

buttons. 

1^ ^ee 7°32, 

%'k by firelight. See 7946. 

for your perusal. 

Wl neat and clean ’tidy ’ C°o1 ’ 
refreshing; bracing; pure. 

clear-sounding; resonant. 

^ ^ transparent gauze. 

^ Jljj clear>—in meaning, i.e. not 

obscure (of poetry). 

^ PIti: you have helped 

to make four generations illus¬ 
trious. 

ir * 
scholar have not faith, how shall 
he take a firm hold of things? 

clear-headed and straight¬ 

forward. 

3a; ify to spread the wings, 

See 3^ 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

Fuel used in sacrifices. 

7037 

m 
See tJ£|- 

Even Lower. 

A companion; a collea¬ 

gue. 

W officers of government; 

officials. 

JpJ ^ a fellow-official; a collea 

gue. 

'jt^ officials. 

& a comrade. 

-- yK. a Set’ aS fr*enC^Si 

a clique. 

Read liao%. Pretty. 

\% A m ^ how lovely is that 

beautiful lady ! See 7048. 

A cry; a sound •, a note 

^ loud and clear,-of singing 

e? PM a cry»—as °f a bird. 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

Sinking and 
Rising Lower. 

7041 

Even Lower. 

A surrounding wall. 

f 01S surround it withj 

a wall. 

To play; to sport. 

to sPort with- 

Read lao%. 

a maternal grandmother;I 

see 6783. 

fi h. m w 1he is ai 
regular old woman. 

A fellow-official •, usedl 

with 7037. A hut •, a shanty. 

a room in a yamtn where I 

petty officials can sit and drink | 
tea, etc. 

fg % $8 he set up a shanty j 
on my ground. 

i&m a brothel. 

pedlars’ boats. 

Ilf 42 
See 

Even Lower. 

The membrum virile. 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

7044 

R-Jt 
C. Slitt, lliu 
H. sliau 
F. ilieu, Sleu, 

cleu, lieu1 

W. Slide, tide- 
N. lioa 
P. Jiau, cliau, 

liau3 

M. sliau 
Y. lioa?, Sloa 

Intelligent; cheerful. To 

sympathise with. Empty. 

To grasp ; to manage. 

To pull; to raise; to stir I 

up; to excite. 

r/£ or mm to manage; to| 

control. 

IgA to pull a person about;! 

to play practical jokes on people;! 
to “show off.” 

f# ^ to seize; to grasp; toj 

manipulate. 
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7044 
I Sz. liau 
j K. ryo,yo 
IJ. 7 tOy ro 
] A. lieu 

Even and 
Rising 

Irregular. 

to challenge to battle, 

to stir the fire. 7048 ^ 

to rouse from sleep. IF' le'.\1 

||] to tempt; to excite. 

./r«, lieu1.) 
lain1 

I See 

#P 1®. If >'"lots excite Eveo, R,.ing 
men’s passions. I and Sinking 

ft to sew a seam< See 7076.I Lower 

to cure ^sease> See 7°5°-| 

Read liaox. 

to pull up; to raise 

up. 

to raise the clothes. 

Read liaoi. To fall; to| 

lose equilibrium. 

?? Biro to fall, of faces; to look I 
5t aIaa ’ I 7049 
black. L 

Jgl® ^ (or££) t0 have \ ° 
wrestle. See TT 

£ M “K that which can be I A-««*,&** 
I | Even Lower, 

postponed,—as work. 

£? 6j§L to do one’s best to win,! 

tg«T- he kicks,—as a horse. 1 7°5° 

«r> IS * It ft 18 ® f- ~ 

7046 

Sinking 
Lower. 

flames, when newly blazing, may I 
still perhaps be extinguished,— I 7°53 
alluding to the ruin caused by|R 

^ Pao Ssii, which could I w> liSe, 

not be checked. I gee 

i mz± the torch is bla-| Rising Lower 

zing in the court-yard. 

^ % £ $8 T Mlike afire 
blazing in the plains. 

how brilliant is 

that beautiful lady! See 7037. 

^ W- as simple (or as 

clear) as pointing to one’s hand. 

%^ intelligent. 

why so busy? 

Bright; shining. 

ill ^ ^ ^ bright hills and I 
beautiful streams. 

$$ rfrt BJJ brisht and| 
shining. 

F. ilieU) lieu'- 
P. iliau, liau1 

I See ^ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

70S.! 
w 

7048 

1 

Defeated. Bad; evil. .R 

£ ^ ^ M J# though » » 
not dead, he is defeated. |SeeT'T 

gt to learn bad habits. | Rising Lower 

5^ 6803. 

To burn; to illuminate;! _ 

a torch ; a signal-light; bril- J052 

liant. IR- 

RJjlr«£ (trees) which the I See 

people burn as fuel. | Even Lower. 

To hunt at night with] 

torches. Used for 6789. 

To cure; to heal. 

method of curing. 

to caredisease-| 

convalescent. 

^ 0L t0 aPPease hunger. 

^ ^ H the (U 
the flat round fruit) of the elm| 

will not cure poverty. 

Bright-eyed; clear of J 
sight. 

N rp it SW sff- -? eg 
if a man is inwardly good, his| 

eye will be bright. 

- 0 mm to take in at a I 

glance. 

gg to keep a look-out,—as | 

at sea. 

See 

Even Lower. 

To bind; to wrap; to go 

round. A rope; a sheet, 

etters; gyves; see 7059. 

^ to wind into a ball; to 

make a button. 

^ to coil the queue round 

the head. 

—‘ the bab co''ed round 

the head. 

iS-IBIt1"™ 
off a lock of hair and present 
it,—as Yang Kuei-fei did to the 
Emp. Ming Huang. 

^ m t0 wrap; to wind round; 

involved (see 5580). 

£§ to saunter around. 
Mvjs JzS 

the leechlines of a sail, 

to slack off a sheet. 
/|vj> 

HR It St il dazed,—as byl 
something bright or rapidly 
moving. 

The fat covering the 

intestines; the omentum. 

JRStilJft take out the blood 

and fat. 

00 tallow; grease 

7°57 

7058 A bamboo tray for the 

sacrificial beef at the State la- 

worship under the Chou I see ^ 

dynasty. * Even Lower. 

The cicada. 

ijjjl [J^jF a small white cicada found 

in Chihli. 

a variety of the mole- 

cricket. 

Artful, specious talk. See 

4210. 

IIP cunning of speech; plaus I 

ible. 

Same as 7049. 

Distant; far-off. 

^ to gaze at from afar. 

ill jH or Hafar off> 

extensive. 

#r M $g ffl ®,his f” 
ciple is absurdly far-fetched. 
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7058 
7063 

7064 

See ; 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

^ ^ the leaves of the broad 

bamboo, used in weaving mats, 

hats, etc. 

literary name of the pro¬ 

vince of ^ ^ Sheng-ching or 

Shingking. 

& M a river which flows into 

the Gulf of Chihli. 

the Liao dynasty, other-1 

wise known as the Kitanl 

Tartars, a.d. 907—1125. [Said 
to be a Tartar word meaning 

“iron.” Cf. the ^ Chin (metal) 

dynasty, and see 7763.] 

Pure silver. A furnace. 

Fetters. 

^ a cook. See 

handcuffs. 

Sinking and 
Even Lower. 

or 

very few. 

i- K tU M of the so1 
diers and people but few escaped. I 

Name of a small ancient| 

State. 

p* fffj a District in Kuangtung 

under the Ch‘i dynasty. 

7068 

f 
C. v. yuan 

“to squat” 

See jjpt 

Even Lower. 

I See y 

I Rising I.ower, 

. no, ru 

Even Lower. 

Tall. 

^ lit lons;talL 

7066 

See 

Even Lower. 

Rising Lower. 

% 

7061 

II. iliati^ liau' 

See 

Even Lower, 

Small birds, such as the 
tomtit, the wren, etc. 

[ifr Si a tailor-bird; a wren; a tit. 

1.1 a tit 

building its nest in a mosquito’s 
eye,—small within small; infini¬ 
tesimally small. 

ea a butcher-bird or shrike. 

7067 
,—. AW- 

F. /«/.’, clieu 

See 7 
Entering and 
Rising Lower, 

To trust to. Used for| 

7071. 

mpjfmm without resource. 

Deep; profound. 

'/R '/M c'ear and deep. 

7070 

C. liu 
H. liau 
F. /«V«, laiu 
W. tide 
N. lioa 
P. I liau, v. 
M. I sliau 
Y. lioa 
Sz. liau 

IK .yo 

Ij. rid 
1 A. lieu 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7062 

“•■f If 

Sinking and 
Even Lower. 

The sound of wind blow¬ 

ing. 

Read liu4 and liao4. 

Flying high; soaring. 

Empty; vacant; desolate. 

^ ^ deserted; desolate. 

p| wide; empty. 

||j| J|[$ boundless; vast. Of per¬ 

sons, unrestrained, unconvent¬ 
ional. 

fit ^ desolate and 

lonely. 

A name for various spe-| 

cies of Polygonum; smart-| 

weed. See 7069. 

I am also in a I 

patch of smartweed, — in the I 
midst of bitter experiences. 

H ^ 7» 9# the smart'| 
weed insect does not notice the | 
bitterness,—of its abode. 

jy smartweed. 

M J| or %£ J|( prince’s| 

feather (Polygonum orientate, L.). 

j|pL water-pepper (Polygonum\ 

hydropiper, L.). 

jit a sma-d species of P.A 

with bright red flowers, found | 
in Kiangsi. 

^ jpf the water persicary (Poly¬ 

gonum amphibium, L.). 

jg|f the hairy smartweed (Poly¬ 

gonum barbatum, L.). 

Read 
growth. 

IP*. Luxuriant 

Ilf long and large! 

To run away; to escape. 

jj|| ^|J begone! 

nnx he has been gone some I 

time. 

grows the aster-southernwood. 

Name of a small feudal 

State in Honan. Also! 

written M. 

To consider; to calcu¬ 

late; to dispose. Material;[ 

stuff; strass; coloured glass. 

$|« to consider; to reflect;] 

to reckon; to suspect. 

to estimate; to calculate. 

3j£J- J3I to take a census. 

ifi t0 measure- 

mu to estimate one’s strength. 

389* jj|| t0 manage; to control; 

to put in order. 

to look after; to see to 

the interests of. 

m. A fk t§5 ffl P< “M 
some one to look after themj 
(or the matter) for him. 

— 0# ^ ik ha m avaiiin&i 
himself of a moment when he I 
was not being watched,—e.g. he I 
jumped overboard (of a lunatic).! 

f^ itu ^ t0 Put one’s affairs| 
in order and prepare for the 
future,—of the serious thoughts! 
which should prevail at the close! 
of life. 

I should never have thought this! 
monkey had etc. 

ffi ft or f. & ft gsi] 

who would have thought it?i 
unexpectedly, 

fy ^ possibly; it may be that.] 

11^ f^ ^ 4* i.chunS%) il 
cult to say exactly. 

Hfk cannot anti-1 

cipated, or conjectured; it is I 
difficult to forecast. 

tJSJ- t0 certain- 

wonder whether. 



7070 

things 

^ it: is on,y 
guesswork, not certainty. 

nws to think to oneself. 

^ ^ Ito M* to make things 
appear as though visible to the 
eye. 

I calculate I shall 

not be able to. 

«m*nitfc who would have 

thought it had been thus? 

T' ft * 7f ‘ 
began to take an unexpected 
turn. 

m * t m he does not 

estimate things thoroughly,—he 
is not a man of good judgment. 

% th m m it is not unex¬ 

pected. 

materials; stuff. 

T labour and materials. 

Jig tJSJ' worthless stuff,—a useless 

man. 

^ fodder for horses 

[JJ tJw}' manure. 

itfi a paste made of pig’s 

blood. 

iISft stuff that states 

men are made of. 

7^ ^ or ^ la glassware 

vitrified ware; imitation jade 
[The second is also “a humbug.’ 
Cf. “Brummagem.”] 

mm glass beads. 

glass bangles or 

lets. 
3j£j- clouded glass; imitation 

jade. 
_. 4gL |jp| a preparation of 

medicines. 

>f§& medicinal opium. 

7071 

arm- 

■gVrtf2 A singing or buzzing in 

m the ears. A particle indi¬ 
7071 cating purpose, concession, 

etc.; an expletive. More¬ 

See ^>1]" over ; to a certain extent; 
Even Lower. see 10,313. 

reckless; unre- 

PP |0 with a yiew to. 

I'll ^ H# £ ft 50 as t0| 
meet to some extent unlooked-1 
for expenses. 

1 the clusters of the I i»2 
pepper-plant. 

M ‘ill wild; 
strained. 

mm® & careless; remiss. 

* m m without resources; 

without any spirits; dejected. 

&mz RB * W £ £ 
between the husband and wife I 
a feeling of indifference arose. I 

I12S the extreme of| 

depression. 

$ JH DfSltS* 
a capital remedy for worry andj 
depression,—of gardening. 

Jjfjp [g| I think I must| 

travel about through the State. 

Jp] ||| to merely do one’s I 

best. 

IH14 nothing to livel 

upon; no resources. 

Jjjj|| the Liao Chai,—name of I 

a famous collection of tales, by 

^ ^ P‘u Sung-ling of the | 

seventeenth century. 

f P & 5t ffij M therefore| 
let us roam at our own sweet j 
will. See 4303. 

mmm a District in Shantung. I 

Arundo madagas-1 
cariensis, Kth., the stems of| 
which are used as bobbins. 

r 
7073 

W 1 will take counsel 

with them. 

fP Pf M ^ it is she that 

makes me happy. 

im 

w 
7072 

T 
7073 

C. liu 
H. liau 
F. lieu, v. lau 

W. Hoc 
N. lioa 

P- ) M. ) liau, v. lo 

Sz. 1 
Y. lioa 
K. ryo 
J. rid, riu 
A. lieu 

Rising Lower. 

Same as 7054. 

To finish; to complete; 

done; past; over. Intelli¬ 

gent. A final particle; a I 

sign of the past tense; col-l 

loquially lo\ or atonic. [To| 

be distinguished from f 

12,827.] 

have you had I 

your dinner? 

~f it is finished. 

ill P *7 she has come| 

into port,—of a vessel. 

ftl T finished; done; the thing 

is over; let us drop the matter, 
etc., etc. 

mi % finally; at last. 

7 or T t0 finish up; 
to end; to settle. 

14 0 SfB T M when is| 

it ever going to be settled? 

a case that does 

not admit of settlement. 

lit T m and settle the 

whole thing thus. 

7 TT cannot be done. 

M M 7 # M can this be 
allowed to be so ? can one stand 
this? 

77#”77i7 
that won’t do! things are in a 
bad way! it is all up! 

Jjj^ (/o') what’s the matter? 

£JS T (liao'i) how is it all to 

end? this won’t do. 

#i) I'j* 1® 71® 
I will find some other means of 
getting my livelihood. 

’J’ ^ to finish off; to end one’s 

work. 

&f7f to join the hands 

in an attitude of prayer. 

m 0 ft ta 7 t »hei’is 
there going to be an end? — to 
this state of things. 

?c T* ffi7 
the great things of the earth 
must not be made of no import¬ 

ance. 

wiu be 
better for you to go. 

-J to finish the matter. 

M 7- 7 # 10 de,ise 
some way of putting an end to 

the affair. 

* T m 7 the matter cannot 

end. 

7 0 the time when a matter 

will be settled. 

T itt none at all; not in the 
J fn% 

least. 

7 mm & he showed no 

signs whatever of fear. 

7 T i® §f he never res¬ 

ponded to the call. 

J m -jW: to settle up accounts. 
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Sinking 
Lower. 

7078 

7080 

y H (tang') finished; satisfac-l 

torily accomplished. I 

the matter is not L ^ 

on a satisfactory basis. I 

iE# T' I W* ' ' 
this most improper business. 

J ^ to settle; to decide; the 

end of a matter. 

I @ to get one’s wishes ful¬ 

filled. 

y <|2£. to become clear as to; to 

understand. 

Tift* has the matter 

been settled? 

ffp T y . ;k * & # 
he who is clever when young is 
not necessarily a wonder when 

he grows up. 

t m m a to understand 

fully. 

$r 7= 7 # A ♦ ,here 
were 9 points which he did not 

understand. 

T ^5 clear-headed; sensible, 

y ^ the blue grackle; the| 

chouSh‘ _ XiUk 
yfjj. ^ y ^ the wattled IP. /,y> 

grackle from Hainan (Eulabej I ^ | 

indicus). |sz. ] 

y If ^ a sinS*n8 gTackle jK;^ 

(.Eurystomus orientalis). I A. liet 

& 7 Sfi hasp of a lock (3065) ;| 

padlock. 

y £a golden padlock. 

To cross the legs 

walking; knock-kneed. 

in 

4* 

IT1 
7074 

■ A*A* 

|M& 

Isee y 

I Rising Lower 

Leggings worn by fisher¬ 

men. See 1310. 

See 11,069. 

To keep in order. 

it4 75rtPS be careful to I 

keep in order your mail-coats | 

and helmets. 

r (r ^ to sew a seam. 

to shamble along. 

See 7564. 

See 7565. 

See 7567. 

7082 

Entering 
Lower, 

?ym to draw up a paper of. 

^|J ^ to embody in proper order; 

to enter; to be one of. 

n w to draw up a despatch or I 

memorial. 

yij lightning. See 7086. 

^|J M a name ^or Christian | 

monks,—Rabban. 

Cold; chilly; raw. 

M M M cold come the| 
waters down from that spring. I 

yf M 'ill ye cold waters 
issuing in all directions from the I 

spring. 

# M M Mcold wells and| 
cool fountains. 

To arrange in order; to 

set forth; to enumerate; 

separate; distinct. 

fflf- ^lJ t0 arranSe in order- 

^|J [Ijji or ff hang* J\\ drawn 

up in ranks. 

% fthangl ^ rows of 
trees. 

m n fir an exhibition,—of in¬ 

dustries, etc. 

n & arranged in order. 

jfi unless the 
drum sounds, the ranks are not 

formed. 

n * 3t sk sitting each in his 

proper place. 

if- n St unnumbered; sepa¬ 

rate, as a despatch. 

M ffi 7D £ one of my 

audience laughed. 

H n BJ a to make out 

clearly,—as a specification. 

?lj # or Ot] M T # 
(or £) or 7i) T enumerated 

below; as follows. 

^|J $£ M'J enumerated in the 

tariff. 

t0 enter names 
and report the list. 

7i) ft or ?ij & you gentlemen. 

jl ^lj die nine highest officials 

of the empire. 

(4* 

7083 

K1S 
P. c/zV, i/zV, 

7zV, v. 

See ^|j 

Entering 
Lower. 

rzS* 

7084 

^MS 

See ^lj $J 

Entering 
Lower. 

14* 

7085 
R. 

See y|j 

Entering 
Lower. 

R. 

See ^|J 

Entering 
Lower. 

A final particle. Vul¬ 

garly, to pout. 

p^jj to draw down the corners 

of the mouth. 

Trees in a row. 

j,^|J the Spanish or sweet I 

chestnut (Castanea vulgar is,\ 

Lam.). 

(he trimmed) the I 

bushy clumps and the rows of j 

trees. 

Pure; clear. 

|p< # rfn m M if the water| 
is sweet, the wine is good. 

Read A4. To dash about,] 

as water. 

Burning; ardent; fiery;! 

impetuous; severe {see| 

12,401). High-principled;] 

virtuous ; chaste; meritori¬ 

ous. Majestic; martial.] 

Brightness; fame. To be] 

sorrowful. Cold ; used for] 

7082. 

'K U Hr @ the fire flames out | 

all at once. 

112 



$<r 
7086 

7087 

n 
Entering 

Lower. 

c 
7088 

n 
Entering 
Lower. 

Q the hot sun. 

ift lightning. See 7081. 

M M. a violent wind. 

fiercei violent. 

an energetic disposition, 

illustrious father. 

heroic women, — death 

before dishonour, etc. 

our meritorious 

ancestors. 

Z/\] *4“ a hero: a patriot. 

« K 2 iS # 
high officials who have greatly 
distinguished themselves by me¬ 
ritorious achievements. 

m n * m his brightness and 

magnanimity were without stain. 

M M U M majestic was the 

march of our host. 

m & m m our hearts are sad 

and sorrowful. 

Ui 281 cold and bleak is 
the southern hill. 

Sedge; rushes. 

mm branches of peach-wood 

and a broom of rushes,—used by 
necromancers to expel demons. 

m a plant used in dyeing 

To crack; to split; to 

rip open. 

^ to split open. 

@ 7 h sPHt of 
itself,—as a cracked table. 

14 ig broken; torn. 

mm a crack. 

st m w ^ » * 
cracked in all directions. 

w»*.m thoroughly scat¬ 

tered. 

trm to split; to rive, 

torn clothes. 

^ rM — ^ U£: since my 
career is now thoroughly des 

troyed. 

M t0 rend the cap 
and spoil the hat. 

L ^ to set the teeth on edge 

(see 11,746). 

f 
7089 

R@ 
See ^|J 

Entering 
Lower. 

r 
7090 

r-m 

See ^|J 

Entering 
Lower. 

r4» 

7°91 

R1S 
See ^|J 

Entering 
Lower. 

7092 

7093 

RW 
J. r/Vrz 

A. Iwat^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

41* 

R. 

7094 

4* 

To stop; to be checked, 

tre'fe to stumble. 

A violent gust; a squall 

C. lut0 
F. liok3 
W. ler 
N. /M, lah 
P. /<P, /«P 
M. * 
Y. louh 
K,yi)l, v. rial 
J. retsz 

A. /*V/j 
Entering 
Irregular. 

7095 

R^ 
C. lutQ 
H. l0ty 
F. Hok:i lioky 

The woodpecker, of 

which five species are 

mentioned. 

See 7871. 

A handful. 

An embankment; a dyke. 

Alike; of a kind. 

an enclosure or race-course 

for horses. 

f# ^ Z & # $ 
the crisis is like horses on a 
race-course. 

a race-course covered with 

gold coins,—by ^ Wang 

Chi, a millionaire of the Chin 
dynasty. 

the same as rice 

and millet. 

their talents are 

much alike. 

To gather; to pluck; to 

pull off; to scrape off. 

Also read lo%A*. 

they will pluck 

its leaves till it is quite des¬ 

troyed. 

7095 
W. lair 
N. lehy, lahy 
P. /*y, lo 

M. lo 
Y. louh 
K. nal 

ratsz 
A. Iwat 

m ft £ the rushes which 

I gathered. 

ft it to stroke the beard. 

ft® to seize; to take by force. 

^ t0 clean UP —as with 
a shovel. 

J 
Entering §|| to scrape a pot or pan. 
Irregular. 

or #jl to milk,-a 

COW. 

ij^ >|j^ to take off the fat. 

J|§ ^ ^ ^ to rub the fist. 

^ W II ^ now vve take 
out,—the seeds of the plantain, 
said to be favourable to child¬ 
bearing. 

*8“ jmasturbation. 

to tuck up the 
sleeves. 

w A surplus; an excess. 

One-tenth. Used with 7099. 
7096 

SeeWJ 
Entering 
Lower. 

% Ifc £ fJj for sacrifices 

use one-tenth of your income. 

^ H ^ £ {ft on mourn- 

ing expend one-tenth of the three 
years’ income. 

nr A system of divination 

by straws placed between 
7097 the fingers. 

r-$£ 

See ffl] 
JMj IjE^ an old name for ^ jjj* 

Entering 
ipj P'ing-yiian Hsien in Shan- 

Lower. tung. 

m See 6851. 

7098 

vr A geomantic vein or duct. 
7099 

One-third. Used with 7096. 
r-!£ 

See 
|$jj to divide up into tenths. 

Entering 
Lower. 

m See 7316. 

7100 
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7101 

|RJf 
lc .luta 
IH. lot. 
If. Hot, 
IW. ler 
IN. lihf 
IP. lid 
IM. He 
IY. nieh 
I Sr. lie 
|K. y'ol 
Ij. ntsz 

I A. liet-j 
Entering 
Upper 

Irregular. 

Inferior, as opposed to I Xi 

| 13,382; bad; vile;vicM 

ous. See 3366. 
7I04 

7102 

A. /«/, Hep 

Entering 
Lower. 

poor abilities. 

Entering 
Lower. 

4r» 

C.lyp 

H. liap 

^ good and bad; useful I 

and worthless. IN.Hah 
. | P. He 

% m. m empty-headed; I m 

ignorant. E '“,l 

or bad; vicious;!K.yi>p,rii)p 

unreasonable. I a. /a/, Hep 

a vicious horse. 

^ pig-headed; wilful. 

^ evb traces>—a bad rePu 

tation. 

Jfc # ^ inferior t0 his 
brothers,—as an artist. 

^7 infeiaor virtue. 

g|j t0 remove a black mark 

against the name (e.g.) of a can 
didate for exam. 

^ ^2 a disgraced b.a. 

jk^ a disreputable literate,— lR- 
17 , . , . . . . .If .lak.lok 

one who turns his talents to| v>;„ 
disreputable uses. 

^jjj low-class. 

weak; feeble. 

% Just bi8 enouSh 

to hold the body. 

sir 
P50I 

7i°5 

A. 
Entering 
Lower. 

Bristles, as on a hog;| 

the dorsal fin. ; a* 

stiff bristles,—name for a I 7107 

boar. r. : 

| A. lap 

Entering 
Lower. 

JJ| a horse’s mane; the I See 

hatchet-shaped tumulus of a I A. Hep 

grave. I Entering 

Is m n mbe h Lower- 
mane and raises his head,—as| 
a war-horse. 

-M J|l a long beard. 

Robust; vigorous, 

strong; robust. 

change ^ ^ ^ the I | m ^ /j’p a. _ 

old and the vigorous helped him. 

To pursue animals; to 
iunt; to follow the chase. 
Jsed with 7105. 

iT lit, t0 g0 bunting, shooting, 

etc. 

|JJ |j| to hunt on a large scale, 

as the Emp. and his Court for¬ 
merly did. 

mm a sporting-dog. 

H ^5 huntsmen; sportsmen. 

^ ^ to hunt hares, — with 

hawks. 

m m ft in order to get a 

living. 

booty; plunder. 

fl pf ^ t0 choose or adopt 

the best,—as the best thoughts 
or expressions in an essay. 

ifianii ran 
through Taoist literature. 

To stride over; to step 
across. Used with 7104 

^ Hit in learning. do 

not skip over,—but keep to the 
prescribed order. 

UK, j t0 take a P'ace at tablc 
one is not entitled to. 

'$> m w wei1 versed in 
worldly matters. 

Same as 7102. 

Fishes with bristly dorsa 

nns. 

j|^ J||j 1||| the soft-lipped perch 

(Pristipoma grammopceeilum) 

Hi the gold thread wrasse 

(Chrysophrys cardinalis). 

the sea-going carp 

(Cyprinus acuminatus). 

the sharp-nosed sun 

fish (Choeiodott modes/us). 

EB ^ the black perch 

(Hoplegnalhus fascia/us). 

-k mm the big-eyed perch 

(Priacanthus tayenus). 

urn the red perch (Pagrus 

unicolor). 

See 6818. 

w., 
N./ 
p. 
M. 
Sz. 

7108 

Hen 

To connect; to continue;] 

to include. ^7135,9279. 

or 'O* or H or| 

liei 
yon 
ren 
. Hen 

Even Lower. 

3H jjjjjj connected; joined; ban-1 

ded together. 

close; adjoining. 

# m m * to spread from| 

one to the next,—as a fire, 

jig Jjgt right down to the bottom. 

See 6205. 

jM ill connected, as by a thor¬ 

oughfare; en suite, as rooms;! 
in collusion. 

jig IjlJJ in partnership. 

"It ill or ill connected;| 

joined; in succession. 

in one continuous! 

stream,—of rain. 

M Q for consecutive days. 

jig night and day. 

15 jPI jl $ & % we will] 

start this very night. 

ill ^ a succession of cloudy I 

days. 

il —1 ^ M {or more| 
than a month without a break. 

jig p£| (chung4) ^ first on I 
the list for the three degrees in | 
succession. 

m to take the 3rd or doctor’s! 

degree in the following spring | 
after having taken the 2nd or| 
master’s degree. 

£ * jg| ^ his five sons! 

succeeded one after the other| 
at the public examinations. 

one victory after another. | 

j|g ^ raised three hon-| 

orary steps at once; see 846. 

connected names,—joint I 

signatures. 

Me $1 M % ^ drew upI 
a largely-signed guarantee. 

connected by marriage. 

|j ^ people of the same sur¬ 

name, who from friendship re-| 
gard themselves as of the same| 
family. 
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7109 
7I09 

3$ ZfL consecutive numbers; the I 

conjoined styles of firms, as on I 
a joint petition; branch establish-) 
rnents. 

m t0 ma^e fast to. 

the water joins the I 

sky,—as on the horizon at sea. 

a their cries rose to | 

heaven. 

mz± it does not join, as I 

something that does not fit on) 
to another thing. Also used of) 
want of sequence in sentences,) 
etc. 

mz j|| inconsequent; incohe¬ 

rent. 

joined rings; links; con¬ 

nected together. See 5043. 

joined rings 

can be separated,—a paradox, 
meaning that though separated 
they would still be joined, i.e. 
joined rings. 

31? ill fH* a Plan or plot by 
w’hich successive objects are to 
be attained, one leading on to 
another. 

I8ffi to give security one 

for the other,—as is done by 
cash-shops and similar enter¬ 
prises. 

3I ill mor 5! ^ a flail- 
flit0 fire a vo1' 

I Even, Rising m # strung pearls; volley-1 and Sinking 
c ■ I Lower, 
firing. 

paradoxical. ■ JkvL* 3 

)lj! ill Z. Wfc a conjunctive 

particle. 

m ^ to jointly undergo; to be 

jointly incriminated, as the in-1See 
nocent with the guilty. I Rising Lower. 

)5V? to unite so as to form. 

ii 

to involve; to a or >1? 

implicate. 

j|g the husbands of sisters. 

^ together with the packing, 

—as the gross weight. 

j||i one landlord of several 

houses. 

ill *)lj with all speed. 

a kept on fanning! 

without leaving off. 

ill ^ ^5 Z <%)es not even 
take his food. 

i§.. both..... and 

there and back. 

|ji 2|£ ^ ^ both principal and 

interest together. 

H EE ^ (or ^ ) jZ5J one thing 

after another; repeatedly. 

PC jH Coptis teeta^NzW. See5 124. 

I tLM name of a District in 

Fuhkien. 

|i name of a Department in 

Kuangtung. 

7114 

rM 
See jg 

Rising Lower. 

Water flowing. 

ft $ » a her tears flowed 

unceasingly. 

jW -£L the river 
water flows clear and swift, 

tl! /X name of a river in Hunan. 

A vessel to hold grain 

at the Imperial sacrifices 

called see 4934. 

The lotus {Nelumbium 

speciosurn, Willd.). [Stands 
7”5 

R-3t 
pictorially for }|| 7 109, con¬ 

F. leing 
tinuous.] 

see jj|i |lj| ^ the lotus-flower or water- 

Even Lower. lily. See below. 

31 ^ ^ the lotus. 

31 ZoiM ^31 lotus- 
seeds. 

^ or ||| jpjf the seed-case 

A chicken. 

fi-F twins. 

7111 

\R-M 

^p| shoulder to shoulder. 

^ arm to arm; abreast. 

Pj extensive; spreading. 

connected wea-| Pk 3$ HP 
pons, disasters knotted, •— the 
horrors of war. 

i jjj to continue business,— 

not to close altogether for the 
holidays, as some small traders 
often cannot afford to do. 

7 r r 2 

ir. 
relatives. I 

(See 

M K the interlocking bran- Eyen and 

ches,—of two trees. I Rising Lower. 

To take; to remove. 

M ^ M £ to take backwards | 

and forwards. 

the toil of carry-1 

ing on the back,—as a coolie or 
porter. 

to take mud to| 

build its nest. 

to take away. 

ii A to hand over to some) 

one. 

4iH \\j±g to take out to dry in) 

the sun. 

A side apartment. A bar 

on a door. 

a fruit resembling the 

loose-skinned orange; perhaps a 

species of /Egle. 

of the lotus. See 89or, 8902. 

ft j|§i -J-* ^ lotus-kernels; lily- 

seeds. 

ground lotus-roots,—used 

as arrowroot. 

^ 31 or -31 golden lilies 

or lily-hooks,—the small feet of 
Chinese women, the origin of 

which is traced to vm Yao 

Niang, a favourite concubine of 

^5 Li Yii of the southern 

T‘ang State. 

- if k 31 im m » 
X a pair of feet like a 

couple of jade shoots,—alluding 
to “small” feet seen without 
covering. 

k m 4' p, -ra si r- n 
H* if the feet are small, the 

footing will be insecure. 

feet an inch 

and a half in length,—the ideal 

size. 

ffjl a lady’s steps or gait, 

pf a damsel; a nun. 

& a mauve colour. 

f|| ^ ladies’ big feet,—beetle- 

crushers. 



7n5 

a pluck-lily boat,—as | 

used for pleasure excursions on 

lakes, etc. 

a lantern shaped like a 

lotus-flower. 

mz tfl 
the lotus rising from the mud 
without being stained thereby. 

Kfa the lotus seat, 

7117 
R. Vulgar. 
P. sounds tier? ^ 

in it a tier? 

Sinking 
Lower. 

or 

—alluding to the lotus-leaf at 
the back of the goddess Kuan| 

Yin. See 6363. 

H 7^ see “>976- 

f-11 M It Z # % 

I call the lotus the “superiorI 

man,”—among flowers. 

name of a famous| 

Buddhist sutra. 

Mft a lotus-pool. 

m it % (/04) a rattle made I 

from bamboo slips and threaded 

cash. 

#?£ a the name of a wine. 

jfjj lH the White Lily Sect,— I 

a secret society, first heard ofl 
in 1308. 

S M ifii a sect, founded by I 

Liu I-min for purposes of medi-| 

A pouch; a pocket. 
7123 

or 

or purse, worn at the girdle. 

Lead or tin ore. A chain. 

^ iHl a chain with a lock on it, 

—for securing criminals. 

Wk t0 kneel on chains,—an 

illegal method of extorting evi-| 

dence. 

_t t0 wind UP the chain,—ofl 

a Dutch clock. 

|H ^ ~y the chain (of the clock) 

has run down. 

A bream; also, a kind of| 

shad. 

Hn a species of tench,—some¬ 

times given to a bride by her I 
parents in token of a wish that| 
she may bear children. 

7124 

Sinking Upper 
and Lower. 

A coarse red sandstone. 

Hypocritical. 

^|jji ^ feigned benevolence. 

7125 

Rice; green grain. 

^ corn or rice in which the | 

grain is not yet formed. 

tation. 

ft Tropaolum majus, L.l 

[ Clematis patens, M. 

Passiflora ccerulea, L. I 

Agapanthus umbella-\ 

I * 
& D. 

tus, Herit, 

a species of fig (Ficus 

pumila, L.). 

A Mor $§ J$p Podo~ 

phyllum versipelle, Hance. 

H see 5124. 

a (or m Pistacia chi- 

nensis, Bge. 

(pl 3M Berberis SP- 

A species of snake or red 

lizard, known as jfc 

found in Chehkiang. 

The calf of the leg. Thel 

spleen of animals. [To 

be distinguished from 

1721.] 

HM *p|* the shin bone. 

® Methe le&- 

I* a pig’s spleen. 

An insect, known as 

4||, which smells like] 

ginger. 

Oat-cakes. 

7121 , 

I See 

Rising Lower 

7127 

A thin sheet of ice. 

* nr m m a thin sheet of ice I 

has just formed on the water. 

JlL 0 fpj /Jf sun me'ts thel 

thin ice. 

7128 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

i To stick. 

7121. 

Used with 

a serpent coiled up. 

i# * v&t'%z 
tk although the mud may be I 

deep, it will not stick,—to the] 
wheels. 

Read lien*. To congeal. 

* m m k a m * 
sheet of ice began to form on| 
the water. 

Same as 7130. 

A corner; angular; sharp! 

1^6480). Pure; incorrupt;! 

not avaricious, as opposed 

to 1623; reasonable, as 

price or charges. To exam¬ 

ine ; to search out. 

^ [5^ rectangular; punctilious;! 

unwilling to make any sacrifice 
of principle. 

modest; bashful. 

§4 a clean-handed or honest I 

gentleman. See 2x88. 

m ^ an allowance granted] 

to officials to keep them incor¬ 
rupt. 

^ not t0 be corrupted; honest. | 

^ a pure-handed officer. 

J|j| sparing; frugal; (of offi-| 

cials) not avaricious. 
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7128 

7I29 
R. 

see ^ 

Even Lower. 

is** the price is too 

low. 

1 m over-scrupulous. 

easy-going and yet 

discriminating. 

JH the six virtues of a magis¬ 

trate, viz. ^ goodness, j||j 

ability, m veneration, IE up 

rightness, method, and 

discrimination. 

# m if ie four virtues in 

which a periodical examination 
is now held; see 4334. 

UH BJJ clean-handed and clear 

headed,—of officials. 

— # % 'lw examined 

them all and got at the facts. 

& MMthose wh° 
do not admit their guilt will not 
be pardoned when the crime is 
brought home to them. 

or epistolary des 

ignation of a . 

Commissioner. 

■jpi Judicial 

A loose hanging door- 

screen, generally of bamboo 

splints bound with cloth 

Used for 7132. 

ftffi a bamboo screen. 

M fit ■°r M ^a blind;a screen 
at the door between two rooms 

ffift a cloth screen. 

mm a screen of grass matting, 

MM Venetian blinds. 

«** to roll up a screen. 

M FI IS t0 Pul1 aside the 
door curtains. 

H M ¥ — # raise the 
screen and take a look. 

Sift and within and 

without the screen; private and 
public. 

ftsnr the eighteen officials 

^7 111? through whose hands all 

essays at the examination for the 
2nd degree pass before being sub¬ 
mitted to the Grand Examiner. 

to let down the 

screen and receive reports on 
the government,—as an Empress 
Regent, who cannot be seen in 

public. 

7129 

7130 

See 

Even Lower. 

713t 

si 

1M 
7132 

See Js? 

Even Lower. 

» 

7133 
R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

rp 
7134 

R.§§ 

See 

Even Lower. 

7135 

R % 
C. lun 

See 

Even Lower. 

ft - II the shadows of the 

flowers cover the screen. 

0H * a waterfall; 

a cascade. 

M & A M pf the sreen 
colour of the plants is projected 
through the door-screen. 

ft ft a kind of writing-paper. 

A sickle; a reaping-hook 

* ft or M ft a sict'e- 

ffin-mmTj the new moon 

is like a sickle, 

ft ft a pruning-hook. 

* ft -a °’ x 7j $1 t 
a tinder-box with flint and steel. 

Same as 7129. 

A waterfall; a cascade, 

a cascade. See 7129. 

^ a river in Hunan. 

^ a term used f°r baptism 

A kind of shad, of a dull 

green, with jagged spines 

and large mouth. 

The sign of a grog-shop; 

a booth. 

the sign of a grog-shop; 

a tavern, 

mar or a cloth screen 

hung before a door. 

Connected; joined ; as 

sociated; to combine. See 

7109, 9918, 9279. 

yy ^ connected; joined. 

strung together; brought 

into a line. 

i in an unbroken 

line,—as a queue of people. 

1$ t0 bind t0Sether 
in one bundle. 

7135 

91 
7136 

See m 
Even Lower. 

^ connection by marriage. 

$ Hving side by side,—as in 

a row of houses. 

ten families associated for 

mutual protection, etc.; a tithing 

joint security. 

joint signatures. .Xr^iop. 

rfn- M P fP to act in concert. 

1|i to form cabals; mutual 1 
associations. 

united strength. 

to flock together. 

[•in 4*^ with united resolution. 

W tT (Aan£') to combine,—as 

tradesmen, to keep up prices. 

^ connected ancestors,— 

persons from the same family 
stock. 

fr a federation of States. 

{jj verses contributed by 

several friends so as to form a 
poem, — a form of amusement 
common at literary parties. 

antithetical couplets,—as 

seen on scrolls hung about rooms. 

antithetical couplets for 

door-posts, etc. 

iff !}$? or mm couplets on 

scrolls, sent as presents to the 
families of friends recently de¬ 
ceased. 

this couplet. 

_t IJjjH ^ Hrst or right-hand of 

two scrolls. 

scrolls hung in front of 

coffins waiting for interment, 

a frame. 

©1i§ to unite to. 

to join titles,—conjointly 

with another official. 

^ ^ a collective des- 
patch or diplomatic note. 

he accompanied 

(his master) to several posts one 
after the other. See 349. 

The bounding jumps of 

animals. See 10,995. 



C. lym 
H. Sam 
F. Seng 
W. He 
N. Sen 
P. 
M. Hen 

Sz. 
V. Sei 
K. yam 

. ren 
A. Sent 
Even Lower. 

JjEUi 

7*37 

7!38 

7139 

R." 

C. 3lym 
H. liam3- 
F. Seng3 
W. /»<*■ 
N. SeS 
P. 
M. 

Seri1 
Y. /««0 
Sz. Sen 
K. yiim 
J -ren 
A. Hem 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7140 

R. 

C. /yw 
H. Ham 
F. Seng 
W. lie 
N. lien 
P. j 

M. J lien 
Sz. ) 
Y. liei 
K. kon 
J. ken 
A. kiem 

Rising Lower, 

A lady’s dressing-case; a 

bridal trousseau; an orna¬ 

mental box. 

dressing-case with a mirror. 

i Iff §1 lit we resPectful*y 
invite you to come and see the 
bridal trousseau,—an invitation 
to a wedding. 

a£ -||| money given to a bride. 

|f ^ words written on the 

present given to the bride’s 
parents. 

— ^ a box of food,—for 

sacrifice. 

See 8310. 

To dress a corpse for 

Durial. 

to put a corpse in a coffin. 

fxl or ^ ^ t0 shroud and 

bury. 

and /Jn a splendid and 

a simple funeral, respectively 

the various things used 

when putting a corpse into 
coffin. 

The face; used in the 

sense of “reputation.” 

the face; influence. See 

7886. 

discredit¬ 

able; shameful. 

{ft W. ® ^ your influence 

is great. 

M to wash the face, 

a washing-basin, 

the cheeks. 
ma 

a face like a bunch 

of flowers. 

% M 7 JJixher face flushed 
crimson. 

/} a r<>sy fsce, 

IS T ft: his face turned 

red. 

facial expression. 

7*4° 

the colour of 

the face; complexion. 

I M Jjjft a duck’s'eSg face,— 

an oval face. See 6281. 

met him with a 

smile. 

^ almond face,—/.<?. cheeks 

the pink colour of almond flowers, 

a mask; a hatchet face. 

A ftSt to put on a fierce look; 

to scowl. 

soft-hearted. 

'MA 

hard-hearted. 

thick skin on the face, 

-shameless. 

AM bashful; shy; diffident. 

wm to turn the head; to look 

round; to get angry. 

U Hi Jjj^ ^ he changed coun¬ 

tenance,—got angry. 

ffl U& 7 M Ato become 
cold towards a person,—inste; 
of friendly as before. 

% )J(r t0 turn tbe ^ace roundj 
to put a good face on a matter; 
to come out of a thing credit¬ 
ably; in a twinkling. 

J JJjffi t0 bestow countenance,— 

to cause an applicant for favour 
to “have face,” by granting his 
request; to do or say something 
which causes another to appear 
in a good light. 

# # at ft * « "°> >•>= 
same behind one’s back, — as 
when face to face. 

to put on a serious face 'Ma 

a peevish face. 

9k t a melancholy face, 

a bright, beaming face 

it W. smooth-faced,—without a 

beard. 

to succeed in any under 

taking; to do credit to; to 
countenance; (of .the weather) 
to be fine. 

to to Sr I* 
will not do you any credit,—if 
you recommend him for employ 
ment. 

9to to beg for a favour 

of one who is not willing to 
grant it, and so be compellec 
to submit to whatever ungracious 

7140 

7141 

See 

Even Lower. 

words etc. may accompany the 
refusal or the unwilling granting 
of the request. 

Him hot faced,—very anxious 
'MA j t 

to do anything one is asked. 

W. ^ to look cold and serious. 

Aa' ± tu ’ X 7* H ^ 
willing to act, but unable to 

succeed. 

^ U& or M W- without 
face; shameless. 

7 g Mt careless of one’s 

reputation. 

^ ^ or ^ ^ or # ^ to 

disgrace oneself or another per¬ 
son; to lose credit. 

» m ft «r w • “ d»dis- 
graceful things. 

± 7 # W) not to §et 
strength in the face,—to look 
sheepish. 

unable to face 

the world,—in consequence of 
some shortcoming, etc. 

m ± i> % % ™ t % 
S$! 01 ®si -t ® 'f- i 

haven’t the face to; unable to 
face some action which it would 
be disgraceful to do. 

IBLSr to round the face; 

to put one in countenance; to 
act or do a thing in deference 
to or out of respect for; to yield 
to the wishes of. 

J]®! t0° shameless. 

A wild vine. 

Sr °r ® M Sie&s- 
beckia orientalis, L. 

Jfjfj the berries of a species 

of wild vine. 

|f[ Vilis seriattcefolia, Max 

§ the convolvulus 

spreads all over the waste. 

4‘ 

7142 
C. 3lym 
F. -Seng 
W. Hie 

J not used 

A. hsiem, Hem 

See ^ 

Rising Lower 

To draw the hands back 

into the sleeves. See 382 

$$ ^ to make obeisance 

with carefully-arranged skirts, 
of women. 



7143 

R. “ 

C. s-lym, lym- 

H. -Ham, 

liam- 

F. llieng, 

lieng'- 

W. ±lie 

N. lien 

M. | lien 

Y. lid 

Sz. lien 

K.yom 

J. ren 

A. Hem 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

7144 

See 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To collect; to gather in; 

to accumulate. To arrange, 

as the dress {see 5613); to 

compose, as the features 

{see 5754). Used with 7139. 

[To be distinguished from 

3842.] 

to gather in the harvest, 

to hoard; to be avaricious. 

ft- to lay by; to store up. 

M J# M IS t0 re§ard ab¬ 

stention from hatred (for some 
injustice done) as a virtue. 

to hoard. 

stingy; miserly. 

to collect or hoard money 

or # to keep one’s 

footsteps to oneself,—to stay at 
home; to give up evil courses. 

to become invisible. 

♦ t" 

7145 

7j46 

7147 

RH 
See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

M Kalins to concentrate in 

oneself the five blessings. See 

3707- 

]|jj. to be sparing of what one 

does; not to be a meddler. 

i the §am 
bling-hells began in consequence 
to draw in their horns. 

to draw the hands into 

the sleeves. See 7142. Also, 
to stay the hand, as when about 
to strike. 

\ with slow £ ‘ J 
steps I mount to the Jasper Hall. 

to put a body into a coffin. 

See 7139. 

m if- ffi flli JBt.JSk *»■' 
Emp. bestowed quicksilver and 
Baroos camphor for encoffining 
purposes. 

|j[|| t0 bang the head. 

si? (to sPeab) with bated 

breath. 

$1 A to concentrate one’s ener¬ 

gies. 

A rush of water; waves; 

breakers. 

Jto overwhelm, as billows. 

7148 

RWc 
W. v. slit 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7149 
R. j 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

R.a 

715° 

1? 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7I51 

R. : 

C. lyn 

H Jen 

F. licng 

W. lie 

N. lien 

5.!"' 
Y. liei 

lien 

Same as 7141. 

See 1669. 

To pound; to hammer. 

^ 10 t0 hammer out 

gold-leaf. 

The Pride of India {Melia 

azederach, L.), also known 

;n« ft the fruit of Melia 

Toosendan, S. & Z., exported 
from Ssuch‘uan as a drug. 

To boil raw silk. 

an establishment for 

bleaching raw silk. 

To refine by melting, as 

metals. 

to refine sugar. 

(iron) by a long 

process of refinement by fire 
becomes steel,-so is man purified 
and strengthened by affliction. 

B Wt refined ready for use. 

B ft to prepare the magic drug, 

—of immortality. 

10 B to cultivate the refining 

processes which lead to immort¬ 
ality; see 7152, and 4661. 

To practise. To drill. 

To choose. Used with 

7149, and 11,726. See 

6924. 

f to practise. 

HI 45 W skill is got by prac 

tice. 

/|V 

7151 
Sz. lien 

K. yon 

J. ren 

A. lien, liien 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7IS2 

R-H 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

to want more 

practice. 

^tm £ A an old hand at; 

a skilled workman; an expert, 

training-ships. 

M or M or $ to 

drill troops. See 9279. 

SfflS to practise gymnastics. 

If) to work up muscles. 

^ ^ to practise; to become 

versed in; experienced. 

^ US PH W $$ not 

very skilled in German colloquial. 

H or m T or HI 
volunteer trainbands. 

[|fj to hold a review of troops. 

a# 0 to choose a day. 

^ a coarse kind of cloth; 

sackcloth. 

mm coarse clothing; the dress 

worn after the first year’s mourn- 

/1‘4 wv- ^ was about to make 

it into a garment. 

m -SE ' fM to collect together 

in one place,—as vessels at an 
anchorage. 

m °r m (maie) °r s 
m (femaie) °r % & mthe 
Paradise fly-catcher (Tchitrea 
paradisi), 

mm am the blue tree-pie 

(Urocissa sinensis, L.). 

To smelt; to separate 

dross; to refine; to dis¬ 

cipline. A chain. Used 

with 7150 {(/.v.). 

& t0 b'se £°kh 

t0 thoroughly heat,—as a 

bar of metal in a furnace. 

a thousand ham¬ 

merings and a hundred firings, 
—as when tempering metal. 

w m % though many 

times fused, it does not lose 
weight,—of gold. 

m an — & ^ ± *° »e 
fused into a single beautiful ray, 
—of several ideas harmoniously 

combined. 
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U 

7*52 

7153 

w 
7iS4 

C. liin 
H. len 
F. liong 
W. -lie 
N. lien 
P. liian 
M. lien 
Y. liei 
Sz. lien 
K. yon, nyon 
J. ren 
A. liien 

Sinking 
Lower. 

to become a 

Buddha through a process of 
mental refinement. 

UHUi to become an Immortal, 

as above. 

m±$L* to cause earth to 

produce trees. 

t0 re^ne anc* refine, until 

perfect purity is obtained. 

Ir) In fra £$ t0 reduce the 
words employed to a minimum, 
—as in essay-writing, or where 
terseness of expression is aimed 
at. 

t0 overdo terseness in style, 

to expel evil spirits or 

passions. 

0 a chain. 

— t0 rnake a 

chain of seven beads. 

^ ^ to be chained,—as a pri¬ 

soner. 

& $$ or ffl W. t0 unchain- 

Same as 7154. 

To feel attachment for; 

to dote on; to hanker after. 

or or or 

|jjj to think fondly upon. 

unable to part 

from,—as a dear friend or a 
precious thing. 

|g| mutually fond of. 

$§& i Hi ^ fond of one’s 
home and unwilling to leave it, 
—for foreign parts. 

t° be a stay-at-home. 

too fond of office to be 

able to give it up,—as when old 
or infirm. 

SfHc to be unwilling to leave 

off fighting. 

over-fond of wine; sottish. 

M & lecherous; given over to 

lust. 

mn\t a able to fascinate 

people. 

Wk iPt a de (.Av) i an attach¬ 

ment. 

7155 

lien 

Ril 
See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7I56 

C. lyn 
H. len, /in 
F. ling, Icing 
W. lie 
N. lien 
P. 
M. 
Y. liei 
Sz. lien 
K. ron 
J. ren 
A. lien 

Even Lower. 

To make a thick paste or 

congee. 

To pity; to sympathise 
with; to be fond of; to envy. 

A* or ‘ 
/tiit 

or 

7157 

C. lem 
H. lim 
F. ling, v. lang 
W. ling 
N. ling 
P. ) 
M. lin 
Sz. ' 
Y. ling 
K. nirn, im 
J. rin 
A. lem 

Even Lower. 

■It *p »r e P*1 
'lit t0 P'V* 

Pf pitiable; have pity! — a 

beggar’s cry. See below. 

% m n unworthy of pity. 

|SJ *|$| fellow-sufferers' 

pity one another. 

m m ji n I implore your 

pity. 

1'^ tra pity; from P'ty- 
*|^ to have pity on the poor, 

to ^ave a regar(i f°r- 

A S *5 f M 11 
people loved his clever talk and 
became much attached to him, 
—of a parrot. 

% to asle f°r fondness,—as a 

fawning dog. 

jlCi flip § the wind envies the 

human eye,—for although the 
wind travels fast, the eye travels 
faster and without moving. 

^ 10l ^ pf 1$£their plumage 
was wondrous and to be envied, 
—for its beauty. 

A forest; a grove ; a 
clump of trees; hence, a 
grave (see 6605). A collec¬ 
tion, as of phrases, books, 

etc. 

# or # ^ or # ^ 
a forest. 

Wk t0 retire t0 a dark 
forest,—as a hermit. 

in a wood; in the Han- 

lin College; in official life; in 
retirement. 

# T fa 't & — A 
where would there be any one 
for official life?—if everybody 
went into retirement, as recom¬ 
mended by philosophers. 

7157 

>H. Hi T*to &ive up official 
life and retire to one’s home. 

#T St±> wealthy private 

gentleman,—residing at his an¬ 
cestral home. 

m# mm the evening sun 

shining through the spaces be¬ 
tween the trees. 

#5 (or ^ #one 
tree does not make a forest. 

^ Al. sticking up like trees in 

a forest,—se. numerous. Often 
used of crowded masts of junks, 
and generally, [e.g.) of opium- 
dens, etc. 

^ ^ or jjjf ^ a Buddhist 

temple. 

mw\u a mountain in Hupeh, 

famous for brigands. 

brigands; robbers. 

to join a band 

of robbers. 

Yf 7^ Purple Bamboo Grove, 

—the local name for the foreign 
settlement at Tientsin. 

the literary body. 

m # # a feast given to 

successful competitors for the 
3rd degree. 

W # ¥ the Imperial body¬ 

guard. 

± % Z # or ± # the 
body of literary men. 

forest mists. 

;jyj^ a coffin, — from the six 

boards, not counting the ends, 
of which ordinary coffins are 
made. The best coffins are of 
four only. 

5^ ^ ^ coffins provided, 

—an undertaker’s sign. 

f£# the twin Sala trees under 

which Buddha died. 

the stars $ r u % 4 w in 

Aquarius. 

fully; completely,—as of 

the performance of ceremonies. 

name of a park, begun 

under the Ch‘in dynasty and 

extended by the Emperor 

Wu Ti of the Han dynasty. 

See 9729. 

Tjvj'C ^ name of the Han-lin Col¬ 

lege under the Liao dyn. 

^ jUj Magnolia obovata, Thbg. 

113 



R. 

7158 

s W 
C. v. lem^ ‘lent, 

Icm'- 

Rising Lower, 

iW 
7159 

R--a 
P. //«, lun 

See^ 

Even Lower. 

w 
7160 

RH 
See^C 

Even Lower. 

7161 

R.^ 

P. /»'», lun 

See|jc 

Even Lower. 

To kill; to beat. 

torrents; to soak, 

with 7164. 

head. 

rents poured down. 

M1Z to sprinkle flowers. 

rain. 

body soaked,—with rain. 

—‘ ^ t0 get a soaking, 

dripping; dropping. 

began to drizzle 

mm soaked with rain. 

Read lin4. To strain 

to filter. 

to pass through a filter 

strained for drinking,—as wine 
etc. 

A precious stone; a gem. 

a country near the Caspian 

Sea, which produced topazes. 

* m *s m « to arrange 

curios and valuables. 

Diseases of the bladder; 

gravel; stone. 

3l ^ five kinds of bladder 

disease. 

gravel. 

stone- 

AM bloody urine. 

^ ^ irritable bladder. 

[f| white deposit in urine. 

^1971 strangury. 

A*A - * 

P-PP 

7162 A variety of slender 7165 

R-ik bamboo, known as ^ 

See# 

Even Lower. 

—1—1-* 2 

1 

Incarvillea sinensis, 
Lam. 

7163 

R-ffi (add to 3659) has been 

See /j>|c 
derived from tto\iv= Byzantium; 
and recently, by E. Blochet, with 

S Rising Lower 'Pup*, as heard (a peu pres com- 
me /rum) from the mouth of 
Greek or a Persian. [For further 

on ||i; see 10,470.] 

Rain. Used with 7159. 

; 7164 

R ^ rain which continues for 

See^ more than three days is called lin. 

Even Lower. "H" Ml refreshing rain. 

Wk vexed with the long rain- 

fall. 

tfc fP S employ you 

to cause rain to fall,—to benefit 
the people. 

WkM ^ t0 Cl,re drought 

by rain. 

^ He ^ drenching,—as rain. 

PTP 

7165 

F. ling^ leing2- 

To look down on; to 

sympathise with. To ap¬ 

proach ; near, of time or 

place; on the point of. To 

copy, as a picture; see 8064. 

The 19th Diagram. See 

3663, 45- 

v. ilieng, 
llieng 

See ^ 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. |=J ||jj to look down from 

a height. 

EH T &£ ^ not to be harsh 
to subordinates. 

EH ^ ^ take it as 

a keepsake. 

to mount an eminence; 

to climb a height, 

gg f(|] to occupy the Throne; to 

govern. See 5462. 

EH (be cautious,) as 

though at the brink of a deep 
abyss. 

your brightness 

approaching my humble dwell- 
mg—a conventional phrase f0r 
the visit of an equal or superior. 

EH ® or EH t0 Pay a visit. 

mehs to invite a person to 

call. 

31 jpg Emi PI evefy happiness 
be yours! See 3707. 

Era iH:or EH il to come down 

to earth; to mix with mortals. 
Used of supernatural beings. 

Era Mi Personal inspection 

Era U to copy drawings etc, 

[Lin is to copy from some model 
or drawing alongside; mu is to 
copy by means of tracing-paper, 

EH f IM ^ lin means 

to place the paper alongside,— 
the object to be copied. 

EHite to copy from a copy-slip. 

EH fk ffl — which 
school (of calligraphy) do y 
follow? 

it must be a 

copy by some artist of the Sung 
dynasty. 

EH it # m # when there is 

a chance of making money, be 
not unscrupulous. 

J\ ^ to make a dia tpn 

gnosis and administer medicines 
accordingly. 

!i£ to be in contact with the 

people,—as rulers are; hence, 
to govern the people. 

& M ft EH & fit to exercise 

sway. 

EH HU to come to Court,—of 

an Emperor or Empress giving 
audience. 

H*r on the point of starting, 

when the matter is at 

at the juncture or crisis. 

rfnm full of solicitude 

at the moment of carrying out 
an enterprise. 

fam before sleeping. 

H *§. t0 turn tail on 
going into battle. 

H* overlooking the water. 

A* those who live 

near the same water,-neighbours. 

-pp ^ 
hand; 
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7i6S 

ff* fSpp 
7166 

R. 

or E£?B about to die; 

at the point of death. 

B§ $ at niehtra11- 

Eg SIR:* to spoil an enter¬ 

prise at the critical moment. 

UJJft&l# impromptu. 

at a great crisis; in 

an emergency. 

Wa Ik or ^ ttin a hurry- 

jjfi ^ about to come. 

«T ft at last; after all; at 

the end. 

jje ^ old name of }f{| 

Hangchou. 

Read lin*. To weep; to 

wail. 

^ [Jg to wail over. 

To stoop in walking. See 

9864. 

R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

7172 

See 

See^ 

Rising Lower. 

7167 

Same as 7174. 

7168 

r- # 

See ^ 

Rising Lower. 

7169 

R. jitr 

See 

Even Lower. 

PH' 
7170 

See 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

Ashamed; shamefaced. 

To pare or peel fruit. 

Precipitous; rugged. 

|_L| ll^ WaJ the configuration 

of the hills irregular. ^4866 
Used of a man’s disposition 
see 63. 

7171 

Water flowing; mountain 

streams. Used for 7180. 

Sinking and 
Rising Lower 

m 
7173 

See 

Even Lower. 

r1 

7174 

R. 

the rumbling noise 
R.' 

of carts. See 

ling 

lin 

C. lun 
H. lin 
F. 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Sz. 
Y. ling 
K. nin 

rin 
A. len 

Even Lower. 

7175 

See 

Even Lower. 

}>K:2 

7176 

R. iff 

See 

Even Lower. 

fflU’ 
7177 

See 

Even Lower. 

A tree found in Kiang- 

nan, the bark of which is 

used as a dye. 

ft a tree which has not yet 

been identified. 

Mountain streams. Name 

of a river. 

a place in Annam. 

A flitting light; a will- 

o’-the-wisp, as seen over 

battle-fields. 

(over the graves) 

the will-o’-the-wisp moves and 
the firefly flits by. 

'X. $1 4$£ the ghost-lights 

(emanations from dead bodies) 
flit about. 

A is human blood 

causes will-o’-the-wisp fires. 

An animal between a 

dog and a tiger, covered 

with scales; a manis. The 

noise of barking. 

# (or )H) a District in 

Korea. 

Veined, as marble anc 

other stones. 

black streaks or veins,— 

in jade. 

R. 

Sec^ 

A raised path. 

7178 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

To rub; to grind. 

to grind but not 

to reduce the thickness. 

disease has re¬ 

duced him to a bag of bones. 

Read lin*. Water flow¬ 

ing over stones. Same as 

7171. Used for 7176. 

7179 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7180 

See ^jtjr 

Even Lower. 

A firefly. 

The rumbling of wheels. 

A threshold. Used with 

7182. See 7002. 

the chariots come 

rumbling along. 

pi jjj^i a threshold; a door-sill. 

7181 

R. 

C. i.lun 
F. Sling, leing2- 
W. Sling 

P. ilin 
Y. ning 
K. nin 

. r*’» 
A. 'len 

Sinking Lower 
Irregular. 

To choose; to select for 

appointment. 

| j|j| to choose. 

to select an(l depute. 

14* to choose talented men. 

IM-fiaS to select an official 

to be entrusted with manage 

vO r. 2 

7182 

R. 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

ment. 

Read lin*. Difficult. 

you must not 

(shirk) because it is difficult. 

Near; neighbouring 

neighbours. 

HP near; neighbouring. 

Hft A or $$ a neighbour. 

JtSBBSJB were neighbours, 

mm neighbouring places. 

HP HH neighbouring States. 

£B % HP life and death 

neighbouring,-death staring one 
in the face. 

or the neighbour 

hood. 
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7182 

7183 

7x84 

See^ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

one 

® Jl. ^ the neighbours 

came to have a look 

H It« M M if y°u 
want the truth about a man, 
there is no better place than his 
own neighbourhood,—where of 
course he is well known. 

u 4 7' in, m a 1 
family quarrels ensure bad treat 
ment by neighbours. 

Mor 
next-door neighbours. 

^ three 
years after a family split, its 
members are neighbours,—anc 
nothing more. 

^ : 
n - — {5J ^ accom 

panied by the neighbours. 

7$ 0 M be on good terms 

with your neighbours 

^ H # ¥ % m ii 
was a sad day when I became 
your neighbour. 

m it * m they assemble 

their neighbours. 

7-«, <& 4T $ ) virtue is 

not left solitary: (he who prac 
tises it) will have neighbours. 

of old +? M 
Mencius’ mother chose her 
dwelling-place with reference 
to its neighbourhood,—and the 
influences likely to be thus 
exerted upon her son. 

HI 5s& A** M better is 
a neighbour that is near than 
a brother that is far off. 

Sfi»I# 
neighbours whom cursing won’t 
get rid of,—it is better therefore 
to be sparing of curses. 

WJ* bordering on boredom. 

Same as 7182. 

A piebald horse. 

m 
7185 

H. Jin 

See 

Even Lower. 

7186 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

The scales of a fish 

scaly ; overlapping. See 

13,812. The leaves of the 

pine-tree. 

M scaly 
creatures, — a division of the 
animal kingdom. 

^ ^ in regular rows, like a 

fish’s scales. 

jftp'ieh* 10$ or $$ to stroke 

a fish’s scales the wrong way,— 
to criticise or remonstrate with 
the Emperor. See 13,321. 

Hi ^ ^ # T* what a 
number of fishes he has sent me 

^ a mackerel sky,— 

means wind if not rain. 

® m m a land register for 

purposes of taxation. 

M iss fit a §entle breeze 
and the water in scales,— i.e 
ripples. 

HI —* —#R fi| each leaf 
[of the pine-tree] was exactly 
like a real one as to its markings 
(veins). 

1a P £[fl III larSe mouth and 

small fins,—a species of Labrax, 

^ ^ a species of perch 

(Holocentrum albo-rtibrum). 

T*f a species of herring 

(Clupea tsingleena). 

gJSfS Clupea nymphoea. 

The female of the 

1044, or unicorn; emblem 

of an illustrious posterity 

See JH 7222. 

some western 

hunters captured a lin,—with 
these words end the Spring and 
Autumn Annals. 

at the capture of| 

the lin, (Confucius) ceased to 
write,—as above. 

z ffs \<x % m # m 
i ^ the unicorn is 

a unicorn by virtue not of shape, 
but of the Truth,—of which it 
is the material embodiment. 

m iikt M niaythe unicorn’s 
hoof bring you good luck!—i.e. 
an illustrious posterity. &<? 1843. 

7186 

M 
7187 

W 
7188 

Rii 
H. Uim 

See Jvf 

Rising Lower, 

^ the unicorn’s horn,— 

which is soft at the end, be¬ 
tokening a love of peace. Also 
the sons of an Emperor. 

% ^ the unicorn’s forehead, 

—with which it does not butt. 

Same as 7174. 

To shiver with cold or 

fear. Used with 7190. 

cool; cold, as spring water, 

j^jj piercingly cold. 

>1E1 

7189 

R-S# 
H. Slim 

Seem 

Rising Lower. 

L tremblingly obey! — 

phrase inserted at the end of 
official proclamations. 

Hill of awe-inspiring 

presence,—as a stern ruler. 

^ stern; severe. 

±ixZ»/">' 
m the roles of master and slave 

have always been based on 
severity. 

A government granary 

Also read ling®. 

J8f a public granary. 

or salaried 

Licentiate,—a hsiu-tslai 

who receives a grant from the 
public funds. A certain number 
are admitted annually to this 
position. 

T 

7190 

ii 
H. Uim 

See m 

Rising Lower. 

R 

the grant to a salaried 

Licentiate, as above. 

f! IS to be enrolled among the 

salaried Licentiates. 

Jjfi ft the guarantee of a salaried 

Licentiate, which is necessary 
to the competitor for the first 

degree. 

To fear; to tremble at. 

Used with 7188. 

HI ^ tremble! beware! 

—a phrase used at the end of 
proclamations. 
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7I9I 

See 
RisiDg Lower 

7J92 

F. /«'»£■, neing 

See^ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7194 

C. lun 
H. lin 
F. Icing 

N.' S ling 

M. j Kn 
Y. ling 
Sz. lin 
K. nin 
J. rin 
A. len 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7195 

7196 

The cross-beams in a 

roof, which support the raf¬ 

ters. The combing round 

the hatches of a ship. 

||lT ^ cross-beams and rafters. 

A rush, used for making 

mats. Anciently, a Depart¬ 

ment in Kueichou; now a 

township in Ssuch‘uan. 

Iris ensata, Thbg. 

|j ^ stones to be rolled down 

upon besiegers of a city 

to nourish a desire 

for Lin,—i.e. to borrow a disting¬ 
uished name, as Ssu-ma Hsiang-ju 
borrowed that of Lin Hsiang-ju 

^ ftij * bave ^orig w*s^e<^ 
to know you. 

A cart-rut. To run over; 

to collide with. 

= !« to trample under foot. 

fa M itb %£ Eil how can 
one stand being treated in this 
arbitrary fashion? 

Stingy; miserly 5 sparing 

of. To regret; to repent 

1§r fm or ^ fa stingy; sparing 

of. 

^ § to be 

It the superior 

man is not parsimonious, 

to be chary of one’s steps 

—as an infrequent visitor, 

pray do not be 

chary of your jade (footsteps),— 
do not decline to come. See 1352 

to repent 

Same as 7194. 

C. yem 
H.nyim 

F. eing 
N. zing 

J lin 

Y.jen 
K. nim 

. djin, nin 
A. nyim. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7r98 

avaricious. 

Same as 7186. 

7199 

C. ling 
H. lin 
F. ling, Icing, 

v. Hang 
W. 1 
N. ) ling 
P. ) 
M. lin 

Sz. | ling 
K. ryong, yong 

rei, rid 
A. ling,v./aing 

Sinking and 
Even Lower. 

To rent; to lease. 

^ ^ to rent a house. 

^ to hire; to take on lease. 

mm to advertise to let. 

m -to lease in perpetuity. 

}jj ^ to let; to lease. 

hired himself out to work, 

hired himself as cook. 

Same as 7194. 

7199 

An order; a command ; 

to bid; to tell; to cause. 

Worthy ; good; honour¬ 

able ; used as a term of 

respect; insinuating. A 

District Magistrate. 

^ an order; a command. 

j|H a stringent rule. 

M & or & or 1$ & 
issue commands. 

the king issued anl 

order, saying. 

i|f ^ ^ “by order-” 

a flag used to direct the 

movements of troops. 

an arrow with a small I 

triangular flag attached, bestowed 
by the Emperor as a token of 
the authority vested in the holder 
thereof. 

^ ^ or ^ ^ fixed law. 

^ 7^ ')ai ')ai the laws br'ghtly 
manifest. 

ff V* to carry out a command, 

Also, to make a rule,—as for 
forfeits at a drinking-party. 

the order once 

given will be carried out without 
fail. 

vS & ffl fa ¥ & our 
drinking-rules are as strict as 
martial law. 

4= H ® - ■fOS 
a sentence from the Four Books, 
containing the word pH, being 
called for. 

* 

—• ^ ^ repeated orders | 

and injunctions. 

Tk jj^A] ^ J|| the orders against | 

opium-smoking are very strict. 

* bid him come. 

to give orders. 

si? enough to make| 

one angry. 

g ^ ^ not a good man| 

among us. 

yfc & I# ijfc ifc would| 

also cause Tu [Fu]’s poem to I 
be without point. 

J[jJ a time; a festival, 

a season. 

was appoint¬ 

ed Guardian of Mt. T‘ai,—in | 
Shantung. 

IS IS ik & il is now the| 
summer season. 

the winter season. 

a good reputation. 

ik‘aii) may they| 
be happy in their excellent virtue] 
to old age! 

H every one of them | 

of excellent deportment. 

^ & $$ high and brilliant, | 

leading to a good end. 

his fame is with¬ 

out end. 

^ ^ a subject of praise, | 

a source of hope,—to the people, 

your father. 

-JJ- 4^* your mother. 

& IS. your ancestors. 

& y°ur grandchild. 

your Grace; also, your son. 

A title given to the great general | 

Kuo Tzii-i, who was ^ 

President of the Council. 

your daughter. I 

fine words and an I 

insinuating countenance. 

^ ^3* the Prime Minister in a I 

Feudal State. 

(chang3) the title of a] 

District Magistrate under the | 

Ch‘in dynasty. 

f$ or A T»* a Districtl 
Magistrate. 

* ± 
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LINO 

7199 

& 
7200 

IC. ling 
IH. long 

ling 

|p. 
I M. lin 

ISz. | linS 

I K. yo tig 
IJ. rei% rid 
I A. ling 

Even Lower. 

m 

I See efr 

Even Lower. 

I See ^ 

Even Lower. 

3** District Magistrate Li. 

secretaries under the Han 

and other dynasties, of subor¬ 
dinate rank but entitled to wear] 

red robes, etc. 

Read hngi. See 7548. 

/ii 4*“ linS linS cry the 
hounds. 

the wagtail. 

Read lien2. 

R. 
FJ 

See 

Even Lower 

7205 

Kit 
H. lung 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

^ ^ a District in Kansuh under| 

the Han dynasty. 

Clever; active. Lonely. 
A musician. 

clever. See 6886. 

iffc 75 & fri fa J this is 
natural (not acquired) cleverness. 

having the gift of j 
the gab; glib; fluent, 

fit® or active; spright- 

!y- 
j-yj "fX l°nely; disconsolate. 

ffr S: fr tottering; stag 

gering. 

f&A a musician, 

ffr W the bandmaster, 

a servant. 

A prison. 

H f§j O ouf>Bt to be irn 

prisoned. 1 72o6 

'ft ^ Bail [SI in mid-spring |R. 

R. 
FJ 

I See ^ 

Even Lower. 

examine the gaols. 

To raise; to lift. 

to draw a 
bucket of water. 

jrp M ¥ # to raise 
one’s scalp in doing any thing,— 
to do it with fear and trembling. 

jffr fai —■ t0 give him a 

helping hand. 

Eurya japonica, Thbg.J 

the ashes of which are used] 

in dyeing. 

See -£■ 

I A. lang, ling 

Even Lower. 

A small affluent of the 

Yang-tsze in Kiangsu; the 

name of several other rivers. 

Clear. [To be distinguish¬ 

ed from ^ 6869.] 

a river in Hunan. 

tern to damp; to moisten. 

Vp” '/'p*' sound of running water. 

The tinkling of stone 

ornaments. 

elegant; regular in appear-1 

ance; (of fine work) carved 
a jour \ openwork. See 9658 

fit m it n and gaze 

through it (a crystal blind) at 
the autumn moon. 

what a beau ti 

ful flower!—alluding to its regu 
lar formation. 

if® fa 3# J® how splendid 

its palaces and temples! 

JR ft winding about in 

all directions,—of ramifying cor 
ridors. 

a skeleton armillary 

sphere. 

(kao) the bell-tower at 

Tientsin. 

A long-necked jar. A 

concave tile. 

jjJC a water jar with perforated 

ears through which a cord can 
be passed. Also, tiles. 

therefore we re-tiled it, enamel¬ 
ling the tiles a pure green colour. 

1m 31 chien3 like (water) | 

pouring from the tiles,—in 
rush; easily. 

5i #6 Z W> the appearance I 

of a slope,—in configuration of 
land. Also, a coign of vantage. 

R. 

7207 

Pf 

See 

Even Lower. 

A bamboo tray. 

... ArAer 

a basket used by fishermen. 

7208 

R. 

See efr 

Even Lower. 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

jr 
7210 

H. lang 

See efr 

Even Lower. 

A species of antelope 
{Antilope caudata, A. M 
Edw.), resembling- the 
chamois. 

antelope-horns,—used | 
as a medicine. 

A feather; a wing; a 
plume. 

yfy a feather. 

Mi t0 wear a father, as 
below. 

pjf ^ lbe feather worn at the 

back of the hat, granted as a 
decoration to deserving officials 
under the present dynasty. See 

TL 66os- 
= m it #1 the triple-eyed j 

peacock feather,—conferred on 
Imperial princes and nobles, 
or for the most signal military 
achievements. 

m hr it mi the double-eyed 

peacock feather,—conferred on 
high or very meritorious officials. 

ipL HR the single-eyed 

peacock feather, — commonly 
conferred for distinction in the 
public service, and even obtain¬ 
able by purchase. 

iH $0 or $% vfl the Blue 
Plume or Crow Feather,—worn 
by the rank [ and file of the 
Imperial Guard, and conferred 
upon military officials below the 
6th degree of rank. 

H vfl # % subaltern of the! 

Guards, wearing the plain blue 
feather. 

$C v]] t0 deprive of the feather, 

—for official misconduct. 

vfl ^ 01 vVi Jt (°r If) 
the jade tube which holds the 
end of the feather where it is 
fastened to the hat. 

the feather on an arrow, 

fan feather fans. 

she was also good I 

at painting. 

To hear; to apprehend. 

to fully understand; to 

make oneself acquainted with,— 
the contents of a letter. 

gy to hear a person’s teaching, 

—a conventional phrase used 
when accepting an invitation, etc. 
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7210 

to hear your excel¬ 

lent counsels. 

J$j flu' j'ffc the ear hears and 
the heart is charmed. 

the ear hearing | 

clearly. 

A small passenger-boat. 

C. v. Jang 

F. v. ‘long 

See<^ 

Even Lower. 

7212 

H. lin, /<2«f 

See 

Even Lower. 

7213 

R' F? 
H. /*«, /««» 

See<^ 

Even Lower. 

A tuber-, a fungus. See 

3695. [To be distinguish¬ 

ed from 2106.] 

' the Yunnan root. 

or ^ a tuberiforml 

fungus found growing on liquid- 
ambar roots above ground, and 
used as a drug. 

Xanthium strumarium, L. 

A flying insect, like a 

mosquito. 

the venomous sand-fly I 

common in the north of China 
during the hot season. 

a dragon-fly. 

f! &p IS t*ie dragon-fly king¬ 

dom,—Japan, so called from its 
shape on the map. 

7214 

MI 

See 

Rising Lower. 

WV 
7215 

C. ling, v. 

J‘ngi Jeng 
H. lang 

F- ting-, V. Jing 

See 

Even Lower. 

7215 

R. 

TJ 

7216 

n % 
Underclothes. 

!ir<u a bride’s apparel. 

A bell with a clapper 

(see 2893); a hand-bell. See 

3336. 

§|ijj $p a brass bell. 

§1^ a band-bell. 

nmm w bell-shaped; glob¬ 

ular. 

m ± & 

ling 

C. ling, leng 

H. lang 

F. ling, v. Jing 

W 
N. 
P. 
Y. 
M 
Sz 
K. ryong 

J.rei 
A. ling 

Even Lower. 

I I 
i I hn, ling 

—* ^ like hang¬ 

ing bells on one’s toes: noise at 
every step,—or, by understand¬ 

ing ^ for , reflect upon 

every step you take. 

~Jv ,A W t^ie gatebeeper 

went in to report. 

§v “F* or in H a s°ng with 
swinging knobs, twirled by ped¬ 
lars to attract attention. 

^ ^ a metal ring twirled on 

a stick and used by itinerant 
doctors. 

a ist a bell with a clapper, hung 

at the corners of temples etc., 
to frighten away birds. Some¬ 

times used for Jl|; see 787(5. 

lip a brass bell with an iron 

clapper, fastened to the collar of 
a horse, mule, etc. Also known 

as 76 f pand S in • 
*T- Ift R5 ^ Si ft # ft 

^£p iii Confucius did not 

indulge in petty trifling. 

y°ur yamen,—to a Vice¬ 

roy or Governor. 

mx capsules of Aristolo 

chia Kcempferi, Willd., used as 
a medicine. 

ii%76 Enkianthus quinque- 

jlorus, L. 

^p name °f a bind of spear 

^ ^p“ the fruit of Melia 

Azederach, L. 7148. 

Fractional; broken up; 

individual. To fall, as rain 

tears, dew, etc. Used to 

express cypher or nought in 

a numerical series; hence 

remainder; residue. 

or fragmentary 

miscellaneous. 

# ^ H broken silver,—i.e. 

parts of a “shoe." Such pieces 
are of irregular shapes and 
weights, and are used as small 
change. 

m n. scattered; disper¬ 

sed; fragmentary, as the remains 
of a text. 

to strike out or omit frac¬ 

tions. 

smab change. 

R. 

7217 

Id 

^ 31 fine rain- 

Si* It# when the good 

rains had fallen. 

tj$J odds and ends. 

^ the fall of the leaf; stripped 

bare; poverty-stricken; fragmen¬ 
tary; incomplete. 

the grass that blooms in the morn 
is withered by evening. 

^ 'ff* t*ie famiIy d*s‘ 
persed. 

solitary; lonely; without 

friends. See also 11,253. 

do not sell them 

one by one. 

^Pf* t0 collect likin in separate 

amounts, viz. not in a lump sum. 

'f!' flU notes for smaller sums 

than ten tiao. 

-pf* ‘|heavily laden with 

dew. 

-w#- one hundred, no 

tens, and one,—101. 

ppj ^ ^ two taels, no 

mace, and two candareens,— 
Tls. 2.02. 

£ His a remainder; a surplus. 

M 
Read lien2. 

tribe. 

over a thousand.) 

A western 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

7218 

R pf 
VI. lin, lang 

See -£■ 

Even Lower. 

A wagtail; a lark. 

wsi the Mongolian lark (Mela-1 

nocorypha mongolica). 

j £6 the sky lark. 

The front teeth; a per¬ 

son’s age. See 1871. 

of tender years. 

d old age. 

may you attain I 

length of years! 

or or 'Jr 
young; youthful. 

M fa how old are you?| 

—to a soldier. 

|r &E ^hadneverl 
asked the age,—of a boy. 

lip M ~¥* a lad of ten- 
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7219 

I MI 
IC. ling 
1H. liang 
IF. ling. Han 
IW. 
In. 

M. } HnS 
Y. 

|Sz. 
IK. yong 
Ij. rid 
1 A. laing 

I Rising Lower. 

The throat (see 10,014); 

the collar. Numerative ofl 

coats, jackets, mats, etc.l 

To receive. To direct; to 
lead. 

*71 H( t0 stretch out the neck,_I 

in expectation. 

'It' Iff head and neck. Also, a| 

head eunuch. 

U to save one’s neck. 

■J collar and sleeve; amana-| 

ger; a president. &<?4683; 7940. 

A £ li a leader of men. 

UTT the pieces put down 

the front and back of a coat to I 
keep the collar in position. 

_LL "H a standing collar. 

II ^ the stiff stuff that binds) 

the neck of a coat. 

U ^ or |g jfc or Jg^ 

a collar; a necktie. 

li °r 
lar on a woman’s dress. 

|i the wooden necktie,— | 

the cangue. 

— II |t|' a riding-jacket. 

li or ^ H to received 

[T. he second is also to under¬ 
take.] 

H t0 receive with thanks. 

jjte the round col¬ 

li ^ or Il to receive in- th ^ UI n 
structions. 

(or Iff ^ have not I 
received your instructions, — a I 
conventional phrase used in the I 
sense of “may I enquire.?” 
e.g. your name, the speaker 
having already communicated I 
his own. 

to receive a command. 

RIJ to duly receive from a I 

superior. 

|f| anau thorisation to receive; | 

a receipt. 

|f| *=£ to suffer; to bear, 

to be rewarded. 

|1 I3£ to try; experience; to| 

catch the idea. 

have sufficiently recei¬ 

ved,—your favours, etc. 

to receive a thing in spirit, I 

—as a present which one returns, 
taking the will for the deed. 

7219 

II [SJ to receive back,—as a 

deposit, etc. 

II DU to receive into one’s pos¬ 

session. 

II J$L or|l 

7219 

or H tu , 
to take out,—as a certificate or| 
other document. 

m H to ^ |j or 

rr]t ?j 

JHH, „ 

receive a pass or permit. 

& if fpf li t0 go to the Cus-I 

toms and apply to clear goods, 

is a to receive baptism. 

II If* ^ a term adopted as the | 

equivalent of Consul. Ao? 4683. 

II ^ 3. Consul-General. | 

III IS ♦ H‘ vice Consul, 

a Mis*®' Senior Con-| 
sul. 

J ^ @1) ‘(fit the Consular 
Body. 

$J§ U a superintendent; to super¬ 

intend; to be in command, 

to lead; to guide. 

45 51 M to introduce to 

the Emperor. 

Uff a quartermaster, 

a pilot. 

K St * 
II ip? J^ the result being 

that a Chinese pilot was woun¬ 
ded by a splinter. 

1 a certificate of identity 

and travelling allowance, given 
to Bannermen when going to 
Peking to be examined, etc. 

m to receive a certificate or 

other document. 

II ft to invite death,—e.g. by 

folly. 

at t0 ^ave received all. 

to receive and read; to 

note the contents of. 

1ST to receive from a superior. 

|H ‘|‘j^ to receive kindness; to be 

favoured. 

T m A fit not to receive 

favours from people. 

J Wi to fined. 
|f| J£ to lead troops. 

11 S$ rffj £ ^ M 
restrain the evil and all will be | 
well. 

7220 

Rising Lower. 

tw 

m' 

7222 

m Sf Sill to accept the good * JmW 
and reject the bad. 

U |gt0 agree to; to assent. 

||| ability. 

li to make a note of; to 

record. 

H to comprehend; to grasp. 

See 5455- 

the head °f an 
official mission. 

lit M — 
the waters hereabouts are 

under the jurisdiction of China. 

^ li 'iff since 

these waters are under your 
jurisdiction. 

A mountain range; a 
pass. 

ijft li or ^ the highest 

peak in a range. 

fij lift ranges of mountains. 

the Onion Range,—be 

tween Ladak and Tibet. 

the Plum Range,—in the 

north-east of Kuangtung. 

“pfl south of the (Plum) Range, 

—a term used for Kuangtung 
and Kuangsi. 

a watershed. 

Drops of rain ; to fall in 

drops. 

Spiritual; divine; super¬ 

natural ; efficacious; having 

the powers of a medium 

(see 12,735); response; obe¬ 

dience to (see 4912); ex¬ 

pression. A coffin with a 

body in it. A Department 

in Kansuh. 

H the soul. 

® JE name °f a famous tower 

built by Wen Wang; also used 
of the Observatory in Peking; 
the seat of intelligence; the mind. 
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;se£ 
7222 

rr: ||| the sun, moon, and stars. 

jjtj (f|| the four supernatural crea¬ 

tures, — the unicorn, phoenix, 
tortoise, and dragon. 

by birth a hero, and by death 

a god. 

|| ^ ^ ||| t0 trust *n God. 

5106. 

Eg |g a term used by foreign 

missionaries for the Holy Spirit, 

a the spirit of a dead Em¬ 

peror. 

b ^ spirits of the dead. 

Jfc one’s ancestors. 

4^ |I| living beings. 

3^ ^ J|| JUI. continually mani¬ 

fested his supernatural power. 

jg§i ^j“ ||| |f|i in the hope of 

some spiritual manifestation,— 
as in response to a prayer. 

-'T* HI without money, 

no response,—as in spirit con¬ 
sultations, lawsuits, etc. 

M §1 IS ^ Wk the reraarks 
of a poor man are without point. 

|H a miracle. 

h m m s showing how 

wonderful he would be. 

IIII manifesting his 

awful power,—as a god. 

it is not the depth of water, but 
the presence of a dragon, which 
makes it spiritual. 

—• jH| the supernatural 

power of one god affects a vast 
number of people. 

ft ^ It & it was not 

that physiognomical science was 
at fault. 

JH clever; intelligent; spiri- 

tuel. 

Hg ^ handy; convenient. 

JH a clever contrivance. 

|H XTj subtle; ingenious. 

||| °f a magical or super¬ 

natural nature; (of animals) in¬ 
telligent. 

U a charm; a magic thing 

H| ^ exquisite; refined. 

efficacious drugs. 

7222 

R. 

7224 

Pf 

|l j||j the subtle passages,— one 

to each joint. 

^ quickness. 

^ < 

wn 
R. 

motive agency; force; 

soul; subtle influences, such as 
some localities are held to exer¬ 
cise; supernatural power. 

flff ||| having no versatility. 

if’ 
31s: 

7223 

R ‘ pf 
H. lin 

P. ling, ling 

See V' 

Even Lower. 

See 

Even Lower. 

HI iH HA W when the s°od 
rains had fallen. 

g aM. communicating with each 

other. 

I A I I the man was a 
medium, or spiritualist. 

'fp| the medium began 

to posture,—when he felt the 
influence of the spirit. 

I? HI a bver g°d, who *s SUP~ 

posed to have divided a moun¬ 
tain with his hands and feet, 
the two parts forming the modern 

5j?l llj Hua Shan and ^r 

111 Shou-yang Shan. 

|H] H # 0 ^ made four 

obeisances towards the coffin 
(containing the corpse). ^3350. 

e!a il3ir the chair in which the 

tablet of a dead man is carried 

^ J{^ or |H ^ the tablet which 

is placed before a coffin inti¬ 
mating that there is a corpse 
present. 

tA It M ftt0 accomPanya 
parent’s coffin back to one’s 
ancestral home. 

^ Htt0 reverently Pour out 
a libation to the dead. 

Ift the drug of immortality; 

the elixir of life. 

The lattice of a window. 

A sill. [Also written ." 

If a window-frame. 

H the plate under the eaves. 

E the gate of a Con 

fucian temple. 

A bend in a river. 

j=f yHI a bend upon the upper 

Yang-tsze. 

See -£• 

Even Lower. 

t 

R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

Wd 

7227 

m 
7228 

R- 

See 

Even Lower. 

rT3 
[ST? 

m 
7225 

7226 

A District in the south¬ 

east of Hunan. [Correctly 

written 

A kind of liqueur, called 

;® made in Hunan. 

See 7384. 

Same as 7208. 

Ice; pure; chaste. To 
oppress ; to insult. To rise; 
to advance; to aspire to. 
To be distinguished from 

72 30.] 

^ or 7J| an ice-pit. 

4k nan icide- 

/M chaste eyes. 

or I'M or 7J| $ 
treat cruelly; to oppress 

to insult. 

to 

Tit $>) t0 °PPress the weak. 

'4k M is fi rising and des¬ 

cending according to its route, 
of the flying car which came to 
China b.c. 1766; see 6583. 

7 ffi re m •& 
daring to skip any intermediate 
steps. 

or /jb to mount to 

the clouds; to rise high. 

^ towering on high; to guess; 

mere speculation. 

W It ^Jt £ rSi ^ when she 

had finished speaking, she soared 
up out of sight. 

/Jfe early in the morning. 

j!|l the ignominious slashing 

or so-called “lingering death,’ 
which properly consists of dis¬ 
memberment by twenty-four cuts 
before the coup de grdce, but is 
practically confined to a few 
slashes followed quickly by de 
capitation. See 1986. 

sb m a in t m a 
woman was condemned to the 
lingering death. 
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m 
7228 

7229 

See 

Sinking and 
Even Lower. 

•Sfe’ 
id*. 

723° 

R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

7231 

R. • 

7233 

FES tsc 

iM ch/u3 children who kill 

their parents are punished with 
the lingering death. 

)M *B ffl a kind of national 

Valhalla, under the T‘ang dy¬ 
nasty. [In a.d. 643, twenty-four 
portraits of meritorious officials 
were painted for this gallery by 
Yen Li-pen.] 

^Ijr I'M 'PH his merR was m- 
scribed in the Hall of Worthies. 

nm Euonymus Sieboldia- 

nns, Bl., and E. Thunbergianus, 
Bl. 

See [§| g 

J. ro, rid 

Even Lower. 

7232 

R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

R. _ 7IW 
F. ling,'!.king 

See 

Even Lower. 

To curb a horse. 

To traverse. Old name 

of a river in Shantung:. 

[To be distinguished from 

/J| 7228.] 

-/}l m m iu to roam over the 
seas and cross the mountains 

Vi£ *1 ■«1t trembling with fear. 

A sacrifice at the Im¬ 

perial tombs. 

Thin silk cloth; damask. 

H or It Hsilk sauze- 
lastings. 

-ft |J? figured damask. 

$£ It thick damask, 

silk brocades. 

The water-chestnut 

(Trapa). 

^ the water-chestnut (Trapa 

bispinosa, Roxb., and 2". natans, 

L-)- 
Trapella sinensis, Oliv. 

7232 

7234 

Even Lower. 

7235 
R. 

C. ling 
H. lin 
F. 
N. 
W. 
P. 
Y. 
Sz. 
M. lin 
K. n'ing 

J. rid 
A. lang 

Even Lower. 

[ 906 

blossoms of the water- 

chestnut. 

kernel of the water- 

chestnut. 

^ Ip? or ^ ^ 01 a toilet 

looking-glass. 

^ flour made from the roots 

of the water-chestnut. 

Iff! the egret. See 1684. 

A cart-rut. 7002. 

t0 tramPie down; to 
destroy. 

the rumbling of carts. 

A high mound; a tomb. 

To desecrate ; to insult. 

Used with 7228. 

or 
Wc M 

fr f® a mound; a hillock. 

a raised mound; a tope. 

warrior’s tomb,—an old 

name for Hangchow. Also, a 
name for the allegorical Peach- 
blossom Fountain ofT'ao Ch‘ien, 
because said to have been dis¬ 
covered by a man of Wu-ling 
in Hunan. 

M IH or IU fle 
Imperial tombs. 

y tombs of five Emperors 

of the Han dynasty, viz. , 

18 HE fit •fr.flg 

IF ri. IH - 4‘; US■ r“Pecl- 
ively. Also, a name forCh‘ang-an. 

-j— the tombs of the 

thirteen Emperors of the Ming 
dynasty who were buried near 
Peking. 

the Ming tombs at Nan¬ 

king. 

fit and ^ old names for 

Nanking. 

^ took some money 

with him and went to Nanking 

W fh Hi &T iff he could 
picture to himself the foolish 
desecration practised by the 
rebels. 

to invade; to usurp, 

to oppress. See 7234. 

I§ 
7235 

X-.HNTG- 

^ to walk on the water. 

-t $ H t0 hft up 

one’s horn on high to show it. 

§1 to lapse; to decay; see 7228. 

fit ^ t0 g° downward; to de¬ 

teriorate; decadence. 

m g mmvuamn 
^ PT ^ ^ from the reign 

of Chia Ching onwards, the 
decline of the Ming dynasty 
beggars all description. 

lit or Ht Tecoma grandi- 

flora, Del. 

A dace. 

7236 i it Hi a kind of dace 

C. leng 

Even Lower. 

(Leuciscus molitore/la), reared in 
ponds. 

llf !jt tke yeHow-tail dace 
(.Leuciscus xanthurus). 

the scaly ant-eater. 

An allowance of grain 

given to students. 
7237 

R- ^ ® _p|P salary; stipend. 

Seejm 
Rising Lower. 

Read pit?. To receive 

commands. [Now com¬ 

monly written ||L and read 

pi*S*\ see 93°4-] 

J® 
See 7188. 

7238 

18 See 7189. 

7239 

Separate; apart; distinct; 

another; besides. [To be 
7240 

r.^ 
distinguished from 6299.] 

H. lang 
F. Icing 

^ to live separate. 

See ^[' over and above; extra; 

K. ydng besides. 
J. rei, rid 
A. laing" 

^ or by oneself; 

Sinking isolated; apart. 
Lower. .pi-, my name is separately 

stated,—a formula attached to 
a letter which contains the card 
of the writer. 

j|| another kind of. 
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7240 

m 

7241 

7242 

TIL 
7243 

it 
See V 

Even Lower. 

2 

7244 
R. 
it 

See'/fc 

Even Lower. 

a separate item. 

# B another day. 

to tranship,—as 

cargo. 

jjL |pj to make another 

contract,-in place of one already 
existing. 

having a separate certifi¬ 

cate. 

a separate list or table, 

of items, etc. 

3 % £ 'M how many are 

there over? 

there is another 

family or class. 

^ ^ ^ —' !& that’s 
another story. 

£!»#*• to regard with 

other eyes than usual, — with 
unusual favour. 

t0 ProPose further (or 

separately) to. 

3 W @ ft to propose or 

submit a separate treatment,— 
£.£■. of a theme for an essay. 

£ £ or j^||| to make a 

special arrangement. 

~^7 |^ ^lj ^ 'n a different part 

of the house. 

additional. 

Tbfc: 

M 
7244 

See 7564. 

Same as 7564. 

A cap with pendants. 

A precious stone. 

m Jflj an opaque glass-like sub¬ 

stance, used for making cups, 
vases, bangles, etc.; strass. See 

9333- 

fZLiMR glazed tiles. 

m 
724s 

R- it 
P. v. liung 

See^ 
Even Lower. 

m 
7246 

7247 

R-^c 

See^ 

Even Upper. 

pf 
7248 

RAc 
C. lau 
H. liu 
F. /*«, v. lau 
W. 
N. 
P. s /«< 
M. 
Sz. 

?£ Jib sft glass beads; swell 

mobsmen. 

5ft "§1 52. a Slass marble; a 

slippery customer. 

f 
Ug take my glass couch and 

place it outside my front window. 

5ft M the name of a famous 

book-street in Peking. 

5ft ^ (or 3E) Vaidurya 

Buddha,—worshipped in China 
as a god of healing. 

§$ hgbtthe water-lamp,- 

a cup of oil floating on water. 

(or fflJt) 5ft ^ ber)-1; laPis 
lazuli. 

5ft^ M the Lewchew (or Loo 

choo) Islands,—divided into 

Greater and /J-* Lesser, and first 

mentioned under the Sui dynasty, 
6th cent a.d. 

5ft Lewchew goods,- 

used in a contemptuous sense of 
things which are not durable 
Brummagem. 

Sulphur. See 5128. 

£eI| brimstone. 

$)■ flowers of sulphur, 

c sulphuric acid. 

Same as 7247. 

Fringes of pearls on 

crowns or diadems. A 

streamer; a pennant. 

mu crown gems, as above. 

m m streamers attached to 

banners. 

To flow, as water; to 

spread abroad; to circulate; 

to move about. A class; 

a set; a kind. 

'/fit ji{ ^ t0 flow out. 

'Mt pfC running water; to flow. 

'ffit "fo fif tr>fling talk; smoothly- 

flowing language. 

7248 
Y. lieo 
K.yu 
J. riii, ru 
A. liu 

Even Lower. 

words which ought to, 

but do not, balance some pre¬ 
ceding words in a verse. 

•M * M tfl sympathetic ap¬ 

preciation,— from the story of 

iM6 3F Yu Po-ya and his 

rustic friend H|j -f- M Chung 

Tzfl-ch‘i, the latter of whom 
could tell when the lute of the 
former expressed the “flowing 
of water” or the “height of 
mountains.” 

M ^ T fril flows 
south-east into the Yang-tsze. 

'/jfc rivulets; the head-waters 

of a river. 

^ jfiLt0 bleed- 

dfcfF to sweat. 

'/fit Wt t0 let fal1 tears- 

'/fi^ to flow freely through. 

ffn 5^ to swim with the 

stream. 

^0 fffl ^ '/fit to agree with 

some one to do something, but 
to fail to carry out the agree¬ 
ment. 

small streams 

trickle long,—that which is used 
slowly lasts long. 

like the Pillar 

Rock in mid-stream,—of a states¬ 
man of nerve and decision. The 
allusion is to the Ti-chu rock 
in the Yellow River. 

if ¥ M answering like a 

stream,-without hesitation; glib¬ 

ly- 

jIl Hi '/Mi read it: out fluent¬ 

ly- 

'b ^ ^ A 
if a small stream be not stopped, 
it becomes a great river,—take 
things in time. 

it W iS & FT © Hi * 
let these pure ones be pitched 
into that muddy one,—said by 

the Emperor ^ Chao Tsung 

of the T‘ang dynasty, when he 
threw a number of scholars into 
the Yellow River. 

vi £ fin JjifoZm 
to foul the source and yet to 
expect the stream to be pure. 

A5* (°r ^fc) A 'Jfiifc not within 

the pale of respectability; un¬ 
classed, as officials lower than 
the ninth grade. 



vf 
7248 

birds of passage,—of 

persons. 

^ worthless. 

$6 IS vagrants; tramps, 

or \ to or M m t0 stray;to 
wander; to stroll. [The first is 
also “outcasts.”] 

$£ 3$E to stroll. 

M ^ M brigands become 

roving brigands. 

& il to walk up and down; to 

dawdle. 

Ic $6 31 do not be 

always entertaining people. 

^ to hand down, by tradi¬ 

tion, etc.; to bequeath. 

SS4R to spread injury 

among the people. 

'/jfc J|l a meteor; strings anc 

balls used by jugglers. 

'/fit M M a star following 

the moon,—a close companion 

glancing, as eyes, water 

etc.; to wander here and there 

$6*7 to spread; to prevail, as 

an epidemic. 

to spread corrupt prac¬ 

tices; an evil, mischievous prac¬ 
tice, resulting. 

banishment for life to 

another province distant two 

or three thousand li. See 
12, r 26. 

STkli level ground. 

•M-m prevalent customs. 

an influence which has 

been handed down; prestige, 

rumour; report. 

— tik A one class of people. 

Also, a person in banishment. 

—' $6 M ^5 not 111 during the 

whole time. See 7259. 

homeless; a va¬ 

grant. See below. 

“F $6 A low-class or base 

people. 

jk $6 she is but a 

woman. 

mi H a prostitute. 

'jjfe ^ the ordinary magistrate 

who is appointed for a term, as 

7248 

7249 

rA 
see ^ 

Even Lower. 

IIP* 
7250 

R-^r 

See ||p 

Rising Lower. 

opposed to the hereditary ma 
gistrate in more or less savage 
districts; hence to be admitted 
to naturalisation. 

$6 to exchange here 

ditary for transferable magistra 
tes; to substitute regular for 
native officials; to bestow citizen 
ship, as upon savage tribes. 

S® ESS to become one of 

the criminal classes. 

% $6 the nine schools of litera 

ture and philosophy, as classi 
fied by Liu Hsin, a.d. 23. 

$6 It the eared owl (Otus vul¬ 

garis). Also = Jjl} 7244. 

m m flowing yellow,—the origi 

nal name for sulphur (see 7245) 
Also, a kind of woven stuff. 

Pure gold. Used for 

7247. 

7251 

ft 

See$& 
A. lieu 

Rising Lower. 

To cover, as a drum. 

To feel; to touch. [To 

be distinguished from Vv 

5532.] 

The willow tree (Salix 

babylonica, L.). The 24th 

zodiacal constellation ; see 

Tables, VB. See |flf 205. 

the willow. 

^ *DP tbe sPde against the 

willow-branch,—as the emblem 
of parting. 

|H] the song of the 

“Willow-branch broken off.” See 

55°- 

# m °- & » 
Pterocarya stenoptera, C.D.C. 
See 3035. 

Ift the osier. 

mm willow-leaves. 

a willow wand. 

!» Jfp slender of body,—as a 

young girl. 

Up ^ striped cottons; dimi¬ 

ties; quiltings. 

7251 

7252 

rTT 
See ||p 
Rising Lower 

r 
7253 

s" Mi 
Even and 

Rising Lower. 

R 

7254 

itft 
F. //«, v. I ail 

see m 
Even Lower. 

W $J joL or W M willow 
catkins. 

a willow waist,—slim. 

mm willow eyebrows, — 

arched like a willow-leaf. 

7E W Mfe 11«' W * places 
of ill fame; brothels. 

*£ 4L HI m t0 be over‘fond of 

the ladies. 

||p willow-beautiful,—fair but 

frail. 

(°r w $xm M peach 

red and willow green,—of gaudy 
clothes. 

the valley where the sun 

sets,—said to be identical with 

the of the ^ ^ Canon 

of History. 

w&zn physiognomy. See 

io,27r and Biog. Diet., 2556. 

m « is a Prefecture in 

Kuangsi. 

m u > branch of the 

Pearl River in Kuangsi. 

a kingfisher (Calcedo ben- 

galensis). 

m%% a wren (Phyllopneuste 

borealis). 

h m m °' @ # w o' 
mmm the tamarisk (Tama- 

rix chinensis, L.). See 745. 

The covering of a hearse. 

The Rhyzomys sinensis, 

a small animal about the 

size of a rabbit, known as 

from its partiality 

for the bamboo. 

To keep; to detain; to 

stop; to restrain. To lay 

up as a record; to leave 

behind. 

^ to keep; to put by; to 

take care of. 
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7254 

itU 

keep this for me,—e.g. 

the place where it now is. 

m. IB M -7- ft 
this house was left 

me by my ancestors. 

in 

XLL 3c 

this money was 

left me by my father. 

to leave word. 

^ he will go: I can’t keep him 

41© to detain; to hold back 

jtj & |f to detain; to put 

obstacles in the way of departure 

5 3t ® iffi ji, © hoping 

that on account of the distance 
(to his home), he might be asked 
to stay. 

6 "iS to keep one to a meal. 

$2 Hi i* £ M had no 
idea of keeping him to dinner. 

& to intermit, as work; to 

keep open or unoccupied, as a 
berth for a ship; to leave a 
space, as in writing. 

H keep in office,—as an 

official who has been deprived 
of rank but who is allowed this 
chance of retrieving his character 
and recovering his position. 

or to keep for the 

night,—as a traveller. 

ft® (/<«*) to wait; to hesitate. 

^ or ^ ^jtj to detain a 

guest. 

& ^ to keep troops; to garrison. 

® is, keep it here. 

ipEf -^E Aj) bear it in mind. 

® 4$ (or fltjj) ffi be 

careful in the transaction of 
business. 

©'OJH-fg- im it to be thus 

careful of manners and customs 

© # © # restrain your 

steps! — a conventional phrase 
used to a host who is conducting 
his visitor to the door. 

^ ^ ^ without cessation; un¬ 

ceasingly. 

7©M uninfluenced by feel¬ 

ing; not to make allowance for. 

not to delay the hear- 

72S4 

ing of a case,—as corrupt magi 
strates sometimes do. 

4 to stop half way; to pigeon 

hole (used of Emperor only); to 
keep private. 

yj* $a is -Hr in mcreek and 
road both excluded. 

& 'T* loth t0 Part witk 

to keep the city gate open 

—for any one who is late. 

In ^ ® PI keePthe door 
open for me,—until I get back 

^ or ^ 3j| to keep the 

hair,—as a Taoist priest’s tonsure 
compared with the clean shave 
of the Buddhist. 

& & *di to leave a man some 

ground to retire to,—i.e. not to 
press him too hard. 

& dying injunctions; parting 

words. 

©91 a parting gift; a keepsake, 

ffii®©S. A*©=g 
the wild goose flies past and 
leaves a scream, man dies and 
leaves a reputation,—for good 
or evil. 

& 5b (fen%) t0 show consider¬ 

ation. 

to hand down. 

^ to detain. 

=T to fix one’s attention, 

©if to stop at. 

# © a 

^ f[Sj rich and noble families 

are not continually occupied with 
wine and flowers. 

to linger; to detain. 

^ to hand over to on leaving, 

©g to give shelter to. 

retained in the College, 

—as Han-lin who attain the 
higher degrees, of compiler and 
graduate. 

©gf£ a stick with a hook 

at the end, for catching thieves 
by their clothes. 

TjJ* ^ deserving to be spared,— 

i.e. not killed. 

£ 4* ® ifc # 1 sPare 
your life this time. 

no hope (cannot live),— 

the last stage in a fatal malady. 
See 1629 chien*, 13,678. 

7255 
R. 

See m 

Sinking 
Lower. 

m 
7256 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7257 

7258 

■it 
See V 

Even Upper. 

7259 

it^k 
F. leu3 
P. £.//«, 

liu3 

See'/fit 
Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

A beggar’s alms-bowl. 

The beam in the eaves 

of a roof. The middle hall 

of a house. 

Same as 2486. 

The pomegranate; em¬ 
blem, because of its seeds, 

of a numerous posterity. 
[Used at weddings in mo¬ 
dern Greece.] 

WT1S the pomegranate of 

100 (= many) seeds (= sons). 

SIS " 3? 5 (evidently=,(=1, 

the Parthian liu) the pome¬ 

granate (Punica granatuni, L.). 

^5 P smiled like a 

bursting pomegranate, — i. e. 
showing red lips and serried 
rows of teeth. 

ts ^ teeth like pomegranate 

seeds. 

Iff 4* 'B Im pomegranate 

wine in the bottle, 

jksis a variety of the pome¬ 

granate. 

'S Iffl tke camellia. 

-S tke §uava (Psidium 

guyava, Radd.). 

%S M a name for the 5th moon, 

"tea a kiRd °f wild cat. 

A current; a stream. 
Name of a river in Kuangsi. 

Hi '/in ff £ to saii with the 
stream. 

mm a cascade. 

mm to drip,—as water from 

the eaves. 

— yj§ i T g°ne like a 
puff of smoke,—in no time. 
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7259 

7260 

R- it 
C. v. c/aw 

Seeik 
Even Lower. 

7261 

7262 

R it ^ 
See 'Mt 
Even Lower. 

jM. to Rad the flow 

of water through the drains. 

Read liu1. Used with 

7264. Very; see 13,734, 

7622. 

ttj f*\ trto g° °ut f°r a 
stroll. 

m w to skate. 

m yg ^ to take a stroll after 

eating,—thought to aid digestion. 

to prowl about at 

night. 

fji IK IEat the extreme 
end of the street, 

it® (or liu2) slippery; tricky. 

is* glossy; very bright. 

a stone roller fffl ^*u* or n*u* 

for levelling. 

to flatter. 

MM* a sycophant. 

a dish chiefly made of 

ducks’ livers. 

m n*M a shoplifter, 

iS M 12, ilto slack (rein) 
a little and let (the horse) go. 

A rodent that feeds on 

bamboo sprouts. 

ife 3® the sea-otter. 

Same as 7244. 

A tumour; a wen; a 

swelling. 

a fleshy tumour. 

jfiLi® a vascular tumour. 

jjjg the glands of the throat 

swollen by anger. 

to cause a swelling 

by a blow. 

txa s 

7263 

R.^f 

See |J)p 

Rising Lower 

7264 

Rit 
C. i/aw, /aw1 
W. </»w, liu- 
Y. liio 

rf-iB 
Even Lower 

Irregular. 

7265 

R. 

See 5I 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7266 

F. /rw1 

See#fe 
Sinking 
Lower. 

7267 

Rit 
C. v. c/aw 

See ki 
Even Lower. 

S 

WSJ 

7268 

See^ 

Even Lower. 

Fishing-stakes ; a fish 
trap. 

fiMT jg the fish pass into 

the baskets. 

the Three Stars 

are (reflected) in the fish-trap,— 
implying that there were no fish 

To linger; to dawdle; to 
saunter. Used with 7259 

liu1 tr to take a stroll. 

—* jj|| liu1 jyj! a slide; a glide 

liu1 to delay; to loiter. 

ji§| tiu* to lead a horse up 

and down. 

The drip of rain from a 
house; to drip. 

iinlSt 
chins projected like the eaves 
of a house. 

to catch the drip,—as from 

the eaves. 

Uj £ W ^ ^ the drip 
from Mt. T‘ai will pierce a rock 

fji j||j the hole in underground 

dwellings for light and air, 
through which the rain used to 
drip; hence, because that was 
the seat of the family god of 
the soil, it came to stand for 
the god himself. 

To steam rice; the steam 

from cooking. 

7 If iffl —' lea if il has 
cooled, steam it again. 

their 

A bay horse with a black 

mane. 

The large horned owl, 

known as $;| g»|. 

m 
7269 

r 
7270 

R-^c 
F. v. /aw 

s“)5fc 
Even Lower. 

Same as 7253. 

To slay; to destroy, 

battle-axe. 
A 

they slew all his 

7271 

R**r 
s" A W 

Even and 
Rising Lower 

7272 

Rit^ 

See'/fit 

Even Lower. 

rjc M M 
enemies. 

M. $4 ilj he 

valued these our people and 
would not have them all perish. 

^ it ^|j they will pluck its 

leaves until it is quite destroyed. 

t0 put a stop to cruelties. 

fiSI holding a battle-axe in 

the hand. 

& M, H ffii tK H H3Jvvhen 
the west wind blows (sc. in 
autumn), the leaves fall from the 
trees. 

M 4% If hfo to put to death 
soldiers as a warning to the 
enemy. 

itlj lx the vice of Liu h 
—a noted gambler of the 

Chin dynasty. His “style” was 

$$ P‘an-lung. 

#3J M M Wi Liu Hai P!aying 
with the frog,-a popular allusion 

to Liu Hai-ch‘an (), as re¬ 

presented with one foot on a 
three-legged frog, the emblem of 
money-making. See Biog. Did., 
1309. 

To be lovely. 

m m Ata^ 
the moon comes forth in her 
splendour: how lovely is that 
beautiful lady! 

Read liii*. Sad-looking. 

'I'®|J melancholy. 

The appearance of deep 

water. The soughing of| 

wind in trees. Clear; bright. 

JflJ ^ (the rivers) show 

their deep, clear streams. 

y^|j sound of wind in trees. 

'/flj clear; bright, as the 

morning. 

y^|j |^r ft an affluent of the river 

Hsiang in Hunan. 
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7273 

7274 

R- it 
Seefifc 

Even Lower. 

mz 
727s 

C. v. cndu 

W. v. Jilt 

See$E 
A. lieu 

Rising Lower, 

7276 

/«/■ 

R. b 

C. i 
H. ( 
F. luk, v. lok 

W./a 
N. loh 

P. liu\ hi3 

M. /ok 
Y. luk 

Sz. //a, /a 
K. ryuk,yuk 

[. roku, riku 

A., luk 

Entering 
Lower. 

Same as 7254. 

The soughing or sighing 

of wind. Used for 7283. 

$$ P Wk M sucking 
in, like the mouth drawing in air 

A skein of silk; a pad 
or cushion for the hair. A 
pocket. 

— pf a chignon. 

/J\ f§a pickpocket. [Read hsiao1 
li in Peking.] 

I$l look out for cut- 

purses !—beware of pickpockets. 

Six 5 adopted as the stan 
dard of all dimensions by 
the First Emperor. Also 

read lu4. See 7432, ^ 
9484. 

^ the sixth. 

double-sixes,—on dice or 

dominoes. Hence, dice; dicing. 
See 7432. 

^ ^ thirty-six; double sixes. 

he then threw £ m t * * 
double sixes. 

aV jfX t0 Play at dice. 

^ hexag°nak 

W 7E six-petal flowers,— 

snowflakes. 

~i\ w a six-shooter; a re¬ 

volver. 

I®, ^ an unsuccess¬ 

ful man is like the tortoise hiding 
its six, — head, tail, and legs. 
See 5341. 

J|li the six scripts or classes 

of characters, as follows: 

the sun 

K Pictorial ; e-g- o (0 

(2) ^ or JH ifj Indica¬ 

tive or self-explaining; e.g. 

(original form of ) 

above. Also expl. as pictu¬ 
res of movement or action. 

^ ^ Suggestive com¬ 

pounds; e.g. ^ from 'f 

and i. 

(3) 

7276 

7277 

[ 911 

7278 

it 
See 

A. lieu 

Even Lower. 

w 
7279 

R 

See 'A 

Rising and 
Even Lower. 

(4) $$ & Deflected; viz, 

characters formed by in 
verting or turning half 
round others, to express a 
different meaning to that 
of their originals; such as 

to compare, which is 

}^ to follow, inverted 

Also expl. as shifted mean¬ 
ings, synonyms. 

(5) jg ^ Adoptive;*, 

= you. 

(6) fit W: or ^ H* Pho‘ 52m OT 

netic; e.g. -f£j. 

S'* cripples; persons 

defective in one of their senses. 

menials and per¬ 

sons of low estate. 

A T A ? i»T JHitifl 
|£lj Liu Ting and Liu Chia 

(Taoist gods of darkness and 
light, respectively) can remove 
mountains and empty the sea. 

S< name of a Department 

in Anhui. 

bS lhe six leaders of the 

Karens or mountain tribes in 
Yunnan, called Carajan by 
Marco Polo. 

see IO>78o. 

m the Six Dynasties, viz. 

see 6609. 

See 7378. 

Chilled; benumbed; frost¬ 

bitten. 

the appearance of frost¬ 

bitten hands and feet. 

To singe; to burn; to 

scorch. Also read liuz and 

lia<rA. 

*i€^ to singe hair. 

Pfc j§f ^ in blowing 

out the lamp, he singed his beard, 

jjc 'jip the taste is 

bitter but not burning. 

7280 

R;fc 

See^fe 
Even Lower. 

ft*1 

7281 

R-^cl 

See^ 

Even Lower. 

7282 

R-ic 

See flj 

N. djiu 

Even Lower. 

To burn the grass 

stubble on a field. 

or 

R, 

7283 

it i 
See yj 

Even Lower. 

St* 

7284 

R. 

See yj 

Sinking 
Lower. 

s 
7285 

H. ( * 
F. /k, //<7 

W. /k, /y 
N. lou 

P .lu 

M. /«, /ok 
Y.jott 
Sz. /k, /y« 

K. «y 
ro 

A. /ok 

Rising Lower. 

The wriggling movement 

of a snake. 

Read liao4. A cicada. 

Pure gold. 

tip w £»,;§£ ig^ a 
can a hundredweight 

of pure gold assuage the pangs 
of hunger? 

li 3$ gold mountings on a 

scabbard. 

iSs fP the famous 

Prince of Wu and Yiieh who 
reigned at Hangchow in Cheh- 
kiang, where the second char¬ 

acter is still =11 taboo and read 

as >£. 

A high wind. Name 

of an ancient State. Also 

read liao1. 

HI, blowing boisterously. 

A small bird, about the 

size of ajyen* (13,128) and 

of the colour of a quail. 

f?fj a species of lark. 

To seize; to take captive; 

to plunder. A prisoner; 

a slave. To tuck up, as 

sleeves. Correctly read lu%. 

[To be distinguished from 

M I0i°9i.] 

^ to capture; to plunder. 

£|J to rob. 

to extort. 
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7285 

7286 

R-^C 

See 

Even Lower. 

7287 

C. Vo 
H. -Vwz 
F. Ivui, lio 

N. lei 

P. &>, /<?*' 
K. na 

J. ra, rai, r# 
A. /w 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

7288 

See 4', ifcif' 

A. Iwa 

Even Lower. 

Ml* 
7289 

R-I 

lo 
c. j 
H. I 
F. loui 

W. lu 

All to capture people 

and extort a ransom. 

US to carry off and keep 

prisoner. 

^ JIM all of them were taken 

prisoners. 

1*? MU t}* ii tSf ^ if you 
don’t (make charity the chief 
object of wealth), you become 
a mere slave in charge of trea¬ 

sure. Said by Ma Yuan 

of the Han dynasty. See 1851. 

W fe u -j- to tuck up the 

sleeves. 

To pile up. 

pile the books up. 

M M make two piles of| 

them. 

Mm to pile shields in tiers 

one above the other, as at Chi¬ 
nese reviews. 

n m to throw pell-mell; to 

jumble up. 

Read lo2. To arrange-, 

to manage. 

mm to dress the hair. 

Scrofula. 

~J] M: and ~Jr "fij- jM 

and $ Wi various 

forms of scrofulous eruptions, 
so called from the peculiar 
characteristics of each. 

A basket, used for carry¬ 

ing earth. 

|lj If1}- the basket was 

filled with the noses which had 
been cut off. 

A spiral univalve shell; 

a conch. 

^ ^ univalve shells in general. 

*1 M&f 01 $E a screw- 

09 4,1snails- 

>|\ 

7289 
N. lou 

P. ) 
M. ! lo 

Sz. \ 
Y. lou 

K. na 

J. ra 

A. Iwa 

Even Lower. 

7290 

C .lo 

H. lo 

F. loa 

W. lai, lu 

N. lou 

P. ) 
M. lo 

Sz. ) 
Y. lou 

K. 
J. 
A. Iwa 

Even Lower. 

7291 

LI lo 

lo 

C. 
H. 
F. loa 

VV. lo. lu 

N. lou 

P. 
M. 
Y. lou 

Sz. lo 

K. ra, na 

J. ra 

A. la 

Even Lower. 

conchs,—used by pedlars, 

as an alarm signal, etc. 

pft M M to blow the sea-shell, 

—a signal for battle on a junk. 

4J! a white shell with 

a whorl to the right, presented 
to the Emperor by the Panshen 
Erdeni Lama of Tibet, and in 
1788 sent to the Viceroy’s Yamen 
at Foochow for the use of officials 
crossing to Formosa. 

4^1 l|tl a spiral headdress. 

m p ft the prepuce. 

4^ ^2, tfL Pennisetum cen- 

chroides, Tr., and Eriochloa vil- 
los a, Kth. 

The offspring of an ass 

and a mare; a mule. 

—‘ H .li "f* one muIe- 

,11; a mule’s load. 

^ VA $$ 1 wil1 rePay y°u 

by being to you as a mule or a 
horse. 

tr I m L. « til * 
a beating to the mule is a 
warning to the horse too,—these 
animals being often harnessed 
together to the same cart. 

Uj rn M ¥ ^ M *4 
a Shansi mule trying to neigh 

like a horse, ft fj$ 

a southern accent and a northern 
dialect. 

mules and horses. 

$$ ^ ^por ^ a mule 

by a horse out of a mule, or by 
a mule out of a mare. 

1$) -9F a mule colt. 

a mule inn- 

'M the beaver. 

A net to catch birds. 

Netting; gauze; a thin kind 

of silk. To spread out; to 

arrange. Name of an an¬ 

cient State. See 4479, 8699. 

nets for birds and fishes. 

#»f S the pheasant falls 

into the net. 

lit! the can0Py °f heaven. 

Ac M heavenly beings. 

7291 

JH ^ $PI t0 become en¬ 

tangled in the wheel of metem¬ 
psychosis. 

jk n to surround and kneel 

before. 

31 $1 f# M W led UP ah the 
priests to make obeisance in 
order. 

to weave; to involve in. 

silk gauze socks. 

||| the autumn clouds 

are like network. 

HH netting; gauze, used for 

curtains. 

-/HI one piece of silk. 

jj5f| a state silk umbrella, 

carried in procession. 

HSfcfl to bestow red silk,— 

to give permission to commit 
suicide, as is sometimes done 
by the Emperor in the case of 
Mandarins whom he is willing 
to spare the disgrace of a public 

execution. See m 9341. 

alone in the bed- 
curtains,—as a deserted wife. 

H J[gS the bottom of a sieve. 

HH a frame for bolting flour, 

to sift or bolt flour. nut 

^ ^p| humpbacked. 

PI M rhis 8ate 
is crowded with men of talent. 
See 3560. 

fjl ® ^ t0 search through 

books, — as for information 

wanted. 

I have not netted (collected) a 
sufficient number of specimens, 
so that I must ask (my readers) 
to wait until a future occasion. 

jj^| ^|J set out in order; arranged. 

the classics and 

histories arranged within 'one’s 
breast,—of a learned man. 

si m ** 416. 

or a compass, 

the variation of 
/lilt 'lO. 

the compass. 

H M c°ngee- 

Lo-han,or Arhan, or Arhat, 

—the term applied by Chinese 
Buddhists to the five hundred 
disciples of Shakyamuni Buddha. 
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[ 913 ] 

Explained as “deserving and 
worthy.” Used in the sense of 
“excellent,” “beautiful. "See 
3333- Also applied to the literati. 
in reference to their easy lives 

the eighteen Lo- + AS 
hans,—the personal disciples of 
Buddha, whose images are often 
seen in Buddhist temples. Sixteen 
of these were Hindus, and two 
Chinese (see 9479) have been 
added. 

3l l=f jjHi '/P| 500 Lo-han 

— a company of distinguished 
followers and patrons of Buddha, 
among whom are found the 
Manchu Emperors K‘ang Hsi 
and Ch‘ien Lung, and also 
Marco Polo. 

cash certain cash cast 

during the reign of the Emperor 
K‘ang Hsi, and believed to 
contain gold. The character 
for Hsi appears on them in its 

correct form 15E , and not IElE 

as subsequently written 

S i^H Tjf a Lo-han pate,—a 

shaven head. 

an easy chair. 

'/|| the dais for guests. 

m m m to arrange Lo-han 

fashion, i.e. to seat people in a 
row, or round a room; to arrange 
guests at table. 

H M *6 arbor vitae (Thujopsis). 

||| M ^ t^ie mangosteen. 

when half the seventh 

moon is gone, one is an iron 
Lo-han, — nothing can harm a 
man who has so far escaped in 
the season of heat and disease. 

K §&#& HR HSI, >5 
IS # % Ji M # one 
only meets frowning Lo-hans, 
never smiling Kuan-yins,-in this 
world. See 6363. 

MM Rakchas, or demons sup 

posed to devour men. Also, a 
name given to the inhabitants 
of Ceylon. 

It Ijsjl Rahula,—the eldest 

son of Shakyamuni Buddha, 

n m Rahu, the king of the 

PrT # M • T- 
M -R§ Rome. 

M If ^ M. the P°Pe- 

^ M. tke L°^os>— 
pm 
m or 

7291 

» 

i 
7293 

Ri* 
C. c/(7, Llo 

H .Jo 

F. Joa, ctoa, 
Lloa 

W. Llo 

N. Jott 

M. | Ll°'C/o 

V. lou 

Sz. lo 

K. 

A. la 

Even 
Irregular. 

fj 
3.4 

7294 

R-U 
c. I 
H. ( 

F. loa 

W. lo 

N. lou 

I 
M. ( 
Y. lou 

Sz. lo 

K. na 

ra 
. la 

Rising Lower. 

clo 

lo 

7292 

R-jft 

See ^5^ 

Even Lower. 

wild hill tribes of Ssiich'uan anc 
Yunnan, divided into Black anc 
White Lolos, the former being 
so called from their greater in 
dependence and persistency in 
avoiding intermarriage with the 
Chinese. See 6630,11,897. [The 
first is a fabulous black beast 
similar to the tiger.] 

|H ^ the impress of a finger 

hand, or foot, dipped in ink and 
appended as a signature to any 
kind of deed or other legal in¬ 
strument. 

^ iorIlorIi 
a goblet. 

jp| ^|| the star v in Capricorn. 

m JH, it? tke PaS°da which 

gives its name to “Pagoda An¬ 
chorage,” Foochow. 

j|[| yjfji a Dist. in Fu-chou Fu, 

Fuhkien 
vcs. Afghanistan. 

Clever;sharp. 5^ 6886. 

mm resorting to force. 

the general gang of rebels 

or banditti, as distinguished from 
the chief. 

A note in singing. The 

prattle . of children. See 

6682. 

IS] loquacious; chattering, 

annoying; vexatious. 

verbose; prosy. 

to grunt. 

To split; to rend. To 

choose. To rub; to wipe. 

Vf to wipe off the sweat. 

7295 

See 

Even Lower. 

7296 

R-f 

See 
TFlfc 

Even Lower. 

7297 

R. 

STS See 

Even Lower. 

The horse-chestnut 

(sEsculus Chinensis, Bge.) 

known as ^ f|| and fff 

See 10,193. 

The name of a river, 

yR 7,1 /T the Mi-lo, which 

flows into the Tung-t‘ing 

lake. It was in this river 

that the famous Ch‘ii 

P‘ing put an end to his life 

Round open baskets 

without covers or handles, 

sometimes hung up, or car 

ried, by a string; crates. 

See 12,184. 

^ a corn-basket. 

§F Up a pedlar. 

1^-7- measures holding 

about sixty-five catties of grain, 
used in the assessment of land 

fp 'flu Iff: t0 make a 

bow to the circle of guests. 

1 fS. Cercis chinensis, Bge 

A-A- 
gg 

7298 

See 

Even Lower. 

Parasitic and creeping 

plants. 

or ~k If Wistaria chi¬ 

nensis, d.c. See 7763. 

& M- wistaria- 

to entwine around. 

it 
/ X a m mtert'vined; inter¬ 

laced. Used of a connection by 
marriage. See 1470. 

S M Wa turnip- 

Wor Hr H Iffor 
efjfj a carrot. The first is 

also Raphanus sativus, L. 

[ I [ (or ^ -^|J Phytolacca 

acinosa, Roxb. 

iEl H W heart like a 
turnip,—in size, sc. generous. 

a m « * m a 
a large turnip does not require 
manure,—teach your granny etc. 

JRf M|| the pink (Dianthus). 

115 
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^ fH Ipomcea Quamoclit, L. 

|s|| jql Metaplexis Stauntoni, 

Roem. & Sch. 

j||[ 'efj a wbke cicatrix cover- 

ing the whole cornea. 

jgg* Embarrassed. To miss 

7299 one’s footing. 

to walk slowly and with 
See difficulty. 

Even Lower. 

M 

To make a round ; to 

patrol; to watch. 
7300 

Rfc® jf§ to go rounds. 

See jj^| to cruise in search of. 

Even and 
Sinking 15* ^ tJ1 t0 establish a 

Lower. barrier and keep watch,—against 
smugglers. 

{fH jf§ to watch; to spy. 

^ |JL( H| green hills sur- 

round it. 

pH| Lhassa, the capital of 

Tibet. 

m 

7301 

R-St 

A circular brass gong, 

used to clear the way for 

an official cavalcade, at 

funerals, for salutes between 

SeeH passing junks, etc. 
Even Lower. 

tr M 014,® Mor fit M or 
R^> Wkor ffi fito beat a g°ns- 

^ fH HI not t0 beat gongs; 

not to salute,—not to be on 
speaking terms. 

Rl? IH ^3 ^ to sound the gongs 

and collect the people,—as for 
defence. 

^R||^ P)p] gongs sounding 

and drums beating. 

|H Pg1 ^ the sound of gongs 

and drums went up to heaven. 

M M or M M a stick t0 beat 
a gong. 

a brass gong about 8 in. 

in diam., fastened at three points 
to a wire ring which is fixed 
into a wooden upright. 

013 2 

7301 

3 
73°2 

R 
See 

TA 
059 

Even Lower. 

73°3 

s“ 13! 
Rising Lower. 

7304 

c. % 
W .-Vm 
N. ~lo 

F. iloui, *lio 

See ^ 

A. i/w<z 

Rising Lower. 

m. 

7305 

Mb 

7306 

R w 

See 

Even Lower. 

73°7 

R. AS 
W 

See 

Rising Lower 

a wooden frame containing 

10 circular metal plates which 
are struck with a light ivory 
hammer. 

to look at a cash as though 

it were as big as a gong,—stingy. 

A wheaten cake, with 

stuffing inside. See 9005. 

Animals^ with short and 

scanty hair. 

The solitary wasp. 

6634. 

See 

Same as 7290. 

The grebe, known as 

Ul^PCnSt* 
the tailor-bird. 

Naked, 

shells. 

Fruits with hard 

it ft to go about naked. 

short-haired animals like 

the tiger and leopard; a kind 
of lynx. 

^ # a snake gourd,—the fruit 

of the Trichosanthes anguina, L., 
and T. Kirilowii, Max. 

73°8 

C. '■lo 

H. #o3 
F. Hoy Iwo 
W. /«, /<?, /« 
N. lou 

P.7* 
M. 
Y. 77m 
K. «a 
J. ra 

A. -/tom 

Rising 
Irregular. 

7309 

®r 
7310 

'ti 

BiS 
A. /wa 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

W/l 

7311 

M*J 

7312 

R 
C. S./o, v. -too 
P. V. CWM 

S“ » S* 
J. we, t’we 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

m 
7313 

R-^-i 
P. 

See Pf g 

J. ka, ra 

A. /w 

Rising Upper 
and Lower. 

73i4 

Naked; to strip; to 

unclothe. ^756,11,580. 

orl^ naked; without 
clothes. 

r|np the naked animal,—man. 

dffii ^ Jj|| savages. 

)g ^ M he bared his body 

and cursed him for a rascal, 

to clothe the naked. 

Same as 7308. 

To look about. 

to unravel; to give a 

detailed explanation. 

I ip IIH F m !& * 
a fluent pen cannot produce 
ornamental writing,—if certain 
important conditions are ne¬ 
glected. 

Same as 7310. 

The lines on the hand. 

Stones piled up. 

piled up high; eminent; 

illustrious. 

Hr H M the appearance 

of straight branches supporting 
one another. 

5n) hideous; unsightly. 

Read k^o1. An inferior 

kind of jade. 

See 7095. 
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7315 

R. p]A 
P. Vo, V« 
M. V« 
K. no 

J. ra 

A. la 

Even Lower 
Irregular. 

w 
73l6 

«-« 
C. Ilk 

H. let 

F. leik 

W. le 

N. lah 

P. Jet, He, If 

M. le 

Y. lek 

Sz. le 

K. n ik 

J. roku 

A. lak 

Entering 
Lower. 

A common kind of serge 

or bunting, made in Tibet 

from yak’s hair. 

A bridle ; to curb; to 

restrain ; to coerce. [In 

many cases, also read lei1 

and lei*, q.v\ To carve; 

» engrave. A horizontal 

stroke in writing; see 6138. 

® ^ to insist upon; to force 

to do. 

Wl 01 ffl] & ifc t0 sus¬ 
pend,-—an official from duty, 

to compel. 

to give strict orders for 

the arrest of. 

to compel the attendance 

of. 

;§l| to force one to search for. 

^ to forcibly send on 

business. 

mm to enforce a date. 

m xli t0 Press i to urge to pay. 

to usurp; to seize on. 

in m i§he f°rced 
both Buddhist priests and nuns 
to revert to lay life. 

m ^ °r m rm °r m m °r 
^ to extort; to squeeze. 

tfejj llj’l to extort a ransom. 

m -fa t0 carve upon stone. 

wi^rn. to engrave a name 

upon a tablet. 

an inscription. 

^ a fillet or head-band worn 

by women. 

fe ® fit to strike out an essay 

with a red line drawn right 
across it. 

Read lei1. 

ma bridie. 

■i Wi a bitted (i.e. gagged) like 

horses,—to prevent talking on a 
night attack. 

*■ 

7316 

7317 
R. H 

Entering 
Lower. 

m* 
7318 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

nff 
7319 

C. koka, lokQ 

F. louk-, v. 
loA-, kauk 

W. v. Sga, ka 

P. Jo, loJ 

See # 

Entering 
Upper. 

io /H ® ^ when near a pre¬ 

cipice, hold in your horse. 

an inlaid saddle, 

and a bridle ornamented with 
precious stones. 

Wl i~E- $3l unable to hold in, 

—a horse. 

W m —' ft JtL had 
you restrained yourself a little 
longer,.... 

/J\ to make smaller; to draw 

in, as by a string, 

a girdle. 

~Y galled by a cord. 

w to strangle; to tie a tight 

knot. 

to drag. 

to extort; to squeeze. 

j| parsimoniously. 

Read lei*. 

-f£ to check the advance of 

troops. 

to force; to coerce. 

& untidy. 

Cold ; icy; frozen, 

frozen hard. 

To trim the knots off a 

branch. 

n ,1 re * to get rid of all 

corrupt officials. 

A final particle, used for 

y 7073. Used for P|$ 

6122. 

^ it is so; that will do. 

^ done; finished. 

u » m-w f tii» m 
if your name is Chang, my 
name is also Chang,—said by 

$t lit & t0 !*Jt fUi the g°d 

of child-bearing. [ is 

Shensi patois for “I.”] 

7320 

4* 

732i 

R-H 
See 

Entering 
Upper. 

A? 

7322 

R-H 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

4* 

7323 
R.; 

C. loka 

H. lok 

F. louk, lok, 

loh0 
W. to 

N .lok 

P. lo\ lau5 
M. lo 

Y. lak 

Sz. lo 

K. rak 

J. raku 

A. lak 

Entering 
Lower. 

4P 

7324 

C. lokQ 

See|$ 
Entering 
Irregular. 

See 6808. 

Ornaments for the neck, 

brooches, necklaces, etc. 

Stones piled up ; rocks ; 

boulders. 

TO ^ hills dsing over 

hills. 

Unreeled silk or hemp; 

the fibre of cotton ; a rope. 

A blood-vessel. Connected; 

continuous. See 2426. 

Ml unspun hemp. 

hanging like a fringe. 

Ysto fascines. 

§ A duped; taken in; 

cheated. 

Jjjj£ ^ the greater and lesser veins, 

respectively. 

}ll or tied together 

one behind the other; joined; 
allied. 

iin an unbroken 

line,—of people passing by. See 

7135- 

a kind of sarsenet, 

fg. a cricket. 

lao4 a fan-case, 

the pericardium. 

Cream; cheese; fat; kou¬ 

miss ; wine. 

cheese. 

butter-milk; whey. 

$r Vfl 0u they forbid the use of 

koumiss,—of the Ouigours. 

H T- ^ j§fy |||| picture of five 

princes drinking koumiss. 
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Sr- 

7324 

7325 

C. loka 

See jfg 

Entering 
Irregular. 

7326 

C. /o-iq, &j£0 

H. /(?£-, 
yokf 

F. louk-, lok- 
W. 
N. /<?/* 
P./o3 

M. lo 
Y. lak 

Sz. /<? 
IC. 
J. ra/’« 
A. lak - 

Entering 
Lower 

Irregular. 

>4* 

7327 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

7328 

R.; 

C. lokQ 
H. lok,, lok5- 

SeeJ[$ 
Entering 
Irregular. 

tea,—q.d. the slave of 

wine; a term applied to tea by 

the *8 A (one account says 

by J|| Wang Su) of the 
m 

dynasty, as being greatly inferior 
to wine. 

a tea or gruel made of| 

almonds. 

Name of a bird. Used 
with 7323. 

m iis * & on reading your 

letter. 

mm/xi in fear and trembling. 

Si JH m an old name for 

Han Chou in Ssuch'uan. 

A white horse with a 
black mane. 

5 H It J££ my horses are 

white with black manes. 

J§$ lj|£ a camel. See 11,359, 

11,404. 

he *s hhe a. camel, 

fitted for heavy and not for light 
burdens. 

a camel-bell,—of 

iron, with copper rim, and 
wooden clapper. 

camel’s wool. 

& ,8$ B*£ an itinerant 

doctor. 

,8$ jtX tea- &e 7324- 
mm a District in Shansi, under 

the Han dynasty. 

A water-bird, with a short 

neck, reddish plumage, and 

white spots. 

Read ko**\ Sound of 
screaming. 

pjlj a name for the horned 

owl (Bubo maximus). 

Two tributaries of the 
Yellow River, rising in 

Shensi. [Distinguished from 

Vfi 7941 •] 

yig- j||r Lo-yang,—the eastern 

capital of China under the 
Eastern Han, a.d. 25, east of 

n 

7328 

4» 

^73 29 

C. lok, v. laai2 
H. lok 
F. louk, loh 
W. lo, v. la1 
N. loh 
P. lo\ laid, 

v.la? 
M .lo 
Y. lak 
Sz. lo 
K. rak 
J. raku 
A. lak 

Entering 
Lower. 

the modern Ho-nan 

Fu, and north of the river Lo. 
The head District city of the 
Prefecture is now so called. 

H- St Sf F i>1 $ 
pleasant as Lo-yang may be, it 
is not equal to home. 

111/ Jr?- a sweetmeat made 

from the loose-skinned orange. 

V& H§ :?£ the white peony. 

the fairies of the river Lo,- 

as imagined by the poet til 

Ts‘ao Chih, a.d. 192—232. 

5Lor 'i$ a lakh; 100,000. 

To fall; to sink down; to 

settle down. Last; final; 

see 2947. To put down; 

to enter, as in a book. See 

fj| 3376, 1813. [Also read 

lao4 and la*.\ 

flowers falling. 

ft tit * falling flowers 

and flowing water,—coming and 
going at will; happy-go-lucky; 
smooth-flowing, as good com¬ 
position. See 10,128. 

ff ii jg Vi S * fb *° 
knock into smithereens. 

Hft£ ground-nuts. 

'M t0 weeP- 

^ to fall off a horse. 

a m ffl iii the sun sinks 

behind the western hills. 

4101 my means de¬ 

crease daily. See 12,836. 

Iifc gift to fall down. 

g % (the clothes) fell 

off (the cart) of themselves,— 
no one touched them. 

t0 S° on board ship. 

- to ship goods. 

^ a bill of lading. 

|H to remove the hair,—to 

become a priest or nun. 

iji or |j| to begin to 

write. 

^ fjfc to Put down on paper. 

^ t0 Put the name on,—e.g. 

a fan. 

m s m to deposit earnest- 

money. 

7329 

4* 
to put capital into an 

undertaking. 

see 9420. 

%% quiet; calm; hushed. 

46 poor and friendless. 

^ \ a man who has 

failed in life. 

j| fallen in fortune,—as a 

decaying family. 

j| to come in for censure. 

JSH to descend into the world. 

^ to be off duty. 

§ HR to drop the eye,—as at 

death. 
A.A 

to fall behind; afterwards. 

* to fall into water; to 

become a prostitute. 

4E A to pull a person 

into the water; to impose on. 

*15 Hi (until) the water 

falls and the stones are seen,— 
until the truth is arrived at. 

[fq a fall in price. 

^ j™ to force down the 

price,—as by increasing supplies. 
See 10,580. 

^ rejected essays, returned 

after the examination to un¬ 
successful candidates. 

^ M t0 examine an 
essay, and reject it. 

'?§■ ^ |JL| t0 helow Sun Shan, 

—a candidate who passed last 
on the list, sc. not to pass. 

[ijiJJ falling tide. 

T^T a word has been 

left out. 

ifc ^ B Ifc % # can,t 
leave food about,—or it will be 
stolen. 

to fall, as leaves from 

a tree; (read lao*) to settle, as 
birds; (read la*) to leave out or 
behind. 

"MS to have a miscarriage. 

% a ^ to be in a 
hopelessly false position; to be 
in a fix. 

7; to fall; to descend. 

^3 Wr or Hr a place 
residence; a domicile; settle¬ 
ment; definite arrangement. See 

2394- 
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^ff no whereabouts; not 

to be found; no place to go to. 

to follow a clue 

and discover the whereabouts, 

@ lao" % fftA a man 
with no home or visible means 
of subsistence. 

w^^out a home; 

destitute. 

nm or mm a village. 

^ t0 mahe one’s home; to 

settle down. 

^ $1 fa ^ or # fa 
where is he staying? 

^ just done; just finished, 

as a job. 

ifc ^ J5& hurried on with 
. the (building) job. 

H $£ lonely. 

generous; mag¬ 

nanimous; lofty, as in thought. 

'ci* hard to complete 

or bring to a conclusion. 

Jf£ -^having few friends, 

—as an eccentric character. 

mi&mmmm 
'it'}? S ffi tb not con- 
ventional, and therefore left 
without many sympathetic spirits. 

to put up at an inn. 

mnt in the stomach; swallowed. 

')§• Hi 5E steady; firm; easy in 

mind. 

& “o' % 111 iff <,1 * .,0 

good is to be got out of it. 

"{5| to lose colour; to fade. 

m & i to get rid of one’s 

earthly frame, — by Buddhistic 
regeneration. 

a place, — used on the 

Yang-tsze. 

$1 or a local 
tax on imported goods. 

'M A ^ M 6§ to appr°- 
priate from the property of others, 
—as a tailor from cloth entrusted 
to him. 

ill’ Jg the moon shining 

on the beams,—a phrase occur¬ 

ring in a stanza by Tu 

Fu, telling of a dream in which 

his friend 3s*6 Li T‘ai-po 

7329 

4* 

733° 

R. 

C. ioka, loka 
F. lauk„ louk- 
W. 
M. /o, ko 

See 

K. 
Entering 
Irregular. 

ir 
7331 

R.: 

% 
C. j /(?£, 
H. i ngau3- 

F. /<:>«£, loh, 
ngouk, ngau' 

W. /o, 
ngoe- 

N. loh^yuoh 

ngoax 

P. 16“ ,y<? ^yu?, 
yai? 

M. lo^yo^ ngau? 

Y. lak^yak^yoa 

Sz. lo,yo,yau 

K. ak,yo 

J. raku, 

g° 
A. /<r£, »/<z£ 

Entering and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

appeared to him very vividly. 
Now used for “thinking of absent 
ones.’’ 

the island of Pootoo. 

A brindled ox. 

eminent; out of 

the common; extraordinary, 

jjjjj* clearly; perspicuously. 

soil baked hard. 

lliSfOifrS ® ^ 
boulders afforded a small rocky 
path. 

Pleasure ; joy ; content¬ 

ment. To laugh. See H§j 

12,128. 

those who feel /tjz, 

are affected in the heart, while 
those who feel lo are generally 
affected. 

% ^ joy is to 

be found even in the midst of 
this,—said by Confucius in allu¬ 
sion to poverty. 

% m fa m % peace and 

contentment are worth much 
money. 

JgL ^ joy; pleasure. 

too much gladness 

bringeth sadness. 

cessive joy (ends in) much sad¬ 
ness. 

or or 

pleasure. 

^ happy; contented. 

A ifa acquiescing in the 

will of God. 

mxzm to rejoice in the 

joys of others. 

to take pleasure 

in doing good. 

M $ 35 AS # m 
highest pleasures are mental, and 
have nothing to do with wine. 

% fa ft* & what sort of 

pleasure was it? 

faf£ftn£ what joy can be 

compared with it? 

fa m z # what pleasure 

would there be? 

733i 

fa^^lit what pleasure is 

there in this? what pleasure can 
surpass this? 

the one takes pleasure in giving, 
the other in receiving,—of man 
and woman. 

t l ISIlffc *® *Hite 
doing this, it is no trouble to me. 

K & #§ ® ? 3S he 
asked his son if he would like 
to be Emperor. 

Ba % M1] % ^ ah ! be joyful 

while you may. “Carpe diem.” 

to amuse oneself. 

W — H# Z H to snatch a 

moment’s happiness. 

among so many forms of amuse¬ 
ment why choose a dangerous 
one ? 

i^c t0 de very pleased t0- 

^ ^ well pleased. 

content with one’s lot. 

^ ^ at ease; pleasure. 

^ 1$L t0 wdbngly help distress. 

^ to contribute voluntarily, 

—to government needs. 

| ^ g I am really 

not desirous of selling it. 

happy places, sc. those 

free from misfortune. 

^ dancing girls, etc. 

i to have the luck to. 

^ or ^ how 
lucky! just the thing! very glad 
to. 

^ H ^ Lo-ch‘ang 

sharing the broken mirror,— 
separation of husband and wife. 
Referring to the story of a man, 

named W HsiiTe-yen, 
l/fa blit* O 

of the ® Ch‘en State, who, 

when Ch‘en was destroyed by 

7^. Ch‘i, gave his wife half a 

mirror to be used as a token of 
recognition in case they should 
ever meet again. 

Read yiieh4* and yoi*. 

Music. [This is the normal 

sound, and meaning.] 

Hf or M 
play music. 

or to 
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7331 

7332 

R’H 

See 'j'j* 

Entering 
Lower 

and Upper. 

*B il # ft answering 

one another like musical notes. 

H UH or *Jf musical instru¬ 

ments. 

^ ceremonies and music. 

for improving manners and 
customs, there is nothing like 
music. 

% M 7c W to welcome in the 

year with music. 

M M. .. .... I# ffc & music 
without poetry is not music. 

# 'k ^ % k 1$ at the 
conflagration of Ch‘in (the 
Burning of the Books, a.d. 213) 
the records of ancient music 
perished. 

^ the stave in musical no¬ 

tation. 

the Board of Music,—a 

department of the Board of Rites. 

H £ or i|j& ^ musicians. 

[The first are officials of the 
Board of Music.] 

music: airs. 

Read yao*. To find 

pleasure in. 

• fc ^ # 111 
the wise take pleasure in water, 
the virtuous in hills. 

.nm —• there are three 

things men find enjoyment in 
which are advantageous, — the 
study of ceremonies and music, 
speaking of the goodness of 
others, and having many worthy 
friends. 

¥ (to**) to find enjoy¬ 

ment in the pleasures of the 
table. 

## J9rl 
own hobby. 

every one has his 

Name of a river in Shan¬ 

tung. 

m 
7333 

R- W 
C Mo 
F. lio 

See 

Rising Lower, 

jnpp 3 

7334 

R^ 

See 

K. fia 
A. da 

Rising Upper, 

sr 
7335 

Kjtm 

See 

Even Lower. 

7 336 

See jig 

Even Lower. 

Pd 

7337 

R-4i it 

F. v. liu 

See 

Rising and 
Even Lower. 

Plant fruit ( ]=a[ ^ ), as op¬ 

posed to tree fruit ||J); 

see 6627. 

j^L Efll tree an<^ P*ant fruits. 

To droop; to hang down. 

Also read tos. 

m »t m a « m *1-= 
willows droop (with leaves), the 
oriole sings, and the flowers 
bloom again,—as in spring. 

LOU. 

To trail along; to wear. 

To tether. One of the zodi¬ 

acal constellations; see Ta¬ 

bles. Vb. Used for 7352. 

^ ft ^ ^ # 
you have suits of robes, but you 
will not wear them. 

;||i name of a man, mentioned 

by Mencius, famous for his eye¬ 
sight; finely carved. 

1^ name of a District in 

Kiangsu. 

Read lou4. Annoying. 

JR l|q troublesome and arrogant. 

Read lit3. 

* $ m # the cows and 

horses are tethered. 

To carve; to hollow out. 

®#ij to carve wood. 

To chatter. 

# * # * constant chatter¬ 

ing. 

P|| the chattering of birds. 

Read lou3. 

Pj| the prattle of a child 

beginning to talk. 

7338 

rTT 
See ^ 

A.lu 

Rising Lower. 

m’ 
7339 

R.^ j| 

Rising Lower. 

A mound over a grave 

See 8806. 

13 
t.z 

734° 

R-;fc 

Even Lower. 

3 
7341 

R- it 
C. Iau, v. clau 

H. leu, lu 

F. v. Jau 

W. l-lau 

N. v. lou 

See ifc| 

M. I </0<l0U 

Y. lio 

Even Lower. 

w 
7342 

rTT 
See jig 

Rising Lower. 

A mountain in Hunan, 

called |ltfj lljg ill|r, upon 

which the Great Yu is sup¬ 

posed to have set up a 

tablet commemorative of 

his labours in draining the 

empire. 

Diligent; attentive. Con¬ 

tented ; joyous. 

To drag; to pull. To 

enfold; to embrace. 

to hold back; to detain. 

I? chcuz to carry off a 

virgin. 

i — ^ M to brins 
in a little firewood. 

I ft - # It * t0 
embrace. 

g ft t0 fight in the arms. 

iAUft to drag a person 

out for a walk. 

Read lou1. 

to urge a person to i A J 
buy. 

g ^ t0 b°i^ UP tbe sk’rts- 

£ to do business on com¬ 

mission. 

| Q R or t 
an old-clothes’-man. 

To plunder. 

E 

t0 f°raSei t0 se'ze Pr0" 
visions. 
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7343 

R-^ 
C. lau 
H. leu 
F. leu, late 
W. lau 
N. lou 
P. J 
M. j lou 
Sz. J 
Y. leo 
K. ?'», nu 
J. ro 
A. leu 

Even Lower. 

An upper storey, a two 

storeyed house; a tower o 

oblong section, broader than 

it is deep: see 10,577. See 

8574, 2742. 

ff Of a house w*th an upper 
storey. 

tic an upper storey; a tea¬ 

house; a restaurant, 

pf tile 01 ^ a brothel. 

^f a drum-tower, where the 

watches are struck. See Mtt 1400 tP/m ^ “ 
a bell-tower, — as at a 

temple. 

tlH a tower where there is a 
clepsydra, or where the watches 
are beaten during the night. 

a tower over a city gate, 

jf a look-out; a lighthouse. 

mmm a fancy name for any 

look-out from which some piece 
of water can be seen.. 

£ -R| t# an upper storey in 

which hung six pictures of horses 

drawn by |5t 7J7 Ning Wang 

of the T‘ang dynasty. 

3l Jl, jf a talented writer; a 
genius. 

* jf castles in the air 

mm a staircase. 

*± upstairs; in an upper 

storey. ■$?<? 9729. 

ff downstairs; on the ground 

floor. See 4230. 

t# ± If having many storeys; 
the mallow. 

9T tf a five-storeyed tower. 

tf red upper storeys,—used 

figuratively for the establishment 
of a wealthy person. See 2544. 

0 IS U 1# jf- * m 
looking up at the red towers 
(of the palace, the horses) dare 
not neigh. 

tf ip' Hung-lou-meng, the 

Dream of Wealth and Power,— 
name of a famous novel, known 
to foreigners as “The Dream of 
the Red Chamber.” 

tits the floor of an upper storey. 

Hr lit t# to build an upper 

storey on a hillside,-out of place, 

tf buildings. 

7343 

R 

7344 

See fjr 

Rising Lower. 

7345 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7346 

r-4T 
C. lau 

«; [ 

W. lau 
N. loti 

lou 
P. 
M. 
Y. leo 
Sz. loti 
K. r«, nu 

. ro, ru 
A. leu 

Rising Lower 

If a staSe for theatricals. 

■f" Zl jp chlung'- tf the twelve 

divisions of the oesophagus. 

-fy tf the shoulders. 

tf Jp. be mounted upon 

a turreted chariot, 

tf JUft (PaPer) pagodas and chests 

of money,—for burning. 

'll tf mira§e buildings; see 

656. 

tf [|^ a name for the Geougen; 

see 5653, 57ix. 

A long-necked jar. 

A running sore; an ulcer; 

a purulent tumour. 

bleeding piles. 

a malignant tumour. 

scrofulous glandular swel¬ 

lings on the neck. See 7287. 

jj® j||[ ulcers caused by opium¬ 

smoking. 

A basket; a hamper. 

^ a basket; a hamper, 

*r ib j 

7347 

734s 

R-^c 

See tf 

Even Lower. 

[ when he had 

opened the basket. 

—* :§|: a basket of charcoal. 

vto# a lined basket for holding 

oil. 

a basket for drying or 

scenting tea. 
AW- -«5J 

p4, .If an osier crate. 

SV*? 7516. 

A rough kind of sowing- 

machine, called Ip. or 

ff 2^, said to have been 

invented by ^ Chao 

Kuo, minister of agriculture 

under ^ ^ of the Han 

dynasty. 

7349 

R 

See tf 

Even Lower. 

735° 

R- it 
See tf 

Even Lower. 

7351 

7352 

R. it 

Even Lower. 

7353 

■it 
See tf 

Even Lower. 

7354 

A war-junk with a high 

poop, from which archers 

and slingers dischargee 

their missiles. 

The mole-cricket (Gryllo 

talpa). 

^ or a mole-cricket. 

if ^ mole-crickets anc 

ants collect round mutton 

ft IL It 4 even 

mole-crickets and ants want to 
live. 

^ above, I shall 

be eaten by kites, below, I shall 
be food for mole-crickets and 
ants,—said by Chuang Tzu in 
reference to the uselessness of 
burial. 

4# £ ^ Uj the 
strength of ants and mole-crickets 
for shaking Mt. T‘ai, — puny 
efforts 

~f a name for the m ; jw 

3491- 

Same as 7337. 

A sow on heat. See 1164. 

R. 

C. lau 
H. Lieu 

laiu- 
W. /<?«, v. t&a 
N. &'», v. Jdii 

M. j Uou 
Y. leo 

Continuous. 

I in one unbroken 

stream,—as of people passing. 

Hard iron, or steel, as 

necessary for engraving. To 
carve; to engrave; to chase. 

[In the book-language al¬ 
ways 

fr$ if? or |j| 3^lJ to carve; to 

engrave. 

In? Wi a P,a’n oncarved 
utensil. 
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iff dS flowers carved 

in openwork, i.e. right through 
7354 the plank. 

Sz. lou 
K. nu fj! ^ elegance in style. 
J. re, ru 
A. sleu, leu- 5^|J iJ! jQ (your kindness) is 

Sinking carved on my bones and graven 
Lower on my heart. 

Irregular. 
fjfj Jj|| a tiger-skin bow- 

case, with carved metal orna¬ 
ments. 

£j| t0 Pr*nt>—a book. 

7355 

R- it 
A large horse; a jackass. 

See 

Even Lower. 

W A skull-bone. 

7356 

S£or fl'ta sku11- R-it 

See jujf W §15 HIan old skud- 

Even Lower. 

See 10,244. 

7357 

m 
7358 

R.^ To retire from the world. 

See |i|| 

Sinking 
Lower. 

\w 
Mean; low; vile; vulgar. 

7359 
?E ^2? be hved in a mean 

R.^ 
narrow lane, — and yet was 
happy. Said by Confucius of 

See his favourite disciple, jjfpj |^| 
Sinking Yen Hui. 

Lower. $ Q some one said, They 

are uncivilised,-referring to wild 
tribes among which Confucius 
declared he wished to dwell. 

^7 vde’ 'ow> sordid. 

M M soiitary and igno- 

rant. 

ftgj a humble dwelling. 

j§| PB fgtyi hideous. 

JS: |>B ^ wedded to evil 

practices. j 

^ ^, t# m kb p°int °ut 
some one among the illustrious, 

4 

7359 

7360 

R.^ 

see |g|j 

Sinking 
Lower. 

or set forth one from among the 
poor and mean,—said by the 
Emperor Shun in reference to 
the appointment of his successor 

^ ^0 bribes; illegal fees. 

IE t0 exalt the civilian anc 

look down on the soldier is a 
habit which needs rectifying. 

A water-clock or clep¬ 

sydra ; to drip; to ooze; 

to leak. To let out; to 

disclose. To evade, as pay¬ 

ment of duty; to smuggle 

See 6312. 

I 5^|J a water-clock. je m or 
See 5990. 

the palace lady 

who attends to the clepsydra. 

ft * - fh m a - 
Jr, $£ —‘ M a pint of 

water dripping through, i.e. one 
lb, occupies half an hour 

—• jp|j| a period of two hours; the 

first watch. 

It Ji — Mat the first 
quarter of the day clepsydra,— 
half an hour after daybreak. 

^ jHH ||| what time of night 

is it? 

to catch the drip. 

'/j|j| ^ to leak,—as a roof. 

a funnel; a mistake; a 

blunder. 

p Je a syphon- 

sj a c°iancier. 

to bale out water 

with a colander,—labour lost. 

7<l P to stop a leak. 

PJ tL # fill P ?iwhen 
the boat has reached midstream, 
it is late to stop a leak. 

leaking at the bottom,— 

often used of the petty thefts 
committed by a wife upon her 
husband’s property for the bene¬ 
fit of her own family. 

ft IB 
T P tbe beSt men 
cannot stand a bottom leak. See 
above. 

or to drip; to leak. 

7360 

7361 

m 
7362 

^ ch'in? TfC ^ p no loss by 

leakage. 

& jfc * ll fif a hand 

that holds water without letting 
any run through,—close-fisted^ 
stingy. 

p |&r leaking ended, —all ten¬ 

dency to sin gone; ready for Nir¬ 
vana. Sanskrit: asrava kshaya. 

P B ^ free from spiritual 
imperfection. Sanskrit: kshin- 
asrava. 

iffi without blemish; perfect. 

p ££ to expose a weak place; 

to be off one’s guard. 

p Hiputrid flesh- 

the N.W. part of a house, 

which received its light only 
from the roof; a pane of glass 
in a roof; a skylight. 

^ ^ M P t0 be free 
from shame under the skylight, 
—of one’s own chamber. 

^ to slip through the net,— 

to escape punishment. 

^ ip or p T t0 leave out; 
to lose the run of. 

P 7 1® i£ % to have left 
out an amount,—as in an arith¬ 
metical calculation. 

am to let out; to divulge. 

0, P % ¥& t0 divulge the 

intention of God,—as an astro¬ 
loger who foretells the future. 

§fj| p Suard against want ofj 
care. 

the growing ini- 
vi'fi vu p&> -r\ 

quities of smuggling. 

mm to evade declaration ofj 

dutiable goods. 

p $ by nisht- 
P t0 dasb trough,—as a 

ray of light through a gap in 

the hills. 

P JiL Echinops dahuricus, Fisch. 

Same as 7345. 

See 7369. 
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7363 

R.ji 

c. /«» 
H. /« 
F. lou 
W. A>, 1°-, 
N. 
P. 
M. lou, /<>», 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ««, 
J. ro 
A. 4?« 

Sinking 
Lower. 

lu 

lu 

7364 

m 

7365 

Ri§ 
C. lou 
H. lu 
F. lu, v. lio 
W./a 
N. t 
P. 
M. 4pm 
Y./m 
Sz. /m, /om 

K. r<?, 
J. ;-<p 

A. 4p« 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To give a present; to 

bribe. See 

■k m ft & great contribu¬ 
tions of southern metals. 

officials become corrupt when 
fondness for bribes is manifested, 
—by their rulers. 

^ some valuable given as a 

bribe. 

i great; 

2021, 11,441, 

See 7329. 

A road ; a path ; a jour¬ 

ney ; under the Yuan 

dynasty = a circuit, corres¬ 

ponding to the modern 

under the T‘ang dynasty = 

a province. A chariot. A 

method of attack with a 

weapon. Grand 

loud. See 

13,265. 

a road. See 10,780. 

|f| $§ see 11,156. 

dcifg by water. 

or ns§ land commun¬ 

ication; by road. 

m *. a m -t m n 
estates on shore, ships on the 
sea, and more money than other 
people,—of a millionaire. 

a point where the 

road forks. 

cross-roads. 

Jj5§ a journey; routes; itinera¬ 

ries,—as in a guide-book. 

—‘ may you have a 

pleasant journey! 

—‘ wind and frost 

the whole way. 

88 Z i£ ft O' ifc m Z 
jjS no thoroughfare. 

7365 

M _t '/& passing through 

Shanghai en route. 

see ^ 12,106, and 5367. 

$ zm. ss a multitude of 

carts do not block a road, 
each one keeping to its proper 
side. 

8 ss. -# Bf SR l!2> IIP 
repairing bridges and mending 
roads brings blindness in both 
eyes, — used ironically of rich 
people who do not indulge in this 
common form of philanthropy. 

#§ § — 1HJ _t shans3 
he set out alone. 

m± on the road; on a journey. 

Z £ iE «§ _t % »°< •» 
walk upon the true path. See 
687. 

A^lM#iE^atany 
rate garlic stinks in a proper 
way,—it is not disgustingly offen¬ 
sive. 

Is T HI took the wrong 

road. 

@ i i the west side of a 

street running N. & S. (So .) 

& 4(3 ft the north side of a 
street running E. &W. (So ^ .) 

$£ A the “man in the street.” 

WL to A to regard as a 
stranger. 

pf] to make a new road; to 

clear the way, as through a 
crowd. 

m m * % directed him 

clearly as to the road he should 
take. 

m ft * & obstructing the 
fairway,—as of a river. 

& * 2 # the fairway in a 

river or harbour. See 12,889. 

to ask the way. 

m®°rM 88 »r Si tt M 
88 to know the way. 

a short cut. 

to hasten on one’s way. 

to go by a side path. 

fr % $h to go by a private 

road,—to seek one’s own pri¬ 
vate ends. 

7365 

5ES§ a deadly dangerous road. 

^ to ride the road,—to walk. 

Used like “Shanks’ mare.” 

to meet one on the road, 

ft It goods en route. 

it It ft = ft ftthese 
goods are 3rd class in quality. 
See 11,441. 

88$)$ highwaymen, 

ft Jffi a passport. 

88 M “ 'v“y-bi11- 

88 B the entrance to a road or 

street. 

tT U! ft P burst his way 
through,—the crowd. 

SS5i to halt on the road. 

88m A^i roads quiet, men 

rare,—very few people about. 

ft ^ £)|] roadside sacrificial 

booths. 

ft« lamps to show the road. 

PI ft an opening,—as in a pro¬ 

fession or trade. 

ft pT ^ there is nothing 
I can do; I have no opening. 

fy fjtjf to make plans for 

earning a livelihood. 

ft# the expenses of a journey; 

travelling expenses. 

88 iB a stirrup cup. 

ft a guide. 

ft or ft ’Mto die bythe 
wayside. 

blackmail,—as given 

to brigands for a safe escort. 

^ ^ to secure a road 

to the blue sky,—to pass for the 
2nd degree. 

ijift Imperial carriages; a car¬ 

riage road; the plane of any 
mechanical action. 

||L a chariot. 

what carriage is 

that ? 

$§ Hr the lar§e inner 
apartments rose vast. 

® ^ his voice was loud. 

116 
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7366 

Rm 
F. lou- 

See|| 
Sinking 
Lower. 

7367 

r-t1 

See US 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7368 

r-t1 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7369 

Ril 
C. lou 
H.lu 
F. loti' 
W. lit 
N. lu 

M. I lou 
Y. /« 
Sz. /«, loti 
K. no 
J. ro 
A. lou 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A river in Shansi. A 

river in Yunnan. A branch 

of the it sr Pei-ho near 

j|| jjj T‘ung Chou. 

A beautiful kind of jade. 

it 5H f&a the roac* was like 

a sheet of jade,—with frost. 

To Stop up; to plug. 

7}) to mend an iron pan 

Dew. See 7721. 

jU yfc dew. 

J® ^ or H- dew-drops 

U TIC ^ dew-drop plea¬ 

sures,—fleeting or worldly plea¬ 
sures. 

Hi t|C (3^ summer lightning. 

ill# dew sleep wind 

eat, — homeless and destitute. 
See 10,338. 

flower-dew,—scent. 

|^J white dew,—the 15th of 

the solar terms, falling about 8th 
September. A name for tea. 

^ ^ cold dew,—the 17 th of 

the solar terms, falling about 
8th October. 

!§- sweet dew,—the food of 

the devas. Vulgarly used in the 
sense of holy or miraculous 
water. Sanskrit: atnrita. 

the refreshing dew 

comes down from heaven. 

^ the vase to catch dew 

set up by *rjj‘ of the Han 

dynasty, in order that he might 
obtain immortal life by drink¬ 
ing it. 

tH" riches and honours 

are like dew on flowers,—transi¬ 
tory. 

92: 

7369 

M 

to confer benefits 

upon the people at large. 

Pandanus odoratissimus, 

Linn. f. 

® -f* pineapple (Ananassa 

sativa, Ldl.). 

Read lou41. To expose; 

to disclose. See 3582. 

Hi fjjf to expose the naked body. 

HI ^ bones showing, — as in 

emaciation. 

to show the teeth,—as 

when very prominent. 

to show the head; to 

appear as the sun above the 
horizon. 

If! t§J t0 show the face,— of 

women who do not keep suffi¬ 
ciently in the background. 

f|i ^ to show one’s real shape, 

7—as a fox which has temporar 
ily assumed another shape. 

AT'M... 
men should not let their hands 
be seen, nor women their feet. 

H tU to disclose; to let out; to 

allow to be seen. 

f* Ira Wi- |ij y the affair 

has become known. 

Hi lij Jjip t0 *et the horse’s 

hoof (se. cloven foot) be seen 
to show one’s hand. 

gffi to show by the counten¬ 

ance. 

H- t0 hide the head 

leaving the tail unconcealed. 

% Jl^, to disclose; to reveal. 

H ^ exposed to the sky; out 

at elbows. 

% aM. ^ low-class guides 

who accompany foreigners in 
Shanghai. 

H ^ to proclaim victory, as the 

leaders of the ^ After Wei 

dynasty did, by writing their 
deeds on their standards; a 
manifesto, as by an aspirant to 
the throne. 

^ fp M rfj to get off one’s 

horse and prepare a manifesto, 
—as a general after a victory. 

H- ruined; spoilt,—as some 

secret plot which has been 
divulged. 

737° 

R-3S 
See if! 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7371 

Rii 
F. lou- 

See|| 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7372 

R-Jf 

See || 

Sinking 
Lower. 

% 
7373 

R. J 

See 

7374 

R. j. 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

LU 

An egret {Ardea egretta\ 

a paddy-bird. [Stands piC- 

torially for $$ 7365.] 

E=I M0TWj W?the eastem egret 

(Egrelta modesta),—embroidered 
on the robes of a deputy sub- 
Prefect and an assistant Depart 
mental magistrate. 

Wi Sh Ilf t0 glide barefoot 

M ft °r 1 s& 
- or m n a 

name for Amoy, from the num 
ber of paddy-birds found there 

yjs: [§! a russet-headed small 

white heron (Bubuleus russata) 

H in order; in a line, like 

paddy-birds. 

—one eSret> ktus- 

flowers growing,—a pictorial ex¬ 

pression of — j|j |£g- 

may you have continuous pro¬ 
motion all through your career. 

A large chariot. Used 

for 7365. Great. 

Entering 
Lower. 

4* 

I 

A 
a State carriage, 

a sacrificial chariot, 

a war chariot. 

A kind of bamboo, suit¬ 

able for arrows. 

To carve wood. 

To follow. 

MM a concubine of the legend¬ 

ary Emperor Chuan 

Hsu, b.c. 2500. 
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4? 

7375 

R- 'ik M 
See 

Entering 
Lower. 

4r 

7376 

R. f 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

w .ITTt. 

7377 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

4? 

7378 

R-'ik 
C.luk 
H. /»£, 
F. luk/»*<£ 
VV. /a 
N. /<>A7 
P. /«3 
M./«* 
Y. luk 
Sz. lu 
K. nok 

roku 
K.luk 

Entering 
Lower. 

& 

7379 

H. /«£ 
P. /a3 
W. /„ 

See^ 
A. 

Entering 
Lower. 

Name of an affluent of 

the river ]^g Hsiang in 

Hunan. To drip; to leak. 

To strain. 

it fcw&n the waters of 

the Lu are bright beneath the 
autumn moon. 

in Ufe ill ft £ so he took off 
his cap and strained the wine 
through that. 

Shrivelled; wrinkled, as 

the skin. 

A box; a case. 

for 7375- 

Used 

a hat-case. 

/Jn ^ a small box. 

Green jasper. Rough; 
uneven; stony. Laborious. 

^ ^ rough; irregular; without 

originality; hidebound in routine; 
humdrum; commonplace. 

ti ® m or JS 
A wanting in ability. 

tf ft if ^ a commonplace 

man. 

^ # M, J1 exposed to wind 

and dust. 

to toil along in the world un¬ 
known to fame. 

^7 ^ painstaking; wearied; 

exhausted; toilworn. 

—’ Isi a kg of wood. 

A favour; a gift (see 

2260). Happiness; pros¬ 

perity; salary; official pay. 

A ^ to receive mani¬ 

fold favours from God. 

m ft tp z their happiness 

and dignities are renewed and 
extended,—by the Emperor. 

Ht|c official salary. See 3575. 

7379 

738o 

7381 

R- 'A 
W. /o, Hot 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

[ 923 

*9 
IT or JILT & and rank- 

in the public service. 

M fit tfc may you have long 

life and official emolument! 

Jih $£ jjt^ taking into con¬ 

sideration my destitute condition. 

ft 2A 
God never sends a man into the 
world without providing for him 
Sometimes “without his allotted 
share of happiness.” 

JJ{|c to draw a salary. 

jz & A + ^ 18 Ok ™ 
a1 Chiang Tzti- 

ya) at eighty years of age was 
appointed an official under the 
Chou dynasty. 

ft ^ ^ vlr enjoying an 

income of a thousand ounces of 
silver. 

not drawing salary,—dead. 

Also applied to officials cut off 
early in their career, before their 
efforts have been rewarded. 

to draw salary, without 

troubling about one’s duties. 

WM.T' Ok whose condition 

moreover did not make life very 
valuable to him. 

ft ^ clothing and pay 

insufficient. 

^ jj^ tF tke Banqueting Court 

or Court of Imperial Entertain¬ 
ments at Peking. 

ill @ he was unfortun¬ 

ately burnt out. See 5163. 

^ ^ the after privilege, — of 

eating and drinking after a 
sacrifice, only drinking being 
allowed before the sacrifice. 

Se* 7544- 

A kind of lentil. A reed. 

Green. Also read lu4*. 

^ AA ^ lentil sprouts. 

^ a plant from which a kind 

of cloth is made. 

1$Z a name f°r Indian corn. 

Wfs green bamboos. 

7382 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

'4? 

7383 

R'lA 

SeeM 
Entering 
Lower. 

7384 

R-'A 

See H 
Entering 
Lower. 

>4* 

738s 

R'A 
See 

Entering 
Lower. 

► 4* 

7386 

R'A 
H. luk^ link 
F. liiky lioh 
W. /<?, tide 
P./«3 

See ^ 
J. roku^ rioku 

Entering 
Lower. 

LU 

4* 
To move; to walk, 

to get up. 

to go down. 

I 5?lJ ^3 Tf t0 8° t0 the t0P 

of the pagoda. 

To advance; to proceed. 

A kind of wine, known 

as |H , made with water 

from Lake Ling in Hunan. 

Name of one of Mu 

Wang’s steeds. See 3344. 

To record; to write down; 
to make a note or entry. 
To choose; to select. 

to copy out. 

mm to take down depositions. 

—• "H" to copy a stanza 

of poetry. 

l 3^ to send a copy to,—a 

superior. 

•f'^j ^ 3?; to submit a copy 

of. 

m<- t0 send a copy of. 
K/y * 4— 

j^pj to send a copy and 

request... 

^ ||J. to make an entry; to 

record events; the arbiter bibendi 
at a banquet. 

to publish for 

general information, — as in a 
newspaper. 

| ^2^ the official annals of the 

Emperors, including special bio¬ 
graphies of eminent statesmen, 
which are not allowed to be seen, 
and are only published after the 
close of the dynasty. 

& 
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► 4* 

7386 

*4P 

7387 

R'%. 
F. luk^ lioh 
W. lo, tide 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

L4 

7388 

R. 

C. lou 

H: | * 
W. /«, lo 

N‘ 

M. lou 

lu 
Y. 

nf 'fa' m<a term used under the 

Sung dynasty in reference to 
the detailed careers of eminent 7388 
statesmen. K. no 

Jd to draw up a formal recorc 
J. ro 
A. lou 

of a case. Rising Lower. 

P>f ^ to revise sentences on 

criminals, with a view to guarc 
against injustice. 

zzl three times recorded, 

— for merit, referring to the 
system of “good marks” given 
to deserving officials and allowed 
to count as a set-off against 
future errors of judgment, etc. 

one’s native place; the 

District in which one is registered 

1=1 ^ an index to a book; a 

table of contents. 

there is no record of; 

does not appear in. 

Mm to choose; to select. 

—* m< ^ he has one 

good point, he is fit to be chosen 

to choose for 

employment,—as officials. 

mm a preliminary examination 

for mx cku jen. 

i ^m the list of successful 

candidates. See 7387. 

i M. exam, of hsiu ts‘ai who 

have not been in 1st or 2nd 

class at the exam., nor 

among first ten of the 3rd class, 
previous to their entering the 
exam, for chtt jdn. 

A map ; a chart; a list; 
a memorandum. 

a map; a chart. 

Sz, 

a list of successful 

candidates for the second degree 

#i£ a tally; a Taoist charm. 

a signet; a seal. 

Stupid talk; loutish; vul¬ 
gar; common; simple. Also 

used in the sense of intel¬ 
lectual culture, because the 
name of the native State 

of Confucius. 

I H tPI dul1; 
heavy; stupid. 

H coarse; vulgar. 

m 

7389 

R., 

C. lou^ non 

?: I “ 
W. lu, lo 

N .lu 

p. ) , 
M. j lutnu 

Y. lu, tiou 

Sz. lu 

K. no 

ro 
A. lou 

Rising Lower. 

739° 

% 
7391 

7392 

V} 

Jl93 

See 

Rising Lower. 

mul T'm. a ® # n 
gentlemen, you need not treat 
me rudely! 

^ simple; plain; honest. 

^ clerical or typo 

graphical errors, i.e. using ^ 

for , and for ^. 

ifj| [§|| name of the native State 

of Confucius, the annals of which, 
from B.c. 722 to b.c. 481, form 

the subject of the ^ ^ Spring 

and Autumn, now one of the 
Five Classics. See 2122. 

fi fill @ A # historical 

records were engraved in Lu 

@ It Z the adminis 

trations of Lu and YVei,—not 
much difference. 

name of a minister of 1 

the TjjSjZ. Ch‘i State, now used in 

the sense of “peace-maker.” 

A large shield. A look¬ 
out turret on a city wall 
a turreted war-chariot. A 
long oar; a sweep. 

to scull. 

travelled on a three-oar fast boat, 

the pivot on which the 

scull works. See 1077. 

fit til to draw the sweep towards 

one,—making the vessel go to 
port. 

to push the sweep away 

from one,— making the vessel 
go to starboard. 

« (S& a boat with a long sweep, 

See 7315. 

Same as 7389. 

Barbarians; bandits ; 
rebels. Otherwise used with 

7235- 

A cry used for calling 

pigs together. Also read 

lo\ 

'j 

7394 

7395 

7396 

R., 

See ij^ff 

A. lou 

Even Lower. 

7397 

See ffg 

Even Lower. 

See 7285. 

Same as 7389. 

A vessel for containing 

cooked rice. A stove. A 

wine-shop. Black; the pupil 

of the eye. A hound; see 

7199. Name of a wild 

tribe. Used for various 

characters now distinguish¬ 

ed by radicals; see 7403, 

7404, 7408, 7411, 7414, 

7415, 7416, 7417, 7421, 

etc. 

^ ~fM. *X W one 
black bow and a hundred black 
arrows. 

to ruin oneself by 

gambling. [/I was the best 

throw, of “five blacks,” with 

dice; the second best, of 

four blacks and one white.] 

K® iS Z all the priests (/or 

noirs) were very angry with him 
(or, at it). See 12,372. 

tj) Jt x ^ a boisterous laugh 

(ft )K the name of M fm Liu 
Pei’s horse, from a white spot 
on its forehead. 

the metal ornament on a 

horse’s forehead. 

# M it Knife 
our roubles are also alloyed with 
copper. 

i&m Loshana Buddha. 

/I# Aloe vulgaris, Lam. 

i* 

Read lei*. 

'/HI a river in Shantung, 

a river in Hunan. 

To grasp; to choose; to 

spread out. 

to gather in,-as a harvest. 
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739s 

R. 

See 

A. lou 

Even Lower 

jjm1 

7399 

r-ji 

See 

A. lou 

Even Lower. 

Ant. 

7400 

Cm. 

740i 

R. i 

See 

A.li 

Even Lower. 

7402 

R« 
C. 

H. | 
r 

w./« 
N./« 

P. /«, /« 
M. /«, /«, li 

K. yd, ryo 

rio, ro 

A.li 

Even Lower. 

lu 

Sumach. A short post 

placed perpendicularly upon 

the large beam in the roo 

of a house; a king-post. 

* or Rhus cotinus, L 

^ Wi >H sumach trees sur 

round my cottage. 

the loquat (Eriobotrya 

japonica). See 9049. 

^ Ujf a species of Dicrvilla or 

IViege/a, found in Japan. 

ft Platycarya strobilacca, 

S. & Z. 

A river in Kiangsi. 

mmm*District in Kiangsi 

yjl a Department in Ssu 

ch!uan. 

H ^ a tributary of the Yang- 

tsze, which sometimes gives its 
name to the main stream. 

Same as 7393. 

A clod of earth. A shop. 

Used for 7402. 

jif yeH°w earth; the grave 

St® a wine-shop. 

A hut; a hovel. 

^ or M M or ^ M 
hut; a hovel. 

l|lj! or jHi a tent. 

& lm a thatched hut. 

ig a pure dwelling,—a Bud¬ 

dhist monastery; a library, 

li ML wa'dng-rooms in the 

Palace, for officials. 

E0 ML a hut in the fields. 

my humble hut,-my home. 

HI ^ ^ lived in a hut for 

six years alongside his parents’ 
grave. 

pf Mi a dark-coloured tent for 

the wedding ceremony; a bridal 
chamber; a brothel (see 7343). 

HI |Jj same as Mi jjj 6400. 

7403 

R. 

C. lou 
H. 
F. 
W .lu 
N. lu, lou 
P. lu 
M. lu, lou 

Y. < 
Sz. 
K. ro, no 
J. ro 
A. lou, li 

Even Lower. 

lu 

lu 

i 
7404 

See ijfgf 
7M 

Even Lower. 

W 
74°s 

R., 

See 

A. lou 

Even Lower. 

m 
7406 

R., 

See 

A. 
Even Lower. 

A stove; a fireplace. See 

1246, 7416. 

It T* a stove- 
"3=* a small stove, used for 

making tea, preparing potions 
for sick persons, etc. 

a small charcoal stove 

carried about to warm the hands 
in cold weather. 

a kitchen stove; a cooking- 

stove. 

the bars of a stove. 

ashes from a stove. 

ft HI 'X £ ^ not t0 
have any faith in alchemy. 

^7 >1^1? a travelling stove,-as used 

by hawkers of hot provisions. 

tl £&|t a refining furnace. 

^ a mint; a Government 

assay shop. 

^ j||^| an incense-burner in a 

temple. 

JH 'IS a furnace with a strong 

draught. 

it (Si an elegantly-shaped cen¬ 

ser, used as a table ornament. 

% % IS ^ VC % 

T the universe is the furnace 

and God is the craftsman,—who 
makes all things. 

A kind of large doe- See o o 

7396. 

7407 

r. : 

SeeJt 
A. lou 

Sinking and 
Even Lower. 

if 
7408 

See jjjjH 

A. lou 

Even Lower. 

A kind of ulcer. 

pot-bellied, —as children 

from innutritious food. 

A gem, called 2jS-J||; a 

kind of topaz. 

A gourd. 

s or 9 Ifi the bottle- 
gourd (Lagenaria vulgaris, Ser.); 
a jar shaped like a gourd. 

Znii. 

7409 

R. 

See 

A. lou 

Even Lower. 

7410 

R. 

See irfli 
7m 

A. /om 

Even Lower. 

7P3 

7411 

R. 

See 

A. /aw 

Even Lower. 

7412 

R. ■ 

See 

K. ye, rye 
J. rio,ro 
A. //, lou 

Even Lower. 

The pupil of the eye; to 

see. See 7396. 

a n/jlf a clear eye. 

A small rush from which 

baskets are made; a basket. 

The shaft of a spear. 

Hempen thread; to dress 

flax or hemp for weaving. 

'Ijffi b's w'fe twists hempen 

threads,—for a living. 

A short, wide-mouthed 

wine-jar. 

il M H t0 tabe a iar an<^ 
go to buy wine. 

The skin ; the belly. To 

arrange; to state; to inti¬ 

mate to. Read /?^3 = 7541. 

M if dropsical swelling. 

iH $i|C t0 sPread out; to arrange; 

to state. 

M £•] or II M t0 state seria- 

tim. 

iH ML Wi t0 cause rejoicing 

among the people, 

yrfjj jj|g| a department, under 

the T‘ang dynasty, charged with 
the ceremonial at audiences of 
ambassadors from foreign coun¬ 
tries. The Court of State Cere¬ 
monial under the present dyn¬ 
asty. 
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7412 

iot 

7413 

R. 

See ingf 
VJirL 

A. lou 

Even Lower. 

7414 

R. 

See 

A. lou, li 

Even Lower. 

•j# M t0 carry a message. Also, 

the title bestowed upon the can 
didate who graduates at the head 

of the ft second class at 

Palace Examination 

4> 'Mr1 Ht 7C — _ as 

though a messenger from the 
Palace had announced that he 
was Senior Classic. 

If! St 1$ II to make joyous 

sounds,—as insects or birds. 

i§ M W M rfT t0 listen to 
tales in the market-place. 

A stout square-built boat 

3oat; the 

See 2588 

a cargo-boat; the stem o 

boat. 

m yyc 

A kind of reed (Phrag■ 

mites Roxburghii, Kth. anc 

P. communis, Trin.), usee 

for making mats, etc. Usee 

for ||| 7398. See 6348. 

ft >ji rushes; a name for A/undo 

indica. 

M. Wrush mats 

reed roots,—used as a 

medicine. 

Veratrum nigrum, L. and 

V. album, L. 

j]|| the juice of xXovi Aloe 

vulgaris, Lam., used to rub on 
the hair. Also, an impure cate¬ 
chu or terra japonica. 

sf 1 ^ wooden floats shaped 

like gourds, tied on to the small 
children of the boat population. 
See 4937. 

mm taxes on reed lands along 

the banks of rivers. 

MJK the radish, 

ij Ml Echitwps dahuricus, Fisch. 

sweet sorghum (Sorgh 

saccharatum, Pers.). 

mites Roxburghii, Kth. 

S M 2. & 
change to rushes,—as 

Min Sun did when his step- 

'hum 

& to suffer the 
rni 444 

7414 

926 
LXJ 

7415 

F. hi, lu 

See )n|f 
'/ ml. 

A. lou 

Even Lower. 

7416 

See 

Even Lower, 

mother clothed him in them, 
giving wadded clothes to her 
own two sons; though when his 
father wanted to divorce her in 

consequence, he cried out -JJ; 

fE-LJg. #* = 
k our mother remains 

one son will be cold; if she goes, 
three sons will be lonely! This 
softened her heart. 

jfjf] Mi name of a river in 

Ta-t‘ung Fu, Shansi 

A windlass; a pulley. See 

7441- 

7417 

r. HU* 

See^ 

A. lou 

Even Lower. 

'Wan 
7418 

A stove; a rechaud; a 

censer; a brazier. See 7403 

ft- H ft a small portable stove 

for warming the hands. 

—‘ Ptl] lit. a set mcense 
burners. 

ft jjfm a crucible. 

censers suspended from 

the end of a stick and carried 
in religious processions. 

a tripod, used in temples 

for sacrificial cooking. 

H rM they sat crowding 

round the brazier. 

The skull; the forehead 

See 7396. 

if t m m 11 m a is 
Ch‘un-yu could cut through the 
skull and put the brains in order, 

li litan °ld sku11- 
jUj the head; the pate. 

iM Jlfj a reced*Dg forehead,'—a 

malformation] attributed to the 
second Emperor of the Ming 
dynasty. 

(and ft1 Hfj a high 

forehead (and a high occiput). 

See 7536. 

pr 

7419 

7420 

R. , 

See ® 
A. lou 

Even Lower. 

7421 

R. 

iZ 

See iWg 

A. lou 

Even Lower. 

& 
7422 

7423' 

R., 

C. lou 

H- » /* 

W. lu, lo 

N- ' /« 

M. 'lou, loth 

lu 

K. no 
ro 

A. lou 

Rising Lower, 

Y. 
Sz. 

Same as 7417. 

The sea perch (Labrax 
luyii). 

Jj£ the spotted wrasse (Labrax 

japonicus). 

E=3 the white Perch (Prist 1 

poma pihloo). 

| the red-headed labrax 

{Pristipoma kaakan). 

'j M the spotted perch 

(.Pristipoma nageb). 

P- yearning for the 

salads and fish of Sung- 

chiang,—said by ^ ^ of the 

Chin State. Used in the sense 

of “thoughts of home arise.” 

The fishing cormorant 

[Phalacrocorax carbo), 

kn°wnas i||i|. 5^7396. 

li ^ ^ a greedy or avar¬ 

icious leer. 

Ui ffl a species of thrush 

(Garrulax perspicillatus). 

Same as 7403. 

Natural or rock salt. 

Rude; uncivil. Radical 197. 

Sometimes = ^ jjjg. Used 

for 7285 and 7389. 

|j natural salt. 

|*j ^ potash; salt; nitrous. 

Ii Mfc soil impregnated with salt. 

[jej salt fish. 

Jj|j a steamed wheaten cake. 

ii #. p a salted chicken. 

|*j ^ a rouge-pot. 

|i rough; rude; abrupt, 

careless. 

|jjjj the Emperor’s travelling 

equipage or escort; a term com¬ 

monly applied to the ^ 

insignia-bearers in the retinue 
of any mandarin; includes all 



3jU 

^4 * the various impedimenta of (esp.j 
a civil official, such as fan, spit- 
toon, etc. Lu meant a large 

7423 shield, which stood first on the 
list; hence the name. 

[ 927 LU 

7424 

C. v. Jou 

See ||j 
Rising Lower. 

m 

7425 

7426 

R.m 

C. v. ilou 
F. -V/*, lou~ 
W. 

See |*j 

Rising Lower. 

we 

It liia miser- 
S14S2 li £ 

are now become slaves or prison 
ers. 

^ Jl ii not to be taken 

prisoner. 

Violent; aggressive. 

Read lu1 or lo1. To rub 

to wipe; to strip off. 

ft to wipe off the sweat. 

J?l| stripped of all,— 

7427 

See [|j 

Rising Lower, 

7428 

7429 

See ||| 

Entering 
Lower. 

his honours, as a disgraced offi¬ 
cial. 

)§ tU t0 Pee* t^ie bark. 

Same as 7389. 

Salt, nitrous soil. Bitter; 

salt. Used with 7423. 

y$ tK or gL ^ a lye used 

in making bean-curd. 

u m pickled shrimps. 

44 0 a salted chicken, 

salted bamboo-shoots. 

'/I vermicelli with thick gravy 

poured on it. 

Gravel; shingle ; pebbles. 

)$j fijj? an impure kind of sal 

ammoniac. 

See 7276. 

A clod of earth; land. 

& 
743° 

R. f 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

er 
7431 

R. t. 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

1±1 

7432 

H. luk, luk\ 
h‘k~, liuk~ 

P. lit?, lu 

Sleet; hail. 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

A small marine bivalve, 

called l{*||, with smooth 

shells marked with red lines. 

Dry land, as opposed to 
water. Used for the nu¬ 

meral -ft six, in accounts 

and other business docu¬ 
ments, as a safeguard 
against forgery; also, in re¬ 

ference to gambling. See 
9484. 

a land journey; by road; 

land forces. 

lUtt ^ IlF a Provincial Com¬ 

mander-in-chief of land forces, 
as opposed to an Admiral. 

7$S 1^ 3li t0 attack both by 

sea and land. 

^ ft ™ ft 

■ft to row a boat on dry land, 

—an impossibility. 

1|| #fJ jfL for travel¬ 

ling by land, there is nothing 
like a cart,—i.e. not a boat. 

to forward by land. 

^ 7HS afl the wild geese fly 

about the land. 

^ ^ land operations in war. 

g ng] land militia,—a contingent 

raised from the land population 
as opposed to the sea-going. 

jf land forces. m ^ or 

H ^ TU 011 land> outstrip¬ 

ping the flying arrow, — of a 
swift horse. See 13,194. 

^ swallowed up; engulfed. 

|£j| or |5jJ| j||| continuous; 

in succession. 

^ in confusion; in disorder. 

and gfj the central 

stars of the northern and western 
heavens. 

7432 

• 4? 

IlU 

7433 

R. j. 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

4f> 

7434 

R. 

F. luk, lok 
P. lu 

See 

K. nok 
A. louk 

Entering 
Lower. 

m n W l§C on fke 
6th of the 6th moon, see the 
grain in ear. 

-f|jj[ 1^ M* knplements for 

gambling,—e.g. dice. See 7276. 

Grain which is sown late 

and ripens early. See 
12,309. 

^ HI the shu and the 
chi (varieties of millet) are sown 
early and ripen late and sown 
late and ripen early, respec¬ 
tively. 

A stag; a deer; used 
pictorially as an emblem 

of longevity; also for 

7379, official emolument. 
Radical 198. See 13,394. 

'fitj deer’s horns. 

I ^ chevaux de frise; 

an abatis. 

Jjj deer’s horns; high. Ar¬ 

ched,—of doorways, etc. The 
idea is taken from the inverted 
head of a deer. 

Tp deer’s horns,—used as a 

medicine. 

|^J deer’s skin. 

3l PIf ftj fk betrothal presents. 

J5H deer’s sinews. 

#1 JM (see 8697) °r Vi 

the spotted deer. [The se¬ 

cond is a synonym for the 

, and both names are given 

to Cervus mandarinus, A. M.- 
Edw. or mantchuricus, Sw.] 

ntn%n ^ tigers and 

stags do not roam about together. 

|j|! fjft the title of one of the 

Odes, sung at the siiWiS 

banquet to provincial graduates. 

mm to pursue the stag,—to 

contend for the empire. 

when the Ch‘ins 

lost their stag,—i.e. the empire. 

^ m # m ^ & a to 
obtain the sovereignty of the 
Middle Kingdom is not in the 
hands of man,—but of God. 

'fa m ^ -R) t0 cal1 a stag a 

horse, — as was done by the 

eunuch ^ jSj Chao Kao in 
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7434 

7435 

C. v. luk^ 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

7436 

7437 

7438 

R. | 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

the presence of his sovereign 
(3rd century b.c.), to see which 
of the courtiers would be bold 
enough to oppose him. 

m ^ M. Bllike the man who 
hid a deer,—and then thought 
he had dreamt it. 

Ccrvus chip hits, L. 

^ the house deer,—the rat. 

[Cf. Rats and mice and such 
small deer. King Lear.\ 

jjih the cassowary. 

^ a title of Devadatta and 

Shakyamuni, both of whom had 
been stags in a former life. 
Sanskrit: mrigala. 

H ^eer Par^>-a famous resort 

of Shakyamuni. The modern 
Sarnath, near Benares. 

IE Hemerocallis flava, L.; 

the plant of forgetfulness. See 
4811, 4818. 

lllfe Sugar-loaf Island, near 

Swatow. 

| -§gj or ins M the zebra. 

[Arabic fara.\ 

To roll; to rock ; to rattle. 

rolling backwards 

and forwards. 

% rolled down to the 

ground. 

«— lit« PI it i" rolling 

about the world, he has rolled 
himself smooth,—he is a slippery 
customer. 

jtJl a ratt*e used by pedlars. 

Same as 7441. 

Same as 7375. 

A box; a basket, 

a crate; a hamper. 

-1|£ a book basket,—a term 

of reproach for a man who reads 
many books but does not trouble 
himself to understand them 
thoroughly. 

Jjti '/pf jjlg an elegant basket 

of essays,-said of f}% Hsieh 

T'iao (T. flijl), a man of 

tM Ch‘i. 

7439 

R. I 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

7440 

R. f. 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

4P 

7441 

F. luk, luk 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

Mt 

7442 

r. r. 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

4-' 

7443 

R. 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

m % 
& 

7444 

RM it 
p. m 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

A small fishing-net with 

fine meshes. 

A species of cicada. 

A pulley ; a block ; a 

windlass. See (read lu%) 

2818, 6232, 6932. 

b a pulley; a windlass used 

for lowering the bucket into a 
m 

well. 

mirn HI his pen goes 

round and round like a wind¬ 
lass,-—he repeats himself. 

a spinning-wheel. 

The foot of a mountain. 

iffij ^ being sent to the great 

plains at the foot of the moun¬ 
tains, amid violent wind, thunder, 
and rain, he did not go astray. 

To treat with scorn ; to 

despise. Used for 7445. 

^ % T 1# an obiect of 
derision and scorn to all. 

To join; to unite. Used 

for 7445. 

Jjg][J yfc to combine forces 

and attack. 

To kill; to slaughter; to 

behead. [To be distinguish- 
7445 ed from 2939.] 

H. link 
p./«3 !& or Wiffi t0 slay- 

See ^ 5fl] ^ to execute. 

Entering 
Lower. W %% j|£ ^ to exterminate the 

enemy. 

HI to butcher. 

MR10 °PPress the people. 

TJs to behead a corpse 

and expose the head to view,_ 
as of a criminal who dies before 
execution. 

all Jftfc If! he stretched out 
his neck to the sword. 

kb 
7446 A stone roller, called fijp 

R-Jt used for making paths. 
See * ^ * 
^ee 

Entering 
Lower. 

B See 7966. 

7447 

m Black. 
7448 

^ ^ one black bow r-E 
and a thousand arrows. 

See ij^ 

Even Lower. 

M
il

l 5 

Gravel; stones. 
7449 

R>J the appearance of insta- 

See bility. 

Entering 
Lower. 

w 
Impeded, as by a burden. 745° 

R-M Hi making little progress; 

hindered. 
Entering and 

Sinking 
Lower. 
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7451 

C. liin 

H. lan 

F. hvang 

W. Id 

N. Ion, Idiin 

P. Iwan 

M. Ian 

Y. lou 

Sz. Iwan 

K. nan 

J. ran 

A. Iwan 

Even Lower. 

7452 

C.shan0 
F. swang-, 

clwang 

VI. Sid 

N. lieff- 

P. shwan0, v. 
shutting0, 

iliian, £./«V« 
M. 
Y. Sion 

Sz. shwan, 

liian 

K. san 

A. slwan 

Sinking and 
Even 

Irregular. 

JL.TJ-A.IST. 

Round; globular. 

fH] round; circular. 

the full moon. 

lit M 41# |j| [ilji| this moon 

has been round from remote 
antiquity. 

U4 

7453 

C. liin 

H. Ian, man 

F. hvang, v. 
Slang long 

W .Id 

N. louh 

P. Iwan, lan 

M. lan 

Y. lou 

Sz. lan 

K. nan, v. man 

■an 

A. Iwan 

Even Lower. 

rU 

^7454 

see [^j 

Even Lower. 

To bear twins. Also read 

shnanK 

to bear twins. 

If- twins. 

Mountain peaks. 

'h UU ffil 0 @ a small 

sharp-pointed mountain is called 
a luan = peak. 

$£ @ J# it M ^ tog° 
up a mountain to get a distant 
view. 

mountains as seen in 
H M-l 

spring. 

la dyl the ranges of hills 

put forth their verdure. 

TIM 8? H higk or low> 
according to the contour of the 
peaks, — of buildings along a 
mountain ridge. 

1P7 

A cord of silk. 

5P/F 

^7455 

See [gj 

Even Lower. 

7456 

See H|j| 

Even Lower. 

f 

7457 

See [H| 

Even Lower. 

A net for catching small 

animals. 

fin rfn t 
spread and the pig runs into it. 

the net is 

Bells hung on the Im¬ 

perial chariot; a carriage 

Used as a term of respect 

1||| tinkling bells. 

Tt the Imperial chariot, 

the Imperial cortege. 

;||| and [pi] H| the departure 

and return of the Emperor,— 
on and from a journey. 

/||| ^-the Imperial Equipage 

Department. 

# £Elt^ respectfully await 

your chariot, — a conventional 
phrase to an expected guest. 

vfe' §1! Hx tke hall where the 

Emperor gives audience. 

4rH*$ a name, under the 

T‘ang dynasty, for the prototype 
of the modern Han-lin. See 3828. 

<H| Jj[5 a litter for an idol carried 

in procession. 

A fabulous bird, associ¬ 

ated with fire. Bells sup¬ 

posed to give the same note 

as the said bird, and attach¬ 

ed to the bits of horses. 

fit ^ ^ fitthe luan 
is the essence of the Fire God. 

(zj rkling on a white luan, 

—of the ladies in the moon. 

| ||j| with the bells tink¬ 

ling on their cross-boards and 
bits. 

mnmm the tinkling sound 

of bells. 

he holds the knife 

with tinkling bells,—for sacri¬ 
ficing. 

i# |?i| tiie Argus pheasant. 

female and male; sexual 

intercourse. 

fit Jl. f 0 P4 female and male 

in harmony,—used of marriages. 

7457 

m2 
7458 

See [gj 
Even Lower. 

2 

^7459 

See [§| 

Even Lower. 

R. 

7460 
a 

C. clun 

H. clon 

F. Iwang, 

laung'- 

W. - long, ~lo 

N. Idh, louh, 

lou 

See 

P. lan, Iwan 

M. lan 

Y.jou 

Sz. lan, Iwan 

K. ran, nan 

[. ran 

A. nwan 

Rising Lower, 

the documents 

containing details of age, etc., 
exchanged by persons who pro¬ 
pose to marry. 

ffjj phoenix chariots,-—paper 

chairs for burning at sacrifices, 

Name of a tree. 

jjjg Kxlreuteria pajiiculata, 

Lam. 

the earnest 

mourner worn to leanness. 

# ff ||| the waving, grace 

ful appearance of tall bamboos 

^ HI a Japanese name for the 

shaddock or pomelo (Citrus 
decumana, L.). 

4l§ zpfi a District in Chihli 

To drip. 

m m name of a large river in 

Chihli, flowing into the Gulf of 
Liaotung. See 12,050. 

yH§ jf'J'J a Department at the mouth 

of the above river. 

An egg. The roe of 

fishes. Testicles. 

iH eggs. See 10,648. 

Up a hen’s e§g- 

produced from an egg,— 

exclusive of £ fishes and 

insects. 

^ ^ Wc stones and eggs 

are no match,—for hammering 
one another. See 12,143. 

lit bT it J# Is iike tak‘ 
ing an egg to break,—a stone. 

ijmi J^jij ^ ^ the risky con¬ 

dition of piled-up eggs,—great 
insecurity. See Biog. Diet. 805. 

# M the condition is 

one of eggs underneath,—risky. 

Ale how can you have whole 

eggs in a broken nest? 

ML9P ® * b# * to expect 

an egg to crow,—to want to go 
too fast. 

£)fl to brood over; to cherish, 

as a hen her eggs, 

testicles. 

117 
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w 
7460 

[[/ 
7461 

R-St 
C. liin 
H .Ion 
F. Iwaug, 

laung, 
v. naung 

W.tii 
N. /c/7, loan 
P. Iwan 
M. Ian 
Y. lou 
Sz. Iwan 
K. ? a«, nan 
J. ran 
A. Iwan 

Sinking 
Lower. 

0r the scro‘ 
turn. 

3^ there are feathers in 

an egg>—sa>d 111 alluding 
J 7 O 

to the feathers on a chicken, 
which, although invisible, must 
still be latent in the egg. 

To govern ; to bring into 

good order. To confuse; 

to throw into disorder ; 

anarchy; rebellion. A ferry. 

The finale in a musical ser¬ 

vice. Also (in many of the 

entries) read /an*. 

jL 0 to sum up; in conclusion. 

ii fflj m aptness for govern 

ment combined with reverence 

~f* M IL 1^1 Ii here 
are those ministers of my govern¬ 
ment who share with me the 
offices,—of the State. 

f§L ?ll§ ^ ^ t0 secure the good 

government of our empire. 

4s iL E + A I have ten 

able ministers,—said Wu Wang 

S- 
were the five colours not con 
fused, who would practise decor¬ 
ation?—alluding to natural as 
opposed to artificial decoration 

to set at variance. 

I^ j^i: SL G°d ts sending 

down death and disorder. 

SL disturbed in mind; con¬ 

fused. 

SL t0 ta^ at random. 

SL sdk refuse; waste silk; 

a blockhead. 

SL & injurious to one’s cha¬ 

racter. 

iLT* to come to grief. 

SL t0 crowd confusedly. 

sl m restless; anxious. 

SL ;fu confusingly darting, as the 

sun’s rays; rapidly shifting, as 
a pendulum. 

SL 3J§ crystal confusion,—snow. 

SL Aft a confused noise. 

ILS^-T- masses of sharp 

rocks. 

SL (lil t0 make a hubbub. 

tL‘ 
7461 

SL 
7462 

IL * SL «4 to make a tremen¬ 

dous row. 

SL ^ to sit down indiscrimin¬ 

ately,-without reference to order 
of precedence. 

SL /f$j' t0 confuse the relation 

ships,—to commit incest. 

SL incest. Also, senseless 

orders. 

SL rocks scattered about 

irregularly, —making the navi 
gation dangerous. 

SL i§zjl tangled thread. 

SL f° throw into disorder, 

fjt SL t0 get into a muddle. 

8LSS to scamper about, as a 

horse in a field; to play truant 

#SL to make confusion; to 

rebel. 

§(j to make an insurrection; 

to rebel. 

IL $k. reyolution; rebellion. 

IL M the germs of sedition; 

incipient rebellion. 

^ rioters; revolutionaries. 

IL ^ rebels- 

,L gjS£ seditious schemes. 

if it has come in 

an irregular way,—as ill-gotten 
gain. 

$0 '/PI ^ SL he crossed the 

Wei by means of boats. 

ILffiW they ferried over the 

Ho. 

|[ Eragostris tenuissima, Sclr 

IL IpL Muehlenbergia viridis- 

sima, Nees. 

Read /an4’. 

IL a disturbance. 

a bad scrape; a bad 

business. 

ILfc a scrape; a misfortune. 

ij m il a to have a mis 

fortune; to get into trouble. 

jL ^ |£J a pauper burial 

ground. 

Same as 7461. 

7463 

R-7C 

See Hi 

Even Lower. 

’4V 

7464 

W. lang 

SeeHi 
J. rin 
A. Iwen 

Even Lower. 

T-mTJIST. 

To arrange; to set m 

order; to think. 

Constant; regular; invari¬ 
able ; ordinary. Principles 
of right conduct. Degrees 
as of comparison, see 8838' 

See 13,626. 

BJJ ^ human relationships. 

or A ifo or 

Ilfll ^ the five human relation 

ships, — between sovereign and 
subject, father and son, husband 
and wife, brothers, and friends. 

to teach the 

relationships of humanity. 

4$ '[$! or Wf A 'flff! t0 violate 
or act contrary to the above 
relationships. 

^ ^ ^ the joy of family 

or 

union. 

to cultivate the relation¬ 

ships; sexual intercourse, 

lift I& London. 

chung4 ^ their words 

were in accordance with right 
principles. 

ff hsing4 Hlfo for conduct 

there are the same rules,—every¬ 
where. 

J3 it * ifo altogether im¬ 

proper. 

jjJ ^ an order; a series. 

W: ^ ^ want of order or 
sequence in speech. 

% m m even a hair will 

admit of comparison,—as to size. 

*6 Ufa beyond all comparison. 

to % & %-fa m m t 
had he not been an expert at 
military exercises,. 

^ in martial prowess 

second to none. 

"fifll °f tbe same class> 
M ft S or 4* # ^ 

no one to compare with him. 

14 yf m m thc 
talents of Chia I were beyond 
compare. 
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§ 
7465 

R- M 
P. lun, lun 
A. Iwen 

Even Lower. 

yv 
w 
7466 

R 7C 
c. 
H. 

lun 

F. lung, loung 
v. laung1 

W. lung 
N. leng 

M. I lUn'lin 

Sz. | lwin 
K. non, yurt 
J. ron 
A. luen, loun 

Even Lower. 

7467 

7468^ 

R ® 7C 
W. long 

See|^ 
A. loun^ liven 

Even Lower. 

Complete ; whole. 

4924. 

See 

The Koulkun mountains. 

See 6537. [It appears, how¬ 

ever, to be very doubt¬ 

ful if any actual range of 

mountains is called 4^ 

K‘un-lun.] 

V/-N 

7469 

M 7C 

See§fffl 
vin^ ron 

A. Iwen 

Even Lower. 

Same as 7468. 

To choose; to select; to 

pick out. Also read lun1 

and lun1. See 5239. 

f^fl or -f^ ^ to choose out. 

flaTf to select men of ability. 

|| to pick out material. 

7G or fW t0 come out 
first at an examination. 

the ability of a 

Senior Wrangler,—who can bring 
himself out first on the list. 

^ Hf 7C ^ j® who 
does not hope to come out first ? 
—at the examinations. 

pjRfctr raised his fist and 
gave him a blow. 

tr to wave; to brandish. 

I It -7* t0 swagger. 

Eddying water. En¬ 

gulfed ; submerged; lost. 

See 523E 13,233- 

'(m $U a race; chow-chow water. 

Jlffl Jim eddies; ripples. 

ilTO sunk; lost. 

iiw ^ Utterly ruined; 
destroyed. 

\A t 

7469 

747° 
R. 

See pW 
A. Iwen 

Even and 
Rising Lower 

w 
7471 

R# 
A. Iwen 

Rising I.ower. 

7472 

R- fi f'J 
W. long 

Seef& 
A. Iwen 

Even Lower. 

the Emperor also 

perished. 

itffj '/§• fa^en,-as int° evil courses; 
“gone under.” 

M ffi hffl'^fthe cold pond- 

weed dances on the rippling water 

H fiw £ mysterious tricks; 
the black art. 

Rocks; reefs. 

rocky; covered with 

boulders. 

To bind grain in sheaves. 

Silk cords; to wind silk. 

To adjust; to classify; to 

compare. See ^ 7812. 

3E W Iffl the Pr'uce’s words 
are like silken cords. 

the prince’s words are like silk 
threads, they issue forth like 
cords. 

&B0 i=f silken sounds,—the Em¬ 

peror’s words. 

the silken gate,-the palace; 

the Court. 

$|g silken threads and cords; 

a fishing-line; utterances of the 
Emperor; learning; letters. 

M III t0 Put UP °ne’s 
fishing-line; to withdraw from 
the pursuit of literature.. 

IS /HI or lit * fishing-line. 

when he went to fish, I arranged 
his line for him. 

,A> ^ a thread; a clue. 

% T £ M t0 
adjust the great warp of human¬ 
ity. See 2122. 

$5 HU M lit bel*y ("• head) 
full of learning. 

*6’ 
7472 

J473 
R. m 

See li' 
A. Iwen 

Even Lower. 

** 
7474 

r- n 

See ftra ii 
A. Iwen 

Even Lower. 

It* 

747L 
R ® 7C 

Read kuan1. 

Iffl ft M sillcen kerchiefs 
and feather fans,—as used by 

tHf ^ Chu-ko Liang. 

• I 
lun 

Iwen 

F. lung, laung 
W. Id 
N. leng 
P. lun, liin 
M. len 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. non, yun 

ron 
A. luen, loun 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

To crawl, as a snake; to 

wriggle. A snake-eating 

frog. 

j-m [jijjfi the appearance of crawling 

about; a large snake that can 
bring clouds and rain. 

To discourse; to discuss; 

to reason; to argue; to con¬ 

sider ; to estimate. Theory, 

as opposed to practice; 

a view; a postulate (see 

6204). The shastras, or 

philosophical works of 

Buddhist literature. See j|[ 

l852, 12,294. AEo 

read lun1. 

The prow 

called 

of a junk, 

m to converse; to discuss in 

conversation. 

to settle; to decide after 

discussion. 

pfffl 3® §f| who ought 
properly to go? 

Lfif pjffl t° argue. 

HI pjflj t° deliberate upon. 

pW t0 discuss. 

to arbitrate. 

fjflj jjjr to talk on literary subjects. 

^ p^ supposing; if we take or 

refer to; as far as.goes. 

^ if it is a question 

of writing,—as calligraphy, 

ffffl t0 discuss critically. 

§rf Iffl M ^ want of sequence 
in argument. 

plffl t0 estimate the 

merit and demerit,-of an official. 
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to infer; to deduce from; 

to push enquiries; to investigate 

|ffl a leading article. 

to write a leader, 

to put an end to an 

argument; to say no more on 
a subject. 

pjf §6 % lift ® a ip •!><»« 
to whom it was intended to apply 
were official servants and the 
people only,—of a law. 

J£t §$: condemned 

to death for wilful murder. See 
10,280. 

without penal conse¬ 

quences,-a legal term. See 9632. 

'M mk ty] §& ii: sha11 be 
lawful to kill them, and no penal 
consequences will ensue. 

Ira or ^ M ^ ^oes not 
matter; nothing further is said 
about it; there is an end of the 
matter. 

« m it a irrespective ofj 

distance. 

gjflj ^ it does not matter y 
how many. 

1m a H # nr if. 
if it (a license) has already been 
issued, the point need not be 
raised. 

im each holding an 

opposite view, 

tfc !fl) arguments. 

M ^ bM may 
I hear what you have to say 
on the subject. 

ill "f® ^ with reference 

to this; on consideration of this. 

to bring the dis 

cussion round to him. 

M Ira a treatise on the pulse. 

7476 

H. lun, v. Itn 
W. lang, v. ling 
N. leng, v. ling 

rtn 
A. liven 

Even Lower. 

lun'1 the Discourses or PHH pq 

Analects of Confucius, forming 
one of the Four Books. 

j|P 0jjjj the Lu Analects,—that 

particular copy which was re¬ 
covered under the Han dynasty 
from the Lu State, and became 
the standard text, as distinguish¬ 

ed from the TjQ Ch‘i copy, re¬ 

covered from the State of that 
name. 

!$l ^ to consider a[ 

matter in its various bearings. 

A to talk about people,—in 

the sense of unfriendly criticism. 

gjflj IC by the piece,—of work, 

as opposed to a time job. 

Hjjjj’ ^j* by the pound,-as opposed 

to by the pint, etc. 

the numerative of| 

ducks is chih (1869). 

Hfc wuX IraIun2 Wl HI in what 
unison sounded the bells and 
drums! 

HE Iw a grammatical treatise on 

the structure of Sanskrit, said 
to have been first issued by 
Brahma. Sanskrit: vydkaranam. 

Lumbini,—the park near I 

Kapilavastu where Shakyamuni 
was born. 

A wheel; a disc; 

revolution; a turn ; a steam 

ship (see 9584). Used for 

7468. 

Ipjflj a wheel. 

iV Ipjjg a vertical wheel. 

^P* jjljfg a horizontal wheel. 

liW A ^ -Iffl a wheelwright 

making a wheel. 

lira or A Iffl a steam 

ship. See 2742. 

M =? ft nothing is so 

convenient as a steamer. 

jlH jji{jj to slow down. See 

5°7L 

iffl ^ a steam-tug. 

ijjjj ^ engines,-—e.g. of steamers. 

1m to Iw w may our goods 

circulate like a wheel!—a shop 
inscription. 

tjf. a term which has been 

applied to a bicycle, 

ijljffl !p|i to go through a series. 

pi— 

—• [pj whenever we 

come to the end of the series, 
we begin again. 

3l or ^ a wheel 

king,—who rules the world and 
causes the wheel of the law 
(Buddha) to revolve everywhere. 
Sanskrit: Chakravartti Raja, 
from chakra a wheel. 

the wheel of the Law,— 

Buddhism. Sanskrit: dharma 
chakra. 

7476 

7477 

m 

7478 
R. 

See 

. liven, nwan 

Rising Lower. 

H £5 iffl t0 turn the Wheel of 
the Law,—to preach. 

H & flffl (Buddha) first 

preached Buddhism,-in Benares. 

|$l Mthe turning of the wheel, 

human existence as subject to 
transmigration. Sanskrit: san- 
sdra. See 7291. 

» m a the body falling 

back into the circle of trans¬ 
migration,—instead of escaping 
from the trammels of mortality! 

H [ft Kr M to get (a 

punishment of) three returns to 
mortal life,—as inflicted upon 
the souls of sinners. 

jjtjjjj the disc of the moon. 

zip: Ifl ijtfffl to raise the wheel,— 

of stone, as practised by athletes, 

the beading of the ear. 

Iffl $} having rounded corners. 

jj§[ llffl breadth east and west, 

and length north and south,— 
area. 

Iffl |H high; eminent. 

—‘ lira t° firs a salvo of 

artillery. 

— jpjfli a turn,—in rotation. 

lira M or |ffi or fjgj ^ in 

turn; in rotation. 

rfi 'If t0 beeP watch by 

turns, or in one’s turn. 

Urn 1ft 7 il is now 
my turn to call you. 

A' A i^ ^1] Mil is his turn 
to-day. 

— A I™ ^ ^ the two 
men carried it by turns. 

Iffl t° send on duty in rotation. 

to serve in rotation. 

See 6863. 

To act heedlessly. 

PH 25 to disregard rules or 

ceremonies; to be negligent. 
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7479 

R.^> 

C. lung 
H. Hung 
F. lung, v. 

Icing, liong 
W. Hoc 
N. J 
p. 1 
M. lung 
Y. 1 
Sz. | 
K.;w# 
J. rz'», rz'« 
A. long 
Even Lower. 

ni.xj3Nrc3-. 

The dragon (.sw 7222), 

associated with rain anc 

floods; an emblem of Im¬ 

perial power, of happiness, 

and of the yang prin¬ 

ciple in geomancy, as op¬ 

posed to 4920. Radica 

212. 

FJ’i dragons and snakes; 

flourishes in writing. 

Hj| ^ the dragon class,—includ¬ 

ing lizards, serpents, etc. 

|j|? the scaly dragon. 

jj|i Hi the winged dragon. 

Mj fli die horned dragon, 

tjjgj Hi die hornless dragon. 

'ffij’ Hi how can y°u have 

a dragon without clouds? 

^ 4^9 f| the dragon is the lord 

of creation. 

Hi fl}l dragon spirits,—of hill, 

river, lake, etc. Sanskrit: tidga. 

i# tB * 0 
the dragon without its power is 
no more than an earthworm. 

'/ffy: Hi a seaI or Phoca of some 

kind, not identified. 

Hi a n<*£a king of the 

sea. Popularly, Neptune; Davy 
Jones. 

Hi 3l a n^Sa or dragon king. 

Popularly, the god of rain and 
water. 

* * W 7 h8 *i»> 
heavy rain has flooded the tem¬ 
ple of the dragon king. Used 
in the sense of “hoist with one’s 
own petard.” 

Pt ml to j°in the two sides of a 

breach in a river embankment. 
The breach is always stopped 
with the exception of a small 
trickle, which is finally closed 
with much ceremony on some 
auspicious day. 

nnm azm 
PI our views must tally. 

—~ t i a tk °ne 
dragon can stop the flow of a 
thousand streams. 

Ifi c°id water. 

m 
7479 

!fi dragon-boats,—as used at 

the festival on the 5th of the 
5th moon for racing, a survival 
of the search for the body of the 

patriot Ch‘ii Yuan who 

drowned himself towards the 
close of the 4th century b.c. 
See 6249. 

ffi a war-juuk- 

Hi fast boats used at Canton. 

Hi •j'i a waterspout. 

Hi i& the dragon seat, — the 

Imperial throne. 

Hi the dragon’s flight,—an 

Emperor mounting the throne. 

Hi or Hi f mPerial robes. 

Hi ^ ^ dragon’s seed,—Im¬ 

perial issue. 

Hi “(fff the Emperor’s person. 

Hi HV the Emperor’s hands. See 

below. 

Hi )J{i the Emperor’s bed. 

% T U « fl W « 2 
the Emperor wiped it off with 
his own sleeve. 

Hi SH jAr 1*^ the Imperial coun¬ 

tenance showed signs of great 

pleasure. [It is said in the 

that the first Emperor of the 

Han dynasty had a face like a 
dragon’s. Hence the extended 
application of this term in mo¬ 
dern times.] 

Hi the Imperial pencil,—of 

the Emperor’s autograph. 

Hi the Imperial glance; the 

lungan {Nefi helium longana, 
Camb.). 

f 1HR H or M Ha kind 
of spotted goldfish with trilobous 
or quadrilobous tails and promi¬ 
nent eyes. 

Hi the dragon flag,—the Chi¬ 

nese national flag. 

Hi a tablet representing the 

Imperial power, put up in tem¬ 
ples and elsewhere. 

ilf M name °f a portion of 

the Imperial palace at yig. 

Lo-yang, under the Han dynasty. 

Hi the azure dragon. See 

S j® 492°- 
Hi the dragon’s pulse,—one 

of the magnetic currents recog¬ 
nised by geomancers. 

m 
7479 

ifyf Hi U)j£ to cut off the magnetic 

current,—as by breaking the soil. 

fig tRC 8°°d geomantic influen¬ 

ces. 

Hi rfA 5^C to seek the dragon 

and mark his lair,—to fix on a 
lucky spot. 

iff]] Hi 1W t0 dlS UP the pool at 

the Dragon Temple,—in hope 
of inconveniencing the Dragon, 
and so bringing rain. 

Hi the pyramid of paper 

figures given at weddings. See 
below. 

Hi interns in the shape of a 

dragon. 

Hi BM a red Pa>nted rod termin¬ 

ating in a dragon’s head, carried 
at funerals. 

Hi Sl( HI to graduate late 

in life,—as Liang Hao 

did, at 72. 

Hi BM the dragon raising his 

head,— which he does on the 
2nd of the 2nd moon after his 
winter’s rest. 

Hi the keel,—of a vessel. 

3^7 _t Hi if* to lay a keel. 

Hi a kind of tea. 

Hi Jl^ Jp fans ornamented with 

phcenixes. 

= H # # ^ fl amons 
the three Kos there was one 

dragon,—referring to 

Chu-ko Liang (known as 

15^. Hi) and his two brothers, 

the latter of whom were known as 
a tiger and a dog, respectively. 

si <B| fra flp the vigour of a 

dragon or horse. 

Hi spirited; mettlesome; 

fiery. 

J=tJj ^i an earthworm. 

SM m H M bM it the 

mighty dragon is no match for 
the local snake,—which knows 
the ins and outs of the place. 

'ff £1 —■ # f i < i§ — 

^ J«ji money makes a dragon, 

the want of it, a bug. 

fl ^ fi ’ /E, ^ ^ dragons 

beget dragons, phoenixes beget 
phoenixes,—like father, like son. 
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7479 

x^TjnvrQ. 

» * K 
dragon in shallow water becomes 
the butt of shrimps. 

I hI ^ two draS°ns play 
ing with a pearl,—really with 
the symbol of thunder rolling 

fl it t0 stroke a 
dragon the wrong way,—to irri 
tate a person. 

ik n6 AM to give a man his 

chance 

to seize a dragon 

and hold a tiger,—of a brave 
or able man. 

h| i/Xi ^ (or ff) the publish 

ed list of successful & A 
graduates of the 2nd degree, 

ambergris. 

ft! g gentian. 

WE Ilf a klnd °f rusk from which 

mats are made, probably Juncus 
eff usus, L. Used for “asparagus,’ 
and formerly a common name 
for the grape-vine. 

si m as % tt the grape-vine 

spreading all over the frame 

M# Baroos camphor. 

flUto betrothal cards,— ex¬ 

changed between couples about 
to marry. See 6001, 7457 

^ to §et husbands like 

dragons, as was said of the two 

daughters of ^ JC Huan 

Shu-yiian, who married ■ 

Huang Hsien and 3* 
Ying, respectively. 

At 
hi 

At 
hi 

Diet. 

At 
hi 

S Li 

a son-in-law. 

a catamite. See Biog. 

a gaol in a yamen. See 

5507. 

hI m a name given to Ch‘ang 

an, the site of which is said to 
have resembled a dragon in 
shape. 

a name for Peking. 

g P^J see 6883; also a name for 

the historian nj ^ Ssii- 

ma Ch'ien, from his birthplace 
in Honan. See 6883. 

a kind of deer, supposed 

to play with dragons. 

the gavial. Hi 

fl 
7479 

w 
7480 

R.- 

See 

fancy names & ft or fl 
for the dog. 

fl a name for a sword. 

H3c name of a famous horse 

fl the name of a species of 

bamboo; worn out; old. 

fE S°?auum nigrum, L. 

ft lit# the flowers of Lycoris 

aurea, Herb., and L. radiata. 
Herb. 

Ranunculatus sceler- 

Rising Lower 

pii 
7481 

F. lung, long 

SeeH 
K. nong 

Even Lower. 

Rf.tAD 
a 

R.- 

7482 

See m 
Rising Lower. 

*fi 
atus, L. 

ft Agrimonia eupatoria, L 

Also, the Linga. 

Rude; uncivilised, 

fifffl unpolished; clownish. 

mm depressed; disappointed. 

The throat. See 4007. 

A mound 

tumulus. 

of earth; a 

Ff. a mound over a grave. 

II a mound or coign of van¬ 

tage from which in ancient times 
a certain dealer tried to get the 
better of his fellow-traders in the 
market-place. 

SI IDt t0 avoid suffering 

the trick of the mound,—to avoid 
suffering loss at the hands of 
greedy tricksters. 

ll§ to monoPokse trade. 

Klf a scallop shell. 

See 8692. 

A hole; a cleft. Empty. 

See 6276 and 7506. 

Pi 18 t0 niake a hole, 

til a rat-hole. 

13 

it 
7482^ 

7483 

R. 

See fg 

Rising Lower. 

7483 

7484 

RS & 

See 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

•ir*t3 

7485 

F. lung, long 
N. -lung, Slung 

See 

Rising Lower 

A S US fl to go into the 

yellow clay hole,—to die; to be 
buried. 

|Lla hole. 

^ fg to bore a hole. 

a cleft; a crack, 

ft empty. 

It It I a coffin-hole, —an 
empty grave. 

To walk awry. 

mm to go straight ahead. 

To grasp; to seize. To 

comb. To collect; to assem¬ 

ble ; to draw near to. 

ft p T he is muzzled, 

to plunder; to rob. 

Hi to se‘ze the meaning, 

as of riddles; to apply to the 
sense as a whole. 

urn to bring a thing about; 

acquainted with, as friends. 
Also, to delay; to dawdle. 

tefi T hui3 dawd¬ 

led, or delayed, for a bit. 

-f* a woman’s comb. Also, a 

sort of portable case for carry 
ing things in, hung on a pole 
over the shoulder. 

to comb the Iff or 

hair. 

Hi Hit t0 crowd together. 

IJ|j Hi t0 crowd around. 

£ ± A HI* 
the people on shore began to 
assemble near,—the boat. 

M Hi ^ gathered together. 

HI to draw near to; to bring 

near to. 

Hi *1M, to come alongside a 

wharf. 

MMM® to come forward 

and make peace,—as between 
two people quarrelling. 

ft ^ Put it into his 

sleeve. 
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m 
7485 

7486 

M 
See|| 

Even Lower. 

»rz 

7487 

rM 
See 

Even Lower. 

Iff 

tiilS ^ 7 theyhave a11 
come. 

tB 77 HI M kePl him back 
with a sword. 

til t0 drive the enemy to 

gether,— as with a view to a 
general massacre. 

The rising sun obscured 

lit the sun dimly seen at 

dawn. 

The rising moon. 

lMi! 

7488 

R|C 

Even Lower. 

s! 
7489 

7490 

R7X 

Even Lower. 

4 
7491 

F. lung, v, long 

See 

j\ im dim; dull; obscure; un 

intelligible. 

A pen ; a cage; bars; 

a grating. Used with 7495 

[ZJ a cage for criminals. 

||| bars in front of a house 

M it 8fitf the moon shines 

through the wide-meshed lattice. 

nm-T the bars across a door 

way. 

JKt a blind; a screen. 

Same as 7488. 

A river in Kuangtung, 

called — y 

Even Lower. 

A gem cut in the form 

of a dragon, and placed on 

the altar when praying for 

rain. 

see 7205- 

m 
7492 

R.^ ^ 

m 

See n't 
Even Lower. 

7493 

7494 

R.' 

See m 
Even Lower. 

rm 

7495 
R. 

C. 
H. 

lung 

F. lung, long 
W. 
N. 

M. I lung 
V. 
Sz. 
K.nong 

ru, ro 
A. lung 

Even and 
Rising Lower, 

A mill ; to grind; to 

sharpen. 

to gdnd. 

f§ ^|J to sharpen. 

Same as 7492. 

To reap grain. 

A framework of bamboo; 

a cage; a basket; a crate; 

a noose. See 4854. 

| a bird-cage. 

| f|l a trapped bird. 

yj*j to stand in a wooden cage 

with the head coming out at 
the top, so that the feet do not 
touch the ground except at the 
toes. 

nit a lantern. 

the covering of lanterns, 

when of gauze. 

trS to set a trap. 

mm a basket for carrying pigs. 

m m, 'ffc tbe pitcher plant (Ne- 

penthes phyllamphora, Willd.). 

m to entice; to tempt; to 

inveigle. 

^ a steamer for cooking 

things in. 

a muzzle. 

iPt a halter. See 7502. 

ft# If to put a halter on a 

horse. 

f ^ I A #1he took 
it and put it in his sleeve, 

f A^I to be cheated; to 

be taken in. 

1^0 m $P m*st resdng on willow- 

trees. 

a mis language of wide or 

general application. 

|^| ^ to contain; to embody. 

7495 

7496 

H. Jung 
F. lung, long 

See 

Even Lower. 

m 

7497 

R 

SeeH 
K. nong, yong 

Even Lower. 

ll 
7498 

SeeH 
Even Lower. 

)im±m to invisibly con¬ 

tain the whole theme, as an essay 
in which treatment of the theme 
is latent and not actually brought 
out in so many words. 

&m to play the sycophant. 

m (or ) Kelung (now 

Kiurun) in N. Formosa. Under 
the Ming dynasty the name was 
applied to the whole island. 

Deaf. See 12,185. 

ft %£ H deaf- 

up or j||| 7 a deaf man. 

m jnLj to pretend to be deaf. 

up 7* ^ 7T dea^ Pe°pie 

are always misunderstanding,— 
what is said. 

Tup ^ the deaf have good 

sight. 

like a deaf man 

firing a cannon,—he does not 
hear if there is any sound or not. 

unless foolish and deaf, it 

is difficult to be the head of a 
household,—there being so many 
things one must pretend not to 
notice; a saying attributed to 

7 Kuo Tzu-i, 8th cen¬ 

tury A.D. 

'/o V® a drink drunk at the 

two equinoxes for the cure of 
deafness. 

A species of water-weed 

(Polygonum orientale, L.). 

Another name for the IE 

527*- 

m ft m ppi in the marshes 

grows the spreading smartweed. 

111 overgrown with weeds; 

concealed; obscured. 

An insect found on the 

olive, called H| 

up a fabulous monster with 

9 heads and 9 tails (Manchu 
uyultu, from uyuti nine); a sea- 
serpent. 

f|f a creature like a human 

child, found in the sea. See 6441. 

tjffc 3,' a crab which gets into 

pearl oysters. 
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7499 

K-m 

Sec 

Even Lower. 

7500 

See 
m 

Even and 
Rising Lower 

Leggings; overalls. 

7501 

R. 

See 

Rising Lower. 

7502 

R. ' 

Seelt 
Even Lower. 

1 
75 °3 

75°4 

R. 

C. I , 
H. ( UnS 
F. li'itig 
W. lioe 

lung 

yung 

a skirt worn by men of 

the working classes. 

To walk. 

toddling, as a child. 

ffiHfetHHUlSS turned on 
his heel and left him. 

A bank; a dike; a balk. 

Name of a State; now usee 

for the province of Shensi 

(see 6368). Used for 7482. 

§1 Z 
and acres,—as a farmer. 

mmmm the fields are full 

of yellow clouds,—of ripe grain 

—‘ Pll, a row tiles. 

% Pit il -§1 t0 have sot Lung 
and then to look towards Shu, 
—with a view to have that also. 
Said of the Emp. Kuang Wu 
of the Han dynasty. Used as 
“Give an inch, take an ell.” 

|JEj an old name for the S. E. 

corner of Kansuh. 

jfl = S Feng-hsiang Fu 

in Shensi. 

among the balks 

A halter. 

[H a halter; a headstall. 

Same as 7502. 

High; eminent; surpass¬ 

ing ; glorious ; abundant ; 

The rolling of thun- 

See 3578. 

: - ftk ft 

zn 

prosperous. 

5c Z, tke father is 
the head of the family. 

3 honoured; esteemed. 

[^ 'fif' noble; of high rank. 

‘S 5 

rich. 

der. 

7504 
J. rid, riii 
A. long, lung 

Even Lower. 

m 
75°5 

R. 

See 

A. lung 

Even Lower. 

75°6 

R. 

H. lung, v. 

clung, lung3 
F. Jong 

A. lung 

Even Lower. 

5T 

75°7 

H. i lung 
F. Hong, 

Iwong, laong 

Sl I lu”S 
P. lung, Tiling, 

neng, nou 

M. nung, lung 

Y.nung 

Sz. tiling, lung 

K. nong 

J. ro 

A. loung 

Sinking 
Lower. 

\Y£ Iff to exalt; to honour. 

m ® great bounty, — of the 

Emperor. 

~/f ^ having both great 

ability and great ambition. 

substantial; wealthy 

generous. 

dutifully to nour¬ 

ish parents in plenty. See 2,72-1 

PJr or ITTL 

numerous. 

^ abundant 

yfj PI: 'Jpj to receive many 

great favours. 

PJe? a valuable present. 

Pill the depth of winter. 

PJir (s^a^) much and litt 

abundance and want. 

pj| ^ clothes with 

ragged edges,—for mourning. 

m ftt its belly swelled up. 

Infirm; weak. 

IS disease of being old 

and infirm. 

mm retention of urine. 

A 

7483 

hole; a cavity. See 

hole. 

to dig out a cave 

and live in it. 

To play with; to handle; 

to make; to perform; to 

do. Also read nung4, nou4, 

and neng*. See jfr 400, ^ 

10,025, jg" 12,420, #£ 

2406, ^ 10,461, || 7608, 

r»;pj 1 1,102. 

r| to play with; to sport with; 

to dally. 

i * to play with one’s 

grandchildren for amusement,— 
as Wang Hsi-chih did. 

p to prepare food, 

to spoil. 

rt A 

75°7 

X^XJKrc^ 

yjp to treat with indignity 

to juggle; to conjure. 

to do in fun what 

is fulfilled in earnest; to pretend 
to have done what one has not 
as a joke. 

H $4 fF M ^ I fear 

I shall not get the better of him 
—in trickery. 

W ^ K ft! to do a clever 

thing which turns out to be a 
foolish one; to be too clever bv 
half. 

Wft T t0 uPset > to spill. 

^ ||| to abuse one’s power; to 

make use of the power of some 
one else. 

M fi m- -& just then there was 

a movement of troops. 

^ I$ ^ t0 work upon 

spirits and devils,—as magicians 
do by incantations, etc. See 6430. 

to play with a toy, 

^ an impostor. 

to botanise. 

^ to ooffact butterflies. 

y)'- to chatter and 

gabble. 

wm to put down,—in writing. 

|jjj| to expose oneself to dis¬ 

grace. 

or to make 

money dishonestly. 

W ik: f(jf arrogant; hot- 

tempered; truculent. 

fFT ft to get hold of; to pick 

up; to procure. 

f Til gone; not forth¬ 

coming; lost; stolen; mislaid. 

ft !J! ± to make off with; to 

take away. 

to cause trouble 

to arise; to get up a row. 

M t0 Put to death; to kill. 

jl) to keeP or run a gambling 

establishment. 

^F vf* 1$ not properly done. 

^ when all is said and 

done; the fact of it is that.... 

^ ^ to cut grass. 

to light a fire. 
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7S°8 

7S°9 

I See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7S10 
R 

I See 3p 

Sinking 
Lower. 

juL 

m 
7511 

|r 

I See 

Even Lower. 

M 

75!2 

7513 

IRJtS 

IC. S.lau 

IF. ‘leu 

W. Haw 

IN. toil 

p. I . 
M. \lou 

IY. ileo, zleo 

IK. nu 

IJ. ro, ru 

I A. Hu 

Same as 7510. 

The note or song of a 

bird. 

Jt^: to chirp. 

ASP** birds greet with 

song the glorious spring. 

a hum of many voices, 

Stupid; doltish. To make 

a fool of. 

H fff Ui _t H* he took me in 
completely. 

m it a to impose on a sim 

pleton. 

A dragon. To rise; to 
issue forth. Used as a con¬ 
traction for 7479. 

^ to be on heat. 

m # m a place in Yunnan 

where there are nine steep moun 
tains. 

I_»TT. 

See 7335- 

Hunchbacked; stooping. 

See 13»552, 7292. Also 
read lou*. 

Even 
Sinking and 

[Rising Lower, 

a 
7514 

p-a 
IC. -to 'u 
j H. li:, -lui 
F .loiiytii 

HA 45 the name of a 

certain hunchback. 

or ill-made; mis 

shapen. 

^ 'jj; humpbacked. 

1=® ffil# to bend the fingers 

and calculate,—to count on the 
fingers. 

fH: soldiers in ambush; brig¬ 

ands. 

Many times; repeatedly. 

i ^t°rM #°r^a many 
times. 

® a repeatedly. 

^ frequent changes. 

7SH 
W. ‘-tin 

N. liy v. lei 

Y. clwei 

Sz. lit 

K. nu 

J. ru 
A. -lu 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

n 
7515 

fr 

Even Lower. 

R. 

7516 

M it 
C. -toil 

H. leu 

F. I0Y1 

W. lit, lau 

N. li 

jyj' J ‘lit, ilou 

Y. 7k, cleo 

Sz. /« 
K. nu 

k.'-lu 

Rising 
Irregular. 

S many battles; to be often 

engaged. 

M to be frequently victorious 

5 for many years. 

ill you have often 

instructed me. 

§ it $k I have often re 

ceived great marks of kindness 
from you. 

a fit a J$C as °ften as you try 

it you will find it do you good 

Drizzling, as rain. 

HviviNi the rain keeps on 

drizzling. 

Read lous. 
drain. 

A sewer; a 

R. 

7517 

IM name of a river in Hunan. 

A thread; a strand; a 
lock. 

<r~f. 
—• a tangle of floss silk. 

pf H f| H fJ! two black 

silken hairs. 

the threads are 

unravelled. 

^ in threads. 

a gold-inlaid box. 

it A H i§ fhad 
several locks of her hair cut off. 

coarse cotton. 

git or to state in detail, 

—thread by thread. 

xm&m I cannot state in 

detail. 

1 do not venture 

to trouble you with all the details. 

% ft H fflr each clause and 

each detail clearly set forth. 

cut it into slices. 

A species of artemisia, the 

young leaves of which are 

eaten for food; southern¬ 

wood. Also read lou*. 

H. ‘-li 
'. ileu, v. Jeu 

and for 
vulgar uses 

W 
Even Lower. 

Ip] southernwood. 

Ail Silcne aprica, Turcz. 

IT sirih leaf (Piper betle, L.). 

fresh sirih leaf. 

ri *2 

7517 

7Si8 

R. 

C. -loti, loii- 

H. IP 

F. V«, loi- 

W. ‘-lau, ‘-lit 
N .li 

p. ‘-iu. He¬ 

rn. —lu, —lii 

Y. ‘lit, cleo 

Sz. lit 

K. nu 

7. ru 

A. -lu, Jen 

Rising Lower 

7 519 

W3 
r=r 
752° 

R. 
PR 

H. -£/»", 7/ 
F. -/«, v. £./« 

See 

Rising Lower, 

Trichosanthes multiloba 

Miq. 

3f- r^nd tke akove>usec 
as a purgative, 

ft# (or ti)ir seeds from 

the above, used as an expect¬ 
orant. 

3? |f? an apartment for women 

in the seventh month of preg 
nancy. 

The overlap of a coat or 

robe. Torn; soiled. 

* # 
clothes 

ragged; torn. 

dirty, ragged 

See 7354. 

A bone; 

musical pipe, 

sword. 

a tube; 

A kind of 

A § and and 

pysj g names of three of the 

musical pipes. See ^ 7548. 

A S the six lower musical 

pipes, comprising the three above 
mentioned with three others, all 

of negative value. 

6S2E a mind and back¬ 

bone official,—as was 

T‘ai Yo who helped the Great 

Yu, afterwards ennobled as g 

^ Lii Hou. 

g jjj£ a title given to g '/|^J ^ 

Lii Tung-pin, one of the A fill 
Eight Taoist Immortals whose 
name is chiefly associated with 
magic and the black art. 

g IL a Taoist nunnery. 

g <& lie Lii Kun§ splicing 

the cord,—a conjuror’s trick. 

g struck him 

with a light sword. 

11S 
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7520 

7521 
|r.|E 

PP 
H. cli 

I Rising Lower, 

Luzon, — the native) 

name for the Philippines. 

g ^ M: St. Ignatius’ bean 

{Strychnos ignatia, Bergius). 

g Manila lottery ticket, 

g a Manila rope. 

S Manila cigars. 

S a turquoise green. 

A g SPain- 

g the consort of ^ jjj|| 

Kao Tsu of the Han dynasty,! 

who ruled alone over China from' 
187 to 179 B.C. 

A comrade; a companion; 
to associate. 

fg# a comrade. 

IffS a travelling-companion. 

H ig ff the lin neverl 

travels with a mate,—it is not I 
seen in pairs, as other animals. 
See 7186. 

ISIS to join together as com-| 

panions. 

IB a company; a troupe. 

s in pm # ^ fg 

fellow-connoisseurs in music are 
few: what am I to do? [The 
simple arrangement would be 

# j# IS. i a z 

ft) 
ttlg Taoist priests. 

^ a dwelling. 

fM] the extreme point, or end | 

of a district. 

£ [10 the title of an official under I 

the Chou dynasty whose duty it 
was to regulate matters referring] 
to the kindred of the various! 
feudal princes. 

£ M ® $} H H) Ch'til 
Yuan managed the kindred affairs 
of the 3 families Chao, Ch‘u,l 
and Ching, wherefore he was 
called San Lii. 

A species of palm. 

^ IH the coir palm (Trachy-1 

carpus excelsa, Thbg.), from the 
fibres of which ropes, mats, etc., I 
are made. [ 

itm* a fine-grained reddish 

cabinet-wood from Annam. 

A plant, known as ^ ^ 

(Artemisia, spl). 

a species of Euphorbia; I 

the milk thistle. 

7527 

7522 

| R. 1 PP 

[See |gj 

[Rising Lower, 

7S23 

\*-M 
IC. s.lou 
H. SU 

IW. ( 'lu 
IN. li 
j P. 7«, SJii 
I M. iy w, V» 

I;. I“ 
J I<. yd, ryo 

I J. rioy ro 
I A. ill 

Even Lower 
Irregular. 

A beam supporting the | 

short rafters at the eaves. 

lg the turned-up corners ofl 

a Chinese roof. 

The gate of a village; 

a village of twenty-five 
families; see 8942. A kind 
of antelope. 

ik fly] leaning against the village 

gate. 

fH] ^ a lane or alley. 

^ it fls] to bestow distinction 

on his village,—of an eminent j 
official. 

fg] jfi rural population. 

1UJ frl] fairy land. 

7527 

R -$P 

lii 

A .li 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Same as 7534. 

To be anxious; to be 

concerned about; to plan. 

[To be distinguished from 

Jl 7396.] 

% M1] fM $ lii means 

concern for the future. See 
r°,693. 

A JR £ H. ft SE g; 
trouble will soon overtake the 
man who is not concerned for 
the future. 

M:it tt ns ffl A ft 
$£ one is anxious in this 

direction, and misfortune springs 
up in that. It is the unexpected, 
etc. 

M M or it Mor M ± to 1 
think anxiously about. 

Jjii, ^ to be anxious about the| 

future. 

^ sagacious. 

lRif 

Is- n 
I Rising Lower 

7529 

lRfP 

|See it 
Sinking 
Lower. 

to have anticipated. 

tsE it did not anticipate ! 
did not foresee. 

t (or $&) M a general plan 

or scheme, in which no attention 
is bestowed upon details- no 
matter (how many etc.).... [used 

in the same way as BR jhfr .- 
central China.] ln 

"Cf ||. Zl \ about 2,000 
men. 

* T # If % * jg 

“f" ^ commentators on the 

Tao Te C/A«yhave run to several 
tens in number. 

^ j!t0 settle many 

things on the plan of one 

merciful God, arrayed in terrors, 
how is it you exercise no fore¬ 
thought, no care? 

* #j«ii anxious thought) 

about what is good should pre¬ 
cede action. 

Read hi**. 

® 0 = 0 7386. 

Read lu2. See 10,305 r 

Careless; negligent. 

careless; easy-going, 

he neglects the I 

matter. 

To help; to aid. 

Mi tffj t0 help; to assist. 

^0 MJj fflt ^ t0 aid in the| 

administration of public business. 

7S3i 

R-fifyJ 
w .u 
M. lii 

I See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

See 10,091, 

To strain; to filter. 

% M or t!i a cloth to 

strain liquids through. 

^ strain off the sediment. 
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7532 

See 

Even Lower. 

I® 

7533 

R-$J 

s*eit 
Sinking 
Lower. 

7534 

R-iP 
F. loti*, lad*, 

lad’- 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

In 
.rat 

7535 

7536 

R$ 
C. Idii 
H. li, lu 
F. lit, /«, Id 
VI. lu 
N. la, ll 
p. ) 

M. ... 
Y. | 11 
Sz. ) 
IC. rye, ro 
).ro 
A. I'i 

Even Lower. 

Madder. 

Rubia cordifolia, L. 

To deceive. 

A file; a rasp; to burnish. 

5® to polish. 

lit tlaf by friction it has worn 

a groove. 

IBS® to keep oneself under 

proper restraint. 

See 7402. 

A donkey. See ^ 8301. 

I® ,|p) -y* a young donkey. 

I® B4 or I® the bray of a 

donkey. 

n4H a male donkey; a jackass. 

W 1® a she-ass. 

Ha gelded ass. 

Xlc Sis a lame ass. 

a bald-headed ass,—ap¬ 

plied to a Buddhist priest, as a 

play upon ^ the Sanskrit 

dtcharya, a teacher of morals. 
See 9783. 

® donkey-skin, — tough; 

obstinate; mulish. 

the resources of a 

Kueichou donkey,—only a kick. 
[ I his fact is said to have been 
discovered by the tigers of the 
province, which originally stood 
much in awe of a donkey’s bray.] 

® ^ ^J" B§ P|| a donkey’s 

lips won’t fit a horse’s mouth,— 
used of any incongruity. 

ns®-?® ^ ft 

ifc like an iron donkey: not a 

hair to be got out of him,—so 
stingy is he. 

k2 

7536 

7537 

75 38 

R.fS. 
pq 

See£6 
Rising Lower, 

7539 
R.fS. 

PO 

See 

Rising Lower, 

t 

m 

7540 

R- n w 
See 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

:£r’ 

754i 
R. =5. 

PP 
H. V* 
M. lu, li 

SeefU 
Rising Lower. 

h. a fresh flower stuck on a 

donkey’s head, — a beautiful 
woman married to an ugly man; 
a rich jewel in an Ethiop’s ear. 

9c SSL 

P j?§ —• |If like the donkey 

on the high road, a mouthful 
east and a mouthful west,— 
getting a bite where he can. 

I® Jt, I® t0 ride a donkey 
and look for a donkey,—not to 
make use of what is at hand. 

^ a “love-bird,”— 

a small brown bird like a tit¬ 
mouse. 

'rai t^e Penis °f an ass>—Used 

as a medicine. 

Same as 7536. 

A tough kind of wood 

suitable for arrows. 

Abiesfirma, or Japan larch. 

The Imperial sacrifice. 

Used with 7541. 

A M -t ^ he sacrificed to 

God. 

A post-house. 

JH JL\ 
a post-house. 

to send a letter 

through the regular postal de¬ 
partment. 

A body of 500 men ; 
forces. A multitude. A 
guest; to travel; to lodge. 
The younger members of a 
family. To be arranged. 
Used for 7542. The 56th 

Diagram. A sacrifice to 
mountains. 

It he drew up his 

forces. See 640. 

^ fe> Imperial troops. 

m 
7541 

w 
7542 

R. 3S. 
pq 

H. V» 

S eeM 
Rising Lower 

Uia 

7543 

Imperial Guards dressed 

in tiger-skins. 

j||j fe« to address troops. 

Wj fee berce soldiery. 

Ip" fee 4* military affairs, 

fee in ranks; an inn. 

am ashamed 

to serve in the ranks with them, 

it fe; ^ as the population 

became dense. 

&mzm he brought the 

multitudes of Ching together, 

fy jjfe to travel. 

#§ IjU ffa honeymoon trip. 

travellers. 

travelling merchants. 

^ or W. or M or 

^ an inn; a lodging-house. 

fee 1? Hi by night>in the 
inn, I indite my sorrows. 

** ^ to lodge at. 

ft 

fjfc lodging expenses; board. 

to be staying temporarily 

at. 

H fee Sl E a visiting or 

banished official. 

^ fe£ the polished 

members of his suite. 

m ® m m his younger sons 

and all their children. 

W. % if Ml! as long as my 

backbone retains its strength. 

& fe- I have no strength 

for anything. 

flX ^ fe£ with the sauces 

and kernels displayed in them, 
—the dishes. 

fee the Hounds of Lii,—title 

of Shu Ching, V, 5. 

The backbone. 

W9GS A he is unusually 

strong. 

W be as my 
limbs to me, as my heart and 
backbone. See 7520. 

See 7432. 
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7544 

|R-0c 
C. Ink 

IH. luk, link 

I F. luk, lioh 

IW. li$t 
N. loh 

P. lu, lu3 

IM. lou, /u 

IY. luk 

I Sz. liu, lu 

IK. nok 

Ij. roku, rioku 

1 A. luk 

Entering 
Lower. 

Green. Also read lu**-,I 

and used pictorially (e.g. a 

green robe) for 7379 

official emolument. See I 

7157- 

pf grass green. 

tH ^ invisible green. 

flit dark green. 
bright green. 

^ green tea. 

• <«* 

7544 

^ iC y°ung girls,—who often | 

wear green. See 5124. 

^ a green vegetable dye. 

^ melon or cucumber | 

green. 

green peas or beans. 

||h Chinese (not Banner) 

troops. 

a!* W; y°u are a 
Green-Banner man,—used con¬ 
temptuously by Manchus 
Chinese. 

a term applied to a native 

policeman in foreign employ. 

a parrot,—from 

the title conferred by J|| 

Ming Huang of the T'ang dynasty 
upon a parrot which gave evi 
dence in a court of justice and 
secured the conviction of a 
murderer. 

^ i}ii a green chair,--reserved 

for high officials down to andl 

inclusive of the "gfj Three! 

Commissioners. A Tao-t‘ai rides! 
in a green chair, if he holds! 
brevet rank as a Provincial Judge. | 

'B HI or pf malachite. 

Hit green vitriol. 

mwz noted brigands. 

a dye-stuff made from | 

the bark of Rhamnus iinctorius, 
Wallst.; vert de Chine, 

-q u m t (°r m a 

) to be a cuckold,— I 

referring to the greenness of the| 
tortoise; see 6421. 

—■ tM ^ II ft a sreen head_ 
dress,—as above. 

^ the mallard duck| 

{Anas boschas). 

7546 

7547 

tr 
7548 

Ir-M 
C. tut 

H. lut 

F. luk, 

W. lie 

N. lih 

P. lii 
M. lu 

Sz. lii 

Y. lik 

K. ryul, y«/ 
J. ritsz 

A. Iwet 

Entering 
Lower. 

or I 

^ Tf the grey horse, with dark! 

mane, tail, and ears,—one of the | 
eight steeds of Mu Wang. 

^ Berc hernia | 

lineata, D.C. 

Jg. /A.* macrocarpa, Oliv. 

7381. 

7386. 

6952. 

A rule; a law; to follow! 

as a model. Standard 

tubes, used as pitchpipes 

in music, and for other 

purposes; ^3366, 10,382, 

1 2,246, 13,630. A stanza! 

of eight lines; see 3213.) 

To be steep. 

|| the Penal Code,—of the! 

present dynasty, consisting of I 

the immutable statute laws! 

of the Chinese empire, largely! 
derived from the previous code! 
of the Ming dynasty, and ofl 

m such subsequent modificat¬ 

ions, extensions, and restrictions 
of these fundamental laws as[ 
time and circumstances make 
necessary. A revised edition is I 
published every five years. 

yfc jfe Hi learned in the law. 

# $J frll or H| gflj (see below) I 

a barrister-at-law,-a foreign term.I 

flt & •* m it laws and [ 

statutes. 

the law makes no I 

allowances. 

He H^ according to law. 

Jfj| the law requires that.. 

SM* laws. 

H % Hr Z ® #co„idiind| 
no law to meet the case. 

|! liiJc prohibitions; command¬ 

ments. 

& law books. 

7548 

^ ^ ^ be a law to your 
people. 

above, he takes; 

a law the four seasons of heaven 
—for ceaseless regularity 

to apply 

to others the same rules as to 
oneself. 

# g or -|- - ^ a series of 

twelve bamboo tubes, the longest 
of which measures 9 inches, and 
which are supposed to render 
the 12 chromatic semitones of 
the octaves. By means of these 
tubes, in connexion with the 28 
zodiacal constellations and cer¬ 
tain calendaric accords, Divine 
communication is said to be 
established with the influences 
of the Five Elements and the 
points of the compass which 
correspond with the Eight Winds. 

or % # the six upper 

musical accords or positive notes. 
See 7520. [The former is often 
used for the 12 tubes or notes.] 

fpj spring is returning,—that 

is, the negative tubes are ex¬ 
hausted and the positive are 
coming back to sway. 

music and mathematics,— 

the two being supposed by the 
Chinese to be connected. 

n hao4 -^j* ^|| fond of music. 

— Hi to transact any 

business uniformly,—with what 
has gone before. 

IS) MMmnt 
a with one accord asked the 

Governor to accept their resign¬ 
ations. 

- # fa expelled them 

(students) all in a body. 

y H* and AS bve and seven 

characters to the line,-of poetry, j 

—‘ 'H‘ AS f^F a stanza with| 

seven characters to the line. 

mm stanzas of 12 lines or! 

upwards. 

mms. wmm poems in j 
12 lines of 5 words for exams, 

jfjj: stanzas of eight lines, of 

which the second, fourth, sixth, 
and eighth, must rhyme. 

^ m lbe name> in the Wu 
State, for a pencil. See 89791 
13,644. 

it the southern hill 

is very steep. 
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$ 
7548 

W 
7549 

e? R. 

See 

755° 

R! 
See ^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

4* 

7551 

RI 

See^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

#0 
7552 

7553 

RK 
c. 
H. 
F. luk 

W. IU 

P./«’ 
M. li 

K. y«/ 
J. ritsz 

A. Iwet 

Entering 
Lower. 

Entering 
Lower. 

4? 

the city of Liibeck. 

^ Books of Discipline or the 

vinaya division of the Tripitaka. 

H| ^ a school of Buddhism 

which strictly enforces the severe 
discipline of monastic life. 

an ascetic who strictly 

follows the various Buddhistic 
rules of Discipline. 

^ name of a swift 

runner of the Chou dynasty, 
who at death became an imp 
in the retinue of the god of 
thunder. [Read lii* ling* = 
laws.] 

A high peak. See 7548. 

To strain a liquid. 

The common wild hop of 

China and Japan (Humulus 

japonicus, S. & Z.). 

Same as 7517. 

A bamboo rope. [This 

and the next two characters 

were originally written 

with ^ 4790, now altered 

in deference to the system 

of 1$ 52I7-] 

ijjffi cords for lowering a coffin, 

attached to a windlass. 

|j| a windlass; a pulley. See 

7415- 

7554 

R. W 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

4* 

7555 

R‘ff 

See Hi 

Entering 
Lower. 

‘4? 

7556 

R-Jt 
C. lutx 

See 

Entering 
Irregular. 

m 

7557 

See 

Even and 
Rising Upper, 

7558 

C. cliin 

H. ilan 

F. clwang 

W .Lid 

N. -lien 

P. cluan 

M. Sian 

K. yon 

J. ren 

A. liien 

Rising 
Irregular. 

. Wv. ;lii\ 
7559 

Flesh offered in sacrifice. 

^ the fat on the entrails of 

a victim, offered as a burnt 
sacrifice. 

Seeds beginning to 

sprout. 

A black horse with white 

legs. 

H.TXAJNT. 

To bind together; to put 

in order. 

name under the Han 

dynasty of Chii-lu, a 

District in Chihli. 

Tfip/ji lg& narne °f a man who was 

Governor of Nan-chiin 

under the Han dynasty. 

Beautiful; admirable. 

how handsome is 

the retiring girl! 

*« m m admirable are 

those, my cousins! 

alas for him, so 

beautiful! 

thinking 

of the young beauty as I went 
to fetch her. 

m. a catamite. 

See 7154. 

m2 

756° 

C. Jiin 

H. ilan . 

F. cIwang 

W. £./», lie\ ilie 

N. ilien 

P. lien^ S-liian^ 

v. lue“ 

M. Llan 

Y. ilou 

K. yon 

J. ren 

A. liien 

Even 
Irregular. 

m* 

7561 

v. giyn 

cHuang 

v. to- 

. . I'uan 

M. Sian 

Y. i.lou 

K. yon 

J. ren, ran 

A. ihvan, liien' 

Rising 
Irregular. 

7562 

Rft 

See [||| 

Even Lower. 

7563 

t!> 

7564 

R.: 

liok 

C. lok 

H. 
F. 
W. tide 

N. Hah 

P. Hail‘d liio’, 
Hie5 

M. liio, Ho 

Y. //a£ 
Sz. 7«t> 
K. y<z£ 
J. riaktt 

A. 

Entering 
Lower. 

To tie; to bind. To 
bend ; to warp ; winding ; 
crooked. To take hold of; 
to drag along. See 2951. 

|}[| crooked; curved; winding. 

|J|| or ||| bent back; 

hunchbacked. 

f|| ^ curly hair. 

to bend; to warp. 

mm the knees bent,—with age 

or infirmity. 

ms*?# hands and feet 

bent,—as with cold or rheuma¬ 
tism. 

fingers 

numbed with cold. 

Meat in slices. 

—‘ a s^ce °f meat- 

dried fish. 

to regard as mere 

fish or flesh,—only fit to be eaten. 

4T forbidden food,—applied 

to a man destined to be an 
Imperial son-indaw. 

fjjfp ’ll" ^|| |j*ij ^ cut oft' his 

head and chopped up his body. 

Muscular contractions, as 

induced by rheumatism, etc. 

|bent; doubled. 

Same as 7154. 

A boundary; a road. To 
mark out; to define. A 
course; a method of pro¬ 
cedure. Sharp. To seize; 
to capture. A summary; a 

synopsis. Outline, or sketch, 
in painting (see 5013) as 

opposed to 2133. A 

little. Also read liao* and 
liio**. 

g, ^ "yC to administer the 

empire. 



942 

' 4* 

7564 

Ma 

41- (the territory o 

the Yii-i was defined. 

in order to put 

an end to disorderly ways. 

fig Jtffi sharp are their 

ploughshares. 

strategy. 

^ 4 K A given to seizing 

and selling people. 

MkVrg was captured. 

=§ gj ^ t0 drive off cattle 

—of a military foray. 

=§ jfy to seize territory; to visit 

a place. 

41 ft M HI to write in outline 

41 i? km to give the out 

lines. 

such are the 

general outlines. 

"h* fM] it I have learnt 

the general outline. 

=§ bH tbe §'st °f his remarks 

being that. 

4!1 tbe important points; the 

gist. 

fljj =§ a precis; general outline 

jj§ && 4H to omit or deal 

partially with, according to one’s 
own fancy,—of matters of duty 

§ 41- partially acquaint 

ed with. 

% ft W\ ft he has certain 

good points. 

§ 7*31 —■ 5H I understand a 

little about it. 

5?4fc4 P? somewhat similar 

to this. 

i#li take a few, or some. 

A* 

7564 

7565 

Entering 
Lower. 

S "TII if may be consider¬ 

ed pretty good. 

§ ~L rather too little. 

^ tj|fr for a short time. 

|§. slightly; lightly 

merely. 

=1! 1$ —' Wj’ M. 
«t»T I gave it a slight 

touch and it broke. 

^ 41 ^ ^ 
"y I said a word or two 

to him and he got angry. 

Same as 7564. 

To rob; to plunder; see 

7564. To flog. To make 

a down-stroke to the left in 

writing. See ^ 9163. Also 

read /iao*. 

It Ir or JPt to robi to 

plunder. 

||j* to seize with violence. 

JlWtf to snatch. 

# to seize and confiscate. 

^ t0 se*ze food; to make a 

foray. 

JSf t0 arrange the hair on the 

temples,—with a comb. 

j|W ijjl to stroke gently. 

Read liang*. 

^ to flog with the bamboo 

^ ijljl to make a raid. 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

>4? 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

TEi 

7569 

Entering 
Lower. 

Entering 
Lower. 

7572 

To take by force. To 
cast aside; to throw off | 
Also read liao*. 

1 m ¥ to shake something off 

the hand. 

Ipf to lay down; to put aside. 

4!? 1^1 t0 giye or leave a| 

present to the temple priests. 

lo look at sidelong; tol 

ogle. 

To grind; to sharpen. 

$lj iffe ^ A? if the sword J 

is blunt, sharpen it. 

To praise; to extol. 

Ltro. 

See 7564. 

Same as 7564. 

See 7566. 

7574 

7575 

See 8002. 

See 8003. 

MA. 

A horse. The bridge 

of a violin ; see 4483. A 

piece in Chinese chess cor¬ 

responding to our “knight.” 

Radical 187. See 0$ 1001, 

t 3289, ^ 3567, % 

5691, 6094, ^ 6336, 

p. \ 
M. 
Y | nla 
Sz. ) 
K. via 

J. ma, ba 

A. ma 

Rising Lower. 

M 6870, 8742, j$, 

8745, % 8848, ^ 10,382, 

11,069, ^ 11,791. yC\ 
12,633, HR 13,129, |f 

13,325, jt 10,760. 

-IE a horse; horses. 



7576 

—■ IS *8 a horse- 

jf| a quiet horse. 

$Jfl ,l| an elegant palfrey. 

fiE Jf or 5®-If a war-horse. 

[The first also = Jfy 
traveller’s horse.] 

or il| a stallion. 

H J§ a gelding. 

if <Sfor 4t °r M M 
mare. 

*Jf a water horse,—a ship 

a wild horse; the motes 

in a sunbeam; light dust hovering 
over the desert and illumined 
by the sun; mirage. 

an unbroken horse, 

fij-f' ;ff the unicorn. 

i j|or|§ a bell suspended 

in the middle of a number of 
dangling copper or glass orna¬ 
ments which strike against it 
when the wind blows. See 7215. 

M IS a thousand-/? horse,— 

used figuratively for a loyal and 
able statesman. 

■i Ji — H EE 20,000 horse 

power. 

•i H the horse-face demon in 

Chinese Purgatory. [Sanskrit 
hayagriva]. 

If a bay or chestnut horse. 

6 Jf a white horse. [White is 

said to have been the colour of 
the “celestial horse,” see below, 
and white horses are supposed 
to guard Buddhist temples. See 
8556, 10,295.] 

,f| a skewbald horse. 

ft ^ or SE J| to saddle a 
horse. 

HJb -$§ t0 urge on a horse. 

M or 4 M or iff 
stable. 

Mm a horse-trough; a manger, 

a groom. 

MX a horse-cloth; see 4156. 

M 'f‘k T a saddle. 

n .® * f t? $jc a good 

horse cannot wear two saddles, 
—serve two masters. 

* one horse, one 

saddle. 

jff the seat of a saddle. 

vw* 

7576 

^ Wj 01 ^ ft ^ a bridle; 
reins. 

.file a curry-comb. 

'^§ $H -f* or M a riding- 
whip. 

# ■y* —■ W1 'ft l| — 
one word is enough to a wise 
man, one touch of the whip to 
a good horse. 

a horse’s hide; hence death 

on the battle-field, from the hide 
in which the body was brought 
back. 

$§ $*j a horse-brush. 

,f?| W a breast-plate. 

il| Jji 'dT a girth- 

<$f HI a stirrup. 

a horse dealer. 

fl hsiansi ,l§ # Jt ft % 
in appraising a horse, consider 
its pedigree. 

SB -^1 n a horse-doctor. 

i| a horse’s hoof; the water 

chestnut (,Scirpus tubcrosus, 
Roxb.). 7369. 

M S# t> arrowroot. 

HSfSS cakes made of arrow- 

root. 

^ % ff his horses never 

had any rest,—of the energetic 

general Jg ^ Ling Kuan of 

the Chou dynasty. 

A ft $£, Jf ^ if, 
man sometimes errs, as a horse 
sometimes stumbles. 

JIT ^ the (Peking) horses do 
not kick. 

It chlao1 * to grant the 

right of riding on horseback 
within the precincts of the Im¬ 
perial palace. See 1001. 

4 -f- or Jjfj a night-stool; 

a commode. [Probably named 

after g.) Ma Chun who in¬ 

vented the bucket.] 

iff the cover to a night- 

stool; the unshaven round patch 
on a child’s head. See 12,289. 

.fg Tfj the famous “horse mar¬ 

ket,” opened under the Ming 
dynasty with the Manchu Tar¬ 
tars. 

a physician’s fee. 

mu to pay visits,—as a doctor. 

7576 

a horse’s tail; Pagoda 

Anchorage. 

^ jql (^r^z) a horse-hair. 

^dse bair worn by 

women. 
A-A* 

n a horse hair sieve. 

% chintz. 

- j|fi one c°l°ur with 

coarse meshes. 

J|| ]p| a horse’s head; a stopping- 

place for junks; a riverine vil 
lage; a jetty; a landing-place. 

rn.it mm to stop the horse’s 

head,—as of a mandarin, in order 
to hand in an urgent petition 

,ff Sft ^ wharfage dues. 

m m a riding-jacket. See 6313. 

an overland courier. 

MW¥ a postal assistant. 

'IA an un(lerling whose special 

business it is to recover stolen 
property; a detective. 

M-&X a vagabond 

,f| a dragon-fly. 

a high road; the Maloo in 

Shanghai. 

'S§ US mounted banditti. 

horse-leeches. 

,ff a kind of milky weed. 

Jf P ;||| tin plate. 

sj ,i the epistolary designation 

of a Sub-Prefect and a Depart¬ 
ment Magistrate; the “Minister 
of War” under the Chou dynasty. 

j|f riding-trousers. 

-If cavalry. 

-If ^ Hfr borse and foot ar¬ 

chery. 

-If p^| honourably men¬ 

tioned for both cavalry and 
infantry drill. 

M carbines. 

-if the front of the leg 

above the knee. 

-ff # a horse-breaker; a jockey. 

■iff a Manchu cavalry man; a 

Manchu ist-class private; a sort 
of sleeveless waistcoat worn over 
the other clothing. 

-ff M§. the patron god or founder 

of horse-breeding 



M-A. 
[ 944 m-a. 

*'^ie horse starts forwarc. 

UR ^ ~Y the horse shied. 

JSfcfc-T- a small species of 1 izard 

(the Eremias argus). Mollen- 

dorff writes )Jfpj[ ■tfe ff ini 

“Vertebrata of the province of 
Chihli,” p. 63. 

,8§ $$ a circus. 

if W; fodder of horses. 

-fits a market for horses; a| 

horse-fair. 

#J§ a galloping horse; jw 841 

III reading off a 

tablet as one’s horse gallops by. 

Mamma the horse is rush¬ 

ing about in play. 

^ or ± ,8f to mount a I 

horse; to start. [Used of offi¬ 
cials only, and probably fixed in 
the language at a time when it 
was customary for mandarins to 
travel on horseback.] 

M± on horseback; quickly: 

with all speed; at once. See 
9729. 

to dismount; to arrive at I 

a place. 

A JJ "T* just arrived. 

Tsm a banquet on arrival. 

jp[ a single horseman, 

riding abreast. 

Jprf don’t ride another | 

man’s horse,—for fear of acci¬ 
dent. See 6566. 

Hf <H§» Ifi- &% M those 

accustomed to ride are accus¬ 
tomed to fall. 

j|one bad amongst 

many good. 

H ^ <B§ one good amongst 

many bad. 

his rank is that of I 

a Prefect,—from a story of five 

brothers, named W Liu, who I 

all became Ik*? Governors, 

and of whom it was said ijilj 

* pi m ^ if as & 
five horses in a line at the Liu 
family gate. 

J?§ ^ or horse-dung. 

Polysaccum, sp.; “puff-1 

ball.” 

4- if even 
bullocks’ urine and horse-dun 
are medicines,—nothing is use 
less. 

the moment my 

horse arrives (as at the scene 
war), the matter will be accorn 
plished, — used by a person 
guaranteeing to perform some 
enterprise, etc. 

TM if an outr'der who precedes 

the official chair of a mandarin 

,ff & #8 # Z the heel 
of a horse and the bow of 
ship,—dangerous quarters. 

-Bi # M auguries as to 

successful issue taken before 

journey. Thus J| ^ jf^ is 

used in the sense of being wise 
after the event. 

jf?§ “celestial horse,”—said to 

have been found etc. (see 12,743) 
but really brought from Ferghana 
(see 6276) on its conquest in b.c, 

ioi. Also, a white hare. 

M or ^ ^ the winged 

horse,—as seen on mirrors of 
the Han dynasty. Evidently 
“Pegasus,” an importation from 
Bactria. The first is also the seal 

{jig Ijl lf» a case of the 

knight on the rook,—at chess 
alluding to a great crisis from 
which there is no escape. 

+ ft it SB * ft # •»<. 
ox ploughs for us and the horse 
walks for us. 

y- it is. .s m<* 
tills the field and the horse eats 
the grain,—sic vos non vobis. 

1 % m & .i m t * 
(though business is brisk,) there 
is not a golden colt (i.e. no great 
profit) to be made out of it. 

^ Prfl amons 
our jewel cocks and golden 
steeds,—i.e. our able men. 

eg the horse never 

turns its back on its master. 

— -£f ^ fr W ^ IS when 
one horse won’t go, all the rest 
suffer. 

to buy the daughters 

of poor people, teach them to 
play and sing, and then sell 
them at a large profit. 

B # # il *§ 
like the old man at the frontier 
losing his horse: it was good 
luck after all. Alluding to the 

7577 

m: 

7578 

•fl§ 
See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7579 

-If |R 
. v. yna 

H. v. yna 

P. (and 
generally) 

v. yna 

*■>* 
■mm 
bo 

. meu 

Rising and 
Even Lower. 

See 

story of a man to whom the loss 
of a horse turned out a blessin« 
in the end. b 

& m s ,ii the heart is like 1 

monkey, thought like a horse,- 
for restlessness and speed. ’ 

-If W TtS jnLthe yellow wagtail. 

-If M the lar8e red deer (Cervus 

e/ephas). 

Mtnm, Lespedeza macrocarpa, | 

Bge. 

* 'ff ^ SoPhora viciifolia, | 
Hance. 

if 5^ ^ Asarutn maximum\ 
Hemsl. 

« Aster indicus, L. 

[Hj Iris ensata, Thbg. 

4 i£orif M Indigofera tinc- 

toria, L. 

if £ the Magyars, 

if ^j®L Mahomet. 

tf -ff ¥ or ff J| 
¥ to stop and take a snack I 

on a journey. 

Same as 7585. 

An interrogative particle, 

a corruption of Jgf 7967. 

M M T Ri has he come? 

& IS ^ fiB U £ 1 W 
have all the French ships gone 
away ? 

Read map. To curse. 

See 7585. 

A mare. An old woman; 

a mother. 

IzM a paternal aunt. Applied I 

as a term of respect to any 
elderly lady = Mrs. 

or an old woman; | 

a nurse. 

Mb4 a wet-nurse. 

a dry-nurse; a procuress. 

Mamma! 

a mother; a wife. 
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7579 

l»'V 

758° 

R-i, 

See ,$| 

Sinking 
Lower. 

W‘J 

75Sl 

R;ll 

8ee 
Sinking 
Lower. 

7582 

RJ§ 

See 
Rising Lower, 

U MjJ 

7583 
R. Jf 

See 
Rising Lower. 

M iM * K B his wife. 
Shui, was already dead. 

mm* mother’s milk. 

a stepmother. 

The head-board of a bed; 

a panel; a board. 

^ iffl a commode. See 7576. 

♦S* a clamp; a dovetail. 

_L i*PJ 10 fl ¥nail on a 
couple of boards. 

A monkey; a wolf. 

m m m Monkey Island, off 

Macao. 

Agate; cornelian. 

13® cornelian. 

ij=| Jfj ^ cornelian beads. 

the veins in cornelian. 

|£ III ii i$j moss agate. 

‘M ^ ip ifj lamp-wick agate, 

—a variety with white veins. 

Wt pf bloodstone. 

m A a (foreign) map. 

Weights, as used in com¬ 

merce ; also the modern 

telegraphic “code.” Used 

with 7582. 

or n* weights. The 

second is also used for the next 
entry. 

the business or so-called 

“Soochow” form of writing the 
Chinese numerals. See Tables 
Via. 

n ■$§ H shver calculated at 

15J) oz. to the lb. 

f?J ^ full weight. 

)i|E to begin pricing. 

^ goods which begin to 

be worth pricing,—low class, 

fefcfrk A the lowest official 

who is a ~k A ,—a Taot'ai. 

Si 
7583 

m 
7584 

R. 

C. i.nga 

F. nwl 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

frit 4 

7585 

Rfi 
c. ) 
H. i ma 

F. ma? 

W. I 
N. I mo 

p. \ 
M. 
Y. ma 

Sz. ) 
K. ma 

J. 1$a, me 

A. ma 

Sinking 
Lower. 

counters used in games 

^ a dam of stones. 

_ see 7576. 

iigt a distinguishing number,- 

as on packages of merchandise. 

Hf ?Ia secret code or cypher. 

See ix,20i. 

^ ^ ABC ^ = 

ABC code, 5th edition. 

A sacrifice offered to the 

God of Battles at starting 

on a campaign. 

f # # /II an effigy of a god 

burnt in worship. 

H? /IIt0 sacrifice after a success¬ 

ful expedition. 

To curse; to abuse; to 

scold. 

^ to curse or abuse people. 

^ A 3'J Wj £2 when abusing 

people, do not rake up their short¬ 
comings,—stick to generalities, 
as less likely to cause a fracas. 

|i| to be sworn at. 

|i| to swear at in a public 

street. 

-b + 7'tr. A + T'Hfl 
do not beat men of seventy, nor 
curse those of eighty years. 

t| A X' IB tT M fB i» 
cursing people, it is not neces¬ 
sary to prepare a draft,—words 
come easily as required. 

1T' a o °r 1 t *e 
pj to curse without ceasing. 

P 4 T® &MS® '&■ 

STI6 o cursed him for 

a robber many thousand times 
over. 

j to curse; to imprecate, 

j to revile; to abuse. 

! to ridicule. 

*s ! M £as 1ft ^ bad lan* 
guage never does any good. 

ft m tr *i • 1? »a& IS 
fighting and cursing while under 
way, chatting when at anchor, 

PP 
JL 

7585 

7586 

RJf 

See 

Rising Lower. 

7587 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7588 

R-/1I 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

—a characteristic trait of the 
boating population. 

m* a cursed name; bad repu¬ 

tation. 

to get a bad name. 

% g m not to stand being 

sworn at. 

give him a scolding. 

,»i mmn\ 
is your father a proper person 
to swear at? 

3c 

A leech; a locust (see 

5118); an ant. 

to 

41 4|| a leech- &<? 7576. 

41 mai 4£ or pf 41 a 
grasshopper. 

d® w or H ! 
catch grasshoppers. 

4| AM the sUes or “legs” of 

spectacles. 

41 HR U the bubbles in 

boiling water. 

41 4Jta locust 

41 an ant- 

4j^ 'ffj coarse cotton drilling; 

denims. 

41 4H Ifl U] bke an ant 

carrying off Mount T£ai,— an 
impossibility. 

4,1 4^ a hornet. 5^3567,12,288. 

41^-7- a bogie word used to 

frighten children. 

4| <kb ? a kind of lizard. See 

7576. 

To pile up, as books, 

bales, etc. 

|5! _h pile up the bricks. 

W iBl PI W M squeezing as 

close as a drove of pigs. 

Prawns. 

119 
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n 
7589 

759° 

|RE 
IF. ma 

See E 
Ij. ba 

I A. ma, mak 

Even Lower. 

7985. 

A frog. See 4199. Also 

read mo1. 

|L 

7 591 

|R-E6a- 
|c. 
]h. 
I F. ma, mwai 

w. \ 
In. i mo 
|p. ] 

M. 
|y. \ ma 

Isz. ) 
I K. ma 

IJ. ma, ha 

1 A. ma 

Even Lower. 

ma 

Hemp (Cannabis) ; ap¬ 

plied also to other plants 

furnishing textile fibres 

Used with 7592. Radica 
200. 

ET hemp-seed. See below. 

hemp-seed oil. 

E ^ hemp bags. 

E 111 ^ hemP cordage. 

E |§l twine; linen thread. 

IL E tanSled hemp. 

AS SI E my mind is like 

tangled hemp,—confused. 

SI M E confused as 
tangled silk and hemp. 

E HI troublesome; bothering 
too many. 

E ^linen- 

E$j linen dri11- 

Elf hemp sacking. 

E ^ ^ canvas and cotton 
duck. 

E d$C mourning-clothes. 

4J5JS flax; sesamum. 

fyft fill linseed oil. 

E a malvaceous plant that 

furnishes fibres. 

JfaT E Gorchorus capsular is, L. 

yellow paper, as used by pjj ^ 

the secretaries to the Privy 
Council. 

E white paper,—as used by 

the clerks of the Han-lin. [Now 
synonymous with the above.] 

IrJ E Ift white hemp paper,— 

used for pictures by Wang Hsien- 
chih, a.d. 344—388. 

r*S 

1C 
7591 

[ 946 

B E t0 write out an appoint-) 
ment from the Privy Council. 

k E castor oil. 

/Jn e °r kM Cannabis sa¬ 

liva, L. 

k E hemp-seed. 

sesamum oil. 

7592 

R. 

See 
Mt 

J. 6a 

Even Lower. 

//Ml a soy of ground sesamum | 
seeds. 

SStTT a hemp-stalk; see 1203.1 

E It* ^ fcka hemp-stalk staff, | 
—not to be relied upon. 

E IH straw sandals. 

ffi jE to twist hemp. 

E teak wood. 

E T frayed,—as the edge) 
of cloth. 

a twist of dough; three 

strands (of anything) twisted 
together. 

® A 1S1 E making one’s flesh] 
creep,—of ghost stories. 

7593 

r-E 

See E 

Even Lower. 

m 
7594 

R- E 

See 

Numbness; paralysis. See 

759i- (To be distinguished 

from M 7i6i.] 

m k numb; without feeling, 

M'MJ nW fo°t has “gone to 
sleep.” 

fl Mt0 be numb; ^ be feverish 

'M It leProsy- 

pock-marks. 

ttj 'M t0 have the palsy. Also 

explained as a kind of fever. 

An old name for the yak. 

Ml an anaesthetic, 

fa M Wl hashish. 

Pfa or 3E E ~3r pock¬ 
marks,-called Wang pock-marks,! 
from a celebrated sword-maker I 
of that name, who was heavily [ 
covered with these scars. 

m ff*l Quick; ready; sprightly. 

mm to keep on talking at; to] 
nag. 

E $iitbe shoveller bird (.Spatula 

clypeata). 

a sParrow. See 7597, 

E 5/f an ephedra; the shrubby 
horsetail. 

Mfa 
Even Lower 

n-H- 

m 
7595 

tss 

7596 

1$ 
R. 

See Mfa 
Even Lower, 

Mi W Wj a decoction of horse¬ 

tail and other herbs, used as a, 
domestic sudorific for the cure! 
of colds. 

Ml °r pg M1 or w Mi 
or Rig El Abutilon avicenncz, | 

Gaertn., from which Ssuch‘uan[ 
hemp is made. 

k MU Gastrodia, sp. 

ijjfa or B7J old rope for] 

strengthening mortar; tow. 

pStc* 

7597 

R^ 

See 

Even Lower. 

7598 

rE 
A. mi 

Even Lower. 

m 
7599 

To see indistinctly. 

if#®® indistinct; con¬ 
fused. 

Same as 7591. 

An obstruction in speech. 

^0 §gj| (nta* hsia') incoherently; | 

confusedly. 

A kind of wild goose. 

a sparrow. See 7591. 

\U gii a kind of lark. 

A kind of millet. 

See 7967. 
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R. 

7600 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

i-V4* 

& 
7601 

Seel 

Entering 
Lower. 

7602 

R-|® 
C. »»z£ 
H. mak 
F. meik 
W. ma 
N. mah 
P. ma'P, mP 
M. me 
Y. muk 
Sz. maP, me 
K. viek 
J. baku 
A. mak 

Entering 
Lower. 

Brawny. 

strong; muscular. 

To strike. 

Wheat. Also read mo**. 
Radical 199. 

wheat or barley. 

an ear of wheat. 
liiS» 4 

JT wheat straw. 

15 the awn of wheat. See 

7655- 

^ U young wheat. 

^ ^ or ^ wheat husk; 

chaff. 

wm? wheaten flour. 

or 

or 

oats. 

barley. A 
/Jx wheat. 

H j(] ^ or fa ^ or |J ^ 

buckwheat. 

& ^ winter wheat. 

tr# to thresh wheat. 

to winnow wheat. 

^ or ||jj to reap corn. 

& ^ chaff. 

I & ^. JL El if you 

want what is good for your 
wheat crop, you should see the 

“third nine” (=£ ^ ) after the 

winter solstice white with snow. 

"KSf 

/J'v ^ if on the 5th of the 5th 

moon you do not hang up artem- 
isia, you will not eat any new 
wheat,—alluding to the famous 

rebel Huang Ch'ao, 

whose soldiers had orders to 
spare any family exhibiting a 
bunch of artemisia at the door. 

-fct4 

7602 

7603 

R 
C. ) .. 
pi j mai 

F. mai, mwai 
W. ma 
N. me, ma, v. 

moa 
P. mai, v. man 
M. mai 
Y. mae 
Sz. mai 
K. me 
J. bai, mai 
A. mai 

Even Lower. 

see 2302. 

Ophiopogon japonicus, Ker. 

/J\ Liriope graminifolia, 

Baker. 

^ Pisum sativum, L. 

Vicia saliva, L. 

Ervum lens, L. 

Lithospermum arven- 

sis, L. 

Dianthus superbus, L. 

To bury; to conceal; to 

hoard; to store up. See 

^ 10. Also read man*. 

mm to bury; to inter. 

MA to bury a person; to 

conceal a person. 

m IP HI fflft t0 hide oneself 

among the balks and acres,— 
of the country. Of retirement 
from public life. 

BS to conceal one’s 

name and surname. 

to place soldiers 

and horses in ambuscade. 

there is surely an 

ambuscade. 

m. to conceab to hide. 

M&A to receive with 

coldness the well-intentioned 
advances of any one; to snub; 
to be ungrateful to. 

m m or m to hoard up; 

to stow away secretly. 

T]l man5 to nourish a grudge 

against; to brood over wrongs; 
to blame one for. 

n, 1 ft_§ 0 ®. in m 
sas't'i »"* m 

seeing that Lady Chia was a 
little better, he went back to 
his own room to brood over his 
troubles. 

to heap up. 

mmmmto burying head 

and brains,—pretending not to 
know. 

#1 ^ to plant the root; to spring 

from; caused by. 

m% fixed in the earth. 

Jj§i "IS t0 cook under 

ground,—as soldiers in the field. 

-♦+*2 

7604 

R 

See TJ1 

Even Lower. 

7605 

R 

C. mai 

See Til 

Even I.ower. 

pd 

m 

7606 

r.; 

C. mai 
H. mai 
F. mae 
W. me 
N. me, ma 
P. 
M. mai 
Sz. 
Y. mae 
K. me 
J. mai, bai 
A. mai 

Rising Lower 

To bury. Used with 

7603. 

Read li*. To stop up. 

^ t0 st0P UP> to stuff up. 

Read wet1. Foul; dirty. 

if a mirror is truly bright, dust 
and dirt cannot foul it. 

will not become 

foul from defilement,—gold. 

A sand-storm. Misty ; 

foggy- 

JS, PH § wind and rain 

darken the sky. 

HI S JtL A t0 brush away 
the clouds and see the sky,— 
used of one who clears his 
mental vision. 

a * m ^ m m.® 
bodies) got entangled in the two 
wheels (of the chariot) and ham¬ 
pered the four horses. 

To buy; to win over; to 

suborn. See 7608. 

jl| to buy and sell; trade; 

commerce. See 7608. 

Tfi Jl( jj| to trade. 

^ Jit A a tradesmani a pro¬ 

stitute. 

^ J ^ buyers and 

sellers fight over fractions. 

Wn%A a travelling mer 

chant. 

IIIPU business has 

come to the house,—things are 
looking up, without effort being 
made. 

“f«¥f 
bade him go and learn to trade. 

^ ^1] bought, — when delivery 

has been taken. 

M All bought,—as when bargain- 

money has been deposited. 

^ to make a time-bargain, 

paying over or receiving the 

difference. [So M “A- . Both 

forbidden by Chinese law.] 

P( ^ It ^ W the evils 
of speculation. 
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7606 

7607 

nn 

m 
7608 

IR-# 
I C. 7»az 
IH. »zaz 
IF. otzz? 
IW. me 
IN. me 

7608 

Lower. 

# S -X M Z bought it on 

several different occasions,—ai 
little at a time, as poison. 

fi *5^ to acquire by purchase. 1^' 

fi the purchaser. See 2526.1^',^ 

fi a customer. I iv‘nii. , . 
' |J .mat, bat 

fi iff" to buy a stock of. I A‘ mai 
J I Sinking 

fi ^ to buy mirth, — to payf 

money to be amused. 

WMR the market rate. 

iSiBacaas^ __ 
I cannot afford to buy this,— I 
cf. can’t “rise” to such-and-such) 
a figure. 

ffl M T H 
what you want beforehand. 

it 10 © a U bT M 7- 

T * you can’t buy it for 

this price elsewhere. 

it 10 fi % 
I can buy it for this elsewhere.) 

II a house-steward; used for 

a “compradore” in a foreign [ 
hong. 

M *8 to get one’s name up; to 

become notorious, 

fi to give hush-money. 

if you are) 

good at buying, don’t be so good 
as to frighten people, — from| 
selling you anything. 

PH 5l| to suborn; to bribe. 

SKA «■ to win over 

people’s hearts. 

you may buy what is not worth I 
the money, but you may not 
buy eatables,—of which nothing 
remains. 

The bleating of sheep. 

To sell. To show off;I 

to make a display of; to| 

pretend to. See 7606. 

'$) ^ j§| I have said I 

I will not sell it. 

I can’t sell anything just I 

now,—of a bad market. 

nothing sells at the New Year, 

ft ^ t0 begin to sell; to I 

7608 

rise in price 

(BUI it 
has risen. 

1 jz fi 

* 7 the price I 

to sell at a high price. I 

fi </flj T t0 sell dirt cheap. 

5fc fi ^ ® before I 

buying, calculate as to selling. 

# fi M fi tt A if you are I 
good at selling, do not be so 
good as to frighten people,— I 
from buying. 

¥ m Bij m-W B^iti 
to open business with an early,! 
and to close business with a late 
sale,—two pretexts upon which 
shopkeepers pretend to sell at a | 
ruinous reduction. 

Jq or fi the seller. 

^ to sell to Chinese. 
t?.=i Efcj 

a bill of sale. m 

{ij fi for sale. 

fi to work as a coolie, etc. I 

to sell goods “to arrive;”] 

time-bargains. 

a hawker of food. I 

W® I 8 how dare you| 

betray me? 

fi to be a prostitute. 

fi *5 to make a display of one’s | 

skill. 

m # * to show off one’s | 

ability. 

fi W to make a display of one’s| 

wealth. 

11 'M a in to make a show] 

of kindly feeling, 

fi (ma^ nung) to show off; | 

to deceive; to play the fool with. 

to show off one’s| 

skill. 

I# mm to put on captiv-| 

ating airs and graces. 

11^ or fi ® 7^ t0| 
show oneself off,—as a woman,| 
with a view to attract attention. 

7609 

7610 

fi S JS fr {bang') every 

one to his trade; that’s his 
business (no wonder he does it 
well). 

* m a ft the attendants! 
at a theatre. 

to sell swords and| 

buy oxen,—for ploughing, as was 

done by the bandits of f*jj)j 

P‘o-hai when the virtuous ^ j 

Kung Sui was in office. 

8? to seb one’s own essays. 

fi ^ to excite commiseration 

by shivering. 

fi SM fi )$P t0 exP°se oneself 

to the public gaze. 

nm to sell a city into the) 

enemy’s hands. 

fi to sell the only one there 

is of the kind. 

fi 5jE to boast of it; to make a 

boast. 

fi ^ to transfer leprosy,—from 

a woman to a man. 

One of the headwaters of 

the mm Mi-lo river, which 1 

rises in Kiangsi and flows 

into the Tung-t‘ing lake. 

A name for various milkyj 

plants; Lactuca. 

Sonchus arvensis, L.,I 

and S. oleraceus, L. 

a small annual growing | 

in damp places (Saussurea affinis, 
Spreng.). 

Tl it IjS see 3012. 

s w or 
m. 

acrobat; a mountebank; an ath¬ 
lete. 

Wild tribes of the north. 

To grow up silently. Cor¬ 

rectly read mo**. 

11 wild tribes of the south 

and north. 

fS ^ fsi # the fame of his 
virtue silently grew. 
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7612 

7613 

7614 

M 
7615 

7616 

gc 
i*W 
7617 

7618 

R# 
N. maan 

See J 

Sinking 
Lower. 

PW 

7619 

•^1' 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

V-j 

7620 

il' R. 

C. #*<£*" 
H. *#a/ 
F. mai 
W. ma 

N.wf,v.»/aa», 
mah 

p. j 
M. ! mai 
Sz. 5 

Y. mae 
K. mae 

A. mai 

Sinking 
Lower. 

See 8017. 

See 3973. 

See 8011. 

Same as 8011. 

See 8014. 

See 7997. 

To exert one’s strength. 

Used with 6967. 

to exert oneself! 

for the State. 

/§J) t0 sedulously cultivate 

virtue. 

To brag. 

^ he brags without 

knowing it. 

To go on a journey; to 

proceed ; to surpass; to 

exceed-, to pass by. To 

make a royal progress. 

fa *l!l HP HP slowly I moved 

about. 

$IJ fa l16 Is like a man 

going astray. 

4*7*. 0 

if we do not enjoy ourselves now, 
the days and months will have 
gone. 

Hi W ^ profuse in thanks 

and parting words. 

t|j| —* ^ to take a step. 

^ it il # or ^ ^ 

unable to move a step. 

^4 

7620 

•: 

7621 

See8|| 

Even Lower. 

7622 

r¥ 
C. mart 
H. man 
F. mwang, 

tnang 
W. mi) 
N. mouii 
P. j 
M. > man 
Sz. ) 
Y. mow 
K. ma# 
J. £a#, ma# 
A. ma# 

Lower. Rising 

il iK # fa to walk with great 

strides; to stalk along. 

% J3 # *1 there is no need 

for this journey. 

10) J(fl ^ ^ surpassing all 

others; facile princefs. 

itrj fUj as he grew up he 

overtopped,-his contemporaries, 

or old; aged. 

-hW ^ iM — ilaboveme> 
I have two aged parents. 

now he is making 

a progress through the States. 

IRE ^4 j|j| -i!§| be ^inks of me 

without any regard. 

m ss imitation of the word 

“mile.” 

dull; useless; stupid. 

3VE-AJNT. 

To cover over; to lay 

down, as tiles. 

Full; complete. Manchu. 

ii fun- 

It or % ii full; filled. 

V@ ypj!) brim full. 

R ^ already more than 

half full. 

ffli® to pour full. 

0$) to load full up. 

iSSrSIi may you return 

home fully laden!—with honours. 

the full tide. Also, banish¬ 

ment to the maximum distance 
of 3000 li. 

j® Sft S Si fal1 of learning- 
)«a$a full of pleasant 

speeches,—as one who is given 
to saying agreeable things. 

i5 o ® to talk arrant 

nonsense. 

ipS jtp the whole body. 

ipj3 the whole family. 

iSffi all over the 

face. 

US 

7622 

IIEIf a full beard. 

id' the whole heart. 

& #§ 5jc Oft still not satisfied. 

y$ Mb all over the ground. 

% _t # # i#i 7 the sky 
is covered with clouds. 

to keep on 

saying. 

ffifc t0 drink a full cup. 

(It fir the whole of the streets; 

all over the place. 

ffi ffi # all over the world. 

ii4# a whole year. 

+ ^ at the end of ten years. 

I® M '3.768- 

iffi 0 on the expiration of the 

term. Also, a full period of the 
sun, a phrase used to signify 
“during the magistrate’s plea¬ 
sure,” in reference to the punish¬ 
ment of the cangue, etc. 

‘/pji} on completion of a term 

of office. 

jfpj!) dtjj at the expiration of the 

term. 

'fife tbe fhh term of a lease. 

or at the expiration 

of mourning. 

i($) IS ipl frjf to promise most 

positively. 

ipj-I RlS complete blessedness. 

mm fully satisfied. 

gt 7 i® S & m si"“ h« 
was not altogether pleased with 
(Miss) Yang,—as a prospective 
wife. 

pride brings loss. See 

1722. 

& S i®. A rn 7} Si 
when a man is too full of him¬ 
self, his nine grades of kinsmen 
desert him. 

^ 'ff iiii ^ M if he has 
really behaved in any unbe 
coming manner. 

$ ^ thefts of amounts of 

Tls. 50 or upwards, punishable 
by banishment. 

^ M. li the star- 
spangled official chair,—of a 
Chinese (as distinguished from 
a Manchu) bride, covered with 
a number of tin buttons. 



kS 

7622 

7623 

C. mutt 
H. man 
F. mwang 
W. mo 
N. moun, v. 

bouft 

M. I man 
Y. mou 
Sz. man 
K. man 

man, fow 
A. 

Even Lower. 

7624 

R.f 

See 

a full hand’s breadth. 

a large sort of junk 

for rich travellers. 

yp| ^>| Manchu (or Manchow). 

ffi m # Manchu literature, 

ii m IS the Manchu spoken 

language. 

Ii ii A a Manchu, 

mm Manchus and Chinese. 

^ m ^ dinners in both 

Manchu and Chinese styles. 

mmm Manchu, Mongol, and 

Chinese. 

i®i§T the Son of Complete 

Charity,—Purnamaitrayaniputtra, 
one of the personal disciples of| 
Shakyamuni. 

ii M M Malacca. 

l(i Cy&)or mm Manjusri. 

See 12,633. 

ii efcJ Mollah,—used by the Jews 

in China for those persons who 
were appointed to rule the I 
synagogue. 

7625 

C. imun 
W. s.m'6 
P. gnan 
M. ‘.man 
Y. cmaa 
J. ban 
A. man 

Even Lower. 

m2 a 

7626 

r. : 

C. man 
N. maan 

See 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

Half-closed eyes, 
deceive; to blind. 

S5f HMt or m. or 

To 

to 

m 
Even Lower. 

«A HR3 ^ 
deceive; to cheat. 

-7* Bi 1 wil1 not dis- 
guise the fact, sir, that 

It ^ # 0i I will not conceal 

anything from you. 

able to deceive. 

bH® A 
you can deceive man, but you 
cannot deceive God 

IB® to hide from; reticent 

See 5017. 

-as® or >jjj^ to conceal from. 

to deceive by one’s repre 

sentations. 

stifle a to deceive and 

muddle oneself. 

^ to throw dust in the eyes of. 

To jump over. 

Read p^an1-*. 

K4 

34 

7627 

To limp. IR-|>f{ 
I I H 

jj?i to walk with a rolling gait. ISee 1:2 
Sinking 
Lower. 

950 

A large round face. 

®l i* (“ ®T) vacillating 

shilly-shallying. 

Wide; long; large. 

wan4 R fif| very wide 

and large,—of buildings. 

It to spread on all sides,— 

as water poured out. 

(man1 man1) the road 

is long. 

^ ;1 Jjlf smooth ribs and 

sleek flesh,—as of a well-nourished 
person. 

t*m elegant lan 

guage in explanation,—said of 

Ssu-ma Ch'ien. 

ft «fi m may Man-ch‘ien 

steal a peach for you!—alluding 
to the story of five peaches 

presented to Wu Ti of I 

the Han dynasty by ©I# 

in person in the presence of the 

famous Mit m Tung-fang 

So (otherwise Man-ch'ien). The 
old lady explained that her peach- 
trees remained in blossom 3,000 
years, and in fruit 3,000 years 
more; and she complained that 
Tung-fang So had robbed her 
orchard thrice. Hence, the 
phrase has become a wish of 
long life. 

II(in India) Erythnna 

indica, Lam. (In China) Datura 
alba, Nees, and Camellia japo 
nica, L. Sanskrit: mandara. 

Negligent; remiss. Used 

with 7631. 

# -F M ffij ^ flthe suPer- 
ior man is easy-going but not 
remiss. 

fl ^ stoP a Pttle; go slower. 

*' 
7628 

R-ff ft 
C. mutt 
H. man 
F. mang 
W. ma 

N. moun, maan 

M. | man 
Y. mou 
Sz. man 
K. man 
J. ban, man 
A. man 

Even Lower. 

To cover, as with plaster, 

etc. See 7360. Used with 
7638. 

il tjjif to Poster a wall 

ij| R to lay tiles. 

. Jl ijg to break the tiles 

and disfigure the plastering — 
of a house. 

to lay boards down 

for a floor. 

J§ to pave with bricks. 

To despise; to insult. 

7629 ffj | to vilify. 

R-Hi idto sc°rn- 

See i|^ 
ii ill flip to despise the 

Sinking gods. 
Lower. 

$1t0 slisht- 

A curtain ; a screen. See 
'Fac 3400. 
7630 

R (jl the curtains of a sedan- 

C. man chair. 
N. maan 
F. mang, v. 

ft® l[lf| to screen off. 

mwang 
Y. mou 

(|{fj ijl embroidered curtains. 

See JJ| lH a curtain. 

Sinking 
Lower. 'll ^ M M A Ii t0 cover 

such a large drum as this. 

fur 
7631 

c. 1 
J p 1 man 

F. mang, v. 
maing, meing 

W. ma 
N. maan 
P. 
M. 
Sz. 
Y. maa 
K. man 

. ban, man 
A. man 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Slow, as opposed (phy¬ 

sically) to ^ 6336, and 

(mentally) to i|^ 5102. 

Dilatory ; remiss; neglect¬ 

ful ; rude. See 1863. 

11 11 (man1 man1) or 11 ^ 
slowly; more slowly. 

11 ^ or 11 fT s° slowly >d0 
not go! 

neither fast nor 

slow. 

11 to° slowly. 

JUS stop a minute! not so fast! 

11 Hf slow convulsions, — a 

children’s complaint. 

11 s^ow time,—in music. 

IS 4HS W slow of hand and 

foot,—as a person who is not 
quick of movement. 
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7 63l 

m 
7632 

R- 

See ^ 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

l>e 

7633 
r. : 

See 
JEJ 

Ml • be slow to say; not to 

mention that.; let alone 
that. 

-If it lit be slow to speak 

thus; do not say this. 

itfc M Ik tl in doins 
things, neither precipitate nor 
slow. 

lift an easy or sluggish dis¬ 

position; a slow-coach, 

til If and Procrastinating. 

‘If 'M §@ t0 neSlect t0 Put 
things away teaches people to 
steal. See 51 So. 

j|'mi to treat discourteously. 

If 0r ^ tf 0r fl ‘If 
rudely. 

ijj| slightingly; contemptuous. 

it 7m & wanting in care; 

remiss. 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

To covet. A plough¬ 

share. Name of a thorny 

tree. 

Water overflowing; 

spreading; diffused; bound¬ 

less ; wild ; reckless; very 

(see 7035). The reverse of 

a coin; see 5665 and 7368. 

*ii juts the river has over¬ 

flowed the embankment. 

scattered; dispersed; 

diffused. See 6717. 

far and wide; far off; long. 

^ ^ @3 ^ 'if tf pointed 

out the great extent from east 
to west. 

^7 a dense fog. 

boundless; illimitable. 

to sow broadcast. 

$ if the boundless 

favour of the Emperor. 

^ if m gushing over 

music,—ranking it too highly as 
an elevating factor in society. 

—• iij I venture to 

remark,—as follows. 

4 

m 
7633 

7634 

R 
C. man 
N. moun, maah 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7635 

Tun 

7636 

See 

Even Lower. 

C-M2 

P% 
7637 

r.TE (*& 

Y. mote‘s maaD 

See J§i i|‘gi 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

'if ifB ^ I just make a note of 

it,-—for what it may be worth, 

'if ah°ve] is what I 

venture to state,—at end of a 
preface. 

if $!! » Perfectly inde¬ 
finite. 

if )l£ 0Pen country, 

if t0 vanish; to disappear, 

if M dying or fluttering about. 

@ sg fit to encroach on 

his province. 

a * m * jg m * 
though great, the water does 
not rise over the bridge,—the 
subordinate, though clever, must 
not take too much upon himself. 

'if to worry about. 

to take no interest 

in; to pay no attention to. 

i*lS absolutely neglect¬ 

ing to investigate. 

'if Ip* miserably poor. 

A® on the reverse, 

a man’s face. 

Thin plain silk. Unad¬ 
orned ; simple. 

/jf 03 untilled land. 

the auspicious clouds exhibit the 
loveliness of simple white silk. 

ijipl (man*) to manipulate the 

strings,—as of a guitar. 

See 12,487. 

Large, baggy clothes. 

■fJI fit full-bottomed trousers. 

To deceive; to insult. 

To fear. 

if in order to check 

the peculation of petty officials. 

gf ||f exaggerated talk. 

i?l£ gf to break one’s word. 

to impose upon. 

S Ei 2 

pX 
7637 

m 
7638 

E-IS# 
C. mun 
F. imwang, v. 

Qming 
W. ma 
P. man3 
Y. mot? 
K. man 
J. ban, man 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

ATI 

R.. 

M-AJNT 

he followed this fl 
up by personal abuse. 

too vague; thisisnonsense! 

^ If IS '/£ f0 do not be 

afraid that I cannot pay for the 
wine. 

Read man*. Slow. Used 

with 7631 and 7633. 

A trowel; the “reverse” 

of a coin; see 8061 (man*), 

7633, 5665. Used with 

7628. 

or M7) a trowel. 

$f IE dm s’de °f a cash 
which has no Chinese characters; 
the reverse. 

to play “heads or 

tails.” 

7639 

C. man, men, 
mun 

H. man 
F. mwang, v. 

ming 
W. mo, ma 
N. moun, maah 
p. ) 
M. > man 
Sz. ) 
Y. mou 
K. man 
J. man, han 
A. man 

Even Lower. 

7640 

R-fJ % 
See if 
Even Lower. 

Steamed dumplings. 

II U steamed dumplings, used 

as bread in Peking. 

[ H or II M the 
dried fruit of Ficus stipulata. 

jbm 
lx 

m 

Beautiful hair; a head¬ 
dress ; a chaplet; a fringe. 

thread hail¬ 

stones for a head-dress. 

Iff (one who wears) a 

head-dress of pure gold,-the wife 
of Kuuala, noted for her fidelity 
to a disgraced husband. 

* (those who wear) a 

head-dress of skull bones,—the 
Kapalikas, an heretical Indian 
sect. 

=1* a rosary of finger-bones. 

j§|| St a head-dress worn by 

members of a mission from 

gg in the period K‘ai Yuan 

of the T‘ang dynasty. Also, a 
kind of musical drama performed 
before Hsuan Tsung of the T‘ang 
dynasty. 
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7641 

IC. man- 
IH. man 
F. mwana O 

I W. mb 
IN. moun 

M. \man 
IK. man 
|J. ban, man 
I A. man 

Even Lower. 

7643 

I See'pH 

Even Lower. 

The eel. 

the Peking eel (An- 
7645 

guilla pekinensis). 

$11 $Jt a larSe species 
conger eel. 

’/$ a brown eel, common at 

Shanghai. 

$lj| |5|| eels of all kinds. 

Same as 7633. 

See 7603. 

R. 

The barbarous tribes of 

the south ; savage ; uncivi¬ 

lised ; see 12,989. A py¬ 

thon. 

| mong 

moung 
. moa 

N. mong 

M. 
Y. manS 

Sz. ) 
K. mang 
[. mb, bo 

mang 

Even Lower. 

or the southern 

barbarians. From the second 
term comes the Manziox Manji 
of Marco Polo; also a name 
for the red-tailed shrike. 

# (or $j) southern I 

Chinese,—a term of contempt 
used by northerners. 

^ wdd tribes in general. 

S *51 |g * f§ >he 

Tfozz script is like wriggling 
worms, one can make nothing 
of it. 

'/|p) a region of barbarians 

where all the animals are hairless. 

^ wild; ungovernable. 

or fT ® ill to talk like 

a savage. 

#bT,S#ISA£S£ 
from which may be seen what 
savages peasants are. 

herculean strength. 

/j ||| violent : passionate. 

rowdy; overbearing. 

(sfe p ^ to rail wildly at. 

Mj ^ §f seeing 
this wild disorderly behaviour 
of his. 

See fjj^ 

. vong 

Even Lower. 

952 

A shoe. A thong. To 

cover with skin. 

t? ^ flogging 

him was like beating the sole 
of a shoe,—of no effect. 

j|£ ^ to cover a drum. 

MANG. 

Busy; occupied; hurried 

flustered. 

tt fl m « It it fttr 
very busy. 

ft to help in occasions of 

emergency, when extra hands 
are necessary. 

ft fL or f£ ^ or f£ or 

ft ‘\t ## or f£ ft 

busy; flurried; in a bustle, 

ft ill or ^ ft or i|^ f£ 

quickly; hurriedly. 

^ ft to be hurried or pressec 

for time. 

T W tt don’t be in a hurry 

F * 1 -It don’t be flurried 

It Wig what are you in a 

hurry about? 

ft 4* & # for fear of 

making a mistake in the hurry 
[The more haste, the less speed. 

ft ^ ^ bad not time to 

get. 

it T ® * I have no time to. 

Sift#* make haste and 

go- 

m m m -it like the moon 

hurrying through the passing 
clouds. 

% m $ A % # '|t ^cky 

people needn’t hurry. 

The ridge-pole in a roof. 

Even Lower. 

lift’ 
7649 

R. 

See 

A. maing 

Even Lower. 

ft 
7650 

R. 

See^ 

Even Lower. 

76S1 

R. 

C. ) 
H. ! mang 
F. ) 
W. mae 
N. mong 
P. mang, meng 
Y. miing 
K. meng 
. bo, mid 

A. maing 

Even Lower. 

Wide; expansive. 

Farmers; rustics. Also 

read meng*. Same as 7790. 

W IB M flt be satisfied 

the peasants with fields and 
villages. 

A crude saltpetre. See 

7657- 

Blind. 

M BJI 0 W having no 
pupil to the eye is called mang. 
See 6244. 

|| HR blind,—as when the eye¬ 

ball is destroyed. 

blind of one eye. 

ask a blirJ 

man the way,—to learn from an 
incompetent teacher. 

gf A -It flii J§ a blind man 
on a blind horse,—likely to come 
to grief. 

M t A fi lik'a 
blind man walking at random, 
—liable to slips. 

yfj |||" to have night-blind¬ 

ness. 

|g a year without a ^ ^ 

“beginning of spring” festival, 

’ll ^ blindness of heart. 

Jlf/L cl ft(J W tb°se wbo at 
themselves are blind,—to their 
own faults. 

g" & cakes of rice-flour, 

sugar and sesamum, — thought 
to resemble a blind man’s eye. 

a violent wind. 

Read huang. See 9300. 
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See 

ft* 
7652 

it 
A. mamg 

Even Lower. 

£|5‘ 
7653 

See 

Even Lower. 

•4H-*2 

tfc 

Blackened grain. 

7654 

R. 

See 

P. gnang, 
imang 

Even Lower. 

7655 

H. mong, 

mi0 tig 

See j|*f 

Even Lower. 

Name of a hill, the ^ 

tISllL near 'fa Lo-yang 

in Honan, noted as the 

burying-place of many fa 

mous men. 

Vague. Vast; expansive 

see 13,540. 

fj\l far and w^e- 

II fa fa n*y sisht is dim- 

^ 7$ ^£7 a ^dter shoreless 

sea. 

^ ^ .pjl the boundlessness 

of creation. 

jijH’ (or -j^r) vast; boundless 

fa \$. undefined. 

iff $j| without any de¬ 

finite plan; vague. 

vague; unawares. 

M I A «s % & •>* 
people in the office knew ab¬ 
solutely nothing about it. 

Erianthus japonicus, 

Beauv., and other similar 

grasses. The awn or beard 

of grain ; a sharp point 

(see 12,407); a ray of light. 

Extensive; numerous. 

a needle’s 

point opposing an awn of wheat, 
—diamond cut diamond. 

he has prickles 

down his back, — of a person 
who sits stiffly without moving. 

a sharp point. 

a ray of light; a flash. 

tH; Ity or see 8346- 

"S tjjfe straw sandals. 

em bearded grain,—a solar 

term, falling about the 6th June. 

h and q* spring and 

t£* 

7655 

m 
7656 

*•11 
See 

Even Lower 

7657 

K-IH 

See 

Even Lower. 

7658 

See 

Even Lower. 

7659 

R-?I 
C. p'-ong 
H. 

W. moa 
N. mong 
P. mang 
M. p'-ong 
Y. mang 
K. pang, mang 
. bo, mo 

A. mang 

Even Lower. 

R. 

7660 

ft 
C. p'-ong 
H. ( 

| mang 

W. moa, boa 
N. mong 

P. I 
M. j mang 
\. p^ang 
K. mang, pang 

bo, mo 
A. moung 

Even Lower. 

autumn terms for payment of 
taxes. 

when the waters 

of the deluge spread abroad. 

far and wide he 

sowed his crops. 

Hurried; flurried. Usee 

with 7646. 

tt J®he was so 
flurried he could not answer. 

A mineral soil which 

furnishes an impure 

form of saltpetre. See 7650. 

A sharp point. 

Sift rather sharp, 

pf ^ a trenchant, vi 

gorous style. 

A shaggy-haired dog ; 

the Tibetan mastiff. Varie¬ 

gated ; parti-coloured. 

M W Jil B/cdo not make 
the dogs bark. 

Jjfit parti-coloured clothes. 

i&n a disordered appearance. 

A rock. Great; numer¬ 
ous ; abundant. Used with 

7659- 

k. in comfort or well-being. 

Also, simple; plain; straight. 

R4»JI the people multi¬ 

plied greatly. 

}Jk M ^ simple customs. 

V|£ M very deep!y in¬ 
debted for favours received. 

Ti@S he supported 

the States as a strong steed does, 
—its burden. 

7-f-askM if (the officials) are 

not in harmony, the government 
becomes a tangled confusion. 

% 

7661 

R?X 

See 

A. bang 

Even Lower. 

7662 

7663 

R7X 

A. mang 

Even Lower. 

> l 

p 

7664 

A jargon of dialects. 

a confused sound 

of various dialects. 

Same as 7660. 

Water flowing. 

tl jsr a small affluent of the 

Yellow River in Honan. 

XX 

See 

A. bang 

Even Lower. 

7665 

1- tv a 

li# 

7666 

rxx 
C. mong 

See ’ 

A. moung 

Even Lower. 

-a 3 

7667 

C. mong 
H. "mong, 

-mang 
F. moung 
W. moa 
N. mong 
P. ) 
M. 
Y mang 

Sz. ) 

K. mang 
. mo, bo 

A. mang 

Rising Upper 

An ox with black and 

white stripes. 

Erodium sp. 

Same as 7659. 

A horse with a white 

face. 

Jungle; undergrowth. 

Rustic; rude. A species of 

bamboo, with joints close 

together. 

IStE a grass-and-plant 

official,—a scholar who resides 
in the country (see 9905); hen¬ 
ce, an unpolished official. 

XJc name of a poisonous plant 

(? Illicium religiosum, S. & Z.). 

3$ °r # ft or PS ^ 
rude; brusque. 

# W> #rude fellow! 

an unpolished lout; an 

unlicked cub. 

120 
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7667 

) 
m- 

7668 

See ^ 

Rising Upper. 

m 
7669 

See^ 

Rising Lower. 

w 
7670 

coarse-limbed. 

^ ^ the vegetation is 

wild. 

iff ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ the God 

of the blue indeterminate (sky] 

Disturbed in mind: agi¬ 

tated. 

R. 

See^jS 

Rising Lower, 

w 
7671 

H. -motig 
-mang 

See^ 

Rising Lower, 

The sun obscured. 

Bf|> Pit or cloudy; dull 

7672 

See 

Even Lower. 

7673 

% 
7674 

Vast; expansive; a leve 

waste. 

the morning light 

shining dimly,—as at dawn. See 
12,866. 

A boa-constrictor; a 
python. 

# ^ or ^ or $$ a 

python. 

^ ceremonial robes worn by 

mandarins. 

^ the skirt of ceremonial 

full dress. 

^ women’s grave-clothes. 

fll? a dragon; a monster. 

ll§}> -f" ^ a huge serpent a 

thousand hsiin (4885) in length 

To exert oneself. 

ik 75 niHt 
T'n<.& if you do not bestir 

yourself in these things, you will 
not be of long continuance. 

MAO. 

See 7985. 

Same as 7675. [To 

be distinguished from 

3333-] 

7675 
R. 7> 

c. 

H. 
F. 
w. 
N. 
P. 
M. . 
Y. vioa 
Sz. mau 
K. mo 
J. mo, to 
A. mau 

mau 

moa 

mau 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7676 

R. 

954 mao 

Face; form; manner; ap¬ 

pearance ; mien; see 6949 

Also, suggestive of (to other 

senses than sight). 

A 7 bT ^ # (),isiang1) do 

not judge people by their looks. 

fij or face- 

^ figure; form. 

mien; manner; appear¬ 

ance. 

& M ^ fair as a flower 

and beautiful as the moon. 

nm moon-faced,—handsome 

5^ handsome; good-looking. 

litor I® "g'y- 
^ MU A. Ka fl>J & it wiih 

the face of a man and the heart 
of a beast. 

his face is 

K 

c;mau, iviau 
H. miau\ 

iviiau 
F. Lmieu, v. 

lmau 
W. yioa,cmibe 
N. mioa, v. 

-maah 

M. j 
Y. Smoa 
Sz. cwa« 
K. mio 

. bid, mid 
A. mieu 

Even 
Irregular. 

pleasant, but look out for his 
poisonous disposition. 

he could draw portraits. 

nut he painted por 

traits of men and Buddhas. 

"HP It $[} he bade the artist 

paint his concubine, 

to appear to.. 

pretending to be 

on good terms with. 

m m m an appearance of 

sorrow and fear. 

^ Hf ^ countenance 

does not inspire awe. 

W W- 3? ik the term fei 
fei gives the impression of per 
fume. 

The cat; used pictorially 

for f|| 7682, a nonagena 

rian. Also read mao\ es 

pecially by Manchus in 

Peking. See 8387. 

IMS or a tom cat. 

^ ^S a female cat; a tabby, 

a castrated cat. 

cat and rat sleep¬ 

ing together,—collusion between 
police and thieves. 

the arrival of a cat and the 
departure of a dog (mean that) 

m 
7676 

H wealth will come without the 
trouble of making it. 

3S ^ T, H ffj like 

the cat mourning for the rat 
false sympathy. 

cats love their 

own offspring 

M na% ik 3S IE ^ ^ 
JR what cat will not eat a rat ?— 

what cat’s averse to fish? 

m ffi wn i- 
blind cat knocking down a rat,_ 
a fluke. 

m M M HR cat-headed and 

rat-eyed. 

* H BB ffi * ® no feet 

and with a cat’s head 

'If! H* 3S a lazy cat»—a term of 

reproach. 

his Honour the Cat,— 

used by rats and mice. Cf. Ra- 
minagrobis. 

ffi m a a hole in a door for 

the cat to get in and out. 

3S JtL pH or HI 3S tBl as 
dainty as a cat. 

Ifl ffi the hill cat (Felis viver- 

rina). 

mm a wild cat; a hare (Lcpus 

tolai, Pall, in the north; Lepus 
sinensis, Gray, in the south); a 
fox. 

g 3S the civet cat. 

the scent-bag of the 

civet cat. 

MbEffi make a cat die of 

rage,—a kind of iron meat-safe 
from which nothing can be stolen 
by thieving cats. 

m HR or 3S Hr a “catV 
eye.” Manchu simikte; Tibetan 
zi-mig. 

m a hr a cat’s eye. Also 

(in Peking) a “cat’s-eye.” 

ffi a m ns Euphorbia helios- 

copia, L.; a “cat’s-eye.” 

ffiflM Ilex cornuta, Ldl., and 

I. Pernyi, Franch. 

ffi a m Vitis serianoefolia, 

Max. 

ffi a m D ecaisnea insignia, 

Hk. f. & T. 

* maok an owl. Also 

Euphorbia sp. 

* mao' the horned owl 

(Bubo maximus). 
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ffl 
7676 

t2 

m 
7677 

7678 

R#S 
C. »i» 
H. lau 
F. mieu, 7«i7w, 

v. 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. moa 
Sz. mate 

R' J not used 

A. mieu 

Even Lower. 

^ "7* the screech-owl 

(Scops sunia). 

^ ^ $1 ^like an °wl 
entering a house, — |J 

it does not come for 

nothing. Used of persons (e.g.) 
who only call when they want 
something. 

Same as 7676. 

An anchor. See 11,251 

for stones used as anchors. 

M I® or IS or T IS t0 
drop anchor. 

B ^ |® tke matter is 

already settled. 

i|® or fig? to weigh anchor. 

^1® ffi ^ to drag the anchor. 

^ I® iff II dragged their an¬ 
chors and broke their hawsers. 

its m <* is $ 
hawser; a cable. 

- w or IS or ^ a 
buoy; moorings, 

fi anchor-chains. 

or I® 

rit 

7679 

C. mou 
H. ynate 
F. moa 
W. moe 
N. moa 

P- \ M. ( 
Y. moa 
Sz. mate 
K. mo 

. mo, bo 
A. 

Even Lower. 

mate 

Hair (see 3375); down; 

feathers (see 11,428); nap; 

vegetation. Radical 82. 

^ J!| hair. 

vf ^ the fine down on the 

human body. 

^ the pubes. 

^ hairy ones,—a term of con¬ 

tempt for foreigners; see 5270. 

the hair of fur. 

^ the dp of a hair; a trifle. 

% ffl a hair; far. 

% m * f! his body was 

covered with hair. 

every hair on his 

body stood on end. See 10,567. 

^ ± & m # 32 
without hair on the lip, one is 
not a sound business man,—i.e. 
until forty, at which age hair is 
first grown on the face. 

f—J ^ mildew. 

7679 

*, two kinds of hair,—black 

and white, i.e. gray. See 

5668, and 9742. 

'H __ ^ why sigh over 

gray hairs? 

a term of abuse, esp. 

for converts to Christianity. 

^ ^ a ckdd who has not 

yet been shaved. 

am I not of the 

same hair (sc. flesh and blood), 
—as my father? See 6906. 

% » # Sft even a hair is 

something which must be taken 
into consideration, — it is not 
nothing. 

to pluck a feather 

out of every passing goose,—to 
get something out of every one. 

—* ^ not a feather to 

be got out of him,—so stingy. 
See 810. 

%% ^ ^ an urgent letter or 

despatch, — to which a white 
cock’s feather is attached in 
token of urgency. 

m sta ^ mmia w 
he is nervous. 

a feather; down. Also, 

camlets. 

LUWI of the same spe¬ 

cies as the hairy and feathered, 
—a beast or bird. Used in the 
sense of a mere brute. 

% or P^lJ % to preen 

feathers. See 13,617. 

'/o % to get the hair 

off,—a skin. 

to shed feathers or hair; 

to moult. 

[j| % round-haired,—animals. 

flat-haired,—birds, from 

the shape of their feathers. 

Ml % regarding 

human life as but a goose’s 
feather,--of no value. 

the soft-haired,—sheep or 

goats. 

%jSl feathers and blood,—fowls 

and flesh offered in sacrifice. 
Also, hair and hlood = a man’s 
physical forces. 

% gfc feathery (i.e. inferior) 

birds’-nests. See 13,048. 

7679 

^ *p|* skin and bones,—one’s 

whole frame. 

^7 i=|* horror-stricken. 

the lie or quality of a fur. 

^ ■|i| a pale blue-green. 

% ^ IE E a furrier- 

^ ^ H!§ %% peN-niell; 
“anyhow.” 

^ ^ hairy caterpillars. 

^ without vegetation; sterile. 

■m AT'% he penetrated far 

into desert lands. 

ft % m ± eating the pro¬ 

duce and living on the soil. 

^ ^ a quill. 

^ a flaw; a defect; a failing; 

a blemish; an idiosyncrasy. 

fjj^ ^ to be afraid; to become 

mouldy. 

% ffij AM the horses 
were given out (for State occa¬ 
sions) with reference to their 
colour,—so as to have unifor¬ 
mity. See 12,777. 

the pores of the skin. 

^ Hit a younS donkey. 

^ helpless; without resource, 

ginghams. 

^ ^tffj camagon wood. 

^§- J]|l to stoop; to bend. 

^ self-recommendation, — 

from the name of a man in the 

^ Ch‘u State who recommend¬ 

ed himself as a leader against 

the |jj|; Ch'ins. See 9788, and 

Biog. Diet. 1504. 

^ $p§ a famous beauty of the 

5th century b.c. 

^ ^ Mao I presenting 

his commission, — for his mo¬ 
ther’s approval, as a mark of 
filial respect. 

^ ^lj the hedgehog. 

the wolf; the eastern jackal. 

^ Typha near T. Shultle- 

worthii, Sond., used as a styptic. 

€ 4n Solarium dulca¬ 

mara, L. 
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956 

W 
7680 

R 
K 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

See 

7681 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7682 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7683 

H. cmau 

See 3g. 

Sinking and 
Even Lower. 

7684 

R. 
K 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

A wild yak, found in 

Kansuh. 

Dim-sighted; confused 

Bf muddled; confused. 

1|K[ to make merry with 

wine, though unsuccessful at the 
examination for the 3rd degree 

;j=| if the heart be not upright, 

the eye will be unsteady. 

An old man of eighty. 

See [£f( 5421 and ^ 11,136. 

an octogenarian; 

a very old man. 

Greens •, vegetables. 

Read mao*. Vegetation 
sprouting afresh. 

Read maos. To cook. 

right and left we 

cook and present,—the soup. 

Drunk. 

BfM very drunk. 

7685 

R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

7686 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

A screen fixed at the side 

of an ancient chariot. 

Hair on the head; long- 7 o 
hair. Eminent; distinguish¬ 

ed. Western barbarians. 
See 9197. 

^ the two tufts of hair 

on a small child’s head, 

fit IH to ride a long-maned 

horse. 

T eminent men. 

7687 

r-*§6 
H. ynau 

See -=0. 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

7688 

RH 
c. \ 
H. ! mau 
F. j 
W. moa 
N. moii 

P. I .. , mau M. I 
Y. moa, mou 
Sz. mau 
K. mu.. v. mo 
J. bdy mu 
A. men 

Even Lower 

7689 

See 

K. mo 
mo 

A. mau 

Even Lower. 

A tail of an animal, usee 

as a kind of banner. 

jjjg ^ a spear with a tuft of hair 

at the end. 

(<* T ) jpg. a pole with a 

yak’s tail fastened to it,—used 
as a banner 

the yak or grunting ox of 

Tibet. 
■b TiS to ride face to the tai! 

—as an acrobat. 

a name for the Pleiades. 

Read mao*. Used for 7682 

A lance 
Radical 110. 
mou*. 

a spear 

Also read 

spears and javelins. 

a lance ending in a crook 

placed anciently on war-chariots 

|rj IF Jit t'ie sPear and 
shield both in the hands of the 
same person,—applied to argu 
ments of offence which furnish 
the defence, that is, their own 
contradiction. [From the story 
of an armourer who boasted 
that his spears would go through 
anything while his shields would 
turn any weapon. How would 
it be, said somebody, if they 
were used one against the other?’ 

if* H irregulars armed with 

spears. 

^ the star (3 in Bootes. 

Reeds ; rushes ; a striped 
white grass used to bind 
things. 

4^ Andropogon citratus, D.C. 

or IF H °r & IF 
Imperata arundinacea, Cyr. The 
first is used generally for reeds 
or rushes. The last is a name 
for tea. 

IrJ IF roots of the above used 

as a febrifuge. 

(Hi IF Hypoxis sp. 

or Jjj a thatched hut; 

a poor dwelling. See 13,735. 

^ a shed for or 

watchmen among the crops. 
[The first is a term for Buddhist 
hermits, from the huts in which 
they live.] 

my humble cottage. 

7689 

7690 

N. moa 

SeeIF 
A. meity m'iu 

Even Lower. 

3£ 
7691 

W 
7692 

r 
7693 

R.X^ 

c. 
H. 
F. 
W. j 

r. I 

U 

MAO 

mau 
M. 
Y. moa 
Sz. mau 

mo 
. bo, mo 

mau, meu 

Rising Lower, 

am but a humble 
scholar. 

Sf IF “spear grass” (Hcteropogon 

hirtuSy Pers.). 

pray remove the 

obstructing rushes, — and en 
lighten my dull mind. 

# # f1 several times 

came out first in examination. 

privy. 

IF± a clod of earth surrounded 

by couch-grass, given by the 
Emperor to the grantee of a fief, 
and placed by the latter in the 
mound then raised to the Spirit 
of Earth. See 12,099. 

IFXH an old name for 

Chii-jung Hsien near Nan¬ 

king. 

|| the short-eared owl (00/s 

brachyotus). 

A grub which eats grain 

^ Telini fly (Mylabris 

cichorii), largely used in the 
Chinese pharmacopoeia, and 
possessing all the qualities of 
the Spanish fly. 

m 1$; gru8s which eat roots and 

joints, respectively. See it,672. 

took the flag mao hu 

of the Earl of Cheng, and was 
the first to mount the wall. 

Same as 7690. 

Vulgar form of 7693. 

To burst forth, as plants 

in spring. The fourth of 

the itlli Twelve Branches 

(see Tables, Vd); from 5 to 

7 a.m.; a term; a period. 

A mortise; see 10,445. 

M or W s to 7 a m- 

0\l 5 a-m- 

]E 6 a m- 
9P¥i6 work done by the day. 
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r 
7693 

F^r3 

7694 

R. XJj 

See J[jf} 

A. WflK 

Rising Lower. 

7695 
R.nj 

Seel 
Rising Lower. 

#* 
7696 

R.r^ 

See! 
Rising and 

Even Lower. 

the morning bell in a 

monastery. 

M to call over the names, 

as of employes in a yarnen; to 
muster. 

mm the fixed dates at which 

the muster is made. Also used 
of money payments. 

m the muster-roll. 

mm to sign the muster-roll as 

present. 

%\m to fail to be present at 

muster. 

|g jjp to answer to one’s name 

at muster. 

mm to get a substitute to take 

one’s place at muster. 

wm to begin taking the muster; 

to begin any transaction. 

ft m a time limit granted for 

the performance of certain duties. 
See 8942. 

mn the second moon. 

mm in discord. 

The eighteenth of the 

zodiacal constellations, an¬ 

swering to the Pleiades; 

see Tables, Vb. [To be 

distinguished from 75.] 

A river in the south-east 

of Kiangsu, variously 

known as H }$P. A }#. 
fi/KP- 

3l. EE '/PP Five Lakes 

and Three Rivers. 

» ft ± 4 T = *>>' 
Mao has three names, Upper, 
Middle, and Lower. 

Water-mallows (.Brasenia 

peltata, Pursh.) Used for 

7689. 

^ itt "gp we will gather the 

water-mallows,-round the pond. 

7697 

R. ' 

H. 'men 

P. I mou.mau 
M. I 1 
A. meu, mate 

See^ 
SinkiDg 
Lower. 

7698 

it.if 

C. mau'- 
H. meu 
F. viaiu 
W. moe 
N. moil 
P. 
M. 
Y. mou 
Sz. mou, man 
K. mu 
J. we, bo 
A. meu 

Sinking 
Lower. 

mate, mou 

7699 

R 

See |{][| 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To barter; to trade. 

Also read mou4'. 

~Fj ^ or ^ barter or ex¬ 

change of produce; trade. 

¥( JJj ff hang2 commercial 

usage. 

^ blindly; without dis¬ 

crimination; recklessly; much; 
many. 

iLj* ^ much snow and 

ice. 

Luxuriant ; flourishing ; 

rampant; vigorous; strong; 

elegant. A Department in 

Ssuch‘uan. Also read mou4. 

^ ^ luxuriant; bushy, as hair, 

jrjy JS luxuriant; abundant. 

numerous, mw* or 
as progeny. 

great talents; a name for 

a b.a. 

^ )rj^ beautiful vegetation; fine 

foliage. 

to grow luxuriantly, 

a dense forest. 

now your evil is 

rampant. 

IE ^ ^ he sedulously 

cultivated his virtue. 

? z n ^ how admirable 

your skill! 

So lit ~^r the EmPeror 
Wu of the Han dynasty. 

To cover the eyes and 

move forward ; to rush 

upon; to risk; to brave. 

To issue forth; to put forth. 

To falsely assume; to feign ; 

to imitate. To cover the 

head ; a napkin. The intro¬ 

ductory part of an essay, 

preceding the an 

exordium. Used with 7700, 

7749. See $$4471. 

lit M Z W this 
paragraph is an introduction to 
the whole chapter. Used with 
7701. 

7699 

m m rushed on to the naked 

blades,—of the enemy. 

Ip IJjgt to brave danger. 

189^5 he exposed his 

body to arrows and stones. 

9 5EMS to risk one’s life 

in fight. 

1? It or P? to °ffent^ wil¬ 

fully or inconsiderately. 

*1Y to annoy with communi¬ 

cations,—as a petitioner does. 

^ in spite of rain; braving 

the rain. 

rash; reckless; rude. 

a blunderer; a booby. 

W P? suddenly. 

9 ilk ignorant; headstrong; 

blundering. 

^ -fr'fll F? Tfc regardless of my 

incompetence, — I venture to 
submit. 

W Ida. rashly; quickly. 

'Jp ^j| rude; rough. 

W M or Ji W H M t0 
catch cold. 

to falsely take the name 

of; to impersonate. 

P? ^ took the name of 

Chu,—no fraud intended. 

’IP -jp to imitate a trade¬ 

mark. 

IP ijr pretended to be 

the owner of the property. 

^|p to pretend to be an official. 

tfM t0 pretend to be 

an official underling. 

to falsely assume 

the style,—of a firm. 

W # or W iff or % to 

falsely take the place of and 
pretend to be another. 

to falsely accuse. t» 

'pp sM to falsely recognise or 

claim,—as one’s own. 

T ± * ^ (O sun, and 

moon,) which overshadow this 
lower earth. 

'lip to smoke,—as a stove. 

See 7703; also 2825. 

it IB fH 9 % th 
^ this chimney doesn’t smoke. 
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7699 

K 
7700 

| See |Jj[| 

Sinking 
Lower. 

77°l 

| R. 
1 ©L 
I C. W2C7W 
I H. man 
IF. mo a 
IW. moe 
IN. mo a 

IP. 

mail IM. 
ISz. 
IY. moa 
IK. mo 
If. bd^ mo 

I A. WZtftt 

Sinking 
Lower. 

S3 t-ii t0 forge; to counterfeit. 

jrjj, to come out,—as the 

sun. 

people. 

W wo* 

mo covetous 

| (fu**) name of 

Hsiung-nu (Hun) chieftain, who 
reigned b.c. 209—175, and in 
vented the “sounding arrow. 

To be envious; jealous 

H ^ wu* ^ she hated 

her with jealous dislike. • 

A hat; a cap. See 3336 

W. ijf the cool or summer hat 

H l[l|j the warm or winter hat 

the official hat worn 

under the Ming dynasty. 

, 1 E a hatter. 

'PI M or l)1! a hat-shop, 

l£or i^l ip| 

jJ| the knob or button on a cap 

ijlg a hat-box. 

l|jg ^ hat-strings 

i4iB 
? a hat-tassel. 

m ?&? the brim of a hat. 

ijjg or (§|^ |J)|j a cloth hood 

or cowl worn in winter. 

l)lg ^ a band or open skull cap 

JjjjJ |jj| a percussion cap. 

ip: |J]g the brass case for shieldin 

the hair tip of a Chinese pen. 

|frj l|lg the tall hats of official 

runners. 

#? Hi 1HJ Ipl ? he likes 

wearing a tall hat,—he thinks no 
end of himself. 

to wear a hat 

on the hand,—of a servant who 
is carrying it for his master. 

pjf lp|| when the rain wears 

a hat, i.e. makes bubbles,—there 
will be much of it. 

mm? to take off one’s hat. 

m 4>i m m ? & # 
taking off his hat and baring 
his head in the presence of 

7701 

7702 

11 it 
See |j]|| 

Sinking 
Lower. 

m* 
7703 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7704 

m 
c. 1 . 

mm 

F. mwi 
W. mat 

K. me 
. bai, mat 

A. nioui 

Rising Lower 

princes,—as Chang Hsu I 

did under the excitement of| 
writing. 

ft HP a leather hat-shaped 

target. 

ffl m tr S 7 knocked his | 

hat awry. 

Inordinate desire; covet-| 

ousness. 

To leak; to ooze out. 

Used for 7699. 

Avl ttt ^ the water is leaking 

out. 

V| the sap is oozing out. IR 

1 ^ ^ the steam is escaPing-1 See I 

7705 

it smokes,—as a stove. Ij. bai 
1 A. mai 

Even Lower. 

MESI. 

Each; every. Often. 

£ A each man; every one. 

& one to each man, 

of a dinnerwhere each guest has I 
a separate portion of food instead | 
of the same dish. 

£ each time. 

01^ ^everyday; each 

day. 

j'iji —• 'pj' |||. each matter. 

three cash apiece. 

jTf every year. 

on each occasion. 

^7* how much a I 

month ? 

^ lit it is always thus. I 

or on each occa¬ 

sion of.; whenever. 

*jt A lift whenever he is| 

imposed upon,. 

^ §i ^ ^ °n eachl 
occasion of a battle,. 

this disease (also,| 

this abuse) is very common. 

MESI 

hedoeseverythino-j 
well. 

Am wheneverj 
engaged in conversation. 

°ften rode on an ox. 

he was constantly] 

about with,—the Emperor. 

rp purchasers who are not I 

careful frequently fall into then- 
traps. 

Read met” or tnei4 

Beautiful. 

^ ^ beautiful and rich 

is the field on the plain. 

Plums (Primus mume, S. 
& Z.); prunes. See 4760, 
6126, 7220, 9663, 11,913, 

I2>878, 13,575- 

the plum-flower. 

m izm the spotted deer. See 

7434- 

PI li1 ^ slim as a plum- 

blossom. 

(or ^ ) the avadavat. 

Pi ft Pf syphilitic sores. 

P| the trick of 

dividing the plum flower, = 
divide et impera. 

among the many flowers 

of various hues, the (white) plum- 
flower is the prettiest of all. 

PI iP W ?£ M lhe p]um 
stands first among flowers. 

H M the tenth moon. 

plum perfume,-a common 

name for a maid-servant, 

p pHao1 frit the plums are 

falling,—from ripeness. Popu¬ 
larly used in reference to those 
which are left, i.e. to unmarriage 
able girls. 

m & plum bark, — used for 

dyeing. 

it PI or PI dried plums,— 

a decoction of which is taken 

as a cooling drink. 

% 1$ ts flowering plum- 

branches before the leaves have 
appeared. 
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m 
77°5 

7706 

C. mui2- 
H. -moi 
F. mwoui'- 

rnwoui3 
W. zwaz'2- 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. zsz 
J. 6aif me 
A. mwoui'- 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

7707 

& 

See,J$ 
Even Lower. 

7708 

R.^ 

See!$ 
Even Lower. 

7709 

R-^ 
. mwoi, v. 

cm7vi 

See!$k 

Even Lower. 

7710 

^ the arbutus (Myricasapida, 

Wall.), often called the “China 
strawberry.” 

^ If a bubo- 

$1} Prunus tomentosa, Thbg. 

the double-flowered 

Prunus mume, S. & Z. 

lx H ft Rubus Kuntzeanus, 

Hemsl. 

jira winter plum 

fragrans). 

\iimonan- 

Anxiety; care. Disease. 

Also read huiZA. 

it makes my heart 

my dissatisfaction 

ache. 

* 7L 2 
is great. 

'!i )$£ 5^ $$ much vexat 

ion has brought about fever. 

Leaven used in ferment¬ 

ing. 

Meat on the breast of an 

animal. 

iSj a brisket of pork. 

Edible berries of the 

bramble and strawberry. 

Also written 

(fc’tj t*ie wdd strawberry (Fra- 

garia indica, Andr.). 

%: H Rubus sp. 

moss; lichen. 

Same as 7707. 

[> j 

7711 

R.fo 

See*l 
Even Lower. 

7712 

C. tntci 
H. mui, tnoi, 

v. c*»z>» 
F. z/z«z 
W. mai 
N. 
P. v. cz«« 
M. 1 
Y. ) OTZZ 
Sz. ) 
K. moui 
J. 1fas, me 
A. moui 

Even Lower. 

7713 

7714 
R’i 
C. 
H. 
F. 
W. 
N. met, mt\ v. 

mien 
P. ] 
M. 
Y ( 
Sz. ) 
K. mi 
J. mi, *z 
A. mi 

Even Lower. 

A large lock. A ring 
with two small ones at¬ 
tached, used as a dog-collar. 

the lock on a door. 

IS n $$ there go the hounds 

with their triple rings. 

Damp ; mildew; mould. 

App damp; mould. 

Ipj: ^ the damp days,—covering 

about six weeks in May and 
June. 

H PH the rains of the above 

period. 

^ to become mildewed,—as 

boots, etc., in damp weather. 

H °r H *1 °r H @or 
‘A» 

ruined by mildew. 

7/^ ||| mildew. 

See 8016. 

The eyebrows. See 3195, 
9048, 8692. 

jg eyebrows and eyes. 

J# M 0 # Ira to convey 
love-messages by the eyes. 

the matter is in 

some sort of order. 

M Si S prf bearing with her 

eyebrows, talking with her eyes, 
—of a beautiful woman. 

jH '/ft § handsome; beauti¬ 

ful. 

jj| |]£ [=J ^ eyebrows relaxed 

and eyes closed,—as when sleep¬ 
ing. 

11 °r 1 ^ m M li 
eyebrows. 

M the space between the 

eyebrows. 

nli jl© j|1 eyebrows which meet. 

Jjlj the inner edges of the 

eyebrows. 

JH 4^ the temples. 

M M to have one’s eyebrows 

inverted,—to have bad luck. See 
4146. 

S A ? 5E. 91 ff M 
better die than lose one’s luck. 

77J4 

mM r-m always frowning; 

brows contracted without re¬ 
laxation. 

moth eyebrows,—alluding 

to the delicate curved eye-mark¬ 
ings of the silkworm moth. [Les 
Chinois trouvent dans les sour- 
cils du papillon de vers a soie le 
type le plus parfait a cet egard.] 
Also wrongly explained as re¬ 
ferring to the small curved an¬ 
tennae of the silkworm moth. 
[Hence, moth-eyebrows is used 
figuratively for a lovely girl.] 

mi«ifi 
moth eyebrows are in shape like 
the eyebrows of a silkworm moth. 

<}^| JH moth-eyebrow moon,- 

the crescent moon. 

j|| Up eyebrows which promise 

longevity. 

lx in order to attain 

long life. 

» m m 1 her willow (cur¬ 

ved) eyebrows straightened out, 
—with rage. 

1ft H ^ H the g°ddess with 

the downcast eyebrows,-—Kuan 
Yin. See 6363. 

i1t tils 
in the women’s If 4 m 

apartments there are more pri¬ 
vate matters than painting the 
eyebrows,—as Chang Ch’ang did 
every morning for his wife. 

Si Jli eyebrows level,—of equal 

m p± it raising the eye¬ 

brows and blowing off steam,— 
in high spirits; self-confident. 

M ^ Ik the crisis of singe¬ 

ing the eyebrows,—used of mo¬ 
ments of great danger. 

ill E~3 white soft hair 

between the eyebrows, a char¬ 
acteristic mark of every Buddha, 
out of which he is able to send 
forth streams of light illuminating 
every universe. 

M HR “head or tail;” clue; ar¬ 

rangement; proper order. 

m m br. di “ s a ^ 

UR a happy, cheerful expression; 

beaming. 

M H iH HR a wicked, crafty 

expression. 

M HR raising the eye¬ 

brows and dropping the eyes,— 
as bullies do, to give themselves 
a fierce expression. 
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7714 

m 
7715 

R. 

C. mei 
H. mi 
F. mei 
W. mi 
N. 
P. 
M. i mei 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. mi 
J. mi, bi 
A. mi 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7716 

See J§j 

Even Lower. 

w 
7717 

See )|j 

Even Lower. 

mm&m a contracted ex¬ 

pression,—as of one in poverty. 

jb * hr * exchange of glan¬ 

ces,—as between lovers. 

^ JH red eyebrows, — the sol 

diers of Wang Mang, who paint 
ed their eyebrows red, in order 
to recognise one another. 

# >1 Lao Tzh eyebrows 

(which were yellow), — a fine 
kind of black tea. 

JH a Department in Ssii- 

ch'uan. 

To love; to coax; to 

flatter; to fawn on. 

B8 
'11*' 

TXT to love the Son 

of Heaven. 

^ M T the Prince’s favou 

rite concubines. 

# @ ift 7 iffliiMj.. 
which of the ladies of the harem 
does not try to gain favour in 
the eyes of the Emperor? 

Tt they think fondly 

of their wives. 

^ ^ they wish to hu 

mour their wives. 

^ tried to coax him 

to toady; to flatter. 

ffi'liS partisans and flatterers. 

M. M or ^ M seductive 

alluring. 

H a seductive mien. 

|| Pj3j such overfond 

(uxorious) behaviour is truly 
ludicrous! 

aphrodisiacs. 

J MM ^ good-looking 

smirking and smiling. 

Name of a mountain in 

Ssuch'uan. See [|||£ 8430. 

The lintel of a door or 

window. 

Hf PI tf to bear a 
daughter is like putting a lintel 
to the door,—she strengthens 
the family. Said in the days 

7 717 

7718 

S" H 
Even Lower. 

7719 

See M 
Even Lower. 

W 
7720 

when Yang Kuei 

fei and her sisters carried every 
thing before them at Court 

Hence the verse % T M 

M ic ft < # it; ip 

^ PI _t M never mind 
about ennobled sons, get your 
daughters made concubines, for 
they are the lintels of the family 

The margin of a lake. 

he is at the edge 

of the water. 

a lake in Hunan. 

a District in Kuei 

chou. 

m See 

. mai, bai 
A. mai 

Even Lower, 

Name of a District in 

Shensi. 

The stalk of a plant; a 

tally; a gag or wooden 

bit put in the mouths of 

soldiers, on the occasion 

of night attacks, to prevent 

them from talking in the 

ranks. Numerative of coins 

bricks, rings, fruit [see 9947) 

ts, etc. A division 

of an orange or pumelo, 

ik ^ +& I cut down those 

branches and slender stems. 

to serve no more 

in the ranks with the gags. 

Mi Mu Z ^ - i^r ^ 
like troops hurriedly advan¬ 

cing, gag in mouth, upon the 
enemy. 

S NtS submit the merit 

orious ministers one by one to 
the trial of divination. 

fpf dle game of guess-fingers, 

commonly played at dinner-par¬ 
ties. See 3161, 5006. 

how many ? 

'(lit Upt t0 reckon up one by one. 

f Hf solid and com¬ 

plete,—of buildings. 

7721 

H. mot 

MI 
J. mai, hai 
A. mai 

Even Lower. 

7722 

7723 

r2k 

See,M 
J. bai 

Even Lower. 

A sparkling red gem 

See 6433. 

cultivated species of 

Rosa with pink and red flowers 

fkmit *[%■$! 0-tL 
¥ the rose is charming, but its 

many thorns prick the hand. 

fk St 3? 4s iff rose -leaf tea 

soothes the liver. 

a purplish red. 

gm y{lj attar of roses. 

gtstfl “Dew of the Rose," 

—a scented liqueur. 

Same as 77 21. 

A go-between to arrange 

marriages. A decoy-bird. 

See 7729, 12,958. 

go-between. 

m w » m go-betweens ar¬ 

rived in crowds,—to secure the 
alliance. 

# ^ m -k « 
there must be men or women 
go-betweens. 

^ a female go-between, 

to act as go-between. 

* «ift m ask him to act as 

go-between. 

m a % ft & ita 
between must not be treated 
rudely. 

M S T ffc without lying. 

there is no success for a go- 
between. 

■*1 1® the bring-sleep go 

between,—reading in bed. 

to remunerate a go- 

between. 

you have no good 

go-between, sir. 

[If ||| without a go- 

between it cannot be done. 

1=} to act as one’s own go- 

between; to put oneself forward, 

yeast; leaven. 

^ the matron of a Chinese 

gaol, who has charge of the 
female convicts, and also exer- 
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7723 

7724 

R’A 
C. ««z 
H. OT0Z 
F. *»»z, mwoi 
W. »/a* 
N. mei^ v. mah 

M. | m‘‘ 
Y. miei 
Sz. mei 
K. me 
J. mai, Aaz 
A. moui 

Even Lower. 

Mg' 
7725 

M 

See!$ 
J. bai 

Even Lower. 

cises a variety of functions, such 
as finding husbands for orphan 
girls. 

$§£ t0 induce; t0 inveigle. 

he who is pleased when 

praised, is the flatterer’s go- 
between,—as otherwise flattery 
would be impossible. 

H ^ M: t0 rear the 
young birds as decoy-birds. 

Coal. See 1889, 4624. 

*tf coal in bulk. 

m 0 it IS 

hoped that by and by the output 
of coal will increase. 

or anthracite coal 

|i| ^ or vtll >Jffi bituminous or Vffl 

coal. 

or 1^ ^ lampblack. 

coal-balls,—made of clay 

and coal-dust. 

ijfljt! coa^ and charcoal. Used 

in the S. for “coal” only = 
fossil charcoal. 

% a coal-pit. 

a coal-mine, 

a coal-yard. 

)||j a coal-bunker. 

7^ coal-ashes. 

put some coal on. 

'K !$ or ¥ soot- 

am tinder. 

it M eai- 

**» brimstone. 

® jet; fossil liSnite- 

a coal-dealer. 

^ ijl any one employed in 

the coal trade. 

rfn H to diPhis 
brush in coal (to paint) for amu¬ 
sement. 

A spring sacrifice offered 

by the Emperor to obtain 

the birth of a son. 

'71 
7726 

See$£ 
Even Lower. 

7727 
Rlft 
C. 
H. WZMZ 

F. 
W.' 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. mi 
J. wzj, hi 
A. OTZ 

Rising Lower. 

The quickening of the 

foetus. 

M t0 qaicken- 

Admirable ; fine ; beau¬ 
tiful, esp. of the face (see 
1174, 9602); delicious. To 

praise. See 7940. 

•^p» the man of my admira¬ 

tion,—my husband; my lover. 

A there is the beau¬ 

tiful lady! 

=f^ -^7 a beautiful girl (jw 2292); 

also, the “waist” of a chHn-, see 
2109. 

H ic # SIS 2 -0L 
pretty women are the bugbears 
of ugly ones. 

H A ^ ^ Pretty 
women get ugly names,—from 
envy. 

si fe St it "i SMS 
beautiful; handsome. 

m a a beauty; jw 7742. Also, 

eminent men of the age. 

HA^l^I pretty women 

are not all alike. 

a porcelain jar, because 

shaped like a inei jen's shoulders. 
Also, a fine set of teeth. 

W A>3 

^ ’tis not that you (a 

present) are lovely, but that you 
are the gift of a lovely one. 

an elegant scholar. 

'fjg see 4587. 

±j±j elegant; ornate. 

excellent; admirable. 

l||. ^ sweets to the 

sweet. 

H ^ H ^1$ 4* A S°od or 
not, ’tis the water of my native 
place,—and therefore good. 

S4* it so that both keep 

their face,—i.e. be not put to 
shame. 

^ sis $i) ^ H must not 
monopolise all the kudos. 

% & in the midst of 

happiness, something wanting, 
—which prevents the happiness 
from being complete; amari 
aliquid. 

7727 

7728 

m 
7729 

RM 
C. mui 
H. mui^ cmui 
F. mwi 
W. mai 
N. 

mei 

P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. me 
J. bai, me 
A. moui 

Rising Lower, 

^ a kindly intention; a deli¬ 

cate attention. 

1^5 a pleasant chat. 

He* a delicious flavour; a deli¬ 

cacy. 

(U delicious. 

^ choice food. 

H/sS a fine dinner. 

H*tii fertile land. 

kindness; favour. 

H 3E ^ne Jade- 

J|pL a good or graceful act. 

^ jjj| fine clothing. 

H ® Hf what are y°u 
fancying? what are you con¬ 
ceited about? 

^ how beautiful! 

^ pf ^ inexpress¬ 

ibly delightful. 

itt m % 2 at« #§ & 
this is in praise of Wei’s knowing 
how to enjoy himself. 

0^ to commend; to extol. 

^ ^ all praised her 

beauty. 

H. P0 H ^ 0the Emp- 
Kao Tsu praised them both, 
saying. 

U or £5 M & 

^ jg the United States of 

America. 

=7 American papers say 

that. 

Same as 7729. 

To request; to ask a 

favour of. To defile. 

or ^ ^ to ask a person 

to be kind enough to do some¬ 
thing. 

'/.P&i t0 bnplore. 

7^ ^ t0 enSage a marriage go- 

between. 

^ dfc Mi 3% how can y°u 
defile me? 

Read mierP. Flowing 
water. 

M A M 7^ the river flows on. 

121 
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7730 

R.l 

IC. mui, v. gnui 
I H. moi 
IF. mwotti3 

|See$fc 
Sinking 
Lower. 

7731 

7732 
I R. 

See^ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7733 
|R. 

IC. mui 
I H. cmui 
| F. mwoui 
I W. OTtfZ 

IN. 
|p. 
jM. \ mei 

V. 
ISz. 
IK. me 
IJ. bai, me 
I A. mwoui 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A younger sister. [To I 

be distinguished from 

8000.] 

or £fl elder and | 

younger sister; sisters. 

M -7*or or 'b 
younger sister. 

your younger sister. 

^ ^ or or M 
younger sister’s husband. 

^ a female first cousin of| 

another surname. 

a sister from the samel 

mother and a different father. 

name of the 64th Diagram, 

relating to marriage. 

See 8001, 

7733 

To feel with the hand. 

[To be distinguished from 

# 8002.] 

Dark; obscure. 

the dark valley,—where] 

the sun sets. 

flfcH the early dawn, between] 

darkness and light. 

± 0 0. the husband says] 

it is grey dawn. 

or ungrateful. 

I have deeply] 

considered. 

—‘ samadhi, — a state of| 

mental ecstasy; a kind of Nir¬ 
vana upon earth; perfection. | 
See 9552. 

4' = #4® 

4M -J-* had he not wandered ] 

through samadhi, he could not I 
have uttered a single word,—ofl 
the above. Cf. “Some heart] 
once pregnant with celestial fire.”] 

with dice (to amuse him) he 
could wander through samadhiA 

j]%\only thus 

7734 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7735 

Sinking 
Lower. 

77 36 

±LJL& 

m: 
7737 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Lower. 

7738 

7739 

can the exquisite beauty of this 
composition be brought out. 

braving death; at all risks, 

to hide; to secrete. 

Name of a river. Name| 

of a town in the ||j Wei 

State. [To be distinguished 

from i* 8003.] 

Blindness which prevents] 

the distinguishing of col¬ 

ours. The name of a place. 

Same as 8001. 

m 
7739 

K. mi, v. me 
J. bi, mi 
A. mi 

Sinking 
Lower. 

tlSMfl s.,„„g 
tea prevents sleep. 

P.SIS5PR up in the morningl 

and to bed at night,—early to 
bed and early to rise 

e* to borrow a sleep,—to lie| 

down to sleep without undress¬ 
ing; to sleep on duty or at one’s 
post; to pretend to sleep. 

I lie down un¬ 

dressed and sigh continually 

« m m \ % $ «. 
because the place was strange 
to him, it was long before he 
got to sleep. 

^ ^ to dream. 

W ^ M a hundred 
years pass like a dream. 

See 8022. 

7740 

Dyed with madder. Also 

said to be a name of the 

madder-plant. 

fc M-Z gaiters of red | Rising |L ower. 

leather. 

774i 

,R-iHc 
I See M 

A demon with a man's 

face and four legs, said to 

be produced by uncanny 

emanations on mountain 

and in forest. See 1974 

2 H if, jy S t 
he banished them to the four 
corners of the earth, to meet 
the spite of evil demons. 

UJ W /H nfc ^ ^ the 
essence of mountains and the 
emanations of trees can produce 
evil influences. 

To sleep. 

waking and sleep¬ 

ing he sought her. 

rflj ^ t0 he down to rest 

but not to sleep. 

^ M* to restl to sleeP- 

# ns * m to be wakeful at 

night; to suffer from insomnia. 

.4 

C. mai 
H. mi 
F. »<«', vicing 
W. mai 
N. 
P. 
M. ) mci 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. mie 
J. bei, mci 
A.juei kuet 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Mildewed grain. 

7743 

See 

Rising Lower. 

The sleeve of a robe. 

IAI ^S^ one hundred] 

sleeves of beautiful girls,—i.e. 
fifty beautiful girls. 

he hid his face] 

in his sleeve. 

ft or to separate ] 

sleeves,—to part, as friends. 

a very close friend¬ 

ship. See 8514. 

HI to r°H UP the sleeve. 

fs 4r fk (Confucius had) al 

short right sleeve,—for conven¬ 
ience in writing, etc. 

or 5H ^sicle byside- 

@3 {Hi went together to 

the next world. 

A slight and elegant 

woman; handsome. 
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7744 

R-i 

See lj§j 

Even Lower. 

7745 

R % 

See Jf 
A.mi, mivoui 

Even Lower. 

7746 

R-^C 

See ;|v£ 

Even Lower. 

!) 

7747 

R-^C 

See 

Even Lower. 

r 
7748 

R-5 
See ‘ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

3f 
7749 

p'^ii 
C. 7>llli 
H. man 
F. nrwoi, 
W. »2p> 
N. mei 

P. mei, v 
M. 
Y. 

Sz. tnei 
K. vie, 

J- 7720, £0. 
bai 

A. OTaa, 

Sinking 
Lower 

ngwoi 

ming 

mi 

, wo 
mai, 

mai 

Fine; thin. 
m The eyes growing long- n 
775° 

sighted with old age; to see 
7751 

'(\tk ^ fine> drizzling rain- 
RPJt dimly. 

See#£ ij^; fUf ffij ify M at dawn> 
Sinking 
Lower. 

I lie awake and think. 

Mouldy ; black ; grimy. 3VEE33NT- 

* ? H M fi S tfc 
w* 

A doorway; an entrance; 

farmers have swarthy skins. a door; a gate; a duct; 
J|3 grimy; swarthy. 7 7 51 

r-tc 
C. ) 

(marit.) a strait. A family. 

A school; a sect. A numer- 

ative of cannons and an¬ 

chors. Radical 169. See 

pj 1 niun 

F. mwong 
W. mang 

Dust. 

N. ming 
p. ] 
M. | . 

2143, 8942, 12,208. 

the mist 

Y j ^// 

Sz. ) 
K. mun 

P^ a door. See below, and 

4959- 
is like a cloud of dust. J. mon 

A. mown ptj Ijjjlj documents stating 

Even Lower. distinctions, etc., exchanged by 
families before a marriage. 

To cut; to pare •, to dis- 
P^ an influential family. 

sect. Eagerly; promptly. £ #J (or ) PI p t0 make 

Also read mo2 and mi*. 
a new groove for oneself; to 
originate a new line. 

|)t] o' || f| I particularly ad- ^ <^§ A PI a gate big enough 

monish you. to admit a man on horseback. 

P^ p| or P^ a doorway; 

an entrance; a porch. 

P^ to go from door to 

door. 

A ghost; a bogy. 
P^ tlma the threshold. 

P^ the bn tel. See 7717. 

P^ M -Jr* verdcal bars to shops, 

etc. - 

P^ [fjf* an entrance-hall. 

P^ iH -^r* the ring or handle on 

a door, used as a knocker. 

Tortoise-shell. See 6421. P^ or Raj- p^ to knock at 

j|j or p|{| j|| tortoise-shell. 

a door. 

P^ ^'[M the frame of a door. 

P^ jr|L obmks in a door. 

P^ j® the front of a door; the 

5 the marbled 

goroupa (Serranus tnegachir). 

Read mao4. A kind of 

jade. 

side of the house where the 
door is. 

FI ffl 
Tzii Kung was also obliged to 
give his references,—previous to 
an alleged interview with Lao 
Tzil. 

P1i»or P^ffor 

or P^ tJS the bolt or ^ar 
a door. below. 

mt? the storey over a city 

gate. 

J|| door-screens, 

ptj Jp the leaf of a door. 

P^ ^ the central panel. 

|||j t0 s^ut a door (see ^368)j 

to close, when insolvent. 

P^ to open a door; to keep 

house. See 5794. 

IS PI-fc ft #. «H* H 
seven things are abso¬ 

lutely necessary in housekeeping, 
—fuel, rice, oil, salt, soy, tea, 
and vinegar. 

P^ in selling girls, there is the 

open door and the closed door, 
—when relatives are, or are not, 
allowed to visit them. 

API or P^ to enter a door. 

P^ to go out of doors; to go 

abroad; to be married, of a 
woman. Also (poet.), to leave 
the world. 

ttWilffg lil 

P^ his daughter is not married 

yet. 

4* <© # ® W ft J4 ffi 
P^ pgj if one has no anxieties, 

that is the same as retirement 
from the world. 

am? to get married (of 

women). [In Kiukiang, of wi¬ 
dows; in Chinan Fu, of harlots.] 

PI ^ the married and unmarried 

names of a woman. 

API the great gate; the front 

door. See 5455. 

^ pi - m pi °r m p^ 
side door. 

$1 JPl P^ a door withtw0 foxing 
leaves. 

tp Jpj P^ a single-leaf door. 

M PI the semicircular enceinte 

built inside a city gate as a 
second line of defence. 

M ^5 P^ a round opening, or 

door, in a wall. 

® PI # PI or ^ H 
private door. 
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7751 

i£ 'S PI t0 S° in and out by I 

the side door,—not to walk in [ 
the true path. 

PI T or PI ± or »an'\ 

PI fj\f or PI or PI ^ 

or PI m <* Pi % or ; 
Pi a doorkeeper. 

PI PH to H not to be openedl 

by the doorkeeper,—of a private 
despatch. 1 

PI ^ the guard at a gate; the I 

gate-keeper of a military official. [ 

PI $Eor PI Q or ^ fees! 

to doorkeepers, — as paid by | 
tradesmen and others. 

Pi the guardian deities I 

painted on official gates. See\ 
2093, 12,621. 

Pi messengers of an education 

officer. 

Pi a visitors’ book. 

m$ a census ticket, or list ofl 

inhabitants, pasted at census! 
time outside the door of every! 
house. 1 

pi m <* pi w ± 

iliS t§ IE 1$ the god ofJ 

wealth. 

1 W or r 

over doors. 

verses put up 

Pi rfl to sed on the premises. 

mg a son-in-law. 

Pi an attendant in a yamen 

(see 10,877); a door. 

PI it ft £ a tutor for child-1 
ren. 

^i $n die fore-cabin,—for pas¬ 

sengers. 

|§ Pi to wait for one at the| 

gate,—as at night. 

±Pi to visit; to close, as anj 

insolvent firm. 

lifii ft! Ilf JL Pi I fancy! 

he won’t have the face to comef 
to the house. 

Pi Jjf hj °f equal social J 
position. See 4959. 

PI Z S PI ft the es- 

sence of a door lies beyond the] 
mere planks,—sc. in giving in¬ 
gress and egress. 

Pi?f front teeth. 

775i 7 751 

PiflIS his front teeth had 

all been knocked out. 

Pi skdl; ability. See 11,299 

M -M* Pi jff unable to 

do anything well; unpractical in 
everything. 

Pi£& an opening; an occupa¬ 

tion; an introduction. 

ttHSS to seek an introduct 

ion,—to some big-wig. 

^ Pi t0 seek vainly fori^•^£gar 

kelp. IF. tnwong 

1 A °t PI « or pi £ aK'Z:,, 
disciple. See 10,950. |n. m eng 

TAHI 
P. 

At. J men 

tfr the men sheng is one who! 

receives his instruction from the| K- mun 
ti tzu. See 10,950. Ij.monjion 

DB . | A. mouri 
•J L r I the immediate disciples! Even Usually 

7 75 2 

of Confucius; Confucianism. 

m Pi Buddhism. 

Pi a specialist. 

Pi ft special talents. 

Pi the medical profession. 

Pt T in the family; a disciple. 

IP PIT to enrol oneself as a 

disciple of; to study under. 

#Pi to classify. 

Pi Pi Hiu ke knows all the 

different branches, —of trade, 
philosophy, etc. 

# Pi m to arrange under 

headings. 

Pi M, family reputation. See 

3554- 

jfi m m pi to soil the family 

reputation. 

ass ^ pi the path of truth 

and right. 

my humble house; name Ic- 

of a mountain at the north pole.' 

SfitTwiaiJi 
within my rustic door, I can 
rest at leisure. 

p|r P^ the anus. 

£|4[ P^ the pylorus. 

iff Pi the fontanelle. 

Pi the cardiac orifice of the 

stomach. 

p] Pi the ilio-caecal valve. 

A Pi 59 when y°n g°into 

Lower. 

m 
7753 

mun% v. 
ynun, 
'.men 

F. moung, v. 
ynung 

W. mang 
N. meng 
p. \ 
M. I men, v. 

[ Y. | gnen 
Sz. ] 
K. «;<«, v. min 
J. mon^ bon 
A. mwoun 

Sinking 
Lower. 

a family, ask what are the taboo 
words. See 5217. 

A& f?|J * Pi a loyal and virt¬ 

uous family. 

ft Pi oriHj Pi a distinguished 
or noble family. 

+ P‘1 ten pieces of artillery. 

A character used to form 
the plural of words denot 
ing persons. 

$4 fn or jig ffi we; us. 

Ifc fPf you. 
ftfij ffi they; them. 

tbun brothers. 

M fPi gentlemen; elders. Used 

as a term of respect. 

* »n gentlemen holding 

official rank; their Honours. 

men; gentlemen,—as 

distinguished from women. 

«sin women; ladies. 

brothers; friends. A 

term applied to those of one’s 
own generation. 

# & Sft S? *• t 
ffi 1^ wait until I have let you, 

my readers, know. 

Read men4. Plump; fat. 

i fat and sleek, as a horse. 

Same as 7754. 

Depressed ; melancholy. 
To stupify. To cover; to 

conceal. Seeffi 4937,5423 

1 °i5 54- 

PtJ ^ dull; depressed; en- 

nuyL 

feel dull, listless, or depressed, 

g j^ij melancholy; sad. 

If p£§ or xlf or $9 Pti or 

^ to get rid of dulness or 

melancholy. 

PtvJ ^ ke cannot shake 

off his melancholy. 

melancholy; dis-l 

co u raged. 
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7754 

JT 
_775S 

r-7C 
C. 
H. c;;/w// 

F. Lmwong. v. 
cmwo 

. mang, az# 
meng 

cmeny\. Qma 
men 
meng 

( mun 

A. mwoun, 
moun 

Even Lower. 

pj* A ^ 7 A enough 
to bore one to death. 

A- to concoct stupifying 

perfumes. 

^ to burn pastilles which 

have a stupifying or soporific 
effect. 

men 'T P I the mouth 

covered up,—shut up, as a talker. 

?J3 a “hunter” watch. 

^ [?$ —* Plj let the tea 

draw. 

ffi M r« Ptl men1 cover 

over that cup of tea,—and let 
it brew. 

to conceal one’s anger; 

depression; low spirits; boredom 

AT 
7755 

men 

like an old dame eating 

betel-nut: she keeps her mouth 
shut,—having no teeth to bite 
with. Used of any matter which 
one keeps to oneself. 

yjSj to drink alone. 

m a 1 he is puzzled; he can’t 

answer. 

to die of vexation; 

greatly vexed; puzzled. [Read 
mdn1, to die by suffocation.] 

to T K to find incompre¬ 

hensible,—as a conjuring trick. 

$ fiRTt Daphne Genkwa, S. 

& Z. 

1(311 Wikstrcemia 

chamcedaphne, Meisn. 

To feel for (see 9929); 

to lay the hand on; to hold. 

To cover. 

mmm a warming himself 

in the sun and catching his lice. 

ffl-O to lay the hand on the 

heart. 

inm# no one can restrain 

my tongue. 

ffl-S to rub the foot,—to divert 

attention, as ^|J Liu Pang 

did when wounded in the breast 

by Hsiang Yii, pretend¬ 

ing to be hit only on the toe. 

turn® to feel the way in the 

dark. 

tf11] to gr°pe about. 

'jlr 

7756 

_7757 

R- 7V 
See ^ 

Even Lower. 

_7758 
r-7C 
H. -man 
F. mwang, 

mwong 

See I 

K. mun 
J. ion, mon 
A. moun 

Even Lower. 

_7759 

r-ti: 

See p4] 

Even Lower. 

t ti»-* 

7760 

m 
7761 

R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

in m to cover a drum, 

m m to stretch tight,-as a cover. 

to cover with gauze,—as 

a window-frame, to keep out 
insects. 

ffl S A to put a cover on a 

book. 

m m to smooth, as crumpled 

linen. 

TP) ^ stayed his hand. 

See 12,600. 

Ulmusparvifolia,]diC.(\ (?) 

& O’ 1® * a large species 

of fir. Same as *7*8. 

^ Bf UJ tffi f i$ the §um 
oozes out unperceived. 

A kind of cornelian. 

H his robes of state 

are like cornelian. 

Cold congee or rice- 

gruel. 

Same as 7754. 

Frightened; alarmed; 

suspicious. 

t$L ^ ^ W he was s0 dis’ 
mayed, he forgot what he had 
to say. 

it ^ suspicious and 

stupid. 

7762 

R-7C 

See pt| 

Even Lower. 

7763 

c. 
H. 
F. mung, v. 

mang 
W. I N j mung 

P. meng 
M. 
Y. mung 
Sz. 
K. mong 
J. bo, mo 
A. moung 

Even Lower. 

A variety of red-stalked 
millet. 

Rjjfc -^r* the grain of tall red 

millet. 

the tall red millet 

and the white. 

ISl red sugar‘cane* 

MESnNTCS^. 

Dodder; a name for 

wistaria; see 7298. To 

cover ; to envelop. Dull; 

stupid. To teach. To be 

under obligations; to receive 

from a superior. Name of 

the 45th Diagram. Name 

of a hill in the Lu State. 

Used with 7766, 7769. See 

5736. Also written ||| and 

(Hf Zji fp? the dolichos 

grows, covering the thorn trees. 

M Wi If ^ covered her 

with a huntsman’s net. 

m « « e & covered his 

horses with tiger-skins. 

H Jjjfjj to cover the head 

and face. 

IP? disguised as women. 

its a cap that envelops 

the head. 

KLTAfiT#* 
no connexion with the context. 

|H* indistinct; dim. 

|p? (°f things) stupid; 

muddled. Also, to defraud; to 
hoodwink; see 7766. 

|p? shrouded in ignorance. 

Hf m or It i or It an 
ignorant lad,—a pupil. 

|p? or |>/& |p? to break in upon 

the stupidity,—of a child, sc. to 
begin to teach him. [The second 
is also “at a loss; confused; 
flabbergasted.”] 

mm to teach children. 

§{§ |p?t0 he a beginner; to impart 

the elements of education, 

m# n early training will 

make a man into a sage. 
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77 63 

7764 

R. 

H. v. gniang 
F. v. gnung 
W. mung, »zi> 
P. v. gneng 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

f/l Ip* ^ the Goddess of 

Children. 

artful talk 

deceiving words; humbug; chaff. 

|p? {fifi unmarried. 

urn to receive favours. 

^ |p? many thanks! 

$fS: Hf ^ I am under great 

obligations for your extreme 
kindness. 

I'KVX I have Ion 

been suspicious of gratitude for 
obligations. 

to receive instructions,— 

as the advice of a valued friend 
etc. 

a-(J to receive instructions,— 

in the form of a despatch from 
a superior. 

mt on receipt of this, — 

despatch. 

if A A ® yfc your Excel 

lency was kind enough to agree 
verbally that. 

|pf much obliged for the use of. 

-tp[ to be favoured with a 

warrant. 

[gf ^ to be honoured with the 

attention of. 

gf to be honoured by the 

present of. 

mvcs name of a sub-Prefec 

ture in Yunnan. 

miz or Buddleia 

officinalis, Max., and Edgeworthia 
Gardneri, Meisn. 

Read meng1. To cheat. 

RT* to have swindled one 

out of. 

m m a don’t humbug me! 

Read meng3. 

p? Mongolians, 

p? "jjlj' silverfMongolzwww^w). 

A covering; a screen. 

§ Jt to cover. See 7766. 

^ a screen. See 8857. 

Read meng’. 

Wit jjk i|||f his hemp and 

wheat grew strong and close. 

776s 

C. v. gnung 
P. v. gneng 

Even Lower. 

7766 

R.' 

See 

Even Lower 

7767 

C. v. gnong 
H. v. gnong, 

cmung 
F. v. smoung, 

gnong 

Even Lower. 

Iff 
7768 

R. 

F. irnung, v. 
gnung 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

The sun below the hori¬ 

zon. Used with 7766. 

dawn. 

the dim light before 

Dim; indistinct. To 

deceive. [To be distinguish 

ed from jjg 7772.] 

^ BH DM the moon’s light 

is obscured. 

flU flj[| to deceive; to throw dust 

in the eyes. 

HU fljtt ^ |f! ambiguous phra 

seology. 

HU BH ^ jnL the dim Hght of 
dawn. 

BH '/Jb obscure; misleading. 

til 
in his position as book-keeper 
committed many fraudulent acts 

j||| to swindle people. 

to cloud over; to deceive 

a superior. 

Jq —■ cover it over 

with a piece of cloth. Also 
blind-man’s-buff, 

lit 3=^ to f°ol > t0 deceive by lies 

to pretend 

A tree like the locust, 

with yellowish leaves; per- 

laps a species of Sophora. 

||| j^L the mango {Mangifera 

indica, L.). 

Drizzling rain ; mist. 

Wi m si <•' ii m 'b hi « 
misty drizzle. 

iM '$1 nebulous; misty. 

m 
7769 

Rft 

Even Lower, 

I' 
7770 

R. 

Even Lower, 

7771 

r m 
See ^ 

Even Lower. 

7772 

R)iC 
P. v. gneng 

Even Lower. 

7773 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

§' 
7774 

RJC^ 
F. v. cmu tig, 

mitng 

Even and 
Rising Lower, 

Dim-sighted; blind. 

Ignorant. See 11,601. 

W 0 1$ IK Mi i| Z 
B|| having PuPils t0 the eyes, 

but not being able to see, is 
called meng. See 6244, 7651. 

Bit Ik §1$ the blind musi 

cians performed their parts, 

fee to become blind. 

A mineral; mica. 

pf ^ a greenish-black mica 

ceous mineral found in Hupeh 

andKiangsu. It is used to remove 
phlegm and obstructions in the 
body. 

and ii 
brownish and greyish-green 
micaceous earths, respectively. 

Tangled silk-thread. 

ILIIt tangled; in confusion. 
Zdk -ff- . . . 
M< 3b thick-grown; close. 

Fat. [To be distinguished 

rom 7766.] 

m fat-faced, 

abundant. 

K 

7775 

A war-junk. 

J||| Jilt jT the cruisers fol 

lowed one another like fishes. 

Flies ; midges ; sandflies. 

il|| dung-flies. 

Read meng*. 

Blfl gadflies. 

Same as 77 68. 
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pm* 

m 

7776 

Even Lower. 

7777 

RJC 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

7778 

RJC 

Even Lower. 

-££T4 

3? 

7779 

R-g ^ 
F. moung’, 

mating 

See ^ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A dish filled with food. 

fH ^ well l°aded whh 
millet were the dishes. 

A long flowing mane. 

Fledglings of water- 

birds. 

HE ||Jt the rhinoceros hornbill 

(Buceros), found in Annam. 

To dream, as opposed 

to 2216. To muse upon. 

in a W 59 or 9 Z # 
dream. 

&& to see in a dream. 

JL TS he appeared to mi 

Shih in a dream. 

ft 
pnj or |3, to dream. 

7; m 9 7 a-'1!or ■&-, 
I should never have dreamt of it. 

IP* % an omen from a dream. 

HI i|p£ a fearful dream. 

|^ ^ nightmare. 

|p* *g|or|p» nocturnal emis¬ 

sions. 

m£ ^ W* % 4S& T> chuang 
Tzu, dreamt I was a butterfly. 

^ ^ l|»- things that have 

been dreamt,—visionary; vague; 
indefinite. 

m °r w s °r 'f* % to 
awaken from dreaming, 

ip* or |P* j{|l to dream of; 

day-dreams; desire. 

IP* Wf dreaming of living 

means dying, — dreams go by 
contraries. 

|P* ^ “dreaming dead,”— 

unconscious. 

§§ visionary language. 

M 
3? to talk in one’s sleep. 

M4 

7779 

7780 

7781 

9.4 

Tr 

F. cmung, 
moung3 

See 4‘— 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

if 
7782 

7783 

|p* gj — ~F nonsense; rodo 

montade. 

=|jj |p* to communicate through a 

dream,—as departed spirits do. 

|p* it would be 

sweet to lie by you and dream. 

iiu§ 
if you have a dream of bad 
omen, write it on the south wall. 

10 ^ ? so he thought it 

was a dream,—and that it had 
not really happened. 

^ If regard what they 

see by themselves as dreams, 
and what they see together with 
others as a state of waking. 

m m s pf m f-tl ^r*i 

fF only the Yellow Emperor 

and Confucius could distinguish 
dreams from realities. 

dreams have their 

fulfilments. 

IP* MM** dreams come 
from what one thinks about. 

IP^n^Kiil.PlPt M 
dreams come from the 

working of the mind, as sneezing 
from the itching of the nose. 

II ffi % ^ fill |P* when 
the connexion between body 
and soul is interrupted, the result 
is a dream. 

Same as 7779. 

Stupid; doltish. 

1'JI f°°hsh;stupid;bewildered. 

stupid and igno¬ 

rant. 

Read mengl. 

to cover the eyes. 

Same as 7779. Also, to 

be a cause of grief. 

Same as 7781. 

7784 

R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

7785 
r. : 

See A?. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Bfc 

7786 

nr 
7787 

7788 

tnong 

mang 

R. 

C. 
H. 
F. 
W. moa 
N. meng 
Y. mung 
K. meng 
J. &>, mid 
A. maitig 

Even Lower. 

7789 

779° 

EJk 
C. meng 
H. men 
F. meing, mang 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. mang, 

mung 
Y. mung 
K. meng 
J. />», 
A. maing 

Even Lower 

meng 

The beams inside the 

roof of a house. 

high cross-beams. 

Confused, as one awaking 

from sleep. Name of a 

mountain in Shansi. 

Same as 7790. 

See 7651. 

A gadfly. Name of a 

plant; same as 7801 

H la a Sadfly- 

(}j£ ^ mosquitoes and gadflies. 

a horse-fly. + S°r 

yfv a kind of fly like a bee, 

found in trees. 

^ 111 an arrow with a triangular 
barb. 

W >fc 3C ilf 1 wil1 gather the 
fritillaries. 

Correct form of 7788. 

The people; subjects; 

vassals. 

vagabonds; tramps;gypsies. 

to take a census of the 

people; the people. 

WL W li tK ^ T- 
he (the Emp.) regards you his 
registered subjects as though 
really his little babies. 

^ !{{' jyf a simple-looking 

lad you were. 
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7791 
R. 

IC. meng 
IH. men 
IF. meing 
1W. mae 
IN. ming 
IP. meng 
I M. min 
IY. ming 
I Sz. meng 

IK. miong,ming 
IJ. mid, mei 
1 A. ming 

Even Lower. 

An oath or covenantl 
enteied into with solemn! 

ceremonies, including the| 7792 

slaughter of a victim andfeg 

_ the mouths of|N- j min 
the covenanters with blood. m.LT7 
A Mongol “League” or I mang 

of which there I sz. Chogolg\ 

are six in all. 

an. mung 

Even Lower. 

I C. meng 
IH. men 

K. ming 

__ _ .J- mio, bo 

1% M ]$. so as to violate|K^mai”S 

their oaths and covenants. 

ffla (?nang%) our 

sovereign makes frequent coven¬ 
ants. 

il St 14 si z A *e 
who have united in this agree¬ 
ment. 

sfrir b 
if I break this agreement, may 
I perish like the (setting) sun. 

^ JS.or Iff IS. to seek a treaty. 

jS. t0 accept a treaty. 

MTZm. a peace arranged 

at the city walls,—i.e. discredit¬ 
able. 

an oath; a covenant; a|R. 

sworn agreement; to swear. 

JS. a written agreement; the 

text of a covenant, 

m the person who administers 

the oath. 

sworn brothers,—as the 

members of a secret society. 

Hfl EB States bound to one another Iji’ mans men 

by covenant. IF.maing 

W mt0 obtain a pledge from n 'ming, man 

a girl by force. IP. meng 

HAS or fra devoted attach-1Y. ) mung 

ment. *Sz- 

IjiJ warnings or prognostics 

of coming events. 

M ®L =? 5fe M to preventj 

rebellion before it has broken out. 

f-SSTAS (these thoughts) 

had long been stirring in his 
mind. 

^ fif |Pf bis old thoughts 

revived. 
7796 

R. Vulgar. 

#C i=? (or H) # M reviving | C.rmeng 

old plans; at it again! ■ ' ma""' ^a”s 

inL 0 

yarn. 

to press eagerly fonvan 

a god of the wind, 

flf) Bombay cotton 

To pull; to haul. 

Even Upper. 

7793 

7794 

See 
Even Lower. 

the idea had not 

yet sprung up. 

plants and trees 

breaking into bud,—as in spring, 

fjfj j|§§ budding sprouts,— the 
| v-<» rnuriv 

germs of (e.g. rebellion); in-1H. mang 

Cipie nt. IF. meing, mang 
W. mae 
N. meng, mang 

j p. meng 
See 7936. 

7797 

|RfH 
IC. mang 

' mung 

IK. meng 
Ij. bo, mid 

Lower. 

q|? [If a contract as limit-.. 

less as the sea and as stable as|A‘ mainS 
a mountain,—marriage. I SinklnS 

m si a marriage alliance. 

ill i)i a. sent a match-1 
maker to arrange a marriage. 

*£ a * the Cherim | 

League. 

M HI Prfij t0 Plant. 

The sprouting of plants; 

to bud; to shoot forth. 

Pfj ^ to put forth shoots or buds. 

$j {<% young twigs. 

An old name for part of 
Honan. 

Chief; head; eldest; first;] 
rough. 

rS chief of the princes; a| 

title of the Heir-Apparent atf 
eighteen years of age. 

that beautiful K Hit 3c 
eldest Chiang. 

the eldest one,—used as| 

M. 
Y. 

I ^z- 
IK. meng 
|J. bo, ?nid 
A. maing 

Rising Lower 

Jut. 

a title or term of respect 
below. 

See I 

first, second, and third, 

-specially used in connexion 
with the three months of each 
season. 

the first month of summer, 

—the sixth moon. 

^ i VX m iS to bring 

a handful of earth to dam a big 
stream. 

£ boastful; rude. See 7667. 

M iS fj| do not think me 

rude. 7798 

Lr to act arbitrarily. MiE. 

L L or or • 

Mencius (b.c. 372 
above and 4119. 

-289). &<r|Seeaflt 

I Rising Lower. 

Fierce; savage; violent 

cruel; biting. A 

panna or province in Annam 

and Tongking; read muang, 

which precedes the name. 

a fierce dog. 

a savage tiger. 

$k IS $$ J% fa bad 

government is worse than a tiger. 

S |g/c HvA 3|i the fier 
cest animal won’t face a crowd! 
of foxes,—union is strength. 

fa. #!l ferocious; violent; valorous. 

M IS brave; ardent. 

IS# a violent disposition. 

IS or IS 'fps to make a des¬ 

perate attack. 

their meeting was 

terrible,—as of two armies. 

J& iB 7 & dignified but not 

violent. 

^ IS ita knight in golden 

armour. | 

some ten and 

more rowdies,—as enumerated. 

j/C fj£ the fire is fierce. 

&S °r is M it sud- 
denly. 

tr ia ffi ^ to take a plunge 

—into water. 

IS fls? an old name for 

P‘ing-nan Hsien in Kuangsi. 

A small boat; a junk. 

pj US junks with square open 

framework on the bows, known 
at Canton as west coast junks. 
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A small grasshopper or 

7799 locust. 

R-tf or !&S a grassh°PPer- 
H. lmang 
F. meing. M.a snia11 fr°s- viang 

See 
ijf^ ^ a small fly; a midge. 

Rising Lower. 

tut z 

X- 
7800 

R JC# 

Even Lower. 

A lasso for catching deer. 

w Fritillaria Thunbergii, 

7801 Miq., also called j|l -^r, 

RJt and the same as 7788. Its 

S"B berries are used in fevers. 

Even Lower. 

4f|8 w 
78013 

The dark dusty fog 

common around Peking. 

Also read wu*. 

TfF 
7802 

mi. 

Hulled rice; used of other 

grains. Radical 119. 

R.g %fc Jffft or T^t # rice. 
C. mai 
H. cmi ^ ^ no bisger than a 
F. 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. 

. mai, bei 

A. me 

Rising Lower. 

grain of rice. 

3^ a grain of rice 

equal to a precious stone,—as 
in famine time. 

rice-husks. 

A :3k % IK dryrice- 
rice-gruel; congee. 

Tit or j)|t I® rice-flour. 

^e§ provisions. 

congee; flattering words. 

to feed a man on 

congee, — i.e. on words which 
mean nothing; to soft-sawder. 

Tit A the weevil in rice,— 

that which causes the ruin, 

a weevil. 

rice-bags. 

Tft 
7802 

7803 

*6 straw colour, — i.e. the 

colour of If * millet. 

Tit 

boiled table-rice 

Kfkb: pearl barley. 

")lt or *?X Tit glutinous rice. 

m 7k»'« * * 
non-glutinous rice. 

If Tit Panicum miliaceum, L., 

glutinous variety. 

#^Tlt maize (Zea mays), L.) 

* or ^ ^ the grain of 

spiked millet (Setaria italica, 
Kth.); canary-seed. 

fi§ Tit °r # (or @3) 
sago. 

&T IS ^k red rice- 

cochineal, 

ag# dried shrimps. 

Sophora flowers. 

not to know the 

price of rice,—to be inexperi 
enced. 

to give topographical illus¬ 

trations with the aid of rice,— 
as Ma Yuan did. 

like an ox grinding 

rice,—always going round and 
round in the same groove. 

*5 m ffi Ulil* 
* the best housewife can’t 

make congee without rice. 

Hi m if ~W * ffi 
a hungry man can eat boiled 
wheat. 

'fft Hi fg Tjt t0 P°mt at millet 

and borrow rice,—i.e. to borrow 
on the strength of a crop which 
is coming on. 

it A T & * like white rice 

dropped in clear water,—easily 
seen; readily understood. 

7k UK the mouth of the urethra. 

Tit ^5 imitation of metre. 

% ¥ Poly gala Mariesii, 

Hemsl. 

Same as 7805. 

Universal. Deep. 

7804 [M. be penetrated far 

into the fastnesses. 

&& Hf til *n tbe greatest 
A .ji trepidation. 

Even Lower. 
name of an ancient country 

near the modern Kokand. 

w 
7805 

To settle; to establish; 

to pacify. Also read meti8. 

Rlft _E£ jfjg to employ soldiers 
C. mai-, -mai 
F. mi 

to establish peace. 

W. -mi 
p. ] ft 0 £1# @ ¥ *h' 
M. v Lmei region beyond qlp ^ pj the 

Sz. ) 
K. mi 
J. bi, mi 
A. me 

northern pass has just been 
tranquillised. 

to put down rebels or 
Rising 

Irregular. 
banditti. 

7806 
An affluent of the river 

R., 

SeeTlt 
A. me 

J. mei, bei 

Rising Lower. 

7807 

R. 

C. v. mi 

F. v. 'mai 

SeeTft 
A. me 

Rising Lower 

\V3 

7808 

R.: 

SeeTlt 
. bet, mei 

A. me 

Rising Lower. 

Tfg Hsiang in Hunan. 

To blind, as dust, etc. 

Nightmare. 

m i hr as the eyes blinded,- 

as with dust. 

Akkra 

PM, it £ the chaff from 

winnowing will blind a man’s 
eyes so that he cannot tell the 
points of the compass. 

asm 
j{=| he would not only dream 

but have nightmare into the 
bargain. 

Fish-spawn. 

122 
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7809 

C. wzaz' 
H. 
F. 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
IC. mi 
J. bei, mci 
A. me 

Even Lower. 

7810 

s"fll 

Even Lower. 

unconsciousness, 
moral blindness. 

To confuse; to bewitch 

to deceive. To go astray 

Fascinated; infatuated; be 

sotted. 

^ ^ or ^ i confused; 

bewildered; in error. 

j3{> the draught of obli¬ 

vion,—given to souls about to 
be re-born, to prevent them from 
remembering their previous lives 
on earth. 

w m * m in a state of 

Used also of 
;s. 

jpf if* to perform 

superstitious acts or ceremonies. 

-H 'fjjl ® moreover she 

was very superstitious. 

at*® to remain obstin¬ 

ately fixed in a delusion. 

t0 l°se possession of; lost; 

missing. 

to lose anything 

sii or to lose one’s 

way. 

I«AB to drug and kid 

nap people. 

anaesthetics. 

bewitched. 

or ^ infatuated. 

m ffi m 1 seeing indistinct 

!y- 

m m mm & absent-mind 

edly; foolish; out of one’s wits: 
(of the air) thick; misty. 

Iff |ff drizzling; thick. 

mad on making money; 

avaricious. 

■ ■ IM tf 

there is one point to which you 
do not go, there will be one 
point of which you will be 
ignorant. 

to preserve the 

people from going astray. 

A plant, known as^? ££, 

Viburnum dilatatum,Thbg. 

m 
7811 

R. 

C. mai,v. met- 

H. mi, v. smi 
F. mei 
W mai, mi 
N. mei 
P. mi, me 
M. mi, mei, me 
Y. Smi, v. met? 
Sz mei 
K. mi 
J. bei, mei 
A. Sme, me* 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

7812 

R'i 
C. nei, mei, 

v. cni 
H. c/z', Hi 

See*£ 
J. bi, mi 
K. ji 

Even Lower. 

A riddle; a puzzle. 

it H or It Wtor it m 
(pronounced merh) a conun 
drum. 

•ET "flS it t0 as^ a riddle. 

nit ft (1) to ask a riddle; 

(2) to solve a riddle. 

tT it t0 write a riddle on 

a lantern suspended at the house 
door, and offer a prize to any 
passer-by who can solve it. 

frj |>t a riddle made by 

dividing up characters, as 

and ^ for ^. 

to make signs,—as 

dumb persons do. 

To To pervade; to fill 

close up; to stop. 

for a whole year 

he never went out of doors. 

| J a full month; at the 

completion of the months (of 
gestation); the completion of 
the first month of a child’s age 
kept as a festive occasion. 

® M ^ Pi it did not rain for 

a whole month. 

III} 0 enthused over it 

for a whole day,—of a picture 

Wi spent the night 

in great merriment. 

® % M sins enough 
to fill the sky. 

i||} f<f§ to fill up. 

$ ^ j/®i ?<$ ^ as a set 

off, — against action taken by 
opponents. 

® ‘$c profound. 

^ very many. 

abundant. 

or sti11 further. 

j|2 all the more distinctly 

manifested. 

0 §!> Wc 51® my 
malady comes on daily and 
without interruption. 

£ ffi the point in a 

disease when there is no hope 
left. 

Vi dymg words, 

a distant cousin. 

7812 

It to make up f0r 

R. 

7813 

IK 
C. -nei, Lmci, 

-mai 
H. CH, i/z, Vz' 
F. cni, Smi, Vz2 

W 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. »/, tni 

bi, 2222', </«', 

nei 
A. ji 

Rising and 
Even Lower. 

their short-comings. 3S72 

I H M M ^ the small 

est or the cunningest pretences 
—I can see through. 

# to paste a slip of paper 

over,—as at the public examin¬ 
ation, to conceal the name until 

the essay has been either accepted 
or rejected. The term is used 
of those petty officials who are 
told off for this work. 

to repair; to restore; to 

supply deficiencies; to put in 
order. 

/ffi 4M t0 settle up and 

supply all deficiencies. 

£ Hf EH ^ may you fulfil 

all your years! 

wzm lUj the more I look 

at them, the more lofty they 
seem to be,—of the doctrines 
of Confucius. 

Amida Buddha. See 1 (o'). 

•J] Maitreya Buddha,— 

the Merciful One, expected to 
appear and open a new era 
about 3,000 years hence. The 
“Laughing Buddha” of Chinese 
temples. See 4680. 

J-* (or ) HjjJ- the Messiah 

An expanse of water, 

a waste of waters. 

Read mis and niz. Full; 

overflowing. 

VS® ^ ^ the ford is full to 

overflowing. 

w‘de and ful1 1S 
the river. 

7814 

C. nei, mei 

See*& 
A .ji 

Even Lower. 

A female monkey. 

a monkey. Used as a 

term of abuse. 

m a kind of coarse peach 

found in Anhui. 
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7816 

See dS 
Jti 

Entering 
Lower. 

,-ifa 

78i7 

7818 

R-i 
C. 

See*£ 
J. W, ?ni 

A. »«', »2Z 

Even Lower. 

)PK- 

7819 

R± 
s“iH 
Even Lower. 

7820 

r.£ 

C. mei 

S««j£ 

A. w« 

Even Lower. 

7821 

% 
C. met 

See$ 
Even Lower. 

See 7875. 

A screen for the front of 

a carriage. A carriage-rug. 

Same as 7816. 

Rice-gruel; congee; dis¬ 

solved. 

rice-gruel. 

reduced to a pulp,—as by 

oppression. 

@1 ^ State is utterly 

ruined. 

utterly destroyed, 

^ extravagant expenditure 

% slime; froth; scum. 

Reduced to pulp. Used 

with 7818. 

A halter for an ox; to 

tie up. 

I ^ & indissolubly 

bound. 

AtiESt ■» Jf 
men’s hearts have already on 
this account become closed,— 
to sympathy with others. 

A kind of liquor, distilled 

See 12,107. from grain. 

j§^ the name of a climbing 

plant with white or yellow 
blossoms, the essence of which 
was an article of tribute under 
the Five Dynasties. See 12,114. 

7822 

R*ft 

s--fM 
Rising Lower 

1 o feed a child with gruel 

7823 

C. imei, -mei 

H. i.mi 

F. pH 

W. imi, -mi 

N. -mi 

P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. mi 

J. hi, mi 

A. mi3 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

7824 

C. mei 

See££ Ji 
A. mi 

Even Lower. 

Not; there is not. To 

be extravagant; to waste; 

to scatter. 

JUI a strong negation. 

j||| or H|| without limit; 

boundless. 

*B7g not a day that I 

do not think of it. 

m ft not constant. 

Jilt n°t enough. 

JjHI there are not. 

not one but has 

the beginning,—is good at first. 

J® without omission or 

neglect. 

ISFArJa H you do not sym¬ 

pathise with us. 

Hit ^ ^ ^ I thought nothing 

of my toil in your house. 

]||i to waste time. 

or JH1 extravagant. 

ff M. H II slow,y 1 moved 
about. 

among the cus¬ 

toms of Shang was reckless 
adoption of bad usages. 

^=F )Ht ]||| a coaxing tone. 

0j| ^ vague; indefinite. 

Read mP. To divide up. 

^ having a good appointment, 

I will share it with you. 

Name of a plant. 
ht- 
DB Jp! Ophiopogon japonicus, 

Ker., and Asparagus lucidus. 
Ldl. 

B Ligusticum, sp. 

7825 

See^ 

Even Lower. 

7826 

£ 
C. mei 

See 

A. me, mi 

Even Lower. 

7827 

MR 
C. -mai, nei- 

H. ‘ngi 

F. ni, »«5 
W.) . 
N. j 
P. ) 
M. 
Y. ml 

Sz. ) 
K. mi 

J. mi, bi 

A. me, nyi 

Rising Lower. 

m 

7828 

r-3cw 
C. nei, mei 

See ^ 

A. me 

Even Lower. 

The common millet from 

which a spirit is made. 

j^|| popular name in the north 

for the m chi variety of Pani- 

cum miliaceum, L. 

The tailed deer (Cervus 

\elaphurus\ davidianus); ^ 

2541, 10,291. The bank 

of a river. 

% deer’s-horns. 

to 
like the “ass in the lion’s skin.” 

Ch‘ou Mi 

and Tzh Tu,—the Beast and the 
Beauty, respectively. 

JSMZSI dwelling on the 

river-bank. 

To repress; to stop. The 

ends of a bow. 

'ti' z m £ ^ btsis; 
the sorrow of my heart cannot 
be repressed nor forgotten. 

R to put down rob¬ 

bery and give peace to the law- 
abiding. 

tjff ^p* to repress and give peace 

to. 

to remove the 

present calamities. 

to allay hostility. 

an armistice. 

5^ 'jji to stop giddiness. 

mmukM the bow with its 

ivory ends and seal-skin quiver. 

Tp with drooping ears,—of a 

frightened animal. 

iPfW to lower the sign or 

emblem of one’s mission; to 
check one’s pace; to saunter. 

H ® iT ffl ± for 

three years I have wandered 
by river and lake. 

A fawn; the young of 

animals. 

the skins of unborn ani¬ 

mals. 

T'M 
young nor 
hunting. 

1 do not take the 

the eggs, — when 
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7829 

lRi*R 

I See 

Even Lower. 

.4* 

7830 

IR. 
IC. mik 
IH. met3 
I F. mik, v. mei- 

I W. mie 
IN. mih 
1 P. mP 

IM. mi 
I Y. mik 
I Sz. mi 
IK. mi ok 

jj. beii 

I A. wAZ, 

Entering 
Irregular. 

The bleating of a sheep. F ?,834 

7831 

7832 

Entering 
Lower. 

Ar^4'- 

7834 
|R-|f 
IC. wzzZ 
IH. «mV 

To seek; to hunt for 

fL see^ right road. 

A t° look for a person. 

t° make enquiries, 

to seek to get. 

% T§ £ to send for a doctor 

to seek labourers,—as 

coolies for emigration, 

iqj\ ^ jfy. to seek a meal. 

5H 'l l' (fcng4) the iron 
•AFt >Lj I 

point of the awl searches for an 
opening,—is sure to get in. To 
try every approach to a question 
to poke one’s nose in everywhere 

'fjj to seek an apt phrase. 

M to search for and select. 

nu to find securities (persons) 

% M to search for employment 

^ to search out and give. 

IlfT to find out. 

3^ to procure by seeking. 

JlL to hire; to engage, 

tsi, to seek the direct route 

Same as 7830. 

Same as 7835. 

Still; silent. To stop. 

Read fu2*. Name of a 

personage in the “Spring 

and Autumn.” [Has been 

written Jj^.] 

Honey. See 9336. 

)|® honey. See or 

3567. 

preserves; confectionery. 

► <t« 

F. mik 
W. mi, rnibe 
N. mih 
P. mP 
M. mi 

Y. mik 
Sz. mi 
K. mil 

J. mitsz, hitsz 
A. met 

Entering 
Lower. 

kd* 

7835 
R-If 
F. mik, meik 

See Sgt 

Entering 
Lower. 

sweetmeats made 

with arsenic,-treacherous words 

^ \ftp fried in honey. 

Sit honey; syrup. 

^ Iff preserved green plums 

fyv honey offerings,—sweet 

meats offered in temples. 

^ barley-sugar. 

^ preserves dried in honey 

'fQ honey-coloured 

maize-coloured. 

^ |j|. preserved fruits,—especi 

ally dates. 

t Zizyphus or jujube 

fruit. 

yj'j)] a honeycomb. 

the cells in a srrai or 
hive. 

t M W'J A- $ij A ^ll when 
the hive is ransacked, others 
(than the bees) enjoy its sweets 
Sic vos, etc. 

n 4r. s is aft ;fr & 
honey in the mouth but a dagger 
in his heart,—of a fair-speaking 
traitor. 

^ 1^1 or ^ ^honey-tongued; 

smooth-speaking. 

ill false eji a. ® mm- 
friends are like honey mixed 
with oil. 

the queen bee. 

|| bees’-wax. 

! lii 'E amber- 

Close; dense, as popula¬ 

tion; thick, as opposed to 

4058; intimate; tho¬ 

rough; secret (see 8932); 

mysterious. See |j|j 3162, 

^ 8488, JH 13,088. 

cloth of fine close 

texture. 

J|L close; intimate, as friend¬ 

ship. 

Si an intimate friend. 

^ a close friendship. 

^ tfte-a-tete. 

very intimate; closely con 

nected. 

7835 

A SI it She had long been 

on terms of (improper) intimacy 
with Chia. 

^ to make minute search for. 

^ to secretly instruct. 

secretly and thoroughly. 

iW to secretly depute. 

# or ® or W a 
private or secret note. 

^ ,^J a secret meeting; an assig¬ 

nation. 

^ ^ dense undergrowth. 

to communicate secretly! 

with,—of the despatches of high 
authorities between themselves 

^ ty] the Cabinet or Council 

of State. 

li? a secret Decree. 

^ a secret statement to,— 

e.g. the Throne. 

(»>§» 

) very closely; thickly. 

W manyand 
mixed. 

»*l secret orders. 

a secret; private talk, 

secret; occult. 

2 pj keep silent! hush! 

’iVf rgi private apartments, 

it a gauze covering 

stretched over a fishpond. 

I ^ M 1$ diligent. 

Pt S fi fm ^ and 
night he enlarged its foundations 
by his deep and silent virtue. 

Q a term used in the Amoy 

• almanacs for every seventh day, 
said to be derived from the Per¬ 
sian mithras, a name for the sun. 

same as 7836. 

@l»ft litharge [Persian «<?>'- 

name of a District in 

Honan. 

Vi name of an ancient State 

of Kansuh. 
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7836 

m R. 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

iKr 

7837 

Entering 
Lower. 

7838 

RUE 

7839 

*•» 
C. 
F. znik 
W. mi 

N. mihypih 
P. m? 

M. mi 

Y. mik 

Sz. mi 

K. mil 

. milsZy bichi 

A. 
Entering 
Lower. 

7840 

& 

7841 

The eagle-wood tree or 

lign-aloes (Aquilaria or 

Aloexylori), found in Cam¬ 

bodia. Its heart is callec 

garoo wood; see 649. 

The rootlets of the lotus 

(Nelumbium speciosuniy 

Willd.). 

Same as 7836. 

R.; 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

7842 

4* 

7843 
R.| 

See 71 
Entering 
Lower. 

To whisper. Quiet; still, 

lonesome and still, 

ifipf Wp Peaceful and still, 

times are peaceful 

as usual. 

See 6249. 

Floss silk; small; delicate. 

Radical 120. 

Read ssu1. Same as 

10,259. 

See 7742. 

A screen or canopy for 

a chariot. 

4* 

7844 
R.$ 

See . 

Entering 
Lower. 

»•* 

7845 

To cover. Radical 14. 

Same as 7847. 

R-3 
See 

yxj 
Entering 
Lower. 

4* 

7846 

R. 

See 
Xu s ■> 

Entering and 
Even Lower. 

^ 7847 

C. mik 

H. mil 

F. mik 

W. mie 

N. mih 

P. mi3 

M. ) . 
Sz. ( 
Y. mik 

K. miok 

. miakUy beki 

A. mik. 

Entering 
Lower. 

7848 

3$ 
7849 

J® 
7850 

To plaster walls; to 

whitewash. 

A veil to cover the face 

of the dead. Also read 

ming2 and mien2 A 

>|>K 0 $§ the covering for 
the eyes should be black. 

EH 
7851 

R. 

C. miu 

H. niiau 

F. mien 

W. mi'be 

N. mioa 

A cloth to cover food; 

a veil. Same as 7844. 

^ an attendant, under the 

Chou dynasty, whose duty it 
was to keep things covered up. 

Same as 7847. 

Same as 7847. 

Same as 7867. 

Sprouts; shoots; growing 

grain. The early stage of 
an eruption on the skin. 
Progeny; posterity. To hunt; 

a hunting expedition. Name 
of a wild tribe. 

sprouting rice-crops. 

m 

miau 

7851 
p. 
M. 
Y. mioa 

Sz. miau 

K. mio 

J. midy bid 

A. mieu 

Even Lower. 

R. 

ST 
7852 
* 

See 

A. malty mieu 

Even Lower. 

ar 
7853 

R. Hf 

See 

Even Lower. 

$ U do not eat the 

sprouting grain,—O rats! 

'aj pj radish-sprouts. 

^ M ^ the flame of the 
lamp is too high. 

7$ Z the ton¬ 
gue is the tip end (or shoot) of 
the heart. 

(gjjjj ^ the copper nozzle of a hose, 

posterity. 

^ E M the posterity of a 

meritorious official. 

^ many; prolific. 

M& the small fry of fishes. 

© ffi ft to love finery and 
display. 

W {ft, = *0] see 11,066. 

I1S#«1IS 
of upright and graceful car¬ 

riage,—as a well-grown girl. 

those officers in 

charge of the hunt. 

Miao-tzti,—wild aboriginal 

tribes found in Kueichou and 
elsewhere. 

Beautiful; elegant. 

u a prostitute. 

To delineate; to draw; 

to sketch; to depict. 

It* to draw; to paint. 

•t$3 ^ or W: to paint a 
portrait. 

to sketch; to describe 

graphically. 

He $E| X $$ covertly 

describing the corruption of the 
Board of Works. 

^3 5^ to gild; to paint in gold. 

j|| to paint the eyebrows. 

See 416. 

—• 4s§ make an exact 2*35 

copy. 

-ci' it M m u hi the mind 
can picture far distant scenes. 
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7853 

7854 

«5 4= to copy writing; to trace 

characters. 

&E tlr or &E |£| 
to write with black ink over red 
characters,—as children do. 

ffiSM to describe emotions. 

to depict,—as a character. 

See 7676. 

7855 

R.iP; 

See Xjf] 

A. man, imieu 

Rising Lower. 

w 
7856 

R. 

See 

A.jien 

Rising and 
Sinking Lower 

and Upper. 

7857 
R 

See tP 
Sinking 
Lower. 

To wind off silk. The 

fringe on a flag. 

Small. 

m & delicate; tender. 

Read c/i^ao*. Alarmed. 

Hf # startled. 

Excellent; admirable •, 

wonderful; subtle; mys 

terious. 

-fjj- jfy extraordinary; wonderful. 

ItP or hje ^ admirable! 

capital! 

ftP & or itj? ft or jtp ^ an 

admirable plan; a specific. 

jtj/sf- a skilled hand; a clever 

artist. 

^ jp, empty-handed. 

ftp the beauty (of the 

passage) lies beyond the mere 
wording. 

fttjg a wonderful medicine. 

tj? or M tP subtle; ingeni 

ous. 

not to be surpassed. 

surpassed anything that had been 
done before. 

jtj? ^ a sharp tongue; witty. 

ftp pfc supernatural. 

young; youthful. 

7858 

c 

see# # 

Rising and 
Sinking Lower 

and Upper. 

7859 

7860 

R. 

See£j$ 

A. mieu 

Rising Lower. 

w 
7861 

R. 

See 

A. tieu, jieu 

Even Lower. 

w 
7862 

See 

Rising Lower 

The tip ; the end ; the 

limit. 

ifg? the tip of a branch. 

jfcp ^ the tip end. 

the end of the year. 

S n # M'J at the end of the 

month. 

the verge of the forest. 

Same as 7857. 

The beard of grain; 

minute. A second of time 

or of a degree. A ten- 

thousandth. Wrongly used 

for 7858. 

Silkworms just hatched. 

Having one eye smaller 

than the other. Minute; 

subtle; the appearance of 

one gazing to a distance. 

134'— g one-eyed. 

9c T ffi A&0-- 
^ of old, a man was so in love 

with a one-eyed beauty that he 
thought all other women had an 
eye too much. 

it jjjl a one-eyed man can 

still see. 

ftp small; minute, 

delicate; fine. 

—• @ ^ a very 
trifling affair. 

fjp %p -f* t|c sb ¥ 1 am 
utterly insignificant and but a 

child. 

the insignificance 

of an individual,—in the vast¬ 
ness of the universe. 

w 
7862 

w 
7863 

Rf& 

Rising Lower 

7864 

R‘M 
C. mitt 
H. cmiau 
F. mieu 
W. mioe 
N. mioa 

M. } miaU 
V. mioa 
Sz. miau 
K. mio 
J. bid, mid 
A. jieu 

Rising Lower, 

7865 
A*r 

R-m 

See ^ 

Rising Lower 

7866 
AW 

R'f£ 

See 

Rising Lower, 

14# my unworthy self, 

to aim at a target. 

l\j/ 4* chunSK &E t0 h4 the 

bull’s-eye. 

Vast; boundless; vague. 

® m ¥ how boundless! 

7# ^ ^ li I have a vague 

longing. 

it!/' ii}j/' M $j| vaSue> without 

proof. 

^ of vast extent; indistinct; 

vague; dim; eternity, 

flft vastly small; infinitesimal. 

(expl. as ^ of 

vast extent. 

Minute; subtle; indistinct 

Used with 7862. 

^ infinitesimal. 

the smoke of the 

incense curls away into nothing, 
—gradually becoming invisible. 

Vast, as an expanse of 

water. Used with 7863. 

See 7897. 

To slight; to despise. 

Small; petty. 

MM to treat with contempt. 

^ to flight. 

mm to insult. 

Wt Jlfe contemPt °f the law- 

^ t0 trifle w’th; to despise. 

^ Ijg. stupid rudeness or dis¬ 

courtesy. 

^ insignificant. 

Read mao4 and mo**. 

y°u listened i° 

me with indifference and con¬ 

tempt. 
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7866 

7867 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

when (the temple) 

was completed, wide and grand 

^ ^ ^ profound and 

mighty Heaven. 

M ^ haughtily; contempt¬ 

uously. 

4 Temples in general; 

Buddhist temples uninhab¬ 

ited by priests; roadside 

shrines, etc. 

^ temples. 

^ jH the ancestral temple of a 

clan,—now applied only to that 
of the Imperial family. 

HJH or ^ H an ancestral 

temple. 

MU a shrine with an idol in it. 

.l/C HI a popular or much- 

frequented temple. 

HI to visit temples,—on days 

when fairs are held there. 

J|| (j=| temple goods,—bought at 

the fairs, and of very inferior 
quality. 

there is a fair to¬ 

morrow. 

to attend a fair. 

the Imperial palace. 

£ Hr? a utensil for the 

Court,—a man of talent. 

(g* in the presence 

of the Court; before the Emperor. 

M a form of worship gone 

through by brides three months 
after marriage, and marking their 
formal assumption of household 
duties. 

jj}^ the person who assists the 

chief sacrificer by reading out 
the sacrificial eulogies, etc. 

MU the chamber wherein the 

tablet of the oldest ancestor of 
the Imperial family is kept. 

fjp the name of an Emperor 

after his death. See 7940. 

the title conferred upon 

an Emperor after death; e.g. 

M H t: M "rjj* for the 

Emperor who reigned under the 

of n m. 

4 

7867 

W 
7868 

R. 

C. -miu 
H. cmiau 
F. mien 
W. cyde^ -mioe 
N. cyoa 
P. miau^yau 
M. miau 
Y.yoa 
K-yOf mio 

yd 
A. nieu 

Rising 
Irregular. 

R 

7869 

7870 

-!§ Ml 

m, 
C. gne 
F. mae 
W. —mi 
N. wc, -mi 
P. gnie 

ba, me 
A. me 

Rising and 
Even 

Irregular. 

4* 
7871 

• J§ 
C. met^ 
H. mak^ 
F. mich„ v. sic 
W. -mioe 
N. hni 
P. imie^ slie 
M. mieh 
Y. nick 
K. mid 
f. ba, ma 
A. mak^ me 

Rising Very 
Irregular. 

—■ A A Mil one man 
should not go to a temple,—for 
fear of being made away with. 

IIH the counsels, or policy, 

of the Emperor. 

Dark; mysterious; vague; 

see 5950. Also read yaoz. 

[To be distinguished from 

IF 193 and 10,497.] 

4^ dark; obscure. 

B £ the sun had just 

gone down. 

R 

7872 

no news of him 

anywhere. 

^ ^ Jgji gone without 

leaving a trace. 

in the obscure distance. 

Same as 7870. 

The bleating of sheep, 

the cry of a sheep, 

a kid; a lamb, 

a calf. 

To squint. Also read 

nieW. [To be distinguished 

from 12,988.] 

hr m a a ®s -& m 7 
unable to open the eyes from 
weariness. 

Dvjf Mi necromancers. 

“H# used by the Jews in China 

for Moses. 

Same as 7874. 

4lr 

7873 
R. 

SeeM 
A. diet 

Entering 
Lower. 

7874 
R. 

C. myt 
H. met 
F. miek 
W. 
N. mi eh 
P. mie' , 
M. mie 
Y. 
Sz. mie 
K. myol 

. metsz, /(rCsz 
A .jiet 

Entering 
Lower. 

mieh 

7875 

C. myt 
H. met 
F. mieh 
W. mie 
N. mieh 
P. mie* 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. midi 

betsz, mechi 
A. zrcrW 

Entering 
Lower. 

To pluck; to pull out; 
to peel. 

to pull the ears. 

^Ifjj ;j|j£ to pluck out,—as hairs. 

MB# to pinch the cheeks. 

fiSIft to peel off the paper. 

To destroy by fire; to 

exterminate; to extinguish 
fire. 

^ to exterminate. 

|f§ to destroy a State. 

PM to exterminate a family. 

M tT or M exterminated; 

dead. 

It! JPt M "Cf he brought on his 

own ruin. 

Mb M or M tilt0 exterminate, 

—as rebels. 

he exterminated 

the whole race. 

Mi $ff to destroy all traces of. 

H ffij M he approached the 

picture and vanished into it. 

M Pfr M tM crossing the ford, 

(the water) was over my head. 

M M, t0 extinguish. 

to put out fire, 

to put out a lamp. 

tr M01HI Mto put out ~a 
fire. 

to walk through 

fire as if it was not alight. 

to die; to save; Nirvana. 

M it ^ £to save ai1 crea- 
tures, i.e. to bring them to Nir¬ 
vana. 

Splints ; strips; laths. 

ft 01" /5b pf bamboo-splints, 

—for making baskets, fans, etc. 

a mat made of bamboo 

skin. 

m ^ young bamboos when fit 

for making paper. 

—‘ a hooP ^or a tab- 

made of twisted bamboo-splints. 

^ ft- a splint; a “sponge;” a 

parasite. 

Ill I'M bamboo torches, used both 

at weddings and funerals. 
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7876 

R. 

See^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

IE 
7877 

C. v. myt 

See Ad; 

R. 

See 

7878 

Entering 
Lower. 

R. 

See 

I 
7879 

7880 

R. 

H. met, 
_ a-a- 
See ^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

To be without. Minute; 

worthless. To throw away. 

U M ruin and disorder 

is none. 

are exhausting their means of 
living. 

Jg ^ there 

M US without manners; un¬ 

ceremoniously. 

MM minute; fine. 

a m m the population 

gone,—as from a ruined district. 

A 1/ M'J M when a man 
is wearied he is quiet,—without 
activity. 

M W sileutly> without 
uttering a word. 

WKH do not overlook 

merit among the people, 

in contempt of law, 

nothing could be 

better. 
M 

Entering 
Lower. 

Entering 
Lower. 

iP 

To beat. 

irregular; out of order; 

awry. 

Pebbly; hard. 

■0. small stones; shingle. 

Flies ; insects seen in 

damp places. 

very small flies. 

Blood ; to stain with 

blood; to defile. 

IDL t0 stadl blood. 

Aj|l ^ he polluted his 

ancestral hall; dishonoured his 
relatives of the Imperial family. 

to calumniate. 

ir 
7881 

R. Vulgar. 
C. v. gne 

Even Upper. 

7882 

C. myn 
H. men, min 
F. mieng, ming 
W. mic 
N. mien 
P. I 
M. [ mien 
Sz. ) 
Y. miei 
K. my'dn 
J. bin 
A. mien,maing 

To carry a child on the 

back. 

MIEN. 

To close the eyes; to 

sleep. 

ms to close the eyes. 

BRT or to lie down to 

sleep. 

BK; t0 sleeP- 
to sleep together. See 7676. 

fjjjt the long sleep,—of death. 

ft 9 ^ BJ£ 1 did not sleep 
all night. 

Even Lower. 'RR* a couch; a sofa. 

Bft ,(E ^Mt0 dream- 
%% BJ£ tlie sleeP °f silkworms. 

IIP Bft the sleep of the willow,- 

alluding to a famous willow 
shaped like a man, which sent 
its leaves to sleep three times a 
day. It stood in an Imperial 
park, temp. Han dynasty. 

a cow-sleep ground,— 

a good site for a grave, refer¬ 

ring to the story of mu 

T‘ao K‘an, who lost a cow 
when he was about to bury his 
mother, and was advised by a 
mysterious old man to make 
the grave where he should find 
the cow. He did so, the result 
being that the family prospered 
ever afterwards. 

Bft see Ir’28s' 

The cotton tree (Bornbcix 

malabaricum, L.); cotton. 

Used with 7884. 

raw cotton; the cotton 

plant (Gassypium herbaceum, L.). 

^!| ?£ (ft made of cotton 
wool,—of a man who is easily 
worked upon or influenced. 

^ ^ waste cotton; cotton rags 

hi cotton yarn. 

7883 

R-A, 

s" I,Vi 
Even Lower. 

cotton thread. 

HI* cotton cloth; cotton piece- 

goods. 

w 
7883 

7884 

rA 
C. myn 
H. men 

mieng 
W. mie 
N. mien 
P. ) 
M. f 
Y. miei 
Sz. mien 
K. my 'dn 
J. men 
A. mien 

Even Lower. 

mien 

ben 

lj|l Hi cotton duck. 

$5 M ffr woollen and cotton 

mixtures. 

Ife flp cotton bed-quilts; 

palam pores. 

Hl¥«? cotton and woollen 

mattresses. 

cotton clothes. 

^ a quilted coat, 

cotton seed. 

cotton lastin8s- 

the native cotton tree. 

Also the bark of Eucommia 
ulmoides, Oliv. 

if ^ Anemone japonica, 

Sieb. 

Soft; downy ; floss silk. 

Spreading; continuous 

Used with 7883. A Depart¬ 

ment in Ssuch‘uan. 

or ) 

A 
cate. 

5k 
best. 

it 

or 

soft; delicate. 

•jiij weak; deli- 

to do one’s humble 

silk thread; sewing silk. 

*C* silk clothes, 

cotton thread. 

% floss silk- 

djr silk quilting; tangled silk. 

^ cotton yarn, 

a kind of silk. 

like a needle in wool. I 

^ the sheep. 

^ sheep’s wool. 

dp j|(^ foreign woollen cloth 

—in some parts many sorts of 
Spanish stripes are so called. 

of cotton. 

wadded shoes worn in 

winter, popularly called ^f{j ft 

cats’-nests. 

^ a sort of lasso. 

.. m * & ™ is • 
tinuous; uninterrupted. 
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7884 

p/[> 

7885 

sr 
7886 

RH 
C. myn 
H. men 
F. mieng, 

rneng^ 
mie 

mici 

Sz. mien 
K. mion 
J. men, 
A .jien 

Sinking 
Lower, 

ins H m M may y°ur haPPi- 
ness and life be prolonged! 

I I I i thick]y they 
spread about, the dolichos creep¬ 
ers. 

$jjJ Jf|[ J| continuous and 

orderly, — as an army on the 
march. 

*jj> t|L there is that little 

oriole. 

MU sinking floss,—which it 

can only do when saturated with 
water. 

DS $rli tke disease was 

very far advanced. 

Same as 7884. 

The face (see 7140); the 

countenance; the front; 

obverse of a coin (see 7633, 

5665). A plane surface; 

breadth, as a dimension (see 

12,089). Numerative bf 

gongs, drums, banners, mir¬ 

rors, etc. Radical 176. See 

9865, 8504, 8556, 9969. 

M -f*or Hi or M 0 

(also, social status) or M?l 

or M jj|j| the face; the count¬ 

enance. 

iif to get back, or restore, 

one’s former prestige, or author¬ 
ity. 

face to face; vis- 

a-vis. 

fa® a how can I 

show my face there again? 

fa A M M @ whybe so 
shameless? 

$1) —‘ # Hi g put quite 

another face on the matter. 

entirely at variance with 

what he had said in his essay 
on the previous day of examin¬ 
ation. 

m ft t his face flushed. 

US A fk ia. PllJ M 

you then wore quite a differ¬ 

ent kind of face (or expression). 

ffi* 

7886 

® a complexion; countenance 

Bge pale-faced. 

A £ if id. # ia Jt 
II men’s minds are as un¬ 

like as their faces. 

IS* skin of the face thick, 

-—shameless; brazen-faced. See 
9381. 

BII or M ^ bashful; sheep¬ 

ish; soft-hearted. 

B* the cheeks. 

B P] fat-faced- 

0 ® on all sides. 

AM the eight principal points 

of the compass. 

AB4S an extensive busi¬ 

ness. 

M M all sides; each and all. 

iSffil looking at one 

another. 

M# A to flatter a person to 

his face. 

® ® or It M face to face 

with; in the presence of. 

^ 'b S it ® B itM 

£ bade the petty clerk 

break it to pieces before his face 
with an iron hammer. 

m m face to face; opposite; 

contrary. 

if M before; in front of. 

W ffi the back; behind the back 

of; in the absence of. 

HR ® # ordinary; every¬ 

day; ready-to-hand. 

M ^0 M A friendly out¬ 

wardly (i.e. as far as facial ex¬ 
pression goes), but not at heart. 

B* to personally thank. 

Bi* to have a chat. 

M 5Ror M °r M 0 to 
report verbally. 

b tk or b at» b ^ 
B Sior ® BS01B ISor 

M oil t0 discuss verbally. 

MM to give personally to. 

M f§^ t0 take leave person. 

M3§j personally to. 

7886 

M ^ M ^ to settle at a 
personal interview. 

MU to receive personally. 

M to M i or M T or 
give verbal orders. 

M -y~- to say to one’s face. 

IB® t’ji I respectfully ad 

dress you, as though face to 
face,—a conventional beginning 
to a letter. 

jgj j|)jc to complain verbally. 

M a °r M ^ to state per¬ 

sonally. 

M ot to Personally commission 

• one to. 

M Jfp to bear personally from. 

MU to recommend verbally. 

M If t0 personally request. 

j§] ^ to hand over personally. 

See below. 

B # to have an audience of 

the sovereign. 

Mil to see; to visit. 

ft M M to meet. 

B jsl A SI tT fi Jffi B 
had already met the great man. 

M ^ a red face; to blush. 

M ~jrone wbo §ains byun" 
fair means. 

mm a portrait. 

M ^ or B#& a veil. 

flj M IS ^ B 
when you go out, tell (your 
parents), when you return, go 
and show yourself. 

fa; W % ® to avoid,—as a 

debtor avoids a dunning creditor, 

iaf i have not met for 

several days. 

M to be well acquainted with 

a person,—as far as his appear¬ 
ance goes. 

M £ an unfamiliar face. 

■W M 3,11 livinS faces— 
i.e. striking likenesses. 

& £ M £ their faces 

seemed alive,—of portraits. 

3=- M ^ Wl sli§htly acquaint¬ 

ed with. 

B a casual acquaint¬ 

ance. See above. 

123 
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m 
7886 

e® or a mask,—first 

known under the Han dynasty. 

—' '$t ^ (If J^. one of the 

robbers wore a mask. 

to lose face; to be put to 

shame. 

ffl A ^ 
<ni> 5c # ® _fc out of 

respect for his parents,-referring 
to the past. See below. 

# 1ft ~k 51 ®a11 (the 
above) is for the sake of your 
daughter,—referring to the pres¬ 
ent. See 7140. 

±A Wt ft tr -fc % 
even in beating a dog one 

should have some regard for its 
master, — people being touchy 
about their dependants. 

the forehead. 

tfl m T PI ® afraid of da¬ 

maging the reputation of the 
family. See 7751. 

ill:® see 9699. 

'IH® consideration for; respect 

for (see 2187); kindness. 

A if 1H jSfhe was als° 
actuated by consideration,—for 
an old friend, etc. 

MI the surface of contact,— 

in mechanics. 

IE ® the right side; the obverse; 

the face. 

MM the wrong side; the reverse; 

the back. Also, to turn round 
and take an opposite view. See 

34i3- 

ifeffitU® planted it on the 

top. 

W ffl the front of the body. 

&® the back of the body. 

MW the inside; inside. 

®§U cldao'- i|^ inside out, as 

a coat; face towards the inside, 
as a person sitting in a cart back 
to horses. 

TI the lower face or surface 

of a flat body. 

® _t ^ M most 

of those (oranges) at the top were 
good. 

M # $& _t ® sPread 
them out on the deck. 

7886 

M (H) ± keep the top upper 

most; this side up. 

W IE (or H) H on the 

obverse, a man riding a horse. 
See 8744. 

it ® to face the north; to 

appear before the Emperor. 

it® to face the south; to rule. 

See 8128. 

®m facing the east. 

W$8 facing the lake. 

pff the surface of the sea; 

the ocean. 

® ^ ^ H f A she 
had 30 handsome male atten¬ 

dants,—of the princess 0l it 
Shan-yin, who complained to her 

brother |j| Tzu Yeh, the 

Emperor ii ^ of the 

Liu Sung dynasty that whereas 
he had many wives, she had but 
one husband; whereupon the 
Emperor at once assigned to her 
30 of his handsomest courtiers. 

n Hrit m °n the 
said date it was clearly agreed 
between the three parties present. 

—* ® ^ It? a one-sided story; 

an ex parte statement. 

—* ]5f at the same time. 

1ft —‘ ® £ lijC S° and do it 

on your own account. 

.Vi“ 

one thing to a man’s face and 
another behind his back. 

—■ j§J — j@f on the one 

hand,.on the other hand,. 

— W.#* —B 

—' ® —‘ ® ET scolding 

and beating the while. 

— WB^ — WlfcM 
one urging him to hurry, the 
other, to take his time. Also, 
urging the one to hurry, and 
the other to take his time. 

—' ® a mirror. 

pi ± m » - ® a m 
on the door there hung a great 
notice-board. 

® AW a stinkpot. 

® * Cel as tr us Hindsii, Bl. 

Also, Schizandra elongata, Hf. 
f., and S. ehifiensis, Baill. 

w 
7887 

R' 
F.cmi eng 

See I® 

A. mietf 

Sinking 
Lower. 

9 

7888 

See |gf 

A. jien 

Rising Lower 

m 
7889 

See ^ 

A. jien 

Rising Lower 

M 
7890 

W. mie2- 

See||| 

Rising Lower 

To look towards. Xo 

accompany. To turn the 

back on. 

I® t0 commit a breach of 

rule or etiquette; lit. to turn the 
back on compasses and square. 

To stimulate 5 to urge. 

W Hz to endeavour; to make 

exertions. 

7891 

H. men2- 

See |(gi 

A. mien3 

Rising Lower, 

7892 

RH 
C. myn 
H„ men 
F. mieng 
W. mie 
N. mien 

To reflect; to consider. 

'|'Jnj '|>JJlL bashful; modest. 

To flush with drink; 

drunk; see 10,616. 

A ^ ‘/IS HI J5t ypi !t is not 
God who flushes you with wine. 

m t did not ven¬ 

ture to indulge in wine. 

fK '/isor '/fit /isto be a sot- 

^ I ^ ^ 'I f 

constantly and extensively 

changing, as customs and people. 

Fine silk thread. To 

reflect upon; to remember. 

/jr2=' to describe in detail. 

M or or m m 
to think fondly upon. 

£lM 31 it itto long- 
ingly stretch the neck and look 
southwards. 

f! EiJ Burma. 

Wheat-flour; flour; ver¬ 

micelli (see 10,019). 

Hi flour. 

Hi biscuits. 

Hi ^ bread. 

best white flour. 
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7892 

p. 
M. 
Y. miei 
Sz. mien 
K. mi'on 
J. ben, men 
A. mien 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7893 
R. 

See fffi 

Rising Lower. 

W 
7894 

RU 
See 

Rising Lower. 

7895 

if 
7896 

See |® 
A. mien‘ 

Rising Lower. 

j|j ch'ung2 E & |® twice 

bolted white flour. 

§3 0 common flour; seconds. 

0 |j| a kneading-board. 

If fffi or 0 a 
rolling-pin. 

|® or |® Jr1 strips of dough. 

H {|R gruel. 

|jjf) a sauce made with flour 

0 a flour-jar. 

& M Sg » til J® 
cooks don’t pay for the flour 
they spoil. 

|*jgj slaked lime. 

^ to make dough figures. 

0 j§|: or 0 gg yeast; 

!3S3- 
$$ |® yeast; to rise, as dough. 

M i®or#l‘ I® (see lr i2>3i7) 
very thin vermicelli. 

±mm plain vermicelli (cook¬ 

ed). 

wm vermicelli, — cut with a 

knife. 

A screen to ward off 

arrows; hidden. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from pEj 5788.] 

A branch of the river 
Han. A District in Shensi. 
A volume of water. 

V? a Department in Hupeh. 

in large volume those flowing 
waters go to the court of the sea. 

Same as 7892. 

To look sidelong at •, to 
ogle; to squint. See 6688. 

ft B?. - « #1M 
ogling glances, one of which 
would cause a city to fall. See 
2196. 

»tU* 15 with their hands 

on their swords, they looked 
sidelong at one another. 

7897 
R-H 

See 0 
A. mien3 

Sinking 
Lower. 

% 
7898 

K- A/l 

See 0 

Rising Lower 

An expanse of water. 

m m ms m a waste of waters. 

To avoid; to evade; to 
get off; to take off; see 

6373- To spare; to excuse; 
to remit. [To be distin¬ 

guished from S 12,122.] 

the Emperor 

knew there was no help for it. 

to avoid. 

% or ^ ^ t0 avoid; so 

as not to; so that there may not 
be; lest. 

M % &to avoid 
unjust collection of duty. 

% M ^ W ^ in order 
to avoid the creation of abuses. 

# if M so that 
afterwards there may be no diffi¬ 
culty in altering. 

MX ^ M M ^ in order 

to avoid inconsistency of action. 

1% to avoid 

the misfortune of grounding 
upon the shoal. 

%r M MM % £ 
if I can avoid cold and hunger, 
I shall be satisfied. 

^ f ^ you cannot 

avoid writing. 

(jjc ^ be wiii n°t be 

able to avoid exerting himself. 

A will cer¬ 

tainly involve the bondsman, 

to decline; not to need. 

Si» ^ ^in the hour 
of danger, do not seek to escape 
by improper means. 

the fields below the embankment 
will almost certainly be flooded. 

to avoid trouble. 

narrowly escaped 

with his life. 

barely escaped, 

to escape; to evade, 

to take off one’s hat. 

7898 

ill 3?l JM Pray lay y°ur 
sorrows aside. 

to decline to see, — a 

visitor. 

to stop fighting. 

5$ )l$ (or M) a flas of 
truce. 

fLJEM a flag of mercy. 

^ to put out of office. 

MX U& ff bybribes had 
persuaded the lictors not to arrest 
him. 

% fr Vi ft to abolish old 

laws. 

DS# B 
no books lent out, so spare your¬ 
self the trouble of asking. 

to let off punishment; to 

pardon; forgiveness of sins, 

not to press a charge. 

%% let him be discharged!— 

of an accused. 

ils Hi let him off the 
rest of the debt. 

^j{5 to remit the land tax. 

to exempt from,—duty. 

^ jf|f to free from likin. 

^ exemption from subscrip¬ 

tion or likin. 

% m, to exempt from duty; 

duty free. 

M H or % # # H?,an 
exemption certificate. 

Vl M ch*ung' Macer- 
tificate exempting from a second 
levy of duty. 

^ ^ ^ to remit a fine. 

to exempt (packages) 

from being opened and exam¬ 
ined. 

Read wertf. To bear a 

son. See 7902. 

parturition. 

H“ ^ %. 0 % ^to be 
in labour several days, unable 
to obtain delivery. 

jlf a white ribbon to bind 

up the hair in mourning. See 

3727- 
^ stale and fresh. 
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7899 

e#N8 
W. -mai 

$ 
Rising Lower 
and Upper. 

7900 

E#t 
See ggjjj 

Rising Lower, 

7901 

3 

7902 

SaeM 
Rising Lower 

79 °3 

E3$ 

S“f8 

Rising Lower, 

To make an effort. Used 

with 7900. 

Read fu3. To hang down 

the head. 

'[fjj to look down and up. 

^ P|^ to stoop and peck, 

ftf to bow the head. 

To make an effort. 

M A to exert one’s strength. 

M JM ^ Wto study diligently, 

al’ t0 make a great effort. 

mm to rouse to action; to 

excite; to urge on. 

a ^ m £ if perchance any 

one urged him,—to give up wine. 

M ® to do violence to; to 

constrain, as when doing any 
thing under effort, putting a 
forced construction on words, 
etc., etc. 

# Hi ft # @ cannot come 

from forcing,—as affection etc. 

ever active was 

our king. 

m ft ff for titer in re, cf. 8373 

See 12,479. 

To bear a son. See 

12,479. 

parturition. 

A cap of ceremony, of 

various forms and mater¬ 

ials, according to the rank 

and circumstances of the 

wearer. 

A* J# M 1 Yin took 
the Imperial cap and robes. 

I$t 3§i tke sacrificial aPron and 

cap. 

Slfl with all the cere¬ 

mony of full dress; of dignified 
bearing; (of speech) artificially 
polite, without any deeper mean¬ 
ing. 

79°3 

my 

79°4 

Elsfe 

Seefjgj 

Rising Lower 

79°5 

7906 

7907 

rA 

See I® 

Even Lower. 

& 
7908 

R. 

nung 

C. men 
H. min 
F. 
W. 
N. 

M. j min 
Y. ming 
Sz. min 
K. min 
J. min, bin 
A.jen 

Even Lower. 

H very elegantly 

done. 

MM to cap; to crown. 

A yellow fish, found on 

the coast of Korea, the 

sound of which is used for 

making glue. 

See 7956. 

See 9885. 

A shelter. Radical 40. 

TMLTJST. 

Mankind, including all 

classes ; the people ; the 
unofficial masses. 6^1352, 

93IO- 

A£3 mankind in general. 

HR the four classes of the 

people,—officials, farmers, me¬ 
chanics, and merchants. See 
9992. 

the troops were exhausted 

(arch.). 

H K or II ^or J# K or 
h & °r # ^ °r A* ^ 

or TS & the people. 

& A the people; Chinese as 

opposed to Manchus. 

peasantry. 

you, my people. 

H & law-abiding, harmless 

people. 

W- ^ A# you soldiers and 

people in general. 

£3 A labourers employed in 

Government works. 

H* 59 ^ common land- 

Jji the popular feeling. 

7908 

Ki popular disposition. 

m & ^ to enlighten the 

people. 

& non-official houses. 

& native craft. 

a woman of the people, 

land tax. 

a public evil, 

a republic. 

resources of the people. 

^ 3276. 

volunteers. 

local militia; volunteer 

trainbands. 

a register of the people. 

ffcfrfSR bad characters 

beyond the pale of civilisation. 

literary designation of the 

Board of Revenue, adopted a.d. 

650, instead of ^ which 

had been in use since a.d. 582, 
and is now once more the name. 
See 9484. 

3m people in his jurisdiction, 

—said of a local official. 

UK residents in a foreign 

country; Chinese resident abroad. 

father and mother of 

the people,—a term applied to 
magistrates. 

% ^ if R # *i* 
Emperor is the father and mother 
of the people. 

0,R«-i 
the sky has not two suns, the 
people have not two rulers. 

A M K fiGodsees 
as my people see. 

A Ijjfj God hears 

as my people hear. 

what the people desire, God will 
assuredly give them. 

the people are the root of the 
State, and if the root is firm 
the State will be at peace. 

R bT 7 nf E ,he 
people should be cherished, and 
not be down-trodden. 

R nT ® th 2 • 7'Bl'ffi 
the people can be made 

to follow, but not to understand 
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7908 

m 
79°9 

R-# 

See Ja£ 

Rising Lower. 

791° 

C. ‘-men 
H. min 
F. ming 
W. imie 
N. ming 
p. \ . 
M. J min 
Y. ming 
Sz. ‘min 
K. min 
J. bin, min 
A. men Jen 

Even Lower. 

79" 

7912 

is R. i 

See|^ 

Rising Lower. 

15 S Jt *± @5 3k Z 
{jjffi the people are the 

most important element (in a 
nation), then the spirits of land 
and grain (see 9803), and the 
sovereign is the least of all. 

# & Z J) M *. & .i| 
2 X * {jp( exhaust the 

people’s strength and you will 
injure them, exhaust a horse’s 
strength and he will stumble. 

ms. 

SiL (yu') if a cart has no 

wheels, how can it stand? if a 
country has no common people, 
who is there? \Cf But a bold 
peasantry, their country’s pride, 
etc.] 

to set people up on allot¬ 

ments of land,-—of an emigration 
scheme. 

properly qualified n 
electors. 

To scrape. 

vfcKII a spatula of horn used by 

women in dressing their hair. 
See 7921. 

kh T m a kind of grass, so 

called from its resemblance to 
the spatula above. 

Eijrl to dress the hair as un¬ 

married northern women do. 

A range of mountains in 

the north of Ssuch‘uan. 

a Department in Kansuh. 

(lift ft an affluent of the river 

Yang-tsze. 

. Same as 7921. 

A sheet of water; to flow. 
To be extinguished; to be 

destroyed. 

the spring torrents 

roll down. 

V&iL confusion; anarchy. 

7912 

79x3 

Rm 

Seetf|J£ 

A. men 

Even Lower. 

££. or vi£ M obliterated; 
destroyed; gone. 

yj£ J^L ^ beyond the reach 

of perception. 

& IS * iR every State is 
being ruined. 

Mi)l it averted pop¬ 

ular indignation from them. 

'/K '/K ^ 3j^in utter confusion. 

A M if y°ur sense of 
shame is not dead. 

Serpentine, which is not 

easily distinguished from 

jade. [Medhurst, Williams, 

and others, alabaster; 

Legge, soapstone.] 

m 9$ BE M how can he 
tell jade from serpentine? 

common serpentine. 

ffi as m m serpentine and 

jade mixed up together, 

79r4 

R- ^ 

Seeffi 

A.jen 

Rising Lower. 

79*5 
R. 

Seej3* 

Even Lower. 

7916 

Seelljg 

A. men 

Even Lower. 

JS: 
7917 

R. 

See 

A. men 

Even Lower. 

-used 
of men of various talents. 

The outer skin of the 

bamboo; see 7917. A 

small brush for the head. 

an extra or final 

touch given by a lady to her hair. 

A fowler’s net. To angle. 

To entrap; a snare. 

The skin of the bamboo; 

see 7914. A multitude. 

A H S rfo E the 
multitude of the people dwell 
between,—heaven and earth. 

C. myn, men, 
y.jen 

H. men,y.tfun 
F. ming, mieng, 

v. Jiwong 
W. mie, mie- 
N. ming 

M. i min 
Y. miei 
K. min 
J. bin 
A. men 

Even Lower 
Irregular. 

Be Same as 7920. 

79r8 

Same as 7930. 

7919 

W 
7920 

Robust; vigorous. 

Igc ^ H ^ the brave man 

R# 
does not fear death. 

See fp] 

Rising Lower. 

Read min2. Anxious; 

melancholy. 

I#' To smooth; to stroke. 

792r See 7909. 
R- fji 

C. men,v. cmen iDt t0 brush the hair,—using 
N. ming a kind of bandoline to smooth it. 
P. min 
J. bin, min 
A. men 

Rising Lower. 

^|| pjlj1 to purse up the lips. 

Vti S 

# 
Turbid; foul. Used for 

7929. 
7922 

R# 
yj§ ^ prince Min of Ch‘i. 

See Read hunx. In confusion. 

Rising Lower. Used for 5226. 

iff Tt f'jq* y|| (the Sage) rejects 

the confusion,—he finds in the 
world, and reduces all things and 
conditions to ONE. 

|| Same as 7913. 

7923 

A cord; a line. A string 

of cash. To cover. Name 
7924 of an ancient town in 

R pt Shansi. 

rgy a fishing-line. 

^ ^ % $§or — &§ ^a 
thousand cash made a min,— 
under theT'ang dynasty = Tls 1. 
See 6378. 

Zl -p £ff ^ 2,000 strings of 

1,000 cash each. 

AW Tls. 800.00. 

)j|| fill —* a string of cash 

tied round his waist. 

S A jjftj he was often in 

debt for wine. 

:f$i t0 tabe one’s clothes 

and use them as coverings. 
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7925 

— V»2 

7926 

R-ft 

C. w«/i 
F. j 
W. J sitting 
N. ] 

P. 
Kt. 
V. mi tig 

Sz. min 
K. min 
J. bin,»»'» 
A. 

Even Lower. 

7927 

See 

Same as 7930. 

To make an effort-, 

to practise self-discipline. 

Anxious. 

im # for communicating to a 

distance the anxieties of the 
heart, there is nothing like a 
letter. 

Also read wen%. Con¬ 

fused. 

The appearance of the 

sky in autumn. Pitying; 

compassionate. See 5217. 

[To be distinguished from 

#13887-1 
Y. cming 

Ev“Lo”' H ?S VIL L g daily 
cried with tears to the merciful 
God 

7928 

7929 

R. ^ 

See 
Rising Lower 

1 

7930 

R. jjj^ 

See f^j 

Rising Lower. 

7931 

R# 

See [|| 

Rising Lower. 

Same as 7913. 

To mourn ; to grieve. 

To encourage. 

^ f^] to be sorely grieved. 

mm to urge to activity 

To mourn; to grieve; to 

sympathise with. 

■ r~ or T0l| to 

pity; to compassionate. 

F & tfl It not worth one’s 

pity. 

If*! F ^ & grieved that they 

do not fear the law. 

Water flowing. 

7932 
R. la 
C. mini,-men 
H. -men 
F. ming 
W. ming, 

-ming 
N. ming 
P. min, -min 
M. min 
Y. cming 
K. min 
J. bin, min 
A. men 

Even Lower. 

7933 

R# 

See H 

Rising Lower. 

7934 

7935 

R. 

See || 

Rising Lower 

A kind of serpent. A 

name for the province of 

Fuhkien; the head District 

of the Foochow Prefecture. 

the old tribes of Fuhkien. 

|$] yi the river Min. 

fM] t^ie Provinces of Fuhkien 

and Chehkiang. 

||ij i®L Fuhkien and Kuangtung. 

fth] '/$ HU t*ie Foochow Customs. 

[*] Mi Foochow ginger. 

Quick of perception ; cle¬ 

ver ; sharp; witty. Earnest; 

diligent. The great toe. 

quick-witted; sharp; active. 

or |M clever; sharp, 

clever at argument. 

he who is clever and fond of 
learning, is not ashamed to ask 
of his inferiors. 

'|iIL clever and careful. 

a lively wit and 

an able hand, 

energetic. 

5J4 to earnestly entreat. 

the husbandmen 

are encouraged to diligence. 

the great toe. 

It % 

Same as 7933. 

A kind of perch (Corvina 

catalea), common at Macao. 

7936 

R- # M 

M 
C. men 
H. men 

F. 1 
ming W. 

N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. min 
J. bo, mid, bin, 

min 
A. ming, 

maing 

Rising Lower. 

An arboral or tree frog. 

To make an effort. Radical 
205. Also read tneng®. 

^ frogs and toads. 

to urge to activity. 

7937 

R. ^ 

See H 

A. ming,jen 

Rising Lower. 

7938 

R® 
C. ming 
H. -men 
F. j 
W. | ming 
N. ) 
P. min, ming 
M. min 
Y. / . 
Sz. I mmS 
K. midng 
J. bei, mid 
A. ming, maing 

Rising Lower. 

7939 

& 
7940 

viing^ niiang 

vi eng 

.jaing 

Even Lower. 

To make an effort. Used 

with 7936. 

m z pi a % «it 
managed to paint her and do 
her hair by degrees,—from effort 
to effort. 

Dishes; platters. Radical 

108. See 6251. 

4 m all kinds of 

utensils. 

F F Iffl —■ 
the character /aw with a 

M min added is ming. 

See 7956. 

1VEX3NTC31-. 

A name; an appellation; 

used, prior to b.c. 220, for 
„ written word, a character 
(see 12,324); a numerative 

of persons. Fame. [To 

be distinguished from 

6026.] See 12,402. 

the surname and the 

personal name. 

good name; reputation. 

^F a personal name; a name 

in general; an appellation; to 
give a name to one’s son. 
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«■ 
7940 

ft p& W Jlf 4* ¥ what is 
your name?—to an inferior. 

fl 'b ^ the 
“milk” or pet name given to a 
small child, used only by parents, 

elder brothers, etc.; e.g. ^ |*|$ . 

The ^ is sometimes based 

on this. 

||li d^x or d^x the name given 

to a boy when he goes to school. 
The first may be also “the name 
of a book” or “to write one’s 
name.” 

'jtf d^x or ^ d^x the “official” 

or distinctive name, given at 
the age of 15 or 16. It is this 
name which appears, with the 
surname, on visiting-cards, and 
by which a man is officially 
known, but it is not correctly 
used in speaking either to or 
of its owner. It is the name 
under which every Bannerman 
is registered, and is the only 
name by which he is officially 
known. 

d^x (taken separately) a per¬ 

son’s official name, as above, 
and his “style,” or literary name. 

|j[ to blurt out a 

person’s name,—instead of his 
“style.” 

^ in inthe name in 
sense-relation with the surname, 

—as ^ Clouds Red- 

in-the-Morning. 

81] =g « “style” = jjfc. 

d^x or 3tj|; d^x a fancy name. 

d^x ^ an epithet; a designation, 

a nickname. 

d^x an honorific name. 

d^ a nom-de-plume. 

^x ffj|[ ^e posthumous name. 

d^ the Emperor’s name. 

^ d^ an official or personal 

name which consists of two 

characters, as j§£ Hung- 
chang. 

tp d^ a single-character name. 

SB ig see 3273. 

jS/i d^ to call over names; to 

muster. 

d^ or d^ a list of names; 

a muster roll. 

d^ unsigned, — as a 

picture or poem. 

ft 
7940 

^ d^ surnamed Li, 

name unknown. 

d^x pp) a name; a designation. 

JjjjJ d^ a person’s original name, 

—which has been changed. 

d^ name and native place. 

d^x known as. 

^ rfij 0 he was not known 

by his name, but was known 
as. 

a ei 
people generally call them (cats) 
by a pet name, as “white Phcenix” 
etc. See 7727. 

d^x under one’s name; in the 

province of or belonging to. 

d%~\ fijj to name; to impose a 

name; to term. 

d^di an examination for degrees. 

d^ |p[ the full number or strength. 

—• —* jUl d^ told the name of 

each person. 

% A h! ^ £ ft- however> 
I cannot say what his name 
was. 

d^x —* (jH not to have a cash 

to one’s name. 

XI ^ ^ —■ ft he did not 

write down a single word. 

d^dx or ^ d^ to assume a 

false name. The second always 
implies an evil purpose. 

Big d^dx to conceal one’s name. 

^ fl]* ig ff J|| nameless, 

—as the pudenda. 

A ft A ^ * have ^on§ keard 
of your great name,—a con¬ 
ventional phrase used at a first 
interview. 

^ d^dx Daimio,—Japanese noble. 

d\dx ^ '^| he was called a 

minister of Han. 

He ftt Yf to hand down 
one’s name on bamboo (tablets) 
and silk,—in history. 

d^ ft or d\dx lj\^ a visiting-card. 

d^dx jlU ft card respectfully en¬ 

closed. 

^ d^dx an official visiting-card, 

with the owner’s full title in¬ 
scribed upon it. 

^ jE A or ^ ^ or 

rg ;Py ™y name is given 

ft 
7940 

separately,—on the card which 
is usually enclosed in a letter 
instead of a signature. 

g idd 'W\ my name is written 

on your heart,—you know who 
the writer is. A phrase used 
at the end of a letter when no 
card is enclosed. 

is m z €. B w M 
the very profession of “lawyer” 
is forbidden in China. 

g g" no one asked her 

in marriage. 

m a >m * m =sthe b“- 
dits pretended to be ferrymen. 

— -J- dpx thirty odd persons. 

g ^ U there is the name 

but not the reality. 

W) ^ ^ Ato ®et angfy- See 
5326. 

fflE g ^|f the third finger. 

jp| dd or d^x to buy a name, 

—to make oneself notorious, 

j^j d^x to make a name. 

9$ ^ ch<ao was the 
most famous of them. 

d^x ^ wide-spread reputation. 

^ d^x A ^ a notorious high¬ 

wayman. 

||j] d^x to know by repute; to 

have heard talk of. 

d$dx pT ^'1 it: is known 
by reputation, but cannot be 
reached,—being inaccessible. 

d^x (add under 4711) un¬ 

realities, as a reflection in a 
glass, a ghost, etc. Also, abs¬ 
tractions, such as virtue, reward, 
punishment, etc. 

W )m ^ t0 §et a false rePu' 
tation. 

having a well- 

deserved reputation. 

d^x J=j name; designation; repu¬ 

tation. 

* =g @ * 0 B| of 

somewhat more respectable re¬ 
putation. 

\k ^ M ^named h. 
ddtM0r ^ # °r ^ © °r 
^ ft or ^ H or ft ig 
reputation. The last is also the 
“prospects” of an official. 

:£ tif ^f & it 
to start a reputation is easy, to 
keep it is the difficulty. 
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7940 

=S ft * ® his reputation was 

not great. 

ns t Ip| it has 

lowered his reputation. 

=g H tk 7 W J8 
fame is public property, one may 
not appropriate too much. 

Gzmm.mzm 
where fame is, there will slanders 
be gathered together. 

± ± -& =g. 4 ± it 
first-class 

men care nothing for a name 
(sc. fame), middling men make 
a name for themselves, low-class 
men steal one. 

notables; first families 

dialecticians. 

ijjfy a mark of distinction. 

^ ^ [|fi celebrated places 

& notable laws or duties, 

^ A famous men. 

celebrated doctors, 

officials of distinction. 

criminal (law and) pro¬ 

cedure. 

ig ££ ifjg ^ title of a Guide 

to Criminal Procedure. 

a well-known expert or 

teacher. 

an illustrious family. 

=g Ik famous mountains. 

a celebrated scholar. 

^ T OH ^ H ± veril>r a 
scholar does not get a reputation 
for nothing. 

45^ a famous artist. 

it * A Z =£ W tfc ,Ms 
is a notable saying of the ancients. 

45 tip rank; degree. 

regardless of one’s reputation. 
See above. 

$ =£ see 6554. 

capital! well done! 

T it is really beauti¬ 

fully done. 

^ M # M /H polished (in 

style) like the Chou Ritual. 

Confucianism. 

tM: ^ M ^ it is the rule 

7940 

794i 

See £ 
Even Lower. 

7942 

RM 
C. -tiling 
H. imiang, 

imen 
F. l-ming 
W. 1 
P. | Sming 
M. ) 
Y.c ming 

See£ 

k.jaing3 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

§r 
7943 

r. ; 

See^ nn 
k.jaing1 

Sinking 
Lower. 

of the age to honour the Con 
fucian teachings,—but men do 
not follow them. 

4S 2n n rg it 1 then knew 

for the first time the pleasure 
of philosophy. 

title; name. 

it ^ ^ ipithe tities °f 
elder and younger brother. 

^ ® ^ ||}j honorary pre 

sident,—of a society. 

(f€nK) duty; obligations 

share of family property; title 
good name; relative position,— 
of rank. 

9-fSfc±i».« 

he is at Shanghai in 

the flesh, but his responsibilities 
are at Kiukiang. 

^ ^ relative position in a list 

£ £ see 9602. 

without just cause or pre¬ 

text. See 11,149. 

* £ R anonymous,—as 

poem. 

A small river in the 

province of Chihli. [To 

be distinguished from 't 

7328.J 

The tea-plant (Camellia 

thea, Link.). 5^ 314. 

7o 4^1to prepare tea- 

S' tea-cups. 

^ S tea was served in 

golden cups. 

S' to ask for a cup of tea. 

pip S' or S't0 ^^scuss a CUP 
of tea,—as friends at a tea-house. 

m # S a kind of white rose.(?) 

S" hish j lofty- 

To distinguish things by 

their names; to discuss 

names. [To be distinguish¬ 

ed from 8448.] 

7944 

r m 
C. ming 
H. Smen 
F. -mine 
W. | , . 
N. j -mtnS 

P. Sitting 
M. 1 
Y. | -ming 
Sz. ) 
K. midng 
J. bei, mid 
k.jaing3 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

A strong kind of spirit. 

^ I^J rfn 18 to eat meat 

and drink spirits. 

a spirit made from barley, 

jjj very drunk. See 11,262. 

7945 

R. 

H. miang, men 

See£ 
A. ming 

Even Lower. 

m 
7946 

R. 

C. ming 
H. min 
F. tilings mant 
W. I . 
N> j ml”g 

P. ming 
M. min 

Sz. 
K. myong 
. mei, mid, mm 

A. ming 

Even Lower, 

To carve; to engrave. 

8 or £8 fE # 4$ en¬ 
graven on my heart. 

S MS. ft (your kindness) is 

engraved upon my five viscera 

8 tPjj" t0 be very thankful. 

8 or §8 m an inscription. 

S Jflt## to be engraved on 

a tripod and handed down to 
posterity. 

^|g the inscription on a stone. 

i|g ^ to carve in gold, 

llg ^j[j to record merit. 

a flag, inscribed with the 

name of the possessor, and 
bestowed on loyal ministers, 
dutiful sons, etc. 

Bright, as opposed to ^ 

57; light; dawn; daylight; 

eyesight; brilliant; clear; 

perspicuous; intelligent. 

f!fj VX Of % i;ght is based 
upon darkness,—it is because 
of darkness that we know light. 

m it <* m ffl <* m % 
bright; brilliant; illustrious. 

m B >! ft fl 
to-morrow. 

m a to-morrow morning. 

W ft the bright moon, 

next year. 

m n m ^ ft fit t 
where shall we see the bright 
moon next year? 

Mit mm the east is bright, 

—day has dawned. 
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ojr 
7946 

0Jj day is dawning. 

^ 0JJ to explain. 

^ leaving at dawn 

and coming at night,-an intrigue 
with a woman. 

fjJJ highwaymen. 

Ofif tyf j/Ct0 rePort t0 die author¬ 

ities a case of attack on one’s 
house in broad daylight. 

ji!| BJj ^ Jj^ the destruction 

of eyesight grief,—referring to 

Tzii Hsia who cried his 

eyes out for the loss of his son. 

^ deprivation of 

eyesight,—as a punishment. 

If S the face asleep 

but the eyes seeing clearly,— 
sleeping with one eye open. 

0JJ jjfjfjj wheels which can be seen, 

—paddle-wheels as opposed to 

a screw. 

0JJ yjlj; an open sewer. 

iff] '^a sand-bank above water. 

0Jj intellect. 

0Jj to frame,—as rules. 

flf] #jf| clearly. 

fjfj your opinion. 

0Jj Ml M. y°ur far-seeing 

glance. 

si w w * vii&m 
I fancy you will take the same 
view. 

0JJ clear; crystalline. 

fijf BJJ ^ how did he make 

it clear?—prove it. 

0|J with lamp and 

fires lighted. 

0JJ ;£££ to desert openly to the 

enemy. 

yC a^e and upright- 

tif] jlj to clearly define. 

0fj ^ or 0JJ ^ to thoroughly 

understand. 

|p 0^ hard to understand. 

0jj j?§fj to decide. 

0Jj competent and trust¬ 

worthy. 

0JJ |f clear and direct. 

0JJ gjj to decide openly. 

0JJ clear and decided. 

HT 
7946 

0)J pS dear evidence. 

0Jj and jJfJ 0fj old names 

of the Ningpo Prefecture. See 
10,292. 

0Jj epistolary designation of 

a District Magistrate. 

00 Jg1 bright earrings. 

0fj |§£ $0 flljl god like intelli¬ 

gence; supreme degree of fore¬ 
sight. 

0JJ ^ familiar with. 

00 j|JJ the Ming dynasty, a.d. 

1368—1644. See Tables Ilia. 

Ilf] fyT 0JJ the Ming literature 

made clear,—title of a book. 

0Jj ^ definite instructions; a 

clear stipulation, as in a treaty; 
“in black and white.” 

0pj enlightened; civilised; see 

12,633- 

0JJ to issue explicit instruct¬ 

ions. 

0pj |±J clear; apparent; plain. 

This phrase was much used 
under the Ming dynasty, and 
has since been explained as 
prophesying the fall of the Mings 

and the rise of the (i.e. yjq) 
Ch'ings. 

0Jj a shrewd man. 

W A ^ M a clever 
man does not need detailed 
explanations. 

m AT#® 4 *the 
man of light deals not in deeds 
of darkness. 

@ K US ® 
the clear-sighted see things long 
before they come, the wise avoid 
danger before it has assumed a 
shape. 

0JJ ^0 to know perfectly well. 

0fj t0 be fluite aware 

of what one is doing and yet to 
commit the crime. 

0)5 9$ ftfjto feisn ignorance 
and put questions; to know per¬ 
fectly well. 

in i°r * S T m Z it 
how dare I receive money (the 
source of which is) not clear? 

0fj ||£ alum. 

0JJ bright yellow. 

0fj ^ open and honourable; a 

w 
7946 

m 
JUL 

7947 

m 
7948 

See flj] 

Even Lower. 

m 
7949 

RJt 

See f]JJ 
Even Lower. 

m 
795° 

7951 

r-HM 

* 

Seefl® 

Even, Rising 
and Sinking 

Lower. 

term of respect, used somewhat 
in the sense of “worthy gentle¬ 
man.” Also, a professor offlng- 
shui. 

tff] human relationships. 

0JJ name of a hall in the 

Confucian temple. 

0JJ see 10,760. 

RJJ jfilthe hare- 

Jjj|£ a Senior Licentiate (6560). 

0Jj a Tibetan chief (Mitijak). 

See 7791. 

A kind of pheasant, 

known as j|| BJj|, found in 

the Indian archipelago. 

Name of a tree. Wood 

from the middle of a tree. 

Same as 7946. 

Dark; obscure ; the un¬ 

seen world; Hades. 

|(|([ JX. ^ 7^|J obscure and hard 

to fathom. 

^ S. the blue depths of heaven. 

if |- ■pg away into the 

depths of the sky,—it flew. 

or the next world; 

Hades. 

S. the road to Hades. 

4.^ i 

in the world to come God 

will surely search it out. 

-7^ tH H'i" to ma^e profound 

researches. 

M. jjjg the joys of Elysium. 

TS ^ paper clothes,—burnt at 

funerals, etc. 

M or M articles in 
general, as above. 

124 
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& 
7951 

R. 

7952 

pg 

See 

Even Lower. 

1‘J 
7953 

R4§Tt 

See 
y\j zrr 

Even and 
Entering 
Lower. 

R 
R. 

7954 

P3 

M 

1 Tiling 

tfirl ifr Jt # ffr 
whatever is made on 

earth is imitated in the world 
below. 

7^ the spirit of water, 

the deep sea. 

to open up a road 

(sc. to make things easy) in the 
other world,-for departed spirits, 
as by prayers and sacrifices. 

a messenger from Hades. 

fl|f ~g. ||[ stupid; doltish. 

M It Hi a dull, useless 

fellow. 

Read ruing7,. 

do not push forward a waggon, 
the dust will only blind you. 

A young wife of sixteen, 

mean; petty. 

Read ming*. Of tranquil 
expression. 

M h t placid- 

C. ming 
H. men 
F. ming, v. 

mang 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. miong 
J. bei, mio 
A. ming 

Even, 
Sinking and 

Rising Lower, 

Reticent. 

Read Extensive. 

Dark. 

obscure. 

% & A tH darkness en 

ters into the lofty tower. 

Read mingNight. 

\7* 
7955 

R. P3 M 

See m 
Even and 

Rising Lower. 

7956 

P3 m 
C. lining 
H. imen 
F. cming,iming 
W. I < . 
N. 1 ~mmg 
P. mien‘s Lming 
M. iming, mien 
Y. ming, miei 
K. my on, 

myong 
J. £«’, he?i 
A. ming 

Irregular 
Upper and 

Lower. 

Profound; vast. Drizzle; 
fog; mist. Used with 795 1. 
See y$ 4596. 

the Arctic regions. 

gH" or ^ -jg the hot stream 
which flows along the eastern 
coasts of Formosa and Japan. 

mm a drizzling rain. 

/]'» pj| 7M 7® rain falling in a 

fine mist. 

To close the eyes. 

fishes do not close 

their eyes. 

ns® 

li 2 IK seeing the formless 

and hearing the soundless, is 
called ming. Used of the con¬ 
templative state. 

lit ik IM H thus>in 
death I shall close my eyes,— 
i.e. die happy, referring to a 
belief that unless a dead man 
is at peace in his mind, his eyes 

7957 

R If 

Seeiy? 
Even Lower. 

will not close. 

cause this son to 

continue the family reputation 
for scholarship, and I shall close 
my eyes in peace 

tt-CMK a to cheerfully shut 

the eyes upon this world. 

4 4 IK K love is blind. 

IKE a sobriquet given to himself 

by the blind musician Kl 
Shih K'uang. 

Read mien4. To disturb. 

iiig^iKte.itf*® 

if medicine does not raise 

a commotion in the patient, it 
will not cure his disease, 

A plant, called ^ 
which grew in the palace 
of the Emperor Yao. With 
the waxing moon, a leaf 
grew daily; with the waning 
moon, one fell off. See 

1135- 

t 

7958 

R -pf 

See fl® 

Even Lower. 

, 7959 

R- pf 

See |jS 

Even Lower. 

hi 
7960 

R. 

See^ 
Even Lower. 

A small green insect or 
caterpillar, found on mul¬ 
berry-trees, the young 0f 
which are said to be carried 
away by the sphex and 
changed into wasps. 

^ Set rid of the 

caterpillars and locusts. 

^ ^ -f* an adopted son. 

See I^p. 6634. 

m ^ It it an adopted 

daughter. 

To scrutinise; to examine 
closely. 

The cry of a bird or 

animal or insect; see 2638. 

A sound; to sound. See 

3336. [Classed under Rad 

196, and to be dist. from 

12,723.] 

tr Rl^ or Prff Ri§ t0 crow at 

dawn (only, says Mateer; crow¬ 
ing at other times being express¬ 

ed by ft*}-). 

Hi? t'ie dawn-caller,—name of 

a bird. Cf. chanticleer. 

% M W II R| Z ^ 
a mere dog-bark and cock-crow 
fellow,—a braggart.- 

IS Riisee 4324- 
}M R^see 7434. 13,394. 

R^ see 3I92- 

R^§ t0 beat a drum- 

Rif £Hor Rif t0 beat a s°ng- 
RH with gongs 

beating and drums sounding,— 
ostentatiously; openly. 

RH fjjj- to proclaim one’s thanks. 

M ^ II Rif y°u can,t claP 

with one hand. 

ik PP Wi A a big blow 
brings a loud sound. 

||j f]fi a clock that strikes. 
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m niiif 

7960 

JDL 
7961 

PP 
7962 

R.^ 

C. mittg, meng 
H. »»’//, miang\ 
F. meing, 

tniang 

tntng 

Sz, 
K. mi'dng 
J. mio 
A. viang, 

Sinking 
Lower. 

earn* crowing over one’s 

own success; to blow one’s own 
trumpet. 

r| pi ot £ A 
raging, ranting warriors. 

Hi? t0 Pu81icly proclaim one’s 

grievances. See 3831. 

^ to appeal to the author! 

ties. 

a phoenix scream 

ing in the sun,—said of the out¬ 

spokenness of 35 # jg Li 

Shan-kan of the T‘ang dynasty. 

^ herald of the Court of 

State Ceremonial. 

See 7938. 

The will of God ; a 

decree ; an order. Fate; 

destiny. The span of life. 

See 10,183, 6026, 9304, 

12,596, 10,009, 8011, 

12,089. 

A ^ the will of God; the 

appointments of Heaven; the 
“Decrees of God” of the Moham¬ 
medan faith. 

Iz A ^ - $§ A ^pdo y°ur 
best and leave the rest to Provi¬ 
dence. 

knowing the will of God, 

—fifty years of age, because at 
that age Confucius had attained 
so far. 

M A fw aware that all 

things depend upon the will of 
God,—of persons who take life 
philosophically. 

op 

i® iH" Ofl responded to the glor¬ 

ious summons,—to the throne. 

^ orders. 

Lr ^ not to carry out in¬ 

structions. 

^ llfj when he heard 

the order. 

(chiangK) to order a gene¬ 

ral to. 

9 m & - ife z % 
honoured by my first official 
appointment. 

^ to receive orders. 

PP 
7962 

7* ^ 1^ A S 
although I cannot do as you tell 
me, I can never forget your great 

kindness. = 

—* —* lip everything as 

ordered. 

!§ to order one’s carriage; 

to get ready to pay a visit. 

3E "BP the Imperial power of life 

and death, delegated to high 
Provincial officials, enabling 
them to execute summarily with¬ 
out reference to the Throne. 
It is symbolised by a kind of 
arrow with a small flag attached. 

to fix the meaning. 

^ fa ff£ ^p if so>then 
(my brother’s) will be done. See 
12,596. 

W % % A& t£ ^ 1 am 
made to be disloyal because she 
tells me to be so,—I must obey. 

/p ”0^ t0 carrY out rightful 

behests given as dying injunct¬ 

ions, as opposed to ^ 

behests which should not be 
carried out. 

Op wives of officials, 

a happy lot. 

fn* M ^ 3|H if y°ur luck 

is good, you will not need to 
scheme. 

fp£ "ap a fate to which one should 

be resigned. 

M # AII tw to desire 
to be content with the lot as¬ 
signed by duty. 

^ fjp a miserable lot. 

"HP in bad circumstances. 

lit 

^ W w H A m- 
gotten gains will not enrich 
those whose fate it is to be poor. 

I# If 7* ^P a 
man’s disease can be cured, but 
not his luck. 

to cast nativities; to tell BP 
fortunes. 

that which happens without any 
one causing it to happen, is 
miner. 

OP pb (chung4) to hit a mark. 

^ ^fa #-¥• M 
if fated to have sons, what mat¬ 
ters it early or late? 

y'W4 
PP 
7962 

op y 

It fj! A ^p fa }I 
riches and children are matters 
of destiny. 

metal-fate and water-fate, they 
have all rushed up, — that is, 
every detail of one’s fortune, no 
matter under what element, has 
set itself forth. Used by fortune¬ 
tellers. 

fortune; fate; destiny, 

tjjj fa] a fortune-teller’s booth, 

op m a paper of divination. 

^ -jjfj to blame one’s fate. 

ini W. ikfc h is my dest- 
iny,—there is no help for it. 

ray luck is as thin 

as paper. 

&Z ffi fa brought about by 

destiny. 

A ill i ift? 7* pi the man can> 
but his luck can not. 

tifr W- itfc lt was fated that 
this should be so. 

iH ^ If ^3 ^P everything 

depends upon destiny. 

jfrj ^ ^ ^ plenty of am¬ 

bition but no luck. 

U (Pekins) or ^ ^ 

(Shantung) to take one’s 

chance,—of several. 

^ it ^ is his destiny. 

Also, it is something which he 
loves like life; it is his pet vice, 
etc. 

Ijfr by destiny. 

tm ^ destiny; one’s fate fixed. 

np tfL M my nativity was 

crossed by (or clashed with) an 
orphaning constellation. 

^ means of livelihood; a 

fortune-teller’s fee. 

fjp ^ one’s own life; inmost self; 

said of one’s own child. 

^ oft or # ^ life- 

^P ^ ‘|pf the conditions of 

life; environment. 

«61#i do we not thus 

place the lives of all in his power? 

a violent end; sudden 

death. 
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RP 

7962 

7963 

or ^ Ijr endangering 

life. 

^R help! 

: or W HI a lon§ it ^r or 
life. 

^ tjR long-life vegetable,— 

a name for ^ 1990 

"OR 'g* nian cometh up 

as a flower. 

t; H ijr begged him to spare 

his life. 

OR their lives can in 

no case be guaranteed, — of 
wounded persons. 

KR fjfj alone in the world. 

fp| to give life for life, 

f# ftR to risk (or stake) one’s life 

to gather firewood 

for a living. 

fftPI an anatomical point be 

tween the kidneys. 

of? a fatal spot. &£ 1832 

7964 

sK 'OR wanting a person's 

life,—dangerous, 

ft * " ft f a case invol 

ving life; a case of homicide. 

A ^»r *5i it myend is near- 

ffc ft struggling for life; in ex¬ 

tremis. 

ft the shastra of longevity 

f S A fIf A 
several thousand men actually 
rallied round him. 

mm&z there is no class 

for these to be put into. 

% fff IX tiff {5 tfc the 
term horse determines the form, 
the term white determines the 
colour. 

@ ft to pride oneself. 

MITT. 

See 7688. 

See 8046. 

7965 

C. matt, muk 
H. meu, muk 
F. meu, mieu, 

muk 
W. mioe, mu 
N. mitt, moh 
P. miu, nut? 
M. min, miau, 

liu, mu 
Y. miu, muk 
K. mu,yu,muk 
J. biu, mi,moku 
A. mu, muk 

Even, 
Sinking and 

Entering 
Lower. 

m** 

7966 

R. ‘ 

C. mnu, nau 
H. ’’meu 
F. meu, mieu 
W. -mioe 
N. 
P. 
M. miu, miau 
Y. miu, niu 
K. mu, v. yu, 

ryu 
J. biu, mi 
A. meu 

Sinking 
Lower. 

v» • I/tlvC 
L ) . 3 > mu 

To mislead. Also read 

niu*. See |SJ 2503. 

T feeble result; wasted 

labour; an inferior artist. 

Read chiux and liaoz. To 

bind; to cord. 

Read milt-, moir, and Ihr. 

Garrulous. 

Read mu**. Same as 

8082. See 2757. 

Falsehood ; error ; ex¬ 

aggeration; random. Also 

read niu*, lu*, and miao*. 

HP =y lies; falsehood. 

jjfp a great mistake. 

§p »|^. an error; a blunder. 

01 Yf\ Up not altogether wrongly. 

% ffl 
error. 

sp! not the slightest 

mm to draw attention to mis¬ 

takes; the “corrigenda” in a book. 

p asseverating with 

the lips but false at heart. 

P# false reports. 

|Sf fP fabulous; incredible. 

£E fP wild stories; an exagger¬ 

ation. 

||| HP an absurd mis-statement. 

HP ^ to ruin by perversity; 

wild; untrue. 

IP &f m an abuse of judi' 
cial power. 

mm overpraise; quite too flat¬ 

tering. 

IP ^ to l°ve wrongly. 

IP Hfe damaging acquaintance¬ 

ship. 

m (n*ui) eccentr'c; queer. 

7967 

C. mo 
H. cmo 
F. moa, v. cpae 
\V. m, v. moa, 

ma 
N. mou, v. ma 
P. gno, v. ma 
M. mo, cmo 
Y. mou,\.maah 
Sz. mo, v. ma 
K. ma 
J. ha 
A. ma, mi 

Even and 
Rising 

Irregular. 

ma 

-j 

7968 

F. cma 
W. cmo 
P. cma 
M. <mo 
Y. 
K. ) 

J- 
A. if»« 

Even Lower. 

7969 

R‘PJ 
C. (w 
H. 
F. iwza a, rmwo 
W. i»q 

gno 
N. mou, v. wA 
P. imo, c»w, v. 

jna 
M. mo, cmo 
Y. gnou 
Sz. mo 
K. ma 
J. ma, ha 
A. ma 

Even 
Irregular. 

MO. 

An interrogative particle. 

A kind of auxiliary particle. 

Also read maA Small; 

minute. Also written 
B ' 

W M or if M what? 

U T J8 so you have come, 

have you? 

will he come? 

F ;gf thus; under these as, d 
circumstances. 

why then so late? 

t&fflfflSRJSS'lBJi 
shall you be using so many as 
all that? 

;//«' what are you 

up to? 

minute; trifling. 

j^F ^insignificant brats. 

A mother. 

798o. 

Used with 

To feel with the hand; 

to rub. To act upon; to 

destroy. See 1098. 

to handle; to play with; 

to caress. 

(Peking ma1 sa1) to feel; 

to grope; to toy with; to stroke. 

above, it touches 

the blue sky. 

t# J§1 to pat. 

Up ^4 to rub shoulders,—in a 

crowd. 

t0 discipline; to train. 

the Yin and the 

Yang act upon one another. 

J|0 JJP Maya, —the mother of 

Buddha. 
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7969 

-rfiH2 

7970 

R.' 

I See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

m 
JJEL 

7971 

|RSft 

Even Lower. 

7972 

I See 

Even Lower. 

7973 

|R-Sft 
IC. mo 
IH. wo, jno 
IF. rnoa 
IW. 
IN. mou 
IP. 
|M. 
IY. mou 

§5 [Jf| or J"j| Matanga,—one 

of Buddha’s disciples. lie was 
re-born to go and introduce 
Buddhism into China, a.d. 64 

Magadha,-a kingdom 

in central India, the head 
quarters of Buddhism up to 
a.d. 400, and now known as 
South Bahar. 

S A pearls; specially, the 

mystic pearl in the head of a 
dragon king. See 5668. Sanskrit 

mani. Also = , shown 

by Deveria to be Mani and to 
stand for the Manichceans, whose 
religion was introduced into 

China by All Ta- 

she, a.d. 719. 

| jjfc # H* ^ to get a pearl 

from dirty water, — good even 
out of bad. 

to “wash one’s hands with 

-mu 

invisible soap, in imperceptible 
water.” 

E§? )Hthe peacock. Sanskrit 

niagura. See 7994. 

The mushroom, known 

as 

HI |p a kind of milkweed 

(Metaplexis Stauntoni, Roem. 
& Sch.). 

A d r i n k i n g-v e s s e 1; a 

mo 

basin. 

To feed an infant by 

hand. 

Ijt^. steamed bread in small 

loaves. 

A devil; a demon. 

or Mf Mara,—the Evil 

One of Buddhism, often repre¬ 
sented with a hundred arms and 
riding on an elephant. 

1 K or IM iP M the 
subjects of Mara,—the wicked 
angels. 

§ M ev‘* sP>dts; the devil. 

7973 
Sz. mo 
K. ma 
J. wa, ha 
A. ma 

Even Lower. 

7974 

R-I0C fi 
c. 
H. 
F. rnoa, imwai, 

v. moa? 
W. mu, meil 
N. mou 
p. 1 
M. I mo 
Sz. ) 
Y. mou 
K. in a 
. ma, ho 

A. ma 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

j||f a mischievous spirit; a 

bogy. 

he subdued all 

demons. 

M ^ Wf tricks for fasci¬ 

nating (or bewitching) people. 

fM to lie; to slander. 

M^J evil fortune not 

yet exhausted. 

/ft delirium. 

H ~jf he has gone mad; he 

is a fool; he is (temporarily) 
out of his wits. 

jlj fM delirium tremens, 

jjjp )M the poetic frenzy. 

To rub; to polish; to 

grind; to sharpen. To 

smart. 

J[j[£ H| to rub ink,-on the palette 

r^m must not be rubbed,— 

a phrase appended to cakes of 
ink bearing pictures of a sacred 
character. 

IF M T' ft ff rubbed out 

and not decipherable. 

$§ yt ™ tr $§ or tljj to 

burnish. 

to grind flour. 

Jif Hi! & to grind paints. 

'S or ^ 7J 'S a whet" 
stone. 

a knife-grinder. 

MM or to sharpen, 

to grind the teeth. 

« a m % m m >&. 

if one is a man the 

mills of Heaven and Earth grind 
him to perfection, if not, to 
destruction. 

Jp6 to encourage; to discipline. 

£ to work at; to practise 

diligently. 

^m to subject to rough usage. 

to check; to curb; to blunt; 

misfortunes; trials. 

% ifc H or 50 #T M tried 
by misfortune. [The latter is 
Pekingese.] 

7974 

tSAseTit — 
W& the horse-boy, having sufferec 

this severe treatment. 

H 1ft S 1^ ^ jt is that 

your time of trial is not yet over 

JjgS to revise selected essays 

before finally pronouncing them 
to be successful. This is done 
by Revisers at the Board of 
Rites after the publication of 
the list, in order to detect fraud. 

to fumble; to fuss to a 
potter; to dilly-dally; to shamble 
along. 

^ to get up 

lazily. 

to smooth bricks by rub¬ 

bing them one against another. 

trs* % to pierce; to penetrate; 

to discern. 

to waste time; to 

dawdle. 

^ ^ to loiter; to hang about. 

IF a difficulty; a tight place 

to be in. 

Bra H @ If 50 his 
eyes smarted badly. 

mm Commissary of the Seal 

or corresponding clerk in a 
yamen. 

Read mo* 

mill. 

To turn. A 

turn it round,—as a 

cart. 

wl SIS IB ¥ SF @ * turn 

that cart round and bring it back, 

a next time. 

k £ 'M PM % 1 have 
been there twice. 

- % 1 it m m a 
rest several times in a day’s work. 

| to annoy; to worry. 

s ^ to be importunate 

and refuse to go away. 

^ a miller. 

a mill. 

mm to turn a mill. 

ft ^ m mwhh 
money you can make devils turn 
your mill. 

^ a water-mill. 
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7974 

7975 

pjtfE 

7976 

-*-4r: 

7977 

R. 

F. monk, in oh 
P. moD 

Seefl 

Entering 
Lower. 

@ like an ant going 

round on a mill-stone,-—although 
it may walk in an opposite 
direction to that in which the 
millstone turns, yet, because of 
its own slower speed, it actually 
goes round the same way as the 
stone. Thus, it has been said 
that the sun and moon them¬ 
selves really travel eastwards, but 
carried round by the superior 
velocity of the celestial sphere 
they are forced in a westerly 
direction. See 5459. 

liF ^rln: to bow to a circle or 

line of persons collectively. 

m ^ cannot rub it off 

cannot do it successfully; can’t 
manage it; to feel ashamed. 

_L H ^ PI couldn’t con¬ 

ceal his shame. 

W A If 1 enough to 

make one feel quite ashamed. 

Same as 7972. 

Same as 7974. 

Not; there is not; do 

not; let not; no one; 

nothing. To decide. To 

settle. To be still. Sorrel; 

see 8066. Used for j| 

8065. 

J^T it is not settled. 

he neither goes 

nor conies. 

in all probability... 

^ a strong affirmative. 

M M $0 T y°umusthave 
written it wrong. 

I # 1 7 IM sure]y 
you have fallen among thieves! 

M H IS you 
must be blind. 

n # m m it must be he. 

W ift M # & Tand 
of course you have lost yours. 

H §£ see 5316. 

%% surely; probably; perhaps 

(i.e. a qualified affirmative); 
absolutely. 

7977 

surely it is. 

dhn. 
IT' 

57 ^ IdJ unanimous, 

IT fig can it be that.? 

do not say; not to mention. 

do not say there 

are no gods. 

or do not do it. 

^ do not come. 

^ ^ ^ he would not do 

it for me. 

j^T ^ no one knows of 

my distress. 

7»F ^ it & why wil1 
not men follow in this path? 

am there is no better 

method! 

A * -ft BS n Z & tfc 
stood by his side, without being 
seen by anybody. 

nothing more so 

than this. 

H E U4 there is nothing 

higher than a mountain. 

It AJ4 A there is nothing 

greater than Heaven. 

± there is no better 

place than the south,—for your 
residence. ^2081,5644,5668, 

13,39C 10,280. 

gssftifc there is nothing 

beyond this. 

T H ■ * H © A th 
Confucius said, In letters I am 
perhaps equal to other men 

inexpressible. 

lit? an uninterrupted 

friendship. 

% ijr to settle; to fix. 

Tf5 ^ ^ (or mo'1) ^ sages 

determined them,—of plans. 

>Jc R £ seeking for some 

one to give settlement to the 
people. 

^ ^ J^=L its leaves were 

luxuriant and dense 

M M M the presidin& 
wives are still and reverent. 

% J?|| a rare kind of pearl. 

% don’t be sad!—a term for 

a prostitute. 

7977 

ni 
7978 

R. |Tg H 

See ^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

7979 

R. 5 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

m 
7980 

Rf 

See 

Even Lower. 

4* 

79Sl 

R-ii 
H. mokj 
F. monk 
P. wnP 

See JjjV 

A. mcik^ mik 

Entering 
Lower. 

79S2 

YTr 

7983 

7984 

Read Late; even¬ 

ing. 8065. 

Jj=L //^ to come late to maturity. 

above. 

JijL the year is drawing 

to a close. 

Silent; still; peaceful. 

# Hf sile'Rand 
unable to speak,—as friends who 
are separated. 

Dust. 

Tranquil. 

Read mu2. Name of an 

ugly concubine ^ of 

the Yellow Emperor. 

Silent; quiet; still. See 

10,183. 

^ ^ Wr *n st'Hness and 

solitude,—as a hermit. 

Same as 8061. 

See 8061. 

See 8063. 
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I 
7985 

C. c»w, tnokQ 

H. /aw 
F. 
W. m, mo 
N. w», v. 

moh- 
p. cmo, imo, 

ci11a, 
M. c»w, i«<A, 

mo- 

Y. wo« 
Sz. //:» 
K. mo 
J. to, mo 
A. mou, mak 

Even Lower 
Irregular. 

To feel for. To copy 

by tracing over. Also vul¬ 

garly read mao1. [Distin 

guished from |j| 8064.] 

7986 

R. 24® 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

7987 

5Jfelt for a stone 

to throw at it. 

to read with the 

fingers,—as on raised characters. 

jc M © feeling east and 

west,—to find anything. 

is) tfc it at - ft * 
h took something from beside 

his pillow. 

$t H ^fr to grope one’s 

way in the dark. 

chao1 found the way 

{fig)- 

(chao1) unable to feel 

it; not able to get at {see 10,902); 
no such luck. 

| ^ # chaQl HR *tL can't 

find any reason for it. See 

13,339- 

- ^ f@J ^ M (cha°r) 

for the moment I could not feel 
it,—in my sleeve. 

^ correct form of H|[f t-j? 

w ™ m * m the company 

were unable to feel any traces 
of him,—on the wall into which 
he appeared to pass. 

It MVtM difficult to decide 

upon. 

til 'ft can’t make out. 

t-H 7JC t0 feel about in the water. 

7K ^ a diver. 

^ a copy,—of a painting, 

made by tracing over the original. 

HjK # ffi A % Pt % 
II f it was in fact a copy, but 

every one said it was an original. 

7988 

13s 
7989 

R.: 

H. mok, 
F. mouk 
P. mo* 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

7990 

R. if pg 

See ; 

7991 

H. mok 
F. mouk 
P. mo0 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

0T 
7992 

R. 

Dark: obscure. 

See 8065. 

See^| 

Entering 
Lower. 

R. 

7993 
Ytg 

mok 

A. mou, mak 

Even Lower. 

See 8066. 

A sandy desert. Indiffer¬ 

ent ; careless. 

ti? desert Gobi. 

d? j^L an expanse of cloud. 

/|i| ^ boundless; like a 

desert. 

M M Wj 1ft 41 without 
the slightest emotion of any kind. 

i% 'f #1 ii of no consequence 

to; no concern of. 

yjfa ]dispassionate; calm. 

The Malacca tapir (Tap- 

inis Malay anus'), formerly 

found in Ssuch'uan. 

a wild dog or jackal. Sec 

C. 
H. 
F. mouk, moh 
W. mo 
N. moh 
P. mo* 
M. mo 

Y. mak 
Sz. mo 
K. mak 
J. baku, moku 
A. mak 

Entering 
Lower. 

12,917. 

Sickness; distress. 

IftTl to distress the 

people. 

mm the sufferings or distress 

of the people. 

HL ^ t0 scatter and 

distress the people. 

The eyesight dimmed, 

as by a thickening of the 

cornea. 

The membrane between 

flesh and skin; the mem¬ 

brane of plants, eggs, etc. 

the skin over a scar. 

HR j]H the outermost coat of the 

eye,—the sclerotic. 

t m hr a when playing 

chess, a film comes over the 
eyes. 

UI $0 % Iffi dim,—of sight. 

[H the fold of the peritoneum, 

to which the intestines are at¬ 
tached,—the mesentery. Also, 

m 
7993 

—-f^-2 

7994 

See 

Even Lower. 

7995 

M 
-A' 

7996 

R-^ 

F. mouk 
P. mo* 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

■ 4* 

R 

7997 

■I® 

beyond comprehension; myste¬ 
rious. 

«. h mm to regard with in¬ 

difference. 

C. mek, stnou 
F. meik 
W. ma 
N. mah 
P. mat*, mtf* 
M. me, mung 
Y. cmung 
K. mek 

. baku, miaku 
A. mak 

Entering 
Lower. 

to ignore; to disregard. 

Read 1711?. 

| to make a long-continued 

prostration; to make a pilgrim¬ 
age. 

A plan; a course of ac¬ 

tion. To imitate; false. 

§jjj£ jjfpl to plan; to scheme. 

^ III a capital plan. 

iM Iff! fa^sei counterfeit. 

^m yaj a peacock. [Sanskrit: 

inagura.] See 7969. 

Read 

!R % M Z. iK t0 Poe¬ 
tise the maxims of the ancient 
sages. 

Same as 7990. 

The name of a famous 

sword, so named from the 

wife of its maker, 

Kan Chiang, 3rd century 

B.c. 

^ M tf ft §j AS* 1 

there is no weapon so 

deadly as the will: “Excalibur” 
is second to it. 

To spring on or over. 

Quickly; suddenly. 

Mn to ride on the waves. 

^ )}|| to pass quickly by. 

# Hi *1 % # & as 

soon as lighted, (rushes) blaze 
up to heaven and are gone. 

Read 7ua*. To ascend. 
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ar 

C. nick, miu 
H. mok, miau 
F. tuouk, mini 
W. in-, -mice 
N. moh, mioa 

imp, miau 
M. miau 
Y. vwZ', mioa 
Sz. w<>, miaa 
K. 
J. baku, mi aka 
A. mouk 

Entering and 
Rising Lower 

5*r 

Far off; profound; ab¬ 

struse. Colloquially micu?. 

sj far off; distant. 

it 7C jj||j the divine doc¬ 

trine is profoundly abstruse. 

H ^ pT Hi irrecover¬ 

ably gone, 

rlhl sorrowful. 

7999 

C. 7/222/ 
H.7«a/ 
F. mwah 
W. m 
N. mah 
P. me? 
M. 
Sz. 
Y. mou 
K. mal 
J. batsz, inuchi 
A. 7/222/ 

Entering 
Lower. 

7/20 

The tip of a branch, as 

opposed to 8846; the 

end, as opposed to SB 

11,193; the last; mean 

insignificant {see 10,618). 

Dust; powder. A negative. 

A subordinate class of ac¬ 

tor ; a super. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from 12,606. 

2^ 7^ root and branches; begin 

ning and end; fundamentals and 
accidentals. 

7jc t0 neglect funda 

mentals and devote oneself to 
accidentals. 

^ the horizon; the uttermost 

ends of the earth = ^ yjjfc . 

or Jk 0 the end of,— 

the world, a dynasty, etc. 

the close of the Ming 

dynasty. 

7{C the last Emperor,—of a 

dynasty. 

sei* when Wu Wang was 

old. 

7jc at tbe end/ finally. 

4:3k near the end; nearly 

finished. 

4t M at the last; the rear. 

^ —* ^j| the last clause. 

Jkg —* HU the last Custom¬ 

house,—to be passed. 

^ irjEL the closing years,—of life. 

t{c I\ B % it second 
thoughts are best. 

^ ^ the youngest son. 

5ft 
7999 

w 
8000 

see ^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

not to have any permanent 
rallying-point is called mo Hu. 

7^ Jiff the end a tw'§>—a mere 
nothing. 

-xmmw he did not trouble 

about detail,—of a painter. 

T Hatthe 
very end; last of all. 

# ^!J t|c 7 ^ at tbe con¬ 
clusion. 

4: T WSS an ultimatum. 

got the last place, 

petty military officials. 

pfc ¥ dust- 

7^ sandal-wood dust. 

jfc Hi powders. 

to grind fine. 

®4: infinitesimal; minute. 

> B 

8001 

F. v. mak 
P. V. C/?2<7 

See^ 

cf‘t^ 
Sinking 
Lower. 

8002 

R. 

C. mutQ, matQ 
H. 77222/, 

F. mwak0, 
miak,, madk. 

though I wish to follow, I really 
find no way to do so. 

I have no course left to take. 

^ & see |p ^ 7969- 

Name of the wife of ^ 

Chieh, with whose reign 

the Jj Hsia dynasty ended. 

[To be distinguished from 

7730-] 

sleight of hand; juggling 

tricks. 

Socks. 

|l^ $}j garters. 

Read met*. A kerchief; 

a girdle. 

Ijl4( f]j a turban. 

|[|F ^ a fillet worn by women, 

a belly-band. 

** w a woman’s gorget. 

To rub; to wipe clean; 

to obliterate. See 8675. 

Used for 7974. 

to wipe out; to abolish 

^ t0 wasb and scrub- 

w 
8002 

W. maiy 
N. mah^ 
P. <viafino,inP \ 
M. ma„ mo,, 

mo 

Y. maa 
Sz. 77222,, mo 
K. mal 
J. batsz, machi 
A. mak- 

Entering 
Irregular 

Upper and 
Lower. 

to blot out a word, 

to deface and cancel, 

bound round the brow. 

8003 

v. mui2- 
F. mwak 
W. mai 
N. mah, v. bah 
P. mo3, v. me* 
M. mo 
Y. mouh,\.cmi 
Sz. mo, me, mi 
K. mal 
J. batsz, machi 
A. mat 

Entering 
Lower. 

8004 

R. 

See ^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

to wipe the tears from 

the eyes. 

look out for the dirt!—a 

Peking porter’s cry. 

to paint the face, — as 

Chinese women do. 

W Wl to wipe off or settle an 

account. 

struck it all out,— 

refused to pay. 

— W 1* #1 blended them 

together,—of various subjects in 
composition. 

divested himself] 

of all right feeling. 

§1or W ^ to cut one’s 

throat. 

a trowel. 

Read mo**. 

to settle debts for one 

another. 

#Pc to whitewash. 

Froth; foam ; spittle. To 

finish. Old name of a 

branch of the Yang-tsze. 

w °r m t* froth; foam. 

P tfc or ^ ^ or nf ^ 

spittle. 

| Q ||to foam at the mouth 

a kind of gold paint which 

soaks into stone and appears 
brighter the more the stone is 

cut away. 

1417|e ifc (««*)il is 
not yet finished. 

A dull-burning fire. 
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8005 

A. 

See ^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

8006 

C. v. muk 
H. mat 
F. mwak, v. 

W. ma 
N. rnah 

P. mo* 
M. mo, otm 
Sz. mo 
K. mat 
). batsz, rnachi 
A. ;»a/ 

Entering 
Lower. 

8007 

8008 

s“5fe 
Entering 
Lower. 

8009 

R. 

See * 
Entering 
Lower. 

8010 

■m 

SeeM 
Entering 
Lower. 

To feed a horse with 

grain. 

,5 /f f* B5 M. §t 9 + 
the horses had no 

fodder, and about 40 or 50 per 
cent died on the way. 

fit # If ;S he prepared his 

chariot and horses, — for the 

journey. 

mm an old name for Nanking. 

The white jasmine (Jas- 

minum scttnbac, Ait.), used 

for scenting tea. 

the moly or jasmine. [Cf. 

the Latin moly (Gr. /z5Av), the 
magic plant, with a white flower 
and a black root, given by Her¬ 
mes to Ulysses as a charm against 
the sorceries of Circe.] 

^ 11 jasmine-flowers 

run on wires and made into 
baskets for scenting rooms. 

mm® an ornamental hair¬ 

pin, shaped like a jasmine bud. 

& •¥• at °r $ 3ifti 
red jasmine,—a name for Mira- 
bilis jalap a, L. 

jjfj’ Styrax japonicum, 

S. & Z., and 5. serrulatum, Roxb. 

Same as 8001. 

Red socks. 

a tribe of red-sock nomads 

from the region about Kokonor. 

great red gems. 

Broken grain. 

grits and chaff. 

To gaze at; to ogle. 

they sazed at 
each other but could not speak. 

& 

8011 

*-pb 
C. mek 
H. mak, 
F. mcik, mah 
W. mo, ma 
N. mah 
P. me\ maP 
M. me 
Y. muk 
Sz. me 
K. mek 
J. haku^ miaku 
A.mak 

Entering 
Lower. 

8012 

The veins or arteries, 

between which the Chinese 

do not distinguishsee 2122. 

The pulse. [Often written 

as below.] 

^ M the main and 
branch blood-vessels. 

M M {ft H (Asin8*)to swe11 
the veins and prostrate one’s 
energy,—of an attack of syncope. 

fill or mm magnetic cur¬ 

rents recognised by geomancers 
as influencing the fortunes of 
places, families, etc. 

— Mffn ^ in unbroken de¬ 

scent. 

w m »r 9 it °r §¥ m °r 

to feel the pulse. 

mm the principles of the pulse. 

am the pulse at the wrist. 

TJK the pulse an inch from 

the wrist. 

H * the pulse a foot from 

the wrist. [The medical foot 
measure is a specially short one.] 

HU JjJj£ the pulse midway between 

the above two. 

mik a low pulse. 

w m f # % m & ‘o 
deal with a pulse which has 
failed as though it were still 
beating,—pro forma. 

mmn a stethoscope. 

M M it ^’ M chan-z 
Wlitf if your constitution is 

good, you will grow up strong. 

*■ ffi * it » * ft 
I don’t think his constitution 
would stand it. 

ft iM IIM where did your 

family come from? 

yjS Jjf the sources of a river. 

the very life’s-blood. 

A* entering into the proper 

channel; reasonable. 

to make use 

of my connexion with Mr. Po. 

Same as 8011. 

8013 

m 
8014 

*-PB 
SeeM 

Entering 
Lower. 

JX 

8015 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

8016 

C. mut 
H. mut 
F. muk 
W. mo 
N. mah~, v. 

meh, 
P. £j»r/, mo 

mil* 
M. w«, mung 
Y. mek 
Sz. ptei, Lmung 
K. mut 
J. botsz, motsz 
A. mot 

Entering 
Lower. 

Same as 8011. 

Misty, drizzling rain; to 

soak; to steep, as in kind¬ 

ness. See 8079. 

To dive under water. 

Sunk; gone; dead. Also 
read mu**. A negation of 

ift 13,376 (see 12,753), in 

which sense also read mei3. 

SST* they were all 

drowned. 

ft & in what a fatal 

course are you proceeding! 

V# after some time 

he disappeared,—in the clouds. 

if there is know¬ 

ledge after death,. See 1783. 
[Si quis piorum manibus locus.] 

ttj J||t appearing and dis¬ 

appearing at irregular intervals. 

M M ^ ^ perished 
at the hands of the rebels,—of 
manuscripts. 

your kindness will 

never be forgotten. 

1aS 1 sha11 never 
forget. 

/fit ft regardless of cere¬ 

mony and in defiance of duty. 

* & m m a hero in obscur¬ 

ity,-—a “mute inglorious Milton.” 

1(^. Ht transhteration of the 

Arabic vutrrh — Bissa Bol 
myrrh, yielded by Balsamoden- 
dron kephet, a Somali-land plant. 

SSL transliteration of the 

Persian mazu = oak-galls. 

\m there is not; not to have. 

M (Hi no such thin§! 
impossible. 

something the 

like of which does not exist. 

125 



MO 
994 

A* 

8oi6 

IT 
8017 

R.|®n. 

C. mek 
H. met^ 
F. paik3 
W. ma 
N. mah 
P. mai'\ mc\ pe' 
M. me 
Y. muk, puk, 

maah 
K. mek 

an event which 

did not happen; it is not so; it 
is a mistake. 

he is not alive. 

m useless. 

^ if* no trouble; nothing 

happened. 

no one to apply to,— 

for help. See 12,753. 

there is no alternative; 

no help for it. 

impossible; cannot be 

done. 

8EW were there not.? do 

you think there is not.? is 
there not.? (with answer in 
affirmative expected.) 

T«T to have recovered 

one’s temper. 

TiST lifeless; dead. 

t homeless. 

^ nothing to eat and 

nothing to put on. 

fp| JIM having neither 

head nor brains, — incoherent; 
incomprehensible. 

jj|[A JnL no ^un> depressed. 

#1 'flu jnl t0 snub 
him. 

& « % iSE m » without 

foundation; unsupported 

£££ Hi there are no two 

sentences, — one thing or the 
other! 

^ to dry up,—money, i.e. 

cause it to disappear by appro¬ 
priating it, 

.‘/7 
iyv 3a| vf*|^ to embezzle the 

land-tax. 

a m to appropriate 

other people’s property; to em 
bezzle. 

A raised path running 

east and west between 

fields ; a street; a road. See 

1731. Used for 8560. 

l@± in the street. 

m ps the market-place; the 

street. 

B ® A » (S 4 A ■ 
stranger. The first is also an 
unsympathetic man. 

1C 
8017 

J. hiaku, haku 
A. mah 

Entering 
Lower. 

if- 

8018 

R-Pg 

See [$g 

Entering 
Lower. 

4? 

8019 

R-PS 

See pg 

Entering 
Lower. 

8020 

MV 

8021 

R. 

C. mek 
H. met 
F. meik 
W. mai 
N. mah 
P. mP 
M. me 
Y. muk 
Sz. me 
K. mik 
J. boku^ moku 
A. mdk 

Entering 
Lower. 

■fu PS brothels. 

ps m a hundred cash; cash 

generally; paper money burnt 
at graves. 

NPS ^ to levy 5 per cent. 

Shallow water. 

7H P the mountain 

streams ripple over the stones. 

The offspring of an ass 

and a cow, known as | 

jg; Manchu tomoto. 

Same as 8021. 

Dark ; retired ; secret ; 

silent. 

m or 5^ dark; gloomy; 

in retirement. 

SS*®frto secretly protect. 

your Majesty has 

been in a brown study. 

IpC jrjp to secretly vow. 

argument is not 

equal to silence, — silence is 
golden. 

IA rfn fH cAihX si. the silent 
treasuring up of knowledge. 

Uj |/C Wi (chiki) I silently 
stored it up in my mind. 

ipt M W sdently; without 

a word. 

or iA to reflect upon. 

§f^ to secretly understand,— 

as a hint. 

7p7 to secretly instruct. 

^ ^ to write out from memory. 

=S/t to write a portion of 

the Sacred Edict from memory 
—as at the public examinations 

to sit in silence. 

^ to keep silence. 

MO 

w, 

8021 

4jf. 

8022 

RJft 
C. mek 
H. met 
F. meik 
W. mai 
N. moh 
P. mP 
M. me 
Y. muk 
Sz. me 
K. m ik 
J. boku, mo hi 
A. mdk 

Entering 
Lower. 

1A jM. to retire without a word 

KM1 Mekilikor, the “little 

Shah.” See 9050. 

# Mecca. 

Ink; black; obscure; soot. 

A measure of five feet. See 

923, 1023, 8979, 3651, 

7724, 7974- 

—‘ ~}j HI a cake or slab Of ink. 

H§ limn'd ink; painting in 

monochrome; shoe-blacking. 

H Tfc 'k. or H ti an ink- 
stand. 

U & % # S * how 
many years’ ink have you eaten ? 
— how long have you been 
studying? From the Chinese 
trick of sucking the pen. 

M ‘M& ink is better 

than ashes, — an ancient sub¬ 
stitute. 

jjl {(\- liquid ink. [Under the 

1st Emp. of the Liang dyn., 
candidates who failed for the 
hsiu-ts‘ai were made to drink 
long draughts of this.] 

an ink-stone,—for rubbing 

Chinese ink. 

H! a large ink-stone. 

wonder 
how it does for ink,—of an ink- 
stone. 

Tlj); the hollow or pool on an 

ink-stone, to put water in. 

5^ M M the place (°n 
the inkstone) for rubbing the 
ink was not smooth. 

iistfiw 
the place for rubbing the ink 
was smooth, so that the ink when 
rubbed slipped over it,—would 
not bite or take. 

# A i 11 i A il is 
not the man who rubs (wears 
out) the ink, it is the ink which 
wears out the man, — by his 
application to study. 

^ il® zll; ink made from soot 

obtained by burning resin,—was 
an annual tribute from Korea. 

iipi Is M soot from the 
bottom of a kettle. 

|j§ |H drawn in ink. 

HI WE a dragon painted in 

Chinese ink. 
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8022 

4fi 

8023 

R. 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

HI ^tk JH be wb° near 
ink gets black. See 2544. 

f U 1 1 from that 
date, black became the mourning 
colour in the Chin State. 

’Hr HI t0 Put Pen t0 PaPer- 
mmsiw the thing is not 

yet begun 

clouds overhead 

as black as ink. 

aC HI £ A a literary man; a 

scholar. 

H §f§ ijl |{§ to talk of nothing 

but pen and ink, — of a man 
whose hobby is literature. 

Mil HI £ -p1 learnt k 
from books. 

ii zm the printed essays 

of successful candidates for the 
second and third degrees. 

'/lit 1 to throw down ink,—as 

the famous painter Wang 

Hsia used to do, thereupon 
producing with his hands or feet 
beautiful figures, landscapes, etc., 
from what was only a large blot, 

I Jlfc to scatter ink and 

make pearls,—as a skilled writer. 

the Emperor’s own hand¬ 

writing. 

ffl ffi m to strike a line,—as 

carpenters do with a blackened 
string. 

p& « m sad-looking; chap 

fallen. 

||§ don’t be greedy 

of the black thing,—don’t be 
avaricious. 

^ cuttle-fish. 

;jj§ a bitumen found in Kuang- 

tung. 

I ^ invisible green. 

I ?jt glossy- 
HI 5^ ^ something be¬ 

tween five feet and ten. 

I © nf [i|| Mexico. 

I M (or ) Mexican dollars. 

To speak erroneously, 

an artful child. 

14* 

8024 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

-3? 
8025 

gWj 
8026 

8027 

8028 

Rising Lower 

ri & 

JnL 
8029 

rM 
See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

4“ 

8030 

M 

A cord; to bind. [To 

be distinguished from || 

339-] 

It ^ ^ t0 bind 
without cords, — as by moral 
bonds. 

Ii H US 'H H M 0 how 
are happiness and misfortune 
other than bound up together? 

See 7602. 

See 7586. 

See 3973- 

Minute; delicate. Used 

with 7967. 

To burst out upon. 

To bury. Used for 7603. 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

8031 

C. man 
H. I 
F. ! ne 
W. mu 
N. 

mou M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. mu 

bo^ mo 
A. mou 

Rising Lower. 

MOU. 

A word used in the sense 
of “So-and-so” or “Such- 
and-such ;” also to avoid 

pronunciation of the cha¬ 

racter , 2310, the per¬ 

sonal name of Confucius. 
I; my humble self. What? 
A note of admiration. Also 

read imp. Often contract¬ 

ed to ^. See 3252. 

% A or * ffi or 

certain man, — whose name is 

8031 

w 
8032 

R •it 
f. moe 
. mbit 

See 

K. mu, v. mo 

A. «ii« 

Even Lower. 

unknown or which it is not 
desirable to mention. 

M M A 'fr £ ffo younger 

brother of a certain Dist. Ma¬ 
gistrate. [Mou mou is also used 
as a plural.] 

^ a certain man of a 

certain District. 

^ ill a certain place. 

on a certain day 

of a certain month,—as when 
leaving blanks to be afterwards 
filled in. 

&3E#f So-and-so is here. 

what is So-and-so 

doing ? 

M $$ ^ I am a man 

of no talent and humble in rank, 

-y* ^ what are you 

good at, sir? 

*r& to make marks, thus A. 

of commendation at the side of 
an admired passage in a book. 

— :7ft; a strmg of admiration 

marks. 

To plot; to scheme. 

Sfc bT or §& a| or m J#. or 

1 to plan; to m m or s 
scheme. 

- S |g * he 
has some plan in his mind. 

^ W or HI Rl t0 Plot t0 inJure- 

g]j£ HJ" to plot for the possession 

of money. 

§1: fit Hr fjfr to murder for gain. 

g]j£ t0 P^ot murder; premedi¬ 

tated homicide. 

§1* 2s£orj|]j£ fM.t0 P^t rebellion. 

^|| to plot for power. 

military strategy. 

ns# a statesman; a poli¬ 

tician. 

man proposes, God disposes. 

HI £ or HI or If H to 
plan to get a living. 

'ho* 

whose principles are not the 
same, have not the same aims. 

T HI the moving spirit of 

a plot, 
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w 

8032 

8033 

nr, 

8034 

8035 

8036 

—4. 

s°37 

R. 

C. mau 
H. men 
N. m'oii 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. mu 
J. bo, mo 
A. meu 

Sinking 
Lower. 

2 

8038 

Rit 

See^ 

Even Lower. 

H 
8039 

See 

Y. tom 

Sinking 
Lower. 

g]| a cunning scheme. 

gjj| j]5] to judge by the face or 

looks. Colloquially, to be ac 
quainted with. 

3£ H ® they have never 

met. 

gjj| to contrive. 

g]^ >jy£ to beg for as a favour; to 

intrigue for; to endeavour to 
bring about. 

H ^ ^ §H to be g°od at 

looking after one’s own interests 

See 8069. 

Same as 8069. 

See 7985. 

See 7688. 

Measurement from north 

to south. A period of ten 

years. The dress above 

the waist. Long. 

+ JR stretching 

north and south for many li. 

^ the area of. 

4 J]Jt one w^° wore a 
long robe. 

An old name for ^ |J| 

^the District of Ting-yuan 

in Yunnan. 

Dim of sight; short¬ 

sighted; to look at closely. 

to see dimly; to look at 

with blind eyes. 

|=| ^ %% tears blinded her 

eyes. 

confusion of right 

and wrong. 

w 
8039 

zf fr* ‘ 

8040 

R-W 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

jK 

8041 

RJt 
C. mau 
H. meu 
F. meu, mau 
W. mo a 
N. moii 
P. mou 
K. mu 
J. bo, mu 
A. meu 

Even Lower. 

Liv 
8042 

acting as if beside 

oneself. 

bashful; afraid to look 

in the face. 

Read mu**. 

UR night-blindness. 

Small bushy plants. 

is Its a liliaceous plant with 

red flowers, found in damp places 
Its roots are made into powder 

An iron pan ; a metal cap. 

a helmet. 

R 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

8043 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Luxuriant. An old name 

for the Chinese quince 

(.Pyrus cathayensis, Hemsl.). 

44-! 
8044 

Rit 
H. cmeu 
F. cmeu, smeu 
W. mbe 
N. mou 

See Et 

K. mu, v. mo 

Even Lower. 

luxuriant foliage. 

To exert oneself; to be 
energetic. To be great; 
to make great. 

^ ^ do you from time 

to time exert yourself. 

^ to great merit he 

gave great rewards. 

-T- ® n is I see how great 

is your virtue. 

barter; trade; commerce 

Barley. To encroach 

upon; to take; to get. 

To low or bellow like an 

ox. To double; great. 

Used with 8046. 

conferring upon 

us wheat and barley. [ ^ = 

oh W ■] 

8044 

w 
8045 

RJt 
H. cmeu 
W. mbe 
N. mou 

See^ 
K. mu, v. mo 

Even Lower. 

m 
8046 

Rit 
H. Qmeu 
W. moe 
N. mbit 

See^ 

K. mu, v. mo 
A. meu 

Even Lower. 

8047 

R- it 
See 

Even Lower. 

8048 

a 
W. mbe 
N. moii 

See Jjt 

A. meu, m'iu 

Even Lower. 

^ to encroach upon; to usurp 

to prey on the 

people. 

to make large profits. 

fl|| to low,—as cattle. 

^ & an ascetic; a hermit, 

[Sanskrit muni. 1 

just 

like a Buddhist rosary. [Mou-ni 
for Shakyamuni.\ 

a District in Honan. 

Alike; similar; equal. 
See 800. 

utterly dissimilar. 

is & % m things are not all 

made alike. 

Read mu* = ^ 8066. 

to sketch or paint a like¬ 

ness of. 

The pupil of the eye. 
See 7051, 12,308. 

% ^ ^ t*ie Emperors 

Yao and Shun had double pupils. 

fffAt.lST* 
of all the parts of a man’s 

body, there is none more ex¬ 
cellent (as a guide to character) 
than the pupil of the eye. 

^ nft H the eye cannot 

deceive,—it is a true index to 
the man. 

^ £]?£. to fix the eye; a stony gaze. 

mm a bright eye. 

{jtjl to peep; a sly look. 

A large kind of crab, 

called 4^ tt£. 

Barley. See 8044. 
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IC. mate 
j H. men 
IF. meu, mu 
IW. moe 
IN. mou, m 
IP. mu, mou 
IM. mou, mu 
IY. m, mu 
I Sz. mil 
1K. »»« 
Ij. bo, mo 
I A. meu 

I Rising Lower. 

8051 

8052 

W 
8°S4 

Sinking 
Lower. 

8o55 

|R-^c 

ISee^ 

| A. niiu 

Even Lower. 

See 10,307. 

A land measure of vary¬ 
ing extent in various parts 

of the empire, but fixed by 
Treaty at 733^ square 
yards, or 1 acre = 6.6 mou. 

See 2195. Also reac 

mu*. 

—‘ tfiX one moui—a Chinese 

acre. 

= ax h 
3.434 acres. 

P9 ^ ^ —‘ hX four chaeh 
make a mou. 

— W fflX % — fel one 
hundred mou make a ch'ing 

jyX |>£ acres. 

BlX taxable land. 

jjjX a hill cultivated in ter¬ 

races. 

EB iaX not to cultivate 

one’s fields. 

ifij hX ^ fi?fto live bythe sale 
of one’s landed property. 

#-wX^*f a square tank of| 

about half an acre in extent. 

Same as 8050. 

8056 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

nvtxj. 

To die; to perish. Old 

form of 8016. Also read 

mo**. 

nvm died in battle. 

^ li£ 'T* yUn 1 sha11 never 
forget. 

^ ^ M) t^e dead and the 
living will both be grateful. 

See 8016. 

8060 

8o57 

8058 

8°S9 

Rji 
F. mwo'-, imwo 

See ^ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

See 7698. 

See 7697. 

Name of a region under 

the Han dynasty, now 

occupied by portions of the 

Ningpo Prefecture. 

A kind of spider, called 

iferB &$£, which weaves its 

web on plants and trees. 

8060 

R. 

F. mwi?’ 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

See 7977. 

To summon ; to raise; to 

levy; to engage for service. 

^ to summon to conversion, 

—do collect subscriptions, as 
priests do. 

ch'ung1 -jj|£ to collect I 

subscriptions for the restoration, 
—of a temple. 

jjb to summon the destined, 

— to call to good works (by 
subscriptions) those who in a 
former existence wrought for 
themselves a good destiny. 

^ ^ to appeal for subscriptions. 

% lfj£ t0 soheit subscriptions for 

the erection of. 

% to enroll so as to make up 

the full number. 

^ -& (or j|| ) to raise troops. 

# * 3fc T to raise a militia 

or volunteer force,—as is often 
done in country districts for 
protection against banditti. 

mm ft e to engage foreign 
workmen. 

JJg ^ to answer the summons 

to arms; to enlist. 

A grave; a tomb. See 

3536. 

g a tombstone. 

S )$ or J||t Jj?j| the limits of a I 

grave. 

g jiff a burial-place. 

8061 

C. mok 
H. mok, 
F. monk 
W. mo-, mo- 
N. mou- 
P. mu’, mo° 
M. mu, mo 
Y. mou, mak 
Sz. mu, mo 
K. mak 

. baku, moku 
A. mak 

Entering 
Lower 

Irregular. 

^ or f 1 to sweep the 

tombs,—of one’s ancestors, as 
is done at the annual spring 
festival. 

aL gi the inscription at a grave, 

M (or fiO ^ to bury 
beneath a grave the stone tablet 
recording title to ground. 

M M £ A. m ft 1 
M ’ W M ^ twist some 
straw into men, and burn them 
at my grave. I shall then get 
their help,—in the next world. 

* # M ifii 7 *M the 
ancients buried but had no 
funeral mounds. 

A curtain; a screen; a 

tent. 

-9-m t 
a curtain. 

to raise the veil,—to open 

a person’s eyes. 

tbe f°ur P°ints of the 

compass, above, and below. 

^ |(rp military head-quarters; a 

yamen. 

¥ ■'& n M U on the level 

shore a myriad tents are pitched. 

A M-ZM the guest who is 

behind the curtain,—a satirical 

phrase used by Hsieh 

An of the 4th century a.d., when 
a gust of wind showed that his 

host, Wang Tun, had 

concealed Ch‘ih Ch'ao 

behind a curtain to overhear the 
conversation. Hence the terms 
below. Another version is that 
the incident occurred at a visit 
paid by Hsieh An and Wang 
T‘an-chih to Huan Wen. 

i= St or H ^ or H ^ or 
a private secretary; the 

6iS lift of an official; see 9909. 

to act as private secretary 

or clerk. 

Read man*. The reverse 

of a coin (see 7638), as opp. 

to % 12,633- See 5665. 
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Sinking and 
Entering 
Lower. 

8063 

R--Jl 

See - 

Sinking 
Lower. 

8064 

See 

Even Lower. 

8065 

R.: 

C. mou 
H. mu 
F. mwo 
W. m 
N. mou 

P- ) M. 
Y | mu, mou 

Sz. 

To exert oneself. Also 

read mo**. 

8 f|| tMt0 stu<^y diligently. 

To love; to long for. 

to love. 

4 g £ $ ft 

he has been in love with you 
for a long time. 

to ¥ s z longing for him 

in heart. 

to love one’s parents. 

to hold in affectionate 

esteem; to admire. 

to be greedy of power. 

B&w to long for fame and 

fortune. 

To follow a pattern-, to 

copy; of paintings, to trace; 

see 7165. Used with 8066. 

Also read mo%. [Dist. from 

tl 7985-] 

to follow the old style. 

jpk 'fjj to copy a pattern. 

# g!f 0 $1 SI -t mu 

means to cover with thin paper 
and trace. 

^3 ^p: to copy, as a drawing, by 

tracing. 

jpk ^ to write over a copy; to 

trace. 

Ip? * a copy-slip; a copy of 

a painting, as above. 

tUc iSEt0 build a pavilion 

from one’s own designs 

1 < 

Evening; sunset. 

SB ft M going at night 

and coming back in the morning. 

7j!; dusk; gloaming. 

.. ♦»- 
H 35; sunset. 

morning and evening. 

^ ^ or ^ ^ iQ the evening 

of life. 

8065 
K. mo 
J. mo, bo 
A. mou 

Sinking 
Lower. 

8066 

C. mou 
H. mu 
F. mwo 
W. m 
N. mou 
P. mu, mo 
M. mo, mung 
Y. mu 
Sz. mu 
K. mo 
J. bo, mo 
A. mou 

Even Lower. 

w 
8067 

Rfr 
C. mou 
H. mu,cmu 

Si H IE S although 

getting into the evening of life. 

^ MM getting old. .5^8301. 

^ ^ the end of spring. 

H ^ H the 
season was the end of autumn, 

fa # why so late? 

j||l j|r- evening scenery; a sunset 

sky. 

^ tn evening clouds 

and spring trees, — used in a 

stanza by Tu F11 to an 

absent friend; hence, longing 
for a dear one’s return. 

A tree which grew at 

the grave of ^ ^ Chou 

Kung. A pattern; a model; 

a fashion. 

or or 

model; a mould. 

m m rules and regulations; 

custom; usage. 

^ Wk or HI fashion; style. 

#. W: # £ # fa what 
is she like in appearance? 

-k m ± m ostentatious; 

braggadocio. 

frtfil to sign by dipping a 

finger in ink and pressing it on 
the paper, the markings or lines 
on the skin forming a natural 
seal which it would be impos¬ 
sible to forge. 

jjvjjj a deed or bond on which 

a man has placed the print of 
his inked hand or foot. 

IS# rubbings of inscriptions, 

blurred; indistinct. 

m wi -?* several 

words at the end of the document 
were illegible (or obliterated). 

he talks ambigu¬ 

ously. See 6863. 

ihc sorrel (Rumex aceiosa, L.), 

the modern equivalent of 

7977- 

A mother; a dam; female, 

as opposed to ^ 6568 (see 

8346). See 2032, £ 

3736> M 8241, ^ 10,760, 

8067 
mu, moa 

W .m 
N. mou, mo, m 

mu 
M. mu, mung 

mu, m 
Sz. mu 
K. mu 

bo, mo 
A. meu 

RisiDg Lower 

M 12,406. [To be distin¬ 

guished from 12,765.] 

See 5505. 

a mother, 

my mother. 

your mother. &^also9340. 

a paternal grandmother. 

a foster-mother; 

a wet-nurse. 

if# or 0# or 

step-mother. 

or a mother-in-law. 

i# the principal wife. 

# #or#j§ # (see 10,920) the 

one legal wife in her relation 
to the children of the family. 
[The first is also an Empress 
Dowager.] 

or 2j£ ^ one’s actual 

mother. 

«•## one’s adopted mother. 

W# a divorced mother. 

term used by her first 

husband’s children to a widow 
who remarries. 

IS # a concubine who has 

children; the children call her 

£#• 
# )s or IS# the Empress. 

•&# 6568. 

a female bank,—one 

which (like a woman) not having 
a registered name cannot show 
a sign-board; a sly bank. See 
1736. 

-flj' -^* ^ '|p| love or affection 

between mother and son. 

inferior and superior; small 

and great; the produced and the 

producer. 

interest and principal. 

[ | [ -ffj' the principal as opposed 

to interest. 

the letters in a word. 

JpL ^ the mother is here, 

one son will be cold, if she is 
gone, three sons will be mother¬ 

less,—said by -^p Min Tzu 
(see 7414). 
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ft 

8067 

bee 

8068 

IC. Snou 
IH. -mu, me if 
IF. mainA 
lw.% 
IN. moif-^ m 

P. I < 
IM. i mu 
| K. mu, mo 

. ho, mo 
I A. flia1, 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Lower 

Irregular. 

8069 

pfr 
IC. mou, matt 
IH. mu 

IF. moa,v.Smoa 
IN. v. meh 
IP. mu 
IM. mu, m 
IY. m, v. ma 
I Sz. mu 
IK. mu 
IJ. ho, mo 
I A. miu 

I Rising Lower. 

8070 

8071 

8072 

Same as 8069. 

Same as 8068. 

read lao%. 
Alsol 

See 7579. 

8073 

Entering 
Lower. 

western royal mother, 

—a fabulous personage dwelling 
on the K‘un-lun mountains. 
Probably the Greek Hera, /wz'Ir 
wang being an imitation of Siwah 
in Tripolis (Africa) where ZeusISee |j|j| 
Ammon and Hera were wor-1 
shipped. 

-j-* -ft the Ten Stems. 

Tables Ve. 

ferment. 

Aft a jelly-fish. 

# T# mother-cloves. 

ft mm Siegesbeckia orienlalis, 

L. 

ft mm Xanthium struma- 

rium, L. 

A matron; a dame. A 

female teacher for children. 

mm or ma a school dame;| 

a matron. 

m °r m ma midwife- 
a title given by a younger I 

brother’s wife to an elder brother’s | 
wife. 

4 W a goddess who lives in 

the Dipper. See 11,427. 

The thumb: the great 

toe. 

A SS °r A tf H 
the thumb. 

# ff A t» M to put up! 

an erect thumb,—as the Chinese! 
do in defiance; hence, “to have| 
a will of one’s own.” 

AWfMi the big toe. | 

'{“Pt joined toes. 

to play at “guess-fingers.” 

iv 

8074 

Si 
8075 

Sjt 
8076 

To tend cattle; to have 

charge of. The officia 

designation of a 

Department Magistrate. 

ft t° tend catde; a cowherd. 

& M or fflf a shepherd; 

a cowherd. 

f'p to be a shepherd. 

A ^ A BEf the herds¬ 

men look after the various 
domestic animals. 

m& 

Aft to drive a flock of sheep 

east or west, as required, is the 
affair of the shepherd, — he is 
responsible, not the sheep. 

wandering pastoral tribes 

ftffl an overseer; a governor 

AW shepherds appointed by 

heaven,-governors of the people. 

^ _t iffr ft ft £ W y°u 
are the pastors of God’s oxen 
and sheep,—sc. of the people. 

ft K * shepherds of the 

people,—the officials; 
A ciSv. 

Af§Kft he is a shepherd 

of the people. 

JS1# subsequently 

became a good magistrate. 

W a term adopted by miss¬ 

ionaries in the sense of “pastor.” 

Also used in the m jjjf Chou 

Ritual for a petty official. 

wm scene of the battle in 

which St 3; WuW ang defeated 

3j£r Chou Hsin. 

Ft a ft modest; retiring; 

not presumptuous. 

Aft the Nine Provinces of the 

Great Yu. Also their governors. 

See 8031. 

Same as 8050. 

See 8050. 

8°77 

R. 

C. m uk 
H. muk, muk, 
F. muk, mok 
W. mu, mu 
N. moh 
P. mu’ 
M.mu, mu, 

mung-r 
Y. muk 
Sz. mu, murig: 
K. mok 
. moku 

A. mouk 

Entering 
Lower. 

Wood; wooden; a tree 

Radical 75. See 5551, 

10,052. 

AM wood. See below. 

—‘ i-/f| A HI a block of wood 

Am wood material; timber. 

A pbmks; boarding. 

A ft a spar. 

A If a spar beacon. 

A wooden piles. 

A ft a wooden buoy. 

A woodware. 

A E or A X or ft ft a 

carpenter. 

A w0°d charcoal. 

A wo°d chips. 

AU wood shavings. See 8700. 

A A offi, the grub in the tree,— 

which ultimately causes its fall. 

A j|f made of wood. 

AS? a wooden framework; 

scaffolding. 

AM a wooden board,—as a 

notice-board. 

A sap- 

lines on the hand are like 

the grain in wood. 

Afti wood oil. 

A JJL to stand stock still. 

yfC ^ to sit like a log. 

ft Jljf[ wooden sleepers. 

AM a wood-yard. 

AU a wooden bar. 

H A the three wooden instru¬ 

ments of punishment, viz. ^J], 

, and , cangue, handcuffs, 

and fetters; head, hands, and feet. 

with the three wooden instru¬ 
ments of punishment, what (evi¬ 
dence) can one fail to obtain? 

A A to put into wood, — to 

encoffin. 

m Wi a £ I am drawing 

near the wood,—of the coffin, 
sc. getting old. 
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7fC 
8077 

or 

>k to fell trees. 

^ yk trees. 

>k lift trees, as a botanical class 

plants and trees. 

* A ffl ik to eat (the berries 

of) trees and drink of the brook. 

1 ^ to conceal oneself. 

7k 7 or 'M 7k numb; without 

feeling. 

7k M or It 7k the planet 

Jupiter. 

to strike the wooden 

bell,—and get no result. Used 
of bribery which fails to achieve 
the end in view. 

a wooden image; an idol. 

yk {$ A or 7k M \ 

P9^r7kori![^^kI 
a stupid fellow; a blockhead, 

blunt and strong. 

wooden handcuffs, 

a wooden cat,—a rat-trap. 

51 ykdice- 
5.7k recipe for a famous 

Taoist hair-dye. 

7k E a woodlouse. 

yk II carved out of wood. 

;k HI Vt W. of carved 

wood and moulded clay, — as 
idols. 

$J °f carved clay 

and moulded wood, — used in 
derision of a man who is “neither 
fish, nor flesh, nor good red 
herring.” 

^ ^ 0 7k ^ there was 
presented to me a “wooden 
plum,”—a phrase from the Odes 
which has not been identified 
or explained. 

7k Jtt the quince (Pyrus catha- 

yensis, Hemsl.); see 5002. Also 
the papaya (Carica papaya, L.). 

7k A M Crataegus pyracantha, 

Pers. 

yk ^ an edible fungus (Hirneola 

polytricha, Fr.). 

yp^ ^ putchuck,—the root of a 

species of thistle found in Cash 
mere. Used by the Chinese as 
a medicine. 

7k -fU Bosa Banks ice, R. Br 

tR 
7k Aristolochia debilis, 

S. & Z., and A. heterophylla, 
8077 Hemsl. 

Ji§| yk 5|j: Inula racemosa, Hk. f. 

yk Magnolia conspicua. Salisb. 

yk -yp 1^1 the tallow tree (Sa- 

pium sebiferum, Roxb.). 

7k afi Clematis grata, Wall. 

Also, Akebia quinata, Decn. 

111 yk ill Clematis Armandi, Fr. 

/J\ yk JJJj Clematis near C. 

puberula. 

§& /k aM. Clematis sp. 

yk Sapindus Mukorossi, 

Gaert. 

7k fljj fruit Momordica 

cochinchinensis, Sprengel. 

yk j|j| nux vomica seeds. 

7k Bquisetum hiemale, L. 

yj^ a name for the 12,356. 

\ f *'• 

PR 
To wash ; to bathe. To 

be steeped in. A branch 
8078 of the river Han. See 

1<- M 1478, 4011, 4651. 
M. mu, mung 

See 11$. pk '/& °r £k to wash; to 
A. monk bathe. 

Entering 
Lower. 

jyk g|| with washed 

hands, I respectfully indite this. 

£k steeped in your bounty. 

^k It bathed in the 

fragrance she had left behind her. 

—* ^ EH HI -fH at every bath 

he thrice grasped his hair,—and 
ran out, so busy was Chou Kung. 

Fine rain. 
8079 

r. j|| Hi a fine drizzling rain. 

See ^ to ^°°k for rain 

A. mouk to make the crops grow. 

Entering 
Lower. 

r 
8080 

C. muk 
H. muk, muk, 

F. muk, mok, 
meik 

W. mu 
N. moh 

The eye; to regard. 

Chief; most important; an 

index; to name. Radical 

109. See 13,129, 0JJ 

7946. 

or pj| |]J| the pupil of the 

eye. 

0 
8080 

P. mu' 
M. mu, mung 
Y. muk 
Sz. mu 
K. mok 
J. boku, moku 
A. muk 

Entering 
Lower. 

0 IH the eye-socket. See 6405. 

B 1i strength of the eye,— 

power of sight. 

i # or B T before the eye, 

—now; at present. 

^ M to be before the eyes; 

to be held of no account. See 

tttj K 0 ~T* had you not 

come, my life would not have 
been worth a moment’s purchase. 

J®| f| or —• 4j5 |§ p| before 

the eyes,—of all. 

a 4 now; at the present time. 

10 0 ||e| could hear with 

his eyes. 

16 B Sr *» i& R >'«« 
should doctor your eyes as you 
govern the people,—gently; see 
1989. 

a it*it with lack-lustre 

eye. 

to fix the eye on; see 2542 

to turn the eye,—to regard 

in an unfriendly manner; to 
quarrel. 

Ppl eyes without 

pupils; also, having no respect 
for any one. 

tt ft si hi K a » 
always making eyes at her. 

aw hair stiff and eyes 

staring,—aghast. 

0 or 0 staring; with 

eyes fixed, 

g dizzy. 

g | f § shifty eyes and 

random talk,—of a criminal. 

If 0 see 3336. 

if fill ears and eyes long,— 

wide-awake, as one who lets 
nothing escape him. 

sa2 f| t0 look about; to take 

a look. 

pj| with angry eyes. 

0 lke expression of the eye. 

eyes dim; dizzi¬ 

ness. 

a n -r a is10 ir,ot at- 
a m »ft a tfyseen ’,i,h 

one’s own eyes. 
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n 
8080 

@ ^ ffll JTlI P3 M every eye 

was on Ssu-niang. 

# ^ A £ 0 when 
young, he attracted the notice 
of So-and-so. 

§p« there were eye 

witnesses. 

iitfc7«03tf#£ 
after this, he would never look 
at the priest again. 

A 0 #. soles,—supposed to 

swim in pairs, each providing 
one eye. See 1625. 

m b 2 r the horizontal¬ 

eyed people,—savages. 

m 0 ^ * sim 
as though seeing the places with 
one’s own eyes. 

0 m&m having no respect 

for the law. 

BHA$# the eyes following 

the spectator round,—as in 
portrait. 

|=| ^ to eat with the eyes,—to 

spend money and care on the 
elegant service of food instead 
of upon the food itself. 

0 tIv ^ restrained him by a 

look. 

0 z ta t# regarded her as a 

goddess. 

la 0 •& m 0 z ri»ai 
nations call them bandits. 

$£ 0 £ ^ H Acalled 
them all foreigners alike. 

0 ^ called, or nicknamed 

him. 

§ ^ ^ /J'* A called him a 

mean fellow. 

^ }=j the eye (i.e. the head) of 

the barbarians,—a name former¬ 
ly given to the British Super¬ 
intendent of Trade at Canton. 

It * ® 0 secretly ordered 

the head constable, 

end; aim. 

the object being to put an end 
to old-established practices. 

nRJ 55 iH: 0 kindly tell me the 

headings or chief points. 

# 0 rffl # A the important 

point first, the details afterwards. 

^ numbers; numerical cate¬ 

gories. 

m 0 a list of articles. 

0 
8080 

ip 

w 
8081 

see m 
A. mak^ milk 

Entering 
Lower. 

,ip 

8082 

R. 

See0i 
Entering 
Lower. 

it 0 w m the price is very 

reasonable. 

ypfj ^ a theme; subject for an 

essay. 

f\ 0 the lists of successful can 

didates at the public examina 
tions. 

muentered upon his 

career as a graduate at the public 
examinations. 

0 or P5 0 an index> [The 

latter seems to be used when the 
indications are rather general 
than particular; e.g. an index of 
subjects under which books are 
arranged.] See 12,010. 

0 ji °r a 0 tit Mau 
dgalyayana or Moginlin,—Bud¬ 
dha’s famous “Disciple of the 
left,” who descended into hell 
and released the soul of his 
mother. See 13,543. 

lucern (Medicago sativa, 

L.). 

Lucern (Medicago sativa, 

[Dist. from 11,143. 

^ clover; lucern. The term 

is said to be a transcription of 
the MeSixij fioTuvvi of Strabo. 

IT jfc# name of one of the 

Five Beacons of the frontier, 
Shansi. 

Solemn; profound; 
reverent. 

M wux ^ Jj|| ah ! solemn is 

the ancestral temple in its pure 
stillness. 

p ^ ~F* profoundlysolemn 

was Wen Wang. 

8 # Z & basking in the 

light of your countenance. 

I$pil may it soothe like 

a clear breeze!—of a song. 

mm left and right,—used of 

graves, images in temples, etc. 

^ the fifth sovereign of the 

Chou dynasty, b.c. 1001-947, 
and hero of many adventurous 
campaigns beyond the borders 
of the empire. 

Mahomet. 

Mecca. 

m ± # °*m ± # m 
IHr Muslim. 

.4* 

8082 

8083 

8084 

R. 

8086 

C. j 
H. ! muk 
F. ) 
W. m, mu 
N. moh 
P. mt(‘ 
M. mu 

muk 
Sz. mu 
K. mok 

moku, boku 
A. muk 

Entering 
Lower. 

ip 

R. 

See 

8087 

A 
Entering 
Lower. 

SeeBi 
A. mouk 

Entering 
Lower. 

8085 

R-MS 
C. mou1 
F. muk 
W. 
N. 

See ^ 

A. mouk 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Lower. 

Mahometans. 

R5C or 

wise men of the religion of 
Zoroaster; Magi. 

See 7965. 

Bands at the front of a 

chariot to strengthen anc 

ornament it. 

Ducks, wild and tame 

Also read wzA. See 8394a 

rush to it as ducks 

to water. 

£U SI 7 ft S6 39H8 
if you fail to carve a heron, at 
least you can make a duck of it. 

ff* a m * the common 

people take a duck,—as their 
symbol, because it does not stray 
far from home. 

if M ^ il a wild duck 
(se. a lover) taking the place of 
the domestic fowl (se. the spouse). 

m m ■& he can dive like a 

duck. 

Friendly; kind; harmo¬ 

nious. 

on friendly terms, 

lit friendly feeling. 

friendly neighbours; neigh¬ 

bourly feelings. 

iPI [If: kindly; neighbourly. 

0 a m in order to consoli¬ 

date friendly relations. 

_t ^0 A fht? better be 

kind to those below you than 
on good terms with those above. 

The rushing of wind. 

126 
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w 
8088 

*-n 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

*fc* 

8089 

Rfr 

C. mau 
H. cmeu 
F. meu, mu 
W. moe 

To die young. 

& I 3t T' M T<m '«■> 
the Prince of Ch‘u die young? 

The male of animals and 

of some birds, as opposed 

to 4b 92 74. Also read 

mou%. See 69 70. 

is Pi ^ we pur¬ 

sued two male (boars). 

8089 
N. mdii 
P. mou, mu 
M. mou 
Y. m 
Sz. mu 
K. mu 
J. bo, mo 
A. meu 
Rising Lower. 

JK Sj^ we follow (in the 

sacrifice) with a red bull. 

pTj 4b four stallions. 

>|c the hen pheas¬ 

ant is calling her mate. 

4t 4b ip| name of a sort of 

junk. 

4fc 4b 4E the tree-peony (Z3^- 

nia moutan, Sims). See 9770. 

$fc 75 7£ 4 2 I the 
peony is the king of flowers. 

4t 4b ^ a large variety of the 

camellia. 

tfc* 
8089 

||; 4b Clerodendron feetidum, 
Bge. 

lb: 4b Clerodendron tri- 

chotomum, Thbg. 

b^b Anemone japonica, S. 

& Z. 

4± ^ Artemisia japonica, Thbg. 

the bolt of a door. 

Hf Projecting nails. 

4± % a tile with its convex side 

upwards. 

NA. 

W' 

8090 

* 
C.na, #0 
H. 7a, /ai, /a 
F. -»a, wa 
W. c#a, £.»zz 
N. »a, nou 
P. ) c 
M. nai”ai 
Sz. | n° 
Y. na, 
K. ) 
J. > na 
A. ) 
Even Rising 
and Sinking 

Lower. 

An interrogative particle; 

where? who? which? what? 

when ? how ? Whichever 5 

every. 

IE 0$ what stuff are you 

talking? nonsense! 

M IE W J# hovv can.? 

|E -4^ a strong affirmative. 

IE ^ what does he care? 

what’s that to do with? 

#5 |E ?Jb IE which 

are the places (you mention)? 
Read na3 lrh hei4 ««4 lrh — 
what do you mean by saying 
he is there (for he is not)? 

^[5 ^ ^[>| whence come you? 

# ffl ^ M when do 
cassia-petals not fall? See 6435. 

ffl M or M IE -£• where 
are you going? 

how do you know? 

t® 1« a sk * % m 

J|^ never you mind where I 

come from or where I don’t 
come from. 

M M M $b Z M how is il 
possible for me to have made a 
mistake ? 

M — M which? 

M ^ ^ how can 1 bear 

this? 

8090 

yK. flf how can any one 

know ? 

$5 4bl no matter ^.5 never 

mind how.... 

no matter how many the devils 
are, they must all be exter¬ 
minated. 

If5 to W. 1 clean them 
every single day. 

Read na4. A demons¬ 

trative particle ; that, as 

opposed to j=[ 5645 there. 

$5 'f|3j that. 

^ ItS those> 

m IS IE or M # or 

M M there- 

^5 Ofy that Ptece j there. 

j}\{ JM Hr that fashion; thus. 

HI that way will 

not do. 

5?|| Tt at that point. 

7j|^ a Malay Datoh or chief. 

Read nab4. Used for ^ 

8121. 

wonder if I am overwhelmed by 
thoughts of my distant home. 

w 
8090 

sr 
8091 

SeeUP 

Even Lower. 

Read «t?2. Name of an 

ancient country of the 

^ Western Barbarians. 

Much; many. To be tran¬ 

quil. How then ? Used 

with 8091. 

St* ins wil1 they not 
receive much happiness? 

verX fascinating, 

—as a woman. 

^ Tt ^ dwelling in tran¬ 

quillity. 

3j£ ^lj $5 if the armour be 

thrown off, how then? = 

faW- 

& bl It bfc ffl are y°u 
not Han Po-hsiu? 

W ^ it iDf 9f the 
four seasons gradually change. 

A final particle, some¬ 

times interrogative. Seel 

8090. 

jg l^P there are none; there is 

none left. 

'ffif ^ ^ why this diffi¬ 

culty? ft#® JEW.#*® 

IE be bere or *s be 
there ? 
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8091 

8092 

8°93 

Rifl « 
C. ina 
H .Ha 
F. -Ga, niah~ 

W. WO¬ ina 

N' ino 

P. i»o 
M. /o3 
Y. ina 
Sz. »o, la 

K. na, 
J. //fj, nio, 

dj° 
A. , 'WO 

Irregular 
Lower. 

Read tic?. 

f Pt name of a supernatural 

being variously described as god 
and demon, and identified by 
the Buddhists with the son of 
Vadjrapani, the God of Thunder. 
See 10,525. 

Same as 8093. 

To take with the hand; 

to grasp; to seize; to arrest. 

(chad1) the cupboard is locked, 
I can’t get at it. 

it & tfc ^ £ 
I can’t keep this piece of ice in 
my hand,—it is too slippery or 
too cold. 

ffi to W M ft ♦ % ft 
I can’t understand his temper. 

it J$ S w m * a £ 
T 4?1 can’t lift this weight. 

♦ 7' ® X M T' T 
can neither take up nor put 
down,—irresolute. 

MM P 1 
he can’t lift that sack. 

f® ff Ifr tomm 
he won’t let me have 

any of your money. 

not used to a Chinese pen. 

41L A si ^ X* the crim- 
inal is not caught yet. 

— ss« w 1 a ♦ ^ 

yfc I can’t take them all in an 

hour. 

* A =|!t X* |§r I can’t take 

them all at once. 

M H ^ X* bribes are 

not to be accepted. 

*3 10 HR jrj X* ^ X 
the hole is too small to get it 
through. 

* "flSl A X ~J one man 
can’t take it all. 

ft Ifc f£ T #7S 
there isn’t time to get it now. 

ia. Jit © ^ (fi take 
away these things. 

8093 

M fl -b 15 ffi ♦ T Pi 
he can’t take that puzzle to 
pieces. 

* B *1=5# aft. aft * 
'(A I shall be a long time taking 

all these different things. 

1, * r- * ♦ 7' M 1 
can’t say whether he will come 
or not. 

$ (or ^ t0 make 
up one’s mind; to come to a 
decision. 

can’t make up his mind. 

one is never sure to win or lose 
in gambling. 

$# # X jg you can’t take 

fresh fish far. 

7-* (ch‘atig2) tai li means 

that the appointment is tem¬ 
porary. 

fjji A* X he has gone to 

fetch it. 

ftfij ^ "J" X be has taken 

it away. 

fffj, X be has taken 

it with him. 

f n ir to n ^ 7 
he can’t take away seized 

goods. 

Jill X* yJ'‘ ^ X the win¬ 

dow is too small to bring it in by. 

=§t to bring,—chiefly used of 

things. 

sH -l!; ^ ^ t0 send run- 
ners to fetch him. 

lit f il#7* 
I can’t get his account-books,— 
i.e. he won’t let me have them. 

A # ^ ® ^ a man ^ 
coming for the things. 

^ A ^ ^ ® ^ Xa man 
has come to fetch the things. 

fl A ♦ 7 3KB* T 
a man has come to fetch the 
things, and has gone away with 
them. 

^ 'M. to bring over or here. 

sp. Utl t0 take out- 

{f} I haven’t got so much in 

ready money. 

8093 
I can’t get the cork out of 

the bottle,—of one pushed in by 
accident. 

ilfiIB«; S♦ 7-± 
I can’t present this petition,— 
it is informal. 

X to take down; to arrest 

and take off. 

SB f@ 14 7- a ♦ % T 
I can’t get that looking-glass 
down,—as when nailed to a wall. 

^ M $k 1$ ftli say something 

to stir him up. 

fflff hold the steel-yard 

accurately. 

^ {X let me do it. 

“X ^ nine right out of 

ten. 

to seize; to arrest. 

X* to give oneself airs. 

^ A fj| want a bigh price. 

£ A J to pick out 

people’s shortcomings. 

^ nothing to catch hold 

of,—applied to the shaven head 
of a Buddhist priest, etc. 

X j||. A a manager. 

—‘ 111 ^ the obstinate view 

of one who has made up his 
mind and will not listen to 
argument. 

ift ^ ^ Vpj to look on tea as 

wane. 

taking a mean man for a gent¬ 
leman. 

® taking up first this 

and then that. 

%1$L to seize without authority. 

t|iL to seize smugglers. 

2p ^Jg to arrest; to seize, as things. 

Eg Voi X to capture red- 

handed, or flagrante delicto; ja? 
460. 

those who give information 
leading to their arrest,. 

a warrant of arrest. 

l|j£ to take to (or before) a 

court. 

to place under arrest. 
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8093 

& 
8094 

8096 

Sinking 
Lower. 

8097 

8100 

I R ■X 

8099 

|R!»£ 
|See l$i 

Entering 
Lower. 

to seize a thief. 

d* to arrest and punish. 

^ to bring to. 

^ ]jfir dexterity. 

d*- to grasp the hand, as of 

a friend; to use the hand; a 
handle; dexterity; capacity. 

(see 8092) slave I 

and hand make grasp,—or, as| 
a double meaning, a slave’s hand 

is for grasping. 

'PX to keep the gate. 

See 8158. 

4P 

See|^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

Same as 8093. 

Disease ; sickness, 

scab (Canton). 

Same as 5673. 

See 8177. 

W 
8102 

|*-se 
AIp- 

I M. la 

See0$J 
I K. n-wal 
I A. dout, nout 

Entering 
Lower. 

[**■ 

8103 

8106 

I See ■ 

Entering 
Lower. 

To line; to pad; to quilt. 

A robe; a cassock. 

sfe is a lined garment. 

a quilted or wadded gar-^ 

ment. If. nak 

k a fur linin&- In:;;, 
a Buddhist cassock; Bud-1 ik «a 

dhist priests. Also used by I y. naah 

priests when speaking of them-lsz. na 

selves. IK- naP 
. _ |J. to, no 

^ t he had many 
clerical friends. 

my poor cassock,—I. 

b the old priest. 

I ^ to put on the wooden 

coat,—sc. the coffin. 

|J| a coat with large sleeves, 

like a priest’s. 

A. nap 

Entering 
Lower. 

A kind of striped seal, 

also known as the 

sea dog. 

The inner reins of a team| 

of four horses. 

To take a wife. Plump. | 

fat; plump, as a baby. ^ ^ 

Read ncin“. To take. IR- 0* 
IC. nap-,nat0 

I O enter. I F. nouky, nak-$ 

IJ. do, no 
| A. nil?, nap- 

Entering 
Irregular. 

P. na 
M. la 

See g^J 

I A. nout, nap 

Entering 
Lower. 

.4* 

To dip in; to immerse, 

tm t0 Put *n t0 soak* 

8105 

See ^ 

Flntering 
Lower. 

To sharpen wood. To| 

hammer iron to a point. 

A name for the 5435. 

3NTA 

To enter (see 5642); to 

be appointed ; to insert; to 

give to; to pay. To re¬ 

ceive. 

© ftfr #3 3^1 T Hwhen 
he had got inside the courtyard 

M ijl KE ffi&iZ ">*» Ik 
returned in triumph he became 
Emperor 

S JW £ 14 4 forced it into 

his sleeve. 

/£ ^ ^ $ 
my foot is not yet well, I can’t 
put on a shoe. 

$3 #, HJ — & 4* T T 
gave him the seat of honour. 

% A to present a daughter to 

the Emperor 

to make offerings; to pay 

tribute. 

^ to pay tribute. 

^ or ^ to pay duties 

$3 $$ to buy official rank. 

niS t0 enjoyoneself; mayy°u 

be happy! 

SI jnit ^ ins may y°u have 
health and happiness! 

^ w. to take an airing. 

to be astonished at. 

^|1 to marry,—of the Heir- 

Apparent. 

#3 or ^ f| t0 take a 
concubine. 

to sen(* s^k as a ketrotka' 
present,—the fourth ceremony 
of marriage. See 11,504. 

Ijfjl H to pay the engagement- 

money,—an essential preliminary 

to marriage. 

%% embroidered. 

1 cannot assent 
to his words. 

m n sorrowful; melancholy 

perplexed; in doubt. See 7754- 

p, # m m ^ and 
late give forth my orders and 

report to me. 

m |jj to respectfully 

convoy the setting sun. 

^ [hJ t° Payin return- 

tjlj to offer one’s head. 
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4*> 

8106 

/M 
8107 

R.^ 

See 
Entering 
Lower. 

8108 

4* 

m 
8109 

C. nat 
F. nak 
W. na 
N. nai, 
P. c«a, na? 
M. la 
Y.naah 
Sz. na 
K. nal 

tatsz, nachi 
A. nan 

Entering 
Lower. 

ro 

See ^ 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Lower. 

8110 
R. Vulgar. 

H. j na 
A. ta 

Rising Lower. 

t 
8ui 

^ to pay with one’s life. 

fa to give up one’s land in 

recognition of another’s over 
lordship. 

to admit to an audience,— 

of the Emperor; one of the Nine 
Marks (see 4157). 

H to receive a reprimand, 

to receive. 

to contain; liberal-minded. 

jjjjf ^ $$| which please 

accept with a smile,—at its in¬ 
significance. 

^ ^ m lill W ^ when 
certain persons went to visit him, 
he would not receive any of them. 

Name of a fragrant plant. 

a species of palm said to 

occur in Hainan; its leaves are 
made into cloth and mats. 

A rope; a hawser. 

fx] a bamboo hawser. 

^ jxj to track a boat. 

$EB UK @ dragged their 

anchors and broke their cables. 

To press down heavily. 

To stitch; to mend. 

—• a down stroke slanting 

towards the right,—in penman¬ 
ship. See 3248. 

to press firmly down. 

unable to press 

down so that it will keep down. 
Also of pressing the belly to 
make it stop aching, but without 
success. 

to mend a shoe-sole. 

A mother; a female. An 

old form of 1435. Also 

read tso*. 

Same as 8102. 

8x12 

Vj3 
8113 

C. nai 
H. lai 
F. nai 
W. na 
N. ne 
P. nai 
M. lai 
Y. nae 
Sz. nai 
K. nae 
J. nai\ dai 
A. nai 

Rising Lower 

nNT-A.1. 

See 8090. 

A particle, conjunctive 

and disjunctive; thereupon; 

accordingly; in that case ; 

now; so; however; but; if; 

namely; to wit. Sometimes 

= lo! it is, or was (see 962). 

Used as a possessive pro¬ 

noun ; your; their. That; 

those. 

is called wisdom amounts to 
nothing more than. 

jSi 7b fa the people then 

begin to hate them. 

rn ft & Tj ft *t A % 
U said the room in question 

was occupied by So-and-so. 

mm 

when he examined into 

the case, he found it was one 
of two families quarrelling over 
the purchase of. 

7b II which is? [Jtj = $5 —. 

na3 *.] 

and so it is that there 

are; verily and indeed. 

^ 7b fa ill your conduct 

was an artifice of benevolence. 

this is your merit. 

[H| = &•] 

it will then do. 

on the tablet were three words 
in the seal character, to wit:— 

wmnm he is dead and 

buried too. 

itfc 7b JSl ^ 5c this is Chou’s 
father. 

mujz&tt surely that is 

too precipitate. 

7b M '/ft S that rather 
damages my reputation for 
honesty. 

he probably will 

not go. 

Jb3 
8113 

m 
8114 

C. v, cnin 
cnai 

H. /«», v. lets' 

W. na 
N. ne, »«, Qna 
P. nai 
M. lai 
Y. nae 
Sz. nai 

M % fa ¥ il is probably 

impossible. 

M 7*J % is it not that 

you are a flatterer? 

7b fa but what 

difficulty is there? 

fa j*) ^ whythen 

cause me to die? 

at first I did not believe it, but 
now I know it. 

@c n n s m n * 
I wish to say a few parting words 
to my relatives, and then I will 
come. 

A fit 75 £ he was both brave 

and accomplished. 

k % HU 7$ &if y°u can Put 
away your (selfish) thoughts. 

m nzw this (the above) is 

your Excellence. 

m.Ttmz is to be found 

only among. 

& 7b began with those 

in high places. 

fa 7b ^ |sj why, 

the Prefect is just like a wooden 
statue! 

7b * that man. 

75 M# his grandmother. 

JI75 as warm and thick 

as this. 

Tblto Z A here is this man 

(who, etc.). 

IST’J as regards; as for. 

75r» #r« M'l fT 2 “ “ 
sorrows, he has them. 

7b ^ Wk 7C rfn f?that is t0 
say, the Chinese text; referring 
to the Chinese text. 

Read ai 3. See 6385. 

The breasts of a woman 

milk; to suckle. A title of 

respect for women. See 

7940. 

Itl* the breasts; a wet-nurse 

w ™a,V'£nen* tyj M a teat’ a niPPle- 

HP) # or jjft £j| or or 

a wet-nurse; a foster- 

mother. 
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m 
8114 

K. nac 
J. dai\ dei 
A. nai 

Rising Lower. 

m 
8115 

r-m/ 
C. v. nai'- 

See 

Rising Lower. 

75 
8116 

i/j) a sucking-pig. 

a pet name given to a 

child. 

to suckle a child. 

a m eb a m y m m 
Sf A I suckled him as a baby, 

and now he is this big man. 

'h •§£ ®t (°r ) id)the child 
has been weaned. 

^ to take milk,—as a baby. 

to suckle; a grandmother; 

a lady; (Nanking) a wife; a 
complimentary title for a con¬ 
cubine. Among the Manchus, 
mother. 

fa to suckle him. 

the goodwife; the “old 

woman.” 

elder brother’s wife. 

second brother’s wife; 

a jocular name for an assistant 
magistrate; a concubine. 

* 0) W] a concubine. 

a son’s wife, 

old ladies. 

ilk ± id) m the Goddess of 

Eyesight. See 13,129. 

cow’s-milk. 

-fyj) ygj butter, 

cream. 

0!ill cheese,—as made by 

the Mongols. 

j&Tjf t^ie saP °f banian. 

thin layers of sponge cake 

rolled and baked. 

W] tti Codonopsis lanceolata, S. 

& Z. 

Ficus near F. erecta, 

Thbg. 

Exhausted; worn out. 

See 5639. 

8118 

ej) 

8119 

8120 

Fd 

8121 

W. na'-^ -n: 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

«r 
8117 

See 7^ 
K. ne 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

An iron tripod for burn¬ 

ing- incense. Also read vaiz. 

IS fn ® M to keep the coun¬ 

try in order,—as by wise govern¬ 
ment. 

Same as 8114. 

Same as 8113. 

Same as 8113. 

The crab-apple (Pyrus 

malus, L.). Used by the 

Buddhists for the globular 

berries of the narrow-leaved 

Nyctanthes or musk. A 

remedy ; a resource. To 

meet with; to bear. A dis¬ 

junctive particle. See 4761. 

W 45 ft % neither a plum 

nor a greengage,—a “damned” 
neuter; good for nothing. 

^fa what remedy (or what 

alternative) is there?—implying 
that there is none. See 3941 
Why not? How was it? 

A' ^ fa what’s to be done 

now? 

^fa# what can be done? 

the great beast (the tiger) was 
suffering Wu Sung’s what-can- 
be-done?—i.e. was helplessly in 
Wu Sung’s power. 

^ fa %he can do 
nothing against me. 

how can an inno¬ 

cent man be made to give life 
for life? See 15. 

^fa fa A how can I plagia¬ 

rise in that case? 

^ fa ^ if whystiI1 
conceal the truth? 

Fcl 
SFSr* 

8121 4i how was it you were sitting 

with him in an inn? 

^ fa % t0 feel angry with 
Providence. 

fi H % ft ffi — f 
determined to have it out with 
him. 

jfi ^ fa fa ^ can do 
nothing against him. 

m±n 5£ 
with all your paper charms and 
spells, what can you do against 
me ? 

m m ^ fa to issue from that 

for which there is no remedy,— 
sc. the inevitable. 

^ fa the No Alternative 

Bridge, — in Purgatory, which 
all departed spirits are forced 

to cross; described as being 

"fillKHS 
several miles long but only three 
spans broad. 

fa^orfa^faorfa^ 
£ fa fa fa ^ fa¬ 
ll# IE or tf wui % 
fa & ^ faor ^ fa 
there is no resource; there being 
no alternative. [The first is also 
“unfortunately,” and the last 

is a name given by 

to a lump of silver weighing 
10,000 oz.] 

» m * & or tit p M 
it is a case in which there 

is no alternative. 

M. § ft * 3? A fa sti“ 
devils can do nothing against 
men. 

or 

or 

fa # ^ fahe can dome 
no harm; it matters not to me. 

-fsttk where then does the Tao 

of the sages, of which scholars 
speak, come in ? 

JSfT what resource (0 

alternative) is there? 

everything, he would not agree 
with me. 

^ Pi^i ■ tK unfortunately 

there is a river between us. 

4$ ^ fa. is1 would 
like to eat, but am full. 
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8121 

8122 

8123 

Rlt 
C. noi 
H. lai 
F. nai 
W. nc, nai 
N. »Z 
P. nai 
M. lai 
Y. »(7£ 
Sz. »(zz 
Ki nae 
f. dai, 
A. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

#7$ft.?r;*# Jt 
it is not that I do not 

desire an official career, but that 
a suitable opportunity has not 

presented itself. [So 

followed by ^ .] 

^ 7 or ^ unable 

to bear it. &<? 8123. 

Same as 8121. 

To bear; to endure; to 

last. See 8121, 8327 

% Sli ^ it 7 ft1 can>t 
bear great heat. 

iffi SIS 10 8$ * §ft tfc 
no one can stand his 

temper. 

7 If @ It it won’t stand 

opening and shutting, — of a 
badly made door. 

It & or It ^ to stand the 

cold. 

It ^ B3f # or It 3$ t0 Put 
up with the misfortunes of the 
times. 

It & 'M IE to put up with 

annoyance. 

7 jjjjij' overbearing. 

7 m si m I cannot stand the 

annoyance of it. 

It# a patient disposition. 

It # 7 ft can’t stand it any 

longer. 

It ^ full of endurance. 

It# to be patient; patiently. 

jQ It to be forbearing. 

ft & It # y°u must 

have patience, or forbearance. 

If It ft who could 
stand it? 

It to accustomed to put 

up with. 

It PI forbearing in language. 

If It lit M fI ^ k is hard 
that she should vainly pass her 
spring-time of life. 

It or to last long. 

'flu ?£ It 7 A this 
flower won’t last long. 

rj 
8123 

0 
8124 

8125 

8126 

w 
8127 

seeit 
Sinking 
Lower. 

8128 

R. 

C. nam 
H. lam 
F.nang 
W. no 
N. ncih 
P. nan 
M. Ian 
Y. ) 
Sz. i nan 
K. nam 

. dan, nan 
A. nam 

Even Lower. 

bear the winter,—a name 

for the camellia. 

ft H It Ahe is a 
man of ability. 

*& a # n - ss m it 
teach me some small item of 
your skill. 

Same as 8123. Also 

read erh 5^3352. Whisk¬ 

ers. 

Same as 8115. 

Same as 8114. 

Stupid; doltish, 

fib fM, >gnorant of the world. 

|XJ TRb Tub Hv t0 aPPear good 
but stupid. 

1ST AUNT. 

The south ; the region of 

fire (hence = red) and vege¬ 

tation. See 498, 6373. 

it* or the southern 

regions; the south. 

* it HU ft situated towards 

the south and facing north,—of 
a house built contrary to the 
usual Chinese custom. 

fHj j^f southwards. 

the south pole. 

^ the south-pointing 

chariot,—a vehicle surmounted 
by the figure of a man with 
outstretched hand which, by a 
mechanical device in connexion 
with the wheels, always pointed 
south. See 574. 

it# the south¬ 

pointing needle,—the compass; 
guiding principles; valuable in¬ 
structions. 

pointing to the south,—a 

compass; (Jig.) a guide. 

ffi facing the south, — the 

sovereign; the officials. 

8128 

fit to reign, or be 

an official. 

rfc If" 7 ><£ ^ those 
who purchase posts are not fit 
to rule. See 6467. 

^ ^ M ^ what 
harm can the officials do to me ? 

it® 
Ik el the pomp of a 

prince is not equal to the happi¬ 
ness of a peasant. 

itfi ft.ftfS# branches 

to the south (come out) first, 
those to the north last. 

p^g a school. 

^ a gaol. 

m m —• [jpC the dream of a 

man named ^7 Ch'un- 

yii Fen, who thought he became 

son-in-law to the king of 

Huai-an and was made Governor 

of ^pj Nan-ko, places which 

existed only in his imagination, 

f&it ft a southerner. 

mm southerners love sweet 

food. 

*tb Tb *it earth north and 

heaven south,—far apart. 

f? it Z (I SI m P"ce 
of gold is very high. See last 
entry. 

to clasp the hands in 

prayer,—as priests do. 

M ^ ftl (the pdest) Yueh- 

rning presents his respects,—a 
phrase on a priest’s visiting-card. 

na* ft or fjl 

(or ))J|) worship or reverential 

salutation ; to humbly trust in; 
the “Ave” of Buddhism. Sans¬ 
krit: narnah. 

^ ft (°r ^:) Ift 
I put my trust in Amida Buddha. 

it m #. s m a. m 

fit I put my trust in Buddha, 

in his Law, and in his Church. 

P Pflit to recite the for¬ 

mula of faith, as above, 

it *6® a title given to all 

priests and magicians who use 
incantations. 

I? it a hill near Ch'ang- 

an in Shensi, inhabited under 
the T‘ang dynasty by a number 
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8128 

of retired scholars from whose 
ranks capable men were drawn 
for the Mandarinate. Also known 

™ ii: Zj and Jtfc flfFj. 

% m \u ft is ® m m 
all regard foreign service as 

the royal road,—to promotion. 

® JR Nanking. 

PS I JfJ the capital of Kiangsi 

a name for Kiangnan, 

when the Imperial capital was 
at Nanking. 

the southern sea, or Indian 

archipelago; the District of Nan- 
hai in Kuangtung. 

jgfe Kuan Yin. 

from those of Peking. 

^ an old for the 

n * E the Superinten 

dent of Southern Trade. 

pj the name of the foreign 

settlement at Foochow. 

southern Turkestan 

s°xithern sugar. 

ij [|j^ the examinations held in 

the Provinces, as distinguished 

§• 

an old name 

Board of Rites. • 

name of a famous beauty. 

or it 01 a minister of 

State under the T'ang dynasty. 

ap- the sutra of Nan-hua 

—a name given to the works of 

Chuang Tzti, taken from 

that of a hill in Shantung, where 
he went into retirement. 

TffliSfl in my hand I 

have the volume of Nan-hua. 

jR T pumpkin-seeds. 

the southern palace,—the 

lift Board of Rites 

the due south of the 

celestial plane. 

it®*!- outside the south¬ 

ern city,—i.e. the Chinese city 
of Peking, considered as lying 
outside the southern division of 
the Tartar city. 

[JL| 3|£ Cclastrus latifolius, 

Hemsl. 

m % Yf Nandina domestica, 

Thbg. 

Pier is ovalifolia, Don. 

8129 

F. gnan 

See P& 
A. nem 

Even Lower. 

8130 

RJ§ 
C. V. 

nand 
F. v. inatig 

See 

Rising Lower 

8131 

R. nn 
V 

See^ 

Even Lower. 

To repeat, as when learn¬ 

ing by heart. Chatter; 

gabble. See 7960. 

= 0740 4 Wit'S 
if you don’t repeat your tasks for 
three days, brambles will grow 
in your mouth,—study should 
be carried on without break. 

(j/j? p^j chattering; twittering. 

Pj|j pf) P$l P(% muttering; 

grumbling. 

PS P® the babbling of 

one’s voice in a dream; mutter¬ 
ing. 

pj^j pj^Ej tj5L the fruit of Cynomctra 

cauliflora. 

To grasp with the hand. 

.3 

8132 

R-Ji 
Seej^ 

Rising Lower. 

8X33 

Machilus nanmu, Hemsl., 

commonly known to for¬ 

eigners as “cedar.” Also 

referred to Lindera ?nega- 

phylla, Hemsl., Machihis 

TJmnbergii, S. & Z., and 

M. Bournei, Hemsl. 

*8* or f|[i a fine yellow 

kind of wood, grown in Kiangsi 
and used for furniture. 

a fragrant wood, brought 

from Annarn and used for beads. 
See 1558. 

>j^j ^ a fine-grained hard wood, 

a species of rhododendron. 

To boil meat. Dried 

meat. 

See 53. 

pr3 
8134 

It. }0j 

See 

Even Lower. 

8X35 
r. : 

C. nan 
H. Ian 
F. nang 
W. na 
N. naati 

P. \ 
M. I nan 
Y. naa 
Sz. nan 
K. nan 
J. dan, nan 
A. nan 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

Noise of talking; chat¬ 
ter. Used with 8129. 

ffe M M M repeat for him to 

hear. 

Difficult, as opposed to 

Jfh 5497 ; troublesome; 

fatiguing. To be hard on; 

to overtax. 

Jj|| difficult. See 1639. 

ii±it extremely difficult. 

J|| ^ difficult to get; rare. 

Hfi f$i ^axd to ^°* See 5184. 

# ^ W $ » # ^ Itlt is 
easy to look at anything (as a 
critic), but difficult to do it one¬ 
self. See 5002. 

HT it# the correct sounds 

of the difficult characters,—in a 
book. 

7^5 difficult to travel on,—as 

a bad road. 

Tit# it so as not to 

lead to any difficulty in. 

fp J|j| t0 make difficulties; to 

raise objections. 

"W IS ff^ J|ft t0 make difficult¬ 

ies on purpose. 

ftiL fif ft If what object' 
ions he raised,. 

® £ 4s iffi W if M" 
dents formulated a complaint 
against him. 

if ^ ® M If where is 
the difficulty in this? 

Tit2 0 I took exception 

to this, saying. 

H Jll a difficulty. 

|j|| |||. a difficult matter. 

if HitJB it is difficult to be 

an elder or younger brother,— 

such as they were, said 

Ch‘en Shih to his grandsons who 
were quarrelling as to the merits 
of their respective fathers. 

H| to be in trouble or di 

culty. See also nan4 below. 

® 41 B ® it to put China 

in a difficult position. 
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8135 
ft—ii m nthere 

is one thing which makes it 
difficult for me. 

|p ^ to make difficulties for 

anyone; to vex; to overtax. 

If % U gave y°u some 
trouble to guess it. 

If ^ fra a convenbon;d phrase 

used in the sense of “you are 
too kind,” etc. 

m. k ■« ^ ii % * he 
who has seen the sea finds it 
difficult to think anything of 
other waters. 

$ it & If ^ purposely 
planned this to put you in a 
difficult position. 

if ^ a ftfwin not tr°ubie 
him much. 

to regard difficult matters as 
difficult, and not to make light 
of easy ones. 

0 If 1ft % because of 
the difficulty of getting a son. 

it is .difficult to escape in the 
present age,—unless one is a 
flatterer. 

iHf ^ If mar)y difficulties 

in the way. 

If hard to accomplish. 

If Jgg difficult to bring 

to a satisfactory issue. 

If J# iH'J hard to under¬ 

stand. 

Passages diffi' 
cult of interpretation. 

ifl ft: If hi a dilemma. 

See 2075. 

Aj) ^ If to feel hurt or 

uncomfortable. 

If ft painful to witness; repul¬ 

sive; obscene. 

HI hard or disagreeable to 

hear. 

If inexcusable. 

If difficult to assent to. 

If not easy to guarantee. 

If yfo difficult to transact. 

If (see 10>°l6) or 1^ or 

If iWf or If bard t0 bear. 

m 
8135 

If fT £ j|| Poetical diffi¬ 

culties. 

HI no wonder. 

If jf^ or If jit it is hard to say. 

See 762. 

If 'M~ yon don’t mean to say. 

If ftf ^ ^ surely he wil1 
come. 

If it M can he be still 

thinking of me? 

j® m, ft w- ? $ «■>1 
have been dreaming? 

tK §§9 If ^ niaybe be given 
the old age that is seldom enjoyed! 

Read nan*1. Adversity; 

calamity; suffering. 

& it m ^ m 
calamities, — flood, pestilence, 
famine, etc. 

^ ^ If God is visiting 11s 

with calamity. 

^ If to suffer adversity; to 

endure suffering. 

If .K people in distress. 

fir? If to share another’s evil 

fortune or death. 

}t }$ If brothers in urgent 

difficulties. 

^ ^ ^ If the king’s business 

is surrounded with difficulties. 

7^ ^ If unequal to 

the many difficulties of the State. 

If nan4 J|f nan4 ^ it is im¬ 

possible to escape this calamity. 

Jj|| If or If the sufferings 

of childbirth. 

3% If fS the merit of dying 
for one’s country. 

& & ft & m w. Ts‘ui 
knew they meant to kill him. 

2 7® If each tryingt0 
pose the other, — as by some 
difficult question. 

1ft & Wt X fa Iiwhy 
should I go to contend with a 
brute ? 

Read no1. To be luxuri¬ 

ant. 

tfi ^ 1^ their leaves are 

abundant. 

w 
8136 

R.yf* 

C.cnan 

F. nang 

N. -nou 

K. nan 

J. dan, nan 

A. nan 

Rising 
Irregular. 

8137 

w 
8138 

C. v. nar? 

W. v. cda 
J. dan, nan 

A. nan 

Even 
Irregular. 

& 
8139 

r. p: 
see^ 
Even Lower. 

To venerate; to stand in 

awe of. 

^ IH ^ unterrified, un¬ 

scared. 

See 10,694. 

A midge; a gnat. 

Man; male, as opposed 

to 8419; a son. The 

lowest of the five ranks of 

nobility; see 6568, 11,753, 
12,494. 
^ ^ a man; a husband. 

Jj^ my husband. 

M or ^ i men and 

women. 

~k ^ KR % ft the 
proper limitations of men and 
women are not observed,-among 
foreign nations. 

a male child. 

a boy; a male; a man; 

a husband. 

^ (or a brave fellow. 

Zfc to bear a son. 

if you have a son like a wolf 
you still fear lest he should be 

a weakling. See 8419. 

ip m 4 U K * g « 
however he had not the ghost 
of a son or daughter. 

a filial son. 

M, or ^ sodomy. 

^ the membrum virile. 

ffrj" the rank of baron. 

127 
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81 39 

8140 

8141 

ns 
8142 

8143 

8144 

R. 

n w m m a man fears a slip 

of his pen. See 8419. 

may your sons 

be robbers and your daughters 
harlots! 

~k men tin and 

women weave. 

VX M M Strength is the 

glory of man. See 8419. 

m r> n ± n men don’t 

fight with women. 

See 48. 

C. cnan 

H. '■Ian 

F. nang 

W. cna, Hot¬ 

'S. tie 

P. nan, niuan 

Y. naa 

K. nan 

J. dan, nan 

A. nan 

Rising Lower. 

8145 

8146 

See 49. 

See 8402. 

Same as 8402. 

To blush ; to redden. 

[Dist. from ^ she*, 9802, 

Jiao*, 3968, and chez, 

546.] 

blushing. 

to redden with fear,—as 

when detected in anything wrong 

@ ft heart and face 

turning red alike,-as when over¬ 
whelmed with shame. 

He M ft M can y°u 
but blush for shame? 

ffr m If « 
was difficult not to feel oneself 
overcome with shame. 

Correct form of 8131. 

Same as 8402. 

8147" 

R. 3j 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

8x48 

C.nong 

H. long,jiong 

F. noung 

W. S-tioa 

P. nang 

M. lang 

Y. niang‘ 

Sz. nang 

K. nang 

J. do, no 

A.nang 

Rising Lower, 

8149 

C. nong, v. 
jiang 

H. nong 

F. noung 

W. noa 

N. nong 

P. nang 

M. lang 

Y. I 
sz. I nans 

K. nang 

J. do, no 

A. nang 

Even Lower. 

isrA.isrc3t-. 

Dust; dirt. A cave. 

Of old; formerly. 

°r ft B or ft 0$ ft IT 111 

days gone by; of old. 

^ ^ tt forgetful of old 

times. 

m £ II ill as with 
his old familiar bearing. 

^ the crested cock (Gallicrcx 

cristatus). 

A bag; a sack; a purse; 

a case. See 8177, 11,404. 

a bag; a sack; a skin. 

|j |U ^ a wine-skin and 

a rice-sack,—one who does no¬ 
thing but eat; a glutton. 

baggage; a travelling-bag. TT m 

J|| empty purse,—poor. 

H ^ m7 Purse b 

as empty as though washed,— 
I am cleaned out. 

Hf iirlt light of purse. 

$$ HI to unl°ose one’s purse 

strings,—as in charity, 

jp? ^ the “banker” at card- 

games, etc. 

SI official income 

I*? ||| nothing saved 

from his emoluments of office. 

'SB* one Put dre"dies 
in a bag, another (read) by the 
light of reflection from snow,— 
of poor but determined students 

MMM #j to feel in a ba§ 
and bring something out,-easily 

tookthe 
opportunity to make a haul. 

3^5 IH a lute‘case- 

jp? 3§j£ to put up one’s lute in a 

bag. 

/5Br 

8149 

m* 

8150 

F. v. inoung 

See 

Rising Lower. 

Jf| a leather dress which can 

6 be inflated for support in water 
a la Captain Boyton 

|gg a corpse, 

soft; spongy. 

To ward off. To stick- 

to stab. 

to ward off,—as when 

forcing one’s way through a 
crowd. 

fffe 4H* Wk t0 stab with the 
needle and pull through the 
thread. 

S4 

815I 

R.: 

See ^ 

Rising Lower 

W® 
8152 

R. Vulgar. 
C. v. Lying 

P. v. nang'’ 

Even and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

8153 

8154 

n L7C 

8155 

R#*5 
F. cnau, v.jiau 

W. iwa 

See 

A. nyieu 

Rising and 
Even Lower. 

-y* a dagger, 

glutton. 

Muddy; thick. 

he is a 

To speak through the 

nose; a nasal twang. A 

stoppage in the nose. 

Same as 8150. 

Same as 8402. 

3NTA.O. 

To scratch. To vex (see 

550). To disturb; to fidget. 

to scratch. 

Sfl to scratch the head,—as 

when perplexed. 

W, ® to scratch a hole; to 

scratch the skin off. 

^ to scratch an itch. 

^ a back-scratcher. See 

2315- 
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m Same as 8166. 

8167 

m 
The brain. ^519,7414. 

8168 m ? <* m ti« m m 

r 
brains. 

H. clau, v. ilau —' ffit ft® -f* altogether; the 

See P whole lot. 

Rising Lower. he 

I M 

8155 

.-idb-2 

8156 

R. | 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

* 

8157 

R# 
C. »i« 
H. /a» 
F. nau 

W. 
N. 

P. nau 

M. lau 

Y. zzoa 
Sz. nau 

K. nio 

J. do, nio 

A. nyieu, nau 

Even Lower. 

8158 

% R 

W. »» 

P. v. cnu 

See 

A. ««(, nau 

Even Lower. 

ih 

8j 59 
R. 

W. zzo 

See I1J 
Even Lower. 

ft 4ft to vex the mind. 

il^ to throw into confusion. 

j|f|i to mahe a disturbance. 

;|a£ fingering; fiddling with. 

without drawing 

back or flinching. 

7 if m he did not flinch from 

strokes at his body,—said of a 

swashbuckler named lb# 

Pei-kung Yu. 

the Yellow Emperor bade Ta 
Nao arrange the sexagenary 
cycle. 

To wrangle; to dispute. 

is m n°is>' disPutes- 

the whole empire filled with the 
wrangling of disputants. 

Handbells used in the 

army to stop the sound of 

the drum. Cymbals; see 

9387. 

& li cymbals. 

—* (°r Ml1) Ci a Pair of 
cymbals. 

0ij a double-pronged hook,— 

used for pulling down houses 
at a fire, etc. 

Clamour; hubbub. 

noise of voices; a hubbub, 

to brawl in the 

street. 

Ill p^j( they shout out and 

bawl,—of drunken men. 

Confusion of mind. 

#8 M Wl ffc giving oneself 

over to one’s passions leads to 
mental confusion. 

H pH f^ in order to make 

the noisy braggarts careful. 

8160 

C. yau 

H. lau 

F. iu 

N. noa 

P. nau,jou 

M. jou 

K. no 

J. do, no 

A. nau 

Even Lower 
Irregular. 

m 

8161 

See |0 
Even Lower. 

8162 

4 
8163 

R# 
ij 

K. no 

Even Lower. 

8164 

'lib 
8165 

r-6£ 
C. nou 

H. lau, laid 

F. noa 

W. tide, v. noa 

N. noa 

P. nau 

M. lau 

Y. noa 

Sz. nau 

K. no 

J. do, no 

A. nau 

Rising Lower. 

ffi 

8166 

R-fl$ 

See P 

Rising Lower 

A long yellow-haired 

monkey. 

# #£ ft tK don’t teach a 

monkey to climb trees,—your 
grandmother to suck eggs. 

Name of a mountain near 

the northern boundary of 

Shantung. 

Same as 8155. 

Impure sal-ammoniac, 

known as ta#. found in 

Tibet, and formerly pre¬ 

sented as tribute by the 

Ouigours. Also written 

[Persian nouchadzir.] 

Same as 8168. 

Vexation; irritation; 

anger. 

1'tif or fj* #f t0 be vexcd 
or distressed. 

P P to hate and detest. 

—* jj$ a fit of anSer- 

p angry; irritated, 

p- irritation. 

Jlrat distressed; chagrined. 

W - W * - * worry> 
and you will grow old. See 

4343- 

Cornelian ; agate. See 

7 582. 

JIM Norway. 

M 

8168a 

8169 

8170 

8171 

R$c 
C. nau 

H. lau 

F. nau 

W 
N. 
P. nau 

M. lau 

Y. noa 

Sz. nau 

noa 

wants a live man’s brains,—said 
of a spoilt child. 

JR r/i or Jla IS the head- 

}Jj§L. a headache. >V AS 

JJg) to punch the head. 

JjH Pe§ headachy. 

Hi fm he died of hae¬ 
morrhage of the brain. 

<« BB forehead. 

<i< BB V. AA ^ suffused ft* Mi 
with anger. 

)Jgj ]||[ the top of the skull. 

^>|j jjgj to scratch the head,—as 

when perplexed. 

ft® # Mj JUS t0 see the iaws 
from behind,—is a bad phreno¬ 
logical sign. 

lift jjjxj without any clue, 

to distil camphor. See 398. 

To poison. 

1?® to cause death by poison 

See 8251, 

Same as 8171. 

Noise; bustle; hubbub; 

to make a disturbance. See 

12,455 wa 

11 ft M rfr p ft ill 
bustle is not found in the market 
place nor quiet in the hills,— 
both are subjective. Cf. Childe 
Harold, II. 25, 26. 

ItrI noise; bustle, as of a 

crowd. 
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8171 
K. nio 

J. do, nio 

A. nan 

Sinking 
Lower. 

S- to make a disturbance; 

to cause trouble. 

P an imp of mischief. 

SUfi*® to cause trouble 

ID 7 tU — IIS p ^can>t 
get a (written) word out,—he is 
a humbug. 

^ to begin to make 

trouble. 

M to have thieves on the 

premises. 

to have devils about; to 

play tricks; to humbug; to 
“squeeze.” 

Iffi )jfj| the spirits are at work 

or about. 

# playing the fool 

to have a drunken row. 

m to to bother with petit¬ 

ions. 

H # *) W the 
season sickness is very rife,—as 
cholera, etc. 

nit m always in some mis 

chief. 

7 — # (ft $/?1 eot 
splashed all over. 

very particular about 

dress. 

farces, of an improper 

kind; anything comic. 

p to upset; to mislead. 

jl P|j| noisy. 

to make a fearful row. 

rest;ive,—as a horse. 

IJ (ning*) or f^J ftp p to 

have a quarrel or altercation, 

ij IJp Up to make a great noise. 

ij or Hif P!J01 ^ PiJt0 
make a disturbance. 

g- to make mistakes; to do 

badly. 

mr to play the fop. 

^! p to put on airs. 

P|j| p a sore throat epidemic. 

Iitp stomach out of order; 

an epidemic of diarrhoea. 

^ ^ to have unseasonable 

weather,—usually of too much 
rain. 

to be bad-tempered. 

8171 

8172 

R t'b 

See 

Y. tioa 

Sinking 
Lower. 

11 
8174 

w. 

tta 

•A~ 

8173 
P. naif 

J. daku 

A. niuk 

Entering 
Lower. 

See 

Even Lower. 

8175 

fij J| 

Even Lower. 

!L Van* t0 8et 'nt0 
a scrape. 

|jfj p to lose one’s head; 

stupefied. 

[Hj tp p drummers at 

funerals. 

|a® jpj several iron plates 

joined loosely by string and 
shaken by itinerant knife-grind¬ 
ers. 

11 m # (in south China) 

Datura alba, Nees; (in central 
China) Rhododendron sinense, Sw. 

Mud ; slush. 

Ip muddy- 
ijM UP t0 one’s knees 

in mud. 

BE ft n A fat meat disgusts 

one. 

Read chao4. Harmony ; 

peace. 

Read chlo4*. Gentle. 

m & m »i m ® m * 
he who can be gentle can 

soften the hardest. 

IP # )M T gentle and 

submissive as a young girl. 

To handle. 

SD ts 7 don’t spoil it by 

handling. 

Vexed; troubled in mind. 

'I'M annoyed. 

Read nung2. Pleased ; 

glad. 

A fierce shaggy-haired 

watch-dog. Also read nung1 

and nang2. 

jjg banditti in Yunnan and 

Ssuch'uan who do not shave the 

head. 

a tribe of aborigines in 

Kuangsi. 

8176 

Vli 

See H 
Even Lower. 

ft 
8177 

R[^ 
C. not 

H. lui 

F. ttani 

W. nai 

N. net, neih 

P. mi 

M. lei 

Y. nui 

Sz. net, nui 

K. ne 

J. tai, ne 

A. noui 

Sinking 
Lower. 

The outer bone of the 

arm ; the shoulder. 

ff f)ft the fore-quarter of an 

animal. See 8790. 

NBI. 

Within, as opposed to 

12,442 ; inside; to put in¬ 

side ; inner; inclusive ; eso¬ 

teric; native. ^^-10,618. 

ft the interior,—of a country, 

ft i&M ^ transit dues. 

ft # p iniand> 
lake, and river ports, 

ft # n native-grown 

opium. 

(*)«!]«) #& native merchant- 

vessels; junks. 

ft /xfiffl a river, as opposed 

to an ocean, steamer, 

ft #1* ± native and foreign 

produce. 

ft m inland waters,—not open 

to trade. 

ft Aor ft -7or ft 
wife. 

ft 7- the wife of a Minister of 

State. 

ft or ^ ft your wife. 

ft £ or ft ga or ft M °r 

ft or ft # or ft M 
1^, a eunuch. 

ft por ft ^or ft I1!the 
inner or ladies’ apartments. 

7^. a wife; the ladies’ apart¬ 

ments. 

ft the ladies’ apart¬ 

ments: arrest your steps. 

ft 1'IS f*ack Parf °f sf|0P- 

ft )Hf t^e under surface of the 

eaves. 

ft ^ or ft an inner room 

or hall. 

ft Ir a school in the palace 

for eunuchs, instituted by Emp 

fcB >_A» ^ of Ming. dyn. in i426- 
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\n 
8177 

ft $!!■or ft 1?^ the inner or 
private rooms. See 2091. 

ft #(' private!—used as 

a notice. 

ft*i my wife’s brother’s child 

Also used by the wife of her 
brother’s children. 

ft |j|| self-regarding; personal 

j||] the innermost platform of 

a grave. 

ft j® treachery in the camp. 

ft ftJS to betray,—a city, 

ft #F disaffection: disloyalty. 

|jyi ft t0 be afraid °f the inner 

one,—to be henpecked. 

ft M or ft ISor ft or 
ft ZT w^erein it is stated that, 

— of a letter, despatch, etc., 
under acknowledgement. 

ft not included. 

ft & the contents or gist (of a 

document); the inner working 
or internal economy of. 

ms& amuzh 
m to investigate the working 

of the parliaments in foreign 
countries. 

ft ft H A among them 

are three men. 

It m ft Z WJ it * 44 
to keep birds and beasts in 
confinement is to coerce their 
natural instincts. 

ft & M M IS he put 
the golden goblet inside the 
sleeve of his robe. 

3l ft the five viscera. Seei&yj, 

11,584. 

M M 5. ft gratefully en¬ 

graved on my five viscera,—of 
an act of kindness. 

3. ft m M his five viscera 

cracked from grief, — broken¬ 
hearted. 

ft an internal lesion. 

ft** medicine, as opposed to 

surgery. 

ft pf ’ W 1^1internal 

affairs will be fortunate, external 
affairs will be unlucky. 

fen* |^| within one’s duty or 

prerogative. 

ft ft?b he is a theorist,—not 

a practical man. 

8177 

31$ 
8178 

8179 

rM 
C. not, noil 

H. ltd 

F. noui 

W. nai 

N. nei 

P. nwei 

M. Iwei 

Y. nui 

Sz. nwei 

K. nwe 

J. dai, ne 

A. noui 

Rising Lower. 

'ff Hr ft > ^ if f?\' if il 
is within (in the heart), it will 
appear outwardly (in the face). 

ft S barrenness in women. 

^ a catamite. 

pfcj fpl private affairs; one’s family. 

ft [SI 6°37- 

ft jfe officers of the Censorate 

under the Han dynasty, 

ftf® the Tartar city of Peking. 

ft wIl made tbe palace. 

*ft or jjj the Imperial 

palace. 

± ¥ # A ft 9 # the 
Emperor is in the palace, reading 
memorials. 

ft *2 If the department of the 

Imperial Household. 

ft M die ^nner Department,— 

of officials connected with the 
public examinations. 

ft ~k £ Chamberlain of the 

Imperial Guard. 

|^J ^ ^ the Household Divi¬ 

sion of the Three Superior Ban¬ 
ners. 

ft a member of the 

Han-lin. 

Read na**. 

ft ^rs- ij0u to°^ iier *n- 

See 8090. 

Putrid. Hungry ; fam¬ 

ished ; feeble. 

MM tffi ftl M T' 
fucius) did not eat putrid fish 
nor tainted meat. 

IS rotten > spoilt. 

fiS £ 3t 4> £ hunger is to 

be found therein,—viz. in agri¬ 
culture, as when the crops fail. 

SiSif he exposed 

his wife and children to cold 
and hunger. 

[® M rffi K U IS the 
country weak and the spirit of 
the people cowed. 

8i79 

8180 

8181 

R-Sfi 

s"® 

Rising Lower. 

i.rrf 

m 'tK 

8182 

8183 

C. niln 

H. lun 

F. naung 

VV. no 

N. neng, v. 
nein 

P. nun, nen 

M. len 

Y. neng 

Sz. nun, ncn 

K. nun 

J. ren, nen 

A.noun 

Sinking 
Lower. 

m & 
z. bi 
fy, devils play tricks with the 

weak and timid, but leave the 
resolute alone. 

Same as 8179. See 

12,565. 

Putrid. See 8179. 

UNTEillNr. 

Same as 8183. 

Tender; soft; delicate ; 

young, as opposed to ^ 

6783. Also read nun*. 

small and delicate. 

IM If or fflc M tender 
shoots. 

young leaves, 

young twigs. 

* ft tender meat, 

soft hands, 

soft fur or skin. 

=¥ IE young; of tender years. 

Ms a tender chicken. 

fresh-looking; delicate; 

fragile, as certain styles of beauty. 

j/$ chang* ^ you are 

very fresh-looking. 

(this egg) is boiled 

too soft,—i.e. not enough, 

a delicate colour. 

M H Hght blue- 

^ *Pf* smad bones. 

j|£ timid; wanting in self- 

confidence. 

(spectacles) for the young. 

M $k or # M very tender 
or fresh. 
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&h2 

8184 

E1M 
C. «?//§• 
H. len 

tieing 
. tiang 
neng 
neng 
len 

Y. neng 
Sz. neng,. len 
K. n'ing 
J. to, no 
A.nang 

Even Lower. 

KTESKTC^. 

A kind of bear with 

deer’s hoofs. To be able 

to; physical possibility (see 

5184, 6078); to be com 

petent; ability 5 talent. 

ffi 7 it * he cannot come, 

il J| able to write. 

Hi whether it is possible or 

not,.; is it possible? 

it A °r ift 7a capable man 

[For the first, see also 5624.] 

it A Hf # ^ it A 
behind every capable man there 
are other capable men,—there 
are as good fish in the sea, etc. 

it A m 7 it to be able to 

do what others cannot do. 

a capable man is 

always busy. 

mm an able scholar, 

® f/r 7 it » ± it 
almighty; omnipotent. 

unable to. 

ftlE* competent; capable. 

Bb # or Bb It («* 8i23) or 

B& ^ or Bb ability; talent; 

resources. 

1 1 or lb W a caPable 
official. 

b| — ^ fj£ H capable in 

one direction only. 

ifH ^ III his ability as a 
painter. 

mm it z he was able to do 

every variety,—e.g. of styles in 
painting. 

tig* iffi j||; utterly wanting 

in ability. 

7 '# it having no rivalry,— 

between them. 

ffc % Hit ^ Bb unless he is 
a heaven-born genius.... 

mx physical strength; prowess. 

j||5 =|f a good hand at talking. 

nt'H M (or ^ ) however 

many it may be; how long (or 
many) can it be? 

m °r 
how can.? 

6b2 
Bt. 

8184 

8185 

8186 

8187 

8188 

!P4 

8189 

■tit? 
jasct* 

8190 

# 
8x91 

rr 
8192 

R. 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

8I93 

fjj; the function of a machine. 

it 51 ‘X Z inflammable 

oil. 

* Bb to fail to get the 

approval of the people. 

& ^ H ^ # Bb1 fear 
that after a time they will not 
agree. 

mt the compassionate one,— 

Buddha. 

Read nai2. A surname. 

Read nai*. A 3-footed 

tortoise. Used with ffjjij- 

8123; to bear; to endure 

d£ ^ to stand the cold. 

^ Bb ± not to stand the 

climate. 

Same as 8408. 

See 8408. 

ft5 
8194 

R-iS 

M 
SeeB6f)g 

te 
Even and 
Entering 
Lower. 

See 8409. 

See 8411. 

See 8413. 

See 8327. 

See 8333. 

The hair of dogs 

Wicked; fierce. 

See 7507. 

W 

8195 

See jfc 

Rising Upper. 

m 

8196 

C. cni, itiei 

»-A m 
F. Snae, sni 
W. ingt 
N. cni, snyi 

P. cni, ini 
M. Ji, ili 
Y. 

INTI. 

To approach front be¬ 

hind. To stop. 

it £& ft (or nii) £ the stop 

ping (a man) may possibly result 

from the efforts of others. 

^ ^ Jc H ft (or «d) 

if you do not reverently 

pray in order to stop its advance, 

ft U or ft ft or % 0$ a 
nun. 

ft In name of the mountain 

from which the names of Con¬ 
fucius were taken. See 2876. 

ft (S£ $5 Nidana,—one of the 

12 divisions of the Buddhist 
scriptures. .SVc 5337. 

Read «z4*. Near. 

ft HI Jf^C ^ far and near» a11 
is at peace. 

Original form of 

8211. Used in Shanghai, 

Sungkiang, and Soochow 

for “I,” “me.” 

u a I myself. 

R. 

Sz. 
K. ni 

dji, ?ii 
A. ni 

Even Lower. 

A murmur; a low sound, 

fjjji pj^ to whisper in the! 

ear. 

Read ni1. A particle, in¬ 

terrogative and otherwise. 

Woollen cloth of foreign 

manufacture. 

ftiL ft W JM W) what is 
his disease? 

in what does 

filial piety consist? 

W she is not dead but sleeping. 

if he is well, let him go to the 
shop. 

M woollens. See ^ 

11,302. 



Ah® broad, medium, and habit 

cloth. 

Spanish stripes; kersey 

mere. 

Vc pj& scarlet Spanish stripes, 

&& woollen yarn. 

r.; 

8197 

Mud ; mire ; slush. To 

plaster; to paste. A jelly¬ 

fish. 

mm 
m- fa ± or fa or fa 
inai, nei 1 mud; dirt. 
ili, ilai, li'- 
inae, nae- —' fa a himp of mud. 

. ingi, ‘ ngi 
ngi, v. jfa JJ a trowel. 

na-nyi 
ini, ni3 
ili, IP 

fa or fa ^ a mud wall. 

1 ini, nP 'fa \ clay figures of people. Y. 
Sz. 
K. ni, ngi 
J.nei, tci 
A. ne 

Even, Rising 
and Sinking' 

Lower. 

'fa til or fa IP* cIay images. 

^ ]i||i mud bricks. 

Hi* bricklayer. 

•/j?f to m‘x mortar. 

'fa yftf a drain; a gutter, 

tzl lift a dredger. 12,431. 

to fall into the mud. 

&ZV6 4 pulled him out of 

the mud. Used figuratively. 

"T* fa (y°u treat 
us as) mere dirt beneath your 
horse’s feet. 

fa y'L a dfied mud pellet, used 

for shooting birds; the pulsating 
brain which in infants can be 
felt at the fontanelle. 

-ffi 'fa (If) take off the mud, 

•—to get at something below. 

1 st®^* covered with mud, 

—as in dirty weather. See 11,380. 

fa ^ splashed with gold,—as 

fancy paper. Also, gold-dust. 

* Hr W PI to dirty one’s head 

at the palace gate,—as courtiers 
do by kotowing. 

i® it m P to humbly sue for 

pardon. 

sr at 
I will certainly come and thank 
you in person. 

t®W to paste or seal. ^8206. 

un i® ^ to cover the 

window with red silk. 

R 

8198 

£ 
C. ni 
H. li 
F. nae 
W. | 
N. J ”*• 
P. ni 
M. 7/ 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ni, ngi 

. ni, dji 
A. ni 

Even Lower. 

dead drunk 

Explained as so drunk as to 
ie in a heap like a jelly-fish.] 

the loach. 

v& m n % of t® tt ts 
the pintail duck (Dafila acuta)-, 
the teal. 

Read ni4". Firmly at¬ 

tached to ; bigoted. 

yjS ^M.^c to believe firmly 

in geomancy. 

U i® A a only able to see 

a thing in one light; bigoted. 

A slave-girl; a maid-of- 

all-work. 

'J' ftJS ¥ or ¥ y°u 
little hussy! 

#0 #§ Wi "?• y°u harlot’s 

menial! 

R. 

8199 

£ 
s« lift! 

Even Lower. 

‘M 
8200 

R 
C. nei, nik- 
F. nae, neik 
N. ngi, nyi 

P. ni, ni3 
M. li, li, 
Y. ni, ni, 
Sz. ni, ni, 
K. ni, nil 

. ni, dji, djitsz 
A. ni, nek 

Even and 
Entering 
Lower. 

8201 

Name of a mountain in 

the Lu State. See 8194. 

To blush; to look 

ashamed. See 8349. Also 

read ni4* 

a* « & he looks ashamed, 

■la « to be ashamed. 

Same as 8219. 

8202 

R H 

C. nik 
F. cni 
W. ingi 
P. 
M. 
Y .li 
Sz. ni 
K. ni, nil 
J. ni, dji, djitsz 
A. ni 

Rising and 
Entering 
Irregular. 

m 
8203 

R.^ 

See (JJfJ 

Even Lower. 

8204 

RU 
s“t® 

Rising Lower. 

8205 

See jfo 

A. ni 

Rising Lower. 

K‘ 
8206 

See fa 

Even Lower. 

m 
8207 

m 

8208 

Name of a hard-wood 

tree, with a fruit like a 

pear. To investigate. A 

piece of wood to stop a 

cart. Used with 8204. 

M fa H H t0 enquire 

promptly into treachery and 
fraud. 

Read ni4*. To stop. 

Read chHhv. The handle 

of a distaff. 

Self-grown rice. 

A harebell. 

mlt» ml Adenophora 

remotijlora, Miq. 

f 112 It A # “ 
the confusion between a harebell 
and ginseng,—the roots of which 
are somewhat alike. 

—y * - — ♦ 4 ^ 
M M fresh; glossy, as leaves. 

Fragrant. 

To stick; to paste, 

to paste or seal. 

jyj' ^ to stick tight; to harden. 

Same as 8197. 

Same as 8197. 
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8209 

See 

Even Lower. 

S 

8210 

R*K 

Seef^ 

A. ni 
Rising Lower 

8211 

R*K 
C. nei 
H. //, ingi 
F. tiii 
W. ngi 
N. ngi, tig 
P. tii 
M. //, ni 
Y. tiici 
Sz. /» 
K. ngi 
]. ni, <#* 
A. wr 

Rising Lower 

Rh 

8212 

8213 

Glossy; shining, as with 

dew. 

The fluttering of flags in 
0 o 

the wind. See 5364. 

Thou ; you. Used chiefly 
to inferiors. 

thine; your. 

f/Jp you,—in the plural 

H f® dMUL it is no busi¬ 

ness of yours 

f® tt * Jg what is your 

name ? 

the nomenclature 

of you and I,—instead of the 
use of the third person as in 
polite conversation 

u m n 45 you are Chang 

and I am Li,—we have nothing 
to do with one another 

t® m. n mutual respect 

and affection. 

f® # ft m f® '“h 
looking at the other,—in doubt, 
etc. 

f® t 
f®f«lSlS 

when you have (money) and I 
have (money), that’s friendship. 

your younger brother 

Also used of one’s own son when 
introducing him to a person of 
a lower generation. 

3sor it A term 
of respect used in addressing any 
one older than the speaker; my 
good sir; my good lady. 

M 10 \ y°u fellow!—used 

in anger or contempt. 

t®» you, Sir. See 8322. 

conversation. 

Correct form of 8211. 

See 5426. 

8214 

|4« 

R. 

8211; 

t m 
C. nik 
H. lit- 
F. nik 
W. tigia- 
N. tigia h 
P. no\ nP 
M. lo\ li, 

Y. nik 
Sz. ni 
K. nak, niak, 

nik 
J. naku, doku 
A. nak, nik 

Entering 
Lower. 

4* 

8216 

R-«l« 

C. nik, niu 
PI. A7, ngiau 
F. «/7’, «zV« 
W. ZZgL’Z, 
N. ngeh 
P. nP, niP, 

nia id 
M. //. liau 
Y. »»£, 
Sz. ni, tiiau 
K. nik, nyo 
J. nio, niaku, 

deki, djo 
A. niu, nik 

Entering and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

See 5650. 

To seize; to take hold of. 

W t0 seize- 

gu to provoke to battle. 

Iff to take up a pen. 

& $ # W ^ it 

8217 

R-J$t 
C. nik 
H. lit- 
F. nik- 
W. ngiai- 
N. nyih, 

ngieh-, nyih- 
P. nP 
M. li 
Y. nik 
Sz. ni 
K. nik 

djoku, niki 
A. nak 

Entering 
Irregular. 

he had recently injured his right 
arm, and could not hold a pen. 

To sink; to drown; to 

be given over to. See \| 

3740. 

frit 'M those who go in 

boats are the ones to be drowned, 

yjpj jifj to drown (active). 

$3 * 0 be submerged. 

m a o drown female children 

sP'rit of a drowned 

person. 

iilK he ruined his 

people. 

yjpj to dote upon; to love 

fondly. 

i§ ifi over-fond of wine. 

ffi tt % ffl occupied only 

with thoughts of fame and wealth. 

A wine-jar. To hide; to 
abscond. 

tJV to 4,- or [44 or 

lie hid; to abscond. 

1 iWl an anonymous pla¬ 

card. 

4V to conceal a parent’s 

death,—as an official, so as not 
to have to retire from office for 
mourning. 

H: ip. A to wkhold a 
document and declare less,— 
than the amount specified on it. 

4V ^T jp. omitted in the 

clearance document,—as goods 
not declared at the Custom 
House. 

3NTI 

8217 

8218 

R Stt 
C. nik 
F. neik 
P. nP 
M. li 
K. nil, nik 
J. toku, niki, 

djoku 
A. ndk 

Entering 
Upper. 

4fi 

8219 

R-W 

See 

Entering 
Irregular. 

8220 

R-« 

See be 
Entering 
Lower. 

HI 
8221 

R-W 
C. nik, 
II. lit- 
F. neik, 
W. -ngie 
N. ttgiai 
P. nP 
M. li 
Y. nik 
Sz. ni 
K. nik 

. nichi,jilsz 
A. nek 

Entering 
Irregular. 

S8BSI A <° Merisi, 

secret resentment while pretend¬ 
ing to like a man. 

^ t0 kidnap and secrete. 

Ashamed; mortified. [To 

be distinguished from g 

10,851.] 

To approach; to draw 

near; familiar; intimate. 

ftl Wl do not approach 
him. 

W-WlM A draw near to Us, 

BH §f- A t0 be familiar 

with evil-doers. 

a je it very friendly at 

first. 

BE or ^ BE familiar; inti¬ 

mate. 

fcW-Z A an intimate friend. 

Jjf to be familiar with. 

BE a faorrkar or pet name. 

Bg Jj|| hearkened unto; lis¬ 

tened to the voice of. 

® Bg Z^ Cbao began to take 

liberties with her. 

A fabulous tree, one 

thousand feet in height. 

To blink; to half shut 

the eyes. Also written fjjjs 
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ttd14 

m 
glossy; smooth. 

8228 M Mj close scrutiny; 

P. ni scrupulous; fussy; fastidious. 
M. li 
Y. j . M fW indigestion. 

Sz. 1 
K. nyi, yi $)' to paint,—the face. 

J. ni, dji 
A. nyi M Bfs t0 ioathe. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

tired or sick of anything. 

nsr 
8229 

R. flgtf 

Grubs; aphides. [Cor¬ 

rectly written with the ZL 
>1BV 

See JJf 

A. dak 

above the , and read 

/‘t?4*; same as 10,854.] 

Entering 
Lower. 

«r 
8230 Meat pickled with the 

R.^ bones. 

See 

Even Lower. 

Wt See 5432. 

8231 

n See 5436. 

8232 

aE.Yq 

m See 5437. 

8233 

tft See 5550. 

8234 

M To overflow. 

8235 
V® If? tbe floods overflow 

R- w 
the banks. 

#V®V® and soft look the 

reins as they hang. 
See ip® 

Rising Lower. 

®r A term applied to a 
deceased father when his 

3STI 

US 
8222 

M 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

ifct 

8223 

C. nikr, v. nek 
F. nikr 
J. djoku, niki 

A. 

Entering 
Lower. 

a 
8224 

No rhyme 
C. v. ni ri# 

8225 

C. 

See ili 
P. niJ 
J. daka, niaku 
A. nik 

Entering and 
Even Lower. 

fr 
8226 

■PS R 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

4* 

R. 

8227 

PS 
C. ngak,yik 
H. ngiak 
F. ngik 
W. ngioc 
N. ngih 

nV 
M. li, /,•’ 

Y. nik 
Sz. ni 

K.yiik 
geki, giaku 

A. ngik^ngingi 

Entering 
Lower. 

Worms in the intestines 

Blight. 

the crops are 

suffering from blight. 

S A jfe T the blight has 
disappeared. 

Rotten teeth; caries. 

To hide; to conceal. 

Sickness; disease. Radi 

cal 104. Also read cfruang*. 

Disobedient. See 8227 

Rebellious, as opposed 

to m 10, 143; contrary; to 

oppose; against; back 

wards 

with. 

to meet; to accord 

fjfj to set at naught commands; 

to rebel. See below. 

or fK ^ to rebeL 

Ms ^ t0 Produce a 
powerful effect by means of 
contrast. 

# l! or il _ ^ gj; rebels. 

thoroughly per¬ 

verse and unprincipled. 

8227 

[ IO17 

8228 

r-M 

C. nei 
H. ngie 
F. nei1, v. nae“ 
W. tH 
N. ngi 

or a rebellious son. 

See 12,771. 

^ |2J a prisoner convicted for 

rebellion. 

ijjl seditious schemes. 

jtjJj recalcitrant. 

J^ adverse. 

^ ^ outrageous; violent. 

ft W ^ T ifr Aa'when you 
hear words revolting to your 
mind. 

$ fr to go backwards; perverse 

against the wind; a head¬ 

wind. 

^ 'M or a8ainst the 
stream; a head-tide or current. 

to meet 

prince Ch'ao at the south gate. 

If fpf ^ do y°u 
reverently fall in with the will 
of God. 

'fjjjr contrary to human obliga¬ 

tions,—used of parricide, incest, 
etc. See 7464. 

J# S # M to bring one’s 

own intelligence to bear on an 
author’s meaning. 

jyf an intercourse unre¬ 

strained by formalities. 

^ JJJ| ^ bosom friends. 

— A It ^ the two 
men were close friends. 

^ ;j^| to suspect and spy upon. 

r- m m not to anticipate 

deceit. 

$ £n to know beforehand; to 

foreknow. 

KiiBi 2 systematic 

enquiry or researches. 

4^ yjSj' to conjecture. 

M an inn- 

Read yu*. Old name of 

% Jg| in Chihli. 

Grease; fat; glossy; 

smooth. 

JJjj£ ^ grease; composition. 

Vft ]jjj£ greasy; oily; rich. 

m rich,—as food. 

m Jjjj^ wine and meat. 

8236 

R.; 

C. nei 
H. A, Hi 
F. ni 
W. ngi, mi'- 
Y. mi, imi 
K. ne, ni 

tei 
A. ne 

Rising Lower, 

tablet has been placed in 

the ancestral hall. 

11 iH and ii the tablets of 

an ancestor and a father, respect¬ 
ively; an enshrined ancestor or 
father. 

fcT 1® made a point of 
reporting (the incident) at their 
ancestral shrine. 

I 

128 
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j&r 

8238 

|R $|gi 
IC. nik 
IH. lit- 
IF. nik- 
I W. ngiai5 
IN. nyih- 
Ip. n? 
I M. li 
IY. nik 
I Sz. ni 
IK. y 'ok 
Ij. niaku, teki 

Entering 
Irregular. 

r 
8239 

Ir.® 

Same as 8216. 

To be hungry, 

sorrowfully. 
To think 

I See 

Entering 
Lower. 

Chou 1 fL I felt as it 

were pangs of hunger, — from f 
excessive desire. 

& M flf I think until I feel | 

as though brayed in a mortar. 

'S> to fondly think on. 

M & Ms M»to feel very anxi l 
ous about. 

Glue. A kind of cement, | 

made of tow, lime, and oil. 

K ^j7) "5^ Put on some glue. 

T' %. 7 ffll do not associate] 
with unjust men. 

i0 
8240 

Same as 82 39- 

8241 

|RH 
IC. nong 
I H. niong 
IF. niong, 

noting 
I W. ngiae 
IN. ngiang, 

nyiang 

|P. 

i niang 

3NTI-AJNT C3r. 

woman; a wife; a| A 

mother. Also “persons,” 

including males, if the eldest 

of the group is a woman. 

See 12,977. 

#1 fPI women. 

mother and daughter; | 

an older and a younger woman] 
together. 

# T 1& ffi’ M a = „ 
mother, son, and daughter-in-1 
law, three persons in all. 

ft* a woman; a wife; a young] 

lady. Also, Empress (since T330). 

/J'* a term of address to | 
a young lady. 

SSfi#£cg. if said to 1 
his wife, “Madam,.” 

% * & *5? — ^ drink aj 
cup too, Madam,—to a stranger| 
lady. 

H -y* jpL a female soldier; an| 

amazon. 

8241 

M a Other’s mother. See\ 

9009. 

* a goddess wor-| 

shipped by women in want of] 
children,—a Chinese Lucina. 

B M M the Dowager] 
Empress. 

BrR Msee 9909- 

—‘ IIU tyjk a governess to a| 
child; a companion to a young 
lady. 0 

H a term for a father’s| 

concubine. 

a sort of mistress of the] 

ceremonies, employed at wed-| 
dings and funerals. 

tL ^ or #*S the lady’s-maid] 

who accompanies a bride to her] 
new home. 

an unmarried girl. 

A® a paternal aunt; a term I 

of respect applied to any elderly 
lady = Mrs; a title given by| 
concubines to the wife. 

0T iR » bride. 

wife’s family. 

0 to go back to her] 

old home,—as a married daughter. 

or father and I 
mother. 

H M ^ J he takes] 
more after his father than his| 
mother. 

iR Si, a mother. 

& % 7- It # * be I 
who has no father or mother 
extols filial piety, — which he] 
would not do if he had to practise! 
it himself. 

m m W A like a mother! 

abusing her daughter,—sc. a very | 
good article! from the favourite] 

epithet Mmm a fine thing] 

you are indeed! 

3D one mother may have nine] 

sons, but they will all be dif-| 
ferent. 

a child cannot leave its mother] 
any more than a melon can leave] 
its stalk. 

SFaill.®;f 
tKf ^ when a child goes out,] 

it carries with it (the impress of)] 

8241 

8242 

the mother’s hand,-referring J 
cleanliness, neatness, etc 1 

the yeast, etc., used to 

make wine ferment. [Expl. as 

li ^ iju m n % m 
W x!| 3 cf- “mother of vine¬ 
gar.” See 8244, 2260. 

j$. ^§| a name for the goddess 

^ jB- See 4027. 

a name for the cocka¬ 

too, from its plumage. 

Troubled; oppressed 

with care. Fat. Used with| 
8241 ; see 12,974. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

8244 

8245 

Mixed; blended. 

Ill $]£ <1 ^ mixed grain. 

To cause to ferment; to] 

excite; to bring about. 

|§|f yjSj to ferment spirits. 

® I® a sweet wine made from! 

glutinous rice. 

^ |j|§ to drain the house of| 

wine,—for a guest. 

to cause trouble;] 

to stir up rows. 

!® tjf? t0 cause loss oflife,—used | 

of persons only. 

li M SI A ^ a case of| 
theft resulted in loss of life. 

HI §L to exc‘te sedition or rebel¬ 
lion. 

®£T to foment conspiracy. 

® Ijjf} to bring about calamities. 

to excite suspicion 

and cause strife. 

3? j§j§ H? the bee makes honey. I 

See 7021. 
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8246 
■ A*-** 

R-0* 
IC. #»# 
| H. v. 

'-tiau 
I F. neu, v. 
| W. ngia, v. 

'■tide 
IN. v. tioa 
IP. niau 
IM. liau 
IY. nioa 
ISz. niau 
I K. cho 
|J. cho 
I A. dieu 

I Rising Lower 

,R«tt 

Se« i* my 

Rising Lower. 

KTIAO. 

A bird. Radical 196. 

See 57, 5370. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from 12,721.] 

^ birds. 

^ a f°wling-piece. 

,(fg P|f a bird’s beak. 

a bird’s twitter. 

fj!| the cry of a bird. 

the singing or twittering 

of a bird. 

M birds were startled,—at 
her beauty. 

to .H a to scatter like 

birds or wild animals. 

.(fg it is the pretty 

bird which gets pat in a cage, 

il? “f birds die in pursuit 

of food. 

men 

live like birds in a wood together, 
—to separate at death as the 
birds do. 

a winding path. Also used 

of an intricate style. See 458. 

the swallow. 

a .it mosquitoes. 

.ft a night-hawk. 

■fkM a decoy-bird. 

M: or & a bird’s-nest. 

$P or birds’ eggs. 

il? 3$ bird-tracks,—a fancy style 

of writing. Cf. pattes de mouche. 

— xlr tbe three-legged bird, 

— in the sun. See 390. 

$1 lU a jingal. 

a name for the goat. 

1n&zm geomancy; feng-\ 

shui. 

Parasitic plants on trees, 

ncluding Viscum and Lor-1 

anthus; the convolvulus. IR- 

8248 
A>V 

SeeM 
[Rising Lower. 

8249 

H. ngiok3, 'to 
[ F. nieu, neu 
M. liau, miau 

See fT 1 mf 

K. cho, yak 
J. cho, nio 
A. nieu 

Rising Lower. 

8250 

R. 

8251 

« 
C. v. 
H. HaiT 
F. noa, nieu 
N. nioa 
K. nio 
J. cho, nio 
A. 'nieu 

Rising Lower, 

II fttl Iff the convolvu¬ 

lus trusts to the tall pine,—for 
the height to which it grows. 

To tie up a horse with a 

halter. To float up, as 

smoke. See 8254. 

^ jJ© Jit Jff 4* the steam I 
of tea curled up from the kit-| 
chen. See 8249. 

M £ J| & bke gos¬ 

samer floating about in the air. 

1*1 J| ^ sma11 
wonder that he was hindered,— | 
from coming forward. 

Delicate; slender. 

|| long and flexible; waving,! 

as plants in the wind; curling! 
up, as smoke; far-floating, asl 
sound. 

H $Jj|5 fascinating; seductive. 

82S3 
Y. nioa, cswei 
Sz. niau 
Ik. ) 
J. 
A. niu 

Sinking 
Lower. 

mo 

8256 

8257 

See 8216. 

8253- 

Used with 

8253 

•fe JH Ipomoea Quamoclit, L. 

UK £ tbe closeness of 

the convolvulus, — and of the 
pine; sc. marriage relationship. 

C. niu 
I H. ngiau 
F. nieu, nia 

I W. csii 
N. cshi 
P. niau, cswei 
M. tiau 

To dally with; lewd. 

55 $5$ to chatter (Kiangsu). 

8258 

a jar for public conveni-| 

ence, as seen in streets, 

fit IS the bladder. 

He t0 wet the bed,—as chil-| 

dren do. 

ir<# strangury. 

m pain in passing j 
water. 

M jfiL to pass blood | 

after passing water. 

Correct form of 8248. 

The appearance of a| 

slender waist. Agile. 

fil tumblers; acrobats. 

Same as 8249. 

A long flexible piece ofj 

wood. 

Same as 8259. 

Same as 8251. 

Urine; to urinate. Also| 

read sui1. 

urn or M to make water. 

(fh incontinence of water. 

*§| Jjfc an involuntary passage of! 

Entering 
Lower. 

PI” 

urine. 

or a chamber-pot. 

Entering 
Lower. 

8261 

To fill up, as a hole. 

To scold; to abuse. 

Correct form of 8262. 
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4rr: 
8262 

R. 

C. nyfr 
H. niap 
F. niek- 
W. ngia 
N. ngiah 
P. piie 
M. lie 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. yol, v. nal 
J. detsz, nechi 
A. niet. 

Entering 
Lower 

Irregular. 

nieh 

vr 
8263 

W. ~ngic 

See^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

To knead with the fin¬ 

gers; to nip; to seize. To 

fabricate; to trump up. 

^ ^ holding in the fingers. 

'M a worker in clay. 

fjpl clay images dressed as 

dolls. 

nw to mould; to knead. 

^l] 1^1 -jiii ^ don’t wear me 

out. 

tE ftE tic T — gave him 

a pinch. 

— ijG, ft to be in a state 

of alarm. 

stasis i@ 
~Y I have caught that butterfly 

jIl or ^ W (or ft ) or 

ffij to fabricate; to trump 

up. 

-f^ Wit W t0 sPread false 
reports. 

At or to 

falsely accuse; to trump up a 
charge. 

Pr) "o' ^ to concoct evid 

ence and accuse people 

M or ^ Pi to involve by 

false accusations. 

^ If! or to present a 

false petition or report. 

SIS inventions; fabrications. 

wj to sham sickness. 

to pretend that (the child) 

was dead. 

to give oneself airs. 

to put on the air of a 

literary man 

Black mud ; slime ; to 

defile. Name of a river 

in Honan. An old name 

for jfli M the Yu-she 
District in Shansi. [Modern 

form of Jfjjjl.] 

‘/ii rfij MU may be steeped in 

a dark fluid without becoming 
black. 

'0 ||| opaque blue. 

ir 
8263 

V* 

8264 

rM 
See 0 

A. niet, 

Entering 
Lower. 

I 
1* 

hiii'v 

8265 

r.: 

See 

it 

Entering 
Lower 

SinkingUpper. 

I % 
8266 

C. nyp- 
H. -ngiam, 

W«, let^ 
F. piieng, niek, 
W. 
N. ngiah 
P. c»2>, cnien 
M. lie, clien 
Y. fiiei, «i>/; 
Sz. «/V«, »«V 
K. niop 

nid, 
A. niem, hyiep 

Entering 
Irregular. 

y£? opaque white. 

^ (or Nirvana,—astate 

of complete painlessness, which 
is the highest goal of Buddhism 
Shakyamuni Buddha entered into 
Nirvana about b.c. 477. [Th 
first character is explained as 
“not to be born,” the second as 
“not to die.”] 

0 7#. cremation. 

Dangerous; disordered. 

% z * n the disordered 

state of the realm. 

To love. To recite from 

memory. Also read ksien* 

To nip with the fingers; 

to take up, as with tongs 

See 294, 3146. Used with 

8314. 

—‘ -mIa ta^e a pincb- 

ega ^ M t0 write> holding 
the pen in the fingers, — not 
clasping it with the hand. 

7|j Ji|. ft to lead by the 

nose. 

gg 4^ to gather flowers. 

^ ft to pick fruit. 

— i&Jx a name for the peony. 

^ ft* to snap the fingers. 

gingerly. 

Read men*. To twist. 

See 3225. 

•ftlA 7^ t0 sP‘n thread on a distaff. 

fE a twist of paper for 

lighting pipes, etc.; a spill. 

M ^ to Hsht an oiled 
spill. 

^ jft to handle one’s rosary. 

i tr 
8266 

ALic 

fast 
8267 

R.: 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

mr 
8268 

R.; 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

t!* 

8269 

R. 

nieh 

C. nypr 
H. nyap3, 

ngiap, 
F. niek^ 
W. sie2 
N. nyih- 
P. nid 
M. lie 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. chop, niop, 

v. sip 
. sho, cho, nid 

A. hiep 

Entering 
Irregular. 

S& 

fa&a the large beads on a 

mandarin’s necklaces, — often 
used to recall events, much as 
“tying a knot in one’s hand¬ 
kerchief.” 

mounted banditti in the 

north of China. Said to have 

been so called because Hjs Tjfc 

V® ^ IE they wore 

twisted greased turbans as their 
badge. 

ft A I tt0 turn UP>—a 
lamp. 

To fill up or cover over 

a hole. 

±k Vt % fill up your pitfalls. 

To cease, as a sound. 

8270 

R. 

P. nid 
N. nyih~ 

See 

Entering 
Irregular. 

To whisper; to lisp. To 

pick up one’s skirts. 

I¥l a people whose ears 

were so long that they had to 
pick them up and carry them 
over their arms. 

gj; co-ordination,—of eye and 

mind. See 13,294 ying*. 

To chatter; to abuse. 

See 272, 11,148. 

chattering; talkative. Also, 

refraining from speech. 

P # W tfo Pi his mouth 

was about to speak but he re¬ 
frained. 
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m 
8271 

See 

Warm; genial. 

^ sable and fox 

skins are soft and warm. 

Entering 
Irregular. 

8272 

u&f 

8273 

nr 
8274 

C. nypr 
H. nyap 
F. nick. v. 

tidingniak. 
W. sic, 

N. «/i5 
P. ck:> 
M.y«, 

Sz'. \»Uk 
K. niop, v. 

cho, nio 
A. nicp 

Entering 
Irregular. 

8275 

R.: 

• nick y.kiek. 
. nip 

N. ngiaAr, 
nyihy 

See j||j. 

Entering 
Lower. 

Same as 8271. 

Same as 8270. 

To tread; to step, 

to go up. 

B5 Pc ascended into 

heaven. 

^ ff £ fUJ t0 serve 
W*4 

in the ranks of the army. 

fill not to move a 8279 

step forwards. R-S 

t0 folIow on the track of. Seef& in 

Kjpj j!pL jj|| to wear grass sandals. 
Sinking Upper 

and Lower. 

KB without any band at 

the heel,—like sandals. 

Forceps; pincers; tweez¬ 

ers. 

ily. 

8276 

See 

Entering 
Irregular. 

% 
£277 

pliers; tweezers. 

S ~^T P^ers °f Chang,- 

a famous maker, sold here. 

p| ^ to pull out hairs. 

7jm razor and tweezers,—as 

used by barbers. 

A fleet horse. 

See 8200. 

m 

8278 

R. ‘ 

See 

A. niet, ngiet 

Entering 
Lower. 

A small post in front o 

a gate ; a limit; a law 

[To be distinguished from 

M: 252 i.] 

► 4? 

8280 

R 

See l|ly= 

A. niet, ngiet 

Entering 
Lower. 

a boundary; an impedi¬ 

ment. 

to set forth suitable 

laws. 

B T'ttM: endeavour to 

discharge your duties accord 
ing to the laws. 

official designation of the 

Provincial Judge. See 45. 

JE or lift colloquial 

designation of the above. 

■ ar 

w 

8281 

R. 

See 

A. niet, kliet 

Entering 
Lower. 

jr to accept 

western nations as models. 

A large jar. To burn 

in the fire, as pottery; to 

crack. 

il M'J 
baked) too hard it will crack: 
too soft, it will crumble. 

The small wooden or 

stone post at which the two 

eaves of a door meet. A 

threshold. A side door. 

To be distinguished from 

\ 3124.] 

I IIP a threshold. 

fjjjj HO t0 sweeP the threshold,— 

to do menial work. 

AftlJ^Mhe 
Emperor, will manage my own 
domestic affairs. 

g§ D the west postern gate. 

Unstable. 

ifcji life, unsettled; giddy; anxious. 

SI St officials in charge of a 

region-used of the “high officials 
of a province.” 

t* a* 

R. 

C, 
H 
F. 
W 
N. 
P. 
M 

8282 

yp,yt 
• ngia*, 
ngiek 

■ »gie 
ngieh 
nie* 

. lie 

nieh 
Y. 
Sz. 
K.dl 

ketsz, gee hi 
.. ngiet 

Entering 
Lower. 

4P 

8283 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

The son of a concubine 
Punishment for sin; mis 
fortune; evil. Also read 
yeh4*. 

^ the son of a concubine 

also, the son of a harlot, 
term of abuse. 

p= illegitimate; a bastard,— 

a term of abuse. 

Jjl f|!= the evil consequences of 

sin; retribution. 

pE Pip! a debt of retribution,—as 

paid by persons who have done 
evil, generally through the 
medium . of wicked children 
supposed to be sent for their 
especial punishment, 

pE a lawsuit brought about by 

evil conduct in a previous life. 

IE /j?f? an evilly-predestined con 

nection,—as for some unlawful 
purpose. 

an evil business. 

pP an evil spirit, — which 

brings retribution for previous 
misdeeds. 

10k fig a portent. 

IpE the source of misfortune; 

the plague of my life, as a trouble¬ 
some child. 

IpE the mirror of the shades. 

g ft m evil brought upon 

oneself. 

I? WiS when God sends 

calamities, it is still possible to 
escape from them, but when we 
occasion the calamities ourselves, 
it is not possible any longer to 
live. 

the many ills of the people do 
not come from God. 

II4S hoarded wealth 

produces evil. 

jffiF ^ Ipl Sp| splendidly adorn¬ 

ed were her sister ladies. 

The stump 

[Distinguished 

9396.] 

of a tree, 

from 

m iff! °r sprouts; shoots, 

as from an old root. 

m* a large tree (Plerocarpus 

indicus, Willd.), the bark of 
which furnishes a yellow dye. 



8284 

See 

8285 

«<A 

8286 

R. 

See ^|J 

Entering 
Lower. 

8287 

R. ' 

NIE]V 

Entering 
Lower. 

See 

K. sop, niop 
J. sho 
A. niep 

Entering 
Irregular. 

Ul 

8288 

3T 
8289 

rMM 
Y. niei3 

See^ 

K. yol, v. 
ydp 

Entering 
Lower. 

Hf 

8290 

R. 

. k/5 
A. nip 

Entering 
Lower. 

m 
8291 

Grain which has sprout¬ 

ed. Yeast for fermenting 

purposes. 

mz=f Ammz% 
ceremony among men is as 

necessary as yeast for making 
spirits. 

to try to magnify 

the faults of a person. 

Same as 8284. 

The appearance of rip 

pling water. 

A basket. Used with 

8275. 

walking on the float 

ing clouds. Used with 8274 

Same as 8266. 

Worn out; exhausted, 

worn out,—as by long 

service. 

To filch; to secrete. 

Same as 8290. 

8292 

r. i 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

rj i» 

# 
8293 

R.1 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

1*4 

8294 

R. j| 

See 

A kind of bamboo brush 

used to scour pots, etc. 

To chatter; to quarre 

[To be distinguished from 

13,093-] 

Entering 
Lower. 

tip 

829S 

RM 
C. ”ia/r 
H. ngat1 
F. ngak3, 
ngiakz, v. miek- 
W. ngie~ 
N. nyihy 
P. cnie, nie* 
M. lie 

Sz. i nieh 
K. 61, v. sol 

getsz, gee hi 
A. niet, kliet 

Entering 
Irregular. 

To oversew a seam. 

mm to tie up; to bind. 

To gnaw; to crunch 

the teeth. 

in 

8296 

8297 

R. gs 

nim, v. 
inim 

H. niam 
nieng 

W. ngie 
N. ini eh, ingi 

nien, ''men 
M. lien 

. niei 
Sz. nien 

*PI* don’t gnaw bones,— 

at table. 

H Pjx to bite. 

to bite on something hard 

in food. 

a grub that eats mulber¬ 

ries. 

ftp |jt§ to gnaw snow anc 

feed on felt, — as Su Wu in 
captivity among the Hsiung-nu 

HI fip: ate away the bank. 

Same as 8295. 

3NTIES3NT- 

To take in the fingers; 

to pick out; to choose. 

4j5 Ip: to take up one’s pen. 

t0 picb dowers. 

fen to draw lots; used of a 

drawing of bonds. 

If! lazyat p]y>ng the 
needle. 

Sl to seize by the nose. 

8297 
K. nom, v. 

chom 
J. ten, nen 
A. niem 

Even Upper. 

8298 

C. nym, chim 
H. niam 
F. tiieng 
W. yngie 
N. nieh, ngieh 
P. nien, ghan 
M. lien, gsan 
Y. niei 
Sz. nien 
K. nyom, chom 
f. ten, nen 
A. niem 

Even Lower 
and Upper. 

feigjfc pick it up. 

^ t0 burn incense in the 
hand. 

fe» to twist; to spin. 

•Jjlj to turn over the leaves 

of a book. 

•fe Ilf H <© stroked his beard 
and reflected. 

ffi fe S IS 3E m one 

day, when toying with a ju-i 
(see 5668) and indulging in far¬ 
away talk. 

o f fti HI J 1 have 

purposely drawn attention to it. 

M t0 ohoose a theme,—for 

an essay. 

choose a rhyme 

for a stanza. 

Vulgar form of 8300. 

'/Jit to drivel. 

tA M or clammy; sticky 

IS A caterpillars; blight. 

Read chanh To paste; 

to stick on. 

"tT 7J* to paste up a pro¬ 

clamation. 

W HA to paste up; to post. 

tA ffift or fA jK to append; 

supplementary; annexed. 

Will to forward as an enclosure. 

to annex the items 

of an account. 

an enclosure in a despatch. 

tA ^ P or tA ^ t0 seal UP 
a letter. 

*A# to adhere; to stick tight.I 

fell to paste a piece of paper,— 

over a wrongly-written word, so 
as to re-write it. 

tA # — to annex a copy of. 

a pole with birdlime 

for catching birds. 

lit ft 7 fe henceforth I 

will not meddle in the matter. 

the colour of the 

vegetation joined on to that of 
the sky,—as at the horizon. 
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/>»» 
8299 

H 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

8300 

See 

Even Lower 
and Upper. 

8301 

RJb 
C. nyn 
H. nen 
F. nieng 
W. ngie 
N. ngien^ ngi 

P' i • M. ! men 
Sz. ) 
Y. niei 
K.nydn 

nen 
A. nien 

Even Lower. 

The sheat fish (Silurus 

asotus). 

m « m a kind of creeper 

found in Honan. 

Sticky. See 8298. 

1=1 very st*cky. 

Si* glutinous rice. 

~F H he is a 

kleptomaniac. 

Harvest time; a year 

^ 7218, ^ 10,382, 

for further entries, and Jj 

tsaP 11,485. Also, 12,509, 

7812, 6679, 11,564. 

or this year, 

or next year. 

± = 0 # the past three 

or four years. 

future years. 

^ ^ or |§ 4f£ or || 4£ last 

year. 

to ^ the year before last. 

^ 4f* a whole year. 

*S^P the present year; (of the 

past) the current year. 

^ Zl ^ twenty- 

four this year. 

^ ft within the year. Also 

used during the early part of 
the New Year in the sense of 
“last year.” 

$|i ^ after the new year; next 

year. 

as years pass by. 

before a year is 

out. 

ere many years 

had elapsed. 

in less than five 

years. 

more than six 

months ago. 

or ##E the years of 

one’s age. See 7218, 10,382. 

(chang3) growing old. 

See 922. 

8301 

or )]£or M the 
close of the year. 

the beginning of the year; 

a year; the crops. 

tt + m^f #f( for some 

ten and more years past. 

mere dates,— e.g. 

in the Classics, as opposed to 
the deep meanings to be found. 

¥ IS M m # how are the 

crops ? 

+ /£^PIS a full harvest. 

or the crops; the 

harvest. 

to fill in the date. 

Q (°r :$>) ffi °r § 

fr for many years past. 

|j|j 4|£ all his years; all his life. 

4jS 4j; yearly. 

|[[J 4^ year by year. 

|ljj New Year’s holiday, 

an abundant year. 

0 ^ 0£ a prosperous year, 

the New Year. 

to pay one’s respects at 

the New Year. 

or to celebrate 

the New Year festival. 

4|£ flUt Ne'v Year presents. 

4j; ^ the last night of the year. 

fgj ^ or graduates 

of the same year. 

the father of a fellow 

graduate of the same year. 

M an anachronism. 

ij|| 4j; the donkey’s year,— 

i.e. never, the donkey not being 
among the twelve cyclical ani¬ 
mals. Used in the sense of the 
“Greek kalends.” 

^ 4^ the span of life allotted 

by fate. 

I have vainly spent 

the best of my days. 

1$, HI ^ ^ the aSe for gym¬ 

nastics, etc.,—fifteen. 

_. at 12 years of age. 

4 - # in the 12th year; 

twelve years. 

¥ 
8301 

8302 

4'^F or or 
young. 

— ##-^F quite young. 

—* ^ in a year and a 

half; about a year; a year or 
thereabout. 

—’ ^ Tfl 4 one was only 
just sixteen. 

4p ^ middle-aged. 

^o|d- 

aged 40,—in bio¬ 

graphy. 

4^ PJ -J- he died, aged 40 

H + ^F ? he died in the 

40th year,—of a certain reign. 

a 4 nearly eighty. 

4p ^7 Zl j\j only just eighteen. 

over sixty- 

^f seal w they were all over 

a hundred years of age. 

coevals. 

^F^fB of about the same 

age. 

W ^ M ^ do not say 

that (my horse) is getting old. 

i|L 4p a phrase used in death- 

announcements of the age of a 
person under sixty. See 10,019. 

see 3884. 

¥KR a limit of years. 

the year of a cycle; one’s 

age. 

^ 4^ or 4£ yearly; by the 

year. 

six per cent per 

annum. 

(or &) ^ —’ ft ten per 

cent per annum,—the year being 
reckoned as ten months. 

in ordinary years; custom¬ 

arily; usually. 

a yearly rent. 

See 4508. 
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8303 

IC. nym 
IH. ngiam 
IF. nieng, 

naing, neing 
I W. ngie 

IN. ngien, »°-z" 
IP. nien 
IM. lien 
IY. niei, nei 
ISz. nien 
IK. ny'om 
I f. nen, ten 
I A. nieni 

Sinking 
Lower. 

memory ; to read , 

Twenty (see 5693). 

12,868. 

about it. 

Wt \ 

% 

thought. 

^ "flf for auld lang syne. 

,2^ U '1^ if you rememt 

our old friendship. 

H ± or M ±or #1' ± 
bear in mind; to dwell on. 

^ 'fi|r linking offath 

and mother. 

4. HI or 4' fil ini akeepsaV 
i ft ^ 
with her suffering. 

& J# ^ jfe t° h 
for anxiety. 

Buddha; to purr, as a cat. 

^ it ^ put away misce 

path. 

& ^ to fix the attention on. 

- ±, Z M W Wi ^ « 
sincerity of purpose can mov 
the universe,—i.e. attain its end 

& PJt & & to reflect upoi 
what one ought to reflect upon 
to read what one ought to read 

jtft ^ /S in constant 

remembrance. 

^ ^ to look back on with regret 

±M a thought; a desire; an idea 

^ to learn by heart. Jilt* tv. 

ik a locket- 

read it out to me 

I can’t pronounce this word. 

^ P -£it to read over deposi¬ 

tions, — before the deponents 
finally sign them. 

^ ^ to study books. 

^ to repeat the liturgies. 

m 8303 

zilii !?L to utter a charm. 

^ to tell one’s beads. 
8310 

^ =| to recite; to intone. 

ee ^ ^ the organ of memory C. lyn, lym- 
H. led 

Sanskrit: smritendriya. F. lietig 

PI four objects on which 
W. lie 
N. lien 

the mind should dwell. Sans P. nien 

ve krit: smritupasthana. M. lien 

re & E* ^ P| grumbling; fret 
Y. met 
Sz. nien 

ful. K. yon, ny 'on 

V ^ PI ^ the twenty-four dyn 
J. ren 
A. lien 

dl astic histories. Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

e, See 8266. 

8304 

to 

„ fiu.- Muddy; turbid. Sti 

8305 water. A tool for digging 

e out mud. Also read nien*. 
C. v. nem- 

d See Read shans. To gleam; 

Rising and to glint. 
e Sinking 

Lower. 

Same as 8307. 

8306 

-t 

IT A tow-rope; a hawser. fljr3 
8307 

R.|g 

£ See -4* 
. ZliO 

)ES ^ to tow a boat. 

j|f ^ a hawser. 

8311 -1 

R. Vulgar. j 
P. c»zV» 1 
M. clien . 

P. v. cnien 

1 Sinking 
Read nien%. To caulk. 

; Lower. Rising Lower. * 

t TA." To pursue. 
yJK U 

8308 h. "fHlj y°u won’t catch 
n 

3312 cr 
R.Siyk him. l 
See^ 

to travel on foot. C. Cchyn, shyn3 
H. chlen'-- 

A. nieng 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Read chienx. To go 

quickly. 

F. tieng, ngieng 'B 
W. -ngie, v. r 

ngo- 

S.-nyen y- 
P. cnien P 

nr Y. -niei 
C. nion 7. 
. ten \ 

8309 

R-M 
A small hairpin; a nail 

vith a small head. Also 

A. trien T 
Rising Upper k 
and Lower. 7-1 

See^: r ead nieh?*. 
% 

A. niem U 
Entering 

Lower. 

A kind of Bath chair! 

(A # ^ for old 
people; to push along. The 

Emperor’s chariot used at 

sacrifices; the Court. 

9485- 

fit ft he rode in a “BathI 
chair.” 

jy i;¥ 8# pushed along} 

his mother in a carriage 

SttlsS we carried ourl 

burdens, we pushed along our| 
barrows. 

H rfn ff to travel in 

chair pushed by eunuchs, 

ft Hr* the officer in charge | 

of the eunuchs who pushed the| 
Imperial chair. 

or ft the Emperor’s| 

chariot. 

the Empress’s chariot. 

^ T or ft £ T at| 
Court; at the capital; at Peking, 

ft ft the metropolis. 

li: or a way through | 

the palace. 

11} numerous are the I 

roads connected together for the | 
Imperial sedan-chair. 

To expel; to drive out. 

to drive away. 

}~t~{ to drive out. 

A stone roller, used for 

* to husk rice. 

^ a husking-room. 

p£. the large lower I &or 

stone of a mill 

jj?j| the roller on a mill. 

ft or ^ ^ “F* an aPPa'j 
ratus in which medicines are I 
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8312 

y* a hulling mill,—including] 

both upper and lower parts. I 

to revolve on wheels. I 8^21 

RM it 
[See it 

[§ |[| glazed lustring. 

I it W the carving was|K. 
extremely fine. |j. den\ djin 

' mmm at the back I Ri,s.!nS and 
•** ** I Sinking 

Muddy water. 

2l yjg dirty; filthy. 

'/II PM Gripping,—as with sweat. 

8327 

R. 

lSee ^ 

Even Lower. 

R-«E 
IC. c»y», v. cnen 
IH. ‘yen 
IF.cnieng, 

iyong 
IW. Lzie, zic- 
■ N. jin 
IP. V«V», ijan 
IM. clien 
IY. cniei 
I Sz. cnien 
IK. nion 
Ij. aY», nen 
I A. men 

Rising 
Irregular. 

were carved two gluttons (see 
10.837). 

See 295. 

To roll in the fingers; to| 
twist; to play with. 

^ $$ U twist UP a 
paper spill,—as for lighting a 
pipe. 

hh 

Lower. 

8321a 

Inina 

Even Lower. 

iR.t 

8316 

8317 

8318 

8319 

8320 

8322 
1R. Vulgar 

||J wring the napkin P. _£«/», v. 

dry. 1 ‘ 

fyi ^ to twist wool. 

^ t0 twist silk for a hat-1 

fringe. 

the twisting of a finger,—in a 
jiffy. 

$ to finger one’s beard. 

JG Wi Tscrew up| 

the lamp-wick, — of a foreign j 
lamp; see 10,864. 

fit 

8323 

To tread to powder; to 

stamp on; to tread in| 

another’s steps. 

8324 

Same as 8266. 

IC. ning 
IH. len 
I F. ning 
I W. ngiang 
IN. nying 
I P. Ining^ning', 

neng^ 
I M. //«, len 
|Y. , . 

Sz. I nmS 

IK.yong 
Ij. det\ nid 
I A. ning 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

*a& mt. 

8326 

See 5693. 

UNTIIST. 

A respectful form of 

8211, thou or you. 

%h y°u.sir- 

of § ig * please come 

across, Sir. 

^if ^ 

^ are y°u> Sir> g°ing to¬ 
morrow night to the dinner at| 
the Foreign Office? 

See 5617. 

See 7197. 

isrioNrca-. 

A surname. 

8327. 

fp #£ Ningpo. 

Used for 

523 ^ Ningpo men,—as a class. m 

ftl pf three Prefectures | 

of f #£ Ningpo, 

Shao-hsing, and ^ T‘ai- 

chou, forming the circuit under| 
the Tao-t‘ai at Ningpo. 

ffl m /fr the Prefecture of| 

Ning-kuo in Anhui. 

Same as 8327. 

Peace; tranquillity; re¬ 

pose; rest. How? why?| 

(expecting the answer No.)| 

Used comparatively in the 

sense of “it is better;” also 

as “would that.” See I 

8l°, 8325, 8328, 13,522. 

or 

Jp HP or ^ jp peace; tran¬ 

quillity. 

Jit jp >n good health. 

so that the people] 

have no repose. 

P\l M —' fW] j2p ffqp not one | 

of them had a moment’s rest. 

ft M W % * £ Pf....],all 
this moment you would be wend-1 
ing your way happily homewards. I 

ft (5 t0 it easy fori 

a few days,—as a break in a| 
journey. 

4or^--31T 
5p- an interrogative. 

Jap f VlJ fjl how can I not wet 

my handkerchief?—with tears. 

jsp f ^ how can it bej 

otherwise ? 

IT llfc how is it right to| 

behave thus? 

§f would he not | 

then regard me? 

^P ^ ^ how can I 

I venture to shirk this trouble?) 

^ ^Ep IS* T* how can they] 

endure that I should be thus? 

*5p )jjp I would rather. 

jp f ^ I prefer death to | 

dishonour. 

I would rather die] 

than go. 

0 ^ ^ ^ how] 

can we cast him off because we | 
are in difficulty? 

pT T' If I would rather] 

not do it. 

'M ^ IL # 
better to wet one’s clothes than 
to hasten in an undignified | 
manner. 

y better to have after not 

having had, than not to have| 
after having had. 

129 
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•SSs*5 
Lmt. 
-3- 

8327 

8328 

£ in better believe that there 

is such a thing than trust to its 
not being the case. 

j!p ffy ^ ||| you may break, 

but you won’t bend it. 

it is better to 

keep the post vacant and not 
employ any one. 

ip. ^|J jj^ better be early 

than late. 

fiffi !a|» ffjjt there is nothing like 

humility. 

jt 

fi shall not the lord of Hsu 

again worship at his altars? 

SST ±,$TSIS 
this wasting and ruin of our 
country, would that it fell only 
on me! 

let those which are the victims 
of fate come into my net,— 

referring to a story of ^ 

of the Shang dynasty who 

rebuked a sportsman for setting 
nets which left the game no 
chance of escape, and praying 
that all might be ensnared there¬ 
in. His Majesty removed the 
side nets, and then suggested 
that the sportsman’s prayer 
should be as above. 

to go into mourn¬ 

ing three years for a parent. 

[Hij jm t0 S° and visit 

one’s parents, — of a newly- 
married bride. 

^ (na* han4) a fine fellow,— 

said to be a Chehkiang corrup¬ 

tion of “such a kind 

of..” Also said to be the 

equivalent of ftp lit ^ . Used 

of a man’s son. First used by 
Shan T‘ao (see b.d.) of Prince 

jjj- Yen of who was very 

handsome. 

fa #; % M £ it ^ H 
what sort of lady was the 

mother of this fine fellow? 

,fjp] Kiang-ning silk piece- 

goods. 

Altered from 8327, which 

formed part of the personal 

name of the Emperor Tao 
Kuang. See 5217. 

IjiU. 
Itt 

8329 

R. 

cee tiLr See m 

Even Lower. 

n$! 
8330 

R. 

Cpp 5l±lt See m 

Even Lower. 

8331 
R. 

C. ning-y v. 

c ning 
P. Sningjningy 

cn>ng' 
M. Jiriy Jen 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

8332 

R JH® 

See ft' 
J. ddy no 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

W 

8333 

R ®iS 
C. ningi 
W. ngiang'- 

P. ning’y neng 

M. Sdin 

Spp Htjt see ^ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Distressed ; weak ; wear¬ 

ied. 

what room is 

there for annoyance or distress? 

To order; to enjoin. 

nr p? £ j* to warn to be 

careful in future. 

To pull about; to throw 

into confusion. To twist; 

to sprain. Also read ning%; 

see 8171. 

tya to turn topsy-turvy. 

^ T be has twisted it about 

and spoilt it. 

w won’t screw in. 

|j|| ^ to sprain the wrist. 

to sprain the foot. 

JEi ill IK Iff break °Pen 
the padlock by twisting it round. 

^ ^ he can’t carry it, 

—e.g. a bucket of water. 

r/e T'm @ Hi 
I can’t force you to study. 

Read ning4. Obstinate; 

perverse; self-willed. 

A tree from whose bark 

a medicinal tincture is made. 

mm the end of a piece of 

timber cut to be fitted into 
another; a tenon. 

jup ||| the lemon. 

/Hit 

Mud. 

slush. 

it s§w w m m w 
road is frightfully muddy. 

w 

8334 

R iM H 

cee SLt 
bee ffl 

Rising and 
Even Lower. 

- 2 
4u7 

8335 
R. 

See 

J. tdy nio 

Even Lower. 

■Sfej 

8336 

R.5 

jm. 

cee Juit bee m 

Rising Lower. 

t 

R. 

See ^ 

J. ddy nio 

Even Lower. 

8337 

8338 

R. 

See ^ 

J. ddy nio 

Even Lower. 

8339 

C.ying 

H. nge/iy y.k'-en 

F. ngingy v. 

"gikf, r«g‘»gt 
ngeing 

W. ngiang 

N. nying 

P. ningy ying 
M. yin 

si I nin* 
IC. ing 

J- g°, g‘° 
A. nging 

Even Lower. 

The wax in the ear. See 

11,259. Also read ning'1. 

Dense vegetation. 

? §f| jungle. See 8338. 

K ^ a marshy labiate plant. 

The top of the head. 

7f| dp|j the poll; the crown. 

To eat to repletion. 

Tangle. 

@2 \:± 

to 

tangled hair; tangled 

plants. See 8335. 

To congeal; to stiffen; 

to freeze; to consolidate. 

To fulfil ; to accomplish. 

See 3651. 

S IS » ® ft °‘u 
congeal; to freeze, 

freezing cold. 

^ congealed; coagulated; 

hardened. 

§gt Ep their armour was 

covered with frost. 

$£ congested,-of the stomach 

/S to he lost in thought. 

^ to dote on; to fix the 

thoughts or desires on. 

W it II to look afar with 

fixed gaze. 
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8340 

ir'u 
IC. ning 
IH. lin 
IF. neing 
I W. ttgiang 
IN. nyirtg 
I P. ning 
IM. lin 
Iy. 
jSz. . 
IK .yong 
Ij. dei,nio 
I A. ning 

Sinking 
Lower. 

I ning 

m: 

IC. yok 
IH. ngtok 
IF. ngiokx 
IW. ngia 
IN. niah 

IP. mV, niio\ 
niie3 

IM. lio 

IY. niak 
I Sz. nio 

IK. yak, halt 

\]-gaku, giaku 
I A. ngiik 

Entering 
Lower. 

25L or CJ may auspicious! 

influences collect here!—phrases I 
seen on the “shadow walls” of| 
houses. 

the Hall of Collected I 

Perfumes,—a name for a tea-[ 
house or restaurant. 

JflF jg £ thus their variousl 

duties will be fully accomplished.! 

;|j| only by perfect virtue can| 

the perfect path be realised. 

Read ning4. 

yftj ^|§ "J* the oil is frozen. 

JT 
8343 

8344 

Eloquence; artful talk;! 

flattery; fluent. | 8345 

P eloquent; plausible; oily- 

mouthed. 

« 7 Is 1 am not eloquent. 

why should he be 

ready of speech?—of what use 
is it except to gain enemies? 

an artful-tongued woman. 

^ traitors. 

treacherous; cunning. 

H wui # I hate your 

men of smart speech. 

Same as 5605. 

See 5605. 

isrio. 
To be harsh; to oppress, 

t# a tyrannical government.! 

to be tyrannical. 

/tR to oppress the people. 

TK^Jf.±35 5iSS; 
it is easy to oppress the people! 
below, but difficult to deceive! 
God above. 

^ ii: rfij ^ fI £ j# noti 
to teach and yet to punish with] 
death is held to be tyranny. 

I§£ to ravage; to cruelly | 

destroy. 

4* 

8346 

R-^c 
C. ngati 
H. ngiu 
F. ngiu, ngu 
W. ngau 
N. ngiu, ngoii 
P. niu 
M. ] 
Y. 
Sz. j 
K. u 

[J -gi* 
I A. ngiu 

Even Lower. 

fH the Boxers com 

mitted great outrages. 

J&f? God sent great 

calamities. 

® ft M Jt he dares to 

commit violent and oppressive 
acts. 

litr maltreatment. 

fit & to ill-treat. 

yiieh1 to chaff". 

niu and 
liu 

See 12,960. 

See 4647. 

ISTITT. 

An ox; a bull; a cow 

Radical 93. See 810, 7576, 

I3>399- One of the zodia¬ 

cal constellations; see Ta¬ 

bles Vb. [ To be distinguish¬ 

ed from 4 „ ,76 9.] See 

5385. 

& 4 or 4 a bull. 

4b 4 or #4- a cow; a heifer 

(see 12,325). 

ft a bullock. 

*4- a water-buffalo. 

Ip. the common yellow cattle. 

4" iPtf cow bezoar. 

JP 4 a bovine animal, figured 

as a buffalo with a single horn. 
[The traditional “rhinoceros” of 
foreigners seems to be wholly 
wrong. Correct 4128, and see 
10,298, and 12,073.] 

m 4 a black ox with white spots. 

#4 a spotted ox of any colour; 

Cambyx beetles. 

bp. a stone ox; a barren cow. 

4ft to drink like an ox. 

4" the cattle-disease. 

±4 or ^ ‘bp- the clay ox,— 

used at the spring sacrifice to 
agriculture (see 2854). Mounds 
of clay placed on embankments 
for use at emergencies. Used 

in Formosa to mark savage 
boundaries. A dolt; see 12,099 

iH (or ft) S 4 to beat the 

spring ox,—so as to stimulate 
the revival of spring. 

fE the clay herdsman who 

accompanies the clay ox at the 
spring sacrifice, and beats it (as 
above) with a branch of willow. 

4* a span of oxen. 

4 H H ox> donkey, mule, 

horse,-the four greater domestic 
animals. See 810. 

^4 a divine ox. Also, a kind 

of beetle with yellow and white 
spots and long antennae. 

celestial oxen 

can pass gold. See 10,057. 

4 the constellation 

of the Herdboy,—the stars «(3 y 
in Aquila. 

4 the ninth zodiacal con 

stellation,—in Capricorn. 

&4 a snail. Also, embank¬ 

ments of earth piled up to 
strengthen walls, etc. 

4 idior 4 milk* 
4#i#f (or g|^) cheese. 

4 Hi & cream. 

4 Elceagnus umbellatus, 

Thbg. 

4 yft butter. 

4 vaccine lymph. 

4 beef- 
4 —‘ a leg of beef. 

4 l£ hides. 

4a leather lantern, 

—through which no light shines; 
hence, a stupid fellow. 

4B | a bullock pen. 

4 ^ a hornet. 

4 or 4 the lowing of 

oxen. 

bp- S a calf. 

4 if leeches. 

4 5k 5385- 
4tt or bpi. obstinate. 

4%ffi fine rain. 

4 & it il ox (-headed) devils 

and serpent spirits,-supernatural. 
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8346 

T^il4 do not slay the 

ploughing ox. Cf. .ante 
Impia quam caesis gens est epu- 
lata juvencis. 

§i J^l ^ ^ 4- who 

knew that a sheep had been 
substituted for the ox? 

SB&4*F who is to hold 

the-bull’s ear?—as was done in 
ancient times when a treaty was 
concluded between two or more 
States. 

Tfi *8“ ^ T never 
mind whether I appreciate your 
singing or not,—referring to the 

phrase Sf4@¥ playing 

the guitar to a cow, and meaning 
literally “Never mind whether 
I am the cow or not.” 

* + t the lowing of a large 

cow, — a Buddhist measure of 
distance = the eighth part of a 
yodjana; see 13,407. 

mm mmwhy take 

a pole-axe to kill a chicken ? 

# A-4, if A-.® 
get an ox, return a horse,—is 
the rule for giving and receiving 
presents. 

*EL ^ ^ one ought 

not to remain willingly in the 
position of an ox’s buttocks,— 
behind. See 810. 

^ ^ spring cold 

will freeze an ox. [ is said 

to be a corruption of fa per¬ 

verse, meaning the dissolute or 
extravagant.] 

4tf* a cow giving birth 

to a unicorn,—which is supposed 
to be the case when she has 
three calves at a birth. 

A A men are not aware of 

their faults any more than an 
ox is aware of its strength. 

4«t«! a favourable site for 

a grave; see 7882. 

the Herdboy and 

the Weaving Damsel crossing 
the Milky Way. 

4® Newchwang. 

4 una Turnabout Island 

Hydrangea aspera, 

Don. 

4t? j|p[ jRumex acetosa, L. 

4^- 'fflj Lindera glauca, Bl. 

8348 
R. Vulgar. 
P. v. yiiu 
M. v. Jiu 

Even Upper. 

Iff 
8349 

fr 

4 sit Jasm in u m floridu m, 

Bge. 

44 or Arctium 

Lappa, L. 

4-J§ Mucuna sempervirens, | 

Hemsl. 

Achyranthes aspera, L. 

41 Jm Aconitum lycoctonum, L. 

4f§4£ Lotus corniculatus, L. 

A medicinal plant, known 

as "T 1 [Achyranthes\ 

aspera, L.); see 8346. 

A little girl. 

'b ift ft a little maid. 

—j&S ft second daughter. 

ft ft is m $ & a 
whose little girl is she? 

Obstinate; perverse.| 

Jsed with 8352. 

'(ft morose; uncompliant; 

intractable. 

835° 

jgi set on evil. 

Read no4* and nu** 

Used for 8377. 

'[‘If fa to blush. 

8351 
|r.^ 

s- a u 
I Rising Upper. 

To turn round; to twist; 

to sprain. To seize; to| 

grasp. 

fifitaiilROrffiJJ&fH: 
^ he turned round his 

face. 

la 4$ to twist about; to turn 

over and over, 

fa >1$ -© M to change one’s I 
mind or feelings. 

fa: —* bit g‘ve h a twist. 

fftT a corkscrew. 

faT i® not to be turned 

influenced. 

fa jj»£ to wring dry,—as clothes. 

fa $1: gripes in the belly. 

a door-handle. 

fa|* to twist; to grapple. 

fa fa, to wrench; to grapple and 

throw down. 

fa^ to crick one’s neck. 

law to sprain one’s foot. 

fa jjijfc wood with a crooked 

grain; cross-grained. 

» 
he is crotchety and perverse. 

la M »r la « la j$, <» 
fat* to arrest and hand over 

to justice. 

dragged him off| 

to the police-station. 

It la to grab hold of; to seize. I 
fa to fidget. 

Wfa or faWx to struggle;| 

to squabble. 

bit fal don’t get excited! 

A tree which by some is 

identified with Ligtcstrum 

smense, Lour. 

Read ch‘oiP. Handcuffs. 

See 9729. 

the 
cangue and handcuffs fell off of 
themselves. 

Inclined to evil; perverse; 

accustomed to. Used with 

8349- 

faff versed in; familiar with.| 

See 7359. 

astga versed in treacher¬ 

ous designs. 

fa J£t 3S & made a practice 

of it. 
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8353 

R.^ 

C. nau 
H. lieu., ngiu 
F. c«/«, v. niu 
W. ngiau 
N. ngiu 

A knot; a fastening. See 

10,092. 

niu 

. dju, nio 

_i. /MM 
Rising Upper. 

<4* 

8354 

R. 

nuk 
C. 
H. 
N. niioh 
P. niu1 
M. 
K. »/«£ 
J. ftikU) djoku 
A. »/« 

Entering 
Upper. 

8355 

E4T 
H. lieu 

See faj- 

Rising Upper 

8356 

8357 

fg 
8358 

/to t0 fasten> so as t0 untie 

easily. 

)?lj Perverse > contrary, as one 

who always takes an opposite 
view; stubborn. 

&****£ to get into 

difficulties from too close adher¬ 
ence to the received or litera 
meaning. 

To bleed at the nose 

one over the nose; a check 
in battle. 

fe M to bleed at the nose. 

"HI [fllJJ; frightened to death. 

M # $1 
chu niu chu niu, they are neither 
fish nor flesh,— that we should 

prey on them; part of an g 

enigmatic reply by 

Chiao Hsien of the Wei 

State, when urged to attack the 

Wu State. 

ifiia a slight check,—in battle. 

lfilft to be damped, as ardour; 

to suffer a defeat. 

A button ; a knob. 

or §0: (or §a ) but 

tons. 

p a buttonhole. 

a loop for a button. 

IS fit a button made of twisted 

cord. 

^ §5; fancy buttons. 

iH §J1; water-melons just formed 

upon the stalk, about the size 
of buttons. 

See 12, 947- 

See 7965. 

See 7966. 

83 59 

R -^c % 

See ; 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

m 
8360 

8361 

R-f 

See 

Even Lower. 

8362 

8363 

H.7a 
W. c«, «a- 

See 

Rising Lower 

8364 

K-W 
C. no 
H. i/o, zlo 
F. noa 
W. //a, V/m 
N. nou 

P. no 
M. lo 
Y. nou 
Sz. no 
K. 1 

! MM 
A. } 

Even Lower. 

The cry of a child. 

the prattle of a baby. 

Read jou*. Evil words 

INTO. 

8090. 

A character much used 

in the transliteration of 

Sanskrit words. 

See 8091. 

Elegant; fascinating, 

graceful; elegant. 

BJc M Wi Wbher flower 
(i.e slender) waist exhibited (by 
its suppleness) her graceful move¬ 
ments. 

To move; to shift, 

rub. 
To 

tap n m or 

remove. 

to move; to 

|p gff) to move; (of the Court) to 

come out of the palace grounds. 

A' IE W)the Court 
is coming out of the palace 
grounds to-day. 

I can’t move this barrow. 

ffl fa ^ fill m a # 1$ 
move away the things in the 
way of your hand. 

can’t get away. 

W # M it OR HP £ M 
it move it somewhere else. 

ffi $1 ft « m sn a a- 
I* to shift the blame to some 

one else’s shoulders. 

W# to divert (from one use 

to another) and to borrow (for 

8364 

8365 

R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

one’s own use), — of misappli 
cation of funds. 

§kor to misappro¬ 

priate funds. 

^ to move one’s residence; 

to misapply, as funds. 

^ to divert to. 

to rub between the hands. 

To slip down, as on ice. 

8366 

R. 

C. nok 
H. lok3y ngokr 
F. nouk 
W. no 
N. noh 
P. HO1 
M. lo3 
Y. nak 
Sz. no 
K. nak 

. daku, naku 
A. 

Entering 
Lower. 

To respond; to answer. 

To promise. See 3323, 

8459- 

|fji to respond; to answer a 

call. 

—* P^ l=f one calls and 

a hundred answer,—as in the 
yarnen of a high official. 

no one dared not 

to answer his call. 

to answer prompt¬ 

ly and not in a drawling or 
perfunctory manner. 

Confucius said, Yes, I will go 
into office. 

JH HR 1U bad encour¬ 

aged him by her glances. 

to promise. 

Tzii Lu never 

slept over a promise,—he always 
performed it at once. 

IS IS M. Ilf Hghtly-made 

promises inspire little confidence. 

* '"R sIzT bis Promise once 

given is as good as a thousand 
taels. 

f||* ^ gjj you were kind 

enough to promise me. 

No-men Han,—a Mon¬ 

gol title bestowed upon emi¬ 
nent supporters of the Lamaist 
hierarchy. Sanskrit: Dharma 
raja. 

a nautical “knot.” 
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8367 

R. 

See d±. 
'TJ >E' 

Entering and 
I Rising Lower. 

836S 

Even and 
I Rising Lower 

To step firmly; to tread 

down. 

Read jes. To toddle. 

See 12,440. 

837i 

M 
IH. lut 

8369 

IC. no 
Ih. lo 
IF. noa 
I W. nu, -nn 
IN. non 
|P. no 
IM. lo 
IY. non 
I Sz. no 
IK. na 
IJ. nn, da 
I A. niu 

Sinking 
Lower. 

@ 70 
IW. nu, nttng 

I See jJ^| 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To look soft and delicate. 

A ceremony for expelling 

demons and driving away 

pestilence. 

Jif IH ^ J=| soft and delicate 

is its fruit. 

H fIjl a modern deity which is 

supposed to prevail against pesti¬ 
lence. 

Read no%. To walk with) 

measured steps. 

Wi 31 ^ ||| how the girdle 

gems move to the measured steps! 

IC. v. nat- 
W. v. sno 

1 P. v. na‘ 

Entering 
Lower. 

See ffj^J 
A. nout, niuk 

Entering 
Lower. 

Weak; imbecile; timid. 

m weak; timid. 

till JUL ^ the lazy fellow 

has fixed his resolution,—has 
turned over a new leaf. 

W % Jjfc ft — *Jf 
among a hundred smart fellows 
there is always one fool. 

8373 

R.^ 

C. nut 
H. lut 
F. nouk 
W. no 
N. nah 
P. no' 
M. la 
Y. naah 
K. nul 
J. dotsz, nachi 
A. nout 

Entering 
Lower. 

Same as 8373. 

Read na**. To blurt out. 

pft —* ^ t0 burst out in a 

loud voice. 

Pffy p|| to pout. 

The new moon seen in 

the east is called 

used in the sense of haste. 

See 12,734, 13,292. 

TO* 
J Lii> 

8377 

C. nuk 
H. Ink 
F. neik 
W. hiai 
N. ine 
P. cniu 
M. V/w 

IY. cnaa 
Sz. niu 
K. niuk 
J. djiku, niku 

1 A. nuk 
Entering 

Upper 
Irregular. 

Glutinous 

glutinosa'). 

8374 

rice (Oryzam 
" C. v.cno 

Tjv V® a sweet spirit madelK..na,nwe,szve 

from glutinous rice 

^ Viburnum uli/e\A'na'nwa 
9 I F.ven T r\\\j 

Hemsl. 

ti * m o' t§ m Viburnum 

dilalatum, Thbg., and similar 
species. 

7|t M (or H IE) Pouzo1- 

zia hispida, Benn. 

A§ ^ sticky bottom,—a term of 

contempt for a lazy fellow who 
is always glued to his seat. See 

9046. | 8376 

To speak slowly or cau-*R- 

tiously. See 8371. |See 

C3 Upfy stuttering; stammer¬ 

ing. 

/fc §& awkward in speech. 

s 4: * the old woman 

was naturally a stammerer. 

§j%J T?T tongue-tied; an impedi¬ 

ment in the speech. 

W w'shing to be 

cautious in his words; suaviter 
in modo, cf. 7900. 

mm the wailing of infants. 

8381 

R. 

I C.nauZ 
| H. -nieu, 

<ngieu 

To crumple up; to rub.In?iu 
17 I W. -HOC 

$C to crumple up in the Ip.'”™ 
hands. Im .jou,lou 

I Y neo 
I Sz. non 
IK. nu 
Ij. nu, do 

if It i t0 CaJ°le rich old|A‘ Sinking 

to rub the hands. 

^ yfjj to rub on paint. 

I 
8375 

people. 

Same as 8374. 

Lower. 

Same as 8368. 

Ashamed; mortified. See I 

8349- 

ft/® ashamed. 

% & # B5 7 1 am notl 

ashamed that no one knows me. [ 

Same as 8370. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A final particle, 

with 8091. 
Used! 

istotj. 

Same as 8381. 

To hoe; to weed. See I 

6007. 

Jpl, to hoe up weeds. 

$jf| to hoe and weed. 

%mzw the advantages of j 

ploughing and weeding. 

to plough with I 

the pencil and hoe with the! 
tongue, -as a schoolmaster. 

Same as 8381. 

A kind of pine, known asl 

found in Kiangnan, 

and used for coffins. 

|j| a bark used for dyeing | 

pink. 
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f, n 

8384 

Sec 

Sinking 
Lower. 

8385 

See 

Even Lower. 

§r 

8386 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

U‘ 

8387 
R. , 

C. nou 
H .lu 
F. 
W. 
N. 

P. 
M. /ok, lu 
Y. non 
Sz. mi 

. no 
nu, do 

A. non 

Even Lower. 

A cur. 

Read ju*. A marine 

animal, known as ^ ^ 

It is said to have fins anc 

to be like a fox. 

An old name for a hare. 

Milk ; to suckle, 

read k‘ou*. 

Also 

3NTCJ. 

A slave; a servant. See 

9991. 

m a slave; used by women 

for “I.” 

Mot- a slave; used by men for 

“I.” especially by Manchu states¬ 
men and Chinese high military 
officials addressing the Emperor. 
See 648. 

MW male and female slaves. 

M lit a slave. 

kzm 
by and by we shall all be the 
slaves of foreigners. 

sons born in slavery. 

* Pt M a stingy fellow; a 

name for a child’s money-box. 

mM an otter. 

pf M or Yf M a Dutch wife. 
See 1132, 2616. 

M ft the rhinoceros. 

iaM a name for the cat. 

MM a carrier-pigeon. 

$tj Mi a candle-stick,—originally 

the carved wooden figure of a 
boy, holding a candle in his 
hand. 

U‘ 

8387 

«* 

8388 

See M 
Even Lower. 

8389 

W .‘nu 

See 

Rising Lower 

839° 

8391 

F. ‘kk, nn 
W. no 

See 

Even Lower. 

8392 

R. 

C. nou 
H .lu 
F. nn 
W. inn 
N. nn 

P. CKK 
M. 7« 
Y. nou 
Sz. nu 
K. no 
.do 

A. nou 

Rising Lower 

WoM a metal foot-warmer,—to 

be filled with hot water and 
used in bed. 

%M a kind of orange. 

±,M a courtesan,—from the 

name of a favourite of 0H § 
of the T'ang dynasty. 1 ^ 

To make a great effort. 

ft Jt 9 @ to strive with all 
one’s might. 

To make a great effort. 

A perpendicular stroke in 

wntinfe. See 11,905. 

^ fa to do good with 

all one’s energies. 

c/zaw* ~y overworked; 

overstrained. 

See 8158. 

A child. See 10,776 me*. 

| ^ wife and children. 

Alf the sins of the 

fathers are not visited upon the 
children,—as they were under 

the Up Ch'in dynasty. See 

11,845. 

M'J ^ Pi & I will put both 

you and your children to death 

$ to take over 

their family and property. 

A crossbow. 

Fj a crossbow. 

1 If a “repeating” or magazine 

crossbow; see 3x60. 

to discharge a crossbow. 

the pellet of a crossbow. 

all the bows were 

discharged at once. 

a bow to 

fire ten arrows at once. 

^ 7^ the end of a strong 

bow,—i.e. the end of the shot, 
when the strength of the missile 
is spent and it is harmless. 

n 

R. 

C. nou 
H. lu 
F. nou 
W. no 
N. 
P. 
M. /k, lou 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. no 
f. do, nu 
A. nou 

Sinking 
Low’er. 

8394 
R., 

SeeM 

Rising and 
Even Lower. 

IT 

8394 a 

8392 

>U1> 

8393 

^ to act as body-guard. 

like a drawn bow, 

—is the tension of the crisis. 

Anger ; rage ; passion 
[To be distinguished from 

10,0 77.} 

ia 

ia 

anger. 

jff- anger injures the 

liver. 

M M (°r Hr) an§er 
raised his cap from his head,— 
by his hair standing on end. See 
2908. 

0ft Hr M ^ M ^ he hasan 
angry look in his eye. 

fjl t0 be angry. 

to be in a rage. 

& m the anger of resentment. 

^ ^ to fly into a passion and 

abuse. 

ftt0 abuse; angry. 
iCi do not get angry with 

those not implicated. 

an angry look. 

^ sternly angry, 

violent anger. 

I'm. M indignation. 

0 jjjl looked at each 

other with angry eyes. 

^ under the in- 
fluence of anger; in a moment 
of passion. 

m & m m z & pray nfl a ffl re,* 

abate your thundering rage. 

m? Hria too angry to reply. 

Wk #1 M st°p y°ur an§er> 
madam. 

Flint arrow-heads. 

A birdcage. o 

when the phoenix is in a cage, 

other birds come and fly around. 
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s395 
IR. Vulgar. 

I Rising Lower 

I P. c»«, inu 

I M. V«, ±lu 

|See^X 
Even Lower. 

R. i 

8398 

New flesh tissues formec 

after a breach of continuity, 

known in surgery as granu¬ 

lations ; proud flesh. 

t i is ft T'm 7} # 
for specially removing proud 
flesh, without the use of knife 
or.needle,—of a quack medicine. 

Unintelligible talk; gib¬ 

berish. To wrangle. o 

i^jarSon; gibberish. 

It iwsff their wrangling 

deafens me. 

J4 to sc°i(i i t0 abuse. 

A broken-down old horse. 

g ^ j] though like a 

jaded horse, I will still do my 
best, — a phrase used by old 
officials to the Emperor. 

g H JS the old horse! 

will hanker after his stall and 

beans,—said of ^ Huan 

Fan of the ^£5. Chin dynasty, 

when he fled but left his wife 
and family behind. 

isrxjj^isr. 

Weak; infirm. 

Same as 8402. 

Warm water. 

mm to bathe in hot water. 

To send a present of 

food; to make a feast. 

M (or 'i’) IS bridal- 
chamber rice,-eaten at weddings. 

IMS/ or MlM a bridal feast. I 

food sent by a father to I 

his daughter three days after 
her marriage. 

C. nun 

H. Ion 

F. nwang, 
noting 

W. nang 

N. noun, non. 

P. nwan 

M. Ian 

Y. non 

Sz. nwany nan 

K. nan 

J. dan 

A. nwan 

Rising Lower, 

8404 

8405 

Warm; genial. 

H In (ho1 or Auo2) warm. Seel 

12,646. 

'/ml ^ warm; mild; balmy. 

^ warm weather. 

M 3- warm wind. 

|g| ijj«j a winter sedan-chair. 

^ an alcove screened off for 

winter; see 2634 and 6037. 

warm clothes. 

j$A^Agfl£he 
makes people feel warm even 
without clothes,—so genial is he. 

ijlp warm hats,—the winter 

hat of Chinese officials. 

full and warm,—fed and 

clothed. 

no matter whether 

cold or hot,—it must be done. 

A fw ft PeoPle’s feelings 

are cold and hot,—changeable. 

jft the balmy spring-time. 

|||| a shelter against the cold. 

mm* forcing-houses; hot¬ 

houses. 

#tl officers of the I 

8407 

C. nung 

H. lung 

F. nuns: 

W. j 
N. | nUng 

P. nung 

M. lung 

Sz. J nung 
K. nong 

J. wo, do 

A. noung 

Even Lower. 

Imperial body-guard, so called 
because they seldom have to go 
out into the cold. 

^ ^ to celebrate change of 

house,—as is done by friends, 
who come to congratulate and 
bring presents. Cf. House¬ 
warming. 

^ Up to celebrate a birthday 

(as above),—on the night before 
the feast. 

1 ^ to celebrate a wedding I 

(as above). 

Same as 8402. 

iNrxjnNr. 

See 8183. 

Same as 8183. 

istxjktc^. 

See 8173. 

Same as 8408. 

To till the soil; to farm 

agriculture. See 9819. 

H A or H T or H ^ 
H A labourers; agriculturists. 

J!| ^ or Jfck Tl husbandry. 

^ t° till; to farm. 

_f^. agricultural implements. 

1 I i 0 ^ ^ t Pal 
great attention to husbandry and 
the mulberry (sericulture), that 
there may be a sufficiency of 
food and clothing. 

^ 1 M H* do not let the| 

season for husbandry pass. 

H it the busy season in agri¬ 

culture. 

2=| Eli the slack season in agri¬ 

culture. 

F* ^ J| (in hus¬ 
bandry, said Confucius,) I am 
not equal to an old husbandman. 

2=| ^ the Minister of Agricul¬ 

ture,—in ancient times. 

fjJ Jil Minister of Agriculture; 

now the President of the Board 
of Revenue. 

MM earnest devotion! 

to the eight objects of govern¬ 
ment. 

to largely cultivate 

the admirable grain. 

^ _Ei ^ J| to make soldiers 

work as farmers,—as in times 

of peace. 

M * rn M M he”“- 
forth I will study husbandry. 

tS H Ei the lazy husband-j 
man who yields himself to ease. 

the farming population. 



nxjng- [ 1033 ] isrxj 

8409 

|r 
I > 
|f.nung, nong, 

v. niong 
|P .gieng,inung 

SeeJt 
| A.nung 

Even Lower, 

See wk 
Even Lower. 

1C.yung, nung 
IH. ngiung 
IF. nung, nung 
IW. ngiioa, 

ngiung 
IN. nyung 
IP. nung, ntn^ 
IM. lung 

Isz. j nu"S 
IK. nong 
|J. to, no, djo 
I A.nung 

Even Lower 

I [see 10,416); me. Thou; 

you. 

{§ me- 

{ft IB ^ causing me 

to feel miserable. 

PJHH ^told y°u me) 
to come at once. 

{It 1=1 you yourself; (in Nan 

king) I myself. 

To talk ; to gabble. Also! 

read neng*. 

Pill Pf to mutter. 

H 0 P]| vainly bawling all | 

day long. 

t "i m «'b t m 
talking to the child in a low tone. 

Thick, of liquids, as 

opposed to 0; 4058; rich; 

strong; heavy, as opposed 

to ^ 9381. Dense. Dark; 

deep, of tints, as opposed 

to jlfc 10,646. Also read 

neng2. 

'iff JfL thick, as fluids. 

'/H thick soup. 

mn thick mud. 

^ strong tea. 

'/H ll® strong tobacco. 

^ spicy and rich. 

(in eating,) the heavy dishes 
should precede, the light should 
follow. 1 

if| ppj heavy rain. 

if! I® sound sleep. 

if| i§ thickly; plump. 

ii ^ dense, as vegetation. 

'/f! or it a dense shade. 

ii jH lhick eyebrows. 

mm a rich attire,—as a bridal 

dress. 

"til A ii '|p| to receive great 

kindness from people, 

tt -S ff K the bitterness | 

of my longing is still greater. 

yM 
84tr 

84r2 

R. ^ 

H. ngiung 

Seefi 
A.nung 

Even Lower. 

C. nung 
I H. lung 
F. nung, nong 
W. nung, 

ngiung 
N.nung 
P. neng, nung 
M. lung 

Sz. I nuns 

K. nong 
J. nu, do 
A. nung, 

noung 

Even Lower. 

.1-2 

p_‘ { nung 

A. nung, 
noung 

Even Lower. 

See || 

Even Lower. 

iRm 
P. v. lnang 

See 

A. noung. 
Even Lower. 

the conversation | 

was so engrossing, that.... 

:l% ft J/jS ii t0 Put dark 
(flowers) among light ones. 

'/i ^ dark green- 

Thick ; close set; stout. | 
Also read neng1. 

mm dense, as vegetation. See| 

84m. 

what luxuriance! 

—of a peach-tree in full bloom. 

HI ^i Pj-l the happy mean 

between thin and stout, — not I 
too thin and not too stout; saidf 

of ^ Yang Kuei-fei. 

Pus; matter. Also read 
neng*. 

fll* pus; matter, 

mini. bloody pus. 

!i $b" an akiscess- 

Hi HM a Purulent sore. 

HM UQ a Pustu'e filled with matter 

it M or M Hit0 form pus- 
#hb to open a boil and let 

out the pus. 

PIS J3f! to vomit pus,—to revile. 

See jS 

Even Lower. 

84r8 

A* 
8419 

R. 
no 

C. noii 
H. Cngi, ng 
F. nil 
W. ngii, zii 
N. ngii, v. 

non 
P. nu 
M. nii, Hi 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. nye 
J. djo, nyo 
A. hi 

Rising Lower. 

nu 

Generous, as wine; rich;| 
strong. 

fjSj strong wine. 

IS t the wine was I 

strong and he (i.e. his head) was I 
weak, 

rewards. 

iijf. 
be liberal in your 

A heavy dew. 

Read neng*. Soft; miry. 

To stuff oneself with food. | 

Read neng* in Peking. 

|jg ^ (sang1) to gorge or gobble, 

as a child. 

A running at the nose; 

a cold. Also read nang*. 

US % ^ fft ?£ # a man| 
with a cold cannot distinguish 
the perfumes of flowers. 

{Hi like a pig’s head which j 

stunk so much that it knocked 
over a joss which couldn’t smell. 

HH (nungK only) ^ snivel. 

See 7507. 

3NTXJ. 

A woman; a female, as 

opposed to ^ 8139. One 

of the zodiacal constella-| 
tions; see Tables, Vb. Ra¬ 
dical 38. See 3735, 1 1,753.| 

jA' A a woman; women. 

married women and girls;l 

women generally. 

a daughter shall! 

be born to him. 

ftlif#1^ 
pretty girls are most unfortunate | 
in life. 

SAA-y-Rfllill! 
m q the functions of I 

women, married or single, aref 
confined to cookery and sewing. 

women, as a class. 

k11$the lady- 

k U a girl; a young woman. 

girls’ consumption,— 

the decline into which young 
girls often fall. 

k&? a female child. 

[Mj ~A an unmarried girl. 

a k a marriageable girl. 

k a grievance-woman,—an 

old maid. 

H't ^ k wanted a girl to 

bring up,—as a prostitute. 

woman is (mobile) as water 

and (uncertain) as the willow 
catkin. Cf. “souvent femme 
varie.” 

130 



3NTTJ 
[ io34 

A 
8419 

A£ female clothing. 

A $X a female slave; a fancy 

name for the cat (Manchu: 
ninuri). 

‘1^ ^ a lady-friend. 

A$J) 4 female acrobatic feats. 

women disguised 

as men. 

the wife wearing 

the breeches. See 429. 

A $$ °r A -M.an actress. 

fill Aa fairy- 
^ in °r A£r women’s work, 

—needlework, etc. 

A ^ learning suitable for 

women. 4839. 

Aft a Buddhist nun. 

A a woman’s cap; a Taoist 

nun. 

AM a witch. 

Alt the vagina. 

a superior woman. 

± 4 jt A a masculine 

woman. 

Xz a model woman. 

A n tt ek jy a] ^ w 
the Goddess of Wind drums and 
blows in order to bring the 
weather to its proper condition. 

A A female devas, or Apsaras; 

popularly used for “goddesses.” 
Also, a name for the swallow. 

AS the tenth constellation,— 

the stars e etc., in Aquarius. 

* am 6302. 

A the Weaving Damsel,— 

the star a. in Lyra. See 1388. 

-Jz 
8419 

TSi; an custom among the 

feudal princes of sending, three 
months after marriage, to en¬ 
quire about their newly-wedded 
daughters. 

B.mwmI 
if your daughter is (timid) as a 
mouse, you still fear lest she 
should turn out a tigress. See 

j§ 8139. 

women are insati¬ 

able. 

A A Mj the short-sighted¬ 

ness of women. 

Sf* A^.SIA^t/L 
a pretty woman in a family has 
the ugly ones for her foes. • 

^ % 3£ -k z PI to 
is no thief like a family of five 
daughters. 

A W $$i 3P a woman fears to 

make a faux pas. See 8139. 

weakness is 

woman’s charm. See 8139. 

J? 4 A #. :t 7: W Ji 
a man with a woman’s face will 
rise to the highest honours. 

A £ (0) a woman is born 

with a tendency outwards, — 
alluding to her quasi-desertion 
of the family at her marriage. 

A A Ligustrum lucidum, Ait. 

A HI the dodder (Cuscuta). 

^ 'pj Feederia tomentosa, Bl. 

Siletie aprica, Turcz. 

AE the tailor-bird. 

Read To give a 

daughter in marriage. 

fit ^ ^ ^ (««s) no one 

it 
8419 

8420 

8421 

8422 

8423 

8424 

is 
8425 

would give him a daughter in 
marriage. 

all the rich 

people wanted to marry their 
daughters to him. 

he married her 

into a neighbouring State. 

Read ju%. Thou ; you. 

Used for 5666. 

Af^T A who are you? 

A ^ are you, then, 

different from them? 

if M A only you and I. 

See 8343. 

See 12,960. 

See 4647. 

3NTTJO. 

6V* 8343. 

See 12,960. 

See 4647. 

See^ 

Even Lower. 

o. 

See 12,680. m H'J ff$ with their caps on 1® 3314. 
one side and like to fall off. 

8427 8428 

Sudden; momentary. it f& fjtl a iacket with lons 
Inclined to one side; leaning. 

sleeves and a fancy border. 

it or it U suddenly; un- 
it (also*4) Sorf& H #r H 

Russia. Jills 
expectedly. 

m 
See 3315. 

fjfc fc|| in a moment; presently. f|§ Russian cloth. 
8429 



[ io35 

m 

High; eminent; com¬ 

manding. See 11,771. 

M of commanding 

8430 

or dignified presence. 
See ^ 

lia^(-^)Ul Mt- Omi,- 
Even Lower. 

the sacred mountain in Ssuch'uan. 

Same as 8430. 

8431 

A rocky cliff. 

8432 
11 [ ^ grand is the aspect 

See 

of the mountains. 

^ to ram the earth when 

making an embankment. 
Even Lower. 

A small species of Ar- 

8433 
temisia, called ^ ^, the 

young stalks of which are 
boiled and eaten. 

See^ 

Even Lower. 
ff pf ^ ^ luxuriantly grows 

the artemisia. [The Ode from 
which this line is taken, is asso- 
ciated with education; hence the 
meanings below.] 

If* 

£ pearls and jade are of 

no value: summon to your side 
wise men who will foster learning. 

nmwnz 
jj|| and thus show ingrati- 

tude for your laudable desire to 
extend the benefits of education. 

m See 3316. 

8434 

Same as 3314. 

843s 

m See 3317. 

8436 

HI See 3318. 

00
 

Cs
> ■^1
 

M1 

8438 

See 

Undecided; unstable. See 

8363. 

anx typf not having a mind of 

one’s own. 
Even U pper. 

R.J 

K. 

J. 

R. 

C .o 

Disease; pain. Also read 

fro*. 

8439 

if '\nk a ailment. 

i 
i° %% ^ tft his ailment has 
I 

froa become a serious disease. 
fru 

hou 
pj ijjjj sores about the mouth. 

0, k'O 
k’io 

la 

Ilf li sympathising with 

each other’s pains and itches. 
See 12,859. 

a, kla 

ven Upper. 
ijjjj P|£p diarrhoea and vomiting. 

^ $jj dysentery. 

m 
8440 

See 1. 

8441 

Same as 8438. 

w 
8442 To go to stool. 

Sc ^34 to make water. 

v. ilai 
1a, v. na 

^ jfjl. to pass blood. 

v. la'- *§| dEj a stone covered 

.la’ 

la 

with filth. 

en Upper. 

0 
8443 

Same as 8439. 

it! 
To move; to reform. 

8444 

if 
^ flffc 1 wish 1 miSht 

sleep and never move. 

cmai 

§ffc the object of Chou Kung, in 

en Lower. 
marching to the east, was to 
reform the four States. 

Iff: 
844s 

See 3320. 

m 
To pare; to scrape. 

® HIto pare a square 

8446 

if 
nt 

and make it round. 

en Lower. 

rtf' 

8447 

*-%n 
it 

C .atQ,yn 
F. ak,yeng 
P. s.o I 
m. . {y<n 
Y. ioh,yei 
K. a!, yon 

J. atsz,yen 
A.at, yen 

Entering and 
Even Upper. 

8448 

R-m 
H. kak, 

See ^ 
K. ek 
J. gain, giaku 
A. ngaky 

Entering 
Lower. 

8449 

8450 

i 4* 

84S1 

N. oh, v. aw 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

To stop; to obstruct; an 

impediment; to conceal. 

jjjj [p| to stop, as the flow of 

water; to prevent anything from 
coming to another’s ears. 

^ |j|[ a natural obstacle. 

to hide; to conceal. 

^ years which have fp in 

their cyclical denomination. 

H M an old name for jip 

lp| the District of Ho-shun in 

Shansi. [Read yii* yu3 = placid.] 

Read yen}. Surname. 

m r the name, under the Han 

dynasty, for a Turkic princess; 
Inchi, or wife of the Zenghi; 
see 10,600. Said by some to 

be a corruption of rouge; 

see 13,048. 

Harsh; stern ; forbidding. 

[To be distinguished from 

M 7943-] 

W ^ Iff Ifr his words and 
looks were forbidding. 

Read lo**. Sameas73i9. 

M 

Same as 3322. 

See 3322. 

To plaster; to white¬ 

wash. 

yj. to whitewash walls,—to 

prepare for a wedding. 

y| white clay for making 

porcelain. 

See 12,779. 
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I F. ngauk 

I VV. ngo 

I N. ngoh 

I P. ngo*, o* 

IM. ngo, wo, 0 

lY. ak 

I Sz. ngo, wo 

Ik. ak 
Ij.ga&u 

1 A. ngak 

Entering 
Lower. 

8454 

I See gS 

Entering 
Lower. 

«• 

V 
Entering 
Lower. 

To beat a drum. Used I 

for 3323 and 8455. 

Hf ^ t0 be startled. 
no f per 
=*? "iy open; without circum¬ 

locution. [Used with 3323.] 

^ a very high hat. [Used] 

with 8461.] 

R. 

See DO 
V 

Entering 
Lower. 

8456 

Entering 
Lower. 

1C 
8457 

Entering 
Lower. 

u».4* 

A cliff; a precipice. 

^ a steep cliff. 

To start; to be frightened. 

.H *n a'arm- 

'Hs? ^ Be he was so 

frightened he could not answer. 

fH looked suspiciously. 

,1^ '[^ everybody was 

astounded. 

A rocky causeway. 

name of a District in 

Yunnan under the Yuan dynasty. 

8461 

R. 

SeeE^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

The roof of the mouth. 

See 6174 and 10,760. 8464 

tap 

8465 

8458 

R. 

ISeelg 

The stem and calyx of|H-v-»M, 

a flower. A younger bro¬ 

ther; see 10,965. 

KW name of a belvidere 

in Ming Huang’s palace. 

8466 

Entering 
Lower. 

w 
8460 

See 3323. 

Name of an ancient State 

which occupied the site of 

the modern Hupeh. A 

blossom fully opened. 

an old name for 

in Hupeh. 

m§n an old name for | 

ifif in Honan. 

WlSjt Otok,—a tribal chief 

among the Buruts or southern 
Kirghis. 

jj^j old name of Khoten. 

Ip ^j\ ^ Ordos,-a Mongol I 

tribe. 

P ft ^ |@J Olchitu,—a| 

town in Sainnoin Khanate. 

SB if a cairn; the boundary ofl 

a grave; a Mongolian frontier- 
post or “obo.” See 1. 

A sharp point. 

$1] £§ the point of a sword. 

$§ $7/ ^lj ^lj h>gh rangesof| 
mountain peaks. 

Same as 3328. 

8467 

8468 

'OB4'' 

8469 

See^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

See 3325. 

Same as 8457. 

Startling (see 7779);j 

serious. Used for 8455. 

ft years which have 

their cyclical denomination, 

g t|£ sad tidings,—of death. 

Same as 3323. 

*4* 

See 3328. 

Same as 8455. 

To encounter; to meet! 

with. Also read wu*. 

Wu’ 2 chlung% m * w 
“renewal of glory” (i.e. the I 

golden age of the Emperor Shun [ 
whose name this was) is not to I 
be met with any more. 

Difficulty; distress. a| 
ring. 

ffl )\L in distress; poverty-1 
stricken. 

^ danger. 

/a it was his fate to I 

meet water dangers, — to be| 
drowned. 

metal rings on harness. 

To grasp; to seize. 

M to grasp a handful. 

detained him a I 

long time,-as a friend at parting. 

D Hfe m strong enough toj 

throttle a tiger. 

mg* to hold,—as a strategical! 

position. 

mg a commanding (strategical) I 

position. 

mi& to hold the key of a I 

position. 

A yoke or collar; to 

restrain. 

JjU £ % fa Put a y°ke| 
upon,—a beast of draught; or, 
a restraint upon a person. 

M to restrain; to curb. 
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►4* 

8473 

|r-|® 

|see jg 

Entering 
Upper. 

w 
8474 

IR.# PS 

I See PI 

and jg 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Upper. 

r 
8476 

iRPS 

|See/g 

Entering 
Upper. 

8477 

A bracelet; a bangle. 

^ 111 a gold bangle. 

t|j| a silver-gilt bracelet. 

$]] |E an anklet. 

Distress; difficulty. 

* B6 " 1*1 ffi JR BM 
great distress. 

poor and yet | 

not miserable. 

■jg* in difficulties. 

Read ai4 or jyaff4. AI 

defile; a pass; used with| 
12,841. 

mm a defile; mountain pass. 

I [M t0 guard the passes. 

8481 

Entering 
Upper. 

8484 

4* 

Putrid meat. 
8488 

J. o/zz, achi 
A. at, yet 

Entering 
Upper. 

Same as 8471. 

Same as 3320. 

^ ^ ^ HI the wrong fonn 

of such-and-such a character. 

Same as 8470. 

C. ip 
H. ep 
F. yeh, v. aing 
W. o 
K. ap 
].o 

The cry of birds. [Really I 

the same as 36, though! uPPer. 

the sounds are given as| 
different.] 

8478 

8479 

■m 

iSee M 
Entering 

the cackle of a hen. 

pE the hiccoughs. 

Same as 8471. 

Same as 8474. 

In want of food. 

8485 

J K. ap 
\}.o 
1 A- aP~, 

Entering 
Upper. 

8486 

f ** 

8487 

I See ^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

A half-extinguished fire. 

[. ||| it is hard to curb one’s 

lusts. 

^ ^ Pf his father 
was beside himself with rage. 

— m*j *nwhen 
once he started (drinking) he 
could not stop. 

*f|r to repress evil anc 

encourage good. 

to hinder; to embarrass. 

& ^ to cut °ff)—us a retreat. 

2 SL f^J to n'P rebellion in the 
bud. 

fjfc j||r £§1 stuffed up; not 

clear. 

to prevent. 

si *Js ^ j!ii why does 

my mind hesitate to go on? 

^ do not cause 
your own extinction. 

IM. ngi 
I Sz. ngt 
|K. al 
IJ. a/zz, achi 
I A. at 

Entering 
Upper. 

The brow; the junction^ 8488 

of nose and forehead. 

’ll ^ ^jf with aching head|£'*[ 

to knit the brows, 

lii ^ a kind of lemur. 

R. % 
C. ato 
H. ot 
F. ak 

W .yue 
N. ah 
P. o\ ngo 
M. 

' "S° 
Y. ioh 

Sz. . ngo 
K. al 

Part of an ornamental 

headdress. 

8489 

lift 

See 6109. 

A crack in a wall. A dam. 

sgj to keep out water with 

clay. See 8488. 

To stop; to check; see 

7270. To extinguish; to 

ruin. 

to restrain; to check. 

i A ft to stop music,—at I 
the death of an Emperor. 

|l to check disease. 

|j fH to stoP tI*e purchase of 

rice. 

F. crw, cau 

K. u, v. ku 

Even and 
Rising Upper 

8490 

KJt 

3ee il flu 
Even Upper. 

To vomit. To prattle; 

see % 1 2,441. 

m p± to vomit. 

'V' yK. '$k Pi enough to make 

a person sick. 

PI a feeling of sickness; mal 

au cceur. 

mm to cause one to vomit. 

?I Jfil to throw up blood. 

Pi 7^ t0 spin silk)—as silkworms 

do. 

PI 0 tU ^ to disgorge,—as 

ill-gotten gains. 

?I ^ to vent one’s anger. 

Read hsu1. Kind. 

W Pi Pi kind and con¬ 

soling talk. 

Read yiiP. 

Pi kind and cordial. 

To excite; to irritate. 

7 & IK M T could not 

avoid provoking him. 

flffi disputatious; quarrelling. 

Read kou1. Stingy; mean. 
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8492 

| K. //, v. ku 

Rising and 
Even Upper, 

8493 

IR.^j 

IP. ou 

| K. v. kit 

Even Upper. 

R 

H. euJ 
F. c£«, ait? 

K. «, v. ku 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

Same as 3091. 

To vomit; to retch, 

an executioner’s knife. 

it M Ei or it M Europe 

RSS A Eurasians,—from the 

first syllables of Europe and Asia 

To beat; to strike; to 

brawl; to fight. 

'M. A A hitting every man 

he came across. 

tT or |§X Sp5to beat; to mau 

(g H °r I® 5E *0 
beat to death. 

^ 1t0 wound by beating. 

i|p ^jr a blow to the 

prestige of the literati. 

to drive out by force. 

PJ t§3[ to brawl. 

To soak; to steep. 

soaked through. 

'/Is 7k to s°ften by soaking. 

'*% y|f to macerate. 

yjg ^||j softened to rottenness 

yg damp and mildewed. 

7? 'M. ^|| steeped in per¬ 

fumes. 

Read ou1. Bubbles on 

water. 

yg or ^ yg froth; foam 

yI&r the massive iron nails above 

a yamen door. See 4048. 

8495 

|rv£ 

Even Upper. 

Great heat; drought. 

ou3 to keep up a fire. 

8496 

R,A 

K. ku 

Even Upper. 

8497 

8498 

Rit 

W. au 
N. ou 

Even Upper. 

8499 

RA 

K .ku 

Even Upper. 

850° 

A bowl; a cup. A musical 

instrument. Name of a river 
near Wenchow. 

^ a tea-cup. 

A Hjjfc a wooden bowl. 

JC ^ she was very good 

at tapping the bowl,—an excellent 
musician. 

the golden bowl 

covering the name,-to be named 
Minister of State; from the story 
of an Emperor who appointed 
a Minister in this way. 

=^r US; half a glass,—as of a drink, 

if® Hjfj; a tobacco-box. 

HSi theWenchowCustoms.l 

gS; entrenchments or holes in 

the ground for defending a I 
frontier. 

See 6172. 

Country ballads; local 

ditties. 

4|r- Hel ballads of the province of| 

Kuangtung. 

§|f fjjfc ballads; local ditties. 

fH or HI lA to sing. 

^ H|S the boatmen’s song. 

8501 
N. ngdii, v. noil 
P. 1 
M. I oui nS0U 

Y. eo^ ngeo 
Sz. ou, ngou 
K. u 

J-g^gu 
A. right 

Rising Lower. 

A sea-gull. 

# SUB fa 4>B| >hel 
gull in the water drawing 
gradually nearer and becoming 
friendly with man. 

See 6168. 

An image; an idol. A 

mate; to pair. Sudden;| 

accidental. 

ngau 

ingeu, 
Qngieu 

ngeu 
W.ngau 

or A an image; a I 

statue. 

Jwfl A ^ like a dummy. 

NJ A like a wooden 

image,-without energy. See below. 

A JJL ^ he stood motion¬ 

less as a statue. 

A or ffl firo puppets; 
marionettes. 

fPj ^ a puppet-show. 

QV a married couple; a pair 

4fe« a well-matched couple. 

fPg a nagging pair. 

A frl to i°se one’s mate or 

fellow. 

to bury one’s wife 

in middle age,-is one of the three 
great calamities in life. See 8502 

not to mate a second 

time, said of the goose, whence 
this bird is always used 
marriage ceremonies. 

his talents and his 

destiny did not match, — i.e. 

although he had great abilities 
he made nothing of them. 

lit ^ ffi thus unlucky. 

eiwherever he was, 

he adopted an attitude different 
from everybody else’s. 

Wt even numbers. See 991 

chi1. 

fPj 4^ even years,—held to be 

unlucky. 

{^3 to S’1 near or in company of. 

^ to unite; to pair; union. 

{$} In' to speak together,—of two 

or three persons. 

ffij to address oneself; to 

soliloquise. 

$$ or ^ suddenly; un¬ 

expectedly. 

it was by accident 

or a coincidence. 

as chance would 

have it. 

35 t * « m fr fflthe 
affairs of this world are not single 
but have their counterparts. Used 
in the sense of “history repeats 
itself,” etc. 

|jS£ if by chance. 

j^§ or ^ chanced to 

meet. 

as to write in a casual manner, 

without premeditation or con¬ 
centration. 
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8502 

|Rjf 
IH. cngeu 

See 

IRisiDg Lower 

A pair; a mate. Used 

with 8501. 

two furrows make 

an ou. 

with your ten 

thousand men all in pairs. 

in thousands of 

pairs they weed. 

to pair; to match. 

m H2 to sit opposite to 

one’s shadow for a companion, 
—of a solitary person. 

M ^ M became 

abstracted as though he had 
parted with one half of himself, 

8502 

/V 
8504 

|R£S 
IC. pat 

IH .pat 

IF. paik,peih 

IW. po, bo 

IN. pah 

\P.Ja,<pa 

IM. pa 

IY. paah 

|Sz./3 
IK. p'-al 

[J. hatsz, hachi 

I A. bat 

Entering 
Upper. 

To divide. Eight. Radical 

12. [To be distinguished 

from A 5624 and TV 5690. 

See # 599, fill 4449, ff 

hang3 4624, JJ£ 6227, ^ 

6311,® 7886, ^8509, % 

8720,^ 10,839, 0-13,209. 

A 'f|i| eight things, persons, etc. 

Also = thoroughly; absolutely. 

— A twice eight,—sixteen. 

A -+* eighty- 
A A sixty-four. 

A the eighth. 

A M the eighth moon. 

A ® or A ~)j the eight points 

of the compass. 

A ® all complete. 

I A it ^ alive all I 
round,—of pictures which sug¬ 
gest the idea of the sides not seen. 

A# eight corners; octagonal; 

star aniseed. 

A# ^ octagonal. 

A yft aniseed oil. 

A % broken aniseed. 

A $ M (or W) Marlea bego- 

nice/olia, Roxb. 

8503 

R4f 
H.ingeu, 

cngeu 

F. v. tigau- 

SeefPj 
Rising Lower. 

—i.e. as though body and soul 
had parted company. 

to live together in 

mutual confidence; to have no 
suspicions of each other. 

The root-stock of the lotus 

(Nelumbitim speciosum, 

Willd.). 

3H the root of the lotus-plant. 

ij||[ ^ a flour like arrowroot made 

from the above. 

jtji sweetened lotus-roots. 

% 3H the lotus-root 

breaks but the fibres hold to¬ 

8503 

gether,—of common application 
where the parts of anything 
separated still hang together by 
real or imaginary threads. 

^ f=J Pa^e blac colour. 

^ ^ the taper fingers of a 

woman. 

ftf 58 like 
eating lotus-roots with one chop 

stick,—one is obliged to |jf^ 

make use of the “eyes” or holes 
in the root, which latter phrase 
also means to pick out flaws or 
weak points. 

aw Saururus chinensis, 

Turcz. 

Lycopus lucidus, Turcz 

PA. 

/V 
8504 

A ^ y[|| Podophyllum versi-1 
pclle, Hce. 

AH® star aniseed (Illicium I 

verum, Hk. f.). 

Adt or A# eight-tenths. 

A j® * eight-tenths he I 

will come,—to two-tenths he will 
not; he is almost sure to come. 

it’s pretty surej 

to blow. 

AfrW an intermediate style] 

of writing between the yjx gp? 

and the ^ , sometimes used 

for the latter only. Said to have 

been invented by 13k#. 

Wang Tz‘u-chung of the Ch‘in 
(or Han) dynasty. 

A A* — Jpf ^ A ft the 
greater and lesser chuan (see 
2724) gave birth to the pa fen 
style. 

A the character “eight;”the 

eight nativity characters ex¬ 
changed at betrothal. See 6001. 

A ^ ^ shaped like the char¬ 

acter “eight;” spreading; sprawl¬ 
ing; wedge-shaped. 

a 4= a & ji - it a 
the first stroke of the character 
“eight” is not yet visible,—noth¬ 
ing has yet been done; there 
are no signs of anything as yet. 

A ¥■ Wi ft the document! 

/V 
8504 

containing the eight nativity 
characters, as above. 

A -T* J!2 a screen wall with 

the corners cut away, and so 

resembling the character A- 
ASft the name of a suc¬ 

culent plant, the leaves of which 
are used to stick on the temples 
for headache. 

A Jjf ^ lances ornamented 

with the pa pao. 

Af § a kind of preserved 

vegetable. 

A or I A 1 cuckold. 

a bastard. £A 
AI __ a twelve-word chance 

in a pa-kopiao lottery. 

in every quarter; every¬ 

where. 

A##3K the eight sorts of 

food which are offered to the 
Emperor at certain dates, and 
which it is illegal for his subjects 
to eat before this date. They 

are ^ ^ brinjal, ^ 

cucumbers, # shoots of 

Ccdrcla sinensis, A. Juss., m 

Dolichos Laldab, L., 

a sort of pumpkin (Bcnincasa 

cerifera, Savi), g^J ^ peas, 

M ifk the sturgeon, and 

^| a kind of whitebait. 
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A 
8504 

3? 

BA 
85°5 

x« 

R'SS 
F .1-pa 

N .pah 

p. cpa 

See /\ g| 

A. bak 

Entering 
Upper. 

lA 
8506 

8s°7 
R«it 

See /\ 

A. bak 

Entering 
Upper. 

1* 

8508 
R. Vulgar. 
F. pak 

p -c?a 

See /k 

A. bat 

Entering 
Upper. 

eight-disc’c A 11 # =f- the 

robe worn by Manchu brides. 

/\ f'zji name of a sort of junk. 

AW name of a Shan or Lolo 

tribe. 

A# see El M 8sio> 
A 4^ sec 3289- 
Am Euonymus alatus, Thbg. 

a n m Holbocllia latifolia, 

Wall. 

A 9c I Toddalia aculeaia, 

Pers. 

All Erianthus japonic us, 

Beauv. 

MAI Saceh arum narenga 

Nees. 

A Tif or A A % the mynah 

(/4 cridotheres cristatellatus). 
[This name, which was substi¬ 
tuted for that under 6149 by 

^5 Li Yu, is supposed to 

refer to the /\ appearance of 

the wings in flight. 

/\ -§j* t^L Eclipta alba, Hassk 

Open-mouthed ; a trum¬ 

pet, see 6654. 

See 8541. 

A kind of rake without 

teeth, used to level the 

ground where seeds have 

just been sown. 

tA JE to search for by raking; 

to rake over. 

The cry of a bird. 

wm % Acridothercs cristatel¬ 

latus. See 8504. 

Read pai. A cockatoo. 

8509 

R. 

See /\ 

R. 

Entering 
Upper. 

E1 
8510 

ft 
c. 
H. 
F. 
W. po 

N./o, y.potin 

P.- 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. p'-a 

J. //a 
A. 

Even Upper. 

pa 

pa 

A rake without teeth 

A form of 8504, used in 

accounts to prevent for¬ 

gery, etc. 

Name of an ancien 

State. See 3336. 

E two ancient States,—the 

modern Ssiich'uan, the first char¬ 
acter referring to the E. portion 

the second to the W. [ El = 

E 3K.B SI5.andE iS 

m is °r e t m t 
would that. 

El ^ ^ ^ —' PM would 

that I had but a tael! 

E ^ & fflt $ itfc 0 was 
most anxious to bring the matter 
to a proper conclusion. 

El ^ ^^ ^ ± was 

only too anxious to ingratiate 
himself with his master. 

B*£ to flatter; to toady; to 

try to get on by means of other 
people’s favour, etc. Also, to 
encourage (e.g.) to study and 
advance in life. Also, unsuc¬ 
cessful. 

B IS m A to have succeeded 

in getting into the good graces 
of any one by toadyism. 

as to flattery, it is only 

petty officers,—who practise it. 

El A*4 ^ the open hand; the 

palm. 

PgE a slap on the mouth,—a 

punishment inflicted on women 
for giving false evidence. 

B B a crust. 

\ B the crust inside a kettle. 

BJi^J stuck to the 

pot,—burnt. 

El the croton-oil bean (Cro¬ 

ton tiglium, L.). 

"I a python,-said to swallow 

elephants. 

"1 HU Baturu, — a kind of 

order for rewarding military 
prowess, but bestowed only on 
those officers who already have 

E1 
8510 

R. 

RET 
8511 

ft 

See B lit 
Even Upper. 

ar 
8512 

the peacock’s feather. Known 

under the Yuan dynasty as 

B IH ^ name of a District in 

Hunan. 

am Batavia. 

B M (or Paris. A«85i4. (or 

El ^ a Shan or Lolo State on 

the Yunnan frontier 

R. 
m 

See El 

A. iba 

Even Upper. 

8513 

-rill 
H.cpa 

See El 

Sinking 
Upper. 

B ;l(i a Catholic padre. 

B church or chapel. 

e a transcription of the Persian 

badan (? sweet date). 

E a* almonds,—brought to 

China from western Asia. 

B* the pug-nosed Peking dog. 

See 3754. 

Eihitfj ^ all the whole lot; 

on the whole (Manchu bara 
butnbi). 

Large-mouthed. See 

12,818. 

pfi HU Java- 

PE fit $H R.^ balsam. 

I'E yfl coal-tar; a kind of 

resin brought from the Malay 
peninsula and used for caulking 
boats, known as dammar. 

PE Rg Pg to smack the lips 

when eating, or when longing 
for something. 

A woman’s name. Also 

read pla}. 

a the two tails or plaits on 

a little girl’s head. 

The part of a bow 

grasped when shooting. 

See 3668. 

4 ffi T HI K"he b'gin 
from the bow-handle,—i.e. as a 
military man. 

5E Hf vUi dammar; see 8511. 
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IB’ 
8514 

•J§ 
\fa 

P.'fa,fa 

M. 
V. fa 

Sz. 
K./‘« 
J. 
A. ba 

Rising Upper 

To take hold of (see 

12,660); to grasp. Numer- 

ative of fans, knives, etc. 

ffif# to manage; to control; 

to monopolise; to engross; to 
boycott, i.e. to stop the trade 
of a firm by imposing a fine on 
all members of a guild who trade 
with the said firm. 

to grasp the sleeve,—as 

friends do while talking; to 
buttonhold. 

in sleeve-grasping 

times,—old days of friendship. 

% Tfc M M gasped 

it so closely that no water could 
pass. 

m^ to guard; to hold fast. 

a grasp of both hands; 

the whole lot. 

the big ones were 

as large round as a span of both 
hands. 

ifcte a handful of grain. 

:ktE a link; a torch. 

a sergeant in the Chinese 

army. 

t&m a a housekeeper. 

n ? to become sworn 

brothers. See 8569. 

tE to steer. 

(see 12,742) 

something to take hold of; evi¬ 
dence; justification; authority to 
act upon; safeguard or security. 

fr A a kind of general 

superintendent of z. yamen, res 
ponsible for the discipline of 
the runners, good order of the 
official paraphernalia, etc. 

» « St or fr ffi it (or 

) 0r to perform 

acrobatic tricks. [Said to have 

been originally = Ssuch'u- 
an.] 

an acrobat; an athlete; 

a “strong man.” 

mm a high official in charge 

of a pass. 

4B Ff to guard a gate. 

m a headman. 

|| to train 

quails. 

8SH 

mm. to scout; to act as a spy 

or informer. 

—' a grasP of the hand; a 

handful. 

—‘tfi £or — Jfi “J1 a hand 
ful; a bundle, whether large or 
small. 

— tfi a (or T-) 
string of camels. 

— m m a fan- 

—‘ m 7J *knife- 

-mmm a flood of tears 

—’ -HU a mouth>—a great 

talker. 

—* m a kdow w'th the hand, 

an ear of grain. 

there were several 

hands,—i.e. people. 

tB«»r Paris (Verbiest); see 

8510. 

Read pa}. Used as the 

colloquial equivalent of 

1212 or $ 5462. 

JE, ^ M t0 reSard as use‘ 
less. 

m^mm push it aside with 

your hand. 

kcp give this 

to him. 

IE ft & IS ti what are you 

going to do with him? 

1 m x a & i d°n>t 
neglect your work. 

1ft JE #5 IE Pa3 -y take 
that pair of scissors, and. 

Read pa}. A handle, 

a handle. 

a stem-wind¬ 

ing watch. 

M ^ JE !nL an original or 

natural handle,—as the stem of 
a palm-leaf utilised as the handle 
of a fan. 

jjm the handle of a knife. 

7J tE £ 4- knife-handle in 

one’s hand,—to have the advan¬ 
tage. 

mm a handle for talk. 

JHII&A3SE@8ff«Oon't 
let people have a handle for talk 
about you. 

W 
8Si5 

Rfi 
H. I Pa 

F. fa'- 

W. Qpa, pa 

v.fa, 

N. cfo, 'i. pah 

P. fa3 
M.Lfa, orfa3 

Sz. | 
K. pa 

J. ha 

A. cba 

A father; a title given 

by the Mahommedans to 

their mollahs. Also read 

pa}. 

fipf @ or % % (pronounced 

pa* pa by Chinese, but pa3 pa 
by Mahommedans) papa. 

IfrL H H (Pa% Pa) to Stool,—of 

children. 

Prt n §1 - -f- ^ isthe 
father earns money and the son 
enjoys himself. 

Sinking »J|| 4^ /a3 Father Chang,—of a 
Irregular. 

mollah. 

^r ^ 4^ a term for a Mahom- 

medan. Also added by the Ma¬ 
hommedans as a term of respect 

t0 A ’ ’ M. -h - etc- 

'M 
A scar ; a cicatrix ; a 

birth-mark. 
8516 

*•« 
^ or $3 #) a scar. 

C. v. tzra 
SF I * J£. £ IB & 

See [^ when the wound is healed, one 

Even Upper. forgets the pain. 

$3 UR a scar fr°m a sore on 

the eyelid. 

pj| a bald head. 

Afr*- 

e, 

A kind of bamboo. See 

6908. 
8517 

a stockade. 
RJti 

See ^ ^pq a conical basket to take 

Even Upper. up rice. 

Dried meat. 

8518 
fC tke body of a prince of 

r Jit the 3)7/. Kitans preserved 
See in salt after his death. 

Even Upper. 

IE See 8546. 

85*9 

W A fragrant plant. 

8520 )flt the banana; the plantain. 

Rifi ^ ^ a vase shaped like a 

See R. plantain. 

Even Upper. B lla palm-leaf fan. 

131 
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-I4»l 

8520 

8522 

R. 

[See 

Even Upper. 

IE4 
8524 

|R;11 
|See P, 

Sinking 
Upper. 

& M Pi Sharp Peak,—at the 

mouth of the Min river nearj 
Foochow. 

H or B Erianthus\ 

japonic us, Beauv. 

E M Smilax Chitia, L. 

^ ^ to hand on the pa,—as 

by the sorcerers to one another) 
at ancient funeral rites. 

A kind of cowry, called 

ifeC, formerly used as| 

money. 

8527 
M .pa 

Y. paah 

Sz./‘a 

IC. pal., p'-e 

J. batsz, hai 

A.bat3 

Entering 
Lower. 

A two-year old hog-; a| 

boar. Used with 8518. 

8525 

lRfI 

I See 

ISinkingUpper, 

II 
8526 

8527 

IC. pet, pat 

1 H. p'-at 

[ F. pak, piuak, 

peik,p'-wak 

IW. pwo, bwo 

IN. bah 

IP. ipa 

Same as 8546. 

A bridle. The splash-1 
board of a chariot. A tar-[ 
get. 

IE? a target. 

to hit the target,—in | 

archery. 

triEf- to fire at a target. 

A handle. See Jfi 8514. 

See 9365. 

To pull up ; tO pull OUt ; 

to destroy,—as a State an¬ 

nexed by the conqueror; 

see 8197. Lofty; eminent. 
See 9876. 

i ^ to pull up a root. 

or to break upj 

a camp. 

to withdraw troops, 

to draw water. 

to raise; to draw, as 

water. 

ST* to pull out,—as nails. 

ffi «i S »$ 
pull the cork out of the bottle 

HI 4J to pull out. 

M £ m 

he was raised to his present 

position by yourself, sir. 

t0 Pul1 UP young rice,— 

for transplanting. 

m qV to pull up weeds. 

$7J or mm to draw a sword. 

can’t get a feather 

out of him. See 810. 

mi) to exert one’s strength 

tm tug of war. 

W. Ill to uproot a mountain,— 

used of strength. 

to become 

unfastened,—as things fastened 
by dovetails. 

expectant. 

#1 mor m til °r m: 
raise; to promote. 

f § IT ha*g* PtJJ tc 
from the ranks. 

to capture a city. 

$C ^ $$ A4 hastening 

backwards and forwards. 

senior ^ -pf licen¬ 

tiates chosen at an examination 
held once every twelve years and 
thereby qualified to present them¬ 
selves at the triennial examin¬ 

ation for the 3rd degree. 

WL t0 an examination, 

as above. 

j|jf Placed in the front rank 

(among the first 10) at the 
Magistrate’s examination. 

eminent above 

one’s fellows. 

mm to surpass; to distinguish 

oneself. 

* a hoary mountain 

with precipitous cliffs. 

^ Jp a kind of oak which produ 

ces the oak-galls imported from 
Persia. [From the Persian bal/u/.~\ 

tr 
8528 

Entering 
Lower. 

8529 
lR Si 

-H- 

A. bat- 

Entering 
Lower. 

Hair on the legs. 

U# M M the calyes of his legs 

had no hair on them,—from 

excessive toil. Said of the Great 

To sacrifice to the spirits 

of the road on setting out 

on a journey. 

IK we sacrifice a ram 

to the spirit of the road. 

Entering 
Lower. 

853' 

3£ 

Entering 
Lower. 

The demon of drought, 

variously depicted as a one- 

eyed dwarf and as a strange 

bird. Also read po*. 

the drought is 

very severe. 

SeeM 
Sinking 
Upper. 

Smilax China, L., known 

as |j§F See 8520. 

An embankment having 

steep sides and faced with 

wattled hurdles, as distin¬ 

guished from 10,914; a 

dyke. [To be distinguish¬ 

ed from m 3020.] 

tP m O' ip w an embank¬ 

ment. 

jfi* embankments in y|Jj| J| 

Li-yang Hsien, to protect 

the country from the overflow 
of the Yellow River. 

tn* or 31 fc to make an| 

embankment. 

§J the embankment has given 

way. 
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8s32 

m 
8533 

iRf^ 

|See Pj 

Sinking 
Upper. 

to drag a boat over an I 

embankment,—as at a haul-over. 

to get a lump j 
in one’s throat. 

name of a place beyond] 

Kalgan,—so called because it is] 
half way up to the plateau. 

To rule by force; might, 

as opposed to right; leader¬ 

ship or hegemony; ^8556. 

A Department in Chihli. 

# # « e <&•. s 
Kuan Chung acted as Prime 
Minister to Duke Huan, and 
made him leader of all the feudal 
princes. 

A (-£)$.« 
he who, using force, makes a 
pretence to benevolence, is the 
leader of the princes. 

7 t0 rule over the whole 

country by force; to exercise 
the hegemony over the country. 

3l. the five famous rulers of 

the 7th century b.c., viz. ;jg 

<&• 

, and 

j|pj[ a king who is chief or 

leader among other kings; one 
who rules by force. 

f f the Chin 

State thereupon lost its leader¬ 

ship. [For see 9982.] 

fpf fhe rule might, — as 

opposed to the rule of 

right. See 3915. 

^ M Wl it’s frightfully hot. 

| to oppress; to intimidate. 

*na to encroach upon; to usurp. 

H ^ audacity; disregard of 

right. 

to take by force. 

7 ||| a local bully. 

^ §H —* each one lorded 

it over a district. 

9 ffj to control the market; to 

make a “corner;” to regulate 
prices. 

8535 

8536 

Same as 8525. 

Name of a small river ini 

Shensi. 

C. pa2- 

H.p'-a2- 

F. pa2- 

W. bo\ Ha, 

bo- 

N. boa 
p. ) 

Y.‘ ** 
[ Sz. ) 
K. /‘a, p'-ae 

J. hai, be 

A.-bai 

Sinking and 
Rising Lower. 

8S34 

Same as 8532. 

To stop; to finish (seel 

4673) ; to leave off; to 

resign; to be cashiered. A| 

final particle. 

ff^ ^ to cease; to stop. 

H 7 wanting to stop 

but unable to. 

fp nl §& to make an end of the 

argument; to drop the matter. 

H; IE to stop work; to strike. 

Hs ffj stoppage of trade, — as 

when, in opposition to some 
unpopular tax, tradesmen close 
their shops and refuse to do 
business. 

MM to put an end to a game. 

^ ^ to stop the examination,— 

as the students sometimes do 
by refusing in a body to attend. 

;b when he had finished 

speaking. 

h! ifc or HI J§J> t0 finish; to 

have done with. 

how the matter 

was ended. 

1 or HI t0 resign office; 

to be dismissed from office, 

fi $ resigned his ap¬ 

pointment and lived as a widower. 

B HI loss of office! 

means loss of friends. 

HI Jf to be dismissed from office. 

# 9 m was dismissed for| 

speaking too freely. 

={=• HI half gone, halfj 

remaining. 

M 7t; write it and havel 

done with it. 

HI J finished; done with; all 

right! that will do ! alas! 

HI 7 7 unable to finish, or to I 
have done with. 

w 
8538 

R. 

SH*6 
N. v. p'-aan, 

p'-oa 

A. bak~y mak~ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

i 

R.i 

I P''a 

^ be off! begone! 

gjc 7* HI 'et us rest awhile. 

is Hi ’ $5 IH HI rt to 
be this way or that way? 

a phrase used at the end] 

of sentences, giving an assertive, 
intensive force. 

HI 7 ftl t° do without; see 7751. 

Read pli^. Worn out 

wearied. 

KARS many battles ex¬ 

haust the people. 

H Vjfr great fatigue. 

worn-out horses. 

A handkerchief; a veil. 

4MI0 a handkerchief. 

1% or ® 4® a veil. 

See To fear; to dread. 

l863r 3768, 8090. 

tft 5E to fear death. 

not to be afraid ofj 

any one. 

% 7 111, tfb 7 +6 t0 fear 
neither God nor man. 

|6 or to frighten; to 

intimidate. 

1*6 to be afraid; to fear. 

Used conventionally, as below. 

16 7 I’m afraid I can’t 

16 fill -7 ^ I fear he will 

not come. 

tt ft m it is to be feared | 

that. 

7 |6 don’t be afraid! 

M # tfl to be afraid of 

everything. 

|6 He nervous; shy. 

1*6 TiL hashful. 
5^ 1*6 to he alarmed. 
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8540 

R. 

See 

A. p'- ak 

Sinking 
Upper. 

K 
8541 

■>•!£ i|> 
s" A # 
Entering and 

Sinking 
Upper. 

fyV 
8542 

R. Vulgar. 

See J|^S 

A. bah 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

A turban, as still worn 

in the Fuhkien and Kuang 

tung provinces. Said to 

have been introduced at the 

beginning of the present 

dynasty to hide the tail, a 

then objectionable badge 

of loyalty imposed by the 

Manchu conquerors. 

To crawl; to climb; usee 

for 8545. 

Read pa4. To strip off. 

To paddle; ^6241, 8651 

to strip off one’s 

official robes. 

beware of pick¬ 

pockets. [ift should here be 

KMi to lighten ship. 

Read p'a1. To crouch ; 

to lie on one’s belly; see 

8542- 

tA V *'l ± to crawl up on to 

the k‘ang. 

To creep; to crawl; usee 

with 8545. 

$A itil T* crawling 

on all fours. 

Kill ^ ^ to roam over the 

hills in search of medicinal plants 

£A±* to climb up. 

sa © m a clambering and 

climbing. 

UJ ^ ori?/\ J|f ^ the Vir¬ 
ginia creeper (Vitis heterophylla, 
Thbg.). [The former is a moun¬ 
tain litter borne by two men.] 

j?A(°r a*') % parasites on 

the body; crabs, etc. 

Read p‘al. To crouch ; 

see 8541. 

PKT to crouch, as a dog; to 

go down on one’s hands and 
b r> ppc 

SKiklE &4-1ST to 

crouch down for concealment 
under a table. 

ife 
8543 

R-mH 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

8544 

m' 
8545 

R-J§L 

See Q j© 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

A napkin. 

#8 lie an embroidered handker¬ 

chief. 

8546 

R. 

C. 
H. 

i fi'-a 

F. pa- 

W. / , 
N. ! Sb° 

M. I ‘A* 

Sz .pa? 
K. p'-a 

ha, he 
A. bV 

Sinking Lower 
Irregular. 

Same as 8507. Usee 

for 8510 and 8546. 

To scrape; to scratch 

To crawl; to climb. Usee 

with 8546 and 8549. 

mm to scratch an itch, 

jl^ to scratch. 

rei'J to draw out; to extract. 

mn to crawl along. 

is. 11^ ^ W) thissnake 
can’t crawl. 

JUg jfe ^ to climb up. 

re tu # to crawl out. 

# re si#,msb # 
went down on his knees and 
crawled up to his mother. 

jli|E to crawl over the ashes,— 

to have illicit intercourse with 
one’s daughter-in-law. 

ret?s to climb a mast or pole 

re ih e the Virginia creeper 

(Vitis heterophylla, Thbg.). See 
8542; a mountain chair. 

)]1|2 an iron rake. 

$15 A ^ the village women 

rake up the wood. 

re«K to scramble in one’s food, 

—as when eating in a hurry 

A rake; a harrow. Also 

read pa*. 

°r ^ a rakei a 
harrow. 

the teeth of a harrow. 

^E to rake the ground. 

to ride the ox to 

harrow the fields. 

to flourish the trident, 

a gymnastic exercise. 

8547 

R. 

See E| 

Even Upper. 

8548 

R. 

See (2, 

Even Upper, 

m 
8549 

R. 
M 

H. | A* 

t‘. pa 
W. bo 
N. bo 
p. ) 
M. ,t 
Y. 
Sz. ) 
K .p'-a 

ha, he 
A. 15a,-bai 

Even Lower. 

8550 

8S51 
R. 

C. I 
p'-a 

bo 

p'-a 

H. 
F. pa 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y._ 
Sz. ] 
K.p'a 

. ha, Aj, v. iva 
A. ba 

Even Lower, 

312 
8552 

A floating bridge. 

R. It 

See py 

Even Lower. 

The spreading horns o 

an ox. 

To squat; to crouch; to 

grovel. Used with 8545 

and 8546. 

j© to wa'k without advan 

cing; to mark time, as in drilling; 
to squat on the hams. 

j© a dwarf- 

Same as 8546. 

A lute. See 9061. 

^ 1 I f f the golden 

lutes resound like thunder. 

ll ® a tr‘ke savages ‘n 

Kiangsi, from whom horses were 
received as tribute, b.c. 140. 

A bamboo rake with 

teeth. 
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8553 

fa 

R-J 
|c. 
H. 

If. 
IW./o, J>° 
In./‘« 
p ./«,/<» 

Im .fa 
lY .fa 
IK./a 
|j. ha 
1 A. ha 

Even Upper. 

The corolla of a flower 

|{j§| ^ 'pj' ^ the butterfly seeks 

the beautiful flower. 

budding, as a flower. 

jE fflj IS the 0des are 
correct and elegant. 

the Book of Odes. 

8554 

8555 

8556 

lRPg 
IC.fak 
IH. f'ak 
If. feik^ fah 
W. ha 
N. hah 

IP. Sfai, ifo, 
fP 

|M.fi 
IY. fuk 

I Sz. ft 
Ik .fek 

|J. haku, byaku 
1 A. bak 

Entering 
Lower. 

See 9020. 

See 9395. 

White, as opposed to j|| 

3899 or 2184; often used 

in the sense of good, fit 

for table use, etc. Bright; 

clear; pure. Obvious; easy 

to understand. To make 

clear; to state; “spoken” 

in a play, as opposed to 

recitative. Empty; vain. 

Free; gratis. Common; 

vulgar. The reverse of a 

coin; see 12,721. Also 

read poa~* and po**. Radical 

106. See 1622, W 7946, 

\ 3i4. IE 1 1,375- [To be 

distinguished from 2286.] 

ft fi see 3376. 

fi fe a white colour. 

E“U white sugar. 

Ef Ihli table-salt. 

1=3 4^ or i=j silver- 

e* table-rice. 

rice cooked for eating. 

P£tj 
to eat rice without any 

meat. 

fi best flour. 

6 J§ a white crow. 

6 n- white lead. 

fi M Pewter. 

zinc; spelter. 

& AH* white pepper, 

fi ^ lime. 

Hj£ alum. 

f—f white bullion,—Tientsin 

white sycee. 

|ij white peas. 

f^J AA 7Q& superior cardamoms 

fi B. white flat beans, 

a white sesamum. 

first quality birds’-nests 

black and white; outline 

drawings in ink. 

6# a white coat,—worn by 

the poor in olden times, 

frj i|Pf a white forehead,—of an 

animal. 

«±$ijfi to turn or look pale. 

fi ~^T a sand fly- 
fiH a kind of moth that 

destroys clothes, etc. 

fi ± or fi ± or £f 

^ Malwa opium. 

a jw 9479* 

fi feifr plain white shirtings, 

fi white brocades. 

fi^:^;feorfi^ll::Ss 
4^7 figured or brocaded white 

shirtings; cotton brocades. 

white spotted shirtings, 

fi HI white dew,—a solar term 

falling about 8th September, 

fi Vf|] gonorrhoea; gleet. 

leucorrhoea; the whites, 

fi red and white. See 5270. 

t fflt fi ^ to have a 
funeral in the house. 

^ fi ^1' t0 wear white in 

token of one’s filial piety. 

% 3S ^ fi fe jade-dust 

is not so white. 

&% 9'^ bright white. 

TtS dazzlingly bright. 

fi ^ or fi 0 or fi 
broad daylight. 

in 

sS56 

a callow youth 

a 0# fair complexion; 

blonde. 

jjjjji male dramatic characters, 

—the villain of the piece, etc. 

a it. plain water,—as opposed 

to tea. 

M fi bright moonlight. 

fi tke planet Venus; the 

name of the famous poet 

Li, of the T‘ang dynasty, into 
whose mother the planet is said 
to have entered when she con 
ceived her son. 

jfy the White Buddha, — a 

name for Bodhidharma. 

BJ fi clear; intelligible. See 

7946. 

a £ the simple text,—without 

commentary. 

fi£ it is clear that.; evi¬ 

dently. 

fi a notice,—as for a lost 

article, etc. 

HD fi to give public notice, 

afi or fi “spoken,”-in plays. 

if you don’t tell 

me. 

@ Wr a' have something 

I wish to tell you. 

fi ^ fi t0 say that a white 

horse is white. 

fi^il to uselessly fill up the 

number,—as a worthless employe 
who merely completes the num¬ 
ber of hands required. 

sa* a.^hisa 
no admittance except on busi¬ 
ness. 

fi to read a character in its 

wrong or colloquial tone. See 
95°S. 

fi^ characters wrongly written 

for others of the same sound. 

a *4 an ignorant 

old fellow. 

fits or ±a patois; local 

dialect. 

M fi he keePs on 
flattering me. 

fi ?£ fit/ absolutely in vain. 

fi^§ chang3 I have grown 

old in vain. 



I 

6 to talk in vain. 

6 H ♦ or 6 IS I A orl 
6 It or £ H „r £ 

AJ to take trouble in vain. 

etnrffi, I have forgiven 

him in vain. 

anyi got it for nothing. 

fzU X he came in vain. See 

6560. 

to give for nothing; to 

have no chance. 

14 S f=3 In' 1 give it you 

for nothing. See below. 

m 7 m a % % he cannot 

let you go away empty-handed. 

f=3 to get a free meal. 

It >5? a* accustomed to eat 

at the expense of others. See 
1736. 

E~J to take medicine with-] 

out paying for it. 

asi to get a look for nothing. 

1=3 ^ just to have a try, 

—without committing oneself to| 
anything. 

lf|jf a loafer. 

ss« a w at leisure; un¬ 

occupied. 

a * to sit idle. 

E=3 ^ M to succeed in life] 

without help. 

ft Sf W J3 fli Ay°“ 
can’t go in and out (of a yamtn) I 
empty-handed,—without money. 

a ^ 5 ^ ss 
how could a humble! 

person like myself ever become! 
an Emperor? 

£lAorEE!dfcAor£jlf 

or & T or aa a common¬ 

er; a non-official. 

a commoner’s! 

family has produced a high offi-l 
cial. See 12,737. 

«sat to talk nonsense.! 

ijastn to gossip about] 

people’s characters. [Also 

* •) 

Hf E=f y —1 ^ gave him a| 

good shutting up,—of a scolding] 
which leaves the scolded person [ 
nothing to say. 

a hr*iz to regard a person I 

with white eyes,—i.e. with the] 
whites of the eyes, sc. not to I 
regard him at all, but to treat] 
him superciliously. 

ai# an albino. 

“ Q snow in the first moon;I 

three cupfuls of wine. Also, a] 
Barmecide feast; see 4356. 

f h » JUi =1 the time! 

for sowing wheat is after the] 
snow in the first moon. 

a unless he is fined! 

three bumpers of wine.See I 
I359- 

f 1 Aa nine whites! 

(snows, i.e. years) have elapsed. 

SiJ @ a to open one’s heart I 
and clear one’s reputation. 

T- & g a unable to clearJ 

himself. 

"ir ^ |r3 how can | 

I not redress their wrongs? 

& it tiS £3 to wipe one’s mir¬ 

ror and pull out gray hairs. 

a# or £ (see 6777) white- 

headed; white-haired. The se-| 
cond is also a Parsee. 

etx# aged parents. 

eiw or a# an anonym-1 
ous placard. 

ai$ corrosive sublimate. 

a n or a t an old name for] 

Nanking. 

a?<i; a Tientsin temperance] 

society, now known as 3EIB* 

1 he use of tobacco, wine, etc. | 
is forbidden. 

a *gi#is.sib t , 
for the White-Clothes sect to1 
drink wine, is a breach of regu-| 
lation. 1 

A T a as,751% 

he who goesj 

into the White-Clothes sect,! 
though his father is not deadf 
yet wears mourning. 

m a *» 3483. 

a PJ 5S97- 

S 7J 

w* to go in with a clean] 

sword and come out with a I 
bloody one,—to come to a row.] 

a m white and clean; glister-1 

ing; clear; a fair complexion. 

& pi? Jpl a ticket in the white! 

pigeon lottery. See 6060 

a tg # ‘I* village of white! 

willows,—a burial-ground. 

f=3 ^ adularia,—of which but¬ 

tons of the 6th rank are made. 

1=3 $>J plain cooked meat, with-l 

out any sauce; second quality 
American ginseng. 

a (H to get sober; sober. 

a#sj the Board of Punish ! 
ments, the colour white being) 
typical of punishment. 

a A A± the Scholar of the! 

White Robe,—Kuan Yin. 
6363- 

t=3 y&chiang' j|f the Gener-I 

al of the White Horse,—a hero) 

named * # * Tu Chtin- 

shih who, at the summons ofj 

his sworn brother 5##a 

Chang Chiin-jui, rescued 

Ying-ying, the latter’s future| 
wife, from the hands of bandits! 
who had surrounded a temple ini 
which she was staying. Usedinj 
the sense of “deus ex machina.’’! 

£! ^ see 10,295. 

| fg| one of Mu Wang’s eight] 

steeds. 

a m ? plain white writing- 

paper. 

a m the Paradise flycatcher] 

(Tchitrea iticei). 

£3 ££ or £l the egret. 

t=J Uf1 %% (or ^) the par¬ 

son crow (Corvus torquaius). 

a#6T a white mouse, 

a* Gttigko biloba, L. 

1=3 tit) Artmisia sp. 

Shantung cabbage (Bras-\ 

sica campestris, L. var.) 

a a* the dandelion. 

a^s Gynandropsis penta- 

phylla, D.C. 

las Rehmannia rupestris, 

Hemsl. 

a t the brinjal. 

an ancient name for the 

lion, said to be able to speak. 
Also, shining white. 
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& 
8556 

8557 

8558 

8559 

w 
8560 

|R PS 
IC./fli 
IH.pah 
I F. paik,pah 
IW. pa, ia 
|N./aA 

|P. ‘pai,<pe,pi 
IM .pi 
IY. puk 
I Sz. pe 
IK .pek 
Ij. haku, hiaku, 

piaku 
| A. ba3 

Entering 
Upper. 

^ ^ a name for ^ 

K‘uei-chou in Ssiich'uan, from I 
the sobriquet “White Emperor”! 

which its founder mm 
Kung-sun Shu bestowed upon I 
himself. 

See 9340. 

See 9341. 

See 9343. 

A hundred. Used in the 

sense of all, every, etc.) 

[From a contraction ofl 

[Ij 12,365 and —.] Also! 

read po2* and po4*. Read! 

mo*, see 12,698. 

—* ff one hundred. 

—* W ^ —1 one hundred and! 
one. 

W —1 one among a I 

hundred. 

0 $ ® —■ not one in ahun-l 

dred; more than a hundred to | 
one against. 

s + hundreds and tens; be¬ 

tween ten and a hundred. 

0 + S something under one| 

hundred taels. 

0 tfi 0 + & worth about! 

one hundred taels,—not more| 
than one hundred. 

0 =? m hundreds of thou-1 
sands,—of any great number. 

A0^#S 
had it been any one else, ’tisl 
10 to 1 you would have been! 
released,—but I. 

0itd^ all kinds of plans, j 
a centipede. 

0 WJ 0 4^ answered every | 
question. 

at every shot. 

0t«I 
officials. 

(chung*) hitting! 

the various 

w 
8560 

U .X the various classes of| 

artisans. 

||r various productions. 

(chung3) the various kinds! 

of plants, grain, etc.; (read tsung')\ 
in a hundred ways; the various| 
kinds. 

0# goods of every description.! 

0 W the various laws or regulat-| 

ions. 

W ^ a11 sorts of butterflies. 

^ all sorts of flowers. 

W fjH bdl °f folds; pleated. 

the hundred surnames,! 

—i.e. surnames in general; the! 
people. 

0 (or to'-) % & the Family I 

Names, — a collection of some! 
four hundred of the surnames! 
in most common use. 

0® all kinds. 

W H everybody hates 

him heartily. 

^ after a hundred 

years,—after your death. 

a hundred years; a long 

life. 

W $5 all things; material objects 

generally. 

W f# the heavenly host. 

01® Venetian blinds, 

multifarious matters. 

abuses of every 

description are rife. 

W pT ^ fhere is nothing 

to do,-nothing that can be done. 

0 "4 0 J§ unfailing obe¬ 

dience or attention. 

to obey, or agree, 

in everything. 

W 5. a name for ^ ^ “cold 

food” day (the day before 

t$j ), which is 105 days after 

the winter solstice. 

U the festival of tJJJ , 

as above. 

W I® a centurion; a sub-lieu- 

tenant. 

A — m Z- a 0 Z if 
another man succeeds by one 

w 
8560 

8561 

8562 

effort, I will use a hundred 
efforts,—rather than fail. 

C. | . . 
H. \fat 

F. pai,pae 
W. pa, cba 

N. pe,pa 
P. i 
M. j *at 
Y. pae 
Sz. pai 
K. p'-ae 
J. hai, he 
A. bai 

Rising Upper. 

A0i® everybody hun-j 

dred-folded himself,—<?.£■. grieved! 
as though he were a hundred! 
persons. 

ff the round place at the topi 

of the head from which the hair! 
seems to spread. Also, the sea,f 

from the phrase W )H # M 

all rivers reach the sea. 

0Si a name for a District! 

Magistrate. 

«1*S04P a string of crack-1 

ers,-to be lighted at thebot tom. 

HL X. a fo°l> — one who I 

speaks of 250 cask in Peking,! 
where 5 cash are counted as 20,| 
and 250 is therefore an impos-| 
sible number. 

the Shan tribes. 

ff j§g(or ) the Mongolian or I 

Shantung lark (Melanocorypha I 
mongolica). 

0tl@§ Mezoneurum sinense, \ 

Hemsl. 

Stemone tuberosa,hour. 

|f ^ a name given to the true! 

lily (Lilium); wrongly used fori 

^ Inf peppermint. 

W o’ ^ lily flowers,—from] 

the layers on their bulbs. [Not! 
those “of commerce,” which are| 

£0 0- 
Gawl. 

w 

Lilium tigrinum, | 

Lilium Brownii, I 

Mielle. 

W 0 jjll Gomphrena globosa, L.| 

Same as 9343. 

To spread out; to ar- 

range; to expose to view; 

see 9929. To wave. 

1 m»' m t n m or 
ti IS or ts j# or {§ Pa 
to spread out; to arrange. 

ffi It * H 9| spread out 
your wares. 

^ unable to spread out, 

—for want of space. 

M ~F h| ($1 t0 dispose 

troops according to the “Dragon 
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8562 

e.g. a table. 

H IS or ti 
for meals. 

Gate” plan,—alluding to ancient 
Chinese military tactics. 

£ f - ± w ti m a ^ 
ornaments on the table. 

ti A to throw difficulties 

in people’s way; to needlessly 
harass others. 

fF ifi #. wait tin1 
give him a dressing. 

ifi ^ m to be wanting in 

wit. 

7^ to arrange evenly. 

to spread out on,— 

to lay a table 

-g. to lay out a banquet. 

^ ptj| to arrange troops,—as in 

order of battle. 

tf§ ^ to arrange parapher 

nalia,—for a procession. 

MWfa to parade troops. 

m it m to decorate a street,— 

as at a festival. 

H^-7* to make a display; 

to show off; to put on side. 

to make an empty 

show, — as swell-mobsmen and 
others who try to pass for men 
of wealth, while in reality they 
are paupers. 

Wrl&MM swaggering and 

strutting. 

fH to ferry across; a ferry. 

Ifillii ferryhim 
over. 

«§& to lay out on the public 

service. 

iw to reverberate, as thunder. 

Fjl to be tossed about 

at sea. 

| ® to expose for sale. 

m # US M keePer of a 
fortune-teller’s stand. 

M to arrange in a plain 

or shallow dish. 

f§ '/a or tH ffti t0 maItreat; 
to torture. 

to wave the hand, — in 

token of dissent. 

1= to wag the tail. 

jsim the wind blows out 

the flag. 

8562 

4 

8564 

R. 

C. lp'-ei,pai~ 
H. pLai 
F. pai^ v. plae' 
W. £», ba 
N. be, v. bo 
P. sp'i, paP 
M./a* 
Y. /aid, 
K. p^ae 

hai, he 
A. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

8563 
R. ^ 

C. S.p'-ci, pai* 
H.p'-aP, cpi 
F.pai/‘aP 
W. Wi, bP- 
N. be, v. £0 

P. i-p^i^paP 
M. pai 
Y. paP^'.piei 
K. pl a e 
J. hai, 
A. be 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

to meddle with; to play 

with; to bring about; to hurry 
oneself about. 

}|j|§ I^ to induce; to coax. 

ff! £ and jfg # bear to the 

left and bear to the right,— 
terms of guidance used by chair- 
coolies. 

WY 

8565 

See 

Rising Upper. 

the pivot of scales; the 

axis; the fulcrum; the balancing 
point. 

it ti ^ the large dog tried 

to shake off,—the other which 
had fastened on to it. 

fj)£ to break up,—as a wrecked 

ship. 

Weeds-, tares among 

wheat; a kind of panic grass, 

darnel; weeds generally 

jpf Panicnm crtis-galli, L. 

H ^ °r tK 
cum crus-corvi, L. 

^ % % (grain unless 

ripened) is not so good as weeds 
and tares. 

W or W M fictiti- 
ous histories; romances; scurril 
ous publications. 

Jj|]£ hucksters. 

Fine white rice; best 

millet. 

a * ®f» those are like 

coarse rice, these are like fine. 

A kind of panic grass. 

Same as 8563. 

PjC 
8566 

R ^ 

SeeJ£ 
Sinking 
Lower. 

8567 

R. 

C. pai 
H. p^ai 
F. pai 
W. ba 
N. be^ ba 

M. | pai 
Y. pae 
Sz. pai 
K. p'-ae 
J. hai, he 
A. bai 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To chant, as in a Buddhist 

temple. 

To suffer defeat, as op¬ 

posed to ffc 762 and ^ 

sheng4, 9876; to spoil, as 

food ; to be ruined; to ruin; 

to destroy. See 12,285. 

a drawn battle. 

0 * ® orjtlt® 

to turn defeat into victory. 

JKft or (Jt|f to be defeated 

in battle. 

tr litt to fight and lose a 

battle. 

JL M -1$ be was again defeated. 

m m (chiang4) a defeated 

general. 

- m » ft £ & 
a troop of defeated Imperialist 
soldiers 

^ jpf total destruction 

of the army. 

^ or It ft an utter rout. 

§£ J£ # $iu to make a pre¬ 

tence of being defeated. 

% #r J#he was beaten 
by (Wang) Yen-cheng. 

M W It ^ * Ch*”8 
Han defeated and slew Hsiang 
Liang. 

tjpt ^ he defeated them. 

failure makes a rebel, success a 
prince. 

the ruin of the country is due 
to the evil ways of the officials. 

so as to bring on 

himself his own destruction. 

or t0 become bank¬ 

rupt,—as in consequence of evil 
living. 

M Ii ruined; bankrupt. 

J|j£ a spendthrift. 

» F] M. to ruin the family 

reputation. 
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8567 

8568 

8569 

|c. 1 

IH. ! pai 
If. ) 
I W.^s<z 

IN. pe,pa 
IP. j 
Im. s $at 
IY. pae 
I Sz. pai 
lK.pt 
|J. hai 
| A. bai 

Sinking 
Lower. 

t H ^ to corrupt public 

morals. 

$ j|?L to spoil others’ pleasure. I 

$ ^ to be ruined by discovery, 

—as a plot. 

J£ oil 

Jl£ ^or Jf£or J§& ^ or| 
JK fSE ruined; destroyed; spoilt. 

441# to lose one’s capital,— 

as in trade. 

44 1^1 spoilt meat. 

8t it + # ft % .. 
though (kept) for many years,) 
it will not spoil,—of wine. 

T the thing has failed. 

44 t destroyed; dead. 

^ to be routed,—as an army. 

% 44 to suffer a defeat; to be I 
worsted, as in a lawsuit. 

—' M£ Mi a complete col¬ 

lapse. 

'f^jj to act contrary to natural | 

ties. 

J|j£ ipf to break down in writing,] 

— used either of style or ofl 
calligraphy. 

^ refuse cotton waste; rub¬ 

bish. 

U a ruined hearth. 

nm a species of Patrinia. 

Same as 8567. 

To make obeisance to 

(see 1297); to worship; 

[Kffing Hsi makes ^p = to 

confer an appointment, with 

“the Emperor” as subject 

implied. But it is more 

natural to say] to do homage 

on appointment to an official 

post; to pay one’s respects| 

to; to visit. 

ft ik «m prostrated him¬ 

self. 

^ ^ or to worship at 

the ancestral tombs. 

m i# to worship the gods. 

8569 

^ ^ or ^ ^ to worship 

Heaven and Earth, — a most] 
important part of the Chinese | 
marriage ceremony. 

mn to worship Buddha. 

^ ^J to worship the moon. 

¥¥■ Mto Prayto- 

mn to salute,—as friends and 

acquaintances. 

m mr-m he made a low 

bow but did not kneel. 

^p to salute with folded hands. 

nn to salute,—only used ofl 

women, with their particular! 
method of holding the hands,) 
and of dogs “begging.” 

pp to congratulate. 

^p to accept with thanks. 

lltAIIS 
verily he is my beloved sworn 
brother. See 8514. 

esire to become 

your disciple. 

mm t o be the pupil of. 

ftm o pay one’s respects to 

a tutor, before becoming his 
pupil. 

mm to submit to; to own 

allegiance to; to bow to a 
decision or ruling. 

m# to salute a memorial to the 

Emperor by burning incense, 
kotowing, etc., before sending 
it off. 

¥M to be appointed Minister 

of State. 

m * a m afterwards he 

actually became Minister of State. 

it ft 1i ± was summoned to 

Court and received the appoint-] 
ment of Po Shih. 

tfttT« what rank has he 

knelt for?—to the Emperor, on 
appointment; sc. what is his 
rank? 

m or m H" (see SlS4) or 

mm or^± 

or ^p ^ or £p sg to pay 

visits; to pay one’s respects to. 

um o make a return call. 

trft to visit by appointment. 

j||] to take leave. 

8569 

m 
8570 

R-ih 

SeeH 
Sinking 
Lower. 

mm a case to hold visiting-] 

cards. 

m to a visiting-card. 

&nm to call on an inferior] 

by leaving a card in passing. 

m# to pay New Year’s calls. 

m t0 receiye with honour. 

^p fjjtj to perform homage on | 

the Emperor’s birthday. 

ftm to salute the Imperial] 

tablet. 

^=p to call and enquire after. 

ftm to call on and interview. 

. fj§. the broad I ¥ r °r m 1 
pedestal at the foot of the 
tablet in a grave. 

¥ ¥? t0 kotow once every three | 

paces,—as in vows. 

¥m to respectfully petition. 

¥ to thank. 

m ie °r m m °r & ® to 1 
request; to beg. 

^p to beg to send,—as a note. 

^p mats to kneel on. 

ftm to worship ancestors. 

mm to salute the flag. 

^=p £[] to salute the official seal,— 

on taking over charge. 

mm Bai in Turkestan. 

Bellows, as used at a] 

forge. 

or 

ft 
857i 

R-# 
C.p'-dp 
H. c/q", p'-aii 
F. pai-^peiO. 

W. baP 
N. p'-e‘ 
p i 

M. | Pa?iPe? 
v.pcp 
K. pi, pii 
J. hai, be 
A. baV- 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

Exhausted; worn out. 

Hi tired. 

¥1 ¥& Hi doubly tired; over¬ 

tired. 

Hi % # fflt utterly worn out. 

^ H!f? exhausted; weak. 

c£H? plaz4 very listless or| 

wanting in energy. 

Hi ^ ff a termagant; aj 

vixen. 

Hi? ifif ^ a disreputable b.a. 

132 



ffl 
8572 

R-^ 

See 

Even Lower. 

s573 

r-« m 
H. pak^ 
P. cpLai 
K. p'-ae, piok 
J. hai 
A. i.bai 

Rising and 
Entering 

Upper 
Irregular. 

w 
s574 

R ^ 
N. v. baan 

See $|i 

Even Lower. 

A raft; the stern-quarters 

of a junk. A shield. 

ft* an ice-raft; toboggan. 

To strike with both hands; 

to clap. Also read p‘ai\ 

El ^ ^ you can’t 

clap with one hand. 

Read pai%. Used with 

8562. 

nm .0 make mischief and to 

settle disputes, respectively 

Read poi*. To roast 

meat on hot stones. 

A tablet; a board; i 
notice; a warrant; a per 

mit; a token; a badge. A 
shield. See 7222. 

)!$ i±L or |ff Klfi an ancestral 

tablet. 

){^ or *p|* j{^ dominoes. [So 

called from their likeness 
shape to shields; said to have 
been invented a.d. 1120.J 

|R ){$ —* p§|J a pack of cards. 

% W ■>' tr m or p 

play at cards or dominoes, 

a notice-board. 

a label; a trade 

mark; a rhyme set for versi 
fication. 

a waist ticket,—a pass, as 

required for persons going in 
and out of the palace in Peking 

ISIS « the tiger-head tablet 

at a yamtn upon which procla¬ 
mations are published. 

t m m to bestow silver 

medals,—upon soldiers. 

tm a piece of iron, struck as 

a signal by blind fortune-tellers. 

Ulii tjV a notification. 

a circular; see 2740. 

or WE a sign-board; 

see 2908. 

to 

8575 

H. 
p'-ai 

F. pae 
W. ba 
N. be^ ba 
P. j 
M. ( p'-ai 
Sz. ) 

Y. p'-ae 
K.p'-ae 

bat 

Even Lower. 

8576 

^ -?* PS = “no second 
price.” 

lamps hung on sign¬ 

boards. 

mm boundary-stones. 

m m <* ‘X m a warrant. 

\nm to issue a warrant. 

ff Kl to issue instructions. 

to request instructions. 

mm a certificate; ships’ papers, 

etc. 

Customs’ clearance or 

Grand Chop. 

m (a) °r m ph an 
honorific arch or gateway,—put 
up in honour of chaste widows, 
filial children, etc. [A. Simpler in 
style, consisting of uprights anc 
horizontals. B. More ornate, 
with a roof turned up at the 
corners.] 

mmm lamps hung on the 

above. 

Tp flat earrings. 

iH sM m P6! Mi when the 
first batch of candidates was let 
out,—at an examination. 

about noon, 

m^ rattan shields. 

% m «r m is ¥ m * 
shield. 

)H m an ePaulette. 

mmm a breastplate. 

the air of a song; a 

tune. 

A raft. Name of a river 

in Kiangsu. See 8572. 
* 

ft m a bamboo raft, — used 

chiefly upon the coast of For¬ 
mosa, and known to foreigners 
as “catamaran” or “tek-pai’ 
(from the local pronunciation) 

See 9417. 

See 

Even Lower. 

W3 
8578 

SeeM# 
Even Upper 
and Lower. 

8579 

R ^ 

H. i ?ai 
F. pae 
W .ba 
N. be, ba 

M. ( ?ai 
Y. p'-ae 
Sz. p'-ai 
K .pc 

. hai^ lai 
A. bai 

Even Lower. 

Sport; amusement. 

IS A it Z m M the 

people of his day likened hira 

to a low-comedy actor,—of f 

m Hsiao Liu of the Liao 

dynasty. 

The noise of spitting, 

clearing the throat, snoring’ 
etc. 

To arrange in order; to 

dispose; a row; a line; a 

rank. To shove; to push; 

to denounce (see 3721 and 
12,138). 

3? m»' m to set in order; 

to dispose. The second is also 
to lecture or scold. 

to dress with 

great taste. 

|S$ to draw up in line of battle. 

$P or to draw up 

troops. 

Vp Ilf) t0 spread; to arrange; to 

draw up (troops). 

-j^P 'UK to lay the table for meals. 

See 8562. 

to arrange the incense- 

table or altar, — for the cele¬ 
bration of various ceremonies. 

to set up type; to compose. 

W¥Z tended him carefully. 

# M ' to arrange the Diagrams,— 

for divination. 

to arrange seats,—as 

to precedence, etc. 

# # m ceremonies between 

equals or coevals. 

« to erect,—as scaffolding 

# m * to entertain, — as 

guests. 

Ip ^ edged with fringe. 

mm to collect; to bring to¬ 

gether. 

to lead the way,—as a 

military escort. 
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mm the way-bill of a Govern¬ 

ment-courier, — on which the 
bearer’s hours of arrival and 
departure at the various stations 
are duly recorded. 

mutton chops. 

m n m n {hang1) arranged 

in two rows. 

m m (hang1) to arrange the 

names of brothers so that in 
each name there shall be a part 

common to all, as jq 7^ t 

, etc.; if a single 

word, the Radical, as 
etc. 8583. 1 * ’ 

mn hang2 jg what is 

your seniority among your bro 
thers ? 

am the second. 

mm to explain; to make peace. 

mm% peace-makers. 

m H ffl (or ^ settle 

difficulties between people. 

m it °r m s to arrange diffi¬ 

culties. 

to settle up; to arrange, 

m ^ to exhibit; to show off. 

a swaggerer; one 

who puts on side. 

$■ ^ m « always getting 

into hot water. 

m H ffij (or [g ) 7^ pushed 

the door open and went in. 

m ih « m to overthrow 

mountains and turn the ocean 
upside down, — the impression 
caused by a heavy sea. 

his denunciation 

of Buddha and Lao Tzu, [as.] 

m Wt ifr to mutilate an 

ancient text, — by cutting pas¬ 
sages out on suspicion. 

3iwmm verse consisting 

of five characters to the line. 

8582 

R# 

SeeM 
SinkingUpper. 

8583 

R# 

H. | fal 
F. p'-wai 
W .p'-a 
N .p'-e,p'-a 
P. 
M. p'-ai 
Sz. 
Y. p^ae 
K. p'-ae 

|j. hat 
K.fai 

Sinking 
Upper. 

To branch off. 

See 945L 

See 9511. 

To branch, as a river; to 
ramify. A section; a party; 

a school. To appoint to a 
post; to depute; to send. To 

distribute. Numerative of 
places, groups of trees, etc. 

to branch out; a branch 

of a family. 

W jii m £i] the rivers branch 

out in various directions. 

mm to depute; to send on 

official duty. 

MM to send or appoint an 

officer. 

mm or ffi T to send runners, 

to appoint. 

mm to order; to prescribe; to 

direct. 

mi% to send with orders. 

MB 2 A a deputy. 

# m to detach for special 

service. 

mm to despatch; to detach. 

to allot to each his re¬ 

spective duties; to detach, as 
troops. 

&m&M to send each to 

his place; to distribute forces 
at various points. 

to decide upon; to allot, 

as a site. 

m. Hfj t0 make out> as accounts. 

mn to expose for sale. 

mm the “scale” of a house¬ 

hold. 

itiL&M mmjz every¬ 

thing is done at his house on a 
large and liberal scale. 

mxm scale large and 

note high,—an air of importance 
or authority. 

a set of characters, used 

in a certain order to distinguish 
the generations of a family as 
first, second, third, fourth, etc. 
As one of these characters is 
brought into the name of each 
individual member, his place in 

H. pai 
F 
W .pa 
N .p‘e 

M. \?ai 
K .pe 
J. hai 
A. bai 

SinkingUpper, 

the genealogical tree can be at 
once determined. See 8579. 

8583 'm ^ the name given in common, 

as above, to the various members 
of the same generation, — e.g. 

fa hi and fi1 ^ • 

8585 

R. 

mm* belonging to the samel 

generation,—all the members) 
of which are distinguished byf 
the same character, as above. 

iE m direct issue or descent. 

Also, honest; respectable; well- 
behaved. 

mm^m descendants from I 

the wife. 

IXM-T-M descendants from 

concubines. 

t/7 M Ui —* m t0 add a sPur| 
to Mt. Omi,—to have posterity. I 

—‘ m Ifft ill E=I the whole J 
lot are white. 

—’ ^ W R is all a made-up | 

story. 

— MM# a grouP of dark | 

fir-trees. 

a lovely place l| 

mm to contribute pro rata. 

^ equally divided. 

M. M sl-vIc- 

^ m ft si Li-s school (ofl 

landscape painting) is coarse and f 
hard. 

dogmatism. 

m&m scepticism. 

m criticism. 

The sound of waves. 

£ roaring billows. See 8886. 

P. v. cpai 
J. ha, he 
A. chaP 

Rising Lower. 

To pierce; to separate;] 

to open out. 

fjpj to break,—as bread. 

broke off a piece, 

to set a saw. 
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8586 

8537 

|R yf 
|Seefe 
I Rising Upper. 

[ pan 

8588 

|Mt 
ic 
H. ( 

IF. pang, v. 
peing 

I W. pa, ^ba 
iN.paan 
IP. / 
I M. 1 Pan 

I Y. paa 
I Sz. pan 

IK. p'-an 
IJ. lian 
] A. ban 

I Rising Upper 

Same as 8634. 

Great; wide. 

j=f your country I 

is large and beautiful. 

A board ; a plank ; a 

wooden tablet inscribed with 

administrative regulations; 

a block for printing from 

(see 7583). A bar in music. 

See 1783, 2597. Used with| 

8589. 

-fe ^ or 7k feplanks; boards; | 

timber; planking. 

— a plank. 

small boards. 

-i#IS a crack in a| 

board. 

1ST a flattened bamboo fori 

beating criminals, 

fe the typography isgood. 

Also, the make-up (ofa fur robe)! 
is good, i.e. the pieces used are | 
large and sound. 

trtsT to bamboo,—on the I 

thighs. 

tr ^ fe to bamboo on the | 

hand. 

= 1S a sampan, — said to be| 

derived (1) from the Chinese! 
term here given, viz. “three! 
boards;” (2) from a Malay word] 
for a small boat. See 1132. 

RpJ fe castanets. 

is boards, — for inclosing! 

Chinese books in a library, etc. 
See 1132. 

a despatch placed 

between boards and securely | 
sealed, as when on important! 
business or to be conveyed a I 
long distance. 

m is a board for making pastry I 
on. 

IS Wi Registrar’s Office, 

fe H a wooden stool. 

m 
SS88 

IS if or t&m a wooden wall 

or fence; boarding; panels. 

i$C j'lM a wardrobe; a press. 

3^. ^fe hoards which support the 

tiles on a roof. 

IS Wi board ribs,—a term imply-1 

ing strength, like broad-chested, f 
^ Wz tA fe to tear iip the 

planks after crossing a bridge,— 
so that others shall not benefit. 

a coffin. 

^ts and Wits the lid and I 

bottom of a coffin, respectively.! 
The second is also the floor of| 
a downstairs room. 

-ffc fe the ceiling. 

-'fe '•he floor of an upstairs] 

room. 

±fe to put up the shutters! 

(for the night); to go to press. 

;fe ^4 or ^ ^ slabs of stone. 

See 5784. 

9j fe t0 he published, - 

newspaper. 

^ to store up the blocks,- 

from which a book has been! 
printed, with a view to further I 
editions. [This phrase has been! 
said to refer to copyright, on I 
which see 3390.] 

fe H PJf ft the blocks are! 

under our control,—used in the 
sense of copyright; all rights| 
reserved. 

ij|| in order to secure! 

copyright, 

if* to touch up old blocks 

for producing a second edition. 

Ilf -fe the hne clear typography 

of books printed under govern-1 
ment auspices; official edition. 

0$ 'fe Pa!ace edition,—a namel 

given to certain Editions de luxe, 
prepared for Imperial use. 

r£fe movable type,—first made I 

by Pi Sheng, about a.d. 1045, 
of baked clay; under the Ming 
dynasty of wood; under the 
present dynasty of copper, etc.[ 

fc'P 1S T £ stereotyped lan¬ 

guage,—without originality. 

8® IS — 4= — M M 
speaks very correctly,-as regards 
accent. 

£»£T1S not a stereotyped 

style. 

ma 
8588 

;fcfe too stereotyped, — 0f a| 

man’s actions, style, etc. 

feiH a note in a stereotyped! 

form,—as an application. 

fe M a Printed form; an appli¬ 

cation. 

preserved an immovable count¬ 
enance, without speaking 

to feel stiff. 

fe f°rmal; precise; unable to 
adapt oneself to circumstances 
etc. 

fe ^ or 

ting* (ting') obstinate; pig¬ 

headed. 

1?I fe sK an old-fashioned man; 

one who is not in sympathy with 
the times. 

God has reversed,] 

—his usual procedure. 

^ fir fe husband and 

wife like two planks, — which 
cannot be separated. 

mtM a metal plate in temples for 

worshippers to strike and so call 
the attention of the sleeping god. 

this to beat time; castanets. 

ftfj castanets used by blind 

men to notify their approach. 

% fe manager, — of a shop, aj 

troupe of actors, etc. 

IS NR musical time. 

^ ife quick time, 

t! fe slow time. 

* lawlessness. 

fe H M 1$ £ in times of 
trouble, the true minister is 
proved. 

1 St ft HIS 
the filial son wears mourning in 
front and sorrow on his back. 

felt the sole,—fish. 

is sis see 7797. 

Used with 8588. 

jrfc -pJJ the Board of Revenue. 

® H °r J!HP a register of I 

population; a census; rule; juris¬ 
diction. 

mm a register of population;] 

one’s native place, 

a jade tablet. 



T^-AJNT 
io 3 6 

m 
8589 

3 ^ t^ie w0°den tablet held in 

the hand at an audience, now 

called "f*#- Also, the clap¬ 

pers used at Confucian services; 
see 2920. 

“tS ¥$L §||| ^ threw down his 

insignia and resigned office. 

to carry the census tables 

on the back to the Emperor. 

^ a metal plate,—used as a 

bell. 

8592 

8590 

|Ryf 
|See 
I Rising Upper. 

859j 

1C .fun. fan 
IN. pouh^paan 
IY. pon, paa 

Isee^fj^ 

Even Upper. 

C. pun 
H. pan 
F. pivang, 

pang 
\V.cia,pa, 

c6o,p# 
N.poun 
P. I 
M. I *an 
Y. pou 
Sz. pan 
K. pan 
J. han 
A. ban 

Even Upper. 

To remove; to transport.! 

Used for 8605. See 11,905.! 
8595 

sm °' * ® or * ,o|R.fl,j 

change house. |c. ) 
H. j ?an 

or IF. pang, or or 

in -fern? or ^ tQ shift. t0|w.p™aaJ,a 

IN .paan 
P. 

Flat tiles. 

Manner; fashion; sort;) 

kind. 

II or ^ or M ^ or| 

Wi ^ ad kinds; every sort. 

M $$ ^ ^ ^jj all is destiny, 

is this kind; this way. See I 

xs xa so on and so on. 

—• the same. 

‘ ^ — exactly alike. 

—‘ JiBt °f same size. 

US * ® * medium sized. 

^ many kinds. 

+ a ©se TS the eighteen 

kinds of military exercises. 

j^| to bestow. 

$$£‘an2 il to go to and fro, or 

round and round. 

to distribute. 

Wl i)l m Parinirvana, — the 

second degree of Nirvana, corres¬ 
ponding to the mental process of 
resigning all exercise of thought. 

shortened form of ^ 

IP ^ see 5644, 9336. 

Prajna, or Salvation 

soup,—a euphemism for wine,| 
used by Buddhist priests. 

remove; to transfer. 

M t0 Put goods onl* \*an 

board ship. ly.paa 

H #) to transport stores, J./L 

—for an army. I A-l,an 
LAn .. ,. I Even Upper 
RK iM 52? the art of spiriting 

away things, as a magician does, 

W to carry thingsl 

hastily out,—as from a house on [ 
fire. 

I? ft Mi 9j insisted I 
on taking them out,—oranges | 
from a basket. 

tK *** to carry to and fro. 

s|g to vacate. & or 

R. 3 

See 

A. lb an 

Even Upper. 

m W or # 1^ W i*r to | 
carry tales; to make mischief. 

St to send under escort. 

St M t0 arrange- 

to make right wrong 

and wrong right, —of an un-[ 
scrupulous man. 

IfU to fight; to egg on; to| 

incite. 

$£ ^jjg a thumb-ring,—originally 

worn by archers. Also 

(— l|l read flan1, to pull out)| 

A mark or scar on the| 

skin. 

^ 'Wi m°les on the face. 

J* the scar of a sore, 

pock-marks. 

A striped, poisonous fly. 

-f|£ ^ the Chinese cantharidesl 

(Mylabris). See 8595. 

To distribute. To return;) 

to give back. To withdraw. 

iStatus ; a class; an order; 

a company. Of mixed co¬ 

lours; see 8597. Used with| 

|859t- 

to return their tokens of I 

office,—to the feudal nobles. 

M £ M 1 hear the | 

sound of horses retreating. 

0f|j to retreat with troops. 

A iil A ilE inflicted! 

a severe defeat on the Hunf 
chieftain, and forced him to| 
withdraw his army. 

— ft A a class or set of people. 

#0E to arrange the service,— 

of the underlings at a yamen\ 
who go on duty in relays. 

^ JiE to take one’s turn of duty. | 

[ Jl ^ to go on duty. 

T JEft or -j[|| to go off duty.! 

‘)£ to relieve those on duty] 

by a fresh batch. 

one’s “turn” for duty, etc. I 

to stand on duty, — as| 

underlings lining the sides of a[ 
court room. Also (milit.), to I 
stand at attention. 

Ife. doorkeepers at a yamen. 

JjfiE an official body-servant. 

H Ft three classes,—of yam&i\ 

underlings, as below. 

ft fiE the speedy class, — con-1 

stables; detectives. 

£t£jE the lusty class, — bailiffs] 

who serve summonses, etc. 

the black class,—gaolers] 

and those who bamboo prisoners.] 

fAia the squeezes or fees] 

oiyamtn runners demanded from | 
an arrested man. 

n m of the same class. 

» ft FiJ * each one sitting] 

according to his class. 

® ii ft he has not yet] 

been gazetted,—for promotion. 

-fU t0 buy rank higher than] 

one has a right to. 

a Han-lin by rank. | 

t 



mm a headman; a chief. 

&EJ& in order; the rumble ofj 

chariots. 

8596 

M $£ a supercargo; now taipan,Ij pan 

the head of a firm, from the IF. pang 

Cantonese. |W./a, pa 
Th. ..... 

Wila double set of chair-1P. ( . 
r , IM 

coolies, who accompany thely' laa 
chairs of high personages in I Sz. 
.Peking, those who are not em-|K.pan 

ployed following in a cart. Ij. han 

$£ or relative rank;] Even UPPe 

place in the scale. 

SEW rank; degree; a colleague. 

StttF best calico. See 6568. I 8597 

m or ^ company L 

of a Chinese theatre,—consist-1 pieng 

Even UPPer. 

ing ot 56 persons in all 
follows:— 

3 JEfi 

■ JE£ 2 M £ 
5 a 5 ;b ^ 

3 3 M M 
2 sb ^ 

■-76® 
■ *a 1 MM 
■t^a 11 MM 
4,i a 5 3% 5b 
■ nji 

£ 

general manager. 

'xM a theatrical im¬ 

presario. 

^ ^ 3^ tell the I 

boatswain to go aloft and look| 
out. 

to swing an axej 

at the door of T# Lu Pan, 

w 
Blotches on 

dark-coloured 

the 

spots. 

skin 8599 
P. pan 

[An|“;/r 
unauthorised character, usedKz-/<™ 
for 8593 and 8597.] J J. han 

K.fin 

the Goddess of I Sinkmg 
„ I Irregular. 
Scarlet-fever. See 8597. 

—the God of Carpenters; sc. to I 
teach one’s grandmother. 

Pan Ch‘ao (1stJ 

century) giving up the pen,- 
for the sword. 

Stt# cantharides. See 8594. 

8598 

8599 

Ir. fit] 
m $J (or M) M, tik to strew 

rushes (or straw) and talk of I 
old times. See 2157. |C./a» 

IH. pan, p'-an1- 

bjit j}J(| the turtle-dove (TurturIF. paing'- 

rupicola). See 8597. |n'.paat 

A stripe or streak; hence, 

phase or aspect; spotted; 

mottled ; variegated ; used 

for 8613 (see 6714). 

JM striped and spotted; 

mottled. 

M % streaks; stripes. 

^ one stripe 

(i.e. aspect) of reform measures. 
See 12,744. 

JJJ (ft variegated, 

ffiitt freckles on the face, 

ittfj- mottled bamboo. 

Ifi theatrical costumes. See 

8S95- 

pimples; heat spots. 

to have scarlet-fever. 

J%£ jlJ| a pigeon. Also, Medicago 

denticulata, W., M. lupiilina, L., 
and Lespedeza striata, II. & A., 
the latter of which is also known 

“ IS isfc *4 
SS jf; Aspidium deltodon, 

Baker. 

Ariscema serratum, Thbg. 

2S H see 7690. 

Same as 8607. 

To dress; to dress up;| 

to disguise oneself. 

tr# or style of dress. 

three-tenths herself and seven- 
tenths her dress,—of a made-up [ 
beauty. 

w 

R 

R. 

8601 

K. pan,pun 

Even UPPer. 

disguised as con- 

+ ^ tT # ^ for 
perfection in dress (includes 
beauty of women), Hangchow 
stands first. 

stables. 

l4r M t0 dress up in old 

style,—as on the stage, etc. 

lli] to carry dressed-up 

children in processions 

to disguise oneself 

as one of the people and make 

enquiries,—a method occasion¬ 
ally adopted by the officials. 

JUtor # JB.to “make up” in 

theatricals; to dress in character. 

ffi to dress up as; to per 

sonate. 

# h! SIS — IB J# £ what 
is he dressing up as? what part 
does he take? 

^ cold,—of food 

fy 3. cold bean-curd,— 

eaten with soy, etc. 

8600 

W3t 

s" Se 14 
Even UPPer 
and Lower. 

*■3. 

To bestow. 

8601. 

Used with 

would not pay taxes. 

To bestow; to promul¬ 
gate. 

confer upon, 

—as the Emperor does. 

mm or mT to issue,—as 

orders to subordinates. 

| an Imperial Proclamation. 

to decree,—as the Em 

peror. 

ttZ or tfi t0 promulgate 

®f is ft m # % m,he 
rules for the filing of plaints are 
to be issued soon. 

ff to publish by authority. 

to distribute rewards,—as 

a monarch. 

& # a grey head,—an old 

man. 

Read fen2. Having a 

arge head. 

M m * -f showing their 

large heads,—of fishes. 



[ io55 

IC. pun 
IH. p'-an 
IF. puiang 
IW. bo 
IN .pouii 
IP. 1 
IM. 1 pan 
I Sz. ) 
IY. pou 
IK. pan 
IJ. han 
I A. ban 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Half; to halve. See I 

7622, 8731. [To be dis¬ 

tinguished from ^ 9310.] 

—* one half. 

# PPl jnl or — 
jf|ff to cut in half. 

less than half. 

—* —* =|i half and half, as I 

when mixing two things; half! 
each, as when dividing a thing; j 
half at a time. ! 

— ^ ^ ^ bring half) 

at a time. 

4' 4 Z$gor# 

not half way. 

you are just half! 

way. 

ft jig fin® to break down half | 

way. 

ftft® the lower half. 

®ft#ft!® the lower half| 

of the wall. 

nil half as high as a| 
pagoda. 

^or (tM ^f °r =^f the| 
greater half. 

ilfcllft£ this is more than | 

half,—the battle. 

^ ^ or :=ji Jjij£ in mid-air. I 

^F fill Si fl an etherealised| 
body. 

=^- \ =^- half man, half| 

devil,—ugly; deformed. 

4 is $ 
/|jjt half believing, half doubting. I 

ft ft ft 1 half ripe; half j 
cooked. 

ftftft half visible and| 

half invisible. 

ftsjft 0jg halflight; obscure. 

ft IS) ft fl partly open. 

# ^ (°r ^ P± half con-1 

cealed and half confessed. 

it is half genuine] 

and half counterfeit. 

® # % # half ofl 

them are Mahommedans. 

ft$ midnight. 

am twice as| 

old as you. 

ft* middle-sized. 

ft*** 
tures. 

R. 

silk and cotton mix-1 C.pun1- 
H. s-p'-an^p'-anL 
F. p‘wang, 

If A ± half one’s bodyL.-f^ 

in the earth,—one foot in the|N,<5<’"” 
1P. pan grave. 
IM .pan 

^ W ^F W nearly fifty years I pt°u 
r I Sz. pa?l 

of age- K . pan 

ftffiA»'ftp« 

ft middle-aged. I linking 
Lower. 

4 m a short time. 

ft* a son-in-law. 

fti£** to get rid of one’s 

wife in middle life. 

3t $ ft 2 half the amount 

will be payable for a dog. 

® ^ ft 2 the short ones 

were only half,—as long. 

:=j=- to break in half. 

half each; to divide equally. 

^F Alb) or ft* a considerable 
time. 

=f=- ^ the merest trifle. 

^f=- Im" a stammerer. 

ft* half spring,—not down¬ 

right indecent, but suggestive. 

§ =|=- in the middle of the drink¬ 

ing. 

4 A EH a foil and counterfoil; 

two documents stamped with 
one seal, half on each. 

^|=- half duty,—i.e. coast trade, 

duty. Also, transit dues. See# 

^F M a coast trade duty %D^ 
(deposit) certificate. 

ftlftM a half duty certi 

ficate; a transit certificate in 
wards. 

^F M M * “half draw¬ 
back.” 

41 Pmellia tuberifera, Te- 

nore. 

4M the grey partridge (Perdix^K 

barbata). 

^F ^ 31 Lobelia radicans\c-P^^Fp 

Thbg- j p<-an\ v.piuri 

8604 

R. 

8605 

A comrade; an associate.) 

To attend on. See 5078. 

Mft or 4 IS a companion;] 

a chum. 

-ffi an old chum; a wife, 

a partner; a companion. 

ffi 4 ft 51 II St to 
join him as partner or assistant. 

# ^ f it his compan 

ion for thirteen hundred years,] 
—of a goblet in an old coffin. 

to accompany. 

ft S' the servant of a petty 

military official. 

ft® a maid who accompanies] 

a bride to her husband’s home.] 

ftn attendants on the Emperor. 

"fl" H! or & t0 beep watch 

by a corpse the night before | 
burial. I 

# & ^ the boon-com-j 

panion Minister, —a nickname] 

given to £ *g| ^ Lu Huai- 

shen of the T‘ang dynasty, as] 
having no abilities beyond those] 
necessary for eating and drink¬ 
ing. 1 

Read p‘arF. 

to enjoy oneself by stroll¬ 

ing about. 

A woman with catame¬ 

nia, distinguished in ancient| 

times by a red patch on 

her face. See ^ 10,978. 

HI ^ fl jjjpj at the] 

time of her periods a woman] 
may not serve in the ancestral! 
hall. 

Mflil excused herself on the| 

ground of being “unwell.” 

To separate; to throw 

away. Used with *£|J 8638. 

See 8633. 

I?fc to open an oyster 

and get a pearl. 
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JF 
8605 

F. Lpwang, 
p'-wang3 

W. ibo 
N. C/‘<7K», 

boun3- 
P. pan3 
M./<?»3, v.pen3 
Y.poll‘d cp'~in, 

cp'-ou 
Sz. pan 
K. /<z» 
J. //(?» 
A. c_/h», 

Very 
Irregular. 

8606 

R. 

C. piin 
H. ‘pan 
F. p'-wang3- 
W. bo'- 

N. boun 
P. p'-an 
M. p'-an 
Y. p'-ozi 
Sz. p'-an 
K.pan 
J. han 
A. ban 

Sinking 
Lower. 

t¥it to wrangle. See 11,905 

to throw a stone. 

^ P‘an* ^ Pan' It tO 
throw away life and fortune. 

/!* 
8607 

C. pun 
H. p'-an, v. pan 
F. pwang 
W. bo* 
N. boun 
P.pan 
M. p an ^ p'-an 
Y. p^ou 
Sz. pan^p'-an 
K. pan 

. han 
A. ban 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A path dividing fields 

a side-walk; a bank. To 

leave; to reject. To trans 

gress; to rebel. Also read 
p'an4. 

^ If HI farmers yield¬ 

ed the boundary-lines,—in the 
Golden Age, instead of fighting 
for them as they do now. 

fcfl# the bank of a river; a 

towing-path. 

(9^: or J9|: a path by the 

side of the road; to go astray. 

tit 0 S B M. 1# Mithe 
world regards him as one who 
deviates from the Canon and 
strikes out into by-ways,—said 
of Chuang Tzii. 

fiE (Ijf: be not like those 

who reject this and cling to that. 

^ t0 vi°late the 
duties of one’s office and leave 
one’s post. 

^ pT Jtsi $1 1# ^ one may 
thus not overstep the boundary. 

0 4 41# he is holding 

Chung-mou, in an attitude of 
rebellion. 

A fetter; a lasso ; a loop; 
a catch; hobbles. To trip 

over; to be hindered by. 

^ -^r a rope for tying a 

horse’s legs when teaching him 
to amble. 

IS M ffl M 4 ^ •» «rip 
him up; to “pull his leg.” 

^1 to strike the foot against. 

a rope stretched so as 

to trip people up. 

^ M hindered hand 

and foot. 

8607 

w 
8608 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

8609 

86ro 

C. pan 
H. p'-an 
F. paing 
W. ba 

N.baan 
P. pan 
M. pan 
Y. paa 
Sz. pan 
K. p'-an 

han 
A. bien 

Sinking 
Lower. 

to trip and fall. 

1$ $1 111 $\ was tripped 
up by the root of a plum-tree. 

~jj* tripped over the thresh¬ 

old. 

hindered; kept back. 

tr *1 1$ iL °r tr # 
or tT 8%) to stumble 

$mL ^ hindered; in 

coherent, as language. 

hindered by 

the journey,-as being too long or 
too difficult. Also, hindered by 
the rights and wrongs involved. 

m m n « « m » ^ 
machinery (e.g. the trigger) was 
caught in the opening of his 
sleeve. 

Read p^an^. 

^ a button-loop. 

^ a hat-string. 

Ropes; traces. Used with 

8607. 

See 8643. 

To transact; to do; to 
perform ; to manage; to 
provide. See 10,547. 

M ^ to transact business,—of| 

any kind. Also, to arrange a 
son’s marriage. 

|)5f or Wt ^ t0 transact 
official business. 

|jjf ;£§! to transact; to perform. 

mMT' # mismanage. 

|)jf t0 nonage satisfactorily. 

M ^ W)or M ^unable 
to put through,—as some diffi¬ 
cult business; impracticable. 

mnn well managed. 

ffit- 0? tbe way tr£arisacting 
any business; the conditions; a 
measure. 

to be authorised to ma- 

8610 

8611 

C.pan, \.fan 
W ./‘a3 

See if 
A. bien 

Sinking 
Lower. 

8612 

86r3 

Rf'J 

See jjff 

Even Upper. 

nage; to be granted the manage¬ 
ment of. 

fflt M to deal with cases, law 
suits, etc. 

Wt %ti t0 settle a case- 

to enquire into and take 

action accordingly. 

wm to punish. 

if £i? to prepare a despatch. 

■fit if to make ready beforehand; 

to provide. 

Bt if PKl a11 these 
things had been got ready before¬ 
hand. 

^ if to provide; to lay in. 

if pto manage the distribution 

of relief,—in distressed districts 

ffi% to buy or import goods. 

if ^ t0 hnport 
foreign machinery, 

if fg to give a banquet. 

if t0 arranoe f°r the giving 

or issuing of. 

fij Wt A promoters,—as of a 

company. 

m± an imitation of “pence.” 

A section; a division. 

^ the petals of a flower. 

— M Z # If fic il was 
difficult to keep the fragrance ofj 
a single petal,—i.e. to preserve 
her reputation untarnished after 
what had happened. 

f£ it % £ -* H # wh0 
could deem the Master worthy 
only of trifling honour? 

^ the “quarters” or divisions 

of a head of garlic. 

the two halves of a bean 

^ ^ two pieces; two slices; 

two halves. 

* m m % encrusted with 

pearls. 

See 9209. 

Veined; streaked; 

marbled. See 6714. 
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8614 

|c. coll .fan3- 

Sinking 
Lower. 

8615 

m 
8618 

R. 

ISee^ 

Even Lower. 

8619 

M‘ 
J3XL 

8620 

IH. p'an 

I F. pivang 
|W.« 

Mud; mire. 

M mud- 

mmm sewage. 

all over mud. 

beware of a I 

thorn in the mud,—take heed) 
how you injure the feeble. 

SGfST unlucky,—a term used in 

astrology. 

P'AN. 

Same as 8634. 

To show the white of the I 

eye. 

mm a film spreading over the I 

eye. 

To move. Extravagant. 

An old woman. 

^ to and fro. 

^ JfflJ to walk with a rolling gait. 

/‘r’2 ^ ^ Vasudeva,—the I 

name under which Vishnu is| 
known to Chinese Buddhists. 

A tray. A hut. Used I 

for 8620. 

ft §1 1 tray. 

* to drum on a tray I 

in a happy frame of mind; to| 
amuse oneself. 

he has reared his| 

hut on the level height. 

to stop; not to advance. 

See 8593. 

A dish; a plate; a tray. 

To coil up; to turn around; 

to wheel. To examine. See\ 

JIp 10,588. 

M a plate; a dish; a tray. 

jiii. 

8620 
N. boun 
P. 1 
M. ! p'-an 
Sz. ) 
Y. plou 
K. pan 
J. han 
A. ban 

Even Lower 

to juggle with plates,- 

known since the Han dynasty, 

fflt to wriggle. 

t S i W t 
(chih*) dishes or bowls which 
convey a moral or prohibition! 
(by shape, etc.), have inscrip¬ 
tions,—of bronzes. 

to carry them all I 

out on a tray; to exhibit all the! 
details; to make a clean breast I 
of it. See below. 

—‘ ^ a game of chess. 

the crystal bowl,—a 

fancy name for a river. 

a golden plate,—the moon. 

a lamp. 

Jjfy or an abacus. See| 

io,378. 

to turn a matter over in | 

one’s mind. 

lj£ ^ t0 wmd UP>—as accounts. 

^ ft Q M. Wc M the tea- 
hongs had already closed their I 
books. 

^ t0 hand over; to transfer, 

to convey; to remove. 

m # a expenditure on| 

account of transport, 

to tranship. 

to complete a transaction.! 

mm ordinary market price; at| 

par. 

market-rate not fixed.! 

to open the market. 

the tightness or I 

otherwise of the money market. 

m 9. m )\\ ”1 
or ^ travelling] 

expenses; an allowance. 

| 2 provided for him¬ 

self. 

I or ^ t0 coil uPr 

£ trussed like a| 

__ f »r ffi I 
sit cross-legged. See 9382. 

to wind round. 

± to coil or wind up. 

a coil of joss-stick. 

J2LU 

8620 

Jfp to coil oneself up. 

^ a coiled dragon. 

H A? to wheel in the air,—as| 

birds. 

M Wt 4* 431 no circling fly | 

below,—in autumn. 

to coil round the bar, 

—to perform gymnastic feats on 
a horizontal bar. 

^ embarrassment; bad luck. | 

m m ^ but for gnarled roots 

and twisted knots, there would 
be no means of telling the sharp 
weapon,—from the blunt. 

a winding road. 

to go roundJ 

by the bamboo grove. 

? ±, 
so the boy caught hold of the 
rope and swarmed up. 

Tggt to interrogate. 

M # to investigate; to search.| 

^ til 5°75- 

fifii — ^ question him,—to j 

find out what learning he has. 

Sn: t0 closely question. 

mm to expose a person by | 

questioning. 

||| t0 make a seizure. 

^ to take stock of goods. 

M M to fleece all round. 

H ^ to persecute; to harass (by 

squeezing). 

^ lif p‘an Ku, —a legendary 

being, said to have been deve-| 
loped from chaos and to have| 
assisted in the formation of the! 
universe. 

#P #P '$} Hke a Plate, likel 

hot water,—sc. boys quarrelling, j 
Alluding to the story of the 
two boys whom Confucius saw 
arguing about the sun. One 
said, “When the sun rises, he is I 
as big as a wheel, but at noon[ 
he is only the size of a plate, 
and therefore further off.” To| 
which the other replied, “In the 
morning he is quite cool, but 
at noon he is like hot water, 
and therefore nearer to us.’’ 
Confucius was unable to decide | 
their controversy. 

i33 
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8621 

R. 

|See$g 

Even Lower. 

W 
8625 

A huge rock; firm-, stable.) 

^ ^ ^ the peace of a 

huge rock,—which remains as it 
is, undisturbed. 

m the country 

tranquil as a rock. 

H th SfKfS to give to 

the country a rock-like (well 
established) peace. 

^ on a grand scale; impos¬ 

ing. 

banditti springing up in numbers 
and without intermission year 
after year. 

To bend the feet underl 

one. 

ISli»|#lL. 
to sit cross-legged. I _ 29 

^ 'fP] a figure on a ball, or|R‘^C 

with its legs rolled up to form|See 
a ball,-the “rowly-bowly, never Even y 
fall over of street toymen. 1 

C .p'un 
H. p'an 
Y-P'-ang, 

p'-wang 
N. p'-oun 
W .p's 

P. p'-un 
M .p'-un 
Y. p'-un 
Sz. p'an 
K. pun, pon 
J. hurt 
A.fun 

Even Upper. 

Same as 8622. 

A large girdle; a pouch) 

or reticule. 

'flf? a girdle. See 2934. 

^ a girdle with a mirror] 

attached as ornament. 

^ a leather pouch,—for men. 

^ ^ a silken pouch, — for) 

women. 

8630 

F. Jiang, 
cp'-wang 

See M 

[ *058 

Water in which rice has 

been washed. An affluent 

of the river Han, in | 

Honan. 

§p jJ'j'J an old name for 

Jf| Mou-ming Hsien inKuang-| 

tung. 

Read fan*. A District I 

in Chihli under the Han and| 

If- Chin dynasties. 

Read pox. 

mm a District in Anhui under 

the Eastern Han dynasty. 

To die of disease, esp. 

of the womb. Read fan1 w 
in Peking. 8633 

if + A nine 
Wmm 

on 
women out of ten have some w 
trouble with the womb. See C. p'-un3 "p'-un 

r9°3- H. p'un", Jin 

F- cPHnSt 

A tributary of the 

Wei river in Shensi. 

Grey hair. 

I JH hair not yet grey. 

See 3383. 

8632 

I H. cfan,sp'an 

See 

Even Lower. 

To provoke; to abuse. 

cP'-iang 
IW. p'o,, cp'a 
IN. cp'-oun 
I P. Jan 
IM. Jan 
] Y. Sp'in, S.p'-ou 
I Sz. J'ati 
IK. pun, pion 
Ij. han, hen 
I A. bietP-, Jien 

Very 
Irregular. 

See 3388. 

To coil up; to curl round; 

to wreathe. Used with! 

8620. 

iff to sit cross-legged; to 

squat; to occupy, as squatters 
do. 

ri m m m the dragon lay] 

coiled in the mud. 

ft ikjf a cane with dragons J 
carved round it. 

$1 $11 t0 curl round; to form a| 

spiral. 

^ ^ [JLf ^ the clouds encir¬ 

cle the mountain tops. 

reaching to heaven above and] 
earth beneath. 

“■ajst 

m m peaches of immortal¬ 

ity, which grew in the garden 

of s I # Juno (apples of 

the Hesperides). Now, the flat 
peach. 

# a festival on the 3rd 

of the 3rd moon in honour of 

the birthday of rJH Ip jn. 
See 8067. ‘ 

the moufflon or wild sheep 

of Kokonor (Ovis Ammon or 
Argali). 

Read fan*. Wood-lice I 

insects found in damp 

places. 

To brush away; to reject; 

to disregard. [Commonly 

but wrongly used for 

8605.] 

I# or f# £ or ^ to| 

cast aside; to reject. 

gone for ever. 

f#Bt to disregard money; to 

speculate rashly. 

ffy HU to compromise a matter. 

Read p^m*. See 9290. 

to risk one’s life. 

— A 
when one man disregards his 
life, ten thousand others are nol 
match for him. 

SB fit# 7 to follow him atj 

all hazards. 

t#«§ to act recklessly; to be] 

over-venturesome. 

f# _t — ^ Bi even if Jj 

give up the whole night to it,| 
without sleep. 

f# ^ ^ vM If ll letus| 
even go to the length of inviting! 
him to a banquet,—and so get I 
hold of him. 

Read fen4 or pien4. 

sweep. To clap the ham 

1 I have swept clt 

and await your arrival. 

Read fanx. The appe; 
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8633 

R. 

8634 

M 
G. p'-an 
H. pan 
F. pSng, 

p'-wang 
.p'-a 
p'-aan 

(p'-an 

IY. p'-an 
IK. pan 
IJ. han 
I A. fan 

Even Upper, 

ance of a bird in flight. 

Same as 3390. 

f# m m .§ (the wren) took j 
flight and became a (large) bird. 

Read filing1. 

-fat# AZH to scrape together; 

to collect. 

To seize; to grasp; to 

drag down; to implicate. 

To climb up; see 47, 13,742.) 

^ ^ to detain,—as a friend. 

£14 to seize the • cassia,—to 

take the master’s degree. Also, 
to marry a wife. 

to seize the red 

cassia, — to take the master’s 
degree. See 6435. 

Ip I venture to drag 

your chariot,—to my house; a 
conventional phrase in invita¬ 
tions. 

Read pan1. To takel 
away; to pull out. 

M ft/ 3F M # T ^ 
"J” he has had all his teeth pulled 

out. 

IP to force open the | 

mouth,— e.g. of a dead person. 

it 1® 3F ® ip y lr 11 
can’t pull out this tooth. 

Ip ^ to draw a bow. 

Ip t^St y* at full cock,—ofl 
a gun. 

Ip —• ^0 at half cock. 

n 
8638 

8635 

Ip to have the honour to 

vite. 

to haul on a rope. 

* S 1 cannot haul it in. 

T* to pull down. 

itt; V gj to make this a 

handle for conversation. 

[t Ip §5 to seize the oppor-| 

tunity to get into conversation, 

or |lp to implicate; 

to involve. 

$0 to incriminate by evidence. 

He 

C. p'-an 
\\. p'-an 
F. h u>ang-, 

p'-wang, 

fang* 
W. p'-a 
N. p'-aan 
P. p'-an 
M. p,an 
Y. p'-aa 
Sz. p'-an 
K. pan 

|J. han 
A. fan 

SinkingUpper. 

8636 

A loop; a belt; a band. 

a button-loop. 

$11 the throat-lash of a Chinese I 

hat, which fastens with a loop. I r. 

8639 

if- 

ip to accompany; to be the| 

fellow of., 

£ to aspire to the hand of. 

V ^ to fail in one’s 

aspirations. 

Ip I could not ven¬ 

ture to aim so high,—as when 
a man in a lofty position invites 
another in a humble position to 
become his friend. 

S] _h Ip ambitious. 

0 to scale crags. 

It or to climb. 

8637 

R!& 
See ^ 

SinkingUpper 

863s 

G. p'-un 
H. 

F. p'-wang 
W.pS 
N. p'-ouh 
P. p'-an 
M. p'-an 
Y. p'-oti 
K. p'-an 

|J. han 
A. fan 

Sinking 
Upper. 

See 8611. 

I G.p'-un 
IH .p'-an 
IF. p'-wang 
I W. p's 
IN. p'-oun 
IP. p'-an 
I M. p'-an 
I Y. p'-oti 
|Sz .p'-an 
I K.pan 
Ij. han 
I A. fan 

Sinking 
Upper. 

^ (hao*) to shout; to bawl.I 

To melt. Used for 8639. 

To cut in two; to sepa¬ 

rate; to decide; to give I 

judgment. jjf 12,294. 

H — :K FiUk, fin H 
41! ^3 S a ham isaham, 

but there are degrees of good¬ 
ness as far apart as sky and sea. 

^lj to divide. 

»t« m to part heads) 

and separate sleeves,—to part, 
as friends. 

|jp f ij to hear and decide a case. 

^lj ||ff or ij5|] to decide a 

case; to give judgment. 

W 
8640 

^lj a judgment; a sentence. 

fit yi t0 note the judgment,— 

on the records of the case. 

-77 thereupon he I 

took a pen and wrote down the I 
following decision. 

flj to sentence to imprison¬ 

ment. 

a record of cases. m 

f‘J ^ or flj the judges in) 

Purgatory. 

flj to separate and to unite;! 

to join halves to make one, as| 
man and wife. See 8640. 

yi {$. to mark the copy-writing, 

—of a schoolboy, as good or bad. 

^lj to draw in profile. 

The chief college of a 

State, so called from the 

semi-circular pond within its! 

precincts. To be melted; 

see 8637. A bank; a shore;| 

used for 8606. 

01 # the colleges of J 
the Feudal States. 

1^ ^ the outermost of the three 

courts in the Confucianl 

temple. Also as preceding entry. I 

a semi-circular pool in the 

above court. 

t s$ to cross the above! 

pool,—to take the first or bachel-| 
or’s degree. 

/§£ ^ pleasant is thej 

semi-circular water,—of the col¬ 
lege. 

to enter the public schools. 

it w. * n before the ice is | 

melted. 

H M # 4 the marsh has itsj 

shores. 

A division; half; to join. 

^ ^ "o’ iii husband and 

wife uniting to make one. &«? 
8638. 1 

SinkingUpper, 
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I See 

\.fan,fien 

I SinkingUpper, 

"8(542 

SinkingUpper. 

R’lt 
IC .fun 
I H. pan 
I F. fiwang 
IW. &» 
I N. <£/>//« 
I P.p'-an 
I M. p'-an 
I Y. /or/, f-ou 
I Sz. pan, p'-an 
I K. pan 
Ij. han 
| A. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

HT 
8644 

IC. p'-an 
B. p'-an 
F. p'-wang 
W./‘/z 

I N. p'-aan 
P. 

IM. p'-an 
I Sz. 

IY. p'aa 
IK. pan 
IJ. han 
I K. fan 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Plain, uncoloured ear- o 

ments. Also read fan\ 

M. clothes for hot weather. 

w 
8644 

i to watch for. 

W % # humbly hoping J 
for a reply. 

w 
8648 

To manage. o Used for 
8639. 

or 

% $ or ^ 

To rebel. Brilliant; lus¬ 

trous. 

to disown allegiance. 

rjfc rebels, 

to revolt. 

^ IL hellion. 
JM. to plot rebellion. 

'fM M M $$ j;!. sporting 

in their glorious brilliancy,—of 
the stars going round the pole. 

The black and white ol 

the eye clearly defined. To 

gaze at; see 6688. To long 

for. 

n 0 how lovely her I 

eyes, with the black and white 
so well defined! 

^ to turn the eyes; to give 

a glance. 

"|f* ere one has wink¬ 

ed, . 

0^ °r 0^ &or 0^ iiior 
0^ S to long for; to hope. 

hoping always. 

0^ MM something to hope for; our 

object. 

0^ii to long for rain. 

jjjj anxiously hoping for. 

m # w long ardently 

for a grandson. 

0j} ® to beS- 

0^ oil t0 awak your arrival. 

8645 

if 

*S$ 

SinkingUpper. 

wx 
8646 

The banks of a stream. 

R. sat 

See 

Rising Lower. 

Harsh; unable to please. 

cross-grained; morose. 

ST 
8647 

R. fM aPf 
C. -p'ong 
H. -p'-ong 
F. p1-a ting' 
W. i-bae 
N. -bang 
V.penf, fang 
M.pang3 
Y. pung3 
K.pang 

_L ho, bo 
bangi 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

n 
8648 

r-xt 

See^ 

Even Upper. 

Oysters; mussels. Alsol 

read peng%. 

an oyster. 

the etherealised essence| 

of oyster,—the oyster as a super¬ 
natural manifestation. 

^ nlj the oyster is| 

opened for its pearl. 

OL tbe old oyster has! 

produced a pearl,—the old man] 
has a child. 

i##it.m a % m 
when the oyster-catcher and thel 
oyster grip each other, the fisher-f 
man gets the benefit,—the bird 
puts its beak into the oyster in 
search of food, and the latter J 
closes its shell. 

^ S JjJc 0p the oyster has now 

conceived,—used of the first fullj 
development of one’s powers. 

Sjfjz to fish up a mussel; to| 

win a maiden. 

A State; a country; a| 

nation = g| 6609, being 

frequently used of Chinal 

by the Chinese. 

wm States; nations; our State.| 

friendly nations. 

in order to fulfill 

the requirements of international! 
friendship. 

MW the various States (1) of| 

feudal China, (2) of the world. 

R. XI 

SeeW 
A.ibang 

Even Upper. 

# w a n to cultivate friend¬ 

ly relations with neighbouring 
States. 6 

W ^ tbe State; the country. 

1% ^ ^ W t0 Protect his 
country. 

W% the ruler of a State. 

WA the people. 

% ft a£ RiJ ii (w> 
State in which the right prevails 
will prosper. 

wm the royal domain. 

±n China,—a terra of respect I 
used by dependent States. 

H M M © fb «>' u. s. „r 
America. 

A kind of fungus, shaped 

like a child’s hand without 

fingers, and said to give 

great strength when eaten. 

To help. A class; a 

guild. A fleet. See 8659. 

fy) or m n to aid; to assist. 

t0 a*d in the transaction 

of business; an assistant. 

^fj one who lends a hand; a 

helper. 

an assistant in a shop, 

an accomplice. 

££ or W MA or ^ ?<i8t0 
assist with money. 

'It!; see 7646. 

JC to help in a job. 

to aid with the mouth,— 

to help in an altercation. 

P to be spokesman for 

another. 

to apply to for assistance. t J 

lk>C to help and protect. 

f^] to accompany in leisure 

or idle times. 

^ to accompany when “beat¬ 

ing the watch.” 

^ ^ to act as adjutant. 

3# 35 an extra animal to a team. 
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86 50 

ffl 
8651 

8652 

iRi§ fr 

I See $ 

Even Upper. 

R. 

OK 

|See^ 

Even Upper. 

a choir; a chorus. Also, 

to prompt. 

the mercantile class. 

^ a caravan. 

—' $$ a drove of pigs. See 

7587- 

-wm a fleet of ships. 

7X$im the (rice) fleet from 

Kiangnan. 

^53 

H. -pong 
F. poung, 

fiwong 

SeeW 
Rising Upper. 

To tie; to bind. 

JJ tie it tight. 

a kind of beetle. 

mm ̂  the first crop of tea. 

To propel a boat. To 

beat. 

»A a boatman. 

to injure by ■ beating. 

|i =£ to inflict many 

m±x 

8658 

ft % mu his hands tiedlu. 

behind his back. Iw. v. bo- 

Hi a * t bind him and I See 

take him to the execution-ground. I Even Upper. 

He to loose the bonds. 

8654 
R. Vulgar. 
C. Jong 

lSee^ 

Even Upper. 

.3.4 

thousand blows. 

a club; a stick. 

A piece of wood, slightly 

convex, with a slit at the. 

top and hollowed out; it is 

struck with a stick, and 

used as a watchman’s rattle. 

See 6241. 

ft W R^i 111 sound the rattle 

and strike the gong,—an alarm 
signal. 

$$ uk. a kettle-drum. 

$$ or aw a watchman’s 

rattle. The first is properly an 
instrument consisting of two 
pieces of wood which are struck 
together as an accompaniment 
to certain tunes in theatres, etc. 

#»f-S jgjjljj castanet airs 

and airs of the two Huang 
(Districtsin Hupeh),—two differ¬ 
ent styles of dramatic singing, 
also called, from their respective 

places of origin, ^ ^ Ch‘in 

(Shensi) singing and ^ J| 

Hu-kuang airs. [They are used 
as accompaniments in military 
and civil plays, respectively.] 

Shansi actors, whose 

musical instruments consist of 
a pang tzu and a kind of fiddle. 

a wooden fish, with a slit 

on its back.and hollowed out; 
it is struck to announce the 
meals at monasteries. 

8655 
|r..m 

I G.'p'-ang, 
lplang 

I H. p'-ang 
F. paung, 

p'-aung 
j W. -boa 
N. bong 
P. pang1 

IM. pang3 
I K. pang 
[J. bo, bo 
I A.bang 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

8656 

w 
R. 

mitt women’s gaiters. 

A hoe; a mattock. 

A club; a cudgel; a stick. 

The “bang” of a gun. See| 

8807. 

a cudgel; a drumstick; 

Indian corn, from its likeness 
to the thick stick, bound with 
string, with which inverted bells 
are beaten on temple altars. 

a baton used by washermen. 

a hot poker,—a diffi¬ 

cult matter to handle. 

ft to teach boxing 

and quarter-staff. 

B3 Sit —' a raP on the head. 

7^ -jL tT — ^ (useless as) a| 

slap on water. 

take a stick and drive 

him out. 

^ several shots with a| 

bow. 

^ tx (°r 11) m ^ -y* °ut 
of the stick comes the filial son, 
—spare the rod and spoil the 
child. See 1334. 

tjl Polypogon littoralis, 

Sm. 

a large rattan cudgel 

carried by mounted robbers. 

Same as 8650. 

To oppose; to aid by 

withstanding^ o 

The leather heel-band o 

a shoe, for strengthening- 

the back of the shoe. 

8659 

8660 

8661 

8662 

R. 

C. pong 
H.pong 

F. poung 
W. poa, cboa 
N.pong 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. 
J .ho 
A. bang 

Rising Upper 

) pang 

Correct form of 8650. 

See 8676. 

Same as 8651. 

A placard; a list of 

successful candidates; see 
3376. To beat; used with 

8651. To row a boat. 

See 13,744- 

an anonymous placard. I 

a notice; a placard. 

^ TjV to publicly notify. 

HJJ Ao* ^ a hst of subscribers 

to a charity or other good work. 

See^ 
Even Upper. 

or or 
m si® 

the list of successful graduates. 

the appear¬ 

ance of one’s name on the list of 
successful candidates, — one of 
the four happy moments in life 

Ml] Wsee 3705. 
ffl W or M Wor M Wor 

to publish the above list. 

I@J ^ fellow-graduates,—on the 

same list. 

^ ^ the last on the list of pro¬ 

vincial graduates,—the “wooden 
spoon.” 

W -h. M ^ or not 

named in the list of the successful. 

3c m to have one’s 

name on God’s list,—to be fated 
to be a graduate. 

your name, Sir?— 

i.e. as it appeared on the list of 
the successful. 

jfp to graduate both as “master” 

and “doctor;” to take both the 
2nd and 3rd degrees. 
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8662 

m 
8663 

R.; 

See^ 

I Rising Upper. 

HU the graduate who comes 

out second at the ^ ^ “palace 

examination” which follows the 
great triennial competition. [In 
stituted under the Sungdynasty 

an unusual name or sur¬ 

name on the list of successful 
graduates. 

the blue list ^ m or t, 
or purple list,—of candidates at 
the public examinations who 
have been deprived of their 
chances for some breach of 
regulations. 

9® to dream that one has 

“passed.” 

STIffl (<» # B 

) t0 be on tbe list f°r 
immediate appointment; i.e. one 

of the first three at the ^ 
Palace Examination. 

^ ifH a model; a pattern. 

Up W to serve as 
model. 

to beat; to flog. 

to put up a notice 

(that one is a clever fellow) anc 
buy a name,—to pose as a genius 

WA a boatman; a skipper. 

See 8665. 

^ IS $*J Bengai* 

A tablet; a register. 

a board on the wall of a 

shop for chalking up the “scores” 
of customers. 

To bind shoes. 

J665 

See 1=fe 

ISinkingUpper. 

Two boats fastened side 

by side. To board a vessel. 

fe ^ a boatman. 

8666 

R-;* 
C. p'-ong 
H. *pong 
F. pautig 
W.poa, boa 
N. pong 

"I 
\ Pang 

To slander. See^jg^oA 

or =< 8672 

8668 

SeC TV 

Even Upper. 

n 
8669 

8670 

7] to slander; to backbite; 

to vilify. 

f|ll| ^ ^ to abuse that 

which is good. 

a defamatory book; a| 

scurrilous publication. 

^ g^ a political squib or lam-| 

poon. 

it W J! ft! to st°p| 
slander, there is nothing like [ 
proper behaviour. 

The shoulder. 
10,106. 

ffe flf shoulders and arms, — 

assistance. 

H ^fe the shoulder-bone. 

M iff IE the elbow- 

the shoulder-bone. 

Also, the hip-bone. 

^*§ Iff tbe winS °fa ohicken 

^ fjf t0 j°stle- 

K> iff T- to get into position 

for shooting with a bow. 

It— if ¥ ffr wf t0 shoot 
with the shoulders in a good 
position. 

tfe HI if ^ to be g°°d 
at archery. 

—‘ M if a Pair of winss 

— ff £ ^ r11 !end 

you a hand. 

The lining of a shoe. 

Used with 8658. 

8673 

2 

C. p'-ong 
H .p'-ong 
F. poting 
W. boa 
N. bong 
p. 

m. i ^ 
Y. 1 PanS 

j Sz. 
IK. pang 
I J. ho, bo 
j A. bang 

Even Lower. 

See 8638. 

See 8639. 

See 8643. 

8671 

(<AJVG. 

See 8644. 

Same as 8688. 

Same as 8675. 

Side; beside; near; the 
radical” of a character 

(see 6305, 8676). 

— % — % It one side 

curved, the other side straight 

the side; at the side. 

^ ^ by the sea. 

it to mark (passagesI 

in a book) with a line at the 
side,— as worthless. Dots or 
small circles denote admiration. 

a as if he had no 

one alongside,-proud; conceited. 

51 tU to issue forth alongside or! 

from the side. 

^ * to sit beside. 

^ H. adjoining. 

7*/ to look around,—for good 

men, etc. 

jit a s*de road>—one that! 

branches from the main road. 

£ A a by-stander. 

a looker-on. See 2188. 

to sleeve one’sl 

hands and look on, — to do 
nothing. 

^ a side-door. 

^ 'ffj ^ don’t listen to 

gossip. 

to look out on all! 

sides for eminent men. Se^3277. 

® M ^ M t0 reason by 
analogy. 

near; neighbouring, 

to spread one’s net abroad. 

Wi associated with 
birds and beasts,—as a hermit. 

he amused him¬ 

self with painting,—in addition 
to his profession. 
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8675 

8676 

|*-£» 
IC.pong 
|H .fi-ong 
|F .paung, 

p'aung 
I W. boa 
|N. bong 
Ip. 
Im. 
I Y. J pang 
ISz. 
Ik. 
Ij. ho, bd 
| A. Az/Jj' 

Sinking 
Lower. 

8677 

R. 

IF. paungl 

-poung 

Is" % 
Even Lower. 

* arranged in order, along 

and across; crosswise; athwart; 
many; over-burdened withcaresl 
of office. See 12,769, for ex. 

i ft % % the mail-clad | 

horses in constant motion. 

The side ; near ; to 
depend on. Used with 
8675. 

Wl both kft an<3 right 

sides. 

wind by the ear,—idle 

gossip. 

JL ^ t0 stand by the road¬ 

side. 

# 7 # L nothing to do 

with. 

a# near; approximating to. 

« ftcom- 

monly, but wrongly, written fou!' 
at the side of chu',— of the 

character t® . 

Even Lower. 

i 

Timid; fearful, 

fie scared; afraid. 

See 8667. 

8679 

R. 

H. p'-ongi 
F. poung, 

p^oung 

I See 

Even Lower 

8680 

R. 

s” 4* % 

Read pang4. 

0)J near dawn, 

near evening. 

ijf 113 Jl^ (not t0) show even a 

shadow,—(not) to come near one. 

ik # to lean against; to depend. 

SAFI/* to follow in the 

footsteps,-as disciple of a master, 
in literature, art, etc. 

Read phigx. 

3E ^ ^ the king’s business. 

Even and 
Rising Lower 
and Upper 

8681 

R. 

See 

Even Lower, 

8682 

R. 

allows no rest. 

To speak figuratively; to 
:>oast; to brag. 

WL ?k IL nfto talk b>g- 

bragging like 

an old nurse, — on her return 
from the city to her rustic village. 

t * nf # m very much 

given to exaggeration. 

I See 

Even Lower. 

R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

To walk alongside of. 

Used for 8678. I 8685 
R. 

Noise of stones crashing. 
See 9382. 

8687 

wide; extensive. 

Read pang4. Used for 

a “pound” sterling or avoir¬ 
dupois. 

pounds sterling, 

to weigh; to be weighed. 

Heavy rain. 

® ££ A 31 or fit? Peitingl 
rain. 

£ m ii v$ from my eyes and I 

nose the water streams. 

The loins; the groin, 

the false ribs, 

the bladder. 

Read p'eng2. 

f Artemisia sp. 

8688 

if if perturbed; convulsed, 

if# vast as the ocean; exten-l 

sive. 

A heavy fall, as of rain 

or snow. Driving, as a galel 

of wind. 

Name of a medicine, 

called rctium I 

Lappa, L.). 

8689 

s • * rain and snow 

falling heavily. 

IS '/$] furiously drivingl 
gale. 

Fat; stout, as opposed 

to & 10,021. 

A crab. 

the swimming crab (Por- 

tunus). 

8666. 

To hurry on. 

hastily; hurriedly. 

I See ^ 

Even Lower. 

To scrape off; to level. 

Sr iHfa to rake soil. 

a fat fellow, 

fat; corpulent. 

^ a fat baby. 

ilj) Jlj jf|j he who is liberall 

in mind becomes stout of body. 
Cf. “Let me have men about] 
me that are fat.” 

Fat; obese; swollen. 

M or w m swollen up;I 

dropsical. 

See 3569. 
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8692 

lR UM 
IC. p'-ong 
1 H. mang 
IF. viang 
Iw. boa 
IN. bong 
|P.p'-ang, v. 

mang 
I M.fang 
IY. p'"ang 
I Sz. p'-ong 
] K .pang 
Ij. ho, bo 
1 A.bang 

Even Lower. 

Even Lower. 

A lofty house. Confusec 

[To be distinguished from 

It 2934-] 

lUSfifl the manners and 

customs well ordered. 

jlj Jfg (or mang2) or j|g g 

facial appearance. 

Read lung*. Great; fat 
full. 

H H Z ® I am indebt 

ed for your great kindness. 

Jfi 111 fat and strong>—of cattle 

11 M A B bushy eyebrows 

and large eyes. 

To swell. 

to swell,—as with dropsy 

or as a tumour. 

*■ in m 7 the water has 

swollen it up,—as a dead body 

Two boats lashed to 

gether, known as or 

mm- 

To enclose. Radical 20 

8697 

|R-$c 
IC. p'-au 
I W. pau 
IF. pau 
I W. pwo3,'bo 
|N. poa 
IP. pau 
|M .pau 
IY. poa 
ISz. pau 
I K. p'-io 
IJ. ho, hid 
] A. bau 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Same as 8710. 

The panther of northern 

China [Felis Fontanierii) 

the Siberian panther (Felis 

Irbis); a species of wild 

cat (Felis microtis). The 

badge worn by ^ Lieu¬ 

tenant-Colonels and m f|g 

Majors. 

ifr m If H red panthers and 

brown bears. 

the F. Fontanierii, 

A. M.-Edw. 

8698 

& 

8699 

R‘# 
C. pau 
H. pau 
Y. pau 
W. poa, boa 
N .poa 

pau 
Sz. 
Y. poa 
K. p'o 

ho 
A. bau 

Even Upper. 

a kind of panther 

the superior man 

3t * 
found near Kalgan; the tiger 
cat of Formosa (Leopardus bra 
chy urus). 

has as many resources in his 
mind as a leopard has marks 
on its skin. 

or fas culfs of leopard 

skin. 

if 4 Ufa to look at a leopard 

through a tube,— to see only 

one spot at a time ( —• b# Jl, 

—‘ )• Used of narrow views 

mm panther eyes,—with fierce 

look. 

excited as a mon 

key and jumping like a panther 

ft 
when a tigress has three cubs at 
a litter, one will be a panther. 

*a5E@£.A5Eg=g 
the leopard dies and leaves a 
skin, man dies and leaves 
reputation. 

the buzzard. See 5002 

Same as 8710. 

To enclose; to contain 

to hold. To wrap up. To 

undertake ; to manage; to 

contract. To support or 

“keep.” See 3942. 

1U fiS or ^ ^ to enclose; to 

include; to make allowances for. 

all is included, 

—as a long meaning in a short 
sentence. 

-a a n ft all-embracing 

capacity. 

S£ In' "k M 'pj a few 
words containing many senten¬ 
ces,—pregnant with meaning. 

m n s « the (meaning) 

included is very wide. 

it is included. 

H ^ if ^ s°od 
at enticing the enemy so as to 
surround him. 

to take (an enemy) in 

the rear. 

& tT ^ to wrap up; to pack, as 

in matting. 

8 & ft™? « up in 
8699 

paper. 

=jl 1® ^ Jl wraP it up in 

dough,—as a dumpling, 

a dumpling. 

^ JH t0 wraP uPit0 monopolise, 

^ to wrap up. 

^ ^ by the package; wholesale. 

^ the packing,—as of mer¬ 

chandise. 

or a bundle. 

—- ^ three bales or bundles. 

)|§ ^ with tare,-the gross weight 

including the packing. 

^ ^ packing included,—in the 

price paid for goods. 

-a# to seal up in a cover. 

to wrap up the head; a tur 

ban. Also, to personate women. 

a four-cornered white 

cloth which women tie round 
their heads at funerals. 

^ ^ to store up; to conceal. 

f2sii a storehouse; a warehouse. 

JjH ^ a pocket or fob worn at 

the waist. 

-a £ the placenta; see 8701. 

Also, a prince’s attendant, from 
the Manchu boo-i, of the palace. 

a a si a the iron bands 

(round bales) broken and out 
of place. 

■fj] to be patient with. 

^ to guarantee that. 

a**@ may be exchanged 

if unsatisfactory,—of goods. 

(southern) may be 

exchanged if unsuitable in size 

& to be answerable for the 

payment of a fixed sum,—as the 
heads of guilds are to the taxing 
authorities. 

jjtp to make over a right to.... 

(e.g. the fruit of an orchard). 

PJa to ma^e UP the difference 

between two sums; to make 

good. 

"lie to contract to feed,—ani¬ 

mals. 
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8699 

IC. p'-au 
IH. p'-du 
IF. pau 
IW. boa 
IN. boa 

1 P. p'-au 
I M. p'-au 
I Y. ploa 
■ Sz .p'-au 
IK. p'-o 

IJ. bo, bid 
I A. bau 

Even Lower. 

ftftlft monthly contractors, 

—a name given to the headmen 
of the beggars in Peking. 

"tfe *° undertake the manage 

ment of; to monopolise, 

ft tH! & to meddle in a 

lawsuit which does not concern 
one; maintenance. 

& m re * to meddle with 

other people’s affairs. 

^1 or to contract to 

do work by the piece or the job. 

ft X fa work done by contract. 

lift to contract to find 

labour and materials, 

ft t0 contract for one’s food 

at a fixed sum. 

ft M or to undertake. 

ft 7C ^ ^ to contract for 

payment of the land-tax,—the 
contractor to make what he can 
in collecting it. 

jjfj ^ to open a package (of 

goods); to take a contract; to get 
obstreperous; to deflower a girl 

Powchong tea. 

M if ft the trees and 

plants became more and more 
bushy. 

fr-g to bud. 

ft tT H or ft ^ spies; 

detectives. 

ft & $ gilt; plated, 

ft # to circumvent. 

a stone enclosure,—used 

by mountain tribes as a means 
of defence. 

packhorses. 

tt^ ifr ft a Mongol yourt or 

tent. 

To plane-, to level off.) 

Also read pad1. 

tjf- a plane; a curry-comb. 

ilfiij a curry-comb. 

fta to plane wood. 

fi'J® a carpenter’s bench. 

fi'J #il to smooth; to polish. Used 

of literary style. 

ftj ?£ -f* or ^|J ^ wood! 
shavings. The former term is 
also applied to the shavings from 

w 
8700 

8701 

C. pau, p'-au 
H. pau, v. 

p'-tau3 
F. 

W. tboa,poa 
N.poa 
V. pau, p'-au 
M .p'-au 
\.poa,p'-oa 
Sz. pau, p'-au 
K. p'-io 

|J. ho, hid 
A. bau 

Even Upper. 

F. ‘-pau 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

which women make bandoline! 
for the hair. 

I£ tj a carpenter’s plane. 

Read p^ao1. To dig. 

deduct. 

fill to dig or rout out. 

^JlJ ^ to dig a vault. 

to dig the ground. 

fi'J ft to excavate. 

fi'J ttf * to dig out. 

ftj #1 to dig a hole. 

#J 59 JrjL t0 question] 
searchingly. 

W ftj ^ ^ t0 scrape in front! 

and kick behind, — of an un-| 
broken horse. 

ftj ^ ^ 1 wil1 cu,| 
you a dollar,—either as a fine| 
or against an advance. 

fi'J * # a to cut off the] 

fractional amount,—as the odd[ 
cents, etc. 

The womb. A bladder. 

Used with 8736. 

J0J!& the womb. 

nmytm uterine brothers. 

to regard the 

people as one’s own brothers, 

is* the placenta. 

snaasfi it will be well 

to preserve the placenta of my 
child. 

IS Xf ScA‘ung2 BS»& ^ 
the covering which en¬ 

closes man is extensive, his mind 
may roam to heaven. 

M IS the bladder. 

8702 

8703 

8704 

C. pok 
H. p‘ok, p'-au- 
F. p’-'ok, p' au- 
W. bo, v. wo 
N. boh 
P. pau" 
M. pau^ 
Y.poa3 
Sz .pau" 
K. pak 
J. haku, boku 
A. bak 

Entering 
Lower 

Irregular. 

it tr St tr ® T i; 3 
(though threatened by) over-1 
throw, he is securely bound to I 
the mulberry-tree, — figuratively 
used of enduring strength or 
safety. 

irBlf j||| anon (the rushes)! 

will burst up, anon they will! 
be completely formed. 

Big to blossom. 

the buds gradually 

filled. 

to wrap up; presents of I 

food; bribes. 

spear-grass (Anthis- 

tiria ciliata, Retz). 

IfSIJlllI on I 
the body (of the phoenix) are! 
displayed the 5 colours and the! 
9 characteristics,—the latter re-1 
ferring to certain excellences ofl 
its beak, heart, ears, tongue, 
plumage, comb, spurs, voice, 
and belly. 

Same as 8700. 

Hail. Also read po**. 

Wi X" or diL hail-stones. 

X Mi or H t0 hail- 

11§- to be hurt by hail-stones. 

'IE ft |§0 X can hail be pre¬ 
vented? 

1 he husk of strain, 

uxuriant; rank. Firm ; 

stable. A kind of rush. 

Seed bursting up. S’^9566. 

iTfife collecting on the 

bushy medlars,—as birds. 

J|j| mourning-sandals of straw. 

firm as the roots| 

of a clump of bamboos. 

ill ZE firm as a mountain. 

Rising Upper. 

Full of food; satiated. 

^ X ^ have eaten my fill. 

or or 

satisfied with food; satiated. 

$f or 16 ^ H * M 
and clothed. 

uts*a hunger and re-1 

pletion are matters within thef 
control of man. 

ft ft T ft!. m T IS 1 
sometimes they (divers) rise 

no more to the surface, and| 
then down below they become I 
food for fishes. 

134 



«r 
8706 

C. Jau, pau1- 
H. cpau, p'-au- 
F.5-pau, p'-au1- 
W. iboa, ‘boa 
N. boa 
p. j Jau, 
M. ) pat? 
Y. poa 
Sz. pau 
K. p'-o 
J. ho, bid 
A. ibau, -bail 

Even and 
Rising 

Irregular. 

8707 

8708 

R# 
C. \. pau- 

See |j|J 

Even Lower. 

8709 

r-6$ 
C. -p'-ou 
H. -p'-au, p'-ou1 
F. poa2- 
W. -bde 
N. ifoa 

to want S*l& A«*:. 
to give a man his bellyful of 
fisticuffs. 

three cups of soft 

filling,—of wine. 

^ Z A a man full of 

learning. 

i-0 Ihaveseen enough 

of it. 

—‘ Mi Wt '!§ the mere sight 

of you is enough,—I don’t want 
any more. 

he has satiated us 

with his goodness. 

^ a phrase used on a card 

sent after a dinner = Thanks! 

tr IS to belch from re 

pletion. 

|;j& 'jgjO or #IS to feel dis¬ 

tended or over full, — of the 
stomach. 

Dried fish; salted fish. 

$S H shellfish or dried fish. 

Japanese awabe. 

% B A M ’fa A fS M 
£ living with vile men is 

like going into a dried-fish shop, 
—one soon gets accustomed to 
the stink. See 6721. 

tyou are my Pao 

Shu, — the friend who under 
stands me, referring to the 
humble friend of the famous 

Kuan Chung. 

See 8748. 

Projecting teeth. 

mjA |||jj teeth which stick out 

so much that a man can bite 
into a melon. 

m projecting eyes. 

To enfold ; to embrace ; 

to carry in the arms; to 

sit, as a hen; to have in 

one’s heart; to be conscious 

of; to harbour; to cherish. 

lies clouds encircle thesun. 

8709 
P. pau? 
M. pan" 
Y.pod’ 
Sz. pan? 
K .p'-o 
J. ho, bo 
A. Hau 

Rising Lower 

Irregular. 

A FTfi-fg about an armful. 

mmfs bamboos an armful in 

girth. 
» 

111 ffE t0 carry *n the bosom; to 

cherish in the mind. 

In A* HE Wi cherishing ability 

•and virtue in his bosom. 

W m M *ln 4» folded him in 

her arms. 

mu to hold fast in the arms 

to carry a child in the arms. 

$3. m —“ ^ suddenly (or un¬ 

expectedly) he carried a grand 
son,—a grandson was born to 
him. 

a# £ ft 4 I was then a baby 

in arms. 

a baby in arms, 

to hold under the arms. 

mm to nurse the leg. 

m tnsee 6736,8699. 
/jj small buildings encircling 

a principal one. 

m '& ini to carry the earthen¬ 

ware bowl,—to be a beggar. 

mwi M. WLto skulk °ff- 

B hi — # Thad al 
ready hatched out a crowd of 
young chicks. 

f@ IS O' 1@ or $ to 

bear a grudge; to feel resent¬ 
ment. 

te «m % I shall hate him 

all my life. 

PPl P -f* m the hus- 
band and wife were very angry 
with one another. 

was very angry with the General 
for not putting him to death. 

FT 91 m ft ffffcdon’. 

complain if I thrash you. 

m t0 cherish wrongs 

in one’s heart, 

rat* to feel ashamed. 

m s °r m to be m- 
m to cherish righteousness 

in the heart. 

m tf a see 5952- 
m M 'f' f‘L t0 cherish 

8709 

8710 

Riu 
C. pou 
H.p'u 
F .poa,pou 
W. bu 
N. bu, v. u 
K .p'-o 
J. ho 
A. pau] 

Sinking 
Lower. 

«* 
8711 

R-$r 
C. pou 
H. pau 
F. poa, v. Joa 
W. pot, cboe 
N. poa 
T. pau 
M. pau 
Y.poa 
Sz .pau 
K.po 
J. ho 
A. 1ban 

Rising Upper. 

(thoughts or aspirations) out of 
the common. 

m H t0 hold or guard the gates 
of a city. 

fST2? not at all satisfied, e.g. 

with the state of affairs, with 
the settlement of a difficulty 
etc.; moved beyond endurance’ 
indignant at. See 9310. 

Bfl % & m ^ all 

who heard it were much dis¬ 
quieted in mind. 

mm to be deficient; to repent; 

to be ashamed. 

flU 1 beg that you will 

pardon my deficiencies. 

mm to adopt and bring up. 

^ to act as attorney for. 

m M. t0 Present a petition for 

another. 

To sit; to brood; to in¬ 

cubate. 

I&ij the hen is sitting on 

the nest. 

$1} a try*ngto batch 

geese,—something beyond one’s 
powers. 

To guarantee (see 7962); 

to go security for; to pro¬ 

tect ; to keep safe; to re¬ 

commend ; to insure. See 

7109, 10,624. 

ft A or a guarantor; 

one who gives security, or goes 
bail for another. [Bail may be 
either pecuniary or personal. 
In the latter case, the bailor 
has to take the place of an 
absconding bailee.] 

4ft A middlemen and securi¬ 

ties. 

ftffi a guarantor; a security,— 

usually in matrimonial affairs, 

ftffl a guarantor of a candidate 

at the public examination. There 
are a certain number of persons, 

generally J(see 7189) who 

perform this office for a small fee. 
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8711 

ft m °r ft t»»' ft s or 

ft In or ft a bond; 
a guarantee; a security chop. 
[Where two or more persons go 
security, each is liable only pro 
rata, unless otherwise specified.] 

&ftH* to give security, 

^ft to draw up a security. 

ft # HR a Customs’ bond 

certificate,—for rice, 

ft® the security merchants,— 

of old Canton days, 

ft* to secure a ship,—as was 

done by the above merchants, 

ft £ » % to guarantee the 

future. 

^ ft # M P 1 guarantee 

his innocence. 

Wft or j£ft to find security, 

ft HI* to bail out,-ofcustody. 

ft ^ or ft ft cannot 
be guaranteed. 

—* 10 $jf ft a shoP keePer as 
security. 

^ ^ t0 be allowed out on bail, 

—when ill. 

ft« to receive on giving 

security. 

£ft to hand over to a security; 

(of such security) to produce 
when called upon. 

§&ft to be willing to go security 

for. 

ft % to guarantee (to be a fit 

person) to hold a post, 

ft® to release on guarantee 

ft# to secure or be secured 

meanwhile. 

ft ft to be security for a bor¬ 

rower. 

ft S one cannot guarantee that 

not,—e.g. that it will not happen 

® » ft to revere the gods 

and ensure peace, 

ft § or ft or^ Jr 

to recommend for promotion, 

ft to recommend and eulo 

gise. 

ft m to recommend to the 

Throne, — for reward, or for 
protection. 

^ ft his life 

cannot be guaranteed for a day. 

8711 

ftH an Imperial Guardian; to 

escort the Emperor, 

ftft the Tutor or Preceptor 

under the Chou dynasty whose 

duty it was to teach the [g| 

Sons of the State, i.e. the sons of 

, of m, and of the 3 classes 

of 

icft and 4'ft Senior and 

Junior Guardians,—of the Heir- 
Apparent; a nominal office con¬ 
ferred upon high officials, who 

are spoken of as @ft- 

^ the system of handing a 

dangerously-wounded man over 
to the family of the accused, 
and fixing a time within which 
the accused will be held res¬ 
ponsible for his death. 

KR J^l ft 0 Mto fix the 
death-limit,—as is done by the 
presiding Magistrate. 

ft t0 blsure against danger,— 

of loss in transit, 

ft fftl # a registered 

letter. 

ft:k to insure against fire. 

ft tp the tithing-system, — as 

still practised in China. [Ten 
families make a chia, and ten 
chia a pao. See 1167, 8712.] 

E? ft the headman of a chia. 

ft IE or ft* the headman 

of a pao\ a headborough 

^ ft the ti-pao,—a headman or 

beadle of a j|} small district, 

selected by the local officials and 
responsible for the peace and 
good order of its inhabitants. 

the ti-pao in company 

with the runners. 

If ft associated for mutual pro 

tection. 

ft# to cherish. 

ft £ or ft or ft or 

ft % or ft 3§or ft 
to preserve; to protect, 

ft it fit hired men for guarding 

yamens and private houses in 
disturbed districts. 

ft feW escort; guards who 

convoy travellers along danger 
ous routes, generally by arrange 
ment with the bandits. 

ft 
one’s person 

•j||| to take care of 

8711 

8712 

See ft 

Rising Upper. 

W 
8713 

R. Vulgar. 
C. v. zpou 
H. v. zpau 

Seeft 
Even Upper. 

ft Jit- ft JStake care y°ur_ 
self!—to a friend starting on a 
journey. 

tK ft M E to preserve it ever 

from injury. 

^ ft jfc ¥ as though pro¬ 

tecting a baby. 

d£ft to remain on the defensive. 

rift a waiter. See 2260. 

H ft a night watchman. 

ftitJfJ name of a Prefecture 

in Chihli, the capital of the 
province. 

An earthwork ; a mud 
rampart round a smalltown; 

a petty military station. A 

sub-division of a f|J town¬ 

ship ; a ward in a city. Also 

read /‘zA 

pif£ a defence; a rampart. 

M ft ft ¥ may there be 

peace within the walls! 

Tfvjj" a village. 

the tithing-system. See 

8711. 

To heat; to boil. A cook- 

mg-pot. 

IS* to heat water. 

or ^ an earthen pot. 

^ ^ a stink-pot,—a jar 

filled with combustibles, etc., 
and thrown on board ships in 
warfare or piratical attacks. 

8714 

8715 

R- 

Seeft 

Rising Upper. 

Same as 8716. 

Luxuriant foliage, 
cover. 

To 

head like a si *n S & 
bramble-bush. 

1W to take care of the 

divine element within one. 

ijrjf a kind of umbrella or 

feather hat. 

itb ^ II ytthis is caiied 
containing light within one, 
i.e. to be possessed of the true 
light by which all things, even 
miracles, become possible 
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8716 

R 

See 

Rising Upper. 

X 

Swaddling-clothes. 

1240. 

See 

8717 

R 
K 

C. pou 
H. pau 
F. poa 
W. poe, J>oe 
N. foil 
P. pau 
M. pau 
Y.pou 
Sz. pau 
K.pl° 
J. ho 
A. bau 

Even Upper. 

Long robes conferred by 

the Emperor upon deserv 

ing officials. To praise, as 

opposed to J|£ 9196. 

or M to praise; to 

extol. 

Ml!£ to criticise; the “praise 

and censure” theory of the Spring 
and Autumn of Confucius, as in 
next entry. 

one word of praise (from Con¬ 
fucius) was more honourable 
than an embroidered robe,—and 
one word of censure sharper than 
an axe. See gig6. 

the two words “talent” and 
“scholar” blend censure with 
praise,—to call him a man of 
talent being to damn him with 
faint praise. 

Read pao*. 

the eighth of the nine 

forms of salutation, consisting 
of two prostrations. 

St Same as 8717. This is 

the classical form. 
8718 

w* See 9381. 

8719 

58f Precious ; valuable ; to 

8720 

See 

A. bau, b'iu 

Rising Upper 

rate highly; a jewel; an 

emblem. Used convention¬ 

ally as “your.” See 5184. 

Hi* valuable; precious. 

or 9*M valuable arti- 

JXL 
M 
in 

cles. 

Hp Ji| or Hp valuable; rare; 

costly. 

&9 valuables; jewels. 

Hp ^ precious stones. 

&E9 ^5the ruby- 

8720 

HP ^ the sapphire. 

Hp j|£ sapphire blue. 

Hp a ruby mine,—especially 

those at Mogok in Burmah. 

HP to know valuables; to be 

a connoisseur. 

^|] Hp to distinguish gems,—from 

pebbles. 

fiE jf| Hp a priceless jewel. 

HP an heirloom. 

the four jewels of 

the study,—paper, pens, ink, and 
the ink-stone. 

— Hf the Three Precious Ones,- 

the Buddhist Trinity, consisting 

of Shakyamuni 

M Amida>and M Wi 
Maitreya. Also used for 

Buddha, the Law, and 

the Priesthood. Sanskrit: Tri¬ 
ratna. 

A 9 the eight organs in Bud 

dha’s body, viz.: jjtjjjJ heart 

gall-bladder, spleen, ^ 

lungs, -VL liver, stomach, 

kidneys, guts. [Under 

the title of the A ^ 
the above chars, are applied to 
the eight lucky marks on the 
sole of Buddha’s foot: wheel, 
conch-shell, umbrella, canopy, 
lotus-flower, jar, pair of fishes, 
and mystic sign on the breast 
of Vishnu.] Also, the various 
emblems of the Eight Immortals 
of Taoism: sword, fan, basket 
of flowers, lotus-flower, flute, 
gourd, castanets, and a kind of 
musical instrument. 

valuable vases; the Bud¬ 

dhist name for the amalaka or 
fruit of the Phyllanthusemblica, 
L. 

9 the precious lotus,—of 

Kuan Yin. 

the precious image,—of a 

god. 

9MT* a stock rose, red and 

white. 

Up jjglJ a trusty blade; a double- 

edged sword. 

Up or Hp the throne. 

Hp to ascend the throne. 

8720 

8721 

bit 3 

8722 

r-6& 

See^ 
Rising Upper. 

W9 the Imperial or Great Seal. 

[For inscription, see 10,107.] 

[§| Jp the valuables of a country ■ 

sometimes applied to loyal or 
talented officials; also, national 
emblems or symbolical repre¬ 
sentations of things, etc. See 
3366, 5269. 

9 VC (or 9) name of an 
ancient issue of round coins 
with square holes. 

jig Up circulating jewel,-a phrase 

on the obverse of cash. 

9 ^ ^ and 9 M the 
coinage departments of the 
Boards of Revenue and Works, 
respectively. 

ff£ # VA ^ 9 (the PeoPle of 
Ch‘u) regard their good men as 
their only valuables. 

Hp ^ to value the good. 

rfS 9 ^ received it and 

valued it highly. 

r * 9 m the people no 

longer valued it,-of silver, which 
had depreciated. 

HP ^ precious star, — a term 

originally used for foreign de¬ 
corations, now the Chinese order 
of the Pao-hsing. 

Hp emery powder, 

your residence. 

^ your wife. 

Hp ^ your note. 

9 y°ur boat. 

9 y°ur sty*e or brm name.J 

Also, your signature. 

pH bright surface; gloss. 

m9 dog bezoar,—a medicine.! 

HP ^5 a gambling-saloon. 

Same as 8720. 

A tithing. See 8711. 



8724 

R-M 
C. pou 
W. p'-au 

F. poa 
W. bdc 
N. boa 
P.pau 
M .pau 
Y. poa 
St. pau 
K. p'-o 

ho, bo 
A. ban 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A bird said to be like 

a wild-goose, but larger, 
m * 

i 

without any hind toe. The 

bustard (Otis tarda). An 

iron-grey horse. See 4751. 

8724 t 

'ft dian&'1) wbd geese in rows. 

See 4624. 

JSt a procuress; a brothel- 

keeper. 

A scorching heat. Vio¬ 

lent ; outrageous; cruel ; 

sudden ; rapid. To pro¬ 

trude. See 11,239. 

> 

H ^ ^ &this is t0 
exchange heat for heat,—out of 
the frying-pan into the fire; six 
of one and half a dozen of the 
other. 

tl 

a fierce wind. See 4973. 

pjf violent or heavy rain, 

terrific,—as a storm. 

violent anger. 

^ to jump with rage. 

•££ Slk °utrageous- 

^ or # J# or yt or 

savage; cruel; 

tyrannical. 

* % n * s m nw /Q A 

one but censured his savage 
brutality. 

131 

8725 

R$c ( 

^ he suddenly grew 

to be 8 feet in height. 

^=1; an illness that carries one See C 

off suddenly. ‘ ^ Sinking 

"£7 t0 die suddenly. 
Upper. 

ifc % T those who HlpT 

drink of it promptly collapse. 

r)!{5 ^ an unscrupulous 8726 

fellow. R1I 

robbers; desperadoes. C. pou,puk 
H.p'-au3-,p'-ok. 

$$ or severely. 
F. poa, puk 
W. boe 

terribly high in price. N. boa 
P .pau,p'ii‘ 
M. pau,p'-u 
Y. poa,pouh 

Sz .pau, p'-u 

^ ^ t0 §et r*d °*"tbe 

violent and tranquillise the good. 

^ not to dare un- 
IC. p'-o, p'-ok 
J. ho, boku 

armed to attack a tiger. A. bau, bouk 

tjd ^ tigers were very 
Sinking and 

Entering 

troublesome in Shen-chou. Lower. 

carried ,off by a tiger. 

with those who do violence 

to themselves, it is impossible 

to speak. 

to burst forth, — as a 

volume of sound. 

a man who has 

suddenly become rich. 

1 ±mm a dust-storm is 

raging. 

^ ^ ^ to rise or fly about, 

—as dust. 

K <f@ % fire and smoke 

mounting to the sky. 

protruding teeth. See 8708 

prominent eyes. 

Read piP*. To dry in 

ire sun; see 8726. To 

xhibit. Dew. 

one day hot, ten days cold,— 
used of desultory application to 

study. 

|^f K to exhibit it to the 

people. 

li f m ^to exhibit a 
corpse, in order for it to be 
recognised. 

^ exposed to sun and dew 

A Censor remaining on 

!. puk,pou 
. p'-au 

'. puk 
W. bo- 

bo h 

'.pan 
M. p'-u,, Jau 
Y.pouk 
Sz. pau 
K. p'-ok,p'-o 

ho, hoku, 
boku 

A. bail 

Entering and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

or 
fi¬ 

le dry in the sun; see 

A 

8728 

C. pau 
W.. pau, p'-au 
F .pau, pauk, 

pb auk, puk- 
W. ploa 
N. poa,p'-oa 

\ | 
; pail 

Sz. ) 
K .p'-o 

hid, bo, haku 

A.bouk 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Heavy rain. 

Read and /V*. 

A cascade; a waterfall.] 

Bubbles; froth. 

M or M or ^ ® 
waterfall. See 9479- 

Read po**. 

ilil robing billows. 

To crackle; to detonate 

To crack; to burst. 

a crackling fire. 

^ Yf or $|| (j>ao* or p‘ao*) »Jc|» 

or $ or bre" 
[The first term is crackers, 

explained as referring to the 
crackling of a bamboo fire, 

lighted by []jj£ Li Then to | 

frighten away a demon.] 

to let off fire-crackers. | 

cracked; chapped. 

mmmi the hoops on the] 

bucket have burst. 

To chap, as the skin from 

cold; to break out. Alsol 

read po1* and /‘<?4*. 

Entering 
Upper. 

8730 

See H 
Entering and 

Sinking Lower 
and Upper, 

8731 

Rit 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Passionate. 

m m whe breaks °uti 
suddenly into passion like a| 
thunder-clap. 

Read/04*. Same as 8753.] 

To recompense; to re¬ 

quite. To report to; to I 

inform; to declare; a news¬ 

paper (see 4532, 11,201). 
To debauch a superior. 

Read f/P. See 8527. 

recompense inj ury | 

with kindness,—said Lao Tzh. 



s73i 

W ® ft* recompense injury j 
with justice,—said Confucius. 

W ® # >0, be grateful forj 

kindness received. 

Slligl ^ $Riot| 
a thread of kindness nor a hair I 
of injury which he did not repay. 

% (°r M) or or 

to avenge; to requite| 

an injury. 

or fg \f{ or to| 

recompense; to requite. 

good is rewarded by good, evil] 
by evil,—in the next world. 

fivtmz he reflectedl 

how he could pay him out, or| 
repay his kindness. 

whenthunder I 

strikes a man, it is a case of| 
overt retribution. 

^ fg t0 meet with divine! 

retribution,—as when struck by 
lightning. 

It IK secret requital,—as from 

the gods. 

open requital,—as from 

man. 

immediate retribution. 

? ^ . 0 ? 3\ I 
it is not that there is no retri-1 
bution, but that the day for it[ 
has not yet come. 

I fg IlJ ?E jql % futurel 

retribution comes upon one’s! 
descendants. 

>5: f|x Wt § S present! 

retribution comes upon oneself.] 

it5 J# 3§S ^ f£a11 thought it | 
served him right. 

%km to ask for in spring! 

and thank for in autumn,—ofal 
good harvest and the two annual f 
sacrifices to the god of the soil. 
See 9803. 

to announce and request. 

to announce a visitor. 

an announcement by aI 

despatch. 

^ to appear to in a dream! 

and inform, 

g ^ to apply for and receive, 

—e.g. a license. 

(x ^ to give information,—as| 

to an offence. 

873t 

g fp| to state; (pao* chPng'*) to| 

recompense. 

$ H!/ t0 make a declaration; to 

inform of. 

g J^ a messenger. 

| to render accounts (to the | 

Throne); to send in accounts. 

| JH Office of Accounts. 

H fg $>!) ? ^ willing to | 

subscribe a large sum. 

$ ^ij] to report one’s arrival.) 

Also, the gazette has arrived. 

to send in one’s name) 

for examination. 

■§§* dKj sPec>al messengers] 

who bring word of official ap¬ 
pointments, etc. See 4073 

to announce a death. 

or a it to report to; to | 

inform. 

to let gentlemen know, | 

—-a small brass gong used by I 
blind people; it is hung by two| 
strings to a light bar. 

an informer. 

fg ^ to report to the authorities. 

■ffj fg to report in a Memorial.) 

$ 'fpf to announce; to tell news.) 

§, f|x t°r general information,- 

as a notice. 

@ a t0 rcp!y- 

kS to go back totell,—some one. 

n USE to announce failure of the 

crops. 

•§£ ft? to make an exag-| 

gerated report, 

fg to bring good news. 

urn ati the red flag (of I 

a courier from the battle-field)) 
announces victory. See 8745. 

V& & fg ^ a gold- 

sprinkled card announcing sue-, 
cess,-at the public examinations. 

^ fg I have received! 

my home letters, 

g ^ to report a theft. 

to send in one’s name; 

to register; to report oneself,— ( 
e.g, as an opium-smoker. 

a notice, — as of some| 

honour conferred. 

a written report. 

873i 

U ? a handbill; a placard; a 

messenger. 

H a report; notices; adver¬ 

tisements; a notification to rela- 
tives that one has succeeded at 
the public exams, in which sense 

mm is also used; an appli 

cation to pass goods through the 
Customs. See 9552. 

fix jjfl -^r notices of official ap 

pointments, brought by special 
messengers. See above. 

'1M VfL a Customs’ applica¬ 

tion. 

f g If] t0 declare at the Customs. 

m or m fit t0 declare,-as 
goods. 

Slip to declare goods to be 

landed. 

IK Sit to declare for examination. 

fg $£ t° declare goods for pay 

ment of duty. 

fg “ft to report goods at a barrier. 

m ^ to sound an alarm. 

fg A a tax-payer. 

to plead age for retiring 

from office. 

m $ to plead sickness, as above 

^ fg or E'[5 fg the Peking 

Gazette. See 508. 

IK the Shen-pao ox Shanghai 

News. 

jpg the editorial “We.” 

a * ja $k # ® 13 th“* 
who disobey will be dealt with 
according to the provisions of 
the Press law. 

ftf- hao4 g|| jpg j=£ fond of read 

ing the newspapers. 

$g Ht ^ cost of news 

paper, postage included,. 

Si ito Ira f $ has already been 

noted in a previous issue. 

^@IK a semi-official organ 

# !^ $g IK1 lately read in a 

newspaper, that.... 

E® the name given to that 

one of the successful candidates 
for his degree who always dies 
shortly after the list is published. 
He is supposed to carry up the 
news of the result to God. 

mm? incestuous mothers 

and debauching sons. 



[ io7x 

m 
8732 

8733 

1%’ 
8734 

R# 
H. c/‘aa 
W. C/>W 
Y. 

See |}|J 

Even Lower. 

8735 

R# 
See (jj|J 
J. /;5, hid 

Even Lower. 

8736 

R# 
C./‘(b<3, -/‘c« 
H. p'at? ^ -p'au 

p'-ati?, p'-ati1 
W./W 
N./W 
P. /laa3 
M. fail 
Y./W 
Sz./‘aa3 
K./>‘o 
J. ho 
A. iow 

Even 
Irregular. 

Same as 8724. 

See 8700. 

To roar, as a lion, 

bluster. 

To 

P& ^ t0 bluster- 

disorderly behav¬ 

iour in court. 

A kitchen; shambles. 

ISA or 1ST a cook. See 

11,832. 

is if a cook-house, 

ft is to act for another. 

Bubbles; froth; a blis¬ 

ter. To soak 5 to infuse; 

to steep. 

a bubble; a blister from 

friction or scalding. 

Ht i Ttbe bas ab 
gone. 

there is no froth, 

—as good Chinese spirits should 
have when poured out, showing 
the addition of water. 

Y& Ha b§bt as fr°tb- 

# ifc the body (i.e. life) 

is like a bubble. 

TilrS rain makes bub¬ 

bles. 

bubbles; blisters; pustules 

^ tin ^are not y°ur 
feet blistered? 

ife PPj 1 have blis 

tered my feet by walking, 

g * m \* j has rubbed r 

blister. 

'H T — 'flu 7& 1 have given 
myself a blister by scalding. 

mmm a blister; a scald, 

eczema. 

8736 

m 
8737 

R$c# 

' p'-ati 
C. 
H. 
F. 
W. p'oa 
N. p'oa 
P. p'ati 
M. p'-ati 
Y. ploa 
Sz. p'-ati 
K.p'o 
J. ho 
A. fan 

Sinking 
Upper. 

8738 

See 

fM t0 soabi t0 steep, 

to make tea. 

scalded to death 

with hot water. 

tK M r& It let it soak in 

water. 

yfy t0 decoct,—as medicines. 

M ^ ^ Y& ^ soak the 
seaweed,—in cold water. 

Read p'-ao2. 

'M foaming,—as a 

torrent. 

To bake or roast. Used 

for 8742. 

Ml*) to roast meat. 

M the Punishment of 

being fastened to a hot pillar, 
— as inflicted in the Chinese 
Purgatory. Said to have been 

invented by ^ Chou Hsin, 

the last ruler of the Shang 

dynasty, and differently explain¬ 
ed by some. 

See jgg 

Even and 
Sinking Lower 

and Upper. 

To roast-, to fry. Used 

with 8737. 

Q # (hsiao') to boast and 
44 4t 4 4 4* X ' 

swagger. 

Same as 8750. 

8739 

8740 

R- m 

See ^ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

8741 

A pimple; a pustule. 

Same as 8740. 

m 
8742 

r. ff 

Sinking 
Upper. 

A machine for throwing 

heavy stones in warfare. A 

cannon (dates from Yiian 

dynasty); a gun; see 2629, 

13,238 yins. A piece in 

Chinese chess, which moves 

like our Rook but cannot 

take unless there is a piece 

intervening between itself 

and the piece to be taken. 

^ figj, movable engines of war. 

*0 ft cannon; guns. 

—' P6! -P0, or —■ P l@,or —■ 

or —• a cannon. 

fr*S field artillery. 

tpm a muzzle-loading can¬ 

non. 

a fort. 

# PI a breech-loading can 

non. 

iffy p^ port-holes,—of a man-of- 

war. • 

£ Pfl the embrasures of a 

battery. 

M n °r 

^ @ a 6 inch 
quick-firing gun. 

a ramrod. 

—■ -^*4 one gun and gun- 

carriage. 

or a gun-carriage 

or shot; can 

non-balls. 

BJ %% £0 a frog-gun,—a mortar, 

so called from its shape 

a gunner. 

M HB a touch-hole. Also, a port¬ 

hole. 

to discharge cannon. 

to fire a salvo, 

to open fire. 

M*0. a signal-gun, as for open 

ing the examination hall. 

*. ^ the gun fired at the 

second watch of the night. 

a company of artillery. 

a shot when the horses 

are gone,—when the battle is 
over and it is too late, sc. a day 
behind the fair. See 6094 
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m 
8742 

8743 

8744 

R. 
K 

C. pLou 
W. p'-au 
F. poa 
W. boe 
N. boa 
P. p'-au 
M. p'-au 
Y. p’-oa 
Sz .p'-au 
K. p'-o 
J. ho, bo 
A. bau 

Even Lower. 

8745 

R# 
C. "p'-au 
\\. (.p'-au, -p'-au 
F. £/‘tfM 

W. Y°a 
N. ‘p'-au, Z00 
P. j -p'-au, 

M. ) i.p'-au 
Y. p^oa 
Sz. p'-au 
K.p'-o 
J. ho 
A. ibau, Za/'j- 

Even 
Irregular 

Lower 

and Upper. 

m * a gingal cartridge. 

fi t0 blast 

the turret of a turret-ship 

artillery, 

ft gunnery. 

»s« guns and equipments. 

See 8701. 

A long outer garment or 

robe for men, with sleeves, 

and fastened at the side; 

see 8813. 

-^r a man’s outer coat. 

IQ Zgt or fg 6313. 

4^ a Taoist priest’s robe. 

^ 10 to % a yellow robe was 
thrown over him,—referring to 

the election of ffi H ML Chao 
K‘uang-yin, first Emperor of the 
Sung dynasty. 

wearer of the blue 

robe,—the sky; God. 

M ^ fS 1 will share my 
robe with you. 

ttYinn a close friendship. 

W'J W\ ftil t0 break a 
friendship. 

plays in which official 

robes are worn, 

fil IS or a military robe 
or tunic. 

H fa tbe embroidered official 
full-dress jacket. 

To run; to gallop. 

Jfg 26 *0 run- 

M 56 H m rushing about 
here and there. 

56 J!® or 56 or SS 56 or 

56 SI to run away; to abscond. 

I am too blown to run any more, 

jjj^f to gallop a horse; to race 

horses. 

riding tenure or 

leasehold. [The land immedi¬ 
ately outside the walls of Peking, 

8745 

8746 

8747 

See aij 

Even Lower. 

8748 

R# 

See aij 

Even Lower. 

n 
8749 

circus- 

wasted at the close of the Ming 
dynasty, owing to the extermi¬ 
nation of the former cultivators, 
was given by the Manchu Em¬ 
peror to his victorious troops 
in quantity proportioned to the 
amount galloped round by the 
winner in a race. Such land is 

called IA g§ Hi!.] 

56# (°'M) Stt 
riders. 

$§ or JE& M. or $2 £[• 
to travel. [The last means, in 
Peking, a person employed 
abroad.] 

$2 fix or m tf to carry news 

or letters,—as a courier. 

$ U- m to gallop with the red' 

flag,—announcing a victory. See 

8731- 

messengers who bring 

the market-rate of silver to shops. 

56fe$ to race carts against 

each other. 

to skate. 

M to run before the wind 

m w. -t to have diarrhoea. 

mm to travel over the sea, or 

far and wide; hence, a name 
given to carters. 

ssdift debt collectors. 

'gt' a waiter. 

^ a waitress- 

Same as 8700. 

To work and soften hides, 

a musical instrument. 

A small spotted deer 

found in northern China. 

i! or § JF the roebuck 
(Cervus pygargus, Pall.). 

W-T- shops in the north 

which sell venison. 

See 8708. 

875° 

R-# 

See g|J 

Even Lower. 

8751 

8752 

R# 
C. /‘4m 
H. /‘4m 
F. p'-au, v. /‘a 
W. /W 
N./W 
P. p'-au 
M. p'-au 
Y. p'oa 
Sz. p'-au 

R‘ J not used 

K.fau 

Even Upper. 

The bottle-gourd (.Lagen- 
aria vulgaris, L.). 

ffc gourds and cala 

bashes for drinking out of 

If fa*# a bitter gourd, of 

no use. 

pf S fiS M. «£ am I a 
bitter gourd? 

iff to remain inactive; enfor 

ced leisure. 

See 9104. 

To throw down or away; 

to leave; to reject; to de¬ 
duct. 

M ^ or M or M UJ to 

cast aside; to reject. 

M if £ # to leave one’s 

parents. 

mm to leave home. 

mu. to separate,—as friends. 

m w to cast aside. 

mm to throw aside a book. 

mn to abandon. 

mm to throw down. 

mm to be extravagant; to 

squander. 

A M m /[E t0 be aggressive or 

tyrannical. 

mi \%L t0 separate, as people; to 

distribute, as money. 

m m ?i as to throw a brick 

to get a piece of jade,—a sprat 
to catch a salmon. 

mi Hit HI- to show one’s face 

too much in public,—of women. 

mm to cast anchor. 

JE % m HI] get an anchor out, 

—as for hauling on. 

mi t0 tbrow the shuttle. 

mi to throw a ball; to play ball. 

m & $■ p- how much is 
deducted ? 

m ~^rsee 9I°9- mm ^ the hautboy straw¬ 

berry. 

mn® Deutzia ‘staminea, R- 

Br. Also, Lobelia pyramida is, 

Wall. 



See 

8755 

§753 

R. j 

Entering 
Lower. 

n 
8754 

R-H 

See ^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

8755 

8756 

R-^c 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

8757 

R:* 

Ifc M -T* a wild raspberry 

(Rubus parvifolius, L.). 

\ti%¥ Rubus corchorifolius, 

L. f. 

M W Evodia Danielli, 

Hemsl. 

To cry out from pain. 

Also read /‘t?4*. 

To strike; to beat. A 

thud or crash, as of a 

weapon striking. Also 

read />‘<?4*. 

^ H knock the dust 

off your clothes. 

£itj ^j| the thud of 
spears coming down,—on us 
from above. 

Same as 8742. 

R 

See^ 

K .p'-o 
J. ho, hid 

Even Upper. 

To take in the hand; to 

grasp. 

A bladder. Used with 

8701. 

an air-bladder. 

- r m m elephantiasis of 

the scrotum. 

mm the bladder. 

the membrane en¬ 

closing an egg. 

8758 

R-$c 

See^ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

To brag; to swell. 

8759 

C. pel 
H. j .. 
F. i * 
W.pai, dot 

N. ) 
P. ! pei 
M. 1 
Y. phi 
Si. pei 
K .pi 

. hi 
A. ti 

Even Upper. 

4F 
8760 

RIK 
C. lpei 

?.>' 
W. ii’- 
N. cpei 
P. J>ei, pei, 

pci 
M .pe? 
Y. pie? 
Si. pei 
K .pi 
J. hi 
A. ‘ti 

Rising 
Irregular. 

Low, as opposed to r^j 

5927; lowly; base; plebeian; 

humble. Applied convention¬ 

ally to oneself. See 8073. 

heaven is exalted, 

earth is lowly. Applied also to 
the status of husband and wife. 

^ Itj |tj M to rise hi§h 
one must start from what is low. 

if! y|| low-lying and damp,—of 

places. 

(Jjg or ^ or f%L ffj or 

m i|i or or jfl y 

vulgar; mean; base. 

# a mean; servile; cringing. 

it is a trifle 

not worth mentioning, 

the lower classes. 

J»« my humble office; I. 

a junior. 

^ to slight. 

the short autumnal 

coat of fur-bearing animals 
(Manchu: beileci); fine,—of the 

quality of furs. 

castor-oil. 8778. 

To cause; to enable. To 

follow; to accord. Also 

read piz. 

for the information of. 

## or \%Z so as to enable; 

so that. 

# % if iso that it; 

may be returned to the loser 

'f!fi ‘J'jfiL j^J so as to benefit 

the revenue and show consider¬ 
ation for the merchant. 

# ^ P-0- ffifin order 
to avoid hindrance and delay 
on the journey. 

so that there may 

be a pledge or substantial proof 

of. 

to enable you to 

fulfil your official duties. 

to cause others not to 

advance or get on. 

w 
8760 

8761 

C. -phi 
H. ipi 
¥ .pei* 
W. bi* 
N.pi\ bi*' 

5.1/- 
Y.piei 
Sz. pei 
K .pi 
J. hi, bi 
A. -ti 

Rising 
Irregular. 

8762 

RIK^ 

£ 
Q.. pei* 
N. Hi 

See 

Rising Upper 

m 
R. 

'Zji 

8763 

See 

Even Lower. 

sr 
8764 

so as to enable 

me to follow my own desires. 

not one but fol¬ 

lows me. 

Read /‘f4. 

#t@ to look askance. 

A slave-girl; a maid¬ 

servant. Also read pP. 

/££ male and female slaves. 

women-servants, young 

and old. 

% spz ^ a maid aping her 

mistress. 

R m m ® ® 'J> * * 
the maids of a great family are 
very much like the misses of a 

small one. 

& # women condemned to be 

sold. 

your servant,—said by 

women. 

il Z &L & W R 
trouble begins with a woman, 
cherchez la femme. 

servility. 

Low; short. Also reac 

pi1. 

|js his own palace was 

low and small. 

^ K H $1 rfii M the 
people were fat, but short of 
stature. 

Read pH*. The female 

quail. See 1445. 

The handle of an axe. 

W Mb a wild form of Diospyros 

kaki, L. f., from the fruits of 
which a varnish is obtained. 

R 

C. pei 
¥l.pi,pui 
¥ .pi 
Yf.pai, pai 

A large stone tablet; 

a tombstone. See 12,316. 

4^1 $|L a stone tablet. 

stone tablets,—large anc 

small. 

135 



>x 

pei 

jjgi a tombstone. 

or SfclB the inscription 

on a tablet. 

a tablet without an I 

inscription; used of an elegant 
fool. 

f,|I# to read a tablet I 

as one passes on horseback,—to 
be quick at absorbing inform¬ 
ation. 

$n engraved upon a tablet. 

SR 5$ to carry a tablet,—to be 

a tortoise,—a term of abuse, 

fr to take a rubbing or| 

“squeeze” of an inscription, 

rubbings from tablets. 

£§ ± ff A P ^ the I 

mouths of the people on the 
road were like tablets, — they 
sang the praises of some worthy 

8767 
N. sbi 
p. cpei, cpi, 

S.p'-i 
M. cpei, Sp'-i 
Y. tpei,pe? 
K .pi 
J. Az‘ 
A. c*', i/z 

Even 
Irregular. 

8767 a 

€ 
8768 

man. 

8765 

E'S i 
See.^. 

Even Lower. 

87 66 

C. pei 
Vi. pH 

, hi 
A. ti 
Even Upper. 

C. i.p'-ei 

K. c/z, SpH 
F. cpi 

W. £.«, bP- 

P ^ mouth tablets,—the praises 

of the people. 

he wrote the in¬ 

scription on his own tomb. 

a tablet put up during 

the life of the person honoured. 

[Ellipt. for jfc 

i memorial tablet to a 

popular departed official, with 
laudatory inscription. 

the same, but without 

inscription. 

A basket-trap for catch-1 

ing fish. 

Plants of various kinds. 

Used with 8778. 

|l a creeping plant withl 

purple flowers, the root of which 
is a drug, apparently a speciesl 
of Smi/ax, though some accounts! 
point to Dioscorea. 

To aid; to benefit. 

ofgreatadvantage. I 

f4 fcfjj to support; to aid; to | 

make up a deficiency. 

M 14- fa of advantage) 

in government. 

8769 

"SIR 
C. pei-, -p'-ei 

H- 
lp\ii v. ~pin 

F. pei-^p'-woi- 
W. Sbi 
N. bei, bi 

M. I ?eP 
Y. pie?, pP 
Sz. peP 

K. pH 
J. hi 
A. bP- 

Sinking and 
Rising Lower. 

Read pH*. Small. 

n» an Adjutant-General; a| 

colonel. 

MW'®# staff officers and) 

men. 

4 JH, a small cap. 

4 M a small sea. 

4 3E a Petty prince. 

4 14 J& a term applied to | 

light literature. 

Same as 8778. 

See 8966. 

Bed-clothes. An orna-| 

ment for the head. To be I 

an object of; to suffer. 

8769 

m M or M m bed-clothes 

m ffi a cotton bed-quilt; a 

palampore. 

fff coverlet and mattress,— 

bedding. 

^ sheets to a bed. 

31 M if or \>X 
i|jf pulled the bed-clothes over 

his head. 

mm t?n& wrapped himself 

in the bed-clothes and got up. 

M £ Wl stuffed it under 

the bed-clothes. 

A® Wit all sleeping under 

one large coverlet, — concord 
among brothers. 

a saddle-cloth, 

to be killed, 

to be wounded, 

to be robbed. 

robbed by bandits 

to be burnt. 

$ # H # ^ was seized 

upon discovery by this office 

^ to be seized. 

jfc ^ to be plundered. 

f|| to be written about,—i.e. 

was cashiered. 

8770 

m 
C. Jbi 

H- cPuit 
F-1 fi.Jt'-oa 

w- c/‘h c/‘“ 
N./« 

P. Jei.p'-P 
M./z° 
K. /‘z, 

J. /zz', 
A. z5z° 

Even and 

SinkingUpper. 

8771 

C.peh 
H.pe/ 
V. pad h 
W. pai, <5az's 

P. jzW 
M./« 
Y. puk^pouh 
Sz 
K./zi 
J. holm 

A. <5<z^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

to be compelled. 

harassed; careworn. 

i# to be falsely accused. 

§£ to be accused; the accused 

IS Uj j|& hidden by hills. 

Eii was already under the 

influence of wine. 

$ M, fir ^ driven from 

its place by wind and wave 

washed away by 

water. 

J5J H his glory extended 

to the four quarters of the empire 
—of the Emperor Yao. 

Read p‘ix. To wear on 

the back. See 7298. 

§£ d$C to carry one’s clothes on 

one’s back. 

J§ or I I | | hair 
hanging down the back. 

^ 9°34- 

i® uU his bowels hung 

out to the ground. 

A bank; an embankment; 

a dam ; a shore. Used for 

9408. 

R®, an artificial pond. 

R* an embankment; a dyke 

^ EK by the shores of 

that marsh. 

[j^ the roadside. 

ffk thg UpS an(j downs 

of life. 

W\ EK biased- 

The north. To flee; to 

be defeated. Also readpo**. 

it* northern regions. 

it % the north pole. 

it ^ or it 14 on the north 

side; in the north. 

IfcH head to north,-as a corpse 

is placed; dead. 

s it m 0 ± * pi that 
which is farthest towards the 
north is the Upper East Gate. 

it a|= tbe north star. 



[ io75 

tl 
8771 

ma 

8772 

*4 the Dipper. See 11,427. 

^ the northern capital,— 

Peking, as opposed to Nanking, 
formerly the southern capital. 

HD a name f°r Peking. 

ft ffi iffi ®) to have an 

audience of the Emperor,—who 
sits facing the south. 

ft fa 6$ §1 m rfn ik# « 
faces Europe on the north, across 

the sea. 

#8Mt _t to bid farewell to 

a candidate going to Peking for 
the great triennial examination. 

itm a junk trading to the north 

of China. 

ft 4 A £ Superintendent of 

Trade for the northern ports 

'Jfj fffj ^e examinations for 

^ master held in the province 

of Chihli. 

it mm the Pakhoi Customs. 

'Kj t/I: Dodd Island,-near Amoy 

ft® 0 a likin station on the 

Yang-tsze. 

it P ,f§ a Mongolian pony 

it $tj ^ a name for Uliasutai. 

popular name for the 

yamen of the Commandant of 
the Peking Gendarmerie. 

ft rT El ^ I fought thrice 

and thrice I fled. 

^ ^ to be defeated; routed 

it to pursue a routed enemy 

'fjtfy it to Pretend to be defeatec 

and flee. 

# ft in Vt do not pursue an 

enemy who simulates flight. 

?k T # J£l it (the front 
ranks) attacked those behinc 
them, till they fled. 

iti j|l a brothel. 

Read p'-eii. To separate 

Same as 8780. 

8773 

C.puf‘,piu£‘ 

See ^ 

N. bei 
Y.p'-ei 
K.p'-ae 

hai, be 
Sinking 
Lower. 

i* 

n 

8774 

C .pu?,pui'- 
H ,po?,p'-oii‘ 
F .pwot‘,pwoi1 
W.pai, bat, 

ePai 
N.pei, bei, J>ei 

M. i M c/"' 
Y.piei, C/»V* 
Sz. pci, rpei 
K. pe,p'"ae 

. hai, he 
A. boui 
Sinking Upper 

and Lower 
Vulgar 

Even Upper. 

Name under the Chou 

dynasty of an ancient feudal 

State north of ^ jffp 

Wei-hui Fu, Honan. 

or 

The back ; the rear ; be¬ 

hind ; the pile or reverse 

of a coin (see 7633, 7886). 

To turn the back on, as 

opposed to [h] 4283; to 

ignore; to repudiate. To 

repeat. 

YY 'JpP niang2 ft- the back. 

i* !■ $$ # — & ft1 had 
just turned my back for a mo¬ 
ment, when. 

S * ” S A If # 
Skis* behind the back of; 

clandestinely; in secret. 

ti the rear; the back. 

S* a waistcoat. 

putting his hands 

behind his back, 

ft the back of the hand. 

iti jj3l] no one at his back 

or side,—to advise him. 

t 0 =y talk behind a person’s 

back. 

ft- Hx a P^ace that get3 no 

sun. 

a sheltered from the wind 

i«l t to face and to turn the 

back to, respectively. 

laiSth 
not knowing whether Heaven 
was favourable or otherwise. 

ftor ft the reverse of 

coin. 7633. 

on the reverse is 

the name of the king. See 7886 

7J S the back of a knife. 

& ft humpbacked. 

H bent in the back; weighec 

down. 

8774 a 

s o bend the back; to stoop. 

a wrinkled back,—a sign 

of longevity. 

^ huddled up from cold. 

ft 31 to desert a master or| 

patron. 

lit t0 turn t^ie ^ac^ on one’sl 
teaching,—to apostatise. 

to disregard re-1 

proaches,—as for a line of con¬ 
duct one knows to be right. 

to despair. 

ft j|I! t0 desert from the army. 

1 to rebel. 

2|S to turn one’s back on one’sl 

parents. 

t »s# to leave one’s! 

home and well,—i.e. to travel. 

an old fool, — a I 

contemptuous term applied by I 
children to parents. 

to commit a breach of faith. | 

SiP# = to repudiate one’sl 

previous words. 

ft- to disobey. 

ft to disobey orders. 

ft- -fit] to break a Treaty. 

^ ^ you traitor! 

^ to | illil B ft # or ft mor 
repeat by heart,—because the I 
pupil always stands with his back | 
to the master. 

to learn by heart. 

S T Hi » S T T # 
unable to repeat it by heart. 

ft to recite poetry. 

pc ft T y°u are really I 
unlucky,—as in gambling. 

;ft the single “drop” hanging! 

from the Court necklace on the | 
back. 

ff* stout. 

ft \Wfc to °^er the (Manchu)| 

evening sacrifice to ancestors. 

— # ft ft-one halll 
was entirely hung with the| 
paintings of (Kuo) Hsi. 

a style of drawing in 1 

which the outline of an object] 
is not shown by a bounding line, [ 
but by leaving its space blank! 
and drawing the surrounding | 
parts dark. 
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Sinking 
Lower. 

m 

^ ^ incompatible with; irre¬ 

concilable. 

back to back; at variance 

with; contradictory, 

to lean against. 

# * W or # m 
to fight to the death. 

2\S\ 
8779 

R-jfe 
C.pei 
H.pui 
F.p'-i 

W./a/, 6ai 
N 

7-f ^toactiiidefianceofreason.|M }/./ 

fSil fainted; lost con-|gz‘ 

sciousness. |k./» 

Read pei\ To carry on | AEfen Upper 

the back. 

to carry on the back; to 

be ungrateful. 

can’t carry it on the | 

back. 

f tll^ carrying a quiver | 

on his back. 

f A to carry a person on the 

back. 

fi a man who touts for| 

brothels; a pimp, 

t-? a load carried on the back. 

0J If ¥ a mountain porter. 

To stand with the back 

to any one; to dislike; to 

disobey. 

the people do not I 

disobey their rulers. 

f§| 0j| clearly violating I 

the Imperial instructions. 

8776 

R.| 

I See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

m 

8780 

R. 

H.pui 

See 

Fine silk of many colours. IK./<r 

Paper or cloth pasted to-| upp‘enrg 

gether; pasteboard. 

Same as 8776. 

^ pieces of cloth glued to-1 

gether, used as soles. 

The castor-oil plant [Rici-\ 

nus communis, L.), known 

Also read pi* 

M ft castor-oil seeds. 

To grieve; to be sad, as| 

opposed to 4073 or f|^ 

5051; to sympathise. See\ 

^ 6263. 

IB ]$Z or || H or || fjp. or I 

IB P] °r IB mor IB Mor 

IB to be mournful; to be| 

sad. 

a ® m m my heart is| 
grieved. 

^ 'Ll- IB Mfc tke sorrows and! 
joys of partings and meetings. 

IB ^ to grieve over autumn,— I 
t.e. over the loss of the summer. | 
Used of life. 

tipf to sob with grief. 

IB t0 siSh sadly. 

f(B ^ grief; sadness. 

ib m saddened. 

IB W) to pity. 

M IB sympathy and sorrow; an 

epithet of ||ljl Jj|j- Kuan Yin. 

IB ^ or IB U& alas! is k not| 
sad? 

^ ft M ¥ » not it (the | 
above) a cause for sorrow? 

i PI ^ IB S the wholel 
family wept for joy. 

A generation; a period 

of twelve years. A class; 

sort; a kind. Used to I 

denote the plural number. 

ft- all through life, 

ancestors. 

Jfl; elders; seniors. I 

seniors,—used 

by scholars or others of those 
who date from an earlier exami-| 
nation or other earlier period. 

mm or I4T ipr juniors. 

mm or /J'' we juniors. 

y you seniors. 

m~ Wt scak or keSree of genera-1 
tion. 

the generations! 

not in their proper places,—as[ 
when a marriage is contracted! 
between persons of different 
generations in the same family. 

pel 

It 
or 

or 

I^J °f the same generation. 

ity. 

i,® 
alike. 

after generations; poster 

—* m regarded them a 

pF m 12,500) we; 

; such as traders 

or 

our class. 

mmz 
M ^ H 2 m °f the 

loafer and vagabond class. 

H* m M ^ are all pict 

ures by Huang Ch‘uan or some 
of his school 

Mm^ ft their classes and 

generations can be distinguished 

til* ft 3® wkhout his peer 

in the present day. 

three hundred 

brave fellows. 

m asww several hun¬ 

dreds of men and women. 

A cup to drink from. 

—‘ ^ ^ a oup. 

V® fa a wine-cup. 

—* a CUP wine. 

nH M ^ —‘ let us take a 

cup hand to hand,—sc. pledge 
one another. 

^ EH pledged him with 

three cups. 

U a glass; a tumbler. 

sending round the 

cup and exchanging the bowl,— 
circulating the wine. 

ijkfi to be greedy of the cup,— 

to be over fond of wine. 

3$ ]>X g u forced them to 

drink out of big cups. 

^ ^ M with cups (for 
wine) and tea I await your con-l 
versation,—a phrase in invita¬ 
tions. 

to change cups,—a friendly 

act when drinking with any one. 
Especially, where two persons 
are trying to arrange a marriage 
between their children, without 
the usual go-between. 

UM a tray for carrying cups. 

Ifefe the snake’s outline 

in the cup. See 6566. 



io77 

8781 

3S 
jul 

8782 

m 
8783 

n 
8784 

878s 

8786 

In 

8787 

R-M 
C. 

See "ft* 
YL.pe,p'-ae 

hai, hai 

Sinking 
Lower. 

b# ^ $n[to £ 4s- there 

is no time like that when the 
cup is in the hand. 

ft*®. fi a cup of water (to 

put out a burning) cartload of 
wood,—useless. 

Same as 8781. 

Same as 8781, 

See 9031. 

See 8832. 

See 8833. 

Double ; to double. To 

rebel against ; to revolt 

from; to disagree with {see 

3217); to act with impro¬ 

priety. 

j^fj *0^ ^0 under the Hsia 

and the Shang dynasties, the 
number of officials was doubled. 

-j-' 'fpi tenfold. 

W in m a hundredfold 

more (friendly) than formerly. 

in ^ M 0 more 
beautiful than ever. 

fri in01 Jm — in°r in jfa 
or *t to double; doubled. 

is Ml ® a put it in extra 

good order. 

10 tfa tJI an extra load °f 
cares and anxiety. 

ill J£± si ^ two 
6503) make one pace. 

Z carts and chairs 

double as much,—as foot-passen¬ 
gers pay, e.g. on a ferry-boat. 

'fft ^l) double profit. 

double stages (on a jour¬ 

ney); forced marches. 

^ J§L cent Per cent> 

fit 
8787 

J 

8788 

R-|$C 
H. poi 

See ^ 

K.pe 
J. hai, hai 

Sinking 
Lower. 

8789 

8790 

R X 
C.pei 
H .pi 
F. pie 
Yi. pf, pie, 
N.pj 

5.1#- 
Y.piei 
Sz. pei 

T — iS ^ w m ,1, 
he made over a hundred per 
cent profit. 

W ET as a merchant 

making three hundred per cent, 
—which the superior man would 
not stoop to do. 

^ M H + in not a 
tenth as good as an apple. 

in ^to add to- 
^ ^ io t0 think about k 

more than ever. 

M in £ when 
your master died you forthwith 
turned away from him. 

m is * wished to repu¬ 

diate the treaty, 

to rebel. 

± *|a m rfo & ^ inwhen 
the ruler treats compassionately 
the young and helpless, the 
people do the same. 

as a subordinate, 

he is not rebellious. 

H yuan4 ||K ^0 to avoid low¬ 

ness and impropriety. 

3l in -psee 8793,88°7- 

To dry over a fire, as 

tea in its preparation. To 

hatch artificially. 

t0 bre tea- 

|[j| a Pot f°r firing tea- 

^ {kan ’) to dry by fire. 

*S*SB T burnt; scorched. 

to hatch eggs by artificial 

warmth. 

jf^ij jjjjj to hatch ducklings. 

See 9017. 

The fore-arm (jr^ 2474); 

the arm. See 6055. 

to each upper 

arm he had three forearms. 

Jg the arm. 

ting ft St put his arm round 

her. 

ffl W tin Wl to seize by the 

arm and talk to a person. 

8790 
K .pi 
J. hi 
A. ti, be 

Sinking 
Upper. 

8791 

* 
8792 

C.puf 
FI. pLul~,, p'-oia 

See^g 

K. p^ae, pal 
J. hai, 

Sinking 
Lower. 

It 
8793 

ll.pui 
P.pei:, J>ei 

See ^g 

K.p'-ae 
J. hai 
A. <W, 

Sinking 

Upper. 

she took the Emperor Su Tsung 
by the arm and left the hall. 

|H ^ to bare the arm. 

long arms; a fabulous 

“long-armed” nation. 

- ft 1 M 1 an aPe 
with an arm all in one piece, 
z.<?. without a joint at the elbow. 
Used of a versatile, resourceful, 
or cunning man. 

3$ —■ ff to lend a 

hand. 

^ j|j[j a helping hand. 

a tippet; a kind of waist¬ 

coat. 

^ Jj^j to cut off a shoul¬ 

der of mutton. 

See 8963. 

4 

To rebel against; per¬ 

verse ; contrary to what is 

right. 

rebellious; refractory, 

contrary to etiquette. 

'I'fyt contrary to principle or 

what is right. 

# If t?5 A # If iS ttJ 
gains which come to one in a 
wrong manner will also leave 
one in a wrong manner. 

If A If if! an elliptical form 

of the above. 

If® seditious falsehood. 

The shell of the pearl- 

oyster 5 a cowry. Money ; 

valuables. The Buddhist 

Scriptures. Radical 154. 

[To be distinguished from 

A 3018.] 

aiftg they use shells 

for money. 

* It Jf rffi Sf 11. S !S 
tin M & in ancient times 

shells were used for money, that 
of the tortoise being highly pri¬ 
zed. Under the Chou dynasty 
coins began to be used. 

M 35 or ^ gems; valua¬ 

bles. 



IO78 

_^79< 

Sinking 
Upper. 

I See S 1 -> \ 
Sinking 
Upper. 

8796 

R.; 

pwoi3- 
.pai, bai 

m wealth; property. 

Pe*x 1$} beileh,—the Manchu 

title usually bestowed on the 
sons of the Imperial princes of 
China. 

.M Pei1 beitsze,—usually the 

sons of a beileh. [The Emperor 
confers any titles he likes on 
his sons and relatives. Mongols 
have also these titles.] 

J| the peito or palmyra 

palm, the leaves of which are 
used for writing upon. Sans 
krit: pattra. See 8794. 

Jl ^ M %£ or M It the 
Buddhist Scriptures. 

M ^ IK J- H ic Wj 
the palm-leaf paper the words of 
the Canon move. 

nutgalls,—the pro 

duce of Rhus semi-alata, Mur¬ 
ray. 

J~1 -^T popular name of the pjj 

7801. See 8798. 

Ji| embroidery worked to 

look like shells,—from one of 
the Odes associated with sorrow. 

® * "4- It in your grief 

you sing the shell-embroidery 
Ode. 

A palm-tree (Borassus 

jlabelliformis); the 

peito tree. Identified by 

Chinese Buddhists with the 

Bo tree of Indian Buddhism. 

See 8793, 9511. 

A two-year old heifer. 

pasture-land on the Mon 

golian steppes reserved for 
grazing bovine cattle. 

T « «i special pasture-land 

which produces a kind of very 
soft and tender grass of a sweet¬ 
ish taste, reserved for grazing 
young calves deprived of their 
mothers. 

An animal with short 

fore-legs and long hind 

ones. It is supposed to 

ride on the back of the 

wolf, which has long fore¬ 

legs and short hind ones, 

8796 
N .pei 

See ^ 

K .p'-ae 
A. bai, loui 

Sinking 

Upper. 

i?97 

See Jpl 

SinkingUpper. 

so that each profits by the 

advantages of the other. 

(j| ^ destroyed; broken down; 

in ruins; ill at ease; helpless.| 
Also, a ringleader. 

banded together | 

as traitors. 

an evilly-j 

designed crumple-paper com¬ 
mand, — said of the informal I 

order issued by Hsien I 

Ti of the Han dynasty to sum-1 

mon §!§ '/mi Chang Wen andj 

Ifli Huang-fu Sung. 

8800 

8801 

8802 

8803 

8798 

R. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

8799 

Iflr 

C .pap 
H.pP 

F. pci1,pet‘ 
W.pi, bie~ 
N. bi* 
V. pei, pi 
Y. pei 
K.pi 

. bi, mi 
A.bi 

Sinking Upper 
Irregular. 

Tortoiseshell ornaments. I 8804 

Um. 
C. pei 
H. pli 
F. pei 

IW. bi 
N. bei 
P. pei 
M. pei 
Y.piei 
Sz. pei 
K .pi 
J. hi 
A. bi 

A liliaceous plant, identi¬ 

fied with raj 7801. 

in f # Fritillaria Royle, 

Hook. f. 

m (or &> f # Fritillaria 

Tlumbergii, Miq. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Strong; able to bear 

great weights, as the tor-[ 

toise. 

Iel M M. 31a sreat turtle sup-| 
porting the weight,—e.g. of a| 
stone tablet. 

m # * it (this wind) is| 

called the mighty wind. 

Sinking 
Upper. 

A pennon; a streamer. 

Also read p^ei^. 

fl t * * their white I 

streamers fluttered brightly. 

waving,—as flags or trees 

in the wind. 

Ife M fill the flags are flying. 

2H ^ ffl t0 erect (a flag'| 
staff) but not to fly the flag. 

tT the flag of an official who 

is on a journey. 

3^ t0 turn homewards; to 
return. 

Same as 8795. 

Same as 8800. 

Same as 8804. 

To make ready; to pre¬ 

pare; to provide against; 

to put in order; complete 

ness; perfection. All; both 

See V] 3452, 5776. 

§ It or # T or or 

It t0 make ready; to pre¬ 

pare. 

Di ^ W t0 get ready 
beforehand what is most wanted 

te & ¥ a bhi t 
dinner ready a little earlier. 

SifSItKfi have respectfully 

prepared a poor entertainment 
for you,—used conventionally. 

U IS see 9456- 

before he is pre 

pared; while he is unprepared 

H ^ or 1ii t0 keeP for 
reference,—as archives. 

they are not re 

corded here. 

tiiffi to get ready for transacting 

or doing anything. 

Iw Hi prepared for investigation 

—as a case. 

H 3?: prepared for submission 

— as documents to a higher 
authority. 

litto PrePare f°r examination, 

—a few extra papers, in case 
some among those set aside 
for acceptance by the Grand 
Examiner are rejected upon 
further revision. 

H to submit for examination 

or reference,—as documents in 
a case. 
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8804 

to make complete; to 

provide for the whole of. 

It or H Ira t0 prepare a 

statement of details. 

fin '$§ t0 Set ready a horse,—by 

saddling it. 

IL t0 Provide against rebel¬ 

lion. 

;±h on 
& or to prepare for 

war. 

JT 
> 'i charged with military 

functions. 

34 a 

t 
/±fc 

to recount, 

to prepare wine. 

$0J completely; in full detail. 

TL fj| the Emp. ordered 

a reversion to the full amount, 
— which had previously been 
allowed. 

H jfi f°r use- 

f§ 1>C (or t0 prepare a 

despatch (or letter). 

ISiWi to prepare a (written) card. 

«*l to draw up instructions. 

mm to keep on record. 

to write a despatch to. 

fl to prepare in full. 

mm to prepare for sending. 

fj| to be prepared to give 

evidence. 

® Rpto make oneselfacquainted 

with,—the contents of a letter. 

m Mk t0 Prepared to hand 

over. 

® fff to bnd the amount. 

can be employed 

with special duty of. 

preparedness. 

m >j< m ^ — a not to 
look for perfection in any one 
man. 

n * % m k m % *» 
things are already complete in 
us,—in man. 

superior man does not expect one 
man to be able to do everything, 
—he employs each according to 
his capacity. 

m ft m S where there is 

provision (against future contin 
gencies), there is no calamity. 

8804 

■ttH 

8805 

8806 

See |J*- 

Even Lower. 

P 
8807 

rMH 
C.puP, ‘plui, 

-p'-ui 
N. bei 
P. Jei 
M.pee 

m t0 make oneself 

minutely acquainted with. 

fj| ^ to act as, or fulfil the 

duties of, an official. 

ft @1 Tai t0 have exPe_ 
rienced both prosperity and mis¬ 
fortune. 

fj| fh to have expe¬ 

rienced bitterness in life. 

^ # M S ft if each is to 
have its own independent plat¬ 
form,—be independent of each 
other. 

ft rfl captain-lieutenants and 

sergeant-corporals. 

ft refers to ^ f| second 

captains; see 10,012. 

See 9355. 

To bank up with earth; 

to strengthen; to encourage. 

Used with 8811. 1 2,793. 

± or jf |j or jf to 

bank up with earth. [The last 
is also to be a patron to; to 
assist.] 

J# « itg * to bank and 

straighten up,—as a tree that 
has fallen; also, as a man in 
bad circumstances. 

it m ^ £ to encourage 

students by providing means. 

jf to bank UP wkh bricks. 

there are no 

firs or pines on small mounds,— 
only at big graves. 

if or if to strengthen; 

to fortify,-as by nourishing food. 

Bn M M the goddess who 

promotes conception. 

Planks. 

Chinese galls, — the 

nutgalls of the tariff, formed on 
the Rhus semi-alata, Murray. 

^ )jf a group of 3 stars in Draco. 

Read /U«2-3. To strike. 

P 
8807 

Y^.pu 
J. ho, bu, hai 
A. -feu 

Even 
Irregular. 

B 
8808 

M 

SeeSt 
Even Lower. 

R 

Read pang%. A club; a 

flail. Used for 8655. 

a staff of peach-wood. 

a sword is not as 

good as a club,—in close combat. 

The wing feathers spread 

out. 

sa to spread open the wings. 

Mp 

8809 

M 
H.p'-oi 

See [f 

Even Lower. 

To make good; to in¬ 

demnify; to stand a loss. 

Rn m or Rrf in or R§ §£ t0 
repay; to make up a loss to any 
one. 

to repay the bar¬ 

gain-money. 

Pf no repayment of 

losses. 

M Pp to a§ree to rePay- 

Rn f<ftl or Rn 
deficiency; to compensate. 

involved by pecuniary Raa E0 
So ^ 

losses. 

' % to make up a 

nil ® 
So ^ 

flg aM 

have in¬ 

curred liabilities amounting to 
over 7'ls. 100,000. 

p| goods on which one 

loses money,—daughters. 

f!f [fj Ru ^ if was not 

over sales that I lost money. 

Qpf $ t0 ^ose 011 tke capital or 

prime cost of anything. 

$S P,g T I cannot afford to 

pay,—as damages. 

Ro Por R§ or Rn ^ pu 
^ (ji?!? 9940) to offer an apology. 

# A Ri M ^ to 
apologise on behalf of another. 

Rpi ifMt0 Perf°rm some ceremony 

by which an aggrieved person 
is pacified,—to apologise. 

mn to find a sum of money 

in satisfaction of. 

a sum of money paid as 

indemnity. 

to give a dowry to a 

daughter. 



88io 

See^ 

A.foui 

Even Upper. 

8811 

C. p'-ui 
H.p'-ui 
F. pui 
W. bat 
N. bei 
P. \ 

Sz. ) 
K. bo 
J. hai, be 
A. boui 

Even Lower. 

Unstrained spirits, 

explained as 

Also 

K nm poor and only 

(able to afford) old unstrainec 
wine. 

To bear one company 

To double • to match. Used 

with 8806. See 687. 

p iQ»or mm to bear a visitor 

company. 

f§ m to accompany a guest 

when leaving. 

[fp to bear company to. 

PS# to attend on; to wait upon 

Fn the person assisting at an 

act of worship. 

[ip to act as assessor in a case 

PS A to sit with,-as with a guest 

dt Fn or d? Fo 1 sha11 have to 
lose the pleasure of your society 
-—said to a visitor whom one is 
forced to leave, owing to a pre 
vious engagement, etc. 

X F& to have failed to bear 

company to,—as to a visitor who 
called when one was out. 

Fn M or Fo the second 

capital,-formerly Nanking, now 
Moukden. 

Jjfl pw to add to; to multiply. 

Po MorFo M Y Ma maid 
who accompanies a bride to her 
new home. 

|fp J|j^ an assistant; a deputy. 

Fn £ to hold on to duty 

and so strengthen one’s charity. 
See 5627. 

[Ip ||ljl additional illustration; to 

bring in an allusion to something 
collateral, as when mentioning 
willow-trees in a poem on pine- 
trees; to set off; to act as a foil. 

WMifc Po IS I’ll do the 

same for you another day. 

: to greet with a smile. rw 

ip U ministers of a tributary 

State,—used in direct address, 
“I, the Envoy from (a tributary 
State).” 

w 
8812 

RIS 
C. bp-l/i^puf 

F. cpwi\pwoiJ- 

See ^ 

K. pe 

Rising 
Irregular. 

8813 

“iX 

s« $ it 
A. bi 

Even and 
Sinking Upper 

and Lower. 

8814 

8815 

W' 
8816 

mfrX-2 

8817 

See 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

8818 

C.p'-ei 
H.p'-i 
F. p\ cpH 
W.pli 

N.p'-ei 

y.‘ Uyi 
Sz. ) 
K .pi 
. hi 

A .fi 

Even Upper. 

The bud of a flower. 

the scented Daphne is blossom 
ing, all other flowers are shamec 

A long robe for women 

without sleeves, and fa 

tened down the middle; see 

8744. 

7Cfc t]* ll16 pl10611^ crown 

and crimson robes,—of a bride 

See 9034. 

Same as 9071. 

Same as 9072. 

Dishevelled hair. 

Great; greatly. See 7086 

a vast achievement. 

—• the San-miao 

(affairs) were greatly arranged. 

vfC vast. 

the great son,—of Heaven, 

sc. the Emperor. 

a time of great prosperity. 

to have inherited 

the great heritage,—to have be¬ 
come Emperor. 

igc 
8819 

R-i 
C .plei 

See^ 

Even Upper. 

To make a noise in the 

throat; to snort. Used in 

the sense of “Pshaw l” 

“Bah!” etc. 

to spit at. 

U M H M W dt & 
tut, you booby! —(who ever 
heard etc., etc.?) 

m 
8820 

See 9071. - 

8821 

R.^ 

P ,pLei 

See 

Even Upper. 

Timid; frightened. 

fS VC a sub-District in Hunan. 

$5 
8822 The cub of a fox. 

V pei 
Y .pH 

See 

Even Upper. 

Read p'-eia. A kind of 

leopard. 

8823 

See 

Even Upper. 

Dyspepsia. Also read 

peix. 

Si1 
8824 

See 

Even and 
Rising Upper. 

An old name for dark 

millet, anciently used for 

making spirits to be used 

in the ancestral worship of 

princes. 

8825 

See 9072. 

M 
8826 

Same as 8822. 
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8827 

c. 
N- p'-ei 
P. ^ 
M. 
K.P‘ 
J. hi, hi 
A. ibi, b? 
Even Upper. 

8828 

R-i 

See 

Even Upper. 

8829 

R.fr 

C.p'-ui 
H .p'-ai 
F.pai 
W. bat 
N. be 
P .p'-ai, p'-ei 
M. p'-ai 
Y .p'-ae 
Sz. p'-ai 
K .pc 
J. hai, be 
A.boui 
Even Lower. 

8830 

See^^ 

Sinking and 
Rising Lower 
and Upper. 

A Department in Kiang- 

su, which once formed part 

of the ancient State of ^ 

Lu. 

(If IHl ^ he absconded 

and roamed about Hsia-p‘ei,— 

of Chang Liang. 

p'uP 

A horse with yellow and 

white hairs mixed. 

To walk. Also read/W2. 

mm flying to and fro, as swal¬ 

lows; walking backwards and 
forwards; irresolute. 

m m & a variety of rose (Rosa 

rugosa, Thbg.). 

m m m a market-town in 

Shansi. 

A string of five hundred 

pearls. 

f- to string pearls. 

Dressed in 

beautiful robes. 

long and 

An old 

name for the District of ^ 

2 in Anhui. A surname, 

for which ^ 3462 is often 

wrongly written. 

c. 
H. 
Y.pwoi' 
W. baV- 
N. bei 
P. \ 
M. I M . 
Y. \i> et 
Sz. ) 
K. p'-ae 
J. hat 
A. boui 

Sinking 
Lower. 

8832 

R. 

8833 
Rf 
See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

8834 

R. 

C. 
H. 
F. p'-woi 
W .p'-ai 
N. 

p'ui 

P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. j 
K .p'-ae 
J. hai 
A. fat 

p'-ei 

Sinking 
Upper. 

To wear at the waist. 
To remember. To respect. 

^ to wear at the girdle; 

attached round the waist; to 
wear, as an order. 

H M or UR 77 to gird on a 

sword. The second is also a 
dagger. 

Jl' to wear on the person. 

m. a charm; a scapulary. 

PI 3£ or an ornament 

like a chatelaine. 

* S M f U when 
(Confucius) put olf mourning, 
he wore all the appendages of 
the girdle. 

U^ ^§,to wear a tortoise pendant, 

—instead of the $ ur ; see\ 
13,510- 

"PR t0 Sratefully appreciate. 

j§ UR 1 sha11 gratefulIy 
remember your great kindness. 

M.1 cannot say how 
I respect you for it. 

UR Jjjg to respect. 

as to the rest, 

I do not respect,—your opinion, 
i.e. I must continue to hold my 
own. 

Gems or ornaments worn 

at the girdle. 

H J)R 11 the Sirdle orna" 
ments tinkled,-—as she walked. 

Flowing, as water; co¬ 

pious. Sudden; vehement. 

To fall face downwards. 

A marshy jungle. Name 

of a river in Liaotung and 

of another in Kiangsu. 

iifeMTS (the clouds) send 

down torrents of rain. 

ffi @ Ik braggadocio; 

bluster; self-conceit. 

pleasing,-as a smiling face 

MMi when (a tree) falls 

so as to raise (its roots),—i.e, 
utterly. 

H Mi when he falls 
(i.e. in seasons of danger), he 
cleaves to it,—viz. to virtue. 

w 
883s 

R. & 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

8836 

H. ! ?ui 
F.p'woi 
W. p'-ai 
N. 

> t .<C 

8834 

p'-ei M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K ,pe 

. hai 
A. foui 

Sinking 
Upper. 

M ^ to emigrate be- 
cause of poverty; to wander 
friendless among strangers. 

Mim fertilising; enriching. 

^ name of a District in 

Kiangsu. 

the hero of P‘ei,— 

the Emperor 0j Kao Tsu 

of the Han dynasty, so called 
from his birthplace, as above. 

Rain falling, 

frjj pelting rain. See 8687. 

To mate;, to pair; to 

unite; to match. To be 

loaded with; to be as 

sessed at. To suffer punish¬ 

ment; to expiate. 

SE^ki! the equal of Heaven 

and Earth. 

BEffi to mate with; to make a 

pair, as a married couple. 

m #0 °r he to 
make a match; to marry. 

@E la to betroth; to give in 

marriage. 

BE to join together; well 

matched. 

@E fq' together with; supple¬ 

mented by. 

SE t° mix lead,—with some 

thing. 

*0 hsiangx j?j[l to match; to equal 

See 4249. 

TBE ill-assorted; not to be a 

match; he doesn’t deserve it, 

#i ^ IE M If$he is not 
fit to live. 

BE ^ ± it does not match. 

BEH to be a suitable match 

fff" HE t° consent to a marriage 

BE it to couple; to mate; to 

copulate, as animals. 

to make a good 

match. 

•fo* HE c°iti°n)—°f animals. 

136 
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8836 

SEfgft addition; supplement; 

unimportant. 

Baa to match colours. 

BE it doesn’t match,—of 

colours. 

ra be the four associates,—of 

Confucius in the Confucian 

temple, ^ [ft| Yen Hui, ^ 

Tseng Tzu, JB Tzu Ssu, 

and Mencius. 

j§[l i§L to be admitted to member¬ 

ship in the Confucian temple. 

BE^Tft may you enjoy 

your honours (as above) for a 
thousand years! 

% BET^ to be the fellow 

of God, i.e. to be on earth what 
God is in heaven, a wise ruler. 
Also, exalted to association with 
God, as a deceased Emperor who 
shares in the sacrifices offered 
by the reigning Emperor. 

m n 5$ cartridges. 

SE % HI t0 make llP pills. 

mm to mix drugs; to make 

up a prescription. 

& m E -fe ® BE ffl 
made up in accordance with the 
“prince and minister” system,— 
of medicines. See 3269. 

BEffl fittings; gear. 

be a to perform various military 

exercises at a review. 

mm an accompaniment to a 

dish. 

BEj£ to transfer to. 

BE*1 to carry a cargo of. 

mm to load or carry salt. 

SE m or @E^ banishment, 

fifl BE to sentence to banishment. 

BE fft place of exile (). 

Reins; a bridle. See4092. 

MS bE a bridle. 

■'Sin 7 &jli, how 
far did you go at one gallop? 

to hold the reins. 

holding both the reins 

in his left hand. 

there was no one 

J. hi 
A. bi 

1=1 

8837 

Sinking 
Upper. 

j5838 

R- 7G 
C. pen 

H. pun, pen 
F. pwong 

W.pang, fang 
N. pc tig 
p. \ 
M. ,. 
Y. \*m 
Sz. ! 
YL. pun 
J. hon 
A. boun 

Even Upper, 

to drive level with him,—he had 
no peer. 

^ to let fall the reins. 

fan to draw rein and 

go slowly. 

six reins,—in the hand at 

once, sc. a clever man. 

connected reins,—fellow-travel¬ 
lers. 

same boat and 

as 

To rush away; to stam¬ 

pede; to be in a hurry; 

urgent. 

^ ^ or ^ or ^ to 

hurry off; to travel quickly 

^ to scatter hurriedly in all 

directions. 

running to and 

fro,—busy. 

hurried; bustling. 

to run for one’s life. See 

8840. 

j| or # ^ to fly, 

routed soldiers. See 8771. 

yJT to scour the earth. 

rushing waves,—to hurry; 

to bustle; disquieted; uneasy. 

eftf ^ ^ the bustle and toil, 

—of life. 

# -S- to hurry off and give 

notice or inform against. 

^ 0 in a short time 

he came running back, 

to repair to. 

& m ® t°run 
against a stone to wound one’s 
foot,—to cut off one’s nose to 
spite one’s face, or go out of 
one’s way to injure oneself. 
Sometimes used in the sense of 
“Qui s’excuse, s’accuse.” 

to hurry home to bury a 

deceased relative. 

something to strive for; 

an object in view; an aim. 

Ul§ t0 scatter)—as beasts and 

birds. 

^ lewdness, — applied to 

women. 

to play the “Joseph.” 

8838 

8839 

R. 

SinkingUpper. 

8840 

r-7C 

See 

Even Upper. 

8841 

R- 7C 

See A 

Even Upper. 

>jnj| 
8842 

R-7C 

See 

Even Upper. 

8843 

R % 7V 

C. -fen, pen, 
pei 

H. cfun,pun, 
pi 

F. hung, 

pwong, pei 
W. Svang, 

pang, pi 
N. veng, peng, 

Pf 
Y.fen, pen, pi 
M. ^ 
Y fen, pen, 

Sz. ** 
K.pun,pi 
J. fun, hon, hi 
A. boun, bi 

Even and 
Sinking Lower 

and Upper 

a fallen woman. 

^ to fly in couples. 

Read pen*. To go jn 

search of. 

To mix up; to throw into 

confusion. 

To run quickly. Used 

with 8838. 

ffjJ to run for one’s life. 

to go to meet or seek one 

in order to get aid; to resort 
to; to take refuge with, as the 
Chinese do with their relatives 
when short of money. 

An adze. 

* an adze. 

I* cut it away with an 

adze, chisel, axe, 

and saw,—carpenter’s tools. 

To gallop away. 

adze. 

Energetic; strenuous. 

a hundred life- 

guardsmen,— one of the nine 
marks of Imperial favour, granted 
in ancient times to deserving 
nobles; see 4157. 

ft" W 'fffr men such as (B&. 
Meng) Pen and ( J^Hsia) Yu, 

—of great prowess. 

Read fenA Large. 

J||) large drums. 

MM so as to enlarge 

our great inheritance. 

Read pi*. Ornamentation, 

to adorn; to honour. Bright; 

T your stately arrival; the 

visit you honour me by. 



-— 

i ^ ^ ^ con- 
ferred upon him the honorary 

8843 degree of Doctor. 

^ brightly. 

^ ^ ^ gay as plants and 

trees. 

Same as 8842. 

8844 

Same as 8838. 

8845 

*■ 
8846 

R-^C 
C. ) „ 

The root, as opposed to 

7999i the origin; point 

of departure; hence, native 

as opposed to foreign; per- 

H. Vun sonal; one’s own; used for 
F. pwong 
Vi .pang “I,” “we,” etc. Capital or 

io8- 

N. ping 
p. j 
M. [ pert 
Sz. 1 
Y.ping 
K.pon 

. hon 
A. ban, boun 

Rising Upper, 

principal of money. Numer- 

ative of books, documents, 

paintings (see 7165, 3519, 

13,138), plants, etc. 

root and branches; begin¬ 

ning and end; head and tail 
(see 9596); fundamentals and 
accidentals. 

the root of wood 

and source of water,—a phrase 
often seen in the family ances¬ 
tral hall, and used in reference 
to one’s ancestors. 

M M to come to oneself 

again,—as after a faint. 

the superior man 

devotes himself to the funda¬ 
mental. 

■if # IP ^ a11 reSard 
(moral) self-culture as the root 
of everything. 

* $ il RB 5fc J& #, 5 
^ for the root to be in dis¬ 

order while its offshoots are well 
ordered, is impossible. 

M totake 
the former treaty as basis,—of 
a new one. 

the origin; the beginning, 

2k* original; originally. 

2k#ffi 0 the original fea 

tures; the natural expression. 

®i ft $ * ffi a, & g 

i-'i lit mi although not 

8846 

the real features (of the persons I ; 
represented), yet sufficiently sol 
for the amusement of the present! 
generation,—a theatrical notice.! 8846 

$ M 01 # h? or 2^ ^ or 

2j£ ^ or ^ it is properly] 

my duty to. 

a duty. 

2|S I was going to (do some-| 

thing); I should have (done| 
something); my original inten¬ 
tion was to.... 

* nf may certainly. 

^ was originally.; always] 

was. 

* B aim; motive; object. 

the present year, 

the current moon. 

*« the current term or quarter. | 

* H this very day. 

# i naturally. 

^ J|j| belongs to the category] 

of. 

# s w s is really detest-1 

able. 

the merchants and] 

people under one’s own juris¬ 
diction. 

# g one’s native country. 

2^ $§ % lds own wife. | 

the present dynasty, 

original place; native; 

local. 

A a native of the place, 

local produce. 

in order tol 

recover lost ground,—as money | 
lost in gambling, etc. 

2|£ % l> myself- 

2jS fT^^orTpC ^ my hong; j 

our firm. 

one’s business or profes-| 

sion. 

mi m x * s » m ji, 
j||« ^ meanwhile, the other] 

man will have great difficulty] 
in continually seeing lovely] 
trunks (of trees),—i.e. will never] 
“get a look in.” 

# $ or ^ $ or Tg $ to| 

be ungrateful to parents. 

7^. t0 he grateful to parents; 

to show gratitude to the original] 
(founders of Buddhism), — by] 
keeping their birthdays. 

2|j ffk one’s proper official post.] 

(fenx) see 3506. 

# & one’s original name,—e.g. 

before it was changed by adop-| 
tion. 

2k*S> or jgf one’s original | 

intention. 

# A the person in question; 

oneself; in person. 

"Hi I, the Consul. 

2k iS we, the merchants. 

A a Pekingese,—used by 

a native. 

* m or "fit ability; natural j 

gifts; skill; strength. 

8 £ 2k # enquired about | 

the origin of the matter. 

7$ % m % 2j£armed ati 
all points; ready for any emer-| 
gency. 

to develop the principle.] 

2k6 see 9602. 

^ or ® capital jprinci-1 

pal. 

* a m m capital and in-j 

terest settled up,—as in squaring | 
accounts. 

or J§L principal andj 

interest. 

2k M Z. ® jj|^ increase and| 

decrease in profit. 

® " 8g $ to lose one’s! 

capital; to lose money by a] 
transaction. 

^U2k not so much as the] 

original cost. 

^ to get one’s stake or money 

back. 

#T $ or H # °r $ t°l 
encroach upon one’s capital. 

^ttflT2k not to break in | 

upon any capital. 

— # & flowers of all I 

colours on a single plant. 

—• ^ a book. 

||| —- 2jS one edition] 

reads j7//zz for zzrzzz. 
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8846 

8847 

I * ffi # ffi in the old 

edition kan appears for _j'«. 

j£ ^ a revised edition. 

an edition for everyday 

use. 

jljj1 the fair copy of a 

8848 

R -vnu 
C.pen- 
YS. pun- 
Y. poung- 
W. bang' 
N. ij/if 
p. ) 
M. I. , 

j Pen 

Sz. ) 

K. pun 
hon,bon 

A. ‘boun 

Rising and 
Sinking Lower 

Irregular. 

8849 

R. 

J pun 

pwong, v. 
poungp 

, bang, bo, 
ping 

an edition to be kept 

rather than used; edition de luxe, 

a document in the form 

of a petition, sent in by sub¬ 
ordinates when visiting superior 
officers to announce to the latter 
who the former are. 

m * or a copy-book 

a book of extracts copied 

from favourite writers, etc, 

$ 
Memorial. 

_t $ to send up a Memorial to 

the Emperor. 

ED * a printed volume of any 

kind. 

*'4 the “pillar” or Spanish 

Carolus dollar. 

« 5 i 2k r¥ _ 
costing one dollar per picul to 
prepare 

Same as 8848. 

Stupid; doltish; slow 

sluggish; clumsy. 

% A ™ j* or % a 

stupid; a dolt. 

^ clumsy; rough. 

an unskilled workman. 

J[§|j (jfj a clumsy-jowled man; 

a boggier. 

a simple fellow; a 

clown. 

to get stiff or clumsy. 

ilE E *l| Jji, ^ this horse is 
lazy. 

A basket for sweeping 

dirt into; a dust-pan; a hod 

for mortar; a bin for holding 

grain. 

a dust-basket. 

to carry a basket; a hod. 

* pen 

8849 
p. ) 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. J 
K. pun 
J. hon 
A. boun 

Rising Upper 

R. 

8850 

7C 

p'-un 
C. 
H. 
F. pwong 
W. W 
N. 

M. 
Y. p'eng 
Sz.p'-in 
K. pun 
J. bon 
A. boun 

Even Lower. 

baskets and barrows. 

^ 4^ the toil of bin an c 

beetle (to husk grain with),— 
the toil of a farmer. 

A basin; a bowl; a tub 

a pot. 

or a face-basin 

a wash-hand basin. 

^ or a bath-tub. 

(ig a bath-house where the 

bathers have separate tubs in 
the same room. See 5239, 6341 

p0 near the tub,—parturition 

Chinese women being deliverec 
into a tub over which they are 
supported by attendants on each 
side. 

is 

iin J T thoroughly en 

grossed in it. 

a bowl into which dice 

are thrown. 

—‘ a pot of flowers. 

^ a bowl which 

shattered by the chief mourner 
before the coffin is carried out 

drumming on a 

bowl (i.e. beating time) and 
singing,—as Chuang Tzu did 
when his wife died, not from 
disrespect but in support of his 
theory that death is but a return 
home. 

^ a tub; a bowl. 

^ E a p°tter- 

S'® 
the rain came down in torrents 

J||| the percentage levied by 

gambling-house keepers. 

i&ZT beneath an over¬ 

turned bowl; under the dome 
of heaven. 

0 n m w * m s 
bright as the sun and 

moon are, they cannot cast their 
rays beneath an inverted bowl. 

Rulms coreanus, Miq. 

See 8852. 

t 
88 s1 

r-7C 

See 
Even Lower. 

8852 

R- xc 3C 
See ^ 

Even Lower. 

Pj 
853 

R- JC 
C. Ren 
H. ‘fun, p^ud, 

J'-ang 
F. yiung, 

pooling' 
W. J'-ang, 

p'-ang‘ 
N .p'-ing 

p. I *i- 
M. j f en 
Y. p'-ing 
S z.p'-en 
K. pun 
J. hon 
K. /urP 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

Water flowing rapidly 

Name of a small affluent 

of the Yang-tsze near Kiu- 

kiang. 

’ffiitt0 overflow, 

fit® an old name for Kiukiang 

A kind of wild raspberry 

(Rubus coreanus, Miq.), 

known as ^ g , found 

in Hupeh. Also read fen* 

and used for 3525. 

To spirt out of the mouth; 

to blow out; to puff out. 

See Pj|l 11,026. 

dt * to spirt water out of the 

mouth,—to lay the dust, etc. 

(ft#* to spirt out charm- 

water, — as magicians do, for 
exorcism or other purposes. 

(ft ik to spirt water over cloth, 

—as tailors do to damp it. 

m to spirt out ordure,—to 

abuse people with foul language. 

^ to blow out the breath; 

to fume. 

T** Pf£ UK enough t0 make 

a man spirt out his food,—with 
laughing. 

& Jit (ft A.rSfcffig 0 
he who spirts blood on others 
must first foul his own mouth. 

'fg P p|| to blurt out. 

if Pf| Pf£ t0 talk fast. 

Pf ^ a watering-pot with a rose 

(ft#nfcH to smoke opium. 

a lizard reputed 

to exhale vapour. 

a paper animal with 

a man inside to throw paper 
money out of its mouth, carried 
at funerals. 

Read p^en*. 

pit #or # pi pf fragrant- 

the clustering 

flowers send forth a sweet smell. 

mm a rocket,—used formerly 

in fighting. 



fc 
8854 

W 
8855 

R|ty) 

See ^ 

Rising Lower. 

8856 

‘Eixr [ 1085 ] 

Rude; rustic; stupid. 

Used for 11,025. 

Same as 8853. 

8857 

s«gf 

A. ibing 

Rising Upper 

W 
8858 

See 

Even 
Irregular. 

Same as 8853. 

8861 

F. v. paing? 

Seeis 
Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

8859 
J* 

See jH 

A. ibing 

Even Upper. 

$£ 
8860 

*•» 
C. ping 
H .pitf 
F. pc fag1 
W. cping 
N. pun? 
V.peng 
M. pung 
'i-pung^ping 

K. piong 
J. /;£>, //,'o 

A. -bing 

Sinking Upper 
Irregular. 

An awning; a shelter. 

mmzT under your pro¬ 

tection. 

To pull a bow to the full 

See 8862. 

3# IS to cheat- 

a swindler. 

To join; to connect; to 

baste, as before sewing 

Used for 8858. 

m m n m may you have 

numerous descendants! 

To scatter; to split; to 

crack. To jump; to saunter. 

To bubble up. Very; ex¬ 

tremely. 

ufc or t0 flee in a11 
directions. 

the pomegranate 

has split open, 

ff ^ ^ the rushes sprout forth 

^ Hi ^to iumpout- 
to take a pleasure-trip, 

to jump about. 

^MiL& sParks flying in 
all directions. 

£ # H ± IL IScovered 
with dust from running. 

\n- ^ 

w 
8860 

8862 

R. 

See M M 
K. ping, p'-eng 

Even Upper. 

8863 

R. 

See m 
Even Upper. 

8864 

L1» 1 

8865 

R. 

C.peng 
H. pen 
F. pung, peing 
W. Jiang, pang 
N -peng, v. 

pong 
P. peng 
Vi. pen 
X .pung 
Sz. peng 
K. pung,ping 
J. ho 
A.bang 

Even Upper. 

% m 'M my welling 
tears have long been flowing. 

# very dry. 

To cover with earth. 

M±mm to fill up a grave 

with earth. 

Read p'eng'*. A target. 

A stiff or stretched bow; 

solid; substantial. -S>£8858. 

to stretch a bow to the 

full; stout archers. 

jE* a bamboo bow or 

spring, by the recoil of which 
a door is made to shut. 

strong within and 

elegant without,-of a perfect man. 

jjjjlj fpj- to stretch out tight. 

51 a defaulter; a swindler. 

Menorrhagia. See 8865. 

|| 7® fl°0(hng, — at child 

birth. 

Same as 8866. 

To collapse, especially 

as a landslip; to become a 

ruin; see 3767. Used of an 
Emperor’s death. Used for 

8863. 

R. 

N. peng, v. 
pang, bang 

See M 
Even Upper. 

j j | jyfy the mountain collapsed 

Used of the ruin of a State. 

t0 c°ilaPsej to into 
ruins. 

BW the collapse of a wall or 

bank. 

m to be ruined. 

jtjjj to break open, — as 

wound. 

tE % ffl the mis 
fortunes of the empire consist 
rather in the disintegration of 
the masses than in the factions 
of the classes. 

LM a m 
8865 

JAJl 

8866 

^ the death of an Emperor. 

i f ^ f 1 i after * 
wards, Wen Ti died. 

Hr HE frightened the| 

Emperor to death, 

jjjjj to snap; to break. 

jj/i Blf furious,—as a hurricane. 

or m M menstrual | 

disease; menorrhagia. See 8863. 

jjjj ^ leucorrhcea. 

jjyj flooding,—at childbirth. 

JyJ not going to ruin; not| 

diseased, of animals. 

» * * f§ -f H 
bowed their heads like the horns j 
of animals falling off,—sc. in awe. 

To wrap up in a cloth. 

to bind a baby in 

swaddling-clothes. 

ft^® = + #.4- 0 

i\!> $\ Wi liav,j 
been a married woman for thirty I 
years, and yet to-day I am al 
mere baby in swaddling-clothes i| 

stretched tight; taut. 

8867 

8868 
R. Vulgar. 

See *!£ 

Even Lower. 

ui ±1 

See 8647. 

To jump; to hop; toj 

rebound. Used for 8860. 

bounded over his I 

head. 

fk ¥ a tambourine. 

im stamping with rage. 

See 3576. 

8869 

8870 

C. pung 
XX.fung 

F. ‘p'-ung 

P .p'-eng 
M. j 
Y. pung 
Sz. j 

XL. pong 
J. ho 
A. boung 
Rising Upper. 

A gem for the mouth of| 

a scabbard. 

the gems at his| 

scabbard’s mouth all gleaming. 

3§| JJji Controller of the Stud in | 

Tibet. 

Commandant of Archers.| 

^ ;Eljl Centurion = 



io86 
UE33VCS- 

8871 

C. Jung 

F. 'p'-ung 
I VT.Jung3 
IN.'p'-ung 

IP ■pengj'-eng 
Yi.funf 
IK .pong 
|J. ho 
I A. -bating 

[Rising Upper. 

8872 

R. 

C. Jong 

IH. ip'-ang 
I F. Jnng, 

chwong 
|W .Joa 
IK. p^eng 
IJ. ho^ hid 
I A..fong 

Even 
Irregular. 

8873 

|RJt 
C. ip'-ing 

I F- Jeing 
I W. rbang^ ibing 
N. cpleng 

I K. pLing 
I J. ho, hid 
I A. ibing 

Even 
Irregular. 

Full of leaves; luxuriant 

growth. 

8876 

riantly. 

I See 
I - II- 

. . I Sinking 
growing luxu-| Lower! 

8877 

The space inside the door| 

of the ancestral temple. 

Also read fangh 

8878 

R. ■ 

8874 

|R M 
| C. Jing, 

J'-eng 
|F .Sping, 

J'-eing 
IIC .p'-iong 
IJ. ho.: hid 
| A. ibing 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

8875 

|RJt 
|P .pengjing 
j Y. pang, ping 

I See J£ > -< 

Even Upper. 

To cause to go or be; 

to send. 

7$ #■ ^ ft M (God) hasl 
caused me to obtain the empire. 

~)f M ■nw # if it1 wasiust| 
proposing to send a messenger I 
to enquire about you. 

To grasp; to follow. I 

Used with 8873. 

wm to go for; to attack a I 

person’s character. 

WW to pull to pieces; to decry. 

A ditch; a creek; an I 

artificial creek, dry at low 

water, used for docking 

boats. 

4 m -m a creek at Shanghai,! 

dividing the French and English [ 
settlements. 

C.p’eng 
H.p'-en 
F. peing 
W.bung 
N. beng, bang 
P. pLeng 
M. 

| Y. p'-ung 
I Sz. 
K. ping 

I J. ho, bo 
1 A.bang 

Even Lower. 

The shell of a long nar¬ 

row bivalve, used as a| 

scoop. 

Same as 8876. 

A friend of the same bent 

as oneself ^ ^ % Jf ; to 

associate; applied to bival¬ 

ves {see 4157). To match; 

to pair. See 13,429 

[Now commonly written as 

below.] 

a good friend. 

I^ friends fill his 

house. 

11$ friends and associates. 

IB ytto associate with in obtain¬ 

ing a post for a friend. Also 
used of two near relatives who 
are petty official employes in the 
same neighbourhood, and there¬ 
fore supposed to be in collusion 

an association of friends; 

a clique; a cabal. 

* It H iff to associate for 

treasonable purposes. 

IS M a friend. 

m a n a term applied to 

clerks in yamens. 

K JUJ M jlfa i\k true 
friends are tasteless as water. 

U& m H M HU vtH false 
friends mix oil with the honey, 
—of their tongues. 

bad friends; on 

bad terms. 

■ffllSlSUe friends while there 

is wine and meat to be had, 

a cup of wine and a snack with 
every friend,—of a “jolly good 
fellow." 

if your cap is not straight, your 
friend is to blame. Applied 
figuratively to morals. 

m 
8878 

8879 

R. " 

Seeil 
Even Lower. 

8880 

j* | 

^ ^ JUI friends should 
have a high wall between them 
—too much familiarity breeds’ 
contempt. Qs 

friends of| 
the staff,—beggars. 

SfJTOM very friendly. 

J313 mmm the tvvo goblets of 
wine are enjoyed. 

j?T) JfJJ they live to¬ 

gether and fly together. 

WJS8 a hundred sets of cowries, I 
—a large sum of money. 

without a peer. Also, not 

to fit, as shoes, i.e. not to 
with the feet. ** 

m to divide into two| 

sides,—as for football, etc. 

mm the captain of a side. 

To associate with ; to 

help. See 8878. 

A covering, generally of 

matting; an awning; a shed. 

Used with 8901. 

$1] a mat awning, put over 

court-yards in summer to keep 
out the sun. 

an awning; a porch. 

$]lj a temporary theatre. 

S fir If mat coverings over ! 

head in streets, 

if $jlj a watchman’s shed. 

^ fjjjjl] a booth where tea is sold, 

—as at fairs, etc. 

H ti J:[1 the sheds 

(= stands) all round for watch¬ 
ing (the football) were like the 
teeth of a comb,—so thick. 

tyjjfj [f]Q mat-shed builders. 

^ ^19 to roll up a mat shed. 

If If to pull down a mat shed. 

7^ the passenger-stations of 

the Yang-tsze steamer companies. 

It i tD H to cover over 
(pits) with a layer of earth. 
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8881 

R. ; 

SeeP 

Even Lower. 

8882 

8883 

H .pHn,p'-en 
V.peing,\. 

pong 

See^j| 

Even Lower. 

m 
8884 

The noise of dashing 

water. 

See 8863. 

Borax, known as D# 

(which is also used for 

“impure soda”), brought 

from Tibet. 

2 

8887 
N. beng 
P. p'-eng 
Wl.p'-en 
Y. p'-ung 
Sz.p'-eng 
K. p'-eng 
J. ho, bid 
A. baing 

Even Lower. 

R. 

See /Jjj 

Even Lower. 

8885 

I 
See J! 

Even Lower. 

to 
8886 

R- 

See 

Even Upper. 

2 

8887 

R. 

C. 
H. 
F. 

W .bat 

p^ang 

Hair hanging down the 

back. See 9618. 

A fabulous bird of enor¬ 

mous size; the Rukh. 

ft iff) ® Jfr. S =€ ® II 
(this huge fish) changes into a 
bird, called the Rukh. 5^6525. 

ill 2 S'. 7 3t ISd1 
Mtfc the back of the Rukh is 

I know not how many thousand 
li broad. 

i<. ISM M the great Rukh 
has spread its wings,—of a rising 
man. 

jj like the Rukh’s 

journey of 10,000 li,—he has 
risen high in office. 

The noise of dashing- o 

water. 

m\ m roaring billows; see 8584. 

To be strong and hand 

some. 

proud; contemptuous. 

mm an old name for 'J'Jj 

jjfrp Hsti-chou Fu in Kiangsu. 

if 
8888 

R. 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

8889 

R- 

N. bang 

See 

J. bo, bid 

Sinking 
Lower. 

name of a District in 

Sshchffian. 

m n °r m p<6ns Tsu>- 
the Methuselah of China. 

% ffl # ± R ^ 

E-TSatfS P‘eng Tsu 

obtained it ( ), and lived from 

the time of Shun until the time 
of the Five Princes,—from 2255 
to the 7th century b.c. 

S m Z % 7i ^ “ 
Wang’s breaking his sword 
(? 8890). 

R. 

C .p'-ing 
H. p' in 
F .ping 

N.‘ I binS 
P. .p'-eng 
M. j 
Y. \ p'-ing 
Sz. ) 
K. p'-yong 

hei, bid 
A. bing, Jaing 

Even Lower. 

Read p',angx. 

numerous. 

To be 

fj the travellers are 

numerous. 

all splendid car¬ 

riage-horses. 

W’frmm my four horses 

never halt. 

The noise of dashing 

water. 

the Pescadores,—between 

Formosa and Amoy. 

R. 

F. cpleing, v. 
Sprang 

P. jHng 
Vi. p'-eng 
. ho, hid 

A. siting 

Even Upper. 

A squat jar, with low 

neck, for holding spirits, 

etc. 

4 
8890 

£ 
8891 

R. 

See q-4 

Even Lower. 

r 
8892 

Same as 8912. 5^8887. 

Fat; swollen. 5^10,864 

or B) Hi! Puffed outl 

swollen; dropsical. 

tbe feeling of distention 

which often accompanies dys¬ 
pepsia. 

A land-crab. 

R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

^ -f* crab’s eggs- 

a clawless crab m 
-a useless fellow. 

AT 
8893 

8894 

n 
8895 

8896 

R." 

See 

Even Lower. 

m 

889 7 

R. W 

Impulsive; earnest, 

frff- or ww eager; hasty. 

4$ # Wvfo ffiW] eager to 
do something, to bring about a 
change. 

& 14 loyal and earnest. 

The crash of falling rocks. 

W B Ita ® with a crash like 

thunder. 

1 abundant; numerous. 

Same as 8903. 

To whirl, as the wind 

does. 

J# fel± whirling the dust 

in clouds. 

ZT 

Even Lower 
and Upper. 

8898 

See 

Even Lower. 

Tvi 
8899 

The noise of drums. 

Dishevelled; unkempt. 

m- 

% Mife M unkempt hair and 

a dirty face. 

dishevelled,—as hair. 

8900 

Same as 8901. 

Same as 8896. 
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1 p'-ung 

8901 

R. 

C. 
H. 
F. 
W. ) . 
N. I bung 
Y. p'-eng 
M. j 
Y. ! p'-ung 
Sz. I 
K.pong 
J. ho, bo 
A. boung 

Even Lower. 

vm 
8902 

R. 

See 

Even Lower. 

Mats woven from bam¬ 

boo and other leaves; a 

covering; an awning; a sail. 

Used with 8880. 

^ mat sheds. 

a thatched hut,—my hum¬ 

ble house. 

; tents for soldiers; a mat 

shed. 

the awning of a cart, 

to put up an awning. 

Bm a sailing-vessel. 

sm sail-cloth; sails. 

B risgin§- 

B iMa mast 

B to set full sail, 

i close-reefed. 

^ to go about. 

the sheet of a sail. 

hauled in the 

I*: 

^ ft 
sheet. 

wind. 

to gibe a sail, 

to sail close to the 

the housings of sails. 

a sail fluttering,—as when 

too close to the wind. 

H B M a fluttering sail 

and a wobbling tiller,—used of 
persons who wander over the 
country at random. 

|||[ the seed-case or ripe re¬ 

ceptacle of the lotus, when the 
leaves have fallen. See 8902. 

—* an open umbrella. 

One of the Composite, 

identified by the Japanese 

with Erigeron Kamschati- 

cum, D.C.; its woolly seeds 

fly about like hair. Tang¬ 

led ; overgrown ; luxuriant; 

see 8715. 

§5 m Jin bus Lambertianus, Ser. 

See 6840. 

p Chrysanthemum coronari- 

um, L. 

Salsola maritima, Dumort. 

7m 
8902 

8903 

RJI 
C. p'-ung, fung 
H. pung 
I'\ p'u?ig, v 

i.p'-ung 
W. p'-ung 

N. bung, p'-ung 
P. p'-eng 

M. 1 .it 
Y. j Pung 

Sz. p'-ung,p'-eng 
K. pong 

. ho 
A.boung 

Rising 
Irregular 

a weed-grown 

; n 
window. 

t|? ^ or JfS or 

poor scholar’s house. 

^ willing for coarse vegetables 

in a hut without repining,—love 
in a cottage. 

dishevelled. See 8898. 

5 "tl*or B^ B{| wkh untidy 
disordered hair,—from the line 

in the Odes ^ 

% ^ \U one of the ^ jjj| jjj 

three Isles of the Blest (pcncxpuv 
vijiroi),—said to lie in the Eastern 
sea, off the coast of China; fairy 
land. 

or or 

names for Peking. 

B ^ /Pi name a District in 

Shantung. 

^|j| like lotus 

seeds in their cups. See 7115 
8901. 

|t|[ J|l a baleful star. 

M ^B ^ a mulberry-wood 

bow and a p‘dng arrow,—an¬ 
ciently hung up at the door on 
the birth of a male child. 

±*rfWB$6.T*rtt 
jjjr above the hungry geese 

cry, below the dried seeds of the 
p‘dng run along. 

To hold up in both hands 

To offer respectfully; see 

10,547. To scoop up. Also 

read feng%. 

^2to ho^ UP with both hands 

^ to hold a bowl with both 

hands. 

Jip to hold firmly. 

hold it firmly. 

fj the clouds support 

(encircle) the sun. 

^ "7" wooden handcuffs. 

-#*1 a double handful. 

yfC to drink out of the 

hands. 

to present a cup of tea. 

jjj to bring forth carrying in 

both hands. 

8903 

8904 

w 
8905 

R.ySr 

See 

Rising Upper. 

*2 

PL 
8906 

See 

Even Lower. 

8907 

R. 

C. p'-ung 
H.p'en 
F. p'-cing 
W.p'-ae 
N .p'eng, p'-ung 

p'-eng 
M. p'en 

Y. p'-ung 
Sz. p'-eng 
K. p'-eng 
J. ho, hid 
A. faing 

Even Upper, 

pffl or q|| to hold up 

and read; to read reverently to 
attentively peruse. 

j^jl to take a stinking foot 

in hand,—to do a man’s dirtv 
work. 1 

See 8871. 

Fragrant. 

8908 

R. 

See 

A. ibing 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

Luxuriant; bushy. 

the wheat growing 

luxuriantly. 

tilt mu the bushy-tailed 

foxes. 

To boil; to cook. 

^ or M ^ t0 PrePare tea' 

if! Wb t0 make sol,P- 

to boil and kill,—the work 

of a cook. 

ti ^ ^ the business of a 

cook. 

if ikltt0 boil and fry- 

j& * m * f * m 
govern a great State as you would 
cook a small fish,—don’t overdo 
it. Cf. pas trop gouverner. 

f m to boil and mix,—as when 

preparing medicines. 

f ^to decoct- 
||} jfp he burnt himself. 

$1 wben tbc hare 

caught, to boil the dog,-for food; 
sc. ingratitude. 

Illicit intercourse 

maid-servants. 

with 

mm a lover,—in the sense of 

the French amant. 



r 
8909 

M 

see % 

Even Upper 
and. Lower. 

w 
8910 

RW 
F./«»/, 

J'-'ing 

Seejfft 

Even Lower. 

IO89 

8911 

8912 
R. Vulgar. 

C ./ung\ 
pang2- 

H. ‘-/ting, 
J'-ung 

. p'ang2- 
W. bat 
N ■p’-ung, 

bang- 
V-P'-enf 
M. 

p'-nng 

A. cbaing, 
baing- 

Sinking 
Lower. 

The noise of boards 

striking together. 

A species of Iris; see 

9958. 

Readp^ing^. To cause; 

to make; to have to do 

with. See 5382. 

some have a mind to enter 
(public life), but they are made 
to think it is of no use to do so. 

|}j|? I will have nothing 

to do with a wasp. 

Same as 8912. 

To run against; to bump; 

to collide with. 

to run up against. 

or to damage by 

running into. 

to collide. 

t0 strike on a rock. 

|g|j[ or 1’^ to sink a vessel 

by collision. 

tr 7- to run up against a 

nail, — as when a too officious 
person gets a severe rebuke. 

1 0 i to go back disap 

pointed. 

to run up against,—as an 

acquaintance. 

(,chaoJ) take care we don’ 

hit!—a street cry. 

(chox) whenever it happens 

that. 

Hi M (chao') 1 have 

never come across one. 

t^Sl ^ t0 kh upon an oppor 

tunity. 

i|f£ to kit upon the luck 

to have the luck (good or bac 
as the case may be) to. 

n to kotow (see 6114); to 

meet. 

8912 

ifii Ut JPt 'fifc t0 meet together 

and drink,—as friends. 

VII occasionally; it may 

happen that; very likely. 

Miij 7 ^ ifthere 
were the slightest mistake on 
my part (colloquial). 

it T ^ - it 1c 
M ft —■ H if il costs 

me all I have, I’ll have it out 
with him. 

8918 

C.pik 
H. pel 
F. peik 
~W. pi, bie, 
N. pih 
P. J>i 
M .pi 
Y.pik 
Sz. pi 
K.. piok, s.p'-ip 
J. hiki, hioku 
A. b'ik 

Entering 
Upper. 

p.pp 
M .pH 

See )pn 

Entering 
Upper. 

\4* 

8915 

C .fuk,pik 
F. houk^p^aik 
W./« 
P .pP 
K. pok,pibk 
J./uku, hioku, 

hiki 
A. b'ik 

Entering 
Upper. 

m 
8916 

R-*ft 

See 

YL.pidk, b'ik 

Entering 
Upper. 

Same as 8918. 

Te be oppressed. 

^ fl M the keart 

distressed and disturbed. 

|‘Usincere; truthful. 

A piece of wood, called 

| |gj, fastened across the 

horns of oxen to prevent 

them from goring. Also 

read fu**. 

A public bath-house. 

Jfi VS they do not g° t0 
the baths together. 

VS ^ sternly; gravely. 

8917 

R-*fi 
C.pik 
H. pit 

See 

K,pHk,v.pidk 
A.fuk 

Entering 

Upper. 

To dry by the fire. 

8919 

rR 
C.peii,pet- 

To crowd; to press; to I 

urge; to compel; to op¬ 
press. Close by; near. 

A If t# people Pressins| 
round on all sides. 

M or M °r iS ^ to| 

compel; to force. 

'V' & Mto force (a widow) | 

to marry again. 

*1 K ^ £& t0 force peopleto| 
become robbers,—as by oppres¬ 
sive government. 

fI17i 
It not being able to resist his I 

importunities, I was obliged to I 

comply. 

jS or t0 force t0| 

commit suicide. 

*1 A M ^ forced int0 a| 
position in which there is no 
alternative. 

S kis (rival’s) skill 

pressed hardly on his own,— j 
making him envious. 

y|| to extort. 

Jg| to keep down; to intimi-| 

date. 

J^ to intimidate; to terrorise. 

jII Vm t0 divert or force the 

current. 

to extort evidence. 

[ forced one to. 

ill ^ rape- 
*1A to overawe. 

lit A this is bringing itj 

home too closely to a person. 

lit M ^ ft p this| 
brings out its objective present-! 
ment,—a concrete suggestion of! 
some abstract condition. 

MM leggings. 

He very c^°se5to press °n 
towards. 

*11 iJL M m lookin§at it: closel 
or from a distance,—as a painting. 

MM neighbouring, 

jg narrow; restricted. 

The nose (originally ||j). 

Radical 209. See 12,365.! 

A7*i&orfl-?LorftSi 
the nostrils. 

i37 
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#• 
8919 

H./ji 
f./‘«3 

W. 3/V-j- 
N. ^behj 
P. ‘pi 
M. ( 
Sz. 1 A 
X. pik 
K.pi 
J. tf 
A. /*-! 

Irregular 
Lower. 

ft ?L fij- |h] “fC happily 

the nostrils point downwards,- 
otherwise they would catch the 
rain! 

ft ^ the bridge of the nose. 

ft 5ft. the cartilage between the 

nostrils. 

ft or ft. the tip of the 

nose. 

make him a nose-tip, — follow 
him as an example. 

ft mucus from the nose; 

snivel. 

H ft hans' ft '$t (vulg. ^ ), 

M ft hang2 three streams 

of snivel and two of tears,—of 
violent weeping. 

ft ‘/jjj to weep with the nose; to 

snivel. 

nose stuffed, — as with a 

cold. 

WHT to blow the nose. 

*1 
a hook nose. 

ft. a high or aquiline nose 

ft It P * straight nose and 

square mouth,-—as a type of 
masculine beauty. 

ft jjl^ a shiny nose,—considered 

a beauty in a woman, 

ft. a tip-tilted nose. 

ft ^ snuff. 

ft. lUfft to bleed at the nose, 

ft nose piles,—polypi. 

^ ^ ^ ftthe sme11 
of him makes one’s nose sour,- 

said by Emperor yt Kuang 

Wu of | am Liu Shang. 

% .8, ®r ft their breathing 

gradually became heavier. 

#11 .ft he is entirely 

dependent' on me. 

ft ^ rhinoceros,-a foreign term. 

fT Pi ft ■? ^ t0 
speak openly; to play “cards 
down.” 

= # L- HR bf * three 

nostrils blow out too much air, 
—of a meddlesome, interfering 
person. 

-fit ft ■7* H hrto turn up the 
nose and stare at contemptuously. 

#' 
89r9 

4r 

8920 

m 
892r 

& 
8922 

r .m 

C.pyt 
H. pit 
F. pcik 
W.pi, bi^ 
N. pih 
P./i3, ‘pi 
M. pi 
Y.pik 
Sz. pi 
K.pHl 
f. hitsz^ hichi 
A. 2?/ 

Entering 
Upper. 

8923 

or 

a nickname 

applied to j^| ^ ^ Chu-i 

Liang, because of his flat nose. 

iAf I [his Majesty] lets 

himself be led by the nose. 

Said by jj|| ^ of the Liang 

dynasty. See 2739. 

ft ill the founder of the family 

from earliest antiquity 

See 9424. 

See 9031. 

To be certain ; to be 

necessary; must. 

^ or dfr °r M % 

db& or it is certain 

that; it is necessary that, 

ifr ^ tn iib it must be so. 

& M ft # the thing must 

have happened; it must have 
been so. 

T'db need not; not necessarily. 

^ dfr or ^ PT ^ it is not 

certain; not necessarily. [The 
first also means “it is not likely.”] 

st % st & * fr « 
although it is impossible to say 
for certain whether it exists or 
not. 

why must.? what is 

the necessity? 

# & m m the circumstances 

make defeat certain. 

a case of necessity. 

# & 3t & B tfc they do 

not make it clear that it is so,— 
as they say. 

# dk no arbitrary predetermin¬ 

ations,—said of Confucius. 

dfr ife* »® ^ what is 
essential, is to cause the people 
to have no litigations. 

the route one 

cannot help following. 

Same as 8925. 

8924 

R'If 
C./r/3, beip 

pet„petr 

See dfr 

m 
J. hitsz, bee hi 
A. tet^ biet- 

Entering 
Irregular. 

m 

8926 

mi s 

See 

A. -r>, biet 

Entering 
Irregular. 

8927 

c3 
H .pi 

F. pei 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K.pi 
J. hi 
A. bi 

Sinking 
Upper. 

R. j 

See 

m 
8928 

mi 

Sinking 
Upper. 

To talk; to chatter. Used 

for 8933. 

8925 

C.pei\pet~ 
¥.pik~ 

See ^ 

K.pHl 
T. hitsz 
A. tet^ 

Entering 
Irregular. 

A? 

R. 

P^/' pi1 
ative. 

Mz'4= ^ = talk 

To be rude. 

their deportment 

(when drunk) becomes light and 
frivolous. 

To strike playfully. 

Read pp or pH*. To 

pierce. 

Read piehx*. To brush 

away. 

To guard against; care; 

caution. To be distressed 
Laborious. To gush out. 

Eg, to be on one’s guard 

against future calamity. 

to blame oneself liu ^ 
for the past and be on one’s 
guard for the future. 

$£ ‘I'lfe do not be distress¬ 

ed with sorrow. 

oil strenuously cautious. 

[Correct 4224.] 

& tHi M * how the water 

bubbles up from that spring! 

To gush forth, as water. 

Name of a river in Honan. 

by the wimpling stream from 
my fountain, in my joy (I can 
forget) hunger. 

* * m m a phrase based 

upon the above, referring to 
the superiority of private over 
public life. 
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■V m 
8929 

R. jm 

See 

A gem or ornament on a 

scabbard. 

A. tit. 
Entering 
Upper. 

»r 
8930 

RP 

See^ 

SinkingUpper. 

Wi 
8931 

A 

at. 

8932 

R-# 

See 
Sinking 
Upper. 

To look straight; to gaze 

ifiS* 
8933 

R- If 
C.pei\pyt^ 

pyh 
F .pei\peik^ 

pih 

N. bih- 
K.//7 

. iz'Zrz 
A. /e/j, biet~ 

Entering 
Irregular. 

A# 1 

Correct form of 8932. 

Secret; mysterious; ab¬ 

struse. 

or gg hidden; secret. 

« 1 @ ^ * not involving 

any (*.£■. State) secrets. 

^ t0 secretly hand down,— 

as a valuable prescription. 

U ti* ij to secretly com¬ 

municate a marvellous prescrip¬ 
tion. 

jjijA prepared from a secret 

recipe. 

mail cannot keep it 

for myself alone,—of knowledge. 

\pX ^ ^ IE W? ^ because 

it was an objectionable matter, 
they kept it secret. 

mm or writings of a 

secret or mysterious character. 

m? ^ kept book secret 

i*t m, m an old Taoist for¬ 

mula or cabbalistic term,—e.g, 

PI.see 4792- 

upm very abstruse. 

m& a secret method. 

mm underhand devices. 

M' $$ or m the Han-lin 

College. Originally, a museum, 
in which the Emperor Wu Ti 
of-the Han dynasty kept his 
manuscripts and pictures. Later 
on, a term applied to the Im 
perial Library. 

8934 

R ^ 

See 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Lower. 

m* 
8935 

R- H 
See 

A. if3, bet^ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

8936 

R.% 

See fib 

Sinking 
Upper. 

8937 
_ 
Rja. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

w 
8938 

RJ1 
C.peP 

See m dfr 

SD 
J. hilsz, hetsz 
A. iz3, bet3 

Entering 
Irregular. 

Fragrant. 

7)£ sweet-smelling. 

^ ^ j]l[J fragrant has been 

your filial sacrifice. 

7$ a kind of sedge with an 

edible root. 

^>1} a bhikshu. See pix 

8942. 

To kick, as a ball. Also 

read pieIP*. 

Name of a place in the 

ancient State of J|$ Chfeng. 

Secret; hidden. 

secret; mysterious, 

to lie hid; to abscond. 

FMbe very careful 
not to let the matter leak out. 

A frame for keeping a 

bow at its right tension. 

St 4~ 

8939 

r.W 1m 
e .pet3 
F .peP,pik~ 

See 

A. iz°, bet3 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Upper 

and Lower. 

,r 

R. 

fin/ 

8940 

See jj£\ 

A. if3, betD 

Entering 
Upper. 

b‘ 

8941 

RIK 
C .pei- 

H. I «*; 
F. I ** 

W. 

See £|> 

Rising Upper. 

A sleek, strong horse. 

A kind of bleak (Squalio- 

barbus curriculus). 

z m m a species of bleak 

with pink eyes. 

A spoon; a ladle. Ra 

dical 21. [To be distin¬ 

guished from 1 °5 5-] See 

10,988. 

long and curved 

were the spoons of thorn-wood, 

k. "ft" a sPooni a dagger. 

t It J# $$ #z c^- 
cealing a dagger with which he 
meant to stab him. 

zffinsmm-ftrnm 
311 also the fan he com 

monly used, containing two sharp 
daggers. [Of the eunuch Liu 
Chin.] 

ft’ 

The sweet savour 

sacrificial food. 

of 

8942 

£ 
C. pci 
W. pi 
P.pi^pei 

N. | A’ 
P. 
M. 
y. )/; 
Sz. 
K. 
J. /zz', if 
A. iff 

Rising Upper 
Sinking 
Lower. 

To compare. A group 

of five families. To effect 

a union. Radical 81. 

it tior it or it $1 or 
it Hfc or it# to compare; 

to treat analogously, 

it !§)£ t0 arrange order; to 

classify. 

ft® 45* when you begin 

to compare them,. 

ft-ft compare the two. 

it ^ -t (« ^ # or ^ 
^ °r ^ or ^ ^ or 

not to be compared 

with. 

# ^ # —■ % IE theyare 
not to be compared. 
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ib! 
8942 

^ til lt[^ op- how can it be 

compared with this? 

J-ii compared with. See /*4 
below. 

t(l T* "f jzfc y°u compare me 

with poison. 

til or tli f°r instance; 

a comparison. 

A W !(i| ?- £ , Jj fi Hi] 
||^ inferior to Ts‘ao but 

superior to Chi. 

J;(j ^J" to pair; to match. 

t(l l=J see 8080, and 1625. 
i-il fit to compete with. 

j:(j to compete, —as at an 

exhibition. 

J;(^ to talk on the fingers. 

i'll a metaphor. 

J-li ptf a simile; parallel phrases. 

i-li j|p to criticise. 

i-li to equalise. 

tli flU or tli tfc according to; 

analogous to; (legal) to treat in 
an analogous way. 

i-li 'If tt ~7r 'i'P t0 make t0 
measure,—as clothes. 

M tli he is better at k 
than I am. 

it #1 A -- M a year older 
than he is. 

ft 11*HS1 'b 
smaller even than a grain of rice. 

—* [$^1 it —■ Aeach gust 
severer than the last, 

fffi ^ Ap few are equal to 

him. 

Ilff ^ *^*ftta*he 
prince’s palace there is nothing 
like it,—of a jade ornament. 

pf it may be compared with. 

i^ incomparable; peerless, 

i^ Jill metaphor and allusion. 

til M or tli Itor tli ffi to 
call to account constables at 
the expiration of a period within 
which they have been ordered 
to produce thieves or stolen 
property. Failing success, the 
constables are bambooed, and 
a further period is allowed. 

— jjj —> a bambooing 

every three days,—as above. 

±bs 
8942 

A itan essay, = A . 6a27- 

tli |jff e9ua^ rank; man and 

wife. 

551 ^ t(j five families make 

a pi*. 

tli m it ^ hamlets of 5 

and 25 families becoming joinec 
together,—by increase of popu¬ 
lation . 

^ {& yk PI rflj was a 
neighbour of his. See 7182. 

y£ Hi yt yk rendering a cor¬ 

dial submission, effecting a cor¬ 
dial union. 

tfc %\\ 1$ IS or tli IH Bel- 
gium. 

tlj ""p a relative of the tyrant 

Chou Hsin (12th cent. 

b.c.) by whom he was disem¬ 
bowelled for outspokenness. 

Read pi*. To follow; 

to meet; to arrive; when. 

To assemble. Each; every. 

To sympathise. 

|p| ^ JJj| ^ what is right, he 

will follow. 

^ tli not to be a partisan. See 

2450. 

tli not to fly except 

in pairs,—said of the c/iien1, see 

i637- 

ft tt tli ^let us 
brethren meet together in peace. 

t(j |H to associate with criminals. 

tli rn recent years. 

tli A and by the time; when. 

tli A Ex 4p in three years’ 

time. 

Wi A P] M when they got 

into the room. 

til 7k A when morning 

came. See 4313. 

tli A 0 ^ and 
whenever he came home, he 
first asked. 

tli (1chang3) when he grew 

up. 
til tf: c^anSL 1^* never 

wearied; ever indefatigable. 

til ^lj continuously to. 

HI . ft SI ffr 111in onc 

hbs 
8942 

day they only went 30 or 40 li 
when they arrived at Yao-chou! 

tT tk M travelling until you 
reach. 

ff hsing1 til — HP to influen¬ 

ce a district—for good, as a 
worthy magistrate. 

tli ^ A iii when he had 

returned. 

tli ^ tl and then 1 in¬ 
structed. 

til ~f A 3E when came to 
Wen Wang,. 

tli UN $$ 7$ promptly report¬ 

ed it. 

t(l 0^ by that time; then. 

& M? 'fy to PrePare things 

in season. 

Atll the year of the 

great triennial examination for 
the 2nd degree. 

J;[j Jp or successive years. 

til ^ ^ tbe croPs had 

failed year after year. See 10,858. 

Si ft 5E # - ffi Z 1 
wish on behalf of my dead 
(ancestors), to wipe away,—the 
shame. 

tli A' Z M t0 collect the 

nobles of the present day. 

fp- yfc they assemble 

their neighbours, 

tli matched in strength,—as 

horses. 

til Jx a bhikshu, or wandering 

Buddhist mendicant, generally 
credited with the power of per¬ 
forming miracles. From bhiksha 
to beg. 

til Jx a bkikshuni, or female 

Buddhist mendicant, 

til A congratulations 

at every house,—as at New Year 
time. See 3582. 

til HI $$ every house was 

similarly provided. 

til til ife* each one is the 
same. 

0 % tli M why d0 ye not 
sympathise with me? 

^ til ^ no seIfish C°nsi' 
derations. 

Read pliz. 

ifs til a tiger-skin, — worn in 

olden times by tutors. 
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8943 

' Pi 

K. K 
J. hi 
A. ti 

Rising Upper. 

A deceased mother. 

or ftjat my deceased j 
mother. 

iOH; deceased grandfather and I 

grandmother. 

# deceased father and| 

mother. 

8947 

JT 
8944 

R. 

C .pci 
H. I c 

P‘ 

W. I .0 
N. 

M. YhP*** 
Y. ( >0 
Sz. I ** 
K./i 
J. A* 
A. A° 

Sinking Upper 
Irregular. 

8945 

R IK 
C. 
H. ipH 

W. i« 
N. Yi 

P- Y'Yp; 
M. c/»- 
K./; 
J. /11 
A. i/i, ifi 

Rising 
Irregular. 

A**4 

Xh 

8946 

C .pei'- 

cpin 
F. /r/i 

P- i/i 
M. I ., 
Y. | P" 
Sz -pi\peP 
K.pi 

J. hci 
A. tiP 

Even 
Irregular. 

To shelter; to protect; 

to screen. 

H or ^ JQtb to protect. 

J£E K to protect the people. 

divine protection and aid. 

tK J5t f°r ever t0 P1'0'-60’-1 
to screen a fault. 

fo JQtE Jit ^ may1 hve happily 

under your protection! 

;o ior 

A. ‘-ti 

Sinking 
Lower. 

8950 

Mae 

Rising Lower 

Same as 8945. 

Same as 8954. 

To compare; to match; 

to equal. 

cPai 
ipie, v. cpie 

YL.pi 
hei 
. ti, be 

Even 
Irregular. 

8955 

A palisade; a stockade. 

mu chevaux de /rise. 

ISIS an old name for a prison. 

& 
A name for various kinds 

of shell-fish; a mussel. 

Grain that has not come 

to maturity. 

lit ^aff; husks; refuse. Usee 

in the sense of troublesome ant 
worthless. See 2948. 

^ lit u to use unripe grain or 

tares,—instead of good grain. 

m>% a worthless government 

@1 $■ #t St an administration 

(or dynasty) of many abortive 

measures. 

: m 

Rising Lower. 

J. kei., bei 

A. be 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

A tooth-comb; to comb. 

A net for catching crabs. 

^ a comb. 

Hk 41£ to comb the hair. 

jy. a bamboo steamer or tray 

on which cakes are placed over 

a kettle. 

i|5i a S^dhon. 

The steps of the Throne 

to ascend steps. 

\A T beneath the steps, — a 

phrase applied by officials to 
the Emperor. First applied to 
the attendant officials, and then 

H*Hit 
ik transferred from the lower 

to the higher. 

nm the Throne; a name for 

Peking. 

LL “f [$j| $>] standing by the 

side of the Throne. 

to have an audience of the 

Emperor,—of provincial officials 
from 3rd grade upwards; see 

i3»265- 

to retire from an audience 

mm the audience chamber. 

IH, the palace. See 3555. 

the prince is the dais, his ministers 
are the steps to it. 

abundant; numerous. 

8953 

m 
8954 

8956 

C. peka 
Yi.piak 
F. p'-eikf peikf 

piah 
Vi. pi, pie 
N. pih 

P -pi\Cpi 
M .pi 
Y.pik 

Sz. pi 
K.piok 

. hekif hiaku 

A. bik 

Entering 
Upper. 

Same as 8946. 

A ploughshare; the barb 

of an arrow; a hairpin; a| 

lever; a lancet. 

0^ a crowbar. 

J? M M §t t0 remove a| 
cataract with a lancet. 

See 9016. 

A wall; fortifications (seeI 

1622); a screen; a cliff. 

One of the zodiacal con-| 

stellations; see Tables, Vb. 

or wall. 

Mor Ha partition wal1 >\ 

next-door neighbours. 

H4 jRy shadow wall,—the isolated I 
/h/ 

wall built in front of the entrance | 
to a house or temple, and sup¬ 
posed to prevent the ingress ofl 
evil spirits who can only advance [ 

on straight lines. 

ij^ lanterns hung on the | 

above. 

Hi Panels or screens behind I 

the dais in an official hall. 

^ 4^ wall-painting I 
E gHE 7K 
dates from the Liang dynasty,- 
said by Lo Pin-wang. 

H (°r "i? 3C) c°Pies| 

of the classics, in a character! 
different from the current style, 
said to have been found in the I 
wall of the house of Confucius, | 

in the time of Prince Kun^ 

of Lu, a son of HanChingTi.l 

/t^E face to the wall,—referring! 

to ^ Bodhidharmawhosat| 

with his face to a wall at 

Lo-yang for nine years, engaged 
in examining his own heart. | 

Also, to a man named m^n 

Po Ho who sat with his face tol 
a wall for two years, when he! 
saw certain words appearing 
dimly upon it. He remained 
another year and succeeded in 
deciphering a formula for the | 

elixir of life. 



M' 
8956 

8957 

C /‘z° 
YL.pHt 
Y.p'-eP 
W. N./z3 
P. M./‘z 
Y.p'-ik 
Sz.p'-i 
K./‘* 

hi 
A. 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

■-4F 

8958 

**1® 
C.pik 

pit^piak 

Y. peik, p'-eik 
W .pi,pie,bi3, 

bie 
N .pih 
Y.p? 
M .pi 
Y.pik 
Sz. pi 
K. pidk 

heki, hiaku 

A. £*£ 
Entering 

Upper. 

il±ll a spectator. 

^ (5] a family with 

nothing but four walls. 

to stand bolt upright 

Also, bare walls, sc. poverty. 

the cliff rises to 

a thousand cubits. 

wall and rampart; 

military breast-work. 

4y% ayn —■ ridge behind ridge 

m m * a stuck to their 

entrenchments and would not 
come forth to fight. 

SSiWa left their entrench 

ments and pursued. 

jJjj] jy? a sheer cliff. 

jumped over a preci 

pice. 

an old name for iifi: 
T‘ung-chiang Hsien in Ssu 

ch‘uan. 

^ a name for a kind of spider 

or 4^ the Japanese 

gecko. 

a “Papico” orNingpo 

fishing-boat. See 9046. 

A favourite; to be par¬ 

tial to. 

si m % « ® ® »»• 
enough of attendants and fa¬ 
vourites. 

m a or a favourite, 

He jji or a catamite; a 

pathic. 

§31 Sp- a favourite concubine. 

A disc of jade with a 

round hole in it, formerly 

used as a badge of rank 

See ^ 6434, M 6575. 

the jewel of a viscount. 

^ the jewel of a ^ baron. 

^ W the valuable 

gem should not be handled,— 
do not make a display of talent. 

See /flf 13,462. 

mmzm a jewel of several 

cities,—in value. Alluding to 

351 
8958 

'4£ 

8959 

*•1® 

Sec ^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

PltV 
4T41 

8960 

R. 

N. Wi 
P./z3 
M./4 
Y.pik 
K.p‘e 

hei 
A. £z' 

Sinking 
Lower. 

‘<4~ 

8961 

R|® 

See 

A. «>& 

Entering 
Upper. 

the famous jewel owned by the 

Chao State (see 9443), for 

which the ^ Ch‘in State pre 

tended to offer several cities 
and which, by the bravery of 

Lin Hsiang-ju, was 

rescued from the treacherous 
rival. 

jjjjj the original jewel 

returned to Chao,—alluding to 
the above story, and used of 
anything restored to its rightful 
owner. 

to return the jewel. See 

above. 

to return marriage pre 

sents; to break off a marriage 

fjj-jewels declined,—declined 

with thanks. A phrase usee 
for declining presents en bloc 
in which case no gratuity is 
given to the servants. 

0 M (or ) §t the sun 
and moon connected jewels,- 
i.e. rising simultaneously (or in 
conjunction), a phenomenon 
which is supposed to occur when 
virtue prevails throughout the 
empire. 

A net for catching fish. 

An umbelliferous plant, 

now known as 'g* ]| 

Ligusticum acutilobum, S. 

& Z. See 9397. 

j|| wild hemp. 

Ficuspumila, L. Sec 6985 

Folds; pleats. 

mm or gathers or pleats 

in a skirt. 

mu $ 1i 7J # ^ 
among the petticoats (i.e. women) 
were armed men. 

4? 

8962 

*■1® 

See^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

8963 

R. 

See 

J.bi 
A. ti 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Lame. Also read 

lame. 

To avoid; to flee from; 

to shun; to evade. See 

447L 5173- 

^ characters to be 

avoided. See 5217. 

jH JFjl to avoid punishment,—for 

a crime; to abscond. 

H (nan') to avoid trouble,— 

as of a revolution, by leaving 
the country. 

or jJH t0 get out of the 

way of. 

to avoid meeting a person. 

jfijj; M ijce t0 the hard 

work and take the light. 

MWi <1 Mj to disPlaya 
tendency to evade (the trouble¬ 
some) and adopt (the agreeable). 

Hal to abscond. 

to flee. 

jtj§ to seek refuge in. 

to evade payment of duty. 

[jh to avoid the world,—by 

going into retirement, as a hermit. 

M M — -ft he escaped a 

danger. 

'h? iif to avoid one’s creditors. 

a tout; a decoy,—in 

gambling, etc. 

to keep out the cold,— 

by a drink of wine. 

41“ to av°id the heat,—by 

going to the hills, etc. 

t0 av°id wind or 

draughts. 

r£ ^ t0 av°id an epidemic. 

to avoid (or keep off) 

uncanny influences. 

$J 11121 
a rush sword is for keeping oft 
evil influences. See 434. 

^ |)([ to avoid what is ill-omened. 

% g|§ to yield or give room to. 
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8963 

a* 

8964 

R-PS 

See 

A. A'X’, btk 

Entering 
Upper. 

ir 
8965 

R*K 
c. c/« 

?: I * 
w. >•,/»’ 
N./z 

The handle of a plough. 

To sharpen. 

M.U*’?’ 
Y. 
Sz. 

K./i 
J. « 
A. bi 

Rising Upper 

iS to a void infringing 

on or interfering with. 

i|j. to avoid trouble; to shirk 

work. 

^ to avoid criticism. 

8966 
P .pi 

M .pi,pei 

£> 
K. /‘z 
J. hi 
A. iz 

Rising Upper. 

m 
8966 

»■« 
C. 
H. 
F. 

W. 
N. pei 

pi 

A border; a border town; 

town of five hundred 

houses, five of which an¬ 

ciently made a fg| District. 

Rustic. Low ; mean ; vile. 

^ ^ gi, a town on the 

frontiers. 

not to harass the 

frontier. 

isR a rust^cj a cl°wn- 

HP msticj countrified. 

ili fS ^ PJ vulSar talk- 
j|K mean; stingy. Also, low 

instincts. 

$$ MB 4 9 be not stingyin 
small expenses. 

iP or fofi £ mean; base- 
^ Jj=| paltry; mean-spirited. 

||K my sincere,—desire. 

^ my humble opinion. 

1S1 # sis * m a as 
the eaters of meat (i.e. those who 
live luxuriously) are low in the 
intellectual scale, and can ne^er 
form far-reaching plans. 

HP p? or HP ^ to despise. 

not to disdain, sc. to accept. 

HR t0 be §reedy f°r money. 

^P jQ bashful; shy. 

That, as opposed to itb 

12,387; generally used 

contemptuously of persons. 

Objective, as opposed to 

12,680. 

that and this; there anc 

A here; then and now; you and I; 
both parties, etc. See 4024. 

'ifcAk'M it the same to you, 

— a conventional reply to a 
compliment. 

to have things in 

common. 

IP itb the former 
report of the inquest was in one 
sense, and now you report of 
the trial in another sense. 

at that time. See 9921. 

'{fa Jjg that place. 

4 ft lit to reject that and 

follow this. 

fcSTiltf? that can, this not, 

—allowing it in one case but not 
in another. Also used in the 
sense of “mutually exclusive.” 

#if there in the middle 

of the river. 

jjg $§ they have their 

fine wines. 

^ that man. 

ft @ he himself. 

ft 7#ft why do you not 

go to him? 

ft* chi4 those crea¬ 

tures; those fellows. 

^ that horde; that crowd; 

that Sippschaft. 

fi£ M A what manner of 

man is that? 

ft® that.fellow indeed! 

Hj ^ ^ a11 thinss 
are both objective and subjective. 

Hi A * Jg £ ft T- £ 
my exits, entrances, risings, 

and sittings, being under the 
control of another instead of 
myself. 

Jll Jtfc some things are 

hurtful in one direction while 
beneficial in another,-one man’s 
meat is another man’s poison. 

fi 

ft whether things exist object¬ 

ively or not, depends on us and 
not on them. 

M ^ S every 
man for himself. 

8967 

Mft 

s“ ft 
Rising Upper. 

p/>c 

R 

8968 

eC % 
C. i.p'-ei 
F. Sp^i^pei'- 

W- cPHi J’’’11 

P. i.pH,pH\pP 
M. ( 
K. ! * ' 

. he 
a. ie 

Even and 
Sinking 
Irregular. 

A 

bi 

8970 
T) ^5* 

C. pai-,paP 
h .pe 
F. pei1 
W. 
N. 
P .pi 
M. pi, pei 
V.piei 
Sz .pi 
K. p'-ie 
J. hei 
A. te'- 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

8971 

One-sided; half of the 

truth. To flatter. 

when 

words are one-sided, I know 
that the (mind of the speaker) 
is clouded. 

SEUfcff to oppose one-sided 

actions. 

to toady; to flatter. 

8969 

RS 
C. paP^peP 
F. pei2 
J. hi 
A. bP 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

Cunn ingh a ni ia sinensis, 

R. Br.; same as 9687. 

To transfer. 

ill} to hand over to another. 

Worn out. Poor; un¬ 

worthy ; vile, as opposed to 

J|| 6461. Used for 8973. 

[To be distinguished from 

^ 442.] 

rag§e4 clothes. 

'/|j| worn out and leaky. 

(I« worn-out shoes. 

® f! ^ » i# 7 Si 
the bodily frame not worn out, 
nor the animal spirits exhausted. 

^ my humble official resi 

dence. 

^ my country. 

ffifc # a my predecessor in 

office. 

^ my humble self. 

4 my master, 

our local customs. 

Ifet ^ myfriend- 

Same as 8973. 
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8972 

R 2P- 
K- m 

SeeH& 
Sinking 
Lower. 

sr 
8973 

H.pP 

See *k^* 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Silk ; presents; wealth ; 

coins; money 

$£ rf! articles of silk manufac¬ 

ture; presents of silk. 

to arrange a marriage. 

of an ancknt coin, shaped 

like a spade. 

ft & ut z & m to 
give out gold from Chuang-shan 
and have it cast into coins,—as 
Ch‘eng T‘ang did, b.c. 1746. 

a gold standard. 

m «d currency. 

0 1 
issues of money. 

to use paper as 

money, — first practised at the 
beginning of the nth cent. a.d. 

*g * paper-money burnt at 

graves. 

Malpractices; corruption 

fraud. See 3366. 

to call in ole 

or XU4 
m or or 

mm abuses; corrupt practices 

'|p| an abuse; an irregularity. 

if |p£ to practise fraud; 

to indulge in corrupt practices. 

Si74 all kinds of corrupt 

practices prevailing. 

'/fit $$ '^C ^ the too great 

spread of corrupt practices. 

ii mwm to be in collusion 

over corrupt practices. 

mmsmmmmz 
the new Court of Justice is no 
sooner established than abuses 
creep in. 

w to impose on one’s good 

faith. 

to pick out faults; to 

expose abuses. 

an old-standing abuse. 

ts * 
to condescend to the petfy details 
of the empire,—as a sage, who 
is far above such trifles. 

mm reduced to extremities. 

mt 
-Tv 

8974 

R 

C.pai 
H .pi3 

F.pei 
W. N. bi 
P .pi 
M. pei 

Y. pHei 
K .pHe 
J. h «, bet 
A. te 

Sinking Lower 

Irregular. 

m 
8975 

R* TTilX. 

Y.pei* 
Vi. pi, 

See 

A. ti 
Sinking 
Upper. 

8976 

H .pi3 

See fli^ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To fall down dead. Usee 

with 8976. [To be distin 

guished from ^ 8971.] 

Undergrowth. To con¬ 

ceal; to shade; to darken 

See 3498. 

Tfr shady. 

^ to conceal from; to hood 

wink; to mislead. 

? fl {he clouds tonceal the 

moon. 

& wmm sufficient to cover 

(i.e. condone) the guilt. 

—‘ W $ Wc £ (the desiSn of 
all the Odes) may be summec 
up in a word. 

to keep in obscurity. 

J£t IP ^ 1^ M.with body 
to form a defence. 

to hide the virtuous,—i.e 

to keep them in obscurity. 

m m # m avarice and lust 

beclouded his mind. 

=*t M m A this beclouding of I 
the mind (leads to) a foolish 
simplicity. 

To die a bad or a violent 

death; to kill. 

0 * II ft he died of his 

wounds. 

to be drowned. 

/£Dj to fall down and die. 

he died under the 

bamboo. 

ii Wk t0 ruin oneself by evil 

conduct. See 3366. 

ipj. ifik to kill by poison. 

a EEl ^ be shot and killed 

three men. 

8977 

8978 

8979 

RSt 
C .pit 
H .pit 

F.peik 
W.pi, He 

N .pih 

P. '■pi 
M .pi 

Y .pik 
Sz. pi 
VL.pHl 
J. hitsz^pitss 
A. but 

Entering 
Upper. 

See 3596. 

Same as 8979. 

The name, in the fj| 

Ch‘in State, of the bamboo 
or wooden pen, used to 

write on tablets, until the 

invention (latter half of 3rd 

cent, b.c.) of the camel’s- 
hair brush, to which the term 

was transferred; writing; to 

write; to draw. Numerative 
of sums of money. [Stands 

pictorially for jjtf\ 8922 must.] 

See 196, 1846,3269,7186, 
10,148, 10,783, 11,288, 
13,644. 

7^ ip a pen. 

^ *j||*orip ^ithebambootube 

which holds the bunch ofcamel’s- 
hair. 

Ip P& or ^ or ip If or 

ip Pfe the tip of a pen. 

ip |j)j| or ip the metal 

sheath to preserve the brush, 

ip* ^ or 4p a frame to rest 

pens on when not in use. 

4p jgj a case for pens. 

a crayon, — used for the 

first sketch of a painting. 

ip brushes with coloured 

hairs, requiring an extra amount 

of water. 

ilf brushes with white hairs, 

requiring less water. 

ip a lead pencil. [Use 

to sharpen.] 

P fifif or ip or ^ % 

handwriting; style of writing; 

see 10,011. 

p mat a bold hand¬ 

writing. Also, a vigorous style. 

his handwriting is 

good. Also, his style is good. 

Ad5-* a fine writer; a master 

of style. 

jAf IP a lar§e brush for writing; 

large characters; a vigorous style. 
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8979 

^ Ip or § Ip an autograph. 

4p vigour or boldness of 

handwriting, — firm strokes as 
opposed to shaky ones. 

Ip a firm or bold hand¬ 

writing. 

Ip :l||: strokes,—in writing. 

Ip 7^ pen and paper. See 127. 

Ip ^ pen and inkstone,—pen 

and ink. 

Ip |||| written proof; “in black 

and white.” 

ip ^ currente calamo. 

~T ^p detailed drawing, as 

opposed togf 4404. Also, 

a laboured handwriting, as op¬ 
posed to the next entry. 

Jp] Ip a free style. 

^p ^ his conceptions 

were not banal,—of a painter. 

^ ^ his style was 
simple,—in painting. 

^ ^ ^ his style was 

wanting in firmness and common¬ 

place. 

# If W £ * «“ 
priests at the temple wanted to 
see a specimen of his painting, 
—before engaging him. 

$£ 1=1 ^ M written in an 
abbreviated form; elliptical. 

ff£j Ip or Ip t0 wr'te c^a' 
racters in an abbreviated form. 

PU Ip to omit a stroke of a 

character. 

4p; to leave out strokes from, 

or alter, taboo characters. 

— ip: M W t0 write 100 
characters without taking off the 

pen. 

~j~ Ip leader-writer or editor of 

a newspaper. 

~J\ Ip: or |p to put down the 

pen,—on the paper, sc. to begin 

to write. 

~F Ip ILL beginning to 

write, it was forthwith completed, 
—applied to poems, etc., written 
off without hesitation or delay. 

—* |p an item; an affair; a 

piece of business. 

—• |p make a note of it. 

AjY5 

8979 

—• Ip: %J ij£l] to dispose of by 

a stroke of the pen,—as in con¬ 

troversy. 

—* Ip: t0 cancel by a 

stroke of the pen. 

—* an ^tem money>— 
as in accounts. 

Ip t0 plough with the pen,— 

to earn money by literature or 

by teaching. 

Ip ^ fees for writing, copying, 

etc.; style of handwriting. 

Ip ^ ^ fees, as above. 

^ ^ St if his style 
of writing is naturally good. 

IK Ip: rwj paper and pen 

opposed, — as of two persons 
engaged in a literary combat. 

Ip a slip of the pen. 

4p jrg what one writes. 

|p )j£ Ife di flowers springing 

up under the pen,—of an elegant 

writer. 

Ip l$t 11 ® his pen flies and 
his ink dances,-of quick writing. 

Ip jjjr his pen runs into 

dragons and snakes,—of elegant 

handwriting. 

|p H/i ^ to put in touches 

first on one side, then on the 
other side of a picture. 

pf) Ip: t0 begin composition,— 

as a schoolboy. 

ljj|| ^p to stop, — as a line of 

argument in an essay, 

pt Ip: t0 Pass int0 another line 

of argument. 

Ip to throw down the pen 

(and pick up the sword),—to 
exchange civil for military life. 

ip ^ to begin to write. 

<l\. A. IfS ^ enough to make 

a man lay down his pen,—never 
hoping to be able to equal such 

style. 

f im' 
possible to foresee to what flights 
his pen will carry him. 

Ip: Ht to waste pen and ink. 

>jj(j |p |H to dilate upon. 

— % f& ip » ft =9 ,he 
iron pen (of fate, as wielded by 
fortune-tellers) determines good 

or evil luck. 

jfE*5 
8979 

• 

IP t0 authorise with 

an iron pen,—unchangeably. 

^ & II M tl A ¥ 
money cannot buy a dead man’s 

handwriting. 

P 3HH. mouth 
is wind, writing is traces,—litera 

scripta manet, etc. 

talk is vain, writing is something 

to go by. 

H ^ ^ ^ Pi Ip: the good 

writer does not choose his pen, 
—any one will do. 

% T the 
civil official pacifies the empire 

with his pen. 

Ip to dip the brush; to begin 

work as an artist. 

pfi one stroke of the civil¬ 

ian’s pen, and the military official 

cannot move. 

—‘tfip.PI ® 7 
he who can wield a pen, 

is independent wherever he goes. 

^0"stone c°iumns or smah 

pagodas in the form of a Chinese 
pen, erected to improve the 
feng-shui of a neighbourhood. 
Known to foreigners as “Con- 
fucian Pencils.” 

|p ^ write it in a book. 

^ |p ^ wrote it with his 

own hand. 

djP |p so-and-so pinxit. 

yjj| ^ Ip [Torii] Kiyo-mine 

pinxit,—form of signature to a 
painting by a famous Japanese 
artist. 

JJjp |p planchette. 

J] |p see 10,783. 

|p a species of wagtail. 

-p [jfjlj bitheshi or bitgeshi,— 

Manchu clerks in the public 
offices at Peking. From the 
Manchu bit-he a book. 

Ip ^ the literary or formal title 

of the above. 

4$ ]§f Scorzonera albicanlis, 

Bge. 

yp Magnolia conspicua, Salisb. 

138 



8980 

R-S 
C. v.peP 
H. y.pP 

F.peik, v. peiz 
N. pih 
P .p? 
M .pP 

Y.pik,pP 
J. hitsz 
A. but 

Entering 
Irregular. 

rrC 

8981 

R. 

C.peiD, v. ’-pel 
H. Ji, cpi 

F . peP-^peP 
W. N. bi 
P .pP 
M.peP 
Y .pP,pieP 
K .pi 

hi 
A. tP 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

To strain off liquid. 

'/Ip; jjf£ strain the rice 

dry. 

to strain decoctions of 

drugs. 

from 

To give to. 
f-3 
>V 

[Distinguish 

13,616.] 

to present to. 7T 

# W % « if 

8982 

7/rti IB 

See -^p 

K .pi 
. /n, 

A. tP- 

Sinking 

Upper. 

8983 

A 
offered a hundred taels for it 
I would not take them. 

ffli 7T jfe. A t0 se^ze an(^ Put 
(insects which damage crops) in 
the blazing fire. 

nr A (chleng4) gave her 

a large steel-yard. 

Name of a branch of the 

river tfk Huai. 

y£ y® the appearance of a boat 

moving, of abundance of rushes, 
of flags waving, etc. 

See 

A. be 

Even Upper. 

n 
8984 

8985 

R. 

C.pei 
W. pi 
F. pei 
W .pi 

A ring on which to stand 

an iron cooking-pan, to keep 

it steady. 

See 8761. 

Rheumatism; numbness. 

[Commonly written as 

below, a character which 

means “a female quail.”] 

the foot “asleep.” 

a difficulty in swallowing 

% (or ^ IP numb; 

dead to all sensation of touch 

pi 

8988 

r-H 

See $ 

Sinking and 
Rising Lower 
and Upper 

To glance around; to 

spy. 

ilia pi® he looks askance 

at me,—with contempt 

look-outs,—battlements 

(see 1289). A name for cere¬ 
monial umbrellas. 

See 8766. 

nr 
8989 

R*ft 
cpei 

W. *«, ibi 
N. lpei 
Y. ipH 
K.pi 

hi 
A. be'-, -ti 

Rising 

Irregular. 

8990 
t) 
R • Till* 

pai 
H .pi 

F. pie- 
W. 

) pi 

N. 
P. 
M. 
Sr. 
Y.piei 

A slope; a bank. 

245 chi1. 

See 

Read pi4. A wild animal 

The thigh; the buttocks 

See 1132, 12,760. 

3E 0 the king slapped 

his thigh and said. 

he is laying on 

flesh again. 

||[ a niedicine for giving 

strength. 

To close a door; to shut; 

to close, as a bankrupt firm; 

to stop up; to obstruct. 

A frame for keeping a 

bow straight. The “female” 

portion of a Chinese lock. 

See 1599. 

ffl PI or ffl P to shut a door; 

with closed doors. 

8990 
K .pHe 
J. hi 
A. be 

Sinking 
Upper. 

ffl F^ jjsl 1° shut one’s door 

and reflect on one’s misdeeds. 

ffl P*! ^ $ r |fj P^ ^ $j^ 
you may stay at home and make 
a cart, but when you g0 out 
you must adapt yourself to such 
ruts as there are,—do anything 
you like in private, but in public 
stick to the rules of society 

ffl pi * m w # % ? 
the man of Lu who kept the 
door shut and would not let in 

(the women),—one who is proof 
against temptations of women. 

ffl P ti' to skut one’s door 

and study. 

ffl a flu^et or private room 

ffl P or ffl Bfl to dose the 

eyes; to die in peace,—from the 
belief that the eyes of a dead 
person who has suffered a wrong 
will not close. 

ffl § ^ fjfij to be nodding and 

winking. 

fit jy bE 7 T' M HR 
so that at death he could not 
close his eyes. 

ffl P# closed-mouth sounds, 

—as the ^ ^. 

ffl P IS Wtobesilent. Also, 

to silence; to shut one up. 

mm to impede the breath. 

ffl DC or #] ffl (J« 10,793) to 

become bankrupt. 

fT ffl ^ after tke said firm 

had stopped payment, 

ffl^ to stop up. 

to close the passes 

and allow no communication. 

|£l£] [|^ ^ he has been several 

years in retirement. 

^ ^ to hide; to screen. 

^ opening and closing,— 

used of spring and autumn, 

if M to prohibit, 

ffl a phrase put at the 

entrance to a house to show 
that a death has occurred and 
that visitors are not received. 

fl^J to deceive; to hoodwink. 

ffl P H # Z beauty 
which causes the moon to hide 
and the flowers to blush. 

stored up; concealed. 
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See 

[ 1099 

8990 

8991 

Sinking 
Upper. 

8992 

c •fuk^pik, 
¥.pikr _ 
W. pi, bi3 
N. bih~ 
P .pP 
M. p^i 
Y. fuk 
K. pick, v. 

p'-iak 

. hioku, biki 
k.fuk3 

Entering 
Irregular. 

8993 

m *■ 

8994 

R-K 
p .pi3 
See 4j¥ 

A. tit 

Entering 
Upper. 

^ ||f> animals which lie torpid 

during the winter. 

$2 ^ ^ M st0PPage of men¬ 

struation. 

to kill by smothering. 

To strike-, to push with 

the hand. 

Perverse;obstinate. Also 

read /T4. 

an tg g g obstinate and 

self-opinionated. 

'I'll to resist remonstrances. 

See 8843. 

To finish ; ended. All; 

together. A hand-net. A 

name for the bamboo ta¬ 

blets used for writing on 

before the invention of 

paper. One of the zodiaca 

constellations (see Tables, 

Vb); the Hyades. Usee 

for 8996. [Described as 

-I D 4=010 + 4= 
see 12,128.] 

^ |||. over; ended. 

to end one’s life. 

until death I will be 

when official work is 

over. 

the matter is not yet 

finished. 

all received. 

IP after all; finally. See 462 

«s» 

8994 

R. 

8995 

iitiii what is to be the 

end of it after all? 

jp ^ they all come. 

all together. 

IP- £ PI ^ (the birds) are 
taken with hand-nets and spread- 
nets. 

m 
the constellation Pi determines 
great peace to the empire. 

^ Ip or Jp J|| the Hyades. 

See 855. 

m st+# the moon is in 

the Hyades,—there will be rain, 

jp the peepul or Bodhi 

tree (Ficus religiosa, Willd.). 
Sanskrit: pippala. 

jp Chinese cubebs,-fruits 

of Litsea cubeba, Pers. 

8999 

C. pet 

see Jj£\ 

A. tit 

Entering 
Upper. 

9000 

R-Jf 
See ^ 

A. tit 

Entering 
Upper. 

A cold wind. 

See 

A. tit 

Entering 
Upper. 

8996 

R-fC 
F. peik, v. p'-eik 

See Ijf 

A. tit 

Entering 
Upper. 

8997 

RSf 
See 1=p~ 

A. 

Entering 
Upper. 

&- 

i-t* 

8998 

Rff 
See 

A. /£/ 

Entering 
Upper. 

Fragrant. 

I p&| English long ells. 

A light yellow, even¬ 

grained wood, used for 

carving wood figures. 

Bubbling water. Usee 

with 9013. 

|4» 

9001 

R-|f 

See jj£\ 

A. tit 

Entering 
Upper. 

9002 

RSf 
See 

A. tit 

Entering 
Upper. 

A bamboo fence, 

with 9002. 

Fiery; blazing; scorch¬ 

ing. 

Used 

|| |yj |i| hovels with wicker 

doors to holes in the walls. 

£ Jjt^ ]Fi a mat cottage and 

a bamboo gate,-a humble abode. 

|| ^ a whistle blown to frighten 

the enemy’s horses. See 9013. 

a faggot or fuel cart. 

[Legge, ^ p. 318, makes 

it a wooden cart.] 

Fringe. A knee-pad. 

9°°3 

R-Jf 

See 

A. tit 

Entering 
Upper. 

To keep people off the 

route of the Emperor. Also 

written 

Beans. 

3$ (or JH or W) f&)the 
fruit of Piper longum, L. 

3S£ the root tbe above> 

used as a medicine. 

I! 'M. cubebs- See 8994- 

^ Rumex japonicus, Meisn. 

t§^ {j!j& to keep people from the 

route of an Emperor returning 

to the palace. 

ijjg the approach of the Em 

peror, 
/ 

to keep the streets 

clear for the Emperor to pass, 

an Imperial halt or stage 
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I 4* *4 

9004 

R. W 

See ^|i- 

A. /£/ 

Entering 
Upper. 

9005 

rM 

See 

A. 

Entering 
Upper. 

m 

9006 

9007 

RJI 
C. pitr 
H. 
F. pik- 
W. />*£,, bie^ 
N. bih- 
V.pP 
U.pH^pH 
Y. pik 
Sz. pi 
K. pHl 
J. hitsz, hi chi 
A. ^1/- 

Entering 
Lower. 

W 
9008 

R. 

See1i ik 
Sinking and 

Entering 
Lower. 

»' 

9009 

P§ 
F. p'-eik 
P.pP 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

R. 

A knee-pad used when 

making prostrations. An 

apron. 

wheaten cake with 

stuffing inside 

A 

meat or 

called j||| because two 

individuals, named ||i Pi 

and Lo, were particular¬ 

ly fond of this delicacy 

See 8799. 

To help; to assist, as in 

government. Also written 

il§13 "T* — A do y°u 
aid me, the one man, — the 
Emperor. 

m =f m « m ^ 
intelligent in the use of the five 
punishments, so as to assist (in 
the inculcation of) the five duties. 

an able minister, 

jjjjjj ijjjij an assistant; a support. 

a tutor in the Imperial 

family 

To harness a horse. 

Read fuw. A board in 

front of a chariot for the 

driver to lean on. 

Jade, green and blue, 

greenish or bluish jade. 

mm a tree of jade, said to 

grow on the K‘un-lun mountains. 

mm the green of jade, 

the topaz. 
m 

mm the green sea. 

§£? the dark clouds. 

4P 

9009 

ntt 1- 
IHtplT 

9010 

R-U 
C. pci 
F. pie- 
Y. piei 
K. pi 

J. hi, bi 
A. bi 

Sinking 
Lower. 

m 
9011 

R-i 
C. v. chai-cpai 
H. v. cchi-pet' 
F. v. Cchi-‘p‘ae 
W. pi, v. ‘bo 
N. ' 
P. 
M. ) pi 
Y. 
Sz. 

. hi 
A. ti 

Even Upper. 

y» 

’rm 
9012 

R. 

N. pieh, pih 

M. } C?ie 
Y. pieh, pik 
Sz. pie 

. hetsz, bee hi 
A. biet 

Entering 
Upper. 

m 

m 

°*m the blue sky 

a blue and red sky. 

m 
are 

j£ jjEp name of a Taoist 

goddess, whose temples 

widely known as ^ 

m& a greenish blue or bluish 

green. 

blue-green eyes a r 
and red hair,—a contemptuous 
description of foreigners. 

H JDL ii dark blood cover 

ed the ground. 

a mosquito-house. 

m m ” m m » s 
clear; lucid; intelligible. 

J® (or ®) IZ (or JZ 
a kind of cornelian, used for 
snuff-bottles 

very 

To be hated. 

ft T4B indignation is 

rife against you in the Middle 
Kingdom. 

The vagina. 

Shrivelled up; limp; 

empty. To die. Also read 

pieJP*. 

nothing but a — /tv 7 ' /fra 
shrivelled skin. 

dried up; shrivelled. 

a person whose cheeks 

have fallen in from loss of teeth. 

M Mcrooked- 

9OI3 

r-M 
c -py‘o 
H. pet, v. ipu 
F. peik 
W. pi, bi’ 
N. pih 
P. ‘pie 
M. ) 
Y. J pieh 
Sz. ) 
K. pHl 

J. hitsz, hie hi 
A. tit 

Entering 
Upper. 

9OI4 

R- U # 

s"iR® 
K -pi,pe 
J. hi, hai, be 
A. ibi 

Sinking Upper 
and Lower. 

9015 
R. 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Jw 
9016 

R l®R 
C. plik, pik, pei 
H. p‘it, piak, 

p‘iak 
F. p‘eik, pik, 

p‘iah,pie 

W>P‘i,pi, bi 
N. p‘ih, bi, bih 
F.p‘?,peii,‘pli 

M. pi,p‘i, pci 
Y .pik,p‘ik, 

piei 
Sz. p‘i,pi, pei 
K. pyok, p^i 
J. heki, haku, 

bi, beki 
A. bik, tik, ti 

Entering 
Upper 

and Lower 
Sinking 
Lower. 

A horn blown by the 

Ch‘iang tribe to frighten 
the horses of the Chinese- 

hence, the whistling of the 

wind. The bubbling up of 

water; see 3490. Also read 
pieh%. 

||| the Tartar pipe. It is 

made of bamboo and a reed 
has 9 finger-holes, and gives out 
a mournful sound. 

the wind blows cold. 

Read pi~. A whistle, 

litgs to blow a whistle. 

Cakes; food for a jour¬ 

ney. 

ft m tt m # s ^ «o 
make cakes containing dates for 
the refreshment of guests. 

To harness a horse. 

F»‘I. 

To punish ; to put to 

death. To beat the breast; 

see 9096. To be perverse; 

partial; specious. 

^ to put to death. 

capital punishment. 

© =# Pt * m m,hose 
who kept such (books) were 
condemned to death. 

castration. 

liable to punishment. 

m & it & n n 
punish that punishment may put 
an end to punishment,—i.e. deter 

from crime. 

toadies; sycophants. See 

9187 p‘ien-. 

the people have 

many perversities. 



4& 

901 

the four points of the | 

compass. 

merely nominal. 

Read pPx. To compare. 

ft 1m % Hi % W 
(Confucius) may be compared I 
with heaven and earth, in theirl 
supporting and containing all f 

things. 

Read pHx or /z4. A 

sovereign; the Emperor; a 

prince. To appoint, as offi¬ 

cials. Rules; laws. 

tf ft ft m i< belongs only to 

the sovereign to confer favours. 

to be the sovereign 

in name and not in reality,— 
i.e. not to exercise rightly the 
functions of sovereignty. 

^ to appear before the 

sovereign. 

-f* Mj ffll waS ten timCS 
summoned to Court. 

*1W m be a pattern t0 
all the princes. 

J0 an Empress. 

I=? an Emperor; a deceased 

husband. 

iift my deceased husband. 

Jg an Imperial pavilion for 

archery; the hall in Peking 
where the Han-lin examinations 

are held. 

ftW a fabulous creature with 

two horns, formerly placed on 
pillars at the graves of feudal 
princes, now at the graves of 
officials of the 3rd grade. Also, 
a kind of deer. See pi4. 

ft a Pratyeka 

(Buddha),—who appears in the 
interval between the disappear¬ 
ance of one and the coming of 
the next true Buddha. 

appointed him to be 

to put in charge of an 

office. 

Jmany offers of 

posts came for him. 

fill ^ t0 P^cede the 

(Imperial) chariot and clear the 

way. 

mm penalties; punishments 

m- 
9016 

9OI7 

R ® |@ 
C. pei, pHk 
H .pHt 
F.pie,v. p'-iah 
W. bi,pH 
N. bi,p'-ih 

Y. pei, p? 
U. pei, pH, 
Y,piei,pHk 
Sz. pei, pH 
K .pH 
J. hi, hiaku, bi, 

heki 
A. ti, tik 

Sinking and 
Entering 
Lower 

and Upper. 

Mft two stars which preside I 

over literature. 

Read pi4. To avoid. See| 

8963. 

\ %m$t the virtuous avoid I 

the world. 

ft§> to flee in all directions. 

m m the horse swerved. 

have eaten his bread and I will 
not shirk his dangers. 

to ward off evil spirits; 

a talisman. 

m 01 the Ev°dia rutacarpa, 

Bth., from its use on the 9th 
of the 9th moon. 

ftWt to give up eating the five| 

cereals, with a view to immort¬ 
ality. Also, to refuse food,— 
and starve. 

Secluded ; rustic ; low ; 

mean ; one-sided. 

a wild out-of-the 

way spot. 

a by-street; a lane. 

[&| or secluded; 

lonely; out-of-the-way. 

$$ it °r m m h a ioneiy 
country place. 

^ (J|p| rustic; clownish. 

a prejudiced or one-sided 

view. 

# m & it iw iftsuch a 
crank was he in all such matters 

ti m °r m m dePravedi 
mean; heterodox. 

m °r m diss°iute 

77 

9018 

m 
9OI9 

*•1® 
See 

Entering 
Upper. 

9£ to invent, as a rumour; 

fabrications. 

9* the scull at the bow of 

rapid-boats, etc. 

9 a c-aP Sunder. See 

9027. 

Read p‘is. 
W ^ split wood for burning; 

firewood. 

Slanting; awry. Also 

read chihx*. 

ir 
9018 

R-ps 
C. pHk, p'~ek0 
ll.piiak 
F. p',eik,pHek 
Yf.pH 
N .pHh 

P-e pH,Cpli 
Yl. pH 
Y .pHk 

|Sz./‘» 
K.piok 
J. heki, hiaku 
h.fak 

Entering 
Upper. 

9020 

RPS 
C. p'-ek0, maka, 

pHk 
H. mak,piak, 

cpi, pHt 
F. p'-eik,piaik, 

pah,pik 
W .pH 
N .p'-ah 
P. Jai, ipH, 

ipe 
M. J>H,pH,pH 
Y.pHk 
Sz .pH, pH 
K.piok 
J. heki, haku, 

biaku 
A. tik,fak 

Entering 
Upper. 

To beat the breast. To 

split open. Also read p'ix, 
and used with 9018. 

#lj ^ ‘/IL t0 beat the breast> 
to stamp, to wail, and to shed tears, 
—as at the death of a parent 

1# % if to be punctilious 

over ceremonies. 

9021 

I See ■ 

Entering 
Upper. 

To split open. 

9 [h] to spbt °pen>as wdb a 
hatchet. With the hand, gener¬ 

ally p‘iz. 

to split to pieces. 

^ ^ t0 sPbt 'n tvvo> t0 sPeab 

plainly. 

to cut open, as sycee or 

dollars. 

1^ to thrust out the hand. 

!¥ Jjjjji or ^ Bj| from in front 

of; full in the face, as a blow 

9022 

C .pHk3 
H. piak, 
F. piky 
W. bi„pi, 
N. billy 

P .pH’ 
M .pH 
Y.pHk 
Sz. p'-i 
K. piok 
J. heki, hiaku 

A. bik 
Entering 
Irregular. 

To wash clean; to 

brighten up. 

they had been silk-washers for 

generations. 

Glazed tiles. 

to keep one’s 
AJC Tti 4 

energies in practice by moving 

tiles,—as MfiL T‘ao K‘an (a.d. 

259-334) did, by carrying out 
a hundred tiles in the morning 
and carrying them back at night 

*I the middle path 

of the temple is covered with 

tiles. 
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a* 

9023 

r m 
p. y i 

See ^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

3* 

9024 

Rf® 

See 3^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

9025 

C. p'-ei 
H .pHt 
F.y,y/ 

w. y*,y*° 
N .pi 

P .pH 
M. p'-ei 
Y .p'-iei 
Sz. p'i^p'ei 

K.pi 
J. hi 
A. t'-i 

Sinking 
Upper. 

9026 

R-|® 
C.p'-ik 
W. bir 

N. bih 

A vicious appetite ; a 

craving; a weakness. 

Si jSp dyspepsia. 

Aif^-SS every one has 

his weakness. 

a craving for food. 

avarice. 

bibliomania. 

I Ift 9$ m '14 <h* 
flower-seller knew his weakness. 

liBASl too much given 

to; a perfect mania for. 

a weakness. Also, indi¬ 

gestion; constipation. 

a passion for the Tso 

Chuan. 

To work fibres into 

thread for weaving. 

To compare; to use as a 

simile or illustration. See 

5146. 

^ to be able to judge 

of others by ourselves. 

A IS my illustrations 

are not taken from things remote. 

or is like; may 

be compared with; for instance 

is like the mean 

man. 

Hf t|0 *et me use the 
comparison of a house and its 
wall. 

& like; for instance, 

a simile; for instance. 

il w #• "itwwiZ 
is a most apposite simile. 

^ # ro m to explain by a 

single illustration. 

To open; to burst forth; 

to develop. To expose. 

To retire. 

—1 (Ifj —* PJ a shutting and an 

opening,—a beginning and an 
end. 

9026 

P -Yi,P‘i’ 
See • 

J. hekty biaku 
A. tik 

Entering 
Upper. 

9027 

R|®^ 
p. 

Seej^ 

A. sik, tik 
Entering 
Upper. 

9028 

R. 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

S* 

Iffi 
9029 

R. W 

C. p'-ei 
H.p'it 
F. p'-eik 
W. p'-i, p'ie 
N. p'-ih 

p.c/*,y/ 
M .p'-i 

Y. p’-ih 
Sz. p'-i 

YL.pHl 
J. hitsz,pitsz 
A. t'et 

Entering 
Upper. 

“I 

since the creation 

of the world. 

ffl ¥ m n using a word in a 

novel sense. 

the land is not 

developed. 

to see through or expose, 

—as a fallacy. 

'jfy to expose or condemn 

Buddhism. 

Hi M m if took refuge on the 

sea-shore. 

The crash of thunder. 

Hi |ij a c^aP thunder. 

fy $ M w $ wthe 
claps of thunder were very severe. 

jy(0 rumbling,—as of thunder 

or carts. 

M M $ ballistae. 

A kind of waterfowl, 

)wn 

grebe. 

known as |||; the brown 

A mate; a fellow; one 
of a pair. A common or 

ordinary man ; ignorant. 

Numerative of horses, and 

also of pieces of cloth; see 

3i39- 

4£EE where can we now find 

his peer? 

jgl 7VUX WEE* how can I be 

confounded with them? 

#EE a pair,—as husband and 

wife. 

EE IE or |7E {$ a married 

couple. 

I7E at the time of 

marriage. 

:*Ef$ they do not mate,— 

said of peacocks and peahens. 

E* a man; a husband. Also 

used contemptuously. 

EE £§ a married woman. 

IS A # ftr 7 2". EE A 
there are some 

things which a sage does not 

up; 
9029 

, 3* 

9°3° 

rM 
See |7C 

Entering 
Upper. 

9°3I 

R-i 
C. J>ei 
H. J>H 
F. ipli 

Seefe 

A. cbi 

Even Lower. 

9032 

r-:£ 
C. p'-ei 
H .p'-i 
F. p'-i, v. p'-ui 
W. 
N. I 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K .p'-i 
J. hi, bi 
A. bi 

Even Lower. 

bi 

p'-i 

know and some which an iono- 
rant fellow does. 

7^ JJC a mallard. See 9030. 

— EE a horse- 
EE horses. 

iHj M rfi — E two pieces of 

Korean cloth. 

A wild duck; a mallard 

The bear. See 4700. 

The skin of the body; a 

hide; leather; fur; bark; 

peel; a wrapper; a covering. 
Radical 107. 

Jff the skin. 

& fti skin and flesh; the flesh 

7^ ^ skin and hair ; the hair on 

the body; the body, as opposed 
to the soul. 

M & °r Ji& fkthe skin °fthe 
face. See 7140, 7 886. 

^ M Wi regardless of self- 

respect. 

or & M shameless, 

too thick-skinned. See 

4024. 

5E£lg))& totally wanting in 

self-respect; without shame. 

^ fjC M hsian? £ ± 
you, sir, are a gentleman who 
judges of persons by their ap¬ 
pearance,—e.g. and thinks that 
lowly people will do low acts. 

to shuffle off the 

skin bag,—the mortal coil. See 
8149. 

skin diseases. 

&£ the quality of a skin or fur. 

a good complexion. 
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S' 
9032 

Ipf name of a medicine. 

fen skins; furs. 

2fe& articles made of leather. 

the leather side of a fur. 

&E a worker in leather. 

SiJ &E one who scrapes the 

skin of others,—a bore. 

mfoig a tanner’s shop, 

a leathern portfolio, 

a leather trunk, 

parchment, 

a skin-lined petticoat, 

harness. 

& it ^ fur boots. Also, 

foreign leather boots. 

ft an unlined skin coat. 

El ^ a hard dat P^ece 
leather for beating lying wit¬ 
nesses on the mouth. 

^ ^ the cover °f a book. 

*&ft± on the surface ofj 

the water. 

itfejtE & cracks in dry mud. 

aft &cream- 

^ sugar in long strips, so 

called from its toughness; a kind 
of jujube. 

^ eggs preserved in lime, 

served without the shell and cut 
up into slices. 

large leather balls used as 

weapons. 

leather thongs. 

to play the part of a 

pimp. 

fttS skin rugs. 

^ a fur coat. 

fij ik to take off the skin, peel 

etc.; to flay. 

packing; emballage. Also 

the foreskin. 

very thin; emaciated 

^ ^ to deduct the packing 

tare. 

feytS tallow from the tallow 

tree. 

& W S'”' 

a frontier or out 

of-the-way place. 

Ik 
9032 

9°33 

£ 
H. v. p',ai 

See I 

Even Upper. 

m 
9034 

an old name for the divi¬ 

sions of a military encampment. 

in archery, it is 

not (going through) the leather 
which is the principal thing,— 
but accuracy of aim. 

fP % &or$J % & bchen; 
moss. 

C .p'-ei 
H .pH 
F. p'-ie 

W. 
N. 

.pH 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K .pH 

hi 

A .fi 
Even Upper. 

roughs; rowdies, 

strong; substantial. 

It & §S' repartee. 

To peel; to scrape; to 

trim; to split. 

^?|J to peel an orange. 

mu to shave off; to pare. 

m^ to pare the finger¬ 

nails. 

m *1 split; cracked,—as from 

exposure to heat. 

To open; to spread out; 

to unroll. To throw over, 

as when putting on a cloak. 

Also read p>eix. 

to open a book. 

m m - m m to open and 

read; to note the contents of. 

mm to unroll,—as a scroll. 

IS* dishevelled hair. 

he divided his District. 

m to throw on a rain-cloak. 

$1 ^ to marry a prostitute 

and live on her earnings. 

mw to put on armour. 

mifa to put on the priest’s robe. 

m$\ ' or |fj? ^ in full uniform 

the stars for a 

cloak and the moon for a hat 
—in the open air; a la belle 

etoile. 

a chair-back; an antima 

cassar. 

IS JR a woman’s cloak or cape 

1S£ to throw on clothes. 

m % T he put on (the 

clothes) and went down,—the 

mine. 

mm to be perfectly open; to 

speak without reserve. 

9035 

R-£ 

See$£ 
Even Upper. 

m 
9°34 

9036 

r. 

H -cpHiipH 
F. ipH 

See 

Even Lower. 

ISJfriiJEi open my liver 

and empty my gall-bladder,—I 
speak absolutely without reserve. 

l^t pli* 1^1 the whole 

army was routed. 

mm a kind of cape worn at 

Court. 

mm to turn over, as the leaves 

of a book; to brush; to bend, 
as the wind bends trees. 

ms.™ ms. an outhouse. 

To crack; to split. 

9°37 

r.-£ 

s ~m 
Even Upper. 

Tired ; exhausted. See 

29i6> 7331 • 

weakness. 

or M or M IS or 
fatigued; wearied, 

jjjjjj exhausted energies. 

a congenial occu¬ 

pation causes no fatigue. 

^ fit f|| got tired of look¬ 

ing after him,—of a sick person. 

^ a jaded horse. 

people exhausted,—by op¬ 

pression, etc. 

^ *|i spiritless; cowardly. 

J$il dilatory; inert. 

^ poor and barren,—as land 

or tf&'M dilatory- 

The rent on land paic 

by dividing the crop with 

the landlord. 

9038 

r-£ 

See m 
Even Upper. 

To spread out; to expand 

Same as 9034. 
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9°39 

R-i 

See M 
A. iiz' 

Even Upper. 

9040 

Rm 

See 

A. bi 
Sinking 
Lower. 

wt 
9°4i 

r ^ 

Even Upper. 

9042 

n- i 
P. cpH 

M. \ 
K .pi 
J. hi 
A. ti 

Rising Upper. 

it 
9°43 

w 
9°44 

C. ^‘rz 
H. c/z 
F. c/z 
N. c/z 

P. JH 

See 
A. -z'z 

Rising and 
Even Upper. 

Wt 
9°45 

A stiletto. 

£ jy ® stood on both 

sides of him, sword in hand, 

a large needle. 

Distorted; twisted. 

^ i.R #$ his style is very 
involved. 

To flutter. 

MSI banners in dis 

order,—of routed troops. 

To regulate; to prepare; 

to offer. 

S it ^ ^ ^ by night they 

regulate their household affairs. 

Jj? jjfc ffj officials fulfil their 

duties. 

Ait to furnish subsidies. 

See 8942. 

To be separated. 

^ icitk fgf£ there is a woman 

forced to leave her husband. 

Read/T2. Plain-looking. 

Mi% u§ly- 

See 8943. 

A 

9046 

R. 

C. 
H. 

F./l«, v. f'oui 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K./z 

J. /»' 
A. r‘z 

Sinking 
Upper. 

9°47 

9048 

R. 

C./zzz 
H./‘z,/‘zzz' 
F. /‘z'« 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K./z 
J. 
K. fe 

Even Upper. 

To break wind. 

$ JK to break wind; to talk rot. 

Ik M M ffl; what stuff and 

nonsense! 

M trash; rot. 

#lj M 1ft M lift M don’t give 
yourself airs! 

A ^95 A 
M a son-in-law mourning for 

his wife’s mother is like a donkey 
breaking wind,—his grief is short 
and fitful. 

M f8t or M 1! the but> 
tocks. 

M Wt the anus- 

M Wt fitorU Wt “sticky 
bottom;” see 8370. 

MM mmU^TWt 
% A he is glued to his seat 

and never moves. 

•JT JMi Wt to d°g on the breech. 

e mm a papico. See 8956. 

mum- cargo-junk with a 

broad stern. 

See 8944. 

To make an order of 

court ; to reply to an 

inferior; to endorse ; to 

arrange for the purchase 

of; to lease. To criticise; 

to comment on. To slap. 

Pointed. 

Mm an Imperial rescript. 

Mm to give clear instructions, 

as upon a report sent in by a 
subordinate; to comment on; 
to agree as to a lease. 

M Sor M ^ or M 0 or 
Mm to reply officially to a 

subordinate or to any petitioner. 

« to endorse a judgment 

upon the record. 

tit hi P H to sentence for 

crimes,—as a judge. 

Mm to endorse acceptance or 

admission (of a plaint or petition); 
to confirm the judgment of a 
lower court. Also used for to 
sanction in general. 

w 
9048 

Tt£Dti* without waiting 

for official sanction. 

to reverse the judgment 

of a lower court; to note dis¬ 
approval or the impropriety of 
a course of action. 

M9 to return a petition etc. 

endorsed. 

Uttv to sanction. 

MIS to give orders in reply; 

to sanction. 

i-fcUt an Imperial minute or 

endorsement in red ink; any 
note or comment (e.g. in books) 
in red ink. 

Mm to add comments to a 

book. 

MM the comments printed 

above the head-line of a Chinese 
page. 

notes or comments written 

parallel with the text. 

MM notes or comments at the 

head of a page. 

titt* “Wfe to buy goods 

to arrive,—by paying bargain- 
money. 

tit T A + & # ffi 
settled for sixty bales of shirtings. 

MM a bargain-chop or agree¬ 

ment to buy or sell at a certain 

date. 

M a lease; an agreement. 

Mm to lease for a period. 

iJtja to lease to. 

IJtMfe to lease land. 

M^r- lessee- 
Mito a deed; a lease, 

tit Hi to lease out. 

Mm to grant a trading privilege 

to. Also = Mfe above. 

Mm to write off; to endorse 

(e.g. an account) as correct. 

tit sn s ic ,o pnsl’int0 
crevices and make one’s way 
into the hollow places,—to find 
the flaws and weak spots of an 

argument. 

M0orMf&to criticise;t0 
comment on. The first is also 

to compare notes. 

M jE or M tiJt0 correct; t0 
revise. 

mm to explain. 
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9048 

m 3cm to correct or comment | 

on an essay. 

to slap the face. 

slapped him on| 

the cheek. 

to give slaps on| 

the mouth. 

to snatch. 

chung4 u I pass you,I 

—as to a friend who has sub¬ 
mitted an essay for an opinion.) 

MJf to rebuke; to reprove. 

Yf ii ^ their ears) 

sticking up like sharp-pointed | 

bamboos. 

Read pHeh*. To 1 

See 7185. 

9°5° 

9049 

I 

9°5I 

M PI the Plutus of the 

Hindus, adopted by Buddhists I 
on account of his popularity, 
and worshipped as the God of 
Wealth. Sanskrit: Vaisramana. 

an old name for 

Ch‘ang-chou Fu in Kiangsu. 

5^ # Pf fF the little “Shah” 

or Khan. See 8021. 

Same as 9050. 

An ore of arsenic. Read 

p'i2 in Peking. 

3fl or 'St or ^ ^ or 

ig: arsenic, 

powdered arsenic. 

9°S7 

s« tit 
A. ti 

Even Lower. 

9058 

R.: 

bi 

pH 

The loquat (Eriobotrya | 

japonica, Ldl.). See 7398- 

loquat stems,—a kind I 

of sweetmeat. 

or Rhododendron I 

Fortunei, Ldl. 

9°53 

C. paP- 
F. peP- 
W. bi± 
N. beP- 

P. cpH 
Y .pi3 

I K. piie 
IJ. hei 
1 A. be’- 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

Broken wheat boiled and 

dried, known as gjfc |j|. 

A fierce animal, known 

as ff ■ ^ts ^ea<^ *s seen 
depicted at the entrance to 

prisons. 

depressed and sad, as though in 

prison. 

Spoilt silk. 

m m faulty; erroneous; defi¬ 

cient. 

Read pH3 or pi*. Silk | 

tassels or fringes. 

bound with a wispj 

of white silk. 

9059 
R. 

ISee #£ 
I A. iti 

9°5° 

|Ri 
If. pi, pH 

See 

1k./» 
I A. ti 

Even Lower. 

Adjacent; having the 

same boundary. To aid. 

adjacent,—as fields. 

do not be either 

boastful or flattering, 

pf Hljj the fastening of a leather 

girdle. See 9909. 

the Vinaya. 

See 7548. 

W&M a class of Buddhist 

demons, like vampires. Sanskrit: 

pisdtcha. 

the land of vampire 

demons,—a name for Formosa 
under the Sung dynasty. 

W fit 'fife Vairotchana Buddha. 

M a hat with a picture 
of Vairotchana on the brim. 
Hence pli-lu has come to mean) 

a hat. 

H; 'fj$ gg- Vaipulya— one of the I 

12 divisions of the Buddhist | 

Scriptures. See 1. 

-*-»*= 

9°S4 

I *■£ 

|See tJt 

Even Lower. 

EvenJUpper. 

9060 

A thorny plant known as 

S1E- 

9061 

See 

Read pi*. A malvaceous I a. im¬ 

plant. To shade; to pro¬ 

tect. 

Wrong; mistaken. 

R. 

Even Lower. 

9055 

iR-i 

|See 
A. ‘ ti 
Even Lower. 

££ Malva sylvestris, L. 

A large black ant, known 

as jff. 

A. iti 
Even Lower. 

Limp; wanting in vigour.| 

|H5IIweak- 

Same as 9056. 

A lute, known as ^ | 

pH p'-a, with a pear-shaped 

body of curved section co¬ 

vered with a flat sound¬ 

board, having four or six 

silk strings. It is said (1) to 

have been invented in the 

3rd cent. B.C., after the dis¬ 

appearance of the ancient 

music, and is first mentioned 

in connexion with the name 

of Yuan Hsien; also (2) to 

have been introduced from 

Central Asia in b.c. 51 by 

Wu-sun Kung Chu. See 

Biog. Diet. 

m e so ft holding her guitar I 

on the other arm,—of a widow 
who marries again. 

Ifjt fSL § like a monkey 
playing the guitar,—he ^ 

thrums at random, sc. 
talks at random. 

i39 
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9061 

9062 

A 
9063 

5£ his legs play the 

guitar, — he shivers with cold, 
alluding to the fact that all guitar 
notes are played in tremolo. 

p ^ ^ ^ ^ like a 

guitar which won’t sound,-it has 

no “bridge” ( ^ J ), 

which also means he is not a 
person of decent behaviour. 

*j=|* the shoulder-blade,— 

from its shape. 

^ Hi a P^ectrum< 

^ Hi a ^ema^e demon, like 

a great scorpion; popular name 
for a louse. 

R-i 

C. //P-, c//2-, 
-p'-ei 

H. c/» 
F. yi,pei*, 
W.pi%bi% bP- 
N. Wi 
Y.pP 
K. 
J. hei, hi 
A. ^ 

Even and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

9064 

9065 

9066 

?? 
C. p'-ei, y.p'-ou, 

fu 

See 

A. i/2 

Even Lower. 

la species of ray (Rhina 

ancylostoma). 

^ § Pit ^!§ t^ie shoveller duck 
[Spatula clypeata). 

Same as 9050. 

To pair; to match. 

mm a pair; the equal of. 

Read pi1. 

Hr m small; delicate. 

Read p‘i3. A woman’s 

name. 

Same as 9048. 

Same as 9052. 

The stomach of an ani¬ 

mal. Used for 9078. 

HH #f lrii,c- 
m entrails of birds. 

J]j|j jj|?| the navel. 

t 
* 

9067 

s« sh; 
Even Lower. 

9068 

H.c/2 

See ^ 

A. i/2 

Even Lower. 

9069 

P 
9070 

J 
9071 

C. c/a22 
H. Sp'ui 
F. cp'-wi 
W. i&2« 

P. J>lei 

See^ % 

m 
K. pe 
J. hai, he 
A. Sfeu 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

A cattle-tick, called 

The white fox. Also, 

described as a tiger or 

leopard. A flag with a 

white leopard on it. See 

4655- 

* l& & presenting his 

white fox-skins. 

?U leopard’s lair,—a place 

in Liao-tung, near the Russian 
frontier. 

one of the six kinds of 

beasts trained by the Yellow 
Emperor to fight; hence, soldiers. 
See 4655. 

Same as 9071. 

Same as 9072. 

Unburnt bricks. 

m M or di m or m un- 
burnt bricks, tiles, etc. 

® a bricklayer’s yard. 

mm? a mould for making 

bricks. 

mm to remove a brick from 

the mould. 

mm? rough stones for 

making mouth-pieces to pipes. 

M%m to get a rough block 

of stone,—as for a statue. 

clod of yellow earth covers the 
hero. 

Yi«a you unburnt brick 

of a slave-girl 1—you hussy! 

9072 

C.p'-ui 
H. pH 
F. p'-wi 
W. p'-ai 
N .p'-ei 

M. ! K?* 
Y .p'-iei, pli 
Sz. p'-ei, p'-i 
VL.pe 
J. hai, he 
A.foui, ifi 

Even Upper. 

A foetus a month old- 
an embryo. Colloquially 
p*i%. 

BIS a pregnant womb,—in the 

early stages of pregnancy. 

9°73 

» *3 

m 
9074 

R-IK 
C. p'-ei 

W. '-bi 
N. 
P. 
M. } p'-i 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. pi 

J -hi 
A. bi 
Rising Upper 

Irregular. 

See 3596. 

A stoppage; constipation; 

dyspepsia. 

5S1 or mi% a swelling of] 

the belly, from constipation, 

constipation. 

fulness; dyspepsia. 

the “obstructives,” — 

name formerly given to certain 
rebels. 

there is 

a class of lawless scoundrels, 

9°75 

if; 
9076 

R-i 
H.c/2 

F. Ji,ipi,pei- 

See|fl{[ 

A. i/2' 

Even 
Irregular. 

9077 

R.^ 

See ^ ^ 
Even Lower. 

who. 

Same as 9033. 

A low wail, as opposed 

to 13,762; used with 

9081. Increasingly (see 

5440 wet*). 

(or pi*) a parapet. 

It if a low bamboo fence. 

Read p*i9 or pei*. Low- 

lying ; damp. 

e f 6 7- 4 if firs do not 

grow in marshy lands. 

ill ^ t0 regard hills as 

low. 

Hilly. 

l!l^ [1]^ the appearance of moun¬ 

tains. 

& ft 1$ m| trusting to its 

rocky base,—for strength. 



[ iio7 

9078 

pi 
I H. Ji, ifi 

I See ^ 

I A. iti 

Even Lower. 

The spleen; the stomach, 

the stomach; appetite. 

9079 

w 
9080 

lRi 

s“1tt 
I A. ti 

Even Lower. 

to clear out and 

put in order the stomach,—by 
medicine. 

J]$ !H a chill; ague. 

mm dysentery. 

the cells of a honeycomb, 

disposition; temper. 

*riiUb&'Wmm# 
rivers and mountains may be 
easily changed, but it is hard 
to alter a man’s disposition. 

m M ^ his tem- 
per is not a good one. 

& » m to imbibe a poetical 

temperament. 

See 8767. 

Name of an ancient city 

in Shansi. 

name of a District in 

Sshch'uan. 

nnm spirits from the above 

District put up in large bamboo 
tubes. 

tSSJU s 

9083 

* 
cP* 

See 
hei, bei 

, i-be 

Even Lower. 

. /‘/, v. ki 
ki 

W. cH 

N .pH 

M. | chH^H 
Y. chbi 
K.pi 

. hi 
A. bi 

Rising Upper 

9081 

|Ei 
IC. Sp'-ei 

F. ji, spi 

W.f a- 
N. j bt 

1P. pH 

IM. jei, ip'-i 
K.// 

|j. hi 
1 A. Ui 

Even Upper. 

9082 

|RK 
Seem; 

|A .Pit 

Entering 
Upper. 

A parapet; a rampart 

mn the wall of a fortified city 

to guard the walls. 

The eastern jackdaw 

(Lycos dauricus), known as 

A drum beaten on horse¬ 

back. 

ffi $ » *6 the war-drums 

(the signal for fighting) shook 
the earth. 

9084 

% 
9085 

mm 
9061. 

a variant of p‘i pla-, see 

V* 

See 8965. 

JE 
9086 

40 

R. 

See gC 

A. />, hia 

Entering 
Upper 

Rising Lower, 

To injure; to subvert. 

[To be distinguished from 

*B 5465-] 

he is disobedient 

to orders and tries to injure his 
peers. 

broken down; collapsed, 

as a building. 

ruined; destroyed. 

The foot (old sound sul 

or ksii1). Numerative o 

“pieces” of shirtings, cloth 

etc. Radical 103 

tsu foot was an 

ciently written as p‘i piece. See 
9029. 

—/E Hi a “piece” of cloth. 

Hi a piece-goods store 

J®/E a whole piece. 

xE W. the number of pieces. 

Read ycP. Used for ^ 

12,807. 

*xE and d'xE the Greater 

and Lesser Odes of the King¬ 
dom,—names of two books of 

th' SH 

m 
9092 

Eg 

See ^ 

bety 

Entering 
Lower. 

9°93 

m 

A. i.be 

Even Upper. 

Jbp. m 
9087 

9088 

9089 

See 3604. 

Same as 3604. 

See 8992. 

M J 
9090 

9091 

See 9011. 

Same as 9046. 

To blow water into meat,| 

to increase its weight. 

A prison. See 9058. 

S'* 
9°94 

R 

See ^ 

Rising Upper. 

9095 
R. m 
See 

A .fieu 

Even Upper. 

A high mountain peak. 

A streamer; a pennon. 

XT* 
9096 

AW 

I* 
C. jiu 
H. p'-iau, cpiau 
F. pHeu 
W. 
N. bioa 

| rpiau 

YL.p'-io 
hid, <5/5 

A. bieu2- 

Rising and 
Even Lower 
and Upper. 

M 

To push; to throw; to 

wave. The appearance of| 

beating oneself. 

m w pi turn him out of I 

the house. 

'Hi he threw it down. 

HI to wave a ha§> —as a | 
signal. 

is » % m starting from| 

sleep, I beat my breast. 

0.m p'iao* stir headed| 

it (a paragraph) with. 

;j® pHao2 « said of girls whol 

are not sought in marriage. &| 

7705- 



1108 

M1 
9°97 

■ _ dtor 

RSfc® 
IH. piau,p'-iau 

I See ^ 

I A. 

Even Upper. 

A branch. A mark; 

signal; a beacon; a flag, 

used as a kind of prize in 

races; a notice (see 11,634) 

a warrant. To display; to 

exhibit. To record. A body 

of troops; a naval division 

or squadron. Wrongly used 

for ® 9118. 

root and branches 

proportioned to each other. 

|p pE marks,—as for navigation. 

IP I? a beacon-pole. 

IP M; a signal flag- 

ip IpL convoy carts,—hired to 

protect travellers against ban¬ 
ditti. They either contain fight¬ 
ing men or are in league with 
the enemy. 

p '^1 or ;j@ an example. 

\pX J |p to serve as a mark, 
—to aim at. 

HI |p to put up a signal. 

II $3 I® J! "|lf 1 look on 
him as though I had stuck a 
label on his head and offered 
him for sale,—as though already 
my prey. R- 

lip |p to win the prize,—in a 
race. 

8j| |pi first prize,—in a race. 

||p a mark; an indication; a 
sign. 

|p ^ a magisterial warrant. 

Hi fj| t0 exhibit. 

jjUt to Post UP 
word “Open,”—as for opening 
a new shop. 

to publish names,—as ofI 

successful candidates, worthy 
persons, etc. 

it one’s name pub¬ 
lished on the dragon list,—as 
a successful candidate. A< tieuifieu 

|p to publish the list,—of Even Upper, 

successful candidates. 

mutually publish¬ 

ing one another,—as very good 
or talented individuals. 

|p |E t0 record. 

;j^ |p troops under the provin¬ 

cial Commander-in-chief. 

9098 

See ijj® 
IZJX 

Even and 
Rising Upper. 

9°99 

9100 

|p an<3 |^ troops at the 

disposal of the Governor and 
Governor-General, respectively. 

|p troops at the disposal of 

a Brigade General. 

»b Statist in which corps is I 

he serving? — referring to the 
above entries. 

mm troops specially employed I 

upon the Yellow River. 

'/H |p troops specially employed 

in the Grain-transport service. 

«3T serving under the banner! 

of,—as a soldier in one of the 
above military organisations. 

fA ma st’ie,t°. 
1nm a trade-mark. 

|P 0\fi\ the best flour. 

S 0 very Pretty. 

|p ^ ^ to date a despatch. 

® rffj T-cloths. 

|p countenance; appearance. 

P a specimen,-as of a strange 

animal in a museum, etc. 

Iff Same as 9101. 

9102 

ft 
See 9768. 

9io3 

To weed. 

9104 $ ^ M many 

Even Lower 
and Upper. 

weeders, — among the young 
grain. 

Wifi MM the chariot with 
its team in mail looks martial. 

Read p'ao’1. A one¬ 

horned deer. 

9105 

To look at carefully. 

See 9136. 

Same as 9101. 

A whirlwind. Rapidity 

of motion. [Both forms are 
authorised.] 

MM# Mi a storm of wind 

and rain. 

ft M * M 16 % ifT 

PHfc inaccessible unless by 

a whirlwind cart and winged 
wheels, — of Hsi Wang Mu’s 
abode. See 8067. 

^ M M & a west wind 
suddenly sprang up. 

the wintry blast 

shook the walls. 

Even Upper. 

9107 

Even Upper. 

People passing to and 

fro. 

Abundantly. 

Mi S iS \M the snow has 
fallen abundantly. 

To weed. See 9104. 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

9I09 

See pf. 

Rising Lower. 

Fat; sleek. 

BE ® “ JH „r 8b S$ 
plump; in good condition. 

to get into good condition.! 

#J® to fall off; to be out ofj 

condition. 

A species of Scirpus. 

pg jpf. rushes from which mats, 

etc., can be made. 

Read p'icur. 

ISfflU Rubus coreanus, Miq-I 

jUj -J- berries like those of Rubus 

and Fragaria. 



1109 

H. fi'iau 

see 

Even Upper. 

See 

A. tieu 

Even Upper. 

m 
9112 

Kit 
C.piu 
H. piau 
F. pieu 
W. pi'oe 
^i. pioa 

P. piu, 

Y. 

. A»«, hi 
A. fa 

Even Upper. 

9113 

F, pieupi. piu 

SeeM 
. hit, 
Even Upper, 

9XI4 

C.piu 
d.piau 
F. pieu 
W. pide 
N. pioa 

| piau 

Y. pioa 
Sz. piau 
K. pHo 

hid 

A horse’s bit. 

Ht0 rein in- 
Mj iH 9097. 

Hair; shaggy. Radical 

190. 

flowing locks. 

Stripes, as on an animal; 

streaks; veins. Ornamental. 

A tiger-cat. 

or !$j elegant; ornate. 

a mischievous person. 

^ a harum-scarum fellow; 

a fool. 

— ^ j|f a party of soldiers; a 

detachment. 

J 
. bieu 

Rising Upper, 

Water flowing. 

mm name of a small lake in 

Shensi. 

Outside, as opposed to 

| 6881; external. A term 

of relationship applied to 

all descendants of female 

relatives on the father s 

side; and on the mother’s 

side, to all descendants 

from a mother’s brothers 

or her male first cousins 

of the same surname. To 

make known; to manifest 

[see 7523); a document 

setting forth (see 10,378 

A “style” or fancy name 

A watch. The “dedication” 

9H4 

of a book to an Emperor. 

^ Jp| outside and inside; coat| 

and lining. 

—-outside and inside 

the same,—sincere. 

one outside and I 

one inside; in collusion; forming! 

an integral part of. 

m M % ft in treacherous! 

collusion. 

9114 

WiM 

j|| (the foregoing) is simply! 

a corroboration of the eulogy ofl 
Lung Men. See 7479. 

^ it % im U outside\ 

strength is not so good as inside! 
strength,—externals are not so| 
important as internals. 

the outer surface; the| 

outside. 

nmmmz looking at a I 

question superficially, — without I 
going deeply into the matter. 

tH, relatives on the mother’s | 

side; cognates. 

male first cousins ofl 

another surname. 

cousins, — children of a| 

brother and sister. 

H Mor M ^ female| 
first cousins of another surname, 

ftri.# son of a paternal great- 

grand-aunt,—a paternal second 
cousin twice removed. 

^ 3C and ^ <6 # or| 

^ and ^ M # 
sons (and their wives) of paternal 
grand-aunts,—first cousins once 
removed. 

3k M and Wi M iK 
grandsons and grand-daughters 
(through males) of paternal aunts. I 

5^ ^ great-grandsons 

(through males) of paternal aunts. 

^ tH or 3k lj|2 to manxfest 1 to 
make known. 

3k rfo Hi £ he wore il| 
(his summer coat) over an inner! 

garment. 

W it M or % M ■+ 
as a slight token of my I 

feelings. 

iM ^ & thus bringing out the! 

idea of, — of interpretation byl 

a painter. 

s m no chance of dis-| 

tinguishing oneself. 

Bfj to make clear; to statel 

clearly. 

^ f±J to show; to publish. 

|ji£| ^ let me state | 

the case. 

^ the story goes that.. 

(= IS )• 

r^m not to speak further of,— I 

as in a narrative, where the| 
author makes a digression. 

let us now leave | 

this subject, 

ffcjgfl statement of examin-l 

ations and courses,—a University I 

Calendar. 

j$t W) Wi a ta^^e Errata. 

5^ £ or ^ ^ or ^ $ a 

memorial to the Throne. 

pS a eulogistic composition 

burnt at the grave of some friend 

or celebrity. 

^5; to memorialise the Em¬ 

peror. 

the King of Korea memorialised 
the Emperor concerning the peril 
he was in. 

Wi$k3ksee ri>5°°- 

an example; a pattern. 

to be a model or | 

exemplar. 

A R2S a representative I 
of the people,—as a statesman. 

to send a representa¬ 

tive,—of a firm. 

^ ^ trees t0 p°^nt tke way> 
—finger-posts. 

*1 m.’ K x. R Kt t£i 
at every li along the! 

high road there was a copper 
indicator, 5 feet in height, to 
show the number of li. 

^ iffn it if the sign-post is I 

upright, its shadow will be 

straight. 

» 7 Sa 8°°d| 
heart needs no statement to that! 
effect,-good wine needs no bush.| 

$9 or iE a keePsake- 

commemorative arches at | 

tombs. 



9”4 

' 

9“5 
R. 

See 

Rising Upper. 

9116 
>w%* 

See ^ 

Rising Upper. 

# 

^ ^ or a fancy name or 

“style.” See 12,324 

I**' 8 ^ Y6 fft my rela 
tive’s style is Po-ya. 

too young to have 

a style. 

#0^1^ 
the other day I omitted to ask 
your style. 

M&nam to take sound as 

the basis of the name; onoma 
topoea, — e.g. a crow is called 

because its cry is 3S- 

« fii nm to take some 

characteristic as basis of the 

name,—e.g. man is called 

because he is tr 

ffil a present given on first 

seeing a child. 

«MS a watch 

'kj ft a “hunter” watch 

3f an open face ^ % \ 
watch. 

1 m m 1* - 
asked her to hand him a watch 
to see,—the time. 

a watch-maker 

to mark out the difference 

—between a worthy or talentec 
man and ordinary mortals. 

— ft a remarkable man 

pt (°f persons) remarkable; 

(of things) excellent; rare. 

^ Cape of Good Hope,— 

near Swatow. 

To distribute. 

to disperse; scattered. 

In’ or to distribute, 

as alms; to divide, as plunder. 

A prostitute. 

? fKf y°u son °fa m 
whore! 

S* 3 

9XI7 

see ^ 

Rising Upper, 

mf 
9Il8 

R. 

'.pliu 
~. p'-iau 
. p'-ieu 

W. pHSe 
.p'-ioa 

p'-iau 

H 

N 

M. 
Sz. 
Y. p'-ioa 
K. p'-yo 

l hyo 
A.jieu 

Sinking 
Upper. 

To paste. 

to paste on linen. 

j|f^ ^j|j a shop where pictures 

are mounted. 

fStSsE a paper-hanger. 

A slip of bamboo or 

paper; a warrant; a bank 

note; a document; a ticket 

a certificate. See 12,935. 

a summons,—the person 

required being allowed to remain 
at large on the security of a 
householder. 

arrest. 

or a warrant to 

® a warrant to go with the 

speed of fire for immediate arrest 
a despatch by special courier. 

3pt a warrant to bring the 

prisoner in chains. 

Hi jpl to issue a summons or 

warrant. 

to issue a warrant to 

recover money. 

^ to buy a warrant, — as 

runners in a yamen sometimes 
do from the magistrate’s secre 
tary, when the case promises to 
be a particularly lucrative one 

Yf* JPI paper money or notes, as 

issued by a bank or cash-shop 

Yf cash reserves against notes 

issued. 

a bank note,—payable in 

cash. 

(jjJI JS| a bank draft (payable in 

silver); a cheque. 

(in Peking) a cash note 

as distinguished from ® a note 
payable in silver. ^ 

HU -^r to mark a bank-note, 

as a forgery. 

•JT ® iM. M t0 take back 
a bad note to the bank. 

Eg a bill of exchange. See 

5190. 

Tpl HE an establishment at which 

bills of exchange can be bought. 

MM ^ M A payable to 

bearer. 

m?4 
?*< 
9118 

M4 

9”9 

Rm 

See >j 

Sinking 
Upper. 

JA 

9120 

«s 

C. SpHu 
W. Yioe 
N. p'-ioa 

cpioa 

See ® 

A .fieUy bieu 

Sinking and 
Rising 

Irregular. 

M a draft Payabk to bearer. 

i — three day: 

after sight; at three days’ sight 

® Government notes,--as 

specially issued in the reign of 

Hsien Feng, 1851—62 

^ .31 an invoice. 

$ a certificate of payment 

of taxes. 

M a passport. 

® a boat-pass; a boat-license 

^ ® or ® IR 1 pawn-ticket. 

to renew a pawn-ticket,— 

paying interest due. 

M the foil or detachable part 

of (e.g.) a cheque-book. 

or® the count 

foil of a note, ticket, or cheque 

§ * m »is m m • 
Manila lottery ticket. 

M m a block for printing money 

orders, tickets, etc. 

a share certificate and the 

dividend warrant corresponding. 

® the writing on a warrant 

or note. 

M a case or purse for carry¬ 

ing bank notes. 

|p| theatrical amateurs. 

M see 11-446- 

Light ; airy; rude. 

SY® rffj Jl smoke is light 

and ascends. 

^ artful; roguish. 

m ft m it supercilious and 

rude. 

To cut; to stab. Swift; 

active. See 12,935. 

to rob with violence, 

to plagiarise. 

jtf£ ®|J or ®|J nimble; active. 



1111 

9x21 

See 

Sinking and 
Rising Upper. 

P®1 
>j" 

9122 

See 

Even Upper. 

To seize by force; to 

plunder. 

I 2K 

9I23 

R. 

H .p'-iau 

N. bioa 
k.fieu 

See§i 

Even Lower. 

1'he appearance of 

chariots wildly driven. 

f| If! Pj|[ it; is not the 
swaying of the chariot,—which 

pains me. 

Levity; lewdness; forni¬ 

cation. See 12,935. 

ft hao4 given to fornication. 

mm to frequent prostitutes. 

If!® whoring and gambling; 

profligacy. 

m & a brothel. 

a brothel client. 

to visit prostitutes. 

^ venereal disease. 

Wa 
mk 
9124 

See jJp 

Even, Rising 
and Sinking 

Upper. 

9125 
R 

See 

SinkingUpper 

9126 
Sz. p'-iau 
K. p'-io 

. hid 
A. bieu 
Even Lower. 

m 
9I27 
it w 

R. if " 

See vB 
bee 

Even, Rising 
and Sinking 

Upper. 

9128 

R. 

Ornamented, as with 

fringe or tassels. 

To dry in the sun. 

A gourd ; a calabash ; a 

ladle. 

if three shocks of earthquake 

are felt, beggars throw away their 
gourds, — because the harvest 
will be very plentiful. 

the fate of holding 
a gourd,-as beggars do, for alms. 

m 
Rising and 

Even Upper. 

9129 

R. 

m m 
Rising Upper 

and Lower. 

9I3° 

R. 

Seeif 
Even Upper. 

«3 

9I3I 

Bjj, a ladle made of coco-nut. 

||Ii Mao' ^, $ji jj$ ch‘ao' 

ladles facing heaven, bowls 

facing earth,—topsy-turvy. 

To squint; one-eyed. 

Read pHaox. 

if ®J? to see indistinctly. See 

9128. 

§3 lH to cast enamoured 

glances at. 

A clear bright hue. See 

4254- 

with bright green 

tiles. 

§ a clear white. 

misty; obscure, as some¬ 

thing vanishing or dimly seen; 
a form of impressionism in 
painting. 

S |® soaring,—as a phoenix. 

^ $f blue-green neutral 

tints on mountains. 

The flanks of an animal 

Read pHaox. Swollen. 

A chrysalis. 

tjijp jtljl an egg-cocoon,—like 

that of the mantis. 

yfjj. ijiij jJ»j| cuttlefish bones. 

R. 

See 

k.fieu, tieu 

Even Upper. 

R. 

See 

Rising Upper. 

mi: 
9X32 

Clear spirits. 

R. 

Even Upper. 

A weapon; the point o 

a sword. 

@ ^ an iron-pointed spear. 

$! 

9X33 

9i34 

9i35 

R. 

To whirl, as the wind; to 
be blown about; floating ; 

graceful. Used with 9138. 

he came like a 

whirlwind. 

whirling snow. 7m 

one leaf 
blown from a great tree, — a 
mere trifle. See 6973. 

®§| J^j moved by the wind,—as 

a flag. 

m m s si a violent down¬ 

pour of rain. 

p| blown down,—as leaves. 

Hl| ^ fallen, as-leaves in autumn; 

ruined, as family fortunes. 

that is why I 

am a lonely wanderer. 

an out-of-the-way 

spot. 

^ floating clouds. 

i^orIi floating about; 

hither and thither. [The first 

is also “dissipated.”] 

H to gambol; to frolic in 

the air. 

H ^ a pennant 

m ® flutterinS- 

Ilf li^ the fla§s 
blew out towards the north-west. 

HI ^ slurringly,—of pronuncia¬ 

tion. 

to rock; to roll; to swagger 

H H usht; aify- 
floating along like 

a fairy 

Slight and floating,-as gauze 

R. 

See (3 nee 

k.fieu 

Sinking 
Upper. 

I®1 
kb* 

Seeil 
Even Upper. 

A charger; a war-horse. 

H It cavalry. 

_p| a valiant horseman. 

— n w. ^ m atr°°p°f 
horsemen suddenly rushed forth 

® a name given under the 

T‘ang dynasty to the eastern 

part of Burrnah. 

Name of a god in one 

of the stars of the Great 

Bear. 
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m 

9136 

R. H 
C. -p'iil 
H. p'-iau2 
F. p'-ieuD 
W . "p'-ide 
p. 1 
M. > p'iati 
Sz. 5 
Y. p'ioa 

K. p'-io 
J. hid 

bieu 

Rising 
Irregular. 

m1 

The air-bladder of fishes 

the part from which glue is 

made. 

9X37 

R. 

Seeif 

Even and 
Rising Upper, 

Y®*1 
izjS 

9138 

p. fish-glue and glue from 

hides. 

the slime on fishes. 

R. 

C. pliu 
II. p'-iau 
F. p'-ieu 
W. p'-ioe 
N. p'-ioa 

M. (PHaU 

Y. p'-ioa 
Sz. p'-iau 
K. p'-io 
J. hid 
K. fiezi 

Even Rising 
and Sinking 

Upper. 

To fly lightly. 

Jg§l fl| tbe appearance of a bird 

skimming over water. 

F^J a kind of gull which 

follows the ebb and flow of the 
tide. 

Read p^iao*. To moult 

j||| JM a sPecxes °f falcon which 

interbreeds with other birds. 

To be tossed about, as 

by water; to float; to drift 

Used with 9133. 

JH PH PJf M tossed about 
in the wind and rain, 

if M ® to drift about on 

water. 

if ■M'iMJ- a dissipated vaga 

bond. 

if to drift about with 

no fixed residence, 

if XT f$] t0 travel all over 

the country. 

MM or M t0 drift over 
the sea; to travel. 

'M ^ carried away on the waves 

and lost. 

now floating and now 

sunk,-as things rising and falling 
with waves. 

if Wz drencbling>—of rain. 

M t0 run ^ntol t0 collide 
with,—of ships. 

ReadpPao%‘i. To bleach. 

if ft to bleach linen, 

to bleach. 

to bleach in the sun. 

vS?1 
w 

9138 

9X39 

R. IH 

See 

Even Lower. 

w 
9X4° 

'll 
C. -p'-iu 
H -Ju^feu 
F. p'-eu^ p'-ieu 

W. ibioe, cfu 
N. S-bioa 

M. IpHau 
Y. p'ioa 
Sz. p'-iau 
K. p'-io 
J. hio, bio,fu 
A. bieu'- 

Rislng and 
Even Lower 
and Upper. 

if i |i^f t0 tabe tbe c°l°ur 
out. 

if fvf bleached very white 

if a washerwoman. 

Read pHao*. 

if bright; fresh, as flowers, 

foliage, or vegetables; smart, as 
persons or clothes; glossy; sleek 

Duckweed (Lenina minor 

L.), known as #n- 

duckweed, as above. 

To die of hunger; to 

perish. 

the fields lay 

people starved to death. 

9I4I 

9X42 

R. 

See 

Rising Upper, 

9X43 

See 3649. 

To turn white; to change 

colour; to moult. 

See 2620. 

s* 

9144 

R. 

See m 
m 

Entering 
Upper. 

To dry in the sun, as 

fruits and vegetables. 

a? 

9X45 

R. 

See #|j 

Ente 
Lov 

Entering 
Lower. 

!<■ 

9146 

R M 

S" JJlI 

Entering 
Upper. 

m* 
iLS}\ 

9X47 

RJS 
F.JU 

See 
Entering 

Upper. 

9148 

9149 

vl 

J\w, 

9X5° 

IV 

RM 
P. Jit 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

9XSX 

9X52 

The appearance of clothe 

waving to the wind, spoken 

of as 

Name of a former great 

commercial town in Hupeh. 

Irritable; hasty-tempered. 

f{& ^ hasty; irritable; nervous. 

m m an irritable 

temper and a snappish manner, 

Jf3t surly; uncompliant; dis¬ 

obliging. 

Read p"ingx. Mournful, 

melancholy. 

fjfc to ruin; to upset. 

^ sick at heart; op¬ 

pressed by secret cares or trouble. 

Same as 9147. 

See 9166. 

An ulcer which has begun 

to suppurate. To repress; 

to choke. 

fit if ■¥•a urinal- 

m * - at f - m i# 
brooding over a whole breastful 

of troubles. 

unable to hold on,— 

of easing nature. 

to choke to death; to 

suffocate. 

See 9168. 

Same as 9154- 



See 

9153 

Ji 

Entering 

Upper. 

9X54 

P.t/« 
Y. 

See $|J 

Entering 
Upper. 

m 
9155 

RM 
c 'pytnpyt? 
H .fei 
v.pick^pitk^ 

pcik-.pch- 

w -pier, We, 
N.pih, bieh 
P. i-pieh 
M .pie 
Y. pieh% pik 
Sz. pie 
K. pyol 

J. betsz 
A. bicl- 

Entering 
Irregular. 

A small variety of the 

ringed pheasant. See 4899. 

ill -M, a cap with the above bird 
.m* ya r 

embroidered on it, as a symbol 
of courage. 

A turtle; the mud or 

freshwater turtle (Trionyx 

sinensis'). 

Athtt a sea-turtle. 

^ the shell of a turtle; the 

carapace; the covering of a 
hearse. 

/HF $) fitto take a shrimp 
to catch a turtle,—a sprat to 
catch a salmon. 

^ a turtle without feet and 

unable to draw in its head. 

M a horse-leech. 

$] a dog-tick. 

it a hrown insect like a 

cockchafer. 

HI J|l the constellation of Corona 

Australis. 

yg a flat-shaped wine-flask. 

fruit of the Momordica 

coch inch inert sis, Spreng., used 

medicinally. 

a turtle’s egg,—a bastard 

To separate; to part. To 

distinguish (see 2260); to be 

different; other; another 

Do not. See 6906, 9928, 

1212, 6190. 

to part; to separate. 

^|J after parting, — from a 

friend. 

3i) * since last we parted. 

tk M ^ ^ have you been 
well since we parted? 

4* ® ^ & $>J inwardly 
very loth to part. 

© m to linger with at parting 

loth to part from. 

* ESS91 we ought to go 

and bid farewell. 

H #iJ when he had 
finished speaking, he took leave 

m 
915s 

It 91 Hi * he took leave and 

went out. 

T' 91 iffi * he went away 

without taking leave. 

I# 91 to pay a farewell call. 

j^lj to see a person off. 

9) 4 8 91 to see a person 

off when one is but a sojourner 

oneself. 

**«.##t§9l 
since you have done me the 
honour to call, how can I let 
you go in this discourteous way ? 
—without entertainment. 

# M fa * 18. # 9) fa 
Sf- why did we meet so late 

(only to) part so soon? 

/J> ^|J a short absence. 

Pi 91 B A separated for a 

long time. 

a# 91 at 70 a man does not 

bid farewell (to the dead) for 
long. 

E* ^ $lj 'M three cups at 
parting. 

3l| IS M the sorrow of pstling 
91® a parting present. 

jw# to go elsewhere. 

ft 91 to separate; to discri 

minate; difference; separately; 
respectively. See 3506. 

#9after the parting. 

^ $lj IP lHr to interrogate 

separately. 

^ $l] M ft* to notify (the 

above-mentioned persons) 
respectively. 

Miefi 91 men and women 

do not mix. 

^|J to argue; to discuss. 

P9I fa % it S ft' IS 
KK difficult to distinguish 

Christian converts from ordinary 

people. 

alike in appearance, but unlike 
in disposition. 

± T * 91 no distinction 

between high and low,—in rank 

Hk no great difference 

USX 
9X55 

^|j ^ a retreat, as a villa at some 

distance from one’s ordinary 
residence; houses or land not 
personally used by the owner. 

91 ^ A *4 another heaven 

and earth,-another state of exist¬ 
ence altogether, as in fairy-land. 

91 A another man. 

\>X lit «*»* $|J this was his 

characteristic,—as an artist. 

^ ^lJ ^ £ bade him 
make another. 

7 * 31) ffy it is for no 

other reason,—except that etc. 

^ B\ & M ®there are 
no other things. 

mm other kinds. 

^|J ^ another fashion. 

91 a# another time; old times. 

@ n 91 h# ffl a %■ % 
jl| d'f* 2* went on 

to reflect that all his old village 
playmates had now grown up. 

9l*f else; in some other way 

^|J not of the same opinion 

3D in other circumstances,— 

which (e.g.) alter the case, or 
make it irreconcilable with * 

given position. 

311=8 another name; an alias 

a teacher who 

knows characters to be other 
than they are,—i.e. who misreads 

them. 

^ A H $ #>) 
hard for people to distinguish 
them,—e.g. from leaves etc. 

M Z 31H& 
this infinitesimal difference is a 
difference of a thousand li, 
“Oh the little more, and how 
much it is!” etc. 

JUJ* (corrupt, of Jj|. ) the 

small tooth of wood or bone 
used for closing Chinese book 
covers. 

91 H to separate unlike things; 

to distinguish between; to dis 
criminate. 

he wished 

to mark this as no ordinary 

picture. 

4«3U#f£ now common¬ 

ly written ^ to distinguish it,— 

from original form. 

140 



9155 

1* 

9156 

See M 

^l] ^ Ja. Jlf HI lt is doubtless 
thus. 

©aim very eccentric. 

Si) SR J8 1 suppose it is so 

afc S') m to change one’s 

line of life and follow another 

$lj M £ don’t go along 

with him. 

$ij iwi ffi) don,t take ad 
vantage of leisure,—when your 
work is finished, find something 
else to do. 

Si) ^ or Si) fl'l don’t! 

SDfTA don’t strike people 

Si) 4 M don’t get angry. 

SU'g don’t think me rude. 

imitation of the English 

“penny.” 

SD Sg f<] the Prophet (Maho¬ 

met). Persian, Peighambar. 

To search into; to ana 

lyse; to spy on an officia 

in the hope of finding some 

chance to make him buy 

Entering 
Lower 

and Upper. 

one’s silence. 

$b See 8945. 

9157 

m Same as 8945 

9158 

'M See 9012. 

9159 

See 9013. 

9160 

1* 

9161 

R. 

See Mi 

Entering 
Upper. 

To cut. 

—* 7J *77 itfr to cut through 

with one blow,—to settle a matter 
at once. 

1* 

9162 

R 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

.X* 

9163 

rM 
F. p'ieh, v. piek 

P- Jiei c/*« 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

Irritable; hasty. 

To skim off; to reject; to 

abandon. A down-stroke 

to the left in writing; see 

9170. See 1362. 

Ki*? to skim off the froth 

or scum. 

ttj to skim off fat,—in cook¬ 

ing. 

m to cast aside. 

|$ to set aside; to reject; 

to forget. 

£#* -p JS It f! 
can I leave parents, wife anc 

children ? 

to represent oneself as 

perfect; to be a Pharisee. 

IB®-? an orphan child 

% >1 or M ® 

could not disoblige or refuse 

one. 

T * to throw down; 

abandon. 

jj£ ~Y rejected. 

to 

?E SR -SR where did you 

leave it? 

8 & lit left me here in 

the lurch. 

#01 #f[ turn round the 

horse’s head. 

to mock at; to chaff. 

one down-stroke 

to the left, another to the right. 

— three times p'ieh at 

the top,—3 times ^ = 3,000. 

Read pHehs. 

PPl}It “F* a pair of mous¬ 

taches,—i.e. like down-strokes in 
writing. 

9I(M 

<13 

9165 

see#i: 
A. te 

SinkingUpper. 

m 
.13 

9166 
A. biet^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

9167 

R. 

C.plyto 
H. p'-et 
F .pHek 
W. p'ie^ p'-ipi~ 

N. ibi, pHet, 

P\ 
p-c 
M .pie, p'-ie 

Sz. | *Heh 
K. piol 
J. hetsz, hechi 
A. but 

Entering 
Upper. 

9168 

RM 

See !§: $i) 

Entering 
Lower. 

*■1* 

9169 

R. 

C.p‘yt0 
H. p‘et 
F. piek 

W. p'-i, p'-ie 
N. p'-ih 

P- cPie1 
M.p'-ie 
Y. p'-ieh 
Sz. p'-ie 
K.pyol 

. betsz 

K.piet 

Entering 
Upper. 

Same as 9163. 

Rippling; billowy. 

'$]) dancing,—as waves. 

Read pH* and pHao\ 

To sport in water. 

A wine-bottle with a 

large belly and long neck. 

To glance at; to blink. 

Mj or # H or H Ut or 

^ |j^ to take a glance at; to 

catch a glimpse of. 

— £ 0$ the interval of a 

glance,—a moment. 

^ W HU t0 8,ance around; to 

take a look about. 

I tf B Jm ^ 4® # 
pf} blinking as though I had 

a fly in my eye. 

A large reddish-black ant, 

known as 

a newt; an eft. 

m 
m 
my, a small kind of butterfly. 

Lame; to limp. 

4850. 

See 



See 

P. pie 

R. 

C.fyta 
H .ftt 

F. 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. 

hetsz 
k.fiet 

Entering 
Upper. 

9171 

R i 
See Pf\ 

Even Upper. 

[ III5 

;■ 
9*7° 

A down-stroke to the 

left in writing; see 9163. 

Radical 4. 

The luxuriance of plants 

in flower. Also read p'ei1. 

9Z72 

F. v. peing 
K. pi'on 
A. bien 

Rising Upper. 

or^ kohl-rabi. 

A tablet (see 9173); a 

sign-board. Flat. 

_t m to Put UP a tablet,—as in 

a temple or elsewhere. 

m to hang up a sign¬ 

board; to have started in prac¬ 
tice, as a doctor. 

m S a kind of bean (Dolichos 

Lablab, L.). 

1 (or te ) the flat peach. 

M It a coolie’s carrying-pole,— 

which is flattened on one side 

m # Punch and Judy,—so 

called because the properties 
are carried about on a pole by 
coolies. 

£§ -IS I# jjtfc to form a coolie 

union or guild. 

m # flat hairpins. 

M flat buttons. 

the hair (of a woman 

drawn back flat against the heac 
on each side. 

mm melon-seeds. 

mm tapeworm. 

a meat dumpling. Same 

as ^314. 

mm to flatten; to crush flat, 

how thin is that 

slab of stone! 

u 
9Z72 

R 

9*73 

F. v. peing 

See^i 
Rising Upper 

11^ m taiks °f 
his skill as superior to that of 
Pien Ch'iao,—a famous physi¬ 
cian. 

$ m ti m &to devote 
oneself to the study of medicine. 

m Ys Balamcanda chinensis, 

Lam. 

m # Grewia parvi- 

jlora, Bge. 

Thuja orientalis, L. 

>1 H the Peking bream. 

Read pHenA Used for 

9222. 

-Its#*ski£r- 

A tablet. Used with 

9172. 

|[ (Jjg an inscription tablet and 

a hanging inscription. 

H or W IS an honorary 

or votive tablet with a horizon- 
tally-written inscription. 

|| tablets horizontal and per 

pendicular. 

fl-ai to hang up a 

tablet. 

j£ |j|[ to present a complimen¬ 

tary tablet. 

Same as 9183. 

9^8 

* 
C .p'-yn^pytt 
H. p'-en 
F. p'-ieng^pieng 

W. pHt^pie 
N. pien 

P. | .. 
M.| 
Y. piei 
Sz. pien 
K. p'-ydn 

hen 
A. bien 

Even Upper, 

9Z74 

ft* 

917 5 

RM 

K. p'-ion, pion 
A. Herd 

Irritable; hasty-tempered 

Used with 9182. 

Rising Upper. 

7tg3 M 

9176 

SeeH 
Rising Upper. 

A large stone used as 9179 

a step for getting into a 

chariot; a horse-block. 
See m 
Rising Upper. 

H’ 

9177 To parch paddy in order 9180 

R%%k to get off the husk. 
See^ See m\ 

Even and Even and 
Rising Upper. Rising Upper 

To arrange in order; to 

compile; to enroll; to re¬ 

gister. To plait; to weave. 

See 2893. 

4§?ij or $B to arrange in 

order. 

^|J ^ to register,—as a 

cargo-boat, etc. 

gl to arrange under a mark or 

number; to classify; to register 

it a register; a list. 

to edit; a 2nd class Han- 

lin Compiler. 

m to edit; to revise for publi 

cation. 

II ^ to arrange under years, as 

annals. 

m Mb to narrate, 

tf.e oifc. to compose; to write a 

book. 

H !p|. to collect; to put together 

653 # to register. 

AA- q in league; conspiring 

together. 

^ Jfl ;§!§ ke was suk>‘ 

sequently found guilty of cons 
piracy. 

§ A to enroll, 

a raft. 

j|| to piece together; to join 

to tie; to bind, 

to braid the hair. 

to wear red braid 

in the queue. 

J® myload 
of care is hard to bear. 

A muscle; a tendon. 

m a crooked nose. 

Knotgrass (Polygonum 

aviculare, L.), known as 

PJ 



1116 ] 

IC.pyn 

IH. v. p'-it^-S.p'-o 

IF- Qt ieng-, v. 
pi-pa 

I W. pie 
|N.pien 

IP. cpLien 
IM. ’pien 
IY. cpiei 
I Sz. pien 
] K. priori 
|j. hen 
| A. iHen 

Even Upper 
Irregular. 

3® 
9183 

The bat, known as 

&§• See 3709, 10,072. 

to read the whole ±-m 
book through. 

3® % or)§ f! the whole body. I 
The first is also a Mahommedan | 
term for afternoon worship. 

The bream; the carp. 

See 3454 and 9172. 

9182 

\rM 
IW .p'-ie’^pie' 

|See^ffl 
I K. p'-ion, pion 

(Rising Upper 

9183 

|R'lt 
IC. /_)'», p'-yn 
IH. pen 

1 F .p'-ieng 
I W. pie, hie0 
IN. pien 

IM. j pien.pHen 
I Y. piei^ p'-iei 
|Sz .pien, p'-ieti 
IK. pion 
|J. hen 
| A. bien 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Narrow; petty ; mean 

U narrow; contracted, 

ffl shallow; limited. 

Iin4£ uneasy; anxious. 

M 

9185 

H 
m 

and illiberal 

^ narrow-minded 

narrow-minded and irri-l 

9186 

IR#fc 
ISe'-H 

I Rising Upper. 

table. 

trto1 

Everywhere; all round ; 

to make a round. 

or ||| every place; 

everywhere. 

m mm m to hang or post 

up everywhere,—as a proclama 
tion. 

fg the whole country 

looks green. 

ll^T to convey to all 

parts of the empire. 

§ ^ or Ilf /ff or 
go everywhere; to traverse. 

§ or ^ |jj| to give notice | 

to all. 

|j fijr the whole street. 

| [H] to go to all the. 

S fH t° make a tour of. 

§ to make a tour for pleasure. I 

3® 111 ^ to visit all parts of the 

kingdom. 

universally prac-| 

tise your virtue. 

—• one time; once. 

ft s. m & m — m *»' 
recapitulate the five points. 

9187 

IC* /‘y«, pyn 
] H. p'en 
IF. pieng, v. 

peing 
IW. bie 
IN. bien 
I p. ) 

* p^ien, 
. pien 

lantern. 

a bream - shaped 

Same as 9186. 

A trailing bean (Dolichos| 

Lablab, L.). See 9172. 

Convenient; suitable;! 

handy; advantageous; 

cheap; ordinary; plain. 

Then ; in that case (^95 11); 

even if. 

mm convenient. 

'^5 when convenient. 

* m not convenient; not I 

desirable. 

A iM it was not convenient,— I 
to do so. 

it is not conven-| 

ient to come at once. 

5fc iM iH 1 am unable J 
to accede to your request. 

*Wtl it is not ready. Also,] 

I have no leisure, 

g 1i the only alternative was,| 

—to do something else. 

mm so as to be convenient! 

for; in order to. 

mftffim inconvenient for| 

both sides. 

^ fit IM £ byand by he| 
found it more suitable, — of af 
new diet. 

AH convenient; handy; suit-1 

able. 

AHF 1 or ‘ffjji a side-door. I 

9187 

ha ah. g bah. 
by falling in with the aims 0f| 
others, you will secure your own. 

ft A® to do charitable acts. 

M ~}j iM 1 entreat your| 

charity,—to take me in. 

11! H* (fang*) convenient; well| 

arranged; comfortable. 

lit 
you ask why it was that things! 
were thus conveniently arranged. 

fM uV tang' Jg ^ then! 

how ought it to be done? 

'(§> Jffa convenient and easy. 

of advantage to | 

others. 

iM Ht advantageous; fitting ;| 
suitable. [Explained as iMM 

Als«>l 
cheap, in which sense the cha¬ 
racters are pronounced p'ien* i1. 

m to act as circum-| 

stances may require. 

% ± # W $ H at| 
that time many officials memo-] 
rialised on various needs. 

^ Ht ^ A E aMinisterj 

Plenipotentiary. 

%1M just and suitable. 

g according to one’s wishes; 

as one pleases. 

mm people in confortable cir-| 

cumstances; well-to-do. 

iftH or mm when con veil-1 
ient; availing oneself of an op¬ 
portunity. 

iM §r at your convenience, 

kindly. 

bdh at your earliest conven-l 

ience. 

36 il iM # ^ kindlyj 
inform me at your convenience. 

4» i£ *ayat y°ur| 
leisure. 

ifttTiMjT iM#?Kd0 as| 
you please, but. 

a m jw n do it when con¬ 

venient. 

A 3t- f$i God save thel 
opportunity. 

iM ® useful for (hiding) the face,! 

—a fan. 



1117 

9187 

I* undress,—as opposed to 

uniform. 

ordinary dress; “no dress”, 

in invitations. 

to keep a person to 

pot-luck. 

a place of convenience. 

% I) fl! profitable; serviceable; 

tidy. 

-^1 ^ for use as required. 

fl * a convenient ship,—one 

ready to start for the place to 
which one wishes to go. 

^ ^ to sit down without cere¬ 

mony. 

to go to stool, 

yj'i to make water. 

constipation; stoppage of 

the bowels. 

^ to ask to be excused in 

order to relieve nature. 

/a aa or ^ a chamber 

utensil. 

all ® please go on; don’t mind 

me; don’t stand on ceremony. 

U A if there is any one 

coming this way,—{e.g.) ask him 
to take charge of it. 

■j|| j§j for the benefit of 

the State and the convenience 
of the merchant. 

liK money changed 

(here) as required,-a shop notice. 

IF# to take the opportunity 

to enclose,—in a letter 

1# ® I when will it be 

ready ? 

® ill W ft Z -t 
according to these instructions. 

—‘ If ^ he comes when¬ 

ever invited 

SW or lift that will do; it 

will be all right,—used at the 
end of a sentence 

lift* 
happy. 

fi ftiRitfc it is thus; it must 

be so. 

$0 —1 & 
give him a tael and it will be 
all right. 

a T m SU * ® ft y°“r 
humble servant is Chang Pieh- 

ku. 

and so I am not 

9i87 

you want to buy, buy: if not, 
there’s an end of it. 

% ® SIS ® ® $ M 

j|| go back by the way you 

came. 

if you have any, 

bring them forth at once. 

a IS# 1H SltS# *s a 
matter of fact there is a bogy, 

but.. 

^ ^ and even if there were; 

so if there is. 

for your sake I will extend the 
limit to ten days. 

1M KR M — W 0 even if 
he was allowed a hundred days, 

still.... 

to try was to be able to, to learn 
was to understand,—of a very 
talented man. 

^ likely as. 

Read pHerP. 

ii® W (Confucius) spoke 

minutely on every point. 

with fair round belly, 

9i89 

See^ $i§ 

M 
Even and 

Rising Upper 
and Lower. 

9190 

*■% 
C. pyn 
H.pen, v. pin 
F.pieng 
W. pie 
N. pi eh 

9188 

*•* 

See 

A. tien 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

said of Pien Hsiao- 
hsien. 

specious. 

^ /J' HI 5i£ t0 sreedy 
small advantages, — over and 
above what one is entitled to. 

ft#® S how very cheap! 

*fi ait you have let him 

off too cheaply! 

lit 7 ^the above) 
would no doubt be very ad¬ 
vantageous for him,—but 

attendants and favourites. 

A bamboo sledge for 

carrying earth. 

pien M. 
Sz. 
Y. piei 
K.p'-iei 

hen 
A. tien 

Even Upper. 

To sew. Used with 9178. 

A whip. The penis of a 

horse. 

a whip-handle. 

Jj| |if|j a horse-whip. Also, a 

fish (Fistularia). 

or t® or or 

'W or 
to lash; to 

flog. 

ft t® the captain of the 

football team got a taste of the 
whip,—for losing. 

mm a whip-lash. 

to crack a whip. 

$$ one who plies the 

whip,-—a carter. 

|j ^ 3||. the occupation of 

a groom,—a low calling, from 
an illustration used by Confucius. 
Also, to do dirty work for any 
one; hence chih"1 pien1 = your 
humble servant. 

to be a mere 

groom,—to follow a low calling. 

in their whips and dam the 

stream,—as IS Fu Chien 

boasted his soldiers could do. 

ii2i * x it m 
however long a whip may be, it 
will not reach the horses belly,— 
= itrep piopov do not go beyonc 
destiny. 

though the lash is 

long it won’t reach him,—i.e 
beyond the reach of the arm 
of the law, as remote, outlying 
places. 

fear he will get 

ahead of me. 

fire-crackers, — which 

detonate like the cracking of a 
whip. 
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9190 

\\ 
9191 

|E^ 
I See 

I A. bien 

Even Upper. 

9I92 

IF. pieng, v. 

i.peing 

|See$$ 

| A. bien 

Even Upper. 

to whip stones,—and 

change them into bridges, 
the “First Emperor” is said 
have been able to do. 

I! ^ P'SS driven into Peking 

for market. See 574. 

The body bent or twistec . 

ran to perform acro¬ 

batic feats. 

A side; an edge; 

margin; a bank; a border; 

a boundary; the frontier. 

See 2569. 

this side; here. 

SR * that side; there. 

south side; in the south. 

along the bank; the edge 

in the margin, of a document. 

mm or ^ at the side. 

the side teeth,—of horses, 

to sit at the side. 

a side door; a frontier 

pass, especially the Korean gate, 

a flowered border; the 

milled edge of a coin. 

^ jUt t^ie horizon. 

—' —‘ half each. 

about the person, — 

things and people. 

at 
no matter whether he had any 
money about him or not. 

the side or leading mule 

in a team. 

^ 1 or ^ # or ^ °r 

9192 

A. bien 

Even Upper. 

9I94 

S"-H 
K. p^iom 
A. biem 

Even and 
SinkingUpper. 

trouble on the frontier. 

m a place on the frontier;] 

a frontier-station. 

a frontier (official) post. 

mm frontier defence, as op¬ 

posed to |maritime de¬ 
fence. 

do not, because of a long peace,] 
become neglectful of frontier] 
defence. 

;j||e to have a clue or base to] 

go upon. Also, to look rather] 
like it; to seem as if it might. [ 

—* Hil ~f~* one penny. 

A bamboo goblet-shaped 

vessel, with cover, to con¬ 

tain fruits offered in sacrifice. 

9r96 

9i95 

IK 
H./W 

Seefi£ 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

jj|^ the frontier. 

9196 frontier pass. 

IM or the outer Great 

Wall, as opposed to the jj 

m or ^ wall round part| Rising Upper.j 

of Chihli. 

a beyond the Great Wall; 

beyond the frontier. 

A stone probe; to pierce, 

^j- acupuncture and probing. 

B 

saying that God had 

merely stuck a needle into this 
Wang,-by thus sending a disease 
on him for his wrong-doing. 

5^ ^ acupuncture and cauteri¬ 

sation. 

A JJJl H* piercing to the 

bones,—of autumn blasts. 

To put a coffin into the| 

grave. 

^ funeral paraphernalia. 

jg? place of burial. 

To censure; to send| 

away; to cashier; to dis-| 

miss. To diminish. 

one word of his censure was| 
sharper than an axe,—of Con-| 
fucius. See 8717. 

banished to a far] 

country. 

RH M 
C ,pyn,p'-un 
H .p'-en,p'-an 

|F .pieng, 
pwang 

W. bie, bo 
N. bien, boun 

M. I#'*’ 
sz. y a” 
Y. piei, p'-ou 
K. piiin, pan 

|J. hen, ben, 
han, ban 

I A. bien 

Sinking and 
Even Lower. 

to dismiss from 
office. 

&E Hf JaJ t0 reduce an offi¬ 

cial to the ranks of the people. 

^ T °r ii to degrade. 

ffi Wi iW to get rid of evil 

men and advance the pure. 

^ t0 disparage; to libel. 

^ to diminish. 

begged her to be a 

little more economical. 

is. f!£ tliese goods 
are some good, some bad. 

he became very 

emaciated. 

A conical cap worn under 

the Chou dynasty; a military 

cap. To rub, as the hands 

To place at the head, as 

an article in a newspaper 

a military cap 

^p petty officers and privates 

civil and military 

officials. 

^p refers to sergeants anc 

corporals. 

a man in woman's 

clothes. 

Ws # a woman in man's 

clothes. 

iSin# to regard as a cap 

worn by children,—which when 
done with is cast aside. Hence 

^p =to reject; to despise 

# if /If |p lit t0 dis- 
regard ceremonial in this way,, 

to cast off,—as a lover 

the officials all 

knocked their knees,—from fear. 

it-ff to move hurriedly. 

^p cap words,—an introduct¬ 

ory note to a book, as opposed 

to 9386. 

Read p^an^. 

# m 1 m with flapping 

wings the crows.... 



9r98 

m 
9199 

*■% 
C. ip'-ing 
F. piettg, ping 

W. bing 
N. bieh 
V. p'-iei 

K. pion 
J. hen 
A. bien 

Even Lower. 

m 
9200 

[ 11:9 ] 

9201 

S"®! 1j% 

Even Lower. 

T 
9202 

*■H 

See^ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

tr 
9203 

Seefl 
Sinking 
Lower. 

*r 
9204 

See n t# 
Sinking 
Lower. 

Used for 9203. 

Hard skin on the hands 

and feet. See 1890. 

See 9230. 

The ribs all in one solid 

piece, as was the case with 

Ai /p* Duke Wen of the 

Chin State. 

Hurried; excitable. A 

rule; a law. 

irascible. 

complying with 

the great laws. 

the bravery 

of Chuang Tzu of Pien,— a hero 
of old. 

0^ an old name for ^|3J ^ 

in Shantung. 

Pleased; happy. 

'I'jr extreme joy. 

it m to jump for joy. 

SitIE It1 cannot tell you 

how pleased I am. 

■it mn® you have my sin- 

cerest wishes for your happiness. 

To tap; to strike. Used 

with 8633. 

#• \>\ ^ |P t0 beat timeto 

music. 

W 
9205 

R.rf sp 
tfc 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A branch of the '^| Han 

river in Hupeh. A river 

in Kiangsu. 

ft* an old name for 

K‘ai-feng Fu, the capital of 

Honan. 

9206 

R. 

See 

Rising Lower. 

9207 

R-| 
H. p'-a/P 
W. b-bie 

See?# 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

Recrimination; wrangling. 

9208 
K .pion 

hen,ben 
A. bien’- 

Rising Lower 
Irregular. 

9209 

W. bbie 

Seel# 
Rising Lower 

Irregular. 

9208 

C. v. ,.pyn 
H. y.pin 
F. pieng2- 
W. Hie 

N. bieh 

M. } *** 
Y.pieF 
Sz. pien1 

To distinguish between; 

to discriminate. 

#lj 01 ^ P or BJj or 
to distinguish between. 

ffit $1) nil % to distinguish 

good wares from bad. 

m 91 ft it to discriminate 

between right and wrong. 

not to distinguish 

the true from the false. 

"jj} to distinguish between 

tints. 

m e* to distinguish between 

flavours. 

^ ^ to foretell from the sound 

of a lute. 

^4 llP 1 recognise his 

voice. 

>11, 

connoisseurs can tell the differ 
ence. 

m * Hi * or % ^ 
unable to distinguish between. 

^ IS or HI t0 recognise; 

to distinguish; to pick out. 

^ J3. to differentiate; an alter¬ 

ation; difference. 

To plait; to braid. See 

9178. 

the queue,—imposed upon 

China by the Manchus at the 
conquest. 

mm* to plait the queue. 

trm or ^ to comb and 

plait the queue. 

4 to unplait the queue. 

9210 

R!I^ 

See^ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

t of 

mm? a false queue. 

M&M * to twist the queue 

round the head. 

% $ M * Buddhist 

priests do not wear queues. 

To explain ; to argue; to 

dispute. 

IJfj to explain. 

to explain in detail. 

or ^ to discuss; to 

debate. 

^j: to show a person where 

he is wrong; to contradict; to 
criticise; to revise. 

hao% ^ ||£ fond of con¬ 

tradicting. 

^ to debate obstinately. 

^ to dispute a point. 

^lj to vanquish in argument. 

1 ^§t to use ^orcec^ arguments. 

% |rJ very good at argu¬ 

ment. 

sunk in 

sophistry, drowned in verbiage. 

m <• a & to convert people 

by argument. 

0J pA^feWv to be loud and 

violent in argument. 

Read pan4. 

Pjlj to wrangle. See 8605, 

11,905- 

To change; to alter; to 

transform; metamorphosis; 

revolution (see 6001); por¬ 

tents, such as droughts, 

earthquakes, etc. (see 10,061 

cku*). 

to change; to transmute 

to undergo a change of form or 
of substance, or of both, as the 
metamorphosis of a chrysalis 
alchemistic transmutations, etc 
Also, the mutations and con 

versions of the Mi Canon 
of Changes. 

^ — 1® jK H make yourself 

big,—i.e. by magic. 

or or Mi to 
sc sc 

change; to alter. 
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9210 

to change one’s disposition 

(for the worse); to alter one’s 
views. 

to change one’s mind. 

S 5E 7 &§£ I will never 4*? 
change. 

— $|i flexible; versatile. 

^ to change an appointment; 

to alter an agreement, 

to change colour. 
4c 

^ HH a^ere<^ form,— as of a 

written character. 

m r)7& t0 Set anSryi to look in¬ 
dignant. 

excitement. r// 

HI’ or '^1 J§| to turn into 

money; to sell. 

jjf|| to realise property. 

#fft to sell in order to repay. 

HI# we must accept the inevi¬ 

table,—a phrase used to bereaved 
friends. 

ft to become a new man. 

# or # S t0 be convert¬ 
ed into; to become. 

#' to change the aspect of 

affairs. 

to spoil. 

^ I ft I to have lost 

one’s bearings. 

#i® fa JS T to have found 

one’s bearings. 

T'ft *# not t0 be accon> 
modating; to be wanting in tact. 
See 787. 

accommodating; falling in 

with,—as opposed to "if , 
see 8588. 

Z MB* the re will 

be no harm in conforming to 
the old regulations. 

IStllti:. ait®® 
since constitutional government 
has been established, the laws 
ought to be altered to suit. 

see 3190. 

^ a change in the weather. 

& ffi B8 % « fe * 
suddenly the weather began to 
change. 

% M. ~k the 
weather changed and the wind 
and waves increased. 

9210 

3i 
9211 

9212 

r. m 

See ^ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

ft 
9213 

R'H 
See &K 

A. fieri,fien 

Sinking 

Upper. 

or J[|. a calamity,— 

as flood, pestilence, famine, etc. 

an accidenti an unforc- 

seen occurrence. 

to change,—as money. 

s^e'gbt hand; con¬ 

juring. 

fy measures of reform. 

L or * rebellion; re- 4£ 
volution 

-5E 

4r 
to drive into rebellion. 

-t #’ "tar to accuse to the 
Throne of disloyalty, 

preserved eggs. 

illusions; visionary. 

Same as 9190. 

To separate; to distin¬ 

guish. Radical 165. 

A slip; a slice; a strip; 

a leaf; a flake; a shaving; 

a chip; a sheet. Radical 

91. [To be distinguished 

from 1275-] 

Jr Jr fill in strips, slips, flakes, 

etc. 

ft Jt* tbe Peta^s are 
falling from the flowers. 

WJr to cut in slices. 

Jr £1 to carve meat. 

S Jr pieces of tile; potsherds. 

ft ;g slate. 

Jr T or 45 Jr or « Jr or 

Jr IR a visiting-card. 

}r ® a note written on a visiting- 

card. 

^ ft to send in one’s card. 

M >r or 5^ )r or I# Jr a 
supplementary memorial to the 
Throne. 

ft 

92I3 

9214 

4lT 
9215 

C.p'-yn 
H.p'-cn 
F. p'-ieng 

W.p'-ie 
N. /‘«V« 

M. i 
Y.p'-iei 
Sz. plien 
K.plii)n 
J. <4<r» 
A. fieri 

Even Upper. 

ft ^ to send in a supplementary 

memorial. 

Jr or Jr M or Jr ?|d] a 
short time. 

ft a few words. 

JJb tfrit with one word to 
settle litigations. 

JrtSt clauses and sentences. 

— Jr*R a sheet of paper. 

— Jr — Jr Piece by 
piece; layer by layer. 

—* Jr it Jr S Partly 
green and partly white. 

—• ft a pack of gossip. 

—‘ ft chaste; irre¬ 

proachable. 

trusting to his 

gift of the gab. 

ft ||§! fp( ^ a bank of 

black cloud overhead. 

ft |jr^ ^ 5l| there is not a 

trace of it. 

See 9172. 

Inclined to one side, as 

opposedtoj£687. Leaning; 

partial; prejudiced. 

Iff slanting; oblique. 

^ M ^ iiil actual*ywas 
askew. 

^ to lean on; to lounge. 

without partiality 

fit a side-room. 

-j^ ^ decayed or paralysed on 

one side; partial; unjust. 

M Mor M ^or ii M 
^ a concubine. 

i ^wanted toget 
her as a concubine. 

W li H ^ S to carryon 
an illicit business, — such as a 
gambling-house. 

it the place is to¬ 

wards the north,—e.g. of the city. 

B§ ^I(j D§ A\j north-north-west 

^ degrees of longitude. 

Wi ^orli Impartiality;bias 



92I5 

inclined to one te # — 
side. 

li p ik the sole fish. 

one-sided trouble,—as op¬ 

posed to an equal division, 

fistula in ano. 

the dropping (i.e. swelling) 

of one testicle. 

II Mor — li Z Mia one- 
sided or partial view. 

mm mm to hear one side 

of a story is to be in the dark, 
—as to the truth. 

. T-mm to make a point 

of not listening to advice. 

m s—i§£ over-weighted 

on one side. 

a poverty-stricken 

province. 

H ® a side issue- 

& °r li as % °r li 
one-sided; partial; 

prejudiced. 

without prejudice 

1^ 1^ eccentric; out-of-the-way. 

See 9017. 

IS W out of the way,—of places 

tan to be bent on having. 

self-opinionated; perverse. 

li fP outrageous,—as revoluti¬ 

onary doctrines. 

* ft Z ^ is II ft 
^ dc S te § 4 
to define the natures of fire anc 
water by merely saying “Fire is 
hot, water is cold,” would be an 
inadequate definition. 

MM particular,—as opposed to 

universal. See 12,294. 

li T I have taken it without 

you,—a conventionally apologet 
ic answer to the ordinary saluta 
tion, “Have you taken food?” 

-W li differs from the above in 

that it is not necessarily a reply, 
but may be used spontaneously 
as an apology under similar 
circumstances. 

IS ^ to sit on one side. 

SW must needs. 

^ ik ifc1 certainly 

cannot agree with you. 

92I5 

or 

or 

9216 

R'\ 
Seeli 
Even Upper. 

J 

92I7 

See 

Even Lower 
and Upper. 

9218 

E-ft 

s"fB 
Even Upper. 

. M M li li to be 
doubly unfortunate; to suffer 
for doing something which was 
unwillingly done. 

® ffior fi 4or IS 

IS H it so happened that; as 

luck would have it. 

H ^ is specially...; is notwith¬ 

standing. 

li ^orli ^ to be partial to. 

li H ft he Preferred to 

ride,—as a matter of choice. 

IS M to favour; to prefer. 

mm with one sleeve shorter 

than the other; (Jig.) bias. 

fi2? very much inclined to; 

devoted to. 

1^ ${£ partiality and delay. 

li Jy small official buildings at 

the Peking city gates for the 
control of the areas just about 

the gates. 

many thanks for your 

trouble on my behalf, 

min^ would you mind doing 

it for me? 

fS p'ing1 westering, as the 

sun; past the meridian. [Divided 

into ,/Jx and ft , earlier and 

later.] 

To cut into slices; to pare. 

Used for 9213. 

IfllJ i cut it away,—as a knot 

on wood. 

T ^ he has cut his hand. 

Sap Indus Mukorossi, 

Gaertn., the fruit of which, 

called ^ 1 is used as 

soap. 

or a piece of wood 

placed under the corpse in a 

coffin. 

The domestic yak, known 

in Tibet as ^ ^. 

92I9 

ft_ 

Seell 
Even Upper. 

* 
seete 
Even Upper. 

A slip or tablet of bam¬ 

boo, as formerly used for 

writing on; a leaf of a book; 

an essay; a book. 

Paralysis; palsy. 

—• one leaf,—of a book. 

to turn over the leaves 

IB turn over XEL M 
this leaf. 

&let 
us pass lightly over, or skim, 
this section. 

—ft. —ft 

—* one word will spoil a 

sentence, and one sentence a 

book. 

to occupy 

oneself all one’s life with one 
book,—of narrow experience. 

^ [ij —* Jiff f&i to hoast, 

—as to what one is going to do 

is seen in every 

line of the document. 

HI JpL sections and chapters 

^ W\ js fin long-winded; 

prosy. 

j=| of great length,— 

as a document. 

OS H Mi % {t would 
take reams to set it forth. 

it is said in the 

Odes. 

— a name for the Odes 

To flutter; to run to anc 

9221 

R-ft 

s-H 
Even Upper. 

fro. 

I fluttering, as birds or 

butterflies; moving to and fro 
as a crowd; elegant. 

§$MM grand; imPosing 
of buildings. 

{fl]$ ^ ^ are universally in 

repute,-of Hsieh Chi’s paintings 

of cranes. 

141 



1122 

—«X 

9222 

See || 

K. p'-ion, piijn 
A. bien’'- 

Even and 
Rising Upper 

and Lower 
Irregular. 

=4' 
rj 

9223 

Even and 
Rising Upper 

9224 

*■% 
H.p'-en 

M. i *Htn 

See 

A. iMen 

Even Upper. 

I 
9225 

R. He 

See - 

A. -bien 

Sinking 
Upper. 

9226 

9227 

A flat-bottomed barge; a 

skiff. Also read pHen%. 

Artful; deceitful; plaus¬ 

ible. 

^ =y to be fond of 

quibbles. 

Ill & to brag of. 

To walk lame, 

tort the body. 

To con 

to swing the shoulders 

and walk sideways. 

To cheat; to swindle. To 

mount a horse. 

Jpg ^ to cheat people. Used 

figuratively of the death of a 
young child 

li or Ife S/M or ^ to 
cheat; to humbug. 

^ IfiD t0 chea-ted. 

iff a swindler. 

•li M a plan for swindling. 

or IS 'A- or IS to 
) 7C or ) 

swindle out of everything. 

Jpg to lead into gambling 

ways. 

IS ^ to repudiate. 

IS ^ fraudulent money 

transactions. 

|S ^ to vault on a horse. 

Same as 9225. 

See 9187. 

*r 
9228 

s“-(i 
A. Men 

Even Lower. 

9229 

R;5fc 

SeeH 
A. bien 

Even Lower. 

923° 

R if A 
s“ fffi 

Even Lower. 

il 

9231 

R% 

s«»fl 
Even Lower. 

A lauraceous tree which 

is probably a species of 

Lindera, used for furniture 

The red sand tick, known 

as 4f !l®E. 

A carriage with screens, 

used for women. 

$$ 1^4) the noise of carriages and 

horses. 

Read p'ing2. 

Ipflj {j$£ carriages of all kinds. 

J1 fS $«= @ ffi T ^ 
saw a chariot come down from 
heaven. 

Bmm $ the Empress rode 

in her carriage. 

A pair of horses; joined 

together. See 10,588. Also 

read pdenx. 

ft the big toe and second 

joined together. 

‘ft ^ ribs joined to look like 

one bone. 

,|p! tSpl two-word phrases or terms. 

|p! j|!j a style in which all the 

sentences run in pairs. 

‘ft "If* wkh two heads. 

^ |p! to league together. 

W m 'if M may all blessings 

come to you! 

if)! to cohabit with. 

ft to execute criminals in a 

batch. 

'ft sK. executed a whole 

lot at once. 

9232 

A. -bien 

Rising Upper. 

9233 

R. ill 

See 

Even Upper. 

A falcon. 

a kind of jay, known when 

moulting as 

A visitor; a guest. To 

submit. A Department in 
Kuangsi. Descent from 

privileged ancestors; see 
5460. Used with 9243. 

ij: guest and host. See below. 

5|f or 5|f Jl)§ visitors; guests. 

# JR m 4? When 

your clothes are torn, your guests 
will be few. 

£(• Of i A if y°» 
cannot entertain guests at home, 
you will find few hosts abroad. 

8f the guest who sits in the 

west,—the family tutor. 

^ ||£ ^ to wait on a person 

as though a guest. 

to arrange one’s 

guests according to their moral 
worth. 

^ the guest’s place or seat. 

till was the guest of 

the Emperor (Ch‘eng) T‘ang. 

If ii# was the guest 

of Hsi Wang Mu. 

^ to die,—of Emperors. 

/pf f=U 8uest talk,-the dialogue, as 

opposed to the songs, inplays, etc, 

it sr + - the Genius of 

Ink,—said to have appeared to 

BJj J|l Ming Huang of the 

T‘ang dynasty, and to have been 
deified by his Majesty under the 
above title. 

— ^ ^ j||L the triennial ex¬ 

aminations for the second degree. 

^ J§L a sum allowed as 

travelling expenses to the b.a. 
going up for the m.a. degree. 

# # £ ± to effect one’s 

object indirectly. 

a marriage go-between. 

^ ^ friends who escort and 

fetch the bride. 
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9233 

9234 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Imperial prince’s daughter. 

one who receives visitors| 

come to condole on a death. 

W HB to submit. 

jjtj ^ all within the Four 

Seas acknowledge his sway. 

^ ^ or the sparrow 

(.Passer montanus). ■ > 

pqj ^ Cashmere (Han dyn.); 

Kapisa (T‘ang dyn.). 

9237 

t 
9238 

See^ 

Even Upper. 

4 To set in order; to| 

arrange; to entertain. 

| ^ ^ ^ to set out the | 

ancestral vessels. 

H ^ to receive guests according] 

to etiquette. 

H a master of the ceremonies I 

employed at weddings, religious] 

functions, etc. 

9235 

9236 

IC. pen 
] H. pin 
| F. peing 

lw- ( 
In. i tl,,g 

IM. Sp'-irt 

Yi-P‘”g 
|Sz .pin^p^in 
| K. pin 
|j. kin 
| A. ten 

ISinkingUpper 

See 9265. 

To expel; to reject. See| 

6207. 

§{&#\ to drive out of the I Xj 

country. * '*•' 

^ or Jf t0 reJect- 
9239 

to strike off,—the clan | 
R. 

peach-tree, to keep off evil in-] 
fluences. 

a place which a body| 

is deposited to await burial. 

^|| ^ to die. 

A bank; a shore; a I 

beach; a brink. See 9251.] 

{J; ^ the sea-shore. 

within the sea-boundaries of the 
land, all are the king’s servants. 

— jgj bounded on three 

sides by the sea. 

I Wa M 1 had nearly 
reached the ocean. 

# W §1 * ^ you 
should ask, Sire, on the banks 
of the river, — alluding to the 

death by drowning of AS 3E 

Chao Wang (b.c. 1001), which 

the ^ Marquis of Ch‘i was| 

going to use as a pretext for 

invading the Ch‘u State. 

sr*E on the brink of death. 

^ pHn1 iiB the moment 

of supreme danger; the crisis, 

^jj* name of a Department in 

Shantung. 

9243 

9244 

9245 

C. pen 
H. pin 
F. peing 

In. \*m* 

M. i ** 
Y. ping 
ISz. ) 
K. pin 

|J- 1 
A. ten 

Sinking 
Upper. 

I See 
register. 

to employ in the reception] Even Upper 
lfA r I and Lower, 

of a visitor,—as of a prince from] 

another State. 
.3. 

A kind of otter, known | 

as ffig • 

The confusion of mixed | 

colours. 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To put a corpse in the 

coffin ; to bury. 

$§[ t0 PrePane a corpse for| 

burial. 

last month he I 

buried his father. 

}4~{ to carry a corpse to the | 

grave. 

5^ $e| to accompany a funeral.] 

jj$t ^ to sprinkle the coffin,- 

as was anciently done by a 
sorcerer, with the branch of a 

9240 

9241 

C. cpen, 
F. peing1 
W. ping* 
P. pin* 

See^ 

Rising 
Irregular. 

mixed. 

confused. 

confused 

his speech was I 

9246 

9247 

The knee-cap. 

^ to cut off the knee-cap, 

an ancient form of punishment. 

^ J^] to cut off the feet. 

% i)i J9r It my feet cut f 
by an enemy,—said by 

Sun Pin referring to j||| y|| 
P‘ang Chiian. 

C. pen 
H. pin 
F. ping 
W. ping, ping 
N .ping 

|m. \pn 

Y .ping 
Sz. pin,ping 
K. pin 
J. hin 
A. ten 

Even Upper. 

The pearl-oyster. 

I ^ an oyster-pearl. 

I fyHZ#lichen- 

A fine steel, formerly im¬ 

ported from Persia, Arabia,] 

etc. 

iH 71 a fine steel knife, used I 

for cutting jade. 

Same as 9241. 

Hair on the temples. 

^ the hair on both temples.] 

— ^ M Jfc PS ... 
I have accomplished nothing and] 
yet the hair on my temples is] 

frosted,—with age. 

jj| the curve of the hairj 

at the temples. 

g? the hair on the temples | 

fuzzy or puffed out. 

^ dark hair and red | 

cheeks. 

f£f jj| white hair,—as from age. I 

* » a name for the cicada. | 

Correct form of 9233. 

Name of a tree. Alsol 

read pingx. See 7754. 

fK or IK the areca-nut| 
tree (Areca catechu, L.)—from] 
the Malay pinang, commonly] 
known in China as betel-nut. [It] 

is not chewed during mourning] 
because it makes the lips red.] I 

UISS# betel-nut husk. 

chewing betel-nut on an empty| 
stomach makes one giddy. 

fj[ $$ gambier. 

H| ^betel-nut money,—fees for| 

carrying letters. 



9247 

g 
9248 

9249 

925° 

9251 

7) 

9252 

92S3 

9254 

R ill 

See 

A. bin 

Even Upper. 

m 
9255 

9256 

R H 
^ee 

A. bin 

Even Upper. 

[ 1124 “inxr 

>J^C 

9257 

n 
9258 

a hard astringent seed 

used for betel-nut. 

ttJSHF- the fruit of a species 

of fig, used in poultices. 

Same as 9245. 

See 9268. 

Same as 9272. 

Same as 9238. 

M. ff on the point of going. 

M ft at the point of death. 

See 9271. 

See 9272. 

Elegant; refined. See 

4683. 

ff 3c ift Mthe flovvofhis 
style is very elegant. 

3vC ft the ornamental 
and the solid duly combined,— 
in one man. 

Same as 9254. 

The brilliancy of a gem. 

See 9304. 

Same as 9282. 

9259 

9260 

K ill * 

Seejjk^ 

Even Upper. 

m 
9261 

R. j 

See 

A. len^ min 

Even Upper. 

9262 

9263 

R. jli 

See 

A. bien,fin 

Even Upper. 

R. 

9264 

C. p'-in 

H.p'-in 
F. ping 

N.' | bh,g 

M. i 
Y. p'-ing 
Sz. p'-in 
K. pin 
J. kin, bin 
A. bin 

Even Lower. 

Same as 9261, 

To divide; to share. 

Name of a small princi¬ 

pality belonging to the ^ 

family before they became 

the Imperial House, b.c. 

1134- 

a Department in Shensi. 

Same as 9261. 

Inlaid, as with jewels. 

or 

F'lKT. 

Poor; impoverished, as 

opposed to 'll 3711. 

relative wealth; fortune 

^ poor; in poverty. 

M H #1$ M wei* ^ M. M 
all poverty comes from want of 
grip,—i.e. want of energy 

devilish poor. 

f>|j§ poor and ignoble. 

^ Jp a poor family; the poor. 

# ^ not nakedly (i.e. 

utterly) destitute. 

- ft to % as poor as though 

washed,—clean of everything. 

as a beggar who 

has found a jewel,—overjoyed. 

n ± a poor scholar. 

H it £ & poverty is a 

common condition of literary 

men. 

9264 

^ -Jr ik the superior man 

is contented in poverty. 

® as m poor and yet happy. 

~^T her own son had 
coarse food to eat. 

friends of one’s poor and humble 
days should not be forgotten 

ft St*. a poor Taoist priest. 

tBIf * poverty 

comes from want of calculation. 

be # ^ 

9265 

C. ‘.p'-in 
H. Jin 
F. ‘ping, 

peinf _ 
W .ping", bing“ 
N. Jing 

M. (cP}n,pW 

K. pin 
J. /»/;, bin 
A. itin 

Even 
Irregular. 

patient when poor, keep within 
bounds when rich. 

bar J sK. XX Av if a man is poor, 

his ambition is restricted. 

importunate; pestering one 

for money. 

To become wife to; a 

concubine. Also read pin1 

£§' a wife. 

Imperial concubines. 

concubines of the 3rd and 

4th grades, respectively. 

the nine ladies of the 

Imperial seraglio. 

ladies of the Bedchamber. 

9266 

9267 

9268 

See 

Even Lower. 

u 

4V /vv ff (hang') they 

stood in dense line. 

See 9236. 

See 9240. 

To be imminent; hurried; 

incessant. A bank; a shore 

Used for 9270, 9272. 

SPMM the doom of the 

kingdom hurries on. 

^ hurriedly; quickly. 

hurrying to and 

fro. 

^ to be incessantly urging 

MM $J unceasingiy- 
MlfcM A always trusting to 

others. 



9268 

9269 

year after year 

he failed to pass his examination. 

/jjg additionally. 

mm unaltered; as before. 

an old name for betel-nut. 

ItJtJit0 turn up tbe nose- 
^ H to be importunate; ob¬ 

trusive. 

mm ^ very precocious. 

Same as 9272. 

Name of a fruit. Used 

for 9271. 

£3 3 

00 
9273 

tIk 
C. pen 
H. zpHn 

F. 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 

Sz. ] 
K. pint 

hin, hon 
A. fern 

Rising Upper, 

see 
Even Lower. 

||l the apple (Pyrus mains, 

L.). 

^ apple-dew,—a wine. 

Sterculia lanceolata, Cav. 

Marsilea quadrifolia, L., 

9*1’ formerly used in marriage 

rites. 
C.p'en 
H .p'-in 
E • ping 
W. N. bing 
P •P'-ing 
M. pHn 
Y. Sz. p'’ing 
K. pill 
J. /n'«, bin 
A. ten 

^ ^ ^ a JaPanese name f°r 

Salvinia vulgaris, Mich. 

Hydrocharis morsus-rance, 

L. 

or the apple. 

Even Lower. 

9272 

A. ten, £«* 

Even Lower. 

To knit the brows; to 

look distressed. 

S§ M ffij @ when 
Hsi-shih (a great beauty) was 
distressed in mind, she knitted 
her brows,-which actually made 
her look more beautiful. [An 
ugly woman who imitated her 
in this, found the result to be 
anything but a success.] 

9$ j! 9 < HB ^ 53* 5 
she knew that 

knitted brows looked beautiful, 
but she did not know wherein 
lay the beauty of knitted brows. 

^ do not frown or 

smile to order,—be natural. 

pHng 

pHn 

Relationship; grade; 

rank ; series; order; kind ; 

sort; class. To rank; to esti¬ 

mate. Three (see 10,588). 

A “bridge;” see 9061. See 

5013, 6029, 1 i,496, 10,011. 

3l. p|pi the F‘ve Relationships. 

See 7464. 

M 
PP 

the nine official grades,- 

the Imperial dais, 

what rank is he? 

has attained 

each one subdivided into jE 

principal and ^ (tsung4) second¬ 

ary. See Tables I. 

& or & fflor & JJtoffi- 
cial rank. 

p°p MS 
fa pp Wl 

W M @ $» he 
the highest rank. 

II pp Til Hetbe hishest “but> 
ton,” — a rank above the first 
ordinary grade. 

_t t5p first'class- 

tip £ ft _t # the verybest 
of its kind. 

Efe a very good kind. See 

10,852. 

JIil}i tip t iip pip t and 
three grades in painting: in¬ 
spired, wonderful, and pleasing 

PP (the office) has no 

particular grade attached to it 

PP 
reputable 

% 
^ PP 

—* ^ pp tbe order or prece¬ 

dence of elders and juniors in 
a family 

^ behaviour; conduct. Also 

disposition; temper; moral level 
[Applied only to persons of some 

social standing. See 
4624 hsings.] 

PP 

tip having no character; dis- 

pp low-class. 

H- blackguard. 

M pp 

,1), 
PP 

disposition. 

or mien; manners o- - PP 
bearing. 

tip face. 

\ the ranks and professions 

of mankind; personality. 

greatly esteemec 

his character. 

JL pp t0 estahlish one’s charac 

£Apmp 

Pt ; 
00 
9273 

It 
pp 

w 
9274 

R# 
C. p'-en,fen 
H. c/>», i/», 

Yi 
F. zping 

W.) A- 
I bmg 

M. | *Hn 

Y. pzing 
Sz. p'-in 
K. pin 
J. hin, bin 
A. ten 

Rising Lower 

ter,—as a respectable member 
of society; se ranger. 

respectable. 

[JtK or tip to classify, 

to classify; to criticise. 

a 
m * I can generally form a 

fair estinate of a man’s character. 

all worthy of mention, but] 

not equal to this particular pic-1 

ture. 

jjp ^ a discriminating glance;] 

a critical view. 

IE soprano. 

tipbass- 

tiij pp alt0, 

tip fr to play on the flute. 

Jin ^ pp medicine for| 
quieting the womb,-and prevent-l 
ing miscarriage. 

pip (Sfoj things classified; sorts or 

kinds of things. 

# (i tip tin Ht ?iJ J^r an| 
exhibition of Chinese products, 

tip flavour- 

ifc tip tip M1® b£ try this| 
flavour,-as of a new kind of tea. 

p»p * to sip tea. 

miz PP * to enjoy flowers j 
and water,—in a garden. 

tip S fe violet 

: a very bright blue,—said 

to have existed only since the] 
introduction of foreign dyes. 

t5p M sky-blue- 

The female of animals, as] 

opposed to 8089. See I 

7576. 

4b ¥ 

^ female. 

the hen crows at I 

dawn,—the wife wears the | 
breeches. 

m Z Rft the voice of his| 

better half. 

4b P the vagina. 

M ItiL H 414b (the eel) co | 
pulates with other fishes. 

SL 
PP 

a ewe. 
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w 
9274 

m 
9275 

r 
9276 

R.ffc •jtVt 

See ^J<. 

Even Upper. 

V»a 

9277 

R. 

H. pen 

See-^ 

K. ping 
J. hid 
A.bang 
Even Upper. 

£ 4b a bottomless pit. &£ 

& g! * 4fc like 
throwing gold into a bottomless 
pit,—of wasting it recklessly. 

See 8633. 

Ice. Radical 15. 

Ice ; cold ; frost; crystal¬ 

lised. See 13,752. 

m kk °r $£ to freeze, 

frozen hard. 

so soon as the 

ice had become thick,. 

i® it H M fo 8k <h" 
tears) as they fell changed into 
red ice,-—as though blood. 

£/J<. ^ frost; ice. 

fc'J'C /j|' or §(£ icicles. 

fck if hail-stones. 

a hail-stornr. 

ik rotten or dangerous ice 

ikif ice getting soft. 

Jkzk ice-water, 

skates. 

fck or fck ^ or fc|<C an 

ice-house. 

to cut ice for storing. 

&k n an ice crowbar, 

ikft £ an ice sledge. 

Wc# the Arctic ocean, 

ik or W ft or or 

the melting of ice; a 

thaw. 

fck °r fck # flit icy cold. 

ik HI T * Bn IS d1 * 
ice comes from water but is 
colder than water, — the pupil 
excels his teacher. See 6732. 

when the river is 

frozen over. 

i$e 

9277 

fck 3£ ^ clear as ice and 

pure as jade,—of an incorrupt 
man. 

ik if * pure; simple; 

chaste. 

ik <© or fck n chaste; 

chastity. 

fyjK. ijtjffl the ice wheel,—the moon. 

fcK A or ft fck A or fck ^ 
a marriage go-between,—allud¬ 
ing to the appearance of an old 
man by moonlight on the ice, 
who ties together all future hus¬ 
bands and wives by an invisible 
red string. 

A ^ fck she is not yet 
betrothed. 

ik35 father-in-law and son-in- 

law,—from a phrase used by 3 

S p‘ei Shu-tao: $§ | 

ik it. A M 35 SW 
wife’s father is as pure as ice, 
the daughter’s husband is as 
smooth as jade. 

fck 3i £ A 40 ib antas°- 

nisrn of father-in-law and son 
in-law. 

father-in-law and 

son-in-law both in a muddle, 

ik ik an ice mountain; an ice¬ 

berg. 

ik ill 7 W don’t trust to 

an ice mountain, 

i&ikik (as easily to be des¬ 

troyed) as a mountain of ice 
(exposed to the sun),—said by 

Chang T‘uan to a friend 

who recommended him to seek 

his fortune with 4§ m & 

Yang Kuo-chung of the T‘ang 
dynasty, in depreciation of the 
abilities of that sham statesman. 

the hard fat of animals. 

ikT-T ice it; put it to 

ice. 

$ ifr in fck A to freeze 
people with cold remarks. 

A M ftk Ml to leave un_ 
attended to; to pigeonhole, 

ikfg sugar-candy. 

iklr Baroos camphor, from the 

Borneo tree Dryobalanops aro- 
matica, Gaertn. 

At fck (cautious) as 

though treading on thin ice. 

W 

9277 

A 
9278 

9279 

C. ping 
H. pin 
F- ping 
Vi .ping, bing 

P.’ i f‘n8 
M .pin 
Y. ping 
Sz. pin, ping 
K. piong 
J. hei, hyd 
A. bing 
Even Upper. 

5 & -F rT J# Ig- y** fck 
you cannot talk of ice to a butter¬ 
fly. 

gik^ir the gradual hard¬ 

ening of ice,—the gradual de¬ 
velopment of anything. 

Read ning4. 

fck a personage under the 

dynasty. 

Same as 9277. 

A soldier; a weapon; 

military; warlike. The 

pawn in Chinese chess. See 

1094, 2133, 12,068. 

J*T or 4Alxor 
or ^ ± or ^ J 

soldiers. 

# 31 ^ ^ £ & vict0I7 
and defeat are the common lot 
of soldiers. 

military forces. 

Jj| soldiers and braves; the 

military. 

soldiers and police. 

[HJ regulars and militia. 

,R§ ^ cavalry. 

-|£ soldiers and their horses. 

^ 50| pay and commis¬ 

sariat expenses. 

police magistrate in 

Peking. 

iM- _E£ police-constables,-modern 

or 

1=3 
term. 

^ Ji ^ police-station,—with 

court attached. 

_Ec infantry. 

tfli A soldiers are worth more 

if unskilful and quick than if 

skilful and slow. 

jr. to make war too lightly, 

—without good cause etc. 

.& troops sent to relieve, 

e.g. a besieged garrison. 

^ _E£ Imperial troops,—as op¬ 

posed to trainbands, rebels, etc. 
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9279 

.& *0^ a military officer. 

a head or chief of soldiers. a 

[Impudently applied to the 
Governor of Hongkong.] 

^ a military camp. 

j|j[ a war-chariot, 

a man-of-war. 

Ji ft|pj soldiers’ pay and rations, 

soldiers’ rations. 

Ji ^ military tactics or strategy. 

Ji treatises on military affairs. 

-|£ ^ military science. 

J£r. troops in mutiny. 

Ji jjtfa military prestige. 

& ft military power. 

_t£ war risks. 

^ 1$ or -fe hostilities. 

* @ ^ * a *r * * 
a great nation at war with a 
small one. 

to review troops 

^ Ji to levy troops. 

J=e to call out or mobilise 

existing troops. 

f@|!j Ji to muster troops 

SSmUSfs to enrol the people 

as soldiers. 

conscription,—under the 

Ming dynasty 

# & or ^ -E| to drill troops 

sJU Ji to move troops,—as re 

quired. 

better than getting troops from 
elsewhere is training local troops 

M a W 

- soldiers may not 

be wanted for 1,000 days, but 
there must not be a day on 
which they are not drilled. 

UJ ^ or W) M or M 4% 
ifck to go to war. 

52 Jr. to cease from war. 
Ru > > 

an ambuscade. 

_e£ JjL M HL t^ie trooPs rev°^ 

and the rebels creating great 
disturbance. 

or 

A- 
9279 

or 4% or -& or 

weapons. 

|=j3 armour, offensive and de¬ 

fensive. 

&. he has many 

weapons in his breast,—i.e. he 
is a man of many resources. 
Also used in a bad sense = he 
is a dangerous man. 

side-arms. 

he handles troops 

like a god. 

jig Ji perpetually at war. 

the united forces. 

Is ^ ^ first Politeness> 
then weapons,—try fair means 

first. 

% IP a11 is fair in (love 
and) war. 

£ those around 

wanted to kill him. 

the Board of War,—in 

Peking and Moukden. 

warlike demonstrations; 

display of arms or forces. 

itf A * ft & good men 

don’t become soldiers. See 11,263. 

MM ^under 
a good general there are no poor 

See# 

A 'J 
goc _ 

soldiers. 

I M a title given to a 

Taot‘ai who exercises certain 
control over the forces within 
his jurisdiction. 

&. .Ec used for the sound of 

beating, etc., like the French 

pan pan. 

m 
9280 

See 8875. 

9281 

Same as 9282 or 9285. 

M 
9281a 

Apparently a corruption 

of 9281. Especially used 

in the K‘ang Hsi dictionary 

in the sense of “both” or 

“all the above.” 

ad ^e above have the 

same sound. 

lj§| M die meaning is the 

same in all. 

A£ 
9281a 

9282 

mm 

Sinking and 
Rising 

Irregular. 

- n -+* ^ chars- 

1—10 have all been changed. 

^ /ftft all the above (authori¬ 

ties) write,—of a character the 
orthography of which is in 

question. 

Two together; bracketed 

(^5342); united (^2215); 

to absorb; to annnex; all; 

altogether; moreover; also; 

but really (see 12,596). 

Along; keeping to. See 

1630, 5668, 8301. 

ijft J[J a couple of days. 

mm with even heads; in an 

even row. 

m M M or aft ^ M two 
lilies on one stem; coition. 

ilHS both head and 

feet. 

ljft ^ united. 

&ft with united strength. 

361? with preface,—attached; 

see 13,265. 

—* ijft all; the whole. 

mm equally heavy; equally 

heavy at each end. 

m 4* to sit together. 

363* in the same carriage. 

Eft or H Ht0 ride 
abreast or in company. 

mfr to walk abreast. 

^ united together. 

36 if together; alike. 

mm to bring all into one; to 

unify, as an empire. 

mmm Cheng annexed Kuei 

mm shoulder to shoulder; side 

by side. 

m got up all together, as 

persons sitting; began all at 
once, as pestilence and drought 

PSSS 36 4 

— jttk the two seats, plus 

the empty space between, make 

up one chang. 

I m % 
% 36 ‘ cannot pretend to 

rank with the gentlemen above 

named. 



>>A 

m 
9 z83 

92g4 

Hi ® Ef* # — % % the 
things are all together. 

i» a£ il T m have you put 

them all together? 

to compare. 

moreover. 

M ^ o 1 have 
also communicated with the 
Taot'ai. 

MW tin lit it is really not so. 

M ^ H ^ M Sik is not 
that I am unwilling. 

^ ^ there is really 

no disagreement. 

e£ He ^ lit 1 never 
said so. 

aeih th ** going along 

the hillside, emerged from behinc 
him. 

M ping1 an ancient name of 

jE ^ 1ft Cheng-ting Fu in 

Chihli. 

Same as 9285. 

w 
92&5 

ffl 
9286 

See & 

A. ting 
Even Upper. 

ftB it ate on alternate I 

days, — one fasting while the 
other took food. 

A name for the coir palm 

'Trachycarpus excelsa, 

Thunb.), known as ^ ^ . 

See ffl ii,997- 

9291 

A plate of gold or silver 

ormerly used as money in 

offerings, etc. 

— to cast a plate of 

9292 

9293 

R- pf #» 
F. cping 

Se'fl 
Rising and 

Even Upper 

and Lower. 

See 9319- 

Same as 9290. 

A. i.bing 
Rising Upper. 

9285 

lc.ping', ping3 
| H. pin 
|F .peing, 

piting*, 
p'-iang\ v 

■ Pl**g 
I W-ping*, -bing 
IN. ping, bing, 

v. ping 

I P- ping 
I M. pin 
IY. Sz. ping 
I K. pibng 
|J. liei, hid, bid 

| A. ting 

Sinking and 
Rising 

Irregular. 

Same as 9282. 

On a level with; even 

same as 9282. To add 

together; all. To contend. 

To put aside ; .sw 9319ping3. 

rfli*# to walk side 

C.ping,peng 

W. piang 
F. ping,piang 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. piong 
J. hei, hid 
A. ping 

Rising Upper 

ping 

a 
by side, but so that the shoulders 
may not be exactly in a line,— 
as the old and the young should 
walk. 

# JE B5 BR slept side by side, 

to advance together. 

-# one and all. 

to reduce 

eight sections (of a book) to one. 

^ P # — P % there 
were cases of two families re¬ 
presenting themselves as one,— 
to escape the tax. 

the first Emperor of the Han dyn¬ 
asty struggled with the barons. 

# ie a* to set aside one’s 

own private views. 

M to absorb territory. 

silver. 

Cakes; pastry. Numer 

ative of money; see 3618 

1064. 

£ cakes; pastry. 

M fh14* ftffl cakes made 
specially for the 15th of the 8th 
moon. 

^ the stuffing of pastry. 

!§■ ytj to draw a ca^e t0 
satisfy hunger, —to “cloy the 
hungry edge of appetite by bare 
imagination of a feast.” 

X ic # M £another fail 
ure! 

cheese. 

jj: ^ cake-money,—presents to 

servants. 

an implement for stirring 

the fire in a Chinese stove; a 
poker. 

Same as 9282. 

Ju 
9294 

w 
9295 

See ^ 

Rising Upper, 

A mat or screen at thel 

back of a carriage to keep! 

off the dust. 

R 

9290 

Z.pHng, v. 

C ping 
H .pin*. 
F. ‘ping, peing* 
W. p^ing* 
N .ping\ fing 

cP'in 
M. Sp^in 
Y. pin* 
K. piong 

J. hei, hid 
. Sbing 

Very 
Irregular. 

To drive away;toexpe 

Read pPn>. Used with 

8663. 

^ to fix;t0 arranse- 

staked or risked 

his life. 

Read peng1. To recoil 

as a bowstring. 

cl -¥* t# T ^the bow 
recoiled and cut his hand. 

See 9327. 

The third of the ^ 

Ten Stems (see 5814 and I 

Tables Ve), referring to fire I 

and to the south; hence,! 

third person. A fish’s! 

tail. [ is made up of| 

- and .] 

ITfC the heat of the sun. 

See 5642. 

consigned it to the 

flames. 

ft ^ burn it,—when read. 

p(j John Doe and Richard I 

Roe. Often, third and fourth | 

persons, when two others, Ip 

and , have already been| 

mentioned. 

£ M w T - A ffi 
subsequently two gentlemen 
came forward and begged themj 
to desist. 

i * W <¥ B - +u| 
was said that C. was already | 
twenty years of age. 

-3r P-j ffiJ facing north and| 
south,—as a house. 

M the sky; the empyrean. 

w 
9296 

R-@ tfk 

See 

Rising Upper. 

Sad; mournful. 

H A$ If ‘If sad at heart. 
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w 
9297 

MI 
See 

Rising Upper. 

w 
9298 

MI 
C. ping1 
W.piang 
F. ping, pang* 
W. ping\ bing* 
N. ping 
P. ‘ping, ping* 
M. pin 
Y. ping* 
Si. ping 
K. piling 
J. hei, hio 

A. bing 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

m 
9299 

MI 

See^ 

Rising Upper. 

Bright; glorious. 

*j^j* ^ the last Emperor of the 

Sting dynasty, a.d. 1278-80. 

A handle {see 11,752); 

power; authority. [To be 

distinguished from ^5716.] 

^ ^ a handle. See 8514. 

^ the handle of the constel¬ 

lation called The Dipper. 

&. 'fit M a shooting- 

star without a handle,—a kind 
of ball for children. Also, a 
slippery fellow. 

fj§ or a handle or 

excuse for talk. 

^ ^ ^ so as not to leave 

a handle for ridicule. 

[H] a bent handle; a crank. 

~* name of a chapter in the 

writings of ^ ^ -^* Han Fei 

Tzh, referring to punishments 
and rewards. 

IS the Power 

State has passed into the hands 
of the opposite party. 

^ IS 'j'Pj to usurP control of the 

State,—as an arbitrary Minister. 

^ ^ B by the 
time he obtained power, he was 
already old. 

^ fUt ftj= Iff by diligence 

and humility, authority is ob¬ 
tained. 

% T *« ^ isf 11A 
the power of the sovereign can¬ 
not be delegated. 

.K to hold the handle of 

the people,—as a popular ruler, 

power; authority. 

—‘ 1^5 a f°ot ru^e> 

Bright; light; luminous. 

0 bright as the sun 

and stars. 

evident. 

jJ'jJj of brilliant culture. 

W 
9300 

R Mi 
C. ping, peng 
H. p'-iang 
F. peittg, pang 

iu } bins 
P. ping 
M. pin 

Sz. | piHS 
K. piong 
J. bio, hei 
A. bing 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Disease; sickness; illness. 

Vice; fault; defect. See 

3363, 3428, 7679, 8973. 

0 or disease; ill¬ 

ness. 

iS°rtiorf ito 
be ill. 

% S £ * »' Et S “ 
bed. 

W: or ^ M the r00t or 
“seeds” of a disease. 

$5 ^Jl litthe r00t of the 
evil lies here. 

§f^ ISfe S the disease sud¬ 

denly assumed a serious charac¬ 
ter. 

iJ W or ^ 
Ip* very ill. 

^ M 7 or ^ & Jor S 
^jl (or^f) "jp convalescent; 

cured. 

what’s the matter 

with him? 

/$t weak and ill. 

^ 'M -/ft very inand in 

pain. 

a dangerous illness. 

^ W It 4&L ^ later on> com¬ 
plications set in. 

{£ _t M ^|a very general 

complaint. 

to relieve a disease, as 

medicine does. Also, to feast 
a friend on his recovery from 
an illness. 

her complaint also 

disappeared. 

^ H® one’s complaint. 

^ a sick man. 

^ to cure disease. 

i§ Vo > Vo ^ 
-fH when a doctor cures a man 

to death he does not pay the 
penalty of his life. 

$$ t0 Plead sickness,—when 

real, e.g. to get leave. 

W. or ^to excuse one- 

self on the plea of sickness,— 

when feigned. 

to apply to resign because 

of ill-health. 

w 
93°° 

AL the demon of the 

disease at once retires,—and the 
patient recovers. 

^ the disease seemed 

suddenly to disappear. 

^ ^ SI the disease has come 

back,—a relapse. 

M ^ M Wthere is no 
medicine to cure a relapse. 

there is no 

doctor for a mortal disease. 

^ ijgjl the look of a man who is 

ill. 

■Hi ^5 or ^ a disease which 

carries one off suddenly. 

Sj ^ or ^5 ^ fell ill and died. 

^9 HE the horse g°t m 
from being too fat, and died. 

@ H ^ Z ^ 50 he 
asked how they came all to have 
the same complaint. 

4? chung4 to get ill; to take 

an illness in time; to touch the 
weak spot. 

85 ii ffi t ta ± 
take care you don’t catch that 
disease. 

ii ta 
^ this disease is catching. 

M ^ ® g°od health 

is a blessing. 

children can stand very 

severe diseases. 

4^? ^ ^ a disease which has 

come upon one retributively,— 
i.e. for evil deeds, perhaps in 
a previous birth. 

if there is no disease in the 

belly {i.e. in the digestive organs), 
the man will not die. 

in spring keep warm, and in 
autumn keep cold, and you will 
never be ill. [Too many clothes 
at the beginning of the cold 
weather cause profuse perspira¬ 
tions from which chills result. 

A ^ ^ the evil is 
only that men will not seek it, 
—the truth. 

^ til ^ ^ a study which 

does injury to the world. 

^ Q to injure the State. 
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9300 

9301 

R® 

See 

Rising Upper 

ffl 
9302 

R. 

See 

Rising Upper, 

93°3 

s" $1 is 
Sinking and 

Rising Lower 
and Upper. 

S3 

9304 

Rif 
C .pen 
Fi. pin 
F. \ 
W. 
N. J 2mg 

P. ) 
M. pin 

si | *in* 
K. p'-'im 
J. hin 
A. hem 
Rising Upper, 

suffering from 

drought. 

1% ^tl & fi 4t Ch‘ang 

Ho-ch'iian erred on the side of 
sweetness,—in his wine. 

^ ^ fflj %% Z when the 
Emperor heard this, he took it ill 

121116 A" 
prince of Yiieh, powerful though 
he was, did not disdain to take 

service,—with the ^Wu State 

in order to destroy it. 

„ ^ ^ I# HI he used 
to blame my penchant for Bud¬ 
dhism. 

^ ^ they reviled and 

abused each other. 

R to oppress the people. 

m. m even Yao nVc 
70 

and Shun were still solicitous 
about this. 

A moth which attacks 

books and clothes, known 

as iff and % . 

Name of a city in the 

ancient State of Sung. 

appear to smile as if pleased. 

To start in one’s sleep. 

An old name for the third 

moon. 

To report to a superior; 

to petition; see 4279. Natu¬ 

ral endowment; disposition. 

A vulgar form, with modern 

meanings, of I|ff 7237.] 

or ^ 'ftt °r m M°r m $ 

01 rji tyi or 

or EpL or Epi to report 

to a superior,-usually in writing. 

m m to report face to face,— 

in person. 

m 

9304 

EIL to petition orally. 

£§1 ^ to state clearly. 

JT Y’J. to prepare a petition or 

report. 

J§!1 to present a petition 

m w °r m id °r m 1 
petition; a report. 

Jyl ||| or [pj lyi to petition in 

reply, — to a question or in¬ 
structions. 

U3 Jtei 
or m m to 

report in reply for the con¬ 
sideration and decision of a 
superior. 

0^ A A 1 beg to report 

to your Excellency,—a phrase 
used by servants. 

|JH jl| J§L to report the true 

facts. 

M ftor JR or M PPor 
M M 01M to rep°rt 
requesting; to apply for. 

JR IH Ho f<| to Pray that com¬ 

pensation be made. 

EpL or Eyf to accuse. 

mm to file a plaint; to state 

one’s grievances. 

:j{|| Ell to report to several super¬ 

iors. 

Jp[ to submit opinions to a 

superior. 

JsL ,j^| to suggest or propose to 

a superior. 

PyT ^ to report proceedings. 

giy to enquire of a superior. 

1RIP °r JR % to apply for an 

investigation. 

GpL ^ to request permission. 

lJ;l |||f or Eyf had the honour 

to receive,—commands in 
reply to a petition. 

fiB. ;j[|| to bring an action for the 

recovery of. 

EpL jjH official reports or des¬ 

patches to superiors. 

$1 Epl red and white peti¬ 

tions,^ i) original and duplicate, 
the latter being returned to the 
petitioner; (2) petitions present¬ 
ed by literati and the masses, 
respectively. 

fyi jpg to petition and await,— 

action on the part of the author¬ 
ities. 

9304 

to endorse a petition — 

with an order of Court. 

IS to apply for leave of no 

absence. 

n-j 

Is* 

9305 

See ^ 

Rising Upper 

to ask for orders. Also 

to obtain as one’s destiny. 

fill A m % 5E the Im¬ 

mortals are destined not to die 

$ BB g ® -tfe regards 

him as his master and follows 

his counsel. [ Ty( = 4*.] 

^ to apply for an interview. 

J|1 f§£ to notify one’s departure 

Jfl ^ to pay one’s respects. 

IpL jjllp to pray to the gods. 

A ^ ^ t0 be en¬ 

dowed by nature,—referring to 
the natural differences of tem¬ 
perament, etc., which distinguish 
one man from another. 

Jyf to be endowed with. 

* 4 that 

with which we are endowed at 
birth is called form. 

>i-< or ^ E§1 natural endow 

ment; disposition. See 9305. 

M M H 1% A T' R dis- 

position not like that of ordinary 
people. 

To grasp; to hold; a 

handful. An ancient dry 

measure of two ^ stone 

tJUS in my right hand 

I hold the bass flute (see r3,362) 
Correct 24t. 

mm z & he holds in his 

hands the balance of the State. 

mmm % who holds the 

ordering of the kingdom ? 

m ill JH t0 bold a candle 

in his hand until dawn, — as 

H] Kuan Yu did when shut 

up all night by ^ ijipi Ts'ao 

Ts'ao with the two wives of 

f|J Liu Pei. 

ffj ^ to grasp. 

m ^ ^ m keePing their 
hearts free from strife. 

m&mm to act with justice. 

—1 fff Jg ^ perfectly just 

throughout the transaction. 



1131 

9306 

93°7 
R.|& 

TOT 

H. pen 

See ^ 

Even Upper. 

w 
9308 

Rising Upper. 

Rjlll} ‘I'jfil to hold fast to I 

virtue and display an anxious 
solicitude,—for the empire. 

^|| to wield the power; 

plenipotentiary. 

the Govern-1 

ment. 

H; armed with the authority 

of the Judicial Commissioner, 

a handful of grain. 

handfuls (of grain) left 

behind,—for widows to glean. 

5? gave him five] 

ping of millet. 

disposition. See 9304. 

IP t0 act accordance with 

one’s desires. 

Same as 9298. 

A quiver. 

9309 

ZJI1 

9310 

c- P'ingi fi’tng 
H. p'-iang 
F-ping, pang 

n/ I bins 
V-p’-ing 
M. pHn 

Si | *Hns 
K. p'-yong 
J. hei, byd 
A. bing 

Even Lower. 

A scabbard. 

~J] an ornamented 

scabbard holding a sword. 

Read p'i. An implement 

to be used in music; 
baton. 

See 9247. 

Even ; level ; uniform ; 

equal. Common; ordinary. 
Peaceful; equitable. See 

5642, 5624, 3190, 10,573. 
[To be distinguished from 

^49n.] 

^P ^ level ground ;the“ground” 

of anything carved in rilievo. 

M, to raise a 
storm on a level plain,—to cause 
needless disturbance. 

from a level plain 

93io 

to rise to heaven,—a sudden rise 
in life. 

¥5fc a smooth sea. 

'/S quite smooth. 

JIH, a gentle breeze. 

M. J|| fair weather,—at 

sea. 

¥»;A:S8 a level highway ;| 

detached, as houses. 

¥tB smooth,—as a road. 

M a Plain. 

1M£ the mind is like a horse I 

on a plain, easy to let go but 
difficult to stop. 

to weigh. 

bade him weigh out a 

hundred ounces of silver. 

"F0 to weigh out in return,— 

of money. 

a pair of scales. 

±-±^¥-1101 
|=| put it in the scales and see 

how much it weighs. 

'2^ a government system, 

established b.c. no, under which, 
in order to keep the price of 
staples of commerce near to a 
fixed rate, stocks were bought 
up in times of plenty to be 
retailed cheaply in times of 
scarcity. 

merit and demerit 

counterbalancing one another. 

|f 2p the standard or current 

weight of silver. Tls. 100 of 
this scale = Shanghai Tls. 102, 
and Treasury Tls. 98. See 11,636. 

M (or M H or M 7C) 
Shanghai weight. Tls. 100 of 
this scale = Treasury Tls. 98. 

Hence, also known as % A, 
$1. m is said to be short! 

for , in reference to the 

duty on bean-cake from New- 
chwang, which formed the main 
import at Shanghai before it 
became a Treaty port.] 

ft 2p or f*J ^ or 2p 

or nr¥ Treasury weight. Tls. 

100 of this scale = Standard 
Tls. 102, and Shanghai Tls. 104. 

[But between the ^ touch of 

.¥! 
9310 

or I 

Treasury and Shanghai silver! 
there is a difference of Tls. 5.61 
per cent. Hence, in payments,] 
Treasury Tls. 100 = Shanghai) 
Tls. 109.6.] 

rfj nP the market weight of silver! 

which obtains in each particular] 
locality. 

If the Customs’ or Haikuanl 

silver, of which Tls. 100 =| 
Treasury Tls. 100.8, and Shang-| 
hai Tls. 110.4 (touch included). 

^P ft to divide equally. 

£J¥-i£ equal in weight; 

alike in appearance. 

®A2F#tlH&£ 
foreigners’ talk about equal rights | 
and independence. 

Tfr of equal rank; on a footing I 

of equality; to go side by side;[ 
parallel lines. 

¥mn to walk side by side. I 

¥i$« uniform motion. 

uniform accelerated! 

motion. 

¥ # or ¥ Sb or ¥ @E 

^P of equal rank or standing. 

^P equitable decision; arbi-| 

tration. 

^P ^ level; even; peaceful. 

2p jp level; even; just. 

2p ^ the even tone. See 9883. 

¥ t T ” ¥ 3ff »r 

¥ 0 usually; ordinarily; gene¬ 

rally; commonly. 

or see 9863. 

commonplace,—of compositions, | 
etc. 

3tK¥¥ this remark is very I 

commonplace or feeble. 

fair; average. 

^P correct but commonplace, 

—a phrase used in marking the I 
essay of a candidate at exams. I 

fKI# ordinary or com-| 

mon people. 

¥ £ at peace; contented; 

prosperous. 

¥^i£* on good terms. 

-S5¥£ bon voyage! 

*¥ see 10,573. 
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2F1 
9310 

peace; (of prices) 

to tranquillise the 

A ff to kil1 a 
person who has given no provo¬ 
cation. 

f $1 at 

moderate. 

TAT 
empire. 

after peace had been 

restored. 

T» to subjugate. 

<© ® T T J» dissatisfied,— 

as with bad treatment. 

uneasy in mind. 

Aj> SI $$ ^ ^ though 

uneasy in his mind. 

TtoRnlfi to discuss calmly 

« m m # ¥ & 1 

m§» feh not tke slightest disquie¬ 

tude. 

ttTSSTT sympathised with 

her. 

to be disorderly 

at the sight of any wrong, I am 
quite beside myself. 

ft hao4 ^ or ^ 

tr ft ^ ¥ fond of redress¬ 

ing grievances. See 8709. 

Ki. g T #n g SW T T 
til if this was not done, they 

were dissatisfied 

A2? or just; equitable. 

ft =y an impartial state¬ 

ment. 

fIttff came off on equal 

terms,—at a fight. 

T® to arrive at a just settle¬ 

ment; to pacify; sober-minded. 

a£ # S^. ^ 1^ t0 tran’ 
quillise Hi and receive the sub¬ 
mission of its inhabitants. 

^ near dawn. 

the twelfth moon. 

fS without foundation; base¬ 

less. 

T jju a groundless 

apprehension. 

2p. m to sed Srain at or cost 
price. 

2p ^ recovered, — as a place 

restored to tranquillity, or a man 
restored to health. 

9310 

w 

93” 

R-J>t 
H. p'-in, p'-iang 

See -j'- 

Even Lower. 

w 
9312 

V. ping, pang 

See 

Even Lower. 

am a 

easy. 

to get up,—from a kneel¬ 

ing posture. 

# jj|| to look sheer 
down upon. 

J||| prosperous; all going well. 

¥1 apples. See 9270. 

T« the flounder. 

T* (spectacles) suited for old 

and young sight. 

to work in gold (em¬ 

broideries, etc.). 

|fj tamely; without effort; 

gratuitously. 

¥ G A common people; 

bourgeois. 

£Sfcf§TJK& 1 
“gay woman,”-P‘ing-k‘ang being 

the prostitutes’ quarter in 

Ch‘ang-an under the T‘ang 
dynasty. 

T# name of a wood, hard 

and white as silver. 

T M W *4 to control and 

regulate the people. 

T** to superintend busi 

ness; the title of certain Mi¬ 
nisters of State since the time 

of -^5 ]dH of the T‘ang dynasty, 

who when ailing v/as allowed 
to attend to business once in 
two or three days. 

the title of Mi 

nisters of State under the 

Chin and Yuan dynasties, equi¬ 
valent to the Grand Secretary 
of later times. 

I will consider 

the matter for you. 

A plain; an arena. 

A smooth board; to 

plane. 

mm a chess-board. 

9313 

p- 
9314 

R. 

See 2|£ 

Even Lower. 

9315 

R. 

C .p'-ing 
H.pHn 
F. ping, p'ang 

W.) ,. 
N. 1 bin* 
E. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K .p'-yong 
J. hei, byd 
A. bing 

Even Lower. 

p'-ing 

R 

9316 

R. 

F. v. piang3-, 
‘p'-iang 

See ^jYji 

Even Upper. 

9317 
R. 

See 'fp* 

Even Lower. 

See 8894. 

A plant mentioned in the 

Odes as eaten by deer. 

Read p^ierd. A screen. 

IpT jji a war-chariot with a screen 

or guard. 

To comment on; a run- 

ning commentary on 

paragraphs, as opposed to 

ffjp 2537. To criticise; to 

discuss. See 9048. 

iFr Sx commentary and notes, 

Brno*# to review poems 

and essays. 

if Si to provide commentary 

and punctuation,—as when edit¬ 
ing an old book. 

pp to criticise,—as pictures. 

B^p t0 cridcise favourably. 

HI §^p t0 criticise unfavourably. 

m or sn 
r» 

m 
to discuss; to 

arbitrate on. 

to deliberate upon. 

mm or if® to decide; to 

arbitrate, 

if a to discuss; to come to an 

understanding. 

it is very difficult to make (poetry), 
but more so to criticise it. 

A W # iff) if Z 0 “> 
consequence, everybody was dis¬ 
cussing (what had happened to) 
him, saying that. 

The creaking of a door, 

etc. 

^ dl W (the door)shut t0 
with a bang. 

A ravine; a gully. 

jijjjj ^p: the noise of dashing bil¬ 

lows. 
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93i8 

*• m w 
See ^ 

Even Lower. 

w 
9319 

RB@ 
C. p'-ing, v. 

‘ng, ping 
H. pHn, piang, 

pin 

F-ping, *ping 
W. I bing, 
N. { ‘ping 
P. ) 

M- P'ing, 
Y. 'ping 
Sz. J 

K. pyong 
J. hei, biyo, hyd 
A. ting 

Even and 
Rising Lower. 

Duckweed (.Lemna 

minor, L.). See 3600,9139. 

^ ^ or ^ duckweed. 

or ^ Pistia stra- 

tiotes, L., sold in southern China 
as a drug. 

^ ^ it floating like duck 

weed between north and south, 
—without fixed abode. 

a close friendship. See 

2196. 

-fa ^ like duckweed 

on water meeting duckweed,— 
a chance meeting of friends 
abroad. 

W Z A a chance stranger 

it is too much to hope to meet 
again. 

fISA a poor wanderer. 

ffS&gSSE duckweed tracks 

not fixed,—here to-day and gone 
to-morrow; it is uncertain where 
he is. 

a chance meeting. 

A screen; a protection ; 
an ornamental tablet. See 

53^2. 

Jpp. [**] or Jjg^ a door-screen 

to keep off the wind. 

|1)jr| a folding screen. 

mm or Miii a curtain to 

screen off. 

mm a mirror standing in a 

frame. 

mm a chair-back, 

a loin-cloth. 

tablets and scrolls. 

& m or m m ornamental 

stone tablets, framed to stand 
on the table. 

~j*p to stand like a screen,— 

as a servant or guard. 

mm to spread the tail,—of a 

peacock. 

to make a lager or camp of 
waggons. 

mmz& a guardian of the 

empire. 

&BZ A a harem beauty. 

m$i to shield; to protect. 

w 
9319 

w 
9320 

R ff 
Even Lower. 

9321 

R 
FJ 

C. p'-ing 
H. p'in, p'-iang 
F. ping 
W. bing 
N. bing 
P. p'-ing 
M. p'in 

Sz. S pHng 
K. piong 
J. hei, bin 
A. bing 

Even Lower 

Read pingz. To reject; 
to set aside. 

to reject; to 35 or 

dismiss. 

M to get rid of, -as a bad habit 

to drive out; to expel. 

(or M *§.) ^to keep 
away the attendants,—as when 
wishing to talk privately. 

A Jf B to keep people 

away,—as above 

§ Ifi iI Mr M he could draw 

a cat which would keep away 
rats,—of Li K‘ung-hsiu. 

M MM ^ holding 

in his breath, as if he dared not 
breathe, — of Confucius at an 
audience with his sovereign. 

# M M to do nothing,— 

but quietly await events. 

M j|!> or m t0 ahstain from 

uttering any sound,—as in the 
presence of a superior. See 4034. 

f I I ^ his late 
Majesty would have nothing to 
do with music and women. 

MM® to refuse to receive an 

Envoy. 

m a ^ * » a m 
he went into seclusion in his 
house and would have nothing to 
do with the world. 

to settle the rights 

and wrongs,—of a quarrel. 

to arrange; to settle,— 

as one in authority. 

Noise of water. To 

wash; see 9021. 

A vase; a jar; a jug; 

a bottle. [Stands pictorially 

for 9310, peaceful.] 

itm a flower-vase. 

H §1 a big-bellied vase. 

a wine-jar or bottle. 

AM a water-jug; a pitcher. 

a hot-water bottle; see 

10,751. 

t|shake the 

bottle before using,-the mixture. 

9321 

9322 

W 
9323 

See)jK 

Even Lower. 

iv 
9324 

R. 

SeeM 
K. ping 

Even Lower. 

9325 

R' 

See 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

P'-ing 

^ P froiffi to keep guard over 

one’s mouth as over the mouth 
of a bottle,—not to let the liquor 
(sc. words) run out. 

bottle is steady, a half-full bottle 
wobbles,-the wise man is modest 

Same as 9321. 

Name of an ancient place 

in Shantung. 

To trust to; to send on 

messages. 

having both the M -frf 1 
courage and the power,—(e.g.) 
to defend the weak against the 

9326 

C. p'-ing 
H. pHn, pin 
F. p'eing 
W. 
N. 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. ping 
J. hei, hio 

A. sing (.thing) 

Sinking 
Upper. 

strong. 

Elegant. 

graceful; elegant; gentle. 

If *>“ 
for the beautiful girl, that she 
did not marry long ago! 

Read p'-ing*. Used with 
9326. 

proposals. 

to send marriage 

To enquire about; to 
invite by presents, as 

formerly a feudal prince 

would endeavour to obtain 

the services of talented or 

virtuous men; to send an 

Envoy; to engage; to be¬ 
troth. See 4024. 

iswe can send no 

one home to enquire about our 
families. 

Ws ® A lit * e Z 
T‘ang sent persons with presents 
of silk to get him to enter his 
service. 

— thrice invited,—as ^ 

I Yin was by T‘ang, as above. 

to invite to join the service 

of the State. 



9326 

4e&z 
JXx 

9327 
R. 

C.peng2- 

F. i.ping 

S' I <Mng 
Y. i-p^ing 
K. ping 
J. hid 
A. bang2-, ving2- 

Sinking and 
Even Lower. 

9328 

C. p'-ang 
W.p'-ung 
F. ping 

W. bing 
N. bing, v. 

ming 
P. 
M. 
Y. 

Sz. 

pHng 

py to engage virtuous men. 

U * £ t° engage a 

teacher. 

9f HU % ^ a wife is one who 

is espoused by betrothal,—not 
bought, as a concubine. 

t °r ® ^ fd °r tr 
or 1!^ or a£ t0 send 
betrothal presents. 

ft 'b 9f to send the lesser 

presents,—as was customary once 
a year among the feudal princes, 
the greater presents being sent 
once in three years. In modern 
times, to send the first betrothal 
presents. 

ip flf to reject the betrothal 

presents. 

to await betrothal,—as a 

marriageable girl. 

T' or betrothed; 

engaged. 

to betroth and select,—to 

choose as concubine. 

9f U m or Ilf -k a *» 
marry a daughter. 

A JtL M il£ 7 k’s time 
my daughter was married. 

To lean against; to rely 

on ; to trust to. Also read 

pingi. Used with 9328. 

to rest on; to lean against, 

to lean on a railing. 

Jl # as leaning on the 

table with his head in his hands. 

a dry stick leaning 

against the fire,—a position of 
danger. 

^0 HJ, to lean on (a 

rail and look up at) the moon 
and long,—for absent ones, etc. 

ffc to rely °n >to trust to- 

To lean on; to trust to; 

to rely on; to depend on. 

ft to lean on; to rely on. 

W Jl to lean on a table, 

ft to trust to. 

m m m ft nothing to trust 

to. 

£ evidence; proof; 

ju 

Iru 

asx immW 
guarantee. 

Jm 
9328 

K -Ping 
J. hyd, byo 
A. bang 

Even Lower. 

[ 1134 

oil or & P 4 UK iCi' 

word of mouth cannot be 

trusted to,—a written document 
is necessary 

$J\ according to what you 

say. 

P an unsupported asser 

tion. 

iM U trustworthy. 

how can any faith be put in 
mere street gossip? 

ffl to trust to or act through 

a middleman. 

^ ^ without proof. 

A at will; at one’s own dis¬ 

cretion. 

3 
sax ib a 1 amounfs to be 

reckoned according to the pass¬ 
book,—in which entries are made 
at a bank each time money is 
drawn out. Used also of pass¬ 
books with tradesmen. 

J£t #3 ^ to take something 

as a proof or pledge. 

a I# man trusts to the 

power of the gods. 

officials rely upon the 

seal,—as a proof of genuineness. 

or official credent¬ 

ials, — often pawned by newly 
appointed officials for the means 
of proceeding to their posts, and 
redeemed after arrival. The first 
is now used of literary diplomas 
and certificates of University 
degrees. 

to receive credentials or 

“papers. 

mmx s* and besides time 

presses. 

MM a cash note, 

or VOX _►*£. “• /ox j]g a certificate 

voucher. The first is also 
“duty proof.” 

a note or money-order 

payable to bearer; a pawn ticket. 

to accept a 

merchant’s declaration, — as to 
goods at the Custom-house. 

M € 4- let him go!—never 

mind him. 

ft m & j» 
way you please. 

5 a kind of lark. 

whichever 

jr\i 

9329 

933° 

w 
9331 

R. 

See pp 

A. ping 

Even Upper. 

9332 

R. 

See 

A. ving 

Sinking 
Lower. 

39T 
9333 

Rh 
C. H .po 
F. poa 
W./k, J>u 
N. pou 
P. M.po 
Y. pou 

Sz. po 
K .p'-a 
J. ha 
A. fa 

Even Upper. 

9334 

Same as 9328. 

See 9271. 

The noise of waves on 

rocks. 

The roar of thunder; 

noise of cannonading. 

See 

Rising Upper 

9335 

C. spH, Jai 

H. cpai 
F. cpai, cplia, 

CPl°i piong 

W-/4r/‘,Vs1 
J'-u 

N. cp’'ou 

?.spH,cpo,cp° 
M. Qpo, ‘p'-o 
Y. ‘pou, S-p^ou 

Glass. See 9411. 

at glass,—first manufactured 

in China a.d. 424. The term 
po-li has been identified with 
the Turkish bi/lur, with polish, 
and with belor or bolor, mean¬ 
ing glass or crystal in several 
Asiatic languages. 

St Jr “ 91 
window-glass. 

A toad. See 3938. 

To walk lame. S'^3213. 

sits » at m <» nsor 
Jj£ /J l»me. 

smrnts. the lame able to walk. 

Read pei4. To lean ; to 

be partial. 

& t0 ^ean against* 
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9335 
Sz. cpo 
K ,p'-a,pH 
J. ha, hi 
A.pa\p? 

Irregular 
Upper. 

9336 

C. po 
H .po 
F. ploa^ poa 
W. /a, bu 
ti.pou 

po, v.ep'-o 
M. po 
Y. pou 
Sz .po 
K. pla 

ha 
A. ba 

Even Upper. 

JL ^ stand respectfully 
and do not loll. 

partial and there 

fore prejudiced. 

waves. 

Waves; especially, 

breakers (^T ^ 0 

6716). The stroke, in writ¬ 

ing, at the bottom of such 

characters as ;> and 

tfcih 

m m J^E a smad drum 
with two pieces of knotted cord 
attached to sound it; the pedlar’s 
drum. 

Wp smooth water. 

4* M Wt fl no troubles in 
my mind. 

waves running high. 

— — ® 
one wave not gone before another 
comes on,— of events rapidly 
succeeding one another. See 

3564- 

—‘ HI 9$ see one wave 
and you know all,—ab uno disce 
omnes. 

there was no 

splashing under the horse’s 
hoofs,—as it galloped over the 
sea. 

or #£ IEsurf;foam 

a the wave coming 

upon people,—to be involved 
in any matter. 

St H ft K 2 #. * 
® ® it ft i although 
the matter is one which concerns 
converts, it might easily involve 
missionaries. 

to involve; to compromise. 

ripples in water, 

the bright light of the 

moon. 

It® autumn waves; the liquid 

eyes of a lovely woman. 

It ® * S her bright eyes 

sparkled with wit. 

mm mm mm^ 
herself of a glance in order to 
make known her feelings. 

9336 

9337 

R.^fc 

See#3t 
Even Upper. 

. •*> 

?r 

9338 

c./v,y» 
'A.poO 

# ® M his style is very 

spirited or dashing. 

m m * 7 the remaining 

waves have not finished,—of a 
matter which has been finally 
settled up, but the immediate 
consequences of which are still 
felt. 

#« hurrying to and fro; from 

pillar to post. 

»S1 the knee-cap. 

#£ n pi (°r 3c) sthe c°un 
try of the Brahmans,—India. 

M the Indian §ame> 
—dice. 

Utl ^ (or ) the jack-fruit 

(.Artocarpus integrifo/ia, L.) 

HI %% moral and intel¬ 

lectual perfection. Sanskrit: 
pdramita. 

«* m m the pineapple (Ana- 

nassa sativa, L.). 

H W'J ttfc H £ Vfc honey 
steals the flavour of the pine 
apple. 

® #r B Persia- 

*5®^® m a* 
in a.d. 528 Persia sent tribute. 

mmm destitute of Persia,— 

i.e. of the valuables which come 
thence, sc. badly off. 

— 10 D$ m #4 ® ffa 
girl, called Jewel. 

® X (HI borax; tincal (?). 

Tibetan bulwa. 

® E the ministers of ^ ^ 

Pluto. See 13,153. 

me & $ °r wc Papiya,— 

a name for J||| Mara. 

^ j/j batrik,—patriarch. 

Greens. 

pp: 
#£ ^ or m ^ spinach 

(Spinacia oleracea, L.). 

m ilk * Acroglochin chenopo- 

dioides, Sch. 

SH the Quercus obovata, cul¬ 

tivated for silkworms. 

A winnowing-fan. 

2t YU U. _ y ^ y P°z Tjt take a 

winnowing-fan and winnow the 

an open basket for grain 

rice. 
-A- 

9338 
F. /aa3, pwai' 
\N.pu\ bid 
N. poti 
P. /(P, ^po 
K.p‘a 
J. ha 
A. -(5a 

Sinking and 
Rising Upper 

e 
9339 

4? 

9340 

C./a£0 
H. pak 
¥. paik^pah 
W. ^>a, ba 
N. pah,\.pang 
P. i.pe 
M. pe 
Y. puk,pouk 
Sz .pe 
K .pek 
J. haku,piaku 
A. ba3 

Entering 
Upper. 

/<?' ^2, a woman’: 

workbasket. 

Read po3. To winnow 

Jt§| to clean grain in the wind 

mmm the boat is very un 

steady. 

JIM H§ JEjg the table rocked 

to and fro,—during an earth¬ 
quake. 

See 8556. 

A father’s elder brother; 

the eldest of brothers. 

Senior; elder. The third 

grade of nobility; an earl; 

see 6568. A title of respect 

Also read po1*. 

itl 3c or a paternal 
uncle. 

my uncle. 

AffiT your husband’s elder 

brother. 

uncles,—in general, 

my late uncle. 

^ft your father. 

a father’s elder brother’s 

wife; your mother (polite). 

mm an elder brother. 

an elder sister. 

mm (pai1 pai') brother-in-law, 

—so called by wife of younger 
brother. 

id # ^ 1^5 four characters 

used for denoting the first, 
second, third, and fourth, of 
brothers. 

m # z tfl >''« m »f m 
# ,—describing the character 

in question by word of mouth. 

If 10# standing in the rela¬ 

tionship of elder brother and 
second,—not much difference in 
age. 

10 # 2 S1J not much differ¬ 

ence. 

10 * # M the elder (playing) 

the ocarina, the younger the 
flute,—harmony of brothers. 

10 J* the elder,—of two friends. 
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in 
9340 

& 
9341 

R-l® 
C. pak 
H.p'-et 
F. peik 
W. 3a 
N. 3a3 
P. i/)az, i/a 
M./3 
Y .pok^p'-ouk 
Si. pe 
Yi.pek 
J. haku 
A. bak 

Entering 
Lower. 

| of the rank of earl. 

id # earl and Grand Secretary. 

^ the Minister of Ceremonies 

under the Chou dynasty. Also, 
the Court of Sacrificial Worship. 

President of the Board 

of Rites. 

SidZM since my husband 

went eastwards. 

&id O sir, help me! 

a cry for help. 

id^-Zfc a fatal malady,— 

alluding to the mortal sickness 

of id* (otherwise #St>. 

a disciple of Confucius, as de¬ 

tailed in the 0fjjj . 

VJL Yu wept when 

beaten,—because his mother was 
too old to hit him hard enough 
to hurt. 

(or or ) a shrike; 
the goatsucker; see 11,012. 

\d% — Beg. See 9437. 

Read pa4. Used for ■ 

8533- 

w is id Chin held the leader¬ 

ship,—among the Feudal States. 

2JT chief; doyen. 

Silk; hence, wealth. See 

2616,7940. Also readpaP. 

cotton and silk fabrics. 

^ to bestow silk,—of the 

Emperor sending a silken core 
to an offending statesman and 
allowing him to strangle him¬ 
self instead of being publicly 
executed. See 7291. 

mm t h s m sna 
the two nations deal 

no more through the medium of 
jade and silk but through that 
of the weapons and accoutre¬ 
ments of war,—i.e. diplomatic 
relations are broken off. 

riches; wealth, 

a roll of silk. 

^ purple, black, and yellow 

silk, formerly used as presents 
to the sovereign from the feuda 
chiefs. 

^ to hang up silk scrolls, 

valuables. 

9342 

r 
9343 

C.pak, v. p'-b.k 
F. paik,v.pah 

See w 
A. bd 

Entering 
Upper. 

Same as 9345. 
4? 

In northern China, the 

abor vitae (Thuja onentalis, 

L.); in central China, the 

cypress (Ctipressus fune- 

bris, End.). Also read pai%. 

the arbor vitse. 

jp| /js^J Thuja dolabrata, L. 

j0- 7J5Q Phcllodendron amurense 

Rupr., the yellow bark of which 
is used as a dye. 

the cedar,—used for 

incense. 

m or m « Juniperus 

chinensis, L. The second is also 
J. taxifolius, H. & A 

oil from juniper seeds 

—used in the red colouring for 
seals. 

m « 
Spreng. 

tSiff the Censorate,—from the 

cypress trees which surrounded 
it under the Han dynasty. 

MftZW the chastity of the 

cypress boat,— a phrase borrow 
ed from the Odes and used in 
reference to widows. 

tsao4) chaste. 

9345 
Y. p^ouk 
Sz. p'-e 
K.pek 

. haku, hiaku 
A. bak, bik 

Entering 
Upper. 

Selaginella involvens. 

9344 

C -pakQ,pokr 
F.poh~ 
W. p\ 
N.boh- 
P. ipo 
Y.piak 
IC. pek 
J. haku 
A.bak- 

Entering 
Irregular. 

,4P 

9345 

R.|® 

C. pakQ 
H. pet 
F. p'-aik, p'-aok 
W.pa 
N .pah 
P./A cplai 
M. p'e 

An ocean-going junk. 

compelled by circumstances. 

if jr $ compelled by a| 

stringent order. 

to overturn by force; to 

ruin. 

jjT to expel; to drive out. 

ilk jllor ? hurried; press¬ 

ing; urgent. 

Bt jfi* time presses and the I 

affair is urgent. 

to be flurried and I 

make mistakes. 

^ & A ft R& do not press| 
on a man in trouble,—hit him| 
when he is down. 

|pj j|| in great poverty. 

^ great trouble,—from] 

care or poverty. 

*tii r?n fr moving close to I 
the ground,-as something which I 
is carried low. 

very tight,—as a sleeve! 

or trouser. 

SHS ± I; & 
the date for establishment of a| 
constitution is very near at hand. 

A thin sheet of metal. 

To press upon; to harass; 

embarrassed. -Also read 

7V04*. 

^ to compel; to force. 

^ he is driven to. 

?§ T & # unable t0 
help,—doing something. 

^9346 

see ^j” 

Entering 
Lower. 

gold leaf. 

M£6 tinsel- 

^ tin foil. See 9351. 

n 
9347 

See 8560. 

in* 
9348 

See^ 

Entering 
Upper. 

The leader of a hundred 

men; a centurion. A hun¬ 

dred cash. Used for 

8560 in accounts and bank¬ 

ing. 

a ^oodred taels. 

If 
9349 

Same as 9343- 
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4* 

935° 

C.pok 
H .p'-oki 
F. pouk^poh 

W .p'-o^ 
N. boh 
V.Spo 
M •p'-e 
Y. p^ak 
K.pak 
J. haku, baku 

A. 

Entering 
Lower 

Irregular. 

To moor or anchor a 

vessel; see 12,478. To be 

at leisure. See 2725. 

9351 

C. pok 
H .p'-ok 
F. pouhy, poh~ 
W .bo 
N. boh 
P. i/r>, ipau 
U.po 
Y .pah 
Sz. po 
\L.pak 
J. haku, 
A. iflM2- 

Entering 
Lower. 

9352 

ip 

9353 

C.pokQ, »w^0 
Y.pauk, v. 

pwoh 
P. J>au,po3 

See J|£ 

Entering 
Upper. 

jp! regulations for 

mooring vessels. 

'^0 15? t0 moor>—°f a lightship. 

MR the harbour limits. 

W10 PJr the river-police magis¬ 

trate at Canton. 

ft 10 0r • berthing officer 

(I.M. Customs). 

(»'it) 10 
frugal; contented with little. 

y'Q roving; vagabond. 

V0 M rfll M independent. 

$1 ^ IS r|T P6! alwaXs 
loafing about the market-place. 

M H M M may be 
regarded as dead ashes. 

A door-screen of bamboo 

splints. Used for 9346, 

9381. 

j=^ a rush screen,—for sun 

or rain. 

HI a frame on which silk¬ 

worms spin cocoons. 

to arrange on frames or 

trays. 

fishing-stakes. 

^ tin foil. See 9346. 

See 9456. 

To flay; to peel; to take 

away, as clothes or badges 

of office. To slaughter an 

animal. The 23rd Diagram. 

See 2486, 8620. 

M & to flay off the skin. 

flj fflt to take off the husk. 

mm to oppress the people by 

extortion. 

^lj t0 cruel*y oppress. 

MM to despoil; to cut, as wages 

m m wi ® when things are 

at their worst they begin to mend 

9353 

a? 

9354 

C.puta 
H .pat 
Y.pwak 
YJ.po, bo, 
N. pah,peh 

P -J0 
M. po 
Y. pouh, pwoh 
Sz.po 
K. pal 

hatsz, hachi 
A. bat 

Entering 
Upper. 

1* 

9355 

R. 

C. pak 
H.p’-et 
F. puk 
W. bu 
N. boh 
P. peP 
M. p'-u 
Y.fuk, cpott 

K. pik 
J. haku, boku 
A. bak 

Entering 
Lower. 

9356 

m 
P. p'-e?,pi? 

See & 

A. bout, fora 

Entering 

Lower. 

fi m Z 9. a season of im¬ 

provement after bad times. 

mm a cargo-boat. &<? 9393. 

^)j to rap at a door. 

^ a domestic calam¬ 

ity. 

An earthen-ware basin; 

a beggar’s alms-bowl. 

jp| an earthen basin or jar. 

^ IHH tbe alms'howl of the 

Buddhist priest. Sanskrit: patra. 

^ ^ to hold the bowl,—to beg 

his daily bread, as the Buddhist 
priest is supposed to do. 

% fir ifc £ to avoid the 
misery of begging, — as those 
priests who are sufficiently pro¬ 
vided for. 

to hand down cassock 

and bowl,-to appoint a successor, 
as a Buddhist abbot does. 

the school of (all 

is) vanity which relies on the 
alms-bowl,-the Buddhist church. 

a funnel. 

Taoist methods to prolong 

life. 

H M # Allahabad. 

A term applied in com¬ 

bination to such roots as 

the carrot, turnip, radish, 

etc. Used for 3729. See 

7298. 

Michelia Champaka, L., 

sometimes identified by the 
Chinese with the Gardenia. See 
10,630. 

|g 'W ^ the sardenia 
has the finest perfume of all. 

Plants shooting up; used 

of the appearance of a 

comet. Disobedient; in¬ 

tractable. 

% laf, W M. what is po ? 

A comet. 

mmii hsien4 a comet 

appeared in the east. 

9356 

B5 

9357 

See 

9359 

-n 
P .pld 
M. p^o 

See^fj 

Entering 
Lower. 

9360 

*-n 
see$fj 

Entering 
Lower. 

s 
9361 

P. Ipo 

See 

Enteiing 
Lower. 

**## in the 19th year 

of king Chao there was a comet 
in the constellation IzU wei,— 
i.e. in b.c. 1034. 

* * 0 

J§. eclipses and comets have 

always been regarded as calam¬ 
itous and uncanny. 

A large trumpet, called 

sounded on going 

into action. 

Entering 
Lower. 

4# 

9358 

See^| 

Entering 
Lower. 

4? 

R 

Dust in clouds. 

A flail. 

12,645. 

A fruit; see 

The chaff of rice. 

The back of the neck; 

the neck. The navel. 

W ¥ or ^ §£t (°r®) ^the 
neck, or nape of the neck. 

$|ij ^4 ^ ^ drawing in its 

neck,—as a tortoise, 

ijfh jjf^ a slender neck. 

j|ji| the navel. 

w ^ n w ^ w m 
source of the huang (see 5095) 
is in the navel. 

i43 



.4A 

9362 

M 

See^f 

Sinking 

Lower. 

R. 

9363 

R.^ 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

& 

R 

riVAl 

9364 

M 
P. r'po,pu 
N. bah, v. bu 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

Confused; obstinate; per¬ 

verse. 

[Jfj }|| jffl =?|i well-informed 

without confusion of ideas. 

if 3^ hiswordsareconfused. 

if**' confused in mind. 

fa 3k 1^ % & -¥* % why 
still obstinately neglectful of your 
descendants? 

if muddle-headed,—as from 

age. 

Cakes-, biscuits. 

Jj^ii cakes. 

#tfffffi W like a sweet 

smelling cake. 

W it T the dandelion. 

A wood pigeon, with 

white spots on its neck, 

known as . 

ii« 

9365 

R. 

H .p'-at 
F. pwak 
W. bo, po 

N. pLah 
P. Jo, Ja 
M. po 

Y.pouh 
Sz. po 
K.pal 
J. hatsz, hachi 
A. bat, bah 

Entering 
Upper. 

At 
-f- H£ # M p'seons 

fly towards brightness,—so men 
are attracted to the rich anc 
influential. 

To spread-, to open out; 

to distribute; to regulate 

To expel; to get rid of; 

to send away; to transfer; 

to tranship. To stir up; to 

poke. A plectrum (^9061) 

to play on a guitar. See 

8197. 

H| to open out; to reject; be 

off! 

to dissipate the smoke 

It t0 Prise °Pen a door, 

?| p,5r ipji jj^ to push about the 

grass and search for snakes. 

BWM 0 to open the clouds 

(of error) and see the sun (of 
truth). 

H ^ to draw a bow. 

H to push away,-with some 

thing held in the hand. Also, to 
stir up. [Peking, pax lanl.\ See 

1678. 

9365 

1138 

x* 
j§t to £Pve 0llt >t0 aPProPriate 

to. 

It IE to correct; to straighten. 

to turn from the 

heterodox and come back to 
the orthodox. 

H| ^ to hand over, as for a 

special purpose. 

Mill to appropriate to. 

jit t0 appropriate for repay¬ 

ment. 

HI to deduct as a set-off. 

H| ij5jjL to make to turn round; 

to hand on; to transmit. 

mm a * to bring men’s 

hearts round,—as into the true 
path. 

H| jjjl jjgj to shake the head. 

jit a Pe(liar’s drum, which 

is struck, on being twirled, by 
two beads attached by strings 
at the sides. 

H| fpf get rid of the bad 

ones. 

H| jjj to distribute. 

jfl UJ pick out the 
good ones. 

$ ST Hfthe root must be 

first got rid of. 

H| to drive away mosquitoes 

H| to detach troops. 

to set aside or transfer 

9366 

Q.put- 

Entering 
Upper. 

money. 

to transfer one’s wages 

to allot,—as tasks. 

jJc ^ £g to ^ j§ #■! 
a short poker is better than the 
hand for stirring the fire. 

—• to set aside. 
Wx m 

H| to put aside one’s business 

—and do something else 

Iff ^ t0 war^ with 
a spear. 

H| HL to repress rebellion 

a et n 
playing on his silken strings, he 
enters the bedroom,—of a mos¬ 
quito. 

received,—as on deposit. 

H| lighters. See 9393. 

m ft m Manchu bosoko, a 

corporal, or non-com. officer. 

A* 

fiK1 

9367 

R.. 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

A rain-coat, called 

worn by labourers. 

A fish wagging its tail in 

swimming. 

9368 

See 

Even and 

SinkingUpper, 

9369 

C .po0 
H .po3 
F.poa>,pwo3 
W. pu“, pu} 
N. pou3 
P. cpo, ipofpo, 

po? 
M. cpo, ipo,po5 
Y. cpou 
Sz. po3 
K. p'-a 

J. ha 
A. be? 

Irregular 
Upper. 

A mountain in Shensi. 

^ an old name for the District 

of Mien in Shensi. 

To sow. To publish; to 

make known. To cast aside 

to sow all kinds of 

grain. 

to sow seeds. 

to make known afar. 

J&Wi % W the dread of him 

extends throughout the empire 

his (evil) repu¬ 

tation has spread to the four 
corners of the earth. 

Hj; to spread abroad,—as a 

doctrine. 

if grl ^ ^ to disseminate 

his wickedness among the people 

|£ to reject; to discard. 

m «banishment; 

exile. 

political flight. 

Read pos. To winnow 

to winnow rice. 

•fff" W] t0 winnow; to promulgate 

Read po1. 

^ to cheat; to humbug; to 

trifle with. 
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93^9 

937° 

Rfc 
C. s.p'-o 
F. cpoa 

W .Ja 
N. ibou 
P. cpO, ip'-O 
VL./a 
J. ha 
A. il>a 

Even Lower. 

— T 

9371 

R. <§=} 

See 

SinkingUpper 

9372 

R. | 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

9^ aI: ^ to grossly pervert 

the truth; to misrepresent the 
facts. 

§[ to mix up; to throw into 

disorder. 

White; grey. 

W $$ silvery white. 

# at ig * a white-haired 

statesman. 

|§: ^ ^ snowy white,—as hair, 

big-bellied. 

To spread abroad; to 

promulgate. 

Wide; ample; extensive; 

see 5184. To gamble; see 

12,049. To barter. Also 

read po**. 

three inches in 

their war-chariots 

1# = 4 
breadth. 

are very large. 

or|§ extensive learn¬ 

ing; great scholarship. 

very widely in¬ 

formed,—a title granted at an 
examination held once in twenty- 
four years. 

ff|[ ^ ^ extensively study¬ 

ing all branches of learning. 

t* Bl] 55 IE wide learning and 

a powerful memory. 

jS a wide-read scholar; a 

professor; a doctor of the 
Academy of Learning. Also, 
a master-tradesman. 

^ ^ ® ff ± the Em¬ 

peror Wen Ti made him a Doctor 
in the Academy. 

lift well-read and refined. 

tl*I4 informed on all 

subjects from ancient to modern 
times. 

a museum. 

* 
9372 

g. p> 

9373 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

ii^ffiii# 
among museums, that at Ken¬ 
sington is the best. 

|f§[ 4^/ ^ y°u gentlemen, 

who are widely read. 

IS m L K to extensively 

benefit the people. 

to add to one’s knowledge. 

1$ to procure evidence to 

corroborate. 

0 ^ in order to cause 

a laugh. 

^ to gamble. 

ff ^ to play at wei-chli\ to 

gamble. See 13,176. 

if M Vs. M gambling began 

under the Hsia dynasty,—20th 
cent. b.c. 

#•7*^ if the superior man 

does not gamble. 

a gambling-house; a chess¬ 

board. 

|p{| to play with dice. 

\/X f f|[ ^=4 to exchange goods 

for goods. 

W ft ft ^ I# even 
if people have old psalteries and 
music, they will not part with 
them for money. 

% ic ff ^ no occasion 

to buy Liang-chou (wine),—we 
can make it. 

if '& to make a silk purse out 

of a sow’s ear. 

if iil an name for mm 
1^ Liao-ch‘eng Hsien in Shan¬ 

tung. 

|Nj[ ^ a shrike. See 9340. 

To seize. To strike. To 

box. To play on a guitar. 

to seize, 

to strike. 

' £ ft the office of a 

Censor. 

0 4-lSj& attacked the tiger 

with his bare hands. 

sa 4 ## it 
^ he heard that the Bud¬ 

dhist monks of Shao-lin were 
famous all over the empire for 
their boxing. See 9746. 

to.r» 

9373 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

nr It#* 

9375 

R.|g 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

ITT 

9377 

R. 3 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

9378 

shoulder. To cut; to slice. 

Jjij| I=j3 the shoulder-blade. 

AHtJif great brawny 

-4* 

9376 

R.^l 

C.poka 
H.poh 
F. pauk 
W. po, bo, 
N. poh 
P. ipo 
M. po 
Y.pah 
Sz. po 
K. pak 
J. haku 
A. bak 

Entering 
Upper. 

if ttf a barrel-shaped drum, 

struck with the fingers on both 
heads and used in the Confucian 
temple. 

To crackle; to burst from 

heat. 

The upper arm the 

arms. See 6031. 

to shoulder. 

to change shoulders,—as 

when carrying. 

JH Jji|i to stretch out the fore paw, 

—as a cat. 

^ rfii Jii if m _h they Put 
him to death and dismembered 
him on the top of the wall. 

the sound of blows dealt 

each other by gamecocks. 

A bell, 3.6 feet in length 

with a diameter of 2.25 feet, 

suspended on a frame. See 

9383. A hoe. 

f fishes and animals 

carved on bell-frames. 

M spuds and small hoes. 

The shoulder-blade. See 

9375, 12,760. 

Same as 9372. 
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R. 

See 

9379 

m 
Entering 

Upper. 

AT 
^9380 

See 

Entering 
Upper 

and Lower. 

f# 
9381 

R.: 

N. bohy, bou’- 
P. Spau, i/o, 

p(P 

See 
Jfl 

Entering 
Lower. 

Name of an ancient game. 

A pillar. A beam con¬ 

necting pillars. 

Thickly-growing vegeta¬ 

tion. Thin, as opposed to 

(§[ 4024 and f)|] 2502 ; 

slight; few; poor; mean. 

Indifferent; careless. To 

reach to; to extend over. 

An initial particle. See yjj| 

8411. Also read pad1. [To 

be distinguished from 

9467.] 

M A ^ $0 0 Plants 

and trees growing in confusion 
are called jungle. 

tlL HI A- pjj this kind of| 

paper is too thin. 

'J|j| quite thin. 

)[ifj thin ice. See 9277. 

mm thin cakes,—eaten on the 

2nd of the 2nd moon. 

S fjl rffi % % by its tenuity 

to form the heavens,—of ether. 

St IP it A to punish a person 

leniently. 

ATI* very few descen¬ 

dants. 

^ /J-* small; poor, 

if flr): poor. 

SIS trifling presents, 

jifj j|ft a sma-4 estate. 

^ '|p| or ^ wanting in right 

feeling. 

m&m a disreputable fellow. 

^ ^ or Mb & ^rfj barren 

ground. 

(or & bashful. 

•20 

9381 

?S ^ a poor destiny,—of ill- 

success in life. 

*6 a poor or petty official. 

Sff A one who does not deal 

rightly by others. 

MA or ^ a prostitute. 

Mil & a luckless wretch. 

jJlW to treat with indifference 

or contempt. 

||j| he who behaves shabbily to 

those whom he ought to treat 
well, will behave shabbily to all. 

to treat slightingly, 

if® to take a cursory glance 

at. 

jjjf^ to view contemptuously, 

to punish lightly. 

the wide, wide sea, 

#lif 0 extending beyond 

to the Four Seas,—to the limits 
of the empire. 

mm to besiege a city 

® if MT he came right up 

to the city walls 

0 the sun is partially 

eclipsed. 

this very evening, I caught a fish. 

flk W tfc ^ @ $ #* fr0m 
dawn I feed the cattle up to 
midnight. 

Hi iH Ti thunder and wind 

crashed together. 

SUB if if (po1 pox) the noise 

of carts and carriages. 

iwl Tr Tf sZ, now we ^ave ®ot 
them. [The first two characters 
are untranslatable particles.] 

pi Mentha arvensis, L., var. 

glabrata. 

jft peppermint oil. 

menthol or Chinese 

peppermint camphor. 

§ Quercus dentata, Thunb. 

I Bactria. 

At> 

9382 

R.: 

C. poky 

F. pauka 
W. boy 
N. bohy 

P. ipo 
M. po 

Y.pak 
Sz .po 
Y.pak 
J. haku, baku 
A. baky 

Entering 
Lower. 

See 

9383 

m 
Entering 
Upper 

and Lower. 

R.. 

9384 

-H* 
See ^ 

A. bat0 
Entering 
Lower. 

w 
9385 

R. 

C. pet 
H .p'-at 
Y.pak 
W. bo 
N. bah 
P. i.pa 
M.. pa 
Y. paa 
Y^.pal 
J. hatsz^ bachi 
A. bat0 

Entering 
Lower. 

9386 

R-^ 

C. put, pet 
Vi.p'-at 
Y.pwak 
W. &>, bwo 
N. bah 

P. Ipa 
M .pa 
Y.paah 

K .pal 
J. hatsz, bachi 

A. bat 
Entering 
Lower. 

To stuff; to fill. To 

spread out. 

mm vast, as space; mixed. 

Also (for next entry), uncon¬ 
strained; familiar. 

mm to sit cross-legged. See 

8620. 

A large bell. See 9376 

M $$ IP to mark time by 

striking a bell. 

MM an oval bell, with 36 

bosses and hung in a frame, 
used at services in the Confucian 
temple. 

A wife. Used for 8530. 

Grass; stubble. 

a-it a thatched cottage. 

-S under it {see 5832, 

10,757) the chief of Shao lodged 

To walk; land travel, as 

opposed to 'fifj 9784. The 

heel. A conclusion to a 

book; a colophon, as op¬ 

posed to ^ 9^97- Read 

pc? in Peking. 

^he went up on foot 

to traverse both land and 

water; to travel. 

the hardships of 

travel. 
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9386 

9387 

R.^ 

C. put 
W.p'-at 
F. pak^pivak 
W. bo 
N. bah 
P. i.pa, i.po, poD 
M./a 
Y.pouh 
Sz./a,/‘« 
K./a/ 
J. halsz, bachi 
A. 

Entering 
Lower. 

y.<i? 

to stumble and fall. 

igj to tread down legal rights; 

to threaten reprisals; to become 
violent. See 4965. 

( the heel. 

the base; the root, 

to turn a horse round. 

# M J? # W without 

preface at the beginning or 
colophon at the end, — of a 
bungling book. 

jjjff ^ to write a colophon. 

a summary of the 

virtuous 

whole work. 

m ise»'« 
and wise,—an epithet of every 
Buddha. Sanskrit: bhadra. 

a river of Nepal, now 

called Gunduck. 

Brass cymbals, joined 

together by a long string 

put through a hole in the 

middle of each ; said to 

have been introduced from 

India. See 8157. 

m 

9388 

See 

A. bat- 

Entering 
Lower. 

9389 

939° 

cymbals,—with large and 

small knobs in the middle, 

respectively. Also = 

large cymbals, as opposed to 

1$ °r /J' sma11 
cymbals. 

cymbals which are thrown 

up and made to clash in the air. 

Fragrant. 

Same as 9377. 

See 8530. 

MS- 

9391 

See ^ 

A. bat- 

Entering 
Lower. 

2gF* JCtiL 
9392 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

9393 

C.poka 
H.pok^pak- 
F. pauk, v. 

piauk 
W. /<?, bo^ 
N. poh 
P. l.po 
M .po 
Y.pak 
Sz .po 
YL.pak 
J. haku, hoku 
A. bak 

Entering 
Upper. 

The beaver. See 11,363, 

A dish; a platter. 

To contradict; to reverse 

a decision; to abrogate or 

annul; to find fault with. 

To tranship. To graft. 

Name of a fabulous qua¬ 

druped. An appearance of 

confusion. See 9394. 

FI to contradict. 

^ to contradict a person. 

7 it °-JgHa 
reject, as unsuitable, a report 
or petition. 

a reversal of sentence on 

appeal. 

jfp to examine adversely; to 

cross-question. 

to take exception to 

punishment awarded. 

f|| to take exception to the m 
price. 

J|£ to express disapproval. 9396 

!|j£ to show another to be in 

the wrong; to find fault with. 

to argue against; to dispute 

a point. 9397 

j|| to sell in small amounts; R. |® 

retail. 

Jpji to tranship goods. Entering 

|jp£ a cargo-boat. 9365. 
Upper. 

to tranship to 

another vessel. 

to tranship. 

||£ ^ to transport across a ferry. T
T

 ^ l§£ to receive and transfer; 

to tranship. 
9398 

*5 

9393 

9394 

► 4* 

9395 

R-m 
C. v. tnak0, 

maky, mek- 
H. v. mak^ 

See|^ 

N .p'-ah 
Y. pottk 
J. haku, biaku 
h.p'-ak 

Entering 
Upper. 

to graft trees. 

& M M he suddenly 
became very angry. 

^ ^5} of mixed colours,—applied 

to horses. 

spotted or parti-coloured 

horses. 

fY bunding; a bund. 

[jj to bund out. 

HI $£ ^ ^ a confused appear¬ 

ance of clouds. 

the cl°uds opening,—and 

(e.g.) showing the moon. 

Same as 9393. A uni¬ 

corn. 

To open; to break; to 

tear. See 6093. 

J|t (j{j JZJ to open the mouth, 

to break a cake. 

'ii§ ^ Ira to break off friend¬ 

ship. 

^ ^|§ w^en the 

plaster had dried, it was picked 
off with the finger. 

to tear paper. 

m&.fl ffl to put one’s father 

and elder brother to shame. 

J the thumb. 

Same as 9397. [Distin- 

i 8283.J guished from 

A bitter umbelliferous 

plant (.Ligusticwn acutilo- 

bum, S. & Z.), now known 

as ^ lit- Used for 8960. 

Me * hardships; •5+C ^ 01 

trouble. 

^ |j| bitter poverty. 

^ a phrase eulogistic 

of chaste widows. 

8771, 



-4*- 

1C. pokQ 
| H -pok0 
lW. bo-, bo- 

See 

Entering 
Lower 

Irregular. 

The capital of China 

under T‘ang the Completer, 

b.c. 1766—1753, situated 

in Honan. Name of a 

Department in Anhui. 

9400 

Entering 
Upper. 

See 8704. 

A full-dress embroiderec 

collar. 

|see 

Entering and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

9403 

ir 
IN. pah, p eh 
W.Jo 
1M .po 
jj. hatsz 

| A. bak 

Entering 
Upper. 

9404 

|R$c 
IP. cpu 

M./« 

| See ^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

Noise of tramping. 

Read pao4. To leap. 

s(j m m a spring rising from 

^ \U T‘ai-shan. 

Back to back. 

105. 

Radica 

A cowl; a hood. 

|J^ some form of ancient cap 

for a Minister. 

ipfi a square-shaPed caP- 

ina kerchief fui1 °f thin§s 

Same as 9404. 

Entering 
Upper. 

► 4V 

9407 

■Vi 
See 

Entering 
Lower. 

9408 

RSfc 
C.po, p'-o 
W. po 
F. poa,p'-oa 

W. pu,p'-u 
N. p on, p'-ou 

P .p'-o 
M. p'-o, po 
Y.p'-ou 
Sz ,p'-o,po 
K.p'-a 
J .ha 
A. fa 

Even Upper, 

The web-feet of water- 

owl. 

'ft ifg SI ^ M ducks| 
and geese are alike in having I 
webbed feet. 

A dart. 

9409 

9410 

c .p'-o 
n.p'-o 
F. p'-oa,p'-wai 

'N.p'-u,p'-a 
N .p'-ou 

P. ) 
M. [ p'-o 

Sz. ) 
A. p'-ou 
K.p’-a 

J. ha, hi 
A. fa 

Sinking 
Upper. 

The slope of a hill-, a| 

bank of a river. See [$ 

8770. 

111 the slope of a hill. 

Zptjfa gentle slope. 

"pf green slopes. 

t « m ± $ si 
down-hill is easy, up-hill is hard. I 

frti Aaman| 
who is slipping down the bank, 
—going to the dogs. 

See 9333. 

To break through; to 

break into; hence, to set; 

to propound (see 8711); to 

break up; hence, to des-l 

troy; to cut; to rend; to 

solve; to lay bare; to begin. 

it & to break the skin,—of a I 

blow. 

^ to break through the ranks. 

«®t to snap; to break or cut| 

through. 

jfciti&'li to capture a city 

by storm. 

B it#* country destroy-j 

ed, sovereign a fugitive, 

broken; smashed. 

^ broken to pieces. 

9410 

^ ^ ^ to patch up frag-J 

ments. 

^ 3^- cracked. 

ittfi broken up,—as by coll¬ 

ision. 

^ {]j^ to be broken into holes. 

tnt to break; to knock to 

pieces. 

* a hole; a rent. See below. 

ragged, as clothes; broken, 

as silver. 

ragged old clothes, 

it® a ragged old coverlet, 

it 4 a ragged old cap. 

or it JR to deflower a I 

maid. 

to break open. 

it ® a ch‘ung1 HU the broken I 
mirror is round again,—he has 
married a second wife. 

ft it I flj| he fell and broke! 

his head. 

to break open Purga-I 

tory, — and let souls out, as| 
Buddhist priests do by prayer. 

<t M to partly open a door. 

it ift W the figure-head of a I 

ship. 

^ t0 break a prohibition,— I 

as a teetotal pledge, a rule for I 
fasting, etc. 

M M to break| 
through the rule. 

special privilege.! 

-ijg ffc JJ|| fear has taken away 

his courage. 

it at ruined; defeated. 

it % or ^ t0 ndn the| 
family,—by extravagance, 

it St f- % the ruin of a| 

family,—a spendthrift. 

t0 sduander money. 

^ ^ or ^ ^ waste; extra-1 

vagance. 

it ¥ to change a note or large | 

coin; to get small change. 

it T S4 ^ ®1 # he madel 
a hole in a lot of money. 

^ j&^#notwish- 
ing to let him break into (*.*• 
begin spending) his money. 
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9410 

jfffc ||| to break into 

a dollar. 

Wt ^ ^ ^ t0 change tears 

into smiles. 

^ fill to solve a riddle. 

IS i A € ^ try> sir> t0 
guess it. 

®tt to defeat a plan. 

have a trick to 

defeat his. 

A ® 2 inflicted a severe 

defeat upon them. 

^ ^ ^ without any deci¬ 

sive result,—as a fight; see 311. 
Also, without any weak point, 
or “hole in one’s armour.” 

* in to see through a 

person’s weakness; to detect a 
trick played upon one. 

® d to go beyond the usual or 

required price; to give a huge 
sum for. 

to make a gap in a party 

by leaving it. 

to wear out by sitting on 

it,—as (e.g.) a student’s chair. 

^ M to t>reak the power of the 

rebels. 

a ruined temple. 

* 0 an unlucky day. 

® s. 0 (<?r//3) the 5 th of the 

1st moon,—the end of the holi¬ 
days. 

* M to clear up a case,—as by 

discovering the guilty parties. 

^ |jl to clear up and arrest as 

above. 

to make a clean breast. 

Jijfe to speak out unreservedly. 

® o to speak fully; to abuse; 

to revile. 

® fit to make one’s mouth sore, 

—by talking. 

mm mm to explain clearly 

and minutely. 

to see through, as a plot, 

the vanity of all things, etc. 

® ± to make a grave. 

M & nothins 
in the world is able to split it, 

—viz. which besides being 

infinitely great is also infinitesi¬ 
mally small. 

9410 

R. 

cpLo 

9411 

C. 
H. 
F. 
w. 
N. f-ou 

P-c P^ 
m. y0 
Y. C/W 
K./a 
J. ha 
A. Ja, fa 

Rising and 
Even Upper. 

9412 

R-fl 

S.IA 
F. boa 
W. bu 

N. bou, v. boun 

M. i 
X. p'-ou 
Sz .p'-o 
K.p'-a 
J. ha, ba 
A. ba 

Even Lower. 

or ® A he broached 

his theme, as follows. 

A ha « the arrows went 

forth like downright blows. 

m ^ Torilis Anthriscus, 

Gmel. 

Psora lea corylifolia, L. 

Leaning to one side; 

partial. Rather; some¬ 

what ; a little; very. 

11 0 Partial- 

0it will do very well. 

Jpf JH ver7 anxious to. 

mm very good. 

mm very fragrant. 

a considerable number. 

0 A for a considerable time. 

I know something 

about it. 

mi Jli rat^er serious. 

am very much 

annoyed or distressed. 

0® really. 

may be said to. 

m s affords some grounds 

"for. 

mat (hao4) to be fond of. 

0 'PI vefy we^ °ffi rich, 

exceedingly. 

I ^ considerable. 

I glass; 9333. 

An old woman. The 

female of animals ; see 6445. 
See 10,751. 

an old woman. 

20 the six kinds of old women, 

as below. 

the brothel-keeper. 

mm the marriage go-between. 

6iB '0. the witch or sorceress. 

20 the praying-woman. 

|jj!| '0 the quack doctor. 

n m°r^ (°r^) 

m. 20 the midwife. 

9412 

20 a gaol matron. 

20 a fishwife, 

an old lady. 

^j| old women,—in theat¬ 

ricals. 

^ a widow. 

^ a woman who keeps 

a tea-house. 

j&m a goddess of wind. 

fiii ma fairy‘ 

a wife; one’s wife; the 

“missis.” 

^ ^ IE or /fc m ¥ an old 
dame; a needlewoman. 

a wife who is older 

than her husband. 

'b sfcm°x yb m -¥■ a con¬ 

cubine. 

Jk U A bM s°ss‘p- 
a worldly mind. 

a motherly feeling. 

0. a husband’s father and 

mother. 

^0 a husband’s mother’s 

family. 

m M M 

the best mother-in-law is not 

as good as one’s own mother. 

^ 20 a maternal grandmother 

(south). 

20 or ^ # a husband’s 

mother. 

'0 ^ she is betrothed. 

^0. the frou-frou of a long 

robe; the appearance of a person 
dancing. See 9903. 

20 P‘°-so tree,—sup¬ 

posed to grow in the Western 
Paradise, and to produce the 

fruit of eternal life. 

'2^ l|f_ ^ a child’s toy cart. 

2^jL 20. Bidens pilosa, L., and 

B. bipinnata, L. 

a widow who marries 

again; a stepmother. 

a hot-water wife,—a bed- 

warmer. 

the most meritorious, 

—an epithet of every Buddha 
Sanskrit: bhagavat. 
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9412 

94i3 

I See 

Even Lower. 

9414 

R. 

See 

| K .pak 

Entering 
Upper. 

®S§BR & Brahma,—the first I 

person of the Brahminical Trini-I 
ty, adopted by the Buddhists as I 
a kind of creator of all things. 

^ M the mandarin| 

duck. Manchu baragcalanda. 

f*# & a grasshopper. 

^ jjH camphor,—from the | 

Malay kdpur. 

the jackfruit. Sanskrit: | 

p anas a. 

Luxuriant vegetation. 

|See ^ 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

Stones or flints for arrow¬ 

heads. 

. 4r 

\C.p'-ak0 
1H .fok^pcik 

I F .p'-ak 

Yn.p'-ah^p'-oh 

IP. J>l’ai-,P''? 
IM. p'-e 
yi.p'-uk 

ISz .p'-e 
Ik .pek 
IJ. haku, hiaku 

IA .p'-ak 

Entering 

Upper. 

9417 

See 9512. 

The dwarf nettle tree| 

(Celtis sinensis, Pers.). 

Used for 3741, 95°9- 

JSf j» Magnolia hypoleuca, S. &| 

Z., the bark of which is used| 

as a medicine. 

#77 a blunt-shaped dagger. 

j||j the rude simplicity,—of I 

the ancients. 

To strike; to pat; to clap. 

Also read p"aix. See 45. 

to strike the table,—in j 

anger. 

^ jjgjj to beat the breast,—from 

grief. 

#1 Hi %t0 strike the head~ 
to be astounded. 

to tap; to pat; to rap. 

Iff tt to finger; to play. 

i i% #3 M £the snow' 
white billows strike the sky. 

to knock at a door. 

^ to slap on the shoulder. 

9418 

C .pak 
I H.p'-ak 
F .p'-aok 
W.pla 

| N .p'-ak 

P.pP 
|M .p'-e 
Y.p'-ouk 

Sz/L£ 
K .pek 

I J. haku, hiaku 

\ A. p'-ak 

Entering 

Upper. 

to clap the hands. 

m he clapped his 

hands and laughed loudly. |R 

IttSi a shuttlecock. 

mm castanets; to beat time. 

#3 JN5 a flaiL 
;|^J ]f| to sell by rapping,—by 

auction. 

to settle a purchase at an 

auction. 

mm to make peace. 

one strike and up 

he went,—he did not wait for 

a second invitation. 

Ite broke it open and 

began to eat it,—an orange. 

kidnappers of small 

boys and girls,—whom they are 
said to stupefy by a drug held 
in the hand and rapidly smeared 
on the faces of their victims, even 
when walking in the streets. 

m* to inveigle away. 

to make a bet,—the 

loser to stand treat. 

1^ ^ a trap; a snare for 

birds. 

11 ^ #1in sood time with 
the music. 

Its $4- a mat shade,—as over 

a door or shop-window. 

Read /W3. 

^ ^ n0 matter,-whjit, who, 

ctc» 

I am not afraid of anyone, 

no matter who he is! 

I Mfe a mole. 

Amber, distinguished ac¬ 

cording to colour and mark-1 

ings as ■ft, | 

etc.; see 4922. 

jjtflS red amber. 

^ amber dust,—used as a 

medicine. 

mm# false amber. 

9419 

C.fok0 
Y.p'-oh 
YJ.plo 
N .p'-oh 
P .p'-d 
Yk. pak 
J. haku 

A.p'-ak 

Entering 
Upper. 

Grains in distilled liquor. 

Used with 9420. 

i $0 t0 Set rid of the| 

grains or sediment. 

9420 

R-Pg H 
c ■ p'-ak ^ pak { 
H.p'-ak 
F. p'-aok 
W. pl a 
N .p'-ak 

|p./z° 
U.p'-e 
Y. p'-ak 
Sz .p'-e 
K .pek 
J. haku, hiaku 

A. p'-ak 

Entering 
Upper. 

The soul; that part of 

the soul (as opposed to 

5244) which is indissolubly 

attached to the body, and 

goes down to earth with 

it at death; the supralimi 

nal self, expl. as \ fi 

see 5244. Form; shape. 

The disc or substance of| 

the moon from the time 

it begins to wane to new 

moon; see 3502. 

6 % It 2 *8 ” » » 
^ M the part of the 

soul is that which is Yin or 

negative. 

H Yin and Yang- spirits; 

energy. 

^ ^ ^ # the Yin and 

the Yang interact,—to produce 

all things. 

^ form;shape- 

the first day of the new 

moon. 

the second day of the 

new moon. 

($|the i6th day ofthe 

moon. 

(jl^ after the moon began 

to wane. 

M ^ the moon begins 
to brighten. 

® and ityg (ill the dark 

figures of the hare and toad 

seen in the moon. 

(pol) to spread far and 

wide,—as reputation. 

Read t"oi. Desolate. See 

H 11,366. 

.jtg disheartened; spiritless. 
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4P 

9420 

o 
9421 

4* 

9422 

* M 

s ee%f) 
Entering 

Lower. 

9423 

C. put 
Yk.p'-ut 
F.pwok, v. 

p'-ak,p'"wok 
W. bo 
N .bah 
P ./‘o’ 
M./G 
Y.p'-ek 
Sz./G,/‘m 
K. pal 
J. hotsz, botsz 
A. A>w/ 

Entering 
Lower. 

V 

9423a 

R.^ 

See^ 

Entering 

Lower. 

9424 

R.^ 

C. put 
Fi.p'-ut 
F. pwok 
W. 
N. v. vu, £m 
P./V, v. «/* 

Y. i.p'-u 
J. hotsz, boehi 
A. /5(JM^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

a wretchedly poor 

the suc- 

family. 

cessful man has experienced 
poverty in his youth. 

£ A ® 91. St i ll ft 
the civilian loses his spirits, the 
soldier his courage. 

See 9452. 

To take out; to pluck up. 

to turn round; to turn 

over. 

Full; bursting, as a plant; 

copious, as a fountain. 

bubbling; gurgling. 

braggadocio. 

if a name of a country 

(? Borneo). 

Brunei or Borneo. 

The rising of smoke. 

The water-chestnut 

(Scirpus tuberosus, Roxb.), 

known as j=f 

the puffball (Lycoperdori) 

4* 

9425 

R^f 
C .put 
Fi.p'-ut 
F. pwok 
W. bb 
N. (5aA 
P./V 
M. /‘m 
X. p-ek 
Sz .p'-O^p'-U 
YL.pal 
J. hotsz, 
A. 

Entering 
Lower. 

4P 

9426 

R.^ 

F. v.p'-zuok 
P./‘^,c/M 

See^fj 

Entering 
Lower. 

m 
9427 

R.. 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

Suddenly. To change, 

as the countenance. 

he suddenly be¬ 

came very angry. 

causing 
one to burst out in violent anger. 

he suddenly con¬ 

ceived an evil design. 

& his countenance 

appeared to change,—of Con¬ 
fucius in the presence of his 

prince. 

S » horse-dung, — used as 

medicine. Also, a vetch acc. 
to Petillon, a Polysaccum acc. 
to Bretschneider. 

#§ #£ ^ $8 wife and her 

mother-in-law running up against 
one another,—as in too small a 
house; sc. quarrelling. 

Baltistan. 

►1* 

9428 

*•* 
C.p’ut 
H. p1-at, fat 
F. p'wak 
W. bo3, po,plo 
N .p'-ah 

P-c P° 
M. /G 
Y. pwoh,p'-ouh 

Sz ./G 
K.pal 
J. hatsz, bachi 
A. bat, bak 

Entering 
Upper. 

A 

Gilgit. 

An arm of the sea. 

yfjf: an ancient district in 

Shantung; the Gulf of Chihli 

SS=*fiSl 
4 the wide and desolate ex¬ 

panse of water. 

A knife to cut grass. 

To throw, as water from 

a pot; to sprinkle; to 

scatter; to dissipate; to 

waste. A term of abuse. 

Wl it spilt water cannot 

be picked up. 

—‘ $/j| p|| a drenching shower 

—‘ '^t ^ friends at once,— 

too quickly. 

^ pouring sky, — tremen¬ 

dously; immensely. 

to water the street. 

«SB or stop throwing 

(or look out where you are 
throwing),—that water! 

►1* 

9428 

9429 

R. 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

9430 

9431 

r 
9432 

E ft 
H. j 
F. '.poa 
W. bu, bo~ 
N. bou 
P. i/G, J>0 

M. Sp'-o,pb<? 
K./G 
J. ha 
A. sba 
Even Lower 

Irregular. 

la 
9433 

See 

Rising Upper. 

to “sling ink;” to scribble. 

m 2k £ * to throw away 

one’s business,-as by inattention, 
want of tact, etc. 

‘^ji t0 dissipate; to waste. 

to Put f°rt;h one’s 

strength; to burst its banks,—as 

a river. [ Jjjfo for ^.] 

7] perverse; vicious. 

elegant; graceful; 

neat; naive; ingenuous. ^5324. 

a shrew. 

saucy. 

malicious; noxious, as evil 

spirits. 

'2S& ffl fearless spirits or demons. 

t ^ % Wl $9you brute 
to be in a violent passion, 

—of children. See 9523. 

j|l to extinguish with water. 

Freshly-distilled spirit, 

known as §|| j§||. 

Same as 9427. 

See 9370. 

Name of a place. 

itP Iname the head District 

of the Jao-chou Prefec 

ture, Kiangsi. 

(§[> ‘$5}] the Poyang lake. 

Not. Following; accord 

ingly. [To be distinguished 

from g 3003.] 

ft la m 
belief. 

very unworthy of 

144 
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ta 
9433 

R. 

3 A ie £|j|] man’s heart 

cannot be fathomed. 

chung4 IP ifj to meet with 

unexpected trouble. 

E SB ® I cannot stand the I See 

annoyance. 

ll Oft t't ^ accordingly wish¬ 

ed to put him to death. 

therefore he re¬ 

duced the feudal barons to sub¬ 

jection. 

TE M a §oblet- 

Ifti Port Hamilton. 

Entering 
Upper. 

944i 

Same as 9433. 
► <** 

9434 

AAf3 

e 
9435 

|R. Vulgar. 

See 0 

I Rising Upper. 

9443 

A basket tray for grain, 

[called ip H . 

# M 1e U a wonian’s work' 
basket. 

til I -fflt 

R. 

C .p'-oka 
W.p'-ukf 
F .p'-auk3 
Vf.fo3 

N .p'-oh 
P ./V, i/« 

,   . Jy .tfuk 
out of the frying-1K.^ 

pan into the fire. 

PJ1 

Uneven, as a road. 

See iPEf® sloping; precipitous. 

R. 

9444 

Even Upper 
and Lower. 

,4* 

9437 

|r-1£ B 
W./«„/«D 

IN. boh-^^ bo 

P. sfu 
|M./« 

SeeM 

Ik .pik^pok 
Entering 
Lower. 

R. 

| See 

Entering 
Upper. 

A clod of earth. 

with a clod fori 

his pillow, — as prince | 

Ling of the Ch‘u State. 

5^ 9508. 

*r 
-A 

9447 

F .puk~ 

P./»3 
|K./iVfc 
J. hoku^ boku 

A. 
Entering 
Lower. 

liir 

To exile. A tribe of| 

aborigines in Kueichou. 

See 9509. 

J. haku, 
A.fak 

Entering 
Upper. 

The crust of a gem before 

it is cut and polished. Also| 

read p{u*. 

jH a piece of uncut jade. 

■fr ^0 @ M1 ^ jli] ^ & 
Pien Ho (of the ^ Ch‘u State, 

8th cent, b.c.) offered an uncut 
gem (to two successive sove¬ 
reigns), and had his two feet 
cut off,—the gem being believed 
to be false. The third sovereign 
caused it to be tested, when it 
was found to be genuine. This 
gem subsequently passed into 

the possession of the Chao 

State. See 8958. 

Entering 
Lower. 

To fall prostrate. Used! 

las a Chinese reproduction! 

I of “ Beg” (Hirth). 6^9340.1 9445 

Also read fu*. 

Near sight. 

The pieces of a cart which 

hold the axle firm. 

Entering 

Lower. 

9438 

I 

See 9355- 

See 9507. 

9439 

9446 

Entering 
Lower. 

To eat heartily. 

i| |ij!, to eat one’s fill; satisfied. 

See 9456. 

An arrow-head. 

bone arrow-heads. 

blunt-pointed arrows. 

945° 

|r-A 
IC. v. pau-, 

p'-au‘ 

See 

J. hdju 

A. ifeu 
Evenlrregular. 

u 
9451 

|r-A 
C. Jau 
F. Sp'-eu 
W. ibiie 

IN. ibbii 
P. jhou, Jbei 

See 

K .pu 

| A./r« 
Even Lower. 

ur 
9452 

|rA^ 

IC. f’au 
IF. peu, 

p'aiu'^pwoi'- 

| N. iboii 

|M>‘ 
Ik .pu 
I J. ho, bu 
j A. ‘feu, ifeu 

Even and 
Rising 

Irregular. 

To draw in the breath. 

rou 

To take up in both hands. 

— # ± a double handful ofl 

earth. 

tfc * - « to drink water j 
from the hands. 

^ ^ ^ t0 giye money ini 

double handfuls (i.e. generously) | 

to help the poor. 

To grasp. To get salt! 

from sea-water. To exact. | 

Also read p^ov}. 

ft rfn # H they workedl 
the salt-pans and got salt. 

extortionate exactors,—ofl 

money from the people. 

Read p'ot?-, used with| 

9454- 

injured by their entanglement 

in the world around them. 
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P 
9452 

R 

9453 

C. </*«, 
v. '.ntau 

F. i/Vw, 
p'-aiu‘- 

W. C/‘£V, 
N. iiW« 
P. /lr>» 
Y..pou 
K .pu 

. ho, 
A. foVw2- 

Even 
Irregular. 

tn HjbreakuP measures 

and destroy scales,—and there 
will be no more quarrelling about 
short weight, etc. 

dissipated all his 

R. 

means. 

9455 

I# 
See 
Rising Lower. 

R 

9454 

C. p^au 
H./W 
F. peu, pleu 
W. J-de 
N. Jhou 
P. plou, cp'-ou, 

v.pS 
M. c/‘o, 
Y. c/‘om 
K./« 
J. hoju 
A. 'feu 

Rising 
Irregular. 

To be collected-, to as¬ 

semble. See 7541. [To 

be distinguished from 

10,104.] 

assembling those 

who now respond to me. 

JPt to cobect together. 

% ismz I collected and 

copied them out,-of inscriptions, 

“g ]j|[ to take from a 

surplus to make up a deficit. 

To split; to cut in two; 

to lay open; to disclose. 

To decide. See 9452 

nlj [jij or ^|] |?|] to cut or rip 

open. 

olj JJk t0 cut UP a melon 

mn to divide the token or seal 

of office,—one half being kept 
by the Emperor and the other 
given to the officer appointed, 

@ ^ olj oysters 

are cut open for their pearls. 

& T olj Pi Kan was cut open 

olj Aj) to cut out tbe heart; to 

lay bare the feelings. 

« 7 & su m m & *us 
that I cannot lay my heart bare 
to you !—to prove my sincerity 

*il p|j =|?lj or p|J |||Jj to decide a case 

olj W # 0 having clearly 

stated the aforesaid details. 

p|J |3| 0^ to proclaim expli 

citly to the people, 

oil ^lj t0 distinguish. 

r|J to explain; to make clear, 

o|| t0 explain away,—as false 

reports. 

olj t0 exP^ain one’s news to a 

superior. 

R 

9456 

m 
C. pit 
a. put 
F.pouk 
W.paii bai 
N. pah 
P. Ipu^pt? 
M .pu 
Y.pek 
Sz.pu 
YL.pul 

. fu, hotsz 

A. bit 

Entering 
Upper 

Irregular. 

A jar; a pot. 

an earthen jar. 

HI) oft a c0PPer Pot- 

Read 

tlililniZJB only 
fit for covering pickle-jars,—said 
of worthless books. See 3723 
fou4. 

i t I nft ^ the cloth 
which covers wine-jars,—is soon 
rotted, therefore do not put wine 
inside your own skin. [A tee¬ 
total maxim; see 11,608.] 

Not; or not (= ^ 3596)- 

Impotent. Often used in the 

Odes as an expletive. Used 

with 2* 8818. 13,376 

[In Peking colloquial, read 

pH" before 4th tone words, 

and otherwise ptd.\ 

it is not; not so; {pu1 shih) 

a fault. See 8809, 9940. 

H % H °r H ^ (read 
shih* pa') is it so or not? 

^ U M ^ 1=both of 
them are in fault. 

% H or IS % t0 aP°’ 
logise. 

iM ^ but he won’t. 

do you want money? 

^not L 

^ or m ^ or j|C are 

used as strong affirmatives of 
what follows. 

were not for virtuous and en 
lightened scholars, who etc.? 

very pretty. See 

3889. 

7 it s very much re 

joiced. 

mm ± M AMT'% 
^ ^ a great many people hac 

come to the temple. 

M it tr ^ ^ y°u 
don’t mean to say he will beat 
me,—meaning that he will cer 
tainly not do so. See 762, 8135 

8 ^ dfi ought it to be so or 

not? 

* 
9456 

x* *0rJt7 do you see any¬ 

thing or not? 

do you dare to say the word nofi\ 
—i.e. that you will not do as I say. I 

half a “No,”—if he begins to | 
rpfiicp 

m n m 10 7 '-p »h»l 
could venture to find fault? 

wig you don’t mean to sayl 

that your husband is impotent?! 

he is not impotent. 

^ if you don’t, you| 

shall be put to death. 

or 71l or 7 
oil 

9457 

R.' 

C. cpou 
H. c/« 
F. ipwo, pwo- 
W. vu-,'bu, 

p'-u 
N. bu2- 
P. pu 
M. cp‘u 
K.p‘0 
J- hoju 
A. bou2- 

Sinking Lower 
Irregular, 

Is A or 7® conventional! 

phrases used at the end of let¬ 
ters, meaning that the subject-1 
matter of the letter does nctl 
include everything, there being] 
also compliments, etc., which | 
must be taken for granted. 

7* T an apologetic express¬ 

ion, “I beg pardon;” in reply| 
to a suggestion = “Oh no!”| 
“No, no!” “Not at all.” 

^ ; see Lun Yii, I, 4. 

Read /<?«*= 3596. 

To feed by hand; to 

chew food and give it to 

infants; to feed, as a bitd 

does; to sit on eggs. 

to suckle. 

P they open their 

mouths and receive the food,— 
of young birds. 

M K Pi i2-8oS- 

jsc ^ the dutyof child_ 
ren. 

—■ IE H ftjb at everymeal 
he thrice spat out his rice, 

said of m & Chou Kung, 

referring to his arduous duties 
(receiving visitors, etc.) which 
left him no time even for meals. | 
See 12,100. 

^ai1 he hadi 

was one hen which was sitting. 

PfH Wt shhng on a number 

of eggs. 



9458 

|R-3g$ 
IC .pou 

|H .fu 
If. p'-wo 

I N./« 
|p. \ 
1m. .c 
Iy. \pu 
Isz. ) 

|j. hoju 
| K.fou 

1 Rising Upper 

are 

9459 
|R. Vulgar. 

IC. port1 
IF. rpwo 

K: i •/» 

I K.fou1 

Sinking 
Upper. 

9460 

R. 

See 

I A. ibou^fotf 

Even 
Irregular. 

9461 

A vegetable-garden •, any 

kind of garden. 

% ^ }|§ P in the nintb 

moon they prepare the vegetable- 
gardens for their stacks. 

-j|| @ agriculturists. 

IS at the beH 
ning of the cold weather, the 
chrysanthemum gardens 

newly gay. 

£ 11 or lp| |§|j name of a peak 

in the K‘un-lun range, about| 
which various legends are told. 

it ■ a gardener. 

A plain •, an arena; a 

reach; a port. 

ill the Pep°-hwans °r 
“savages of the plain,”—a name 
given to the semi-civilised abori¬ 
gines in south Formosa. 

yellow reach,—Whampoa. 

See 9500. 

il*i§§from distant ports 

vessels collect-. 

J^i UMa p°rt- 

A roof. 

^ (chang3) a headman of 

Chinese emigrants in Siam. 

9461 

9462 

C. pou 
\i.pu 
F .pwo 
N. bu 
V.pu 
K.p'o 

|j. hoju 

A. bou 

Even Upper. 

9463 

To seize; to catch; to| 

arrest. 

R-5S 
lc .pou2- 

If. pwo2- 

I il" 1 hu~ 
] P. cpu 

Im./m’ 

a.! > 
IK .plo 
Ij. ho, bu 

1 A. bou2- 

I Sinking Lower 
Irregular. 

C. pou 
W.pu 

|F .pwo, p'-wo 
W./w, bu^peu 

N. ( . 

|P. \pU 
Ui.pu^pou 

Is. i f 
K .po 

|J. ho 
A. bou 

[Rising Upper, 

m 3 a police-station. 

^ the colloquial designation! 

of a 1 ^ District Police-1 

Master and Gaol-Warden. 

;ff ^ the business of a constable. 

:|f JH #£ W> t0 seize wind and | 

grasp shadow,—vain effort. 

The period from 3 to 51 

p.m. 

0 J|j|[ the sun is about to set. I 

0 lift in tbe afternoon>| 

the fever increases. 

~F II 5 p.m. to sunset. 

To patch; to mend; to I 

fill up; to add on ; to j 
advantage; to help. 

or or 

or to ffi M 0r ffi 
catch; to arrest, 

fjf) t0 catch snakes. 

t0 catch birds- 

to catch thieves. 

^ M, ^lJ a sub-Prefect in 

the magisterial department,—as 
distinguished from the grain 

department. 

\n « ts mm zm 
issued a warrant for extensive 

search and arrest of. 

ffiHOTti:Sor:li,l^con 
stables. See 4884. 

•ftfi B& a head constable. 

9463 

tr x® °r 1 ^ 
lilt to mend; to patch. 

filS 8£ to mend shoes. 

to mend clothes. 

I ll # ^ a sempstress, 

a piece of patch-1 

ing. 

II to mend roads. 

II % 0 t0 mend the sky| 
and wash the sun,—said of the I 

official energy of jj|J| Chang I 

Chun of the Sung dynasty. 

Il t0 st0P a^ea^>—bl a P°use| 
or boat. 

yx to IIM Mwhen| 
the boat reaches the middle ofl 
the stream, it is too late to stop! 

a leak. ’ 

M (or^)|^j||^to cutoff 

flesh to patch an ulcer, —the! 
remedy worse than the diseased 

M MII © to take from thel 

east to patch the west,—to rob 

Peter to pay Paul. - 

^ll>§ his merit does not| 

cover his faults. 

II t0 mabe UP a deficiency; 

to pay the difference. 

II ± to add on to. 

II $k or ft to fill a vacancy. 

jj| ^ to employ as a supernum¬ 

erary; expectant. 

|gll to supply another, — asj 

something lost or destroyed. 

II or II ft or II 0 t0| 
restore; to repay the value of;I 
to make up to a person, as| 
money out of pocket. 

II ^ to hand over as compen¬ 

sation. 

Il $0^ to give in default of better. 

Il t0 an aPP°intment- 

II to receive an appointment. I 

ip II an expectant official whol 

is on the point of getting a post,! 

as opposed to ^j|j who hasl 

some time to wait. 

11^ to add one’s name. 

IS II or II to Promote t0< 

II to pay; to cash; to issued 

a supplementaryj 

grant. 

II -ft»' II11 W- to| 
rectify shortcomings and reform 

abuses. 

II # to supply the necessary! 

statement; to repay, as a kind¬ 

ness. 

II ik to complete a story, 

ijjjjj fp; to give further particularsd 

supplementary details. 

|« to supplement one’s stupi-| 

dity,—to bring oneself up to the! 

work. 

|| ^0 to ma^e a supplementaryj 

payment. 

Q ai, M t0 send in a SUP' 
plementary petition on the sub-| 

ject of resignation. 

Il 'tM t0 'ssue anew>—as a loSt 
document. 

II H M to apply for a new 

certificate,-to replace a lost oned 

II iCorU ^^^orl 
■pel to make up the difference j 
between an inferior silver and| 

pure silver. 

^{j| 2pl to make up for light-1 

weight money. 

Il liU t° repair an omission. 
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(.3 

9463 

'A.* 

9464 

R 

See 

A. -bou 

Sinking Lower 
Irregular, 

& 
9465 

R. 

C. tpou 
H. c/‘« 
F. Spwo^pwo- 
W. ±bu, Ju 
N. i£w 
P. ^m, ip'-u 
M. i/‘« 
Y.Ju 
K.plo 

J. hoju 
A. bou 

Even 
Irregular. 

ijjj| *p|* Psoralea corylifolia, L. 

—a leguminous plant of India, 
which yields the Bauchee seeds 
of commerce. Hindustani: buk- 
cht. 

| 'Jp| to make a return for a 

kindness. 

a to reinvigorate; to reani¬ 

mate; to restore to health. 

*1 # or !<l ]fiL M t0 restore 
bodily vigour, — by nourishing 
foods, etc. 

IS it nourishing medicines,— 

such as ginseng, cod-liver oil, 
etc. 

fit® supplementing and reduc¬ 

ing,—tonics and purgatives. 

T «/]-1# there is doubtless 

some small advantage. 

these are all empty words, of no 
practical use in the matter. 

|>|j ^ ^ to aid and reprove 

one’s sovereign. 

*1 #/ or 
benefit. 

^ to help; to 

Read plu%. 

>k the official embroidered 

coat. 

jB robes with official badges. 

| official badges or insignia. 

See Tables I. 

To give a fee or present 

t« g 9 to recompense 

one for his trouble. 

To flee; to abscond. To 

owe to the State. 

or to abscond. 

|g£ thickets where run¬ 

aways collect,—commonly used 
of any refuge for criminals. 

jjj| vagabond ministers. 

ifi* or jj|| to owe to the 

State. Also used of ordinary 
debts. 

[jjfe to be in debt to the tax- 

gatherer. 

m: 
9465 

9466 

R-H *S 
F. Spwo, pwo'~ 

See 

Even and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

9467 

C. pou'- 
H. ip'-u plu’- 
F .pwoi, p’-ivo'- 
W. ibu 
N. bu 
P. \ 
M. . „ 
Y. 1 ^11 
Sz. ) 
K.pu 
J. ho, bu 
A. boui 

Sinking 
Lower. 

re- tt M 
commended many to the Throne 
for exemption from taxes. 

To eat. 

the evening meal. 

a 11(you come) for nothing 

but eating and drinking. 

An account-book; a 

memorandum-book; a re¬ 

gister. [To be distinguished 

from m 9381.] See 10,250, 

*3,737- 

account-books. or 

4E M ¥ H he took the 
account-book and opened it. 

^ yiff or to enter in an 

account-book or register. 

book of receipts and 

payments,—the cash-book. 

the account-books of a 

guild. 

petty cash book. 

MffM ledger; see 6533. 

M IE book-keeping. 

0 HE a diary; a journal. 

^1=1 books in general. 

m registers; lists, 

f I W bst inmates a family. 

itw a book of patterns. 

an Archivist of the Hanlin 

College. 

4^ an Archivist of the Im¬ 

perial Supervisorate of Instruc 
tion. Also, a Deputy Assistant 
Magistrate. 

i A a scorpi°n- 

9468 

9469 

See 8792. 

See 9361. 

9470 

947i 

9472 

9473 

m 
9474 

1 IS 

9475 
R. 

See 

Entering 
Upper 

and Lower. 

K 
9476 

R. 

ptlk 

Y. pouk^pauk 
W. pu^ bu 
Yi.poh 
P. ipu 
M.. pit 
Y.puk 
Sz .pu 
K .pok 
J. hoku, boku 
A. bouk 

Entering 
Upper. 

See 9425. 

See 9426. 

See 9365. 

See 9507. 

See 9445. 

The “mother” of vinegar; 

mould on liquids. 

t & m*ni it has got 

a white scum on it. 

To divine, by means of 

the tortoise-shell and other¬ 

wise ; to foretell. Radical 2 5. 

p to divine by the tortoise. 

^ or bJB to divine about 

a locality, as a place of residence. 

44 b E to submit meritor¬ 

ious officials one by one to the 
test of divination. 

a fortune-teller. 

|e| |\ to be a professional fortune 

teller. 

|> to seek by divination. 

ffl hWA the fortune-teller’s 

client. 

the business of divination 

|> ^jk to divine by the Diagrams 

% b % 9$ or ^ b pf 

to know a thing without 

divination. 

h S ♦ £ IS*to tfy by 
divination if a scheme will suc¬ 
ceed or not. 

* hSffl 1 have not yet 

considered about the date. 

^ ^ b if not in doubt 

why use divination? 
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3* 

At 
9477 

tm 
9478 

ft 
9479 

R5l 
IC. pou 
I H. /« 
IF. /wo 
I W./M, foP 

N. f ^ 
P. { 

I M.poti^pu 

sv;> 
K./o 

lj- hoju 
1 A. fow 

Sinking 
Upper. 

h to refer for deci¬ 

sion to divination; to “tossup.’ 

Pta htfc in my opinion 

^ ® # i 1 1 foretell 

to you years without number, 

h to sme11 food before eating 

it,—as a cat does. 

See 8771. 

See 9515. 

in 

Cotton or linen cloth 

shirtings; calico. To spreac 

out; to arrange; to prepare 

{see 2153); to display; to 

publish. 

m 7E cotton fabrics. 

cotton clothes; a com 

moner (Cf. popcllus tunicatus) 

mis a linendraper’s shop. 

a m longcloth. 

& m m pai-pu-a, — lullaby 

words. Cf. “eia papeia 
German. 

S4 U ifj drillings. 

ism fancy cottons. 

%itm nankeens. 

witm prints; chintzes. 

mk ism glazed chintz. 

ft figured cottons; damasks 

mmm foreign cotton cloth. 

U ill ginghams. 

m mm dimities. 

grey shirtings. 

Eft grass-cloth, 

yftj ft oiled cloth. 

mm bunting. 

ft cotton umbrellas. 

I! ft a turban. 

ft®. a linen bag; sometimes 

a term of abuse. Also, the 
sobriquet of a famous Buddhist 
priest {Jap. Hotei), always re¬ 
presented with such a bag, in 
which he carried about his reli- 

As 
9479 

See^ 

Sinking 

Upper. 

gious paraphernalia. Now one 
of the 18 Lo-han; see 7291. 

^8° 
a bag full of rice collapses when R. ■ 
the rice is poured out. 

a child a foot long requires three 
feet of cloth,—to dress him. 

a cascade,—from 

its resemblance to a strip of calico. 
See 8727. 

m formerly, a strip of white 

cloth attached to a stick and 
used by mourners to dust the 
coffin on its journey to the grave 
now, a piece of cloth, or even 
paper, carried in front of the bier. 

S ft the cloth of the proof of| 

virginity. 

mn to arrange in order. 

ft a 
ranged. 

Teng Shih’s cash circulated al 
over the empire. 

^ ft cash; money. See 5329. 

ft ^ to make a bed. 

ft to §'ve money in charity 

to treat generously. 9482 

ft M to inform; (commercially) 

to advise. 

Ijf very well ar- 

9481 

C. pon 
H.pu 
F. pwo 
W.pu 
N .p'-ei 
p. ) 

V. \fu 
Sz. ] 
K.p'-o 
J. hoju 
A. bou 
SinkingUpper, 

R.: 

To spread; to diffuse 
Used with 9479. 

IgjSf fjfj extending all over. 

# itfc W K I send this for 

your information. 

% lit: flfr this in advance, 

to let you know my opinion. 

fjjj ^ in reply. 

ffjj Iff to Present one’s best wishes 

for. 

W jj|j? to scatter sleep,—to give 

hush-money. 

Frightened; afraid. 

St w & s to scare the simple 

people. 

tt m ft 4 he hastily con 

cealed himself among the bam¬ 
boos. 

ft ^ to make known 

to the whole empire. 

to distribute about. 

m st to name a date or time. 

mmjjffc entered on the | 

tablets; recorded. 

ft to bristle,—as hair. 

m^cn (or ) under Ming I 

dynasty, the Governor of a pro¬ 
vince; now Provincial Treasurer 
or Commissioner of Finance,— 
the head of the civil service in 
each province, and treasurer of 
the provincial exchequer. See 

3397, 8278. 

lb ft a kind of seaweed (Lami-\ 

naria saccharina, Lam.), used 
for food. 

m $§ Dr H01 m BPrussia- 
mm to cast a (fishing) net. 

ft Wl the cuckoo (Cuculus ca-1 

norus). 

See ft 
K.fou 
SinkingUpper, 

To scatter; to disperse, 

to scatter. 

ff| to arrange. 

See 3608. 

A class; a genus; a 
family ; a sort; a category; 

a school {e.g. of Buddhism; 

see 13,577); a section; a 
political party; a clique 

The four Mongol “tribes.” 

The Six “Boards.” 

^ Ifcl a class; a section. 

each has its own 

proper place. 

Mm a barbarian tribe; horde. 

3LM the five elements. ^4624. 

SIS Hr that part of a 

Chinese character which gnides 
towards the sense, variously 
known as radical, key, classifier, 

or determinative. 
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9484 

^ division under the radicals. 

h Pp and the divisions 

of the body above and below 
the navel. 

"f* liP ^ose who attend 

to the lower parts of the body, 
—sc. toadies. 

—• ^p a book,—meaning the 

entire work. 

§ j5J hP he divided the 

books under four classes. 

decently and in 

order. 

"oP the Six Boards, viz. j|? 

of Civil Office, Jf5 of Revenue, 

fljf[ of Rites, & of War, ^f)J of 

Punishment, of Works. For 

these have now been substituted 

the Boards of ^f* ^ Foreign 

Affairs (formerly the Tsung-li 

Yamen, see 12,010), Civil 

Office, Tlf (or , see 7908) 

Finance, Education, j||| 

Rites, jjf Army, ^ Law, 

Jji Interior, ^ I 

Agriculture, Industry, and Com¬ 

merce, jjif1 Dependencies, 

1§ Communications. 

f|H ^p j|j| to await selection 

by the Board,—of an expectant 
official. 

^P a member of one of the 

Six Boards. 

lop 'gf' title of President of one 

of the Boards; a Governor- 
General or Viceroy. 

i^P *§?* your Excellency, the 

Viceroy. See 6461. 

^ |$^i Vice-President of a Board; 

a Governor of a province. 

■^P issued by a Board,—as 

standard weights and measures 
by the Board of Revenue (now 
Finance). 

iflP M§ the personnel of a Board. 

^P jj|? a commission,—as issued 

by the Board of Civil Office. 

iaP HI JH c^uZ ^et kim 
handed over to the proper Board 
for determination of his punish¬ 
ment. 

^P j|| to arrange or distribute 

appointments; subordinate posts 
in the Six Boards. 

X 

9484 

9485 

r m 
C. poll 
W.p'-u 
F.pwo 
W. bu, boil 
N. bu 
p. ) 

M. „ 
Y. \*u 
Sz. ) 
K .po 
J. ho^fu^ bu 
A. bou 

Sinking 
Lower. 

■^P an officer in one of the 

Boards. 

^ fP [Tung] Cho’s “party.” 

^P jijjf a ministry; a government. 

-J- 77^ :^p the 12 divisions of the 

Buddhist Scriptures. See 1. 

Read /W3. 

^ a hillock. 

A pace, consisting of two 

{£jr steps of 2.5 feet each; 

a step. A land measure 

of 5 local feet, 240 square 

fiu being equal to 1 ^ mou. 

See 404, 4587, 12,126. 

4$? $§■ a pace; a step. 

+ (®i- 
diers who had run away) fifty 
paces jeering at (those who had 
run away) a hundred paces,—a 
hollow triumph. 

4^ 4j? or —• 4j? —• 4j? step by 

step; gradually. 

4j? 4j? step for step. See 3077. 

4j? jj]|| to keep pace with some 

one. 

4j/ ^ mode of walking; pace. 

4j? ^ behind,—in walking. 

PPl j'l' Hi* —'4^ two steps in 

one,—very hurriedly. 

^ 3j£ advanced slowly, 

—in a dignified manner. 

7"T to walk unstead¬ 
ily,—like a tipsy man. 

E* )$P PH ^ a few stePs- 

Vi IpLt0 walk slowly and 

so be as comfortable as in a 
carriage. 

7^ 4j? instead of one’s steps,—a 

horse or mule. 

4j? a footpath. 

^ jade footsteps. See 7194. 

^ 4^ or 4^ restrain your 

steps,—pray do not trouble to 
escort me to the door. The first 
is also “No admittance!” 

Tff j|| 4^ I have put you 

to the trouble of coming here. 

4j? or Hi step money or 
thanks for steps,— terms for a 
doctor’s fees. 

w 
9485 

^ ^ Jill Hi ways Pro* 
vidence are hard and difficult. 

4j? ^ the doom of the 

kingdom hurries on. 

# — #. —- # set a 

step, advance a step,—give an 
inch, he will take an ell. 

4j? ^ the steps for 

entering,— upon one’s career; 
an opening in life. 

-pf J£j[ j|{; ^ ^ 4^ how will 

you be able to arrange for pro¬ 
gress ? 

HI $P piant y°ur feet 
firmly,—be careful of your be¬ 
haviour. 

H$C Iff ^ t0 trea-d heavily. 

Mi Pi #to hurryon- 

^ hsien4 4j? to become visible, 

—as a god. 

tJc I have never been 

there. 

4j? foot-archery. 

^ 4^ horse and foot (archery); 

a god which brings diseases on 
horses. 

^ ^ or ^ £ or ^ ^ or 

4jy jp| or 4^ foot-soldiers; 

infantry. 

4j? ^ Commandant of 

Gendarmerie in Peking. 

4j? ^ Lieutenant of Police 

in Peking. 

4j? 0j]j to move an army. 

4^ fy or ^ ^ or 4^ or 

4j? ^ to g° on f°ot‘ 

^ while taking a few 

steps,—in a little while. 

JH| “7^ 4^ ^ those who had 

difficulty in walking. 

4j? t0 walk on water,—as 

Wu Ko did. 

[H) 4j? ^ strolling along the 

river-bank. 

4}? to stroll by moonlight. 

Iff ffl ^ MU 10 Please steP 
thither. 

4^ a spot of ground; a coign 

of vantage; a position. ^2055. 

^!j f{^ ^ 1 have 

not reached his position, — i.e. 
his skill or learning, etc. 
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9485 

to keep a spot 

for; to afford opportunity for 

• ok# nan' so 

on 

as to serve as a pretext for 
obstruction. 

@Sf # to keep a spot to 

which one can retire; to give 
a chance or excuse for getting 
out of anything. 

^ EB ^tjl this state of things; 

this crisis. 

afc# to change one’s steps,— 

to leave off going to a place 
Also, to mount the Throne. 

with sauntering steps. 

ft# to separate steps,—to part 

as from a friend. 

the Imperial “Bath chair;’ 

see 8310. 

a 

foot,—on Shanks’ mare. 

see 9559. 

^ -sp? walking at random without 

caring whither; following one’s 
nose. 

H # fir) tT to walk behind,— 

i.e. yielding precedence. 

g|| -pp m -ppp please let me pass 

try each step 

as you go,—go carefully. 

to learn to walk, as a child 

Also, as a chair-bearer learning 
to keep in step. 

A attendants. 

to beat a drum,—without 

the accompaniment of any other 
instrument. 

to chant Taoist litur¬ 

gies. 

■ppf jp| a landing-place. 

^ -ppp solitary steps,—peerless; 

without an equal; unique 

in the future 

he will walk alone,—be without 
a rival. 

M. ® i 4* $jj #and con- 
sequently he became the first of 
all ancient and modern,—pain¬ 
ters of horses. 

space; room. 

Ppp |frj- to send round the wine- 

cup,—as at the beginning of a 

feast. 

9485 

9486 

3* 

p. Yu 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

9487 

9488 

c. jf 
H. Yu 
F. Jiu 

W .Ju,Sfu 
N- Ju 
\k.p‘o,pu 

J •/« 
A. cp'-ou 

Even Upper. 

9489 

F. Ywoi ~pn)o 

See ift M 
K.po 

Rising Upper. 

IS1 
949° 

a wooden fork, measuring 

five feet in span, used in land- 
surveying. 

-Ppp ijag. a woman’s headdress 

adorned with long strings of 
pearls which shake when the 
wearer walks along. See it,083. 

>‘TJ. 

To tap; to rap. Radical 

66. 

See 8727. 

Sick ; weak ; afflicted. 

2^ my servants are 

disabled. 

^ jZB he afflicted all 

within the Four Seas. 

Name of a place. 

EB /pfi a District in Fuhkien 

Read fu8. Name of a 

lucky plant, Hjr'flf, which 

grows up in the kitchen of 

a Prince who is filial. 

R. 

See || 

Even and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

9491 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

To reprove. To consult. 

To boast. 

The print of a horse’s 

hoof. 

v. z 

9492 

Iff 
9493 

R. 

C.p'-ou 
H .p'-u 
F.p'-wo 

W. c/‘k,/‘k, 
p'-ou 

N .p'-u 
P. \ 
M. ^ 
Y. \*u 
Sz. ] 
K. plo 

J. ho 
X. fou 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

R. 

See 

A. cbou, ‘bou 

Even and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

To drink deep; to be 

jolly. 

4 A T A 1 ordered a 
general feast throughout the 

empire,—as Wen Ti of I 

the Han dynasty did, b.c. 164, 
on changing the dynastic period. 
[According to the Han Institutes 

it was forbidden f|| jjfc to drink 

in company. ^ gj| was a 

permission to do so, used later 
on in the sense of giving a 
banquet.] 

To spread out; to arrange. 

To creep on the ground, 

as plants. 

to spread mats; to give a 

feast. 

|f| to spread out; to over¬ 

spread. 

spread out the 

blanket. 

E to lay on; to spread out. 

ypjlj T compktely overspread, 

—e.g. as clouds. 

ft to spread about; wide¬ 

spread. 

thrusting out a spread, 

—a phrase coined apparently for 

this special case. [The ft to 
be accented in reading.] 

to state in detail. 

£! #or £1 01 

arrange; to set out. [The first 
is also servants of Buddhist 
priests in religious ceremonies.] 

|||j jfy to spread on the ground 

Cotoneaster micro- 

phylla, A Vail, 

gf Ifc to make a bed 

^ bed-clothes. 

to 

ef to roll up one’s bed¬ 

ding; to put an end to, or be 
done with, a matter. 

household furniture. 

^ ill €4 the Srass is like 
a spread-out carpet. 

Hi HI M to exto1;to sing 
the praises of. 

Read p^ifi. A bed. A 
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I^TT 

lit 
9493 

ii 
9494 

>x 

i»l 

9495 

C. v. -pl°u 

See 

Even 
Irregular. 

9496 

H. Yu 

p. i/‘«, Yu 
W.p'-u^fu 

See 

Even Lower 
Irregular. 

^■*•2 

9497 

R. 

Q.p'-ou 
H.p'-u 

F. pu,pwo 
W.| , 
N. [ bu 
P. 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. ) 
K./o 
J. £«, ^<7 

A. bou 

Even Lower. 

plu 

shop; see 9503. Numerative 

of images, couches, etc. 

I4c fill a bcd- 

trfiitfefii to make a bed on 

the floor. 

|i5j (jzjf a bedfellow. 

& m a u # — fts* 

genuine-likeness image oflndra. 

^ JJ=S a couch. 

See 9466. 

The ray; the skate. 

Mr fit the yellow-spotted ray 

(.Platyrrhina sinensis). 

fcK # it a purple-bellied ray. 

the wooden-ladle ray 

{Narcine lingula). 

Si if the white-fleshed ray 

(Try go n earned). 

ii the Pteroplatea mi- 

crura. 

a green-coloured ray. 

to To fall prostrate; 

crawl, as a child. 

0 ^ ^ crawkd on his 

knees to help them. 

■w fe m he fell on his 

knees and clasped the coffin. 

10 ‘W HI to pay obsequious 

court to. 

10 P|J to prostrate oneself and 

beg. 

The vine, 

of 9502.] 

[Vulgar form 

g grapes (Vitis vinifera, L.), 

—said to be a corruption of 
(36tporiginally introduced 
from Greece, via Bactria, about 
B.C. X30. 

"til graPes are °f 3 kinds: 

yellow, white, and black. See 
5690. 

— # (°r-^ H) 

a bunch of grapes. 

9 
9497 

f grapes mixed up 

with beancurd, here a bunch 
and there a piece,—higgledy-pig¬ 

gledy. 

n grape orna¬ 

ment on the loom,—alluding to 
the introduction of the grape 
into designs for fabrics. 

raisins. 

9498 

cee .vtfe 
bee 13 
Rising Upper, 

-rf 

Jsf 
9499 

R- fit? 

See ^ 

Even Lower. 

95°° 

C. pou)plou 
H .plu 
F. p’-wo 
W ,plu 
ti.p'-u^pu 
p. ] 

Y. \*u 
Sz. ) 
K .p'-o 
J. ho,fu 
A. fou 

Rising Upper. 

grape wine. 

tfc M ^ # P when 
thirsty, I drink the fragrant wine 
of the grape, — attributed to 
Chang Liang. 

Bfd B§ ^ Ml U i@ 
poured out some grape wine from 
Hsi-liang Chou,—of YangKuei- 
fei. 

the cherry-apple, 

a name for the bitter 

squash (Momordica balsamina, 
L.). 

Vast; all-pervading; uni¬ 

versal. 

m if all-embracing and 

great, as God. 

m to extend on all sides. 

universal benevolence. 

personal name of the reign¬ 

ing Emperor; see 4805. 

Sedge-grass. Used for 

9502. See 10,094. 

The bank of a river; the 

reach of a river. 

the banks of the river 

Huai. 

Uni yellow reach,—name of 

the river at Shanghai; Huang-p‘u 
or Whangpoo. See 9459. 

7$J a desert shore. 

3-iiiPL District in Kuang 

tung. 

7$ Pootung,—opposite 

Shanghai. 

9500 

. tm. 
95°i 

R. 

See 

Even 
Irregular. 

9502 

C.p'-ou 
H.p‘a, Ju 
F. pwo, v.pu 
W.; 
N. 

bu 

p'-u 

P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. ' 
K .p'-o 
J. ho,fu 
A. bou 

Even Lower. 

Pholam Bridge,—a 

very ancient bridge near Amoy, 
constructed of several huge 
blocks of stone, some weighing 
over 100 tons, and carried over 
a river at a height of about 25 ft. 

The evening meal. 

A kind of rush from 

which mats, etc., are made. 

The vine; see 9497. 

1=3 rushes. 

I? Typha latifolia, L., and 

(in the south) Leperonia mucro- 
nata, Roxb. 

rush-blossoms, 

edible rush shoots. 

the pollen of Typha lati¬ 

folia, L., used as a medicine, 

la rush mats. 

H] or ^ rush mats for 

kneeling on in temples. 

W\ rush-leaf fans. 

rush sandals. 

-Sf- rush baskets. 

^|J the rush sword,—a bunch 

of rushes or grass hung at the 
doors of houses on the 5th of the 
5th moon. See 32, 7602. 

J»j} the rush festival,-as above, 

when wine is drunk with pieces 
of rush floating in it, to ward off 
infectious disease. 

to beat (criminals) 

with whips of rushes to mark 
the disgrace,—as was done by 

^)J Liu K‘uan of the Han 

dynasty. 

M fra a carriage with 

wheels wrapped in rushes,—to 
make it go more easily; a mark 
of honour. 

m z ^ a deprecatory 

term for one’s own talents. 

(or St) the dande 

lion. 

the grape- See 9497‘ 

iliff P^j1 Abraham; see 10,250. 

145 
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gsor 
R. Vulgar. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

JSS 
9504 

R. 

P .p'-u 

Even Lower. 

95°5 

9506 

I 
9S°7 

C.puk 

U.p'-uk 
K.puk 
W. bu 
N. boh 
P. ip'-u, <pu 
U.p'u 
Y.p'ouk 
Sz. p'-u 
K.pok 

boku 
A. bouk 

Entering 
Lower. 

A shop. [Vulgar form of 

9493-] 

or M a sh°P- [The 

second is also an inn.] 

a general store. 

where is your 

shop? 

or 3£ a shop-keeper, 

j shop-people. 

shops and farms. 

® M a Pa»"-sl'0P- 

MSI a rice-shop; a small restau¬ 

rant. 

§fj M to open a shop- 
M to shut up shop, 

m a shop-front. 

shop fixtures; outfit. 

m a tradesman’s guarantee, 

—substantial security, 

shop rules. 

shop assistants. 

The breast of a bird. 

See 9437- 

See 9355. 

A servant; a slave; a 

subject; used conventionally 

for oneself. A charioteer. 

To be attached to. To 

conceal. Also read p'u9. 

domestic servants. 

rpi master and servant. 

a man-servant; a coach¬ 

man. 

women-servants. 

^ men and women servants. 

H AHHi he is a Sage, 

under the garb of a menial. 

I 
95°7 

% 
► i« 

9508 

C.p'-ok5 

H .p‘ok„plokr, 
p'uk^pHtk- 

F. plauk1 
W .p\ 

N .p'oh, 
P. Jbu 
M .p'-u 
Y. p'-ouk 
Sz.p'-u 
K.pok,pah 
J. hoku, haku 
A. bouk-, bak5- 

Entering 
Irregular. 

the lictors in a yamen. 

or mm (tsungP) disci¬ 

ples; adherents; retainers. 

Mm slaves. 

P a subject. 

mzx% my second son. 

mz%\ my ancestors. 

** Chief of the Imp. Stud. 

Court of the Imperial 

Stud. 

St Senior Lord High 

Chamberlain. 

wm a country bumpkin. 

the glorious ap¬ 

pointment (as sovereign) is at¬ 
tached to your person. 

IE Z 0? the law, made by 

Wen Wang, that the receiver 
should be as guilty as the thief. 

To strike; to rush 

against; to throw down; 

to pounce on; to grab. 

Also read p'u**. 

sS7 jp| P 

read without reference to its right 
tone is p‘ul,—the colloquial as 
opposed to the book usage. 

H M 'b M It IIwith 
small fan of thin silk to strike 
the passing fire-fly. 

a moth,—from its way 

of rushing into a lighted lamp. 

the scent of the 

flowers strikes upon the nostrils. 

j||! to clap the wings. 

'f^t jlHl came rushing on. 

^ j/C t0 extinguish fire. 

m ^ t threw u 
down on the ground and broke 
it open,—of an orange. 

to assault, — (e.g.) as a 

rebel. 

^ ^ to wrestle. 

boxing is a small 

accomplishment. 

to prey on living animals. 

^ like a hungry 

tiger springing on the bait. 

a fall on the face. 

m 
9508 

!■» 

9509 

C. ptok0,p’-ok0 
H .p'-ok, 
K. p'auk^ 
W ,p\ 
N .p'-oh^ 
P. S-p'u, cp'u 
M. p'-u,p'-o 
Y. p'-uk 
Sz. p'-u 
K. pak,pok 
J. haku, hoku 
A.fak 

Entering 
Upper. 

I* 

9510 

C.pttk- 
H.p'-uk- 
K.puk- 
W./o3 
N. boh- 
P. c-pu, ipu 
M.p'-u 
K.pok 
J. hoku 

A.bouk 

Entering 

Lower. 

95” 

R. 

C. p'-ou 
H .p'-u 
F. pu 

§ |^f —* ^ hurriedly 

made a grab at it. 

to have a fruitless task; to 

go on a fruitless errand. 

jg| imitative of a thunder¬ 

ing or hollow sound, 

with a “flop.” 

% ^ a clay money-box which 

has to be broken when full. 

I M st[nsy> nig¬ 
gardly. 

^ jp| something to depend on 

or trust to. 

The natural substance or 

material of things ; plain ; 

simple; unadorned. 

to revert to one’s 

natural state of purity,—before 
defilement by contact with a 
vicious world, etc. 

AC or 

cere; guileless. 

habits. 

S' honest; sin- 

See 4024. 

simple family 

HU mor m frusali thrifty- 

n stupid; dull. 

1 % * a mma 
good workman does not exhibit 
his work in the rough. 

Name of a river in Shan¬ 

tung. Name of an ancient 

tribe in Hupeh, which as¬ 

sisted st 35 Wu Wang 

against ^ yfc Chou Hsin. 

a Department in Shan¬ 

tung; the capital of $0 & 

Duke Ch‘eng of the Wei 
State. 

m m m ± in Sang and on 

the P‘u,—which were famous for 
lewdness. 

mn bamboos with joints a foot 

apart. 

Transliteration of the first 

syllable in several import¬ 

ant Sanskrit terms used by 

the Buddhists. 

bodhi or sambodhi,—su¬ 

preme wisdom or enlightenment, 
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95” 

to 

[ P'’u 

Sz. ) 
K .po 
J. ho, to 

A. bou 

Even Lower. 

necessary to the attainment of 
Buddhahood. 

Hr f& # ti £ 4ft a11 of 
them became converts to Bud¬ 
dhism. 

bodhidrurna,—the tree 

of intelligence (Ficus religiosa, 
Willd.) in the shade of which 
Shakyamuni spent seven years 
of penance. Popularly known 
as the Bo tree. [The Japanese 
give this name to their linden 
tree (Tilia Miqueliana, Max.) 
as also do the people of Cheh- 
kiang]. 

the beads of a rosary; 

raisins. See 9427. 

>B 
macerated grape and 

other leaves, used for painting. 

leaf pictures. 

H JljE Bodhisatva,—he 

whose essence has become intel¬ 
ligence. A being that has only 
once more to pass through human 
existence before attaining to 
Buddhahood. One who has ful¬ 
filled all the conditions necessary 
to the attainment of Buddhahood 
and Nirvana, but from charity 
continues voluntarily subject to 
reincorporation for the benefit 
of mankind. 

P‘u-sa,—a contracted form 

of the above, commonly used 
for any god or idol; also in the 
sense of “dear,” “darling,” etc. 
See 4539. 

3k (ft 3? SI my ansel! 

iHl Madam ! 

a living 

P‘u-sa or Buddha,—applied to a 
skilful doctor, a mild-tempered 
man, etc. 

it, H SIno 
sons and no daughters, makes 
a man a god upon earth. 

llf| 
to abstain from eating and kill¬ 
ing makes a man a P‘u-sa. 

like taking an idol and giving 
it a bath: troubling the god in 
vain,-or, by play upon the words, 
taking trouble for nothing. 

#11 
* when a clay god crosses a 

river, it’s as much as he can do 
to save his own bacon. 

9511U! 

See 

w 
9512 

R. 

See Jp 

K.pok 
J. hoku, baku 

A. p'-ak, p'-ouk 

Entering 
Upper. 

9513 

R., 

C. p'-ou 

W. i J.L 
N. P “ 

s“IS 
Rising Upper. 

”55 ] 

To fall or knock down 

flat. 

to lie down; to be pros¬ 

trate. 

prostrate with fatigue. 

to throw down images; 

iconoclasm. 

To beat; to pound. 

Used for 9508. 

to whip a horse. 

th ft Wc m the rod is the 

punishment in teaching. 

to push over; to knock 

down. 

Great; all-pervading; 

universal; everywhere; all. 

[To be distinguished from 

fa* 2069.I 

or or 

ef all under heaven, 

—the whole empire; all the world. 

to make gener- nbfc. /L*. nr vH/ 
0 O or 0 
ally known. 

■g* general, as opposed to 

special; see 13,659. 

■g* ^ to save all living 

beings,—as Kuan Yin is sup¬ 
posed to do. 

wide-extended charity. 

^ I® or ^ ^ reaching every¬ 

where; widely diffused. 

0 1 i iffr in the 
hope that it may become uni¬ 
versal. 

^ a home or asylum for 

poor people. 

to get souls out of pur¬ 

gatory,—by prayers, and sacri¬ 
fices on the 7th of the 7th moon; 
used as a name for the mid¬ 
autumn festival. 

vHr 
0 a name for Kuan Yin. 

See 6363. 

^IS£ UJo^uei&flnthe 
island of Pootoo,—in the Chusan 
archipelago, where Kuan Yin is 

said to have lived for nine years. 
See 9663. 

^ j|^ to illumine all things. 

95i3 

m 
3114 

See jfj- 

A. -tow, ~fou 

Rising Upper. 

mks 
PR 

9515 

C. p'-ou, pou 
H• p'-u, v. i.p'-u 
F. p'-wo 
W.pu, cto 
N, pu 
p. ] 
M. 
Y. U * 
Sz. ) 
K .po 
J. ho 
K. fou 

Rising Upper. 

tHr. 
0 

M ± the glory of Bud¬ 

dha illumines all things. 

ft ft/ in a lot; altogether. 

-g^ JsJ one and all alike. 

"Ed" ordinary, as opposed 

to preference shares; see 13,382. 

-g' rain everywhere,—in suffi¬ 

ciency. 

I? ¥ a general drought. 

ilf a (good) harvest every¬ 

where. 

a Prefecture in Yiin- % ik iff 
nan. 

ntfe. 
0 ancient name of 

0 

Yaz. 
0 

Ch‘ung-ch‘ing (Chungking) in 
Ssiich'uan. 

n n ^2 an imitation 

of the word “protest.” 5^9816. 

Samanta Bhadra,-depicted 

as riding on or accompanied by 
an elephant, which indicates care, 
caution, gentleness, dignity, etc. 
His seat of worship is at Mt. Omi 
in Ssuch'uan. 

An open-woven, thick 

woollen cloth, either plain 

or flowered, about a foot 
wide, with a nap on one 

side, known as It 

comes from Tibet, and is 

used for making the winter 

caps of Lamas. Known to 

the Mongols as cheng-me 
and chalma. 

A list; a genealogical 

table; a treatise. 

ft or ft ^ or a 
OB 

family genealogy or “tree.” 

|H the genealogical register 

of a clan. 

to put the register in order, 

—as is done every few years, 
by correcting it to date. 

H| the register of a village. 

JiJ on the same list of 

successful candidates for the 
higher degrees. 

^ ^ ^ |ff a year-by-year 

record of the life of Li T‘ai-po. 

!H a treatise on chess,—with 

specimen games, etc. 

H| a treatise on numismatics. 
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Safe3 
p*3 

9515 

^ HI a treatise on the lute. 
zdht. See 8712. 

rtti3 
p|5 

^ a treatise on drawing. 95l6 95l8 

HI almanacs. 

Hf Repertories of Science,— 
w 
9517 

Fodder for cattle; chop- 
BUS" 

a literary classification of books. R-JH jg 9519 

H|j HI friends; sworn brothers. 
ped straw. Also read piP. 

K. pul 

§f| he talks atrandom, 
Even and 
Sinking 

J. hotsz 
A. out 

—without book. Lower. Entering 

^5 Bb everything has its 

W 

A mat; a screen. 
Upper. 

book?—i.e. the source whence 
2j|j( a mat hut. it comes. 9518 

TP? Mb jff| "rtf^ why must we have r-m 
3|j( Stemone tuberosa, Lour., 9520 

books ?—to teach us, when we 
Seep$ 
A. bou^feu 

the roots of which are used as 

have Nature. a medicine. 
See£f) 

it "P §§ to arrange 
Rising Lower. Read pu4. Name of a Entering 

Lower. 
definitely beforehand what one plant said to be eaten by 
is going to say. fish. A cycle of 72 years, Jjg1* 

H| to make agree,-as rhymes. twenty of which make a 
9521 

See 

m AIMlfy™ 
922. Also, a period of 76 

belong to the category of Yung- years, the shortest period 
men [Chou] again striking the in which the totals of the 
lyre,—you are Yung-men Chou 
redivivus. moons and days contained 

Entering 
Upper. 

numbers; eg. 76 years = 

940 moons =27,759 days. 

The sun rising. 

To break up, as clouds. 

ft 9 W B ffi $ 
autumn clouds break up and 
roll away. 

The thud of an arrow 

striking. 

SA. 

9522 

9S23 

C. sat 
H. sat, sot 

F. sak 
W .csa 
N. sah, v. tsah 
P. zsa 
M. csa 
Y. saah 
Sz. sa 
K .sal 
J. saisz 

A. tat 

Entering 
Upper. 

See 9552. 

To distribute; to disperse; 

to let go; to release. 

9523 

one’s hands, no longer under 
control. 

to refuse to have 

anything more to do with a 
matter. 

he troubled no more 

l* 

9523 

ijjjjjr |y{| to loose; to set free; un¬ 

sparingly. See sa3 below. 

Iff] HM to stretch the less> 
as when running fast; to step out. 

to send out invitations. 

f to spread calamity. 

^ to tell lies, 

ft JR to make water. 

to let loose,—as a bird. 

^ ^ to let go the hand. 

before he had time 

to let go. 

1® ¥ % & A once out of 

^ ^ to behave in a deceitful 

way,—as by pretending to be 
dead, in order to extort money, 
etc. 

to get in a passion,—as a 

child who kicks on the floor and 
won’t get up; to be rough or rude 
in one’s conduct. See below. 

^ (or j|||) to frisk,—as a 

horse. See 5051. 

to feel the movements 

the foetus. 

of 

^ to behave as a rowdy,— 

e.g. by going about blustering 
and cursing. 

^ reckless; aggressive. 

^ t0 tease>—of spoilt child¬ 

ren. 

7 ft P to continue,—of revil¬ 

ing. 

a bow-case; a quiver. 

]® M to let in air ^ S )• 

]® W\ tidy- 

Read sa&. To scatter, 

to scatter. See sa' above. 

1® 7 1® were scatter_ 
ed all over the ground. 

^ 7^ to scatter seed. 

« to scatter rice; to throw 

rice on a bridal chair in token 
of a wish that the bride may find 
plenty in her husband’s home. 

1® $P1 to tf'row a fishing-net. 

1® to make a great effort; to 

try with all one’s might. See above. 
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9524 
R. Vulgar. 
P. v. csa 
Even Upper. 

1* 

fa 

9525 
R.^ 

P. zsa, v, __ 
M. sa 
Y. saah 
K. sap 
J.so 
A. kip- 

Entering 
Upper. 

1* 

9526 

C. v. chapf 
F. sak, 

see]?k 
A. kipT 

Entering 
Upper. 

w 
9527 

R & 
F. 

See 
A. 

Entering 
Upper. 

1* 

9528 

R.£ 

Seei?5 
K. sap 
J.so 
A. 

Entering 
Upper. 

To glance at. 

Eg caught sight of. 

To tread on. 

m & m w to wear shoes 

without pulling them over the 
heel; slipshod. 

m m m shoes without any 

uppers at the heel,—like bath 
slippers. 

A spear; a javelin, 

inlay. 

To 

3.43 

9529 

R-n M 
C.sap0 
H. sap-, sap1 
F. sak, lak3 
W .la- 
N. sah 
P. csa, IP 
Y. seh, saah 
K. sap 
J. so,soku 

A. kip, touk 
Entering 
Upper 

Irregular. 

Shoes; slippers. 

S (lj£ shoes with turned-up 

toes,—resembling the beak of a 
falcon. 

Irregular movement of 

horses; swift. 

mg name of a palace under 

the Han dynasty. 

mm®, swift,—as chariots and 

horses. 

The wind blowing in 

gusts; suddenly. 

yJS, )$L the S(>ughing of wind- 

blowing about in 

the wind,—as the leaves on trees, 

he came suddenly 

depressed; melancholy, 

I 
9530 

R 

II- 
F. sak 
W .sa 
N. sah 
P. csa 
M. sa 
Y. saah 
Sz. sa 
K .sal 

satsz 

A. tat 
Entering 
Upper. 

9531 

RJ§ 1 

# 
C. asha 
H.cra 
F.cswa 
W.'jo 
N.cr* 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K.sa, sae, 

ch^wac 
J. sa, sha 

l. sai, ctit 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

Transliteration of a 

Sanskrit syllable, introdu¬ 

ced by the Buddhists. See 

95”- 

1 9f iff the department for 

managing the shrines of Mongol 
deities. 

^ sabu,—the neutral strip 

between the two lines of obo 
(boundary-stones) on the Mon¬ 
golian frontier. 

i (°r M) the 
Emperor’s exorciser,—a woman 
employed in the palace. 

To sprinkle; to scatter ; 
to throw. Also read shai 

and skas. [To be distin¬ 

guished from 2260.] 

J® It to sprinkle and sweep,— 

to cleanse. 

?fc to sprinkle water; to give 

bribes. 

i the water spilt,—as in 

carrying. 

^ sprinkled with gold. 

® paper with gold spots 

on it. 

M to get one’s clothes 

wet,—as with rain. 

^ fi'/® $r to be in a cold 
sweat. 

SB SR to shed tears. 

® M to whitewash. 

SB# scattered flowers,—as of 

patterns on fabrics; a pattern 
of flowers. 

SB SI 3c embroidered clothes 

^ yjlEj yjJEj a fine drizzle. 

free from trammels; ori¬ 

ginal; lofty, as in thought or 
composition. 

yffi H strong strokes of the brush, 

—in painting. 

a kind of locust. 

hsien4 to throw a hook,- 

as an angler. 

Read hsP. To wipe 

away. 

s® m to cleanse the 

heart. 

MS M dignified and respectful. 

$ 
9532 

nr 
9533 

C. 'ja-a- 
H. csa 
N. saah 
W. la- 

P .sc? 
M. sa 
Y. saah 
Sz. sa 
K. v. sol-kin 

. so (= sap) 
A. tak 

Entering 
Upper. 

9534 

R. 

See I 

Entering 
Upper. 

t1* 
R 

9535 

R-^ 

A. tat, tiet 
Entering 

Upper. 

*.rtav 

9536 

R 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

r-.l' 

R. 

9537 

£ 

See ijgg 

A. tak 
Entering 
Upper 

and Lower. 

I 
► 1* 

9538 

See 

A. kap 
Entering 

Upper. 

Same as 9531. 

Thirty. 

A hoarse or gruff voice 

jljj: to bawl; to scream. 

SITS bawled himself| 

hoarse. 

M Pi PH* throat is hoarse, 

To slap; to disperse. 

To send prisoners in 

batches into exile. 

Bad; wicked. 

Careless; bad. 

fa disrespectful. 
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> 1« 

9539 

See 

A. tap 

Entering 
Lower. 

9540 

H. ! sa?° 

F. saky 

See jj$ 

A. jjj/ 

Entering 
Upper. 

The sound of things 

breaking. 

|j| rubbish; refuse; sweepings. 

SB 
954i 

RH 
C. isloP 
H. set, /jV/, 

ts'a? 

F. .r«'£, j«j'£, 
sat0 

W. 
N. 
P. csai, raj3, rr 
M. rr, raj3 
Y. rM, rar3 
Sz. rr, raj3 
K. rrl, se 
J. soku, sai 
A. tak^ tai 

Entering 
Upper. 

Tattered. 

it m worn-out; shabby, as 

clothes. 

To stop up-, to close; to 

cork; to block; to obstruct. 

A pass; frontiers on N. and 

E. The lowest throw at 

dice; see 9543. Also read 

se**. 

m in °r m _tto st°p up> to 
cork up. 

j||| to block up, — as with 

earth. 

mm to stuff up; to obstruct 

% m to fill; to pervade. 

4^ p to stop up the mouth; to 

stop a hole or breach; a pass 
on the frontier. 

shut your ears anc 

do not listen. 

"j* ytj. the nose stuffec 

up. 

4 0 if m ~)j is n°w the 
wild grass which obscures (my 
mind) is at length removed,— 
my eyes are opened. 

pulled the gag out, 

of his mouth. 

^ a cork; a stopper. 

HI* to fill; to stuff full. 

fjjj| ^ filled; stuffed; solid. 

to perform one’s duties 

perfunctorily or just so far as 
one is obliged to. 

f* it ® S * W # 4' 
what a lot of time you do waste ! 

SB 
9541 

S 
9542 

9543 

R-$t 

See^ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

9544 

R. 

in 

^ lit to block up a road. 

I & m sd* maintaining in 

his heart a profound devotion 

to his duties. [ |j|^ = .] 

tmm choked with rage. 

the hearers were 

dumb with horror. 

| Hit the temper of the 

people was rather inclined to be 
obstructive. 

H to come to the frontier,— 

and offer submission. 

® H the Western Pass, 

Hupeh. 

m it °r beyond the 

passes; Mongolia. 

countries beyond the 

frontier. 

|Jj ^ to pass beyond the frontier 

m # ^ ^ 7576. 

Same as 9541. 

A game played with 

chequers, in which the ob¬ 

ject is to “block” the op 

ponent’s pieces. Fishing- 

stakes arranged so as to 

cut off the water and leave 

the fish. Used with 9541 

*A 

c. 
H. 

F. jjjjjj, swoui 
W. 

N. 

M. | 
Y. sae 
Sz. sai 
K. se 
J. sai 
A. tai3, traV- 

Sinking 
Upper. 

to 

if M [Chans chi' 
blamed [Han] Yu for being fonc 
of a game of sat. 

To emulate; to contenc 

for mastery ; to rival 

it m or m tt »r m 
compete with. 

to run a race. 

to race horses. 

^ to row a race; a regatta 

a rowing club, 

athletic sports. 

^ t0 bval in show of lanterns, 

—as at the annual festival in the 
first moon. 

^ gj to rival snow,—in white¬ 

ness. 

9544 

9545 

R.fr 

See $S 
J. sai 
A. ti 

Even Upper. 

9546 

m % 
A. hsai 

Even Upper. 

Iit* 

9547 

R-^C 
C. sot 
H. s* 
F. sai 
W .sz 
N. se 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 
K. se, v. sit 
J. sai 
A. tai, ti 

Even Upper. 

exactly like a 

real pearl. 

jfi just like the living, 

—animal or tree. 

^ to surpass; to excel. 

better than pears,— 

the name of a kind of turnip. 

^ flljj or ^ 4*4 (see below) a 

religious ceremony or procession 
in which gods are carried about, 
—e.g. to get rid of a pestilence 

(see above) or (°j 

# ) £ # 0r ^ ^ an 
international “exhibition.” See 
5184. 

^ fj* exhibits. 
to give thank-offerings to 

the gods. 

^ tL “pins and needles,”— 

in a limb. 

S to bet. 

Hesitating. 

Read hsi%. Modest. 

To shake. 

H to movei to a8itate> 

Read ts'cii1. To choose 

The jaws; the jowl; the 

chaps; the gills of a fish. 

See 9551. 

or or seff- 

or ®. or ®. W 'he 
cheeks. 

her hand support¬ 

ed her fragrant cheek. 

^ tears course(l down 

her cheeks. 

: jjj^ the mouth full of rice 

% # Ms m 
to be seen from behind a person’s 
head,-is considered as a blemish. 

t0 puff out the cheeks. 
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flf- 
[i£i> 

9548 

& 
Seeii 
Even Upper. 

R 

9549 

955° 

see m 
Even Upper. 

The marrow or soft part 

in the middle of horns. 

9551 

C. sz, soi 
H. soi 
F. sai 
W. jz 
N. se 
P. sai 
Y. sz 
K. se 
J. sai 
A. tai, t'i 

Even Upper. 

9552 
R. ] 

C. 
H. 
F. sang 
W .sa 
N. saari 

P. I 
M. I 
Y. saa 
Sz. san 
K. sam 
J. san 
A. (am 

Even Upper. 

Same as 9547 

Short hair. 

The gills of a fish. 

KISH a kind of perch, spot¬ 

ted black and white, found in 
Kiangsu. 

Mtt- over-anxious, 

^querulously; pettishly 

Three. [Vulgarly reac 

sa1.] See 6783, 12,317, 

12,493- 

Ei I® three- 
22 -J- 22 thirty-three. See A 

11,208. 

22 third. 

22 a second and a third time 

again and again. 

22 |p| or A three times. 

— ^ three or five (Angl. four 

or five); the 15th of the moon 

Ei 3l BJJ AI on the ^th 
the moon is full. 

22 the mourning ceremony 

three weeks after a death. 

— 7^ -J- —• three sevens 

are twenty-one,—six of one and 
half a dozen of the other. 

22 PPl tw0 or three; three taels 

or ounces. 

H Pf? 0 in two or three 

days. 

9552 

same as -fc± 

A ; see loss- 

2»PfI#.;£ PI it PI 
stepped across to the house 
opposite. 

E 1^ PI f" H double- 
tongued; telling a different story. 

22 ^ undecided. 

12 [^ in groups of two 

or three. 

- H my children; my 

disciples. 

a - ^ —- morning two, 

evening three,—variable; incon¬ 
stant. 

^ 22 ^ ptj all talking at once. 

lET'I^A a g°°d- 
for-nothing fellow. 

^ El ^ J5J lift unparlia¬ 

mentary talk. 

$ ^1] H II 0 % ® went 
to his various friends and rela¬ 
tives. 

jpE jjtj -^5 wives and concu 

bines in numbers. 

22 ijpg JJtj ^ full of aches anc 

pains; very sickly 

22I HJ jJCJ ^ to reflect carefully 

upon. 

22 ^jjg; ^ ^ after walking 

round (the garden) several times 

E* A ^ 6209> 9412 

nr^Fip three prostrations 

and nine knockings of the head 
—before the Emperor. 

lAAllfi-A? 

when three men have recourse 

to divination, be on the side of 
the two (against one). 

Ana three people make 

a (technical) crowd 

22 A I raise my glass and 

invite the moon, and with my 
shadow we make three. 

three things one can 

not get by asking, — offspring 
wealth, and a beard 

n2 ^ the three -^r- 

which one cannot have all per¬ 

fect,—viz. jpl A a big 

beard, filial sons 

9552 

and ^ ^ plenty of money. 

ttj P*! ^ H when y°u 
go out from home there are 

three * which you should not 

irritate,—viz. It* old men, 

/J-* boys, and blind 

men. 

HK& the laws,—so called 

because originally inscribed upon 
bamboo tablets three feet long. 

22 yj., or 221 the servants 

of the secretaries in a. yamen are 
so called. 

H£ the three states of exist¬ 

ence,—the past, the present, and 
the future. See below. 

221 Confucianism, Buddhism, 

and Taoism,—since the 6th cent. 

22 happiness, emolument,and 

long life. 

Hi the sun, moon, and stars. 

^ (or jij ) H % — three in 

one,—the Trinity. 

EE —■ § [^ Trinity College, 

—Ningpo. 

22 the Taoist Trinity. See 

2188. 

22 the Buddhist Trinity. See 

8720. 

22 ^5? flint, steel, and tinder 

22 ^ father, grandfather, anc 

great-grandfather. 

2T heaven, earth, and man 

the three Buddhist divi¬ 

sions of every universe into the 
regions of lust, form, and form 
lessness. Sanskrit: trdilokya. 

=-H.J the three decades of a 

moon. 

EE i)isee 369!- 

22 ^ the three bonds,—between 

sovereign and subject, husbanc 
and wife, father and son. 

22 Jg or ^e third watch 

—midnight. 

ha; ear-pick, tooth-pick, and 

tweezers. 

22 a vase and two bottles 

—for altar use. 

22 the Provincial Treasurer, 

Provincial Judge, and Salt Com 
missioner. 

22 g4| the three souls of a man 
tb 
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— one of which goes up to I 
heaven, another down to earth, 
while the third stays by the 
corpse. 

— ^ three-cornered; triangular. 

— tjf* the three divisions of an| 

army. 

ZZZ ^ a pickpocket. 

— moustaches and beard. 

a sampan. See 8588. 

H Ik 1$ the three success¬ 

ful graduates for the 3rd degree I 
who come out highest on the list. 

— -j-fr- ZZl pi thrice he took| 

office and thrice he resigned. 

to be of the third degree I 

in rank; to be a high official, 

m |§ those who were| 

high in office were deeply affect¬ 
ed,—by his death. 

if£ EE the thins nlust| 
not go beyond three,—e.g. you I 
have done it wrong twice, you| 
must not do so again. 

H H? Pi the °Penins ofl 
nature in spring. 

[Jpj' ^ or — ^ a monkey; the 

third son or daughter. 

E* ^ or EE ^§f Capoor cut- 

chery. 

= m o' = m (“ * 

Jp[)a transit-memorandum or I 

triplicate pass for conveyance 
of goods from the interior to a 
Treaty port. 

,A- concrete orchunam,- 

consisting of lime, sand, I 

and ^ mud. 

Hjf <or *i>or =# 
nk samddhi,—the highest pitch I 

of abstract ecstatic meditation 
and of absolute indifference to 
all influences from within and 
without, being a kind of ter-1 

restrial Nirvana. See 7733. 

^ see 770. 

EE see II>^°1 tsans*‘ 

ZZl the three examinations,— I 

referring to the regulation that 

^ graduates who shall have 

attended three successive ex-1 

aminations for the third degree 
without passing, be allowed to I 

appear before a Com-1 

9552 _ 

mission of Selection which is 
appointed triennially after each 
metropolitan examination. 

i the three Ch‘u,-east, west, 

and south Ch‘u, now formingl 
Hu-kuang. 

the three chief Ministers 

of State. Under the m dynasty 

they were frti the Grand 

Tutor, Grand Preceptor, 

and the Grand Guardian. 

Under the these titles were | 

changed to 

^ , and ^ fj ^ Ministers | 

of Military Affairs, Public Works, 
and Civil Office, respectively. 

z? the three sessions or I 

divisions of the examinations, 
consisting of three days each. 

EE t*ie tr*pie oat-h of| 

fidelity sworn between HUS. 
Liu Pei, ffj Kuan Yu, and I 

jjH ^ Chang Fei, in the peach I 

garden of the last. 

zzZ ^ ^ masses for three days I 

and nights,—performed for the 
dead. 

three parts like man, seven 

parts like demon,—of a very ugly 
or extraordinary-looking person. | 

the three thousand 

realms,—the whole universe. 

^E three inches of breath, 

—the throat or windpipe; the| 
vital spark. 

EE EE Tpf to shoot arrows I 
at three flags in succession while | 
galloping past. 

it is a three-lives I 
good fortune, —a compliment 
paid to a man on a first meeting, 
—meaning that his presence is 
luck enough for three lives, past, | 
present, and future. 

EE the Three'Character| 
Classic, —the Chinese school¬ 
boy’s first lesson book, arranged 
in rhyming sentences of three 

words each, composed by 

Wang Po-hou of the 

Sung dynasty. 

ZZ 0 the Three Emperors,—(i)| 

ikm Fu Hsi, jjj$ J| Shen 

Nung, and ^Irjj4 Huang Ti; 

9552 

9553 

(2) ^ j|| T‘ien Huang, m\ 

j|[ Ti Huang, and \ j§| Jen| 

Huang. 

EE the hoopoe (Upupa\ 

epops). 

ZZ Rhamnus crenatus, S. & Z. 

Him $: Acanthopanax aculea-\ 

turn, Seem. 

Saururus Loureiri, I 

Decne. 

ZZl ^ Linder a (Daphni-\ 

dium) sp. 

Elceagtius glabra, | 

Thbg. 

^ an important drug, pro¬ 

duced in Kuangsi and Yunnan,I 
the botanical origin of which is I 
unknown. The name is applied I 
in Ssuch‘uan to the rhizomes of| 
Aralia repens, Max. 

± = Gynura pinnatifidaX 

D.C., and Sedum aizoon, L. 

EE ^3 SK Sainnoin>~ 
Khanate in Mongolia. 

Read san*. 

treble. 

Thrice. To 

H rfn # fr to thinkl 
thrice, and then act. 

when entertaining an honoured 
guest, he trebled his daily menu, | 
—of one meat and one wine. 

Old form of ^ 11,548.! 

Now used in accounts for 

9552, in order to avoid 

fraudulent alteration of fig¬ 

ures. 

Ragged clothes. 

| |j|^ tattered and torn. 

9555 
R. 

See —• 

Even Upper. 

Long feathers. 
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9S56 

R-Ji 
ISee —' 

| Rising Upper. 

LI 

9557 

| See —» 

Even Upper. 

m 
9558 

9559 

san 
1C. 
]h. 

IF. sang 
Iw. sa 
IN. sein, saati 

M. i san 
I Y. saa 
ISz. j 
IK. I san 

J \ 
I A. tan 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

Fried cakes of bee 

mutton, and pork, mixec 

with rice. 

to mix powder with. 

Dishevelled hair. 

See 9697. 

To scatter; to disperse 

to part (of friends), as op 

posed to Jp? 3061; to break 

up or separate, temporarily 

to dismiss. 

M to scatter; to distribute. 

W # vk 7the clouds 
have all dispersed. 

Ht & Si] # (chuan4) are to be 

found scattered about in other 
works. 

^ to spend extravagantly. 

a flower-scattering 

god,—a spendthrift. 

W to disseminate 

rumours. 

M nk M to collect and 
separate at uncertain times,— 
as banditti. 

M zk A t: home broken up 

and its inmates gone, 

fcl all gone; ended. See san3 

&7Ji have they gone? 

Sc 7 # T the meeting has 
dissolved. See below. 

• If Sc 7 the thing is given 
up,—no one will have any more 
to do with it. 

to &° duty. See 8595 

to break up a meeting. 

Sc $n or 11 Scor Sc Ik 
to distribute,—as donations of 
clothes, rice, etc. 

H SC ^sndorifics; see san3 

below. 

9559 

distributed men 

and horses,—at various points, 

to stretch one’s legs; to 

stroll. 

Sc IS Sc IS ^to loaf about| 
for amusement; flaner. 

nkm to get rid of melancholy. 

lost; to get separated, as 

friends in a crowd. 

ja disbanded troops. See \ 

below. 

S to dismiss school. 

9559 

T to dismiss,-as a workman 

See below. 

I dismissed 

him. 

to resign office; to live 

in retirement. 

Sc to to cheer up; to take 

recreation. 

without any recog¬ 

nisable characteristics. 

Sc ?ij[t0 exhale a delicious scent. 

iji to disperse or exorcise evil 

spirits. 

released from study,— 

when school is over. Also, the 
Han-lin graduates who fail to 
reach the higher degrees, and 
receive provincial or metro¬ 
politan appointments, for which 
J±L 4*5 js ajso usecp 

it -EL Sc ffl Put them 
down anywhere for the moment, 
—to be arranged by and by. 

Read sanz. To breakup 

or separate, permanently, 

broken up; in powder. 

9560 

R-¥ 

See ^ 

Rising Upper 

in small pieces. 

T odd jobs,—as opposed to I 

^ regular work. See above. | 

tn&m to break into a string j 
of cash. 

fjjJJ to have the trousers | 

untied at the ankles. 

to grind to powder. 

SC HI medicinal powders; see I 
san3. 

—■ MiJ 'M Ws Sca dose of| 
aperient medicine in powder, 

at leisure. 

indolent; neglectful. 

made a mess of the I 

matter. 

A X i w‘ f A 
how can a good-for-nothing fellow I 
be a fit person to talk about a| 
good-for-nothing tree? 

Sc jp| scattered troops. See above. I 

ScJH a Department dependent I 

on a Prefecture, — as opposed! 

to a 

Fried cakes; biscuits. 

9561 

"J* gone to pieces; broken up. 

See san3. 

ScJl seen or heard at various 

times. 

Scffi#» thinly scattered 
villages and houses. 

m * ft to dwell scattered 

about. 

«aE7-S;7 the theatrical 
troupe has broken up. 

gambling-club has broken up. 

7^7 the club has 

broken up. See above. 

1 
9562 

9563 

r-¥ 
c 
H 

F. sans 
W. sa 
N. saati 
P. 
M. 

san 

san 

Earlier form of 9563. 

Used as a sunshade before 

the Christian era; as a pro¬ 

tection against rain, only 

since the 4th cent. 

Same as 9560. 

An umbrella; a parasol. 

See 12,443. [This charac¬ 

ter was hardly in use before 

the Sui dynasty. See 9561.] 

an umbrella; a sunshade. 

jA the sky is as it| 

were an umbrella. 

146 
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9563 
IY. saa 

Sz. ) 
IK. I san 

J- \ 
1 A. tan 

I Rising Upper. 

9564 

pfP.1 
JX 

956S 

an umbrella for rain. 

b m or a parasol 

SK (or a compliment¬ 

ary umbrella, of red silk or satin, 
inscribed with the names of the 
donors in gold. Given to officials 
only. 

nm to hold up an umbrella. 

to open an umbrella. 

3t« % 4fi lotus-leaves 

are the umbrellas of fishes. 

4$ lira umbrellas and fans, as I 

carried among the paraphernalia I 
of a mandarin’s escort. 

the fairies’ parasol,—I 

a familiar term for a mushroom. 

Same as 9556. 

To mourn, as for the| 

death of a parent. 

F. soung, 
saung 

See 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

^ ^ or P|^ ^ t0 mourn. 

isn to be in mourning. 

2p ft M he died while in | 

mourning. 

mnn to go into mourning 

for a mother. See 13,381. 

chief mourner. 

^ J]j| mourning-clothes. 

»]j| a hearse. 

mourning-rites. 

to carry out or be I 

occupied with funeral arrange-1 
ments or affairs. 

}ij Ift or §1 H (see san%') tol 
carry to burial. 

m M concealed (his| 

death) and had no funeral. 

iffc H* jH ch'unsi l!| thisl 
event portends a double funeral, 
—i.e. two deaths. 

ll| to escort to burial. 

the staff used by the| 

chief mourner. 

to observe the formalities] 

of mourning. 

ijsjj IS to notify that one has 

gone into mourning,—as officials 
have to do, being compelled to 
resign office during the period. 

jg|] ^S national mourning,—as at 

the death of an Emperor. See\ 
ir,6n. 

m. u * m ¥ & “I 
mourning, it is better to be sorry 
than punctilious. 

jfo.it St blood splashing the I 

mourning,—the birth of a post-| 
humous child. 

3*j|. ill-omened; unlucky. 

9566 

R. 

H. i t0”S 
F. soung 
W. so a 

Read sang4 

To destroy. See 9898. 

.W.song 
io lose.Ip. 

sang 

to dissipate one’s! 

8501. 

l^j to lose one’s sight. 

to lose one’s reputation. 

5S H to *ose one’s kingdom. 

IS “dfl or "Cf t0 die. 
Jp- ^ to die early. 

”S ))|| to lose one’s courage. 

voice gone and 

chli awry,—in a voice thick with 
anger. 

sjasj 
property. 

^ l!i to waste paper,— 

by writing rubbish. 

IS ^ to be lost to all right 

feeling. 

the loss-of-right-feeling 

disease. 

(j$l t0 l°se one’s wits,—as by 

fright. 

^ depressed in spirits; having 

fate against one. 

^ to recognise one’s 

adverse luck,-and put up with it. 

why are you dis¬ 

tressed at (your master’s) loss 
of office? 

A 2 A Si $r 
long as God does not let the 
cause of truth perish, — what 
harm can any one do to me? 
Said by Confucius. 

ASiffi God is destroying me! 

— said by Confucius when his 

favourite disciple, mm Yen 
Hui, died. 

su as don’t be irritable ! See I 

sang1. 

ntr or to snub; toj 

refuse roughly. 

1^1 to take in ill part. 

The mulberry-tree 

(Morns alba, L.). See 3613,] 

8408. 

* or or or 

or mulberries. 

T 4c A lost his wife. -S^Ik. 
1 J. so 

A. tang 

Even Upper. 

silkworms. 

t0 mean the mul-1 

berry while cursing the ash,— 
to talk at one person through 
another. 

fpl the mulberry-tree and Lin-\ 

dera (see 12,356),—one’s native| 
place; from the trees grown in] 
every Chinese hamlet. 

^ ^ 1W native place emo¬ 

tions,—as when two people from | 
the same place meet abroad, etc.] 

a phrase used in the sense] 

of “enduring safety,” from a sen-] 

tence in the 

Itttlfl 

:^jk though (threatened) by over¬ 

throw, (yet is he) securely bound 
to the mulberry-stem. 

the place where the sun] 

sets; hence, old age. i3»575-| 

0 the setting sun. 

^ ^ in the evening of| 

life. 

jjk [£J a mulberry-orchard. 

the wide seal 

has changed into a mulberry-1 
orchard, — great changes have] 

taken place. Hence ^ 

violent changes in nature. 

^ fa ® PtS whither shall I 

I go to find out what changes! 
have occurred,—to ask about the] 
past? 

fi is & ft pH 
many mulberry-trees (for your] 
silkworms) and few flowers. 

jji#^ M%Mt0burna| 
mulberry-tree in order to fry a] 
tortoise,—to make the innocent] 
suffer in order to reach the guilty. I 
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rv 

9566 

St 3 

9567 

See 

Rising Upper. 

M 4* she made an 

assignation with me in Sang- 
chung. 

#4’ Z illicit love,—from 

the preceding line in the Odes. 

a Buddhist priest or Sha¬ 

man. See 9624. 

^ P^J few strangers come to 

this out-of-the-way place, and 
my solitude is cheered only by 
Buddhist priests. 

£? # ¥ b the priest. 

the name of a kind of 

wine, which was really ^ g 

so lang but was corrupted into 
sang lo, — an instance of a 
“Spoonerism” in Chinese. 

the wren. 

5pE Coriaria nepalensis, Wall. 

#5 « £ Loranthus near L 

vestitus, Wall., an epiphyte on 
the mulberry. 

©5 Hibiscus rosa-sinensis, L. 

I 
9568 

R.5 

See . 

Rising Upper. 

The throat. See 12,818. 

WR®*** clear the throat> 
—as before singing. 

^ P|| the larynx. 

PH t0 m°isten the 
throat, — to take a drink; to 
“wash one’s neck.” 

if if P a good voice for 

singing. 

PH the gullet; the oesophagus 

pH or pH ^ pft the throat; 

the voice. 

Pf PI ~h lit s°|on<11)'- 
fi y- called out in 

a loud voice. 

To push over; to push 

back. See 8416. 

finite T tipped it on to the 

ground. 

—4 ipH pushed him back 

with his hand. 

-fi pushing and 

struggling,—as in a crowd. 

^569 

See H 

Rising Upper, 

1 

^957° 

See jjlt 

Rising Upper. 

» 

#71 
W. hsuoa 

See H 

Rising Upper. 

The glanders in horses. 

9572 

9573 

See . 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

9574 

R- 

See 

Rising and 

Sinking 
Upper. 

The stone base or plinth 

of a pillar. 

£H to build the lower part of 

the wall of a house. 

The forehead. 

Hi Hit a broad forehead. 

f|§ ch‘i3 ||fl to knock the head 

in prostrations. 

seal she herself made 

a kotow in acknowledgement of 
defeat. 

Jt sprint the sweat started 

out on their foreheads,-in horror 
at seeing the dead bodies of their 
unburied parents devoured by 
animals. 

Same as 9589. 

A broom ; used with 

9574. A dike; the counter¬ 

fort of an embankment. 

Ysm a bamboo besom. 

^ P^ J|e to keep the house 

well swept. 

^ a dike. 

To sweep; to clear away. 

tri§ to sweep; the cleaning-up 

fee of a month’s rent on first 
renting a house. 

to sweep the ground. 

Police-Master’s reputation drag¬ 
ged in the dirt. 

to scavenge; to 

clean the streets. 

! ^ |if to get rid of 

seditious associations. 

^ or to sweep the 

9574 

•X 

Ik 
9575 

it R ^ 

VJL 

See Hla i| 

tombs,—at the annual worship 
of ancestors. 

to return to one’s 

Even 
Sinking and 

Rising Upper. 

_9576 

C. sou 

H. sau,\.ctsau 
F. soa 

\tm 
7FI* 

native place to worship at the 
ancestral tombs. 

Hji to sweep the house,—at 

the New Year. 

ffi tua# I shall sweep the 

couch and await your coming, 
—used in invitations, 

^ to sweep the path,—before 

a guest’s arrival. 

IHf if] to clear the frontier,— 

of enemies. 

ffi ¥ or to sweep away 

clean,—of things or people, 

—4 ffij to mabe a clean 

sweep. 

—* ip dashed off,—as a 

poem. 

blast sweeps away the autumn 
leaves. 

^ j||£ to clear off an account. 

0jf| fjjjlj. a broom made of straw 

or paper and placed outside 
houses to bring fine weather. 

Ilk the beech-marten 

(Maries foina). 

Read sao4. A broom. 

is S»' ffi ta a broom. 

^ ^ a broom star,—a 

comet. See 9596. 

W M Kochia scop aria, 

Schrad. 

to come in high spirits and go 
back in low. 

To be agitated. 

to If how agitated is 

my troubled heart! 

To scratch. 

t mm to scratch the 

head in perplexity. 

to scratch the 

head and enquire of Providence, 
—what is to be done. 
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9576 
W. 

N. l.soa,y. '/joa 

M. | 

Y. soa 
Sz. sail 
K. so 
J. so 
A. tau 

Even Upper. 

9577 

R. ‘Ub 

See , 

Even Upper. 

9578 

R§t * 
See 

Sinking and 
Even Upper. 

9579 

9580 

R. ^ 

See 

Even Upper. 

HIT 
95Sl 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

4® to scratch the face 

until it bleeds. 

to scratch an itch 

through your boot,—no relief. 

S A 4® Mi — ♦ a back- 
scratcher of white wood. See 

2315- 

mm to scratch the scrotum,— 

to perforin the most menial ser¬ 
vices. 

The sound of washing o 
rice. 

To itch. 

Same as 9592. 

The wind blowing. 

ppj a storm of wind and 

rain. 

Mil 7 broken by the 

wind. 

Sad ; disturbed ; on heat. 

Clever; poetic; elegant. 

See 10,072. 

grieved; miserable. 

(or ) !|j| to be discon¬ 

tented; to grumble. 

Li Sao or Falling into 

Trouble,—name of the famous 

poem by Ch'ii P‘ing, 

the hero of the modern Dragon 
Festival, written previous to his 
suicide, 4th cent. b.c. 

% t m m the empire be¬ 

came much disturbed. 

JMfoao1 in Peking) fUj to annoy. 

to stir up; to excite, 

to be on heat. 

bewitching; attractive. 

?ir 
9581 

iroj 
9582 

See 

Even Upper. 

9583 

R-6£ 
C. sou 
H. sau 
F. soa 
W. soe 
N. soa 
p. ) 
M. > sau 
Sz. ) 

Y. soa 

K. so 

J. SO 
A. ten 

Rising Upper, 

9584 

R. 

C. csau 
H. cseu 
F. (j«, v. sau0 
W. csau 

N. sou 

P. ) 
M sau, sou, 

Sz. j 
Y. soa, seu 
K. so 
J. so 
A. sin, tieu 

Even Upper. 

■lAorlAl^ a poet; 
a man of letters; a contempla¬ 
tive person. 

ft m A 2 * not the occu¬ 

pation of a man of letters. 

Mi SH Poetic temperament; so¬ 

domy. 

—’ 'Hi M HI 3E first Poet of 
his age. 

A large kind of bream, 

found in Shensi. 

An elder brother’s wife; 

a married woman. See 3736, 

13.755- 
or an elder * m 

brother’s wife. 

^ my elder brother’s wife. 

$j| or ^ your elder 

brother’s wife. Also = 

A see below. 

a wife addresses her hus 

band’s sisters as ku', and they 
address her as sao*. 

A. wife of the eldest brother; 

used as a complimentary title, 

wife of second brother; 

used by the half-brother of Shun, 
alluding to the latter’s wives 

J|P ijffb a certain lady, or a certain 

man’s wife. 

^ $0} elder maternal cousin’s 

wife. 

*§* A your wife,—a familiar 

term between intimate friends. 

A boat; a junk. A 

numerative of vessels. 

jffl more than 

ten thousand vessels in all; “and 
ships by thousands.” 

several revenue- 

cruisers. 

jiff ffc fw —' H seeinsa 
steamer which had broken down. 

9585: 

9586 

RSt7c 

See ' 

Sinking and 
Even Upper. 

R. 

9587 

C. sou 
H. csau, s.ts'-au 
F. soa 
W. soe 
N. soa, v. dziu 

M. i 
Y. soa 
Sz. sau 
K. so, v. cho 

J. so 
A. tau 

Even Upper. 

9588 

» 4 

m 
9589 

R. 

C. ts^ou 
H. ts''an 
F. soa, c/loa 
W. tsoe, ts'-de 
N. tsoa, tsLoa5 
P. sail 
M. Isau 

Y. soa 
Sz. tsau 
K. so, cho 

J. so 
A. tau 

Sinking 
Upper. 

959° 

R' 

C. tslou 
H. clsau, tsau5 
F. soa, chloa 
W. soe 
N. soa 

M. i tsaU 
Y. soa 
Sz. tsau 

Same as 9583. 

Ancient name of Stel¬ 

lar ia aquatica, Scop. 

To reel silk from cocoons. 

Shf to wind off cocoons. 

A A IS bis wife keeps 
silkworms and unwinds their 
cocoons. 

isS a f;iature. 

Same as 9589. 

The chirping of birds; 

the hum of voices. See 

9593- 

!l§ 5! P# 5ft # the rooks 
come cawing back to their trees 
in the evening. 

pil 0W magpies chattering 

for fair weather. 

PpjQ the chirping of cicadas 

|L^ they demanded 

their pay with great clamour. 

Dry; parched; scorched 

Also read tsao*. See 1470. 

dried up; drought. 

&)*.*<&** 
when the wind is high and things 
are dry, be careful with fire. 

pj the mouth parched. 

8 $•#**'’& 81 
when the body is dry and par¬ 
ched, one should take a bath. 
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i 
V 

959° 
K. so^ cho 
J. so 
A. tau 

Sinking 
Upper. 

, 5 

R. 

9591 

SH$ 

See m m 
Even and 

Rising Upper. 

)J: 
a i 
tiu 

9592 

R. 

C. sou 
H. sau 
F. ch'-oa, soa 
W. sot 
N. soa 

M. | Ji7“ 
Y. soa 
Sz. sau 
K. j£>, v. cho 
J. so 
A. tau 

Even Upper. 

ja ir t 
^3 tip 

9593 
R. 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

* autumn heat. 

$l\ fiercei ra§ing- 

very hot; fiery. 

Crimson silk. 

Rancid ; tainted ; rank¬ 

smelling. 

1^1 tainted meat. 

Jj|| rank-smelling; frowzy. 

JJ|i ^ the smell of sweat. 

the smell of a fox. 

mm* you stinking Tartar! 

Bt or * the squirrel 

(Sciurus davidianus). 

Jj^pi Hj the striped squirrel 

(Sciurus striatus). 

a parrot. Sanskrit $uka. 

Read sao*. To be asham¬ 

ed ; bashful. 

to be ashamed. 

jj^i utterly without 

shame. 

jj^ —* ^ covered with 

shame. 

J&JE to die of shame. 

Jj«i to be very bashful. 

SD 1ST spare my blushes! 

ta m is w m ft blushed 

deeply from bashfulness. 

The noise of voices. See 

9589. Also read tsao*. 

SD =PO 

hubbub, 

to create a disturbance. 

(ts‘aox in colloquial) the 

rolling of drums. 

11 ffii & they rose in 
mutiny. 

gj ||j| ]§lf in din battle. 

R. 

.O A 
IpP 

9594 

if wL 

See §gj 

Even and 
SinkingUpper. 

JLU4 
f'vjl 
iw 
9595 

See , 

SinkingUpper. 

9596 

Fine steel. 

High; eminent; impos¬ 

ing. 

R. 

C. wai- 
H. sui 
F. woui3 

swouP 
W. h'u\yu'- 
N. wei 

M. | swei 
Y. hwei 
K. se, jk, v. hie 
J. i«2, sei^ zei 
A. niud 

Sinking 
Irregular. 

A broom; a besom. Also 

read hui*. 

$ M M» t(c M Mits head 
is like a star, its tail is like a 
broom,—of a comet. 

$ i|l a broom-star,—a comet. 

■See 9574; 9336. 

i « B & * * 
this broom (referring to a comet) 
is to take away the old and 
replace it with new. 

9597 

959s 

w 
9599 

R’Sf 
C.shit 
H. sit 
F. saik 
W. sai 
N. sah 
P. s? 
M. se 
Y. si A 
Sz. se 
K. sit 
J. shitsz 
A. sat 

Entering 
Upper. 

w 
9600 

R-JC 

See 

Entering 
Upper. 

7|> 
9601 

Read sui .*4 

H 4 T S ;§ SI B# 
if there is not bright light at 
noon, it is called unseasonable. 

See 9755- 

See 10,164. 

A horizontal psaltery, 

resembling the ^ 2109, 

with 25 strings, each pass¬ 

ing over a movable bridge. 

To be grave. To be mas¬ 

sive or dense. 

^ up in ft the chlin and the 

se in accord,—used of conjugal 
harmony. 

Hp to put away the psaltery,— 

used of the death of a friend, 

from a verse by QMS 

Jen Yen-sheng of the Wi Liang 

w 
9599 

& 
9602 

R. 

C.shik 
H. set 
F. saik 
W. se 
N. sah 
P. sf, <shai 
M. se 
Y. seh 
Sz. se 
K. sek 
J. shoku, shiki 
A. sak 

Entering 
Upper. 

dynasty about his friend 
Fan Yun. 

HP ^7 ffjjJ ^ how grave is he 

and dignified! 

Hp 3£ fff niassive is that 

libation-cup of jade. 

jljif J|p chilly; bleak; desolate. 

4 (they felt) 

chilled and uncomfortable in 
their seats. 

HP HP the soughing of wind; the 

turquoise. 

The lustre of a gem; 

used with 9599. 

See 10,183. 

Colour, especially of the 

face; looks; beauty (cf. 

Latin color and Greek zido$)-, 

hence, lust; lewdness. Ap¬ 

pearance ; effect. Sort; 

kind; quality; “touch” of 

silver. The Buddhist riipa 

or form. Radical 139. See 

JH 3554, M 5367, 55°. 

Wr 4073, rS 7276, 
13,129. 

1?L M or 1?L !nL colour,—pro¬ 

nounced shai 'rjp in the north. 
See below. 

colours and flavours. 

£ # & = m. ® ± 
colour, smell, and flavour, all 
perfect,—of fruit. 

the five colours,—namely 

f f S I blue (in¬ 
cluding green), yellow, red, white, 
and black; used in the sense of 
“all colours.” See 12,099. 

particoloured; variegated. 

ftff pH 7^ I^L t0 gdnd and mix 

colours,—for painting. 

* the original colour, as in 

a state of nature; features; per¬ 
sonality; speciality. 
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& 
9602 

ic HI A il must 
introduce something of one’s 
own personality into it,—of a 
verse on a given theme. 

iE S 2fc -fe this 
is our particular line, or speciality. 

HH "^3 or [see be lew) or 

colour; tint; shade. 

A he had a ^tt^e 
colour,—was not quite pallid, 

coloured silk. 

^ dyed cotton piece-goods. 

^ ^ dyed brocade 

shirtings. 

^ ^ dyed damask 
shirtings. 

^ dyed spotted 

shirtings. 

rfi chintz. 

^ ifj dyed, figured, or 

brocaded shirtings. 

colour deteriorated or 

faded. 

1% or JG 6 a grey colour, 
—of shirtings. 

^f] an intermediate colour,— 

not one of the primary colours. 

to dress up,—as in pro¬ 

cessions, etc. 

J)jj^ to lose colour, as by ex¬ 

posure; to deteriorate, as (e.g.) 
the tea-market. 

jijjE to improve,—as opposed 

to the above. 

0 ^ there is daily 
improvement, — of increasing 
prosperity. 

Mb \j} * W jfe & ,he 
district has not yet recovered, 
—from a famine. 

'V' 1H & IQ of g°°d deport¬ 
ment and of good looks. 

SI 1ft /fe % Pk S beautifid 
and virtuous. 

6 A T the great' 
est beauty in the world, 

ffi M to be penetrated 

with her beauty, and to commune 
with her spirit. 

JJ ^ esteem ■ virtue, 

substituting it for beauty,—love 
virtue as you love beauty. 

|g| a famous beauty,— one 

&' 
9602 

whose beauty can ^ jg£j upset 

a kingdom. Said of ^5 ^ , 
the favourite of j|f* . 
See 2196. 

^ all of surpassing 

beauty. 

1^, very beautiful. 

5M ^ ^ ^ y**h* A W » 
*[y^ ^ yiieh4 ^ 
the strong will express pleasure 
in words, the weak, by looks. 

M :H If- Wt ^ il really 
is one of my paintings. 

lit 1*1 $$ as a colourist 

he was fresh and refined. 

ftp bis chief skill was 

as a colourist. 

A S* "^7 he excelled as a 

colourist. 

~}j 'Itt ^ so as to secure 

an artistic effect. 

J# fa so as t0 give 
courage for the journey,—as a 
stirrup-cup. 

||L J(^f the carts look 

as if ready to start, 

ffi ^ cheery presence; cheerful 

company. 

^ Jjllp ^ ^ the Duke did 

not move a muscle of his coun¬ 
tenance. 

j@J looking very well. 

Also, looking amorous. 

J|L a pleased look. 

i'P 1^, to show anger. 

to be angry with one’s wife and 
vent it on her father. 

"W Hjfl 1*1 to wear a look of pain 

or of disapprobation. 

HI 1*5 wouid meet with 

no repulse. 

|||| to define it (filial piety) is 

difficult. 

IE 1*1 see 687- 

see 12,777. 

venery; lust. 

/^£>4 (shaP) lecherous; 

libidinous. 

jjjfa desire; passion. 

given up to or mad with 

lust. 

9602 

^ debility from over-indul¬ 

gence. 

& or fe ^ M J& a 
whoremonger. 

Iff ^ ^ to think more 

of lust than of friendship, 

ftjfc music and women. Also, 

sound and appearance; sc. ex¬ 
ternal signs. 

f|lj 1^1 '^)f ^ bis luck then 

turned to bad. 

f}J=l fffl ^ boundlessly 

daring in lecheiy. 

all sorts; miscellaneous. 

^ ^ ^ all sorts and con¬ 

ditions of men. 

JS. 1*1 £ people of foreign 

races. 

ffi, ^ all kinds kept in 

stock. 

& & @ yj*f des¬ 
cribing every detail in the most 
lifelike manner. 

fjfc ^ touch, fineness, or purity 

of silver. 

"{S of full standard purity. 

the fineness (of the 

metal) is low in quality. 

{U ^ A J| an officii out of 
the common run. 

A ^ not to make 

a great noise about,-one’s virtue, 

ffi ^ rupadhdtu,—the world of 

form. 

^ the material body. 

£ ingg.SBDgfe 
everything is emptiness, and 
emptiness is everything. 

forms of things,-objective 

existences. 

^ ^ ndmarufa, — name and 

form; body and mind; sub¬ 
stantiality and reality. 

f$E H IIl there are 
only three kinds. 

^ ^ ^ there is no colour¬ 

able pretext,—for doing so. 

tfiitfc 
j^j make this a pretext for an 

interview. 

'fr ^ ^ W A a man of 
standing; a man of culture. 

4? jjj something made manifest; 

signs; manifestations. 



9602 

R. 

C. shik 
H. sep 
F. saik 
W. st? 
N. sah 
P. sP, v. rsai 
M. si 
Y. seh 
Sz. se 
K. sek 

shoku 
A. sdk 

Entering 
Upper. 

[M] 
9604 

R. 

See HI 
Entering 
Upper. 

4f‘ 

9605 

See At"*. 
see HI 

Entering 
Upper. 

m 
9606 

Rl# 
shik 

H. jr/ 

'. saik 
W. rriz3 
N. raA 

sP 

M. se 
Y. 
Sz. se 
K. sap 

shu 

A.sap, sdk 

Entering 
Upper. 

[ ii67 ] 

m 
9603 

^ the bodily organs anc 

their functions. 

the day on which the 

world was created,—an imitation 
of the Arabic Sabt or Sabbath. 

shaP (see 9658) jg Q 

he seized the dice and prayed, 
saying,. 

The harvest. Stingy 
Moderation; see 1845. 

AtX 
HI 

*b;- or 4' At*. 
HI M 

miserly; parsimonious, 

ra" yj sparing of words. 

faj- ^ a miser. Also, petty offi¬ 

cials employed in ancient times 
under the department of Public 
Works. Under the Han dynasty, 
the civil judge of a district. 

ia <(K ver7 mean or close 

'(£ ® ^ it he was by nature 
stingy. 

To harvest. 

9603, 9607. 

Used for 

To hate. 

in ft 1ft !Hc 
in his horror his hair stood on 
end like that of a man in a fright. 

Acrid ; rough ; uneven. 

f0 Ipi astringent medicine. 

acrid to the taste. 

HI Hm t0 be astringent. 

f0 '/ffi stopped; obstructed. 

Ui constipation. 

W in' M iim his sPeech is very 
unpolished. 

^ £ '}m ^ ^ rasPs the hand 
to rub it. 

iim 7m m[sty> rainy- 
f0 ^ a stammerer or stut¬ 

terer. 

f0 l)|p] hesitated awhile 

from shame. 

ft** 

m 
9607 

R-Jit 
H. sit 

Qgg Ms. aee [gJ 

Entering 
Upper. 

9608 

R 

9610 

It 
See 

Entering 
Upper. 

AT 
9611 

R|if 

s"j® 
Entering 
Upper. 

«r 
9612 

R-lt 

seeir 
Entering 

Upper. 

wt 

9613 

Grain in ear. To gather 

in the harvest. See 

1143- 

to gather in the harvest 

husbandry, 

a husbandman. 

hsiatig 

the husbandry of Hou 

Chi was based upon the principle 
of assisting,—nature, 

a name 

9609 

mm R. 

See^ M 
Entering 
Upper. 

m* 

for jjjlj] 
m Shen 

Nung,—the reputed inventor of 
agriculture. 

See 9541. 

The rustling of leaves 

falling in autumn; mourn¬ 

ful, as a plaintive melody. 

Used for 9599. 

Rough. 

Unattainable. 

Read sa4*. To gabble. 

Frugal; stingy. 

Same as 9606, 9610. 

>r , ;j 
9614 

*m 
Entering 
Upper. 

9615 

RI4 
s“fi 

Entering 
Upper. 

9616 

R. 

C. shim 
H. sent 
F. scing 
W. sang 
N. sing 
p. ) 
M. 
Y I sen 
Sz. ) 
K. sam 

. shin 
A. sum 

Even Upper. 

9617 

R. 

seng 
H. sen 
F. cheing 
W. sang 
N. ) . 
p. j s‘»g 

M. sin 

Sz. i sin8 
K. s ing 

so 
A. tang 

Even Upper. 

Ague ; chill. Used with 

6657. 

mm# the cold stage 

comes on at evening. 

To fly fast. 

fsf ^ rfn ^ ik tfc they fly 
fast and get to the deep forest. 

SEN. 

Luxuriant vegetation ; 
overgrown ; umbrageous ; 
dark; sombre. 

^ umbrageous,—as 
a forest. 

^ ^ serried ranks of 

spears. 

I I ilfelt him¬ 
self getting dizzy. 

H ^ sad and deserted; desolate. 

; rigorous; strict; dignified. 4U 

$8, lU M ^iJ hills risin§ in 
many a peak. 

^ A % ^ enough 
to make a man’s hair stand on 
end. 

Tjjfc the Pride of India (Melia 

Azederach, L.). 

JSZEJITCCS-. 

A Buddhist priest; the 

Buddhist church. See 2900. 

^ a Buddhist priest. 

^ I ft the priests 
ordained by him. 

ipt f'||' all the priests. 

& Buddhist priests and nuns. 

an old priest; also used 

by a priest speaking of himself. 

^ ft tr * an old priest sit¬ 

ting in meditation. 

flu the Buddhist religion. 

f# P1! or ^ the Buddhist 

priesthood; Buddhism. 



9617 

g6i8 

IR. 

IC.sing 

IF. cheing 
I W. tsang 
IN. sing 
IK. sing 
Ij. so 
I A. tang 

Even Upper. 

ft ft I, a poor priest. 

11 [ in' a hermit priest. 

ft % A- I ft It the 
wandering priest cannot oust the 
resident priest. 

"jg l|jp a priest’s headdress. 

ftf£ the clergy and laity. 

ft M or ff # HI or fl 
a monastery or nunnery, 
krit: sanigharama. 

ft ffrfl the assembly of priests.] 

Sanskrit: satngha. See below. 

ft # # the double or com-1 
posite robe of a priest, reaching] 
from the shoulders to the knees. | 
Sanskrit: samghati. 

ft Samghapala, — a I 

Burmese priest who in a.d. 506] 
introduced into China the first 
alphabet for the transliteration] 
of Sanskrit. 

3 *lt $1 no affinity with] 

Buddhists orTaoists,—a placard] 
seen on doors. 

r M m & pi »ft 

S' if ~k. ft ^a m°n-i 
astery facing a nunnery,—sus¬ 
picious. 

ft Iff ft Priest praising priest. | 

ft ^ Hj Buddhist abbots ap¬ 

pointed to be government super-1 
intendents of their order, and] 
distinguished as below. 

ft tlie superintendent in a| 

District. 

ft IE the superintendent in a 

Department, 

ft 7^ the superintendent in a 

Prefecture. 

ft "tcf or ft f&W a lion. Sans-1 
krit: simha. 

ft ijlR a definite number, but] 

beyond human computation. 
Sanskrit: asan'khya. 

9619 

•;lil 

See 

Short hair. 

JPj ^ tangled hair; unkempt. 

SHA. »• 

9622 

A small hole or cavity. 
J. sa, sha 
A. sa 

^7|J BR small cavities; pores. 
Even Upper. 

W'J ^Ij ‘/o t0 cut a 11016 anc 
cure (sc. to open) an ulcer, 

er. 

Gravel; sand. Ore 

Used with 9624. 

fp stone in the bladder, 

gravel. 

^ pp or -pj- pp cinnabar. Set 

255°- 

pp cinnabar from /jfv* w 
Shen-chou Fu in Hunan. 9623 

^p sulphide of mercury. 
«-B 

M BE fP or $$ fp corun- See|j7 

dum; diamond dust. 

Jfip iron ore. 

fp to dig out ore; to mine. 

fp Wt 7It sag°- 

pp pSL inferior cardamoms or 

Even Upper. 

“grains of Paradise.” 

pp fH ^ capsules of Amomum 

xanthioides, Wall. 

(Pi/ ^ tlie hairy Chinese A 

cardamom, supposed to be de¬ 
rived from Amomum villosum, 
Lour. 

Hfl M fp and $ 0JJ fp the . >. If*.X 
droppings of hares and bats, yp 
respectively,—used as medicine 
for the eyes. 9624 

«B * 
F. sa, v. sat ) 

See 

Coarse, of sugar. Even Upper. » 

t 

i 

i 
Gauze; untwisted thread; 

yarn. See 6069. 

1*T a gauze window,—to keep 

i 

1 
out insects. 

'J&t a gauze lantern. 

faint moonlight,—as seen 

through a gauze screen. 

|]lg a black gauze hat,—as 

» 
i 

worn by officials under the Ming 
dynasty, and lately in Korea, j 

clinging to office. 

to be stripped of the] 

gauze hat,—to be dismissed from 
office. 

# # ft a gauze singlet or] 

shirt. 

a transparent, but some-] 

times figured, gauze. 

jj|[ a gauze, the designs on 

which are more transparent than 
the ground. 

or cotton 

yarn. 

English camlets, 

a dragon-fly. 

A shark. Also applied 

water fish, with a round body 
and big head, which buries itself 
in the mud. 

S’P M shark's-skin. 

& 7r 41 iflp the hammer-] 

headed shark (Sphyra zygcena). 

m ft the spinous shark | 

(Cestracion zebra), 

j'p the shovel-nosed shark 

(Rhinobatus hymnicephalus). 

[jjfj the saw-fish (Pristis). 

^ § $$ t^ie sPotted ray (Rhina 

ancylostoma). 

Sand ; gravel; pebbles ; 

tidal lands. 

flying,—a dust-storm. 

S ik ft if m 11 *1 iL 
the ore is sold to foreign mer¬ 
chants, and profits are thus diver¬ 
ted abroad. 

from grains of sand, — “little 



1169 ] 

❖hx 
96z4 

if you try to get the sand of the 
sea, when will you have done ?— 
never; of an impossible task. 

yjg 5jp| a sandbank. 

'& H a sandbank; the bar at 

the mouth of a river. See 6713. 

JH or ^i§ a sandspit. 

* 'fy quicksands; a part of the 

desert of Gobi. 

1© '/fit '& E l$F to walk on 
quicksands and leave no trace 
behind. 

PSikW to sink in quicksands, 

or yjp ftr the desert of 

Gobi. 

j|£ y\p the Pratas shoal. 

tkffi a sandbank; the island of 

Shameen at Canton. 

yjg '^|| a water-filter made with 

sand. 

yjp an earthenware pot. 

y\g ||l| sand-grouse (Syrrhaptes 

paradoxus). 

!-> & the sand-clam, a species 

of Mactra. 

yjp the sandpiper; the snipe. 

the dragonet fish (Platy- 

cephalus guttatus). 

y\p the file-fish (Aluteres 

berardi). 

yjp a kind of sprat. 

the sweet pear,—so called 

because of its gritty flesh. 

the fruit of the 2101. 

'& ifa. the larvae of mosquitoes. 

yy rattans. 

PI a hermit (Brahmin or 

Buddhist); a Buddhist monk or 
priest. [Sanskrit: srdtncuia.] 

n pi to become a Buddhist. 

ik Pfl .!***»« 
the Shaman Hui Ch‘eng expoun¬ 
ded the Po jo sutra. 

■-& pi i: £ * ¥ m 

a s^amani f°r tke sake 
of his religion, gives up wife and 
child and puts away passion and 
desire. 

A 41 ® i‘> H « not worthy 
to be called a shaman. 

'& M or a Buddhist 

w- 

9624 

9625 

R. 

See^J 

Even Upper. 

novice, male or female, who has 
vowed to obey the 10 command¬ 
ments; see 1531. [Sanskrit: 
sramanera.\ 

twelve years old. 

it- W> the Malay sarong or loin¬ 

cloth. 

'& w a city,—from the Persian 

shahr; e.g. ^ ^ Yen- 

gihassar or Yengishar. 

'& rfr Sha-shih,—a port of call 

on the Yang-tsze. 

f T '& to strike the sandbags, 

—of letter-carriers who practise 
defending themselves against 
robbers by standing in the midst 
of a number of swinging sand¬ 
bags and striking them in all 
directions. 

£MS a term applied to native 

wives of the Chinese Resident 
in Tibet, — from the Tibetan 
mdza-bo or moza-mo a friend or 
companion. 

'& ^ a field of battle. 

i> A ifc buffalo-hides. See 

9627. 

yjh Le- '& Mil ]|$ sand junks, 
—junks of the flat coasts of the 

^ |Jj and Districts. 

'&M. fast guard-boats for shallow 

water. 

''&M to rasp; to treat a surface 

with sand-paper. 

'& K squatters on the unculti¬ 

vated river foreshores,—e.g. at 
Canton. 

Adenophora polymorpha, 

Led., and other species. 

iMC the corsac or fox of the 

steppes. 

y\p Gerbillus unguicula- 

tus and G. psammophilus. 

the inhabited part of the 

universe; the world of suffering. 

to sift and reduce in 

number. 

Seistan and the Sacae. 

Read shcft. To neigh. 

Name of a tree. 

Cunninghamia sinensis, R. 

Br. 

^ a wild species of Pyrus. 

m 
9626 

>x 

9627 

RJ 

See 

Even Upper. 

X 

9628 

R’J# 

See^J 

Even Upper. 

9629 

See 

Even Upper. 

9630 

*IIS; 

See 

Even Upper. 

m 
9631 

li* 

A 
9632 

R-sS il> 
C. shalQ, shai 
H. sat, sai 
F. sab, sai 
W. sa, so 
N. sah, se 
P. csha, shad 
M. sa, sai 
Y. saah, sae 
Sz. sha, shai 
K. sat, swae 
J. satsz, sechi, 

sai, ze 
A. sat, sai 

Entering and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

Same as 9629. 

A buffalo. 

The cholera. See 1379. 

SiJ# to scarify the body with 

cash, as is done in the early 
stages of cholera. 

m - f@ sd # w m & 
I have not a single cash. 

% cholera pills. 

§• ^ the goddess pray¬ 

ed to when children have scarlet 
fever. 

A Buddhist cassock or 

surplice. See 1151. 

Long fine hair. 

^ ^ dishevelled hair. 

Same as 9623. 

To slay; to kill; to cut 

off. To add up. Very; 

extremely. To cause to 

ferment; see 3066. [Cor¬ 

rectly written ^.] 

to kill intentionally. 

§]j£ 7^ to kill, after plotting the 

death of. 

7^ to kill in mistake for some 

one else. 

to kill by accident, 

to kill in a brawl. 

^ ^ to kill a person resisting 

authority or in self-defence. 

i47 



9632 

^ §$} no matter if killed I 

(i.e. with no penalty attached! 
for causing death; see 7475),_I 
as when offering a reward for| 
the capture of a brigand. 

25c* Pu*- t° death wrong- 

fully,—as in a “judicial murder ” 

deserving death. 

® a m « a life for a life. | 
See 448. 

^A to kill people. Used asa| 

superlative = enough to kill one 

^ m A enough to kill one| 
with laughing. 

ill ^ 7^. ^ ^ not most | 
laughable? 

the punishment ofdecapi-l 
tation. 

^ ipf to behead. 

* or §& fl or ^ 1 

^ ^ to kill; to slaughter. 

to kill (some) and wound] 

(others). 

to take life; to slaughter] 

animals. 

^ to fight,— of battles; a| 

bloody fight. 

to kill to the last man. 

7^ ig to kill and disperse; to 

rout. 

to cut a path of 

blood,—through the foe. 

it is better to fail in the 

strict administration of the law 
than to slay an innocent man. 

$lj $1 ^ ^ don’t vent 
your wrath upon me. 

7^ sha* a violent, ferocious 

temperament; a threatening air 

Ilf sha4 terrible to 

behold,—as a ferocious tyrant, 

sit A enough to kill one 

with anger; also, to slay people 
in a fit of passion. 

m^ a headsman. 

%®^f- to be energetic and 

determined. 

m ^ very severe in¬ 
deed,—of criticism. 

mm the Destroying Angel. 

A m 6$ HIthis is 
your accursed work! 

. 1st 

R. 

See 

m 

m 

Entering 
Upper. 

mm to add up amounts. 

f® % ® — 10 1! addl 
it up first. 

m®j very much frightened. 

^ in a great hurry. 

m Hi M£h'uni*M he dashed 
out from his double entrenchment. 

m veU g°od- 

sna A at® the two are 
great friends. 

M®J &MA,m® 
is a a however good 

that one may be, he is a stranger: 
however bad this one may be, 
he is part of oneself,—of the 
value of a friend as opposed to 
a brother. 

-HH ii?F ^5 m T he has 
spoken out much too plainly or 
definitely. 

X fH very tight,—as a rope. 

the very last; the tail end. 

(chiang*) to slay 

one’s wife to obtain a command, 

as was done by Wu Ch‘i, 

because she happened to be a 

native of Tf^. Ch‘i, which State 

his own (the Lu State) was 

about to attack. 

Read shat4. To pare; 
to clip; to reduce. Little. 

See pi 7504. 

^ 7^ the rain became 

less severe. 

when his disciples went out, 
they did things on a somewhat 
smaller scale than Chin. 

^ 0f| 7^ bis voice was 

broken and confused. 

$1 £ m behaviour to I 
kindred on a graduated scale,— 
according to their degrees of 
consanguinity. 

7^ -|tp to take off the green,— 

from tablets for writing, by fire; 
to complete a book. See 9893. 

The edges of a seam; to| 

sew up a seam. 

Entering 
Upper. 

9635 

A. Pap, Piep 

Entering 
Upper. 

9636 

R®- 
C. hapQ 
H. ts'-ap 
F. c/Pak 
W. ts'-a 
N. tsah 
P. c!p a 
Y. ts'-aah 
K. sap 
J. so 
A. Pap, sap 

Entering 
Upper. 

me 
>»» 

9637 

RiS 
C. shata 
H. sat 
F. sak, sak-- 
W. sa 

N. sah, zah 
P. csha, ska* 
M. ra 
Y. saah 
Sz. sha 
K. sal 

I J. satsz, sec hi 
A. sat 

Entering 
Upper. 

A spear. Also read shat*. 

mm (or ^ ) clipped wings,— 

failure to succeed. 

Loquacious; talkative. 

To smear the mouth with 

the blood of a victim when! 

taking an oath. 

ifil IT Hi. to smear the] 
mouth with blood and swear] 
fidelity. 

1&\ a kind of falcon. 

To kill, as by noxious 

influences; baleful. Very; 

extremely; used with 9632. 

What? To sew; see 5984; 

9633. Colloquially read] 
sha}*. 

HI noxious influences; ma-| 

laria. 

fjfc Jjl a baleful star,—one that| 

brings pestilence, etc. 

fjft [)<] noxious; baleful. 

mm to oppose an evil influence. 

the three noxious] 

influences are in the east,—viz. 

Their positions aregivenannually 
in almanacs, to guide builders] 
of houses. 

w^th the back to the] 
quarter of evil influence,—a bad] 
position. 

[6] facing the quarter of evil 

influence,—also an evil position,] 
the best position being athwart 
the line of influence. 
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isr 
9637 

2 
9638 

9639 

See 

Rising Upper. 

9640 

9641 

9642 

9643 

9644 

^ ^ a destiny with 

an evil influence predominating. 

(*§> ^ robbers are 

very numerous. 

MR very near. 

aI: "pj" tru^ a wonderful 
composition! 

See 9687. 

Foolish; stupid; idiotic. 

See 10,137. 

mi a simpleton; a half-witted 

fellow. 

m a or a dolt; a booby. 

If tt? you stupid beggar! 

m 11 you little fool! 
mm nonsense. 

m t* »a * crazy; crazed. 

$IJi fit or \% foolish; silly- 

ftfn* ’rh ± I am not such a 

fool as all that. 

\B ^ il is a silly 
dog that pursues a flying bird. 

/fc % ^ M. ^ \B God 
does not extinguish the “big- 
fool” gourd (Cucumis conomon, 
Thbg.),—God tempers the wind 
to the shorn lamb. 

See 10,103. 

See 9531. 

Same as 9531. 

See 4228. 

Same as 4228. 

Pj 
9645 

R. 

See 
'& 

Sinking 
Upper. 

9646 

9647 

9650 

9651 

►4? 

9648 

Rd& 
C. sapQ 
H. ts'-iap3, 

shap 
F. sak 
W. tsie 
N. sah 
P. she?i l.shwa 
M. sa 
Y. saah 
Sz. sha 
K. sap 
J. so 
A. t’-iep 

Entering 
Upper. 

(A* 

9649 

R?fr 
C. sap0 
H. ts'-iap- 
F. sak 
W. tsie 
P. sha3 
M. sa 
K. sap 
J. so 
A. tliep 

Entering 
Upper. 

R. 
fP 

C. shap0, tsyt- 
F. chick 
W. tsb° 
P. S.chie, she? 
Y. chieh 
K. sap 
J. sho 
A. Pup 

Entering 
Irregular. 

Hoarse; gruff. [To be 

distinguished from5768.] 

See 6046, 13,162. 

a hoarse throat, 

sfj? a hoarse, gruff voice. 

Same as 9645. 

See 1573. 

Slight; passing, as a 

shower. 

M, H Ml a gentle breeze 

and a slight shower. 

pH the pattering of 

rain. 

^ for a short time; momen 

tarily. 

§1 in a moment; sud¬ 

denly. 

it# HR the light dazzles the 

eyes. 

Feathers used to adorn 

coffins. A large wooden 

fan carried in processions; 

fans generally. Used with 

9651. 

^ Jpj fans used in processions, 

to carry a fan, as above. 

Same as 1573. 

A fan. 

f . A-A- 
fE SH a beautiful fan. 

Read chieh4*. 

the fan style of writing,— 

the running hand usually seen 
on fans. 

9652 

R-i 
C.shai 
H.« 
F. sie, Pai 
W. I 
N. \SZ 
P.shai 
M. ) 
Y. ) rz, sai 
Sz. ) 
K .sa 
J. sai 
A. si 

Even Upper. 

,r 
9653 

R 
P. shai 
M. sai 
Y. sae 

A. | Sai 

Even Upper. 

8 
9654 

R- # M 
C.shai 
H. 
F. 
W. sa 
N. sa 
P. shai 
M. sai 
Y. sae 
Sz. shai 
K. swae 

J. sat,se 
A. sa^ le 

Sinking 
Upper. 

A sieve; to sift; to 

strain. To beat a gong. 

T a sieve- 
% If ^ a sieve for sifting dirt 

from chopped straw, 

f&gf a flour-sieve, 

ff & H a drizzling rain. 

Tit to sift rice. 

^ ypj to strain (hence, to pour 

out) wine. 

|j| tIJc die appearance of a 

person sifting rice,—applied to 
the shaking of ague. 

the bamboos sift 

the moonlight,—allow only thin 
beams of light to pass through. 

a sieve wind and 

a carpet moon,—a fitful breeze 
and bright moonlight carpeting 
the ground. 

itS; tgj silk strainers. 

f t0 beat a gong,—as a call 

to arms. 

To scatter and lose. To 

beat, as a gong; used for 

9652. 

To sun-dry; to dry. To 

get a sunstroke. 

BJf t0 dU in the sun- 

8)§! d$C Wi t0 dry or air clothes. 

1 a SI ek S to dry in the 
wind. 

to dry rice, 

a drying-ground. Used 

of a feast to which the guests 
invited have not come. 

^ 3^: not dried through, as 

a thick coat; also, cannot make 
its rays felt through, as the sun 
through something thick. 

= 0 tin.® 0 mi 
to fish for three days and then 
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®r 
96S4 

}±\L 

9655 

9656 

c. 
H. 
F. i/*V, cJ2i, cj0j 
W.» 
P. shai, shi 
M. JYZZ, JZ 

Y. jz 

K. JZZ, JO 

J. j/lZ 

A. A' 

Even Upper. 

9657 

9658 

R 
F. tazz, v. kau 
N. doii, v. jM 
P. v. cshai 
K. t'-u 

A. deu 

Even Lower. 

spend two days in drying nets,— 
of want of continuity (e.g.) in 
study. 

to dry one’s tears. 

to warm oneself or 

bask in the sun. 

to air the ritual,—as is Lb 
done by Buddhist priests on the 
6th of the 6th moon. 

^ 1c BJg M don,t §et sun' 
burnt. 

BJt ‘1^ scorching hot,—of the 

sun’s rays. 

4' Bit 7 take care 
you don’t get sunstroke. 

M m Bjt 7 dried bythe 
sun; also, got a sunstroke. 

ifll $0$ BJ| ||| the ducklings are 

sunning themselves. 

Same as 9531. 

To warm wine, as is done 

by placing the wine-kettle in 

boiling water. To divide. 

Hi 3l Wi tke Great Yu 

marked off the Five Lakes. 

Read hsis and /z2. To 

strain wine. 

,PS $i ^ % to strain 
koumiss for sacrificing to Heaven. 

See 9602. 

Dice, which date from 

the 3rd cent, a.d., and were 

first made of baked clay. 

Under the T‘ang dynasty 

they were carved from bone, 

and seeds of the Abnts 

precatorius, L., were used 

to mark the red spots. 

[This character is read fotP 

in the book-language, and 

the correct form of “dice” is 

said by some to be ^ 7“ • 

It is also read ktis = 

6227.] 

or 

9658 

% 
9659 

9660 

9661 

R 

9662 

tfT 
9663 

m 

shan 
C. 
H. 
F. sang 
W. sa 
N. saan 
P. shan 
M. shn, shan 
Y. saa 
Sz. shan, san 
K. 

J. 
A. son, 

Even Upper. 

y* to play with dice; to 

throw dice. 

fo ii ffi f If fc s 
elegant dice with the red bean 
(-shaped seed) fixed in them. 

FJr 
all the dice used were loaded 
with lead. 

See 9632. 

See 9531. 

Same as 9652. 

Same as 9652. 

A hill •, a mountain; a 

range of mountains. A 

grave. An island. Radi 

cal 46. 6121, 7738. 

ill ^ °r hi ft mountain- 

peaks; mountains. 

111 mountain ranges. 

Ill (Jj orphan hill, — a name 

applied to a solitary peak. 

yjpf 111 a bare hill, without 

vegetation. 

111 the foot of a hill. 

111 the spur of a hill. 

ib£ or |Jj the top of a hill. 

111 the ridge or crest of a hill. 

ib« the slope of a mountain, 

lb# or (ll valleys; ravines. 

11 [ a mountain torrent. 

ll| J|| or \\] M °r ill 
mountains and streams; a coun¬ 
try; one’s country; China. 

lb* hills and streams; scenery; 

mountain streams. 

jj)rfift^lb*2R8 
his forte was landscape, 

lb*# a well of spring water. 

Uf 
9663 

ib * # to meet in the 

course of one’s travels. 

# ffi -ft lb * 2 m 
which may help to defray your 
travelling expenses. 

ill ^ (°r jfi) 
if hills are high or waters deep, 
—a euphemistic phrase for “in 
the event of death.” 

ib fr * * if p4- S if 1 
have nothing to do in the next 
world, I can make verses. 

ill ^ ik flj where hills 
are high, the rivers are deep. 
See 4460. 

'fit 1HJ 1I4 to be entirely at 

the will of another; to play with 
great expression on the lute. 

iJj Jg a cliff. 

\U P or |lj ^ or |i| % a 
cave in the ground or on a hillside 

lb®L a mountain dell. 

11 [ clouds or mist on moun¬ 

tains. 

ib u a pass. 

j I [ hill-encircled 

lb $ A W its the mountain 

rose in front like a wall, 

lb# a rockery. 

[ 11 spirits that haunt the hills, 

j 11 *|^| in the bosom of the 

hills. 

ill a defile; a pass. 

ib ss»' ib m 
path. 

II [ ^ mountain wilds. 

III ^ wild tea. 

fil hang* \\\ to be 

of different trades is like being 
separated by mountains. 

11 [ ^ chang% the chief director 

of a mu provincial college. 

ji & St fife lb «>' foolish 
old man who wanted to move 
the mountain,—from a story in 
Lieh Tzti of an old man who 
gathered all his sons and grand¬ 
sons to help cart away a moun¬ 
tain which interfered with his 
business, arguing that his des¬ 
cendants would go on increasing 
while the mountain could not 
grow. God was so touched by 
his spirit that the mountain was 
miraculously removed. 

a mountain 
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i 9663 

jjj famous hills. Also used 

for “good tea” (see 1669), and 
for famous temples. 

jJEj jjj the four great 

famous mountains,'-viz. ||jj£ jj§j 

Omi in Ssiich'uan, jE. p Wu- 

t‘ai in Shansi, jj£ ^ Wu-tang 

in Hupeh, and [$£ Pootoo 

off Ningpo. See 13,367. 

itP fisj |X| the wonderful high 

mountain,—the ^ Sumeru 

of the Buddhists, which forms 
the axis of every universe. 

M ^ iii Ui ## iku was a 
case of the fire-signals on Mt. Li, 
—lighted to amuse Pao Ssu (see 
Biog. Diet.), and to which the 
feudal nobles ceased to pay 
attention. Used in the sense of 
“didn’t turn up as expected.” 

L-U {q-d. Ifi \U A[i an 
exemplar. 

Ul 4 ^ I have long 

heard of your great name,— 
Han Wen-kung being looked up 
to by his disciples as if he had 

been [Jj Mt. T‘ai or Jj' 

the Northern Dipper. 

— j 1 [ the three lost or hidden 

hills of Foochow,—viz. 

Ifi. $ — ifi.andl? ifi. 

— 111 the three visible hills 

of Foochow, — viz. -3r* |J_|, 

M Uj .and JH \U • 

3L ill see 13,3^T- 

^ ^ a mountain in the Pre¬ 

fecture of ^ Ying-t‘ien, 

famous as the retreat of jpjj- 7^ 

Hsieh An. It is not far from 
Nanking. 

M Uj Z & tb M ^ 
he never lost his love for Tung- 
shan. 

111 east of the hills,—Shan¬ 

tung. See 11,753. 

111 jHlj west of the hills,—Shansi. 

See 13,436. 

j 11 pip- J|| the hills cried out 

“Long live the Emperor!”—i.e. 
echoed the sound of the voices. 

| j | pji 2* Ifi when the hills 

had done echoing,—the cries of 
“Long live, etc.,” i.e. when the 
Imperial rescript had been read. 

r 
9663 

j 11 echoes among hills. 

J! U-J to §*ve indirect hints, 

—to one person by what is said 
to another. Also, to make one¬ 
self noticeable by diligence so 
long as the master is about. 

»Ifi ^ ifi,» * ^ * 
near hills, live on hills, near 
water, live on water, — avail 
yourself of what is at hand. 

^ ^ yao4 jj_| the virtuous 

take pleasure in hills. See 10,128. 

ifi *b H ^ Mi* 
are like good friends, one can’t 
have too many. 

pjp jjj in the stillness 

of a spring night, there lie the 
deserted hills. 

4^ [Jj ^ to live upon one’s 

capital. 

A til £ to kbour for 
another’s success. 

|X| ^ shielded by hills 

and girdled by river. 

Ifi B IS £ ifnmZ% 
hills change daily, yet seem 

to be always the same. 

4 ifi R -ir ifi 
the mountains of to-day are not 
so high as the mountains of old, 
—used in derision of the “lau¬ 
dator temporis acti.” See 3767. 

jjj 0J hills have no 

objection to height. See 13,031 
for expansion. 

II [ 7^ Aq j|J a walk of a 

mile or two over the hills,— 
brings one to, etc. 

Aj l_Lj Hz' a society for providing 

funds for visiting some famous 
mountain. 

Ar 111 ^ ditto ditto, — except 

that the mountain is not visited, 
the money being spent in cere¬ 
monies and banquets alongside 
of a paper mountain. 

III a hermit. A term applied 

by Buddhist priests to themselves. 
See 9617. 

^ 2|£ 1J4 4* A 1 am byna_ 
ture a hermit. 

HH jjj to retire to the hills and 

live in seclusion. 

(JLj a temple or Buddhist 

monastery, — because it should 
be among the hills. 

Uj ^ the temple was 

securely locked. 

r 
9663 

{Jj jjj see 2620. 

111 ^ woodware; articles of 

bamboo, etc. 

jj{j |_L| to make a grave. 

m IrI Ui ii- ife* he is a veri' 
table founder of a family. 

[ 11 the time for the Em¬ 

peror’s burial was nigh, 

j | [ a country house or farm; 

a temporary burying-ground for 
strangers. 

VX M ft UJ £|3 t0 leave 
unburied. 

{Jj ^ a tiger. 

j 11 HJ| the ringed pheasant (Pha- 

sianus torquatus). 

j 11 Reeves’ pheasant (Syr- 

maticus Reevesii). 

{I [ a goat; the Asiatic chamois. 

Ul Jip jpj1 the hoopoe, 

j 11 the white-necked crow. 

II [ !j|jr a kind of shoe. 

j 11 ^ or [Jj ^ the yam, wild 

and cultivated (Dioscorea quin- 
queloba,Thbg., D.Batatas,T)cne, 
and P. japonica, Thbg.). 

j 1 { |j|| the potato. 

j 1 [ jjj Philadelphus coro- 

narius, L. 

III |j5L Cantonese name for 

the mangosteen. 

{1| &E or {i| Crataegus 

pinnatifida, Bge.,—used for dy¬ 
sentery. 

111 jffij: jUj Shan-hai-kuan, — a 

town near which the Great Wall 
touches the sea-coast; the New- 
chwang Customs. 

111 $££ Shan-hai-ching,—the 

hill and water classic, an ancient 
geographical and ethnological 
work. 

Uj Hrsee H J|r 9552- 

j 11 ^ the Mongolian hare (Lepus 

tolai). 

111 a general name for 

lizards. 

111 iron-grey, — one of Mu 

Wang’s famous steeds. 

111 yj'v the black woodpecker 

(Dryocopus martius). 
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Hi1 
9663 

vur 
9664 

R. s® 

9667 

Seejffl] 

Sinking 
Upper. 

w 
9665 

r. I® 

See Jffl] 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Illl‘ 
9666 

K-flJH 
See JP5 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

9668 

R % 

See 

Even Upper. 

j 11 jj|i J|| the song-thrush (Leu- 

codiapteron sinense). Also, Tur- 
dus musicus. 

% the pied wagtail 

(Motacilla paradoxa). 

ill 91" ih 01 the blue tree-pie 

(Urocissa sinensis). 

^ the magpie {Pica 

media). 

1(3% the shrike [Latiius 

sphenocerus). 

Hi * the eared owl (O/us vul¬ 

garis). 

ill-© a variety of the chough 

(Fregilus graculus). 

UJ 3k & the rook (Frugilegus 

pastinator). 

Ill ft II a kind of francolin 

(Ithaginis sine/isis). 

A wicker basket for 
catching fish. 

yj|) yij) in basketfuls, — as fish 

caught in numbers, 

yjlj Swatow. 

vUj if M you can’t build a 

wall on sand. 

Rupture; hernia. Read 

chuan^ in Peking. 

mm rupture. Also, stricture; 

elephantiasis. 

4' IS IS m rupture in the 

groin. 

to IS angina pectoris. 

To slander; to abuse. 

=|jj ^ to slander. 

19 ± to abuse one’s superiors. 

St?5«l9 to reprove without 

being abusive. 

=[lj =y slanderous words. 

See 13,081. 

To lead on. To delay. 

[To be distinguished from 

11,287.] 

9669 

R®c 
C. shyn 
H. shen 
F. sieng, v. 

csieng 
W. sie 
N. sieh 
p. ) 

M. > shan 
Sz. j 
Y. hsiei 
K. son 
J. sen 
K. fien 

Sinking 
Upper. 

tg 3S 8L to incite one 
another to rebellion. 

Afan. The leaf of 

a door. Numerative of 

screens, dominoes, etc. See 

8941. 

— Ma fan- 
or or 

or IR M a folding fan,—in¬ 
vented by the Japanese, and 
introduced into China, via Korea, 
in the nth cent. 

or 

H Jffl or H Jffl a round fan,— 

which will not fold up; often 
used as hand-screens by Euro¬ 
peans. 

I Hr M or If) M a fan 
which opens both ways, disclos 
mg in one case an ordinary, in 
the other an indecent, picture 

a punkah. 

& © ^ ^ an elec- 
tric fan. 

Mor M J|pj a feather fan. 

MM ft 

laox a fan-case 

mm ft a pendant from a fan- 

case. 

Jffl a wooden fan carried in 

processions 

tr M or Jffl to carry or use 

a fan. 

m m Jpj to shut up the 

autumn fan,-as no longer wanted 

IK # M an after-autumn fan, 

—of no use. Hence, a deserted 
wife. 

jam# he screened his 

face with his fan, — to avoid 
seeing an acquaintance. 

when the 

wind rises, fans are without merit. 

Jffl a plantain-leaf fan. 

St t 9 M 9 M -f- 
professional story-teller looks at 

his fan,— he has no 

book (or capital). 

M M » ^ S ^.abroken 
rush fan fans both ways. 

Jffl ^ inscriptions on fans,— 

introduced under the Chin 
dynasty. 

lp[ Jffl a single-leaf door. 

M ^ hid behind 

the door. 

9669 

9670 

See M 
Even and 

SinkingUpper. 

9671 

R. I 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

m ^ °r n m $ 
ing mill. 

—‘ M a millstone. 

a winnow- 

a screen. 

a name for the Board 

of Punishments. 

vf H IT. Jpj thirty-two 

dominoes. 

To excite; to inflame. 

his anger blazed & Pi 
forth. 

To fan. To strike. 

0 Wi to fan w4h a fan. 

to move the air. 

not set them in antagonism to 
one another. 

1 

9672 

R 
F. v. Qsieng 

See 

Even and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

zl 4 

0 
9673 

R. 

See m 
Sinking 

Upper. 

u fan the 
1? 

trto fl°g 

i± why do 

you fan the ground with your 
fan? 

the beautiful 

To blaze; to fan a flame; 

to excite. 

mm m p 
wife blazes, now in possession 
of her place,—alluding to the 

elevation of mm Pao Ssti to 

the throne, 8th cent. b.c. 

IIA to excite suspicion 

in men’s minds. 

To polish ; to glaze. To 

slip. 

a stone for hot-press¬ 

ing cotton fabrics. 

H to ma^e glossy- 

| t0 slip down. 

9674 

R 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

To wheedle; to beguile. 

See 9672. 
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Uljj 

96 75 

R-m 

See 

Sinking 
Upper. 

9676 

See 

Even and 
Rising Upper 
and Lower. 

ar 
9677 

See iffe 

Sinking 

Lower. 

9678 

See 

Even and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

is a 

To geld a horse or ram, 

etc. See 9710. 

H If a gelding. See 7576. 

^ ^ a wether. 

Hf ^ a bullock. 

|||| a capon. 

^ to graft a tree. 

H T $i]i il 
gelded lion. 

Manner; mien ; air. 

11® easy-going. 

110 irresolute. 

To act on one’s own 

authority; to dare. 

|3 J^[ or fy or ;|jj ||| on 

one’s own authority; unautho- 
risedly. 

M. t0 use w*tl10U,; haying 
authority to do so. 

1 tin to make unauthorised 

additions. 

P3 to enter without leave. 

jjj consulting only one’s own 

convenience. 

If — B# were the most 

famous (painters) of the age. 

® vf n if to venture to use 

the private name of the Emperor. 
See 5217. 

12 AE^ to ta^e uPon °neself to 
decide. 

. £ to take credit 

for. 

$$ |f| I® to set UP oneself> 
—e.g. as a professional man. 

|||l serfs,—under the yy Chin 

dynasty. 

min to be guilty of robbery. 

Still water. 

mm the name of a river in 

Honan. 

Read tan*. Sluggish. 

vast, as an expanse of 

water. 

9679 

R-it 
See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

9680 

R 

See M i§ 
Even Upper. 

1 Far 

9681 

9682 

R.l 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

' t T 

9683 

m 

9684 

o i 
9685 

C. Lshym, 
shyn1 

H. ''sham 
F. sieng- 
W. zie 
N. fin 
P. shan 
M. san 
Y. siei 
Sz. shan 
K. som 

J. sen 
A. eiem 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To sacrifice to Heaven; 

hence, the Imperial power. 

jjii to abdicate in favour of. 

jjj® Shun and the 

Great Yu received the throne, 
— from their predecessors, i.e. 
as a gift, not by inheritance. 

The rank smell of sheep 

or goats; frowzy. 

J|. or jj|l ^ rank-smelling; 

frowzy. 

the Emperor Shun 

went to work in a frowzy way,— 
and consequently attracted the 
people to him, just as insects 
are attracted by frowziness. 

|| pjjtj" ^ ants seek what is 

rank-smelling,—“where the car¬ 
cass is, etc.” 

Same as 9716. 

To walk quickly. 

H ^ ^1)1 the closer 1 
followed him, the quicker he 
went. 

See 277. 

See 342. 

to 

To supply, to be adequate 

• See 2753, 6524. 

HI to suppty deficiencies. 

® 'f* It he (a hermit) 
lived on beans and water and 
nothing else. 

It t0 ass*st>—as the poor. 

Jl X' il tb of insufficient 

strength. 

^ fearing not to succeed. 

See 5911. 

mmA& family property 

sufficient for the people,—as in 
a prosperous State. 

rn 

9685 

9686 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

9687 

R-^C 
C. chlani 
H. ts^am? 
F. sang 
N. saan 
W. sa 
P. shan, sha 
M. san, sa 
Y. saa 
Sz. shan, sha 
K. sam 

. san 
A. sam 

Even Upper. 

9688 

R. IS 

C. sham 
H. sam 
F. sang 
W. sa 

N. saah 
P. shan 
M. san 
Sz. shan 
Y. saa 
K. sam 
J. san 
A. sam 

Even Upper. 

H? It Hs compositions 

were fresh and spirited. 

4-tit m ^ of considerable 

ability. 

M It # ift 'H H 1 
have no means of support. 

To adorn with feathers; 

streaky, like hair. Radical 

59- 

A wood found in Kiang- 

nan and used for building 

boats. A name given to 

various species of fir and 

pine. 

is'/ fM the common pine (Cun- 

ninghamia sinensis, Br.). 

Torreya siucifera, S. 

& Z. 

— Cephalotaxus Fortu- 

nei, Hook. 

pi ydeai- 

an ancestral tablet 

of deal,—not lasting; shoddy, 

a sampan. See 9552. 

a ra^' 

A shirt. See 3572. 

fP a sweat shirt,—an under 

shirt. 

shirt and skirt,—women’s 

clothes. 

^ a Buddhist robe or ka- 

chaya. 

#U shirt and slippers, — en 

ncgligS 

9689 

See 

Even and 
SinkingUpper. 

A kind of sickle. 
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inf*1 

9690 

R. 

See —■ 

Rising and 
Even Upper. 

9691 

afi 

A drizzling rain. Also 

read sarP. 

R 

C dtsenpts'-am, 
ps'-ym 

H. ps'-am 
F. Cch<kang 
N. ps'aah 

P. cshan, psien 
K. chham, sam 

som 
J. san, 
A. ‘dam 

Rising and 
Even Upper 
and Lower. 

To be delicate-looking. 

the delicate fin 

gers of a bride. 

Read sharp. To grasp 

# ft hold 
you by the hand. 

to expurgate. 

Read ts'arP. To mix. 

I’^r 

9692 

R. 

See 

Even Upper. 

frf 
9693 

*•§!) I5- 

if 

See 

to mix different things up 

in a heap. 

to mix together; to blend, 

—as in cooking. 

to mix in the false,—to 

adulterate. 

Finger-millet or Coracan 

(Eleusine cor a can a , 

Gaertn.), the “Raggi” of 

India. 

Even and 
Rising Upper. 

Ay- 

9694 

R#J *s- 
See JJJj) 

Even Upper. 

finger-millet 

cannot be paid in as grain-tax 

To weep. 

ff jP§ |H mytears ran down 

in streams. 

To cut; to expunge; to 

cancel. 

m% to cut down rank vegeta 

tion. 

m m 7i a sickle; a pruning 

knife. 

JPJ & or j|lj fj to cut and 

change,—to revise. 

jfW ffl or JPJ ^ t0 cut outl t0 
expunge. 

PJ to bowdlerise. 

9694 

969S 
R. 

See HU] 

Even Upper. 

9696 

9697 

R. 

C. shan 
H. san 
F. sang, v. tang 
W. sa 

N. saan 
P. shan 
M. 

Y, 
Sz. shan 
K. j 
J. > san 

A. ) 

Even Upper. 

7:1 san 

j® or JPJ % to abridge. 

M I# IT /If (Confucius) edited 

the Odes and settled the Ritual. 

To jest; to ridicule. 

^ to make sport of. 

Read hsierP. To proceed 

slowly. 

Read so*. The trailing 

of a lady’s skirt. 

See 144. 

Coral. 

J|j|] Jjijj coral. Also a name given 

to several plants with red fruit, 
as Aucuba japonica, Thbg. 

mmsM the coral button worn 

by officials of the 1st and 2nd 
grades. See 11,265. 

Him) scattered; in disorder. 

Jffilii rfii to come softly. 

H ij* iffl) M the orna’ 
ments at her girdle gave out a 
tinkling sound. 

*pT jtjJ M PJiS his bones sounded 

(when struck),—so thin was he 

9698 

R.: 

W. ts'-a 
N. saan 

See ip 

Even Upper. 

MW 

-¥• 
9699 

p i. 

9700 

RH 
H. sherd- 
P. shard 
M. sard 

K. son 
J. sen 
A. dien2- 

Sinking and 
Rising Lower 

To limp. See 7624. 

See 10,600. 

Smooth, level ground, as 

prepared for the erection 

of altars. 

R. 

m’ 
9701 

Mitt 
See |f|jj 
Rising Upper. 

£ 
9702 

m 
97 °3 

To make a fire. 

in summer, one 

does not have a fire. 

mzwm boil it with fire¬ 

wood,—of soup. 

m 
9704 

C. ‘chyn 
H. that 
F.cck-ieng 
W. tsHd 

N. ts'-ien 
P. ch'-ard, shard 
M. ‘ts'-an, sard 

Y. chHcd 
K. chdon 
J. sen 
A. S-hsicn 

Rising Upper 
Irregular. 

See 348. 

See 349. 

To open; to explain. 

1 he enlarged the 

boundaries of the empire. 

H *D] or M to make clear 

|f|j] to explain,—as by notes 

commentary, etc. 

[fpj J£|£| to expound the obscure. 

to bring out the 

meaning by analogy. 

Same as 9718. 

9705 

ri See 271. 

9706 

m* 

To flash, as lightning. To 

shun; to evade; to dodge. 
9707 

TT |3^ t0 bghten. 

C. shym, v. 
shyPo 

(3^ ID lightning. 

H. sham, v. 
shop, 

F. sieng, v. 

[3^ to flash; to gleam; to 

glint. 
nia?tg 

W. sie, v. hsia^ 
J3^j to dazzle the eyes. 

sie, 
N. siefi 

^ a flash; a gleam. 

P. shan 
M. san 

—* (^J ^ in ^ gi°amins °f 

Y. hsiei early morning before sunrise. 
Sz. shan 
K. som 

^ in glimpses; flashing; baff- 

J. sen ling; bewildering. 
A. diem 

Rising Upper. 
# fp) ^ jumping from one 

subject to another; desultory 
talk; incoherent and untrust¬ 
worthy statements. 

ill YA ^ ft ep- 
pearing here and there upon 
the mountains,—of brigands. 



w 
9707 

“shot” silk. 

^ ^ flashing; gleam¬ 

ing; dazzling. 

^ ^ IS I® dodging in and 
out. 

Wl-WI^WS1" 
get out of the way. 

^ j© ^ ft II he dodged, 
and caught the spear under his 
arm. 

9708 

R. 

See^ 

Rising Upper. 

9709 

s«|X] 
Rising Upper 

a 
9710 

K-life It 
C. shyn'- 
H. shen 
F. sieng2- 
W. izie 

N .jon 

M. | jW 
Y. hsiei 
Sz. shatt1 

K. son 
J. sen, zen 
A. fun 

Sinking 
Lower. 

wt to get out of the road; 

clear the way! 

—— to slip aside,—to 

avoid any one. 

3k % ^1 am iust 
keeping out of his way a bit. 

»4 Jg W T * T 
thrown from his horse by the 
animal swerving. 

to get a glimpse of; to 

see for a moment. 

M B W writhing and 

wriggling. 

Wttr to toady; to flatter, 

to be unlucky. 

The gleaming and glint¬ 

ing of running water. 

Mountain passes. [To be 

distinguished from [$4221. 

west of the passes,—the 

province of Shensi, so written 
in English in order not to be 

confused with ill B§ Shansi. 

Shensi and Kansuh. 

Good; virtuous, as 

opposed to jjji 04 12,779 

Clever; expert; good at 

readily capable of (see 

11,913); in the habit of (see 

12,324); addicted to (see 

2405). Intimate; familiar 

with. Whole; uninjured 

Used for 9675 (see 6141' 

or good works. 

^ a good man. 

itr 
n 
9710 

^ ^ the not-good = I; see 6229.1 

% /p good government; an 

excellent cure for. 

to exhort to good deeds. 

or fj 

^ a President of a Board ofl 

Trustees for philanthropic pur-| 
poses. 

% g°°d dee(Is done. 

^ as for goodness, practise it I 

yourself and cause others to do| 
the same. 

% #or^ # A 
to do good actions. 

^ # % 31 ^ # thosewhol 

do good works can have des-l 
cendants. 

% # M'J ML ^ W ttfc g°od| 
deeds will leave a perfume fori 
a hundred generations. 

the goodness of doing good is I 
not (real) goodness,— meaning! 
that it is necessary to be good. 

ft ffl » h"' 

chang3 5|j|‘ he is a philanthropic! 

old gentleman. [Also used in J 
the sense of “pious.”] 

good deeds done for show are 
not really good deeds. 

goodness gets a I 

good reward. 

0 t m m to make use ofl 

virtue as a means of profit. 

or ^ ^ a good end,- 

chiefly as opposed to death by | 
violence. 

those who pretend toj 

be good,—hypocrites. 

- # ts T i& one good deedj 

cancels a thousand bad ones. 

xe£ man needs goodness just as 

his head needs a hat. 

it is awkward to 

begin doing good deeds,—the 
calls upon one’s purse being! 
likely soon to outstrip one’s! 
means. 

it is awkward toj 

stop doing good deeds, — fori 
one’s own reputation’s sake asl 
well as for the disappointment! 
caused. 

51a 
FI 
9710 

is easy to talk 

about goodness. 

practising goodness is like going 
up hill, practising evil like going 
down. 

17 A. H W # 
(chang3) good should not be al¬ 
lowed to perish, nor evil to grow. 

is % 7*1 mZ^k g°°dness 1 
the foundation of happiness. 

I 

W ##£•!?. #toth' 
good I would be good, and to the 
not-good I would also be good 
in order to make them good 

[«-#•] 

% ^ pip jqp serene and fair,— 

of the weather. 

% fit n*ce f°odi dainties. 

an evil expression 

of countenance. 

§ & « * M <* # U • 
capital plan; a clever scheme. 

W 311 thoroughly able to do. 

H a good hand at anything; 

an expert. 

H 3|[i to manage well. 

H a quiet horse. 

,Pf good at riding, 

good at archery. 

good at swimming. 

aS in old age one is 
apt to forget. 

|i always ready to weep. 

j§j very good at 

drawing. 

ITi i||| proficient in liter 

ature and art. 

Z Tan Chu was the 

best player, — at the game of 
wei ch‘i. 

it m * he knew he 

couldn’t play,—at chess. 

^ women have many 

thoughts. 

an eminent scholar 

very good at 

making friends. 

H #* M.1® he is very 
good at this sort of thing 

148 



n 
9710 

[ 1178 

^ ^ ^ I fa Jtj those who 

understand do not talk about 
the Book of Changes. 

ft ^ /M' M 1h 7- thc 
high feeder will be hurt by 
eating, and the clever boatman 
will meet his death by water. 

^ holding fast, even 

unto death, to the path of virtue. 

^ IS a S°od (z,<?- high) price. 

the more the ^ ^ 'hfr 
merrier. 

unavoidable troubles; 

trials. 

face familiar,—to know by 

sight. 

SB A # ® B tf his face is 
somewhat familiar to me. 

to be well acquainted. 

* m zm families 
he was unacquainted with. 

5a«A# intimate with any 

one. 

7C to put into 

thorough repair. 

ft m Z rn It % t to 
w his outside trousers were 

quite uninjured,-not cut through. 

^ JI$L Z, take care of him; look 

after him well. 

for they knew that taking 

care of their bodies was not to 
be compared with taking care 
of their minds. 

^ variously explained by(i) 

to make good arrangements for 
the future, and (2) subsequent 
to peace, as after a war; after 
burial. See 9813. 

MU 

even the wisest man could 

not avert the consequences. 

pI the rules aPPend‘ 

ed to the tarilf. 

M M # # ^ It t0 con¬ 
duct supplementary negotiations. 

Board of Reorganisa¬ 

tion,—as at Foochow. 

H it it T and # it #i 
names of the two compan¬ 

ions of Kuan Yin. 

11 
9710 

rr 
9711 

See 

Rising Lower, 

Jfl 
9712 

R. 

Read hsien4 or shanz. To 

regard as good; to approve. 

^ ^ (shan*) to approve the good 

works of others; to love virtue. 

the elders praised 

him highly for it. 

the Emperor 

highly approved of what he said. 

Elegant; refined. 

See ^ 

Rising Lower. 

[rt 
9713 

See 

Rising Upper, 

4> 

T4 

9714 

R-it 
W. 

See ^ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

t.A 

R 
97i5 

W. Z2>, 'Z2£ 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Fine white clay, used for 

walls. 

White clay, used for 

porcelain. 

To write out; to copy. 
See 4805. 

to copy; to transcribe. 

jE to make a fair copy. 

_p^. to submit copy of. 

wt effected,—as a Treaty. 

^ to write out and place on 

record. 

^ UH to note a protest. 

tffl » » ffi to make ready; 
to prepare, as a written docu¬ 
ment. 

or 

'ltff 1^ t0 Put into rePair* 

m # ^ % to make ready 

one’s arms,—for battle. 

Food; viands; delicacies. 

Jj|| to serve refreshments, 

jp. JJ|| breakfast. 

delicacies. 

to present food,-to a tutor, 

lit 
9715 

9716 

o ZIPP 

Rising Lower 

9717 

twpy 
9718 

C. -shyn 
H. ~shen 
F. siengl, v. 

c/eianga 
W. ±zie 
N. zien 
P. shan 
M. san 
Y. hsiei 
Sz. shan 
K. sort 

J.«», zen 
A. He 

Rising Lower. 

JT‘ 

9719 

R. 

See I 

Sinking 
Lower. 

as was customary of old; hence, 
to pay a tutor. 

to recover 

expenses for tuition and board. 

^ Jjf| entirely depended 

on his father for a living. 

J]f| ||t| a good cuisine. 

)J|| ^ the Imperial kitchen. 

m in$ tbe Imperial Banqueting 

Court. 

and yj> JJ|I the Director 

and sub-Director of the Imperial 
Banqueting Court. 

handed to the Emperor 

at congratulatory audiences by 
princes, statesmen, Taot'ais, and 
others,—? list of delicacies offer¬ 
ed. 

The earthworm. 

s is 
when the earthworm sings, there 
will not be much rain. 

Same as 9715. 

The eel. 

§ the stork eel (Congrus 

tricuspidatus). 

JjJEjJ U|2 the yellow-jawed eel 

(Ophicardia xanthognathd). 

^ ]®i the brown eel (An- 
guilla avisotis). 

w m fii if he’s not a snake, 

he is an eel,—he is so slippery. 

Luminous. Easy; quiet; 

smooth. 

S7 a state of quiet repose. 



ii79 

9720 

See 
Rising Upper, 

9721 

|R-H It 
I See ^ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

9722 

To glance at; to peep| 

at. The brightness of light¬ 

ning. 

0 Hiik be iust g^ance(^ at 
Bi5c lj|y to ^as^ a g'ance at- 

A 0 the Planet Venus| 
is brightly glittering. 

To mow; to cut down. 

to cut down grass 

and pull up the roots. 

to cut down, or mow grass, 

reeds, etc. 

fill 77 a scythe. 

Same as 9721. 

_h‘ 

9729 

C. shong 
H. shong 
F. siong 
W. ziae 
N. zong^jong 

&. ! shang 
M. 
Y. I sang 
K. s'-ang 

|j- dj° 
I A. t'-ong 

Sinking and 
I Rising Lower 

9723 

I See ^ 

[Rising Upper. 

:e^ 

|J. «»,zen 
Even Upper. 

To manipulate. 

t0 pick over; t0 sort‘ 

A tree found in Kiangsu,| 

bearing a small, pear- 

shaped, sour fruit. 

To falsify; to distort the| 

truth. 

9727 

9728 

iR-'jfc 

[Rising Upper. 

Same as 9718. 

Same as 9680. 

To trim; to cut; to geld. 

Up, as opposed to 

4230; top; summit; above;I 

on; high; upper ; supreme; 

first or best; the Emperor. 

See 7135. Before; previous. 

“JC top, middle, bottom;! 

first, second, third; best quality,[ 
middling, inferior. 

±*T /J-\ broad at the topi 

and narrow at the bottom. 

up and down; above and I 

below; superior and inferior; 
left and right (see 460); clean | 
and refuse; to land and to ship. 

up and down the river. 

hand above andI 

hand below, — as when trans-j 
ferring money; sc. bribery. 

ft not less than a| 

thousand years. 

* the context. 

^ Ji “F notmuch| 
difference in their ages. 

what is your Wu 

religious designation?—to a Bud¬ 
dhist priest. 

i _t rsj T from top to bot¬ 

tom; from the Emperor down-| 
wards. 

Ill ± on the mountains. 

f± in the street. 

Jlp on the person. 

iST-t by the river. 

± sr the upper waters or reach 

of a river. See shang*. 

m± on the head. 

±m (see shang*) or ±ffi or 

±j§“Kt ± on the top; 

above; upon. 

ffi ± m * tSt 7 — 
told the above details. 

H — ^ ^ ^ ± W. after| 
little over a year, 

in heaven. 

± A or heaven above;[ 

God; Great Heavens! See 11,208.[ 

or *± God. See 10,942. 

God. Also, Chief Minister. 

M.± or H _t or # ± °rl 
the Emperor. 

j|l the late Emperor. 

±0 the Emperor said. 

Ji M the Emperor was angry. 

±m an Imperial Edict. 

±A a superior; a master,— | 

used of parents, priests, etc. 

± A did not use the I 
term “master,”—when address-1 
ing the priest. 

to go into the presence! 

of a master or superior. See 4230. | 

the seat of honour. 

see 11 ,7S6. 

±m the upper chamber,—for I 

honoured guests; the principal! 
suite of rooms at an inn. 

±n or ±m one’s superior] 

officers. 

_t I? or _t % (see IO>577)| 
high officials. 

I' to be revered! 

above all others, — as God or[ 
the Emperor. 

»* above us is | ± M % 
heaven. 

R 

■ Tl 
above (in point 

of age), I have two aged parents, 
below, I have no brothers to 
assist me. 

!±B it is said in the Sacred 

Books (or in the Canon of 
History),... 

to take a fancy to. See 

5852, 13,129. 

. ft is ±the best 
thing to do is to try and bear it. 

[* first-class. 

_t # A io>877- 

±£jr very good; tip-top. 

best quality. 

_t ^ ^ first quality birds’- 

nests. 

clean Baroos camphor. 

the above or upper portion 

or division or paragraph, 

upper clothing. 



fc 
9729 

the upper even tone.| 

± early in the morning. 

±.Jp- very early. 

-t iir °r ±1: remote anti-1 

quity,—the period preceding and I 

embracing utm Fu Hsi. 

± 0 a former day. 

±M last moon. 

last winter. 

previous years. 8301. 

® K5F in less) 

than an hour. 

JjS _L —* ere a month had I 
elapsed. 

^ ± — # rn 5E 7, 
a year had not elapsed ere she 
died. 

h ] the first decade of a month. 

±*r or last quarter. 

-t Jl or _h |e»| or h. or| 

the previous occasion. 

the upper front teeth. 

-tlmi to advance. 

± ^ to appeal to a higher | 

tribunal. 

± M «r _t ft Shanghai. 

±t the original holder, as of I 
land; the place of honour. 

h the previous tenant; a head 

partner. 

± R to rise; to become. See\ 

*376) 2733, 4624, 4839, io,i64,f 
IO>693, i3>449- 

if to grow better; easy 

to go up,—as an ascent. 

M ft _t 4? began to yawn. 

to submit or present any-l 

thing to. 

to go on night-watch, 

before midnight. 

(or ) the forenoon.I 

_fc superior meat. 

±H the metropolis. See 6609. 

± JjpL to address a superior. See 

shang*. 

±ft to fall into a snare. 

±m to visit one’s cemetery. 

Jh 
9729 

h pjf to state to a superior. 

±*fe your honourable name. 

h to join a society or club.| 

h distinguished guests, 

very urgently. 

± to pester a superior. 

±m to present a sealed memo-1 

rial requesting the degradation! 
of. 

±ff practised above! 

and imitated below,—as a good) 
example. 

the Imperial Stud. 

K to make progress. 

±j» the first of a pair of scrolls. | 

±* earlier generations, — of| 

relatives. 

-t to attend or celebrate an I 

old person’s birthday; your birth¬ 
day. 

± # o’ ± M names for| 
Peking; see 7157. 

± a the 3rd of the 3rd | 

moon. 

Read shangs (in many] 

cases also shang4). To go! 

up, or on, or to. To send I 

up, or to; to pay in. To| 

esteem; to exalt. 

±m the rising or ascending! 

tone; the 3rd tone of the Peking [ 
dialect. 

±± shang4 go up. 

±m to go upstairs. 

± to go on board ship. 

# M ± shans* fS #• 

h $$( standing at the bow ofl 

the ship, beckoned him to come| 
on board. 

h to go ashore. 

h ^ to go to heaven, 

to go to Peking. 

Jl ^ to go to Court. 

h to go to school. 

% §£ A M Jh PI would| 
not let his son-in-law come to the | 
house. 

H 1 1 T 0 ® Put him| 
up on the “prisoner’s bed.” 

9729 

6^ Pit _h y ordered! 

them to put on a cangue and! 
handcuffs. I 

to go to the hills; (yfg'.)! 

to rise from prostitute to be a| 
kept mistress. 

±A to go to town from the 

country. 

± J§ to mount a horse. See 7576.1 

to get into a sedan-chair.) 

to pay duty. 

a “duty memo.” 

h ^ y* to pay in taxes in | 

money. See 7016. 

h EfL to hand in a petition. 

±2|S to memorialise the Throne, 

to go to burn incense. 

to wind up, j 
—as a watch. 

in your goings up I 

and down, may you be at peace! [ 

he cannot come up. 

±M ft * where are you 
going to ? 

Jt y _t are y°u coming| 
up? 

to bolt a door. 

h $§ to start on a journey. 

±S to go to the office of aj 

superior. 

to come upl 
to the table and work, — to I 
become proficient in one’s traded 
to have finished one’s apprentice¬ 
ship. 

± HI to begin work. 

±$ito get rusty. 

h Ufa to go into dock. 

±M to ascend a river. See] 

shang*. 

h to go up stream,—of boats. 

±m±n to go to the pots I 
and oven,—to become a cook. 

h the “L.” exit of a Chinese! 

stage. 

± to ascend the hall,—ofl 

a Buddhist temple, repeating) 
0-mi-t‘o-fu and striking the bell I 
at intervals. [ 

to go to press. See 8588. 
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Jb‘ 

9729 

IT 
9730 

See 

Rising Upper. 

9731 
R. 

C. /iowj' 
F. hiong 
W. Arrar 
N. 
P. cshang, v. 

ishang 
M. ''shang, 

hsiang' 
Y. 
K. ■?«»£• 
J. r/45 
A. 
Rising Upper, 

±a to hoist sail. 

p ^ to string a bow. 

±i* to freeze. 

± « to hang oneself. 

h or ±m (see shang4) to 

do up the hair. 

women who dress 

the bride’s hair on the wedding- 
day. 

f- •|!| to honour the noble. 

The large ring on a front 

door, used as a knocker. 

[Distinguished from 

6584-1 

Noon ; midday. A piece 

of arable land, measuring 

six mm, set apart for 

the support of the Gendar¬ 

merie of Peking. 

flfa ^ {shang1 huo in Peking) 

or noon. 

»J> UlPl 7* close on noon. 

jE fljpj or Aft 7 or flfa 7 

^ it is noon. 

Alto 7* ^ (°r $b )and flip] "7 
(or ) day-periods in 

the early afternoon. 

flip] "7 $h (or ^ > 7 il is past 
noon. 

it is consider¬ 

ably past noon. 

HfllP] or ¥#AIP] the fore¬ 
noon. 

3© flip] or the after¬ 

noon. 

^7 fl|P] W ^ePt sdent 
awhile. 

^ flip] ^7and © flip] 7* east 
and west noontides, respectively, 
—the times in the morning and 
afternoon when the sun is throw¬ 
ing long shadows. 

flip] i& the midday meal. 

fftflfr &or0§ Ufa# (1chiao4) 
to take the midday rest or siesta. 

n 
9732 

tr 
9733 

R. < 

see 

Sinking 
Lower. 

See 4285. 

To add; to append to. 

Still; in addition to; not¬ 

withstanding. Extensive, in 

the logical sense. To marry 

a princess. Korea. To 

wish. To esteem; to ap¬ 

prove ; used in the sense of 

Imperial. To ascend. 

itiz k* pearls were at¬ 

tached to them. 

fpf % M £ 3E fS:were sti11 
able to follow the teaching of 
Wen Wang. 

although 

old, I can still ride. 

the early part of my life, time 
passed without commotion. 

ft-R still; however. See 12,236. 

^ & ft -R * & l; 

» if even God is not just, how 

much more (will officials fail: 
see 2533). 

ft# there is still. 

'jpj' j|| still; as before. 

ft# hopes, however. 

fpbfr and he would beg. 

lef bj not xet satis' 
factorily settled. 

^ may still be con¬ 

sidered as complete. 

ftSTyfc may still be con¬ 

sidered as fair and just, 

ftpte clear and satisfactory 

enough. 

4: to wed a princess. 

—' TJr Aj> do you 

proceed with united heart and 
strength. 

ft**! would that I might 

sleep to wake no more! 

■jp]“ see 4264, 4286. 

fpj ^23 to esteem virtue, 

to respect age. 

11$ "Hit ^Ic languaSe, value 
comprehensiveness and terse¬ 
ness. 

W 
9733 

W 

9734 

R-i§ 
C. skiing 
H. shong 
F. siong 
W. ziae 
N. djongjong, 

zong 

M % % ft God does not 

approve of them. 

hao4 to prefer; to value. 

ft « what is your esteemed 

name? 

7 gft do not think much of 

yourself. 

^ fpj vied with one 
another in extravagance. 

the world loves 

pomp and show. 

fSft the prevailing custom. 

« ft *1 red is the accepted 

colour,—at weddings. 

M, fpf air; style. 

IpJ H fond of discussion; to 

praise; to glorify. 

*jyft2 nothing can be 

superior to it. 

##Wft every one has his 

own particular fancy or taste, 

ftjtt to set one’s mind on. 

^ /U? to have great 

aspirations. 

ft it 4 persons specially 

charged to make things for 
Imperial use. 

ft# the Imperial clothes. 

ft# the Canons of Yao and 

Shun in the ^ Shu Ching; 

also used for the whole work. 
High metropolitan officials under 
the Han dynasty. Also (elegantly 
read ch'ang*), the President of 

a Board. [ft# was changed 

to -||£ by the Emperor Wu 

Ti of the Han dynasty.] 

ft«ft» the Presidents of| 

the Six Boards. See 9484. 

l^lr^or]pf1l^^ a 
subordinate in the department 
of a shang shu. Under the 
Chou dynasty = Grand Historio¬ 

grapher ; # ft # 0 

called the G. H. and said. 

The clothes on the lower 

half of the body; see 5385. 

-Mi clothes. 

^ Mi a hand-the-clothes,— 

a wife. See 1478. 

^ the curtains of a lady’s 

carriage. 
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3k 
9734 

IP. shang 
M. ) 

lY. j sanS 

I Sz. shang 
1K.sang 
I J. sho 
| A. Song 

Even Lower. 

HiS>3 

IC. shong 
jH.shong 
IF. siong 

IW. siae 
IN. song 
IP. ) 

M. * 
IY. [ s'lanS 

jsz. j 
IK. sang 
Ij. sho 

I A. t'-ong 

[Rising Upper 

the beautiful appearance] 

of flowers. 

^ 5434- 

clothes like clouds, .sr. 

beautiful. 

To give to an inferior; 

to bestow; to reward, as 

opposed to f]j 3382. To| 

take pleasure in. See 1644. 
a 

j\» n. 

galto bestow money. 

M H give a cash !| 

—a beggar’s cry. 

or M ^ to bestow upon. I 

*1S (chia*) to grant leave of I 

absence. 

to reward merit. | 3>»'f 

J” @4 great merit | 

brings a substantial reward. 

to reward the I 

9736 

9737 

9738 

M PI P'J TEN 

good and punish the evil 

« m « Si bestowed upon 

him wine and meat 

MM# reward in order 

to stimulate to virtue 

MT-mMUi in rewarding, 

do not make any difference as 
regards enemies. 

M jHc lia V$ permitted to wear 
the Blue Plume 

M to or M a notice °f 
reward. 

mKZT'tt/fiM a 
where the reward is large, there 
is sure to be some brave man 
forthcoming. 

M M to kindly return, — as 

something sent for inspection. 

M t0 kestow the face,—to 

condescend. 

M §§ to bestow a glance on; to 

enjoy the view of. 

M?£ to enjoy flowers. 

^ to enjoy the moonlight. 

R to enjoy oneself. 

ll7Cf to enjoy the Feast I 

of Lanterns. 

am to give an entertainment. 

to condescend to accept. 

^ ftfc to have a favourable! 

knowledge of. 

See 440. 

See 441. 

To deliberate. To trade 

Name of a dynasty. The 

second of the five ancient 

musical notes; see 6580. 

Used with 9739. [To 

be distinguished from j| 

10,919.] 

IS m or IS 1$ °r jS in to 
consult; to deliberate upon. 

ffiltfcfiif the two parties in 

consultation. 

if settled in consultation 

IS $$ to deliberate and (or how 

to) take action, 

if m to argue out; to discuss, 

IS IJ to arrange; to settle on, 

|ifj to consult with. 

IS z n £ he consulted 

about it with his secretary. 

IS $£1 to Propose to. 

if It to agree to after consulta¬ 

tion. 

IS Aor IS Por tf (w1) 

IS or ISIS merchants. 

if m or % if travelling 
merchants. 

)S ^ (ku%) resident and travel 

ling merchants. 

fOfi j^JJ foreign merchants. [Ori¬ 

ginally “hong merchants,” as 

opposed to foreign mer¬ 

chants. So used by mjc 
Yuan Yuan.] 

native merchants. 

if* capital in trade. 

is m trade; commerce. 

IS Ira commercial details or 

interests. 

- ; l- 

9739 

974i 

See 

Even Upper. 

9740 

R. “ 

See j^J 

Even Upper. 

is m commercial interests; 

shares. 

IS a partner in trade; also,! 

an employi in a firm. 

j§] buying and selling; trad-1 

ing. 

trade,—especially applied 

to trade with foreign countries.] 
See 12,294. 

MlS^ in the interests of j 
trade. 

tSif ^ the China Merchants’ 

S.N. Company. 

|S (ch‘ao%) the Shang dynasty. 

See Tables III. 

if solid mensuration. 

IS ¥ a one-legged bird, said to 

portend rain, and imitated by] 
children hopping about. 

IS Asparagus lucidus, Ldl. 

A plant, the root ofl 

which is used as a remedy j 

for ague. 

§J Chinese pokeweed (Phyto¬ 

lacca acinosa, Roxb.). 

To deliberate. Used with| 

9738. 

Same as 9738. 

To wound ; to injure ;| 

to distress. To be distress¬ 

ed ; grieved over, or at. 

b w to kill; mortal; fatal. 

}f ^ to wound. 

If to lose one’s life. 

^ “^7 to die of one’s wounds. 

MSt? physically injurious. 

Iff a severe wound. 

# ■¥* % M #, % 

Til ^ the superior man] 

does not wound twice, nor does I 
he take captive the gray-headed. I 
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9742 

the wounded part; the 

wound. 

pj the mouth of a wound. 

^ the scar of a wound. 

came to the court 

bringing his wounds with him,— 
i.e. in spite of his wounds. 

3© fl H % covered with 

wounds as a fish with scales. 

^ a bird wounded 

by an arrow. 

% )jjg{ or to injure one’s 

reputation. 

to be ill. 

f iorll to catch cold, 

to suffer from heat, 

to damage,—as by colli- 

m- 

sion, etc. 

^ to waste property. 

it to injure the entente 

cordiale. 

mmmn do not destroy 

our old friendship. 

m\t % mm. a 
jurious to public morals. 

to hijure the (morals of 

the) age. 

|jj£ ^ to injure by rubbing. 

HI lit or t0 wound the 
feelings. 

a % m my heart was 

grieved. 

a sad affair- 

j^ to be much moved; emo¬ 

tional, as a division or class of 
poetry. 

his concubine pined 

for him,—after his death, 

ft®## to cause grief to 

one’s parents, — as well as to 
oneself. 

mmm to lament over deten¬ 

tion from home. 

to grieve over the ap¬ 

proach of old age. 

to grieve over (the depar¬ 

ture of) spring. 

•fa® what matter ? what harm ? 

^ to be of no consequence; 

not to matter. 

9743 

R.| 

See ]^J 
Even Upper. 

,"1 

9744 

See j^J 

Even Upper. 

To die young; to die. 

to die prema- 3k M or 
turely. 

~"fT ^ and pjl 

chang3 J or 

Iand _L M 
■ to die between 

eight and eleven, between twelve 
and fifteen, and between sixteen 
and nineteen, respectively. 

to die of smallpox. 

ml Jjfl children who die 

before the age of seven, whose 
relatives will not wear mourning. 

to marry the spirit of a 

betrothed husband who has died 
before the actual marriage. 

| to die for one’s country. 

Af many ITTP % 
members of the family, male and 
female, died. 

A goblet, shaped like a 

breakfast cup, but without 

a handle; to pledge. Also 

read ch^ang^. 

a wine-cup. 

to raise the goblet,—to 

drink. 

cups and goblets 

passing to and fro,—as when 
much drinking is going on. 

jj| to circulate the wine-cup. 

9746 
avt 

M§ 
C. shiu 
H. shau 
F. sieu% chieu 
W. side 
N. hsioa 
P. 
M. 
Y. soa 
Sz. shau 
K. JO 
J. sho 
A. t'-ieu 

Rising and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

^ j|J| to overflow the goblet,- 

as the biggest river will hardly 
do at its source; used in the 
sense of “small beginnings.” 

or or $tH to 

prepare goblets,—to get ready a 
feast. 

m «g ft * goblets floating 

down winding streams,—as at a 
picnic where cups of wine are 
placed in a stream and allowed 
to float down to where the guests 
are assembled. 

^ M M fffi M the wins 
ed goblet flew round as we got 
drunk to the light of the moon. 

$§ to pledge. 

m 1 m m z 
K he pledged Hsi Wang Mu 

(see 8067) at the Jasper Lake. 

See 

Ft 
9745 

Rising Upper. 

shau 

Few, as opposed to ^ 

11,302. Little ; seldom ; 

briefly; in the least; short 

of; wanting in. 

A? 

Dinner; supper. 

-i.e. less 

rdp -y see 11,302. 

to declare short, 

than the actual quantity, as at 
the Custom House. See 11,302. 

a less quantity than 

stated on the document. 

it'" £§ it' insufficient; 
short of the number required. 

Ag ^ or Ag a little; a few. 

j|| Ag still a few wanting, 

too few. 

to be wanting; short of 

the proper number. 

to owe money. 

4-/1! wanting in politeness, 

rare. 

t he seldom met 

his match. 

in a little while, &i?i6oi 

chien4. 

in a little while 

he fell ill and died 

K - 
moment. 

Ag |jg I have been deficient 

in enquiring after your health,— 

a conventional reply to jj|| 

it is a long time since we met. 

don’t talk so hastily 

or stupidly. 

J3 without breath: 

dead. 

4? shao3 Ag sJiao'1 ^ a very little 

Ag let us pass over or omit. 

have seen very 

little of you,—1 am glad to see 
you again (after a short absence). 

Ag j||L dejectedly. 

A? 

Ag 

A? 

A? 

A? excuse me one 

it' 

it' 



9746 

I won’t sell it for 4'T ^ 
less. 

or or & 

wait awhile. 

to 

or a short time. 

^ I i I i at the 
least, it will require a hundrec 
taels. 

M B Z R T- Isa ^ 
population of the neighbouring 
States does not decrease. 

t to stop when a fair 

amount of success is achieved,— 
lest the better spoil the good. 

"ft# not many worth 
taking. 

most likely. 

# 4^ # »' dk 7 # I or 

unable to be less 

by; indispensable. 

A? "fHi ^ can’t do without 

him. 

must be in the room somewhere 

ik * # «n ft m n w 
all (my earnings) will necessarily 
become their property. 

A? ^7* ^ ifei 55 1 was also 
obliged to ask. 

A §H 1*1 ^4 he will be 
obliged to let me have it. 

won’t give you too 

little; you shan’t have too little 

& Jf ft U £ I shall be 
obliged to go. 

§| evolution,—in mathema¬ 

tics. 
A' 

Young; of 

See 875, 

Read shao*. 

tender years. 

6645. 

^ Af old and young. 

## of tender years. .*><^12,958. 

became an orphan when 

young. 

Ill tahe tender care 

of the young. 

?L ¥ 0 + A ® forty- 
six years younger than Confu¬ 
cius. 

^ M 'js 
young again 

>J> his face became 

[ 1184 

9746 

9747 

A A' MU B # when a 
man is young, he cleaves to his 
parents. 

O* A' itfc 1 have been 
like this from my youth upwards, 

A? ,/Jx HP (J|j when a child 

I left my native place, 

the youngest son. 

dk3t a young girl, 

the son of an official; your 

A' A or 

A? 

son, — a conventional term of 
respect. 

if d? 36 ft the young gentle 

men (your sons) are all equally 
charming. 

A? ^ to take a concubine 

f&dka he treats me slight 

ingly. 

the name of a famous 

monastery in the Teng- 

feng District, Honan, the in 
mates of which were all gooc 
at boxing, etc. Hence the term 
has come to be used in the sense 
of “swashbucklers.” See 9373 

dk 

m i/i 4- 

R. 

See 

but usually 

read ^ 

Sinking 
Upper. 

A' 

ill ± A 
(the Emperor Kao Tsu 

of the Wei dynasty, a.d. 471-500 

in honour of the Shaman m 

m Po-t‘o from Central Asia,) 

gave orders for the establishment 
of the Shao-lin monastery on 
the north side of the Shao-shih 
mountain. 

the Vice President of 

the Board of Punishments, 

dklt the fancy name of the poet 

Tu Fu. 

To whistle; a whistle 

An outpost; to patrol. 

fy dfjf or df' to blow 

a whistle. 

to carry a whistle,— 

as pigeons do. See 6060. 

BfTJi. a whistling wind, 

nts the mouth of a trumpet, 

t t loquacious, 

t* a revenue cruiser. 

^ tidewaiters. 

an outpost; an entrench¬ 

ment. 

m 
9747 

R 

w 
9748 

See 

Sinking and 

Even Upper. 

w 
^9749 

F. sau 

See^ 

Even Upper. 

tr 
975°. 

See^ 

Even Upper. 

Up Rf garrisons and guard 

stations. 

5® t or t to patrol. 

t T on guard. 

t the officer in command of 

the patrol. 

d^ ^ or it A a sentry. 

It a vcdcttc- 
t«5 a scout; a spy; to recon 

noitre. 

-t ^ shoP in a 
first-class situation. 

^ ft a mihtary lieutenant. 

The eldest sister. 

975i 

F. sau3 

of. t 

A. sau, tieu 

Even Upper. 

The ends of a bow. To 

discharge an arrow. 

To take; to choose; to 

carry; to send by an oppor 

tunity(.sw 10,463). Wrongly 
used for 1428. 

If ISto seize- 

lUlf t0 ch°ose- 

(or ^ ) to send a letter. 

1$ t0 convey goods. 

^ ch‘aox to fold the arms. 

See 186. 

ffi ^ ?E t- & put his 
hands behind his back. 

Pllf a door-latch. 

The stern of a vessel. 

See 9758. 

||!J the helmsman. 

® X ^ ft jjfc j$ too many 

helmsmen wreck the boat = too 
many cooks etc. 
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